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Abstract

Background: Wearable devices have been used extensively both inside and outside of the hospital setting. During the COVID-19
pandemic, in some contexts, there was an increased need to remotely monitor pulse and saturated oxygen for patients due to the
lack of staff and bedside monitors.

Objective: A prototype of a remote monitoring system using wearable pulse oximeter devices was implemented at the Hospital
for Tropical Diseases in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, from August to December 2021. The aim of this work was to support the
ongoing implementation of the remote monitoring system.

Methods: We used an action learning approach with rapid pragmatic methods, including informal discussions and observations
as well as a feedback survey form designed based on the technology acceptance model to assess the use and acceptability of the
system. Based on these results, we facilitated a meeting using user-centered design principles to explore user needs and ideas
about its development in more detail.

Results: In total, 21 users filled in the feedback form. The mean technology acceptance model scores ranged from 3.5 (for
perceived ease of use) to 4.4 (for attitude) with behavioral intention (3.8) and perceived usefulness (4.2) scoring in between.
Those working as nurses scored higher on perceived usefulness, attitude, and behavioral intention than did physicians. Based on
informal discussions, we realized there was a mismatch between how we (ie, the research team) and the ward teams perceived
the use and wider purpose of the technology.

Conclusions: Designing and implementing the devices to be more nurse-centric from their introduction could have helped to
increase their efficiency and use during the complex pandemic period.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e44619)   doi:10.2196/44619

KEYWORDS

vital signs; wearable devices; action learning; technology acceptance model; TAM; COVID-19; user-centered design; wearables;
remote monitoring; technology acceptance; oximeter
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Introduction

The popularity of portable wearable technologies that monitor
health has increased substantially over the past decade due to
their perceived utility, relatively simple implementation, and
immediate feedback [1]. Wearable technology is used in both
personal and clinical settings, and more recently in the context
of the COVID-19 pandemic for diagnosis, remote monitoring,
and other applications in both inpatient and outpatient settings
[1-3]. Using wearable devices for COVID-19 care can result in
infection control by reducing the amount of time that health
care workers (HCWs) are physically with patients and providing
continuous monitoring of vital signs for the early identification
and potential treatment of deteriorating patients [2]. Specifically,
remote monitoring of oxygen saturation using wearable devices
became increasingly common during COVID-19 in hospital
settings [4,5].

Despite the potential benefits, there have been many challenges
noted in implementing and using wearable devices during
COVID-19, including technical, social, and political spheres
[1]. Technical challenges often include battery life, Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth connections, and device communication. A few
examples of social challenges are patients lacking technological
confidence (eg, in older patients) and repeated device alerts or
continuous monitoring making patients nervous, while political
challenges could include regulatory issues for expanding the
approval of devices for COVID-19–related medical situations
[1]. Many of these challenges may be enhanced in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs), while the need for such
integration is crucial, especially during pandemic situations
[6,7].

There are several studies exploring the technical challenges of
integrating wearable devices in trial settings during COVID-19
(eg, see [8]), but there is a lack of research surrounding the
acceptability of such devices within these contexts and how
attitudes may impact actual use [9]. Portable wearable devices
could be a potential solution to allow for continuous monitoring
of vital signs remotely and affordably for COVID-19 wards in
LMIC settings; however, while advantageous, these devices
cannot meet their full potential if the users do not agree to use
them or realize their potential value [10]. Understanding user
perceptions and needs as well as the context in which the
technology is implemented is crucial for successful
implementation [1]. User-centered approaches stress the
importance of integrating both human factors and technical
factors [11] while also paying attention to avoid excluding
certain populations in the design [7]. User-centered approaches
have been cited as a “critical success factor” in a variety of
health-related technology projects [12].

From August to December 2021, when COVID-19 cases were
increasing more rapidly than at any time previously in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam, there was an opportunity to integrate a
prototype wearable device and monitoring system into the
COVID-19–designated wards at the Hospital for Tropical
Diseases (HTD). At this time, the HTD was overwhelmed with
patients with COVID-19 and we needed to deploy something
urgently that could help. Using pragmatic methods during the

rollout of the device, we describe stakeholders’ use of the
wearable device, aspects of acceptability, and under which
circumstances its use would be most beneficial for improving
the care of patients with COVID-19. The primary objective of
this work was to support the implementation process of the
wearable device in the hospital to improve patient care during
a catastrophic period of the COVID-19 pandemic in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam.

Methods

Study Setting
This work took place within a larger project called the Vietnam
ICU Translation Application Laboratory (VITAL) at the Oxford
University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU) and HTD. The
goal of VITAL is to design and implement innovative
technologies to improve patient care within the intensive care
unit (ICU) at the HTD, with a longer-term goal of expanding
these technologies regionally. In addition to the clinical and
technological studies, there is an ethnographic study to explore
the sociotechnical contexts of the ICU at the HTD and within
ICUs in Vietnam more broadly. The VITAL multidisciplinary
team was in place at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In the first 100 days of the COVID-19 pandemic, Vietnam
rapidly implemented a variety of public health measures
resulting in relatively few cases and zero deaths [13]. Since that
time, there were a few concentrated outbreaks (for example, in
Da Nang in July 2020 and December 2020 in northern Vietnam).
In May 2021, the cases started to increase on a countrywide
basis, and by August 2021, the hospitals began to fill with
patients with COVID-19. It was within this pandemic context
that the wearable device was implemented at the HTD, and the
VITAL study teams worked together throughout to improve its
implementation.

The wearable device was selected by the company and was
already integrated into a locally developed platform based on
an available application programming interface, licensing, and
availability. The device was medical grade and measured heart
rate and blood oxygen levels, similar to a pulse oximeter. The
wearable device was battery powered and each one connected
to a tablet that was kept at the patients’ bedside. The tablets had
a 3G or 4G sim card and sent the data to a cloud where multiple
patients’ data were viewable by HCWs outside the patients’
rooms and isolation area.

Study Design
The aim of this work was to support the ongoing implementation
of the wearable device rather than to follow a predefined,
replicable study protocol, as would be used in trial settings, for
example. Therefore, the work here describes the pragmatic
rollout of the device. We used an action learning approach,
including integration of multiple methods to assess the use and
acceptability of the wearable device [14]. Action learning
approaches rely on an iterative process of assessing local
contexts, learning from relevant stakeholders, and using the
information to improve an implementation or further develop
a technology specific to the context [15,16]. As the wearable
device started to be implemented in the HTD wards, our team
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of HCWs, social scientists, and technology developers took the
opportunity to work together to inform the implementation.
Therefore, we adapted the methods as the situation changed and
more insights were gained [14].

Participants
Potential participants included the HCWs from the HTD who
were using the device in the wards during the implementation
and corresponding ward heads. We estimated that a total of 30
doctors and 60 nurses would have worked in the wards where
the wearable device was implemented and potentially used it
in some form; therefore, we planned to recruit participants from
this larger sample.

Data Collection Methods

Informal Discussions and Observations
We used an iterative process of engaging in informal discussions
coupled with sense-checking discussions and observations
during the implementation period. The informal and
sense-checking discussions and observations were conducted
with the team who was working directly in the wards, as well
as with head nurses from the wards where the wearable device
was being implemented. The informal discussions and
observations were conducted during the implementation of the
device.

Feedback Survey Form
We created the feedback form based on the components of the
technology acceptance model (TAM) to assess the use and
acceptance of the device. The TAM is used in a variety of
disciplines to determine how individuals accept (or not) and
use (or not) a given technology. Davis [17] developed this model
based on components from the theory of reasoned action [18]
and it consists of the following variables: use motivation (with
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness) and behavioral
intention [17,19]. The model suggests that an individual will
accept the use of a technology (ie, their behavioral intention)
based on their perception of the technology’s usefulness and
ease of use. Perceived usefulness refers to the perception that
using the technology will enhance one’s work; for example, the
wearable device will provide physicians and nurses some
advantages (eg, remote monitoring). Perceived ease of use refers
to the perception that the use does not add more work or effort
to the work that could be enhanced; for example, using the
wearable device will not increase nurses’ workload, despite its
utility and simplicity [17]. The TAM framework was expanded
twice to include attitudes as well as several other external factors
[20]. The use of the TAM in health research has shown how
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use relates positively
to attitude and behavioral intention [21]. The TAM has been
criticized for being insensitive to the context or social factors,
being simplistic, and following an assumption that users are
rational decision makers, when indeed other factors play into
decision making [22-24]. We used the TAM framework for its
simplicity and because the categories of perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use were of relevance, but we also
integrated other data collection methods alongside it to counter
these limitations to some extent.

Based on the components of the TAM, we included 23 questions
related to usefulness (n=5), ease of use (n=5), attitude (n=5),
and behavioral intent (n=8) [25]. We asked these questions
using a 5-point Likert scale (with scores of 5 being more
favorable). We also added 2 open-ended questions and collected
a variety of relevant demographic information (Multimedia
Appendix 1). We piloted the tool in both English and
Vietnamese and adjusted the form as needed. We used Google
forms for electronic self-completion of the form and offered
paper forms for hand-written self-completion. We explained
the feedback form to the ward staff during team meetings and
provided the link. The feedback form was distributed and
completed in Vietnamese. We kept the feedback form link open
for 7 weeks in total and started data collection after the
implementation had been integrated into the wards so that users
would have had experience using the device.

User-Centered Workshop
We held a user-centered workshop with a selection of HTD
ward staff to explore user needs and ideas for development in
more detail. Because we already had the technology and knew
the spaces where implementation would be held, we followed
an adapted version of the process described by Cooper et al
[26]. With this approach, the workshop participants and
facilitators set the scene as a busy COVID-19 ward during the
peak of the pandemic. Then, the facilitators described the shells
of users (personas), including a nurse and a doctor persona shell,
and we had the workshop attendees describe who they imagined
the nurse and doctor to be, as well as their behaviors and needs
and the values each user group would find most essential. We
based the conversation on the wearable technology that the
participants had already used. Then, the group discussed
solutions to the issues identified [26].

Data Analysis
Using the principles of action learning, we integrated the
responses from informal discussions and observations into
subsequent data collection, as well as summarized the content
and grouped it into themes. For the analysis of the feedback
survey form, we calculated mean scores for each variable and
compared scores by profession. For the open-ended survey
questions, we used content coding to summarize the responses
topically. We presented the demographic data descriptively.
We documented the responses from the user-centered design
workshop as notes and summarized the results into main themes.

Ethical Considerations
In this paper, we are describing the processes that occurred as
part of the development and implementation of a monitoring
system; therefore, the work did not require ethics approval.
Prior to the initiation of any activities, we held a meeting with
ward heads to describe the work in more detail and obtain their
agreement.

Results

Device Implementation Within the HTD Context
The wearable device was implemented in 3 wards starting in
August 2021, including the adult ICU, Ward A, and Ward E.
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We describe the implementation over a 5-month period from
August to December 2021. During this period, these wards
changed from COVID-19–designated and then back again to
routine patient care settings, depending on the number of
patients. Although the HTD was one of the
COVID-19–designated hospitals, throughout the pandemic they
offered routine patient care for specific diseases (eg, tetanus).

In addition to the rapidly changing physical spaces, the hospital
management quickly deployed remote monitoring capacity
using existing closed-circuit television cameras as a temporary
solution to monitor very sick patients from outside the patients’
rooms. The remote monitoring was useful as it allowed for
multitasking and prevented nurses and doctors from checking
on patients more routinely in person. The hospital wards were
at capacity during the study period. Prior to the pandemic,
however, it was not unusual for the wards at the HTD to often
be at maximum patient capacity. For example, in the adult ICU
or during the rainy season, the number of dengue patients
increases dramatically and the wards tend to be full.

Also, the workflow was organized differently during the
pandemic period. Instead of nurses taking care of a few specific
patients for the whole shift, 2 nurses and 1 doctor would instead
go into the ward (in full personal protective equipment) as a
team for 3 hours at a time while the other 2 nurses on shift
completed admin work in the office. This meant that more
coordination was needed, and often the team with the patients
“need[ed] someone else to be [their] memory” as it was not easy
to remember everything about all patients. The health care
team’s workload, especially that of the nurses, ended up being
more extensive for many reasons. One important reason is that,
because of COVID-19 restrictions, there were also no families
allowed in the wards who would help to look after patients in
non–COVID-19 times; therefore, the majority of the care was

left to the nurses. The patients were also more severely ill than
previously in these wards and required more care by fewer staff.

Device Use and Acceptability
When we first distributed the feedback form, out of 90 potential
participants, only 22 completed the survey (19 electronic and
3 paper forms), and 1 person stated that they did not use the
technology and therefore no responses were recorded for that
participant. Of the 21 respondents who completed the feedback
form, 48% (n=10) were doctors and 48% (n=10) were nurses,
with 52% (n=11) of the participants coming from Ward E (Table
1).

Overall, when assessing the TAM variables, the mean (SD)
scores ranged from 3.6 (0.8) for perceived ease of use to 4.4
(0.6) for attitude, with behavioral intention (mean 3.9, SD 0.6)
and perceived usefulness (mean 4.2, SD 0.7) scoring in between.
Those working as nurses scored higher on perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, attitude, and behavioral intention than
did physicians (Table 2).

When asked, as an open-ended question, why participants would
or would not use the wearable device in the future, of the 19
responses inputted, 15 participants wrote that they would use
the system because of its convenience and usefulness in
monitoring patients. However, in 2 of those responses, they also
added comments that the device had limited perceived accuracy
and transmission problems. Of the remaining 4 participants, 1
participant simply stated that the monitor was still in use, 2
participants wrote that they did not use the system anymore due
to job location changes, and 1 participant wrote a few sentences
about why the wearable device is not the “best choice,”
highlighting its limited battery life, how the system had become
additional work for the already overworked staff, and how it is
not yet completely implemented.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the survey respondents (n=21).

ValueCharacteristic

Gender, n (%)

13 (62)Women

8 (38)Men

35 (30-38)Age (years), median (IQR)

Occupation, n (%)

10 (48)Doctor

10 (48)Nurse

1 (5)Other: nurses’ aid

Primary ward during the implementation phase, n (%)

6 (29)Adult intensive care unit

1 (5)Ward A

3 (14)Ward D

11 (52)Ward E
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Table 2. Mean technology acceptance model (TAM) scores by variable. The maximum score was 5.

Doctors, mean (SD)Nurses, mean (SD)All participants, mean (SD)TAM variable

4.1 (0.6)4.3 (0.8)4.2 (0.7)Perceived usefulness

3.4 (0.8)3.8 (0.7)3.6 (0.8)Perceived ease of use

4.2 (0.6)4.6 (0.6)4.4 (0.6)Attitude

3.7 (0.7)4.0 (0.6)3.9 (0.6)Behavioral intention

Integrating User Perceptions for Improved
Implementation
As part of the action learning process, we supplemented the
feedback form results with data from the observations and
informal discussions during the 5-month period. There were 3
main observations. First, there was a mismatch between how
we (ie, the research team) and the ward teams perceived the use
of the technology. We quickly realized, from our observations
and from informal discussions with the implementation team,
that many of the nurses either did not use the wearable device
or did not think that they used it even if they used it in some
aspect (eg, connecting the device for the patients or changing
batteries). Even after we clarified what we meant by “use,” there
were still not additional participants who filled in the feedback
form because they felt like they did not use the technology.

Second, the ward teams had varying perceptions of the
technologies that are routinely implemented by the OUCRU
team in the HTD wards as part of research projects. We heard
from informal discussions with colleagues that the nurses
assumed the wearable devices were from a research project, as
is often the case with OUCRU projects, and therefore the nurses,
in particular, ignored the device even if they had some role in
its use. They did not see its potential benefit.

Finally, in order to make the device more useful for the ward
staff, we realized during the meetings and informal discussions
with the team that we needed to make the implementation and
use of the device more “pro-nurse,“ meaning we would need to
emphasize how the device and its data were also useful and
relevant to them. When discussing with the head nurse, the data
were only displayed on the main screen in the staff room for
one department. One suggestion was to move the tablet to the
wall so that the nurses and others in the room (including the
patients) could potentially see their vital signs. Because the
devices and corresponding data were not in sight, it was easy
to think that it was not relevant for the nurses and made it easier
for them to ignore the device while with the patients.

User-Centered Design Workshop
With the information we had learned from the informal
discussions, observations, and feedback form, we held a
follow-up workshop on January 17, 2022, to discuss how we
could make better use of the technology in the wards in

COVID-19 situations in the future. The attendees included 2
doctors (1 man and 1 woman) and 3 nurses (2 women and 1
man). The participants discussed the behaviors and needs of the
nurse and doctor persona. For both roles, the needs centered on
having equipment and improved coordination. The nurses also
mentioned more training needs, while the doctors’ needs were
about the accuracy of monitoring (Textboxes 1 and 2).

There were 3 main value prop themes, including medical,
technical, and patient themes. For medical aspects, the attendees
discussed how the device should be able to provide highly
accurate data, with appropriate alarms and cut-offs. For the
technical theme, the device and software should be simple to
connect and use, with a long battery life and stable connections
during charging or switching devices. The display should be
large and clear, and the data should be stored for a long period
of time (ie, 7-10 days). Finally, for the patient theme, the device
should be comfortable for the patients to wear to avoid them
removing it.

There were several solutions discussed in the group to improve
the use and efficacy of the wearable device (Table 3). Solutions
included improving the credibility of the data, ideas to improve
the ease of use, ways to make the alarms more consistent, and
ideas for more ideal placement. One very specific issue that the
group mentioned was that the alarms went off too much on the
large display and the alarms were always red or black and
blinking, and it was difficult to know if the device was turned
off (due to patient discharge) or actually disconnected, which
would require an intervention. The solution was to refresh the
devices; however, if the alarms were excessive and not always
indicating a real issue, trust in the device would remain low, so
this was an important priority. They also suggested that the
alarms and display on the tablet should be the same as the big
screen, as they preferred screen consistency.

Another in-depth discussion was about moving the tablets to
the walls and having the device plugged in all the time, which
would solve the battery issues. They felt that the tablet could
be set up on the wall but that brought up other issues about how
to keep the device and watch safe after use. For some of the
topics, the group used features of another wearable device that
they had used in the wards in the past to inform their solutions
(eg, device graphs and a line on the device for finger placement).
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Textbox 1. Behaviors and needs of the nurses.

Participant: Nurse Van is a 36-year-old woman. She is an administrative nurse and has a management job. She likes to have fun and has a family and
2 children. She is also responsible for bringing the kids to school and back.

Behaviors:

• Visit and provide direct patient care and monitor vital signs

• Carry out medical orders (ie, medications, blood tests, and nutrition)

• Assess, monitor, and hand over patients

• Work night duty

• Night shifts inform doctors on vital signs as prescribed

Needs:

• Equipment (eg, to measure blood pressure, temperature, oxygen levels, and heart rate)

• Training on diseases

• Teamwork and coordination

Textbox 2. Behaviors and needs of the doctors.

Participant: Doctor Huong is a 30-year-old woman. She is flexible and very active. She is not married and has no children and currently lives in a
hotel. She is on night shift every 4 nights, and at times she visits her home in another town in Ho Chi Minh City, which is far from the Hospital for
Tropical Diseases.

Behaviors:

• Prescribe medications

• Update medical records

• Perform examinations and change treatments

• Data entry

• Check vital signs in patient rooms (with a portable monitor that they move around) for examination and to detect abnormalities

Needs:

• Equipment (eg, monitors)

• Coordination with nurses (progress: medical records)

• Re-evaluation and working with other doctors

• Accuracy of vital sign monitoring

Table 3. Solutions for improvement.

Specific solutionTopic

Adding a graph for signal strengthData credibility

Ease of use • Adding a finger placement mark on the device
• Increasing the font size on the watch and tablet
• Tablets should be fixed on the wall

Alarms • Reduce the alarm colors and blinking on the screen
• Use the same display on the screen and the tablets for consistency
• Refresh the tablets for more accurate alarms

Keep the tablet plugged inBattery issues

Placement on the wall (but only with an increase in font size)Device placement
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Discussion

The HTD and OUCRU teams, along with the technology
company, rolled out the wearable device in an extremely
complex pandemic situation with a prototype system. In the
end, the team used the device on over 100 patients. We assessed
the usability and acceptance of the device over the
implementation period when COVID-19 cases were peaking in
the hospital and into the period when the COVID-19 cases were
reducing. Similar to the literature on the topics, we found that
the importance of understanding the users and their experiences
using the device was crucial to get the most use out of these
technologies.

There was a mismatch between our perception of who was using
the device and those who thought that they were using or
benefiting from the device on the ground. From the start, the
device was designed and set up with doctors in mind, but in
practice, the nurses’ roles and use were overlooked, even though
they could also routinely use and benefit from the device. In
our study, we found that the nurses who filled in the feedback
form, on average, had slightly higher scores on 3 of the 4 TAM
domains (ie, perceived usefulness, attitude, and behavioral
intention), while the doctors, on average, scored the perceived
ease of use slightly higher than the nurses. We know from the
challenges with acquiring feedback that many nurses did not
feel that they used the device even though they had some role
in the device set-up and monitoring. Designing the device to be
more nurse-centric from the early phases could have helped to
increase the efficiency and definition of who is meant to use it.
In the future, it is important to consider that the way the device
is used might be dependent on the form of its use (eg, for triage,
use in a pandemic emergency, or routine hospital use). We
recommend the involvement of staff who could benefit from
the technology, especially nurses in the hospital context, in the
full implementation process. This could help to avoid
mismatches in the perceptions of who the users are and who
could and should benefit from the new technology. Research
on integrating wearable devices during COVID-19 in Singapore
also highlighted that device simplicity would encourage its use
and the importance of making the technology fit into the current
environment while not increasing or disrupting workflows [27].

The trust in the device and its data was an issue brought up
several times during the implementation and feedback sessions.
There are a variety of potential explanations for inconsistent
data (eg, incorrect device placement or averaging of data);
however, it reduced the credibility of the device for both doctors
and, importantly, nurses. Data concerns about technology in
clinic settings has been noted in other studies. For example,
Faria et al [28] found that study clinicians reported that 36% of
the data from a remote monitoring project were “invalid” for a
variety of reasons, including low literacy of the patients and
complexity of the device. Involvement from users from the
beginning of the design and implementation process is crucial
for design purposes but also to build trust and confidence in the
devices [11]. While this project took place during COVID-19,
which is a very specific circumstance, the broader findings
resonate with research conducted prior to COVID-19 that
focused on the implementation and scaling up of digital health
technologies in LMICs. The recommendations also included
integration of end-user feedback and engagement with all
stakeholders throughout the design and implementation process
[12]

There are limitations to this work. First, we did not collect data
on the clinical worth or the accuracy of the data transmitted
from the devices. Second, we focused on feedback from only
heath care staff (ie, doctors and nurses), and from only a subset
of those who perceived that they used the device, which may
have excluded some users and limited the overall sample size.
We did not include patients who could also inform device
acceptance, especially if used in noncritical cases where patients
are moving around and conscious. Finally, the implementation
setting for this work is not typical of other hospital settings in
Vietnam or possibly other LMICs, as the HTD is a large referral
hospital with an international research institute attached to it.

In anticipation of future (novel) pandemic situations or
integration of wearable technologies into a range of clinical
settings more broadly, it is important to fully understand if and
how the wearable devices could be used more effectively by
doctors, and importantly, nurses in the wards, for monitoring
of deteriorating patients, especially in LMICs where resources
are already stretched. Using an action learning approach during
the implementation process highlights the importance of
integrating user perspectives, ideas, and solutions into
development and design.
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Abstract

Background: Promoting positive psychologies that promote resilience such as a growth mindset could be beneficial for young,
unemployed adults, as many lack the self-esteem and self-efficacy to cope with job search adversity. These young people may
be reached at scale through the web-based delivery of self-administered positive psychology interventions. However, past studies
report unsatisfying user experiences and a lack of user engagement. A gaming-based experience could be an approach to overcoming
these challenges.

Objective: Our research objective was to explore how young, unemployed adults experience a positive psychology intervention
designed as a game to extract learning and principles for future intervention research and development.

Methods: To respond to the research question, a team of researchers at the University of Stavanger worked with designers and
developers to conceptualize and build a gaming-based intervention. Feedback from the users was collected through formative
usability testing with 18 young adults in the target group. Retrospectively, recordings and notes were transcribed and subjected
to thematic analysis to extract learnings for the purposes of this paper.

Results: A total of 3 themes were identified that pinpoint what we consider to be key priorities for future gaming interventions
for unemployed young adults: adaptation to user preferences (eg, need for responding to user preferences), empathic player
interaction (eg, need for responsiveness to user inputs and a diverse set of interaction modes), and sensemaking of experience
and context (eg, need for explicit presentation of game objectives and need for management of user expectations related to genre).

Conclusions: Feedback from end users in usability-testing sessions was vital to understanding user preferences and needs, as
well as to inform ongoing intervention design and development. Our study also shows that game design could make interventions
more entertaining and engaging but may distort the intervention if the game narrative is not properly aligned with the intervention
intent and objectives. By contrast, a lack of adaptation to user needs may cause a less motivating user experience. Thus, we
propose a structured approach to promote alignment between user preferences and needs, intervention objectives, and gameplay.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e44423)   doi:10.2196/44423

KEYWORDS

positive psychology intervention; digital mental health; serious gaming; intervention design; research through design; gaming-based
intervention

Introduction

Positive Psychology for Unemployed Young Adults
Young people who are not in education, employment, or training
(NEET) comprise, on average, 12.8% aged between 15 and 29

years in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development countries [1]. Studies show that negative
self-perceptions and a lack of perseverance are barriers to
successful labor market inclusion [2-4], as the new labor market
requires highly skilled workers who are not afraid of change,
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challenges, and acquiring new skills [5,6]. For young people
with weak beliefs in their capacity to learn, this could be a major
risk factor for labor market exclusion, and this may in turn
impact their overall well-being. Several researchers have studied
the relationship between unemployment and mental health.
McGee and Thompson [7] found a relationship between
unemployment and depression in young adults and suggested
the use of psychological interventions for the young and
unemployed. The Norwegian NEET group is more likely to be
recipients of health-related benefits, have poorer mental health,
and lower levels of education compared with the average of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development [8,9].
A qualitative inquiry into young people’s own experience of
unemployment in Norway points to poor self-efficacy and lack
of self-esteem that are reinforced through challenges and
setbacks, even when these initially occur beyond the individual’s
control [10,11], such as when there are insufficient training
placements on offer for the vocational school pupils, a problem
leading to a relatively large number of unqualified school
dropouts in Norway [9]. Thus, there is a substantial rationale
for exploring further how the public can offer training, not only
in job-seeking skills, such as curriculum vitae (CV) writing and
gaining work skills, but also in building psychological
well-being and resilience to cope with such setbacks and
challenges [12,13].

In the context of a broader research project, the Career Learning
App, our study investigates the design and development of a
web-based intervention using positive psychology to achieve
beneficial changes [14]. Our broader research idea is that young
people in the NEET group, henceforth referred to as young,
unemployed adults (for the sake of simplicity and to reduce
stigma), could benefit from building confidence in the possibility
of learning and improving. The research idea stems from a body
of work that has demonstrated positive results from offering
high school students self-administered positive psychology
interventions (PPIs) centered on growth mindset and

challenge-seeking behaviors [15,16]. A growth mindset is the
belief that human capacities are not fixed but can be developed
and increased in response to one’s own efforts, good strategies,
and help from others [17]. If a simple web-based PPI can
influence high schoolers’ mindsets in ways that lead to positive
academic outcomes [15,16,18-20], then it could also likely be
beneficial to the young unemployed, leading to changes in how
they engage with their contexts. Despite this strong rationale
for the applicability of PPIs to facilitate well-being and personal
growth in vulnerable populations, they have only, to a limited
extent, been tested and used in the context of unemployment
[13,21]. However, we cannot simply apply the PPIs designed
for educational contexts; they need substantial adaptation to be
relevant or usable for this new target group of young,
unemployed adults [17]. For instance, the school-related
examples used within the PPI to make them relatable are not
relevant to this new target population. Furthermore, there is a
lack of shared context to piggyback on to deliver the intervention
and ensure that users will adhere to it. Thus, there is a need to
design and develop a web-based PPI designed specifically for
young, unemployed adults and their context. If successful in
user studies, a resulting intervention may be used in forthcoming
large-scale randomized controlled trials in Norway.

Problems With Self-Administered Interventions
Self-administered web-based interventions have the potential
to support well-being and positive health changes in a large
number of people at a moderate cost [22]. However, this
introduces new challenges, illustrated in Figure 1. First, there
is the challenge of adapting current PPIs to self-administered
digital formats that are fit for the purpose of the intended user
population. Second, there is the challenge of user motivation
to obtain the users to complete and adhere to the intervention
[23,24]. Past research suggests that users are not interested in
or do not enjoy using digital mental health interventions [25],
suggesting a need to work on the actual interventions themselves
to increase engagement and user motivation.

Figure 1. How mindset change may positively impact young, unemployed adults and the challenges of adherence, which we see as related to a research
gap with a lack of knowledge of intervention designing.

Exploring PPI as Gameplay to Be Relevant for Young
People
Past research suggests a need to adapt to the media preferences
of young people and make the apps more visual and interactive
to increase engagement and motivation among young people
[26]. One possible approach to increasing engagement is to
explore games and game elements. Starting from “where the

young people are at” makes pedagogical sense [27], thus the
application of game design is founded on young people’s own
interests as a way to foster engagement and learning of positive
psychologies. Although play and games are not unique to young
humans [28,29], the average age of video game players is now
33 [30]. However, playing video games continues to be popular
among young people [30,31]. Interactive digital games are
increasingly used for purposes beyond entertainment, as
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exemplified by the rise of health gaming apps for video gaming
consoles. Game design elements are also increasingly applied
to nongame contexts, for instance, by adding points and badges
to nongame experiences, such as social media networks [32,33]
or learning contexts [34]. When game design and game concepts
are being applied for purposes beyond fun, they may be termed
“serious games,” “learning games,” or “gamification” [35-40].
Game design applied to learning may be seen as a form of
experiential learning (eg, learning-by-doing) [41,42]. Game
design has been successfully applied to mental health
interventions [43,44] and educational contexts [34,38] in the
past. Game design offers an approach to creating engaging
experiences. Engagement is a complex and ambiguous term
[45]. Our use of the term is in the sense of “emotional
involvement” as in offering a pleasurable experience [32] and
to describe how motivational, usable, and acceptable [46] the
game would be in the eyes of the target audience, because this
could be an important predictor of adherence. In general, there

is insufficient research on the application of gaming and
gamification to mental health, particularly in the well-being
domain [47], and we have not found empirical studies that
pursue to gamify positive psychology targeted specifically
toward unemployed young people. There were no available
gaming-based PPIs that could be used for the purposes of this
study.

Research Objective
Our limited knowledge of how to adapt the intervention from
an educational setting to a game-based format suggested a highly
explorative approach, where we identified the need to design a
game to explore this topic and to overcome the gaps in
knowledge summarized in Figure 2. Thus, the research objective
and question of this study were how to design a
self-administered and digital PPI in a gaming format targeting
young, unemployed adults and to explore how they engage with
the game and whether they like using it.

Figure 2. How the research question is linked with the research gap identified. PPI: positive psychology intervention.

Methods

Setting: Learning in “Action”
To answer our research question, this study used a
human-centered design process [48,49], an approach that allows
input from target users during design and development. The
human-centered design process is a form of research with design
as the primary outcome [50]. The collection of feedback from
users during design and development impacts not only the design
of the game but also the production of knowledge. As such, it

is a form of participatory action-research [51,52] where “doing
research” and “doing action” happen simultaneously. In the
design research literature, this may also be referred to as
“Research through Design” [53,54], where knowledge is
produced through the design of the artifact and through the
experience of the artifact. At the end of the project, we analyzed
user feedback data thematically [55] to extract the learnings and
design principles for the potential application toward creating
user-friendly and user-relevant gaming-based PPIs for
vulnerable populations. Figure 3 summarizes the “Research
through Design” approach of this study.

Figure 3. A Research through Design process with design outcomes and research outcomes.
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Data Collection Through User Testing
We used testing with users to capture the user experience.
Testing with users is important as a tool for obtaining the
“design right” in game design [56]. Our project-specific usability
study [57] was formative, and we were qualitatively evaluating
early prototypes to answer how and why questions as a means
to improve the design [58,59]. We aimed to capture participants’
thinking, for example, opinions, reasoning, and attitudes toward
the prototype experience. The various prototypes thus functioned
as exploratory “hypothesis testing” [60,61] and as boundary
objects [62-64] that framed conversations with end users. These
sessions with the end users lasted from 45 to 90 minutes, where
users were asked to briefly describe their background and
interests, followed by open “think-aloud” questions [65] related
to a prototype experience, such as “What do you think about
what you see here?” “What do you expect will happen now?”
and “What do you think this is?” Thus, the participants were
encouraged to verbalize their thoughts and experiences.
Afterward, the participants were asked follow-up questions that
were equally open, such as “What are you thinking now that
you have seen this?” and ‘How would you describe this to a
friend?” The objectives of usability testing were to collect
feedback related to broad aspects of the intervention experience,
namely its (1) engagement, (2) relatability, (3) understandability,
and (4) potential for improvement.

Sample and Recruitment
The NEET group includes anyone not in economic activity from
the age of 15 to 29 years [1]. The European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions has defined 7
subgroups of NEETs [66], ranging from the “classically
unemployed” to young people who are caretakers, unable to
work, or simply listed as “inactive.” How long an individual
remains a NEET also varies significantly. The diversity of the
population is not necessarily problematic for our study; when
designing with users, one would usually strive for variance
[49,67] rather than representativeness. Our study is exploratory
and does not require large samples [68]. Our estimate required
20 users; however, this sample size was highly approximate, in
line with qualitative studies in general [69,70]. Pragmatic needs
in the design process guided the number of participants to a
large degree and not, for instance, theoretical saturation.

We recruited from the Norwegian Labour and Welfare
Administration (NAV), the national welfare institution of
Norway that pays out unemployment wages and social support,
and from a regional Individual Placement and Support (IPS)
program, which offers placement support to young people with
first-episode psychosis. We also recruited through the user
testing platform, Teston (UserTesting). Our inclusion criteria
were an age range of 18 to 29 years, with a “NEET background,”
and because of the language in the game prototype, living in
Norway and speaking Norwegian. We say “NEET background”
and not “NEET status” because our participants from the IPS
program were no longer in the NEET group by definition. We
made a deliberate choice not to exclude based on the length of
NEET status and unemployment. Although those who are
entering the NEET group in the short term, the “in-betweeners”
[66], often find new employment without assistance [71]
relatively quickly, even a short time out-of-work may increase
the risk of exclusion [72]. We did not recruit participants on
permanent disability allowance. Using multiple channels enabled
quicker recruitment during the COVID-19 pandemic and
increased the variance in our sample (as desired), as young
people without the rights to receive unemployment benefits
have fewer incentives to register with NAV [73]. We did not
compare the experience of the intervention based on the
recruitment channel because the groups were overlapping and
experienced varying prototypes depending on the stages in the
design process.

Participants
In total, 18 participants (12/18, 67% females, 6/18, 33% males)
took part in the study during the 21 testing sessions; thus, some
participants were involved more than once. Recruitment was
particularly challenging because of the COVID-19 pandemic,
and we found that it was difficult to recruit young, unemployed
men. Remote participation through web-based technologies,
such as the Zoom (Zoom Video Communications) platform,
enabled the study to continue during the lockdown. We also
experienced that this user group continued to prefer remote
participation, even when restrictions were lifted. Table 1
summarizes the participant statistics and format of the usability
test.
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Table 1. Age distribution of participants and format of user testing.

Age (years)aFormat user testingRecruitment channel

19In person+RemoteIPSb

28In person+RemoteIPS

18In person+RemoteIPS

27In person+RemoteIPS

22In personIPS

19RemoteIPS

18RemoteIPS

23RemoteIPS

18-29RemoteTeston

18-29RemoteTeston

18-23RemoteTeston

21RemoteNAVc

18RemoteNAV

21In personNAV

21RemoteNAV

18RemoteNAV

18RemoteNAV

22In personNAV

aFor 3 (17%) of the 18 participants, we only had an age interval provided to us.
bIPS: Individual Placement and Support.
cNAV: Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration.

The Design and Development Process
Researchers at the University of Stavanger worked with
designers and developers from a consulting company and
potential future end users in an agile [60] and human-centered
design [48,49] process. The objective of the process was to
create an enjoyable gaming-based PPI targeting unemployed
young adults. This process took place in 4 steps over
approximately 9 months, from 2019 to 2020. In the first step,
(1) design exploration in the form of a design sprint, a 5-day
design and prototyping process [61], produced a minimum
viable product of a gaming concept that was tested with 5
participants. Following a brief period for planning and
procurement, we moved on to (2) agile development, consisting
of 3 sprints, each lasting about a month. During this step,
usability tests were conducted on 6 participants. This was
followed by (3) refinement of content and prototypes, with
involvement from behavioral intervention researchers to further

develop and “add-in” the necessary intervention content. Finally,
the prototypes were evaluated using (4) testing. In this step, 10
participants participated in usability testing and provided
feedback on the final set of prototypes. Figure 4 summarizes
the stepwise design and research process.

The intervention content needed to be adapted to be meaningful
and relatable to the user group [74]. The basis for our
gaming-based PPIs were growth mindset interventions from
the “National Study Learning Mindset” [16] and its translated
Norwegian version, “U-SAY” [5,15]. These are interventions
that target high school students [15,16]. We added selected parts
of cognitive behavioral therapy [75], specifically management
of negative emotions, panic, and anxiety, to offer a more
productive interpretation of stressors [76] that may occur during
job search adversity [77,78]. During the first few days of the
initial design sprint, a gaming concept, VitaNova, was developed
where players can build a “new life” in a fictional narrative.
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Figure 4. The stepwise design and development process.

The Gaming-Based Intervention
The VitaNova gaming concept is a one-player fantasy game
where the user plays a “no name,” an android character that can
take on any skin to morph into another character with their skills
and abilities. In particular, the player can choose between being
Noomi and Twizzlesprock. However, as we learn through the
game, your character has a backstory as the male character Abel,
a former engineer and an outcast who sees himself as a failure.
The game is designed in 3D and split into episodes (missions).
The game starts with very little information and instructions,
landing the user right into action. This was a design tactic to
spark curiosity and make the users intrigued by the game so
that they would want to explore it further. As a player, your
first task is to escape from captivity, and then, gradually, more
and more information is being revealed to you as the game
progresses. Refer to Textbox 1 for an overview of the game
narrative.

The visual design of games can influence how motivational and
acceptable they are to the target population [46]. Therefore, to
make the game look polished, cool, and professional and to
keep users immersed and engaged [79], emphasis was placed
on 3D design and detailing. The game was divided into episodes,
or missions. The first 3 episodes were developed into a nearly
fully functional game in Unity WebGL, a platform for building

3D games that can be used in a web browser. During user
testing, we also showed the prototypes and the wireframes that
were made in Figma. Figure 5 shows the prototype iterations
of the game design.

Psychological content and tasks are entered into the gameplay
to foster psychological well-being, teach a growth mindset, and
offer psychoeducation and mental health tips. Some of this is
interwoven into action in the form of interactive quizzes,
dialogues, or other forms of interaction, such as a CV builder
applied within the game. This was intended to be transferable
to the end user situation to increase relevance, although the
acquisition of such practical skills was not a target of the
intervention. Furthermore, there was also psychological content
that was external to the gameplay, such as embedded videos.
When using externally sourced content, this was implemented
in the game as “ruins from the past,” which the player could
“find” in the game. The player would need to watch this content
and use the information provided to complete the challenges
and the in-game quizzes. Upon completing an episode of the
game, the player was requested to write an answer to a reflective
question where the user should answer as himself or herself, to
encourage internalization of the messages that had been taught
in the intervention through self-persuasion [80], and to transfer
learning to the user’s own situation. We have included a further
description of the prototypes in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Textbox 1. Description of the game narrative. (The 2 final missions were not included in the user testing.)

1. Introduction

Wake up in the trunk of a moving vehicle. Use hacking skills to hack the lock. Find a tavern and interact with a bodyguard who refuses your entry as
“no name.” Find the Noomi skin and power unit and turn them on to enter the tavern.

2. Tavern

Interact with Griff and Mia at the tavern to learn about this world. Try to receive help. Tell them that you must go to an old public office to pick up
energy bars if you are going to receive any help.

3. Learn

Find an abandoned public office where, among other things, you will discover many pieces of ancient psychological knowledge as ruins from the
past.

4. The sidekick

Use newly acquired knowledge to help out the depressed and anxiety-ridden droid Griff, who now becomes your sidekick, and help Mia the bartender.

5. The bully

A bounty hunter is out looking for you to receive a reward from the boss at BetterJu Janus. Threatens your new friends at the tavern. Why are they
after you?

6. The chance

You discover that the only way to obtain all the answers is to try to join into BetterJu. Your friends tell you of a job posting that is open. Interactive
curriculum vitae and job application process.

7. The job interview

The job requires a different set of skills, which you acquire through entering the skin of Twizzlesprock. Job interview at the company BetterYou as
Twizzlesprock.

8. The escape

Discover who you really are from the overhearing conversation between your new boss, Janus, and a droid. Find your ex-girlfriend, who has been
trapped but confirms your true identity. You both escape from the evil boss. The end.

Figure 5. Prototype iterations of VitaNova.

Analysis
The purpose of the usability testing was to synthesize findings
that led to improvements and changes in the designed outcome.
Retrospectively, we also conducted thematic analysis with the
steps from Braun and Clark [55,81] as a practical guide: (1)
data familiarization, (2) initial code generation, (3) search for
themes, (4) review themes, (5) define and name themes, and
(6) produce reports [81]. All 21 usability-testing sessions were
recorded. The 7 most comprehensive usability tests were
transcribed verbatim. The remaining data were analyzed based

on recordings, researcher notes, and memos. Specifically, we
used the transcribed data as our starting point and went back to
recordings and memos to review codes and themes. The analytic
process was iterative and creative, where we often moved back
and forth between the data and codes [82]. All authors
independently familiarized themselves with the data. Author 1
started with coding using the qualitative analysis software
ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software). As a group, we
discussed the findings and the initial codes in a workshop before
moving over to paper-based coding and printing quotes from
participants organized on large paper sheets. We used
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diagramming, both digitally in Miro and in pen-and-paper
sketches, to iterate themes and review codes in consensus
meetings. Findings and concepts were discussed with other
researchers, some of whom had acted as observers for the user
testing or had watched recorded sessions. The quality of the
analysis was ensured by researcher reflexivity, end user
involvement, and method triangulation. Researcher reflexivity
concerns activities that consider how researchers might have
informed the research or biased outcomes [69]. Reflexivity was
enabled through critical discussion of assumptions, themes, and
codes in the team of researchers. The team also involved
researchers not involved in the user testing or in the design
process as an approach to validate the analysis based on these
methods. End user involvement was supported through the
iterative design process, where participant perspectives were
sought at different levels of concept and design maturity.
Specifically, we found it valuable to involve users from different
recruitment sources (IPS, Teston, and NAV) to strengthen the
credibility and transferability of the findings. Method
triangulation was conducted by applying different approaches
to design and user involvement at different phases of the process,
allowing the assessment of themes or constructs from different
perspectives. In particular, including data from the different
phases of exploration, design, and evaluation was found to
strengthen the credibility of the findings.

Ethical Considerations
All participants provided explicit and written consent to
participate in the study and were rewarded with gift cards
(approximately US $30/session) for their participation. The
study was evaluated and approved by the Norwegian Centre for
Research Data (approval number 131074) and the regional
committees for medical and health research ethics in Norway
(approval number 42128).

Results

Overview
As a tool to motivate and help young adults engage in work or
education, the idea of an interactive and digital game was
regarded by all participants as a “good idea”; it was described
as “cool,” “unexpected,” and “motivating” upon first impression.
Upon closer experience with the different gaming prototypes,
we received different and more specific feedback. A total of 3
themes were constructed by the researchers through active
analytic engagement with the data [55]. The themes pinpoint
what we consider key priorities for future gaming interventions
for unemployed young adults: (1) adapting to user preferences,
(2) empathic player interaction, and (3) sensemaking of
experience and context. Refer to Figure 6 for an overview of
the themes and their key characteristics.

Figure 6. Themes and theme characteristics.
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Theme 1: Adapting to User Preferences
Sentiments about the game are based on enjoyment of the game
experience, the genre, and whether the game meets user
preferences, either by being targeted toward them or by allowing
for experience customization. The participants expressed
positive feelings and excitement related to the game. It was
described as much more of an actual game than was expected:

I liked it; it was unexpected. [P3]

Seems like a cool concept. Never heard of it before.
[P17]

The participants pointed to the use of humor and compared the
game to pure entertainment media, such as commercially
available games, or other parts of popular culture, such as films
or television series:

It was actually pretty exciting [laughs]. Kind of funny,
considering that you have included the welfare
administration here. [P6]

The story was funny, it seemed a bit like a video game.
[P10]

The game concept was further described as “something to do”
or “something to allow the time to fly,” as pure entertainment
or for relaxation purposes. The relaxing features were described
as something that could make one more receptive:

If it’s like that you get new assignments once a week,
then it can seem exciting. At least that is something
to do. [P7]

So you are pretty relaxed when you get these
questions, so then it is probably a little easier to
answer... a little easier to reflect over this. [P4]

Others felt that the gameplay story could motivate them to do
something by creating a sense of urgency, where the story would
drive them to make more effort. A participant wanted proof
within the game that it would be worth the effort to perform
mundane tasks, such as updating their CV:

That’s how it is in life too: You have to make an effort
yourself to get ahead; when you have to do something
here [...], then you have to hurry, because someone
is after you. Then you get the adrenaline to do it.
[P16]

If there’s something in the game that can prove to me
that it’s worth it, like writing a resume is worth it....
[P18]

However, several participants expressed uncertainty about
whether the game would be “something for them,” suggesting
either other preferences or not quite the right conceptual fit. In
particular, the concept likely needed “aging up,” as it was
perceived as something for a younger population. Furthermore,
we learned from the participants, who spent more time gaming,
that they had started out playing “adventure games” and
“role-playing games” when they were younger, but that they
had since moved on to playing “first-person shooter” games or
other kinds of games:

It’s not a game I would have bought in the store. [P15]

I think if I had been younger then, yes. Because I have
a lot of different types of games that I like to play,
and now I like to play games where you shoot people,
but earlier I liked playing games like that, where you
follow a story, for example, it’s very different in... it’s
very different for people what kind of games they like
to play. [P2]

Designing for mobile phone use was considered important and
was brought up as an improvement suggestion by nearly all
users. Participants expressed that mobile phone use would make
it easier to meet their own user preferences or the user
preferences that they expected other young people to have:

I would have chosen an app or a mobile game. Or a
course, if it was on [a] mobile [phone]. [P7]

Not everyone has a PC with them everywhere, so I
wondered if this was on mobile. [P17]

If the game could be turned into a mobile game, that
would be better. [P1]

Adapting to user preferences could also mean designing a
customizable or more personalized experience. In particular,
the choice of characters in the game is usually an arena for
customization and personalization. One user commented that
she would prefer to customize a character by selecting hair
length, and body shape, etc rather than choosing between
predefined female and male characters:

if you can choose male or female or... you don’t have
to have these two, but you can choose what that
person looks like. Since now a lot of young people...
there are some young people who don’t want to be a
man or a woman, so I think you... it’s very smart to
make something like ‘do you want long hair’ ‘do you
want short hair’ ‘do you want...’ [laughs] [P2]

Others mentioned different strategies for choosing characters
by either choosing a character that resembled themselves or
identifying with them. Others would deliberately choose the
extreme opposite of themselves. As one participant mentioned,
“if your choice was the big male character, then you were likely
‘more vulnerable on the inside’ and ‘in need of protection.’”

Theme 2: Empathic Interaction With the Player
This theme describes the need for responsiveness to user inputs
and the desire for a range of interaction modes. Although
initially intrigued and enthused by the game design, users
quickly became disappointed by the lack of functionality. Thus,
this theme is based on the need for empathic interaction with
the player in the game, where the game needs to take the user
seriously by being responsive to user inputs, thereby allowing
for actual contribution to the experience:

It’s very... you can see very easily that your answers
don’t make much of a difference. It doesn't matter
what you choose. And I think if you’re going to have
a game like this, you have to have a little change in
what you say, how will it affect the game. [P2]

No, it’s just that I want to see that the people you’re
talking to have something else or something more to
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say. That they have other reactions than just “no
[laughs].” [P2]

It was, it’s not a challenging game, it’s not a difficult
game... the game itself [laughs]. It’s designed to be
clicked through. You don’t need to spend a week on
it. [P3]

Participants find the graphics visually appealing, although they
do not feel that this is the most important aspect, saying that
how the game works and how exciting and entertaining the
game is are the most important parts:

I think it looks pretty nice. There are many different
types of games that can be in like... many different
types of ‘art’ [styles] and so, yes, there are many
games that can look one way, but can still be really
good, but some games that look really nice, can be
boring. So, don’t worry about how the game looks,
but how the game works, that’s very important. [P2]

Visually it was very nice... The story I am more unsure
of.... [P12]

Some of the feedback indicates that our game was perhaps not
fully developed as a game with the necessary combination of
rules, goals, feedback, fantasy, and fun [32]. Participants wish
for a wider range of interaction modes, such as moving more
freely around in the game, having more challenges and tasks in
the game, and having different ways of interacting with the
characters. Users expect game-like interactions, not just
choosing answers, reading, and writing:

It is unusual for me that you cannot move around [in
the game]. [P4]

But I think that it would be a bit boring if it was just
like that you had to read, and then click to choose
answer options. [...] if I was sitting at home, and this
was something I had to go through every week[...]
then I’d just click quickly through it. And then I hadn’t
properly read what it said. [P7]

To support the learning objectives of the game, players had to
answer reflective questions at the end of each gaming session,
where they answered as themselves and not as the gaming
character. This felt a bit “off” to the participants. Furthermore,
several participants expressed a problem with articulating
answers to those kinds of questions, expressing that they would
not know what to write when asked:

I didn’t expect that an assignment came up where you
have to write about an experience from reality, sort
of, which seems a little unusual to me since you are
sitting inside this alternate world. But I had probably
only written something about skateboarding. But it
was very unusual for it to be like that. [P4]

I don’t know... at least I struggle a lot with tasks like
that[...] I probably wouldn’t have written anything
here. [P5]

Although not as exciting as hoped for, the challenges and tasks
in the game can still provide the user with a sense of
achievement and act as an awakening for new thoughts; if not
for them, then perhaps for someone else:

You kind of get a little more confidence in yourself
then. That you have actually managed something.
[P6]

...after all, it raises thoughts and yes... new ways of
looking at things, I think. that it can start something
in someone. [P7]

Theme 3: Sensemaking of Experience and Context
This theme comprises a desire for an explicit presentation of
the game objectives and a need to manage user expectations
related to the gaming genre. The game was described as “cool
but confusing:”

Uh, well, it seems kind of cool, but it was a little hard
to understand, I felt. [P5]

Many participants mentioned sensemaking or lack of
understanding in some form or another; they struggled to
understand the point, the objective, or the mission to be
completed in the game. Some participants pointed to a lack of
logic or strangeness in the storyline and over-the-top reactions
to what they perceived as minor happenings:

So people want to buy parts of dead people so they
can look how they want? Hum. That’s a very strange
concept! [laughs]. [P2]

She is stabbed now! ... And the taverna is burning.
That was over-the-top. She just came for some food.
This is over-the-top. [P12]

The intervention messages in the game were not perceived by
any of the participants. They were uncertain about what they
were learning from the game experience. They were focusing
on the details of the game narrative, trying to make sense of
that, and, thus, the intervention part seemed “part of the fiction”
and not clear what this was meant for:

Didn’t learn anything. Well... I learned that there can
be different ways to solve things, but I didn’t really
learn anything[...] It was a bit difficult to understand
the whole story, that is the whole thing. [P1]

Lots of talk about the brain, that the brain is a muscle,
but don’t know what it can help with, it doesn’t make
sense. [P2]

The gameplay added complexity and was confusing to the
participants. For most participants, there was a desire for an
explicit presentation of game objectives, both in terms of what
it should ultimately achieve for the end user (as an intervention)
and what the objectives in the game narrative are. However,
other participants felt that this uncertainty was part of the
excitement:

...I should have known a little more what the goal was
and what the meaning behind the game was. Because
it seemed a bit like that, yes... a bit out of the blue.
And you didn’t quite know what an anonymous person
was and whether this was the future or whether this
was a completely different world. [P7]

It was very interesting. It was very unusual for me
with that kind of game. But I liked how it was. And
you didn’t have very much information about what
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you were doing so you kind of had to find out a bit
about the skins and such. And I liked that. [P4]

One user expressed explicit concern about how relatable the
contents could be if you use a context that is far removed from
everyday life:

If it becomes too sci-fi, I think it might be difficult to
transfer to reality. [P18]

Furthermore, we also identified a need to manage gaming genre
expectations. The participants expressed a preference for certain
genres over others; it may be difficult to cater to different
preferences in terms of what games they like best to play. There
are also certain expectations connected with different gaming
genres that we were not so aware of in the research team, where
users were trying to make sense of the game prototypes in
relation to established genres, with expectations of gaming
interaction to be similar to games in that genre. The participants
asked us about the game in relation to genre concepts such as
“open world,” “adventure,” and “role-playing” games:

So, I have a question, is this an open-world type of
game where you go out to different places and pick
up things or is this a text where you just follow what
happens in the story? [P2]

I have a question: Is this open world—or just to follow
a track, like? [P17]

It seems that the game genre was not clear to the participants,
who pointed to different features of the gameplay prototypes
that would take the game in different genre directions.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study has used an iterative design process with active
participation from potential users to develop an interactive game
that aims to be user-friendly and engaging to be able to provide
a vulnerable population with positive psychologies. As pointed
out by past research, there is a strong rationale for promoting
psychological well-being, for instance, to improve resilience
[83] in the face of setbacks and challenges that occur as part of
job search and being “out-of-work” [12,13,78], and may thus
alleviate suffering [84]. A total of 3 themes were constructed
from the user-based research that occurred through the design
process of the gaming-based intervention: (1) adapting to user
preferences, (2) empathic player interaction, and (3)
sensemaking of experience and context. In the following section,
we discuss the themes and how they could potentially be applied
as designing principles for future self-administered gamified
PPIs. Thus, the study sheds light on the application of game
design for PPIs that aim to promote well-being and increase
challenge-seeking in young, unemployed adults.

Comparisons With Previous Work

Adapting to User Preferences
This study expands the knowledge found in other studies on
PPIs for young people, where the need to offer interactive,
visual, and more engaging experiences has been identified
[26,85,86]. Most participants expressed uncertainty about

whether the game would be “something for them,” suggesting
other preferences or not quite the right conceptual fit with their
preferences. We interpret this to mean that there is a need to
consider gaming genres and user preferences specifically, where
a more refined user segmentation may be necessary [87,88].
For instance, in our group, some participants said that they only
had an interest in certain kinds of games. Future studies could
consider a more fine-grained targeting strategy based on
preferences and interests and not simply age and employment
status. A possibility would be to segment the population based
on player types [89,90] or motivation [89,91-93], and to think
more carefully about user preferences for different gaming
genres before choosing a concept. In our study, we found that
the selected game genre was perceived as engaging “not to
them,” but “someone younger.” This was particularly true for
the active gamers, who found the genre to be immature.
Furthermore, most participants stated that they would have
preferred a game designed for mobile use, indicating another
kind of context of use than our initially planned use on PCs at
home.

Empathic Player Interaction
Inside the game experience itself, the participants in our study
were disappointed by the lack of features, functionalities, and
opportunities to influence what was going to happen in the
game, for example, player autonomy. A lack of autonomy may
cause a more negative interpretation of an experience [94]. We
interpret this as underdelivery, partly because of the overpromise
of the first impression and the esthetics of the graphics [95,96].
The participants expressed bleakly that in-game actions “do not
matter” because, as players, they experienced an insufficient
influence on the string of events in the game. Autonomy is an
important motivator in self-determination theory (SDT) [97]
and a lack thereof may contribute to reduced user motivation
[13,35,97]. In part, the lack of autonomy and interactivity was
caused by the requirements for a structured intervention set by
the broader research project; each player needed to experience
the same sequence of events. However, even within this frame,
the game should be built to cater for somewhat more variation
and focus on the interaction between the game and the player
to meet user expectations. There is also a more specific need to
be aware that within this target group of young, unemployed
adults, many may feel in general that what they do does not
matter [98]. Gameplay with insufficient df may unintentionally
reinforce that message.

Sensemaking of Experience and Context
Participants had trouble making sense of the experience: our
prototypes did not meet the participants’ expectations for genre,
not fitting with role-playing games based on narratives and
dialogues or open-world type games, where you move around
freely in a 3D world to pick up items and battle with other
characters. Furthermore, the game objective and rules were
either not clearly presented to the participants or did not cater
to sufficient player-game dialogue and manipulation of the
experience. We found that there were tensions between the
gameplay and the messages of the intervention, which could
undermine the intervention and potentially threaten its
effectiveness. This finding is depicted in Figure 7. The PPI
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gameplay had a complex storyline, which confused the
participants and made them miss out on their learning objectives.
Past studies have pointed to psychological affordances and the
importance of a “fertile soil” to make positive psychological
interventions more likely to work [99-101]. In instructional or
serious games used in education, Young et al [38] concluded
the need to ensure that game objectives and learning objectives
correspond and, further, that an overly complex gameplay can
lead to misunderstandings and interfere with understanding.
This seems transferable to gaming-based interventions. Other
authors have referred to this as “relevant narrative,” which states
that the narrative of the game should be relevant to the subject
matter [102]. The choice of gameplay as a strategy for creating
engagement for an intervention introduces a new context, which

becomes the background for interpreting the messages of the
intervention. The game design concept should be selected
carefully and tested early with inexpensive methods, such as
roleplay or paper sketches [32,56], to explore whether the
gameplay is supportive of the intervention. In VitaNova, the
gameplay goals implicitly reflected the learning goals, as the
development of abilities was presented through the completion
of in-game missions. However, because these learning goals
were not explicitly communicated, the effectiveness of the
intervention depended on the users themselves seeing the
connection and transferring this knowledge to their own
situation. Combined with the lack of clarity of game objectives
and rules as well as an overly complex storyline, this led to
confusion.

Figure 7. Mismatch of goals between intervention and gameplay, in combination with insufficient clarity overall.

Practical Implications for Future Gaming-Based
Interventions
When revisiting the 3 themes and comparing them to related
work, there appears to be a similarity between the identified
findings of this study and the 3 basic psychological needs in
SDT [103], which are: needs for autonomy, relatedness, and
competence [92]; refer to Figure 8. As such, this study provides
a form of bottom-up support for the usefulness of these
constructs in designing and evaluating future gaming-based
PPIs to understand how they might be more motivating to the
user [92]. Further research should also investigate how and if
a gaming-based PPI experience that does satisfy the relevant
needs of autonomy, relatedness, and competence may contribute
in itself to positive psychological outcomes for this population,
as has been suggested [13].

Striking the right balance between learning and fun is a
significant challenge, along with producing a relevant narrative
[102] that supports intended learning. Ferrara [32] suggests a
strategy for identifying the “gameness” that already exists in a
context or situation rather than trying to tack it on. This may
make it easier to transfer learning from the gaming space to
everyday life [56,104]. However, moving from an idea to a
game that works conceptually is challenging [105], and good
intentions may be undermined by a seemingly fun yet unfit idea
or concept, for example in the case of Disney and their first
version of the game and exhibit “Habit Heroes,” intended to
support healthy eating but rather reinforced stereotypes and
made children feel bad about themselves [106]. Choosing an
approach that “gamifies life” should thus be done with empathy,
care, and frequent testing with users to avoid banalizing the
situation and experiences of a vulnerable population, such as
the young and unemployed. As such, a human-centered design
approach is ideal because it starts with empathy [48]. However,
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frequent playtesting [56] and usability evaluation [57] are also
needed to reduce the risk of developing a concept that is not
engaging with the intended audience [88] or that undermines
or does not foster learning. Established game genres and
concepts could be used as inspiration in early explorative
ideation. The characteristics of existing games may be viewed
as opposing values on a spectrum [32], and by imagining what
the game-based PPI would look like in the form of existing
game genres, a large volume of different ideas can be formed
that may be tested early for fit with the PPI objectives and user
preferences.

In Figure 9, we propose a broad but structured approach for
how game-based PPI exploration may be executed, based on
the lessons learned from our study and the discussion points in
the preceding section. In this approach, insight into the user,

context, gaming preferences, and gaming interests frames the
design problem. It is also necessary to establish a clear and
precise definition of PPI, including its underpinning mechanics,
theories, and strategies that can help make the intervention
effective. An alignment between the 2, forms the necessary
“fertile soil” for the intervention game, where we ask how
gameplay may support both user preferences and goals and PPI
goals. Next, we propose working with existing genres and games
to quickly generate many different ideas of what our
gaming-based PPI may look and feel like. Promising concepts
should be evaluated against relevant criteria, such as gameplay
and user experience objectives and PPI objectives, and then
made into prototypes for validation with user research.

The approach outlined here should be further detailed, refined,
and validated in future research.

Figure 8. How the 3 themes correspond to basic psychological needs for relatedness, autonomy, and competence, in line with self-determination theory
(SDT).
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Figure 9. A proposed approach for designing future gaming-based positive psychology interventions (PPIs).

Pointers for Future Research
There is a range of possible strategies to choose from to work
to improve an intervention and increase user motivation. In this
specific study and for the purposes of this paper, we explored
one possible strategy: to attempt to make the PPI more engaging,
user-friendly, and relevant for young, unemployed adults by
creating a gaming-based intervention. There are other alternative
strategies that could increase relevance, appeal, and adaptation
to the needs of the target audience. Kelders et al [24] suggest
the use of design and persuasive design techniques, including
reward, praise and reminders [107] as a tool to increase
motivation and retention. Others [13] suggest the use of SDT

[97], as we also found some support for this study. These
strategies should be explored further in future studies.

Furthermore, the alignment between gameplay and intervention
does not rely solely on the crafting of the game. Although our
study grounded ideas on learning from past empirical research
where PPIs had been applied to different contexts, there was a
lack of clarity and theoretical grounding for the user experience
in itself, including a clear definition of the learning [35] that
should happen within the game design space. Incorporating
learning theory, such as experiential learning [41], along with
motivation theory, such as SDT [97] and persuasive design
[108], as a more complete theoretical framework for the game
designing process may provide a stronger direction to the
conceptual work for the practitioners involved. Designing for
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behavioral and mindset change is increasingly relevant for
design research and professional design practice [109], and there
seem to be several gaps in understanding for design researchers
and design teams who find themselves grappling with
psychological and behavioral theories to produce interventions
to support problem-solving of societal problems, such as youth
unemployment.

Limitations
In this study, relevant participants were involved in a design
process to capture their experience with designs in-the-making
and take feedback into consideration in the design of revisions.
We consider such early involvement a strength of the study.
However, it also holds limitations; as the results are drawn from
user experiences with prototype PPIs, the study does not provide
user experiences resulting from a completed and verified PPI.
Although the knowledge gained through the different stages of
the design process is of substantial value to this area of research,
future work is needed on experiences with fully functional
gameplay PPIs to validate the findings of this study and to
measure engagement, effectiveness, and adherence to the
intervention. In addition, considering the fact that the positive
psychologies implemented in the game mechanics were, to some
extent, unclear to the participants after exposure, we cannot
draw any conclusions on the experience of these in themselves
at this stage. However, this was also not the purpose of this
study.

Another limitation is the choice and availability of participants
in the study. The population of unemployed young adults is
highly heterogeneous. With our recruitment strategy, we are
aware that we do not cover the entire range of end users,
especially because we in part relied on voluntary registration
and on contact with specific public welfare systems.
Nevertheless, we find the involved participants to be within the
scope of the studied PPI, and their feedback, hence, is of
substantial benefit in understanding how the PPI may be
experienced by representatives of this target group.

The third limitation concerns the context of the usability testing.
Being observed by another person influences behavior (eg,

Hawthorne effect), and participants likely spent much more
time considering the prototypes than they would normally have.
However, this approach was chosen because our interventions
were prototypes and had unfinished functionality, which
required a moderator to “fill the gaps” [110,111]. A fully
self-administered and unmoderated use of a gameplay PPI would
be a natural next step in future research.

Finally, it is important to note that, although our exploratory
approach to insight into user perceptions of a game-based
intervention for this target group is an important starting point
for this area of investigation, future research is needed to
establish the knowledge base needed to reliably provide such
interventions. As part of this, we envision future studies with
larger sample sizes and established scales as part of randomized
controlled trials to gain further knowledge of the effectiveness
of game-based interventions for this group and a basis for
improvements in intervention design.

Conclusions
The study contributes insights into key user perceptions of
game-based interventions for unemployed young adults. The
contribution has implications for future game-like intervention
design for this purpose. Our principal contribution is to explore
engagement through a PPI, designed as an interactive game.
We have described the iterative process of the development of
a 3D-game concept, VitaNova, and have explored participants’
thoughts and feedback on their experiences. Although the
participants were positive about the general idea of a game
targeted toward unemployed young people, we found tensions
between a PPI and an exciting game play and 3 themes that
pinpoint priorities for future gaming implementations. Our study
shows that interactive game design could make interventions
more entertaining and engaging but can easily come into conflict
with or undermine the intervention. We recommend aligning
the gameplay narrative, objectives, and mechanics with
intervention content and objectives to create engaging, relevant,
and effective gaming-based PPIs that promote a more productive
view of the challenges experienced by the young and
unemployed.
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Abstract

Background: Sexual health is an important component of quality of life in older adults. However, older adults often face barriers
to attaining a fulfilling sexual life because of issues such as stigma, lack of information, or difficult access to adequate support.

Objective: We aimed to evaluate the user experience of a self-guided, smartphone-delivered program to promote sexual health
among older adults.

Methods: The mobile app was made available to community-dwelling older adults in the Netherlands, who freely used the app
for 8 weeks. User experience and its respective components were assessed using self-developed questionnaires, the System
Usability Scale, and semistructured interviews. Quantitative and qualitative data were descriptively and thematically analyzed,
respectively.

Results: In total, 15 participants (mean age 71.7, SD 9.5 years) completed the trial. Participants showed a neutral to positive
stance regarding the mobile app’s usefulness and ease of use. Usability was assessed as “Ok/Fair.” The participants felt confident
about using the mobile app. To increase user experience, participants offered suggestions to improve content and interaction,
including access to specialized sexual health services.

Conclusions: The sexual health promotion program delivered through a smartphone in a self-guided mode was usable. Participants’
perception is that improvements to user experience, namely in content and interaction, as well as connection to external services,
will likely improve usefulness and acceptance.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e56206)   doi:10.2196/56206
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Introduction

Background
Sexual health is a component of general health [1] and quality
of life in older age [2]. However, older age is also associated
with barriers to a fulfilling sexual life [3-5]. Many older adults
are sexually active [6] but are at a higher risk than the general
population to present sexual difficulties and dysfunctions. Older
women often report decreased libido or lack of vaginal
lubrication, whereas erection issues, reduced sexual desire, or
being unable to reach orgasm are difficulties regularly reported
by men [7]. In health care services, sexual difficulties are often
untreated [8] and aggravated by poor communication related to
lack of appropriate and case-specific information, lack of
training among clinicians, or negative social beliefs and societal
stigma, which makes it difficult for both patients and clinicians
to bring about the topic [9]. Therefore, identifying the means
of circumventing societal stigma and providing timely and
adequate support are 2 important courses of action to promote
sexual health among older adults.

As the prevalence of smartphone ownership and access to the
internet increase [10], there is an opportunity to use these
technologies to deliver ubiquitous sexual health support in an
inconspicuous manner, that is, one that does not overly expose
support seekers to fear of social judgment. Smartphones, as they
are intimate technologies that ubiquitously accompany their
owners, seem to be an adequate means for the delivery of sexual
health promotion programs. Although there is evidence of the
efficacy of internet-based sexual health interventions for sexual
dysfunction [11] or sexual health education [12], the literature
is nonexistent on smartphone-based sexual health interventions
targeting older adults [13].

Critical to the acceptance and adoption of such technologies is
the user experience they provide [14,15]. Coined by Don
Norman [16], the term “user experience” was used by the author
to characterize all the sets of experiences a user has with a
product throughout a user journey, from intention to use until
postuse reflections [17]. Therefore, the concept goes beyond
usability, defined by International Organization for
Standardization as “the extent to which a system, product or
service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use” [18]. Designing positive user experiences with
mobile digital technologies for older adult users has been a
focus of many studies because the levels of engagement have
been low, thus hampering the potential health benefits of such
technologies [19]. Research has found that older adults’ user
experience with mobile digital health could be improved if the
technology considered potential user sensorimotor and cognitive
issues, users’ motivation, and social support [19] as well as if
it promoted more personalized experiences and trust [20].
Although there are general guidelines on designing for
accessibility and inclusive design [21,22], best practices for
designing digital technologies for sensitive topics such as
sexuality and intimacy are lacking [23]. Understanding older
adults’experiences with such technologies in the topic of sexual
health is critical to improving their acceptability, usability, and

adoption, so that they can deliver positive outcomes. However,
no study has yet reported on older adults’ user experiences with
smartphone-delivered sexual health promotion programs.

To address these gaps, we have designed a smartphone-based
sexual health promotion program [24] under a European project
called Anathema (reference AAL-2020-7-133-CP). This
program was made available to older adults in a longitudinal
study during which we assessed the participants’user experience
with the software. The findings contribute to the body of
knowledge on older adults’ preferences, use, and appropriation
of digital technologies for sexual health and the design of
smartphone-based sexual health promotion programs targeting
this population.

Aim
The aim of this study was to evaluate the user experience of
Anathema, a self-guided, smartphone-delivered program to
promote sexual health among older adults.

Anathema Mobile App Overview
The mobile app used in this study was developed using a
participatory design approach [25], which involved users from
3 European countries using the following methods:
questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, usability tests, and
co-design workshops [23,26].

The app is available for Android and iOS operating systems
and contains a sexual health promotion program tailored to older
adults. The program, which has an 8-week duration, is organized
into 5 modules (which include chapters and subchapters):

• Module 1—Let’s talk about sexuality (week 1): features
information on male and female anatomies, sexual response,
the importance of sexual pleasure, and sexual rights.

• Module 2—When age and illness come in the way (week
2): addresses successful aging; the physiological, cognitive,
and emotional changes in older age; and the main sexual
problems and sexual dysfunction in older age.

• Module 3—Emotional and physical intimacy (weeks 3-6):
covers psychoeducation on the cognitive behavioral therapy
model and the impact of sexual beliefs, thoughts, and
emotions on sexuality. It includes exercises for cognitive
restructuring, mindfulness, and communication skills
training.

• Module 4—Exploring one’s sexuality (week 7): delivers
information on sex aids and strategies to enhance sexual
pleasure and satisfaction and includes sexual skills training
and mindfulness exercises.

• Module 5—Planning for a long-term fulfilling sex life (week
8): targets on relapse prevention with a focus on strategies
to maintain progress and prevent setbacks. It also shares
strategies to promote a healthy lifestyle and sexual health.

Each module is unlocked upon the completion of the previous
module to ensure knowledge and skills acquisition. The chapters
and subchapters are made of content in the form of text, images,
and videos. The program also includes exercises such as written
reflections or answers to multiple-choice questions using radio
buttons (Figure 1). The app is available in English, European
Portuguese, German, and Dutch languages.
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The mobile app performs passive data collection through
timestamp logs of interactions (eg, module completion date) as
well as active data collection through logs of users’ inputs on

exercises. Another tool, Trial Monitor [27], fetches data from
the database and shows visualizations thereof to the research
or therapist teams.

Figure 1. Sample screenshots from the Anathema app (left to right): personal information, overview of modules, introduction to module, exercise.

Methods

Study Design
The study design was a single-arm pilot study with older adults
(aged ≥55 years) testing the self-guided format of the sexual
health promotion program in its Dutch version. The pilot study
was conducted to assess user experience of the program. The
content, structure, and format were also preliminarily evaluated
toward the identification of improvements to the program and
technological means of its delivery.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria for participation in this trial were as
follows: (1) being able to provide informed consent, (2) being
aged ≥55 years, and (3) having digital skills and internet access.
The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) having a severe
psychiatric disorder or alcohol or substance abuse; (2) taking
medication that could interfere with sexual response; (3) having
an uncontrolled medical condition that could interfere with
sexual health; and (4) currently being on psychotherapy for
sexual or intimate problems or for other psychological problems
or current participation in another intervention study or clinical
trial (or both).

Study Procedures
In a previous phase of this research, 1119 older adults, recruited
through the contact list of the Dutch senior organization
Katholieke Bond van Ouderen - Protestant Christelijke Ouderen
Bond (KBO-PCOB), answered a questionnaire on unmet sexual
needs [26]. In this questionnaire, the respondents were asked
to indicate whether they would be available for future research
within the same research project. Respondents who gave a
positive reply were regularly invited to participate in user
research activities throughout the research project [23], including
the pilot study described in this paper. The majority of this

subsample (N=346) were men (69.4%), had a high education
level (53.2%), and were retired (89.9%). For the pilot study,
further potential participants were contacted via other
KBO-PCOB channels, including KBO-PCOB’s employees.

Upon signing the informed consent form, participants were
asked to complete a web-based screening questionnaire. If
deemed eligible to participate in the study, the participants were
asked to answer a web-based sociodemographic questionnaire.
After completing the questionnaire, participants were provided
access to the Anathema app and were prompted to complete the
program in 8 weeks.

Once they had completed the 5 modules in the app, participants
were asked to fill in a web-based, self-developed user experience
questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 1), which also included
the System Usability Scale (SUS). Participants were then invited
to participate in a semistructured debriefing interview about
(Multimedia Appendix 2) their experiences with the program.

Metrics and Data Analyses
The main outcome of the study was user experience, which
included dimensions of usefulness and usability. User experience
was assessed after the intervention with a self-developed
multiple-choice list of characteristics (answer options:
accessible, arousing curiosity, attractive, boring, elegant,
fascinating, helpful, instructive, meets expectations, and
strenuous), a question on free grading of the app from 1 to 10,
with 10 being the highest grade, a Net Promoter Score question
(answer options: Yes/No/Don’t know), and a semistructured
debrief interview with questions addressing usefulness, usability,
feasibility, clinical aspects, and implementation (Multimedia
Appendix 2). Perceived usefulness was assessed using a
self-developed 5-point Likert scale assessing the program in
general, each module, and exercises. Usability was assessed
using a self-developed 5-point Likert scale on perceived ease
of use and perceived readability, as well as with the Dutch
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version of the SUS [28]. Assessment of the self-perceived
contribution of the program to changes in satisfaction and
pleasure in sex life was also performed postintervention with a
single-item question (4-item descriptive rating scale).

To characterize the study sample, sociodemographic variables
were collected using a self-developed questionnaire assessing
age, education, professional status, gender, sexual orientation,
marital status, current sexual partnership status, satisfaction
with current sex life (5-point Likert scale), self-rated quality of
life, and degree of satisfaction with their own health (based on
items 1 and 2 from World Health Organization Quality of Life
Brief Version [29]).

The interviews were audio-recorded and partially transcribed
for relevant content. The transcriptions, written in Dutch, were
then translated into English by a native Dutch speaker (MB)
for analysis by a non-Dutch speaker (ACB). The questionnaire
and the interview data were analyzed descriptively and
thematically, respectively.

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty
of Psychology and Educational Sciences, University of Porto
(reference 2022/01-05b). All potential participants were
informed about the study objectives and procedures. The
participants who agreed to participate signed the informed
consent form. There was no compensation or payment offered
to the participants.

Results

Participants
A total of 400 participants were approached to participate in
this study. Most participants did not provide a reason for

declining or not answering the invitation. Among those who
did (n=47), the reasons given were that participants were no
longer interested (n=15), considered the pilot required too much
commitment or effort (n=12), felt uncomfortable with the topic
(n=9), considered they did not meet the criteria (n=5), or had a
malfunctioning email (n=5). We also received information that
one person had died.

In total, 23 participants agreed to participate and completed a
web-based screening questionnaire to confirm the eligibility
criteria. All participants were deemed eligible and were given
access to Anathema after answering a sociodemographic
questionnaire.

A total of 8 participants dropped out of the study. Of them, 4
participants did not provide any reasons for abandoning the
study. Those who did shared the following reasons: discontinued
access to the internet (n=1), dissatisfaction with the fact that
future content modules were locked (n=1), inability to install
and open the app (n=1), and lost motivation to use the app (n=1).
A total of 15 participants used the Anathema app, having
completed all the modules and completed the final questionnaire
on user experience and usability. In total, 8 participants agreed
to participate in a debriefing interview.

The 15 participants who used the app and answered the final
questionnaire were 7 cisgender women and 8 cisgender men
aged between 56 and 85 years (mean 68.3, SD 9.5 years). Most
(n=12) were retired, and most (n=10) had completed higher
professional education. Overall, 6 participants were married, 4
were single, 3 were cohabiting, and 2 were widowed (Table 1).

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the sample (N=15).

ValuesCharacteristics

Gender, n (%)

7 (47)Female

8 (53)Male

Marital status, n (%)

4 (27)Single

3 (20)Cohabiting

6 (40)Married

2 (13)Widowed

Professional status, n (%)

3 (20)Employed

12 (80)Retired

Education, n (%)

2 (13)Secondary professional education

10 (67)Higher professional education

3 (20)University or scientific training

71.7 (9.5; 56-85)Age (years), mean (SD; range)
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Most of the 15 participants were exclusively heterosexual
(n=12), most had sex with a partner in the context of an
exclusive relationship with that person (n=11), and the level of
sexual satisfaction was heterogeneously distributed, as shown,

together with complete sexual characteristics (Table 2). The
sample comprised participants who tended to positively rate
their quality of life and health (Table 3).

Table 2. Sexual characteristics of the sample (N=15).

Baseline, n (%)Characteristics

Sexual orientation or preference

12 (80)Exclusively heterosexual

2 (13)Mainly heterosexual

1 (7)Exclusively homosexual

Current sexual partners

11 (73)Sex with a partner, in the context of my exclusive relationship with him or her

1 (7)Casual sex with a partner

3 (20)No sexual partner

Satisfaction with current sex life

3 (20)Very satisfied

5 (33)Satisfied

4 (27)Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

3 (20)Dissatisfied

Table 3. Perceived quality of life and health satisfaction (N=15).

After the test, n (%)Baseline, n (%)

Rating of quality of lifea

9 (60)8 (53)Very good

5 (33)7 (47)Fairly good

1 (7)—bNeither good nor bad

Satisfaction with healthc

7 (47)8 (53)Very satisfied

7 (47)7 (47)Satisfied

1 (7)—Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

aOriginal wording: How would you rate your quality of life? Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale: 1=very bad to 5=very good.
bNot available.
cOriginal wording: How satisfied are you with your health? Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale: 1=very dissatisfied to 5=very satisfied.

User Experience
In this section, we present the quantitative and qualitative results
of the participants’ user experience (Table 4). As we do so, we

provide interpretations of the results mostly because of the
interpretation required by the analysis of the interview data.
Therefore, we discuss some of the results as we present them.
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Table 4. Results of the user experience questionnaire (N=15).

Values

Would recommend Anathema to friends or family (net promoter score)a, n (%)

6 (40)Yes

6 (40)No

3 (20)Doesn’t know

Perceived usefulness of appb, n (%)

2 (13)Very useful

6 (40)Useful

6 (40)Neither useful nor useless

0 (0)Useless

1 (7)Extremely useless

Perceived usefulness of exercisesc, n (%)

0 (0)Very useful

7 (47)Useful

3 (20)Neither useful nor useless

3 (20)Useless

2 (13)Extremely useless

Perceived ease of used, n (%)

1 (7)Very easy

7 (47)Easy

5 (33)Neither easy nor difficult

2 (13)Difficult

Readabilitye, n (%)

1 (7)Very easy

7 (47)Easy

5 (33)Neither easy nor difficult

2 (13)Difficult

56.3 (19.1; 20-85)System Usability Scale score, mean (SD; range)

6.5 (1.8; 2-9)Score (1-10) given to Anathema app, mean (SD)

Perceived impact of Anathema app in satisfaction and pleasuref, n (%)

4 (27)Positive impact

7 (47)No change

1 (7)Negative impact

3 (20)Doesn’t know

aOriginal wording: Would you recommend the Anathema app to friends and/or family members?
bOriginal wording: How useful do you think the Anathema app is for older adults? Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale: 1=extremely useless
to 5=very useful.
cOriginal wording: How useful did you find the (writing) exercises you were offered? Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale: 1=extremely
useless to 5=very useful.
dOriginal wording: How easy was it for you to use the Anathema app without any help from others? Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale:
1=extremely difficult to 5=very easy.
eOriginal wording: How readable did you find the content of the Anathema app? Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale: 1=extremely difficult
to 5=very easy.
fOriginal wording: Do you have the impression that the Anathema app can help you change satisfaction and pleasure in your sex life? Rated using a
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descriptive scale: Don’t know; No, no change; Yes, namely less satisfying and fun; Yes, namely more satisfying and fun.

Most participants showed a neutral to positive stance toward
the app regarding its usefulness. There are some nuances when
analyzing the perceived usefulness per module, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Modules 2 and 3 had slightly more polarized
responses. Modules 1 and 2 were found to be “very useful” for
more participants, likely because of the reasons given in the
interviews: participants learned new concepts, learned to
understand what is normal in aging (“I end up thinking about

the part about body ageing. That’s reliable information that I
can’t easily get anywhere else today” [P03]), were made to
rethink the way in which they faced sexuality, and also learned
about the genitalia of other sexes:

Nice to read some details about genitals[...] also from
the opposite sex, how something works. [P11]

Enlightening. I did benefit from seeing what a prostate
looked like. [P04]

Figure 2. Visualization of perceived usefulness by module.

Other highlighted learning points from the program are the
importance of communication and the fact that sexuality does
not need to be equated with penetration. Something some
participants missed was the possibility to ask the app questions
about their specific problems, ask questions anonymously, or
to be able to search for certain themes that could be of more
interest to them.

Seven participants evaluated the exercises as useful, whereas
the other 8 found them neutral (n=3), useless (n=3), or extremely
useless (n=2). Crossing these results with the information
provided in the interviews, one can infer that there were 2
aspects that hindered the experience with the exercises: on the
one hand, participants struggled with long text input on their
smartphone keyboards; on the other hand, for this group, the
feeling of being “schooled” by the app was not equated with

positive emotions, thus negatively impacting the experience.
Finally, in the interviews, participants revealed that some
exercises helped them think of sexuality in a different way,
which they experienced as being positive.

When asked to attribute characteristics to the Anathema app,
most participants selected a set of descriptors displayed in Figure
3, but the number of choices varied from a single adjective to
6 adjectives. Most of the qualifiers have positive valence, with
the exception of “boring” and “strenuous,” with 4 and 5
mentions, respectively. In line with the data collected through
the interviews, the participants perceived that they had learned
from the app. However, only 5 participants assessed the app as
having the potential to help change their sexual satisfaction and
pleasure.
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Figure 3. Visualization of qualifiers attributed to the Anathema app and how often they were attributed.

The interviews also revealed that participants appreciated the
app aesthetically, which connects to the descriptors that were
chosen, as well as the tone of voice that was adopted for the
content, which, in some cases, helped them deal with a sensitive
topic:

I admire that this can be done in an app. Good
looking and doesn’t scare someone. I managed to
deal with such a sensitive topic. [It’s] friendly and
nicely constructed. [P22]

For 2 participants, the communication style options were not
the most appropriate, for example, when showing an animated
video of an anthropomorphized clitoris. Although the
photographs were selected based on a survey conducted by the
research team about the characteristics of photos that were
appreciated by Dutch older adults, 2 interviewees did not find
them totally appropriate, for example, some having a comical
or childish tone, representing too young people, or not
representing enough diversity.

Taking the net promotor score as an indicator of satisfaction,
we can see that opinions were divided. Three participants did
not know whether they would recommend the app to friends or
family, whereas the remaining 12 participants were equally
divided between wanting to recommend and not wanting to do
so. In the debriefing section of the interviews, participants who
were not certain whether to recommend Anathema expanded
on this. They explained that they think the app has potential but
that it needs certain improvements, as described earlier, for them
to confidently recommend it to others.

The average SUS score, which measures usability, stood at 56.3,
which, according to the scoring standards, corresponds to an

assessment of “OK/Fair” [30]. Based on the averages per item,
we can see that participants tend to think that they do not need
help in using the system, although usability is not perceived to
be at the excellent level. The level of confidence felt by
participants while operating the app was high. Participants
generally showed a neutral to positive stance toward the app
regarding its ease of use and its readability. Although most
people did not experience trouble reading because of font size
or contrast, this was an issue for one of the participants who
dropped out:

I also found the fine print difficult. They are clear but
with deteriorating eyes good reading requires more
effort. [P04]

The interviews revealed that the app worked well on
participants’ phones and that they found it very convenient.
However, participants often wished that the app would also be
easy to use on a tablet device or desktop:

Excellent [the experience of using the app on the
phone]. Preferably on an iPad, because of the larger
screen. On the phone it worked. The smaller keyboard
asked more caution, but [it] went fine. [P11]

With the exception of 2 participants, who suggested direct
speech, easier wording, and shorter sentences, interviewees
found the wording easy to understand. In total, 2 participants
reflected on whether the scientific explanation should be
highlighted as is (Figure 4), for instance, on starting the first
module with the definition of sexuality or whether it should be
made more digestible to engage readers.
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Figure 4. Screenshot from the definition of sexuality, which appears in a slide-up pop-up when the user taps the word “Sexuality” shown in the
gray-faded part of the image. WHO: World Health Organization.

Another aspect of readability that was touched on was finding
one’s place in the content structure. For 2 participants, it was
hard to understand at which stage they were in navigating the
app, originating the feeling of being lost: “In a book you can
browse through that and then you see where you are. In the app
this overview is not so clear” (P06). For those who felt lost, as
well as for one participant who would like to revisit specific
parts of the content, a possible solution was provided by one
participant who said that they missed a way to bookmark
“Favorites.”

The participants appropriated the app in different ways. There
were reports of people using the app only randomly when they
found the time, defining a fixed schedule (eg, evening, late at
night), or defining a place to use the app (eg, kitchen, home).
Common to the participants was the need to use the app alone
and undisturbed.

One participant asked the partner to also go through the app,
but they did not want it because it was a taboo topic. Three

mentioned how they talked to friends or their partners later
about the app and what they had learned, for example:

Through the app I can easily talk with my partner
about sexuality. The participation, together with my
partner, in the previous workshops for Anathema,
also contributed to this. The openness of other
participants was a good example for me. [P04]

While 5 participants stated that there would be no place or time
when they felt uncomfortable using the app, the remaining 3
gave some indications thereof. For these participants, it would
be important to use the app alone and in a private place.
Participants also reflected on how they would like to discuss
what they were learning in the app with others but found it
stigmatizing:

When I talk to friends about food, for example, all the
experiences can be discussed. Apparently, that is not
possible when talking about sex. [P20]
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When I try to discuss with seniors of an association
with a Catholic background that I am participating
in this project, the reaction is that does not suit our
people. [P18]

Half of the participants found an 8-week period to be too long,
whereas the other half felt it was an acceptable or good duration.
However, participants struggled with the idea of this being time
bound in some way because they could not understand why this
specific duration was chosen. In 1 case, the participant felt that
this indication of duration could send the wrong message: “I
have to be ready in 8 weeks” (P03).

Being presented with content that had a specific reading order
was cumbersome to some participants. This was because, on
the one hand, they could feel schooled, and, on the other hand,
they did not want to feel that they were losing time in content
that they were not interested in. One participant shared their
technique for when something like this happened: they just
scrolled the content very quickly to get to the bottom and move
to the next chapter. Despite negative comments about the locked
content (eg, “I wanted to look at a topic in Module 4. But didn’t
do that out of irritation at the locks in the extended Module 3”
[P04]), participants generally agreed that the content is well
structured, being easy to follow. Mindfulness is something that
some interviewees found unnecessary. On the other hand, some
interviewees would expect to read more about love and
affection. There were also other suggestions of curated lists of
contacts for further support (eg, participants stated they would
like to be able to ask questions to therapists over email) and
fitness exercises (eg, pelvic floor muscle exercises).

Although 9 of 15 participants in the questionnaire assessed
module 5 as useful or very useful, the interviews revealed a
slightly different picture. The interviewees had mixed opinions
regarding the usefulness of the last module. With the exception
of 1 person, those who found it useful as a recap also reflected
on the possibilities of coupling the app with curated contacts
to therapists to continue exploring the topic or to find tailored
help to a specific issue. One interviewee thought about
accompanying the app with television or radio shows, stating
that this was the reason why they bought a book on sexuality.
Another possible extension would be a course, workshops, or
group activities that would let people discuss and further explore
what they had learned and experienced:

In addition to using the app, it could be interesting
to be in a discussion group with other couples as a
couple. That could help improve communication about
sex. The app provides plenty of conversation material
for that. [P11]

Interviewees had mixed opinions regarding whether the app
should be paid. On the one hand, participants shared that they
are not used to paying for apps, but on the other hand, they
recognized that they might pay for extra services (eg,
consultations) and that free apps do not have as much credibility.
Credibility is something that participants cling to when reflecting
with the interviewer about how to make the app available to
more people. Participants concluded that the app could be
credibly made available through medical doctors, therapists, or
reliable associations. Although this was not asked, participants

also shared ideas on how to raise awareness about the Anathema
app, for example, through advertisement, television or radio
shows, or leaflets.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The pilot study conducted in the Netherlands with a group of
15 community-dwelling older adults was a novel study in the
field of mobile health apps in sexual health. Although the
dropout rate was high (65%), no participants were lost to
follow-up or nonuse cases, that is, participants answering the
questionnaires without having used the mobile app until the
end. We found that the app was usable, that participants showed
high levels of self-confidence in using it, that the smartphone
can be a useful and private way to have access to reliable sexual
health information, that participants foresee how extra services
could help tailor the program to their specific needs, and that
certain improvements in content and in interaction are likely to
increase user experience for this smartphone-delivered sexual
health promotion program.

As with other studies in the literature [20], the user experience
was negatively affected by a lack of social support for users’
specific issues. In the interviews, participants gave examples
of further content on love and affection, a curated list of
resources and fitness exercises that they would like to see, and
options to search through the content to get the information they
were looking for. The lack of social support, ranging from
relatives to professionals, also seems to have negatively affected
participants’ user experiences. In their systematic review, van
Acker et al [19] noted how social support (ranging from relatives
to professionals) was an important factor in user experience. In
our study, with the exception of 1 participant who could not
convince their sexual partner to also use the app, there were no
reports of available or lacking support from relatives, but
participants specifically mentioned that professional support
would be useful in addition to the existing offer. A nuance with
relation to the literature [19] is that participants in our study did
not require much professional support to interact with the
program, but rather as an extension to it, often to attain the
personalization requirement we have just described earlier.
Furthermore, the participants struggled with the locked content.
Although the tunneling technique has been used to increase
engagement with intervention or technology, in our study, it
did not seem to have this effect. This is similar to recent findings
with an intervention for a younger generation [31].

As noted in the literature [20], trust is also an important
dimension in user experience. Although not directly asked about
it, our interviewees alluded to the element of credibility
regarding willingness to pay, which was considered by Hurmuz
et al [20] as a metric of user experience. For the participants in
our sample, the channel via which they access the app is an
important factor at the time of choosing whether to use and
ultimately pay for the app.

As measured by the SUS instrument, self-confidence among
the participants in our study was high. This might also have
been influenced by the level of education and digital literacy of
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the sample. The level of education might also explain why the
participants often alluded to the experience of “being schooled”
as a negative valence. Although the tone of voice for the
program regarding visual and written content was co-designed
[23], it might not have been implemented properly to eliminate
this negative experience. This aspect is further discussed in the
“Limitations” section below. On the other hand, some users
also reacted negatively to content that seemed “too scientific,”
and some commented that some terms might not be easy to
understand for the wider population. This is at odds with the
higher educational level of this sample, but the explanation for
the dislike might be related not to the understandability of the
content but rather to a kind of experience that users expect when
they are using an app that is related to sexuality.

The participants stated that the topic of sexuality was not
embarrassing. However, there were some accounts of users
requiring privacy when going through the content, one user
whose partner did not want to use the app because of the topic,
or users commenting on how they did not feel free or at ease
discussing the topic with their peers. Therefore, the topic of
taboo still requires further research in terms of how much of a
barrier it is to accept and use technology around this topic.
Participants’ statements in the interviews suggested that a
smartphone-based intervention can bring the advantages of
ubiquity, intimacy, and anonymity to an intervention that is
likely to elicit stigma in some contexts. The program itself was
regarded as a trustworthy source of information that participants
think is difficult to find on this topic. On the other hand, it could
be coupled with more targeted personal services for users who
would like to interact with therapists or even join groups willing
to openly discuss topics of sexual health. Future research should
study the provision of such discussion groups either in person
or through moderated and anonymous forums inside the app.

Our study included participants interested in sexual health. In
any case, even within our small sample, we witnessed a wide
spectrum regarding taboo. For instance, some participants felt
blurring genitalia photographs by default with overlaid text:
“Sensitive content. Click to view” was condescending, whereas
others felt that suggesting exercises for sexual pleasure was
going too far. As with other types of apps targeting older adult
users, our study saw a large heterogeneity in user preferences.
Even if resources are allowed for the software development
team to implement ultrapersonalization, we could place a large
burden on users upon onboarding to set up preferences, which,
in itself, would have a negative effect on technology acceptance.
One way of addressing this could be to create certain user
profiles and adapt scaffolding techniques that have been used
for usability [32] for the purpose of conspicuousness degrees.
Future research should work on this balance between a certain
level of tailoring to one’s needs and preferences, with time
invested in customizing the app.

Strengths
This was the first study to evaluate the user experience of a
self-guided, smartphone-delivered program to promote sexual
health among older adults. The mixed methods approach was
a strength of this study in the sense that it provided a rich
description of participants’ experiences with the app and the

program. Without the interviews, we would hardly have had
such detailed information that would indicate how to improve
the app and the program, as well as a first understanding of how
participants appropriated the app.

Our study did not aim at generalizability but rather at an in-depth
understanding of user experience, which justified the emphasis
on the qualitative data. Through this approach, we derived
actionable insights to improve the content, structure, and format
of the program.

Although our study was conducted with a small and specific
sample of older adults in the Netherlands, the methodology we
used allowed us to unveil nuances that can be useful for
researchers to consider when implementing smartphone-based
programs for sexual health in different populations: the
relevance of social support, the credibility of the program, the
opportunities that smartphone-based interventions may bring
to sexual health interventions in terms of privacy or
convenience, and the variability among program users about
what might be considered a taboo and how this might impact
users’preferences, practices, and attitudes toward the programs.

Limitations
As we conducted a user experience pilot study to obtain in-depth
feedback, the results might not reflect the characteristics of the
older adult population in the Netherlands. Although further
research is needed to reach generalizability, this study constitutes
a stepping stone in this journey.

The sample characteristics in our study are its greatest limitation.
Only one-fifth of our participants were dissatisfied with the
current state of their sex lives, and most considered themselves
to be in fairly good or good health, which may not be
representative of the older adult population. These characteristics
may have biased how participants responded to a sexual health
promotion program tailored to help users identify and cope with
issues related to their sexual health. Our sample also comprised
participants with a high level of education. This might explain
why some participants felt schooled, as they were already in
possession of information that was provided by the program.
As participants have suggested, for a future pilot study, it would
be advisable to increase the number and type of channels used
for dissemination and recruitment, such as the mainstream
media. This would help increase the visibility of Anathema and
reduce, if not altogether, prevent, selection bias.

The features implemented on the app responded as much as
possible to the user research requirements, but this was not
always possible or perhaps implemented at its best. In some
cases, there were technical limitations that did not allow their
implementation. For instance, the app began to be implemented
as web based so that it would also run on desktop browsers if
participants preferred, but the identification of a problem in a
technical component ahead of the implementation process forced
the software development team to develop natively for Android
and iOS.

We expected this lack of flexibility in the device type to be a
negative aspect for some participants. On the other hand, at least
once, the preferences collected from participants in user research
studies preceding the pilot study were not aligned with the
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preferences of the pilot study sample. We describe 2 instances
of this problem.

The first example relates to the choice of imagery. To select the
photos for the app, we conducted a survey with 111 older adults
in the Netherlands, in which we showed 10 different pictures
and asked participants to rate the pictures, select their favorites,
and justify their choices. The survey revealed that participants
preferred uplifting, cheerful, and romantic images of participants
who were not young but also not too old. The interviews in the
pilot study revealed that, for some participants, these images
were not appropriate.

Another example was the language used: a series of tests on the
preferred tone of voice were used to create the original content
in English [23]. The content was translated into Dutch, which
went through content reviews from native speakers with
experience in older adult care. Nevertheless, for some
participants in the sample, the language was described as “too
scientific.” It is also possible that the research team was not
able to correctly implement the insights from the user research
phase, thus causing a mismatch between the users’expectations
and the implemented app. Further research should revise the
feedback from the user research phases and cross it with the
results from the pilot study to understand where the app can be
improved to meet users’ expectations.

Further research should also focus on interaction and content
issues to improve current mobile apps toward improving user
experience. In particular, there is a need to understand how to
balance the quantity and type of content with an engaging user
experience. Once an improvement in user experience has been
noted through further formative testing, the pilot should be
repeated. As there was a mix of negative and positive comments
provided by the participants and because the results from the
SUS score are aligned with the comments from the interviews,
we do not think that social desirability influenced participants’
answers. However, as social desirability plays an important role
in sex research surveys, a future pilot study could include a
questionnaire (eg, [33]) to control for this effect. Further
research should focus on a larger and more diverse sample
regarding sexual satisfaction, health status, and literacy level.

Future pilots should include study designs that enable the
collection of fine-grained data about the user experience

combined with an assessment of the program’s efficacy in
improving sexual health so that the aspects of appropriation and
how the app fits into participants’ practices could be better
understood and, in turn, inform strategies to improve sexual
health outcomes, engagement, and user experience with such
an intervention.

Conclusions and Implications for Design
The mobile app of Anathema with a sexual health promotion
program delivered in a self-guided mode to a sample of older
adults in the Netherlands was assessed as usable. Most
participants tended to assess the app and program as useful, but
both the app and the program would benefit from certain
improvements, which we group under “content” and
“interaction” as possible guidelines.

Content wise, readability and engagement can be improved by
using plainer language in general, revising sections that sound
“too scientific” (eg, definition of sexual health) or too medical
(eg, content regarding erectile problems was very focused on
the urological aspects). Although for some participants, the
content was too long, and participants would also prefer not to
have locked content, in which case the length would not be a
barrier to engagement. It is clear that participants would
appreciate more curated content that would refer them to support
the community or to further services.

Regarding interaction, there are suggestions to enable searching
and asking questions so that the user could be directly guided
to the content that is of most interest to them or so that they
could center their learning in their own experiences. This implies
that content is unlocked by default. Participants would also like
to bookmark certain sections and have the means to know where
they are in the app. Finally, although participants shared that
some exercises made them reflect—they saw this as
positive—they struggled with the exercises that involved text
input. Therefore, the interaction modes in the exercises can be
improved. Although participants state they do not want to be
schooled, they highlight “learning” as one of the advantages of
using the app. In the future, the Anathema app should meet the
goal of teaching without resembling a schoolbook. This was
highlighted by participants who were expecting more
interactivity from the app rather than an app that reads like a
book.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic kidney disease affects 10% of the population worldwide, and the number of patients receiving treatment
for end-stage kidney disease is forecasted to increase. Therefore, there is a pressing need for innovative digital solutions that
increase the efficiency of care and improve patients’ quality of life. The aim of the eHealth in Home Dialysis project is to create
a novel eHealth solution, called eC4Me, to facilitate predialysis and home dialysis care for patients with chronic kidney disease.

Objective: Our study aimed to evaluate the usability, user experience (UX), and patient experience (PX) of the first version of
the eC4Me solution.

Methods: We used a user-based evaluation approach involving usability testing, questionnaire, and interview methods. The
test sessions were conducted remotely with 10 patients with chronic kidney disease, 5 of whom had used the solution in their
home environment before the tests, while the rest were using it for the first time. Thematic analysis was used to analyze user test
and questionnaire data, and descriptive statistics were calculated for the UMUX (Usability Metric for User Experience) scores.

Results: Most usability problems were related to navigation, the use of terminology, and the presentation of health-related data.
Despite usability challenges, UMUX ratings of the solution were positive overall. The results showed noteworthy variation in
the expected benefits and perceived effort of using the solution. From a PX perspective, it is important that the solution supports
patients’ own health-related goals and fits with the needs of their everyday lives with the disease.

Conclusions: A user-based evaluation is a useful and necessary part of the eHealth solution development process. Our study
findings can be used to improve the usability and UX of the evaluated eC4Me solution. Patients should be actively involved in
the solution development process when specifying what information is relevant for them. Traditional usability tests complemented
with questionnaire and interview methods can serve as a meaningful methodological approach for gaining insight not only into
usability but also into UX- and PX-related aspects of digital health solutions.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53691)   doi:10.2196/53691
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Introduction

Chronic kidney disease is a global health problem that leads to
kidney failure, cardiovascular disease, and premature death.
Chronic kidney disease affects 10% of the population and is
one of the leading causes of mortality worldwide [1]. Dialysis,
along with kidney transplant, is a lifesaving treatment for people
with end-stage kidney disease. Dialysis can be delivered in
hospital or home settings, and home dialysis is associated with
a higher or equal quality of life for patients [2] and lower costs
for the health care system [3]. As the number of patients
receiving treatment for end-stage kidney disease is forecasted
to rise [4], innovative digital solutions that maximize efficiency,
improve patients’quality of life, and facilitate care delivery and
monitoring are needed.

eHealth solutions, such as digital patient engagement platforms
(DPEPs), are increasingly developed to support self-care,
enhance patient-clinician collaboration, and increase the
efficiency of care delivery [5-7]. In dialysis care, new DPEP
solutions have the potential to improve disease management,
health outcomes, and patient experience (PX) among patients
with chronic conditions [8,9]. To achieve these goals, a
human-centered design approach to development is a necessity.
Human-centered design is an approach that aims to make digital
systems usable and useful by applying human factors and
usability techniques, such as user-based testing, guidelines for
interaction design, prototypes, user observations, and user
requirements specifications [10]. Usability refers to the
interaction between the end user and the system, whereas the
user experience (UX) includes aspects like emotions, beliefs,
and perceptions [10,11]. Originating from the UX, the PX has
also become an important and acknowledged concept as the
health care sector has shifted to a more customer-oriented
approach. PX has been used to describe patients’ interactions
and care experiences across the care continuum [12,13], but it
lacks a consensus definition [14]. Regarding eHealth solutions,
numerous factors influence PX, such as the solution type and
quality, risks and concerns, communication, remote interaction,
and patients’ attitudes toward digital solutions [14].

Several studies have evaluated the usability of eHealth solutions
aimed at patients with chronic and serious conditions. These
have included solutions targeted to patients with cancer for
monitoring and managing their illness or treatment-related
symptoms [15-17], digital self-management programs for
patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis [18] and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease [19], and an electronic
patient-reported outcome tool for patients with complex chronic
disease and disability to set and monitor their health-related
goals [20]. Common usability problems identified across these
studies have included terminology issues [15,18], navigation
problems [15,17], and challenges with the way information is
presented to the patients [16,18]. Regarding UX, studies have
found that patients’ illness-related problems and limitations
should be taken into account when designing eHealth solutions
for patients with chronic and serious conditions [16,19,20].
Further, customization of the solutions, for example, based on
the stage or severity of the illness or type of treatment should
be possible to provide a pleasant UX [16,17,19]. Some prior

studies have also reported PX-related findings, such as patients
fearing that the eHealth solutions will replace in-person
consultations with clinicians [20], and patients generally
welcoming the additional digital communication channel
[16,17]. However, these results have not been analyzed or
described in relation to PX, and it seems that PX-related aspects
were not systematically explored in the evaluation studies.

In this paper, we report a user-based evaluation study of the
novel eHealth solution: a DPEP targeted to patients with chronic
kidney disease in CKD stages 4-5, for example, to patients
undergoing predialysis and patients undergoing home dialysis
(both peritoneal dialysis and home hemodialysis). Patients with
functioning renal transplants were excluded. This study is part
of the larger eHealth in Home Dialysis project [21], which is
coordinated by HUS Helsinki University Hospital, Finland. The
solution is designed to facilitate advanced home care: enable
patients with chronic kidney disease to document their treatment
data, monitor their clinical and health data, order dialysis
supplies, and report their symptoms as well as enhance
patient-provider communication. The objective of our study
was to evaluate the first version of the DPEP solution, called
eC4Me, and support deployment of the solution and promote
end user participation in later phases of the development. The
research questions are as follows: (1) What kind of usability
problems does the evaluated DPEP solution have? (2) What
kind of UXs, expectations, and improvement ideas do patients
with chronic kidney disease have about the new DPEP solution?
and (3) How can the new DPEP solution support positive PX
for patients with chronic conditions?

Our user-based evaluation study aims to widen the scope of
usability evaluations of eHealth solutions targeted at patients
with chronic and serious conditions to include PX-related
aspects alongside usability and UX. Additionally, to our best
knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate a DPEP solution
specifically targeted to patients with chronic kidney disease.

Methods

Study Design
Our study design was based on a formative user-based
evaluation approach [22]. The formative evaluation aims to
support the improvements of the system, particularly the user
interface, as part of an iterative design process [22]. A typical
method of formative evaluation is a think-aloud usability test,
which includes 4 stages: preparation, introduction, the test itself,
and debriefing [22]. Usability testing is stated to be the most
fundamental usability method since it provides direct
information about how people use the systems and what their
exact problems are [22]. In practice, the think-aloud method
involves the test participants continuously thinking aloud while
performing the predefined test tasks. The researcher’s role is to
make observations and continuously prompt the participant to
think aloud by asking general questions [22].

The usability assessment methods recommended for gathering
supplementary data are observations, questionnaires, and
interviews [22]. For the questionnaire, we used the UMUX
(Usability Metric for User Experience) [23], which closely
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conforms to the 3 widely acknowledged attributes of
usability—effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction [10]—and
strongly correlates with other commonly used usability metrics
such as the System Usability Scale [24,25]. UMUX
questionnaire is considered compact since it includes four
question items: (1) the system’s capabilities meet my
requirements, (2) using the system is a frustrating experience,
(3) the system is easy to use, and (4) I have to spend too much
time correcting things with this system [23].

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we conducted the evaluation
sessions remotely. Experiences from previous studies have
shown that high-quality research data can be collected remotely
[26]. However, compared to traditional face-to-face usability
testing, remote evaluations require more pedantic preparation.
Researchers must pay attention to building trust and
confidentiality [26], choose tools that are familiar and easily
accessible for the participants [27], focus on body language and
facial expressions to establish rapport [26,28], and provide the
participants with technical support as needed [29]. Other

recommendations include having multiple researchers participate
in remote test sessions [28], and using a synchronous approach,
which makes it possible to observe participants’ screens in
real-time [30].

Evaluated DPEP Solution
The first version of the eC4Me solution was introduced in
autumn 2021. A core part of the solution was an app, which had
both computer and mobile interfaces and included the following
key functionalities: monitoring of treatment-related data
(reporting functionality), messaging between patients and nurses
(communication functionality), answering quality-of-life surveys
(survey functionality), and access to patient’s dialysis
prescriptions (dialysis prescription functionality; see Figure 1).
In addition, the solution delivered to the patients included
external monitoring devices, such as a blood pressure monitor,
a scale, and an actigraph, which, together with clinical data
collected from electronic health records, enabled patients to
monitor their conditions.

Figure 1. First version of the eC4Me solution.

Participants
The participants were recruited from a large university-affiliated
nephrology clinic with the help of research nurses. All
participants were familiar with the eHealth in Home Dialysis
project since they had participated in an interview study that
was conducted earlier as part of the project.

Eleven patients with chronic kidney disease were originally
invited to participate in this study. As 1 test participant was
particularly interested in technology development and came to
his test session with predrafted design ideas, we decided to
modify his test session to focus on discussing these ideas.
Consequently, he did not perform the test tasks in our test

procedure, and the data from his session was omitted from this
study. Therefore, data from 10 user-based evaluation sessions
were included in this study.

The background information collected from the participants
included age, gender, type of treatment, occupational status,
and technical skills. Technical skills were evaluated by asking
participants to give their own estimation of their technical skills,
with response options being “good,” “basic,” and “weak.” Half
of the participants (n=5) had the solution delivered to their
homes 1-3 weeks before the tests, whereas the other half (n=5)
were using the solution for the first time in their test session.
Participant characteristics are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=10).

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

Type of treatment

4 (40)Predialysis (not yet in dialysis treatment)

3 (30)Peritoneal home dialysis

3 (30)Home hemodialysis

Experience with the solution before the test session

5 (50)No experience

5 (50)1-3 weeks of experience

Sex

6 (60)Male

4 (40)Female

Age (y)

4 (40)30-60

6 (60)>60

Occupational status

2 (20)Fully working

2 (20)Partially working

6 (60)Not working (fully retired or sick leave)

Technical skills (own estimation)

2 (20)Good

7 (70)Basic

1 (10)Weak

Test Procedure
In our study, we used synchronous remote usability testing with
Microsoft Teams as a tool, and 2 researchers were present in
each session. During the test sessions, patients used the eC4Me
solution with a computer, enabling the researchers to monitor
their task performance via screen share on Microsoft Teams.

Each test session followed the traditional structure and stages
of usability testing [22], lasted about 2 hours, and included the
following phases: (1) introduction—participants were introduced
to the evaluation study and given an opportunity to become
familiar with Microsoft Teams; (2) test tasks—run-through of
predefined usability test tasks, which included logging in,
searching for information and functionalities, viewing and
interpreting health-related data, reporting treatment-related data,
and filling in the surveys; (3) questionnaire—participants
answered the UMUX questionnaire; and (4)
interview—participants answered semistructured interview
questions to elaborate their UMUX scores and give overall
feedback on the solution based on the usability test tasks. The
interview consisted of 4 open-ended “Why did you give this
score?” questions, which were asked for each of the UMUX
items separately, and a question on how participants would
improve the solution.

Before the actual tests, the test procedure was piloted with 2
research nurses. To ensure privacy, all patients used the solution

with test login IDs and dummy health data during the test
sessions. The exact test tasks varied slightly between the
participants, depending on their prior experience with the
solution, illness stage, and type of treatment, as not all
functionalities of the solution were relevant for all patients. The
participants who had used the solution before the tests were
also encouraged to provide feedback on the entire solution
including the research devices and a mobile interface. This study
was performed in the Finnish language.

Data Analysis
The qualitative data included video recordings from remote
usability tests, observation notes, and transcripts from
semistructured interviews. The qualitative data were analyzed
following a thematic analysis method [31], which involved
collaboration between 3 researchers (AA, PV, and JV). The
data were first coded by 1 researcher (PV), and the findings
were discussed by the 3 researchers. Further, 2 researchers (AA
and JV) then continued the analysis by categorizing the codes
into thematic groups, following the principles of the affinity
diagram method [32]. The following main three thematic groups
were used: (1) usability, which includes findings about users’
interactions with the DPEP solution; (2) UX, which includes
findings about users’ experiences and feelings toward using the
DPEP solution; and (3) PX, which includes findings about how
the DPEP solution can support patients’ interactions and care
experiences across the care continuum.
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The researchers (AA and JV) then continued the analysis with
several rounds of iterations. Along with other data, improvement
ideas expressed by the participants were thematically grouped.
At the end of the analysis, the thematic grouping of observations
was discussed, approved, and finalized collaboratively by the
3 researchers.

The quantitative data consisted of UMUX item scores, which
were analyzed following the UMUX scoring scheme [23]: to
obtain the overall UMUX score, items 1 and 3 were scored as
[score−1] and items 2 and 4 as [7−score], and the sum of the
item scores was then divided by 24 and multiplied by 100. In
addition to the overall score, the means and SDs for each of 4
question items were calculated separately for 2 participant
groups (patients who had or had not used the solution before
the test). The differences between the groups were analyzed
using t tests for independent samples. The tools used for data
analysis were ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software
Development GmbH) and Microsoft Excel for qualitative data
analysis and Microsoft Excel for statistical analysis.

Ethical Considerations
This study has a research permit from the ethical committee of
the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa (HUS/1649/2020).

Results

Overview
The results are divided into 5 topics: usability, UX and PX
findings each, UMUX results, and improvement ideas.

Usability
The usability findings of the evaluated eC4Me solution consisted
of 8 subthemes (Table 2).

Navigation includes findings about whether patients could locate
the functionalities, content, and commands that they were
looking for. Nine out of 10 users had at least some problems
navigating the app, and the most common navigation challenges
were related to users not understanding the content structure or
the terminology used in the menus.

Table 2. Usability, UX, and PX findings of the user-based evaluation. “All findings” includes positive, negative, and neutral findings. For the usability
theme, negative findings, that is, the identified usability problems, are also reported separately under “problems.”

ProblemsAll findingsSubtheme

Users, nCodes, nUsers, nCodes, n

Usability

9191041Navigation

8221035Terminology

231021Front page

517935Presentation of data

44910Login

22712Survey functionalitya

629650Reporting functionalitya

0056Dialysis prescription functionalitya

UXb

——c926Technical functionality

——926Use of access devices (computer, tablet, or mobile)

——716Workload and effort

——712Perceived benefits

——48Security

PXd

——1067Content-related needs

——1057Situation of use

——1052Communication with clinicians

aThe survey, reporting, and dialysis prescription functionalities were tested with some of the participants only (n=7, n=6, and n=5, respectively).
bUX: user experience
cNot applicable.
dPX: patient experience
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Terminology includes findings about the comprehensibility and
clarity of the terminology used. Eight users (80%) had problems
understanding the terminology, and approximately half (10/22)
of the terminology challenges were related to problems with
understanding medical- or treatment-related terminology. Other
terminology issues included problems with the terms used in
the menus as well as the use of a foreign language.

Front page includes findings about the comprehensibility and
clarity of the front-page contents. The front page of the tested
version contained relatively little information and functionalities,
and most users found it simple and clear.

Presentation of data includes findings about the
comprehensibility and clarity of the presentation of health data,
such as health measurements. Five users (50%) had issues
understanding or viewing the data. The most common challenges
were not comprehending the data or graphs or not knowing how
to adjust the scales and timelines to view the data in a
meaningful way.

Login includes findings about the ease of logging in. Four users
(40%) had problems logging into the system. Typical challenges
included not understanding where to input the login information
or making errors while typing the login details.

Surveys, reporting, and dialysis prescription functionalities
include findings about the ease of use of these functionalities.
All users who tested the reporting functionality (6/6) had
problems using it. Users struggled with not understanding what
they should type in the input fields, feeling that options in the
fields did not match the way treatment was provided in the real
world, or not comprehending the medical- or treatment-related
terminology. In this study, there were few usability issues in
the survey functionality and none in the dialysis prescription
functionality.

About UX
The UX findings of the evaluated eC4Me solution consisted of
5 subthemes (Table 2).

Technical functionality includes patients’ experiences and
feedback regarding the technical aspects of the eC4Me solution.
Four users (40%) expressed frustration because some
information they thought should be transferred automatically
between the app, the research devices, the home dialysis
machine, and patient information systems had to be typed
manually. For the same reason, 2 users (20%) felt that they
needed to use several systems for essentially the same purpose,
such as monitoring their health data.

Use of access devices includes patients’ expressed preferences
regarding using the solution with different access devices:
desktop computer, tablet, or mobile phone. Two users (20%)
said they would prefer to use the computer interface, as they
have found tablet and mobile keyboards difficult to use or feel
that the mobile interface would give them less information. In
contrast, 3 (30%) users indicated that they preferred a mobile
phone or tablet as they are readily at hand and easier to use
during the treatment, while another 3 (30%) said that their choice
of access device would depend on the task they were performing.

Workload and effort includes findings about the perceived time
and effort required to use the solution. Six users (60%) felt that
the solution was not burdensome to use as such and that filling
in the surveys or documenting treatment details did not take too
much time. However, 4 users (40%) expressed concern that the
solution might nevertheless increase their burden if it does not
replace any other service, thus becoming one more thing to use
and keep track of on top of all the other health-related solutions.

Perceived benefits includes patients’ thoughts about the benefits
and added value of the eHealth solution. One (10%) user saw
value in using the solution primarily for the benefit of the health
care personnel, while 2 (20%) others said that they needed to
see clear benefits for themselves to be motivated to use the
solution. Yet another user mentioned that the data generated by
the solution could benefit all patients, as it could be used for
research and treatment development.

I’m uncertain what this is meant for, is it for my
benefit or someone else's? The remote measuring
devices that I have had, I have found the data very
useful for myself.... But I don’t understand the thinking
behind this (the solution), do I benefit or is it someone
else? [P7]

Security includes findings about potential security issues and
patients’ concerns regarding the use of the eHealth solution.
Only 2 (20%) users gave direct comments on security aspects,
while most findings related to security were observations of
behaviors that could introduce potential security risks, such as
the user closing the browser instead of logging out when asked
to do so.

About PX
The PX findings of the evaluated eC4Me solution consisted of
3 subthemes (Table 2).

Content-related needs includes patients’ comments regarding
health-related data that they want to see so they can monitor
and manage their treatment and health. The expressed needs
and what was considered most important varied between the
users, but overall, patients were interested in seeing all the types
of data that the tested version of the solution provided. Only 1
user (10%) gave a general comment that the solution “should
not contain anything unnecessary or useless,” but other than
that, none of the users reported that they would not need or want
to see some of the information or data that was available to
them.

Situation of use includes patients’comments and feedback about
how well the solution fits their situations and supports their
everyday lives with the disease. Users had numerous, often
variable comments regarding how often and in what situations
they would likely use the solution. They also commented on
how well the functionalities fit their care and treatment
schedules, as in the following quote:

I fill these during my home dialysis treatment, so I
may write notes about yesterday’s treatment. I don’t
necessarily have time to use [the solution] after the
treatment. [P8]
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Communication with clinicians includes findings about how
the new solution supports patient-clinician communication.
Users expressed interest in using the messaging function and
saw benefits in using the documented data to facilitate their
communication with clinicians during face-to-face appointments.
It was not clear to the users how actively and by whom their
data were being monitored and if messages were noticed and
replied to. Three users (30%) were hoping for immediate
feedback, while 4 others (40%) considered the messaging
function appropriate for nonurgent communication. In addition,
5 users (50%) expected their own nurse to read and respond to

their messages, while 3 users (30%) thought that the work was
handled by a care team.

UMUX Results
The UMUX score of the first version of eC4Me was 70.6 (SD
18.6), which indicates an average level of usability [25].

Means for individual UMUX items are presented in Table 3.
Users with 1-3 weeks of prior experience with the solution rated
it more favorable overall compared to users without prior
experience. However, the differences between the groups were
not statistically significant.

Table 3. UMUXa item scores per user groups on a scale of 1 “strongly disagree” to 7 “strongly agree.”

Users with 1-3 weeks of experience us-
ing the solution (n=5), mean (SD) score

Users with no prior experience using
the solution (n=5), mean (SD) score

All users (n=10),
mean (SD) score

UMUX questionnaire item

5.0 (1.0)4.0 (1.6)4.5 (1.4)The solution’s capabilities meet my requirements

1.9 (3.0)3.0 (2.3)2.5 (1.9)Using the solution is a frustrating experience

6.4 (0.5)5.0 (1.9)5.7 (1.5)The solution is easy to use

2.6 (2.5)3.0 (1.4)2.8 (1.9)I have to spend too much time correcting things
with the solution

aUMUX: Usability Metric for User Experience.

Improvement Ideas
In total, 66 improvement ideas (Table 4) for the eC4Me solution
were identified from the data, with all 10 users expressing at
least one improvement idea. Two-thirds of the ideas (40/66)
came from users who had used the solution before the test.

The most common theme for improvement ideas was
content-related needs. Seven patients (70%) expressed interest
in monitoring some health-related measurements that were not
available in the tested version, and 3 (30%) patients wanted to
see benchmark values or descriptions that would enable them
to better understand their health data.

Table 4. Improvement ideas and their most common subthemes.

All improvement ideasSubtheme

Users, nCodes, n

928Content-related needs

715Situation of use

615Communication with clinicians

68Presentation of data

513Ease of using reporting

58Technical functionality

826Othera

aSubthemes with fewer than 5 ideas (combined).

In addition, the participants brought up improvement ideas
related to the following: (1) situation of use—ideas on how the
solution could be improved to better fit the patient’s situation,
everyday life, and treatment schedule; (2) communication with
clinicians—ideas on how the solution could better support
communication and data exchange between patients and
clinicians; (3) presentation of data—ideas on how health data
could be presented to make them more meaningful for the
patients; (4) ease of using reporting—ideas on how to improve
the reporting functionality to make it easier to use; and (5)
technical functionality—ideas regarding automatic data
exchange between the solution and other devices or services.

Discussion

Main Contribution
Our user-based evaluation study of the novel DPEP solution
targeted to patients with chronic kidney disease with 10
participants resulted in a wide variety of usability-, UX-, and
PX-related findings.

Most usability problems of the first version of the solution were
related to navigation, the use of terminology, and the
presentation of health data. Many participants struggled with
the reporting functionality, which was one of the key
functionalities of the solution. A considerable number of patient
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participants also expressed improvement ideas related to these
themes. We decided not to classify usability problems by
severity, as a proper severity rating should consider not only
usability aspects but also potential medical- and health-related
consequences of users’ mistakes and misunderstandings.
However, the usability challenges identified in our study were
remarkably similar to those found in evaluations of other eHealth
solutions aimed at patients with chronic and serious conditions
[15-18]. Our findings thus emphasize the importance of using
terminology and presenting health data in a way that is
understandable and meaningful to patients. Our results also
highlight the need to consider patients as end users when
designing user interfaces for eHealth solutions.

Our study identified several challenges related to the UX of the
evaluated DPEP solution. Largely due to deficiencies in
integration and data exchange, the participants feared that the
solution might create additional tasks and thus increase their
burden. Our results also showed considerable variation in the
expected benefits of the solution. Some patients wanted to see
direct value for themselves, whereas others mentioned benefits
for the health care professionals as their primary motivation of
use.

Despite the usability and UX challenges, the patients’ overall
ratings of the evaluated solution were surprisingly positive. This
may be at least partially explained by findings from previous
studies, which have shown that patients with chronic and serious
conditions often express high interest in disease-specific eHealth
solutions [17,18], even when experiencing severe usability
challenges [20]. In our study, patients who had used the solution
for a few weeks in a home setting evaluated it more positively
than patients who were using the solution for the first time.
Although the differences were not statistically significant due
to the small number of participants, these initial findings could
simply be explained by the fact that learning to use the solution
makes it easier and thus more pleasant to use. However, they
could also indicate that after having used the solution in their
home setting with their own health data, patients have a better
understanding of the benefits and potential value of the solution.

Regarding PX, our study generated insights on how the DPEP
solution can support patients with chronic conditions in
monitoring and managing their conditions and how the DPEP
solution could better fit their everyday lives with a disease.
From the patients’ perspective, it is not enough that an eHealth
solution is easy or pleasant to use if it does not support their
health-related goals, feel meaningful, and fit their real-life
situations and daily care activities. Special attention needs to
be paid to ensure that these PX-related considerations are
included in user-based evaluations of eHealth solutions, as
generic usability questionnaires, classifications, and frameworks
do not adequately capture these aspects [33,34]. As our study
shows, traditional usability tests, complemented with
questionnaire and related interview methods, can serve as a
meaningful methodological approach for collecting information
about PX-related aspects of eHealth solutions.

In our study, the participants generated a considerable amount
of improvement ideas. In particular, nearly all patients had ideas
on what health-related data they would like to see to better

manage their condition. This implies 2 things. First, many
patients with chronic conditions are interested in taking
responsibility for their own care. Although the participants
selected for our study are likely to represent the most motivated
and active patients with chronic kidney disease, it would seem
meaningful to support and empower these motivated patients
to take more responsibility by providing them with the
information they view as important and meaningful, not only
the information that makes the most sense from a health care
professionals’point of view. Second, patients should be actively
involved in the co-design process in the early phases of solution
development and when specifying what kind of information is
relevant for them.

The user-based evaluation was a crucial step in the eHealth
solution development process and generated findings that helped
to make substantial changes in the solution to make it more
suitable for the end users (patients), thus helping the solution
reach its goals. The evaluation of usability-, UX-, and PX-related
aspects of the solution will continue in a future research project.
We aim to conduct a similar study in a further phase of the
development project to examine how the usability and UX of
the solution have been improved.

Limitations
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our study used remote testing
as an evaluation method. In comparison to in-context
evaluations, this limited the scope of our evaluation, as we could
not fully observe participants in their home environments. We
also decided not to include research devices that were part of
the DPEP solution in the test procedure, as this would have been
difficult to realize in the remote setup. However, when compared
to face-to-face usability testing in laboratory settings, our
arrangement also had some advantages. As contextual factors
are well known to influence emotional experiences and
expressions [35], allowing patients to remain in their natural
home settings during test sessions likely produced more reliable
data, especially regarding experience-related topics like UX
and PX.

Further Research
Our findings indicate that including participants who have used
the evaluated solution before the test can have a nonnegligible
effect on the quality and amount of information that the
evaluation study generates. Half of the participants in our study
had used the evaluated solution in their home environment with
their own health data, while the other half were using the
solution for the first time in their test session. As the number
of participants was small (n=10) and the groups were
heterogeneous in terms of other background variables, it was
not meaningful to make more comprehensive comparisons
between the 2 groups. However, participants with prior
experience evaluated the solution more favorably and generated
more improvement ideas. Many UX- and PX-related aspects,
such as perceived benefits, workload, and compatibility with
everyday life, can be difficult to assess using a solution only in
a test setting, especially considering that privacy issues often
prevent researchers from using patients’own health data in user
tests. This could have implications on how user-based evaluation
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studies of eHealth solutions should ideally be arranged, and it
is therefore an important topic for further research.

In addition, further research is needed to explore the relationship
and connections between the concepts of UX and PX, as
suggested by recent review studies [14,36]. This includes
planning and practicalities of user-based evaluation studies,
considering the PX perspective, for the assessment and
improvement of eHealth services.

Conclusions
User-based evaluation can produce valuable findings about
usability aspects but also about the UX and PX of the evaluated
DPEP solution. The findings of our study can be used in the

development process to improve the evaluated solution from
the perspective of patients with chronic conditions. Evaluation
is a useful and necessary part of the solution development
process, especially considering the high number of novel eHealth
solutions that are currently being developed.

Our study also highlights the importance of understanding how
digital health solutions for patients with chronic and serious
conditions support patients’ own health-related goals and fit
their lives with disease. To fully understand the motivation for
using such solutions, it is necessary to understand how patients
perceive the benefits versus the effort required to use the
solution in their everyday lives.
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Abstract

Background: In the digital age, search engines and social media platforms are primary sources for health information, yet their
commercial interests–focused algorithms often prioritize irrelevant content. Web-based health applications by reputable sources
offer a solution to circumvent these biased algorithms. Despite this advantage, there remains a significant gap in research on the
effective integration of content-ranking algorithms within these specialized health applications to ensure the delivery of personalized
and relevant health information.

Objective: This study introduces a generic methodology designed to facilitate the development and implementation of health
information recommendation features within web-based health applications.

Methods: We detail our proposed methodology, covering conceptual foundation and practical considerations through the stages
of design, development, operation, review, and optimization in the software development life cycle. Using a case study, we
demonstrate the practical application of the proposed methodology through the implementation of recommendation functionalities
in the EndoZone platform, a platform dedicated to providing targeted health information on endometriosis.

Results: Application of the proposed methodology in the EndoZone platform led to the creation of a tailored health information
recommendation system known as EndoZone Informatics. Feedback from EndoZone stakeholders as well as insights from the
implementation process validate the methodology’s utility in enabling advanced recommendation features in health information
applications. Preliminary assessments indicate that the system successfully delivers personalized content, adeptly incorporates
user feedback, and exhibits considerable flexibility in adjusting its recommendation logic. While certain project-specific design
flaws were not caught in the initial stages, these issues were subsequently identified and rectified in the review and optimization
stages.

Conclusions: We propose a generic methodology to guide the design and implementation of health information recommendation
functionality within web-based health information applications. By harnessing user characteristics and feedback for content
ranking, this methodology enables the creation of personalized recommendations that align with individual user needs within
trusted health applications. The successful application of our methodology in the development of EndoZone Informatics marks
a significant progress toward personalized health information delivery at scale, tailored to the specific needs of users.
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Introduction

Background
Members of the general public predominantly resort to search
engines such as Google or social media platforms such as
Facebook, YouTube, and TikTok as their initial source of health
information [1-7]. These platforms use intricate recommendation
algorithms to curate the information made accessible to users
[8]. The algorithms are designed to rank information based on
certain criteria, presenting it in the order of the ranking score.
However, the underlying architecture of these ranking systems
is by default crafted with commercial intent as opposed to
health-centered intent. As a result, information that entices
interactions that lead to increased revenue, such as more time
spent on the platform or increased traffic to advertisements, gets
ranked more prominently. Meanwhile, the information that
accurately reflects people’s medical needs is buried under large
amounts of unrelated articles and posts and becomes difficult
to find [9,10].

As the preference for web-based information seeking continues
to grow, the development of web-based health information
applications by trusted sources has become increasingly popular
[11,12]. Through these applications (eg, websites or mobile
apps) [13], people can readily access a wealth of health
information generated by trusted sources. These interactions
present an opportunity to shape an alternative ranking
architecture for recommending web-based health content, one
that is grounded in health outcomes. The information curated
by these trusted platforms is considered superior in quality.
Using user behavior after content access to rank health
information could pave the way for more effective algorithms.
This improved method could be integrated into search engine
and social media algorithms through regulatory measures,
challenging the current prioritization of web-based health
content.

The existing body of research lacks comprehensive guidance
on integrating content-ranking algorithms into applications
centered around health information delivery. In this paper, we
outline a generic methodology to guide the design and
implementation of health information recommendation
functionality within web-based health information applications.
In this methodology, the health information recommendation
interface and logic are co-designed with medical experts and
application users such as patients and their supporters. This
ensures the credibility of the health information provided, as
well as accurate reflection of users’preference when interacting
with the application. The health information recommended to
users is ranked and presented using crowdsourcing technology
based on feedback from users who have similar demographic
and medical profiles. This ensures that health information can
be delivered to people according to their situations and needs.
The methodology can be easily integrated into new or existing
health information applications. By implementing this ranked

health information recommendation feature, we foresee
improvements in user experience (UX) and the relevance of
health information provided.

This methodology for enabling health information
recommendation was first formulated based on our experience
and expertise in informatics system development and
implementation. It was then further refined and validated
through the process of designing and implementing the
informatics features of a medical information platform named
EndoZone [14]. The platform is funded by the Australian
government and Jean Hailes for Women’s Health and provides
evidence-based information to address symptoms and strategies
for managing endometriosis. We illustrate the applicability of
the methodology through its application in the EndoZone
platform to enable its tailored health information
recommendation system known as EndoZone Informatics. The
implementation process shows that the methodology is practical
for enabling information recommendation functionalities for
web-based health information applications that have targeted
health content–sharing requirements. Early data show that the
solution built using this methodology is effective in reflecting
users’ feedback and providing highly personalized information
recommendations and is also highly flexible in adjusting
information recommendation logic. It has also been observed
that the design of the user engagement process and user interface
(UI) is highly relevant to the rate of users providing feedback
and hence can affect the outcome of an information
recommendation solution significantly.

The aim of this paper was to outline a generic methodology to
guide the design and implementation of health information
recommendation functionality within web-based health
information applications and demonstrate its application in
designing and implementing the informatics features of the
EndoZone health information platform.

Related Research
A substantial amount of the articles and videos recommended
by search engines and social media platforms have quality
issues. They may contain biased content, are not comprehensive
enough to cover the topic, are not evidence based, and provide
limited coverage or content irrelevant to the topic [5,6,9,10,15].
A review by Osman et al [6] highlighted that >40% of the videos
on YouTube on lumbar discectomy, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and stroke are not useful, while more than half of
the videos about vaccination as well as phototherapy and
excimer laser treatment for psoriasis reflect bias due to
commercial interests. A study assessing the quality of
diabetes-related content on TikTok found that the quality of the
content varies significantly depending on the types of creators
and does not fully meet the health information needs of patients
[5]. From billions of web pages and videos on the internet,
commercial recommendation algorithms of search engines and
social media platforms show those with the highest rank first,
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where the ranking criteria often have nothing to do with whether
the content could meet people’s medical needs [16]. To obtain
a higher rank, which leads to a higher visibility rate and
eventually a better commercial outcome, billions of dollars have
been invested by companies for search engine optimization [8].
This compounds the situation because trusted health information
sources such as research organizations and noncommercial
health organizations often do not have the financial capacity to
compete with commercial companies. As a result, the
recommendations made by search engines and social media
platforms lead people to unrelated articles, commercial
advertisements, or even misinformation. As people generally
lack the skills and experience to evaluate the accuracy of the
information they are recommended [17], incorrect and harmful
medical decisions could be made.

In comparison, web-based health information applications
developed by trusted sources such as governments, credited
health organizations, and universities provide health information
with criteria that people value, such as trustworthiness, expertise,
and objectivity [18]. In recent years, many of these applications
have been developed globally to bypass the information
recommendation algorithms of search engines and social media
platforms [11,12,19,20]. Several applications contain
mechanisms that provide personalized recommendations of
nutritional information, medications, treatment plans, diagnoses
or disease predictions, physical activities, or other health care
services, based on users’ profiles and inputs [21]. However,
these recommendation features have not yet been applied
extensively in health informatics and medical scenarios [22]
and are typically created on an app-to-app basis, targeting a
specific disease or recommendation context [12].

The lack of effective information recommendation functionality
can be eliminated by enabling health information
recommendation capability at scale. Many web-based health
information applications could apply similar methodologies in
design, development, and evaluation in terms of health

information recommendation functionality due to their
similarities in context, purpose, and category of recommended
items. Tran et al [12] summarized 4 basic recommendation
techniques: collaborative filtering, content-based filtering,
knowledge-based recommendation, and a hybrid
recommendation that combines these 3 techniques. In terms of
evaluating the recommendation quality and the effectiveness
of the recommendation mechanism, users’ feedback is
considered to be a major quality criterion [23]. Crowdsourcing
technology has been applied in health care and has proven to
be an effective approach to collecting retrospective data, such
as user feedback, from a large number of dispersed participants
[24]. With the development of health informatics technology
and current trends of population preferences toward seeking
information on the web, the use of crowdsourcing technologies
for validating the effectiveness of health information
recommendations is promising.

Methods

Overview
In this section, we present the concept of the methodology as
well as implementation-related design, including software
components, software development, and maintenance
considerations, during 2 different implementation phases.

The methodology for enabling health information
recommendation functionalities involves medical experts,
researchers or data analysts, software developers, designers,
and users of the web-based health information application. As
shown in Figure 1, the methodology consists of 3 stages: design
and develop, operate, and review andoptimize. At a high level,
the methodology can be summarized thus: first, co-design and
codevelop the information recommendation solution; second,
recommend information to, and collect feedback from, users to
improve the recommendation logic; and third and last,
periodically review the statistical data to identify issues and
continually adjust the solution.
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Figure 1. The information recommendation solution life cycle. UI: user interface; UX: user experience.

Design and Develop

Overview
The implementation of the health information recommendation
functionalities in the web-based health information application
starts with the design and development of a solution that meets
the specific requirements of the application. The design and
development process adopts a human-centered design thinking
model [25,26]. It considers the need of users to be the main
factor that drives the design decision-making process. Figure 2
shows the design and development process for the methodology.

The solution designer first needs to understand the problem and
develop detailed requirements for the information
recommendation functionalities. To engage in the cocreation
process, users can be invited to participate in observation

sessions or interview sessions to explore the key challenges and
their needs. During these sessions, the questions to be answered
could include What problem is the application trying to solve?
What is the status of the application (launched/unbuilt)? What
information will be recommended? How is the information
expected to be recommended? What data are available for the
recommendation logic to be based on? and If the application
already exists, what does it look like and how is the information
recommendation component expected to be integrated?

Once all requirements have been clearly defined, a series of
co-design or ideate sessions are carried out by the solution
designer and the medical experts who have comprehensive
domain knowledge about the condition or disease the application
covers. The co-design process aims to deliver several outcomes,
as outlined in the following subsections.

Figure 2. The design and development process.

The Engagement Process
This is also called UI or UX, that is, the UI and the process that
the user interoperates with the application’s information
recommendation functionalities. It will need to be co-designed
with medical experts to fully consider users’ medical needs.

The Feedback Collection Method
This includes the feedback questions to be asked and the form
of questions to be delivered, and it needs to be co-designed with
the medical experts as well as the researchers or data analysts,

making sure that good UXs and the data collected can properly
serve the purpose of the feedback collection.

The Information Recommendation Logic
This specifies how health information that is recommended to
users can be realized via different data structures and algorithms.
On the basis of the EndoZone Informatics example that we will
present later, the recommendation logic could include things
such as a list of expert-verified information, a set of rules for
information recommendation, an algorithm for user grouping,
an algorithm for feedback analysis, an algorithm for feedback
incorporation, and an algorithm for information
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recommendation. In the co-design process for this deliverable,
medical experts should be closely involved in the design of all
included components, providing insights that are as detailed as
possible and making sure that the recommendations are
appropriate (ie, evidence based) and meet users’medical needs.
Specifically, the list of expert-verified information and the set
of rules for information recommendation should be based on
medical experts’ input and available research data. Taking a
rule in EndoZone as an example, a recommendation of yoga as
a self-management strategy is made for a user who has severe
pelvic pain and does not experience heavy bleeding during
menstruation. In addition to medical experts, researchers or data
analysts should also participate in the co-design process, making
sure that the algorithms are correctly designed.

The Develop, Test, and Deploy Processes
To ensure that the design fully reflects the users’ needs while
fully considering the complexity and professionalism of the
design activities, a smaller group of user representatives can be
invited for consultation, where staged co-design outcomes, as
mentioned previously, are sent for review and feedback.

After the co-design process is completed, the solution designer
translates the outcomes into system design and architecture
specifications, which are then used by software developers to
develop, test, and deploy the system. How the develop, test,
and deploy processes are carried out depends on the preference
of the software development team, where no restrictions are
imposed by the methodology. However, it is necessary for
stakeholders, including researchers, medical experts, and users,
to participate in testing early versions of the solution and provide
feedback, where design issues and recommendation logic issues
can be identified and resolved in time. The tests can be carried
out differently by different stakeholder groups; for example,
medical experts and researchers can be asked to test specific
features that are closely related to their expertise, while for users
of the application, a series of tasks that match their needs and
expectations (provided in the initial requirement collection or
understanding sessions) can be preset, making sure that their
feedback is relevant and targeted.

This design and develop stage may be conducted multiple times
throughout the lifespan of an information recommendation
solution in which the solution is updated to fix issues that are
identified and rectified or to incorporate new features.

Operate

Overview
The methodology shifts to the operate stage once the
information recommendation functionalities are launched. In
this stage, the solution performs activities such as recommending
health information to users, collecting user feedback on
recommendations, and incorporating the feedback into the
recommendation logic. The first entry point of the users to the
solution should be an event that is related to the content of the
application; for example, it can be a click on a button on a web
page, an action when using a digital tool, or a click on a link
included in an invitation email. Such an event triggers a series
of activities to generate a list of recommendations to the user,
as outlined in the following subsections.

Collect User Data on Entry
Data stored in the application, such as user account profiles,
user input in digital tools, and user browsing history, contain
information about the unique circumstance of a user that is
needed for personalizing recommendations. When the
entry-point event happens, such data are collected for subsequent
algorithms.

Group Users
This is an essential step for recommending personalized
information to users with different conditions. In this step, the
users are grouped by the algorithm for user grouping, based on
a set of predefined attributes. Members of a group could have
similar demographic and medical profiles, such as condition,
age, educational background, symptoms, treatments, and so on.

Recommend Information
Using the data collected on entry as input, an algorithm
generates a list of recommended information according to the
information recommendation logic. In the algorithm, first, user
data collected on entry are checked against the rules for
information recommendation; for example, if a user U has
symptom S, and the rule R indicates that all users with symptom
S will be recommended information I, then I will be
recommended to user U. Second, recommendations that match
the rules will be ranked according to previous feedback from
all users in the same user group. Third and last, the information
is shown to the user in the order of the rank, where information
with the best feedback (eg, the highest positive feedback rate)
is presented first and has a better chance to be viewed.

Track User Interaction
After the information has been recommended, users are likely
to read not all but a subset of the recommendations. It is
necessary to track which recommendations are read by a user
so that in the later step of collecting user feedback to
recommendations, questions can be asked effectively. It is
assumed that a recommendation has been read by the user if the
content has been exposed to the user (eg, the user clicks on a
link to an article). Therefore, any interaction that indicates
exposure of the information to the user is recorded. Depending
on the UI or UX design, recorded interactions could include
clicks on a recommendation link or button, the opening of the
web page of the recommendation, and so on.

The evaluation of whether the recommendations meet users’
medical needs relies on feedback from the users themselves,
supported by the power of crowdsourcing. After a certain period
of making the recommendations, attempts are made to collect
summative feedback from users who may have read the
recommendations and potentially carried out practical activities
based on the recommendations.

Invite for Feedback
The collection of feedback starts with sending an invitation to
the user for participation. If the user has accessed any of the
recommendations, an invitation for feedback is sent. Invitations
can be sent in the form of oral invitations (eg, telephone
invitations or opportunistic face-to-face invitations) or written
letter invitations (by post or via email), which will vary from
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case to case [27]. The method of sending invitations is
determined according to medical experts’ suggestions to
approach users with specific medical conditions appropriately
and maximize the response rate.

Collect Feedback
There are a few ways in which user feedback data can be
collected on the web (eg, conducting web-based surveys and
allowing user ratings) [28]. Conducting a web-based survey is
one of the most popular ways to collect user feedback, is easy
to implement, and can meet the requirements of a web-based
health information application in many cases. Questions in the
survey can be asked from a UX perspective in terms of the
helpfulness of the recommendations; for example, questions
against a therapy recommendation could include Did you try
this therapy? Did you find the therapy easy to do? How difficult
did you find fitting this therapy into your life with your other
activities? and Did you find this therapy helped in managing
your symptoms? One of the known issues of web-based surveys
is the low completion rate [29]. Some strategies to incentivize
completion rates can be found in existing studies [30,31].

Incorporate
After a user’s feedback is collected and digitized, first, an
algorithm for analyzing feedback executes to convert the
feedback data into measurable attributes. Second, an algorithm
for feedback incorporation deploys these attributes into the
information recommendation logic. Depending on the design
of the algorithm for feedback incorporation, the outcomes of
the incorporation could include an updated set of rules for
information recommendation, updated ranks of
recommendations, updated descriptions for each
recommendation, and so on. After the incorporation process
finishes, the user’s journey with the information
recommendation solution is completed. The updated information
recommendation logic will then be applied when other users
engage with the information recommendation solution.

Review and Optimize

Overview
As the information recommendation solution operates, system
operation data and user engagement data accumulate. Besides
using the user interaction data for improving the information
recommendation logic in the operate stage, an in-depth review
and optimization of the solution can be conducted. The purpose
is to identify issues based on the analytical outcome of the
accumulated operation data set and the experience gained from
the continuous operation and maintenance of the solution.
Whether the review andoptimize stage needs to be carried out
depends on several factors, such as the amount of analyzable
data accumulated, the urgency of major optimization of the
solution to address emerging requirements, and the operation
status of the current information recommendation solution.
Researchers and software developers need to decide when a
formal review andoptimize stage is needed. The outcome of the
review andoptimize stage should include an optimization plan,
where detailed redesign and development can be carried out in
the following design and develop stage.

Analyze Data
User engagement data such as user profile data, data of user
interaction with the information recommendation solution, and
user feedback as well as system operation data such as operation
logs and web-based traffic data are accumulated and of statistical
value to the optimization of the information recommendation
solution. Depending on the sufficiency of the accumulated data,
research questions such as Do the users engage well with the
solution? Is the recommendation solution effective in helping
users to find the information that meet their medical needs? and
Are the recommendations appropriate and suitable for the user
to practice? can be answered, and potential issues in the
engagement process and recommendation content can be
identified.

Review User Engagement UI and UX
At the review andoptimize stage, a retrospective review can be
conducted toward the user engagement UI and UX. The review
can be based on 2 sources of input: first, it can be based on the
researchers’ experience gained while continuously operating
the user engagement UI and UX. Second, it can be based on
user feedback, such as volunteer user group feedback when
asked to test and promote the solution. This review could
identify design issues in the UI and user engagement process
that cause difficulty for users in accessing the features of the
solution and the health information they are recommended.

Review Information Recommendation Logic
It is difficult to provide the best configuration to elements of
the information recommendation logic and achieve the optimal
recommendation outcome during the design and develop stage.
The reasons include users’ composition, uncertainty in user
interaction patterns with the application, and a lack of analyzable
data. Thus, continuous adjustments to the configuration of
algorithms and data structures are needed; for example, grouping
attributes and the logic of the algorithm for user grouping, rules
for information recommendation, the list of expert-verified
information, and the logic for user feedback evaluation can all
be fine-tuned to reflect issues identified from the data analysis.
In the review andoptimize stage, the best configuration for the
information recommendation logic should be determined based
on testing different configurations. It is most practical to conduct
tests on different parts of the information recommendation in
parallel with tests in the operate stage of the software to
minimize impact to the existing system. To achieve this, a
staging infrastructure can be set up, where a mirror copy of the
solution can be created for test-related activities.

Implementation Considerations

Overview
This methodology can be adopted for the implementation of
health information recommendation functionalities, either with
already launched applications or when the application is still
under development. In the next 2 subsections, we present
implementation-related considerations of the methodology: first,
components need to be developed and how these interoperate
with other application components is described; and second, a
2-phased implementation strategy that aims to provide the
optimal UX is described.
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Software Components
The architecture design for the information recommendation
solutions could vary vastly due to factors such as user
requirements, the software technology stack being applied, the
skill sets of developers, and governance restrictions (eg, the
General Data Protection Regulation applicable in the European
Union). However, when adopting the methodology, logical
components for the health information recommendation

functionality should be consistent. Figure 3 shows a high-level
software component diagram that implements health information
recommendation functionalities in a web-based health
information application. The diagram consists of 3 sections:
components of a typical web-based health information
application (Figure 3A), backend components of the information
recommendation solution (Figure 3B), and front-end components
of the information recommendation solution (Figure 3C).

Figure 3. Software component design. (A) Components of a typical web-based health information application. (B) Backend components of the
information recommendation solution. (C) Front-end components of the information recommendation solution.

Figure 3A shows that a typical web-based health information
application in the form of a website could include web pages
of health information; instructions on local offline support; and,
optionally, digital tools for certain informatic purposes and a
registration component that is often needed by the digital tools.
The 4 backend components shown in Figure 3B are needed for
an information recommendation, which collects and processes
all user input data, makes recommendations, and incorporates
user feedback. Depending on the design of the information
recommendation logic, the user input data collected could
include user account data, health information browsing history,
digital tool input, and user feedback on recommendations. The
output of the 4 backend components includes updated
information recommendation logic and a list of
recommendations ranked based on user feedback. The front-end
of the information recommendation solution shown in Figure
3C comprises 2 components: one for presenting
recommendations and the other for collecting recommendation
feedback. Depending on the design of the user engagement
process, these 2 components can be either allocated on dedicated
web pages or integrated into the web pages of any web-based
health information application component.

The software components are designed in a loosely coupled
fashion, where all functions and algorithms are independently
maintained. Such a design pattern makes the adjustment of the

information recommendation logic possible, from fine-tuning
to a total replacement of the recommendation model. This
feature is critical to a phased implementation of the solution,
as will be discussed in the next subsection. One additional
advantage of such a design is that it enables the potential of the
web-based health information application to become a test bed
of information recommendation algorithms, where algorithms
can be easily alternated to test performance.

Implementation Phases
When the information recommendation solution is first
launched, the number of users is small, and feedback on
recommendations is not yet provided. Here, an information
recommendation model that relies heavily on crowdsourced
data for recommendation evaluation could produce suboptimal
recommendations, impacting the UXs with the web-based health
information application. To ensure the quality of
recommendations before crowdsourced data are sufficiently
accumulated, an implementation strategy is applied with the
following two phases: (1) an initialization phase, in which
crowdsourced data are not yet sufficiently collected, and an
initial version of the algorithm for recommending information
is used, where the information recommendation logic does not
rank the recommendations based on user feedback data; and (2)
an execution phase, where crowdsourced data are sufficient,
and an execution version of the algorithm for recommending
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information is used, where user feedback is incorporated into
the information recommendation logic for ranking
recommendations based on user feedback data.

The main difference between these 2 versions of the algorithms
is their logic in dealing with user feedback. Specifically, in the
initial version of the algorithm, the list of recommendations is
generated purely based on medical experts’ input (ie, a set of
predefined rules for information recommendation), whereas in
the execution version, the list of recommendations is generated
based on medical experts’ input and further ranked based on
user feedback data. Due to the loosely coupled software design,
the algorithm for recommending information can be easily
replaced. Researchers and data analysts can decide it is time to
replace the algorithm when the amount of user feedback data
is sufficient for the execution version of the algorithm to execute
effectively.

Ethical Considerations
The development of the platform and analysis of EndoZone
data was approved by the University of Adelaide Human
Research Ethics Committee (H-2020-013 & H-2023-054).
Informed consent was obtained from community members
participating in the design and development phase of the
EndoZone informatics platform, and all users accessing the tool
after it was launched online. The extraction and analysis of
de-identified EndoZone platform data for this study was in
accordance with the guidelines approved by the ethics
committee.

Results

Case Study: EndoZone Informatics
The methodology for enabling health information
recommendation functionalities has been successfully applied
in the development of the information recommendation
functionalities of a co-designed endometriosis information
platform called EndoZone [14]. Endometriosis is a chronic
condition, where tissue similar to the lining of the uterus
develops in places outside the uterus. Symptoms of
endometriosis may include pain with menstruation, chronic
pelvic pain, fatigue, and subfertility. Globally, it is estimated
that endometriosis affects approximately 190 million women
and people presumed female at birth [32]. To address the
wide-ranging impact of endometriosis, the Australian
government and Jean Hailes for Women’s Health funded the
development of EndoZone to improve knowledge, address
symptoms, and provide strategies for managing endometriosis.
This platform was designed for people affected by the condition
as well as their supporters, such as parents, partners, teachers,
and coworkers. The platform was cocreated and developed using
the design thinking framework. During the cocreation process
of the EndoZone platform, endometriosis community focus
groups (n=36) were held to explore the key challenges and needs
of the endometriosis community; in addition, a community
priorities survey was conducted with 347 community member
responses. On the basis of the key priorities identified, it was
decided that functionalities would be developed to facilitate
interaction and to support people experiencing endometriosis
symptoms through the recommendation of strategies based on

their symptoms, that is, EndoZone Informatics. The design,
development, and implementation of EndoZone Informatics
strictly follows the health information recommendation
methodology. The solution was co-designed with other
components of the EndoZone platform and integrated into the
platform in April 2023. The solution is currently fully
implemented and operating in the execution phase. In the
following subsections, we present the design, development, and
implementation of EndoZone Informatics to showcase the
practicality of adopting the methodology for the design and
implementation of information recommendation functionalities
in a web-based health information application.

Design and Develop
The design of EndoZone Informatics was part of the broader
platform development process, which follows the broader
co-design process of EndoZone. It was designed in consultation
with 5 community representatives from endometriosis
associations (patients, advocates, and supporters), clinicians
(endometriosis or fertility specialist, physiotherapist or pain
researcher, and endometriosis nurse), researchers, and 2 health
informatics specialists. This involved a series of workshops and
meetings to discuss details of the user engagement process as
well as a smaller working group with clinicians to develop the
initial information recommendation logic. The design was
mocked up in consultation with the UI or UX designer and then
integrated into the EndoZone platform. The outcome of this
co-design process includes the user engagement process and
the corresponding UI or UX prototype, a feedback collection
method using email invitations and web-based surveys, and the
information recommendation logic. Specifically, the information
recommendation logic includes a list of 16 expert-verified
articles for different endometriosis self-management therapies;
a set of 27 rules that match symptoms to the recommendation
of therapies (eg, one rule is that if the user experiences severe
menstrual cramps, an article on transcutaneous electrical nerve
stimulation therapy will be recommended); and algorithms for
user grouping, analyzing feedback, feedback incorporation, and
recommending information. After the design was ready to be
reviewed, a review meeting was carried out for all stakeholders,
where feedback on the design outcome was collected for
adjustment. After the design outcome was adjusted and agreed
upon, the solution designer and the UI or UX designer translated
the outcomes to formal UI or UX design and architecture
specifications for the development work to be carried out.

The develop, test, and deploy process was carried out using an
agile approach, more specifically, the Scrum development
process [33], which is preferred by the development team due
to the existing software technology stack and developer skill
sets. The development progress was regularly reported to, and
closely monitored by, the digital health solution transformation
experts. One issue that was encountered during this stage was
some previously unforeseeable dependencies of the informatics
components on several other components of the platform, which
caused a 3-month delay in the release date of EndoZone
Informatics. However, the development process is in general
smooth.
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To test EndoZone Informatics, medical and health experts
participated in 2 demonstrations of the platform and tested the
ready-to-launch version. In all, 9 community users participated
in testing the platform’s early versions through a beta version
with restricted access. Specifically, the user test was conducted
after a series of tasks in which user testers were audio and video
recorded while they completed the tasks and provided verbal
feedback as they were using the platform. They also completed
a series of questions related to their feedback on the platform
(eg, what they liked, what they did not like, and suggestions for
improvement), the usability of the platform, and whether they
would recommend the platform to a friend or colleague. The
feedback obtained from the user test was then incorporated into
the further development of EndoZone Informatics features.

Operate
A user starts to engage with the EndoZone information
recommendation solution from the submission of a health
questionnaire named My Endo Report. The questionnaire
contains a series of questions related to self-reported
endometriosis symptoms and treatments that have been tried to
manage symptoms, as well as a brief medical history. After the
user has submitted the questionnaire, the backend algorithms
are triggered to produce a list of recommended self-management

therapies, where the recommendations are presented as part of
My Endo Report (Figure 4). In EndoZone, the crowdsourced
input (ie, user-provided feedback on recommended therapies)
is used to determine the order of the recommendations being
presented: among users with similar symptoms, therapies that
are rated as “more useful” are given a higher rank and shown
first in the list of recommendations. The description text of each
recommendation contains a ranking to highlight this order. If
the user clicks on a recommended therapy, the solution assumes
that the user has viewed the content and records the click event.
Next, 30 days after the recommendations are made, an email is
sent to the user, inviting the user to complete a follow-up survey
regarding the recommendations (Figure 5). When the user
accepts the invitation, a follow-up survey is generated,
containing questions related only to the recommendations that
the user has clicked on. For each recommended self-management
strategy, the survey contains 10 questions. It asks the user about
the usefulness of the strategy, including their feelings after
practicing the strategy, the practicality of the strategy, the
effectiveness of the strategy in improving their symptoms, and
so on. Figure 6 shows an example follow-up survey for the
recommendation of pelvic health physiotherapy. Once the user
has submitted the follow-up survey, their engagement with the
EndoZone information recommendation solution is complete.

Figure 4. Recommended self-management therapies.
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Figure 5. Invitation email to a follow-up survey.
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Figure 6. A follow-up survey example.

Software Architecture
The architecture design in the EndoZone information
recommendation solution strictly followed the component design
shown in Figure 3 but was customized to fit the specific
requirements of the application. First, based on the needs of the
EndoZone information recommendation logic, the user data
collection component only collects user registration data (ie,
demographic profile data) and user input to the digital tool (ie,

My Endo Report submission data). Second, the recommendation
presentation component is integrated into the My Endo Report
summary page of the application as part of the My Endo Report
outcome.

Deployment wise, based on best practice, the EndoZone
information recommendation solution is designed to be cloud
based. It operates on cloud-based infrastructure using Amazon
Web Services. All recommendation-related components are
deployed in the form of microservices using Amazon Web
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Services Lambda, where each microservice contains components
that are needed for a single application programming interface
call. Specifically, the user data collection, grouping, and
recommendation components are deployed in 1 microservice.
Once the My Endo Report questionnaire is submitted, this
microservice is called and responds with a list of recommended
self-management therapies. The feedback incorporation
component is deployed in another microservice. Once the
follow-up survey is submitted, this microservice is called to
update the information recommendation logic.

Implementation
The implementation process of the EndoZone information
recommendation solution followed the 2-phased process.
Compared with what is described in the Overview subsection
in the Methods section, an alternative data accumulation
approach was conducted in the initialization phase to accelerate
the transition to the execution phase. After the platform was
launched, a targeted social media campaign on Instagram and
Facebook was conducted to promote initial use of the platform.
During the campaign, the initial version of the algorithm for
recommending information was executed based on the
expert-derived set of information recommendation rules that
were matched to self-management therapies and symptoms that
were indicated in My Endo Report. In completing the report,
users are contacted via various channels to self-rate how helpful
each self-management therapy or strategy was to manage their
symptoms using a 3-point scale (“Didn’t work,” “Helped a bit,”
and “Helped a lot”).

At the time of reviewing the data, the EndoZone platform had
had 57,000 visitors (Google Analytics; February 20, 2024),
predominantly from Australia (n=32,000, 56.14%), the United
States (n=6000, 10.53%), the United Kingdom (n=5200, 9.12%),
and New Zealand (n=5000, 8.77%), of whom 5756 (10.1%)
completed My Endo Report and submitted it through the
platform. User feedback data were aggregated to count the
number of reports that indicated that a particular strategy either
“Helped a bit” or “Helped a lot.” This feedback was then
considered to be the initial rating of therapies on which the
execution version of the algorithm could rely; for example, yoga
was rated by 682 people, of whom 404 (59.24%) rated it as
either “Helped a bit” or “Helped a lot.” These feedback data
were then manually incorporated, where a rating of “404/682
(59.24%)” was set as the initial rating of the therapy yoga for
all user groups. A further analysis of the data collected through
the platform is being conducted to feed into the next iteration
of EndoZone Informatics.

Review and Optimize
The EndoZone information recommendation solution was
integrated into the EndoZone platform in April 2023. Tests and
feedback from the volunteer group have shown that the overall
user engagement process can be carried out well, with a good
UX. Meanwhile, based on early data accumulated, several design
issues have been identified; for example, the participation rate
for providing feedback is lower than expected. We suspect that
the UI or UX design could be the major cause for this outcome:
first, in the current design, only registered users are invited to
complete the follow-up survey (unregistered users cannot be

invited because they are not asked for their email address).
Currently, most users use the site anonymously, which means
that most users of the platform who decided not to create an
account in EndoZone are not able to experience the full
recommendation functionalities and provide recommendation
feedback. Second, the recommendation section is in a relatively
inconspicuous position on the My Endo Report summary page.
This may lead to reduced visibility and hence less user
participation. The finding indicates that the design of web pages
(UI or UX) is highly relevant to the effectiveness of the solution.
It also indicates that the methodology is limited in identifying
specific design defects during the initial design and develop
stage. However, such defects can be addressed in the review
andoptimize stage, where issues that crop up during the
execution of the solution are reviewed. In the context of the
EndoZone platform, remedial development work has been
planned in the second phase of the project from 2024 to 2026.

Furthermore, the logic for tracking user engagement with
recommended therapies (ie, once the article is opened, the
recommended therapy is considered to have been read) is not
consistent with the industrial standard that large IT companies
have applied; for example, in Google Analytics, a user is
considered to have engaged with a web page if they stay on the
page for >10 seconds [34]. How user engagement is tracked is
not defined by the methodology and could vary from case to
case. However, in the context of the EndoZone platform, the
solution logic does not cause a loss of user feedback data. The
impact on the UX (ie, several more survey questions are asked
regarding a therapy that the user has not practiced) is limited
and can be eliminated by adjusting the questions in the follow-up
survey.

Discussion

Outcome
In the previous sections, we have presented a methodology that
enables health information recommendation functionalities in
web-based health information applications. The concept of the
methodology as well as the implementation considerations,
including the software component design and the 2-phased
implementation process, are described in detail, based on which
information recommendation solutions can be created and
operationalized. The methodology has been refined and
validated through its application to create EndoZone Informatics,
that is, the information recommendation solution of an
endometriosis information platform named EndoZone. Early
data from the execution of the EndoZone Informatics solution
shows that using this methodology was effective in
recommending medical expert–verified information while
incorporating crowdsourced input from users with similar
conditions. This methodology helped users to find the
information that could be of most use to them. The loosely
coupled software component design enabled high flexibility in
adjusting the information recommendation model, which makes
the 2-phased implementation process easy to carry out.

During the application of the methodology for EndoZone
Informatics, we encountered several issues. To recap, first, the
dependencies of the information recommendation components
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on other components of the web-based health information
application caused a 3-month delay in the development progress
of EndoZone Informatics. Second, the UI or UX design flaws,
such as unregistered users not being able to experience the full
recommendation functionalities and underexposure of the
recommendation section in the My Endo Report summary page,
have resulted in a lower-than-expected participation rate for
providing feedback. These issues reveal a limitation of the
methodology, that is, it is not able to address some specific
software engineering problems. These issues also show the
significance of the review and optimize stage, where design and
development issues can be identified, and repair plans can be
created.

In general, the application of the methodology for designing
and implementing EndoZone Informatics is successful. It is a
solid step toward enabling personalized information
recommendation at scale. The solution indicates a promising
approach where personalized health information
recommendation can be enabled in all web-based health
information applications. Compared with accessing health
information via recommendations derived from commercial
algorithms of search engines and social media platforms, a
health information–access approach provides people with an
alternative health information–ranking and –recommendation
path, which ranks information based on people’s medical needs;
provides them with trustworthy, credible, and evidence-based
recommendations; and aims for the best health outcomes.

Potential of the Methodology
The methodology is proposed to be applied in web-based health
information applications targeting personalized health
information recommendations for educational and
knowledge-sharing purposes. As showcased by the EndoZone
platform, this methodology is applicable and works well for
web-based health information applications that share health
information such as chronic disease self-management strategies.
However, the practicality of applying the methodology in
creating solutions for applications that target acute diseases is
yet to be proven. Another area for further research is the
practicality of applying this methodology for recommending

clinical treatments. This requires systematic study of what the
impact could be if the methodology was applied for
recommending clinical treatments (eg, medication use). What
kind of care decisions (safety or risk of harm or relative benefits)
need to be considered? What are the ethical issues involved?
Answers to these questions are not yet clear.

A promising area for applying the methodology concerns
creating solutions for recommending other medical and health
services, such as links to local medical experts, health services,
advocacy organizations, and related web-based applications
[35,36]. Exploring how solutions created by applying this
methodology could help in connecting web-based services to
local offline services to improve the quality and scope of user
support would also be of value.

Another potential application of this methodology is to generate
test beds for information recommendation algorithms and their
suitability for different medical scenarios. As described in the
Overview subsection of the Methods section, the software
component design allows all key logic components to be
independently maintained and easily replaced. This feature can
be leveraged for new information recommendation algorithms
or models to be tested; for example, by applying different
information recommendation models and monitoring user
interactions under each model, the performance of different
information recommendation models can be analyzed.

Conclusions
This study introduces a novel methodology that enriches
web-based health applications with personalized information
recommendation capabilities. Tested through the development
of the EndoZone platform, our approach successfully merges
expert knowledge with user insights to provide targeted health
information. While we encountered developmental and design
challenges, these experiences highlighted the importance of
adaptability and continuous refinement. The methodology’s
potential extends beyond the specific case of EndoZone, offering
a scalable solution for tailoring health information across various
authoritative health websites, with implications for improving
patient education and engagement in a digital era.
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Abstract

Background: Type 2 diabetes (T2D) tremendously affects patient health and health care globally. Changing lifestyle behaviors
can help curb the burden of T2D. However, health behavior change is a complex interplay of medical, behavioral, and psychological
factors. Personalized lifestyle advice and promotion of self-management can help patients change their health behavior and
improve glucose regulation. Digital tools are effective in areas of self-management and have great potential to support patient
self-management due to low costs, 24/7 availability, and the option of dynamic automated feedback. To develop successful
eHealth solutions, it is important to include stakeholders throughout the development and use a structured approach to guide the
development team in planning, coordinating, and executing the development process.

Objective: The aim of this study is to develop an integrated, eHealth-supported, educational care pathway for patients with
T2D.

Methods: The educational care pathway was developed using the first 3 phases of the Center for eHealth and Wellbeing Research
roadmap: the contextual inquiry, the value specification, and the design phase. Following this roadmap, we used a scoping review
about diabetes self-management education and eHealth, past experiences of eHealth practices in our hospital, focus groups with
health care professionals (HCPs), and a patient panel to develop a prototype of an educational care pathway. This care pathway
is called the Diabetes Box (Leiden University Medical Center) and consists of personalized education, digital educational material,
self-measurements of glucose, blood pressure, activity, and sleep, and a smartphone app to bring it all together.

Results: The scoping review highlights the importance of self-management education and the potential of telemonitoring and
mobile apps for blood glucose regulation in patients with T2D. Focus groups with HCPs revealed the importance of including
all relevant lifestyle factors, using a tailored approach, and using digital consultations. The contextual inquiry led to a set of values
that stakeholders found important to include in the educational care pathway. All values were specified in biweekly meetings
with key stakeholders, and a prototype was designed. This prototype was evaluated in a patient panel that revealed an overall
positive impression of the care pathway but stressed that the number of apps should be restricted to one, that there should be no
delay in glucose value visualization, and that insulin use should be incorporated into the app. Both patients and HCPs stressed
the importance of direct automated feedback in the Diabetes Box.
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Conclusions: After developing the Diabetes Box prototype using the Center for eHealth and Wellbeing Research roadmap, all
stakeholders believe that the concept of the Diabetes Box is useful and feasible and that direct automated feedback and education
on stress and sleep are essential. A pilot study is planned to assess feasibility, acceptability, and usefulness in more detail.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e45055)   doi:10.2196/45055
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Introduction

Background
Around 1 in 11 adults in Europe have diabetes mellitus, and the
number of people with diabetes is increasing [1]. Currently, in
more than 95% (n>1 million) of diabetes cases, it concerns type
2 diabetes (T2D). In people who are genetically predisposed to
diabetes, adverse eating habits, excess body weight, and physical
inactivity induce disruption of glucose control [2]. Hence,
healthy lifestyle behaviors play a critical role in preventing and
managing T2D. Indeed, quitting smoking, being more physically
active, eating healthier, and losing weight when overweight can
significantly reduce the risk of developing T2D [3,4].
Furthermore, in patients with recently diagnosed T2D, it was
demonstrated that dietary lifestyle interventions can lead to
persistent diabetes remission after 24 months in 36% (n=149)
of patients [5].

Despite the obvious benefits of healthier lifestyles, adherence
to healthy lifestyle behaviors in patients with T2D is poor [6-8].
This is alarming, as worse adherence obviously hampers
therapeutic efficacy [9]. In Europe, glucose control is inadequate
in at least half of the people with T2D. Inadequate glycemic
regulation increases the risk of diabetes-related complications
and mortality, and it increases medication use and health care
costs [10,11]. Immediate action is needed to halt the rising
incidence of T2D as well as to decrease the burden of T2D and
curb health care costs [1].

A Cochrane review showed that diabetes self-management
education (DSME) in people with T2D can improve glucose
regulation [12]. In addition, it potentially improves blood
pressure and reduces body weight and the requirement for
diabetes medication. Yet, another systematic review reported
that encouraging patients to play an active role in
self-management, so-called patient activation or empowerment,
can also improve glucose regulation [13]. Notably, mounting
evidence clearly shows that the physiological response to
lifestyle change is highly personal [14,15]. Moreover, it seems
obvious to suppose that home monitoring of medical and
behavioral parameters stimulates and improves
self-management. Indeed, integrative monitoring of lifestyle
behaviors and physiology using direct action-feedback loops
potentially allows for the provision of informative personalized
lifestyle advice [16].

Traditionally, DSME is done face-to-face, but digital tools can
facilitate health behavior change and significantly improve
glucose regulation in patients with T2D [17]. Effective digital
tools are self-monitoring (eg, continuous glucose monitoring
[CGM]) and telemonitoring by health care professionals (HCPs)
[18,19]. Mobile phone apps providing automated feedback can
also be effective in improving lifestyle modification and glucose
regulation for people with T2D [20]. Indeed, due to low costs
as compared to health care consultations and the 24/7 availability
of HCPs, mobile phone apps have a lot of potential in diabetes
management [21]. Currently available eHealth tools usually
focus on one particular lifestyle component or relevant clinical
parameter, such as CGM devices or apps that facilitate counting
carbohydrates. Examples of digital tools that combine different
lifestyle and biometrical parameters to improve self-management
and glycemic control exist [22-24]. However, only a few digital
tools exist that combine behavioral as well as biological data
to provide informed, personalized lifestyle advice to people
with T2D [24]. Most of the existing tools are one-size-fits-all
lifestyle solutions. Personalized interventions are preferred as
clinicians and patients together can choose the treatment plan
that contributes most to favorable patient outcomes [25]. Here,
we aimed to develop an eHealth-supported educational pathway
using integrated behavioral and biological data collected by
home monitoring to provide personalized lifestyle advice and
promote self-management of people with T2D. Early
involvement of stakeholders in the development process of
eHealth tools is paramount for successful implementation in
health care [26-30]. To assist in the construction of successful
eHealth technologies, the Center for eHealth and Wellbeing
Research (CeHReS) designed a roadmap to guide eHealth device
development, implementation, and evaluation. The CeHReS
roadmap consists of 5 phases and emphasizes stakeholder
involvement throughout all of these phases [31]. The CeHReS
roadmap was used to construct our educational program.

Objectives
Our aim is to empower patients with T2D to manage their
disease by developing an integrated, eHealth-supported, blended
educational pathway called the Diabetes Box (Leiden University
Medical Center). In this paper, we delineate the different phases
of the participatory development of the Diabetes Box using the
CeHReS roadmap, and the lessons learned are shared.
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Methods

Ethical Considerations
The accredited medical research ethics committee Leiden den
Haag Delft (MREC registration P21.045) has reviewed the
research protocol and gave its approval. The patients
participating in the panel provided informed consent for their
feedback and input to be used in scientific publication. Input
data were deidentified. No compensation was provided for
participating in the panel.

CeHReS Roadmap
The CeHReS roadmap was used to guide the development
process of the Diabetes Box [31]. The CeHReS roadmap was
designed to assist in planning, coordinating, and executing the
development process of eHealth tools. The roadmap has a
participatory dynamic and consists of 5 intertwined phases and
continuous formative evaluation (Figure 1). The first 4 phases
(ie, contextual inquiry, value specification, design, and
operationalization) of the development process of the Diabetes
Box are presented in this paper. The summative evaluation will
be performed when the Diabetes Box is launched.

The contextual inquiry is meant to understand the challenges
faced by the main stakeholders and how they could be solved.
To this end, a literature review was performed. We followed
the stages of a scoping review according to the revised Arksey
and O’Malley framework [32]. We specified the research
question “What diabetes self-management education strategies
are being used in regular medical care?” The search strategies
combined the terms “diabetes self management education,”
“technology/telemonitoring/glucose monitoring,” and
“healthcare/medical care.” We searched PubMed and used
Google for a broader search. One researcher (DLF) selected the
studies and discussed these with a team consisting of 2
endocrinologists, a psychologist, a dietitian, and 2 diabetes
nurses, all experienced in the field of DSME. Relevant studies
were selected and summarized after which the team discussed
the report. To elaborate further on the review of literature,
previous experiences with eHealth in our center were evaluated,
and important stakeholders were identified and interviewed in
focus groups. Previous experiences mainly included
technological and practical considerations from implementations
of eHealth for patients with myocardial infarction, cardiac
surgery, and COVID-19 [33-35]. The main stakeholders were

patients, medical specialists, dietitians, psychologists, and
diabetes nurses. The latter 4 would later form the development
team and partake in the first 2 focus groups.

During the second phase, the value specification, the values
gathered in the first phase were translated into (technological)
requirements. What problems should the tool solve and how
should it work? Weekly meetings with the relevant stakeholders
(identified during the contextual inquiry) were used to refine
the values and specify the technological requirements of the
Diabetes Box.

Using these requirements, prototypes of the Diabetes Box were
created during a highly dynamic, iterative, and collaborative
design phase. Through biweekly meetings, the development
team and stakeholders collaborated closely to ideate, create,
and discuss ideas. A panel of patients with T2D gave feedback
on the prototype. The entire development team was present on
the web during the patient panel. Two members of the team
wrote a summary of the recording, after which the recording
was deleted. The entire team came together to discuss the
outcomes of the patient panel, extract the most important
aspects, and set out to change the prototype accordingly.
Throughout the development process, the development team
looked back on values and knowledge from previous phases to
check the integrity of the design. Furthermore, at any point,
incoming information could lead to adaptions in the process.
This formative evaluation was enabled by constantly involving
stakeholders in evaluations and decision-making.

When the design satisfied all stakeholders, the operationalization
phase began. During this phase, the Diabetes Box was put into
practice. First, a plan was made to implement the newly
developed technology into the context defined by the contextual
inquiry. The plan was made in close cooperation with the
stakeholders to ensure a good fit. Second, the technology is
launched.

In the fifth and last phase, the summative evaluation, the tool
will be tested in the real world. Currently, the development team
is setting up a pilot study to evaluate the feasibility,
acceptability, and usability in clinical practice and get an
impression of the clinical effects. It is important to note that the
technology is quite versatile and adaptable to suit the practical
demands of stakeholders as revealed during phase 5. A summary
overview of all phases in this study is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Overview of the CeHRes roadmap showing the different phases and formative evaluation (adapted from van Gemert-Pijnen et al [31]).
CeHReS: Center for eHealth and Wellbeing Research.

Figure 2. Overview of aspects in every phase. Note that this paper focuses on the contextual inquiry, the value specification, and the design phase [31].

Results

Phase 1: Contextual Inquiry
The contextual inquiry was meant to understand the challenges
faced by the main stakeholders and how these challenges could
be solved. We used a review of the literature and evaluated past
experiences and focus groups with important stakeholders.

Literature Review
The information gathered from the literature review is
summarized in Table 1. Studies have outlined several ways to
support self-management, which can be categorized as
education, monitoring, and modalities. Evidence shows that
group-based education about disease pathophysiology, the
influence of lifestyle (diet, exercise, stress, and sleep),
self-management, and patient activation can improve glucose
regulation, reduce body weight, and reduce the need for diabetes
medication [4,12,17]. However, HCPs generally feel that they
are insufficiently equipped to provide patients with T2D with
the insights required to facilitate their health-related behavior

change [36-38]. Furthermore, studies suggest that dietician-led
lifestyle intervention as compared to interventions led by other
HCPs achieves greater weight reductions [39].

Studies on monitoring indicate that self-monitoring (patients
monitoring their own health parameters) and telemonitoring
(using information technology to monitor patients at a distance)
can significantly increase glucose regulation and reduce
T2D-related complications [19]. For example, CGM
significantly improves glucose regulation and reinforces patient
satisfaction [18,48]. In addition, even though activity tracking
has ambiguous effects on glucose regulation, it appears to reduce
mortality and CVD risk in patients with T2D as well as the
incidence of T2D in a general population [51,52]. Furthermore,
blood pressure monitoring can decrease systolic blood pressure
in patients with T2D when supported by an HCP [53]. To our
knowledge, weight monitoring has not been assessed as a
stand-alone intervention, but focus on weight can lead to stigma
in patients with T2D, potentially leading to increased emotional
distress [55].
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Table 1. Outcomes of literature review.

CommentsEffects

DSMEa

•• The inclusion of disease pathophysiology contributes to the effect of DSME [12]Self-management ↑b

• Discussing the influence of lifestyle factors (diet, exercise, sleep, and stress) in DSME is
decisive for its improvements [4,12,40-46]

• Glucose regulation ↑ [4,12,13,39]
• Knowledge or insight ↑ [12]

• Empowerment and patient activation beyond mere education are important in DSME [13]• Body weight ↓c [12,39]
• Digital components of education can be effective [17,39]

• Need for medication ↓ [12]
• The involvement of a dietitian increases the effect on body weight [39]

• Blood pressure ↓ [12]

Telemonitoring

•• Manual input may lead to erroneous input and can lower compliance [47]Glucose regulation ↑ [19]
• Diabetes-related complications ↓ [19]

CGMd

•• Failing to integrate well-structured education in glucose monitoring can diminish the effects
on glucose regulation [50]

Glucose regulation ↑ [18,48]
• Patient satisfaction ↑ [49]

Activity tracker

•• N/AhGlucose regulation ↑/↓e [51]
• Incidence T2Df ↓ [52]
• Mortality ↓ [51]
• CVDg risk ↓ [51]

Blood pressure monitor

•• HCPi support increases the effect [53,54]Systolic blood pressure ↓ [53]

Weight monitoring

•• Focus on weight monitoring and loss can be stigmatizing and lead to increased diabetes-
related distress [55]

Not assessed as a stand-alone

Mobile apps

•• HCP support increases the effect [56-58]Glucose regulation ↑ [56]
•• User-friendliness is an important aspect for success [58]Monitoring or education ↑

• •Lifestyle modification ↑ [20] Apps can provide insight into self-management [57]

Dietary journal

•• An easier, less time-consuming method would be beneficial to adherenceInform patients ↑
•• Photos have equal results as food weighing [59]Evaluate interventions ↑

aDSME: diabetes self-management education.
b↑: improves.
c↓: deteriorates.
dCGM: continuous glucose monitoring.
e↑/↓: ambiguous results.
fT2D: type 2 diabetes.
gCVD: cardiovascular disease.
hN/A: not applicable.
iHCP: health care professional.

As far as modalities are concerned, mobile phone apps have a
lot of potential in T2D management due to low costs, 24/7
availability, and dynamic automated feedback [21]. Evidence
points out that mobile phone apps providing lifestyle advice
can improve glucose regulation and facilitate lifestyle
modification, particularly when they are supported by

high-frequency HCP feedback [20,56,57]. Furthermore, keeping
electronic dietary records effectively informs patients about the
impact of food on glucose levels, but easy-to-use technology is
needed [60,61]. For example, taking pictures of meals may be
an adequate alternative of time-consuming, labor-intensive
recording of dietary components [59].
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What Experiences do we Have With Digital Tools
Supporting Self-Management?

The Box

The Box (Leiden University Medical Center) comprises a set
of eHealth tools that aim to improve self-management skills for
a specific chronic condition. It includes devices for home
monitoring of biological and behavioral parameters relevant to
health (eg, glucose concentrations, physical activity, or blood
pressure). The data are presented to the patient in a smartphone
app called the LUMCCare app (discussed in LUMCCare App
section). The data are also sent to the patients’electronic medical
records in the hospital to allow evaluation by HCPs. The efficacy
and safety of the Box have been examined in the follow-up care
of patients with myocardial infarction. We recently reported
that patient satisfaction with the Box was equal to regular
medical care and that 96% (n=100) of participants appreciated
that they could view their health data [62]. Furthermore, the
Box has been shown to reduce hospital admissions by effectively
surveying clinical symptoms and vital signs at home in patients

with COVID-19 [35]. In conclusion, the Box appears to be an
effective and appreciated prototype instrument for home
monitoring that can be tailored to the health care needs of
different conditions.

LUMCCare App

The LUMCCare app (Leiden University Medical Center) is a
smartphone app available for Android and iOS. All data
collected by the devices in the Box are automatically sent to
the LUMCCare app via Bluetooth. The LUMCCare app was
codeveloped with people with low health literacy, ensuring a
good understanding and usability also in those individuals.
Currently, the app was developed in the Dutch language and
can display measurements of weight, blood pressure, heart rate,
electrocardiograms, steps, temperature, and oxygen saturation
(Figure 3). Moreover, users can indicate their level of well-being
and provide a brief explanation. HCPs can also send
questionnaires to patients through the app. The vast majority
of patients with myocardial infarction report intensive and
consistent use and high satisfaction with the app [62].

Figure 3. Screenshots of the LUMCCare app from left to right: (A) the home screen showing general well-being, weight, blood pressure, activity, and
questionnaires, (B) the weight screen, and (C) the activity screen.

Stakeholders, Current Situation, and Experiences
The main stakeholders included patients, medical specialists,
dietitians, psychologists, and diabetes nurses. To evaluate and
confirm the findings of our scoping review and past experiences,
we organized focus groups with a professor of diabetology, a

clinical endocrinologist, a dietician, a psychologist, 2 diabetes
nurses, an IT specialist, and a researcher.

According to international guidelines, people with T2D at least
annually visit a physician (endocrinologist or general
practitioner) and a nurse specialized in diabetes care. These
HCPs should educate patients on (the role of lifestyle in) the
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pathophysiology of diabetes and on the types and dosing of
available medication. Based on patient needs and health
parameters, they decide if the patient requires a consult with
the dietician or psychologist. All international guidelines
advocate lifestyle intervention as a first step in the treatment of
T2D. However, health care systems generally lack the means
to adequately support patients trying to change deeply engrained
habits. This is made exceedingly difficulty by an environment
that relentlessly entices them to make unhealthy choices. All
HCPs confirmed that continuous home monitoring of
subcutaneous glucose concentrations has been a significant

advance in supporting and motivating patients with diabetes to
enhance their own grip on disease management. The notion that
home monitoring of various relevant behavioral and biological
parameters and integrating the data to yield personalized
feedback would enhance patient empowerment and potentially
improve self-management was broadly shared. To these ends,
the contents of the Box and LUMCCare app were envisioned
to require specific features as further defined in the next stage
of development. A summary of the current situation is provided
in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Current situation of health care for patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D) according to health care professionals (HCPs).

What is going well?

• Knowledge on diet, exercise, stress, and sleep is intermittently conveyed to patients by HCPs.

• All patients see an endocrinologist and diabetes nurse. If deemed necessary, a dietician and a psychologist are available.

• Adequate optimization of medication use.

• Close interdisciplinary collaboration between doctors, dieticians, psychologists, and diabetes nurses in the care for patients with diabetes.

• Health care can be delivered through digital means.

What can be improved?

• Patients’ knowledge regarding the influence of lifestyle behaviors (diet, exercise, sleep, and stress) on glucose regulation.

• Activation of patients with T2D to improve lifestyle behaviors.

• Personalized lifestyle advice.

• Focus on personal goal setting.

• Shared decision-making regarding the timing and intensity of consultations with HCPs.

• Home monitoring of relevant parameters.

• Digital group consultations.

Phase 2: Value Specification
After a thorough exploration of the context and potential
improvements, the next step was to translate the requirements
of eHealth tools that were identified by the HCPs into specific
technological properties. First, HCPs emphasized the need to
more extensively convey the importance of lifestyle behaviors,
including diet, exercise, stress, and sleep, in the control of
glucose metabolism and the treatment of T2D. HCPs also
stressed that the tool should tailor information and advice to the

needs and wishes of the patient and that it should be easy to use
for both patients and HCPs. Moreover, it should have features
that activate patients to appropriately adapt their lifestyle.
Activation was listed as a separate capacity of the eHealth tool.
Finally, and importantly, the capability to monitor relevant
parameters at home and easy accessibility to collected data for
patients and HCPs were defined as prerequisites of an effective
tool. This leads to a complete list of values, tool requirements,
and tool specifications (Table 2).
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Table 2. User perspective, user values, tool requirements, and tool specifications of the Diabetes Box.

Tool specificationsTool requirementsValues

Provide tailored education on the relation-
ship between specific lifestyle factors and
glucose regulation

Provide insight, holistic view • Include a graph of glucose combined with relevant lifestyle fac-
tors (diet, activity, sleep, and stress).

• Include education on these topics.

Help stimulate patients to adopt healthy
behaviors

Activate and stimulate • Include goal setting in all aspects of self-management education.
• Provide direct behavior–related feedback and education.

Tailored to the patientPersonalized • Provide a place where patients can monitor their own personal
and combined parameters.

Rely mostly on apps and e-learnings that
are available 24/7

24/7 Availability • Provide a digital resource that patients can use in their own time
to measure glucose, diet, activity, stress, and sleep.

• Provide links for access.
• Resources or videos.

Integrated in health careIntegrated in health care • Add Diabetes Box dashboard to the electronic medical record.

• Plan education by HCPsa in work hours.

Easy to use, logical, and understandableUser-friendly • Use B1-level language throughout the tool.
• Simplify user interface.
• Incorporate dashboard into electronic medical record.
• Align education contents with the expertise of HCPs.

Monitoring of patient parameters and mak-
ing them available for patient and HCP

Monitoring patients • Provide a place where patients can gain insight into personal
parameters of lifestyle factors and glucose.

• Provide a dashboard where HCPs can monitor combined patient
parameters to provide tailored support.

No extra costs for patients, lower costs for
health care

Low costs • Build on existing app content.
• Use group meetings.
• Free for patients (insurance covered).

Enable a patient support deskService desk • Two separate phone numbers were provided for difficulties.
First, the outpatient clinic number for diabetes-related questions,
and second, the Box support desk for technology-related ques-
tions.

aHCP: health care professional.

Phase 3: Design

Overview
The Diabetes Box was developed using the participatory
development method guided by the CeHReS roadmap. The
design revolves around making prototypes of the Diabetes Box
based on the tool specifications identified in the previous phases
and gathering feedback from stakeholders. Our initial prototype
was presented to HCPs and shared in a patient panel described
below. After feedback from the HCPs, the Diabetes Box
comprised digital self-measurement tools, an app, and DSME
in the form of consultations and instructive videos (Figure 4).
The tools included a continuous glucose monitor (Abbott
Freestyle Libre), a sleep or activity tracker (Withings HR Steel),
and a blood pressure monitor (Withings BPM Connect). The
data collected were presented in the LUMCCare app. Subjective
stress could also be registered, and food intake could be
monitored by pictures taken of all that was consumed (Figure
5). All data were easily visualized in daily, weekly, and monthly
overviews. The data of diet, activity, sleep, and subjective stress
could also be plotted on the continuous glucose graph to provide

insight into the relation between lifestyle factors and glucose
regulation. An expert-led educational program was developed
to further promote knowledge of the relationships between
various components of lifestyle and glucose control. The
overarching goal of the Diabetes Box is to empower patients
and facilitate self-management of their disease. The program
combines knowledge from routine diabetes care provided by
dietitians, psychologists, endocrinologists, and specialized
nurses. All educational material was developed, aiming to
promote patient self-management. Therefore, multiple behavior
change techniques were included in the development of the
Diabetes Box. These included information provision, goal
setting, action planning, self-monitoring, feedback provision,
social comparison, and motivational interviewing. In Multimedia
Appendix 1, we provide a list of behavior change techniques
as described by Michie et al [63], including a description of the
app in the Diabetes Box. There were nine 3- to 5-minute
educational videos combining live feed and animations. The
topics of these videos were an introduction to the Diabetes Box,
the pathophysiology of diabetes, CGM, diet, exercise, sleep,
stress, goal setting, and self-management. The educational
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program also entailed five consultations: (1) a group consultation
introducing the digital tools, (2) an individual consultation
focusing on diet, (3) a group consultation regarding diet and
exercise, (4) a group consultation regarding sleep and stress,
and (5) an individual consultation to evaluate, conclude, and

set up future goals. Goal setting and patient activation were
present in all videos and all educational consultations. The
consultations lasted 45-90 minutes. Prior to each consultation,
participants were asked to watch 1 or 2 videos.

Figure 4. Overview of the educational pathway for patients with T2D using the Diabetes Box.

Figure 5. Screenshots of the new modalities of the LUMCCare app from left to right: (A) the screen to register a new intake, either food or drink, with
a photo; (B) the sleep screen showing an average score based on estimated duration, interruptions, and regularity; and (C) the glucose screen combined
with the diet screen showing the photos of intakes in the glucose graph.
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Patient Panel
The prototype of the Box was shared with people with T2D to
gather feedback on the preliminary design. Due to COVID-19
measures, only 4 people with diabetes were present during the
session. The session took 90 minutes. The concept of the Box
program was explained, 2 of the 9 educational videos were
shown, the app and its functionalities were demonstrated, and
people could try out the eHealth tools. The panel was asked
questions covering 4 domains: general opinion, contents and
clarity of the educational videos, functionality of eHealth
instruments, and usability of the app. Overall, the evaluation
was positive, while several potential improvements were
suggested (Table 3).

Based on the feedback provided by the patient panel, multiple
adaptations were made. First, a leaflet was added to the Box,
explaining the flow of the program and anticipated time
investment from the side of patients in more detail. Second, a
web page was made, displaying the videos accompanied by
instructions on when to watch which video. Third, a handout
was made with detailing information about the different types
of diabetes medications, their uses, and their common side
effects. Fourth, as patients preferred a mix of consultation types,
2 consultations were planned online and 3 face-to-face. Fifth,
the video of sleep was cut into 2 halves of 3 minutes to prevent
viewers from quitting halfway through. Last, the LUMCCare
was further developed to also accommodate insulin registration
and other activities than steps (eg, cycling or swimming).

Table 3. Outcomes of patient panel.

ActionsComments

General opinion

•• Informative material was made for participants of the Diabetes
Box addressing the expected time investment, duration of the
pathway, and the fact that participants can keep the devices.

Positive first impression
• Useful and feasible
• Questions about total time investment, duration of the education, and

loan of the devices • Technologically we still need 2 apps. However, 1 only needs to
run on the background and does not have to be opened.• Advise to restrict the number of needed apps to one

Education

•• Hybrid pathway, part of consultations live, part online.Positive
•• The video of sleep was cut into 2 parts.Duration and frequency seem feasible

• •Half preferred online (travel distance and comfort of home) and half

preferred live (connection with HCPa)

A web page was made with an overview of all videos explaining
when to watch which.

• An extra handout was made about diabetes medication.• Early evening is the best time
• Attention to explaining glucose levels was added to the informa-

tion.
• Videos are appreciated (up to 3 minutes)
• A clear overview of videos and when to watch them is needed
• Advice in education has to be consistent
• Extra attention for diabetes medication, not all glucose levels can be

related to behavior, correct use of the CGMb

Devices or measurements

•• Added activity tracking other than steps in the app.Doable, clear, and easy to use
•• Focused on displaying real-time glucose data in the app.Frequency of measurement was regarded positively

• Activities other than steps would be great
• A (3 hours) delay in showing glucose values was deemed very im-

practical

LUMCCare app

•• A functionality to register insulin use was added to the LUMC-
Care app.

Positive about layout and readability
• Stress measurement and diet photos were deemed useful
• Diet photos were deemed confronting in a helpful way
• Incorporate insulin use in the app

aHCP: health care professional.
bCGM: continuous glucose monitoring.

Phases 4 and 5: Operationalization and Summative
Evaluation
Operationalization involves the introduction of eHealth
technology into practice. To test our design, we are currently
planning a pilot study in 32 people with T2D to assess the
feasibility, acceptability, and usability of the Box in clinical
practice. Secondary objectives are evaluation of time in range
and perceived learning. The study duration will be 2 months

(as the concept Box program lasts 2 months). Participants will
fill out a questionnaire before and after the study, and they will
be interviewed about their experience as well. Patient
satisfaction, user-friendliness of Box components, added value
of the program in terms of disease management, and eventual
use of the help desk will be evaluated. Consultation attendance,
the use of eHealth tools and apps, and eventual replacement of
glucose monitors will be registered. HCPs will be asked for
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their opinion regarding clinical practicalities in a structured
interview, and average health care costs will be calculated.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Personalized lifestyle advice and promotion of self-management
can help patients change their health behavior and improve
glucose regulation. Digital tools have great potential in
supporting patient self-management due to the effectiveness,
low costs, 24/7 availability, and the option of dynamic
automated feedback. However, reports documenting the impact
of interventions incorporating multiple lifestyle modalities on
glucose control are, to our knowledge, not available. Here, we
developed an integrated, eHealth-supported, educational care
pathway for people with T2D following the CeHReS roadmap
and using a scoping review about DSME and eHealth, past
experiences of eHealth practices in our hospital, focus groups
with HCPs, and a patient panel. The care pathway aims to
empower patients with T2D to self-manage their disease by
providing them with direct feedback on their personal health
behavior in relation to contemporaneous glucose levels.

HCPs and patients thought the concept of the Diabetes Box to
be feasible, acceptable, and useful. The main strengths of the
Diabetes Box were considered to be the integration of direct
biofeedback on personal behavior, the focus on goal setting,
and patient activation.

Comparison to Prior Work
The direct biofeedback regarding the impact of behavior on
glucose concentrations was believed to be crucial to provide
patients with insight into the relationships between their health
behavior and glycemic control. A similar conclusion was drawn
in an earlier study where patients with T2D were motivated to
exercise while using CGM and accelerometer technology [64].
In many studies, data on lifestyle parameters were entered
manually or via voice recording [22,24]. A Korean study showed
input rates of diet and exercise of 24.9% and 5.3%, respectively
[22]. Our study uses automatic input of steps, sleep, blood
pressure, and glucose levels facilitating data gathering by
participants. Diet was tracked using photographs. These photos
were not analyzed for caloric content or carbohydrates but were
used to provide insight into glucose-level fluctuations caused
by certain food types. Beyond automated recording of behavioral
and biological parameters, our app enables combining all
lifestyle parameters with continuous glucose levels to create
easily interpretable relations between lifestyle and glucose
levels.

Regarding these lifestyle components, other interventions for
people with T2D focus primarily on diet and exercise [23,24,65].
In one German study, stress management was included in the
educational material, but stress or mood was not measured
during the study [66]. The lifestyle components on which
feedback should be provided include diet, physical activity,
stress management, and sleep. Chronic stress may be a less
obvious yet important disruptor of glucose control, as indicated
by previous research [67,68]. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis
revealed that stress reduction therapy improves glycemic control

in people with diabetes [46]. The Diabetes Box gives direct
biofeedback on diet, exercise, sleep, and stress. The effect of
direct biofeedback on personal behavior is further enhanced by
structured and tailored education. This is important, as
physiological responses to lifestyle changes are often determined
by personal characteristics [14,15]. Other studies often use
one-size-fits-all education or even automated SMS text messages
[24,65,69]. During the educational consultations in the Diabetes
Box, HCPs can inform patients regarding the effects of their
personal health behavior on metabolic control. The education
in the Diabetes Box was designed to be simple, patient-centered,
and multimodal, which is in line with the literature on successful
patient education [70,71].

In addition, most of the existing tools are used in a research
setting, and the challenge is to integrate these tools into regular
medical care. A recent Dutch study showed that following a
2-year multicomponent lifestyle program outside of regular
medical care could reduce medication use. In this setting, 71%
of insulin users could stop insulin, and 28% of participants could
stop glucose-lowering medication altogether. It must be stated
though that only 234 of 438 starting participants were used in
the final analyses [23]. When using these tools as regular
medical care, all patients with T2D will follow the program
instead of a selection of the more motivated patients. Our setup
is to use this tool as regular medical care for all patients with
T2D. The participatory development with an entire
endocrinology team working in diabetes care can improve the
chance of successful implementation. We are curious if similar
results will be achieved when a multicomponent lifestyle
program is integrated into regular medical care.

Studies have shown that people with higher levels of
lifestyle-related knowledge (eg, influence of diet on glucose
levels) tend to make healthier choices to improve their glycemic
control [72]. However, better education and insight do not
necessarily translate into behavior change [73]. To stimulate
patients to change their behavior, goal setting and activation
are integrated into all components of the Diabetes Box. All
videos end with an assignment to self-monitor specific
behavioral and biological parameters in preparation of the next
consultation, and a separate video about goal setting is included.
Furthermore, the individual consultations with the dietitian
revolve around diet but also cover reflection on goals set by a
patient. It is difficult to empower people with insufficient
diabetes-related knowledge to manage their disease [74].
Therefore, we believe it is the combination of direct feedback,
structured and tailored education, and targeted patient activation
that grants the Diabetes Box its great potential.

The participatory development process played a critical role in
the realization of the Diabetes Box. Involving all stakeholders
from the start proved very fruitful, as it clearly facilitated the
creation of a program that fits all stakeholder demands. The
CeHReS roadmap was very helpful as well. It provided
handholds and courses of action, which make it easier to make
and measure progress. In addition, the value specification
generated a concrete set of wishes from the key stakeholders
that could be used to fall back and make decisions.
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Limitations and Strengths
Obviously, there are at least 2 issues that limit the broad-based
application of the Diabetes Box for the time being. First of all,
the feasibility of the program as well as its impact on metabolic
control and quality of life of patients with T2D needs to be
evaluated in clinical practice. As the program was primarily
developed by stakeholders employed by a third-line, academic
medical institution, it also needs to be tested if it works for
patients under regular surveillance by primary care (n>1 million,
90% of patients with T2D are treated by their general
practitioners in the Netherlands). Second, although the
LUMCCare app was created as a “white label” app, which
means that it is relatively easy to adapt external characteristics,
it was designed as part of the local (Leiden University Medical
Center) infrastructure. Use by other institutions would therefore
probably require modifications. We are willing to help and assist
hospitals and other health care institutions that want to
implement the Diabetes Box into their regular medical care for
people with T2D. The challenges we foresee are training
personnel and integrating the Diabetes Box into their daily
workflow. The type of specialist who provides the consultations
can be changed depending on what professionals are motivated
and at hand. In addition, the content of the educational material
can be altered to better fit the personal approach of the

professional providing the education. On a technological basis,
challenges also exist. The app is white label and can be easily
adapted to accommodate the look and feel of other institutions.
However, the data generated in the app have to be made
available for the HCPs involved. This will most commonly
involve integration into the electronic medical records, which
is a process that costs both time and money. In the near future,
the Diabetes Box will be tested in a single-center, mixed
methods, sequential explanatory pilot study including
approximately 32 patients with T2D, with the primary aim to
assess its feasibility, acceptability, and usability. Secondary
objectives will be to evaluate its impact on the “time in range”
of glucose levels and perceived learning. Subsequently, in case
of promising results, the Diabetes Box will be tested for efficacy
in a larger, multicenter (including primary care) intervention
study.

Conclusions
We have developed a unique care pathway in close collaboration
with relevant stakeholders in order to ensure a good fit. The
combined effects of direct biofeedback on personal behavior,
structured and tailored education, and goal setting should
empower people with T2D to improve their self-management
and glycemic control. A pilot study is planned to assess
feasibility, acceptability, and usability in more detail.
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Abstract

Background: The clinical management of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) presents a significant challenge due to the constantly
evolving clinical practice guidelines and growing array of drug classes available. Evidence suggests that artificial intelligence
(AI)–enabled clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) have proven to be effective in assisting clinicians with informed
decision-making. Despite the merits of AI-driven CDSSs, a significant research gap exists concerning the early-stage implementation
and adoption of AI-enabled CDSSs in T2DM management.

Objective: This study aimed to explore the perspectives of clinicians on the use and impact of the AI-enabled Prescription
Advisory (APA) tool, developed using a multi-institution diabetes registry and implemented in specialist endocrinology clinics,
and the challenges to its adoption and application.

Methods: We conducted focus group discussions using a semistructured interview guide with purposively selected endocrinologists
from a tertiary hospital. The focus group discussions were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Data were thematically
analyzed.

Results: A total of 13 clinicians participated in 4 focus group discussions. Our findings suggest that the APA tool offered several
useful features to assist clinicians in effectively managing T2DM. Specifically, clinicians viewed the AI-generated medication
alterations as a good knowledge resource in supporting the clinician’s decision-making on drug modifications at the point of care,
particularly for patients with comorbidities. The complication risk prediction was seen as positively impacting patient care by
facilitating early doctor-patient communication and initiating prompt clinical responses. However, the interpretability of the risk
scores, concerns about overreliance and automation bias, and issues surrounding accountability and liability hindered the adoption
of the APA tool in clinical practice.

Conclusions: Although the APA tool holds great potential as a valuable resource for improving patient care, further efforts are
required to address clinicians’ concerns and improve the tool’s acceptance and applicability in relevant contexts.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50939)   doi:10.2196/50939
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Introduction

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic condition that affects millions of
people worldwide. In Singapore, the prevalence of diabetes is
estimated to surpass 400,000, with 1 out of 3 individuals at risk
of developing the condition [1]. Uncontrolled diabetes can lead
to various complications, such as neuropathy, retinopathy, and
nephropathy. Diabetes is primarily associated with
cardiovascular diseases, particularly ischemic heart disease and
myocardial infarction, which account for most of the mortality
cases in patients with diabetes [2,3].

Managing diabetes clinically poses a considerable challenge
due to its complex nature. The treatment of diabetes involves
achieving specific targets, such as optimal control of glycemia,
blood pressure, and lipid levels, primarily relying on laboratory
tests [4]. Regular review of test results and subsequent treatment
adjustments are important in minimizing the risk of long-term
complications and aligning with recommended targets [5].
However, the need to monitor multiple laboratory markers
during clinical consultations can impose a cognitive burden.
Furthermore, incomplete integration of critical patient data into
the electronic medical record (EMR) can lead to errors in disease
monitoring, compromising the quality of patient care [6].

Evidence suggests that clinical decision support systems
(CDSSs) can assist clinicians in effectively monitoring patient
data and making accurate and informed treatment decisions
[7-9]. Traditionally, CDSSs have relied on medical expertise
and clinical practice guidelines. However, keeping CDSS
content and knowledge up-to-date is increasingly challenging
due to the evolving nature of clinical practices [10]. The advent
of big data and machine learning has enabled the development
of artificial intelligence (AI)-powered CDSSs, capable of
diagnosing conditions, suggesting evidence-based treatment
options and aiding in care planning [11,12]. Research shows
that AI-powered CDSSs have improved the quality of diabetes
care and patient outcomes [12,13].

Despite the positive impacts of AI-driven CDSSs on health care,
fewer studies have examined human factors. In addition, several
critical issues surrounding AI-powered clinical tools have been
brought to attention, including concerns regarding the
transparency of underlying algorithms, accountability, data
privacy, and limited trust and applicability [10,14]. Although
these studies provide essential insights into implementing
AI-based CDSSs, a significant gap exists in research concerning
the early-stage implementation of an AI-enabled CDSS
specifically for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). Evaluating a
CDSS in the early stages of implementation is of utmost
importance to optimize its benefits and mitigate potential
drawbacks, as it offers vital information on use, acceptability,
and the challenges pertaining to human factors in real-world
clinical settings.

To support clinicians in making better treatment decisions in
T2DM management, the AI-enabled Prescription Advisory
(APA) tool was developed and integrated within the

endocrinology specialist clinics at the Diabetes & Metabolism
Centre in Singapore General Hospital. To ensure that the tool
is capable of scaling up and meeting the needs of its users, it is
crucial to assess its appropriateness within the clinical context.
Therefore, this study aims to explore the perspectives of
clinicians regarding the use and impact of the APA tool while
also identifying potential challenges associated with its adoption
and application.

Methods

Overview
This study adopted qualitative research methodology to assess
the usability of the tool. For rigor and transparency, we anchored
our study according to the COREQ (Consolidated Criteria for
Reporting Qualitative Research) checklist [15].

Development of an AI-Enabled Diabetes CDSS
The diabetes CDSS, also known as the APA tool, was developed
using data gathered from the Singapore Health Services Diabetes
Registry that comprised a total of 189,520 patients with diabetes.
This data set included 6,407,958 outpatient visits spanning over
5 years from 2013 to 2018 [16]. For model development, 80%
of the data set was used to build therapeutic recommendations,
while the remaining 20% was used to test and validate the
trained models. Three distinct therapeutic recommendation
models were formulated for antiglycemic, antihypertensive, and
lipid-lowering treatments. These models were created by
integrating both a knowledge-driven approach and a data-driven
approach. The knowledge-driven approach, initially drawing
inputs from clinical guidelines and expert opinions, was used
to identify potential therapeutic options. Subsequently, the
data-driven approach that used deep learning techniques was
used to select the identified therapeutic options based on
anticipated clinical outcomes. To assess the performance of
model’s prediction, short-term outcomes compared therapeutic
options between treatments that aligned with the model’s
recommendations and those that did not. Confounding factors
were also accounted along the way and adjusted by stratification
and multivariate regression. For evaluation of long-term
outcomes, the rates of model-concordant treatments were
computed by multivariate logistic regression to determine
whether the combined treatments exhibited a positive impact
on reducing the occurrence of long-term complications and
mortality.

Features of the AI-Enabled Diabetes CDSS
Presently, the APA tool has been integrated into the EMR
system at the Singapore General Hospital to provide tailored
treatment recommendations for achieving target glucose, blood
pressure, and cholesterol levels. It features 3 distinct AI
components designed to improve patient outcomes and support
clinical decision-making. The first component recommends
drug classes based on laboratory markers such as glycated
hemoglobin (HbA1c), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and
blood pressure measurements, aiding clinicians in selecting the
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most appropriate drug classes to achieve glycemic, low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol and blood pressure treatment targets.
The second component generates an AI score that indicates the
likelihood of reaching treatment targets when adopting a
suggested new drug therapy. The third component generates
AI-based diabetic complications risk predictions, providing

specific complication risks associated with suboptimal diabetes
treatment. All outputs generated by the AI model are
color-coded for enhanced visibility. Figure 1 provides a snapshot
of the APA tool’s outputs, illustrating how clinical results
extracted from a patient’s EMR are presented.

Figure 1. Outputs of APA tool. The APA tool features include laboratory markers related to diabetes care, medication prescribing recommendations,
color-coding to highlight changes, and diabetic complications risk prediction. AI: artificial intelligence; APA: AI-enabled Prescription Advisory; ARB:
angiotensin receptor blockers; BP: blood pressure; CCB: calcium channel blockers; eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate; T2DM: type 2 diabetes
mellitus.

Participants
Eligible participants were (1) clinicians trained in endocrinology,
(2) currently employed full-time by the institution, (3) completed
training in APA, and (4) used the APA for a minimum duration
of 4 weeks. We purposively selected participants according to
age, gender, and seniority level in the workplace to gain a range
of perspectives. Participants were approached via email, and
informed consent was obtained prior to enrollment into the
study.

Study Procedure
Prospective participants were purposefully selected and
approached by the research team to ensure their engagement in
the study. Consented participants took part in a comprehensive
group training session, encompassing the following key
components: (1) a comprehensive overview of the tool’s
development and validation process, (2) exploration of the
specific features and underlying knowledge rules that inform
the therapeutic recommendations, (3) familiarization with the
tool’s output (ie, therapeutic recommendations), and (4) an
interactive question and answer segment addressing general
inquiries. The entirety of the training session was conducted
over the course of 1 hour. Following the training, the participants

were granted immediate access to the APA tool during their
clinical consultations. It was emphasized that the participants
had the freedom to decide on the final treatments for their
patients with T2DM, regardless of the clinical recommendations
provided by the APA tool. Each participant was given a
minimum of 4 weeks of exposure to the tool in the clinic setting
before his or her involvement in this study. Following the
4-week period, the participants were invited to partake in a focus
group discussion (FGD).

Data Collection
A semistructured FGD guide was developed by drawing upon
relevant literature and leveraging the expert knowledge of the
study team [17,18]. FGD was chosen to foster a dynamic and
interactive environment that encouraged the exploration of
shared experiences and perspectives within the professional
context, thereby providing a comprehensive understanding of
the collective viewpoints users had on the APA tool. To attain
a variety of opinions, the participants were recruited according
to their seniority (registrars, associate consultants, consultants,
and senior consultants). FGDs were conducted exclusively
among participants holding equivalent hierarchical positions
within the workplace, with the specific intention of minimizing
the potential for power differentials and fostering open and
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candid dialogue. Key topics of interest included (1) participants’
firsthand experiences while using the APA tool, (2) perceptions
and evaluations of the various features, (3) impacts of the APA
tool on clinical practice, and (4) challenges related to the
adoption and application. The interview guide underwent
pilot-testing multiple iterations. Consented individuals were
then invited to participate in virtual FGD (2-6 participants per
session according to seniority) over Zoom (Zoom Video
Communications, Inc) by a facilitator (HG) trained in qualitative
research methodology. Reflections were recorded after each
FGD to capture and document valuable insights shared during
the discussions. The duration of the FGD ranged from 50
minutes to 75 minutes.

Data Analysis
Interviews were audio-recorded following verbal consent and
transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were checked for validity, and
any identified errors were corrected. Two coders (SY and HG)
reviewed the transcripts independently and thematically
analyzed the data using NVivo (version 12; Lumivero). We
used reflexive thematic analysis following each completed
interview [19], contributing to the ongoing refinement and
direction of the interview guide for subsequent interviews. The
coding categories evolved from initial open coding to more
analytical coding of the text, ultimately revealing a series of
interconnected themes and patterns. The analysis and interviews
continued until no new emerging themes were identified. In
case of discrepancies, iterative discussions involving study team
members were conducted to resolve any differences and ensure
consistency in the analysis process.

Recognizing the inherent influence of the coders’ subjective
perspectives in the research process, the study team prioritized
strategies aimed at effectively managing these preconceptions
and upholding the integrity and credibility of the analysis.
Specifically, we implemented the following measures: (1) the
establishment of an elaborate coding protocol, meticulously
designed to promote consistency and minimize potential
subjective interpretations and (2) regular engagement in

peer-debriefing sessions and member checking to validate the
interpretations and enhance the credibility and confirmability
of our findings.

Ethical Considerations
Ethics approval was obtained from SingHealth Centralized
institutional review board (2022/2329). Prior to the FGD, a
proficient research coordinator (HG) engaged with each
participant individually to meticulously review the participant
information sheet and consent form. Particular emphasis was
placed on elucidating the study’s objectives, along with an
extensive exploration of potential foreseeable risks and benefits.
Upon satisfactory comprehension, the participants were invited
to provide their informed consent by endorsing the
documentation. Furthermore, they were duly informed that all
collected data would undergo a stringent deidentification process
to preserve anonymity. To uphold transparency and equity in
the compensation process, the participants were explicitly
notified beforehand that no form of compensation would be
provided for their involvement in this study. It was reiterated
that participation in the study was entirely voluntary.

Results

Characteristics of Participants
In total, 18 clinicians were contacted, and 13 responded
positively to the invitation and participated in the FGDs. The
remaining 5 clinicians declined to participate, citing time
constraints and lack of interest as the reasons. The FGDs were
conducted based on participants’ seniority at work. Most
participants were male (n=8, 61%) and aged between 31 and
50 years (n=12, 92%). The participants held various designations
in their respective roles, including resident (n=3, 23%), associate
consultant (n=1, 8%), consultant (n=5, 38%), and senior
consultant (n=4, 31%). Notably, more than three-quarters (n=10,
77%) of the participants had no prior experience with AI-enabled
CDSSs. Detailed characteristics of the study participants are
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of participants (N=13).

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

Age (years)

6 (46)31-40

6 (46)41-50

1 (8)Older than 50 years

Sex

5 (38)Female

8 (61)Male

Seniority at work

3 (23)Resident

1 (8)Associate consultant

5 (38)Consultant

4 (31)Senior consultant

Prior experience with AIa-enabled CDSSsb

3 (23)Yes

10 (77)No

aAI: artificial intelligence.
bCDSS: clinical decision support system.

Our analysis yielded 2 themes and 9 subthemes that represented
the participants’ perspectives concerning the use and impact of
the APA tool on patient care and clinical practice and the

challenges to adoption and application of the APA tool.
Descriptions of themes and subthemes are presented in Textbox
1.

Textbox 1. Main themes and subthemes.

Use and impact of the AI–enabled Prescription Advisory (APA) tool on patient care and clinical practice

• Supporting decision-making for patients with comorbidities (artificial intelligence [AI]–powered drug class recommendations)

• Facilitating doctor-patient communication (diabetic complications risk predictions)

• Enhancing clinical confidence through cross-checking (color-coded AI-generated recommendations)

• Serving as a gatekeeper against medical negligence

Challenges concerning adoption and application of the APA tool

• Interpretability issues due to the lack of standardized guidelines on AI risk predictions

• Mistrust in the system driven by perceived lack of transparency around system development and information sourcing

• Limited applicability in a specialist setting given extensive expertise and patient care accountability of endocrinologists

• Concerns about potential harm in light of occasional contradictions between the APA tool recommendation and a clinician’s professional judgment

• Frustration with technical issues associated with the tool implementation

Use and Impact of APA Tool on Patient Care and
Clinical Practice
When asked about their experience with the APA tool, most
participants expressed a positive impact, highlighting its
potential to guide clinical decision-making as a key benefit.
Specifically, the participants appreciated the AI algorithm’s
ability to provide drug class recommendations based on patients’
laboratory markers. Notably, the tool not only simplified chronic
disease management but also assisted in identifying instances
of suboptimal disease control that might have otherwise gone

unnoticed during consultations. This streamlined approach
proved invaluable in guiding clinicians toward effectively
managing comorbidities and reducing the risk of long-term
complications in patients with diabetes.

I think the most valuable part for me is the lipid
control feature. Sometimes when engrossed in
discussing patients' diabetes treatment plans, which
is anyway their primary reasons for seeking
consultation, I may overlook the assessment of their
LDL-c levels. With the APA tool, a quick glance
provides a clear indication of whether they are on
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target or not. There isn't much extra clinical
information that is required by the tool, so I am able
to rely on the medication recommendations to
appropriately adjust the medication for
hyperlipidemia. [FGD 2, senior consultant]

Furthermore, some participants saw the AI-generated
complication risk predictions as a helpful resource in
“convincing patients to adhere to certain treatments or treatment
plans.” By presenting visible evidence regarding the potential
risks linked to noncompliance or inadequate treatment, the tool
showed considerable potential in facilitating doctor-patient
communication based on risk prediction.

The complications risk prediction feature stands out
as particularly beneficial to me. For example, it
provides an alert regarding the risk of hypoglycemia.
When the risk level is classified as moderate or high,
this information helped me better persuade patients
to consider specific treatments or to improve their
compliance with the recommended approach. [FGD
2, senior consultant]

Some participants pointed out the lack of quantitative
representation for the AI-generated complication risk prediction
scores. They proposed an interactive time series graph that
would visually illustrate the fluctuations in risk scores over time
following the adoption of the tool’s recommendations.
Participants believed that integrating visual aids would enhance
patients’ understanding of their current risk levels associated
with complications and promote the benefits of adhering to
treatment plans.

The ability to visually present individual risk in a
quantitative way through graphical or pictorial means
and illustrate the potential changes that may occur
after adopting the systems' recommendations would
improve information delivery. I personally believe
that patients are more inclined to accept the
recommendations when they see their risk in a
pictorial or a graphical format. [FGD 1, associate
consultant]

The color-coded AI-generated recommendations served as an
additional point of reference during consultations, particularly
when discrepancies emerged between the tool’s
recommendations and the clinician’s own knowledge. This
feature not only fostered critical thinking but also prompted
clinicians to consider additional clinical histories that might
have been overlooked initially. Overall, clinicians reported an
enhanced level of confidence in their clinical decisions, thereby
“improving the quality of patient care.”

So, the tool helps to reinforce my decision-making.
The color-coded recommendations provide a clear
visual indication, prompting me to address any
discrepancies that may arise between the tool's
suggestions and my own clinical plan. In this case, I
delve into additional clinical histories that the tool
does not have access to and elucidate the rationale
behind my decisions. This process enhances my
confidence and guides better decision-making during

the clinical visit, which can improve the quality of
patient care. [FGD 1, consultant]

By and large, the participants perceived the APA tool as a
mechanism to prevent the risk of negligence, especially in
fast-paced clinical environments. Acting as a “gatekeeper for
patient safety,” the APA tool effectively identified and flagged
abnormal results, mitigating the risk of overlooking important
tasks. The tool was regarded as a valuable partner in pursuit of
delivering high-quality and safe care to patients.

I like the idea of the tool as a gatekeeper for patient
safety. Making sure doctors don't forget things,
reminding us to check and act on abnormal results.
I think that is useful for busy clinics. [FGD 1,
associate consultant]

Challenges to the Adoption and Application of APA
Tool
Although participants generally acknowledged the beneficial
effects of the APA tool on quality patient care and clinical
practice, they equally expressed reservations about incorporating
and using the tool in their own clinical settings. One major
concern centered around the interpretability of the automatically
generated AI score when new drugs were recommended. While
participants appreciated the availability of the scoring system
to inform the likelihood of achieving treatment targets based
on the recommendations, they remained unsure about the
interpretability of the AI score.

I think it is quite interesting that the system is able to
provide different percentages of achieving optimum
blood pressure when different combinations of new
drugs are used. However, my question is if plan A
gives a score of 48 while plan B gives a score of 45,
are these recommendations still clinically relevant?
I mean, of course, the situation is more direct in cases
with scores such as 98 and 88, then it will make more
sense to pick the plan with 98% of likelihood. [FGD
1, consultant]

A sense of mistrust in the APA system emerged, which appeared
to stem from the unfamiliarity surrounding AI-based
recommendations and concerns regarding transparency of the
information sourcing and system development. Some
participants openly expressed their hesitancy in adopting the
APA tool due to the absence of essential clinical data. Without
access to this information, they were not confident enough to
use the tool.

When it [APA] was launched, a lot of us were not
very sure how it was developed. I think part of the
reason why we did not use it very much is also
because we are not so familiar with how this system
came about, what kind of information was used, and
where the information came from. Is it also possible
that critical information was not captured in the
system? I can't trust totally, and [I am] not confident
with what I'm seeing at the moment. [FGD 3, senior
consultant]

However, participants expressed openness to embrace the tool
if they were presented with additional information. They
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emphasized the importance of transparent communication
regarding the evidence supporting the system and the sources
of information used. By gaining a clearer understanding of the
logic and rules behind the recommendations, they would be
more inclined to use the tool in their clinical practice.

[T]hat being said, if more information or transparent
communication is given to us, I might be more
inclined to use it in clinics. As I know the logic and
rules behind these recommendations and where they
are sourced from. [FGD 3, senior consultant]

While a minority, some clinicians exhibited strong confidence
in their own clinical judgment and thus did not see the necessity
to rely on the APA tool. They felt that their experience and
specialist training surpassed the assistance provided by the
AI-driven system. In addition, they highlighted the potential
ramifications of relying on CDSS recommendations,
emphasizing that the responsibility for patient outcomes
ultimately rested with the clinician. Consequently, this attitude
led to a reluctance to use the tool, particularly among those who
believed that they possessed the requisite expertise to make
well-informed decisions in patient care.

I would say that I'm as good or even better than the
system. I don't feel the need to rely on it; I'll just do
what I do. We are all trained endocrinologists, so we
trust our judgment because that has been our bread
and butter for many years. At the end of the day, we
bear the responsibility for our patients, so you know,
if the algorithm makes a sound decision, but
something unfortunate ever happens to the patient,
then it's still our own accountability on the line. [FGD
1, consultant]

These clinicians suggested the potential for the APA tool to
bring benefits to the wider primary care community, particularly
those who may be “less familiar with endocrinology clinical
practices.” They believed that the tool could assist general
practitioners in effectively managing patients with complex
cases and improve patient engagement.

These recommendations would be more valuable in
a primary healthcare setting, where doctors may not
have extensive knowledge of clinical practices related
to novel glucose-lowering medications and insulin
titration, especially in complex cases. I think
implementing the AP tool in such settings would
greatly help doctors in improving patient engagement
and care. [FGD 1, consultant]

Another important theme was related to the potential harm of
the APA tool’s drug recommendations on patients. Participants
noted that the recommendation occasionally contradicted their
own professional judgment. They cautioned against solely
relying on algorithmic recommendations for clinical
decision-making.

Some of the recommendations go against your clinical
judgement. For example, I have two patients and the
AI recommendation was to add a beta blocker to
someone who doesn't have ischemic heart disease as
a second line agent. That's just not something that we

would normally do. So have to exercise caution too!
[FGD 1, consultant]

Finally, the participants expressed their frustration with the
technical issues associated with the integration of the APA tool
into the EMR system. The slow loading of clinical notes resulted
in delayed clinical consultations, which added unnecessary
mental burdens for some participants. Moreover, there were
instances in which the clinical notes failed to load entirely,
thereby affecting the quality of patient care.

One significant issue we encounter after implementing
the CDSS is the considerable lag in loading clinical
notes. It takes a few minutes to retrieve the clinical
notes. So, by that time, I'm typically already engaged
in a conversation with the patient, and we may even
come up with a plan without the notes being available.
In some instances, I can't even see the clinical notes
at all. [FDG 4, registrar]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This qualitative study explored clinicians’ perspectives on the
use and impact of the APA tool, as well as challenges to its
adoption and application in clinical practice. In terms of use,
the APA tool offers several useful features to assist clinicians
in effectively managing diabetes. As shown in the literature,
patients with T2DM frequently experience multiple
comorbidities, which may add complexity to pharmacotherapy
management and increase the mental burden of prescribing
practices [20]. Our findings suggest that the AI algorithms for
drug alteration embedded in the APA tool were generally viewed
as a good knowledge resource in supporting the clinician’s
decision-making on drug modifications at the point of care,
particularly for patients with T2DM with comorbidities.

Complications arising from diabetes pose a significant burden
on the public health care system [21,22]. In light of this, an
important feature developed in the APA tool was the diabetic
complications risk prediction that provides information on the
likelihood of developing the 6 most common diabetic
complications in patients with T2DM [23,24]. We found that
participants viewed the risk prediction as having a positive
impact on patient care by facilitating early doctor-patient
communication and initiating prompt clinical responses to delay
the progression of complications associated with diabetes. This
finding is similar to that of other research that AI-enabled
CDSSs had a positive impact on patient-provider encounters
and shared decision-making [25,26]. Therefore, appropriate use
of risk prediction could enable clinicians to take early proactive
measures to reduce the risk of developing diabetic
complications, ultimately reducing the health care costs
associated with diabetes [27,28].

Despite the perceived merits of AI-generated risk scores, the
absence of clear frameworks (or the scientific basis from which
recommendations were derived) limited the interpretability and
usability of the risk scores and subsequent follow-up actions.
This has been similarly identified in the literature as a key
hindrance to clinical adoption [29,30]. As knowledge is
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deciphered differently based on personal experience and beliefs,
the interpretation of scores could be dependent on the subjective
attitudes of clinicians in decision-making [31]. Indeed, recent
research indicates that the varying levels of knowledge and
self-reported behavior among clinicians affect their approach
in clinical practice, leading to potential noncompliance with the
system recommendations [13]. Furthermore, as shown in our
study, some clinicians chose to abstain from using the APA tool
entirely because of their lack of trust in the quality of model
inputs and parameters, as well as their concerns regarding the
logic behind the AI outputs, often referred to as the “black box”
situation [32,33]. To ensure a successful expansion of the APA
tool within the clinical ecosystem, more effort should be directed
to obtain a better comprehension of clinicians regarding the AI
technology’s capabilities and the use of explainable frameworks
to enhance transparency and clinician engagement [34-36].

As with the literature, clinicians in our study cautioned against
being overly reliant on the APA tool, as occasional erroneous
recommendations generated by the systems might prompt users
to override a correct decision they have already made [26,37].
When users are subjected to automation bias, a tendency to
overaccept system recommendations as a heuristic replacement
of vigilant information processing [38] and medical errors ensue
from following incorrect recommendations. Not only does it
predispose patients to even greater harm, but it also diminishes
the intention of using AI-enabled CDSSs [39]. Our results
underscore the importance of collaborative intelligence, where
users and AI work synergistically to enhance patient care. The
human-in-the-loop concept suggests that while human oversight
is active, overdependence on AI-enabled CDSSs is equally
harmful. The optimal approach involves granting clinicians full
control over the decision-making process while using AI to
offer recommendations and inputs [40]. Clinical decisions,
therefore, cannot be made without active involvement from
clinicians to serve as gatekeepers, prevent negligence, and
ensure patient safety. The seemingly conflicting
recommendations identified in this study should be viewed as
a catalyst that prompts critical thinking, and more effort should
be made to confront meaningful disagreements. Also,
encouraging clinicians to check on discrepancies may enhance
their confidence in decision-making [41].

Finally, a significant obstacle that hindered the adoption of APA
tool pertains to concerns surrounding accountability and liability,
which is in line with the literature [36,42]. While ethical
considerations regarding the use of AI persist, establishing
well-defined clinical standards and codes of conduct for
adopting APA tools can foster a culture of shared responsibility,
moving away from a single form of attribution of responsibility.
In addition, instead of focusing on assigning blame, it would
be more constructive to acknowledge and commend clinicians’
efforts in integrating the outputs of AI-enabled CDSSs into their
decision-making process, as long as the adoption of
recommendations adheres to clinical standards, legal obligations,
and ethical principles. This approach would motivate clinicians
to embrace the most advanced medical technologies available
in clinical practice, even if it means having to make a judgment
call.

Collectively, the findings underscore the promising impact of
adopting the APA tool within clinical settings and its potential
to usher in notable enhancements in health policy. While the
rapid integration of AI-based CDSSs in health care has presented
promising potential for improved patient outcomes and
streamlined clinical workflows, the persistent liability concerns
among clinicians have created a barrier to the widespread
adoption of these advanced technologies. With clinicians
ultimately bearing the responsibility for any medical negligence,
even after consulting with AI-enabled CDSS recommendations,
there arises an urgent need for a comprehensive medicolegal
framework. Such a framework must emphasize the allocation
of liability among users, while also ensuring transparency in
the decision-making processes of these AI tools [43]. For
instance, the policy should delineate clear protocols for the
documentation of AI-based recommendations, ensuring that the
decision-making process is well-documented and easily
accessible for medicolegal reviews. In addition, it is crucial to
establish standardized protocols for the continuous evaluation
and improvement of AI algorithms to minimize the risk of errors
and improve the accuracy of recommendations. Creating an
environment that fosters trust in AI technologies through a
robust medicolegal framework will ultimately encourage
clinicians to embrace these tools, leading to enhanced health
care delivery and patient outcomes.

Limitations
This study provides valuable insights into the benefits and
adoption challenges of an AI-based CDSS in its early stage of
implementation. This study has some limitations. The study
participants were limited to endocrinologists in a tertiary
hospital; therefore, the generalizability of the findings to other
health care settings may be limited. The sample size of the study
is small, which may hinder the generation of comprehensive
insights that better represent the broader context. As adoption
of AI technology in clinical settings is still in its early stage,
assembling a large cohort of clinicians for an in-depth analysis
of AI-enabled CDSS implementation can be challenging due
to the limited number of early adopters. Nevertheless, our
findings shed light on the initial experiences and perceptions
of a key group of clinicians, offering a foundation for future
research and more extensive investigations. Our study’s sample
size also aligns with the systematic review, which found that
empirical studies, especially those with homogenous populations
and narrowly defined objectives, typically achieve data
saturation with 9-17 interviews [44]. Further research is needed
to explore the use and impact of the APA tool in different
clinical settings, such as primary care. As suggested by our
participants, the use of the APA tool can be particularly
beneficial to general practitioners who are responsible for
managing a wide range of conditions and require access to a
breadth of knowledge base across various specialty areas.
Despite early findings on the APA tool’s use and adoption
challenges, its long-term impacts on clinical and economic
outcomes remain unknown. A subsequent larger evaluation is
warranted to compare the APA tool with a standard of care.
Finally, we did not explore the perspectives of patients with
diabetes as the important end users of the APA tool.
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Incorporating their perspectives may have contributed to a richer
understanding.

Conclusions
AI-enabled CDSSs, such as the APA tool, has the potential to
enhance clinical practice and patient care. Clinicians found
certain features such as AI algorithms on medication adjustment
and complication risk predictions useful in managing patients

with T2DM with comorbidities and facilitating doctor-patient
communication. However, interpretability of the risk scores,
concerns about overreliance and automation bias, and issues
surrounding accountability and liability were commonly cited
as challenges inhibiting the adoption and application of the APA
tool in endocrinology clinical settings. Further work is required
to address these concerns effectively to enhance the tool’s
acceptance and applicability in relevant contexts.
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Abstract

Background: Digitally assisted health care services and technologies are gaining popularity. They assist patients in managing
their conditions, thereby reducing the burden on health care staff. Digital health care enables individuals to receive care that is
more tailored to their needs and preferences. When implemented properly, it can promote equity by considering each person’s
opportunities and limitations in the context of health care needs, preferences, values, and capabilities.

Objective: This study aims to understand the needs, values, and preferences of individuals with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) who are provided with a 24/7 digital health care service. Furthermore, we aim to understand the dynamics of
the communities to which they belong and how these communities intersect. This will provide us with the essential knowledge
to establish new methods of providing education, including the development of educational activities for health professionals to
engage, train, and empower people living with COPD.

Methods: The study included 7 informants diagnosed with COPD who received 24/7 digital health care service support from
a regional project in Region Zealand, Denmark. The informants were visited 4 times during 2 months, including a “Hello” visit,
a day with a semistructured interview, and 2 days with field observations. The informants participated in a semistructured interview,
following participant observation and an ethnographic approach. The interview content was analyzed using an inductive
methodology to categorize the empirical data.

Results: Using the inductive approach, we identified 3 main categories related to the informants’ needs, values, and preferences:
(1) Health, (2) Value Creation, and (3) Resources. These 3 main categories were based on 9 subcategories: (1) health and barriers,
(2) self-monitoring, (3) medication, (4) behavior, (5) motivation, (6) hobbies, (7) social networks, (8) health professionals, and
(9) technology. These findings revealed that the informants placed value on maintaining their daily activities and preserving their
sense of identity before the onset of COPD. Furthermore, they expressed a desire not to be defined by their COPD, as conversations
about COPD often shifted away from the topic.

Conclusions: Digital health solutions and the health care professionals who offer them should prioritize the individuals they
serve, considering their needs, values, and preferences rather than solely focusing on the medical condition. This approach ensures
the highest level of daily living and empowerment for those living with long-term health conditions. The communities surrounding
individuals must engage in constant interaction and collaboration. They should work together to incorporate people’s needs,
values, and preferences into future digital health services, thereby promoting empowerment and self-management. New educational
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programs aimed at developing the digital health service competencies of registered nurses should facilitate collaboration between
the 2 communities. This collaboration is essential for supporting patients with long-term health conditions in their daily activities.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53131)   doi:10.2196/53131

KEYWORDS

people with long-term health condition; patient education; COPD; digital health; ethnography; inductive; ethnographic; chronic;
lung; lungs; pulmonary; respiratory; self-management; interview; interviews; qualitative; experience; experiences; attitude;
attitudes; opinion; perception; perceptions; perspective; perspectives; acceptance

Introduction

Background
In recent years, a transformation has been occurring with the
increased use of digitally assisted health care services and
technologies. These advancements aim to reduce the burden on
the health care work force by enabling patients to better manage
their own conditions [1]. Digitally based health care offers an
opportunity for personalized and tailored health care services
that better meet the needs of individual patients. Digitalization
can also help reduce inequities if introduced thoughtfully, with
an awareness of both the opportunities and barriers for
individuals, considering their health care needs, preferences,
values, and capabilities [1].

When health care professionals have the appropriate knowledge
about these factors and are trained to address them, it can
facilitate meaningful conversations and better connections with
those they serve. This, in turn, can increase patient motivation
and ease their access to digital services [2,3]. This necessitates
educational programs for health professionals that focus on
understanding their patient’s needs and values, capability,
person-centered services, self-management, and communities
surrounding the patient. These programs should be based on
evidence from empirical data obtained through interviews and
observations of individuals with firsthand experience using
digitally enabled health care services [4].

Digital Health Care and Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a leading
cause of death, responsible for over 3 million deaths worldwide
in 2019 [5]. In Denmark, 3355 individuals died from COPD in
2020, making it the second most common cause of death in the
nation [6]. As a result of the progressive loss of pulmonary
function, people with COPD experience impairments in their
daily activities. These impairments can inhibit mobility, leading
to a sedentary lifestyle [7]. The Global Initiative for Chronic
Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD), established in 1998, has
developed a set of recommendations for managing COPD.
Evidence shows that self-management improves outcomes for
patients with COPD and reduces the likelihood of hospitalization
[8,9]. The recommendations by GOLD also address how
increased self-management can help motivate and engage
people, leading to positive adaptations in their health behaviors.

Digital health monitoring is one of the most widely used tools
for self-management of COPD and other long-term health
conditions (LTHCs) and appears to reduce the risk of both
hospitalization and acute visits [10]. In 2015, a randomized

controlled study was conducted with 100 people with COPD,
with 48 randomly selected for home monitoring and 52 for usual
care. The study found that people with COPD who used a home
monitoring kit for 6 months had improved health-related quality
of life and reduced anxiety scores compared with people who
received usual care. The study also showed that people with
home monitoring kits had fewer and shorter hospitalizations
than those receiving usual care [11]. Furthermore, people with
COPD who participate in telemedicine-based interventions feel
safer, more empowered, and more in control of their own disease
[11].

People with LTHCs who possess an enhanced ability to manage
their condition themselves and experience a higher level of
empowerment tend to have a reduced risk for hospitalization
[12]. A likely explanation for this can be found in a qualitative
study from 2017, which identified 3 main themes for individuals
participating in a telemedicine intervention: (1) a sense of
improved security and control; (2) a better understanding of
their disease; and (3) the benefits of virtual conversations [13].
However, these studies do not take place within person-centered
digital health communities and do not address the significance
of the participants’ sociodemographic characteristics. Evidence
of sociodemographic characteristics is important, as research
indicates that resourceful individuals benefit more from available
health care, and those with an interest in technology may derive
greater benefits from digital health solutions [14]. In addition,
the prevalence of COPD and other chronic conditions, such as
ischemic heart disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus, is higher
in areas with populations characterized by lower
sociodemographic status than in the average population [15,16].
This may contribute to the risk of inequity, as lower
sociodemographic status often correlates with both lower levels
of education and lower digital health literacy [15,17].

Educational Programs for the Digital Transformation
Another problem often overlooked concerning disadvantaged
individuals living with 1 or more LTHCs is their reluctance to
attend traditional educational services structured around
scholastic planning. To reduce inequity, there is a need to
develop new approaches to include this segment of the
population, utilizing educational methods that are not scholastic
or built on classical teaching methods such as classroom-based
education. In response to this need, we have initiated a project
where, based on an ethnographic approach involving interviews,
observations, and the cocreation of educational materials, we
will develop a new methodology inspired by social learning
theory [18,19]. To provide guidance for the development of
new educational programs and curricula tailored for digital
transformation, we have examined, on an individual level, the
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preferences, values, and needs of people with COPD in the
context of unrestricted access to a person-centered, digitally
enabled health service available 24/7. Informed by social
learning theories, we have also explored the existence of
communities these individuals are part of in relation to their
everyday lives and their ability to identify potential sources of
support.

The purpose of this study is to gather essential information about
individuals living with COPD within the context of accessing
support from a regular 24/7 digital health care service and the
dynamics of the communities to which they belong. This
information will empower us to design new methods for
providing education, including the development of educational
activities for health professionals. These activities will enable
professionals to effectively engage, train, and empower people
with COPD.

This has led us to the following research questions:

• Research question 1: What matters for people with COPD
with respect to their needs, values, and preferences in the
context of using a 24/7 digital health service?

• Research question 2: What is the role of the health care and
social networks, respectively, and how are these a potential
part of communities formed around the patient’s health
condition?

Methods

Design
This report is a part of a larger PhD project and constitutes the
first of 4 articles. The overarching aim of this work is to obtain
insights into the lives of people with COPD, supported by a
24/7 digital health service, and to use this information to develop
a patient-case–based curriculum to educate health professionals
on effectively engaging, enabling, and empowering individuals
living with COPD.

The first study reported here was conducted from August 1,
2020, to January 31, 2021. This period coincided with the
COVID-19 pandemic in Denmark before vaccinations were
introduced to protect against severe cases. The study is
qualitative in nature, inspired by ethnographic research methods,
and includes semistructured interviews and field observations
[20]. The field study involved visiting the homes of people with
COPD 4 times over 2 months. The visits included a preliminary
“Hello” visit, a day dedicated to a semistructured interview,
and 2 days focused on field observations. This article focuses
on the data and results gathered during the second visit, which
involved conducting the semistructured interview.

Context
The digital health service utilized in this study is provided by
an innovation project in Region Zealand, Denmark, called
PreCare. This project is built on the Epital Care Model (ECM)
[21,22]. The ECM, developed in 2016, offers a 24/7 digital
health care service where individuals with LTHCs monitor their
own health with the assistance of nurses from a response and
coordination center (RCC). The ECM consists of 6 stages:
citizens with unknown LTHCs, active and independent living,

virtual assisted living, virtual assisted living with support from
health care professionals, outpatient care at home, and admission
to a local health clinic or hospital. It serves as a template for
digital health services based on patients’ medical needs [22].

In total, approximately 400 participants with COPD or ischemic
heart disease were enrolled in the PreCare project over a 4-year
period. At any given time, there are approximately 150
participants. Each participant was provided with a tele-home
monitoring kit, which included a tablet. Additionally, for
participants with COPD, the kit included a spirometer, a
thermometer, a pulse oximeter, and a box containing acute
medicine. The participants were supported by an RCC, which
was staffed with registered nurses (RNs) and an eDoctor.
According to the project protocol, participants monitored their
condition daily. They could always call the RCC to discuss their
condition, and the RCC regularly initiated contact to ensure
participants felt safe and confident. During these conversations,
self-management was also supported (C Schmidt, MSc, personal
communication, 2020). In the event of deterioration, the tablet
would indicate a yellow or red code and send a message to the
RCC. The nurses would then respond to the code and call the
participant to follow-up on the reported condition. If needed,
participants can take medicine from the box to treat
exacerbations. In cases of further need, the nurses would contact
the eDoctor [23].

Informants
The PreCare project initially provided a list of 15 participants
diagnosed with COPD, each with varying degrees of severity,
all of whom expressed interest in participating in the research
related to the PreCare project. Subsequently, over a 4-month
period, 10 of these participants were contacted by phone,
selected from the top of the list. After receiving oral information
about the project, 8 of these agreed to participate. However, 2
participants were not interested and the remaining 5 were not
contacted as the recruitment period had exceeded. Furthermore,
1 potential informant expressed disinterest in participating after
the initial meeting. The selected number of informants was
determined by the limitations of the study design. The
informants were invited in 3 separate periods: 3 informants were
invited from August to September for the first period, 2
informants were invited from October to November for the
second period, and 2 more were invited from December to
January for the third period. In total, 7 informants were recruited.
After obtaining oral consent via phone, further information was
sent by email to 3 informants, while the other 4 did not require
this. After 1 week, all 7 informants were contacted again by
phone to schedule the first in-person meeting, which took place
within 1-2 weeks. This study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria
followed the PreCare protocol [23].

Data Collection
To establish an emotional and trustworthy relationship with the
informants, we scheduled a visit to their homes (the initial visit).
This approach aimed to strengthen the connection between the
researcher and the informants, fostering an informal and friendly
atmosphere during the interview. To conduct the semistructured
interview, we used an interview guide inspired by Spradley’s
[20] ethnographic interview techniques. The interview was
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conducted in a friendly and casual approach, allowing the
informants to share their experiences and discuss their everyday
lives with a chronic condition as they deemed appropriate
[20,24]. All interviews were conducted in the informants’homes
and were audio-recorded with their consent. As a result of the
informants’ background, the interviews were conducted in
Danish, and only quotes were later translated into English by
the first author (CWS). All informants participated in the
interviews; 1 participant had his spouse present during the
interview.

Interview Guide
The interview guide was developed based on sociotechnical
ecosystem thinking, our concept of technology readiness, and
an attempt to identify how individuals belong to 1 or more
communities, inspired by social learning theory (Multimedia
Appendix 1) [25-28]. We conducted the interview with an
open-minded approach, including “how” questions, to enable
the informants to respond as they found suitable. The interview
guide was structured around 6 thematic areas: daily activities,
health, measurements, communities, RCC and PreCare, and
literacies and digital literacies. For each of the thematic areas,
we included 1 main question and underlying questions to sustain
the conversation throughout the interview. For example, the
theme “daily activities” included the main question: “Can you
tell me how a typical day is for you?” In the theme “health,”
the main question was “Can you tell me how COPD has affected
your life?.” The 6 themes were defined by the authors and were
written in Danish.

Data Analysis
The interviews were conducted, transcribed, and analyzed by
the author CWS. The transcripts were analyzed using content

analysis, a method for systematically and objectively describing
and quantifying phenomena. An inductive approach was used,
beginning with open coding to create categories, followed by
abstraction to generate main categories [29]. A 3-step content
analysis was used to identify the main categories.

Analysis of Interviews
Each interview was transcribed and carefully reviewed to
understand the context of the data. Subsequently, the transcripts
were uploaded and coded using NVivo 12 (QSR International)
[30] by CWS. Over 700 codes were identified and categorized
into 66 subcategories. These subcategories were then merged
to create an affinity diagram initially using paper and later
repeated using NVivo. This process resulted in 9 categories,
each containing 4-12 subcategories, respectively. The category
“Self-Monitoring” had the fewest subcategories, while “Health
Professionals and Social Network” had the most subcategories.
The 9 categories were analyzed by CWS and the last author
(LK) to synthesize the data into 3 main categories. CWS, who
holds an MSc degree in health informatics and has been
educated in qualitative methods, collaborated with LK, a
professor in health service research with experience in both
qualitative and quantitative analyses, for this process.

The 3 main categories identified were health, value creation,
and resources (Textbox 1 and Multimedia Appendix 2). The
category of health consisted of 3 subcategories: health and
barriers, medication, and measurements. The category of value
creation was formed from hobbies, behavior, and motivation.
The category of resources was merged from 3 subcategories:
social networks, health professionals, and technology. In our
analysis, we paid particular attention to what matters to people
with COPD, supported by the theories upon which the interview
guide was built.

Textbox 1. Overview of the 3 main categories and subcategories.

1. Health

• Health and barriers

• Self-monitoring

• Medication

2. Value Creation

• Behavior

• Motivations

• Hobbies

3. Resources

• Social network

• Health professionals

• Technology

Ethical Consideration
Information regarding the study, partnerships, and data handling
complies with the Helsinki Declaration and was communicated
to the informants in both written and oral forms. They were

informed that their participation was voluntary and anonymous
and that they could revoke their consent at any time.
Furthermore, they were assured that their involvement would
not prevent them from participating in the PreCare project. All
consent was obtained before the interview, through the signing
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of a consent form. The Danish National Center for Ethics was
not required to approve the study as no biological material was
used. Any data obtained from the informants were treated as
personal health information and handled in accordance with
Danish legislation (General Data Protection Regulation [GDPR])
and securely stored on drives. Health science questionnaire
surveys and interview studies that do not involve human
biological material [section 14(2) of the Danish Act on
Committees] do not require reporting or approval from the
Danish National Centre for Ethics [31].

Results

Characteristics of the Informants
A total of 4 men and 3 women participated in the interviews
(age range 52-81 years). Two informants lived with their
spouses. Despite having had COPD for an average of more than
2 years, the severity of each participant’s COPD varied. Some
participants continued to smoke daily despite being aware of
the health risks. One male participant was unable to provide
information to categorize his level of education, 2 had only
completed elementary school, while 4 had completed higher
education. There was no evidence of their usage of technology,
such as websites and participation in online communities, in
relation to their medical concerns. All informants had been
included in the PreCare Project for more than 6 months.

The Three Main Categories
The main categories and subcategories identified in the content
analysis provide insight into and offer a comprehensive
understanding of the daily life situations and experiences of the
informants living with COPD. Upon reviewing these categories,
attention is drawn to both the specific consequences of a COPD
diagnosis and how practical hurdles and activity levels are
affected in the daily lives of the informants. These impacts are
described in the interviews as limitations on activities the
informants were accustomed to participating in, as well as a
determination to carry out specific household duties despite a
decreased energy level. The duality between “restrictions” and
“experimental salvage” is evident in the category of activity but
is also observed when interviews approach questions such as
self-monitoring. Here, they take on different meanings, tasked
with reclaiming self-discipline and control on one hand, while
also being concerned that daily measurements can serve as a
reminder of one’s limitations, akin to “being reminded of having
a chronic disease.” Thus, through the interviews, it becomes
apparent how the informants encounter difficulties and
impediments in carrying out daily tasks due to their condition.
In everyday life, this translates to tasks that were once feasible
but now being difficult or impossible to complete. The
distinction between “then” and “now” is frequently referenced,
highlighting the contrast between the condition “before I got
COPD” and “the situation as a chronic.”

Health

Health and Barriers
This category describes the experience of living with COPD,
detailing how it has impacted daily life and outlining the

physical and mental barriers experienced throughout the day or
in general.

The informants did not express interest in delving deeper into
their everyday lives with COPD. Instead, they prioritized
discussing other aspects of their daily life or past experiences.
They responded quickly to questions about COPD and then
redirected the conversation toward other topics. This deliberate
redirection indicated their reluctance to discuss their chronic
illness.

Interviewer: ...Can you tell us how your diagnosis
has affected your life?

M3: So, I’m crushed. One positive thing is that I had
to sell my motorcycle and all my stuffs, I used to
gather a lot. We had a 400 kvm house with basement
and ceiling, which was filled with enamel sign, books,
magazines, tech cars and bicycles...

The informant swiftly and effectively shifts his focus away from
negative thoughts about COPD’s interference and begins
discussing his previous interest in used objects. He demonstrates
a clear desire not to dwell on the negative aspects of his
existence, opting instead to redirect the conversation toward
something positive and reminiscent of happier times.

The limitations imposed by COPD forced the informants to
forego certain daily activities, some of which could have
contributed to an improved quality of life. The frequent
shortness of breath and coughing prevented them from engaging
in activities such as walking outside, performing household
duties, or general personal care needs.

Interviewer: ...but is there other things COPD had
done, that you cannot do anymore, completely?

M1: Well, I cannot go to the city and get me a cup of
coffee at the street restaurant.

Interviewer: No, that’s true...

M1: I’m not even sure I’d be able to go to the garbage
cans anymore (coughing), but when my friend comes
and the weather is good (...) he drives me in that
wheelchair over there, and then we sit together and
drink a cup of coffee and talk...

The informant’s worry about his capacity to take out the trash
underscores the profound impact that COPD has on his life, to
the extent that he feels unable to leave the house without
assistance. Conversations with the informant were replete with
stories where social interactions played a significant role.

For some individuals, participating in a community became
challenging due to shortness of breath caused by COPD.
Additionally, for others, COPD had led to the complete
exclusion of previous acquaintances.

M3 wife: In return, you have thought about how many
of them you have helped (...), you don’t really hear
from them anymore, because now you can’t help them
anymore.

M3: Yes, there are many of those whom I have been
calling, “Great that we are talking to you, we were
just thinking of you, by the way we have a locker that
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doesn’t work”. You never heard from these people
again, and I have been discussing this with others,
and it is true...

The informant noted that his inability to visit friends anymore,
coupled with their failure to reciprocate, has made it increasingly
difficult for him to maintain relationships with them. This
situation has surprised him, particularly because he is no longer
able to provide assistance, as reported by his wife.

Self-Monitoring
This category highlights how the informants manage and
self-monitor their condition. Furthermore, it explores how the
outcomes of their monitoring efforts may impact their day and
their motivation to engage in activities.

In the informants’ descriptions of their daily lives, the topic of
self-monitoring for the PreCare project was not initially
mentioned. It was only during the conversation around this
subject that the activity itself was explained and, in some cases,
mentioned.

M1: Yes but, it’s not interesting, no(...) and then I
hope in the end it can help other people too. So, I take
it with pleasure, but I could still think of something
more exciting things to do...

W1: Yes, but they have changes it (pause), I’m just
going to write something today, I’m not in for it. It’s
not correct anyway (temperature)

The self-monitoring is described here as uninteresting, with 1
informant considering it a waste of time because he could find
more engaging activities to do during his challenging day. The
second informant emphasizes the importance of accurate
measurements for individuals to actively participate in
self-monitoring.

The outcomes of self-monitoring had a significant impact on
the informants. The results were displayed as 1 of 3 colors—red,
yellow, or green—on the tablet’s display. The meaning of the
color had a tangible effect on the informant’s day.

Interviewer: Yes, exactly when, but then how?
Because now you said that you had a red
measurement yesterday was it then a difficult day
when you have a red measurement?

W2: Yes, that is a stupid day, at first the mood is going
down, and I am going, well yes I usually get restless,
because I can’t, because a day like that, I am thinking
about...is it now it’s going in the wrong direction...

The informant faces difficulties getting through the day when
the red color appears, disrupting their daily routine. Additionally,
the informant begins to question whether their COPD-related
health is deteriorating or if the red color indicates a negative
trend.

Conversely, the green color holds significance for the informant,
particularly in contrast to the red color. Seeing a green
measurement might enhance the informant’s enjoyment of daily
life, especially if it has been a while since they last saw a green
result.

W1: It’s green! (happy/excited)

W1: It haven been that for a long time....

Although there was considerable excitement surrounding the
green measurement, its implications for the maintenance of the
day remained unclear. However, the informant did clarify early
in the conversation that she felt more motivated to venture
outside into the garden on good days.

Medication
Being chronically ill entails the necessity of medication and its
management which, for most of the informants, has become
integrated into daily life. This category elucidates how the
informants handle their medication and who supports them in
managing it. The informants varied in their approaches to and
understanding of medication, and the availability of help and
support was crucial.

W2: Thus, those prescriptions, I also have one lying
here, and this is the new medicine I got, and I don’t
understand it, because I should have asked about it.

W3: Yes, I have these blue folders, you probably don’t
know them, but those blue boxes for morning, midday,
evening, and there is for (cough)...think there is for
eight days, probably, that can be right? Eight days,
I believe that, and I sort them every second week. I
sit by the dining table, and line the whole thing up,
and then I sort them.

The aforementioned examples depict 2 different scenarios of
handling and understanding medicine. In the first scenario, one
of the informants blames herself for not seeking information
about the new medication when she first started taking it because
she is unfamiliar with it. While she accepts responsibility for
her medication, she still requires assistance in understanding it.
By contrast, the second informant has established routines for
managing her medication, and therefore, understands what she
deposits into the pillbox.

As a result of errors and inconsistent care from municipal
employees, the informants began to question their trust in the
municipality’s care team. Although the informants could receive
assistance from the municipality with their prescriptions and
medication management, they found that the assistance and
knowledge provided by municipal employees lacked the
necessary qualifications.

W2: ...but she wasn’t, and then she made the mistake
of repeating after the other, and I quickly notice it,
and it’s not, it is not calcium tablets we sit and play
with.

This is a serious concern, as indicated by the informant’s
statement that the pills are not calcium supplements, and taking
medication in incorrect amounts could have negative effects on
her health. Therefore, it is vital that her medication is prescribed
correctly for her condition.

When it comes to medication, there was a strong tendency
among the informants to rely on the RCC nurses, especially
during exacerbations. The RCC nurses use telephone
communication to reach out to the informants and inquire about
their health. If necessary, the nurses may advise the informants
to take additional medication. The informants comply with the
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nursing advice and adjust their medication accordingly because
they have a high level of trust in the digital nurses.

M2: Yes, “Nærklinikken” is the ones who change it
now, yes, they just say you have to take two breaths
in the morning, and they do it regularly if I have felt
worse for a little while. I’ll just get more, double up.

M2: Yes, I feel very safe.

When it comes to medication, the informants trust the guidance
of the digital nurses because they feel it is their responsibility
to adjust their medication. They feel secure knowing that others
are assisting them and providing direction with their medication
management.

When the RNs oversee the health condition of the informants,
their independence in managing their chronic disease and their
understanding of their medication do not seem to improve. It
appears that the RNs are still somewhat paternalistic. However,
the informants do experience a sense of safety, particularly when
it comes to their health and medication.

Value Creation

Behavior
This category identifies the former daily routines that had to
change or be excluded from the informants’ lives because of
COPD. Furthermore, it highlights the new routines that should
be adapted because of the weakened ability caused by their
condition.

The informants must adapt their daily routines to accommodate
their diminished capacity because of COPD, necessitating the
establishment of new habits. Consequently, they may take fewer
walks, experience reduced appetite, or sleep longer than usual.
This limitation often confines the informants to their residences.
When queried about their daily lives, the informants provided
a range of responses. Some spoke very briefly and exhibited a
negative attitude, while others believed that obtaining a
comprehensive understanding of how COPD impacts daily
activities was crucial.

Interviewer: ...oh if you should tell me how a typical
everyday looks for you K1, what do you do on a
general day?

W1: Sitting here

Interview: You sit there

W1: Yes (cough), but sometimes when I’m well, I go
out in the garden.

In this case, the informant primarily spends time sitting on the
same couch and does not elaborate much on her everyday
activities. She finds joy in moving outside and into the garden
whenever possible. Previously, she engaged in various artistic
activities and housework as part of her daily routine, but these
tasks are no longer feasible due to her health.

Some informants expressed that it was still important to maintain
cleanliness in their own homes. While the municipality provides
cleaning assistance to the majority of the informants, some
individuals still prefer to handle specific tasks on their own.

W2: ...I said to her, now don’t think I’m crazy but
I’ve been standing and ironed my bedsheets for
several days, then she was about to faint (...). Only
the elderly irons their bedsheets. I have always done
it, and I will not stop doing it as long as I can stand
on my feet.

She continues to prioritize tasks such as making her bed and
changing the sheets, as she has always done. Despite the
challenges posed by her health, she decides to persist because
these tasks hold significant importance for her. However, she
acknowledges that it may take several days to complete them.
By contrast, most of the informants expressed overall
dissatisfaction with the cleaning assistance provided by the
municipality, stating that they often had to make numerous
corrections.

Another aspect they felt had changed because of their condition
was the rhythm of the day. They found that getting out of bed
in the morning was becoming more challenging, or they noticed
that they were waking up earlier. This change could be attributed
to their increased frequency of sleeping and reduced engagement
in everyday activities.

M1: Yes. Well, but I wake up before Satan gets his
shoes on, because I am used to doing something, and
I cannot really more, so I never get really really tired
(coughing), so I do not get so terrible many hours of
sleep (coughing).

Here it is highlighted that the informant’s daily rhythm has
shifted from its previous pattern, and the indication is that their
lack of sleep stems from both reduced activity and diminished
tiredness. None of the informants mentioned experiencing
anxiety or shortness of breath during the night, which could
also contribute to a different daytime rhythm. However, the
increased need for sleep during the day was frustrating, as it
could result in missing out on certain activities.

Hobbies
The informants engaged in different activities in their lives that
held personal value for them, and some had to alter their
activities because of COPD. This category focuses on the
activities that the informants currently undertake and have
previously engaged in.

The activities and interests of the informants varied depending
on their weekly or daily routines. However, their condition often
took precedence over their interests, and the activities that were
feasible differed among the informants. Additionally, there was
a gender disparity, with men favoring fishing and other outdoor
activities, while women tended to engage in activities such as
handicrafts.

M2: So now that I have been sick, yes, I go out and
fish a little, then I go and help a little with some
horses.

W3: ...and then I’m knitting or doing the crosswords
or trying to sew on the sewing machine (laughing).

M1: yeah, I’m trying to do the things I care about
and like, unfortunately I can’t paint anymore, as I
cannot stand the smell of turpentine anymore, it’s sad
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because I’ve spent a lot of time painting, I don’t have
the energy to start writing more books. So I, I read a
little, it’s a bit difficult now with these glasses, but
I’ve read a lot, and I get a lot of pleasure from it.

The different accounts provided by the informants offer insights
into how interests are possible for individuals with chronic
illness as well as how the condition can prevent them from
pursuing activities they like/enjoy. Despite certain interests
being curtailed by the condition, informants still strive to engage
in activities that bring them joy and hold value for them.
However, in some cases, informants found it challenging to
pursue their interests because of the awareness of potential
shortness of breath.

The informants expressed similar daily desires and willingness
to go outside, but their walks had become shorter over time.
Occasionally, they cited the weather as an excuse to stay
indoors.

W2: Then the little dog and I go in and rest for an
hour or half an hour, and lull a little and sleep a little.
Perhaps it is something completely different. Then I
get up and get ready, and then I go with my little dog
and pick up the newspaper in the mailbox. We used
to go for longer walks, but I don’t unfortunately, I
can’t do it anymore.

W3: For just such a trip, so there is not much nature
to go and look at from here and down to the municipal
office, but just to get out and get some fresh air

The informant acknowledges here that the challenge of going
on longer walks is something that annoys her, but she simply
cannot manage it anymore due to shortness of breath. Despite
this limitation, going for a walk can bring relief to the
informants. Even though nature may not always be visually
stunning, the informant finds solace in being able to get outside,
especially on slightly gloomier days.

Motivation
This category underscores how the informants experienced a
lack of motivation to engage in daily activities. Throughout the
conversations, there was a tendency to discuss things they would
love to do but lacked the competence or strength to accomplish,
or they invented excuses because the tasks seemed
overwhelming. These could range from simple tasks such as
planting a rose to more complex endeavors such as writing a
book, attending gym classes, or cooking.

W1: Not at all, and then you lose the motivation.

Interviewer: Yes, I can understand, if you have been
somewhere where you think it was good, and then
you come to something else that you don’t think is at
the same standard...

W1: but then, okay, I am not...there, but oh its hunting
me, when I have to go. I will probably just get it over
with, right?

The informant’s desire and motivation to participate in a COPD
exercise team depend on how the teacher conducts the sessions.
A negative experience with teaching methods in the past has
diminished the informant’s motivation, making it difficult for

them to participate. It has transformed from an activity that
brings joy to feeling like an obligation, something that the
informant feels they must do rather than something they want
to do.

Resources

Social Networks
This category explores the social networks that the informants
are a part of and how they use them in their day-to-day activities.

The size of the social network varied among the informants,
but the significance of social interactions was equally important
to all of them. Family relationships showed considerable
diversity among the informants, with some maintaining close
contact with their family through daily conversations, weekly
scheduled visits, or having their spouse present. By contrast,
there were some informants who had limited contact with their
families and spent much of their daily lives alone.

W2: I miss him very much. We lived in Fyn, and we
talked over the phone several times a week. I miss my
family very much, and I also miss my friends. And
they all passed away...

W2: ...I talk to my daughter. So so I don’t talk about...,
she can say to me, I think you sound a little stalled
mother, because then I’m just for the moment and
then, and then we’re not talking about it anymore.
She knows what it is, but we don’t need to.

The above description indicates that the informant is alone due
to deaths in the family and social circles, and there are a
significant number of people missing from her family.
Interestingly, the informant does not mention at the present time
that she still has 2 daughters, which she only brings up later in
the interview. The informant’s description of the varying family
relations indicates that she is left more isolated and alone, which
telephone conversations with her daughters cannot fully
mitigate. The conversations surrounding the family and friends
of the “lonely” informants were marked by a sense of sadness
and depression over the lack of contact.

Informants with close family relations expressed how their
family and close relationships maintain continuous contact with
them. The conversations were even interrupted by phone calls
from their families, highlighting the frequent and ongoing nature
of their communication.

M2: Yeah, she is calling, or she has stopped a little,
but otherwise she calls every morning, around 9
o’clock or something like, “How do we breathe
today?” She says then, (laughing)

W1: Then I also have my granddaughter, I talk a lot
with her, but I also take care of what I said to her,
because she is a little unstable.

There are 2 different scenarios for contact described here, both
indicating that the informants have contact with their families,
signifying close relationships. In one instance, it is the
informant’s mother showing interest in their self-monitoring
and health status. In the second scenario, the informant not only
maintains close contact, but also plays a protective role for her
grandchild, who also suffers from a diagnosis. Despite varying
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family dynamics, it is evident that the informants can be divided
into 2 groups: those with close family relations and those lacking
such connections.

Their interest in engaging in social activities was also
significant, but the informants often found themselves coming
up with excuses for not participating or found it challenging to
leave their homes.

W3: Yes, I haven’t reached it yet, but I’m probably
getting enough. There has been something on Friday,
because otherwise I had set myself up for, I have
otherwise gone to gym down in Vig, but.. that, which
is quite far from the station off and down to Balsagård
(...), of course I can go down there from time to time,
but as I have it, oh for the last season there, I was not
there quite many times, but it costs no matter what,
they do not pull anything from because I have not
been there, and that.. it annoys me a little. Then there
is Red Cross that has something like this in high
town.. exercise, sport is known enough, and it is every
Friday morning, but there has been something here
the last couple of Fridays, and I also have to just get
into the rhythm that I have to go there until half 10
p.m.

As emphasized, the informant highlights that traveling a long
distance to attend gymnastics is a major obstacle. Despite
continuing to pay for it, this does not motivate her to attend
regularly. She also mentions the challenge of incorporating it
into her Friday routine and making it a regular part of her
schedule.

They did not envision themselves participating in social events
related to their COPD. Some of them were members of
Lungeforeningen, the Danish Association for Lung Diseases.
Although the Lung Association organizes various gatherings
for those with COPD, none of them appeared interested in
attending.

Health Professionals
The category focuses on the informants’ interaction with various
health professionals and how those relationships hold
significance for them.

The relationship with health professionals was highly significant,
as it was essential for the informants to feel secure while also
being with mutual respect and seriousness. The informants
interacted with various health professionals in their daily lives,
and this analysis distinguished the difference between “ordinary”
health professionals and PreCare nurses.

The informant’s relationship with the assistance offered is
crucial.

W2: After a hospitalization for yeah I don't know, let's
just say a year ago. There seems to be, I can’t
remember who thinks that there should be a home
care and dosing the medicine. And now you must not
misunderstand me because I am not a racist, but there
comes a little colored girl who could not really speak
Danish and she was not very sweet if she had been
sweet and smiling, pleasant, then it would have been

something else, but it was she not, and then she made
mistakes twice after the other, and I discovered it
quickly, and it is not, it isn’t the tablets we sit and
play with.

According to the informant, the connection with home care has
been challenging because of mistakes and uncertainty. As a
result of this, the informant has lost faith in the home care, which
should be there to lend a helping hand and not cause her
problems on a regular basis.

Unlike other health care professionals, the nurses in PreCare
have succeeded in establishing a sense of security and mutual
respect with the informants. The collaboration with those
involved in their COPD care instills confidence in the PreCare
project and the nurses among the informants.

M1: There is most of the contact through the nurses,
just to start, just when I started up there was a doctor
who was here, and so I have nothing bad to say about
him, oh and it is also those who prescribe some
medicine if I lack it, and such some things not too
(slang). I think I have a good relationship with them,
and are really pleased to have them, oh...and feel
there is a great confidence to be with them. So, as I
said earlier, I was sure I would have become a burden
for the hospital if I had not known them. The society
saves money, and that’s not bad.

W2: But Nærklinikken has helped me, exceptionally.
I’m glad I got in touch with you, you can believe. I
don’t know what I would have done without medical
care. They do nothing.

The informant expresses happiness for the nurses and thinks
that their connection is good. The following description includes
several elements though. The informant mentions that their
participation in PreCare makes them feel like less of a burden
for the hospital and the municipality, which holds significant
meaning for them. He also expresses faith in the nurses, which
he had expressed several times in the conversation. Being a part
of a project that highlights the superior care provided by nurses
compared with general medical care has been particularly
significant for the female informant.

Nurses are not only available to informants, but also offer
support if an informant’s condition deteriorates. When an
exacerbation happens, trust means the informant has no reason
to question the nurses and takes the prescribed prescription
without a second thought.

M2: Yes, Nærklinikken says it, it is the ones who
change it now, yes, they say you just have to have two
breaths in the morning, and they do it regularly if I
have had it a little bad for a while. No, then I’ll just
be put up, double up.

Without hesitation, the informant chooses to follow the nurses’
recommendations. He has completely surrendered to the project,
giving them full responsibility for his condition.

Technology
This category covers the informants’daily technology and their
search for health-related information.
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All informants admitted to having technology at home, although
the way they used it and its purpose varied. For some,
technology provides entertainment during moments of boredom
in their daily lives.

W1: Yes, I’m mostly on the computer when I get
bored.

Interviewer: What are you doing on the computer?

W1: I am playing games

W1: I have two different games I have discovered.

Technology was not utilized by the informants as a means to
gather information about COPD. The informants felt they
already possessed all the information they needed about COPD,
and they were concerned that obtaining more information might
increase their anxiety.

M1: It is very very rare; it is very rare. If I happen to
hear that there is something new about it, then I can
well find out to look it up, that it is not so exciting to
read about, so

W1: I think the more you read, the more nervous you
become.

The informants do not use technology to seek information about
their condition. The informants did not mention being part of
online groups where information could be shared during the
interviews. None of the informants mentioned using social
media platforms such as Facebook as a community for sharing
information about their condition. They also emphasized that
they generally did not share information about their condition
through digital solutions.

M3: It irritates me sometimes when we sit, sometimes
I cut through and say, now we don’t want to talk about
illness, because, oh, then such a short evening can
go

The medical equipment provided by PreCare did not pose any
problem for the informants to use on a daily basis. They all
expressed how easy it is to use it and how it takes only a few
seconds to use the technology. They appeared confident and
stated that they performed the measurements every day.

M4: it’s so easy, that’s in order...the only thing is now
just, the crazy computer goes out, or (...), I can’t
restart, even though I have PIN code...no matter what
I do, it won’t, so I wait when it comes a past...so it
can restart again, the only problem...

Despite the ease, they experienced some issues with the devices.
The informants encountered issues with logging in, forgot to
charge the tablet, or even misused the thermometer.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study offers valuable insights into understanding the needs,
values, and preferences of individuals living with COPD as well
as which communities they identify with in a digital context.
Indeed, the findings highlight that while fluctuations in their
health condition significantly affect the daily lives of the
informants, factors such as having hobbies, old habits, and social

connections play a crucial role in their overall well-being. This
underscores the importance of recognizing individuals with
COPD as complete human beings beyond their medical
condition.

It is interesting to note the distinction between the 2
communities the informants belong to. The community centered
around the RCC represents a vital support network for them,
where they feel included and have developed trust with the staff.
This highlights the importance of such digital health services
in providing continuous support and guidance for individuals
managing chronic conditions such as COPD. Involving close
relatives in the community centered around the RCC can further
enhance the support system for individuals with COPD. The
other community involves participation in social activities
outside the context of their condition which provides informants
with opportunities for social interaction, enjoyment, and
connection with others beyond their health concerns. These
activities offer a sense of normalcy and contribute to their
overall quality of life, allowing them to engage in meaningful
relationships and experiences beyond the realm of COPD
management. Even though the informants may face constraints
due to their condition, they still find value in participating in
social activities, even if their involvement is limited.

The Needs, Values, and Preferences in the Digital
Context
The informant’s emphasis on maintaining their daily activities
underscores the significance of preserving their sense of
normalcy and independence despite their COPD symptoms. It
reflects their desire to continue living fulfilling lives and not be
defined solely by their health condition. Symptoms often
contribute to a lower quality of life and well-being. The findings
from an earlier study [32] resonate with the experiences reported
by individuals with COPD in this study. Breathlessness, a
common symptom of COPD, can significantly impact an
individual’s quality of life by limiting their ability to engage in
daily activities and causing distress. This aligns with the
participants’ reports of reduced quality of life related to
breathlessness, highlighting the importance of addressing this
symptom to improve overall well-being for individuals living
with COPD. While outdoor activities may be affected by COPD,
the focus of the informants seems to be more on how the disease
impacts their ability to engage in everyday tasks and maintain
their hobbies or household chores. This also resonates well with
another study including interviews of patients with COPD [7].
The study revealed that for women, being active in housekeeping
was important and valued, while for men, maintaining the garden
held similar significance. They also reported that people with
COPD prefer activities within their home or immediate vicinity,
showing little interest in engaging in social activities located
far away due to their reduced physical abilities. The need to be
close to a safe environment was similar for some of the
informants in this study. However, some reported that they did
leave their house. For example, one informant was helping with
some horses, while others needed to take their dog to the dog
groomer. Access to virtual support may play an important role
here, as the informant could call the RN in the RCC at any time
if anything were to happen.
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The COPD-Related Conditions’Impact on the Identity
For the informants, it was important to avoid discussing or being
associated with their COPD condition by shifting the topic
during the interviews. This aligns with a previous study where
people with COPD were not interested in being identified solely
by their illness [33]. They found that their identity related to
their condition, termed “illness identity,” was affecting their
roles and could potentially separate them from the social
network or community. An additional contributing factor to
social segregation was a sense of having a self-inflicted disease,
leading to feelings of shame and guilt [33]. However, this was
not evident in our data.

Most, but not all, of the informants appear to be able to cope
with their diagnosis and condition. They try to continue the
same kind of interactions and activities while considering their
condition’s restrictions. As a result, individuals experience a
sense of maintaining their own identity within their
communities, yet occasionally feel the sense of lacking
something. This can involve engaging in distant activities, such
as joining a choir.

The Two Communities of Practice

The Community of COPD Practice
In relation to the community with its formal caregivers, the
informants experienced a genuine interest from the RNs in their
well-being and they provided them with support in an empathic
way. This experience may be attributed to the PreCare
environment, with free access to RNs 24/7, where they always
kept an eye on the informants. This may explain the absence of
“anxiety” in the interviews with the informants. These could
be attributed to the RN’s ability to provide immediate support
in response to changes in their health condition, with medication
for deterioration accessible at home [32]. Anxiety, which often
dominates the daily lives of individuals with COPD, is thus
better managed [32]. Therefore, it is necessary for the RNs to
be trained to instill confidence in individuals with COPD or
other LTHCs, enabling them to feel more independent and
socially active with the RCC, their equipment, and a medicine
box readily available, thereby reducing anxiety and maximizing
the benefits of their resources.

The informants’ immediate access to the RNs in the RCC
appears crucial, as it enhances their self-efficacy and confidence
in how their equipment aids them in managing deterioration.

However, despite feeling secure in their use of the equipment,
the informants did not appear to be influenced by their ability
for self-management and did not feel more empowered, likely
due to experiencing the RNs as being paternalistic. The
informants were unable to fully benefit from the virtual support
environment due to the influence of the RNs and instead
remained in a passive role.

RNs and other clinicians will need to be aware of how they
communicate to facilitate a dialog that is not experienced as
paternalistic, but rather as a coaching conversation.

The Community of Social Practice
In relation to their social communities, the extent of social
relationships varied among the informants. The importance of
a family community aligns with the findings of Nicolson and
Anderson [32], who showed that family and relatives
significantly influence the quality of life for people with COPD.
Nicolson and Anderson [32] identified that COPD impacted
how individuals connected with relatives and perceived their
ability to fulfill their roles within the family. In contrast to the
study by Nicolson and Anderson [32], our findings indicate that
the informants’ family roles were not influenced by their COPD.
They maintained their roles and continued normal interaction
with their relatives and families.

Not all informants participated in social activities or were part
of a local community. Those without support from friends and
families experienced difficulties engaging in and finding
motivation for social activities. They felt lonely when left alone
in their homes, whereas those with a social network experienced
loneliness to a lesser degree. This contrasts with another study
[7], which found that loneliness was also a major issue for those
with family support, such as spouses and friends [7]. Those who
felt lonely because of their lack of participation in social
activities found some comfort in the availability and contact
with the RN, which to a certain extent reduced their experience
of loneliness.

This underscores the necessity for RNs to possess skills in
mental and social support, which should be included in the
education programs for nurses.

Online resources such as patient portals and social media (eg,
Facebook) can constitute a community for people with COPD.
However, despite the availability of these platforms to our
informants and their daily use of tablets, none of them
considered these online opportunities in relation to their COPD
condition. This may be due to various reasons. Some informants
felt they had sufficient knowledge or were unsure how to
interpret the overwhelming information on the internet.
Additionally, they may have wanted to avoid exposing their
diagnosis or involving others outside their close network [34].
The role of the PreCare environment and the RNs may substitute
the need for a social media platform or COPD-related
conversations on platforms such as Facebook.

When the informants do not participate in online communities,
they may miss the opportunity to access new knowledge or learn
from others with similar conditions. This lack of engagement
can reduce their ability to manage their condition effectively
and hinder their empowerment. Joining an online community
and being actively involved can help transform newcomers into
“super users” and “experts” [35]. These “online experts” can
then help other members of the community, forming a virtual
community of practice [25]. Thus, participants in the PreCare
project may miss the opportunity to develop into experts through
online activities but may instead develop this competence
through participation in other communities or collaboration
with the RNs.
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Limitations
The study is based on 7 informants. This may be considered a
limitation, as the relatively small number may result in some
perspectives of people living with COPD not being expressed
in the data. However, as all informants are exposed to the same
PreCare environment, have the same diagnosis of COPD, and
live within the same area, we find that the necessary number of
participants to have enough power of information is met [36].
This is supported by the presence of common patterns among
the informants and the alignment of the overall findings with
the data obtained in the PreCare project. Further studies are
needed to confirm our findings before they can be considered
valid for scaling up and evaluating the impact of working with
landscapes or communities of practice. This support aims to
foster a sense of more active and independent living based on
existing values.

Perspective
The findings suggest that education for RNs and other health
professionals should focus on their roles as professionals while
also acting as facilitators. They should avoid being paternalistic
to create a space for the development of self-efficacy and
self-management. A motivating factor will help develop

self-efficacy and confidence, enabling people with COPD to be
more socially active and encouraging them to pursue their
desires. Health professionals play a key role here, as they can
provide the means to help individuals become more active,
thereby increasing their well-being.

Conclusions
When using digital health solutions, people’s needs, values, and
preferences should be considered, focusing primarily on
addressing the whole person rather than just the “illness.” This
approach creates the best opportunity for individuals to maintain
their daily activities and feel empowered. The 2 communities
the informants take part must work together and will intersect
in their daily lives. They should support each other, involving
the needs, values, and preferences of the individuals, and
ensuring that upcoming digital health services include and
embrace situated learning to enhance people’s empowerment
and self-management. Furthermore, new educational programs
should be developed or considered to enhance the competencies
of RNs who are involved in digital health services. This will
provide the best opportunity for the 2 communities to collaborate
and support the daily activities of people with chronic
conditions.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic contributed to an increase in teleconsultation adoption in the Polish primary health
care system. It is expected that in the long run, teleconsultations will successfully replace a significant part of face-to-face visits.
Therefore, a significant challenge facing primary health care facilities (PHCs) is the acceptance of teleconsultations by their users,
especially physicians.

Objective: This study aimed to explore physicians’ acceptance of teleconsultations during the COVID-19 pandemic in Poland.

Methods: A representative survey was conducted among 361 physicians of PHCs across Poland in 2021. For the purposes of
the study, we developed a modified Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) model. Based on the modified TAM, we analyzed
the impact of perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEU), and intention to use teleconsultation (INT) on physicians’
satisfaction (SAT) and quality of work (Q). The psychometric properties of the research instrument were examined using exploratory
factor analysis. Finally, structural equation modeling was used for data analysis.

Results: The results indicated a generally high level of PU (mean 3.85-4.36, SD 0.87-1.18), PEU (mean 3.81-4.60, SD 0.60-1.42),
INT (mean 3.87-4.22, SD 0.89-1.12), and SAT (mean 3.55-4.13, SD 0.88-1.16); the lowest rated dimension in TAM was Q (mean
3.28-3.73, SD 1.06-1.26). The most important independent variable was PU. The influence of PU on INT (estimate=0.63, critical
ratio [CR]=15.84, P<.001) and of PU on SAT (estimate=0.44, CR= 9.53, P<.001) was strong. INT was also a key factor influencing
SAT (estimate=0.4, CR=8.57, P<.001). A weaker relationship was noted in the effect of PEU on INT (estimate=0.17, CR=4.31,
P<.001). In turn, Q was positively influenced by INT (estimate=0.179, CR=3.64, P<.001), PU (estimate=0.246, CR=4.79, P<.001),
PEU (estimate=0.18, CR=4.93, P<.001), and SAT (estimate=0.357, CR=6.97, P<.001). All paths between the constructs (PU,
PEU, INT, SAT, and Q) were statistically significant, which highlights the multifaceted nature of the adoption of teleconsultations
among physicians.

Conclusions: Our findings provide strong empirical support for the hypothesized relationships in TAM. The findings suggest
that the PU and PEU of teleconsultation have a significant impact on the intention of physicians to adopt teleconsultation. This
results in an improvement in the satisfaction of Polish physicians with the use of teleconsultation and an increase in Q. The study
contributes to both theory and practice by identifying important prognostic factors affecting physicians’ acceptance of
teleconsultation systems.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47810)   doi:10.2196/47810
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Introduction

Background
Telemedicine is an IT-based method that has the potential to
support and enhance physicians’ patient care [1]. Telemedicine
is defined as a tool using information and communication
technology (ICT) that is used to support and promote remote
care, health-related professional education, and public health
administration [2]. One of the basic forms of telemedicine is
teleconsultations. Medical consultations have been provided
remotely (teleconsultations), by telephone, or by instant
messaging for many years, but the COVID-19 pandemic has
forced widespread use of this form of communication with
patients. Teleconsultations have reduced the high costs of
medical services and the queues of patients in clinics [3]. In
Poland, the need for teleconsultations began at the beginning
of the pandemic. Most physicians had to adapt to the
requirements of COVID-19 rules and regulations. Even though
the need for teleconsultations has already been officially
abolished, telemedicine is still the future of medicine. Not all
advice has to be given to patients on-site in a clinic. In the face
of a decreasing number of physicians, an aging society, and an
increased demand for health care, telemedicine seems to be a
solution that will solve the problems of personnel shortage.
However, the use of telemedicine tools requires the medical
staff to be proficient in using them and to accept and support
such solutions.

The aim of our study was to examine the physicians’satisfaction
(SAT) and quality of work (Q) in conditions of teleconsultations
during the COVID-19 pandemic in Poland. For the purposes of
the study, we developed a modified Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) and tested it in primary health care facilities
(PHCs) in Poland. This model allowed us to analyze the impact
of perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEU), and
intention to use teleconsultation (INT) on SAT and Q. In our
study, we focused primarily on teleconsultations, consisting of
telephone and video conversations between physicians and
patients [2]. Teleconsultations are the basic form of telemedicine
in Poland, and during the COVID-19 pandemic, they were the
only form of PHC in the country [4].

The first part of this paper analyzes the literature focusing on
TAM in relation to the research hypotheses. The second part
contains a description of the research methodology used in this
study, with emphasis on the validation of the research tool
developed for measuring the modified elements of TAM. The
following section presents the results regarding the analyzed
constructs of the model and the results of structural equation
modeling (SEM). The last part of the paper contains the
discussion, conclusions and practical implications.

Literature Review
Until March 2020, the use of telemedicine was negligible and
mainly concerned patients in rural areas. In 2019,
teleconsultations accounted for as much as 8% of all medical
visits in the United States [5]. The situation has changed
significantly after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,
especially in the case of emergency visits. In the United States,
there was a 683% increase in teleconsultations between March

2 and April 14, 2020 [5]. Researchers agree that the COVID-19
pandemic has changed the way we think about telemedicine.
First and foremost, it popularized this way of providing medical
services. However, its primary advantage is to protect both
patients and physicians from the risk of virus infection [6,7].
In the long term, researchers believe that telemedicine can
successfully replace a significant portion of face-to-face (F2F)
visits; however, it will not eliminate them completely [4,8,9].

Telemedicine is not a new concept. Decades ago, pioneering
projects emerged to test the concept of telemedicine or evaluate
its applicability. However, most of these telemedicine projects
failed to meet expectations. The failure was blamed on an
underdeveloped and mostly primitive IT infrastructure, immature
technology, and ineffective use [1]. The failure of
first-generation telemedicine projects prompted an in-depth
analysis and rigorous assessment of the technological, social,
cultural, and organizational dimensions surrounding their
introduction.

Resistance from users of new technologies in the medical
community is as natural as possible, even if users are aware of
the benefits this technology brings with it [10]. Therefore, an
essential organizational challenge facing health care
organizations considering or planning to provide
telemedicine-enabled health care services is technology
acceptance by users [1]. The problem regarding acceptance of
technology has been discussed for a long time [11], and many
models have been developed to assess users’ attitudes toward
new solutions [12-15]. Acceptance of ICT by physicians
providing health care has also been assessed [16-18].

TAM is the most popular model in the literature for testing the
acceptance of technology [19]. Van Schaik et al [20] used TAM
to assess the attitudes of physiotherapists toward new medical
technologies. Chau and Hu [21] studied the acceptance of
telemedicine technologies by physicians. Holden and Karsh
[22] extensively reviewed the literature on TAM applications
and related models for ICT acceptance by health care
professionals and, more specifically, health care information
systems. They noted that in health care, there is a need for a
complete approach to technology acceptance testing than for
other professionals from companies or ICT organizations [22].
We chose to use TAM in our study because it is general,
parsimonious, and ICT specific. It is designed to provide an
explanation and prediction of the acceptance of a wide range
of ICTs by a diverse population of users in different
organizational contexts. In addition, the model has a
well-researched and validated list of psychometric
measurements, and this makes its use operationally attractive.
Finally, TAM is the dominant model for studying user
acceptance of technology, and over the years, it has accumulated
satisfactory empirical support for its overall explanatory power
and assumed individual causal relationships [1,2]. Over the past
few decades, many researchers have proven that TAM enriched
with certain other constructs is better suited to research and
explain the acceptance of new information technologies by users
[23].

TAM analyzes the influence of various factors on the intention
to use new technology, among which the main role is played
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by PU and PEU [24]. PU is defined as the extent to which the
user’s work performance is expected to improve through the
use of new technology [2,25]. Similarly, Davis [11] defined PU
as an individual’s perceptions regarding the outcome of the
experience with technology. In the area of health care, Kissi et
al [26] defined PU as “physicians’ belief regarding the benefits
of telemedicine services that they improve access to medical
care, the flow of medical records and patients’ health.”

PEU, in contrast, is the degree to which using new technology
is expected to be effortless [2,25,27]. In the area of health care,
PEU describes how physicians perceive telemedicine services
in terms of their ease of use and learning [26].

TAM suggests that actual technology usage is determined by
individuals’ INT [2]. INT is understood as a motivation
encouraging the system’s user to use the system continuously,
and in the case of physicians, it concerns their motivation to
use telemedicine services, including, above all, teleconsultations
[26]. INT is affected by PU, PEU, and users’ attitudes toward
technology [2,19]. Lin et al [28] used an integrated approach
with the key elements from TAM and assessed the technology
acceptance by health professionals of what they called “personal
digital assistance (PDA).” The main variables from TAM (PU
and self-efficacy) determined INT [28]. Similar conclusions
were reached by Zayyad and Toycan [29], Chau and Hu [30],
Tubaishat [31], and Vitari and Ologeanu-Taddei [32]. Thus, our
first research hypotheses were proposed as follows:

• Hypothesis (H)1: PU has a direct effect on INT.
• H2: PEU has a direct effect on INT.

The results of Lin et al [28] showed that the traditional variables
of TAM can be effectively integrated with variables from other
theoretical approaches, which may help better understand the
acceptance of new technologies by health care professionals
[33]. There are relatively fewer TAM tests and modifications
in the health care sector. Therefore, it is worth making such
attempts to broaden the knowledge about new factors affecting
physicians’ acceptance of technologies. In our research, we
decided to include 2 new constructs: SAT and Q. SAT explains
how satisfied users are with using a particular service [19]; Q
explains how physicians assess the value and worth of their
work with the use of teleconsultations. The addition of these
constructs was a consequence of both literature reviews and
interviews with physicians (pilot survey). Bhattacherjee and
Premkumar [10,34-36] noted that in the use phase of technology
(postacceptance), PU is positively associated with user SAT.
Alsohime et al [37] also confirmed the effect of PU on SAT,
noting the significant impact of training courses before the
implementation of new technology. Petter and Fruhling [38]
confirmed that the SAT that users have with the information
system positively affects their INT. As a consequence, we
presented the subsequent hypotheses:

• H3: PU has a direct effect on SAT.
• H4: INT has a direct effect on SAT.

In our previous studies examining technology acceptance in
Polish PHC facilities, we developed a conceptual framework
defining the impact of PU and PEU on the need for
teleconsultation adoption and examined the influence of selected

behavioral factors on these constructs [2]. In this paper, we
enriched these previous studies by analyzing the impact of PU
and PEU as independent variables on SAT and Q. In our
analysis, we additionally considered INT as a mediating variable
in the model. This is the first study that extends TAM to include
an analysis of SAT and Q in the teleconsultation condition.

Padilha et al [39] surveyed students and nurses’ease, usefulness,
and intention to use a Massive Open Online Course. Findings
confirmed the significant impact of PU, PEU, and INT on the
current and future Q the groups studied [39]. Similar conclusions
were reached by Saputra et al [40] and Chirchir et al [41]. Souza
et al [42] proposed a process model for the evaluation of the Q
of clinical decision support systems following the ISO/IEC
25022 and ISO/IEC 25010 standards, part of which was to
identify the effect of SAT on Q. Given these considerations,
we proposed the following hypotheses:

• H5: PU has a direct effect on Q.
• H6: PEU has a direct effect on Q.
• H7: INT has a direct effect on Q.
• H8: SAT has a direct effect on Q.

Although according to the research conducted so far, TAM is
a reliable model for examining technology acceptance in PHC
facilities, we can always try to supplement it with new research
constructs [2]. TAM, in our study, was supplemented with 2
constructs, SAT and Q, which will contribute to the health care
literature.

The Polish health care system is based on an insurance model.
PHC physicians in Poland must be health insurance physicians
who have a contract with the National Health Fund (NHF) to
provide health care services. The functioning of PHCs in Poland
is based on the right of patients to personally choose a preferred
physician. The selected physicians receive an annual capitation
fee for each registered patient [43]. PHC facilities in Poland
function as both state-owned and private facilities. Both sign
contracts to provide services that are free to the patient and paid
for by the NHF. Each facility is managed according to its own
rules. Private facilities have more flexibility in making decisions
and in hiring and paying employees. Public facilities are subject
to top-down regulations governing their operations. As private
facilities provide fee-based services, in addition to free services,
they have more resources to pay salaries and run their
operations.

Methods

Data Collection
In this cross-sectional study, the survey followed a multimodal
approach, integrating computer-assisted web interviewing
(CAWI), computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI),
and paper-and-pencil interviewing (PAPI) techniques across a
statistically representative sample of 371 PHC facilities. This
number was derived from a total of 5503 outpatient PHC
facilities in Poland, calculated to be representative at a 95% CI
level, with a 50% response distribution and a 5% margin of
error, for the aforementioned assumptions, and the minimum
survey sample size was 359 [44-47]. The survey sample was
randomly selected from the BISNODE database, which includes
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comprehensive information on all Polish PHC facilities. Of
5503 outpatient facilities in Poland, 371 (6.7%) were
successfully surveyed, with each representing 1 physician
providing remote medical advice. The survey process entailed
replacing nonparticipating facilities with other randomly chosen
facilities, ensuring the integrity and representativeness of the
sample. Quality control measures were rigorously followed,
with a certified polling company overseeing the survey
execution. Instances of schematic responses and unusually short
survey durations led to the exclusion and replacement of certain
responses, resulting in a final analytical sample of 361 (97.3%)
records. Before filling the questionnaire, the physicians were
informed that the questionnaire is aimed at PHC physicians and
concerns the evaluation of their satisfaction with the use of the
teleconsultation system for the provision of patient care.

The sample was limited to 1 PHC physician from each randomly
selected facility in Poland. This approach was adopted for
several reasons. Conducting a survey that included multiple
physicians from each facility would have significantly increased
the scale and complexity of the study. Given resource
constraints, such as funding, time, and personnel, it was more
feasible to limit the number of participants, while still achieving
a representative sample. The aim was to obtain a broad overview
of the acceptance and satisfaction with teleconsultation across
a wide range of PHC facilities in Poland. By selecting 1
physician from each facility, we ensured a diverse and
statistically representative sample of the entire population of
PHC facilities, which may not have been possible with a more
concentrated sample from fewer facilities. The study was
primarily designed to assess the impact of system-level factors
(eg, PU and PUE) on the acceptance of telemedicine. Although
individual characteristics, such as age and gender, are important,
the primary focus was on broader systemic issues that could be
generalized across the population. Conducting an extensive
survey during the COVID-19 pandemic posed unique
challenges, including limited access to PHC facilities and the
need to minimize contact. The study design did not include a
detailed examination of individual physician factors and their
impact on the acceptance of telemedicine, and the approach was
strategically chosen to balance comprehensiveness, feasibility,
and the overarching research objectives.

Survey Instrument and Measures
The survey instrument contained 2 groups of statements and
questions: statements about analyzed latent factors and general
questions about age and gender of the respondent, legal status
of the PHC facility, voluntariness of providing remote advice,
and ways in which the respondent provided remote advice. The
questionnaire included 48 statements and questions, but only
the statements used in the modified TAM are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 1. A 5-point Likert scale was used in this
study: 1 (I do not agree), 2 (I do not agree somewhat), 3 (I
neither agree nor disagree), 4 (I agree somewhat), and 5 (I
agree).

SEM in this study was adapted from the original TAM, which
identifies PU and PEU as the principal determinants of
technology use and acceptance. The PU variable measures the
degree to which physicians believe that teleconsultations

improve their work efficiency and patient care. It encompasses
aspects such as enhanced health care delivery, better
documentation, and cost-effective monitoring. PU in this context
is gauged through 6 survey statements (PU1-PU6), which assess
various dimensions of utility that teleconsultations provide in
the health care setting [11,48-51]. PEU variables are defined as
the extent to which physicians believe that teleconsultations are
effortless to learn and implement. The variables relate to the
ease of use of the teleconsultation system and the use of medical
data. This construct is evaluated via 7 survey statements
(PEU1-PEU7), focusing on the usability and accessibility of
the teleconsultation system [2,25,27]. INT, similar to that in
TAM, used as a mediating variable, represents the likelihood
of physicians continuing to use teleconsultations in the future.
It is measured through 5 survey statements (INT1-INT5),
focusing on the perceived long-term utility and effectiveness
of teleconsultations in patient diagnosis and care [11,12,41]. Q,
used as an independent variable, refers to the perceived
enhancement in work value and worth due to teleconsultations
and is gauged through 3 survey statements (Q1-Q3). It assesses
whether teleconsultations uphold the standard of traditional
visits and enable comprehensive patient care [22]. The SAT
variable measures the overall contentment of physicians with
teleconsultations. It includes aspects such as convenience
compared to traditional visits and comfort in providing remote
advice [11,52] and is assessed through 4 survey statements
(SAT1-SAT4) [12,13,53,54].

Exploratory Factor Analysis
The study required validating the structure and dynamics within
the adapted TAM, because the original model was extended to
encompass SAT and Q. The evaluation of the survey statements
for inclusion in the factors measuring the assessed dimensions
was based on exploratory factor analysis (EFA). EFA was used
to select the final variables for the structural model. For each
dimension, EFA was separately carried out to assess the
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy.
The value of this index should be >0.7 [55]. For all dimensions,
this condition was fulfilled, but the KMO value of the PEU
dimension was <0.7. The EFA results for each dimension are
presented in Table 1.

In addition, the ability of each dimension to be represented by
individual survey statements was assessed using Bartlett’s test
of sphericity. For each dimension, the chi-square value was
significant, and in each case, P<.001. Based on EFA, the PEU
dimension was finally divided into 2 separate factors: PEU_1
and PEU_2. Questions PEU1, PEU2, PEU3, and PEU4 were
about the technical ease of use of the system (PEU_1), and
questions PEU5, PEU6, and PEU7 were about the ease of use
of the system from the point of view of handling medical data
(PEU_2). Reliability analysis was conducted for all dimensions
of the validity of using the adopted statements to measure each
factor. Cronbach coefficients were determined for each factor,
with acceptable values falling within the range of 0.7-0.95 [56].
The constructs were confirmed to possess suitable psychometric
properties, enabling their effective use in SEM analysis. For
the PEU dimension, reliability analysis did not give a clear
answer as to which statement should be removed to improve
the Cronbach and KMO coefficient values. The use of survey
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statements to measure the PEU dimension requires confirmation
in the structural model. The EFA results for the PEU dimension
are presented in Table 2, and component factor loadings are
presented in Table 3.

Based on imputed factors, a structural model was prepared,
where the effects of PU, PEU_1, and PEU_2 on INT, SAT, and
Q were studied. Figure 1 shows the final tested model with only
significant dependencies.

Table 1. Component factor loadings.a

FactorVariable

QfSATeINTdPEU_2PEUc_1PUb

0.730.770.800.690.690.90KMOg

0.860..890.810.710.710.89Cronbach  

—————h0.69PU1

—————0.84PU2

—————0.89PU3

—————0.87PU4

—————0.79PU5

—————0.79PU6

————0.79—PEU1

————0.69—PEU2

————0.59—PEU3

————0.81—PEU4

———0.67——PEU5

———0.86——PEU6

———0.78——PEU7

——0.80———INT1

——0.82———INT3

——0.76———INT4

——0.83———INT5

—0.78————SAT1

—0.88————SAT2

—0.89————SAT3

—0.82————SAT4

0.86—————Q1

0.90—————Q2

0.90—————Q3

aExtraction method: principal component analysis; rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization.
bPU: perceived usefulness.
cPEU: perceived ease of use.
dINT: intention to use teleconsultation.
eSAT: satisfaction.
fQ: quality of work.
gKMO: Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin.
hNot applicable.
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Table 2. Total variance of the PEUa dimension explained by EFAb.c

Rotation sums of squared loadingsExtraction sums of squared loadingsInitial eigenvaluesComponent

Cumulative %% of VarianceTotalCumulative %% of VarianceTotalCumulative %% of VarianceTotal

31.4031.402.2038.6838.682.7138.6838.682.711

58.6527.251.9158.6519.981.4058.6519.981.402

——————d71.5212.860.903

——————81.359.830.694

——————89.698.340.585

——————94.965.280.376

——————100.005.040.357

aPEU: perceived ease of use.
bEFA: exploratory factor analysis.
cExtraction method: principal component analysis.
dNot applicable.

Table 3. PEUa factors loadings.b

FactorVariable

PEU_2PEU_1

—c0.787PEU1

—0.685PEU2

—0.589PEU3

—0.808PEU4

0.670—PEU5

0.863—PEU6

0.784—PEU7

aPEU: perceived ease of use.
bExtraction method: principal component analysis; rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization.
cNot applicable.

Figure 1. Structural model depicting the factors affecting SAT with teleconsultation and Q. Research hypotheses H1-H8 for direct paths. H: hypothesis;
INT: intention to use teleconsultation; PEU: perceived ease of use; PU: perceived usefulness; Q: quality of work; SAT: satisfaction.

In the original TAM, the actual use of technology is the
independent model variable. In this study, physicians were
required to conduct teleconsultations, so INT and SAT variables
were treated as mediators affecting the dependent variable, Q.
Because of this, the effect of PU, PEU1, and PEU_2 variables

on Q was also studied indirectly. The research hypotheses
H9-H14 regarding indirect effects were proposed as follows:

• H9: PU has an indirect effect on Q through INT.
• H10: PU has an indirect effect on SAT through INT.
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• H11: PU has an indirect effect on Q through INT and SAT.
• H12: PEU_2 has an indirect effect on Q through INT.
• H13: PEU_2 has an indirect effect on SAT through INT.
• H14: PEU_2 has an indirect effect on Q through INT and

SAT.

Ethical Considerations
The survey instrument was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Warsaw University of Technology that issued the
Certificate of Ethics Approval (certificate dated January 15,
2021). As a result of the contact, 587 physicians provided
consent to participate in the study, of which, despite consent,
in 216 (36.8%) PHC facilities, the complete set of surveys could
not be completed. Respondents were informed about the purpose

of the research before starting the survey. They could withdraw
from completing the survey at any time. Study data were
anonymous and deidentified. No compensation from respondents
was taken for the research.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Of the 361 physicians, 199 (55.1%) were in the 35-54–year age
group, 94 (26%) were of retirement age and over 65 years old,
260 (72%) were women, and only 101 (28%) were men. The
age distribution of the surveyed physicians is presented in Figure
2.

Figure 2. Physicians’ age distribution by gender.

Evaluation of the Level of TAM Dimensions
The research considered the dimensions originally defined in
TAM (PU, PEU, and INT) [11]. Two dimensions were added
to the model: SAT and Q.

The PU variable assesses physicians’ perceptions of the utility
and benefits of teleconsultation services. The mean scores for
PU1-PU6 ranged from 3.85 to 4.36 (SD 0.87-1.18), indicating
a generally high level of agreement among physicians that
teleconsultations are beneficial to their work. The highest mean
score was for PU1 (4.36, SD 0.94), suggesting that the
physicians particularly valued teleconsultations during
challenging times, such as pandemics. The SDs, ranging from
0.87 (mean 4.24) for PU4 to 1.18 (mean 3.85) for PU3, implied
some variability in how the physicians perceived the usefulness
of different aspects of teleconsultations. The higher deviation
in PU3 indicated more varied opinions about the efficiency
enhancement brought by teleconsultations. The skewness for
all PU statements was negative, ranging from –0.81 to –1.73,
suggesting a tendency among the physicians to agree that
teleconsultations are useful in their work. The most pronounced
skewness was observed in PU1, indicating strong agreement
about the difficulty of work during a pandemic without
teleconsultations. The kurtosis values ranged from –0.38 for
PU5 to 2.77 for PU1, indicating varied distribution patterns.

The higher kurtosis in PU1 reflected a more peaked distribution,
suggesting more consistent agreement among physicians
regarding its statement. The data suggested that physicians
perceive teleconsultations as a valuable tool in their professional
practice. The high mean scores across all PU items reflected
positive perceptions of the teleconsultation system’s usefulness,
particularly in aiding work during a pandemic (PU1). The
variation in SDs pointed to some differences in individual
opinions about the specific benefits of teleconsultations, such
as work efficiency and time-saving aspects. The negative
skewness across all items highlighted a general agreement on
the usefulness of teleconsultations, with a stronger consensus
in areas such as coping with pandemic challenges. The kurtosis
values, particularly for PU1, indicated that most responses were
concentrated around higher ratings, showing strong agreement
in specific areas of usefulness. The PU variable demonstrated
that physicians generally regard teleconsultations as a beneficial
tool in their practice, particularly under challenging conditions,
such as a pandemic. Although there was overall agreement on
their utility, the variation in perceptions across different aspects
suggests areas where experiences and expectations of
teleconsultations may differ among individual physicians.

The PEU variable examines physicians’ perceptions of the ease
and effortlessness associated with using teleconsultation
systems. The mean scores for PEU1-PEU7 ranged from 3.81
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to 4.60 (SD 0.60-1.42), respectively, and indicated a generally
high level of agreement among the physicians that
teleconsultation systems are user friendly and easy to use. The
highest mean score was for PEU7 (4.60, SD 0.60), suggesting
that using external systems during teleconsultations was
perceived as particularly straightforward by most of the
physicians. The SDs, ranging from 0.60 (mean 4.60) for PEU7
to 1.42 (mean 3.81) for PEU2, suggested a variation in the
perceptions of ease of use, with the greatest variation in
responses relating to the intellectual effort required (PEU2).
The skewness for all PEU statements was negative, ranging
from –0.99 to –1.99. This indicated a tendency among the
physicians to rate the ease of use of teleconsultation systems
highly, with a pronounced leaning toward agreement for most
statements, particularly PEU7. The kurtosis values for the PEU
variables were varied, with some (eg, PEU7) indicating a highly
peaked distribution (7.13), which suggests that responses were
more consistently clustered around the higher end of the scale.
Overall, the data indicated that physicians find teleconsultation
systems relatively easy to use. The high mean scores across all
PEU items reflected a positive perception of the teleconsultation
system’s usability. The variation in SDs, especially the higher
deviation for PEU2, suggested that although using the
teleconsultation system is generally perceived as easy to use,
there are aspects, such as the intellectual effort required, where
opinions vary more widely. The pronounced negative skewness,
especially for items such as PEU7, underlined a strong
agreement in the ease of integrating and using external systems,
which might be due to prior familiarity and necessity in clinical
practice. The high kurtosis value for PEU7 pointed to a strong
consensus among the respondents about the ease of this
particular aspect of teleconsultation systems. The physicians
generally found teleconsultation systems to be user friendly,
with some areas, such as integration with external systems,
being particularly well received. Around 253-325 (70.1%-90%)
respondents rated the questions in the PEU group positively.
However, there was notable variability in perceptions regarding
the intellectual effort required, suggesting areas for potential
improvement or further training.

The INT variable reflects physicians’ intentions and willingness
to continue using teleconsultation services in the future. The
mean scores for INT1, INT3, INT4, and INT5 were 4.22 (SD
0.89), 3.99 (SD 1.01), 3.87 (SD 1.12), and 4.06 (SD 0.94),
respectively. These scores, being close to or above 4 on a 5-point
scale, suggested a generally positive inclination among the
physicians toward the continued use of teleconsultations. The
SDs for INT1, INT3, INT4, and INT5 indicated a moderate
level of variation in responses. This variation signified that
although there is a general trend of positive intention, individual
physicians’ perspectives on the future use of teleconsultations
vary. The skewness values for these variables ranged from –0.97
to –1.20, which are negative. This negative skewness indicated
a tendency among respondents to agree with the statements
related to INT, suggesting that a larger proportion of physicians
are inclined to continue using these services. The kurtosis values
for INT1 (1.26), INT3 (0.46), INT4 (0.22), and INT5 (0.79)
showed a relatively normal to slightly peaked distribution. This
indicated a consistent pattern in physicians’ responses, with a
tendency toward agreement on the future use of

teleconsultations. The data indicated a positive attitude among
physicians toward continuing the use of teleconsultations. The
inclination to add video consultations to telephone conversations
and to use teleconsultations for patient diagnosis and
collaboration with other physicians was evident. The moderate
spread in responses, however, pointed to some differences in
enthusiasm or confidence about teleconsultations among
individual physicians. These differences could be attributed to
factors such as personal experience, familiarity with technology,
or specific demands of their medical practice. Around 253-289
(70.1%-80%) of respondents intend to use teleconsulting in the
future.

The Q variable was rated by physicians as the lowest level of
all dimensions. The mean scores ranged from 3.28 (SD 1.26)
to 3.73 (SD 1.06). The spread of responses was not even. The
mean scores for Q1, Q2, and Q3 were 3.73 (SD 1.06), 3.43 (SD
1.19), and 3.28 (SD 1.26), respectively. These scores indicated
a moderate level of agreement among physicians regarding Q,
with some variability in the perception of different aspects of
Q. The SDs for Q1-Q3 suggested a significant spread in
responses. This indicated a varied perception of Q among the
physicians, reflecting diverse experiences and expectations
regarding teleconsultations. The skewness values for Q1 (–0.82),
Q2 (–0.55), and Q3 (–0.27) were negative, implying a tendency
for responses to lean toward agreeing with the statements about
Q, although this tendency was less pronounced compared to
other variables, such as SAT or PU. The kurtosis values for Q1
(–0.01), Q2 (–0.82), and Q3 (–1.18) suggested a relatively flat
distribution, particularly for Q2 and Q3. This flatness indicated
that the responses were more evenly spread across the scale,
reflecting a wide range of opinions on the quality of work. The
data suggested that although there is a general trend of moderate
satisfaction with Q, there is considerable variation in how
physicians perceive this Q. This variability could be influenced
by different factors, such as the type of teleconsultation services
used, the technological infrastructure in place, and the specific
needs of the patient population being served. The more even
distribution of responses, especially for Q2 and Q3, indicated
that opinions on Q are diverse. This diversity might reflect the
complexity of evaluating health care quality in a remote setting,
where factors such as patient interaction, diagnostic accuracy,
and treatment effectiveness play a crucial role. Only 199 (55.1%)
respondents felt that teleconsultations are suitable for holistic
patient care, 130 (36%) felt that remote consultations do not
allow for comprehensive care, 108 (29.9%) felt that the Q by
both methods is not the same, and 224 (62%) believed that the
Q using remote visits is similar to that of visits in the clinic.
Most physicians (n=260, 72%) agreed with the statement that
teleconsultations improve Q.

The SAT variable offers valuable insights into physicians’
contentment and approval levels regarding the use of
teleconsultations. Physicians positively rated statements
regarding SAT. The mean scores for the 4 statements of the
SAT variable (SAT1, SAT2, SAT3, and SAT4) were 3.55 (SD
1.16), 4.13 (SD 0.88), 4.00 (SD 0.99), and 3.91 (SD 1.01),
respectively. These scores, hovering around or above 4 on a
5-point scale, indicated a general trend of SAT among
physicians with teleconsultation services. The SDs for
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SAT1-SAT4 suggested a moderate level of variation in
responses. This indicated that although there is an overall sense
of SAT, there are differences in individual experiences and
perceptions regarding teleconsultation services. The skewness
values for these variables ranged from –0.62 to –1.14, which
are negative. This negative skewness implied a leaning toward
higher SAT ratings among the respondents, indicating that more
physicians agree with the positive aspects of teleconsultations.
The kurtosis values for SAT1 (–0.52), SAT2 (1.51), SAT3
(0.82), and SAT4 (0.78) suggested a mixed distribution pattern.
Although SAT1 indicated a relatively normal distribution, SAT2
showed a more peaked distribution, suggesting more consistent
high ratings among physicians. The data suggested that

physicians are generally satisfied with teleconsultation services,
as indicated by the mean scores leaning toward the higher end
of the scale. The moderate variation in responses indicated
differing levels of SAT, which may be influenced by individual
experiences, technological proficiency, or specific needs in their
practice. The skewness toward higher SAT ratings suggested
that a larger proportion of physicians find teleconsultations to
be a convenient and effective medium for providing health care
services.

Descriptive statistics of all model variables are presented in
Table 4, and distributions of the responses are presented in Table
5.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of model variables.

KurtosisSkewnessVarianceMean (SD)

2.77–1.730.874.36 (0.94)PU1a

1.07–1.251.064.04 (1.03)PU2

–0.14–0.911.383.85 (1.18)PU3

1.93–1.340.754.24 (0.87)PU4

–0.38–0.811.303.89 (1.14)PU5

0.99–1.161.014.03 (1.01)PU6

1.88–1.340.704.28 (0.83)PEU1b

–0.47–0.992.023.81 (1.42)PEU2

5.27–1.820.454.51 (0.67)PEU3

1.14–1.271.084.06 (1.04)PEU4

3.44–1.630.774.19 (0.88)PEU5

3.82–1.480.484.42 (0.69)PEU6

7.13–1.990.364.60 (0.60)PEU7

1.26–1.200.804.22 (0.89)INT1c

0.46–0.971.013.99 (1.01)INT3

0.22–0.971.253.87 (1.12)INT4

0.79–1.040.884.06 (0.94)INT5

–0.01–0.821.133.73 (1.06)Q1d

–0.82–0.551.423.43 (1.19)Q2

–1.18–0.271.583.28 (1.26)Q3

–0.52–0.621.353.55 (1.16)SAT1e

1.51–1.140.784.13 (0.88)SAT2

0.82–1.020.984.00 (0.99)SAT3

0.78–1.071.023.91 (1.01)SAT4

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bPEU: perceived ease of use.
cINT: intention to use teleconsultation.
dQ: quality of work.
eSAT: satisfaction.
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Table 5. Participant (N=361) response distributions.

I agree, n (%)I agree somewhat, n
(%)

I neither agree nor
disagree, n (%)

I do not agree some-
what, n (%)

I do not agree, n (%)Likert scale response

205 (56.8)113 (31.3)17 (4.7)19 (5.3)7 (1.9)PU1a

134 (37.1)162 (44.9)22 (6.1)32 (8.9)11 (3.0)PU2

127 (35.2)134 (37.1)37 (10.2)45 (12.5)18 (5.0)PU3

161 (44.6)152 (42.1)27 (7.5)17 (4.7)4 (1.1)PU4

134 (37.1)123 (34.1)43 (11.9)51 (14.1)10 (2.8)PU5

131 (36.3)157 (43.5)36 (10.0)27 (7.5)10 (2.8)PU6

164 (45.4)156 (43.2)20 (5.5)19 (5.3)2 (0.6)PEU1b

156 (43.2)111 (30.7)11 (3.0)35 (9.7)48 (13.3)PEU2

209 (57.9)138 (38.2)6 (1.7)6 (1.7)2 (0.6)PEU3

141 (39.1)154 (42.7)25 (6.9)29 (8.0)12 (3.3)PEU4

138 (38.2)186 (51.5)14 (3.9)14 (3.9)9 (2.5)PEU5

181 (50.1)160 (44.3)12 (3.3)6 (1.7)2 (0.6)PEU6

230 (63.7)123 (34.1)4 (1.1)2 (0.6)2 (0.6)PEU7

164 (45.4)136 (37.7)41 (11.4)16 (4.4)4 (1.1)INT1c

128 (35.5)145 (40.2)52 (14.4)28 (7.8)8 (2.2)INT3

118 (32.7)146 (40.4)45 (12.5)35 (9.7)17 (4.7)INT4

131 (36.3)157 (43.5)43 (11.9)25 (6.9)5 (1.4)INT5

82 (22.7)172 (47.6)47 (13.0)47 (13.0)13 (3.6)Q1d

58 (16.1)167 (46.3)33 (9.1)78 (21.6)25 (6.9)Q2

61 (16.9)136 (37.7)36 (10.0)99 (27.4)29 (8.0)Q3

75 (20.8)148 (41.0)60 (16.6)55 (15.2)23 (6.4)SAT1e

138 (38.2)157 (43.5)48 (13.3)12 (3.3)6 (1.7)SAT2

127 (35.2)146 (40.4)59 (16.3)19 (5.3)10 (2.8)SAT3

103 (28.5)178 (49.3)36 (10.0)33 (9.1)11 (3.0)SAT4

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bPEU: perceived ease of use.
cINT: intention to use teleconsultation.
dQ: quality of work.
eSAT: satisfaction.

Structural Equation Modeling
Based on the factors extracted in EFA, a structural model was
developed (Figure 3). The model demonstrated excellent fit
with the data, as indicated by indices such as the
chi-square-to-degrees-of-freedom index: PCMIN/DF=0.91 (<5
is acceptable), comparative fit index (CFI)=1 (>0.9 is
acceptable), goodness-of-fit index (GFI)=0.99 (>0.9 is
acceptable), and root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA)=0 (<0.08 is acceptable). These values suggested that
our model is robust and accurately represents the observed data.

In assessing the relationships between key constructs in our
teleconsultation acceptance model, we used maximum likelihood
estimates to derive regression weights (Table 6). Our analysis
revealed significant relationships between the constructs, as

evidenced by the P values and critical ratios (CRs) in the
regression weights. The influence of PU on INT was strong
(estimate=0.63, CR=15.84, P<.001), suggesting that physicians’
PU of teleconsultations significantly predicts their INT. PEU_2
also positively influenced INT (estimate=0.17, CR=4.31,
P<.001), albeit to a lesser extent than PU. Both PU
(estimate=0.44, CR=9.53, P<.001) and INT (estimate=0.4,
CR=8.57, P<.001) significantly predicted SAT, indicating that
PU and INT are crucial determinants of SAT with
teleconsultations. Q was positively influenced by INT
(estimate=0.179, CR=3.64, P<.001), PU (estimate=0.246,
CR=4.79, P<.001), PEU_1 (estimate=0.18, CR=4.93, P<.001),
and SAT (estimate=0.357, CR=6.97, P<.001), highlighting a
multifaceted impact on Q. Since on each path of the model, the
values of the regression parameters had P<.05, it can be said
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that at a significance level of =.05, all the direct dependencies
of the model are significant, and hence, H1-H8 are supported.

Standardized regression weights underscore the relative strength
of these relationships in standardized format, which is
particularly useful for comparing the effects across different
predictors within our model. A significant positive covariance
was observed between PU and PEU_1 (estimate=0.37, CR=6.52,
P<.001) and between PU and PEU_2 (estimate=0.28, CR=5.05,
P<.001), suggesting that PU and PEU are interrelated constructs.
However, no significant correlation was found between PEU_1
and PEU_2 (estimate=0, P=.99), indicating these aspects of

PEU may independently influence the model. The squared
multiple correlations for INT (0.48), SAT (0.58), and Q (0.6)
indicate a substantial proportion of variance in these endogenous
variables, explained by their respective predictors.

Our findings provide strong empirical support for the
hypothesized relationships within TAM. The significant paths
between constructs such as PU, PEU, INT, SAT, and Q highlight
the multifaceted nature of teleconsultation acceptance among
physicians.

These results underscore the importance of both PU and PEU
in influencing INT and SAT, which, in turn, impact Q.

Figure 3. Structural model presenting standardized estimates. BI: measurement error; INT: intention to use teleconsultation; PEU: perceived ease of
use; PU: perceived usefulness; Q: quality of work; SAT: satisfaction.

Table 6. Standardized regression weights of direct model paths.

P valueEstimateModel paths

<.0010.626PUa→INTb

<.0010.17PEUc_2→INT

<.0010.439PU→SATd

<.0010.395INT→SAT

<.0010.179INT→Qe

<.0010.246PU→Q

<.0010.176PEU_1→Q

<.0010.357SAT→Q

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bINT: intention to use teleconsultation.
cPEU: perceived ease of use.
dSAT: satisfaction.
eQ: quality of work.
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Mediation Analysis
In addition to the analysis of the model’s direct paths, a
mediation analysis was conducted. The values of regression
factors for indirect model paths were determined (Table 7). The
mediating effects within the structural model for the
teleconsultation research provide insights into the indirect
pathways through which independent variables influence
dependent variables. PU had a substantial indirect effect on
SAT through INT, with an estimate of 0.25 (P<.001). This
suggests that the PU of teleconsultation systems significantly
influences SAT, mediated by INT. Additionally, PU indirectly
affected Q through both INT (estimate=0.112, P<.002) and SAT
(estimate=0.16, P<.001). These paths indicate that PU leads to
higher Q, as it influences INT and SAT with it. PEU_2 indirectly
influenced SAT via INT, with an estimate of 0.07 (P<.001).
This effect signifies that the PEU contributes to SAT through
INT. For Q, PEU_2 had an indirect effect through the mediation
of INT (estimate=0.03, P<.001) and SAT (estimate=0.02,
P<.001). These findings imply that PEU of teleconsultations
not only impacts INT but also enhances the Q delivered through
SAT. The path from INT to Q mediated by SAT was significant,
with an estimate of 0.14 (P<.001), indicating that INT
contributes to Q, as mediated by SAT levels. The bootstrap 95%
CIs for these indirect effects reinforced their significance, as
they did not include 0, and the P values were well below the
.001 threshold, indicating robustness in these mediating
relationships. The mediating effects elucidate the important role

of INT and SAT with teleconsultation services in enhancing
the PU and PEU.

Our findings from the SEM analysis corroborate several key
hypotheses concerning direct, indirect, and mediating effects
within the teleconsultation context. In accordance with H1, PU
exhibited a significant direct effect on INT. Supporting H2, PU
was also found to directly affect Q. In line with H3, a direct
effect of PU on SAT was substantiated. PEU_1’s direct effect
on Q affirmed H4, demonstrating the technical influence of
PEU on Q. PEU_2 was confirmed to directly impact INT,
lending credence to H5. H6, positing a direct effect of INT on
SAT, was also validated. Similarly, H7 was supported, with
INT having a direct influence on Q. SAT was found to directly
affect Q, confirming H8. The indirect influence of PU on Q
through INT, posited in H9, was also substantiated. PU was
found to indirectly affect SAT through INT, supporting H10.
Moreover, the hypothesized indirect effect of PU on Q via the
mediating roles of INT and SAT, as stated in H11, was
validated. PEU_2’s indirect impact on Q through INT, as
hypothesized in H12, was confirmed. The indirect effect of
PEU_2 on SAT via INT, detailed in H13, was likewise
corroborated (Table 8).

Since on each path of the model, the values of the regression
parameters had P<.05, it can be said that at a significance level
of =.05, all the indirect dependencies of the model are
significant, and hence, H9-H14 are supported.

Table 7. Standardized regression weights of indirect model paths.

SignificanceP valueEstimateIndirect model paths

Significant<.0010.247PUa→INTb→SATc

Significant<.0010.088PU→INT→SAT→Qd

Significant<.0020.112PU→INT→Q

Significant<.0010.157PU→SAT→Q

Significant<.0010.067PEUe_2→INT→SAT

Significant<.0010.024PEU_2→INT→SAT→Q

Significant<.0010.03PEU_2→INT→Q

Significant<.0010.141INT→SAT→Q

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bINT: intention to use teleconsultation.
cSAT: satisfaction.
dQ: quality of work.
ePEU: perceived ease of use.
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Table 8. Corroboration of hypotheses concerning direct, indirect, and mediating effects.

Supported (yes/no)DescriptionHypothesis (H)

YesPUa has a direct effect on INTb.H1

YesPEUc has a direct effect on INT.H2

YesPU has a direct effect on SATd.H3

YesINT has a direct effect on SAT.H4

YesPU has a direct effect on Qe.H5

YesPEU has a direct effect on Q.H6

YesINT has a direct effect on Q.H7

YesSAT has a direct effect on Q.H8

YesPU has an indirect effect on Q through INT.H9

YesPU has an indirect effect on SAT through INT.H10

YesPU has an indirect effect on Q through INT and SAT.H11

YesPEU_2 has an indirect effect on Q through INT.H12

YesPEU_2 has an indirect effect on SAT through INT.H13

YesPEU_2 has an indirect effect on Q through INT and SAT.H14

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bINT: intention to use teleconsultation.
cPEU: perceived ease of use.
dSAT: satisfaction.
eQ: quality of work.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study evaluated Polish physicians’ acceptance of
teleconsultations during the COVID-19 pandemic in Poland.
Most of the physicians positively assessed the PU of
teleconsultations. The majority of physicians believed that their
work during the COVID-19 pandemic would have been difficult
without teleconsultations (88%) and that teleconsultations turned
out to be a useful system enabling medical care (87%). The least
number of physicians said that teleconsultations save time (61%)
and improve performance (72%). Physicians are willing to use
new technologies if they do not require additional time and
effort, which is in line with other studies [25]. Similar results
regarding the usefulness of teleconsultations during a pandemic
and the ease of using them were obtained in a cross-sectional
study conducted in 2020 in one of the Romanian counties using
a questionnaire that assessed, among other things, the perception
of teleconsultations by physicians. The study showed a positive
perception of telemedicine by Romanian physicians. However,
the researchers also highlighted the cons of teleconsultations,
such as the time-consuming process, fear of making medical
errors remotely, and communication difficulties on the part of
patients [57]. The time-consuming nature of teleconsultations
has also been confirmed in Great Britain; British physicians
reported on time-consuming daily phone calls, emails, and
complex electronic medical record protocols [58].

The PEU was also highly rated (average above 4). Most of the
surveyed physicians (97%) declared that they know how to

connect to external systems during teleconsultations. Using
teleconsultations was understandable for most of the respondents
(96%), and most of them (94%) could easily prepare all
necessary documents (prescriptions, sick leave, referrals for
tests, etc) during the teleconsultations. Our results confirm those
of other studies according to which the teleconsultations are
simple and support physicians’ responsibility in their work and
medical decisions [30,59].

Polish physicians also positively assessed the future of
teleconsultations and declared their intent to this form of work
with patients (83%) and other physicians to agree on the
diagnosis (73%). According to the majority of respondents
(79%), remote monitoring of patients’ health would improve
the performance of teleconsultations. In the future, they (75%)
would also willingly use video visits to facilitate contact and
diagnosis of patients. Similar findings were obtained in a
Romanian study, in which physicians concluded that
telemedicine should be used continuously, not just during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Most physicians (91.1%) considered it
necessary to provide care using telemedicine after the pandemic
[57]. In addition, in Brazil, most physicians want to continue
remote care and demand regulations on the use of telemedicine
that would allow the extension of remote services [60].

Teleconsultation became popular during the COVID-19
pandemic, and now, there are expectations that it will become
a permanent part of the health care system [61]. The
development and integration of ICT in health care delivery have
great potential for patients, providers, and payers in future health
care systems [62].
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Polish physicians positively assessed SAT and felt comfortable
giving the system a high SAT score. The mean value of
responses for all statements regarding SAT was approximately
4. Only the statement regarding the identity of remote and
traditional visits was rated lower. Only 62% of physicians
believed that both forms of medical consultations are equivalent,
and the average for this dimension was 3.55. This is probably
due to the influence of teleconsultations on Q, which Polish
physicians assessed as the lowest of all the dimensions of TAM.
The average response ranged from 3.28 to 3.73. Only 55.1% of
respondents stated that teleconsultation is suitable for holistic
patient care, and 36% stated that teleconsultation does not allow
for comprehensive care. The literature also emphasizes that
teleconsultations will never replace F2F meetings. The
large-scale and urgent introduction of teleconsultation into our
practice is likely to be redefined in the post–COVID-19 era [7].
Another opinion is that teleconsultation is not inferior to
personal visits to the office in terms of the preferences and
satisfaction of patients and physicians. It should, therefore, be
an effective complement to F2F office visits as a mechanism
for segregation and long-term continuity of care [63].

Comparison With Previous Studies
This is the first such study conducted on SAT and Q in PHCs.
SAT and Q have already been studied in other medical
specialties (eg, urology, dermatology, psychiatry, and oncology).
In a study conducted among dermatologists, almost all categories
regarding SAT with remote dermatological teleconsultations
were rated at about 9 on a 0-10 scale [64]. Schubert et al [65]
assessed SAT with teleconsultations in psychiatry, which turned
out to be at a high level. Providers were satisfied with
telepsychiatry, and both believed that telepsychiatry provides
patients with better access to care. Urological teleconsultation
introduced quickly during the COVID-19 closure has achieved
a high level of satisfaction among both patients and physicians
[7]. Physicians are interested in using telemedicine tools that
increase improved access to health and differentiate their clinical
practice [66]. Telemedicine benefits all physicians’ patients by
increasing access to health care services and remotely managing
elderly people with chronic conditions [67]. Therefore, the
findings of our research are in accordance with other studies
documenting the openness of physicians to the use of
teleconsultations in providing health services to patients [68].

However, teleconsultations have limitations regarding the
uncertainty caused by the inability to physically check the
patient’s health condition, and this is something physicians
should be aware of [69]. Studies so far show that almost
two-thirds of physicians report uncertainty about the correctness
of a diagnosis made with telemedicine, and only one-fourth
have confidence in making remote decisions [57].
Teleconsultations will never fully replace a personal visit, due
to the inability to check the physical symptoms of the disease
and the lack of nonverbal signals expressing trust and empathy
during remote contact.

SEM results substantiate the significant influence of PU on INT,
SAT with this technology, and Q. A possible reason for this
may be the availability and effectiveness of teleconsultation,
the time saving in this system, and Q. Thus, a positive effect

from PU will result in better SAT with teleconsultations and
INT. This result is in line with other studies conducted in the
field of telemedicine [30,70-73].

The medical PEU from the point of view of handling medical
data (PEU_2) has a minor but significant impact on INT.
Notably, the technical PEU_1 has a significant impact on Q.
The easier it is to use teleconsultation, the better physicians are
at assessing Q. The less effort users put in to handle medical
data, the more positive their INT to use the system. This is in
line with other studies, showing that the acceptance of
telemedicine is greater when it provides faster health care, cost
savings, better documentation, and time savings [52]. However,
a study conducted in the United States found that the role of the
influence of PEU on INT is insignificant. The study focused on
pediatricians’ INT to use of online health apps. The reason for
this could be the longer contact of physicians with telemedicine
technology [64]. Another explanation is that for highly
competent physicians, the effect of PEU on INT is of little
importance [74].

PU and PEU are considered the main determinants that directly
explain the intent to use (“accept”) a new technology [75]. In
this study, we, therefore, confirmed the hypotheses that the
constructs described in the traditional TAM are appropriate for
measuring the intent of physicians to use teleconsultations.

INT emerged as a factor influencing SAT and Q and a pivotal
mediator linking PU with both SAT and Q, thus underscoring
the importance of intentions in the acceptance and effective use
of telemedicine. This finding is in harmony with the existing
literature that emphasizes the mediating role of INT in the
context of technology acceptance [26]. When physicians believe
that using teleconsultation will be effortless and useful, their
attitude and INT will improve. This system, with less effort,
encourages physicians to use teleconsultations and improves
SAT and Q [31,70,76,77]. Therefore, the condition for the
implementation of telemedicine technologies should be ensuring
its understanding by health care providers in order to gain their
acceptance and ensure the use of these technologies in the future
[78]. SAT also turned out to be a significant mediator between
PU, PEU, and Q. Our research, therefore, showed that the main
elements of TAM viewed as PU and PEU have a significant
impact on INT, which has been confirmed in other studies
[30,70-73,79-82].

The model reaffirms the significant direct and indirect roles of
PU and PEU in shaping INT, SAT, and Q. These findings
contribute to the extant literature on teleconsultation acceptance
and underscore the nuanced factors that influence the acceptance
and satisfaction of teleconsultation services among physicians.

Implications
When planning a new teleconsultation system, PHC facilities
should be able to predict whether the new system will be
acceptable and satisfactory for medical staff, investigate the
reasons why the planned system may not be fully acceptable,
and then take action to increase the system’s acceptance. The
results of this study show that the PU of a system is a key
determinant of medical professionals’ INT. Therefore, before
introducing a new system to PHC facilities, managers of these
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facilities can increase the acceptance of the system by involving
medical personnel in the implementation process, assessing the
medical personnel’s perception of the system (PU and PEU)
and taking appropriate actions based on this assessment.
Training should also be provided to medical staff to highlight
the effectiveness and usefulness of teleconsultation in PHCs.
Information and training sessions should primarily focus on
how teleconsultation can help improve the quality of PHCs.

Intention as an intermediary variable has a significant and
positive impact on users’ SAT with teleconsultation and its Q.
To increase the expected results in the Q of teleconsultations,
the teleconsultation system should be useful for health checking,
improving the quality of life, and increasing the capacity for
self-care. To increase PEU, the teleconsultation system should
be clear, understandable, easy to learn, easy to implement, and
easy to perform health checks with. To increase the perceived
utility, the teleconsultation system should positively influence
the treatment plan, provide more comprehensive care services,
and efficiently diagnose and efficiently plan and precisely
monitor the patient’s condition. The system should make
physicians willing to use it to increase their INT. All this will
contribute to greater SAT of physicians with their work and
better quality of care [83].

This study is a contribution to the field of teleconsultation
acceptance research. The modified TAM and its psychometric
properties verified in this study can be used as a research
framework to understand the acceptance of teleconsultation,
especially in the population of PHC workers. The model can
also be used for future TAM research in a variety of contexts
in identifying, explaining, and predicting the intention of PHC
professionals to use teleconsultation. Therefore, it is highly
recommended to replicate this study in different environments
to generalize the results across domains.

Limitations
In the discussion of research findings, it is crucial to
acknowledge the limitations of this study to provide a
comprehensive understanding of its context and implications.
Although the study offers valuable insights into the factors
influencing the acceptance and SAT of medical professionals
with teleconsultation systems, several limitations must be
considered.

The study was conducted across a specific number of PHC
facilities in Poland. Although efforts were made to ensure a
representative sample of PHC facilities, the findings might not
fully encapsulate the diverse range of experiences and
perceptions of all medical professionals nationwide. Regional
variations, different health care settings, and varying levels of
teleconsultation acceptance could influence SAT and acceptance
levels.

The cross-sectional nature of the survey limits our ability to
infer causality or changes over time. Longitudinal studies would
be required to understand how perceptions and SAT with
teleconsultation evolve as users gain more experience and as
the technology itself advances.

The reliance on self-reported data can introduce biases, such as
social desirability or recall bias. Participants’ responses might
not accurately reflect their true experiences or feelings toward
teleconsultation.

Although the study focused on PU and PEU, other factors could
influence SAT and INT. These might include individual
technological proficiency, prior experiences with
teleconsultation, or organizational support, which were not
extensively explored in this study.

The study primarily addressed teleconsultation in PHC settings.
The findings might not be generalizable to other forms of
teleconsultation or to specialists’ use of teleconsultation, where
different factors could be more influential. The study also did
not deeply explore the technological and operational constraints
that might impact the effectiveness and user SAT with
teleconsultation systems, such as system reliability, user
interface design, and integration with existing health information
systems.

The study was conducted during a period potentially influenced
by the COVID-19 pandemic, which might have affected attitudes
toward teleconsultation. The urgency and necessity of
teleconsultation during the pandemic might not reflect standard
operational conditions.

By addressing these limitations, future research can build upon
the findings to develop a more nuanced understanding of the
factors influencing the successful implementation and adoption
of teleconsultation systems in various health care settings. In
the forthcoming models, we also intend to include constructs
such as compatibility, self-efficacy, social norms, perceived
behavioral control [25,84], social interaction, invasiveness, and
relevance [85].

Conclusion
After the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a
dynamic development of teleconsultations in PHCs in Poland.
Therefore, we conducted satisfaction surveys of Polish
physicians based on a modified TAM, which we extended with
new constructs, including physicians’ SAT and Q, considering
INT as a mediating variable. The tool developed for this model
was verified in terms of psychometric properties. Therefore, it
has the potential to be used in both research and practice,
especially to assess the SAT and Q of PHC physicians who use
teleconsultations in Poland.

The findings highlight significant relationships between PEU,
PU, INT, and physicians’ SAT with teleconsultation and their
Q. The study showed that the PEU and PU of teleconsultations
are predictive determinants of the acceptance of teleconsultation,
which in turn influences physicians’ SAT and Q.

Identification of the most important factors influencing
physicians’ SAT and Q can provide important information to
managers of PHC facilities and help them make the right
decisions. This study provides information for the strategies of
PHCs and policy makers to accept and encourage the use of
teleconsultations in Poland.
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Abstract

Background: The safety of telemedicine in general and telephone triage (teletriage) safety in particular have been a focus of
concern since the 1970s. Today, telehealth, now subsuming teletriage, has a basic structure and process intended to promote
safety. However, inadequate telehealth systems may also compromise patient safety. The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated rapid
but uneven telehealth growth, both technologically and professionally. Within 5-10 years, the field will likely be more
technologically advanced; however, these advances may still outpace professional standards. The need for an evidence-based
system is crucial and urgent.

Objective: Our aim was to explore ways that developed teletriage systems produce safe outcomes by examining key system
components and questioning long-held assumptions.

Methods: We examined safety by performing a narrative review of the literature using key terms concerning patient safety in
teletriage. In addition, we conducted system analysis of 2 typical formal systems, physician led and nurse led, in Israel and the
United States, respectively, and evaluated those systems’ respective approaches to safety. Additionally, we conducted in-depth
interviews with representative physicians and 1 nurse using a qualitative approach.

Results: The review of literature indicated that research on various aspects of telehealth and teletriage safety is still sparse and
of variable quality, producing conflicting and inconsistent results. Researchers, possibly unfamiliar with this complicated field,
use an array of poorly defined terms and appear to design studies based on unfounded assumptions. The interviews with health
care professionals demonstrated several challenges encountered during teletriage, mainly making diagnosis from a distance,
treating unfamiliar patients, a stressful atmosphere, working alone, and technological difficulties. However, they reported using
several measures that help them make accurate diagnoses and reasonable decisions, thus keeping patient safety, such as using
their expertise and intuition, using structured protocols, and considering nonmedical factors and patient preferences (shared
decision-making).

Conclusions: Remote encounters about acute, worrisome symptoms are time sensitive, requiring decision-making under
conditions of uncertainty and urgency. Patient safety and safe professional practice are extremely important in the field of teletriage,
which has a high potential for error. This underregulated subspecialty lacks adequate development and substantive research on
system safety. Research may commingle terminology and widely different, ill-defined groups of decision makers with wide
variation in decision-making skills, clinical training, experience, and job qualifications, thereby confounding results. The rapid
pace of telehealth’s technological growth creates urgency in identifying safe systems to guide developers and clinicians about
needed improvements.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50676)   doi:10.2196/50676
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Introduction

Definitions and Terminology
Telemedicine refers to the electronic transmission of medical
data from one source to another to promote clinical health. A
wide range of services and applications, including 2-way video,
email, smartphones, and other communications technology, are
included in telemedicine. With the aid of these technologies,
patients and caregivers who are geographically separated can
communicate and receive treatment, consultation, follow-up,
counseling, and health education, as well as engage in medical
intervention, monitoring, and remote hospitalization [1,2]. The
biggest benefits of telemedicine, aside from cost savings, are
expanding patient access to treatment, expanding the availability
of medical services, and improving clinicians’ efficacy [3].

The delivery and facilitation of health and health-related
services, such as medical care, provider and patient education,
health information services, and self-care, using
telecommunications and digital communication technology is
known as telehealth.

Although telehealth and telemedicine are frequently used
synonymously, the term “telehealth” is used as an umbrella
term to refer to all aspects and activities of health care and the
health care system that are carried out via telecommunications
technology, as opposed to the more specific term “telemedicine,”
which only refers to the practice of medicine remotely [4,5].

Triage is the process of classifying and prioritizing symptoms.
Based on quality, and in the context of health services, triage
refers to the process of ranking patients according to their need
for care. Using triage services can lower health care costs by
preventing patients from making needless and expensive trips
to emergency departments (EDs) and by assisting them with
self-care and informal care while the doctor is away [6,7].

Telephone triage (assessment and triage of symptoms by
telephone) predates telehealth by about 50 years. In the past
5-10 years, the broad industry of telehealth has subsumed
telephone triage, which has quickly evolved into teletriage to
include a wide range of high-tech features (video, biotelemetry,
and patient wearables) to enhance remote, brief, but urgent
encounters [6,8].

Teletriage is an unscheduled, brief (2-10 minutes), urgent
encounter (by telephone only) initiated by patients seeking an
estimate of symptom urgency and triage by a clinician to get
an urgent on-site evaluation and definitive diagnosis [6,8].

Televisits (via video technology) are now a common substitute
for a face-to-face medical appointment and may be 20-30
minutes in length.

Definitions and terms related to telehealth and teletriage are
included in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Teletriage: History and Characteristics
Wheeler et al [8] defined teletriage as the complex process of
remotely assessing acute, worrisome symptoms to estimate their
urgency and to render clinical advice and triage for further
evaluation and diagnosis, as appropriate. The goal is to ensure
the safe, timely, and appropriate disposition of patient symptoms
remotely. This service is accomplished with remote encounters
by telephone or real-time video (including biotelemetry). A
disposition is a directive from clinician to patient about when
and where to be further evaluated and treated. It may also
include a risk estimation statement, such as “your symptoms
sound urgent,” to both inform and motivate patients to comply
with the medical advice [8].

Historically, the need for teletriage became an issue when health
maintenance organizations (HMOs) realized that they could be
more cost-effective by conserving on-site appointments for the
sickest patients, which is a form of triage and a way to control
access [9].

The overarching goal of medical care (systems and processes)
is to use valid, reliable components and experienced trained
clinicians to produce safe outcomes. Since the 1970s, clinicians
have informally performed teletriage in ambulatory care settings
ranging from urgent care and EDs, physician offices, clinics,
and student health centers to disease management and
ambulatory surgery. Beginning in the midnineties, teletriage
and the telehealth industry began developing early systems [10].

One description of teletriage [10] is that it is a time-sensitive,
complex, human-technology hybrid process of remote medical
decision-making. Currently and in the future, a range of
technologies will provide a range of information. On the
continuum of care, teletriage can now be acknowledged as the
entry point to clinical care. It legitimately qualifies as
“prehospital care.”

By discussing treatment alternatives and the need for care,
teletriage aims to identify the most appropriate degree of care
that is needed. These alternatives could involve self-care or
informal care, normal or emergency doctor visits, prompt
referral to the ED or emergency clinics, or ambulance dispatch,
depending on the data collected during evaluations. To support
self-care and informal care, teletriage services may also entail
providing information and help for difficult medical decisions,
as well as managing symptoms. In a variety of medical facilities,
nurses or doctors conduct teletriage [11,12].

The teletriage system, which is primarily run by nurses,
determines the level of medical urgency and the type of health
care that is needed when patients are contacted by telephone.
This system is crucial for delivering affordable, effective, and
secure health care [13].

The decision-making process is difficult and stressful in the
emergency teletriage scenario because decisions must be made
quickly and are dependent on nonvisible, unreliable, and
incomplete information and nonvisible indicators. Additionally,
patients’ capacities for clear symptom communication differ,
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particularly when young patients are involved. The lack of
precise criteria for making the decision further increases the
difficulty of the decision-making process [14,15].

Over the past few years, numerous Western nations and sizable
corporations have started to offer primary health care services
after regular business hours. In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic
accelerated telehealth growth exponentially. Almost overnight,
telehealth rapidly became an established, essential service [16].

Currently, many US health plans provide advice lines. These
services are advertised as a benefit of patients’ health plans.
Advice lines offer clinicians’ advice for patients who have
concerns about acute or worrisome symptoms who are calling
from home. A telephone call to an after-hours advice line is
typically the patients’ first attempt to gain access—a medical
consultation for a symptom that patients interpret as urgent.
However, standards are still lacking for clinical decision makers,
their experience, qualifications, clinical training, and practice
[8,17,18].

Once considered embryonic, telehealth now appears to be in an
adolescent phase. It is rapidly and erratically growing, and
technology is outpacing clinical standards. Telehealth appears
to be undergoing an identity crisis [9].

Opposing forces—technology, cost containment, and safe
clinical practice—now struggle to claim control of the field,
one so new that regulation cannot keep pace. There are inherent

risks in the clinical task—remote, rapid, clinical decision-making
using software that serves technological interests but may not
serve clinical safety [18].

In the United States, these forces are quite evident, as health
care needs to save money may be at odds with patients’ needs
for access. Furthermore, health care institutions may attempt to
limit patients’ use of ED, urgent care, office, and clinic services
to be cost-effective or to use less costly (and less qualified) staff
in the telehealth process, thereby reducing safety [10,19].

In the United States, evidence-based electronic guidelines have
not yet emerged. No telehealth-based professional organization
yet exists. Some agencies have developed regulations, including
the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC)
[20], the American Academy of Ambulatory Care Nursing [21],
the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) [22],
the American Nurses Association (ANA) [23], the Emergency
Nurses Association [24], and the North American Nursing
Diagnosis Association (NANDA) [25]. Inadequately designed
technology can lead to unintended consequences, while field
testing may not be adequate [26,27]. The ACEP [22] has
developed descriptions and broad classifications of emergent
to acute symptom patterns for on-site triage. There is a need for
a similar classification for teletriage.

Clearly, we are in early days in telehealth research, with the
need to define meaningful measures for safe outcomes (Table
1).

Table 1. Safe outcomes.

DescriptionOutcome

A timely, safe disposition: right place, right time, for the right reason. ARs are considered safe.ARa

A referral deemed (retrospectively) by some to be unnecessary at the time and place initially recommended. ORs are
likely safe but not cost-effective.

ORb

A referral to a lower level of care than is safe or timely, often resulting in a delay in care. URs have the potential to
cause or result in patient harm [8].

URc

aAR: appropriate referral.
bOR: overreferral.
cUR: underreferral.

Controversies have emerged in relation to referrals (outcomes).
Both appropriate referrals (ARs) and overreferrals (ORs) are
considered safe, but ORs are not cost-effective—a less desirable
outcome. Some experts suspect that doctors of medicine (MDs)
are reluctant to define safety or to criticize other
MDs’/researchers’ work.

Without a consensus on safe outcomes that are evidence based,
it will be difficult for the industry to make meaningful progress
toward the goal of safety. Research on meaningful safe outcomes
is needed. We chose to discuss teletriage safety for several
reasons: patient safety and safe practice are important topics,
and teletriage has a high potential for error.

Teletriage involves making medical decisions under conditions
of uncertainty and urgency. Teletriage has also conflicting goals:
the institutions’ need to control costs (especially in the United
States), while also ensuring patient access to care in a safe,

timely manner. Furthermore, this underregulated subspecialty
lacks adequate research on system safety.

Our review and analysis present a glimpse of current safety
through analyzing 2 developed representative systems in 2
countries: Israel (Clalit Health Services) and the United States
(Redwood Healthcare Plan [RHP]). We examined each system
to learn how developed each system is and to explore the
elements that might influence safe practice and patient outcomes.

This might be the first study to review and compare 2 formal
teletriage systems. Both authors have performed triage in formal
systems and taught and consulted in telehealth for a combined
50 years. Teletriage was the focus of this study. We focused on
urgent, time-sensitive calls from patients or their families
regarding acute or worrisome symptoms. We believe the
telehealth industry and telemedicine can benefit from our
findings.
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Methods

Study Design
This study included 2 parts:

• A narrative review of the literature: studies describing
nurses’ and physicians’ teletriage systems from the United
States and Israel

• Qualitative assessment, including interviews with several
physicians (Israel) and 1 nurse (the United States)

Part 1: Narrative Review
Both key authors of this paper have practiced in the field of
telehealth; thus, they have a reality-based perspective on the
subspecialty.

We restricted our review to system features (structure, process,
and outcomes) to provide a more orderly review in this variable
and broad field. In this narrative review, we discussed the
various facets of and challenges in teletriage, with special focus
on the United States and Israel, which serve as representatives
for teletriage for nurses and physicians, respectively.

Search Terms
Using the following key search terms, we searched PubMed,
Medline, and Google Scholar for papers relevant to this review:
Telephone Triage AND Teletriage AND Telehealth AND
Telemedicine AND Telecare (and Tele-Triage); + Safety, +
Systems, + Physician-led, + Nurse-led. + System Error, +
Human Error.

Selection Criteria
It was essential that we study developed systems, because even
today, US telehealth practice is still typically
unregulated—variously devoid of complete or evidence-based
components, such as guidelines, formal documentation, qualified
staff, clinical training, and standards—in many office, clinic,
ED, and ambulatory care settings.

For our critical analysis, we focused on the best examples of
current practice: large, formal clinical call centers or HMOs.
These services in the United States provide 24–7 clinical call
coverage.

We narrowed our review of the literature to studies that focused
either directly or generally on teletriage safety. See Multimedia
Appendix 2 for criteria for selecting papers. Only English
language publications that were published in scholarly journals
or organizations between 1970 and 2023 were included. All
types of papers were considered, including original papers,
reports of randomized clinical trials, observational studies, and
editorials or essays by key opinion leaders.

A summary of early research (1977 to the 1990s) focused mostly
on the physician practice of teletriage. A recent review (the
1990s to 2022) summarized and critiqued teletriage safety
research.

Part 2: Qualitative Assessment
Using a qualitative approach, we conducted interviews with 15
representative physicians who worked in a pediatric teletrige

service (Clalit Health Services) in Israel. In addition, we
interviewed 1 nurse who worked in a nurse teltriage service in
the United States.

To obtain their subjective perspectives on maintaining patient
safety in this setting, the physicians were asked about factors
that may have impacted their reaching a “correct” diagnosis and
deciding on reasonable and appropriate treatment.

To gather detailed and accurate information that would
accurately reflect the participants’ subjective experiences, we
used a semistructured qualitative study (SSQS) technique in
this study. Participants’ replies were evaluated and analyzed
thematically when themes were found.

The use of open-ended questions, which gave the study its
qualitative quality, allowed participants to candidly discuss the
challenges they encounter in teletriage settings and the strategies
they use to ensure patient safety.

The research complied with the Standards for Qualitative
Research (SRQR) items [28]. We examined the responses using
qualitative content analysis, which is a systematic procedure
for collecting and analyzing qualitative data. Using a consistent
set of codes to group texts with comparable content and creating
themes and subcategories within themes from participant replies,
this technique aims to “answer questions such as what, why,
and how, and the common patterns in the data are searched for”
[29].

Ethical Considerations
Informed consent was obtained from the physicians and nurse
participating in the qualitative section of the study. All necessary
approvals for this study were obtained from the Ethics
Committees of Clalit Health Services and the University of
Haifa (approval numbers 0031-16COM2 and 458/16,
respectively).

Results

Telemedicine and Teletriage Growth Surge During
the COVID-19 Pandemic
Telemedicine, or the use of digital and remote medical
technologies to connect patients and caregivers, has become the
hottest and most talked-about area of technology, thanks to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The influence of the pandemic on the
area of telemedicine worldwide is best summarized by the New
York Times headline “10 Years of Change in One Week:
Telemedicine on Fast Track” dated April 20, 2020.

COVID-19 plagued the world for most of 2020, posing a serious
threat to public health. Although many health organizations
were primarily focused on combating the immediate effects of
COVID-19, maintaining basic and vital therapeutic services
was equally important. Initial responses in many nations
included clinic closures and the suspension of all noncritical
medical services [30,31].

Telemedicine provides ongoing medical care, while maintaining
strict social distancing. To reduce their exposure to others and
still obtain medical care, patients at risk may benefit from
staying at home. As a result, it is not surprising that health care
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systems worldwide are turning to telemedicine, which has led
to an exponential surge in its use as opposed to a previously
slow uptake of the novel practice [32,33]. Thus, because of the
COVID-19 pandemic, teletriage services have been implemented
more frequently [34].

The benefits of teletriage during the COVID-19 pandemic have
been described in recent studies; these studies show that this
technique removes face-to-face contact, lowers the danger of
exposure for medical personnel and other patients, and conserves
scarce resources. Results suggest that more investigation is
needed to ascertain how teletriage affects clinical outcomes,
expenditures, and the use of follow-up care [35,36].

Although the COVID-19 pandemic has fueled the awareness
and growth of technology and televisits, which are a
convenience and infection control, the COVID-19 period has
not made teletriage systems safer. It has made technology
proliferate explosively.

Teletriage: First Point of Access to Care
Patients call advice lines for a reason. They want to know
whether their symptoms are urgent. Clinical decision makers
assess the symptoms, estimate the urgency, triage the symptoms,
and advise when, where, and why the patient should be seen.
Teletriage is designed specifically for this purpose—estimating
symptom urgency and triage to ensure timely access to care.
On the continuum of care, teletriage can now be acknowledged
as the entry point to clinical care. It legitimately qualifies as
“prehospital care” [8].

The primary function of teletriage is the assessment and
management of symptoms by telephone, which also calls for
expert judgment, clinical evaluation, and proactive information
gathering from the patient [6,37].

According to researchers, nurses estimate and rule out symptom
urgency to determine a disposition by using pattern recognition.
“Telephonic medical diagnosis of patients’ problems” is what
telephone medicine, as practiced by doctors, is defined as
[15,38].

Teletriage System Safety
The task in teletriage is to safely assess symptoms, estimate the
urgency, and triage the symptoms presented remotely and then
advise a disposition (time and place) for them to be further
evaluated. The goal is to “make good decisions under conditions
of uncertainty and urgency” to avoid the risk of delay in care,
diagnosis, or treatment. Compared to in-person consultations,
teletriage is a complex activity that entails certain inherent
dangers because there is no visual contact and no nonverbal
communication [39-41].

While performing teletriage, nurses must rely on audio signals
rather than visual ones, although patients can speak about their
symptoms using different terms. The ability of clinicians to
communicate effectively is crucial, but there are also several
other abilities that must be present, including the ability to
recognize verbal cues, concentrate on obtaining a focused
history, and understand the importance of having proper
documentation [14,42,43].

Other characteristics of after-hours care that could pose risks
include a high patient call volume, a variety of clinical
conditions presented, the likelihood of urgent conditions being
present, unknown patients, knowledge gaps regarding patients’
medical histories, and the potential for information transfer
discontinuity. Concerns have been raised because teletriage
might compromise patient safety [44-48].

Regarding the reliability and safety of teletriage services, several
recent studies have produced contradictory findings. Some
studies were pessimistic, reporting that patient safety is
frequently jeopardized by teletriage decisions [49]; service
providers do not always forward the case to the on-call
physician, when necessary [50]; and only a small number of
diagnostic and therapeutic choices made during teletriage
consultations offer the same level of health care as in-person
conversations [51]. Inadequate visual cues that help doctors
identify patients in acute condition were indicated as patient
safety hazards in a study using teletriage [40].

However, more reassuring findings have been reported by other
studies on the safety of teletriage systems. For instance, Blank
et al [52] reviewed studies in which telephone counsel was
contrasted with professional advice that is thought to be
acceptable in that circumstance (ie, the “gold standard” of
professional advice). The accuracy/appropriateness rate was
44%-98% in this review, with a median of 75%. Most decisions
were appropriate according to a different study [14].

Concerning teletriage system effectiveness, the evidence also
points to a variety of outcomes. According to certain studies,
teletriage interventions, particularly for parents of small children
and for older patients with chronic diseases, significantly reduce
the number of emergency visits and readmissions [53,54].
Additionally, patients have stated that teletriage services have
gained their trust and satisfaction. One study, however, found
that a significant portion of patients who were directed to the
ED using teletriage may have been treated elsewhere [55].

Based on a summary of several systematic reviews, when
considered as a whole, the available research does not offer
conclusive answers to queries concerning the standard of care
delivered, the equity of access, costs, or outcomes in teletriage
settings [18].

Growth alone in a new subspecialty will not guarantee safety.
Developing a safe system is essential to any subspecialty,
especially teletriage and telehealth. Defining the new
subspecialty is one of the first challenges and sets the stage for
transparency and, later, safety [14].

Even with the use of video and other technologies, remote
symptom assessment is a uniquely risky task. Fraught with
uncertainty, and many unknowns, teletriage is extremely time
driven and time sensitive. A delay in care can be lethal if a
required follow-up evaluation and treatment are not performed
in a timely manner. In addition, teletriage is still in an
underdeveloped state and lacks a reliable system. Finally, nurses
and physicians perform this decision-making task under
surprisingly difficult conditions [14,43-46].

Human factors in teletriage that challenge and possibly impair
clinicians’ decision-making process are detailed in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Telehealth risks (human factors).

• Inability to see patients (technology dependent)

• Ability to see but not to touch or gather patient vital signs (technology dependent)

• Extreme brevity of patient encounters (5-15 minutes)

• Incomplete or inaccurate information provided by patients

• Extensive sensory deprivation (endured by clinicians; technology dependent)

• Physical and cognitive demands imposed by high call volumes

• Potential for decision fatigue due to call volume and repetitive nature of the task [26,56]

• Clinicians often not knowing the patient, their education level, or their likelihood of compliance with advice

• A lack of structure (standardization of process and structure)

• Institutional pressures on clinicians to act as a gatekeeper rather than an access facilitator

• User-unfriendly electronic and paper guidelines

One way to avoid the risk of delays in care is to create a system.
The Donabedian model [57-59] provides a framework for
examining and evaluating health service quality. According to
Donabedian [57-59], information about the quality of care can
be drawn from 3 categories: structure, process, and outcomes.

Like other subspecialties, teletriage requires certain components
to support safety. These components include standards (policies
and procedures); sufficient numbers of qualified, experienced
clinicians; specialized clinical training in medical
decision-making; evidence-based, transparent, user-friendly
guidelines; and electronic medical records (EMRs), audiotapes,
or written documentation.

System Components: Evidence of a Duty to Care
Not surprisingly, in malpractice cases (when an error has
occurred and a patient has been injured or has died), expert
witnesses for the plaintiff always request tangible evidence of
the system [9]:

• Guidelines used in the call (paper or electronic, eg,
computerized decision support system [CDSS])

• Qualified experienced clinicians: résumés of nurses who
managed the call, adequate numbers of clinicians

• Standards or policies and procedures, including job
descriptions and qualifications

• Call center standards
• Actual call documentation: EMRs, paper form, or

transcription of audiotaped calls
• Clinical teletriage training program materials

System Error
System error is thought to be the worst form of medical error
[26]. Determining the effect of safety requires an examination
of the problem of system error, defined as a failure of systems,
processes, or conditions that are intended to prevent errors from
occurring and that might lead people to make mistakes [60].

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) [60] has broadly defined system
error as the “wrong match of plan” or the “failure to use any
plan” to prevent error. For example, IOM research shows that
the after-hours time, when no system in place, is especially risky
in the United States [60]. In telehealth, complete systems

(process or structure) are a first step toward reducing system
error. Complete does not imply evidence-based or quality
systems, however [8].

Malpractice in Teletriage
When a patient is harmed through unsafe telepractice, a
malpractice case ensues. The plaintiff’s expert witnesses request
evidence of care for that event: all documents that provide
evidence of an adequate system, as described before. Institutions
that can produce evidence of care are more able to demonstrate
fulfillment of the duty of due care.

Physician teletriage malpractice may be related to the lack of a
basic, complete teletriage system [16,49,61-65]. Nurse teletriage
malpractice may be related to both the lack of a complete system
or practicing in a complete system made up of faulty
components [6,8,44,66-68].

What Are Meaningful Outcome Measures?
“We don’t look for patterns of our recurrent mistakes, or devise
and refine potential solutions for them. But we could, and that
is the ultimate point” [69].

We know what error and near misses look like. However, we
have not yet clearly defined what constitutes safe practice and
outcomes. Many researchers define telehealth safety variably,
based on medical consensus on a study-by-study basis. Research
continues to focus on nonessential elements of the process or
structure (ie, communications, type of practitioner, patient
compliance, and satisfaction).

The unfortunate outcomes described in malpractice [70-73]
serve as fragments of the larger picture—system error, the
essential and underrecognized problem.

Historically, medicine and nursing adhere to the key obligation
“First, do no harm.” Nonmaleficence, which is derived from
the maxim, is one of the principal precepts of bioethics—a
fundamental principle worldwide.

Currently, professional organizations, such as the ANA [23]
and the American Medical Association (AMA), typically set
standards to guide medical decision-making, ethical practice,
and patient safety. Formal systems—evidence-based structures
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and methods and guidelines—support clinicians’ safe practice
and promote safe outcomes. Such system components are
evolving slowly.

Safety Studies on US Teletriage
Research on the safety of teletriage systems, whether practiced
by registered nurses (RNs) or MDs, is scarce [54].

Safety Research in the United States
Early studies examining the system structure and process
provide a basis to inform research on system error. Although
safety is often a topic of telehealth research, to the best of our
knowledge, system error is still underresearched.

It is likely that the proprietary nature of telehealth technologies
interferes with research on system safety. Telehealth trends
make it difficult to achieve system transparency. The field
urgently needs evidence-based CDSSs, EMRs, and other new
technologies, such as features that provide feedback on outcomes
to clinicians for the purpose of learning from their mistakes or
successes.

In addition, CDSS, computerized decision-making system
(CDMS) and EMR components, so fundamental to the clinical
decision-making process, make it essential that these
technologies be demonstrably and verifiably safe and effective.
Questions remain about the safety of guideline technologies
[74].

Early Research (1977-1990)
Early studies on teletriage focused on physician practice.
Predictably, key demographic groups of frequent calls included
infants and children, the elderly, and women. Topics also
included categories of symptomatic calls and urgent situations:
the sudden, rapid death of children, calls to the ED and poison
centers, postpartum concerns, suicidal callers, and cases
resulting in malpractice [9].

The first studies on remote telephone encounters often focused
on problems that plagued physicians: strategies for reducing
inappropriate after-hours calls, follow-up postdischarge calls,
characteristics and perceptions of after-hours callers and high
users (“frequent flyers”), call patterns, and dissatisfaction in
pediatric practice. In general, US physicians were dissatisfied
with the task of teletriage [9].

Research by Perrin and Goodman [75] marked the beginning
of a change in how teletriage was practiced in the United States.
The study compared the teletriage practices of pediatric nurse
practitioners (PNPs) with those of pediatricians. Researchers
found that PNPs are as safe and proficient as physicians,
although PNPs take slightly more time to manage calls.

Research in 1990-2000
Research later focused on nurses’ safety: communication, close
calls, malpractice claims, access, chest pain, the influence of
after-hours calls, and clinical and nonclinical decision makers.
Later, the first teletriage training manual for nurses was
published [9]. Lephrohon and Patel [14] showed how nurses
practicing teletriage made decisions, describing pattern
recognition and estimation of urgency as key decision-making
strategies.

Research in 2000-2023
In the 2000s, rudimentary systems emerged [8]. Research
highlighted the field’s disorganization and lack of professional
development [76]. Patient safety research was inconsistent and
of variable quality, often commingling widely different clinical
and nonclinical decision makers, intermingling terminology,
and making unquestioned assumptions. Evidence-based studies
were sparse.

A recently published systematic review [77] assessed the
effectiveness of teletriage as one of these technologies during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies investigating teletriage’s
effect on patient safety, clinical outcomes, and patient
satisfaction were included. The authors concluded that teletriage
interventions reduce unnecessary visits, improve clinical
outcomes, reduce mortality and injuries, increase patient
satisfaction, reduce health care provider workload, improve
access to primary care consultation, and increase patient safety
and satisfaction.

In Multimedia Appendix 3, we describe a developed teletriage
center in the United States and include an interview with a
qualified nurse working in this call center. Throughout the
interview, she describes her personal feelings and reflections.
Table 2 describes the required education, key system
components, decision-making strategies, and goals of both
Israeli physicians and US nurses.
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Table 2. Decision maker comparison: Israeli MDsa and US RNsb.c

Task objectivesDecision-making strategiesSystem componentsMinimum qualificationsDecision maker

Documentation:Doctorate level: 7 years of
science-based clinical edu-
cation and training + pedi-
atrics specialty training for
4.5 years

Physician (autonomous,
licensed clinician)

•• Make a medical diagno-
sis.

Diagnosis
• Clinical judgment• Regulation: state medical

board clinical training, guide-
lines

• Identify and verify
emergencies and urgen-
cies.

• Critical thinking

≥3 componentsAssociate of arts
(AA)/bachelor of science
(BS)/master of science
(MS)/doctor of nursing
practice (DNP): 2-7 years
science-based clinical edu-
cation and training

Licensed nurse (au-
tonomous, licensed
clinician supported by
a medically developed

CDSSd)

•• Identify and verify
emergencies and urgen-
cies.

Pattern recognition
• Clinical judgment• Guidelines: CDSS
• Contextual informa-

tion
• Documentation: EMRse/audio-

taping, clinical teletriage train-
ing

• Estimate symptom ur-
gency.• Nursing process

• Rule out symptom ur-
gency.

• Critical thinking
• Practice standards: American

Academy of Ambulatory Care
Nursing (AAACN) • Interpret patient re-

sponses.
• Call center standards: URACf

• Regulation: Board of Regis-
tered Nursing

aMD: doctor of medicine.
bRN: registered nurse.
cPartially adapted from Wheeler [8], with permission.
dCDSS: computerized decision support system.
eEMR: electronic medical record.
fURAC: Utilization Review Accreditation Commission.

Telemedicine and Teletriage in Israel
In Israel, most of the health care and social assistance is public,
including health care, welfare, child support, and old age and
disability benefits. The national mandatory statutory health
insurance system used in Israel is based on the Bismarck model.
Both designated and ordinary taxes are used to pay for it. All
citizens are required to join 1 of the 4 health plans (also known
as mutualities or sick funds). The health plans provide both
insurance for their members and a public basket of services,
either through operating their own services or entering into
contracts with service providers [78-80]. All 4 health plans are
fully computerized, and all doctors and most other health care
providers use EMRs that either are directly linked to the central
medical record of the health plan through the internet or
comprise its whole internal system. Between all community
services, there is practically complete clinical data sharing.
Highly developed decision support systems help with these.

Each health plan has highly advanced personal health records
that allow members to access their own medical data online.
These data entail prescription drug purchases and visits to the
doctor, as well as imaging, laboratory, and other diagnostic test
findings. Most of this is presently available online and via a
smartphone in at least 2 of the health plans. Based on medical
data and protocols created by the health plans, these plans
currently provide proactive warnings and reminders for their
members. The doctors at Maccabi, the second-largest health
plan, can view their computerized medical information using a
smartphone [78].

In Israel, physicians typically provide for all telehealth services,
referred to as telemedicine. The physician practice of medicine
or telemedicine is a range of remote high-tech remote

encounters. The Ministry of Health (MOH) in Israel has
regulations that apply to telemedicine services. Telemedicine
standards were released in 2012 and have since been revised,
as necessary, for different medical specialties. The MOH [79]
provided an update in 2019 that details requirements for
providing medical care remotely.

Although the worldwide pandemic has significantly accelerated
what appears to be the next digital medical revolution, Israel
has long recognized the enormous potential of telemedicine and
has made it a national priority by allocating significant
resources, establishing pertinent regulations, and promoting
partnerships between health organizations, research institutions,
start-up businesses, and independent researchers.

“Digital Health as an Engine of Growth” is a national priority
program that Israel declared in March 2018. By using the
information and communication technologies that are readily
available to the entire Israeli population, the Israeli MOH [80]
has stated that it is its mission to “bring about a leap in the health
system that will enable it to become sustainable, advanced,
innovative, renewed, and constantly improving.” In other words,
the opportunity to further implement and expand a variety of
telemedicine solutions is created by the worldwide acceleration
of technology development and the digital revolution. The
realization of the significance of digital health for the efficiency
of the health care system and the requirement to offer strategic,
systemic, and all-encompassing solutions for the foreseeable
future are embodied in this national priority program [80].

Israel benefits greatly from a mix of human resources, a sizable
number of businesses engaged in the development of digital
medicine, and a sizable investment in research and development
(R&D). It is a leader in communications and cyber innovation,
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which is essential to the creation of cutting-edge digital medicine
that will be used worldwide.

The conditions for the successful implementation of
telemedicine in Israel are encouraging: the population has
individual identification numbers, digital medical records are
stored in sizable databases, all people have access to medical
insurance, the standard of medicine is high, and communication
technologies are of high quality and are widely available
throughout the country [81].

In Israel, all health plans operate telemedicine services in one
form or another. For administrative requirements with the clinic
and the attending personal physician, they all permit online
services. With each of them, the attending physician can also
be reached via telephone or video call during clinic hours and
sometimes even after hours.

Additionally, several of the health plans offer online pediatric
and family services that primarily act as medical triage after
working hours, throughout the evenings, nights, and weekends.
The patients can use telephone or video calls and occasionally
even submit images during the online consultations [82,83].

Some health plans have also begun using the TytoCare test
device, which enables online physical assessment. During a
digital visit, the equipment checks the patient’s heart rate,
respiration, temperature, ears, throat, and skin lesions using a
variety of medical devices. A few Israeli hospitals have already
begun to offer telemedicine consultations, particularly for
presurgery evaluations, follow-up care, genetic and dietitian
consultations, and even remote rehabilitation.

The quality of the telemedicine service provided and its safety
are now the 2 most important factors to consider. Some
telemedicine promotion initiatives during the pandemic seem
to be predicated on the idea that a sizable part of outpatient
visits may be effectively managed remotely, and patients can
be prioritized for telemedicine services without endangering
their safety or the standard of care [84].

An Israeli study [85] emphasized the growth in telemedicine
usage during the first COVID-19 lockdown in Israel, as well as
the anticipated partial fall in usage following the pandemic’s
end. As of May 2020, most Israeli pediatricians recommended
that once the pandemic has passed, they return to in-person
consultations and base their therapeutic judgments on frontal
data rather than on data obtained through telemedicine contacts
[85].

There are not many studies on the safety of telemedicine or
teletriage services conducted in Israel. Haimi et al [84] examined
the level of safety of a pediatric telemedicine service, paying
particular attention to the accuracy of the diagnoses and the
reasonability of judgments made by the online doctors. This
service serves as a time-sensitive teletriage of spontaneous calls
from parents about acute, worrisome symptoms of their children
that require triage (symptom sorting). The study showed high
levels of diagnosis accuracy (98.5%) and decision
reasonableness (92%).

In addition to the literature review, using a qualitative study,
we interviewed 15 physicians who had worked at the Clalit

Pediatricians Online Service (a teletriage service) over the past
5 years [82-84,86]. Using a semistructured interview protocol
form, we questioned the physicians about the difficulties and
obstacles they face in the teletriage setting that may affect their
capability in maintaining patient safety. In addition, they were
asked about their perceptions of their capacity to uphold patient
safety in this teletriage environment and, in particular, regarding
elements that impacted their capacity to make reasonable
decisions, determine the best course of action, and diagnose
accurately, while upholding patient safety.

The physicians described several difficulties they face in the
teletriage setting that may impact their ability to maintain patient
safety [84]. The main factor was the difficulty to make a
diagnosis from a distance due to the physician’s inability to
perform a physical examination in the telemedicine setting.
Additional factors were treating unfamiliar patients, working
alone, working under stressful conditions, having technological
difficulties, and having a moral conflict between their desire to
please and provide parents with good service on the one hand
and the wish to maintain good medical practices on the other.
While describing the challenges they face the teletriage setting,
the physicians described various techniques and tools that they
use to ensure patient safety.

Using a thematic analysis, we used the participants’ replies to
determine themes. These themes were compared with the
original transcriptions to determine whether they accurately
reflected the original data, guaranteeing a constant flow. The
following themes were gleaned from the interviews with the 15
physicians:

• Use of intuition: Many physicians claimed to have used
their intuition during the diagnostic process and frequently
in relation to parents.

You learn to rely on your intuition … whether you
feel that the parents understand what you are saying,
or that in this case, your instructions won’t help.

There is adversity, especially regarding certain
decisions—I am sometimes hesitant about what to do,
since I'm alone, especially at nights, and have to rely
a lot on my intuition.

• Expertise: Most medical professionals believe that their
clinical expertise in pediatrics in general and in telemedicine
in particular aids in their diagnostic and decision-making
processes. The more experience a medical professional has
in telemedicine, the more confident they feel.

During my first few days at work, I was afraid I would
miss things or that there would be problems. After a
while, however, I began to work with more confidence
and less stress.

There are some difficult aspects. At first, I felt
insecure, but over time I gained experience (even the
ability to diagnose better than the face-to-face
doctor)! Like diagnosing a child with diabetic
ketoacidosis …

• Using protocols: Many physicians said they use protocols
and rules of thumb when making decisions. Most also use
the protocols that are generated for special circumstances.
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They believed this assisted them in maintaining patient
safety. They were also conscious of potential biases in their
thinking.

I use protocols. For example, head injuries among
babies under the age of six months, or a high fever
among babies younger than one month old. These
make it easier to make a decision.

I use some rules of thumb. For instance, if a young
boy is able to jump around, then he does not have
appendicitis.

• Making shared decisions with parents: A few medical
professionals reported talking to the parents of their patients
about their opinions on the diagnostic process and potential
treatment options.

I used to share my decision-making process with the
parents. If there were several options, I would let the
parents decide. In such a case, I depend on them.

I usually share, but I do not consult. I give my opinion
and explain it, and only then do I wait for feedback.

• Using nonmedical factors: Most of the physicians agreed
that they consider nonmedical considerations, in addition
to medical factors when making decisions. Their opinions
of the parents, particularly their level of comprehension,
anxiety level, health literacy level, and the assurance that
the parents will act appropriately if the child’s illness
worsens, are the most important considerations. The
family’s ability to access medical care was another crucial
nonmedical element.

In addition to medical factors, the parents’ tone of
voice and level of stress may affect my decision, even
if it seems to be a simple diagnosis … Language is
also a factor. For example, new immigrants do not

always understand me, and I am therefore more prone
to sending them to the ED …

Aside from the medical condition, the patient’s place
of residency is also important. Living far from a
medical care facility is a factor, and I will be more
likely to consider an ED referral. In such cases, I also
ask more questions about the availability of the doctor
nearby.

You have to trust the parents' information and rely
on them to follow the instructions correctly. If I feel
that the chances of me being understood are poor
(due to a lack of understanding or oversophistication
on the part of the parents), I will refer them to the ED
more easily.

• Additional techniques: The physicians schedule video
conversations with the parents in cases of diagnostic doubt,
ask them to send digital images, or schedule a follow-up
call a few hours later.

If I needed additional information, I would arrange
a video call or a follow-up call at a later time. Rarely
would I consult with a senior physician.

Despite the difficulty making the decision, pictures
and videos often compensate for the lack of a physical
examination … In one case, I managed to correctly
diagnose a child with intussusception!

Despite the difficulties and obstacles mentioned by online
doctors [79], many of the physicians surveyed in this study
reported having generally positive experiences with their
telephone assessments and feeling confident in their ability to
conduct thorough assessments and reach the right treatment
decisions.

The key conclusions, with examples and comparisons between
the 2 systems, are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Key conclusions derived from the findings.

FindingsKey topics

Specialized clinical training for teletriage tasks

The RHP does not provide formal specialized teletriage training for nurses. However, it requires formal
training for its electronic algorithms. Physicians present lectures on various specialties for the nurses.

RHPa

Teletriage training for pediatricians is not available. The authors believe training would aid pediatricians
in making safer decisions during online consultations.

Clalit Health Services

Judging from the interviews with nurses and physicians, it appears that both systems’ clinical training
is not adequate and formal training would be beneficial. Clinical training for any new subspecialty is an

Conclusion for both systems

essential safety measure. Research has shown that clinical preparation has the potential to build confidence,
improve performance, and reduce error, while improving morale [70-72,75,82,83].

Electronic algorithms and protocols

With rare exception, the RHP requires nurses to follow and heavily rely on electronic algorithms in de-
cision making. This raises the question of whether the RHP’s electronic algorithms function more as a

CDMSb than as a CDSSc [73].

The nurse interviewed (Ms Finley) stated that the overreliance on algorithms discourages nurses’ critical
thinking and dampens her initiative to perform a more thorough preliminary symptom assessment and
to promote interpersonal interactions.

RHP

The Clalit system provides several written protocols for certain clinical scenarios, and physicians are
encouraged but not required to use them. In our qualitative interviews, many physicians said they used
protocols and rules of thumb when making decisions.

Clalit Health Services

For both nurses and physicians, guidelines are a key decision support tool. In addition, guideline quality
(validity and reliability) requires evidence-based research—long overdue in this risk-prone field.

Conclusion for both systems

Documentation

The RHP system provides 2 methods for call documentation, an audiotape recording and an electronic
paper trail—a record of the patient-clinician encounter derived from a given guideline. However, the

RHP

documentation output is limited to a patient’s yes/no responses to the algorithmic questions. The result
is an anonymized history with few details or context specific to a given patient [26].

Finley stated that physicians who later evaluate patients on-site do not have a good sense of why the
patients were advised to be seen urgently. The RHP later developed a new policy allowing nurses to use
a free-text area to document a brief symptom history using standard questions to elicit more specific
details and context. Quality assurance is further bolstered by audiotaping all calls for follow-up review.

The Clalit system requires physicians to document calls, completed in the child’s medical file. As a result,
the personal physician can view the online consultation during business hours. However, the language
used in the documentation is completely up to the individual physician.

Clalit Health Services

The RHP “paper trail” appears safer and more complete. However, the documented output appears to
introduce confusion into on-site follow-up encounters. Clalit Health Services’ lack of standardized lan-

Conclusion for both systems

guage requirement may interfere with communication and continuity of care—a professional principle.
Both systems are inadequate and increase miscommunication—one of the most common, recurrent error
in this field.

Clinical call center standards (policies and procedures): clinicians’ knowledge and experience

According to Finley’s interview, the RHP appears to have no job requirements or job descriptions and
according to its policy may hire inexperienced nurse graduates. New nursing graduates are a poor match

RHP

for the medical decision-making task, which according to many experts, requires a minimum 5-year
bedside experience.

The Clalit system hires only certified pediatricians, even though their level of experience as pediatricians
in general and as online physicians may vary greatly.

Clalit Health Services

Experience is critical in decision-making. Both groups could benefit from improved standards for required
experience and job qualifications.

Conclusion for both systems

Clinical call center standards (policies and procedures): call length (teletriage meeting duration)

Although it is the customary role of management to develop call center policies and procedures (standards),
at the RHP, staff nurses have developed a minimal number of standards. One is a maximum call length,
while another is a closing reminder to callers to call back if symptoms worsen or change.

RHP

The Clalit system does not place any constraints on session length. However, since physicians are paid
“per consultation,” it may be an incentive to process calls quickly, although using the best medical deci-
sion.

Clalit Health Services
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FindingsKey topics

Clinical call center standards (policies and procedures): patient outcome feedback

RHP nurses operate in a vacuum regarding patient outcomes (follow-up diagnosis). Outcomes provide
feedback and are a measure of patient safety. Feedback about one’s decisions is essential to improved
practice and one of the strongest risk management measures available [87]. The rationale for not providing
feedback to nurses is based on the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). This
federal law does not prevent US physicians’ access to patient outcomes, however.

RHP

Clalit physicians have complete access to the outcomes of their calls. Learning of their mistakes or suc-
cesses may improve their practice and safety.

Clalit Health Services

Ignorance about outcomes of one’s decisions has never been shown to improve practice. Feedback
mechanisms, known as planned error recovery, not only allow practitioners to learn the final diagnosis
and thus improve their practice but also may improve guideline design and quality.

Conclusion for both systems

aRHP: Redwood Healthcare Plan.
bCDMS: computerized decision-making system.
cCDSS: computerized decision support system.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This narrative review and analysis presented a glimpse into
current teletriage safety by analyzing 2 established and
representative systems in 2 countries: Israel and the United
States. We examined each system to learn how developed each
is, perform a comparative analysis of both systems’ safety, and
explore the elements that might influence safe practice and
patient outcomes.

In the initial stage, we carried out a thorough analysis of papers
pertaining to patient safety in teletriage scenarios. Current
research yields conflicting results regarding the dependability
and security of teletriage systems. Although some critics claim
that teletriage decisions frequently endanger patient safety
[40,49-51], other research claims that using teletriage systems
results in better safety outcomes [14,52].

We also analyzed a clinical call center of a large national US
HMO based on the responses of a representative advice nurse
to an interview (Multimedia Appendix 3), highlighting areas of
risk that may contribute to system error [17]. We found that this
representative system is still underdeveloped and lacks certain
risk management elements. We based our conclusions on the
interview, recent research, legal and risk management
requirements related to the duty of due care, medical and nursing
traditions, and existing subspecialty structures and processes.

In addition, we performed a qualitative study in which we
interviewed 15 Israeli physicians working in a pediatric
teletriage service in Israel, asking them about factors that affect
their ability to maintain patient safety, while providing an
accurate diagnosis, making appropriate decisions, and choosing
the best course of action [83]. The physicians discussed the
challenges they encounter in the telemedicine/teletriage context
and the many strategies they use to arrive at the best diagnosis
and course of care, protecting patient safety. These strategies
include using their experience and intuition, using protocols
generated for special clinical scenarios, making shared decisions
with the patients (or their parents in the case of children),
applying nonmedical criteria to aid in decision-making in
situations where the medical data are ambiguous, and using

more sophisticated tools (eg, video chats) when additional details
are required. Many of the physicians surveyed in this study
reported having generally positive experiences with their
telephone assessments and feeling confident in their ability to
conduct thorough assessments and make the best treatment
decisions, despite the challenges and blockages described [82].

This study may be the first to examine and compare 2 official
telehealth systems. For a combined 45-50 years, the 2 authors
have performed triage in formal systems, taught, and provided
consultation in the field of telehealth.

Teletriage, as stressed in this research, is the process of
evaluating and prioritizing symptoms using telecommunication
technologies. The main goal of teletriage is to assess and manage
symptoms by telephone, which necessitates the use of
professional judgment, clinical assessment, and proactive patient
information gathering. The purpose of teletriage is to determine
whether the needed on-site evaluation should take place and, if
so, the venue and time. Teletriage involves clinical
decision-making under remote and uncertain conditions. An
overarching goal of teletriage safety is to avoid delays in care
or diagnosis, which can cause patient harm.

Clinicians typically estimate the urgency of acute symptoms
remotely and advise a disposition (triage level) for further
medical diagnosis and treatment, as appropriate. The growth of
teletriage services has accelerated due to the COVID-19
outbreak.

All types of health care delivery must consider safety, but with
teletriage, this is both more crucial and challenging because
acute symptoms may be time sensitive. Delay in care and
diagnosis can result in harm to patients. Since there is no visible
contact or nonverbal communication during teletriage, it is a
more complicated activity than in-person consultations and it
has certain inherent risks. The rapid pace of telehealth’s growth
creates urgency in identifying safe systems to guide developers
and clinicians about needed improvement. Establishing a system
is a key strategy to reduce the possibility of delay in care and
diagnosis.

In the United States and internationally, one way to be
cost-effective is to use the least paid person who can safely do
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the job—an RN. Internationally, nurses have traditionally
performed this task since the late 1980s. Early studies found
that nurses are a safe substitute for physicians [14,73]. Thus,
although physicians initially performed this task, they later
delegated it to nurses.

Health care institutions historically provide standard features
to support nurses and to enhance safety (subspecialty clinical
training, standards, and documentation). In the case of teletriage,
guidelines are typically written by physicians, similar to standing
orders. These components provide a structure and process for
this subspecialty and underpin safe practice.

An evolving subspecialty, even after 50 years, teletriage appears
misunderstood and neglected. System error is thought to be a
result of the absence or inadequacy of systems. In malpractice
cases, expert witnesses for the patient or their family request
evidence of the duty of due care. Typically, this evidence
comprises documents: call documentation, guidelines used,
clinical training materials, policies, and procedures (standards),
including written job descriptions and qualifications.

Clearly, this analysis must acknowledge that contexts of the
institutions described here differ in terms of respective health
care systems and decision makers’ clinical qualifications. The
US health care system, and teletriage in particular, is plagued
by disparate, competing forces: institutional cost containment,
the need for professional standards, and diverging technological
goals—the emphasis of speed over safety. This scenario requires
better risk management.

Israel has universal health care, which appears to act differently.
Physicians’depth and breadth of education and clinical training
are superior to those of nurses. The US health care system
compensates for this difference by providing more structure in
the form of guidelines—typically developed collaboratively by
physicians and software engineers. Physicians are not actual
users of the guidelines that nurses are required to use.

Another variable is that of the populations served. Clalit
pediatricians serve the needs of a diverse but still circumscribed
pediatric population, whereas RHP nurses serve a broad, diverse
population in terms of age range, symptom presentation, and
diversity. This is a large order for nurses to manage and calls
for a robust structure and process.

Finally, both RHP and Clalit systems share a common problem:
incomplete systems of variable quality. The Clalit system’s
safety appears to rely on physician decision-making expertise,
where standards, guidelines, and training are not that strong.
The RHP may appear more complete. Safety may hinge on
physician-developed electronic guidelines. Standards and
training appear piecemeal or added as an afterthought. Without
a meaningful, evidence-based structure and process in teletriage,
quality (including safety) is at risk [18,58]. If establishing a
system is a strategy to reduce possible error, then both systems
could benefit from similar improvements.

Even if expert-level physicians require a less robust system, it
appears that both physicians and nurses could benefit from
specialized clinical training. In addition, consistent feedback
regarding patient outcomes, known as planned error
recovery—an essential error reduction strategy—promotes a

method to self-check or to double-check another person’s work
[87].

Teletriage electronic algorithms must be evidence based. These
guidelines are typically collaboratively developed by physicians
and software developers. Nurses are required to use them,
whereas physicians rarely use such tools.

Our narrative review and in-person interviews with physicians
and a nurse about their experiences working in teletriage settings
yielded several key findings, including the absence of specific
formal training for the medical personnel working in teletriage;
problematic protocols in particular clinical scenarios that,
although not always available for all scenarios, are of low quality
and do not allow for flexibility and agility, when needed;
problematic documentation (mainly in nurse teletriage);
inadequate experience and knowledge of the personnel who
must make decisions in the face of uncertainty and urgency;
limitations on the duration of calls or compensation based on
the number of calls (which incentivizes personnel to conclude
sessions promptly); and unsuitable feedback mechanisms that
prevent personnel from understanding what transpired with
patients and from learning from errors.

Drawing from our individual findings, the essential elements
of teletriage are:

• Specialized clinical training for teletriage tasks
• Electronic algorithms and protocols
• Documentation
• Clinical call center standards: clinicians’ knowledge and

experience, call length (teletriage meeting duration), patient
outcome feedback

Limitations
As with any narrative evaluation, selection bias cannot be
completely ignored, even if this narrative analysis of the current
literature was quite extensive and comprehensive and included
a qualitative assessment of physicians and a nurse working in
a teletriage setting.

Conclusion
Like other subspecialties, teletriage necessitates several elements
to support safety, including qualified, experienced clinicians in
sufficient numbers; specialized clinical training in medical
decision-making; evidence-based, open, and approachable
guidelines; and EMRs, audiotapes or written documentation,
and standards (policies and procedures).

Fostering teletriage patient safety can be accomplished by taking
the following general steps to improve MD and nurse practice
in both Israel’s and the United States’ clinical call systems:

• Adequate training: Providers must receive adequate training
to properly monitor and provide telehealth services. This
includes knowledge of the systems being used, as well as
familiarity with medical terminology and protocol.

• Regulation of telecommunication devices and systems:
Providers must be aware of the regulations and requirements
for the telecommunication devices and systems they use.
This includes ensuring that the equipment is in good
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working order and adheres to all safety and security
regulations.

• Appropriate patient population: Telehealth services should
only be used to treat patients who are stable and not at risk
for an immediate life-threatening event. This will help
ensure patient safety and avoid unwanted outcomes.

• Careful monitoring: In appropriate consultations, when
needed, providers must carefully monitor patients and
document any changes in their condition. This will help
ensure that any changes or issues are addressed quickly and
appropriately. Typically, nurses do not perform this task;
in Israel, this is the role of the physician, for example, by
using devices such as TytoCare.

• Quality assurance: Quality assurance protocols must be in
place to ensure the accuracy and effectiveness of providers’
services. This includes regularly reviewing documentation
and providing feedback on any services deemed inadequate.

• Follow-up care: Providers must ensure that any patient
receiving telehealth services receives follow-up care. This
can include referrals to specialists or any other services
needed to address any health concerns. Typically, nurses
do not perform this task; in Israel, this is the role of the
physician.

• Evidence-based studies of systems and safety: Misguided
researchers unfamiliar with the triage task have produced
confusing, misleading studies. Research that nibbles around
the edges of the problem (patient or clinician satisfaction,
clinician stress levels and attitudes, nonclinician practice)
fails to address the core problem—system error. The
telehealth industry requires long-overdue evidence-based
outcome studies that meaningfully demonstrate the
structures and processes that inform and strengthen safety.
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Abstract

Background: More than 18 million cancer survivors are living in the United States. The effects of cancer and its treatments
can have cognitive, psychological, physical, and social consequences that many survivors find incredibly disabling. Posttreatment
support is often unavailable or underused, especially for survivors living with disabilities. This leaves them to deal with new
obstacles and struggles on their own, oftentimes feeling lost during this transition. Mobile health (mHealth) interventions have
been shown to effectively aid cancer survivors in dealing with many of the aftereffects of cancer and its treatments; these
interventions hold immense potential for survivors living with disabilities. We developed a prototype for WeCanManage, an
mHealth-delivered self-management intervention to empower cancer survivors living with disabilities through problem-solving,
mindfulness, and self-advocacy training.

Objective: Our study conducted a heuristic evaluation of the WeCanManage high-fidelity prototype and assessed its usability
among cancer survivors with known disabilities.

Methods: We evaluated the prototype using Nielsen’s 10 principles of heuristic evaluation with 22 human-computer interaction
university students. On the basis of the heuristic evaluation findings, we modified the prototype and conducted usability testing
on 10 cancer survivors with a variety of known disabilities, examining effectiveness, efficiency, usability, and satisfaction,
including a completion of the modified System Usability Scale (SUS).

Results: The findings from the heuristic evaluation were mostly favorable, highlighting the need for a help guide, addressing
accessibility concerns, and enhancing the navigation experience. After usability testing, the average SUS score was 81, indicating
a good-excellent design. The participants in the usability testing sample expressed positive reactions toward the app’s design,
educational content and videos, and the available means of connecting with others. They identified areas for improvement, such
as improving accessibility, simplifying navigation within the community forums, and providing a more convenient method to
access the help guide.

Conclusions: Overall, usability testing showed positive results for the design of WeCanManage. The course content and features
helped participants feel heard, understood, and less alone.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e51522)   doi:10.2196/51522
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Introduction

Background
There are an estimated 18.1 million cancer survivors in the
United States, and the number is projected to increase to 22.5
million by 2032 [1]. Approximately 40% of cancer survivors
experience long-term physical, cognitive, psychological, and
social consequences of cancer and its treatment, which can lead
to significant disability [2]. These effects can include physical
challenges, including but not limited to pain, fatigue, decreased
functional mobility, limb loss, lymphedema, speech and
swallowing difficulties, emotional challenges (as cancer
survivors may experience anxiety or depression), and cognitive
challenges (such as “chemo brain”) [3-5]. These aftereffects
can lead to activity limitations and participation restrictions,
which according to contemporary frameworks and legal
definitions may be considered as disabilities [6,7]. Yet, even
with significant functional impairments, not all cancer survivors
self-identify as disabled [8,9]. Regardless of the terminology
used, the aftereffects of cancer and their related functional
impacts can have a significant negative impact on well-being
and health-related quality of life [10]. Survivorship plans and
rehabilitation programs, which play a crucial role in restoring
survivors’ physical and emotional well-being, are frequently
underused by cancer survivors [11]. This can be due to obstacles
like time, financial constraints, and transportation issues [12],
which hinder their accessibility. Mobile health (mHealth) apps
can help make rehabilitation services accessible and put them
in the hands of those who need them.

mHealth Apps
Mobile technologies—smartphones, tablets, and
smartwatches—are increasingly ubiquitous in today’s society
and can be used almost anywhere [13]. The Pew Research
Center reports that 85% of American adults own smartphones,
and the ownership is relatively consistent across genders; racial
groups; and urban, suburban, and rural users [14]. This leads
to an increase in the development of mHealth apps. The
COVID-19 pandemic has led to mHealth strategies becoming
even more important in cancer care. According to the
recommendations of Curigliano et al [15], patients with cancer
should be offered mHealth strategies to support symptom
management and adoption of healthy behaviors. The number
of mHealth apps has increased throughout the years, with around
325,000 apps available in 2017 [16]. Charbonneau et al [17]
identified 123 mHealth apps for cancer survivors available in
the 2 most important marketplaces (ie, Apple iTunes and Google
Play). Typical areas of usage in cancer are disease management
support (eg, symptom monitoring, management of side effects,
medication reminder and dosing, and access to health
information), support of healthy behavior (eg, healthy diet and
increased physical activity), or the connection with other patients
(eg, social support through peers) [18-20].

Evaluating the Usability of mHealth Apps
It is important to gather qualitative and quantitative data on
mHealth apps to determine how satisfied users would be with
the product at hand. According to one scoping review, of 133
different eHealth articles that conducted usability testing, 105
used questionnaires, 57 used task completion, 45 used “think
aloud,” 37 conducted interviews, 18 performed heuristic
evaluation, and 13 used focus groups [21]. The System Usability
Scale (SUS) was the most frequently used questionnaire with
a total of 44 studies. A combination of methods was used in 88
of the studies. Further, cancer was tied as the second most
frequently evaluated health condition (n=10), with only mental
health being evaluated more often (n=12).

Usability testing is a common effective method for evaluating
the usability of mHealth apps. Studies have shown that usability
testing is an effective method for examining mHealth apps for
diabetes [22,23], depression [22,24], and youth at risk for
developing psychosis [25], as well as managing pain [26], heart
failure [27], and cancer symptoms [28]. Common questionnaires
often included variations on the Mobile Application Rating
Scale [25,27] or the SUS [22,24,26]. Additional techniques
often employed in usability testing include measuring time per
task [26] and using think aloud techniques [29]. In addition to
evaluating fully implemented mobile apps, studies have
conducted usability testing on prototypes of mHealth apps for
supporting mental health [30], chronic kidney disease [29], fall
risk detection system for older users [31], HIV [32], and cancer
survivors [33-35]. Many studies have conducted heuristic
evaluation before usability testing on an mHealth prototype to
fix usability issues before bringing it to users [28,29,32,33].
While Nielsen’s 10-point usability heuristics [36] are geared
toward computer-based applications, most of these are also
applicable in mobile app design. The SUS questionnaire was
also commonly used in usability testing studies for examining
mHealth prototypes [29,31,37].

WeCanManage App
We designed a high-fidelity prototype for WeCanManage, an
evidence-informed mHealth self-management intervention,
aimed at empowering individuals with tools to effectively
manage cancer as a chronic condition. Users are asked to log
into the app daily for 5-10 minutes to complete mobile
microlearning modules of self-management content. The
intervention content is based on extensive literature review and
formative interviews with cancer survivors with known
disabilities (n=30) and supportive cancer care professionals
including social workers, psychologists, occupational and
physical therapists, and a physiatrist specializing in cancer
rehabilitation (n=5) [9]. A team of survivor scientists, people
with lived experiences of cancer and disability, further informed
intervention content and focus. Intervention content is presented
sequentially as information is scaffolded on itself to promote
depth of learning, retention, and application. The content is
divided into 4 broad sections: WeCanRelate (fosters a sense of
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validating and normalizing the survivorship experience),
WeCanAdapt (teaches goal direction self-management
strategies), WeCanBe (emphasizes mindfulness-based practices),
and WeCanSpeakUp (addresses self-advocacy and disability
rights). In addition to the instructional content, WeCanManage
provides users with 3 circles of support, including one-on-one
connections with other users (Connect to Peers [C2P]),
community forums (to discuss intervention content and shared
experiences with the entire user community), and a library with
evidence-informed educational content [38]. We conducted a
thorough evaluation of the usability of the high-fidelity
prototype for cancer survivors with disabilities, employing both
heuristic evaluation and usability testing to assess its
effectiveness in addressing the unique needs and challenges of
this user group.

Methods

WeCanManage High-Fidelity Prototype
The high-fidelity prototype was created on Marvel [39], a
web-based collaborative design platform that provides tools for
creating wireframes, designs, and prototypes of interactive
applications. We aimed to design WeCanManage specifically
for smartphone usage. The prototype of WeCanManage allows
users to navigate between the Home, Journey (Courses), C2P,
Community (Community Forum), and Library (see Figure 1).

The Course section provides cancer survivors with an
educational intervention that works with them on dealing with
the long-term effects of their newly acquired disabilities through
problem-solving, mindfulness, and self-advocacy. The content
is designed to be a 4-week program where the user unlocks a
series of microlessons divided into 4 modules (WeCanRelate,
WeCanAdapt, WeCanBreathe, and WeCanSpeakUp), which

educate users with different methods to deal with the effects of
postcancer treatment in their daily life. To prioritize user control
and accessibility, the course content is conveyed through mobile
microlearning modules, presented in different formats such as
readable text, clickable text-based cards, and audio (Figure 2).

At the end of many of the daily sessions, there are interactive
engagement activities, such as reflections that feed into the
Community Forum and knowledge checks (see Figure 3). The
engagement activities are designed to support consolidation of
knowledge and application of course content to the user’s lived
experiences.

The Community and C2P sections offer users a chance to engage
with others, fostering networking opportunities and creating a
support system with individuals undergoing similar experiences.
C2P facilitates connections with others, allowing users to filter
by categories like cancer type and disability, while Community
features discussion forums for each of the 4 course sections and
an open discussion forum. Lastly, the Library section contains
additional evidence-informed resources such as articles and
factsheets. The various sections of the prototypes were initially
created as a low-fidelity prototype through an iterative co-design
approach involving both the design teams and cancer survivors,
who served as representatives of our targeted audience [40].

Because of its prototype nature, users could navigate all links,
but functionalities such as real-time chat with other users and
composing reflections or community posts were not operational.
To overcome this, we incorporated simulated features in the
prototype, triggering them automatically on user interaction.
After creating the high-fidelity prototype, we evaluated it
through 2 distinct methods: heuristic evaluation and usability
testing.

Figure 1. Screenshots of the WeCanManage prototype: (A) Home, (B) Journey, (C) Connect to Peers (C2P), (D) Community, and (E) Library.
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Figure 2. Screenshots before heuristic evaluation: (A) card view and (B) learning format after clicking on the Formats icon.

Figure 3. Sample of a knowledge check.

Methodology for Heuristic Evaluation
Nielsen’s 10 principles of heuristic evaluation [36] were used
for the initial testing of the prototype (Textbox 1). The prototype
was given to 22 undergraduate students at a Midwestern
university taking a human-computer interaction course in the
Spring of 2022 who were trained in conducting heuristic
evaluation. No supplemental demographic data were gathered.
They were given the WeCanManage prototype during a class
period of 1 hour 15 minutes. During the session, students were
split into 6 groups, and each group was given 5 tasks to complete
using the prototype. We created 3 sets of 5 tasks, and therefore

every 2 groups completed the same tasks. The tasks included
going through the introduction course module, switching to text
and video fields, and filtering the users by a specific disability
through the C2P page. Students logged in to classroom
computers and accessed Maze, an online testing platform used
to monitor assessment details [41], recorded the path taken by
students to complete tasks, and presented questions about their
experience to help track their progress. At the end of the session,
the groups documented violations of the 10 heuristic principles
and rated their usability severity on a 0-4 scale, where 0 is not
a usability problem and 4 is a usability catastrophe. Furthermore,
the student evaluators filled out a questionnaire through Maze
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providing feedback and thoughts on the prototype’s design. The
questionnaire covered their likes and dislikes of the design, their

impressions of course modules, and the ease of changing the
format of the content.

Textbox 1. Ten principles of heuristic evaluation from Nielsen [36].

1. Visibility of system status

2. Match between system and the real world

3. User control and freedom

4. Consistency and standards

5. Error prevention

6. Recognition rather than recall

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

10. Help and documentation

Methodology for Usability Testing
We modified the prototype based on the feedback from heuristic
evaluation and conducted usability testing over Zoom. We used
purposive sampling with targeted outreach through cancer
survivorship networks, including both clinical and community.
To be eligible for participation, individuals had to meet the
following inclusion criteria: be 18 years or older; have a history
of breast cancer, head and neck cancer, or sarcoma; have
completed active treatment; self-identify as a person with a
disability; and possess the ability to understand and
communicate in English. Participants received a gift card for
their time. Sessions lasted approximately 90 minutes. Sessions
were recorded and participants shared their screens for data
collection. Participants were told to connect to Zoom on a
computer or laptop device. Usability testing occurred between
September 2022 and February 2023. As we encountered minor
issues with the Maze platform during the heuristic evaluation,
including audio malfunctions, we transitioned to Ballpark, an
extension of Marvel that facilitated usability testing of the
prototype. Participants were given 8 tasks to complete (see
Textbox 2). They were told that they were on day 6 of the
4-week period. Consequently, they could access content from
sessions 1-6, while subsequent sessions remained locked to
replicate the user’s sequential navigation experience, with new
content being unlocked on a daily basis. The first 6 tasks were
based on the course sessions and navigating through each course
by reading the content cards and doing related engagement
activities. Task 2 required participants to switch the viewing
mode using the accessibility features (eye symbol) to the
text-only mode, while task 6 involved watching a 1 minute 20
second–long mindfulness video, instead of the default card
format. The final 2 tasks (tasks 7 and 8) focused on navigating
the Community Forum and C2P sections. After each task,
participants rated their satisfaction level and the time taken to
complete each task using a 7-point Likert scale. On finishing
all 8 tasks, participants had the opportunity to freely explore

the app using a “think aloud” approach to express their thoughts
and experiences.

To evaluate usability, participants completed the modified SUS,
a reliable and valid 10-item questionnaire that assesses usability
[42,43]. While the SUS has been around since 1986, it has been
shown to be effective in evaluating the usability of recent health
apps [44]. To calculate SUS scores, 1 is subtracted from the
raw score of the odd-numbered items (those items phrased in a
positive way), and the raw score of the even-numbered items
(those items phrased in a negative way) is subtracted from 5.
The total scores are then multiplied by 2.5 to derive the
“standardized SUS score,” which ranges from 0 to 100. A SUS
score of 68 is considered average usability [45], while a score
above 80.3 is deemed an A grade, placing it in the top 10% of
scores [46] and corresponding to a narrative rating of
good-excellent [47]. In addition, we included open-ended
questions to gather feedback on participants’ preferences and
areas for improvement regarding the app. Examples of these
questions include “How easy or difficult was it to see all the
content on the screen?” and “What did you think of the design
of the course modules?”

To assess the effectiveness of the app design, following a similar
approach to Adler et al [48], we evaluated task completion by
having 2 independent coders review each recording and code
whether the participants

• Completed the task quickly on their own (C)
• Completed the task on their own though it took a little

longer (L)
• Needed help to complete the task (H)

The coders achieved an agreement percentage of 87.5%. Any
discrepancies were resolved through discussion. To assess
efficiency, we analyzed the number of misclicks (clicks outside
of clickable areas in the prototype) and the time taken to
complete each task.
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Textbox 2. Eight tasks given to usability testing participants.

Course

1. Go to the Course and click on the WeCanRelate session. Read through all of the cards.

2. Go to the Course and click on the Introduction session. Switch to Text view to read all the cards at once using the eye symbol on the bottom left
of the first screen of the module.

3. Go to the Course and click on the Celebrating & Taking Stock session. Read through all the cards and then go to the reflection. Start “typing”
your reflection and post it. Do you see your post accurately reflected?

4. Go to the Course and click on the Straight Talk About Symptoms session. Read through the cards and follow the link to the library and the
Understanding the Cancer Rehabilitation Team Fact Sheet.

5. Go to the Course and click on the Deep Breathing session. Read through the content and complete the knowledge check. Did you get the correct
answer?

6. Go to the Course and click on the Body Awareness session and go through to the end of the module by watching the video.

Community

1. Go to the Community Forum. Create a new post in the Open Discussion forum. Enter a title, select the community tag, enter text, and post your
response.

Connect to Peers

1. Find the Connect to Peers (C2P) option and filter to narrow the search to people who are deaf or hard of hearing.

Ethics Approval
We obtained institutional review board approval from the
participating universities in the project (University of Illinois
Chicago #2020-1067, Northeastern Illinois University #79, and
Northwestern University #NUUIC21CC03). 

Results

Results of Heuristic Evaluation
We conducted an analysis of the identified heuristic violations
and their severity. The highest severity rating recorded was a
3, as illustrated in Figure 4. The most frequent heuristic
violations were related to flexibility, user control, and freedom,

followed by error prevention. The issues identified were
primarily navigation problems within the prototype, missing
back buttons, and font size being too small. Suggestions for
improvement were also raised, such as adding an FAQ page, a
way to contact the creators or administrators, and including a
walk-through or how-to page. Student evaluators expressed
appreciation for the images and content, the knowledge check
feature, the color scheme, and the layout. They found the app
easy to read and navigate. The dislikes expressed included the
absence of a help guide and nonfunctional back buttons.
Additionally, some groups reported having difficulty finding
the format button to switch the mode of learning to text-only
or audio.

Figure 4. Graph displaying the frequency and severity of heuristic violations.
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Modifications Based on Heuristic Evaluation
Drawing from the findings of the heuristic evaluation, we
enhanced the prototype by introducing a help guide (Figure 5A
and B) and seamlessly integrating it into the first course session.

We also revised the method for switching accessibility format
features (Figure 5C and D). Furthermore, we increased the font
size on multiple screens and improved navigation by
implementing additional back buttons for a smoother user
experience.

Figure 5. Updated prototype screens after heuristic evaluation. (A,B) Help guide incorporated into the first course session. (C,D) Updates to the
accessibility format and switching from card view to audio or text views.

Results of Usability Testing
We had 10 cancer survivors with disabilities (9 female, 1 male;
9 White or Caucasian, 1 Black or African American) who
completed usability testing. The average age of the participants
was 59 years. Usability scores show that participants had an
overall positive reception to the design of the prototype. We
had an average SUS score of 81; our prototype’s usability is
therefore considered good to excellent with a grade of an A and
in the top 10%.

We assessed participants’ satisfaction levels and the time taken
to complete each task. The average scores for these 2
measurements are presented in Table 1. Generally, participants
exhibited high satisfaction rates; however, lower numbers were
observed for task 2 (finding the eye icon to change the
accessibility format), task 7 (creating a post in the Community
Forum), and task 8 (using the filter in C2P).

In addition, we evaluated the effectiveness of the app design by
categorizing participants’ task completion into 3 groups:
completed quickly (C), completed with a little more time (L),
or required assistance to complete the task (H). Overall, most
participants completed their tasks without any issues, with only
17 of 80 cases (21%) needing help to complete them (see Figure
6). During task 1, a slight learning curve was observed as some
participants had difficulty locating the correct module, leading
to the need for assistance in completing the task. However, this
issue was not prevalent in subsequent tasks. Task 2 revealed
that some participants encountered challenges while switching

the card format to text view using the eye symbol, as they had
trouble locating the button. In task 4, some participants faced
difficulties clicking on the correct resource within the Library
as directed in the learning module. For tasks 7 and 8, several
participants struggled to navigate both the Community and C2P
sections because certain text and icons were too small or unclear
in their function, leading to confusion on what to do.

Likewise, while analyzing efficiency based on the number of
misclicks per task, tasks 7 and 8 exhibited notably higher
misclick rates (Table 2). The table also presents the actual time
taken per task, with task 1 showing higher time than the other
tasks. As mentioned earlier, task 1 had a learning curve, but it
also involved reading the most cards (15 cards) as we integrated
the help guide into the first course session. Therefore, this
finding is expected given the additional content to review in
task 1.

The prototype’s help guide received a positive response, with
8 of 10 participants (80%) rating it as very helpful or extremely
helpful. Similarly, 8 of 10 participants (80%) reported finding
the eye symbol (to change the course format) easily. In response
to open-ended questions, participants expressed their likes and
dislikes of the prototype and its design. Many participants shared
positive opinions on the design and content of the modules,
finding them helpful and insightful. The video located within
one of the modules received positive feedback, with some
expressing a desire for additional videos. The purpose of the
Community section was well liked as participants enjoyed
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having a place to freely express themselves with other cancer
survivors and appreciated the opportunity for users to support
each other. The Library resources were found to be informative
and useful, covering a wide range of topics.

Our findings were overwhelmingly positive, supported by quotes
from participants (some written and some oral):

I want to see the whole thing work! I know that this
is a prototype, but I want to see more!

Great app, it would have been very helpful to me when
I was just out [of] treatment.

Even though I'm not very comfortable with
technology, and that might be because of my age, …
I don't think that this would be difficult for me. I think
there'd be a real fast learning curve. I felt good and
positive when I realized I had learned something, and
I could just click on it now without having to think
about it.

I do like the app. I like that I know I’m not alone
feeling this way.

These participant quotes reflect their enthusiasm and positive
experiences with the app, highlighting its potential benefits and
ease of use.

On the basis of our session observations and participants’
feedback on areas for improvement, we identified several issues:

• Accessibility concerns, including small font sizes and icons,
particularly with the navigation arrows on cards, the top
navigation bar, and the eye icon.

• Some participants experienced confusion while navigating
the Community page when creating new posts.

• Difficulty in locating and using the filter option within the
C2P page.

• Participants expressed a desire for an easy way to return to
the help guide.

• Feedback indicated a preference for changing the robotic
voices used in the audio format for the modules. The
prototype used Google US English from voicegenerator.io,
but the intention is to have a real person’s voice in future
implementations.

Addressing these areas for improvement can further enhance
the app’s usability and user experience.

Table 1. Average satisfaction per task and time per task (out of 7).

Average time satisfactionAverage task satisfactionTask

6.46.51

5.95.72

6.56.63

6.26.54

6.36.75

6.66.86

5.55.27

5.75.88
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Figure 6. Graph displaying the frequency of H (required assistance to complete the task), C (completed quickly), and L (completed with a little more
time) ratings given to participants as they completed a task.

Table 2. Percentage of misclicks and time per task.

Time (minutes)Misclicks (%)Task

3:2881

2:284.752

2:193.303

2:135.644

2:150.835

1:5706

1:3419.247

0:4416.388

Modifications Based on Usability Testing
On the basis of the findings from usability testing, we made
several modifications to the prototype. To enhance usability,
we increased the sizes of navigation icons, the eye icon, arrows
within cards, and the top navigation bar. Throughout the
application, we enlarged or bolded fonts for easier reading,
including the “create new post” button in the Community
section. We redesigned the layout of the Community Forum,

increasing text and margins to achieve a cleaner and more
concise design. Additionally, we revamped the subscribe button
to reduce confusion (see Figures 7 and 8). To improve
accessibility, we enlarged the C2P filter. Finally, we added a
convenient way to return to the help guide by including it in the
hamburger menu icon on the main page. These changes aim to
enhance user experience and address the identified issues during
usability testing.
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Figure 7. Modifications made to the Community before and after usability testing.

Figure 8. Modifications made to the Open Discussion design before and after usability testing .

Discussion

Principal Findings
Cancer and its treatments can lead to long-term disabilities,
significantly impacting a survivor’s overall quality of life [10].
Unfortunately, postcancer treatment resources are often limited,
further exacerbating the challenges faced by survivors [49,50].
To address this, we developed a high-fidelity prototype for an
mHealth app called WeCanManage, aimed at empowering

cancer survivors with disabilities to effectively self-manage the
long-term effects of cancer treatment. Through conducting the
heuristic evaluation, valuable improvements were made,
including the incorporation of a helpful guide and the
enhancement of accessibility formatting options, ultimately
enhancing the overall user experience of the app.

In usability testing, we engaged cancer survivors with
disabilities, using multiple methods such as task completion,
think aloud strategies, SUS, perceived task satisfaction, and
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open-ended questions. These methods have been extensively
used to evaluate various applications, with the SUS being one
of the commonly used questionnaires [21]. The results of
usability testing were overwhelmingly positive, with cancer
survivors expressing appreciation for the app’s content, features,
and design. The prototype achieved an impressive SUS score
of 81, ranking it in the top 10% of scores and earning an A
grade. Moreover, participants reported high satisfaction levels
and efficiency, with average scores of 6.2 and 6.1 (out of 7),
respectively. Conducting usability testing enabled us to
thoroughly assess the app’s overall effectiveness, efficiency,
satisfaction, and usability. We were able to identify areas for
improvement, particularly in terms of accessibility. The insights
gained from this testing process have allowed us to refine and
enhance the app, ensuring a positive user experience for cancer
survivors with disabilities.

In a study by Fuller-Tyszkiewicz et al [24], end users rated an
mHealth prototype higher in usability and reported a more
positive experience than clinical experts. Interestingly, users
did not share the same concerns about the amount and layout
of content presented as the experts had anticipated [24]. This
discrepancy underscores the significance of testing potential
users to tailor the app to their specific needs and preferences.
While expert opinions (whether clinical or in design) are
valuable, evaluating an app on actual users is ideal.

Implications for Designers and Researchers
One of our primary findings is the importance of accessibility
when designing applications for cancer survivors. Our app was
specifically designed for cancer survivors with disabilities, and
as such, we incorporated customized options to switch the
learning style. Users could choose between clicking through
content cards and accessing audio or text-only views. This
flexibility proved to be helpful, particularly for participants with
cognitive issues like “chemo brain,” who found it easier to
navigate the audio versions of the course sessions. However,
during testing, we identified other accessibility concerns related
to font sizes and icons. Some users found them too small to see,
click on, and navigate effectively. Addressing these issues is
essential to ensure an inclusive and user-friendly experience for
all app users.

The importance of having a help feature was revealed during
heuristic evaluation, and through usability testing, we learned
that users expressed a desire for a convenient way to return to
the help guide. In response to this feedback, we have now
incorporated the option to access the help guide directly from
our main menu.

One comment expressed by many of our participants was how
lonely the experience of a cancer survivor is. Consistent with
findings from other studies that highlight the significance of
social features in mHealth apps [51], participants expressed
their appreciation for the Community Forum and C2P sections.
These features provide a valuable opportunity for them to
connect with others facing similar situations, fostering a sense
of community and support. Additionally, participants reported
that reading the content in the course sessions made them realize
that their experiences were shared by others, helping them feel
less isolated and reassured that they were not alone in their

journey. When asked what they liked about the app, one
participant wrote the following: “The information, reliable and
trustworthy, … and the realization that I am not alone.”

Limitations
Our aim was to achieve a minimum of 12 participants for
usability testing, as SUS results are ideally derived from 12 or
more participants [52,53]. However, we encountered challenges
in recruitment because of technical difficulties, such as some
participants lacking access to a laptop or facing issues with
Zoom and screen sharing, leading to incomplete usability testing.
Additionally, recruitment was hindered by our specific inclusion
criteria, which focused on individuals who identified as having
a disability. These challenges impacted our ability to reach the
desired number of participants for the usability testing phase.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that according to Nielsen [54],
5 participants are typically adequate for identifying usability
problems. Thus, we can reasonably infer that our processes have
successfully identified the majority of issues, providing a level
of confidence in the validity of our findings despite the lower
number of participants in the usability testing phase.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that several studies
evaluating mHealth prototypes have used the SUS with fewer
than 12 participants [29,31,37]. We encountered instances where
some participants experienced lingering effects of cancer and
its treatment, but they did not self-identify as having a disability,
resulting in their exclusion from usability testing. This finding
has important implications for the implementation and adoption
of WeCanManage, ensuring that cancer survivors experiencing
disabling aftereffects can fully benefit from the tool and
appreciate its relevance and value in their daily lives and
experiences.

Furthermore, as this was a prototype, not all features were fully
implemented (eg, the ability to create a post on the forum or
direct message a user was mimicked), which may have caused
some participants to encounter difficulties in the Community
section of the prototype. In addition, during usability testing,
participants expressed concerns regarding text and icon sizes.
It is important to note that the testing was conducted over Zoom
using computers (not mobile devices), and the prototype’s size
(matching that of a phone) might have posed challenges during
interaction, which may not be representative of the real
application’s experience. Finally, it is worth noting that the age
of participants and their level of comfort with technology might
have influenced their overall experience [55]. Nevertheless,
because these individuals constitute our target user base, it
remains essential for us to maintain the app’s usability and
accessibility to meet their needs.

Conclusions
When creating an mHealth app, it is crucial to evaluate it with
the target users in mind, in our case, cancer survivors with
disabilities. Usability testing allowed us to identify the design’s
strengths and areas requiring improvement. The WeCanManage
prototype achieved a SUS score of 81, placing it in the top 10%
of scores. Our future work will involve feasibility testing of an
implemented web-based mobile app of WeCanManage. This
will enable us to further refine the application and ensure that
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it meets the needs and preferences of our target users, enhancing its overall usability and impact.
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Abstract

Background: Viscoelastic hemostatic assays, such as rotational thromboelastometry (ROTEM) or thromboelastography, enable
prompt diagnosis and accelerate targeted treatment. However, the complex interpretation of the results remains challenging.
Visual Clot—a situation awareness-based visualization technology—was developed to assist clinicians in interpreting viscoelastic
tests.

Objective: Following a previous high-fidelity simulation study, we analyzed users’ perceptions of the technology, to identify
its strengths and limitations from clinicians’ perspectives.

Methods: This is a mixed qualitative-quantitative study consisting of interviews and a survey. After solving coagulation scenarios
using Visual Clot in high-fidelity simulations, we interviewed anesthesia personnel about the perceived advantages and
disadvantages of the new tool. We used a template approach to identify dominant themes in interview responses. From these
themes, we defined 5 statements, which were then rated on Likert scales in a questionnaire.

Results: We interviewed 77 participants and 23 completed the survey. We identified 9 frequently mentioned topics by analyzing
the interview responses. The most common themes were “positive design features,” “intuitive and easy to learn,” and “lack of a
quantitative component.” In the survey, 21 respondents agreed that Visual Clot is easy to learn and 16 respondents stated that a
combination of Visual Clot and ROTEM would help them manage complex hemostatic situations.

Conclusions: A group of anesthesia care providers found Visual Clot well-designed, intuitive, and easy to learn. Participants
highlighted its usefulness in emergencies, especially for clinicians inexperienced in coagulation management. However, the lack
of quantitative information is an area for improvement.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47991)   doi:10.2196/47991

KEYWORDS

Visual Clot; blood coagulation; blood coagulation test; hemostasis; rotational thromboelastometry; situation awareness; user-centered
design; visualization; user; perception; interpretation; thromboelastography; viscoelastic hemostatic; technology; coagulation;
quantitative information

Introduction

Rapid hemostatic assessment is essential to targeted coagulation
management in acute bleeding [1]. Increasingly used viscoelastic
hemostatic assays, such as rotational thromboelastometry

(ROTEM) or thromboelastography, enable faster insights into
coagulation dysfunction than conventional laboratory tests.
Standard coagulation assays are not optimal for managing acute
hemorrhages that require rapid therapeutic action, as it often
takes more than an hour to obtain the results [2,3]. European
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and North American transfusion recommendations underline
the advantages of viscoelastic hemostatic assays for managing
trauma and severe perioperative bleeding, including the reduced
need for transfusions, fewer perioperative complications, shorter
hospitalization, and lower overall treatment costs [1,4,5]. Its
usefulness has been demonstrated in many operative areas such
as obstetrics [6,7], pediatric surgery [8], transplantation [9],
cardiac surgery [10,11], neurosurgery [12], and burn surgery
[13,14]. Viscoelastic hemostatic tests are also paramount in the
diagnostic and treatment adjustment of hematological disorders,
such as inherited afibrinogenemia, hemophilia, or multiple
myeloma [15-18]. However, despite these technologies’
widespread use and considerable advantages, their results’
interpretation remains challenging and requires well-trained
clinical personnel [19-21]. Visual Clot—a situation
awareness-based visualization technology—was developed to
support health care professionals in interpreting viscoelastic
test results by reducing the complexity of their presentation.
Based on raw ROTEM data, the results are displayed in real
time as a 3D animated model of a blood clot to represent various
elements of hemostasis, including platelets, plasmatic factors,
and fibrin. It can also effectively illustrate the influence of
heparin and hyperfibrinolysis [22] (Multimedia Appendix 1).
In a high-fidelity simulation study, anesthesiologists using
Visual Clot were 2.2 times more likely to articulate the correct
therapeutic approach. In addition, these anesthesiologists had
a lower median time to administer the first appropriate targeted
coagulation product. Overall, physicians presented with the
results of viscoelastic testing using Visual Clot were
approximately 56% more likely to provide accurate therapeutic
interventions. In the same study, physicians were 3.5 times more
likely to feel confident in their decisions when working with
Visual Clot compared to traditional ROTEM results [23]. In the
first computer-based study analyzing user perceptions of Visual
Clot, participants described the technology as well-designed,
easy to learn, and intuitive [24]. The guiding principles of the
Visual Clot technology that result in enhanced situation
awareness include Endsley’s user-centered design principles
[25], Wittgenstein's philosophy as articulated in Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus [26], and insights from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) publication
“On Organization of Information: Approach and Early Work”
by Degani et al [27]. Endsley’s principles emphasize the use of
direct visual representations of data to enhance situational
awareness, a central principle in Visual Clot's data visualization.
Wittgenstein's theory emphasizes the importance of logical
representations that meaningfully correspond to the reality they
are intended to represent. Visual Clot follows this principle by
visually representing elements such as fibrin, platelets, plasmatic
factors, hyperfibrinolysis, and bleeding. Following NASA's
approach, Visual Clot strives to achieve the highest level of
“order and wholeness” by consolidating all essential data into
a single display. The primary goal of Visual Clot technology is
to provide the care provider with situational information quickly

and with minimal cognitive load. In this study, we aimed to
capture and analyze perceptions of anesthesia personnel working
with Visual Clot in a high-fidelity simulation to identify the
strengths and recognize the potential for future improvements.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
The Cantonal Ethics Committee of the Canton of Zurich
reviewed the study protocol and issued a declaration of no
objection (Business Management System for Ethics Committees
Number Req-2021-01112). Furthermore, each participant gave
informed consent to use his or her data for research purposes.
Participation was voluntary and without financial compensation.

Study Design
We conducted a researcher-initiated single-center mixed
qualitative-quantitative study at the University Hospital Zurich,
Institute of Anesthesiology, Switzerland. Study participants
were anesthesia personnel, including staff anesthesiologists,
residents, and nurses. After participating in a high-fidelity
simulation study of perioperative bleeding scenarios, where
they worked with Visual Clot and ROTEM, we interviewed
participants on their perceptions of Visual Clot technology.

As a second step, the same participants received an email
invitation to participate in a survey a few weeks later. They
rated statements we generated from identified and frequently
mentioned themes in interview responses on a Likert scale.

Previous High-Fidelity Simulation Study
In the high-fidelity simulation study [23], anesthesia teams,
composed of a staff anesthesiologist, a resident, and an
anesthesia nurse, participated in high-fidelity perioperative
bleeding scenarios using either Visual Clot or ROTEM. The
primary outcome of the study was correct targeted coagulation
therapy. Secondary outcomes were time to targeted coagulation
therapy, confidence, and workload.

ROTEM is the standard of care for managing acute hemorrhage
in the study center, so all participants were familiar with the
technology before participating [20]. Some participants had
taken part in previous Visual Clot studies and, therefore, were
already familiar with the technology [22,24].

Nevertheless, before the simulations began, we gave a 10-minute
presentation that reviewed ROTEM and introduced Visual Clot.
Multimedia Appendix 1 provides an instructional video of
Visual Clot. Participants were invited to ask questions freely
before starting work in the simulation environment. Each team
solved 1 of 4 different perioperative bleeding scenarios, which
were randomly allocated. We ended the scenarios when all
necessary therapeutic measures were derived or, at the latest,
after 15 minutes. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a Visual
Clot printout used in the simulation study.
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Figure 1. A Visual Clot result presentation showing a fibrin deficiency. The fibrin in the clot is shown as a dashed line, indicating its absence. The
blood drops indicate the presence of a coagulation pathology.

Participant Interviews
After the simulations, we encouraged the participants to freely
verbalize their thoughts in a distraction-free environment while
the data collectors made field notes. The only suggestion to the
participants before the interviews was to verbalize their positive
and negative opinions of Visual Clot. The participants could
define final adjustments in the collected answers at the end of
the interviews.

Survey
In the second step, we formulated 5 statements to summarize
the insights gathered during the interviews. The statements were
submitted for evaluation on a 5-point Likert scale graded from
“strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.” An email invitation
was sent to all interviewed participants.

Outcomes and Statistical Analyses

Part I: Participant Interviews
Collected interview responses were translated from original
German to English using a translation system DeepL (DeepL

GmbH). Multimedia Appendix 2 provides the complete
translated field notes.

The most commonly used terms in positive and negative
responses were identified using the word count function. Word
groups with the same root were united, excluding the frequently
used filler words such as “to,” “and,” or “the” (Table 1). Using
a template approach [28] we identified the major themes that
dominated participants’ answers. As a result, we generated a
coding tree (Figure 2). According to the coding template, we
assigned statements to the themes. A total of 3 of the study
authors, all anesthesiology residents GG, GS, and SA, rated the
interview statements separately from each other using the coding
tree (Figure 2). If the 3 investigators disagreed after multiple
data coding, the final decision was taken in a joint discussion.
Interrater reliability was calculated to investigate the consistency
of the coding tree’s application.
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Table 1. The most commonly used positive and negative terms to describe Visual Clot.

Negative termsPositive terms

Frequency, nTermsFrequency, nTerms

13Missing28Easy or easier

11Quantitative or quantification16Good

9Information13Fast or faster

8Values12See a problem

8Time11Interpret quickly

6Fibrinogen9Simple

6Numbers9Understand

6Hyperfibrinolysis8Visual

5Less7Interpretation

4Confusing7Intuitive

4Flashing7At a glance

3Simplified7Overview

Figure 2. A coding tree representing the themes describing positive and negative user perceptions. ROTEM: rotational thromboelastometry.

Part II: Survey
The literature states that quantitative data can help generalize
and confirm specific observations found in qualitative research
[29-32]. For the subsequent survey, we defined 5 statements
based on the previously identified themes. The same group of
interviewed anesthesiologists was asked to rate them on 5-point
Likert scales in a questionnaire created using Google Forms
(Alphabet Inc). Participants were informed that the survey takes
only a few minutes to complete, participation is voluntary, and
no compensation is offered. The translated announcement of
the survey invitation is displayed in Multimedia Appendix 3.
The data collection was finished 3 weeks after the questionnaire
was sent.

Statistical Analysis
The interview data analysis and figures were made using
Microsoft Word and Excel (Microsoft Corp). We present the
number of statements and their percentage distribution in the
identified themes.

To define the interrater reliability of the coding template, we
calculated Fleiss’ Kappa using R (version 4.0.5; R Foundation
for Statistical Computing). We calculated every statement's
median and IQR for the survey analysis. We used the Wilcoxon
signed rank test to determine the difference between the median
and neutral answers. Statistical significance was indicated as
P<.05.
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Results

Study and Participant Characteristics
Detailed information on the study and participants is provided

in Table 2. Residents and nurses were the dominant participants
in the interviews. The most experienced participant had 33 years
of experience in anesthesia. The least experienced had less than
1 year. Residents and nurses also dominated the survey.

Table 2. Study and participant characteristics.

ValuesCharacteristics

Study characteristics

77Total number of interviewed participants, n

23Total number of participants completed the survey, n

Participant characteristics

Interview participants

8 (10.4)Staff physicians, n (%)

35 (45.5)Residents, n (%)

34 (44.2)Anesthesiology nurses, n (%)

8 (3-10)Anesthesia experience in years, median (IQR)

26 (5-41)Number of ROTEMa interpretations per year, median (IQR)

Survey participants

7 (30.4)Staff physicians, n (%)

8 (34.8)Residents, n (%)

8 (34.8)Anesthesiology nurses, n (%)

aROTEM: rotational thromboelastometry.

Part I: Qualitative Analysis of Interview Answers

Word Count Analysis
The most frequently used words and word combinations used
to describe the advantages of Visual Clot were: easier or easy
(26/77, 33.8%), interpret or interpretation (23.4%, 18/77
participants), quick or quickly (19.5%, 15/77 participants),
visual, visualize, visualized, or visualization (19.5%, 15/77
participants), good (16.9%, 13/77 participants), faster or fast
(15.6%, 12/77 participants). In the group of statements
describing the limitations of Visual Clot, the words and word
groups most frequently used were: ROTEM (23.4%, 18/77
participants), missing (information or values or numbers; 16.9%,
13/77 participants), quantitative or quantification (16.9%, 13/77

participants). Table 1 visually represents the most commonly
used words in positive and negative perceptions.

Coding Tree
Figure 2 shows the generated coding tree, including 2 main
domains and 9 themes. The interrater reliability of the tree raters
was 0.856 (95% CI 0.831-0.880), indicating almost perfect
agreement [33].

Statements Describing Visual Clot
Table 3 demonstrates examples of statements assigned to
particular subtopics with participant counts and percentages.

A total of 4 comments were defined as positive but not assigned
to any themes. There was 1 such statement in the negative group.
A total of 19 comments were not assigned to any theme and
were described as noncodable.
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Table 3. Statements examples assigned to particular domain and subtopics with participant count and percentages.

ExamplesMajor domain and subtopics

Positive statements describing Visual Clot (179/319, 56.1%)

Positive design features (63/295, 21.4%) • “Very simplified” (Participant 13).
• “Visual presentation” (Participant 21).
• “Tells figuratively what to do” (Participant 26).

Positive usability features (30/295, 10.2%) • “It can be perfectly integrated in the clinic” (Participant 24).
• “A good tool to get an overview” (Participant 32).
• “You can see at-a-glance what is missing” (Participant 70).

Intuitive and easy to learn (61/295, 20.7%) • “Directly applicable and does not require long training” (Participant 5).
• “Very intuitive” (Participant 75).
• “Easy to understand” (Participant 76).

Time saving (21/295, 7.1%) • “2-3 seconds to a quick overview” (Participant 22).
• “Immediate detection of the problem” (Participant 5).
• “Quick to interpret” (Participant 27).

Negative statements describing Visual Clot (113/319, 35.4%)

Design problems (23/295, 7.8%) • “Confusing, blinking” (Participant 57).
• “Quality of hyperfibrinolysis difficult to demonstrate” (Participant 22).
• “Not everything you see is relevant” (Participant 24).

Usability problems (12/295, 4.1%) • “Quantity of change is not visible” (Participant 2).
• “You have to know the pictures first” (Participant 30).
• “No prioritization possible” (Participant 76).

Incompleteness: a lack of a quantitative component
(62/295, 21.0%)

• “Also values that are in normal range—is it close to the limit or not?” (Participant
54).

• “No graduation ‘all or nothing’” (Participant 60).
• “Exact quantification not possible” (Participant 4).

Need for training (15/295, 5.1%) • “Not yet established” (Participant 29).
• “Needs to get used to it” (Participant 45).
• “Needs habituation (not used by default yet)” (Participant 50).

Combination: Visual Clot and ROTEMa (8/295, 2.7%)

• “Would be nice to have it together with ROTEM” (Participant 50).
• “Ideal solution if could be combined with ROTEM” (Participant 49).
• “Combination of both necessary” (Participant 74).

aROTEM: rotational thromboelastometry.

Positive Statements Describing Visual Clot

Positive Design Features

Most comments were made on this topic, emphasizing that a
“pictorially summarized” (participant 2) and “visually
appealing” (participant 3) data presentation allows one to see
“the relevant ROTEM information at-a-glance” (participant 9).
Such a design supports health care professionals in making
clinical decisions. It is essential in emergencies because the
actual coagulation status is immediately visible (participant 14)
and it is instantly apparent which hemostasis components are
missing (participant 12).

Positive Usability Features

Visual Clot is “a good tool for broad application,” stated
participant 72. It enables “pre-interpretation of the complex
information” (participant 3) and focuses “on the essential”

(participant 65). The benefits of the Visual Clot in urgent
situations were also highlighted: the technology is “very good
for emergencies,” stated participant 13.

Intuitive and Easy to Learn

As in the previous study [24], the Visual Clot was also described
here as intuitive and easy to learn. “Very intuitive, short time
needed to understand it,”—pointed out participant 6. It was
underlined that visualizations provided by the Visual Clot are
“quickly recognizable even by untrained persons or with little
knowledge of coagulation” (participant 13).

Time Saving

The Visual Clot provides an “overview at-a-glance,” as
participant 76 said. “I immediately saw what was missing,”
stated participant 16. These features lead to quicker
diagnosis—“focus is faster on the problem”—as participant 46
said, and thus to faster initiation of treatment.
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Negative Statements Describing Visual Clot

Design Problems

Several ideas that could potentially enhance Visual Clot's design
were identified. Participant 47 pointed out that the presentation
of platelets and fibrinogen are similar, and thus it is difficult to
distinguish. Participant 48 also agreed: “I did not notice that
platelets were missing because it was white and dashed like
fibrinogen.” Some participants found that the Visual Clot is too
dynamic—too much movement on the screen, which can lead
to distraction and make the interpretation of the results difficult
“Even if coagulation status is fine, everything is moving, and
you can poorly differentiate what is missing” (participant 53),
“moves too much, even if everything is fine—distraction”
(participant 55).

Usability Problems

Visual Clot is “confusing at the beginning”—stated participant
31 and added that it is “difficult to use without routine.” Visual
Clot provides “too much information at once,”—participant 53
pointed out.

Incompleteness: Lack of a Quantitative Component

The central Visual Clot aspect criticized was the technology's
incompleteness in terms of lacking a quantitative component.

Several participants stated that the Visual Clot is “not precise”
(participant 1), which can be explained in the words of
participants 53 and 9, respectively, who said that in the Visual
Clot “quantitative is missing” and that one “can get more
information with the ROTEM.”

Need for Training

The main point identified in the participants’ opinions on this
topic was the lack of experience working with this technology
and that it is a very new tool not yet established in clinical
practice.

Combination of Visual Clot and ROTEM

Several participants said they could benefit from combining the
Visual Clot and ROTEM when interpreting coagulation assays.
“A combination of Visual Clot and ROTEM would be perfect,”
pointed out participant 19, while participant 74 said, “a
combination of both is necessary.” There was no difference in
positive and negative statements based on participants' specialty
or level of experience.

Part II: Analysis of Statements Assessed in the Survey
Figure 3 shows the detailed evaluation of the statements rated
in the survey.

Figure 3. Pie charts presenting survey results with the number of participants who chose a particular category (N=23). ROTEM: rotational
thromboelastometry.

All sample medians differed statistically significantly from
neutral (P<.05). The number of participants in the quantitative
part of the evaluation differs from the qualitative part because
not all participants completed the questionnaire. The results are
presented as medians and IQR. P values are provided to indicate
a statistically significant difference between the median of the
sample and the neutral value.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This mixed qualitative-quantitative study analyzed the
perceptions of anesthesiology personnel regarding Visual
Clot—a new situation-awareness and user-oriented visualization
technology for viscoelastic hemostatic resuscitation—after the
high-fidelity simulation study. User perceptions enable us to
identify the positive aspects of the technology and reveal the
potential for improvement in the future. After computer-based
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studies, this is the first time that Visual Clot has been evaluated
in a high-fidelity simulation study, a validated process for testing
a noncertified product in an environment that closely resembles
clinical reality [34,35].

The principal findings demonstrate that the design features of
Visual Clot have received the most positive comments. As in
the previous computer-based Visual Clot study [24], the
participants of this high-fidelity simulation study emphasized
that the way this technology is designed provides a good
overview of the clotting situation and is an additional help in
the decision-making process during acute bleeding situations.
Further, Visual Clot was described as intuitive and easy to learn.
Participants repeatedly mentioned that the results of Visual Clot
are quickly recognizable and understandable even by
inexperienced clinicians. The main criticism concerned the lack
of quantitative information.

Previous Visual Clot studies [22-24,36,37] underline the benefits
of additional visualization technology, simplifying standard
ROTEM data interpretation [20]. Anesthesia providers using
Visual Clot in a high-fidelity simulation study were more likely
to correctly administer targeted coagulation therapy and to give
the first targeted coagulation product faster. In addition,
participants demonstrated greater decision-making confidence
with Visual Clot [23]. Moreover, the correctness of the clinical
decisions was independent of previous rotational
thromboelastometry knowledge and experience.

The superior participants’ performance when working with
Visual Clot may be explained by its design supporting the
strengths of human sensory perception. The Visual Clot was
developed to assist care providers in managing highly complex
coagulation situations, presenting the data in an
awareness-oriented interface design. The main aim of this design
is to convey the information as quickly as possible and with the
lowest cognitive effort [25].

Principles of situation awareness-oriented and user-centered
design enables effective data management and a comprehensive
understanding of what is happening and thus help to stay
situationally aware. This concept is essential in many domains,
including medicine, where managing complex and dynamic
situations is fundamental [38,39].

Its definition breaks down into three separate phases (1) the
perception of environmental elements in the current situation
within a volume of time and space, (2) understanding their
meaning, and (3) their projection in the near future. Based on
this, the Visual Clot data are visually represented, preprocessed,
and simplified. The results of coagulation parameters are divided
into 3 categories: too low, normal, or too high. Such information
presentation increases diagnostic confidence, but numeric
indicators are needed for precise data analysis and targeted
treatment initiation. As previously indicated, the lack of
quantitative information is reflected in user responses. It also
explains the participants’ considerations that combining Visual
Clot and ROTEM would be helpful in clinical decision-making.

Some other technologies based on situation awareness and
user-centered design principles include Philips Visual Patient
Avatar (Philips) [40], AlertWatch (AlertWatch Inc), Dynamic

Lung Panel and PulmoSight (Hamilton Medical AG),
HemoSight and Physiology Screen (Mindray Medical
International Limited), and Alarm Status Visualizer (Masimo
Corp) [41,42].

This study showed user perceptions regarding the new situation
awareness-based, user-oriented technology for
thromboelastometry data presentation—Visual Clot. It makes
us aware of the user’s needs and could help us simplify
information processing and decision-making in the future. An
integral facet of advancing the technological framework
informed by the results of this study lies in the prospect of
merging quantitative data into the Visual Clot platform and
presenting this merged information in a consolidated interface.
This concerted integration promises to align both quantitative
and qualitative data to provide a more complete and accurate
representation of prevailing conditions. This integration can be
achieved in a variety of ways, including the direct overlay of
numerical values onto the Visual Clot visualization, or the
parallel juxtaposition of a complementary graphical
representation alongside the numerical data set.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several strengths and limitations. The interview
part of the study has the typical limitations of qualitative
research. The findings of qualitative analysis cannot be
extrapolated to larger populations with the same certainty as
quantitative results because the findings are on the subjective
basis and not tested for statistical significance [43]. However,
the quantitative survey helped to provide greater insight into
the importance of the main themes identified. Moreover, the
interviewed participants were selected according to their
availability in the clinical praxis and not randomly.

Furthermore, the number of participants in the survey was lower
than in the interviews because not all participants in the
simulation study completed the survey. Finally, it is a
single-center study performed in a university hospital with high
care standards in Europe. User perceptions may vary across
diverse clinical settings in different parts of the world.

Conclusions
After previous studies investigating user perceptions of Visual
Clot in computer-based simulation studies, this is the first study
to analyze the user perceptions of Visual Clot in a high-fidelity
simulation—the intermediate step between computer-based
simulation studies in a laboratory and real-life use. In this study,
Visual Clot appeared to be a well-accepted additional tool
supporting health care professionals working with ROTEM.
Based on participants’ perceptions, user-centered and situation
awareness-oriented design, as shown in Visual Clot, can simplify
the presentation of complex information and thus make critical
decision-making quicker and more efficient. The benefits of
this technology have been particularly highlighted in
emergencies and even for care providers with little experience
in coagulation management. Participants described Visual Clot
as intuitive and easy to learn. The lack of a quantitative
component has been identified as a significant limitation. These
findings highlight the advantages of Visual Clot and its potential
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for improvement may help further develop this and other situation awareness-based technologies.
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Multimedia Appendix 2
Complete translated field notes of participant interviews.
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Abstract

Background: Sleep apnea is a significant public health disorder in Finland, with a prevalence of 3.7%. Continuous positive
airway pressure (CPAP) therapy is the first-line treatment for moderate or severe sleep apnea. From November 18, 2019, all
patients who started their CPAP therapy at Oulu University Hospital were attached to a sleep apnea digital care pathway (SA-DCP)
and were instructed on its use. Some patients still did not use the SA-DCP although they had started their CPAP therapy.

Objective: We aimed to study health care professionals’ (HCPs’) perspectives on the SA-DCP and its usefulness for their work;
whether the main targets of SA-DCP can be reached: shortening the initial guiding sessions of CPAP therapy, reducing patient
calls and contact with HCPs, and improving patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy; and patients’ perspectives on the SA-DCP and
its usefulness to them.

Methods: Overall, 6 HCPs were interviewed in May and June 2021. The survey for SA-DCP users (58/91, 64%) and SA-DCP
nonusers (33/91, 36%) was conducted in 2 phases: from May to August 2021 and January to June 2022. CPAP device remote
monitoring data were collected from SA-DCP users (80/170, 47.1%) and SA-DCP nonusers (90/170, 52.9%) in May 2021. The
registered phone call data were collected during 2019, 2020, and 2021. Feedback on the SA-DCP was collected from 446 patients
between February and March 2022.

Results: According to HCPs, introducing the SA-DCP had not yet significantly improved their workload and work practices,
but it had brought more flexibility in some communication situations. A larger proportion of SA-DCP users familiarized themselves
with prior information about CPAP therapy before the initial guiding session than nonusers (43/58, 74% vs 16/33, 49%; P=.02).
Some patients still had not received prior information about CPAP therapy; therefore, most of the sessions were carried out
according to their needs. According to the patient survey and remote monitoring data of CPAP devices, adherence to CPAP
therapy was high for both SA-DCP users and nonusers. The number of patients’ phone calls to HCPs did not decrease during the
study. SA-DCP users perceived their abilities to use information and communications technology to be better than nonusers (mean
4.2, SD 0.8 vs mean 3.2, SD 1.2; P<.001).

Conclusions: According to this study, not all the goals set for the introduction of the SA-DCP have been achieved. Despite
using the SA-DCP, some patients still wanted to communicate with HCPs by phone. The most significant factors explaining the
nonuse of the SA-DCP were lower digital literacy and older age of the patients. In the future, more attention should be paid to
these user groups when designing and introducing upcoming digital care pathways.
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Introduction

Background
Sleep apnea is a significant public health disorder in Finland,
with a prevalence of 3.7%. The prevalence of sleep apnea
worldwide has been increasing in relation to the obesity
pandemic [1]. Untreated sleep apnea increases cardiovascular
diseases, accidents, likelihood of taking sick leave, and
premature mortality [2]. The clinical severity of sleep apnea is
defined based on 3 components: daytime sleepiness owing to
sleep apnea, the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), and arterial blood
oxygen saturation [2]. Continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP) therapy is the first-line treatment for moderate or severe
sleep apnea in addition to conservative therapy (ie, weight loss,
avoidance of sleep-disturbing substances, and lifestyle issues)
[2]. CPAP therapy is a safe and efficient treatment for sleep
apnea, relieving both daytime and nighttime symptoms and
improving traffic safety [3,4]. In Finland, the need for CPAP
treatment and the number of outpatient visits in both specialized
and primary care have increased considerably because of the
increased number of patients with sleep apnea [5].

The digitalization of health care has been seen as a potential
option for offering treatment to patients regardless of time and
place and involving them in their own care [6,7]. In addition,
digitalization has the potential to make health care systems more
efficient [8]. Despite its potential to improve health care
services, digitalization does not automatically guarantee better
services [9]. It has been noted as a problem, for example, that
digital services are not necessarily aligned with clinician and
patient preferences [9]. The challenge is that, in some cases,
they complement rather than substitute the current services, and
care processes are not always redesigned to achieve the best
benefits from digital services [9-12]. Citizens’ willingness and
ability to use electronic services is also an obstacle to realizing
the benefits of health care digitalization [13,14]. Because data
breaches cause potentially catastrophic consequences,
information security concerns have weakened patients’adoption
of digital health services [15,16]. The challenges of the technical
implementation of digital services, such as missing
functionalities and lack of interoperability with existing
information systems, have weakened the willingness of health
care professionals (HCPs) to use them [10].

Factors promoting the adoption of digital health services are
their perceived benefits for patients and patients’ previous
positive experiences with electronic services [13,15]. Previous
studies showed that digital health interventions can improve
patients’adherence to their care [17,18]. For example, Aardoom
et al [18] showed that adherence to CPAP therapy in patients
with sleep apnea can be improved with digital interventions in
the initial months of treatment. Adherence to the use of the
digital health service has also been found in some studies to
positively affect outcomes [19,20]. Good digital literacy
promotes the use of digital health services; studies have found

young people have better digital literacy than older age groups
[13,21]. As the user base of digital health care services can be
very broad, and users can have functional limitations owing to
age or illness, the ease of use of these services is important in
promoting their use [15,22].

Finland’s first phase of health care digitalization involved the
digitalizing of HCPs’ tools, such as electronic patient records;
e-prescribing and digitalization have progressed well [23].
Currently, Finnish citizens are increasingly offered digital health
care services and products [22,24]. Several countries, including
Finland, have introduced new health technology assessment
methods to ensure that digital health provides evidence-based
benefits [16,22,25]. Digital care pathways (DCPs) are an
example of digital health care services, and today, there are
>300 DCPs in use in Finnish specialized care units [26]. One
of the main goals of DCPs is to complement or replace
traditional health care appointment visits [26]. In addition, DCPs
aim to support and help in the self-treatment of long-term
illnesses, monitoring, and adaptation to the illness, as well as
enable patients to prepare for various health care procedures
beforehand [26]. Several DCPs have been studied in Finland
from the perspective of HCPs, organizations, and patients
[7,10,13,27-31]. One of these DCPs is the sleep apnea DCP
(SA-DCP), which was introduced at Oulu University Hospital
(OUH) on November 18, 2019 [32]. All patients who start their
CPAP therapy in OUH will be attached to the SA-DCP, that is,
their patient data will be recorded in it, and they will be
instructed on how to log in and use it [32]. When a patient starts
on the SA-DCP, they register as an SA-DCP user through strong
identification by accepting the terms of use and privacy
statement and entering his or her contact information [33].

Objectives
In OUH, the CPAP therapy for patients with sleep apnea begins
with an initial guiding session where patients are instructed on
using their CPAP device. SA-DCP contains information and
instructions about CPAP therapy; therefore, it would be desirable
for patients to familiarize themselves with that information in
advance [32]. In this way, the initial guiding session of CPAP
therapy could be shortened because the basic information about
CPAP therapy would not need to be reviewed again during the
sessions. The SA-DCP contains reliable information about sleep
apnea, its treatment, and CPAP therapy [32]. With the
introduction of SA-DCP, it would be desirable to reduce
patients’ phone calls and other contacts with HCPs when
information can be found in the SA-DCP. The SA-DCP also
includes electronic messaging between patients and HCPs,
which could reduce such calls [32]. The major aim of the
SA-DCP is to increase patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy.
However, there is still a challenge in that some patients with
sleep apnea do not log in and use it.

The main aims of the study are as follows:
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1. To investigate HCPs’ perspectives on the SA-DCP and its
usefulness for their work

2. To determine whether the main targets of SA-DCP can be
reached: shortening the initial guiding sessions of CPAP
therapy, reducing patient calls and contact with HCP, and
increasing patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy.

3. To examine patients’ perspectives on the SA-DCP and its
usefulness.

Methods

Study Participants and Data Collection
The study population included HCPs at the OUH and patients
who had started their CPAP therapy at the OUH. The patient
population consisted of 2 groups. SA-DCP users were patients
who had registered with the SA-DCP. SA-DCP nonusers referred
to patients who had not registered with the SA-DCP.

Interviews of HCPs
HCPs of the OUH were contacted via email. Overall, 6 HCPs
participated in the interviews from May to June 2021. Of these,
4 (67%) HCPs worked with patients, 1 (17%) was a supervisor,
and 1 (17%) connected patients with sleep apnea to the SA-DCP
and booked their appointments. The interviews were conducted
remotely using a structured questionnaire. The HCPs provided
voluntary informed consent for the interview by submitting a
signed document. The interviews were then recorded and
transcribed.

Survey for Patients With Sleep Apnea
The first part of material collection was conducted between
May and August 2021. With the help of OUH HCPs, the survey,
along with an invitation to participate and information about it,
was sent to SA-DCP nonusers by mail. Respondents could send
their responses by prepaid mail or electronically using Webropol
Ltd’s Webropol survey tool. SA-DPC users were informed
about the study through the SA-DCP. They provided their
consent and answered the survey using the SA-DCP
questionnaire.

The second part of material collection was conducted between
January and June 2022. Both SA-DCP users and SA-DCP
nonusers were informed about the study with the annual device
delivery in an assistive equipment center (AEC). They could
send their responses by prepaid mail or answer electronically
using Webropol Ltd’s Webropol survey tool.

The patients’ survey included multiple choice questions, 5-item
Likert-type questions (with choices ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree), and open-ended questions. In total,
33 SA-DCP nonusers and 58 SA-DCP users responded to the
survey.

Remote Monitoring Data of CPAP Devices
Information about patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy was
collected from the remote monitoring data of CPAP devices.
The HCP of OUH carried out the material collection manually
in May 2021 in connection with 1-year controls of CPAP
therapy. The collected information was anonymized and
provided to the researchers. In total, CPAP remote monitoring

data were collected from 90 SA-DCP nonusers and 80 SA-DCP
users.

Registered Data of Phone Calls
The information about the number of patients’ phone calls per
year to an AEC was collected from Aurora Innovation Ltd’s
TeleQ program. The registered phone call data were collected
during 2019, 2020, and 2021.

SA-DCP Customer Feedback Survey
Patients using the SA-DCP had the opportunity to provide
customer feedback using the SA-DCP survey tool. The patients
provided informed consent through the SA-DCP that their
customer feedback could also be used for research purposes.
The customer feedback did not contain any personal information.
Feedback on the SA-DCP from 446 patients between February
18 and March 24, 2022, was included in this study.

Statistical Methods
Patients’ survey data were analyzed using SPSS software
(version 28.0; IBM Corp). Descriptive statistics were applied
to calculate the mean and SD for continuous data and frequency
and percentage for categorical data. Baseline differences
between the groups were explored using a 2-tailed independent
sample t test for continuous variables and chi-square test for
categorical variables. A P value <.05 was considered statistically
significant for all analyses.

Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative methods were used in this study to analyze the
open-ended questions in patient surveys and interviews with
HCPs. The collected material was first analyzed using an
inductive content analysis method to obtain a comprehensive
understanding [34]. Initially, the HCPs’ and patients’ responses
to the open-ended questions were open coded. Subsequently,
the analyzed data were grouped into subcategories, and then
similar findings were combined into the main categories to
enable the final analysis. Finally, the textual data were analyzed
using the quantification method [35].

Ethical Considerations
The study followed the guidelines of the Finnish Advisory Board
on Research Integrity [36]. According to Finnish Law
(488/1999), this study was exempted from review by the
institutional review board (ethics committee of Northern
Ostrobothnia Hospital District). The respondents were informed
of the study. All participants voluntarily participated in the study
and provided their informed consent. The results were processed
such that no participants were identifiable in the results or
quotations of this study. Sensitive personal information was not
collected. The data were processed and stored in a secure
environment according to the procedures of the University of
Oulu.

Results

The Number of New CPAP Therapies, SA-DCP Users,
and Phone Calls in the Years Studied
The number of new CPAP therapies in OUH between 2019 and
2021 is presented in Table 1. The percentage of SA-DCP users
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has increased annually, but there are still patients who do not
use the SA-DCP (Table 1). The number of phone calls per year

to an AEC is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. New continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapies, patients attached to the sleep apnea digital care pathway (SA-DCP), phone calls
to an assistive equipment center (AEC) per year, and percentage of SA-DCP users.

Year

202120202019

116016451172The number of new CPAP therapies

11601645292aThe number of patients attached to the SA-DCP

9351006130The number of SA-DCP users

80.661.244.5Percentage of SA-DCP users

402040682784The number of phone calls per year to an AEC

aThe SA-DCP was introduced from November 18, 2019, onward.

HCPs’ Perspectives on the SA-DCP and its Usefulness
for Their Work
On the basis of the interviews with HCPs, the main themes,
facilitators, and barriers related to using the SA-DCP are
presented in Textbox 1. According to the interviewed HCPs,
they were unable to identify significant changes in their
workload and working practices following the introduction of
the SA-DCP. Only one responder perceived that his workload
had slightly increased because the SA-DCP did not support
integration with electronic patient record; therefore, patient data
had to be transferred manually from one program to another

(Textbox 1). However, HCPs reported that in some situations,
the SA-DCP brought more flexibility to their work practices
regarding patient communication (Textbox 1). For example, it
enabled them to respond to patients’ DCP messages during
nonurgent work times, not only prereserved times. HCPs also
reported that the initial guiding session of CPAP therapy went
more smoothly for SA-DCP users who had familiarized
themselves with the information about CPAP therapy through
the SA-DCP (Textbox 1). The interviewed HCPs hoped that
patients would make more use of the SA-DCP and its
possibilities so its benefits would be better used.
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Textbox 1. Themes and perceived barriers and facilitators regarding implementation of the sleep apnea digital care pathway (SA-DCP) according to
health care professionals (HCPs).

Use rate of SA-DCP

• Barriers

• SA-DCP’s use rate had been lower than HCPs assumed it would be.

• Some patients still thought that the only proper contact was personal contact with HCPs.

• Patients’ previous experiences with the need to log in to several digital health care services reduced their motivation to use them.

• Facilitators

• Reminder text messages about logging into the SA-DCP have been sent to patients since June 2020.

Initial guiding session of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy

• Barriers

• Some SA-DCP users and nonusers still had not familiarized themselves with the prior information about CPAP therapy in advance.

• Facilitators

• The guidance went more smoothly for SA-DCP users who familiarized themselves with the prior information about CPAP therapy.

• From the patients’ perspective, the instructional videos available in the SA-DCP were perceived as useful and clear.

Patients’ communication practices with HCP

• Barriers

• There were still a lot of phone calls.

• HCPs also had to be reminded that they should not always call patients in connection with treatment controls but send a message via the
SA-DCP.

• Facilitators

• The SA-DCP gives patients more flexibility to contact HCPs regardless of time and place. For example, the patient may be in a location
where they cannot answer the HCP’s phone call.

• HCPs may instruct the patient during a phone call to watch SA-DCP’s educational video to get a better understanding of the matter.

Patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy

• Barriers

• There was no clear indication that patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy was higher with the introduction of the SA-DCP.

• Facilitators

• Reports obtained from CPAP devices had increased some patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy.

Integration of SA-DCP into existing information and communications technology systems

• Barriers

• The SA-DCP had to be used in a different web browser than electronic patient record (EPR).

• Remote monitoring of CPAP devices requires a separate program, and remote monitoring data cannot be viewed via the SA-DCP.

• Attaching patients to the SA-DCP is laborious and must be done manually by copying patient information from the EPR.

• Data had to be copied manually from SA-DCP’s messages into patients’ care plans.

Workload and work practices of HCPs

• Barriers

• HCPs’ workloads did not change with the introduction of the SA-DCP.

• Facilitators
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• The SA-DCP brought more flexibility to HCPs’ work practices regarding communication with patients.

• The SA-DCP was a good way to deliver the necessary contact information to patients and thereby instruct them to reserve time for the
necessary procedures by themselves.

The professionals also brought up ideas for the development of
SA-DCP. They hoped that SA-DCP’s integration with other
information and communications technology (ICT) systems
would be improved. One factor that caused a large workload
for professionals was arranging appointment times for patients.
The time reserved for the patient may not always suit him or
her, necessitating a discussion about a more suitable time. If
the patient could book appointments through the SA-DCP, it
would greatly reduce the professionals’ working hours. Two
respondents mentioned that in the future, an initial guiding
session of CPAP therapy could also be carried out remotely,
but this would require that patients for whom this would be
suitable should be identified in advance. The professionals
hoped that all surveys and measurements made by the patients
related to their treatment would be available in an electronic
format. The hope was also that the SA-DCP’s calendar would
automatically remind patients, for example, to renew equipment,
giving them more responsibility for managing their own affairs.
One respondent wished that instructional videos could be
directly linked to SA-DCP’s messages so that patients would
not have to search for them.

The HCP interviewees perceived digital services in health care
as a positive thing. According to them, the services should be
easy to use, and the real end users of the services should be
included in their development. One respondent believed that
patients will use digital health care services more frequently in
the future, but such systems are always initially met with
resistance. The respondent mentioned that at first, patients in

Finland were against e-prescribing and the Patient Data
Repository of Kanta Services, but today, such services are
commonplace, and people use them smoothly.

Comparison of Characteristics Between SA-DCP Users
and SA-DCP Nonusers
According to the patients’ survey, there were no statistically
significant differences in age, sex, and smoking status between
SA-DCP users and nonusers (Table 2). According to the remote
monitoring data of CPAP devices, SA-DCP nonusers were older
than SA-DCP users (mean 59.1, SD 13.8 vs mean 55.3, SD
10.8; P<.049; Table 3). Compared with nonusers, SA-DCP
users perceived their own abilities to use ICT to be better (mean
4.2, SD 0.8 vs mean 3.2, SD 1.2; P<.001); they used computers,
tablets, or smartphones more often (58/58, 100% vs 27/33 81%;
overall P=.002); and they were more accustomed to using
electronic services (mean 4.8, SD 0.5 vs mean 4.1, SD 1.2;
P=.006; Table 2). There was no statistically significant
difference in how regularly SA-DCP users and nonusers used
the electronic services (Table 2). SA-DCP users thought that
communication about SA-DCP and how to log in had been
clear, although SA-DCP nonusers thought that it had not (yes
52/58, 91% vs yes 7/33, 24%; overall P<.001; Table 2).
Compared with SA-DCP users, SA-DCP nonusers preferred
phone calls or physical appointments with HCPs to manage
their health-related issues (Table 2). Neither SA-DCP users nor
SA-DCP nonusers had any major concerns about the data
security and protection of digital health care services (Table 2).
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Table 2. Patient responses to the survey.

P valueUse of SA-DCPaCharacteristics

Users (n=58)Nonusers (n=33)

.0857.3 (12.0)61.9 (11.6)Age (years), mean (SD)

.07Sex, n (%)

34 (59)26 (79)Male

24 (41)7 (21)Female

.03Physical training frequency, n (%)

15 (26)16 (49)Daily

37 (64)13 (39)Weekly

5 (9)1 (3)Monthly

0 (0)1 (3)Less than monthly

1 (2)2 (3)No physical training

>.99Smoking, n (%)

4 (7)2 (6)Yes

53 (93)31 (94)No

.874.7 (0.8)4.8 (0.5)Adherence to CPAPb therapy (own assessment; Likert scale 1-5), mean (SD)

.0243 (74)16 (49)Patients familiar with CPAP therapy before the initial guiding session

—d29 (67)N/AcThe patient became familiar through SA-DCP, n (%)

.976.3 (1.3)6.3 (1.0)Average use of the CPAP device per night (hours), mean (SD)

>.99Has CPAP therapy helped the patient’s sleep apnea?, n (%)

49 (85)28 (85)Yes

0 (0)0 (0)No

9 (15)5 (15)Cannot say

<.0014.2 (0.8)3.2 (1.2)Information and communication technology skills (own assessment; Likert scale 1-5),
mean (SD)

.002Patient’s computer, tablet, or smartphone use, n (%)

58 (100)27 (82)Regularly (weekly)

0 (0)4 (12)Randomly (less often than weekly)

0 (0)2 (6)None

.0064.8 (0.5)4.1 (1.2)How accustomed is the patient to using electronic services (eg, banking services, appoint-
ment services, etc; own assessment)? (Likert scale 1-5), mean (SD)

.55If the patient uses electronic services, how regularly?, n (%)

44 (76)20 (69)Daily

11 (19)7 (24)Weekly

3 (5)1 (3)Monthly

0 (0)1 (3)Less often than monthly

<.001Would the patient choose an electronic service or a phone call as a contact method regarding her or his treatment?, n (%)

48 (83)13 (39)Electronic service

10 (17)20 (61)Phone call

.048If the patient could choose either an electronic service (eg, remote consultation) or a physical appointment regarding her or
his treatment, which method would she or he prefer?, n (%)

31 (53)10 (30)Electronic service

27 (46)23 (70)Physical appointment
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P valueUse of SA-DCPaCharacteristics

Users (n=58)Nonusers (n=33)

.232.2 (1.1)2.6 (1.2)Patient concerns about the data security and protection of digital health care services
(Likert scale 1-5), mean (SD)

<.001Has communication about SA-DCP and how to log in to it been sufficiently clear?, n (%)

52 (91)7 (24)Yes

5 (9)22 (76)No

Did SA-DCP increase the patient’s adherence to CPAP therapy?, n (%)

42 (72)N/AYes

16 (28)N/ANo

.6733 (57)17 (52)Did the patient contact HCPe during her or his treatment period?, n (%)

17 (52)N/AThrough SA-DCP

16 (48)17 (100)Through another contact method

—3726The contact was related to (total), n

—3 (8)8 (31)Treatment of sleep apnea, n (%)

—23 (62)15 (58)CPAP therapy, n (%)

—11 (30)3 (12)Other issues, n (%)

Did patients who contacted HCP get the help they needed?, n (%)

.4131 (94)16 (94)Yes

—16 (52)N/AThrough SA-DCP messaging

—15 (48)16 (100)Through another contact method

.4823 (40)9 (27)Did the patient need to find additional information about his or her treatment
without contacting HCPs during the treatment period?, n (%)

>.9921 (91)8 (89)The patient got the information she or he needed

—8 (38)N/AThrough SA-DCP

—13 (62)8 (100)Through another source (internet, patient organizations, etc)

aSA-DCP: sleep apnea digital care pathway.
bCPAP: continuous positive airway pressure.
cN/A: not applicable.
dNot available.
eHCP: health care professional.
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Table 3. Remote monitoring data of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) devices.

P valueUse of SA-DCPaCharacteristics

Users (n=80)Nonusers (n=90)

.04955.3 (10.8)59.1 (13.8)Age (years), mean (SD)

.35Sex, n (%)

49 (61.3)48 (53.3)Male

31 (38.8)42 (46.7)Female

.5130.6 (18.9)32.5 (18.0)AHIb at diagnosis, mean (SD)

.512.1 (3.9)2.4 (2.7)AHI residual in treatment, mean (SD)

.6691.5 (18.8)92.6 (12.7)Percentage of nights CPAP was used, mean (SD)

.696.1 (1.8)6.2 (1.5)Hours of CPAP use per night, mean (SD)

.742.8 (3.2)3.1 (6.1)CPAP device mask leak, mean (SD)

.067.8 (2.0)8.4 (2.2)CPAP device median pressure, mean (SD)

aSA-DCP: sleep apnea digital care pathway.
bAHI: apnea-hypopnea index.

Patients’ Rationales for Using or Not Using SA-DCP
Patients were asked about their rationale for using or not using
the SA-DCP (Table 4). SA-DCP users mostly adopted the

SA-DCP because they thought that signing up for the SA-DCP
was part of their treatment process (42/58, 72%). SA-DCP
nonusers did not adopt the SA-DCP mainly because they were
unaware of it (15/33, 46%).
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Table 4. Patients’ rationales for using or not using the sleep apnea digital care pathway (SA-DCP).

Values, n (%)Patients’ rationales for using or not using the sleep apnea digital care pathway (SA-DCP)

Patients’ rationales for using the SA-DCP (n=58)

42 (72)I thought signing up for SA-DCP was part of my treatment process

39 (67)It was recommended to me

31 (53)It allows me to take care of my affairs regardless of time and place

25 (42)I am very accustomed to using electronic services

18 (31)I can more easily get information about sleep apnea and its treatment

15 (26)I prefer to use electronic services for my treatment

15 (26)I can more easily get information about CPAPa therapy

12 (21)I can take care of things related to my care more safely during the current COVID-19 period

8 (14)By using SA-DCP, I am more committed to my treatment

2 (3)Other reasons

Patients’ rationales for not using the SA-DCP (n=33)

15 (46)I am not aware of SA-DCP

13 (39)I prefer physical appointments

10 (30)I prefer phone calls

9 (27)I am aware of SA-DCP, but I forgot to log in

7 (21)I do not know how to use electronic services

6 (18)I do not want to use electronic services

6 (18)The use of electronic services is generally difficult

5 (15)I do not receive personal help through electronic services

4 (12)Other reasons

3 (9)I am concerned about the data security and protection of electronic services

3 (9)My sleep apnea treatment and CPAP therapy are balanced, so I do not need to contact health care professionals
through any communication channel.

1 (3)My sleep apnea treatment and CPAP therapy are balanced, so I do not need additional information through any
communication channel.

1 (3)I do not feel the need to log into SA-DCP as part of my CPAP therapy

aCPAP: continuous positive airway pressure.

Patients’ Prefamiliarization With CPAP Therapy
Before the Initial Guiding Session
A larger proportion of SA-DCP users had familiarized
themselves with prior information about CPAP therapy before
the initial guiding session of CPAP therapy than SA-DCP
nonusers (43/58, 74% vs 16/33, 49%; P=.02; Table 2). Among
the 48 SA-DCP users who familiarized themselves with
information about CPAP therapy beforehand, 29 (67%)
performed it through the SA-DCP (Table 2). Most SA-DCP
nonusers (6/16, 38%) said they had received the preliminary
information from a spouse or a relative who had already used
a CPAP device. The other sources of information for both groups
were the internet (6/59, 10%), private health care providers
(3/59, 5%), primary health care units (2/59, 3%), and the
Duodecim medical information database (2/59, 3%). SA-DCP
users also received information from occupational health care
units (2/43, 5%) and the Facebook sleep apnea support group
(2/43, 5%). Correspondingly, SA-DCP nonusers received

information from specialized care units (2/16, 13%), research
articles (1/16, 6%), and AEC (1/16, 6%).

The initial guidance sessions of CPAP therapy were carried out
with small groups of patients (4-8 patients at a time). According
to HCPs, the initial guiding sessions were smoother for patients
who had already familiarized themselves with prior information
about CPAP therapy through the SA-DCP (Textbox 1). The
problem was that many patients still did not have prior
information about CPAP therapy; therefore, most of the initial
guiding sessions had to be implemented according to their needs.
According to the HCPs, patients found the instructional videos
available in the SA-DCP to be useful and clear (Textbox 1).
Patients were also instructed to familiarize themselves with
them and other information material found on the SA-DCP even
after the sessions if they had further questions.
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Patients’ Information Needs About Sleep Apnea and
CPAP Therapy
SA-DCP includes electronic messaging functionality between
patients and HCPs and information about sleep apnea, its
treatment, and CPAP therapy. According to the survey responses

of SA-DCP users, most patients looked for information about
the SA-DCP, sleep apnea, self-treatment of sleep apnea, and
cleaning and maintenance of the CPAP device (Table 5). The
messaging functionality of the SA-DCP and its “frequently
asked questions” function were not widely used; only 38%
(22/58) of SA-DCP users used them (Table 5).

Table 5. Functionalities of the sleep apnea digital care pathway (SA-DCP) used by patients according to the SA-DCP users survey (N=58).

Values, n (%)

The number of patients who familiarized themselves with the following information materials

55 (95)Welcome to SA-DCP

45 (78)Sleep apnea

43 (74)Cleaning and maintenance of the CPAPa device

42 (72)Self-treatment of sleep apnea

39 (67)CPAP therapy

38 (67)Preparing for the CPAP therapy initial guiding session

32 (55)Sleep apnea and driving ability

28 (48)CPAP therapy in unusual everyday situations

25 (43)Controls, rehabilitation, and social security

22 (38)Frequently asked questions

22 (38)The patient has communicated with the HCPb in matters related to his or her treatment through the messaging function-
ality of SA-DCP

aCPAP: continuous positive airway pressure.
bHCP: health care professional.

During the treatment period, both SA-DCP users and SA-DCP
nonusers sought additional information regarding their treatment
without contacting HCPs (23/58, 39% vs 9/33, 27%; P=.48;
Table 2). Among 23 SA-DCP users who sought more
information, 8 (35%) performed it through the SA-DCP. The
other reported information sources for SA-DCP users were the
internet (9/23, 39%), Facebook sleep apnea support group (1/23,
4%), patient organizations (1/23, 4%), rehabilitation (1/23, 4%),
and professional education (1/23, 4%). SA-DCP nonusers
received additional information from the following sources: the
internet (5/9, 56%), Facebook sleep apnea support group (1/9,
11%), scientific articles (1/9, 11%), and information material
provided by private health care services providers (1/9, 11%).
Most SA-DCP nonusers and SA-DCP users who sought more
information about CPAP therapy and sleep apnea received the
information they needed (8/9, 89% vs 21/23, 91%; P>.99; Table
2).

Patients’ Communication Practices With HCPs
During the treatment period, 52% (17/33) of SA-DCP nonusers
and 57% (33/58) of SA-DCP users contacted HCPs (Table 2).
Among 33 SA-DCP users who contacted HCPs, 17 (52%) used
the SA-DCP, and the rest used other contact methods (Table
2). SA-DCP users who preferred contact methods other than
SA-DCP messages were older (mean 63.3, SD 9.4 vs mean
55.7, SD 10.8; P<.04). Phone calls were the most important
form of contact for SA-DCP users (10/33, 30%). SA-DCP
nonusers (9/17, 53%) mostly contacted HCP via phone calls.
The next most common contact method for both groups was a
physical visit to an AEC or a primary health care unit. The

contact mostly concerned CPAP therapy; this was the case for
88% (15/17) of SA-DCP nonusers and 70% (23/33) of SA-DCP
users (Table 2). Most SA-DCP nonusers and SA-DCP users
who contacted HCPs received the help they needed (16/17, 94%
vs 31/33, 94%; P=.41; Table 2).

According to the phone call register data, the annual number of
phone calls to an AEC was still high even after the introduction
of SA-DCP (Table 1). An exact comparison of phone calls to
AECs per patient between different years could not be made
because the number of new CPAP therapies in the OUH varied
between different years, and the number of annual phone calls
also showed contacts with HCPs from patients whose CPAP
therapies had started in previous years (Table 1). The results of
2019 mainly represent a situation in which the SA-DCP was
not yet in use at OUH because it was introduced at the very end
of 2019. The results of 2021 represent a situation in which the
SA-DCP had been in use at OUH for approximately 2 years.
HCPs also indicated the same; there was no significant decrease
in the number of phone calls, and there were still many phone
calls related to CPAP therapy (Textbox 1). HCPs emphasized
that they try to guide patients during phone calls to use the
SA-DCP more in matters related to their care. Although the
patients’affairs were handled mostly with phone calls, the HCPs
thought the instructional videos and informational materials
included in the SA-DCP were valuable. It was possible to better
explain things to patients with them (Textbox 1). For example,
HCPs may instruct the patient during a phone call to watch
SA-DCP's educational video to get a better understanding of
the matter. The HCPs also emphasized that the SA-DCP is a
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good way to deliver the necessary contact information to
patients, allowing them to reserve time for the necessary
procedures themselves (Textbox 1).

Patient Adherence to CPAP Therapy
According to the patients’ responses to the survey and remote
monitoring data of CPAP devices, adherence to CPAP therapy
was high in both groups (Tables 2 and 3). Both groups used the
CPAP device on average for >6 hours per night and on >90%
of nights (Tables 2 and 3). On the basis of the patients’ own
assessments, adherence to CPAP therapy was high in both
SA-DCP nonusers (mean 4.8, SD 0.5) and SA-DCP users (mean
4.7, SD 0.8; Table 2). In addition, according to the patients’
survey, 72% (42/58) of SA-DCP users reported that SA-DCP
had made them more motivated to perform their own CPAP
therapy (Table 2). Most patients in both groups believed that

CPAP therapy helped them treat sleep apnea (Table 2). The
remote monitoring data of CPAP devices showed that CPAP
therapy had significantly reduced the number of AHIs for both
groups (Table 3).

Patient Feedback About SA-DCP
A total of 446 patients responded to the customer feedback
survey; their feedback is shown in Figure 1. Patient feedback
on the SA-DCP was generally positive; most of them agreed or
strongly agreed with the survey claims (Figure 1). When
examining the results, it should be noted that the questions of
the patient feedback survey are common to every DCP in the
OUH. As the functionalities offered by DCPs vary according
to the care chains of different diseases, not all the questions are
necessarily valid for every DCP. For example, examinations
are not offered through the SA-DCP.

Figure 1. Patient feedback about the sleep apnea digital care pathway.

Of 446 patients, 102 (22.9%) who responded to the survey
provided free-form feedback on the SA-DCP. Moreover, 22
patients gave generally positive feedback about the SA-DCP.
For the most part, they did not elaborate on their feedback.
According to 2 respondents, the possibility to use the services
remotely was a good thing, and according to 2 respondents, the
SA-DCP was a good and modern service. However, 19 patients
thought that they did not need to use the SA-DCP, or that it did
not add value to their treatment. Moreover, 11 respondents
mentioned that communication and information about the
SA-DCP should be improved. According to 9 respondents, the
SA-DCP contained good and comprehensive information about
sleep apnea and its treatment, as well as CPAP therapy.
However, 3 respondents mentioned that although the SA-DCP
contained good information, the same information can be found
on the internet. With regard to SA-DCP’s messaging feature, 5

respondents thought it was a functional solution. Conversely,
9 respondents said that they encountered problems or delays
related to messaging and 9 respondents desired new features
for the SA-DCP, such as better search functionality. As the
information content of SA-DCP was only available in Finnish
during the research, some respondents presented English
language support as a need for future development. According
to 5 responses, SA-DCP’s user interface was clear, and its
usability was good. In contrast, 4 respondents stated that the
user interface could still be improved. Three respondents had
technical problems and challenges when using the SA-DCP.
Two users reported that the SA-DCP worked well technically.
Three respondents said that they would not like to manage their
affairs through digital services. Four respondents reported that
they had experienced challenges using the SA-DCP, especially
in relation to finding their own care path.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study investigated whether the 3 main goals for introducing
the SA-DCP at OUH were achieved. The first aim of introducing
the SA-DCP was to shorten the initial guiding sessions of CPAP
therapy on the assumption that the patients would have
familiarized themselves with prior information about CPAP
therapy in advance through the SA-DCP. The second main aim
was to reduce the number of patients’ phone calls and contacts
to HCPs, especially when the information can be found in the
SA-DCP. The primary goal of implementing SA-DCP at OUH
was to improve patients' adherence to CPAP therapy. However,
according to the results of this study, not all the objectives of
introducing the SA-DCP were achieved.

On the basis of the HCP’s responses to this study, shortening
the initial guiding sessions of CPAP therapy had not been fully
achieved, although a significantly larger number of SA-DCP
users had familiarized themselves with prior information about
CPAP therapy compared with SA-DCP nonusers. In this regard,
it can be said that SA-DCP has contributed to the better
preparation of patients for sessions. The initial guiding sessions
were smoother for patients who had already familiarized
themselves with prior information regarding CPAP therapy
through the SA-DCP. However, many patients still did not have
prior information about CPAP therapy; therefore, most sessions
had to be implemented according to their needs. Because digital
services may require care process changes to get the most out
of them, 2 HCPs mentioned that the initial guidance sessions
could also be carried out remotely in the future; however, this
would require that the patients for whom this procedure would
be suitable should be identified in advance [11,12].

Despite previous studies showing that DCPs would make it
possible to reduce the number of patient phone calls to HCPs,
this did not happen in the case of SA-DCP [37,38]. The annual
number of phone calls to an AEC was still high even after the
introduction of SA-DCP, according to the phone call register
data. As the number of patients’ phone calls related to CPAP
therapy was still high, HCPs mentioned that it was difficult to
assess the actual change in the number of phone calls. However,
they perceived that the number of patient calls did not decrease
significantly. Previous studies have shown that patients’ ability
to use electronic services also promotes the use of digital health
care services [39,40]. However, Jenssen et al [41] found that
despite the regular use of new digital technologies and services
such as electronic banking, few of their study participants
supported using these tools for communicating with their HCPs.
The same behavior pattern can also be observed in the case of
SA-DCP. Although SA-DCP users in this study perceived their
ability to use ICT to be good and used computers, tablets, or
smartphones regularly and were accustomed to using electronic
services, only approximately half of them contacted the HCP
with SA-DCP messages when needed. Among SA-DCP users,
phone calls were the most important other contact method. The
notable finding was that SA-DCP users who preferred another
contact method were older.

Patient concerns about data security and protection have
weakened their willingness to use electronic communication
methods in health care [15,42]. On the basis of this study, this
would not be an explanatory factor for the low use of SA-DCP
messages, as both SA-DCP users and SA-DCP nonusers were
not significantly concerned about the data security and
protection of digital health care services. Zanaboni and
Fagerlund [43] discovered that communicating via electronic
tools was less time-consuming from the patient’s perspective
than communicating via phone calls. However, some participants
indicated that the time elapsed to receive a response from the
HCP was more important than the time spent using the service
itself. Long response times have been seen as one of the most
important reasons for patients’ dissatisfaction with electronic
communication in health care [39,44]. In a Norwegian study,
older patients hoped that their electronic messages would be
answered the next day at the latest; otherwise, they experienced
dissatisfaction with the service [39]. From the patients’ point
of view, they may perceive that a phone call is a quick and
convenient way to handle their health-related matters [45-47].
The fundamental difference is that a phone call involves
real-time interactive communication, whereas SA-DCP
messages can be defined as asynchronous communication [48].
The patient may ask follow-up questions during the phone call
and the HCP can answer them immediately. When using
electronic communication tools, there may be delays in answers
to questions and possible follow-up questions because of
asynchronous communication, as the patient and the HCP may
not be dealing with the issue simultaneously [48].

One of the main goals of introducing the SA-DCP was to
improve patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy. This study
showed no statistical difference between SA-DCP users’ and
nonusers’ adherence to CPAP therapy. Adherence to CPAP
therapy was high in both groups according to the patients’ own
estimates and remote monitoring data of CPAP devices. Both
groups performed CPAP therapy regularly and reported that it
helped them to treat their sleep apnea. In addition, 72% (42/58)
of SA-DCP users reported that SA-DCP motivated them to
perform their own CPAP therapy. Unfortunately, this study did
not ask why the participants felt this. The role of the SA-DCP
was to complement CPAP therapy by providing information
and an electronic communication channel. It did not include
clear mechanisms for influencing patients’ behavior related to
their own health as digital health interventions typically do, for
example, in relation to weight management [49-51]. The CPAP
therapy clearly helped the participants in this study to reduce
the number of AHIs. Presumably, the biggest motivation for
performing CPAP therapy came from alleviating sleep apnea
symptoms and not so much from using the SA-DCP; therefore,
the SA-DCP was not a significant factor in explaining adherence
to CPAP therapy.

This study investigated HCPs’perspectives on the SA-DCP and
its usefulness for their work. Although previous studies
determined that DCPs could potentially free health care services
capacity for other purposes and reduce the workload of HCPs,
the results of this study do not support these results in the case
of SA-DCP [27,28]. The HCPs who participated in the study
were unable to define significant changes in their workload and
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work practices after the introduction of SA-DCP. The primary
aim of HCPs was for patients to use the SA-DCP more so that
its benefits could be better used. Previous studies have
highlighted that DCPs can promote work flexibility, for
example, by enabling HCPs to respond to patients’ DCP
messages at nonurgent, not only prereserved times [27,31]. The
responses of HCPs in this study pointed out the same. With the
help of the DCP, patients can access the information it contains
before and after contact with HCPs, thus reducing patient
follow-up questions [12]. From this perspective, HCPs felt that
educational videos and information materials on SA-DCP were
beneficial because, through them, the patients could better
understand things. From a technical point of view, the SA-DCP’s
weak integration with existing ICT systems was seen as one of
its key shortcomings and an area for future development. The
lack of interoperability with existing ICT systems has been
found to weaken the willingness of HCPs to use digital health
care services and increase their workload [10,52]. According
to the interviewed HCPs, lack of integration reduced the fluency
of their work, increased the workload of one responder, and can
cause risks from the perspective of information protection and
patient safety when patient information is copied manually
between different programs.

Digital health care services are intended to help patients become
more active actors, more adherent to their own care, and change
their behavior in a more favorable direction for their health
[49-51,53,54]. Promising results have already been achieved,
for example, in treating obesity with the help of digital services
[30,51]. In the case of SA-DCP, it was hoped that patients would
be active and familiarize themselves with the information
contained in it about sleep apnea and CPAP therapy. According
to the patient survey, most SA-DCP users have done so.
Although most SA-DCP users familiarized themselves with the
information in SA-DCP, there was no statistically significant
difference in the proportion of SA-DCP users and nonusers who
sought additional information about their illness or CPAP
therapy. From this perspective, it cannot be said that SA-DCP
users are more active actors. It has been established that digital
health care services can lower the threshold for patients to
contact HCPs [37,54,55]. According to this study, there was no
statistically significant difference between the percentage of
SA-DCP users and SA-DCP nonusers who contacted HCPs
during their treatment period. However, this study did not ask
how often the patients contacted the HCPs. On the basis of the
results of this study, it seems that patients sought additional
information about their illness or contacted HCPs when they
had a real need, regardless of the information source or
communication method.

Most SA-DCP users thought that the treatment they received
through the SA-DCP was good; it was fine technically, a safe
service, and the information it contained was clear and
understandable. However, some patients still did not use
SA-DCP, although the relative number of active SA-DCP users
increased during the study period. Lack of digital literacy is one
of the barriers to promoting the use of digital health care
services. Older adults, in particular, tend to have lower digital
literacy than the general population [39,56]. Mannheim et al
[40] emphasized in their study that older adults are not a

homogeneous group in terms of digital literacy and should also
be better included when designing digital health care services
[40]. On the basis of the patient survey, there was no statistically
significant difference in the age of SA-DCP users and SA-DCP
nonusers, but based on remote monitoring data from CPAP
devices, SA-DCP nonusers were older. According to this study,
SA-DCP nonusers perceived their abilities to use ICT to be
worse; they used computers, tablets, or smartphones more rarely
and were less accustomed to using electronic services than
SA-DCP users. SA-DCP nonusers preferred phone calls or
physical appointments to manage their health-related issues
with HCPs. The results showed a statistically significant
difference in how clearly the patients perceived the
communication about SA-DCP. Only 24% (7/38) of SA-DCP
nonusers considered communication to be clear, and ignorance
of the SA-DCP was the most common reason for them not to
use the SA-DCP. After the diagnosis of sleep apnea, the patients
received an information letter containing information about the
disease and its treatment. This letter also included information
on the SA-DCP and how to use it. Did SA-DCP nonusers think
the SA-DCP was not adequately explained because they did not
want to use digital health care services in the first place and
preferred to conduct their health-related issues through phone
calls or physical visits? They may not have paid attention to the
SA-DCP information letter if they do not typically use or are
not willing to use digital health care services or if they perceive
they have weak skills in using them.

One of the key findings of this study is that the nonuse of
SA-DCP and its functionalities among patients with sleep apnea
means that its full potential is not being used. This can be seen,
for example, in the initial guiding sessions of CPAP therapy,
when some patients still come without prior knowledge.
Although the number of SA-DCP users increased during the
years covered by this study, not all SA-DCP functionalities
were significantly used. In particular, this was reflected in the
fact that SA-DCP messages were not widely used; therefore,
the number of calls to AECs was not reduced. This study found
that lower digital literacy and older age were significant factors
in explaining the nonuse of the SA-DCP. Older SA-DCP users
more often favored other contact methods, such as phone calls,
when contacting HCPs during their treatment period. In the
future, special attention should be paid to how digital health
care services are designed according to the needs of older adults
with weak digital literacy. Care processes should be better
adapted to the requirements of digital health care services.
Clearly, only the traditional information letter about SA-DCP
is not sufficient to encourage all patients to adopt it. If there are
challenges in deployment, patients could be more actively
encouraged to adopt the SA-DCP and offered support. Previous
studies have highlighted that the desire of older adults to use
digital health care services can be supported by offering
guidance and peer support [39,56]. Studies have also emphasized
that both professionals and patients should be closely involved
in DCP development to obtain the best benefit and that
development should be a continuous process [10,29]. With age,
various functional limitations, such as diminished eyesight
related to diabetes or deteriorated motor skills owing to
rheumatism, can increase and thus make it more difficult to use
digital services [57,58]. Therefore, special attention should be
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paid to the usability and accessibility of digital services. The
real end users should be involved in the design process, as the
interviewed HCPs highlighted [22,25,58].

Limitations
Our study had some limitations. Patients with sleep apnea give
up CPAP therapy for different reasons, which can bias this
study’s data regarding patients’ adherence to CPAP therapy.
Most patients who responded to the survey had continued CPAP
therapy for ≥1 year, and remote monitoring data on CPAP
devices were collected in connection with 1-year control.
Unfortunately, when the study was carried out, no information
was available on the proportion of SA-DCP users and SA-DCP
nonusers who had discontinued CPAP therapy. This would have
provided additional information about patients’ adherence to
CPAP therapy. Previous results have highlighted that high
attrition rates hinder achieving the full benefits of digital health
care services. During the implementation of the study, the
SA-DCP did not enable the automatic collection of log data on
the activity of patients using the SA-DCP, but through the
automatic log data, it was only possible to determine that the
patient had used the SA-DCP. Therefore, this study did not
examine patients’ adherence to SA-DCP use, but only whether
they had used the service.

On the basis of the study’s results, approximately half of
SA-DCP users still contacted HCPs in a way other than through
SA-DCP messages, although they reported having good digital
literacy. Most SA-DCP nonusers also preferred phone calls to
contact HCPs. However, in this study, SA-DCP users and
SA-DCP nonusers were not asked why some preferred phone
calls to contact HCPs instead of electronic messaging. Future
research is needed to better understand this behavior pattern.
This study did not ask patients how many times they contacted
HCPs; it only investigated whether the patients contacted HCPs
during their treatment period. Information on the number of

contacts would have provided valuable information on whether
using the SA-DCP can lower the threshold for contacting HCPs.

One of the goals of the SA-DCP was to increase patients’
adherence to CPAP therapy, and most SA-DCP users felt this
was the case. Although the results of the survey and the remote
monitoring data of the CPAP devices showed that there was no
statistically significant difference in adherence to CPAP therapy
between the groups, it would have been beneficial to ask
SA-DCP users why most of them felt that the SA-DCP had
increased their adherence to CPAP therapy. However, this was
not investigated in this study. The sample size of the interviewed
HCPs was small in this study. However, the answers to the
HCPs were mostly consistent. Most of them thought there were
no significant changes to their workload and work practices;
there were still many phone calls from patients. At the time of
writing, the SA-DCP did not enable the automatic collection of
log data about the number of electronic messages. If this
information had been available, it would have enabled a better
comparison between the volumes of phone calls and SA-DCP
messages.

Conclusions
According to this study, not all the goals set for introducing the
SA-DCP have been achieved. The HCPs who participated in
the study could not define significant changes in their workload
and work practices after the introduction of SA-DCP. The
SA-DCP has brought more flexibility to HCPs’ work practices
regarding patient communication. Despite using SA-DPC, some
patients still wanted to communicate with HCPs by phone.
Adherence to CPAP therapy was high in both SA-DCP users
and nonusers. Patients’ lower digital literacy and older age were
the most significant factors explaining the nonuse of the
SA-DCP. In the future, more attention should be paid to how
these user groups should be considered in the design and
introduction of the DCPs.
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Abstract

Background: Robotic spine surgery has continued to evolve since its US Food and Drug Administration approval in 2004, with
products now including real-time video guidance and navigation during surgery. As the market for robotic surgical devices
evolves, it is important to consider usability factors.

Objective: The primary objective of this study was to determine the user experience of a surgical-assistive robotic device. The
secondary objective was to evaluate workload, usability, the After-Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ), and the System Usability Scale
(SUS). In addition, this study compares the workload, usability, and satisfaction survey of the device among different occupational
groups using the device.

Methods: Doctors (n=15) and nurses (n=15), the intended users of the surgical assistant robot, participated in the usability
evaluation. Participants performed essential scenarios for the surgical assistant robot and provided scenario-specific satisfaction
(ASQ), workload (NASA Task Load Index), and usability (SUS) scores.

Results: Both doctors and nurses had task success rates of 85% or higher for each scenario. ASQ results showed that both
doctors and nurses were least satisfied with ease of completing the task of registration (group 1: mean 4.73, SD 1.57 and group
2: mean 4.47, SD 1.8), amount of time it took (group 1: mean 4.47, SD 1.63 and group 2: mean 4.40, SD 2.09), and support
information satisfaction (group 1: mean 5.13, SD 1.50 and group 2: mean 5.13, SD 1.89). All participants had low workloads,
and the overall Task Load Index score had a P value of .77, which is greater than .05. The SUS results showed that the overall
usability mean for doctors was 64.17 (SD 16.52) and the mean for nurses was 61.67 (SD 19.18), with a P value of .84, which is
greater than .05, indicating no difference between the 2 groups.

Conclusions: In this study, doctors and nurses evaluated the interaction of the device in a simulated environment, the operating
room. By evaluating the use experience and usability of the device with real intended users, we can develop a more effective and
convenient user interface.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54425)   doi:10.2196/54425

KEYWORDS

robot spine surgery; usability; satisfaction; System Usability Scale; surgical navigation systems; robotics; surgery; neurosurgery

Introduction

Background
Spine surgery is used to treat degenerative diseases and
deformities of the spine, with 45 million surgeries performed

annually in the United States [1]. The use of robotic-assisted
navigation is increasing as the number of patients undergoing
lumbar spinal fixation increases [2]. Spine surgery typically
involves 7 people in the operating room, with an operator
surgeon, a surgical first assistant (who may be a doctor or
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physician assistant nurse, depending on operating room staffing),
and scrub nurse in the sterile area and a circulating nurse and
radiologist in the nonsterile area. Nonoperative personnel
include an anesthesiologist and an anesthesiologist assistant.
The use of robotics in spine surgery is usually reserved for
difficult anatomical areas where it is difficult to fix screws
blindly. Spinal fusion surgery is the insertion and fixation of
pedicle screws into the vertebrae to eliminate pain by preventing
movement between vertebrae [3]. It is also used for quick
insertion in severe scoliosis, collapsed vertebrae, or long-level
fusion in patients with difficult anatomy, usually at the iliac
screw, C1, C2, C7, T1, and T2, or for other reasons. This is
usually used for kyphosis and scoliosis correction.

Robot Spine Surgery
Surgical navigation systems are used to plan the procedure and
guide the surgeon in inserting the screws [1]. Robot spine
surgery is popularly used to increase the accuracy of inserting

screws in the spine, and the first robot used in spine surgery
was the Spine Assist (Mazor Surgical Technologies), which
received Food and Drug Administration clearance in 2004 [4].
The third-generation Mazor X system was cleared by the Food
and Drug Administration in 2016 and, compared to previous
generations, has a robotic arm that is attached to the patient’s
body and can be viewed through a camera to ensure that the
screws are inserted and the robotic arm is moving well [5]. The
Mazor X Stealth Edition technology, which adds real-time image
guidance and navigation during surgery, was cleared in 2019
and combines the best of both worlds: traditional spinal robotic
surgery guidance and real-time software confirmation [5,6].
Figure 1 shows the evaluation device, which consists of a robotic
arm, main console, and optional staff console, and is
manufactured in South Korea. Like the Mazor X Stealth Edition
technology, this product is capable of real-time image guidance
and navigation during surgery.

Figure 1. The CUVIS spine robot system: robotic arm (left), main console with navigation optical infrared tracking camera (middle), and the control
workstation (right). OTS: optical tracking system.

Usability
According to IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
62366-1 [7], usability has the following meaning: a
“characteristic of the user interface that facilitates use and
thereby establishes effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction
in the intended use environment.” ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) 9241-210 [8] defines usability
as the “extent to which a system, product or service can be used
by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” These

documents demonstrate that good usability in medical device
design is essential to preventing error-related risks.

Evaluating usability focuses on determining whether the test
device is easy for users to use. To evaluate the user experience
of the device, we used usability tests and surveys for
effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, and workload. The
usability test was mainly used to identify use errors and
efficiency, while the After-Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) was
conducted to evaluate the satisfaction of each task. NASA Task
Load Index (NASA TLX) was used to measure the workload
of the device, and System Usability Scale (SUS) was used to
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check the overall system usability of the device. Both ASQ and
SUS identified the satisfaction and efficiency of the device, but
in this study, ASQ identified the efficiency and satisfaction of
each scenario, while SUS evaluated the satisfaction and
efficiency of the device in the overall workflow.

Methods

Recruitment
We recruited 30 medical staff from Severance Hospital in South
Korea. There were 15 doctors and 15 nurses. The intended users
of the device are doctors and operating room nurses. Due to the
different tasks that doctors and nurses have to perform when
using the device overall, both groups were selected to participate
in the usability test. We recruited through recommendations
from colleagues and notice on the bulletin board at the Future
Medicine Research Center at Gangnam Severance Hospital.
Doctors and nurses who have experience using a robotic surgical
device or navigation system were selected. For doctors, we
selected those with the necessary knowledge of spine surgery,
and for nurses, we selected those with experience in the
operating room. However, those who had worked in the
operating room for less than 1 year were excluded. After
confirming these inclusion and exclusion criteria, the screening
was conducted.

Testing Procedure
One participant per session participated in the usability test,
with the participant completing the assessment in a sequence
guided by a facilitator, and an observer in the observation room
videotaping the assessment and completing an observation sheet.

A total of 2 moderators and 2 observers participated in the
evaluation, with one of the moderators acting as a nurse if a
doctor participated in the evaluation, and one of the moderators
acting as a doctor if a nurse participated in the evaluation. In
addition, observers were used to reduce bias by having 2
observers observe the usability test to ensure that one person’s
opinion was not biased.

The facilitator introduced the participants to the usability test,
obtained their informed consent, and trained them on the device
for 20 minutes. Participants were allowed to interact with the
device as much time as they needed. Afterward, 15 minutes
were allowed between the training and evaluation to ensure that
the training did not directly influence the evaluation [9]. Doctors
and nurses were given different tasks because of the different
job duties they do when operating with assessment devices. The
tasks given to nurses focus on doctors’ instructions from
preoperative preparation to surgery, while doctors focus on the
surgery itself rather than preparing devices.

Participants then completed the evaluation for 40 minutes, with
8 scenarios (24 tasks) for doctors and 12 scenarios (41 tasks)
for nurses. Doctors were asked to complete the following
scenarios: preparation for use, preplanning of surgery, fixation
of patient marker, scan, registration, verification, revisions of
surgical planning, and navigation; nurses were asked to complete
the following scenarios: preparation for use, system operation,
initializing manipulator, drape, preparation of surgery, scan,
registration, verification, planning of surgery, navigation, use
of the emergency stop switch, and cleaning up after surgery.
Tasks for each scenario are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Use scenarios of doctors.

Task descriptionUse scenario/task
number

Preparation for use

Check the contents related to the emergency button, foot switch, and foot jamming in the user manual.Task 1

Check the hand jamming label on the robotic arm manipulator.Task 2

Preplanning of surgery

Select the spine level as follows:Task 3

• L4-L, L4-R
• L5-L, L5-R

After loading the first CTa data, check the CT data.Task 4

Create an implant screw insertion path for target L4-L and L4-R and change the insertion path by moving the screw in the

MPRb view.

Task 5

Create an implant screw insertion path for target L5-L and L5-R and change the insertion path using the arrow.Task 6

Check for collision between each screw.Task 7

Fixation of patient marker

Attach the patient marker to the patient.Task 8

Scan

Attach the registration tool adapter to the end effector.Task 9

After activating the hand guide function by pressing the APc button, change the position of the end effector according to the
guidance on the pop-up window.

Task 10

For C-Arm scan, attach the source calibrator to the end effector in the direction of AP and move the end effector to enable

tracking by OTSd.

Task 11

Check if the ROIe includes the calibration marker, and the position and direction of the letters “R,” “G,” and “J” match the
image, and then check pass or fail of registration.

Task 12

Registration

Perform segmentation to distinguish the surgical target in the image.Task 13

• L4-L, L4-R
• L5-L, L5-R

Perform labeling to assign target level information of ROI of 3D image and 2D image segmented for each spine level.Task 14

Adjust the ROI box so that the ROI of target L4 covers all the L4 vertebra area.Task 15

Perform 2D and 3D image registration for each spine level.Task 16

Verification

After adjusting the CT image to overlay appropriately for target L4, check the registration result using the preview button and
select whether to approve it.

Task 17

After selecting whether to approve for target L5, perform image registration again so that the ROI includes all the vertebra
area.

Task 18

Revision of surgical planning

Check the plan on 2D and 3D images, respectively.Task 19

As a result of planning for the entire target, check whether the robot can move in an area.Task 20

Navigation

Insert the screw of target L4-L.Task 21

Through the [PRE-OP] screen, indicate the values for the insertion depth of the L4-L tapper, the amount of force applied to
the end effector, and the patient’s movement.

Task 22

Through the [INTRA-OP] screen, indicate the values for the insertion depth of the L4-L screw, the amount of force applied to
the end effector, and the patient’s movement.

Task 23

Move the end effector to the ready position for screw insertion to the target L4-R.Task 24
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aCT: computed tomography.
bMPR: multiplanar reconstruction.
cAP: anterior-posterior.
dOTS: optical tracking system
eROI: region of interest.
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Table 2. Use scenarios of nurses.

Task descriptionUse scenario/task number

Preparation for use

Check the contents related to the emergency button, foot switch, and foot jamming in the user manual.Task 1

Check the hand jamming label on the robotic arm manipulator.Task 2

Check if there are any abnormalities in the exterior of the robot marker frame and robotic arm.Task 3

Place the main console and staff console in a convenient location during surgery.Task 4

After checking the device and accessories in the operating room, assemble the marker ball.Task 5

Assemble the surgical tools such as the tapper’s driver and marker.Task 6

Assemble the surgical tools such as screwdriver and marker.Task 7

Assemble the clamp to be used to fix the patient marker.Task 8

System operation

Connect the power and cables of the robotic arm, main console, and staff console.Task 9

After connecting the foot switch of the robotic arm, turn on the power of the robotic arm.Task 10

Initializing manipulator

After logging in, select the surgical method and imaging device.Task 11

Check the connection status of the foot switch.Task 12

After selecting the robot position as “right,” initialize the manipulator (required to check movement notification sound

and operation LEDa).

Task 13

Verify that the line laser on the robot marker intersects the area within range (required to check movement notification
sound and operation LED).

Task 14

Drape

Follow the on-screen instructions to drape the patient to prevent infection (proceed in order of manipulator drape,
base drape, and robot marker drape).

Task 15

After installing the end effector of the robotic arm, assemble the marker ball where the robot marker drape is installed.Task 16

Move the manipulator to the ready position.Task 17

Preparation for surgery

Move the robotic arm for patient surgery.Task 18

Check the surgical tools through OTSb, and if all surgical tools are not checked by the OTS camera, check if they are
within the operating area.

Task 19

The robot marker is not being recognized by the OTS camera due to damage to the marker ball. Replace with a new
marker ball.

Task 20

Please load the surgical data.Task 21

Scan

Check if the ROIc includes the calibration marker, and the position and direction of the letters “R,” “G,” and “J” match
the image, and then check pass or fail.

Task 22

Registration

Perform segmentation to distinguish the surgical target in the image.Task 23

• L4-L, L4-R
• L5-L, L5-R

Perform labeling to assign target level information of ROI of the 3D image and 2D image segmented for each spine
level.

Task 24

Adjust the box so that the ROI of target L4 covers all of the vertebra area.Task 25

Perform 2D and 3D image registration for each spine level.Task 26

Verification
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Task descriptionUse scenario/task number

Use the slide control at the bottom of the image to check whether the 2D and 3D images match to check the registration
result.

Task 27

For target L4, move the CTd (DRRe) image by using the triangular button to adjust the 2 body images to be similar.Task 28

For target L4 whose registration result has been adjusted, use the preview button to check the registration result and
select whether or not to approve it.

Task 29

After selecting whether or not to approve for target L5, perform image registration again so that the ROI includes all
of the vertebra area (target L5: registration failed).

Task 30

After displaying the planned data on the screen through the preview button for each target for which the registration
result has been adjusted, check if the registration is completed normally.

Task 31

Depending on the registration result of target L5, select whether or not to approve (target L5: registration completed
normally).

Task 32

Planning of surgery

Check whether the robot can move to the planned position.Task 33

Navigation

On the screen, move the end effector of the robotic arm to the planned guide position relative to target L4-L.Task 34

Move the end effector to the original position for the guide.Task 35

On the screen, move the end effector of the robotic arm to the planned guide position relative to target L4-R.Task 36

Use of the emergency stop switch

(At the moment, the manipulator is positioned too close to the patient.) Press the emergency button.Task 37

Release the emergency button.Task 38

Cleaning up after surgery

Shut down the main console.Task 39

Shut down the robotic arm.Task 40

Disconnect the cable.Task 41

aLED: light emitting diode.
bOTS: optical tracking system.
cROI: region of interest.
dCT: computed tomography.
eDRR: digitally reconstructed radiograph.

The test environment as shown in Figure 2 is organized to
resemble the operating room. Participants used the device
following prompts presented on a stand monitor. The test
environment was organized similar to an operating room,
considering the use environment of the robot spine surgery. An
operating room bed, an upper torso dummy, and a patient
monitoring device were prepared similar to the actual operating
room environment. The temperature and humidity of the
evaluation room were measured and recorded right before the
evaluation. Similar to a real operating room, the temperature

was kept between 20 °C and 24 °C, and the humidity was
between 30% and 60%.

The evaluation facilitator guided the participant if they requested
assistance with a use scenario, and an observer recorded all
participant interactions from outside the test room with a 1-way
mirror. The test observation environment setting is shown in
Figure 3. The observer used a program from Media Express to
record the progress of the usability evaluation. At the end of
the evaluation, 3 types of questionnaires were administered.
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Figure 2. Test environment: the simulated environment is organized to resemble the operating room in which the evaluator is used.

Figure 3. Test observation environment: we set up monitoring equipment to observe and record the entire evaluation process in real time.

Statistical Analysis

ASQ Measure
After each scenario, the participants completed the ASQ created
by Lewis [10] and developed from the ISO 9241-11 standard
questionnaire [11]. This is one of the most popular surveys for
assessing usability because it is the simplest and its 3 items are
easy for participants to understand [11]. As shown in Textbox

1, the ASQ consists of 3 questions, each corresponding to the
user’s satisfaction with the ease, efficiency according to the
time taken to complete the scenario, and validity of the
information provided. Participants responded to each question
on a 7-point Likert scale [10,12]. Participants rated their
satisfaction about the device’s usability based on each task
scenario [13]. A score of “1” means strongly disagree, and a
score of “7” means strongly agree [14]. We found the mean and
SD for the 3 questions participants asked ASQ.
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Textbox 1. After-Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ).

ASQ1: Overall, I am satisfied with the ease of completing the tasks in this scenario.

ASQ2: Overall, I am satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete the tasks in this scenario.

ASQ3: Overall, I am satisfied with the support information (digital help, messages, and documentation) when completing the tasks.

NASA TLX Measure
NASA TLX measures cognitive workload, and like usability,
workload is a complex construct that determines the amount of
physical and mental effort required to use an interface [15,16].
The workload is assessed by the US NASA TLX [15,17]. The
most effective way to assess a worker’s perceived job difficulty
is to ask questions directly to workers who have experienced
the job. As shown in Figure 4, the Task Load Index (TLX) uses
6 dimensions to measure workload. The 6 metrics are mental
demand, temporal demand, physical demand, performance,
effort, and frustration [16,18]. The NASA TLX scores are

evaluated by dividing the score into 21 steps, subtracting 1 from
the score, and multiplying it by 5 to express it on a scale of 0
to 100 [19,20]. On a scale of 100, when the score is lower, the
workload is lower. Less work means a less complex and
easier-to-use user interface. On a 100-point scale, the workload
can be described as low (0-9), medium (10-29), rather high
(30-49), high (50-79), and very high (80-100) [21]. In the NASA
TLX, performance assesses satisfaction with task completion,
with the lowest number representing perfect and the highest
number representing failure [22]. The point system for mental,
physical, temporal, effort, and frustration part ranges from very
low to very high [15,16,19,22,23].
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Figure 4. NASA Task Load Index.

SUS Measure
As shown in Textbox 2, the SUS consists of 10 items that assess
the participant’s level of agreement with the overall usability
of the system, with odd-numbered items being positive and
even-numbered items being negative [24]. SUS is the most
commonly used usability assessment questionnaire [24].
Participants responded to each item on a 5-point Likert scale
[13]. The scale ranges from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly
agree [25,26]. To calculate the SUS score from the points

acquired from the 5-point Likert scale, the following subtractions
were used. For odd-numbered items, subtract 1 from the user
response, and for even-numbered items, subtract the user
responses from 5. With this calculation, the value range changes
from 0 to 4. The most positive response is 4. The scores from
each converted response were multiplied by 2.5 to a total
possible point of 100. The SUS is percentage-based and divided
into 5 levels: A (>80.3), B (68-80.3), C (68), D (51-68), and F
(<51) [24]. A score of 85 is considered very good usability, and
a score of 68-84 is considered good usability [25,26].
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Textbox 2. System Usability Scale (SUS) items.

SUS1: I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

SUS2: I found the system unnecessarily complex.

SUS3: I thought the system was easy to use.

SUS4: I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.

SUS5: I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

SUS6: I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

SUS7: I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

SUS8: I found the system very cumbersome to use.

SUS9: I felt very confident using the system.

SUS10: I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

Data Analysis
ASQ, NASA TLX, and SUS results were computed using SPSS
(version 22; IBM Corp) [27]. Descriptive statistics were
performed on for doctor and nurse characteristics. Doctors and
nurses were compared on age, gender, work experience, and
use experience with similar devices. For the questionnaire items,
values were compared between groups using 2-tailed t tests for
normality and Mann-Whitney U tests for nonparametric tests.
Figures are presented as the mean and SD, and P<.05 was
considered significant.

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the institutional review board of
Yonsei University Health System, Gangnam Severance Hospital
(3-2022-0493). All the participants who passed the screening
signed an informed consent form. Furthermore, all information
collected about the participants was anonymized. This study
complied with the Code of Ethics. Participants received
monetary compensation for participating in the evaluation.

Results

User Statistics
In total, 15 doctors and 15 nurses, each representing the intended
users of the surgical assistant, participated in the evaluation.
Participants were recruited from doctors and nurses at Severance
Hospital. Table 3 shows the sociodemographic characteristics
of participants. Both doctors and nurses were between the ages
of 30 and 39 years. For both doctors and nurses, those with
different experience levels were recruited, and opinions were
collected from all the participants. In particular, those with more
experience with surgical devices were able to gather relevant
opinions because they were more familiar with the device or
the existing surgical methods, while those with less experience
focused on whether the device was easy to use without much
experience. Doctors’ professional experience ranged from 2 to
20 years, with an average of 7.53 (SD 5.45) years of professional
experience. The nurses’ professional experience ranged from 5
to 26 years, with an average of 12.93 (SD 6.43) years. The
surgical assistants had used Medtronic (Medtronic), Stryker
(Stryker Corp), and Curexo (Curexo, Inc), with an average of
3 (SD 2.36) years of experience.
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Table 3. Sociodemographic characteristics and experience of the test participants (N=30).

Group 2 (nurses), n (%)Group 1 (doctors), n (%)Variable

Sociodemographic characteristics

Age (years)

1 (7)3 (20)20-29

8 (53)10 (67)30-39

6 (40)1 (7)40-49

0 (0)1 (7)50-59

Sex

6 (40)14 (93)Male

9 (60)1 (7)Female

Work experience

0 (0)7 (47)More than 1 year, less than 5 years

4 (27)3 (20)More than 5 years, less than 10 years

6 (40)3 (20)More than 10 years, less than 15 years

1 (7)1 (7)More than 15 years, less than 20 years

4 (27)1 (7)More than 20 years

Use experience with similar devices

Device name

7 (47)12 (80)Medtronic

0 (0)1 (7)Stryker

8 (53)2 (13)Curexo

Use experience

3 (20)6 (40)Less than 1 year

8 (53)5 (33)More than 1 year, less than 3 years

4 (27)3 (20)More than 3 years, less than 5 years

0 (0)0 (0)More than 5 years, less than 10 years

0 (0)1 (7)More than 10 years

Task Completion
The 15 doctors performed 24 tasks within 8 large scenarios,
while the nurses performed a total of 41 tasks within 12
scenarios. As shown in Table 4, for the doctors, all 8 scenarios

had a success rate of 90% or higher, with the lowest success
rate for the revising a surgical plan scenario. As shown in Table
5, for nurses, all 11 scenarios except the surgical plan had a
success rate of 90% or higher, with the planning of surgery
scenario having an 87% success rate.

Table 4. Task completion rate in doctors.

Task failure rate (%)Task pass rate (%)

3.3396.67Preparations for use

1.3398.67Preplanning of surgery

0100Fixation of patient marker

3.3396.67Scan

0100Registration

3.3396.67Verification

6.6793.33Revision of surgical planning

1.6798.33Navigation
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Table 5. Task completion rate in nurses.

Task failure rate (%)Task pass rate (%)

2.597.50Preparations for use

3.3396.67System operations

0100Initialization manipulator

6.6793.33Drape

8.3391.67Preparation for surgery

0100Scan

1.6798.33Registration

8.8991.11Verification

13.3386.67Revision of surgical planning

0100Navigation

0100Use of the emergency stop switch

4.4495.56Cleaning up after surgery

Among the scenarios in which the doctors did not successfully
complete a task during the assessment, the critical tasks were
as follows: in task 11, the participant failed to follow the process
of attaching the source calibrator in the opposite direction to
track the optical tracking system and did not recognize the
correct attachment method. In addition, pressing the
anterior-posterior scan button and moving the end effector closer
to the dummy proceeded correctly, but before attaching the
source calibrator, the optical tracking system process could not
be performed because it did not proceed in the existing pop-up
window and proceeded to the data acquisition step. In task 18,
participants selected the target but were unable to click the
“Re-matching” button. To proceed with rematching, a target
needs to be selected and pressed, but the Re-matching button
could not be clicked because the target was not selected. In task
21, the participant did not recognize whether the robot
movement was completed by continuously pressing the foot
switch without releasing it. In this case, the participant said that
he was unable to perform the task because there was no
indication on the screen that the robot’s movement was
complete, and there was no visual or audible user interface.

The nurse was unable to complete task 28 due to difficulty using
the image adjustment feature. Participants were asked to move
the computed tomography image and adjust the body image to
be similar but could not comprehend how to use the
“Adjustment” function or the “Re-matching” function (the user
did not recognize the intended function itself). Even when the
“Adjustment” function was used, it was observed that the user
could not use the “Adjustment” function in the way intended
by trying to adjust the overlayed screen itself rather than
adjusting the screen by pressing the button. If an accurate match
is not made, the manipulator may move to a different location
than the user’s target location, causing potential harm. In
addition, nurses had difficulty using the reassembly feature of
task 30. The “Re-matching” function could not be used because
the target was released while pressing the “Disapproved” button
in the rematching task, or the “Adjustment” function was used
rather than using the “Re-matching” function. Participants failed
to perform the task because they did not recognize that the

“Re-matching” function could only be used by resetting the
target that was released when pressing the “Disapproved” button,
or that “Re-matching” meant rematching. This caused potential
harm by moving the manipulator to a location different from
the user’s target location. Nurses were unsuccessful in tasks
such as registration, verification, and navigation because these
tasks are usually performed through doctors’orders. During the
scenarios, there were no given orders, forcing the nurses to make
their own decisions, which they are not accustomed to.

Overall, 4 doctors said that when creating a screw position in
the planning stage, the position is created in a completely
different part from the actual location; thus, it would be better
if the position could be created closer to the target, and when
moving the position, that it would be better to be able to check
other position paths at the same time. In total, 7 doctors said it
would be better if there was notification or guidance for the
arrival of the robot arm at the target so that moving to the guided
position can be recognized. In addition, 5 doctors and 8 nurses
found that in the overall process of selecting and adjusting the
region of interest (ROI) box to the target area, it was
inconvenient to select and release the box, and that it was
difficult to adjust because of its excessive rotation.

Usability (ASQ)
After the usability evaluation, doctors and nurses were surveyed
using the ASQ for each scenario. For both doctors and nurses,
the ASQ for registration was divided into 2 parts: first,
segmentation and labeling, and second, ROI setting and image
matching. As shown in Tables 6 and 7, among the registration
items, both doctors and nurses had the lowest scores for the
ROI setting and image matching, followed by ease of completing
the task (group 1: mean 4.73, SD 1.57 and group 2: mean 4.47,
SD 1.89), amount of time it took (group 1: mean 4.47, SD 1.63
and group 2: mean 4.40, SD 2.09), and support information
satisfaction (group 1: mean 5.13, SD 1.50 and group 2: mean
5.13, SD 1.89). The doctors’ opinions were mainly that it was
inconvenient to have to click on the line precisely; thus, the
ease of adjustment should be improved. Nurses reported that
they were less sensitive to the 360-degree rotation button at the
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top of the ROI box and had difficulty clarifying the image while adjusting the ROI box.

Table 6. After-Scenario Questionnaire result in group 1 (doctors).

Support information satisfaction,
mean (SD)

Amount of time it took, mean (SD)Ease of completing the task, mean
(SD)

5.63 (1.19)5.54 (1.28)5.56 (1.12)User manual

5.93 (0.77)5.53 (1.26)5.80 (0.98)Preplanning of surgery

—a6.40 (0.61)6.00 (0.97)Fixation of patient marker

5.93 (0.77)5.60 (0.95)6.00 (0.63)Scan

6.00 (0.82)5.07 (1.53)5.73 (1.18)Registration 1 (segmentation and la-
beling)

5.13 (1.50)4.47 (1.63)4.73 (1.57)Registration 2 (ROIb setting and im-
age matching)

5.73 (1.00)5.40 (1.31)5.60 (1.14)Verification

5.93 (1.29)5.93 (0.68)5.80 (0.83)Revision of surgical planning

5.33 (1.45)5.93 (0.77)5.67 (1.07)Navigation

aNot available; fixation of patient markers was not surveyed because they do not have any on-screen information.
bROI: region of interest.

Table 7. After-Scenario Questionnaire result in group 2 (nurses).

Support information satisfaction,
mean (SD)

Amount of time it took, mean (SD)Ease of completing the task, mean
(SD)

5.97 (1.23)5.80 (1.63)6.00 (1.23)User manual

6.40 (1.02)6.07 (1.12)6.47 (0.62)Preparations for use

6.2 (1.11)6.20 (0.98)6.27 (0.85)System operations

5.87 (1.45)5.87 (1.45)6.13 (1.15)Initialization manipulator

5.80 (1.51)5.67 (1.62)5.27 (1.84)Drape

6.27 (0.93)6.07 (0.93)6.13 (0.88)Preparation for surgery

6.07 (1.06)5.87 (0.88)6.07 (0.85)Scan

5.67 (1.85)4.93 (1.81)5.53 (1.50)Registration 1 (segmentation and la-
beling)

5.13 (1.89)4.40 (2.09)4.47 (1.89)Registration 2 (ROIa setting and im-
age matching)

5.40 (1.74)5.20 (1.38)4.93 (1.77)Verification

6.60 (0.61)6.60 (0.61)6.60 (0.61)Navigation

6.73 (0.44)6.60 (0.61)6.73 (0.44)Use of the emergency stop switch

6.40 (1.02)6.40 (1.02)6.47 (0.88)Cleaning up after surgery

aROI: region of interest.

Tables S1 and S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 show categorization
by use experience with similar devices. The ASQ results did
not show significant differences in satisfaction based on use
experience and years of experience with robotic surgical
systems. For doctors, those with more than 3 years of experience
using robotic surgical systems found it easier and faster to
perform tasks. For nurses, participants with more experience
using similar devices scored higher than those with less than 3
years of experience on the need to prepare before surgery.

Workload (NASA TLX)
Table 8 shows the results of the workload of the assistive robotic
surgery devices by occupational group for mental demand,
physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort,
frustration, and overall TLX. The Mann-Whitney U test
comparing the TLX scores of the doctors and nurses, including
mental demand (P=.81), physical demand (P=.90), temporal
demand (P=.87), performance (P=.81), and frustration (P=.81)
and the independent 2-sample t test comparing the TLX scores
of effort (P=.64) and overall TLX (P=.77) showed no significant
differences in the scores. Doctors’ workload levels were
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generally in the medium (10-29), and nurses were also in the medium (10-29) except for effort.

Table 8. Result of NASA Task Load Index.

P valueeU testdt testc (df)Group 2b (n=15), mean
(SD)

Group 1a (n=15), mean
(SD)

.81106.5N/Af29.33 (29.39)30.67 (25.97)Mental demand

.90109.5N/A11.33 (12.17)13.00 (15.09)Physical demand

.87108.5N/A22.33 (30.58)15.00 (17.63)Temporal demand

.81106N/A28.33 (26.16)25.00 (28.09)Performance

.64N/A–0.477 (28)34.33 (28.78)29.67 (24.60)Effort

.81106N/A18.33 (26.70)19.00 (22.22)Frustration

.77N/A–0.299 (28)24.00 (16.96)22.06 (18.58)Overall Task Load Index

aGroup 1: doctors.
bGroup 2: nurses.
cBecause the data were normally distributed, a independent 2-sample t test was used.
dBecause the data were not normally distributed, the Mann-Whitney U test was performed.
eP values were determined with the independent 2-sample t test and Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables.
fN/A: not applicable.

Figure 5 shows a boxplot of the NASA TLX results for doctors
and nurses. In addition, Figure 6 shows the NASA TLX results
for all evaluation participants (doctors and nurses). The box
plots show the maximum (45-100), median (5-25) minimum
(0), first quartile (0-17.5), and third quartile (12.5-52.5), with

the center box showing the median of 50% of the cases. When
comparing the workload of the doctors and nurses, there was
no significant difference as shown in Table 8, and we can see
that 3 categories, physical demand, temporal demand, and
frustration, have lower workloads than the others.

Figure 5. Workload results by group: distribution of the NASA TLX scores for doctors and nurses. TLX: Task Load Index.
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Figure 6. Workload results: distribution of the overall NASA TLX scores. TLX: Task Load Index.

In Tables 9 and 10, NASA TLX scores were compared based
on use experience with similar devices. Participants who had
been using robotic surgical systems for more than 3 years, both
doctors and nurses, reported that the evaluation device required
a lot of effort to use. Participants had difficulty using the
evaluation device because it was more complex than similar

robotic surgical devices. However, when it comes to temporal
demand, those who have been using robotic surgical systems
for more than 3 years reported that it is not time-consuming.
The workflow of the evaluation device is not much different
from existing robotic surgical devices, and the graphical user
interface is easy to use and can be performed quickly.

Table 9. Comparison of the NASA Task Load Index by use experience of doctors.

More than 3 years, mean (SD)Less than 3 years, mean (SD)All, mean (SD)

38.00 (21.68)27.00 (28.21)30.67 (25.97)Mental demand

11.00 (14.32)14.00 (16.12)13.00 (15.09)Physical demand

8.00 (10.37)18.50 (19.87)15.00 (17.63)Temporal demand

30.00 (29.15)22.50 (28.80)25.00 (28.09)Performance

46.00 (27.48)21.50 (19.59)29.67 (24.60)Effort

26.00 (26.79)15.50 (20.20)19.00 (22.22)Frustration

Table 10. Comparison of the NASA Task Load Index by use experience of nurses.

More than 3 years, mean (SD)Less than 3 years, mean (SD)All, mean (SD)

38.75 (46.61)25.91 (22.56)29.33 (29.39)Mental demand

8.75 (11.81)12.27 (12.72)11.33 (12.17)Physical demand

5.00 (5.77)28.64 (33.70)22.33 (30.58)Temporal demand

45.00 (25.50)22.27 (24.73)28.33 (26.16)Performance

45.00 (38.08)30.45 (25.73)34.33 (28.78)Effort

26.25 (49.22)15.45 (15.40)18.33 (26.70)Frustration

Usability (SUS)
Both doctors and nurses who participated in the usability test
completed the SUS questionnaire. Table 11 shows that the mean
score of SUS was 64.17 (SD 16.52) for doctors and 61.67 (SD
19.18) for nurses. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test was
used to analyze U values and P values presented in Table 11.

When comparing the SUS scores of the doctors and nurses
(P=.84, greater than .05), we can see that there was no
significant difference between the 2 values. Figure 5 is a boxplot
comparing the SUS scores of the doctors and nurses, showing
a baseline of 68, which is the average SUS score. For the nurses
and doctors, this corresponds to a grade of D on the SUS scale.
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Table 11. Result of the System Usability Scale (SUS).

P valuedU testcGroup 2b, mean (SD)Group 1a, mean (SD)

.5196.52.60 (1.14)2.33 (1.14)SUS1: I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

.4192.52.67 (1.25)2.4 (1.02)SUS2: I found the system unnecessarily complex.

.741042.93 (1.00)2.93 (0.77)SUS3: I thought the system was easy to use.

.05651.00 (0.97)2.00 (1.32)SUS4: I think that I would need the support of a technical
person to be able to use this system.

.90109.52.93 (1.06)3.00 (0.82)SUS5: I found the various functions in this system were well
integrated.

.971112.47 (1.31)2.67 (0.94)SUS6: I thought there was too much inconsistency in this
system.

.22823.20 (1.11)2.87 (0.88)SUS7: I would imagine that most people would learn to use
this system very quickly.

.62100.52.73 (1.06)2.53 (1.09)SUS8: I found the system very cumbersome to use.

.05652.73 (0.88)2.87 (0.81)SUS9: I felt very confident using the system.

.81106.52.00 (1.10)2.07 (1.18)SUS10: I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get
going with this system.

.84107.561.67 (19.18)64.17 (16.52)Overall, SUS score on 0 to 100 normalized scale

aGroup 1: doctors.
bGroup 2: nurses.
cBecause data were not normally distributed, the Mann-Whitney U test was performed.
dP values were determined with an independent 2-sample t test and the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables.

When we compared participants’use experience with the device
between those who had used it for more than 3 years and those
who had used it for less than 3 years, we found that for doctors,
those who had used it for more than 3 years had lower SUS
scores than those who had used it for less than 3 years. For
doctors, the average SUS score for participants with 3 or more

years of experience is 55.5 (SD 19.13), while the average SUS
score for those with less than 3 years is 68.5 (SD 13.05). For
nurses, similar to doctors, we found that participants who had
used a similar device for more than 3 years had lower scores
than those who had used it for less than 3 years, at 53.75 versus
64.55 (Table 12).

Table 12. System Usability Scale (SUS) comparison by use experience of a similar device.

Group 2bGroup 1a

More than 3 years,
mean (SD)

Less than 3 years,
mean (SD)

All, mean (SD)More than 3 years,
mean (SD)

Less than 3 years,
mean (SD)

All, mean (SD)

53.75 (25.77)64.55 (15.14)61.67 (19.18)55.5 (19.13)68.5 (13.05)64.17 (16.52)SUS

aGroup 1: doctors.
bGroup 2: nurses.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study is a summative evaluation to examine the usability
of the frameless stereotaxic navigation system (model CS200)
that is used as an auxiliary tool for guiding the surgical tool to
the target position and posture planned by the user in the incision
or percutaneous spinal surgery. Regarding the use scenario, (1)
task success, (2) use error, (3) satisfaction (ASQ), (4) workload
(NASA TLX), and (5) SUS related to the usability of the test
device were evaluated and analyzed. The usability test was
conducted by professional medical staff who have completed
specialized medical education and obtained professional medical
qualifications. The participants in the usability test were doctors

and nurses who have experience in using spinal surgery robots
or navigation systems in operating rooms.

For doctors, all 8 scenarios had a success rate of at least 93%
or higher, and for nurses, all 12 scenarios had a success rate of
at least 87% or higher. Doctors had the lowest success rate of
93% on the “revision of surgical planning” scenario. In the ASQ
results, the average score for “ease of completing the task” was
5.66 (SD 0.36), the average score for “amount of time it took”
was 5.54 (SD 0.52), and the average score for “support
information satisfaction” was 5.70 (SD 0.30). When performing
the usability evaluation, the “revision of surgical planning”
scenario had the lowest success rate; however, the 3 ASQ scores
were higher than the average: 5.80 (SD 0.83), 5.93 (SD 0.68),
and 5.93 (SD 1.29).
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The “image matching” scenario had the lowest score for each
item in the satisfaction score, even though it had a 100% success
rate. We found that a high success rate on the evaluation task
does not necessarily indicate high usability satisfaction. Despite
the high task success rate in the usability test, the low
satisfaction rate in the questionnaire that evaluated the usability
aspects of the device indicates a lack of satisfaction with the
device.

Although there were no difficulties in performance, the task of
adjusting the ROI within the “registration” scenario was
criticized for its difficulty in accurately adjusting the ROI and
its lack of usability. Nurses, like doctors, had the lowest success
rate of 87% in the “revision of surgical planning” scenario.
However, the ASQ survey results for the “registration” scenario,
which had the highest success rate of 98%, showed the lowest
scores for “ease of completing the task” with a mean of 4.47
(SD 1.89), “amount of time it took” with a mean of 4.40 (SD
2.09), and “support information satisfaction” with a mean of
5.13 (SD 1.89). Similar to the doctors, when adjusting the ROI
box, many of the nurses commented that the 360-degree rotation
button at the top was not sensitive, and the video was difficult
to see clearly. In addition, both doctors and nurses reported that
when moving the robot arm using the footswitch during the
“navigation” scenario, there was no visual or audible indication
of how far the robot arm had moved and whether it had
completed its movement, resulting in collisions between the
robot arm and the patient stack. If used with real patients, this
could lead to a significant risk of patient injury. We believe that
the usability of these screens needs to be improved.

When comparing the workloads of the 2 groups who primarily
use the assessment tool, we found that there was no difference,
and that the workloads of mental demand and performance are
high for both groups. Doctors and nurses commonly commented
that the process was too complicated and laborious and that
they had doubts about the accuracy of the ROI adjustment. In
addition, since the robot assists in surgery, we thought it would
be a quick process, but we found that the robot needed more
time to move than expected, which affected the workload.

The SUS also showed no significant difference between doctors
and nurses, with slightly lower-than-average satisfaction scores.
The doctor gave the system a low score on the usability scale
because it was too time-consuming to use in the actual operating
room. Nurses gave low scores because of the time-consuming
setup prior to actual surgery. Both doctors and nurses gave low
scores, especially on the items that they felt they would need
technician support to use the system and that they would need
to learn about the system before its use, because many of them
had never used an assessment device before and were not
familiar with it. In addition, the lack of usability, with no
explanation of what to do next on the device and no prompts to
prevent errors, contributed to the low scores. At the hospital
where participants work, engineers who have no difficulty using
similar devices are present to aid doctors and nurses in using
the device. Because of their reliance on engineers, many of the
participants had difficulty in using the device alone and
commented that they needed the engineers’ support. This
suggests that the device needs to be highly usable with an easily
understandable user interface and a screen design that is familiar

to medical staff so that they can use the device without
engineers’ assistance. Overall, when evaluating usability, there
was no significant difference between participants who had used
similar devices for more than 3 years and those who had used
them for less than 3 years, except for ASQ and SUS, which
evaluate satisfaction, and NASA TLX, which evaluates the
difficulty of the operator’s job. It was found that there were
differences in job duties when using the equipment that they
were familiar with as well as differences in the time taken to
perform the tasks. In other items, there seems to be no problem
in using the device once they are familiar with it.

Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the improvements
made to the device since the usability evaluation. The user
interface was improved by quantifying and intuitively displaying
data that used to be shown only as graphs. Confusing highlighted
buttons that hindered the use of the device were rearranged to
decrease the errors made by users.

To further increase the usability of the device, the footswitch
needs to be improved to recognize how much movement is
required to move the device by displaying the information on
the interface. In particular, during the navigation phase, it would
increase the usability if a notification or on-screen guidance
appeared when the target was reached while moving to the
location guided by the robotic arm. In addition, the drape is
divided into 3 stages, while other similar devices only have 1
drape, increasing the risk of contamination.

Although the participants have experience using third-party
equipment, they had difficulty using this evaluation device for
the first time because they were not familiar with it; however,
we do not think there will be any major problems once they are
accustomed to the evaluation device. In addition, as a robot that
guides the position of the screw in the patient’s body, it should
have a more accurate and simpler workflow, making it more
competitive with other products.

Limitations
This study is limited by the fact that our evaluation took place
at a single institution, Severance Hospital in South Korea. In
South Korea, robotic surgery is not yet widely used, and many
people have not used robotic surgical instruments before; thus,
they are still unfamiliar with robotic surgical instruments.
However, the strength of this study is that we conducted
usability tests with doctors and nurses in the operating room,
who are the closest users of the new system, the surgical
assistant robot.

Conclusions
In group 1, a success rate of 93% or higher was observed in all
24 tasks. In group 2, a success rate of 87% or higher was
observed in 38 of 41 tasks. A success rate of 80% was observed
in the task related to marker ball view confirmation (task 18),
80% in the task related to the use of the “Adjustment” function
(task 28), and 75% in the task related to using “Re-matching”
(task 30).

In addition, subjective data such as follow-up questions and
surveys were more effective in identifying shortcomings and
judging the usability, satisfaction, and effectiveness of the device
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than quantitative data such as the number of use errors (task
completion rate) and satisfaction evaluation scores. In terms of
error, participants provided a lot of feedback, including
suggestions for mitigating potential risks. Although the task
success rate was high, the workload and SUS scores were lower

than the baseline, suggesting that improving the device user
interface would increase the usability of the system. We
recommend that the results of this test can be used in other
usability engineering processes to improve the overall usability,
satisfaction, completeness, and efficiency.
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Abstract

Background: In North Carolina, HIV continues to disproportionately affect young African American women. Although mobile
health (mHealth) technology appears to be a tool capable of making public health information more accessible for key populations,
previous technology use and social determinants may impact users’ mHealth experiences.

Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate mHealth usability, assessing differences based on previous technology
use and social determinants among a sample of African American women in emerging adulthood.

Methods: As part of a National Institute on Drug Abuse–funded randomized controlled trial with African American women
(aged 18-25 years), counties were assigned to receive an evidence-based HIV risk reduction intervention through mHealth and
participants were asked to complete usability surveys at 6- and 12-month follow-ups. Participants’ first survey responses were
analyzed through 2-tailed t tests and linear regression models to examine associations with previous technology use and social
determinants (P<.05).

Results: The mean System Usability Scale (SUS) score was 69.2 (SD 17.9; n=159), which was higher than the threshold of
acceptability (68.0). Participants who had previously used a tablet indicated higher usability compared to participants without
previous use (mean 72.9, SD 18.1 vs mean 57.6, SD 11.4; P<.001), and participants with previous smartphone use also reported
higher usability compared to participants without previous use (mean 71.9, SD 18.3 vs mean 58.0, SD 10.7; P<.001). Differences
in SUS scores were observed among those reporting homelessness (mean 58.3, SD 19.0 vs mean 70.8, SD 17.2; P=.01),
unemployment (mean 65.9, SD 17.2 vs mean 71.6, SD 18.1; P=.04), or current school enrollment (mean 73.2, SD 18.5 vs mean
65.4, SD 16.5; P=.006). Statistically significant associations were not observed for food insecurity (mean 67.3, SD 18.6 vs mean
69.9, SD 17.7; P=.45).

Conclusions: Although above-average usability was observed overall, these findings demonstrate differences in mHealth
usability based on past and current life experiences. As mHealth interventions become more prevalent, these findings may have
important implications for ensuring that mHealth apps improve the reach of evidence-based interventions.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02965014; https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT02965014

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1186/s12889-018-5796-8

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e51518)   doi:10.2196/51518
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Introduction

In 1981, the first report was published identifying the disease
that was later known as AIDS, marking the official beginning
of the HIV epidemic [1]. In that same year, IBM’s first PC was
sold to the public [2]. As the HIV epidemic persists, there may
be an opportunity to embrace the digital age we are living in
and leverage technological solutions as we work toward the
shared goal of ending the HIV epidemic.

HIV incidence rates remain disproportionate based on race in
the United States, as rates for Black or African American women
are 10.9 times higher than rates for White women [3]. Further,
the highest rates of HIV diagnoses occur in the US South [3].
Many interventions have been developed for Black or African
American women [4-8], but barriers such as lack of
transportation, limited childcare access, concerns over privacy,
and community-level stigma impede access to HIV testing and
prevention services [9,10].

Most Americans have smart mobile devices [11]. These devices
show promise in diminishing barriers and connecting key
populations with public health information through increasingly
convenient and private pathways. Research has demonstrated
that being a woman, young, and African American are
characteristics associated with being more likely to prefer mobile
health (mHealth) when given a choice or to use mobile devices
to seek health information [12,13], supporting mHealth
interventions as potentially effective tools for this key
population.

However, individuals may experience and engage with mHealth
interventions differently. As the prevalence of mHealth apps
continues to increase [14], there is a need to understand mHealth
usability. In a scoping review of electronic health applications
from 2014-2017, the rate of new health applications available
outpaced the rate of published usability studies [15]. The authors
explained that while most digital health apps are developed
commercially, the results of commercial usability studies are
not typically published [15]. Because of the limited reported
data for mHealth usability, this study examined the usability of
an mHealth HIV prevention intervention among young African
American women in the US South.

A previous study adapted a best-evidence, women-focused HIV
behavioral intervention for young African American women
(the Young Women’s CoOp), which demonstrated efficacy in
reducing sexual risk [16]. In preparation for a trial to test
intervention delivery, an mHealth version of the Young
Women’s Coop was developed [17]. This analysis of usability
scores for the Young Women’s CoOp mHealth app examines
whether previous technology experience and social determinants
are associated with mHealth experiences.

Methods

Overview
Analyses in this paper encompass an assessment of the usability
of the Young Women’s CoOp intervention that was adapted to
an mHealth platform. The parent study reached 652 young
African American women (aged 18-25 years) in North Carolina

who reported recent condomless sex with a male partner and
substance use. A complete description of the parent study’s
eligibility criteria and procedures can be found in the study
protocol paper [18].

In a 3-arm randomized trial implementing a cross-over design,
3 counties were assigned to receive the in-person delivery of
the Young Women’s CoOp intervention, the mHealth delivery
of the Young Women’s CoOp intervention, or standard HIV
counseling and testing. Among the enrolled sample, 197 women
were in the counties assigned to receive the mHealth delivery,
which consisted of a 1-on-1 mHealth orientation and an Android
tablet preloaded with the app that contained the 2-session
intervention. Following the orientation, a tablet was provided
to each participant to take with them. The study team requested
that tablets be returned at the 6-month follow-up appointment.

The usability of the mHealth intervention was evaluated using
a modified version of the 10-item System Usability Scale (SUS)
[19]. SUS scores range from 0 to 100, with scores above 68
considered above average [20]. To account for participants
missing follow-up appointments, mHealth participants
completed the usability survey as part of an
audio-computer–assisted self-interview (ACASI) at both
6-month and 12-month follow-ups. For participants who
completed the usability survey at both follow-ups, only their
first (6-month) survey response was considered. ACASI was
administered in person in an attempt to engage and collect
responses from mHealth users who may have had difficulty
using the tablet or lost the tablet and who may have had
challenges completing a tablet-hosted survey.

Social determinants (homelessness, unemployment, food
insecurity, and school enrollment) were measured at study
enrollment. Social determinant variables were either assessed
as dichotomous questions (homelessness and school enrollment)
or recoded into dichotomous variables (unemployment and food
insecurity). Homelessness, unemployment, and school
enrollment assessed an individual’s current state and food
insecurity asked about one’s household. Descriptive statistics
and 2-tailed t tests were used to assess bivariate associations
between social determinants and usability scores. Linear
regression was conducted to examine these associations while
controlling for previous tablet use and previous smartphone use.
Analyses were conducted in Stata 17 (StataCorp) using the
threshold of P<.05 for statistical significance.

Ethical Considerations
The full study received approval from the Office of Research
Protection’s Institutional Review Board at RTI International
(IRB ID number: 13836). Further, committees from Wake
County Human Services and Durham County Department of
Public Health, along with administration from the Guilford
County Department of Public Health, granted study approval.
All participants provided written informed consent. Several
procedures were instituted to protect the privacy and
confidentiality of study participants, including all staff members
involved in data collection and analysis signing and abiding by
Staff Agreements of Confidentiality. Additionally, each
participant was assigned a unique alphanumeric participant
identifier to limit study data being connected to identifying
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information, such as name and contact information. Study
participants were compensated for completing the baseline
appointment with US $50 in gift cards, the 6-month follow-up
appointment with US $70 in gift cards, and the 12-month
follow-up appointment with US $100 in gift cards.

Results

The overall mean SUS score was 69.2 (SD 17.9; n=159). Less
than 12% (n=19) of participants did not have experience with
a tablet or smartphone before the study. Variability of SUS
scores by previous technology use and social determinants is
shown in Table 1.

Participants who had previous tablet use reported higher SUS
scores on average than participants who had not previously used
a tablet (72.9, SD 18.1 vs 57.6, SD 11.4; P<.001). Similarly,
participants who had previously used a smartphone had a higher

mean SUS score than participants who had not (71.9, SD 18.3
vs 58.0, SD 10.7; P<.001).

Additionally, the mean SUS scores were under the acceptable
threshold for participants reporting food insecurity,
homelessness, unemployment, or no current school enrollment.
Statistically significant differences in mean SUS scores were
observed among those reporting homelessness (58.3, SD 19.0
vs 70.8, SD 17.2; P=.01), unemployment (65.9, SD 17.2 vs
71.6, SD 18.1; P=.04), or current school enrollment (73.2, SD
18.5 vs 65.4, SD 16.5; P=.006). Statistically significant
associations were not observed in the SUS score based on food
insecurity (67.3, SD 18.6 vs 69.9, SD 17.7; P=.45). When
accounting for previous mobile technology experience in each
model, homelessness and current school enrollment were
statistically significant, but unemployment and food insecurity
were not statistically significant (Table 2).

Table 1. Bivariate associations between System Usability Scale (SUS) score and previous technology use and social determinants of health.

P valueSUS score, mean (SD)Frequency, n (%)

<.001Previous tablet use

72.9 (18.1)121 (76.1)Yes

57.6 (11.4)38 (23.9)No

<.001Previous smartphone use

71.9 (18.3)128 (80.5)Yes

58.0 (10.7)31 (19.5)No

.01Homelessness

58.3 (19.0)20 (12.6)Yes

70.8 (17.2)139 (87.4)No

.04Unemployment

65.9 (17.2)67 (42.1)Yes

71.6 (18.1)92 (57.9)No

.45Food insecurity

67.3 (18.6)41 (25.8)Yes

69.9 (17.7)118 (74.2)No

.006In school

73.2 (18.5)77 (48.4)Yes

65.4 (16.5)82 (51.6)No

Table 2. Associations between System Usability Scale (SUS) score and social determinants of health, adjusting for previous tablet use and smartphone
use.

P valueCoefficient (95% CI)Independent variables

.03–9.0 (–16.8 to –1.1)Homelessness

.07–4.9 (–10.1 to 0.3)Unemployment

.61–1.5 (–7.5 to 4.4)Food insecurity

.026.2 (1.1 to 11.3)In school
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Discussion

As mHealth continues to become more prevalent, these findings
show an overall above-average usability for the mHealth
adaptation of the Young Women’s CoOp intervention. Notably,
there were differences in SUS scores based on a participant’s
past experiences with technology. Although less than 12% of
the study sample had not previously used a smartphone or tablet,
this proportion was higher than what may be expected for this
age group based on national survey data for young adults [11].
This finding suggests the importance of considering ways the
digital divide and other factors may impact familiarity with
mobile technology when designing mHealth interventions for
this key population. In this study, before participants were given
tablets with the mHealth intervention, they received a brief
orientation to the app. Given the lower reported usability among
those who lacked experience with mobile technology, these
findings suggest examining further whether providing more
guidance during app orientation could improve app usability
for those with limited previous experience. Additionally,
ongoing and other technology support (eg, a chat feature where
trained staff can provide technology support to users within the
app) may be strategies to explore with guidance from the
intended end users to see if they improve mHealth experiences
for individuals with less mobile technology experience.

Given privacy and stigma-related barriers that may hinder access
to in-person HIV prevention programs and services for young
African American women [9,10], mHealth could be an attractive
solution. However, our findings exemplify that not only previous
experience with technology but also diversity in participants’
life circumstances, such as homelessness and school enrollment,
can be associated with usability. Though the format may appear

well-positioned for young adults, it is imperative to consider
how a surge in the use of mHealth may miss the opportunity to
maximally address existing health disparities if some users
encounter barriers when operating the mHealth app that
undermine their experiences. Additional guidance and support
will be essential for those with factors associated with lower
usability.

This study should be considered in relation to a few limitations.
All participants completed the intervention using a study-issued
Android tablet. Noting how a device’s model or operating
system may affect usage, some user experiences may have been
shaped by the device specifications. In future usability studies,
it may be valuable to have participants use their own devices
to minimize the chance that device unfamiliarity affects
assessments of app usability. Further, participants were asked
to assess usability at 6- and 12-month follow-ups. Though
participants still had access to the app before returning the
device at their follow-up appointment, there was potential for
recall bias as usability may have been assessed months after a
participant’s last app interaction. Additionally, it should be
noted that all experiences with the app and data collection
occurred before the COVID-19 pandemic. With a greater shift
to digital formats for health, education, social, and other services
throughout the pandemic, access to mobile devices and
familiarity with receiving information through mobile
technology may have increased since this study.

Despite these limitations, the study prompts important
considerations as the health sector embraces digital technology.
The overall above-average usability score signals the potential
value of using mHealth as a delivery method in the public health
toolkit to further expand the reach of evidence-based
interventions to those who may need it the most.
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Abstract

Background: Strokes pose a substantial health burden, impacting 1 in 6 people globally. One-tenth of patients will endure a
second, often more severe, stroke within a year. Alarmingly, a younger demographic is being affected due to recent lifestyle
changes. As fine motor and cognitive issues arise, patient disability as well as the strain on caregivers and health care resources
is exacerbated. Contemporary occupational therapy assesses manual dexterity and cognitive functions through object manipulation
and pen-and-paper recordings. However, these assessments are typically isolated, which makes it challenging for therapists to
comprehensively evaluate specific patient conditions. Furthermore, the reliance on one-on-one training and assessment approaches
on manual documentation is inefficient and prone to transcription errors.

Objective: This study examines the feasibility of using an interactive electronic pegboard for stroke rehabilitation in clinical
settings.

Methods: A total of 10 patients with a history of stroke and 10 healthy older individuals were recruited. With a limit of 10
minutes, both groups of participants underwent a series of challenges involving tasks related to manual operation, shape recognition,
and color discrimination. All participants underwent the Box and Block Test and the Purdue Pegboard Test to assess manual
dexterity, as well as an array of cognitive assessments, including the Trail Making Test and the Mini-Mental Status Examination,
which served as a basis to quantify participants’ attention, executive functioning, and cognitive abilities.

Results: The findings validate the potential application of an interactive electronic pegboard for stroke rehabilitation in clinical
contexts. Significant statistical differences (P<.01) were observed across all assessed variables, including age, Box and Block
Test results, Purdue Pegboard Test outcomes, Trail Making Test-A scores, and Mini-Mental Status Examination performance,
between patients with a history of stroke and their healthy older counterparts. Functional and task testing, along with questionnaire
interviews, revealed that patients with a history of stroke demonstrated prolonged completion times and slightly inferior performance.
Nonetheless, most patients perceived the prototype as user-friendly and engaging. Thus, in the context of patient rehabilitation
interventions or the evaluation of patient cognition, physical functioning, or manual dexterity assessments, the developed pegboard
could potentially serve as a valuable tool for hand function, attention, and cognitive rehabilitation, thereby mitigating the burden
on health care professionals.

Conclusions: Health care professionals can use digital electronic pegboards not only as a precise one-on-one training tool but
also as a flexible system that can be configured for online or offline, single-player or multiplayer use. Through data analysis, a
more informed examination of patients’ cognitive and functional issues can be conducted. Importantly, patient records will be
fully retained throughout practices, exercises, or tests, and by leveraging the characteristics of big data, patients can receive the
most accurate rehabilitation prescriptions, thereby assisting them in obtaining optimal care.
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Introduction

Worldwide, the aging population continues to increase, with
several attendant problems [1,2]. The process of aging entails
repercussions that extend beyond mere physiological conditions
and encompasses a diverse spectrum of complications [3]. Older
individuals are confronted with economic, psychological, and
societal predicaments stemming from physical aging [4,5].
Hypertension is a critical condition intricately connected with
the occurrence of strokes [6,7]. In 2020, a total of 7.08 million
individuals globally died due to cerebrovascular disorders [8].
Encouragingly, continuous advancements in medical technology
have increased the survival rate for patients with a history of
stroke to 62% [9]. Nonetheless, even in cases of survival, 90%
of patients experience residual effects, making rehabilitation
approaches pivotal [10,11].

Stemming from damage to cerebral tissue, cerebral stroke gives
rise to a variety of distinct neurological symptoms contingent
upon the site of injury [12,13]. This often culminates in motor,
sensory, and cognitive impairments among patients with a
history of stroke, in which reduced attentional focus and memory
deficits are common [14,15]. The aftermath of a stroke can have
negative effects on patients’ daily lives, occupational status,
and social involvement [16,17]. To enhance physical mobility,
manual proficiency, and cognitive aptitude, occupational therapy
is the gold standard for elevating overall function [18].
Rehabilitation procedures are initiated once a patient’s vital
signs stabilize [19]. Clinical evidence indicates that due to
significant individual variations among patients with a history
of stroke, including age, rehabilitation needs vary [20-22].
Furthermore, older adults predominantly seek to restore
ambulatory capacities, whereas younger individuals emphasize
intricate fine motor rehabilitation exercises due to occupational
demands [23].

In clinical practice, therapists often use calibrated instruments
to evaluate and document patients’ manual dexterity and
cognitive recovery capabilities in one-on-one settings [24-26]
using standard methodologies, such as the Purdue Pegboard
Test (PPT) and the Nine-Hole Peg Test [24,27]. However, the
use of a countdown timer to measure tasks within specific time
frames has been validated as an effective means to infer
attention, cognition, and manual dexterity capabilities in clinical
contexts [28,29]. However, there remain substantial challenges,
including human resource depletion, increased time
expenditures, difficulties in effective disease progression
tracking, and recording errors. Acharya et al [24] emphasized
the inherent delay, particularly in response time, with the
traditional interactive training method. Compared with the
current setup, there is a consistent observation of higher
measured timing. Taking the commercially available Neofect
Smart Pegboard as an example, it serves as an electronic
pegboard [30]. While it offers several advantages, it does not
feature long-term tracking and precise prescriptions for

individual patients. Furthermore, using the electronic prototype
of the Grooved Pegboard Test proposed by Al-Naami et al [31]
in 2021 as an example, its operational efficiency shows no
significant differences compared with the traditional method of
manually recording rehabilitation outcomes. This experiment
validates the feasibility of an electronic pegboard test to measure
hand-time dexterity with impaired hand functionality, indicating
comparable or even superior effectiveness when compared with
the conventional manual recording approach.

In this study, we used electronic sensing techniques integrated
with Wi-Fi and tablet devices to achieve a higher level of
precision in evaluating tasks and time of completion [32]. This
digitized approach facilitates accurate documentation of the
intricacies associated with each practice and assessment, thereby
enhancing the overall precision of the rehabilitation process
[33,34]. The principal objective of this study was to subject the
prototype to initial evaluation and testing involving patients
with a history of stroke and healthy older individuals. We aimed
to determine the appropriateness of the set difficulty levels, time
constraints, and speed of the prototype.

Methods

Overview
The experimental apparatus consisted of an iPad, 5
color-sensitive building blocks, and 3 variations of task casings.
The system’s underlying sensing mechanism relied on the
modulation of capacitance values resulting from the interaction
between the sensing electrodes of the panel and the human body.
The conductive building blocks generated stimulation signals
that served as surrogate agents for fingers.

A schematic representation is shown in Figure 1. Paired with
the distinctive visual patterns on the back of each building block,
these visual patterns upon contact with the iPad screen were
detected and recognized through pressure sensing. This design
was aimed at assessing the responsiveness, visual acuity, and
color perception abilities of the participants during rehabilitation
interactions (Figure 2).

All rehabilitation tasks and exercises integrated time calculation
and countdown functions. Patients were given the option to
choose between “independent practice” and “interactive
practice” modes. During independent practice, after the “start”
button was pressed and the countdown timer initiated,
randomized questions were presented. Each practice session
was preconfigured for a duration of 10 minutes, and completion
and error rates were captured.

For interactive practice, therapists preset practice durations and
modify difficulty levels (rehabilitation prescriptions). Through
a Wi-Fi connection, therapists administer questions to make an
online assessment of patients’ abilities. After patients perform
the tasks, both patients and therapists receive practice and
rehabilitation reports, with all exercise records automatically
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stored in the cloud. A flowchart illustrating the operation of the
proposed pegboard is shown in Figure 3.

The proposed system encompasses 3 distinct modes, each
presenting varying levels of complexity.

Figure 1. Design of the proposed system.

Figure 2. Interactive sensor blocks and tablet interface scenario.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the proposed system operation.

Basic Practice
In basic practice (BP)–1 mode, users are assigned the task of
associating the building blocks with the corresponding positions
guided by reminder lights on the tablet screen (Figure 4A).
Users earn points when they correctly insert the blocks into the

panel’s corresponding positions. In the intermediate level
(BP-2), users place the blocks in the corresponding positions
as indicated by the lights of the screen within the given time
frame while concurrently considering the variety of colors
presented. The advanced level (BP-3) introduces a speed
variable to increase the complexity of the task.
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Figure 4. Three modes of the proposed system: (A) basic practice; (B) cognitive exercise; and (C) Electronic Purdue Test.

Cognitive Exercise
In cognitive exercise (CE)-1 mode, patients are required to
distinguish the shapes of the building blocks and place them
according to the patterns displayed on the screen. Users earn
points when the blocks are correctly positioned. Upon advancing
to the CE-2 level, users need to not only identify the
corresponding shaped blocks but also distinguish the colors
indicated by the lights. Points are awarded only when both the
shape and the color are correct. In addition, this mode introduces
varying levels of complexity related to color discrimination and
speed (Figure 4B).

Electronic Purdue Test
In the design of the electronic Purdue Test (EPT) level,
adherence to the principles of the PPT was paramount. The
illuminated signals were meticulously crafted to guide patients
in sequentially inserting pegs into corresponding holes (Figure
4C). The assessment consists of distinct 30-second trials for the
right, left, and both hands, with individual scores recorded and
aggregated. In addition, a 60-second bilateral combination test
is administered once. This comprehensive set of evaluations is
repeated 3 times. The platform automatically calculates the
average score, which serves as the test score. Unlike traditional
training, the device guides patients to place pegs into
corresponding positions through the use of light signals, which
remain illuminated until the pegs are properly placed.

Given the inherent variability in individual patient capabilities,
prescribed treatments should differ. To facilitate precision health
care, the system incorporates a user login mechanism to generate
personalized digital rehabilitation plans and records. The
proposed design comprises 3 different modes and 3 difficulty
levels of exercises. Preestablished exercises encompass
directional movements (including upward, downward, leftward,
and rightward motions). During the initial stages of the
rehabilitation regimen, the system uses a mechanism of
stochastic question generation. As the system accumulates
practice data, it systematically discerns and assimilates the
individual requirements of each patient, thereby tailoring
subsequent questions to enhance areas of observed weakness.

Research Aims
This research had the following aims: (1) we sought to
investigate the suitability of the time and difficulty settings for
both patients with a history of stroke and healthy users, (2) we
explored the correlation between hand function and cognitive

abilities, and (3) we conducted a usability questionnaire for the
proposed system.

Participant Recruitment
A total of 20 older adults aged between 65 and 80 years were
recruited: 10 (50%) patients with a history of stroke and 10
(50%) individuals with no history of strokes. Prior to their
inclusion, all participants provided signed informed consent.
All participants exhibited right-handed dominance. The inclusion
criteria were delineated based on the following: (1) capacity to
independently maintain a seated position for a duration
exceeding 20 minutes, unaided by external assistance; (2)
possession of fundamental communication skills; and (3)
relatively uncomplicated functional performance in the
assessment of daily life activities. As a safeguard against
potential trial-related risks, individuals with a history of
recurrent stroke, severe muscular atrophy, or pronounced
physical frailty were excluded.

Experimental Procedure
All participants underwent the Box and Block Test (BBT) and
the PPT to assess manual dexterity, as well as an array of
cognitive assessments, including the Trail Making Test (TMT)
and the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE), which served
as a basis to quantify participants’ attention, executive
functioning, and cognitive abilities. Figure 5 shows an image
of the proposed system in use.

The experimental session was conducted on a one-on-one basis.
The prototype was positioned before each participant, and the
15 pegs, consisting of 5 distinctive colors integral to the
interactive system, were methodically arranged adjacent to the
central apparatus. Participants sequentially underwent 3 testing
modes (BP, CE, and EPT), using their right hand exclusively.
Except for the EPT, which followed the PPT criteria, the length
of the BP and CE tests was 10 minutes each. The test outcomes
encompassed the number of correct responses, completion time,
and rehabilitation reports, all of which were concurrently
displayed, stored within the apparatus, and uploaded to the cloud
platform.

To gain a thorough understanding of users’ interactions with
the proposed system, we used the System Usability Scale [25]
with a 5-point Likert scale to reveal users’perceptions regarding
aspects of system acceptance, design appeal, and perceived task
difficulty.
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Figure 5. Image of the proposed system in use.

Statistical Analysis
This study used SPSS software (version 20; IBM Corp) for
statistical analyses. Data analysis involved a comparative
assessment between patients with a history of stroke and healthy
older individuals, exploring both demographic characteristics
and scores obtained from the proposed system, with the
Wilcoxon rank sum test used for statistical analysis. To elucidate
the potential associations between participants’manual dexterity
and cognitive faculties among patients with a history of stroke,
this study also used the Spearman rank correlation coefficient,
with statistical significance set at P<.05.

Ethical Considerations
A total of 20 participants were recruited for this study. All
participants provided informed consent by signing a consent
form, and the study was conducted in accordance with
institutional review board (IRB) regulations using anonymized
data, with personal information removed and replaced by codes.
No participants withdrew from the study during the research
period. To ensure the validity and fairness of the experiment,
no monetary or material benefits will be provided during the
trial period, in accordance with the IRB application statement.
Participants are expected to provide genuine feedback on the
product developed in this project based on their intuitive
reactions.

The research was conducted within the Department of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation at Chang Gung Hospital, Taiwan
and received approval from the Research Ethics Committee for

Human Subject Protection of Chang Gung Medical Foundation
(IRB: 202301197A3).

Results

This study included a total of 20 participants (10 patients with
a history of stroke and 10 healthy participants). With a limit of
10 minutes, both groups of participants underwent a series of
challenges involving tasks related to manual operation, shape
recognition, and color discrimination. The statistical analysis
revealed statistically significant discrepancies between patients
with a history of stroke and healthy participants across all
variables (P<.05). These differences were evident in all assessed
parameters, indicating the potential of the equipment to serve
as an assessment tool for both motor and cognitive abilities in
both healthy individuals and patients with a history of stroke,
with additional training and testing capabilities (Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Among older participants who had not experienced a stroke,
performance in tasks involving the dominant hand (right hand)
during the BBT and the PPT as well as cognitive performance
in the TMT was notably superior to those who had experienced
a stroke (Figure S1A and S1B in Multimedia Appendix 1).
However, no significant differences were observed between the
2 groups in the MMSE test, which assessed memory abilities
(Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). Furthermore, in the
MMSE test assessing memory abilities, both groups of subjects
showed significant differences (P<.01) (Table S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1).
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Statistical analysis revealed significant negative correlations
between performance in the BP-1 or CE-1 task and dexterity
tests (P<.01). In addition, there were significant correlations
between multicolors (BP-2 or CE-2) and dexterity or cognitive
tests and a significant negative correlation between scores in
the EPT and cognitive performance on the TMT-A and MMSE
tests (P<.05) (Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The number
of correct answers was used as the score in BP and CE; the time
required was used as the score in BP, CE, and EPT in the single
and multicolor tests. In terms of usability, 40% (4/10) of patients
with a history of stroke and 60% (6/10) of healthy participants
deemed the prototype user-friendly (Figure S2A in Multimedia
Appendix 1).

Furthermore, all healthy individuals (100%) and majority of
patients with a history of stroke (90%, 9/10) found the proposed
system highly engaging. During the more demanding CE
training, more than 80% (8/10) and 50% (5/10) of healthy
participants and patients with a history of stroke, respectively,
considered the system both challenging and stimulating.
Participants additionally expressed a positive disposition toward
the EPT and provided overall positive feedback (Figure S2B in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

In assessing task difficulty, nearly 80% (8/10) and 60% (6/10)
of healthy participants and patients with a history of stroke,
respectively, perceived the BP training tasks as easy and
straightforward. However, as participants advanced to the more
challenging CT training, there was a noticeable increase in the
perceived complexity of tasks, in which only 40% (4/10) and
20% (2/10) of healthy participants and patients with a history
of stroke, respectively, found this phase easy. Moreover, 60%
(6/10) of healthy participants found the EPT straightforward,
while 40% (4/10) of patients with a history of stroke indicated
a moderate level of challenge associated with the EPT training
(Figure S2C in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Across the 5 tasks investigated in this study, the stroke
rehabilitation group exhibited significantly lower scores in the
use of the proposed system compared to the healthy participants.
In accordance with previous research, advancing age and disease
manifest changes and declines in hand function, muscle strength,
agility, and cognitive abilities [35,36]. This was evident in the
use of the proposed system.

Previous studies have highlighted the repercussions of cerebral
damage on patients with a history of stroke, such as
compromised cognitive, motor, sensory, and functional
capabilities, as well as pain, balance issues, visual challenges,
and restricted engagement in activities [37,38]. Sudden cognitive
deterioration occurs as a result of these conditions, with 5% of
patients with a history of stroke exhibiting dementia symptoms
[39,40]. Thus, the augmentation of hand function rehabilitation
for patients is imperative. Our findings underscore a close
interrelation between manual dexterity and cognitive aptitude
[41]. In future research, we intend to explore the use of the
proposed system paired with auditory and visual cues to

ascertain its potential to guide and enhance visual acuity,
attention, and cognitive capabilities among cohorts of different
ages and individuals afflicted with cerebral impairments.

The BP and CE tests encompassed factors of both single-color
and multicolor conditions. Participants encountered operating
difficulties as cognitive demands increased. The CE assessment
included recognition of color and object shape, where
performance consistently declined across all participants. This
observation aligns with previous findings indicating a decline
in change detection accuracy with an increase in cognitive load
[26,27]. Consequently, as the number of colors increased, the
attentional burden on the patients correspondingly increased.
This suggests that a graded system with different levels of
difficulty might be useful.

During the progression of single-color BP-1 and CE-1 sessions,
negative correlations were observed in dexterity tests. In the
context of multicolor BP and CE sessions, a distinct and
significant correlation was found between the use of multicolors
and performance levels on the TMT-A test. The test results
suggest that when participants engaged in color recognition and
discrimination tasks, the attentional demands for single-color
and multicolor tasks differed. In other words, multicolor
exercises presented an increased cognitive challenge, affecting
manual dexterity and attention switching.

The majority of participants found the proposed system highly
user-friendly, in part because the size of the system resembled
traditional training pegboards, which maintained familiarity
and reduced the need for adaptation. As therapists were not
required to manually record participants’ actions or time them
with stopwatches, this design was advantageous for both users
and evaluators. In the various tasks, approximately 60% (12/20)
to 70% (14/20) of all participants found BP training to be
interesting, while 40% (8/20) to 60% (12/20) of the participants
considered the EPT tasks engaging. Regarding the difficulty
level, 60% (12/20) to 70% (14/20) of the participants perceived
BP training as relatively easy; however, as operating constraints
increased (such as color and shape elements), the participants
commonly reported that tasks became more challenging and
demanding. This finding is consistent with prior research
indicating that increasing the difficulty to match users’ current
abilities enhanced their confidence, maintained attention and
engagement in tasks, and promoted a more positive and
enjoyable acceptance of new challenges. In this preliminary
experiment, neither patients with a history of stroke nor healthy
participants were able to complete the tasks within the allotted
time, and none of the participants achieved a perfect score. This
is likely attributable to the time constraints imposed by the
experimental design or the capabilities of the users. Therefore,
future studies will include basing task difficulty settings on user
performance, similar to leveling up in a video game. The
gamification of rehabilitation, in addition to fostering effective
interactivity, is facilitated by the incorporation of voice and
music assistance. This approach contributes to enhancing the
enjoyment of rehabilitation, transforming it from a tedious and
uninteresting process. Furthermore, it effectively redirects
patients’ attention away from pain, thereby augmenting the
overall appeal of the rehabilitation process.
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The proposed system is equipped for practice, training, and
assessment. The majority of similar products on the market
predominantly focus on training manual dexterity and do not
offer timing and recording functions [28-30]. Certain designs
acknowledge the significance of cognitive training and use shape
as a cognitive judgment criterion; however, these designs lack
elements that enhance the attention of rehabilitation patients,
such as auditory cues, visual stimuli, or color-guided prompts.
This deficiency in interactive mechanisms often results in users
struggling to sustain or commit to rehabilitation efforts. Finally,
in terms of assessment functionality, contemporary clinical
practice still relies on manual documentation and human
intervention for upper limb assessments. The proposed system
not only incorporates timing and counting features during upper
limb assessments but also introduces guiding and competitive
elements, positioning patients to achieve better recovery
outcomes. Currently, the system is converting data from each
patient’s rehabilitation sessions into charts. This aids both
patients and health care professionals in gaining a more
comprehensive understanding of the rehabilitation and recovery
status. This system is thus highly advantageous compared with
current commercial products [32-34,42]. The interactive
electronic pegboard integrates the merits of existing market
offerings and further introduces automated assessment and
scoring mechanisms for accurately placed pegs. By surpassing
the limitations inherent in conventional fixed training paradigms,
this system systematically and comprehensively records the
training progress of each case. As data accumulate via a learning
model, the system develops a profound understanding of
user-specific requirements and consequently extrapolates
optimal and customized training regimens tailored to individual
users, representing a major step toward precise rehabilitation
goals. Finally, the proposed system exhibits greater versatility
in its training curriculum and offers increased variability and
flexibility. Rehabilitation with digital tools will no doubt
significantly enhance users’ interest and attention.

Our preliminary investigation indicates that the proposed system
is beneficial in the training, assessment, and testing of patients
with a history of stroke. The outcomes showcase positive
responses concerning hand function training and cognitive
ability assessment among patients with a history of stroke.
However, to ascertain reliability and validity, a greater number
of participants, including diverse age groups and individuals
with cerebral impairments, should be recruited in future
investigations [35].

Patients with a history of stroke often grapple with diminished
motivation for rehabilitation and a lack of immediate feedback,
hindering their ability to maintain consistent participation in
rehabilitation regimens [36-38]. While the platform devised in
this study uses auditory and visual cues to encourage
perseverance in rehabilitation, there remains room for
improvement in configuring different challenge levels and
real-time feedback mechanisms based on varying patient
capacities [39-41]. This is a pivotal objective for refinement
and enhancement.

Conclusions
The primary objective of this research was to bridge the gap
between clinical requirements and product development through
customized rehabilitation training based on individual
differences. Through the analysis and assessment of data and
providing personalized training modes tailored to specific
differences, we aimed to predict patients’ hand dexterity and
cognitive functional abilities. We thus developed the interactive
electronic pegboard, a novel software- and hardware-integrated
system for stroke rehabilitation, with the purpose of evaluating
dexterity and cognitive functions through various task types
and multidemonstration patterns. Preliminary findings indicate
the efficacy of the system for training and assessment. The
ultimate goal of this research is to develop an intelligent system
capable of delivering individualized optimized rehabilitation
regimens based on the varying needs of users.
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Abstract

Background: In pandemic situations, digital contact tracing (DCT) can be an effective way to assess one’s risk of infection
and inform others in case of infection. DCT apps can support the information gathering and analysis processes of users aiming
to trace contacts. However, users’ use intention and use of DCT information may depend on the perceived benefits of contact
tracing. While existing research has examined acceptance in DCT, automation-related user experience factors have been overlooked.

Objective: We pursued three goals: (1) to analyze how automation-related user experience (ie, perceived trustworthiness,
traceability, and usefulness) relates to user behavior toward a DCT app, (2) to contextualize these effects with health behavior
factors (ie, threat appraisal and moral obligation), and (3) to collect qualitative data on user demands for improved DCT
communication.

Methods: Survey data were collected from 317 users of a nationwide-distributed DCT app during the COVID-19 pandemic
after it had been in app stores for >1 year using a web-based convenience sample. We assessed automation-related user experience.
In addition, we assessed threat appraisal and moral obligation regarding DCT use to estimate a partial least squares structural
equation model predicting use intention. To provide practical steps to improve the user experience, we surveyed users’ needs for
improved communication of information via the app and analyzed their responses using thematic analysis.

Results: Data validity and perceived usefulness showed a significant correlation of r=0.38 (P<.001), goal congruity and perceived
usefulness correlated at r=0.47 (P<.001), and result diagnosticity and perceived usefulness had a strong correlation of r=0.56
(P<.001). In addition, a correlation of r=0.35 (P<.001) was observed between Subjective Information Processing Awareness and
perceived usefulness, suggesting that automation-related changes might influence the perceived utility of DCT. Finally, a moderate
positive correlation of r=0.47 (P<.001) was found between perceived usefulness and use intention, highlighting the connection
between user experience variables and use intention. Partial least squares structural equation modeling explained 55.6% of the
variance in use intention, with the strongest direct predictor being perceived trustworthiness (β=.54; P<.001) followed by moral
obligation (β=.22; P<.001). Based on the qualitative data, users mainly demanded more detailed information about contacts (eg,
place and time of contact). They also wanted to share information (eg, whether they wore a mask) to improve the accuracy and
diagnosticity of risk calculation.

Conclusions: The perceived result diagnosticity of DCT apps is crucial for perceived trustworthiness and use intention. By
designing for high diagnosticity for the user, DCT apps could improve their support in the action regulation of users, resulting
in higher perceived trustworthiness and use in pandemic situations. In general, automation-related user experience has greater
importance for use intention than general health behavior or experience.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53940)   doi:10.2196/53940
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Introduction

Background
During pandemic situations, efficiently acquiring, storing, and
evaluating information on physical contacts can be crucial for
both individuals and public health agencies aiming to curb
infection dynamics [1]. Manual tracing of such contacts is
practically impossible, leading to a growing development and
research of digital tools supporting such efforts, commonly
referred to as digital contact tracing (DCT) apps [2]. By allowing
for automation, DCT tools effectively allow for contact tracing.
They aim to allow individual users to assess their own risk status
with minimal effort and offer support in daily action regulation,
such as in decision situations, regarding isolation or notification
of previous contacts [3]. If used correctly, DCT can aid in
breaking chains of infection and thereby support curbing
pandemic spread. For example, in Germany, a DCT called
Corona-Warn-App (CWA) [4] was developed on behalf of the
Federal Ministry of Health, and it was downloaded >40 million
times [5].

However, the extent to which individuals use DCT can vary
vastly [6]. Previous research has shown that it is crucial whether
users perceive a DCT app as beneficial to guide them in
pandemic contexts [7]. This core factor is in line with existing
models of health behavior (eg, the influential Health Belief
Model [HBM] [8]). Within the HBM, perceived benefit is
outlined as a central determinant for the implementation of
health behavior [7]. When investigating health-related
technology, the HBM is frequently connected with models of
technology acceptance [9]. As part of these models, the
perceived usefulness or performance of technology is similarly
postulated as a central variable for use intention. In this paper,
we refer to the term usefulness as it is better suited than benefits
to describe the effects of a specific technology. Thereby, we
refer to usefulness as “the degree to which a person believes
that using a particular system would enhance their [...]
performance” [10].

Examining psychological processes revolving around the
perception of DCT usefulness is a crucial research topic to
understand the adoption and efficient implementation of DCT.
Extensive research has shown the importance of the perceived
usefulness of DCT for different applications and in different
countries [11-15]. All in all, extending existing theoretical
approaches such as the HBM by focusing on user experience
variables in DCT allows for clear guidelines on improving DCT
design and uptake.

The usefulness that a user can experience from DCT results
from the automation it provides. DCT takes over tasks that
would otherwise need to be done manually (eg, recording
contacts, estimating distance and exposure to contacts, and
calculating risk based on the vaccination status of contacts).
Therefore, it can be defined as an automated system. In general,
automation can be defined as a system’s ability to “offload,
assist, or replace human performance at corresponding stages

of human information processing” [16]. The human action that
DCT seeks to automate is the continuous recording and analysis
of contact data to monitor an individual’s risk of infection.
While there is a large body of research on automation, its
adverse biases, and its impact on human performance [17-19],
less research focuses on the psychological processes involved
when users evaluate the usefulness of automated contact tracing.

Parasuraman et al [20] define 4 evaluation criteria on how
automation can affect human performance: situation awareness
[21], trust (cf complacency and trust [22]), skill degradation
[23], and workload [24]. When users want to make
situation-adequate decisions, they benefit from improved
situation awareness. Situation awareness, in turn, can be
improved by DCT. As long as the information or
recommendations provided by DCT apps are perceived as
trustworthy, users may use them to determine the right course
of action. Accordingly, a DCT’s ability to support situation
awareness as well as trust formation (refer to the study by Hoff
and Bashir [25]) may lead to perceived usefulness. On the other
hand, in the context of DCT apps, one cannot assume that users
are potentially losing a previously existing skill through
automation; DCT app users are not able to stop sick individuals
or themselves. Along the same line, DCT app users profit from
automation as it reduces manual work in contact tracing.
Therefore, we propose to examine users’experience of situation
awareness and trustworthiness when using DCT apps.

While research has demonstrated that usefulness strongly
impacts use intention [26], factors unrelated to the specific DCT
app might affect whether people intend to use the system. The
HBM positions threat appraisal as another factor directly
influencing use intention [7]. While using a DCT app changes
neither the susceptibility nor the severity (in comparison, refer
to the study by Costa [27]) related to an infection, it is still
plausible that users with higher threat appraisal are more
interested in their own risk status and, therefore, more likely to
use a DCT app (eg, to be able to detect and react to an infection
as early as possible). Therefore, threat appraisal may influence
use intention independent of the specified design of DCT apps.
In addition, recent research has also shown that the theoretical
framework of the HBM does profit from incorporating prosocial
aspects of decisions [28,29] (ie, using a DCT app may provide
a sense of moral obligation to others). Even though individuals
with immunity may perceive a lower personal threat, they may
feel a personal obligation to track and inform contacts. Overall,
to fully investigate the influence of the perceived usefulness of
a DCT system on the use intention, a comparison with
system-nonspecific factors (ie, threat appraisal) and personal
moral obligation should be made. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous study has focused on examining the perception of
automation-related usefulness while addressing threat appraisal
and moral obligation as system-independent factors influencing
use intention.
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Research Objective
The objective of this research was to examine how
automation-related user experience affects the perceived
usefulness of contact tracing as well as use intention of DCT
apps and how user experience could be improved. To do so, our
approach consisted of multiple methods. The first was
quantitatively assessing and analyzing the impact of
automation-related user experience (ie, experienced system
traceability and perceived trustworthiness) as well as system
knowledge on the intention of using a DCT app. The second
was contextualizing the effects of automation-related user
experience measures with factors related to health protection
behavior (ie, threat appraisal and moral obligation). The third
was a qualitative analysis of user demands for improved
information communication between users and the DCT app.
Therefore, the key contribution of this research is a better
understanding of how system characteristics lead to perceived
usefulness of DCT and how optimal DCT apps can increase use
intention through automation-related user experience. Thus,
this research supports the human-centered design of DCT apps.

To address these research objectives, 317 users of the CWA
DCT system were surveyed about their experience with the app
through a web-based questionnaire. A partial least squares
structural equation model (PLS-SEM) was used to quantitatively
describe the relationships among psychological factors regarding
DCT use. This approach was supplemented by a thematic
analysis of qualitative user requests on desired communication
of information between users and the system.

Related Research

Use Intention of DCT
DCT describes software applications that support documenting
information of physical contact or proximity between people
(cf [30]). This includes both the (partially) automated acquisition
of contact information and the analysis of this information (eg,
to determine an individual’s risk of infection [31]). In pandemic
situations, users might have the goal to avoid contributing to
the further spread of the pandemic disease and, thus, face a
control task. This means that users need to constantly
self-regulate their actions in relation to their environment (eg,
how many people around them are infected). While users strive
to achieve this goal, they are constantly facing a changing
environment (ie, exposure to infected persons). To maintain
control, they need to constantly acquire and analyze information
and decide, for example, whether they want to isolate
themselves. Such actions taken by users have a profound impact
on the trajectory of their individual situation—they potentially
curtail further contacts and, thereby, change the future
information acquisition process. In this process, DCT constitutes
a crucial tool for behavioral control as the information provided
functions both as feedback for previous behavior and as an
indicator for future behavior.

Although DCT applications, especially on mobile devices, first
generated high interest during the COVID-19 pandemic [32],
they had already been used previously (refer to, eg, the study
by Sacks et al [33]). Due to their wide applicability and potential
role in public health systems during the COVID-19 pandemic,

research on user behavior toward DCT has increased. Here,
diverging acceptance models (such as the Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology and the technology
acceptance model) have been evaluated to understand DCT use
intention (eg, the study by Velicia-Martin et al [34]).

As indicated at the outset, previous research on DCT app use
has leveraged not only acceptance models but also more general
models of health behavior such as the HBM or the Theory of
Planned Behavior [35]. Such models have been successfully
used in research on the uptake and maintenance of other
pandemic protective behaviors. In that context, there is
consistent evidence of the importance of factors related to the
behavior itself, such as perceived usefulness; factors related to
perceived risk, such as threat appraisal; and social and normative
factors [11,36]. However, in the DCT context, results are mixed.
While there is broad support for the importance of factors such
as use intention [35] and perceived usefulness [7], evidence of
the role of the other factors is less consistent. For example,
Tomczyk et al [35] found evidence of the role of both subjective
norms and threat appraisal. In contrast, Walrave et al [7] did
not include normative factors in their study and found no
significant relationship between threat appraisal and DCT
adoption. In a different approach to conceptualizing norms,
Zabel et al [37] found a strong association between DCT
adoption and moral intensity, a construct that derives the
perceived obligation for DCT adoption from a range of beliefs,
including beliefs about both usefulness and risk. This not only
mirrors findings on the association between moral obligation
and other pandemic protective behaviors, but as the community
benefit of DCT might outweigh the individual benefit, it also
appears to be a promising avenue for exploring the relationship
between norms and DCT use. Accordingly, it remains an
important task of DCT research to understand the relative
influence and interplay of both factors such as perceived
usefulness, and factors such as threat appraisal or moral
obligation on use intention.

One reason for the ambiguity of existing results can be the
variability of operationalizations—trust, for example, is
highlighted in multiple studies as decisive for DCT use intention
[7,35,37]. However, the conceptualization of trust can be
challenging and context-dependent [38]. In DCT, for example,
trust could influence one’s belief regarding how effectively
DCT can support the individual in avoiding an infection. On
the other hand, trust can be related to the data security of private
information (refer to, eg, the study by Altmann et al [39]).
Therefore, a context-sensitive and theory-based
conceptualization of trust is necessary to operationalize it
adequately.

Breaking Down Automation-Related User Experience
in DCT
In a pandemic context, the goal of users can be characterized
as behavior that avoids both becoming infected and spreading
infection to others. Still, they may desire to meet other people
or use public transport and, therefore, are continuously adapting
their behavior based on how they perceive the risk situation (ie,
for simplification, a perceived risk level; refer to the study by
Wilde [40]). This risk level refers to the probability of being
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infected by, for example, a virus. Acquisition of information
on the current risk level is supported by DCT and becomes
critical information for comparison, prompting actions to reduce
risk.

Contact tracing involves data gathering but also decision-making
processes that influence individual and collective health
outcomes. It integrates continuous information processing and,
therefore, can be viewed through the theoretical lens of
control-theoretical conceptions of human-machine systems. The
control loop model of action regulation in contact tracing can
be extended to accommodate for DCT as automation (ie, a

system) that takes over tasks in the acquisition, analysis, and
decision selection of contact information [20]. However,
maintaining an acceptable risk level [40] is not a singular, finite
process but a continuous one. Accordingly, we propose to model
information acquisition, analysis, and decision selection as parts
of an action regulation consisting of an input function, a
reference function, and an output function. As depicted in Figure
1, both human and machine information processing can be
modeled within a conceptual control loop to reflect continuous
information processing. The conceptual control loop model
(Figure 1) illustrates the integration of human and automation
activities into a joint action regulation.

Figure 1. Conceptual control loop model of joint human-machine action regulation in digital contact tracing (DCT). The assessment of the machine
processing steps (input, reference, and output) is central to the perceived trustworthiness (perceived data validity, perceived goal congruity, and perceived
result diagnosticity) of the system.

Based on the model presented in Figure 1, we assumed that
users’ interaction with DCT apps is based on their evaluation
of automated input, reference, and output functions. They assess
the correctness of the data that the DCT system uses (input
function), the data’s congruence with the users’goals (reference
function), and the utility of the data’s communicated results
(output function). Any lack of transparency in their joint action
regulation can diminish perceived trustworthiness as well as
hamper situation awareness. For instance, if the system fails to
capture necessary data accurately or align with personal goals
such as identifying the source of infection versus alerting those
potentially infected, perceived trustworthiness may decline.
Accordingly, parallel to similar phenomena in other automation
contexts that do not reveal which information is used as part of
the input function, an out-of-the-loop unfamiliarity might cause
decreasing situation awareness [20]. Furthermore, the user
experience may suffer if the system’s output, such as an
imprecise infection risk description, is insufficient for users to
decide the next course of action, therefore impeding the
perceived usefulness.

In addition, users’ perception of the system is dependent on
their expectations of information processing (cf [41]; ie, how

the DCT system processes contact-related data). For example,
whether a DCT app processes others’ vaccination status will
only matter to users who are interested in that information, and
disclosing that the app processes vaccination information will
only impact the system perception of those users. As such, to
understand the formation of perceived usefulness, users’
subjective situation awareness is more important than their
factual situation awareness. However, as introduced by Schrills
and Franke [42], subjective evaluation of a user’s ability to
“perceive, understand and predict a system’s information
processing,” described as subjective information processing
awareness, can serve as a construct to assess users’ perception
of an automation’s effect on situation awareness. However,
users’ perception of their information processing awareness
might not be reflected in the accuracy of their knowledge about
the system’s information processing.

The previous concepts of perceived data validity, goal congruity,
result diagnosticity, trustworthiness, subjective information
processing awareness, and perceived usefulness can be
subsumed as automation-related user experience.
Automation-related user experience, following the 9241 standard
from the International Organization for Standardization, can be
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defined as the perception and response of a person resulting
from using or anticipating the use of automated systems. On
the basis of our proposed conception of automation-related user
experience, we conceptualized a model of factors of use
intention in DCT centered on perceived usefulness of automation
as depicted in Figure 2. In addition, threat appraisal and moral
obligation as factors independent of DCT use are integrated as

measures to evaluate the influence of automation-related user
experience on use intention comparatively. Threat appraisal and
moral obligation are not connected with properties of the DCT
app; that is, they influence whether a user wants to demonstrate
behavior to trace contacts but not how useful a specific app is
perceived to be.

Figure 2. Research model on automation-related user experience and the effect on use intention of digital contact-tracing apps.

This Study
On the basis of the presented research model, the objective of
this study was to investigate how automation-related user
experience affects the perceived usefulness of contact tracing
as well as the use intention of DCT and how user experience
could be improved. We aimed to contribute to research on DCT
adoption and use by examining possible pathways to enhance
use intention via user experience. On the basis of the proposed
research model, we analyzed the following hypotheses: (1)
perceived trustworthiness correlates positively with perceived
usefulness (hypothesis 1), (2) subjective information processing
awareness correlates positively with perceived usefulness
(hypothesis 2), and (3) perceived usefulness correlates positively
with use intention (hypothesis 3).

In addition, we examined the relationship among all the
aforementioned variables in a structural equation modeling
(SEM), where we tested automation-related variables as well
as variables not related to the specific DCT system: (1) threat
appraisal is positively related to use intention (hypothesis 4)
and (2) moral obligation is positively related to use intention
(hypothesis 5).

Accordingly, the research model depicted in Figure 2 serves as
a basis for an SEM analysis that integrated both
automation-related user experience and automation-independent
variables (threat appraisal and moral obligation).

We supplemented our quantitative findings with qualitative data
on the requirements for improved information processing,
providing a deeper insight into users’ interactions with the app.
This mixed methods approach allowed us to uncover underlying
patterns and themes that cannot be identified through

quantitative data alone, providing a more comprehensive
understanding of the user experience.

Methods

Participants
Participants were recruited via social networks (Twitter
[subsequently rebranded X] and Facebook), where an image
and a link to the study were shared showing a picture of the
CWA and asking for participation (ie, our sample was
self-selected). The recruitment strategy specifically targeted
individuals who had experience using the CWA. Eligibility for
the study required participants to be aged ≥18 years and have
at least fluent German skills. The study was conducted on the
web, with data collection taking place via a web-based
questionnaire between June 1, 2022, and July 31, 2022, using
LimeSurvey (LimeSurvey GmbH) [43]. We decided not to
inquire further about demographic variables to maintain high
levels of privacy due to the context of the study (tracking apps).

A total of 317 participants were included in the study (refer to
the Data Exclusion section for further details). As user diversity
can have a significant impact on the individual user experience
and the perceived trustworthiness, we assessed the affinity for
technology interaction (ATI) [44]. ATI describes the individual
tendency to actively engage in intensive technology interaction.
The ATI was measured using a scale validated in various large
samples. Our sample ranged from 1 to 6, with an average value
of 4.19 (SD 1.26) which was somewhat higher than the value
of 3.5 that Franke et al [44] assumed for the general population
based on quota sampling. This corresponds with the
self-selection of the sample; we can assume that users who
installed the CWA may have, in general, a higher level of ATI
than the general population.
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Ethical Considerations
This study was registered (under 2022-413) at the Ethics
Committee of the University of Lübeck. Before participating
in the study, individuals received detailed information about
the study and provided written consent to partake. For
anonymity, no additional demographic data of the users were
queried. No financial remuneration was provided for
participation.

Scales and Procedure

Overview
To capture the psychological concepts described previously,
multiple scales were developed and presented to participants
after they provided informed consent. Except for those for
experienced system traceability [42], all items were generated
by the researchers based on theoretical considerations and
discussed within a team of 3 experts in human-machine
interaction.

All items used a 6-point Likert response scale (completely
disagree=1, largely disagree=2, slightly disagree=3, slightly
agree=4, largely agree=5, and completely agree=6), with the
only exception being the semantic differential used for perceived
usefulness. For all variables except knowledge, a mean score
of all items of the scale was calculated and used for further
analysis. All the original items were in German and are
presented in this manuscript in English.

Use Intention
Use intention was captured using a 3-item scale focusing on
participants’ intention and future commitment to use the CWA
during the pandemic (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Threat Appraisal
A 4-item scale was used aiming to comprehend the participants’
perceived risk and concerns related to a possible infection
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Experienced System Traceability
Experienced system traceability was assessed using the 6-item
Subjective Information Processing Awareness scale [42]
measuring the perceived transparency, understandability, and
predictability of information collection and processing by the
system (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Moral Obligation
Moral obligation was evaluated using a 3-item scale capturing
the participants’ sense of responsibility and ethical obligation
toward using the CWA (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Perceived Trustworthiness
Perceived trustworthiness was measured across 3 subscales,
each addressing the trustworthiness of input, reference, and
output in the cybernetic control loop (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Perceived Usefulness
Perceived usefulness was assessed using a semantic differential
scale with labels indicative of the perceived efficiency,
precision, safety, complexity, and reliability of the system when
cooperating with it (for instructions and labels, refer to
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Statistical Analysis

Overview
The data collected in this study were analyzed using R (version
4.31; R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [45]. Initially,
the normal distribution of the data was tested to ensure that
assumptions of normality were met. Given that the data did not
follow a normal distribution, nonparametric tests such as the
Welch 2-tailed t test were applied to determine statistical
significance. In addition, considering the multiple comparisons
performed in the calculation of correlations, a Bonferroni
correction was used to control for the risk of type I error.
Corrected P values are reported. The analysis was based on the
preregistration, which can be found under <omitted for blinded
review>.

PLS-SEM is a statistical modeling method combining aspects
of regression and factor analysis. It allows for the simultaneous
estimation of the relationship between indicators (ie, manifest
variables) and constructs (ie, the latent variables formed from
the manifest variables) and the relationship between the
constructs themselves. These parts of the models are called the
measurement model and structural model [46]. PLS-SEM is
robust to nonparametric data, can work with small samples, and
is especially suited for exploratory research [47], making it a
great fit for this study. We followed the extensive iterative
process of model assessment described in the work by Hair [46].
Our iterative approach is documented in Multimedia Appendix
2.

The hypothesized PLS-SEM contains all paths depicted in
Figure 3. In addition, we tested whether the paths from perceived
trustworthiness, system knowledge, and experienced system
traceability to use intention were all mediated by perceived
usefulness or whether there were also direct effects.
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Figure 3. Partial least squares structural equation model after multiple iterations for the proposed research model. Rounded corners indicate constructs
based on our research model; rectangular shapes denote indicators that were measured directly in the survey.

All constructs except perceived trustworthiness were specified
as mode-A constructs. The respective indicators are described
in the Scales and Procedure section. Perceived trustworthiness
was specified as a mode-B higher-order construct consisting of
perceived data validity, perceived result diagnosticity, and
perceived goal congruity. We report explained variance using

R2, path coefficients using β with P values and 95% CIs, and

effect sizes using the Cohen f2.

Power
For the PLS-SEM, a retrospective power analysis using the
inverse square root method revealed that, given our sample size
(N=317), the smallest path coefficient, and a 5% significance
level, we achieved a statistical power of 72% [48].

Data Exclusion
Before the statistical analysis, the data set with 370 responses
was carefully reviewed for any inconsistencies, missing data,
and outliers. Cases with incomplete or implausible responses
(53/370, 14.3% in total) were identified and excluded from the
analysis to maintain the integrity of the data set.

Qualitative Data Analysis
To obtain a deeper insight into users’ demand for information
provision and preservation in the interaction with the CWA,
qualitative data were collected via open-ended questions (ie,
what information would you like to get from the system?
[Automation to human; question 1] and What information would
you like to feed to the system? [Human to automation; question
2]).

As a widely used tool, thematic analysis aims to support the
systematic identification, analysis, and reporting of patterns (ie,
themes) in qualitative reporting data. Both inductive and
deductive approaches were applied using theoretical assumptions
as the basis for creating the themes, which were then adapted
based on the data collected [49]. The data were coded using
MAXQDA (version 20; VERBI GmbH [50]). For a structured
and reliable analysis approach, a coding scheme with clear
definitions of codes and example coding was developed in
multiple iterations (Multimedia Appendix 3). For the evaluation,
two perspectives of information needs between humans and
automation should be covered: (1) human to automation and
(2) automation to human. In total, 2 coders coded the data based
on the developed scheme. An intercoder reliability of κ=0.90
(for automation-to-human information demands) and κ=0.87
(for human-to-automation information demands) was achieved.
Hence, the level of agreement was strong in both cases [51].

Coded themes for information needs in both automation to
human and human to automation included contact or risk
information, pandemic-related information, app-related
information, and assumptions for perceived information
processing. Subcodes were created to enhance coding accuracy
(Multimedia Appendix 3) but were not analyzed in detail as the
focus remained on the top-level codes. Codes that could not be
assigned to one of the themes were assigned to the category
others. As several participants commented, for example, on the
suspected reasons for the limitation of information processing,
another category was added (ie, assumed reasons for perceived
information processing) to avoid losing these data. Both the
categories others and assumed reasons for perceived information
processing were not evaluated for this study.
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Missing answers to the questions asked and specific statements
that there was no demand for information were assigned the
code none. This code was assigned only once per person and
statement. Thus, in the end, it was possible to clearly distinguish
how many of the 317 respondents indicated information needs

and how many did not. Ultimately, automation-to-human
information demand statements from 45.4% (144/317) of the
participants and human-to-automation information demand
statements from 27.1% (86/317) of the participants were
analyzed (Table 1).

Table 1. Number of respondents that indicated information demands versus no information demands.

Response distribution, n (%)Variable

Responses (n=377)Respondents (n=317)

Demands

257 (68.2)144 (45.4)Information demand (A2Ha)

120 (31.8)86 (27.1)Information demand (H2Ab)

No demands

120 (31.8)173 (54.5)Information demand (A2H)

257 (68.2)231 (72.9)Information demand (H2A)

aA2H: automation to human.
bH2A: human to automation.

Results

Overview
For hypothesis 1, the analysis revealed moderate positive
correlations for all factors of perceived trustworthiness. The
correlation between data validity and perceived usefulness was
significant, with a coefficient of r=0.38 and P<.001. The
correlation between goal congruity and perceived usefulness
showed a coefficient of r=0.47 and P<.001, indicating a
moderate positive linear relationship. Result diagnosticity and
perceived usefulness exhibited a strong positive correlation,
with a coefficient of r=0.56 and P<.001. In general, all measures
of perceived trustworthiness and perceived usefulness exhibited
a positive relationship, supporting hypothesis 1.

For hypothesis 2, a correlation coefficient of r=0.35 (P<.001)
was observed, suggesting a moderate positive linear relationship
between subjective information processing awareness and
perceived usefulness; a positive relationship between SIPA and
perceived usefulness (hypothesis 2) was supported by the data.
This indicates that automation-related phenomena such as
changes in situation awareness might influence the perceived
usefulness of DCT.

For hypothesis 3, the correlation coefficient between perceived
usefulness and use intention was r=0.47 and P<.001, indicating
a moderate positive correlation. Hence, our results support the
hypothesis (hypothesis 3) that perceived usefulness is positively
related to use intention (hypothesis 3). In combination with our
previous results, this indicates strong relationships between user
experience variables and use intention.

In summary, all variables showed statistically significant
correlations with perceived usefulness. These correlations ranged
from moderate to strong positive relationships. These results
strengthen our assumption that perceived usefulness of DCT is
strongly related to automation-related user experience.

SEM Approach
The final PLS-SEM is depicted in Figure 3. The explained

variance for use intention was R2=0.56. It was directly predicted
by perceived trustworthiness (β=.54, 95% CI .45-.62; P<.001;

f2=0.44), moral obligation (β=.22, 95% CI .13-.31; P<.001;

f2=0.07), and threat appraisal (β=.14, 95% CI .05-.23; P<.001;

f2=0.04). Thus, there was a large effect for perceived
trustworthiness and a small effect for the other constructs. Still,
hypotheses 4 and 5 were supported.

Within the perceived trustworthiness higher-order construct,
the highest weight was assigned to perceived result diagnosticity
(w=0.69; P<.001), implying that this subconstruct contributes
most to perceived trustworthiness, followed by perceived goal
congruity (w=0.26; P<.001) and perceived data validity (w=0.19;
P<.001).

We did not find evidence for a mediating effect of perceived
usefulness on the paths from perceived trustworthiness, system
knowledge, and experienced system traceability to use intention.
However, we did find direct effects of perceived trustworthiness

(β=.65, 95% CI .58-.73; P<.001; f2=0.65) and experienced

system traceability (β=.13, .04-.21; P=.003; f2=0.02) on

perceived usefulness (R2=0.53).

Qualitative Analysis

Overview
Two directions of information flow were analyzed to assess the
information demands of CWA users: (1) human to
automation—information that users want to provide to the
system and (2) automation to human—information that users
want to receive from the system. In total, 3 overarching themes
were explored and analyzed in more detail (Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Analyzed themes and description of each theme. The detailed coding scheme can be found in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Contact- or risk-related information

• Time-related information: information regarding the period of the contact, the duration of the contact, the time passed since the contact, and the
period during which contact tracing was possible

• Location-related information: information related to the place of contact, direct or indirect contact, and indoor or outdoor contact

• Exposition-related information: information about the masking status in the contact situation and the distance between the persons in contact

• Action-related information: information on possible and suggested courses of action after contact

• Information related to the warning person: information concerning the time when the warning person tested positive, the time when the warning
person became infected, the warning person’s first symptoms, the warning person’s vaccination status, and the infected person’s virus variant

Pandemic-related information

• Statistics: information related to statistical content on the pandemic in terms of the number of defects or infections

App-related information

• Number of users: information about the number of users of the Corona-Warn-App

• General calculation-related information: information on reasons for changing risk calculation and the system parameters used for calculations

• Certainty about the result: information related to the certainty of the results calculated by the system

• Integration of tests (self- and externally administered): information about the possibility to enter or delete test results on the app

• Linking with private data: information on the possibility of linking app functions with private data

Descriptive Data

Overview

The overall number of statements amounted to 211 in
automation to human and 76 in human to automation. Within
these 2 categories, the themes were distributed unevenly.
Information regarding contact and risk accounted for most
statements in both categories (automation to human: 196/211,
92.9% of statements; human to automation: 62/76, 82% of
statements). The remaining statements were (almost) exclusively
distributed among app-related information (automation to
human: 14/211, 6.6% of statements; human to automation:
14/76, 18% of statements) as barely any needs were stated for
pandemic-related information (automation to human: 1/211,
0.5% of statements; human to automation: 0 statements).

Regarding the subcodes, the distribution also varied between
both themes (Figure 4). For contact- and risk-related
information, the information related to time, location, and
exposure accounted for the largest proportion of demands within
this theme in both categories. However, the distribution of

statement proportions differed clearly between automation to
human and human to automation. Time-related information was
demanded most in automation to human (111/196, 56.6% of
statements) but least in human to automation (8/62, 13% of
statements). Demands for location-related information did not
differ greatly between automation to human (45/196, 23% of
statements) and human to automation (24/62, 39% of
statements), nor did exposition-related information (automation
to human: 30/196, 15.3% of statements; human to automation:
22/62, 35% of statements).

In terms of app-related information, the demands for
information about the system’s general calculation (automation
to human: 12/14, 86% of statements; human to automation: 0%
of statements) and the integration of tests (automation to human:
0% of statements; human to automation: 12/14, 86% of
statements) differed in particular between the categories. The
remaining subcodes hardly received any consideration. In both
categories (automation to human and human to automation),
almost no statements regarding pandemic-related information
were made.
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Figure 4. Relative demands regarding information from automation to human (left) and from human to automation (right). The numbers in the column
sections indicate the number of statements under each code.

Human to Automation

In human to automation, certain claims emerged with particular
frequency in the demand for contact- and risk-related and
app-related information. Information demands on contact and
risk mainly focused on time- and exposure-related information.
For example, the interest in informing the app of one’s location
and whether one was in an enclosed space or outdoors was
present:

Tell the app something about the specific location
(enclosed space, fresh air).

Exposition-related information demands mainly focused on
informing the app when one wore or had worn a mask:

The wearing of a mouth-nose covering should be
entered and thus taken into account in the risk
calculation.

Regarding the demand for the integration of app-related
information, the participants predominantly highlighted the
integration of self-administered or externally administered tests:

That I am Corona positive without having done a
Polymera-Chain Reaction (PCR) test. (Perhaps with
indication that the result is not PCR verified).

Automation to Human

In the automation to human category, contact- and risk-related
and app-related information were queried with similar
frequency. The contact- and risk-related information in this
category most often referred to time-related information with
a request for the time of the risk encounter. However, the desired
preciseness of the temporal data differed (exact time vs more
approximate time: “When was the encounter? (At least as a time
frame, e.g., between 8-12 o'clock)” vs “The specific time [...]
of a risk encounter would be helpful”). The location of the risk
encounter was another type of information that participants
commonly solicited. Most asked for information about a rather
specific location (“At which location did a contact take place?”);
few seemed to be interested in the characteristics of the location
(“Indoors or outdoors?”).

Exposure-related information demanded from the system
included the number of devices or persons present at the time
of exposure (“[...] with how many devices was the contact?”),
the distance to the warning person (“At what distance was the
encounter?”), and the masking status. In particular, masking
status included the person’s own status of having worn a mask
or whether the other person was wearing a mask at the time of
the risk encounter (“Was I wearing a mask? Was the other
person wearing a mask?”).
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App-related information demands mainly focused on the
parameters of the calculation (“What factors led to this result?”)
and reasons for a status change (“How exactly the risk
determination works, i.e., how distance and time to a positively
tested person actually have to be, in order for me to receive a
notification and for the status to be changed”).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The objective of this study was to understand automation-related
user experience, its connection to perceived usefulness, and the
use intention of DCT. Our data showed that perceived
trustworthiness is a critical factor in understanding use intention
as well as the perceived usefulness of DCT apps. Interestingly,
users’ experience of a system as supportive in their action
regulation affects their use intention more strongly than external
factors such as threat appraisal or moral obligation. In addition,
our qualitative analysis revealed that users mainly want to
communicate with the system about information that is relevant
to their decision-making. For instance, providing more precise
information about masking status when in contact with other
people could assist a user in making an immediate decision
regarding isolation. Overall, our findings suggest a strong
relationship between the diagnosticity of automated information
processing and use intention.

Practical Implications
As a first major implication, the high effect of result
diagnosticity on perceived trustworthiness demonstrates the
importance of human-centered information processing in
(partially) automated health applications. Within the
interconnected human-machine information processing loops
(Figure 1), the machine provides information as part of the
human input function. As discussed by Miller [52], intelligent
systems such as DCT should aim to improve users’ ability to
access and use (processed) information rather than to present
and justify a particular outcome. In DCT app design, the
integration of DCT information into a joint human-automation
action regulation should be prioritized. Accordingly, when
developing evaluative systems [52] that support the evaluation
of alternatives rather than suggesting specific actions, it is
important to consider what evaluative process a user needs to
undertake. While previous research has already identified the
need for actionable information [53], the information presented
by DCT apps needs to be understood in the context of human
action regulation and the influence of automated systems in
human action regulation. A possible solution to support
diagnosticity in DCT is so-called proactive contact tracing [54],
which integrates more information sources and can potentially
enrich DCT results.

Second, the results indicate a strong user need for information
to be provided in sufficient detail. An interface optimized for
communicating information could enable users to make their
own assessment of the situation. In many DCT apps, users
request the ability to retrieve information about possible
contacts, such as time, location, or even the person involved
[55]. Our study showed similar results (eg, a high demand for
detailed information about the [exact] time of detected contacts).

Again, the demand for more detailed information relates to the
diagnosticity of the information provided by the system. If users
are only given information about their current risk of infection,
they cannot evaluate the validity of this information, potentially
leading them to ignore it. They would require additional
context-related information about potential contacts, such as
whether the individuals were wearing masks or were located in
an enclosed room, to make informed decisions about their
behavior. Our results demonstrate that use intention is strongly
connected to the perceived diagnosticity of the DCT app. On
the basis of our qualitative findings, we can assume that the
diagnosticity of DCT users depends on the level of detail they
receive about possible contacts. Accordingly, the provision of
details that support users’ information processing is even more
important for their use intention than threat appraisal or moral
obligation. In accordance with psychological research on
motivation [56], supporting users’ intrinsic motivation for
diagnostic information could lead to better adherence regarding
DCT apps than, for instance, exposing them to extrinsic
motivators that increase threat appraisal (eg, describing the
consequences of infection [57]).

Third, in contradiction to users’demand for detailed information
on contacts, a major concern in DCT is privacy [55]. While it
is often argued that too much detail conflicts with privacy, it is
important to find ways to improve the diagnosticity of
information as this determines the use intention. Possible
solutions include differential privacy, which allows for sufficient
detail for increased diagnosticity while keeping personal data
confidential. In addition, many users requested features that do
not compromise the privacy of others, such as the ability to
inform the system about masking status. Thus, allowing users
to refine the input received by the DCT app may increase the
perceived diagnosticity of the results. The integration of masking
status can be seen as a measure to improve the accuracy of the
apps in determining risk levels, ultimately increasing the use
intention.

Overall, our results suggest that focusing on the diagnosticity
of the information presented in DCT apps could result in
improvement in users’ health behavior. During the COVID-19
pandemic, users reported that they were unsure about the correct
or best action to take to contain the pandemic or could not
correctly assess the risk of certain situations [58]. However, this
certainty is particularly important when it comes to health
decisions. With sufficient diagnostic accuracy, DCT apps may
be able to better reduce this uncertainty and, thus, become a
crucial component in the management of pandemics in the long
term, also positively affecting users’willingness to provide data
on a social level. It is also crucial that DCT apps do not follow
the recommend and defend principle [52], which could lead to
a long-term reduction in motivation, but instead provide
information that supports individual decisions. If compliance
with effective pandemic control measures can be increased as
a result, it will be possible to respond more effectively to future
pandemics.

Theoretical and Methodological Implications
In our data, the perceived trustworthiness of a DCT app had a
greater influence on use intention than threat appraisal or moral
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obligation. Furthermore, while previous studies [26] have relied
on perceived usefulness, our findings in the PLS-SEM do not
suggest that it mediates the relationship between perceived
trustworthiness and use intention. However, usefulness can be
seen as an ambiguous concept without a specific connection to
the design of DCT apps. In this way, focusing on perceived
usefulness could hinder approaches to improve DCT by adopting
DCT app design and functionality. In contrast, a lack of
perceived result diagnosticity indicates to developers that the
information provided by a DCT app needs to be adapted to have
an impact on joint action regulation. Our research suggests that
designers of automated systems should specify the potential
actions that users can take and identify decision points at which
users may require diagnostic information, such as whether to
proceed with a specific action. In addition, highlighting the role
of diagnosticity indicates how models of technology in medical
systems should be developed. Existing models (such as the
technology acceptance model) do not specify to what extent a
system’s usefulness depends on perceived diagnosticity. Our
research demonstrates that behavioral models focusing on
information-based decisions are needed to address automated
technology in health, for example, DCT.

However, one can argue that the difference between perceived
result diagnosticity and perceived usefulness is arbitrary; in a
joint human-automation action regulation, the diagnosticity of
information seems to be equal to perceived usefulness. However,
by directly addressing perceived result diagnosticity as a central
variable of automation-related user experience, empirical
research can identify paths to improve action regulation support
of DCT without previously defining what is useful about a
system or not. When a DCT app can deliver information that
users can use to regulate their actions, users report a higher
intention to use it. Therefore, applying result diagnosticity as a
variable in human-automation research is a methodological
contribution supporting future research in intelligent automation.

On the basis of our findings, future research on DCT needs to
determine how to improve the diagnosticity of DCT apps. This
paper introduced a conceptual control loop model of joint
human-machine action regulation, which can support research
approaches in optimizing perceived diagnosticity as a central
variable for automation-related user experience. Addressing the
joint action regulation in DCT and health behavior is crucial to
understand how the information provided by DCT apps can be
integrated into human information processing and how DCT
apps influence the human output function. Information that
improves the evaluation of individual contacts, such as contact
location, masking status, or vaccination level, could improve
perceived trustworthiness and use intention of DCT apps. By
demonstrating how information processing between human
users and DCT apps is integrated, our research supports a shift
from viewing human users as receivers of machine results to
viewing them as actors using DCT information.

All in all, our findings regarding the significance of diagnosticity
have implications for the design of automated information
processing in a broader context. Users did not primarily
prioritize data validity or goal congruence; instead, their focus
lay in determining whether they could trust the system to provide
information that would assist their own decision-making process.

This may be a general trend in automated information
processing.

Limitations and Further Research
All participants of this study were users of the CWA. However,
as Walrave et al [59] describe, many citizens in Germany did
not use DCT apps, for example, because they did not want to
share their data or did not think they were effective. Thus, the
findings presented on the impact of perceived diagnosticity may
not be applicable to citizens who did not use the app at all. These
individuals may have chosen not to use the app for reasons
beyond those discussed in this paper. The perceived
diagnosticity of a DCT app is only relevant for use intention
when potential users are interested in determining their
individual risk level or making decisions based on their
estimated risk level. That is, our sample may bias the results
and underestimate factors relevant to nonusers. For example,
nonusers might reject the app because they do not trust the
provider of the system. Accordingly, the results of our study
may support improving DCT for existing users but not
convincing nonusers to use DCT. Further studies need to address
nonusers and examine how automation-related user experience
affects their decision not to use DCT.

In addition, users may have misconceptions about the factors
contributing to the risk of infection and may expect the system
to provide irrelevant information that does not aid in making
an informed decision. Accordingly, they might report a low
perceived diagnosticity while the information provided in the
app offers sufficient diagnosticity. The accuracy of one’s mental
model [60] may influence the perception of actual diagnostic
information as nondiagnostic (for a discussion of diagnosticity,
refer to the study by Garcia-Marques et al [61]). To tackle false
models of diagnosticity, DCT apps should support users in
correcting their mental model, for example, by explaining how
they can use the provided information. This could be done by
simulating decision situations with and without DCT
information, offering users the experience of diagnosticity.

Improving the perceived diagnosticity could be beneficial for
use intention but could negatively affect perceived data privacy
[55]. For example, a function that allows users to communicate
when they are wearing a mask could be abused to track specific
contacts, therefore revealing potential infections of other users.
Data privacy is a critical concern in DCT use [59]. Therefore,
current DCT apps are designed to protect the data of other users
at the cost of the diagnosticity of information. This research did
aim to understand the effect of user experience in automated
DCT but did not include how users evaluate potential risks of
data privacy violations or approaches to address them (cf [62]).
Future research should identify how to balance the desired level
of perceived result diagnosticity and data privacy concerns. For
example, in direct communication, users who reveal information
about their web-based status can see the web-based status of
others, allowing them to choose which balance between
diagnosticity and data protection they desire. The same function
could be implemented in DCT apps to support
automation-related user experience. Allowing users to choose
their level of diagnosticity themselves allows them also to
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control how DCT apps influence their decision-making, thus
strengthening user autonomy.

Finally, this study had a cross-sectional design that did not
assess how automation-related user experience and use intention
regarding a DCT app may change over time. Previous research
has demonstrated that automation-related user experience can
change over time (eg, because users adapt to the system or they
improve how they use the system). Future research on
automation-related user experience in DCT apps needs to
include a longitudinal study design to capture effects of behavior
change and users’ perception.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this research highlights the relevance of
automation-related user experience in DCT and its role in
enabling the effective action regulation of DCT users. Here,
providing detailed and diagnostic information is crucial for
users to make informed assessments of their situation and
actions. The presented quantitative results echo the qualitatively
assessed user demand for more detailed information about
potential contacts, such as time, location, and context (eg, mask
use and indoor or outdoor setting).

Interestingly, our data suggest that other factors not directly
related to the app, such as moral obligation and threat appraisal,
are less relevant compared to automation-related user
experience, especially to the perceived diagnosticity of the
information provided by DCT apps. The presented results are
also more specific than those of previous studies that relied on
perceived usefulness. Our research model did not suggest that

perceived usefulness mediates the relationship between
perceived trustworthiness and use intention. Instead, we propose
that DCT designers should focus on providing diagnostic
information at critical decision points.

However, privacy remains a major concern in DCT. While it is
often argued that too much detail conflicts with privacy, it is
crucial to find ways to improve the diagnosticity of information
without compromising privacy. Solutions could include
differential privacy or features that do not compromise the
privacy of others, such as the ability to inform the system about
masking status.

The main impact of our results on the design of DCT apps and
health policy is that DCT apps need to provide sufficient
diagnosticity to be perceived as useful. This means that (1) the
possible actions of users need to be understood before the design
of the DCT algorithm and apps and (2) the presented information
needs to support them in choosing the correct action. Focusing
on the diagnosticity of the information presented in DCT apps
could, in turn, also influence user performance. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, a significant percentage of users reported
uncertainty about the best actions to take or could not correctly
assess the risk of certain decisions. Therefore, improving
diagnostics could contribute to better and safer decisions.

In summary, our study underscores the importance of balancing
detailed and diagnostic information with privacy concerns in
DCT apps. As we move forward in this digital age, it is crucial
to continue exploring ways to optimize DCT while respecting
user privacy.
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Abstract

Background: Orthopedic surgical treatment is a transversal task that requires the active involvement of patients, relatives, and
health care professionals (HCPs) across various settings. However, after hospital discharge, communication is challenged and
undertaken primarily by phone. New digital communication solutions have the potential to create a space for seamless and
patient-centered dialogue across discipline and sector boundaries. When evaluating new communication solutions, knowledge
about HCPs’ needs and perspectives of use must be explored, as it is they who are responsible for implementing changes in
practice.

Objective: This study aimed to (1) investigate HCPs’ perceptions of current communication pathways (phase 1) and (2) explore
their experiences of using a simple messenger-like solution (eDialogue) for team-based digital communication across settings
(phase 2).

Methods: We used a triangulation of qualitative data collection techniques, including document analysis, observations, focus
groups, and individual interviews of HCPs before (n=28) and after (n=12) their use of eDialogue. Data collection and analysis
were inspired by the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) to specifically understand facilitators and
barriers to implementation as perceived by HCPs.

Results: HCPs perceive current communication pathways as insufficient for both patients and themselves. Phone calls are
disruptive, and there is a lack of direct communication modalities when communication crosses sector boundaries. HCPs experienced
the use of eDialogue as a quick and easy way for timely interdisciplinary interaction with patients and other HCPs across settings;
however, concerns were raised about time consumption.

Conclusions: eDialogue can provide needed support for interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral patient-centered communication.
However, future studies of this solution should address its impact and the use of resources.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53391)   doi:10.2196/53391
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CFIR; Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research; digital communication; hospital discharge; implementation science;
interdisciplinary communication; orthopedic surgery; patient-provider communication; postoperative care; qualitative research;
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Introduction

Treatment of patients undergoing orthopedic surgery is a
cross-disciplinary task formed in partnership with the patient.
Communication and collaboration between the patient and
different professional groups across various settings are key to
achieving quality in patient trajectories and clinical outcomes
[1-3]. While hospitalization times are decreasing, an increasing
part of the postoperative period takes place in the patient’s home
and with support from municipal health care professionals
(HCPs) [4,5]. However, they are largely dependent on contact
with hospital staff when problems related to treatment and care
arise.

In Denmark, the current means of communication between
patients undergoing orthopedic surgery and HCPs across sectors
is primarily by phone, but the synchronicity of this is inflexible
and time-consuming. Moreover, HCPs across sectors
communicate through different electronic systems, but without
including patients in the dialogues. New communication
strategies must aim to provide seamless communication paths
that reach beyond the existing silos of the health care system
and include patients as partners [6].

Digital patient platforms are being introduced in Denmark [7,8]
as well as internationally [9,10]. Patients can receive digital
patient education, see test results, and answer questionnaires
used by clinicians to tailor treatment plans. In some cases,
patients are given the opportunity to send texts in a secured chat
to HCPs at the hospital before and after hospitalization in
addition to phone calls. Internationally, secure messaging is
reported as the most used feature on patient platforms [9]. Even
though questions are not limited to nursing tasks, answering the
messages is often delegated to nurses in outpatient clinics or
wards at the hospital [7,8]. This leads to duplicate work for the
nurses, who will act as intermediaries or gatekeepers for the
questions that patients might have, in the same way as secretaries
are gatekeepers for patient-initiated phone calls. Moreover,
HCPs from the municipality are not involved in these digital
encounters. Even though the surgeon at the hospital holds the
primary responsibility for the orthopedic treatment [11], there
are no direct communication modalities available between the
patient, surgeon, and HCPs across sectors in the postoperative
period. A team-based approach to the use of digital
communication, involving the patient and all HCPs in their care
team, may improve postdischarge communication and support
patients more optimally after surgery and discharge. Our focus
for this study was on communication pathways both involving
patient-to-provider communication as well as
provider-to-provider communication, as this is interwoven and
interdependent in clinical practice.

In an exploratory qualitative study, we tested a simple
messenger-like solution for team-based digital communication
between patients and HCPs across sectors (eDialogue), and the
perspectives of patients and their use of the solution have been
reported in another study. However, when testing new
communication pathways in health care, it is pivotal to explore
the perspectives of all end users to identify their needs,
motivations, and barriers to use at an early preimplementation

stage [12]. Therefore, this study aimed to (1) investigate HCPs’
perceptions of current communication pathways with orthopedic
surgery patients and collaborating HCPs across sectors, as well
as their expectations for eDialogue (phase 1), and (2) explore
their experiences of using eDialogue for team-based
communication (phase 2).

Methods

Study Design
We used a triangulation of qualitative data collection techniques
to understand contextual factors and what opportunities and
challenges exist before (phase 1) and after (phase 2) the use of
eDialogue. This included document analysis, observations [13],
semistructured focus groups [14], and individual interviews
[15]. Reporting this study followed the Consolidated Criteria
for Reporting Qualitative Research (COREQ) checklist [16].

Theoretical Framework
Conducting this study, we were inspired by the metatheoretical
framework and terminology described by Damschroder et al
[17]: the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research
(CFIR). The CFIR is widely used in health services research
and specifically adapted to understand facilitators and barriers
to implementation, even at an early preimplementation stage
[17,18]. CFIR is centered around five key domains related to
implementation, including (1) the intervention, (2) the inner
setting, (3) the outer setting, (4) the individuals involved in the
intervention, and (5) the processes conducted to implement the
intervention [17]. To each domain belong underlying constructs,
which describe factors that can either motivate or hinder
implementation [17]. Selected CFIR domains and constructs
guided our data collection by informing the interview guides
and the observation protocol in combination with exploratory
questions. In an inductive-deductive approach, CFIR domains
and constructs were used to structure data analysis and the
reporting of our findings, while still being open to emerging
themes. By using CFIR, we aimed to promote structured
knowledge building for future implementation strategies that
may encourage the adoption of eDialogue in clinical practice.

Participants and Setting
The study originated from the orthopedic surgery department
at Aalborg University Hospital, which is a tertiary hospital in
Denmark. The Danish health care system is mainly financed by
general taxes and is therefore provided free of charge to
individuals. It operates across 3 administrative and political
levels, which are the state (national level), the regions (regional
level), and the municipalities (local level). Hospital care is
provided by the 5 regions of Denmark, and primary care and
social services, such as rehabilitation outside hospitals, home
nursing, and physiotherapy, are provided by the 98
municipalities of Denmark. Even though there is cofinancing
and close collaboration between the regional and local levels,
HCPs are employed in different organizations and use different
electronic health records. There are defined care pathways for
patients in need of treatment and care across settings that outline
the tasks of the HCPs employed at the different levels, just as
there is legislation that the HCPs must follow. However, major
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challenges exist in communication and collaboration across
settings, especially related to patients in transitions of care from
hospital to home.

Phase 1: Before eDialogue
In phase 1, orthopedic surgeons, secretaries, nurses, and
physiotherapists from Aalborg University Hospital and home
care nurses and physiotherapists from the Aalborg municipality
were recruited for preintervention focus groups (n=6) to
investigate their perceptions of current communication pathways
and their expectations for eDialogue. Inclusion criteria were
HCPs working with orthopedic patients from 2 different
subspecialties that were recruited to test and explore eDialogue.
These were patients undergoing either deformity correction
surgery involving complex prolonged treatment with
hospitalization or anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
performed as day surgery (ie, discharged on the day of surgery).
HCPs were recruited from different units at the hospital,
including the outpatient clinic, the ward, and the physiotherapy
department, and from different districts of the Aalborg
municipality. Exclusion criteria were HCPs who had sparse

knowledge of orthopedic treatment and care; for example,
personnel hired within the past year. We purposely strove to
include HCPs from various vocational roles to achieve a detailed
understanding of the clinical trajectory and interdisciplinary
communication with patients undergoing orthopedic surgery.
Inclusion persisted until data saturation was reached for the
interviews, that is, no new themes occurred [15].

Intervention: eDialogue
Team-based digital communication between patients and HCPs
across settings was facilitated through a technical General Data
Protection Regulation-compliant solution assessed by an app
for a smartphone or through a website (Figure 1). The technical
solution is already in use in some municipalities in Denmark in
the field of social education [19], but has never been used to
facilitate communication in health care or across sectors. The
solution was chosen by the research team before the study based
on the simple and intuitive interfaces and discussed with patients
undergoing orthopedic surgery and HCPs in an initial workshop
before this study.

Figure 1. The figure shows screenshots of digital dialogues between patients and health care professionals (HCPs) across settings from the study.
Access was either by app on a smartphone or by web, using a simple messenger-like user interface.

Patients from 2 orthopedic surgery subspecialties were recruited
consecutively for this study and offered to use eDialogue for 2
months after they had been discharged with their team of HCPs
across settings.

Just as patients were helped to create an account using a digital
signature (NemID), HCPs were guided to become users of
eDialogue. Most HCPs accessed it through the website, but
some preferred access through the app on their smartphones.
Finger touch or face recognition could be used for login if access
was through the app. During registration, all participants were
given a short introduction to how to use eDialogue, including
how to send texts and photos and get notifications of new posts.

It was explained to HCPs that they were expected to provide
answers to patients’ questions with a maximum response time
of 24 hours on weekdays. In each individual case, patients
decided which of the HCPs in their team of care they wanted
to join the digital dialogue, and the HCPs were contacted and
invited to join by the primary author (LWHJ). All
communication was asynchronous, using text messages and
photos; thus, no video calls could be made through the solution.
Patients had access for 2 months after hospital discharge. Upon
request and agreement with their team of HCPs, access could
be extended beyond the study period. The digital dialogues were
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stored in a secure cloud-based solution [19], and a data processor
agreement was made before the study.

Phase 2: During and After Use of eDialogue
HCPs were recruited for interviews after their use of eDialogue
with patients and other HCPs across disciplines and sectors.
The inclusion criteria were involvement in eDialogue with ≥3
patients. There were no exclusion criteria.

Data Collection
Data collection was structured according to the two phases to
achieve thorough insight into HCPs’ perceptions of current
communication pathways and their expectations of eDialogue
before use (phase 1), and to explore their experiences with
access to eDialogue (phase 2). Figure 2 illustrates the
triangulation of data collection techniques across the 2 phases
of this study.

Figure 2. The figure illustrates the timeline and data collection for phases 1 and 2 of this study. In phase 1, document analysis and preintervention
interviews with health care professionals (HCPs) were performed. In phase 2, observations were conducted continuously as eDialogue was used, and,
ultimately, postintervention interviews were performed.

Phase 1: Document Analysis and Preintervention
Interviews
An initial document analysis of existing guidelines for
communication between patients undergoing orthopedic surgery
and HCPs across sectors was carried out with the aim of gaining
insight into the current context for communication. First, we
identified relevant practical documents by searching different
Danish web pages related to the political and regulatory
guidelines on transitions of care from hospital to home and
strategies for using information technologies in health care, for
example, the Ministry of Health, the Local Government of
Denmark, and the Danish Society for Patient Safety. We also
searched the local web page of Aalborg University Hospital for
clinical practice guidelines describing the procedures that HCPs
must follow when patients or municipal providers contact them
regarding discharged patients. Second, we applied a snowball
strategy, using references from the initial search. We did not
formally analyze the documents, but we used knowledge of the
context to understand the framework under which HCPs must
work and to qualify the interview guide.

This was followed by focus groups with HCPs across the
hospital and municipality (n=28). The aim of the focus groups
(n=6) was to explore HCPs’ perceptions of current
communication pathways and their expectations of eDialogue
before use.

The interview guide was inspired by the CFIR Interview Guide
Tool [20], including exploratory questions to provide space for
emerging reflections. The interview guide was tested on 2 HCPs
from the hospital and discussed among the authors until
agreement was reached. Minor additions were made before the
first focus group.

All preintervention interviews were conducted as semistructured
focus groups, dividing HCPs according to their vocational roles
and setting (hospital or municipality). HCPs interviewed were
surgeons at the hospital (n=5), secretaries from the hospital
(n=3), nurses from the hospital ward (n=5), nurses from the
outpatient clinic (n=3), home care nurses from the municipality
(n=3), physiotherapists from the hospital (n=5), and
physiotherapists from the municipality (n=4). Using preexisting
groups as focus groups was based on the assumption that it
would make participants discuss and compare their reflections
in depth in the same context and without an underlying power
structure that could occur if professions were mixed [14]. At
the beginning of each interview, background variables such as
gender, vocational role, and years of experience with patients
undergoing orthopedic surgery were collected.

All interviews with HCPs from the hospital were conducted
face-to-face by the first author (LWHJ). For the first 2 focus
groups, a project nurse was present to register observations
during the interviews and to take notes to qualify and
supplement the interview. Focus groups with HCPs from the
municipality were performed remotely by video, as data
collection occurred during the coronavirus outbreak and most
HCPs outside of the hospital were not physically located in the
same place. The interviewer summarized key points during and
at the end of each focus group to facilitate further reflection and
to make sure her interpretation corresponded with what the
HCPs had said [15]. Field notes were made at the end of each
focus group so as to remember details of the context, group
interaction, and nonverbal communication [15]. The focus
groups lasted an average of 1 hour (between 45 and 90 minutes).

Phase 2: Observations and Postintervention Interviews
In total, eDialogue was used with 31 patients and with the
involvement of 24 different HCPs. When the last patient had
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had access to eDialogue with their team of HCPs for 2 months,
a convenience sample of participating HCPs across the hospital
and municipality were interviewed (n=12), including surgeons
from the hospital (n=5), physiotherapists from the hospital (n=2),
and from the municipality (n=5). We performed 7 individual
interviews with physiotherapists across hospitals and
municipalities and 1 focus group with 5 surgeons. The aim of
the interviews was to explore their experiences with eDialogue.
All interviews were conducted by LWHJ, audio recorded, and
followed a predefined semistructured interview guide inspired
by the CFIR Interview Guide Tool [20] and additional
exploratory questions. Interviews with HCPs from the hospital
were performed face-to-face, and interviews with HCPs from
the municipality were conducted remotely based on the
participants’ wishes.

During the study period, we observed the use of eDialogue by
HCPs and documented this in Word (Microsoft Corporation)
files. The aim was to observe issues related to HCPs’ use of
eDialogue that were reported to the project group or observed

in dialogues (an administrator from the project group was
present in all dialogues to observe if eDialogue was used in
acute situations). HCPs were encouraged to contact the first
author if they experienced any problems with eDialogue or had
concerns or questions during use, and these were documented
as well. Data collected through observations were used to qualify
the follow-up interviews in phase 2 and were also imported to
NVivo (QSR International) for analysis in conjunction with
interview data.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed for phase 1 and then phase 2, respectively.
Interviews were audio recorded using a digital voice recorder
(DM-450; Olympus) and transcribed verbatim immediately
afterward. Word files with the transcriptions were imported to
NVivo for data analysis (NVivo 12, version 20.6.2) [21].
Inspired by Brinkmann and Kvale [15], using an
inductive-deductive approach, we performed thematic analysis
focusing on meaning (Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Steps of the thematic analysis using an inductive-deductive approach.

Meaning coding

• Full transcripts were read several times by both LWHJ and REKL.

• To define the initial coding template and to achieve intersubjectivity, the first 4 interviews of each phase were coded by LWHJ and REKL
individually before meeting to compare and discuss codes until mutual agreement was achieved. When the coding template was defined, LWHJ
applied the same codes to the entire data set. The approach to this step was inductive, thus reflective of the issues raised in the data set.

Meaning condensation

• Theme development was undertaken with a more deductive approach, where domains and constructs from the Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research (CFIR) were used to organize the codes and inform theme development to specifically focus on facilitators and barriers
to eDialogue. However, in developing themes, we were open to emerging themes that did not fit the CFIR domains and constructs. Codes and
themes were reread and revised by LWHJ in collaboration with REKL and BD in several iterations.

Meaning interpretation

• Definitions and narrative descriptions of themes were made. Data extracts were selected to be presented in the manuscript.

• The final analysis and description of the findings were written.

Data analysis was conducted separately for phase 1 and phase
2 following the 3 steps of meaning coding, meaning
condensation, and meaning interpretation. In phase 2, we added
notes from observations to the data set to achieve an in-depth
understanding of the context in which HCPs had used eDialogue
and any problems occurring during use.

Ethical Considerations
The Ethics Committee of Northern Jutland was contacted before
the start of the study. They decided by email on March 18, 2021,
that the study did not require approval (journal number
2021-000438), as the intervention would not have consequences
for diagnostics or treatment. We registered the study at the
Regional Committee on Health Research (ID 2021-057). The
study followed the Helsinki Declaration, and all participants
received both oral and written information as well as thorough
guidance in the use of eDialogue. To take into account patients’
possible use of eDialogue in emergency situations, an
administrator was present in all digital dialogues.

Results

Participant Characteristics
In phase 1, a total of 28 HCPs were recruited across vocational
roles and hospital and municipal settings (Table 1). All surgeons,
nurses, physiotherapists, and secretaries from the clinical
orthopedic surgery subspecialties at the hospital, from which
the patients were recruited (deformity correction or anterior
cruciate ligament injury), were invited to participate in
interviews. However, 2 surgeons, 1 nurse from the outpatient
clinic, 1 nurse from the municipality, and 3 secretaries were not
able to. Nurses from the ward were purposefully selected based
on years of experience and a pragmatic approach to who would
be able to participate in interviews during their work hours. On
average, HCPs had 11 (range 1-30) years of experience with
patients undergoing orthopedic surgery.
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Table 1. Vocational roles of health care professionals who were interviewed in phases 1 and 2.

Phase 2 (n=12), nInvolved in eDialogue (n=24), nPhase 1 (N=28), nVocational role

575Orthopedic surgeon, hospital

N/Aa13Nurse, outpatient clinic, hospital

N/AN/A5Nurse, ward, hospital

255Physiotherapist, hospital

N/AN/A3Secretary, hospital

5114Physiotherapist, municipality

N/AN/A3Nurse, municipality

aN/A: not applicable.

In phase 2, a total of 12 HCPs were included for interviews, of
whom 8 had also participated in focus groups in phase 1. The
HCPs recruited at this stage were a sample of those who had
experiences with communication in eDialogue (Table 1). Of
whom, 8 HCPs interviewed for phase 2 had also participated
in focus groups in phase 1. In total, 24 HCPs across the hospital
and municipality were involved in eDialogue. However, we
prioritized including those who had been set up to communicate
in eDialogue with ≥3 patients. One nurse from the outpatient
clinic had been involved in 3 dialogues but was not able to
participate due to being absent at the time of the interviews. No
nurses from the ward or the municipality were users of
eDialogue and thus were not interviewed in phase 2. Secretaries
were not interviewed in phase 2, as we decided not to include
them in eDialogue at this point.

On average, there were 3.3 (range 2-4) HCPs per patient in the
dialogues. All patients were at least connected with the
orthopedic surgeon, and 25 of 31 patients had their municipal
or hospital-based physiotherapist involved as well.

Themes and Subthemes Identified in Phases 1 and 2
In Table 2, the findings of the analysis of phases 1 and 2 are
presented together in main themes organized by the CFIR
domains and constructs and additional subthemes. This is to
display the before-and-after perspectives of HCPs. Following
the table, we elaborate on subthemes in narrative text according
to phases 1 and 2 and by using selected quotes from interviews.

The main themes are organized by CFIR domains and
constructs, and subthemes elaborate on these for phases 1 and
2, respectively. Emerging themes occurred in both phases that
did not match any of the CFIR constructs, and they are therefore
described under additional emerging themes.
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Table 2. Themes and subthemes from phases 1 and 2 organized by the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) and additional
emerging themes.

SubthemesMain themes: CFIR domains
and constructs

Phase 2: after eDialoguePhase 1: before eDialogue

Intervention characteristics

Relative advantage •• Quick and easy to interact in eDialogueContradictory expectations for using eDialogue
versus phone call • Photos in eDialogue improve the quality of commu-

nication• A lifeline and reassurance for both patients and

HCPsa

• Hidden work can become visible

Adaptability •• Development of individual strategies and workflows
for the use of eDialogue

N/Ab

Outer setting

Needs and resources •• Timely and effective interdisciplinary communica-
tion with patients across settings

Patients are messengers of information between
HCPs

Inner setting

Tension for change •• N/AFeeling like an insufficient intermediary
• Phone calls are disruptive, yet necessary

Relative priority •• N/AExperiences of technology fatigue

Compatibility •• Divergent perceptions of how well eDialogue meets
needs

N/A

Available resources •• Concerns about resource consumptionN/A
• Need for clarification regarding financial incentives

Characteristics of individuals

Self-efficacy •• To express oneself in writingN/A

Additional emerging themes

Previous experiences with
digital communication

•• N/AEmail and SMS text messaging are already used with
patients and for interdisciplinary communication;
however, standardization is lacking

Reflection and learning •• A new space for studying patients’ needsN/A

aHCP: health care professional.
bN/A: not applicable.

Phase 1: Current Communication Pathways and
Expectations for eDialogue

Intervention Characteristics

Even though the majority of HCPs expected eDialogue to
provide optimized interdisciplinary communication, prevent
conflicting recommendations to patients, and provide easier
access for patients, there were contradictory expectations for
the use of eDialogue. On one hand, HCPs had concerns about
whether answering messages would require more of their time
and go beyond working hours, but on the other hand, they
thought it would be easier to answer in eDialogue than by phone.
Concerns also centered around whether using text as a
communication medium would be adequate for all patients and
if misunderstandings would occur due to wrong interpretations.

HCPs were especially worried about whether they would pick
up on complications to the same extent as they do by phone.

I can't hear the patient's voice answering back, and
if they have understood my answers (…) however, it
depends on the complexity of their questions, whether
it's just how many repetitions was it, or something
that could be more serious. [Physiotherapist,
municipality, preintervention interview]

Being able to send photos in eDialogue was expected to be an
important feature that might offset the challenges of using text
for communication. Even though some HCPs had reservations
and conflicting opinions about eDialogue before its use, they
all agreed that it would be a reassurance and a lifeline for both
patients and HCPs across settings. Additionally, a
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physiotherapist from the hospital reflected on how eDialogue
might bring “hidden tasks” to light.

What I thought at first would be negative like, oh then
we have to do that too, will probably actually be
reversed, so that the hidden tasks, we solve by calling
and writing notes and emails and things like that,
becomes more visible and can be accounted for during
work hours. [Physiotherapist, hospital, preintervention
interview]

Outer Setting

The analysis revealed that HCPs experience current
communication pathways in the postoperative period to be
challenging, both by phone and existing electronic systems.
This leads to workarounds, such as HCPs giving patients oral
instructions or written notes to bring to other HCPs to ensure
timely information. However, using patients as messengers of
information between HCPs is perceived as insufficient yet
necessary in current communication pathways. A physiotherapist
from the municipality described how current systems do not
support the patient’s trajectory across sectors.

There are watertight shutters between the
communication systems, i.e., what they write in the
medical record at the hospital and what I write here.
The surgeon at the hospital can't see that, and (…) I
can't see his note. [Physiotherapist, municipality,
preintervention interview]

Inner Setting

Across professional roles and settings, HCPs expressed a need
for change to enable easier sharing of knowledge and
communication. This was especially the case for complex and
long-term orthopedic surgical treatments where multiple HCPs
are involved. Knowing each other across settings, for example,
by being former colleagues, was a mediating factor for
communication between HCPs. However, it was not perceived
as sustainable.

Getting in contact with each other and patients by phone is
considered time consuming due to the synchronicity of phone
calls. A nurse from the inpatient department described how
phone calls would sometimes be left until the next day if
questions required the involvement of another HCP. This left
the nurses feeling like inadequate intermediaries and could be
a risk to patient safety. Similar experiences were described by
physiotherapists, who often found themselves being asked about
issues outside of their competencies; for example, questions
about wounds and medication.

HCPs from the hospital described how phone calls are disruptive
to their work processes, even though they understood the need
for them. In addition to inquiries from patients, they receive
phone calls from a wide range of HCPs in hospitals,
municipalities, and private settings. Although secretaries act as
gatekeepers, nurses from the outpatient clinic, and in the
inpatient department in particular, handle many phone calls
daily.

It's constant, isn't it? (...) it takes my attention away
from the dialogue, the communication and the

relationship that I’m in the middle of. Then you’re
like, oh sorry, this phone call is actually more
important than you are (the patient they are with).
[Nurse, outpatient clinic, hospital, preintervention
interview]

Addressing eDialogue as a novel communication solution to
support team-based communication between patients and HCPs
across settings, most HCPs were positive about the change it
might bring. However, they expressed some degree of
technology fatigue that made them skeptical of yet another
system without integration into existing systems.

Emerging Theme

HCPs described previous experiences with using digital
communication with patients, usually by email or SMS text
messaging. Most often, it is used as a way to provide
psychological reassurance to patients or to solve specific
complex problems, where the HCPs have specialist knowledge.
Even FaceTime was described as being used once with a patient
to inspect a wound from a distance. However, the disadvantages
of the current nonsystematic use of digital communication with
patients were reflected. Concerns were raised regarding using
a private phone number and the risk of introducing data security
breaches. Also, giving some patients the opportunity for direct
digital contact and others not was perceived as problematic.
Thus, if used inconsistently, it may lead to inequality in patients’
access to health care.

Furthermore, HCPs described how they use email or SMS text
messaging to communicate with each other, for example, to
share thoughts on treatments or rehabilitation. They do this as
a workaround to traditional communication pathways or because
it is perceived as less disturbing to each other. Thus, the use of
digital text-based communication is not uncommon for HCPs
in this study. However, it is not standardized or even articulated
among colleagues or management.

Phase 2: HCPs’ Perspectives of eDialogue After Use

Intervention Characteristics

All HCPs agreed that the technical solution for eDialogue was
very intuitive and did not need a thorough introduction, as
opposed to other solutions with more features. Most HCPs
articulated that questions were quick and easy to handle during
work hours. Especially the asynchrony of the contact and the
use of photos improved the quality of communication and their
experiences of eDialogue for patient communication.

The big advantage of this, is that they can send a
photo (…). If it wasn't a possibility, I think there
would be a lot of writing about something that we
couldn't really clarify, and then we would still have
to call them in (for an extra check). Being able to
send a photo, that’s really crucial for this to work.
[Surgeon, hospital, postintervention interview]

The analysis demonstrated that HCPs developed individual
strategies for answering questions in eDialogue. Notifications
were automatically sent to participants when there were new
messages in the system, but there were no integrated reminders
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to follow up if the messages were not read within 24 hours, and
this led to the development of individual workflows.

(The notification) on email, when there is a new
message, I will not delete it until I have answered.
That way, it helps me keep track. [Surgeon, hospital,
postintervention interview]

eDialogue was mainly used by patients as a place to ask
postdischarge questions to HCPs. In general, most questions
from patients were answered by surgeons and physiotherapists
from the hospital. Municipal physiotherapists described being
hesitant to involve themselves actively in answering, as they
experienced hospital staff being quick to answer the patients.
However, they emphasized that they used the information given
to the patient by hospital staff in their subsequent contact with
patients. This “indirect” use was perceived as valuable to them.

It has been very rewarding to just follow the dialogue,
even though I was not active in it. The fact that the
patient can just send a photo and ask ‘what does this
look like?’, then he is immediately calmed down. It's
rather smart, and also that I know of it right away.
[Physiotherapist, municipality, postintervention
interview]

Outer Setting

HCPs stressed that the team-based approach made it easier to
share timely information with the patient and other HCPs, and
thereby it created more effective communication pathways.
Physiotherapists highlighted how their previous perceptions of
being an insufficient intermediary between the patient and other
HCPs were changed when communication could take place
directly in eDialogue.

It was actually really nice that he (the patient) just
took it directly with the surgeon. Because I can have
doubts (…) and you don’t want to burden the surgeon
by calling. [Physiotherapist, municipality,
postintervention interviews]

Inner Setting

Even though HCPs acknowledged the impact that eDialogue
had for patients, there were discrepancies in their perception of
how it was used in this study, and it affected their acceptance
of the solution. For example, some HCPs thought that the
team-based approach was not necessary for all patients involved
or that they lacked a secretary for administrative tasks. As such,
they highlighted that some questions might be better answered
in other ways, for example, by providing better patient education
or by including other HCPs in the dialogue.

I think it is difficult to say that the patients' questions
are not relevant because they must be since they ask
them, but who should answer them, and how quickly
should they have an answer, can be discussed.
[Physiotherapist, hospital, postintervention interview]

However, when using eDialogue with patients for complex
orthopedic treatments, HCPs expressed that the team-based
approach was very valuable to the patients and their workflows.

I think it was good. They (patients) feel that there is
a team around them, and I get the feeling that I’m not

the only one being responsible. Also, I don't have to
spend time calling the physiotherapist to say ‘Hey,
can't you just look at this?’ when he’s already in the
dialogue. [Surgeon, hospital, postintervention
interview]

HCPs strongly experienced that access to eDialogue provided
reassurance for patients. However, in consideration of the sparse
health care resources, it was a general opinion that eDialogue
should only be offered to patients for complex treatments. This
provoked an ethical discussion of how HCPs could distinguish
between who should be offered the solution and who should
not. HCPs highlighted that an assessment of effects should be
addressed, both in terms of resource consumption and patient
outcomes.

One of my concerns with systems like this is that if
we have to use it with all patients (…), then I think it
could become a burden. And also, I think it will be
difficult to say, well, it's only for some patients,
because why them? [Surgeon, hospital,
postintervention interview]

HCPs agreed that clarification is needed regarding financial
incentives before implementing eDialogue. Along with concerns
about resources to answer the questions, this was a perceived
barrier to use.

I think the barriers are time and finances (...) there
is, of course, someone who looks at what I produce.
And I think it should be some kind of service that
should be visible (to others), if we have to evaluate a
photo or send back a response (through eDialogue).
[Physiotherapist, municipality, postintervention
interview]

Characteristics of Individuals

In all interviews, HCPs had concerns about whether they
expressed themselves clearly enough in writing and how their
“tone of voice” would be perceived by patients when formulated
in texts. In reflection, they emphasized that the same concerns
could arise when talking to patients on the phone.

Regardless of whether it's something you say to them
or something you text them, it's just as important that
you use words they can understand, and I actually
often think it's a little easier when you text because
you have time to think about it. [Surgeon, hospital,
postintervention interview]

There were clear differences in how HCPs expressed themselves
in the texts, and this was discussed in one of the focus groups,
where a surgeon had been involved in another surgeon’s
dialogue due to vacation.

I think he (the other surgeon) is very kind in his
feedback. I actually noticed that, you (addressed to
the other surgeon) have formulated yourself in such
a very friendly way, in contrast to what I did to start
with. I made it very short, like I might normally
answer a text message with a friend (…). I had to
remind myself that they don't know me (…) it might
be important to pay attention to that. [Surgeon,
hospital, postintervention interview]
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Emerging Theme

Both surgeons and physiotherapists described that using
eDialogue created interdisciplinary reflection and learning about
patients’ needs after discharge, and that frequently asked
questions could be used to improve future patient education.

It gives feedback in relation to the material we use
and the way we inform patients now. It might actually
be very nice for all of us to know this.
[Physiotherapist, hospital, postintervention interview]

Ultimately, HCPs pointed out that they could learn from each
other by reading each other’s answers to patients.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Comparison With Previous
Work
This study first investigated HCPs’ perceptions of current
communication pathways with patients and other HCPs involved
in the patient’s trajectory after orthopedic surgery and discharge,
along with their expectations for eDialogue before its use (phase
1). Following initial document analysis, we included a wide
range of HCPs across vocational roles and settings in focus
groups to obtain an in-depth understanding of their needs and
attitudes toward eDialogue. These perspectives are important
to capture, as individual and contextual factors as well as initial
perceptions of eDialogue may motivate or hinder use [17]. The
findings of phase 1 showed that, on the one hand, HCPs
perceived a significant tension for change. Current
communication pathways are perceived as insufficient, phone
calls are disruptive, and patients unfortunately become
messengers of information between HCPs across settings. On
the other hand, HCPs expressed conflicting attitudes toward
eDialogue in advance of its use. Positive or negative attitudes
were not limited to certain vocational roles but were expressed
in all groups and also as an internal dilemma inherent to the
individual. However, there were clear expectations for eDialogue
to support patients in the postoperative period and consensus
that it may provide optimized interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral
communication. At the same time, HCPs experienced some
degree of technology fatigue and significant worry that
eDialogue would be time-consuming for them to handle.

Second, we explored HCPs’ experiences of using eDialogue
for team-based digital communication through observations and
postintervention interviews (phase 2). Knowing that, even with
highly developed plans for execution, undiscovered factors can
undermine implementation efforts in the real world [17,18], we
searched to identify facilitators and barriers to implementation
from the perspectives of key users at an early stage. Findings
from phase 2 showed that HCPs experienced eDialogue as a
quick and easy way to interact with patients and other HCPs
and that eDialogue could support timely and effective
interdisciplinary communication across settings. As such, the
positive perceptions of the importance of eDialogue described
in the preintervention interviews were maintained. Similarly,
the use of photos was expected to be important in
preintervention interviews, and in postintervention interviews,
photos were even suggested as being a significant

quality-enhancing element compared to traditional phone calls.
Similar findings have been described in other studies of digital
communication in health care [22-24].

In interviews in phase 1, HCPs described that they had concerns
about communicating with patients in texts because they feared
overlooking an important complication or that the patient would
misunderstand their written responses. In phase 2, HCPs still
expressed concerns about whether they expressed themselves
clearly enough. However, they pointed out that the same risks
can be present in phone consultations. This perspective is
supported by a recent study of telephone consultations in
Denmark. Jensen et al [25] found that communication in
consultations concerning back pain preceding out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest was influenced by the communicative
preconditions of the call-taker, thereby addressing the fact that
a meaning-constitution is undertaken in the interaction between
the patient and the call-taker, not always reflecting the actual
problem. To learn from this, HCPs involved with patients
through eDialogue and other digital communication solutions
must be aware that communicative interaction is always an
interpretative task for the receiver of a message. Even though
the HCPs’concern might decrease as they gain more experience
communicating in writing, their self-efficacy should be
supported by formulating clear recommendations, training, and
supervision.

Across the interviews of phases 1 and 2, HCPs expressed
concerns regarding resource consumption; this was particularly
evident among hospital staff. While acknowledging patients’
need for easier access to communication with HCPs after
discharge, HCPs questioned if the team-based approach was
necessary for patients undergoing less complex orthopedic
treatments. Nevertheless, there was consensus that eDialogue
can support patients in complex and long-term treatments and
that a needs assessment to learn who will benefit the most from
eDialogue should be made before its implementation so as to
best match resources with actual needs. Other studies
investigating the use of team-based digital communication have
primarily focused on patients with cancer or chronic diseases
[26-29]. Patients undergoing orthopedic surgery for complex
and long-term treatment suffer similar challenges in health care
communication [30], and therefore it is also relevant to develop
and test solutions for this group. By using eDialogue for a
smaller patient group, the workload caused by the
implementation of the solution will decrease.

eDialogue was a solution where both patients and HCPs across
settings could communicate freely in the postdischarge period.
However, the primary communication in eDialogue was between
the patient and HCPs at the hospital. Municipal physiotherapists
used eDialogue more indirectly as a way to keep up to date with
the patients’ progress. As such, findings revealed how
physiotherapists in the municipality and patients together would
formulate questions to send to the hospital staff. Taking into
account this shared use of eDialogue, usage data defining the
proportion of messages sent between patients and HCPs and
between HCPs across settings would not be representative of
their actual use. Moreover, HCPs adapted eDialogue to their
contexts and developed individual strategies for providing timely
answers. Some strategies were developed because the technical
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solution lacked better adaptation to the context, for example,
an improved notification system, whereas other strategies were
based on individual preferences in handling digital
communication. All cases emphasize the importance of
uncovering the HCPs’ context and needs and ensuring that new
technology supports them in their work processes so that
inappropriate use of new solutions does not end up adding new
workarounds and thus hindering the optimal outcome of the
technology.

Limitations
This study was inspired by the CFIR to guide data collection
and analysis [17,20]. The systematic identification and mapping
of what was perceived as important to HCPs to the CFIR
domains and constructs was helpful in providing an overview
of the multifaceted and conflicting attitudes and experiences of
eDialogue. However, we did not apply the CFIR as exhaustively
as recommended [17,18], and we may thereby have missed
important aspects that could have emerged. Using an
inductive-deductive approach in data analysis, however, allowed
us to still be explorative, which suited the early phase of the
intervention described in this study.

In phase 1, we included a wide range of HCPs involved in the
patients’ trajectory and communicative circles after surgery and
discharge to shed light on their perspectives on current
communication pathways. Including HCPs from different
settings was a strength to this study, however, the small
subgroups of HCPs from the same setting may jeopardize data
saturation [15]. However, the theme of the interviews,
exclusively focusing on communication, is narrow and may
thereby outweigh this issue. For preintervention interviews,
data saturation was reached; however, it can be discussed
whether data saturation was reached fully for the interviews in
phase 2. Observations of HCPs’ use of eDialogue, including
technical or collaborative issues that were encountered during
use, accounted for this and were included in the data analysis
for phase 2.

Furthermore, we could have included management and decision
makers in the focus group to gain a deeper understanding of the
political and managerial context of the use of eDialogue across
sectors. However, this was not attempted in this study as we
wished to focus on the end users’ perspectives.

Our findings derive from a single hospital and a municipal
region in Denmark. Therefore, they may not reflect the
experiences of HCPs from other parts of the country, where
different digital communication solutions have been
implemented. Only 1 nurse participated in communication in
eDialogue, and thus the experiences of this group of HCPs are
not reflected in our findings. Unfortunately, at the start of this
study, the coronavirus outbreak was at its peak, and many nurses
from the hospital were reassigned to newly opened COVID-19
departments. At the same time, there was a trade union strike
among nurses in Denmark, which resulted in the cessation of
work for a period of time for many nurses from the municipality.
These circumstances put greater work pressure on the nurses,
and we continued the study without their active involvement in
the dialogues.

Last but not least, some of the research team members behind
this study are clinicians and were involved in the decision to
test eDialogue. We have tried to overcome this issue by
including research team members with little knowledge of the
patients and processes in orthopedic surgery. Thus, 2
independent researchers coded and condensed data (LWHJ and
REKL) in close discussion with BD, where REKL did not have
preliminary knowledge of the context.

Conclusions
HCPs describe current communication pathways as complicated.
Phone calls are disruptive to work processes, and the lack of
direct communication modalities between patients and HCPs
across settings in the postoperative period makes patients
become messengers of information between HCPs. To overcome
these challenges, HCPs use off-the-shelf digital communication
solutions as a workaround; however, use is neither standardized
nor data secure. HCPs were open to using eDialogue, although
they had reservations, which were partly confirmed and
unconfirmed in their subsequent use of eDialogue. Especially,
concerns regarding resource consumption were highlighted, and
HCPs suggested the solution is particularly valuable in complex
and prolonged treatments. The use of eDialogue offers a
potentially valuable strategy for future integration of
communication across health care settings, breaking down
existing silos and taking into account the whole care team and
the patient. This study provides knowledge for future strategies
for implementing such solutions in orthopedic surgery and other
clinical domains.
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Abstract

Background: New digital technology presents new challenges to health care on multiple levels. There are calls for further
research that considers the complex factors related to digital innovations in complex health care settings to bridge the gap when
moving from linear, logistic research to embracing and testing the concept of complexity. The nonadoption, abandonment,
scale-up, spread, and sustainability (NASSS) framework was developed to help study complexity in digital innovations.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the role of complexity in the development and deployment of innovations by
retrospectively assessing challenges to 4 digital health care innovations initiated from the bottom up.

Methods: A multicase retrospective, deductive, and explorative analysis using the NASSS complexity assessment tool LONG
was conducted. In total, 4 bottom-up innovations developed in Region Västra Götaland in Sweden were explored and compared
to identify unique and shared complexity-related challenges.

Results: The analysis resulted in joint insights and individual learning. Overall, the complexity was mostly found outside the
actual innovation; more specifically, it related to the organization’s readiness to integrate new innovations, how to manage and
maintain innovations, and how to finance them. The NASSS framework sheds light on various perspectives that can either facilitate
or hinder the adoption, scale-up, and spread of technological innovations. In the domain of condition or diagnosis, a well-informed
understanding of the complexity related to the condition or illness (diabetes, cancer, bipolar disorders, and schizophrenia disorders)
is of great importance for the innovation. The value proposition needs to be clearly described early to enable an understanding
of costs and outcomes. The questions in the NASSS complexity assessment tool LONG were sometimes difficult to comprehend,
not only from a language perspective but also due to a lack of understanding of the surrounding organization’s system and its
setting.

Conclusions: Even when bottom-up innovations arise within the same support organization, the complexity can vary based on
the developmental phase and the unique characteristics of each project. Identifying, defining, and understanding complexity may
not solve the issues but substantially improves the prospects for successful deployment. Successful innovation within complex
organizations necessitates an adaptive leadership and structures to surmount cultural resistance and organizational impediments.
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A rigid, linear, and stepwise approach risks disregarding interconnected variables and dependencies, leading to suboptimal
outcomes. Success lies in embracing the complexity with its uncertainty, nurturing creativity, and adopting a nonlinear methodology
that accommodates the iterative nature of innovation processes within complex organizations.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50889)   doi:10.2196/50889

KEYWORDS

digital; bottom-up innovation; complexity; eHealth; health care; nonadoption, abandonment, scale-up, spread, and sustainability
complexity assessment tool; NASSS-CAT; mobile phone

Introduction

Why Is it so Difficult to Develop and Spread New
Innovative Technologies in Health Care?
There has been an increasing focus on innovation and the role
of new technologies (eg, electronic health records, smartphones,
and health applications) in health care. However, developing
new technologies comes with significant challenges. Studies
show that technology projects in health care, particularly large
and complex projects, have a high rate of failure and seldom
produce the anticipated results [1-5]. Bottom-up innovations in
health care are innovations for service delivery that have been
developed “from the ground up,” often focusing on preventive
patient-centered care, typically driven forward by small
interdisciplinary groups of professionals and patients [6-9]. As
a result, they may not be captured by existing metrics, thus
being “invisible” to senior management and policy makers [10].

The challenges when it comes to developing and making use
of innovations, such as spreading or implementing new ways
of working [11], have been described by many, often as a
“knowledge translation or production problem” [12]. Braithwaite
et al [13] compared the traditionally dominant linear and causal
thinking that characterizes early implementation science and
the evidence-based medicine paradigm with features such as
those in systems thinking. The linear approach applies simple,
orderly processes with cumulative sequences of stages to
produce results building on a knowledge of the way things work,
making use of predictable relationships between causes and
effects. This has helped generate many successes in the past,
not least in health care, but it tends to increase rigidity and fail
when applied in more complex and messy systems where things
change dynamically and are therefore unpredictable [13].
Instead, systems thinking and the related complexity science
recognize system characteristics in building an understanding
of how best to move forward.

To drive change in a predictable “simple” system where causes
and effects are known, a linear, stepwise approach has a greater
chance of success. However, complex systems are not only
dynamic but also are often described as adaptive (as in complex
adaptive systems) in that they are constituted of agents and
artifacts that communicate and learn from each other and the
surrounding environment, creating opportunities to learn from
experience, self-organize, and evolve, making them less
predictable systems [14].

Even though the linear approach has previously dominated
implementation and development initiatives in health care, many
researchers point to the necessity to apply systems thinking and

complexity science when developing health care through the
innovative use of new technologies, as exemplified in the study
by Greenhalgh and Papoutsi [2]. As the concept of stepwise,
linear cause and effect is not sufficient when studying complex
systems that evolve in ways that are impossible to predict, it is
relevant to use the knowledge of complex systems when
understanding and studying health services [15]. Complex
systems are defined by (1) intricate intertwined processes, (2)
interconnectivity between systems, (3) interconnectivity between
levels within systems, and (4) interconnectivity between actors
and elements, giving complex systems different properties from
those of less complex systems [1]. In short, a complex system
does not work linearly but dynamically, with fundamentally
different logics [16], and needs to be addressed and understood
accordingly during innovation and implementation. If not, there
is a risk that new technology and innovations will further
increase the complexity rather than actually supporting the needs
and demands for an improved health care system [17].

The Challenges
A total of 4 bottom-up innovators found that there was a need
to gain insights into the complexity involved in developing and
executing bottom-up innovations in a complex health care
organization. All 4 innovators had met with hindrances
preventing them from moving forward with their innovations.
It was necessary to pause and retrospectively try to comprehend
the underlying reasons for the stagnation in the 4 cases in
question.

Project representatives, all health care professionals, joined
forces to identify challenges by assessing project complexity
to increase an understanding of the role of complexity and find
ways to explore and assess it. As they all worked within the
same regional system, it was crucial to involve regional
stakeholders (support functions) during the learning process.

The aim of this study was to investigate the role of complexity
in the development and deployment of innovations by
retrospectively assessing the challenges to 4 digital health care
innovations initiated from the bottom up.

Methods

This section describes the theoretical framework that underlies
our methodological approach, the settings, and the 4 cases under
study, as well as the procedure.

Theoretical Framework
An impressive amount of knowledge related to the diffusion of
innovations and their implementation in health care by the start
of the new millennium is summarized in the extensive review
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by Greenhalgh et al [11] from 2004. It builds partly on the ideas
by Rogers [18] that innovations have characteristics that will
affect their diffusion, as well as affect other domains (eg, the
readiness of the system for change, the implementation process,
the adopter, and the external wider [sociopolitical] context). As
innovations in health care were increasingly associated with
new technologies, a new review was conducted by Robert et al
[19] in 2010, adding more recent data and focusing on the
adoption and assimilation of new technologies into health care.

This, along with the high failure rate of health care technology
innovation projects, inspired Greenhalgh and colleagues to
deepen their knowledge of the diffusion of innovations, with

an emphasis on health technology projects. Building on previous
work, reviewing the literature, and using empirical studies of
technology implementation, they elaborated on and explained
domains of importance. This resulted in the nonadoption,
abandonment, scale-up, spread, and sustainability (NASSS)
framework (Figure 1 [20], published under Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License, CC BY).

The NASSS framework was developed into a complexity
assessment tool (NASSS-complexity assessment tool
[NASSS-CAT]) [20] to help assess the complexity of health
technology projects before, during, or after they were finished.

Figure 1. The nonadoption, abandonment, scale-up, spread, and sustainability complexity assessment tool with its 7 domains.

Design and Methodological Approach
A multicase retrospective, deductive, and explorative analysis
using the NASSS-CAT LONG was conducted [15,21]. The
process of analysis is shown in Figure 2 and is described at the
end of the Methods section. The complexities of 4 bottom-up
innovations developed in Region Västra Götaland (VGR) in
Sweden were explored. The NASSS-CAT LONG consists of 2
parts divided into 7 domains (Figure 1). First, one is asked to
describe the project and its potential messiness in their own
words. Writing this narrative can help surface interdependencies
and tricky issues of the project, hence revealing complexity.

Second, one answers the questions related to the domain to help
them estimate key areas of complexity. One can define whether
the question is complex or not complex, whether they do not
know, or whether it is not applicable. The total score of orange
boxes ticked tells one how complex a certain domain is for their
project. In part 2, one is guided through prompts to help them
plan for and manage complexity by reducing it where possible
and responding to it if or where it cannot be reduced. The
questions can be answered by different people who will provide
the needed insights into the domain and the project under
evaluation.
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Figure 2. Flowchart illustrating the study process when exploring the role of complexity in health care technology projects. This figure presents the
different steps (1-8) in the study. Details can be found in the main text. IPF: Innovation Platform.

Setting
The 4 bottom-up innovators were from different parts of the
organization in the VGR [22]. All of them had unique
experiences of their own departments of the VGR and the
surrounding supporting systems, such as the IT departments,
purchasing departments, and legal offices. Although all 4
worked in specialized care, the care flow for each of the relevant
diagnoses spanned specialized care, primary care, and municipal
care.

The VGR is a region on the western coast of Sweden with a
total population of 1.8 million. For several years, there has been
a push for increasing the development of innovative solutions
to the challenges faced by, for example, the public health care
system. This has been implemented through the formation of
an Innovation Platform (IPF) that develops processes and
supportive structures as well as approving funds to help
innovative ideas thrive. The mission of the IPF is to contribute
to a sustainable innovation system that promotes innovation in
health care and ensures that collaboration between academia
and business fulfills the needs of patients within the health care
system.

In total, 4 bottom-up innovators in the VGR pioneering eHealth
and clinical research united in 2019 after realizing that there
were barriers to their separate innovations due to an
organizational lack of an innovation framework and to
inexperience in developing, testing, implementing, and
maintaining digital innovations. One author, familiar with the
NASSS framework, encouraged the others to explore complexity
in innovation. Together, they adapted the NASSS-CAT to
identify unique and shared complexities in their innovations.
Concurrently, at the same network meeting, representatives
from the IPF wanted to be a part of the study, exchanging
insights on how to identify and manage complexities in the
innovation process.

Ethical Considerations
Because no personal data were collected, no ethics approval
was needed. All participants agreed, orally, to take part. No
sensitive personal information was collected, and no patients
participated in the workshops. The IPF, the regional support
resource for innovations in health care, read and commented
on the Swedish report before publication.

The 4 Bottom-Up Innovations

Overview
Each innovation is presented in the following sections and in
Multimedia Appendix 1 [15,20,23-38]. The cases are
heterogeneous with regard to intended user, phase in the
innovation process, and place of implementation (locally,
regionally, and nationally). Despite their differences, they all
existed in the same environment, framed by the regulations of
the VGR and its support system for innovation.

Case 1: The D-Foot
The lifetime risk of developing diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) is
as high as 34% for patients with diabetes [23]. It is a burden for
the patient and for health care with regard to costs. With prompt
prevention, the prevalence of DFUs can be halved [24].

The D-Foot is a digital decision support system designed for
preventing DFUs. It conducts early screening and provides
treatment recommendations based on a risk grade (ranging from
1=no risk to 4=ongoing foot ulcers) [25,26]. The risk grade is
automatically generated through a series of structured foot
assessments and patient surveys [27]. A printable report of foot
assessments, risk grade, and recommendations is generated.
The innovation’s reliability and usability have previously been
reported and assessed as good [27,28]. The innovator’s intention
was that the D-Foot would serve as a tool in the national effort
to implement a person-centered and seamless care chain for
preventing foot ulcers in people living with diabetes [25,26].

The seamless care chain consists of (1) an annual foot
examination, (2) a podiatry intervention, (3) the provision of
appropriate footwear for at-risk patients, and (4) treatment in a
multidisciplinary team for patients with active DFUs [25,39].
The D-Foot was developed as an easy-to-use digital tool to
support foot examinations for individuals diagnosed with
diabetes, primarily targeting prosthetic and orthotic specialist
care [27,28,40]. The goal was to implement the D-Foot
nationally, expecting early prevention of DFUs, improved
quality of life for affected individuals [29,41], and reduced
health care costs [42].

Version 1.0 of the D-Foot software was developed from 2011
to 2016 by an expert group comprising certified prosthetists
and orthotists, patient representatives, and orthopedic surgeons
in the VGR [27]. Initially, it underwent regional testing with
positive results. Thereafter, continuous improvements have been
made based on users’ comments [28]. Not yet executed is the
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request from users for integration between the D-Foot and the
major medical record system [28].

Case 2: The MoodMapper
Bipolar disorder, often diagnosed in early adulthood, typically
necessitates lifelong treatment. It leads to undesirable mood
swings affecting daily functioning. Mood episodes vary from
extreme “highs” (manic episodes) to severe “lows” (depressive
episodes) lasting for days or weeks. Even with proper treatment,
mood fluctuations can occur. Collaborative communication
between patients and health care providers enhances treatment
effectiveness. Moreover, the early detection of behavior changes
is of the utmost importance in the successful treatment of bipolar
disorder.

The aim of this innovation was to determine whether smartphone
use data are a reliable source for studying changes in the digital
behavioral patterns of individuals with bipolar disorder by
exploring correlations between different parameters of
smartphone use data.

The MoodMapper is a mobile app that, through real-time data
collection, can provide valuable insights into a patient’s
smartphone use. The ambition was, after pilot-testing, to study
and evaluate the connection between mobile-generated passive
data and documented changes in the patient’s mental well-being,
with the goal of making it easier for both patients and health
care professionals to monitor the progression of the patient’s
condition and make decisions regarding prevention and care.

Case 3: The Digi-Do
Radiation therapy (RT) is a common treatment after breast
cancer surgery. The high-technology environment and unfamiliar
nature of RT can affect the patient’s experience of the treatment.
Misconceptions or a lack of knowledge related to RT processes
can increase levels of anxiety and enhance feelings of being
unprepared at the beginning of the treatment. Moreover, the
waiting time is often fairly long. Cancer care involves several,
often independent clinics. Even if the clinical pathway is clearly
described, transitions and information exchange can be
problematic. RT is only provided at the university hospital in
the region, with long distances and long waiting times for many
patients.

The Digi-Do tool consists of two separate mobile apps: (1) an
app providing a guided digital tour of the RT department, where
the patient can familiarize themselves with the department by
using virtual reality glasses; and (2) an app with additional
information, including questions and answers, practical
information, and short animated films about the RT process.
The design of both apps was developed in a co-design process
with patients and staff [43]. The primary aim of the researcher
or innovator was to evaluate whether a digital information tool
with virtual reality technology and preparatory information was
able to reduce distress and enhance the self-efficacy and health
literacy of patients with breast cancer before, during, and after
RT. A secondary aim was to explore whether the digital
information tool increased patient flow while maintaining or
improving the quality of care [44].

Case 4: A Point-of-Care Dashboard for Schizophrenia
Care (the PoC Dashboard)
The Department of Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorders at
Sahlgrenska University Hospital delivers specialized care for
people with psychotic disorders in the metropolitan Gothenburg
area (with a population of approximately 600,000 people) in
Sweden. Schizophrenia is the most common diagnosis among
the approximately 3000 patients who receive care at the
department’s 7 outpatient units. Approximately 20% of these
patients also need acute inpatient care at 1 of the department’s
4 wards each year.

With the aim of supporting patient coproduction of health, a
digital dashboard was developed to be jointly reviewed at the
point of care by patients and case managers and psychiatrists
to support evaluation and planning, outcome questionnaires,
and patients’ care plans [45]. The dashboard was developed
between 2016 and 2018 and was piloted at 2 outpatient units
with approximately 400 patients for 18 months. The dashboard
is one of several connected applications and displays for
visualizing data fed by multiple systems to support, for example,
planning, management, and triage and includes a unit-level
overview of quality indicators to identify patients at risk. The
dashboard project also served as a case in the development of
the NASSS-CAT [20].

Study Procedure
This study followed an iterative process, including analyses,
discussions, and seminars (Figure 2).

As we used the NASSS-CAT, the analysis was deemed to be
of an exploratory, deductive nature. First, an individual
assessment of each case was made, and then the 4 cases were
compared to find similarities. However, while using the
NASSS-CAT in each of the 4 cases, the innovators had
discussions about how to interpret the questions in the 7
domains. An additional method, namely, constant comparative
analysis (CCA), was chosen as it is appropriate in collaborative
projects to facilitate and identify agreements and disagreements
[46,47] (Multimedia Appendix 2). After agreeing on how to
interpret the questions, members of the IPF were invited to
complete the analysis in a workshop.

In total, 4 bottom-up innovators had individually experienced
complexities during their respective innovation processes from
2010 to 2019.

1. The 4 innovators got together and started the study in
January 2020 by learning how to use the NASSS framework
based on the work by Greenhalgh et al [15]. Support was
available as one of the authors had been involved in the
development of the NASSS-CAT [20].

2. The innovators identified complexities in their individual
projects using the NASSS-CAT [20] in 2020.

3. During >30 one-hour meetings using the NASSS-CAT and
taking minutes, the innovators identified, compared, and
discussed similarities and differences regarding complexities
in their respective innovations. A CCA was included in the
process and is described in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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4. A seminar was held in April 2020 with one of the bottom-up
innovators and the IPF presenting the concept of complexity
and the NASSS framework.

5. In October 2020, another seminar was held with the 4
innovators and staff members from the IPF to discuss the
domains of the NASSS-CAT, illustrated by examples and
findings from the assessment of the 4 bottom-up
innovations. The participants from the IPF discussed and
reflected on experiences of complexities. The seminar was
recorded and summarized in a report in collaboration with
a representative from the IPF [48].

6. The authors were commissioned to write a report (in
Swedish) for the IPF exploring and summarizing the
NASSS framework and complexity with examples from
the bottom-up innovations [48].

7. The insights gained into the role of complexities from the
entire aforementioned process were discussed and
summarized and are presented in this paper.

Results

In this retrospective exploration of the role of complexity in 4
bottom-up health care innovations in a Swedish region, both
similarities and differences emerged among the 4 cases when
using the NASSS-CAT (Multimedia Appendix 3). The findings
for each domain are described in the following sections.

Complexity Domain 1: The Illness or Condition
This domain has no or low complexity when the illness is well
known and an assessment can result in a well-defined diagnosis
and when there is, furthermore, knowledge and know-how
regarding how to treat the condition successfully. Complexity
can be related to conditions with less known causes, a high
prevalence of multimorbidity, and challenging sociocultural
factors (eg, language barriers). In our study, the cases that
addressed mental illness (PoC Dashboard and MoodMapper)
and diabetes (D-Foot) had more complexity related to the actual
illnesses than the case aiming to prepare women before RT for
breast cancer (Digi-Do) [49,50]. Both bipolar disorder and
schizophrenia are strongly connected with comorbidity and
lifestyle-related conditions, and even though national guidelines
exist, there is no simple pathway to treat those conditions. The
third case (D-Foot) involved diabetes, also an illness defined
as complex due to the patient being treated in various institutions
and with several lifestyle factors influencing the outcome of
the treatment [39].

Complexity Domain 2: The Technology (or Other
Innovations)
An innovation is less complex if it is well known, ready, and
easy to use and has a clear supply model, well-defined
ownership regarding its intellectual properties, and low or no
dependency on other systems. For the actual technologies under
study, similarities regarding complexities revolved around
interdependencies with other IT systems, ranging from local to
regional and even national systems. Even if the technology
already existed (D-Foot) or if new software was developed to
create a better overview of data in several existing systems (PoC
Dashboard), it was difficult to develop the innovation so that it

enabled adoption beyond the local settings. Regulations
regarding software used as a medical device [30] sometimes
prevailed over the simple adaptations for different target groups.
“Fireproof” walls exist between organizations (eg, municipal
care, primary care, and specialist care), and different versions
of the regional information systems, being related to ownership,
budget, and management, make it less clear whether and how
new technologies can be bought, adapted, and used in a local
setting. In contrast, the Digi-Do app does not require any
interaction with existing IT systems and was not deemed to be
a medical technical device. The MoodMapper app, on the other
hand, is complex as it aims to interact with both patients and
health care staff, requiring interaction with medical electronic
health records as well as ensuring a very high level of security
to safeguard the patients’ integrity [51]. The need for supply
chains included both purchasing and procurement and clinical
implementation, the latter involving questions regarding
intellectual properties (is the owner the bottom-up innovator or
is it the region?), ownership management (which regulation
steers the region when managing a medical device owned by
the region?), and updates and maintenance of the eHealth tools
(which department in the VGR is responsible for updates and
maintenance of the innovations?). All the cases had run into or
expected to run into severe complexity when planning to launch
their innovations. It was clear that complexity regarding supply
chains had not been considered by either the innovator or the
VGR when intending to expand from a local level to a regional
or national one. An example of the complex challenges related
to the spread and maintenance of one of the eHealth tools, the
D-Foot, is presented in the following paragraphs.

Regulations regarding funding and ownership made it difficult
to implement a supply chain outside the local region as each of
Sweden’s 21 regions has its own procurement processes. Since
the start, the D-Foot project had been aiming for national spread.
In 2017, the IPF approved funding with the aim of testing,
Conformité Européenne (CE) marking, and thereafter
implementing the D-Foot first in the VGR at the department of
prosthetics and orthotics and then nationally. At the same time,
several departments of prosthetics and orthotics in other regions
were interested in using the D-Foot as soon as the CE marking
was finalized. However, in June 2017, an official at the VGR
decided that the region was only able to allow the D-Foot to be
used within the region (Article 5.5 in the Regulation [European
Union] 2017/745) [30]. Following this decision, national spread
was impossible. The bottom-up innovator continued to have a
dialogue with the IPF seeking a solution for national spread. In
2020, an opportunity for national spread arose by registering
the D-Foot as a national medical information system (NMI) at
the Medical Products Agency. An NMI is an information system
developed for joint use at nationwide, regional, or municipal
level in Sweden.

Thus, the D-Foot transitioned from being a “self-manufactured
medical device” to becoming an NMI registered with the
Swedish Medical Products Agency in 2020. However, the NMI
registration was withdrawn by the VGR in 2021 due to new
regulations from the Swedish Medical Products Agency [52].
The D-Foot remains a separate software program not integrated
into the standard medical record system in the VGR. As a result,
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one option remained for national spread, namely, to CE mark
the D-Foot, a procedure that was not as yet allowed or tested
in the region.

Complexity Domain 3: The Value Proposition (Costs
and Benefits of the Technology)
Complexity in this domain arises when determining the value
provided by the innovation to developers, users (patients, staff,
and health care systems), and the broader health care ecosystem.
Despite their origin as bottom-up innovations aimed at
improving care, the complexities of demonstrating supply-side
value in terms of business models and monetary benefits were
challenging. Key questions included defining improved value,
decision-making processes, the inclusion of nonmonetary values,
and the extent of evaluation required: what is regarded as
improved value? Who decides? Is it only monetary or other
types of value as well? How much does the innovation need to
be evaluated and how?

The Digi-Do has a defined regional vision and has faced
challenges in quantifying value, especially regarding soft values
such as reduced distress and increased health literacy and
self-efficacy. The Digi-Do aims to optimize the use of waiting
time before RT, adding value by reducing waiting times and
queues. Furthermore, the innovation aims to create value for
patients by delivering information in a novel, accessible format,
potentially improving health literacy even for those with
language difficulties or cognitive impairments. It also extends
benefits to the patient’s social network, enhancing support and
knowledge and reducing distress among family and friends
affected by the patient’s cancer diagnosis. By using the often
idle waiting time for meaningful preparation, the innovation
may foster a sense of control and inclusion, diminishing distress
and worry. Well-prepared patients may navigate the system
more efficiently, potentially reducing waiting times for
information dissemination.

The evaluation of the outcomes in this specific project is still
ongoing through an unpublished randomized controlled trial
[44], but so far, the qualitative results show a high level of
acceptance of and positivity toward the tool. Nevertheless, there
needs to be a discussion about how to endorse a more pragmatic
evaluation of both effectiveness and process outcomes [53].

If successful, this approach could be adapted for other health
care domains, although commercialization is not the project’s
primary goal. Measuring soft values has proved challenging as
they might not directly impact traditional health care outcomes.
The other cases faced similar difficulties in pinpointing the
exact stages in which costs and values could be calculated.

Enhancing foot health can improve the quality of life of patients
and reduce health care costs associated with treating DFUs and
amputations. Objective risk assessment by using the D-Foot
precedes interventions, aligning with the vision of providing
equal, high-quality care to citizens. Early interventions in the
prevention process (D-Foot) might require more resources within
primary care but were expected to be cost-effective in the long
term due to a reduction in specialist care following fewer ulcer
treatments and amputations [31,42]. In terms of quality of life
and cost reduction, the value proposition needs further

evaluation over a longer period relying on data related to care
costs for at-risk patient groups. The D-Foot database contains
valuable information on risk groups and foot status, serving as
a data source for audits and evaluations to optimize foot care.
It could also function as a quality registry, potentially becoming
the new diabetic foot register in Sweden.

The MoodMapper aims to provide a more objective risk analysis
and early interventions, potentially preventing hospitalization.
In the examples of innovations (MoodMapper and PoC
Dashboard) designed to prevent relapses in severe mental illness
by coordinating data or even by asking patients to send and
react to data, the need for hospital care could be reduced.
However, this area is as yet unexplored.

The value proposition of the PoC Dashboard remains uncertain.
Case managers and patients find the technology useful based
on preliminary data. Local testing and piloting suggest perceived
effectiveness, although the degree of cost-effectiveness is still
unknown. The dashboard streamlines administrative tasks for
staff, offering an overview of patients’ progress and risks while
facilitating collaborative care planning. However, the
technology’s potential as a commercial product is uncertain,
mainly because it is integrated with older systems. Additional
uncertainties involve the IT department’s role in dashboard
maintenance and associated costs.

Complexity Domain 4: The Intended Adopters of the
Innovation and Technology
Complexity in this domain is higher when adopting the
innovation, necessitating changes in routines, roles, and
identities. Innovations that support existing routines with
minimal disruption are associated with lower complexity, and
all 4 cases required either behavior changes by patients or
modifications to work routines for health care staff. For example,
the PoC Dashboard simplified patient overview and reduced
administrative work for staff, thus positively impacting daily
tasks [54].

However, transferring the D-Foot to primary care posed
challenges as different health care professionals (podiatrists,
nurses, and physicians) with varying roles and routines
questioned its added value. The MoodMapper required patients
to trust the handling of their behavioral data, which could be
challenging for those with symptoms of paranoia.

Complexity Domain 5: The Organization Implementing
the Technology
Complexity in this domain pertains to the efforts required to
plan, implement, and monitor the innovation’s adoption, as well
as to the organization’s overall capacity for innovation.
Challenges included a lack of clear pathways for support,
making it necessary to find the right individuals at the right
levels for consultations. Different organizational levels faced
varying complexities, and despite a desire for innovation,
built-in regulations sometimes hindered dissemination. For
instance, regulatory obstacles prevented the national spread of
the D-Foot.
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Complexity Domain 6: The External Context for
Innovation
Complexity in this domain is influenced by the political,
sociotechnical, and regulatory context, as well as by stakeholder
groups and interorganizational networking. In Sweden, despite
a national Vision for eHealth by 2025 [55], the existence of 21
independent regions creates complexity in decision-making for
local, regional, and national development and for the
implementation of digital health care innovations. For instance,
there is a national initiative from the government to improve
cancer care, but the regions are self-governed in terms of budget
and implementation. This means that, even if the regional cancer
center had a national assignment to improve cancer care
generally and the RT process in the local region specifically, it
has no mandate to implement the Digi-Do without the approval
of the RT department at each separate regional hospital.

Furthermore, if an innovation needs to be integrated with the
IT systems, such as in the other 3 cases, national initiatives can
be ruled out by regional procurement, management supply
chains, and European regulations regarding medical devices
[30]. If regional support and the management of supply chains
only permit regional use, there will be no dissemination, and
thus, bottom-up innovations risk becoming only local or, at
worst, experiencing the “death of innovations” after the initial
project phase.

Complexity Domain 7: Emergence Over Time
Complexities were identified in all 4 cases (Multimedia
Appendix 3). When summarizing the complexities from domains
1 to 6, all the authors concluded that the complexities were
likely to increase in the coming 3 to 5 years, probably due to
advances in technology, unexpected events such as pandemics,
international conflicts, and new regulations and standards. In
the coming years, a new regional medical record system,
Millennium, is planned to be implemented. For small bottom-up
innovators, it is not yet clear how the implementation of
Millennium will affect their innovations [37].

Discussion

Principal Findings

Overview
In this study, we conducted a retrospective, deductive, and
exploratory analysis of 4 cases using the NASSS-CAT LONG.
We intended to explore whether there were shared or individual
challenges related to bottom-up innovation projects in the same
health care region. The analysis itself was complex, but it
resulted in both common and individual learning, and all but
one case have moved forward, partly due to new insights gained
that have made progress possible. By applying the NASSS-CAT
in various projects, the authors learned several lessons, the most
important of which are described in the following sections. After
that, we discuss and reflect on the methodology and the need
or suggestions for further research. Finally, we briefly present
how the cases have developed since the analysis.

The Innovation Versus the System
As proposed by Rogers [18], the properties of the innovation
affect its probability of diffusion within and beyond the
organization. Through this study, we have become aware of the
need to understand the “system” in which we are working to
develop and adopt innovations and make effective use of those
innovations. The NASSS framework sheds light on various
perspectives that can either facilitate or hinder the adoption,
scale-up, and spread of technological innovations. Before our
projects, none of us had fully considered all these perspectives.
During this study, complexity was found and highlighted,
involving many issues related to the organization or system
rather than the specific innovation itself. Multiple regulations
must be considered, and regional procurement [56], management
of supply chains, and European regulations regarding medical
devices [30] can hinder the spread of innovation. A lack of
necessary interorganizational networking further complicates
matters.

Linear Logic Versus Dynamic Complex Processes
By applying the NASSS framework, we discovered how the
innovation process and the training we had all had in
evidence-based medicine and the research process were geared
toward a linear process rather than embracing complexity. We
also discovered that the complexity was mostly found outside
the actual innovation and related more to the system that the
innovation was supposed to live in and to regulations and
legislation. More specifically, it related to the organization’s
willingness to integrate new innovations and to questions
regarding how to manage, maintain, and finance innovations.

Developing and deploying new bottom-up innovations in health
care involves multiple logics [57]. Initially, we attempted to
approach this in a traditional linear fashion with sequential steps
from idea to widespread adoption. However, we quickly realized
that this linear approach did not align with the reality of
navigating the complexities of health care innovation. Instead
of a straightforward innovation journey, it often felt like
traversing a dense jungle, making it challenging, if not
impossible, to gain a comprehensive overview of the landscape,
identify opportunities, and predict the appropriate course of
action.

Complex environments often require creative and dynamic
thinking; in contrast, a linear approach may stifle the ability to
respond to unexpected challenges or opportunities. Innovation
is inherently uncertain and unpredictable [58]. It often involves
trial and error, experimentation, and the willingness to explore
unconventional ideas. A rigid stepwise approach may not
accommodate the iterative and nonlinear nature of the innovation
process. Complex organizations involve numerous
interconnected variables and dependencies. A linear approach
may overlook these interconnections, leading to suboptimal
solutions or unintended consequences. Innovation often requires
a holistic understanding of the organization’s ecosystem. This
understanding is hindered if established cultures in the complex
organizations are resistant to change [57]. A nonlinear approach
may face resistance from employees or departments unwilling
to deviate from established norms.
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Successful innovation requires addressing cultural and
organizational barriers, which may not fit neatly into a linear
plan. Finally, complex organizations require adaptive leadership
that can navigate ambiguity and inspire a culture of continuous
improvement [59]. These are important findings as innovation,
particularly in the realm of new technologies, is often seen as
a potential solution to address the challenges facing health care.
Calls for innovation and new ways of working have come from
various sources, including governments, health care
organizations, and life sciences clusters. However, the high
failure rate of health care technology projects suggests that there
may be deficiencies in the structure, resources, and knowledge
needed for success [60]. Furthermore, there is a risk of
simplifying the complex innovation process by building a
support system that is linear. The linear and stepwise approach
(first do this, then do that) is counterproductive. While a linear
approach may work in certain situations, the nature of innovation
in complex organizations demands a more flexible, adaptive,
and nonlinear methodology. Embracing uncertainty, fostering
creativity, and adapting to change are critical elements that a
rigid stepwise approach may not adequately address in the
context of complex organizational innovation [58].

Value
For all 4 cases, questions arose related to value and costs. Will
there be an initial or a recurrent cost for the product, or will the
cost be related to a new service that entails new tasks for staff?
There is an advantage in specifying both costs and values, as
well as the effect of the innovation on other resources, early in
the innovation process. Therefore, health-economy analyses are
needed, but they are difficult to design and perform as some
innovations focus on increasing soft values that are difficult to
translate into monetary variables.

Indeed, evaluating the values—different kinds of values and on
different levels—of health care innovation is complex. While
clinical testing can demonstrate its usefulness to end users, it
is often difficult to determine whether the outcomes involve
soft values (eg, reduced distress and improved health literacy
and self-efficacy) or hard, monetary values [14]. Furthermore,
the distribution of costs and value resulting from an innovation
can be intricate, making it hard to assess. Questions arise about
the initial and recurrent costs and whether they relate to the
product or to new services that require additional staff tasks.
Early in the innovation process, there is a need to specify both
costs and values, be they monetary or qualitative. Clearly
describing and anchoring a value proposition, whether it
involves soft or hard values, with stakeholders early in the
process is crucial for understanding costs and outcomes.
However, finding effective ways to evaluate an innovation
before it is ready for large-scale testing can be challenging.
Similarly, value and costs stemming from an innovation can be
distributed across the organization or organizations in ways that
are difficult to assess. Calculating the health costs of improving
care processes that involve many actors in a complex
organization such as the VGR is complicated [61]. More
pragmatic evaluations of both effectiveness and process
outcomes are needed and can help show the effect from different
angles [53].

For all cases dealt with in this study, the value proposition in
terms of quality of life and cost reduction needs further
evaluation over a longer period relying on data related to care
costs for at-risk patient groups. The D-Foot database contains
valuable information on risk groups and foot status, serving as
a data source for audits and evaluations to optimize foot care.
It could also function as a quality registry, a new diabetic foot
register in Sweden. In the MoodMapper, the users comprise
patients; their clinical teams; and, occasionally, relatives or
caregivers. A published study highlights the value of
implementing and receiving psychological relapse prevention
for these groups, leading to improved understanding of bipolar
disorder [62] that might, in turn, lead to enhanced working
relationships and better condition management. However, the
evidence is not consistent, and further studies are needed [61].
Moreover, for patients with bipolar disorders, having some of
their behavioral patterns (such as step count and estimated sleep)
automatically monitored meant that there needed to be a great
deal of trust in how data are handled, something that might be
difficult for patients experiencing symptoms of paranoia.

Co-Design and Coproduction
Involving users both directly and indirectly at an early stage of
the development process is highly beneficial, particularly
because what benefits one person may pose challenges for
another, thereby creating complexity. Although there are several
examples of how coproduction is useful in the innovation
process, the existence of complexity must not be neglected in
the co-design.

Bottom-up innovations in care encompass a wide spectrum of
patient-centric approaches, empowering individuals and
communities to actively participate in projects aiming to support
well-being. These innovations, driven by the challenges that
health care faces, range from self-management tools [62-64]
and patient support networks to community-driven health
programs [6-8,10,59-61,65-67]. They appear with different
approaches, such as lean production [9] and Six Sigma [68].
Coproduction can enhance the 3 Rs in research—reach, rigor,
and relevance [69]—by ensuring that the right needs are
addressed and that the innovation is practical for both patients
and staff.

Enthusiastic innovators and staff should be engaged early in
the process, along with representatives from patient
organizations or individuals with relevant experience. There is
a strong movement toward involving patients in health care
improvement, and genuine engagement is necessary for truly
bottom-up innovation involvement [70] as it can lead to more
radical solutions or suggestions when used correctly [71]. If a
technological innovation is too demanding or unfamiliar for
users, it is unlikely to be accepted. Piloting with stakeholders
is crucial for assessing practicality [59], and using input from
stakeholders in the right phase can increase the possibility of
finding radical suggestions, as well as saving time for both
parties (developers and patients) [71]. We support the idea that
coproduction incorporating the multifaceted aspects of
complexity is necessary in the evaluation of success in the
implementation of bottom-up innovations [4].
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Methodological Considerations
Performing a retrospective, deductive analysis as a case study
[21] with 4 cases with differences regarding where they were
in the innovation process and with different technical solutions
was challenging, but it provided multiple valuable insights. The
authors found that, before using the NASSS-CAT, users need
to be familiar with the NASSS framework [15]. The
NASSS-CAT appeared deceptively easy at first, but it was more
difficult to use and more time-consuming than expected. A need
for a way to track how we could jointly understand and agree
on the meaning of the NASSS-CAT by using CCA became
apparent during the work, leading to a common language being
agreed upon and a consensus being reached on how to interpret
the terminology used in the NASSS-CAT. During the CCA,
discussions about how to interpret the questions in the 7 domains
of the NASSS-CAT took place in cycles, and thus, it was a
continuous learning process. As intended by the method [46,47],
finding disagreements and negotiating led to a higher degree of
understanding not just of the instrument but also of the concept
of complexity. The 4 innovators contributed multiple
perspectives based on their own cases and discussed their
different understandings of the narratives, the domain questions,
and the subquestions. As the authors used a nontranslated
version of the NASSS-CAT and are native speakers of Swedish
and not English, the CCA helped them understand the questions
in the NASSS-CAT. Therefore, the use of CCA statements and
negotiations on how to interpret the questions in the
NASSS-CAT facilitated the analysis and helped create a
common language within the group.

The NASSS framework was developed through a detailed
review of the existing literature and clinical cases [15,20], but
to our knowledge, the tools (NASSS-CAT) have so far been
sparsely tested for their ability to unveil complexity in bottom-up
projects in public health care. Going from commonly used
methods for quality improvement (eg, using the
Plan-Do-Study-Act method [72] to incorporate complexity
assessment) shows promising results. A recent study used the
framework and tool combined with the Plan-Do-Study-Act
cycles of improvement to plan and evaluate digital services for
patients in Sweden [73]. Similar to our retrospective analysis,
that study identified several elements of complexity, explaining
a gap among the capacity of adopters, the organization, the
wider system, and how intended users valued the service. This
gap hindered the innovations from integrating new services into
routine care effectively [73]. Similarly to us, these authors found
the tool and framework helpful in that they allowed for deeper
insights into the project compared to only following method,
approach, or cycles or other tools or models for innovation. It
seems that, even if complexity is revealed early in the process,
this still does not solve the problems. However, if people
working with innovation or in supporting innovation become
more aware of complex elements, issues might be easier to
anticipate or even deal with earlier. Such awareness can thereby
help explain obstacles and prevent failure, hence enabling more
successful innovation projects in health care, as presented by
Greenhalgh et al [15].

Strengths and Limitations
The strength of this study lies in the 4 different cases
representing both somatic and psychiatric care and the
innovators’ long experience in both health care and eHealth.
The diversity of innovations presented and the different
departments that each of the innovators worked in contribute
to a broad overview of shared experiences. None of the
innovators had worked together before this study. The fact that
all cases came from the same region with the same support
function strengthens our results by showing that (1) knowledge
of complexity needs to be improved in such systems and (2)
the project itself contains complexity in different domains even
if we found several common problems. Therefore, the study
increased the understanding of the role of complexity, not only
in the studied bottom-up innovations but also in the system in
which the innovations took place, through prolonged
engagement [50]. This study was strengthened by the support
of one of the authors, who was involved in the development of
the NASSS-CAT [20], but despite this, it appears that adaptation
to the setting (geographic and cultural) is crucial.

The retrospective NASSS-CAT analysis of 3 of the 4 cases was
mainly performed by the respective innovators without direct
input from stakeholders involved in each of the cases. This
meant that only 1 perspective from the many actors involved
in each of the projects was put forward. The rationale for this
was that each innovator had already faced and, therefore, was
acquainted with the diverse complexities addressed in all 7
domains. However, other perspectives might have further
improved the analysis. The PoC Dashboard project was assessed
regarding complexity in a workshop with stakeholders and
discussed with management [54].

Even though the NASSS-CAT tools have been used previously
[74], more testing in clinical bottom-up innovation cases is
needed to scrutinize their utility in a Swedish setting and to
learn from the experiences originating from 4 different cases
that used the tools.

Use and Usefulness of the NASSS-CAT
In this section, experiences of the use and utility of the
NASSS-CAT are presented. At the start, the 4 bottom-up
innovators were naïve and expected the NASSS-CAT [20] to
be easy to comprehend and use as they identified complexities
in their own innovations. As mentioned previously, by using
the CCA interpretations from multiple perspectives (the 4 cases),
a shared understanding and language regarding how to interpret
the questions in the NASSS-CAT was established. The results
from the CCA revealed that each of the 4 innovators needed to
clarify or consider a number of points in their own NASSS-CAT
analysis while assessing complexities in each of the domains.
The most important issues were as follows:

1. To define the time frame and the scope that the innovator
is assessing.

2. To define the intended users and adopters at the time of the
studied project.

3. To rethink the way in which the value proposition can be
measured.
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4. To consider that questions in the NASSS-CAT regarding
ownership; supply chains; and use and spread at the local,
regional, national, and international level belong to both
“Domain 5: organization” and “Domain 2: technology.”

Moving Forward in Supporting Bottom-Up Innovation
This study explored insights from the NASSS framework,
revealing that the adoption and dissemination of technological
innovations are influenced by organizational and systemic
factors rather than by the innovations themselves. The success
of bottom-up innovators in navigating complexities emphasizes
common challenges across innovations. The NASSS framework
has illuminated various perspectives that can either facilitate or
impede the adoption, scale-up, and dissemination of
technological innovations.

The 4 bottom-up innovators managed to navigate through the
complexities within the innovative system, uncovering
overarching challenges that unified their respective innovations.
However, it is essential to recognize that the NASSS-CAT
cannot be used as a linear checklist. Existing support systems,
while aiming to foster innovation, may unintentionally follow
a linear approach rather than embracing frameworks suitable
for complex interventions, such as the Medical Research Council
guidance [75]. To better support health care innovators, a
“midway filter system” is needed, which offers profound insights
into innovation within complex systems. Implementing such a
filter between top-down and bottom-up approaches would
facilitate bidirectional knowledge transfer. It would enable
clinical insights, ideas, and innovations to be discussed in
harmony with the regulatory framework, ultimately leading to
improved and equitable health care as envisioned by Tierney
et al [10], who found that localized, regional, and flexible
innovations can shape care in the future [10]. Incentives to
connect bottom-up initiatives with a top-down vision at a
national level in building systems for digital innovation and
health IT are presented by Sheik et al [67] from the United
Kingdom. We share their vision to improve usability and
interoperability and integrate bottom-up with top-down
resources.

Our study, similarly to the research by Batalden and Davidoff
[76], discusses the complexities of integrating grassroots idea
innovations into established health care systems. Batalden and
Davidoff [76] highlight the need for organizational changes and
a shift in culture to recognize the value of patient-driven
innovations and effectively incorporate them into clinical
practice.

Future studies should consider a translation project of the
NASSS framework from English into Swedish. This would
facilitate the framework’s use in a Swedish context, similar to
the translations of health-related quality of life questionnaires,
which follow guidelines to ensure validity in terms of language
and culture [53]. In addition, an evaluation is recommended
alongside updates to the NASSS-CAT. Some subquestions may
benefit from further splitting, such as assessing the likelihood
of technology obsolescence or the measurement of alternative
ways to evaluate innovation. It is crucial to involve relevant
stakeholders in these changes. Cultural adaptation should receive
significant emphasis to provide a language that is relevant to

the Swedish context. We also suggest that future studies explore
similarities and differences regarding the existence of
complexities when bottom-up innovations are developed and
implemented in other regions. Finally, we consider making a
follow-up prospective evaluation of our 4 innovations. By doing
this, we can possibly review the impact of this study on the
long-term outcomes of each innovation using the NASSS-CAT
LONG.

The Progress of the 4 Cases
The insights gained from our exploration of the existence of
complexities in innovation processes led to some of the
presented innovations being appreciated in the VGR. The
Digi-Do and the D-Foot have gradually, during the study, been
acknowledged as important in building future care with digital
tools. The VGR has granted the innovator of the D-Foot the
legal rights to be spread nationally and internationally and to
be implemented and scaled up to prevent DFUs through early
screening.

The Digi-Do has been evaluated, and the results show a positive
effect on the users, indicating reduced levels of distress and an
improved sense of preparedness [43,77]. Hence, the difficulties
in evaluating soft values have been successfully dealt with.
Since the analysis presented in this paper, the intellectual
properties have been transferred to the VGR together with the
RT department, and updated versions of the Digi-Do are
underway.

Learnings from the complexity assessment of the PoC
Dashboard [54] helped address the challenges differently by
going for a simpler technical solution with less dependencies
on other information systems and focusing on core features such
as supporting patients and health care professionals in the
planning and evaluation of care. This was done by adapting
Dialog+, which is both a tool to measure and monitor
patient-reported outcome measures and patient-reported
experience measures and a solutions-focused methodology, to
fit Swedish psychiatric care [78]. It has since then been piloted
and tested for >4 different patient groups in mental health care
settings and is being implemented as part of routine psychosis
care. The MoodMapper is not an active innovation project in
Sweden. However, it is used internationally in research to map
behavior changes in mental disorders [79,80].

Conclusions
The NASSS framework increased the bottom-up innovators’
understanding of the role of complexity in their innovations.
The analysis provided valuable insights by identifying and
bringing attention to complexities, particularly within the
broader system, albeit requiring a deep understanding. This
study enriched our comprehension of the pervasive role of
complexity in bottom-up innovations within public health care
and shed light on the practical utility of the NASSS-CAT. Early
use of a validated tool aids in identifying complexities and
pinpointing the domains in which these complexities exist.
Importantly, even when bottom-up innovations arise within the
same support organization, the complexity can vary based on
the developmental phase and the unique characteristics of each
project. Identifying, defining, and understanding complexity
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may not solve the issues but substantially improves the prospects
for successful innovation implementation provided the right
expertise is available to support the process.

Successful innovation within complex organizational structures
necessitates a comprehensive understanding and an adaptive
leadership to surmount cultural resistance and organizational

impediments. A rigid, linear, and stepwise approach risks
disregarding interconnected variables and dependencies, leading
to suboptimal outcomes. Success lies in embracing the
complexity with its uncertainty, nurturing creativity, and
adopting a nonlinear methodology that accommodates the
iterative nature of innovation processes within complex
organizations.
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Abstract

Background: Physicians and patient-facing caregivers have increasingly used mobile health (mHealth) technologies in the past
several years, accelerating during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, barriers and feedback surrounding adoption remain relatively
understudied and varied across health systems, particularly in rural areas.

Objective: This study aims to identify provider adoption, attitudes, and barriers toward mHealth in a large, multisite, rural US
health care system. We investigated (1) mHealth apps that providers use for their own benefit and (2) mHealth apps that a provider
uses in conjunction with a patient.

Methods: We surveyed all patient-seeing providers within the Marshfield Clinic Health System with a brief, 16-item, web-based
survey assessing attitudes toward mHealth, adoption of these technologies, and perceived barriers faced by providers, their peers,
and the institution. Survey results were summarized via descriptive statistics, with log-binomial regression and accompanying
pairwise analyses, using Kruskal-Wallis and Jonckheere-Terpstra tests for significance, respectively. Respondents were grouped
by reported clinical role and specialty.

Results: We received a 38% (n/N=916/2410) response rate, with 60.7% (n=556) of those sufficiently complete for analyses.
Roughly 54.1% (n=301) of respondents reported mHealth use, primarily around decision-making and supplemental information,
with use differing based on provider role and years of experience. Self-reported barriers to using mHealth included a lack of
knowledge and time to study mHealth technologies. Providers also reported concerns about patients’ internet access and the
complexity of mHealth apps to adequately use mHealth technologies. Providers believed the health system’s barriers were largely
privacy, confidentiality, and legal review concerns.

Conclusions: These findings echo similar studies in other health systems, surrounding providers’ lack of time and concerns
over privacy and confidentiality of patient data. Providers emphasized concerns over the complexity of these technologies for
their patients and concerns over patients’ internet access to fully use mHealth in their delivery of care.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e55443)   doi:10.2196/55443
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mHealth; clinician; physician; rural; patient; mobile; health care; adoption; attitude; attitudes; opinion; perception; perceptions;
perspective; perspectives; acceptance; mobile health; app; apps; provider; providers; physicians; survey; surveys; barrier; barriers;
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Introduction

Increased technological and medical advancements have
naturally led to the intersection of these 2 fields of study,
commonly known as mobile health (mHealth) [1]. mHealth has
been defined as “mobile computing, medical sensor, and
communication technologies for healthcare” and has seen
increasing adoption in recent years, particularly following the
shift to virtual health delivery during the COVID-19 pandemic
[1-3]. However, given privacy concerns, institutional hesitancy,
and the wide array of programs and devices available, adoption
and use of mHealth have been mixed [4].

The 2 prevailing mobile platforms include Android and iOS,
which collectively comprise more than 99% of mobile use today
on phones, tablets, and wearable devices [5]. Traditionally, the
development of mobile apps required maintaining separate
codebases and expertise per platform. Advances in web
technologies, coupled with the establishment of these 2 universal
operating systems, have ushered in new and dynamically
evolving cross-platform solutions. Vastly expanded broadband
cellular networks have simultaneously led to a surge in mobile
accessibility, with 95% of the globe reaching 3G coverage as
of 2022 and 80% obtaining 4G or faster speeds, including
throughout rural regions [6].

To streamline development resources while maximizing user
reach, cross-platform frameworks have become dominant across
all sectors of mobile apps, including mHealth [7]. These libraries
leverage existing technologies, often derivatives of web
languages such as HTML, cascading style sheets, and JavaScript,
while seamlessly interfacing with the native capabilities of each
platform. Two of the most popular architectures for modern
cross-platform apps include React Native (Meta Platforms) and
Flutter (Google) [8]. Similarly, 2 popular hybrid solutions
include Cordova and Capacitor, which can efficiently embed
existing websites into native web views to achieve familiar
native app behavior.

Emerging app-connected wearables—smartwatches, eyewear,
earwear, and clothing—synergize with cross-platform apps to
offer new ways of interacting with consumers and patients.
Adaptation of wearable technologies has boomed in recent years,
with a projected 1 billion circulated wearables in 2022 compared
with 325 million in 2016 [9]. Android and iOS smartwatches
offer core health initiatives, with sensors and apps that can
automatically analyze heart health, blood oxygen, sleep cycles,
and fitness. This innovation is rapidly superseding traditional
life alert functionality with recent developments including fall
detection, automatic location-aware emergency dialing,
predictive warnings of heart arrhythmia, and reported seamless
syncing of medical records [10].

Many promising new use cases of wearable tech in the mHealth
industry are emerging after years of research and pilot studies.
For example, after 12 years of testing, Apple has proofed a
noninvasive continuous blood glucose monitor system that uses
silicon photonics and optical spectroscopy, which is expected
to be miniaturized into a common watch-sized wearable within
3 years for consumer use [11]. Manufacturers have also
continued exploring augmented reality medical applications for

eyewear and are working on adaptive lens adjustment
technologies, which would dynamically adjust to one’s eyesight
with no prescription lens required. Other types of wearable
devices are continuously being tested, including ones that can
monitor saliva or tear gland fluids to detect eye or oral diseases,
among other medical conditions [12].

These advances in technologies and applications have moved
at incredible speeds, most often ahead of health systems’ and
providers’ organizational abilities or individual preparedness
to adopt, test, and implement for their own use or use with
patients. Nonetheless, health care providers can and do leverage
available advances in medical technologies for the benefit of
the patient, and we would fully expect that mHealth apps and
wearable technologies are no exception.

To better understand the current environment of mHealth
adoption and barriers among rural providers and patients, we
sought to further explore two key topics in this study: (1) apps
that providers use for their own benefit and (2) apps that a
provider uses in conjunction with a patient.

Khatun et al originally described a conceptual model for mhealth
readiness through the lens of a health workforce in rural
Bangladesh [13]. The model was later advanced and refined by
Weichelt et al in 2019, furthering discussions of the interplay
of rural patients, clinicians, and their organizations in mHealth
adoption [14,15]. This prior research found that the organization
plays a role in impacting providers’ and patients’ adoption of
mHealth; however, we need to first gain a deeper understanding
of providers’ current levels of adoption and familiarity and
awareness with these new technologies.

This line of research, beginning with an assessment and
inventory of mHealth adoption, is essential for the future of
health care delivery. Marshfield Clinic Health System (MCHS)
is a predominantly rural health system with patients scattered
across northern Wisconsin, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
and beyond [16]. While well positioned to test and deploy new
and innovative technologies in the broad field of mHealth,
leadership first needs to gain a deeper understanding of the
system’s provider and patient needs, desires, and current use.
Therefore, we conducted a survey of all patient-seeing providers
within MCHS to identify mHealth adoption, attitudes, and
perceived barriers to use.

Methods

Data Collection
In July of 2020, we emailed a survey to 2410 MCHS providers
via an information systems–supplied “MCHS Providers” email
list. The survey was designed to assess providers’ motivators
and barriers to the adoption of mHealth technologies in patient
care. The survey was open and available from July 21 to August
31 (6 weeks), with 2 reminders sent every 2 weeks.

Instrument design and line of inquiry leveraged previous work
by this research team, including the previously published
conceptual model for assessing necessary conditions for rural
health care’s mHealth readiness, with an emphasis on
clinician-perceived barriers. Providers were asked about
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mHealth use, both personal and with patients, as well as
personal, perceived colleague, patient, and institutional barriers
to mHealth adoption. Providers were also asked about the
perceived COVID-19 impact on mHealth use and anticipated
future mHealth use after the pandemic subsided.

Incentives
Participants were presented with the option of selecting one of
five local nonprofits to receive a US $10 donation for their
voluntary participation in the survey. We distributed our full
budgeted allotment of US $2800 as chosen by the research
participants. No other incentives were offered during the study.

Ethical Considerations
The project submission was evaluated by the Marshfield Clinic
institutional review board. It was determined that the activity
as described does not meet the definition of human participant
research, and no further institutional review board action was
needed.

Analyses
Due to the small number of responses in some niche roles and
specialties, participants’ roles were grouped into 2 categories
based on education and degree level (Figure 1). Provider
specialty was also compartmentalized into 9 categories,
mirroring the distribution of specialties across MCHS.

Figure 1. Grouping of provider roles. RDN: Registered Dietitian Nutritionist; RN: registered nurse.

We used log-binomial regression to analyze survey questions
with dichotomous (yes or no) responses [17]. Specifically, we
fit univariable models where the dependent variable was the
dichotomous response and the independent variable was either
provider role, provider specialty, or number of years in practice
(7 categories: 0-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25, 26-30, and >30
years). We assessed the overall statistical significance of the
independent variable and proceeded with pairwise comparisons
versus a referent category when warranted (ie, when the P value
for the overall effect was ≤.05). BS and MS-level providers,
family medicine, and 16-20 years in practice were the referent
categories in the calculations. Since provider roles had 2
categories, corresponding pairwise comparisons were
unnecessary (redundant).

A similar general strategy was used for Likert-scaled survey
questions (ie, assessment of the overall statistical significance
of the independent variable followed by pairwise comparisons
vs a referent category when warranted). The Kruskal-Wallis

test was used to evaluate overall significance and the
Jonckheere-Terpstra test for pairwise comparisons [18,19]. The
same independent variables were examined.

Results

Overview
We received a total of 916 responses (38% response rate), of
which 556 (60.7%) responses were sufficiently complete to be
included in the statistical analyses. Of these responses, 301
(54.1%) participants reported using health-related apps on their
phone or tablet. The most common purposes for these apps were
use as informational resources (234/301, 77.7%) and for
decision-making (180/301, 59.8%). Providers who used mHealth
with patients (202/556, 36.3%) reported doing so primarily for
exercise and activity monitoring (105/202, 52%), and enhancing
patients’experiences via the My Marshfield Clinic app (105/202,
52%), an in-house app that allows patients to schedule
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appointments, view lab results, message providers, etc. Those
who do not use health-related apps (255/556, 45.9%) stated
their primary reasons as inadequate information available on
the use of such apps (59/255, 23.1%), not having enough time
to use the apps (55/255, 21.6%), or being unsure of the
organization’s attitudes toward mHealth (59/255, 23.1%). The
most common barriers to mHealth adoption cited by providers
were a lack of both knowledge about mHealth technologies
(293/556, 52.7%) and time (201/556, 36.2%), as well as being
unsure of their patients’ access to reliable internet services
(171/556, 30.8%). These same concerns arose when we asked
respondents which barriers they thought other providers had
surrounding mHealth (319/556, 57.4%; 283/556, 50.9%; and
163/556, 29.3%). Perceived organizational barriers to clinicians
using mHealth in their practices were primarily concerns related
to confidentiality (313/556, 56.3%) and mHealth technologies
being too complicated for patients (288/556, 51.8%). Overall,
however, providers had a favorable view of mHealth, with a
majority stating they either intend to continue using mHealth
following the COVID-19 pandemic or would look further into
mHealth technologies.

Provider Demographics
We had a broad representation of specialties and experience
levels in our responses. The most common specialties were
family medicine, surgery, pediatrics, and physical and
occupational therapy. The survey respondents averaged 19 years
of experience practicing medicine.

Clinician Adoption
Clinician adoption of mHealth varied by role and specialty.
Doctoral-level providers reported higher mHealth use on their
own devices compared with other providers, with 65%
(n/N=154/237) and 46% (n/N=138/300) adoption (P<.001),
respectively. Among mHealth users, doctoral-level providers
used these apps as an informational resource at a higher rate
(131/154, 85.1% vs 98/138, 71%; P=.005). Compared with
midtenure providers (16-20 years of experience, 51/81, 63%
mHealth adoption), mHealth adoption levels were reported to
be lower among more experienced providers (34/72, 47.2% for
21-25 years of experience; 29/64, 45.3% for 26-30 years; and
43/84, 51.2% for >30 years), and similar among less experienced
providers (52/95, 54.7% for 0-5 years of experience; 43/73,
58.9% for 6-10 years; and 39/64, 60.9% for 11-15 years).
mHealth use with patients was similar between doctoral-level
and other providers (84/237, 35.4% vs 110/300, 36.7%; P=.77)
and across the range of years of experience (33/95, 34.7% for
0-5 years of experience; 27/73, 37% for 6-10 years; 22/64,
34.4% for 11-15 years; 29/81, 35.8% for 16-20 years; 34/72,
47.2% for 21-25 years; 24/64, 37.5% for 26-30 years; and 29/84,
34.5% for >30 years; P=.63). Notably, compared with family
medicine with 48.4% (n/N=31/64) mHealth use with patients,
3 specialties reported use of ≤30% (Cancer Care and Research,
6/27, 22.2%, P=.04 vs family medicine; Cardiology, 7/29,
24.1%, P=.05; Surgery, 14/60, 23.3%, P=.007), while psychiatry
and psychology reported 78.3% (n/N=18/23) adoption,
significantly higher than family medicine (P=.005). No
important differences in reported mHealth use with patients
were observed regarding diet and nutrition tracking, weight

management, dental reminders, direct communication with the
patient’s care team, and medication reminders. Not surprisingly,
psychiatry and psychology reported use of mHealth more
frequently for mood and depressive symptom monitoring (12/18,
66.7% vs ≤7% for all other specialties that responded to this
question [no responses in Cancer Care and Research,
Cardiology, OB/GYN, Physical and Occupational Therapy, and
Surgery; 1/24, 4.2% in Pediatrics; and 4/65, 6.2% in other
specialties], P=.001 vs family medicine, 2/31, 6.4%) and sleep
tracking (7/18, 38.9% vs ≤16.7% for all other specialties that
responded to this question [no responses in Cardiology,
OB/GYN and Physical and Occupational Therapy; 1/6, 16.7%
in Cancer Care and Research; 2/24, 8.3% in Pediatrics; 1/14,
7.1% in Surgery; and 4/65, 6.2% in other specialties], P=.02 vs
family medicine, 2/31, 6.4%). Physical and occupational
therapy, cardiology, and psychiatry and psychology reported
substantially higher mHealth use with patients for informational
and educational purposes (12/17, 70.6%; 4/7, 57.1%; and 10/18,
55.6%, with P=.002, .048, and .02 vs family medicine, 7/31,
22.6%).

Clinicians’ Perceived Barriers Category 1—Personal
(Clinician)
Overall, providers reported lack of knowledge about mHealth
technologies (293/556, 52.7% for themselves; 319/556, 57.4%
in their perceptions regarding other clinicians) and lack of time
(201/556, 36.2% and 283/556, 50.9%) as the primary personal
barriers. Insufficient levels of patient internet access were also
a commonly cited concern (171/556, 30.8% and 163/556,
29.3%). We found relatively few differences between provider
roles and specialties regarding personal barriers to mHealth
adoption. Doctoral-level providers cited a greater number of
financial barriers surrounding a lack of value in mHealth
technologies (29/237, 12.2% vs 12/300, 4%, P<.001 for
themselves; 44/237, 18.6% vs 26/300, 8.7%, P=.001 in their
perceptions regarding other clinicians), insufficient
reimbursement options (27/237, 11.4% vs 14/300, 4.7%; P=.005
for themselves), and mHealth technologies not being worth the
cost of adoption (22/237, 9.3% vs 7/300, 2.3%; P=.001 for
themselves). With respect to their perceptions regarding other
clinicians, cancer care and research providers reported a lack
of communication between providers at a substantially higher
rate than all other specialties (12/27, 44.4% vs 11.7%-33.3%
[5/29, 17.2% in Cardiology; 9/27, 33.3% in OB/GYN; 9/47,
19.1% in Pediatrics; 6/42, 14.3% in Physical and Occupational
Therapy; 5/23, 21.7% in Psychiatry and Psychology; 7/60,
11.7% in Surgery; and 45/214, 21% in other specialties] P=.02
vs family medicine [13/64, 20.3%]). Furthermore, regarding
their perceptions of other clinicians, OB and GYN and pediatrics
providers reported a lack of knowledge about mHealth
technologies at rates that exceeded all other specialties (21/27,
77.8% and 37/47, 78.7% vs 45%-71.4% [13/27, 48.1% in Cancer
Care and Research; 20/29, 69% in Cardiology; 30/42, 71.4%
in Physical and Occupational Therapy; 13/23, 56.5% in
Psychiatry and Psychology; 27/60, 45% in Surgery; and
110/214, 51.4% in other specialties], P=.03 and .01 vs family
medicine [36/64, 56.3%]). Interestingly, the only self-perceived
barrier that was modified by years of experience was the lack
of reliable internet access (P=.02 for the overall effect). With
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the exception of relatively new providers (0-5 years of
experience; 22/95, 23.2% of these providers reported this
concern), providers in age groups with ≤20 years of experience
(31/73, 42.5% with 6-10 years of experience; 24/64, 37.5% with
11-15 years; and 33/81, 40.7% with 16-20 years) reported higher
rates of this concern than those in age groups with >20 years
of experience (15/72, 20.8% with 21-25 years of experience;
18/64, 28.1% with 26-30 years; and 23/84, 27.4% with >30
years).

Clinicians’ Perceived Barriers Category 2—Patient
Survey respondents reported substantial perceived patient
concerns relating to mHealth technologies being too complicated
(371/556, 66.7%), lack of access to mHealth technologies
(327/556, 58.8%), poor delivery mechanisms (eg, cell service
or internet coverage, 252/556, 45.3%), and privacy concerns
(207/556, 37.2%). These perceptions did not differ meaningfully
by provider type, specialty, or years of experience, with the
exception that privacy concerns were more prevalent in
doctoral-level providers (105/237, 44.3% vs 93/300, 31%;
P=.002).

Clinicians’ Perceived Barriers Category
3—Organizational
The most prevalent organizational barriers perceived by
providers were concerns related to confidentiality (313/556,

56.3%) and that mHealth technologies were too complicated
for patients (288/556, 51.8%). Confidentiality concerns differed
meaningfully by provider type (149/237, 62.9% and 154/300,
51.3% for doctoral-level vs other providers, P=.007), specialty
(P<.001 for the overall specialty effect; 37/47, 78.7% vs 36/64,
56.3% for pediatrics vs family medicine, P=.01), and years of
experience (P=.03 for the overall effect; no specific trend across
age groups). Privacy concerns (168/556, 30.2% prevalence)
varied only by years of experience (P=.006 for the overall effect;
no specific trend across age groups).

COVID-19 and Anticipated mHealth Adoption
When providers were asked to what degree (1) the COVID-19
pandemic impacted their mHealth adoption and (2) they intend
to look further into mHealth following the resumption of normal
MCHS activities, meaningful differences were detected only
between provider specialties (P=.02 and .001 for the overall
specialty effects, respectively). These differences were driven
by psychiatry and psychology providers, who reported higher
scores (10-point Likert scale, where 1=not at all and 10=a great
deal) on both survey questions (P=.002 and .002 vs family
medicine; Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 2. Response distributions for psychiatry and psychology and family medicine for the question “To what degree has the COVID-19 pandemic
impacted your mHealth adoption?”. mHealth: mobile health.
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Figure 3. Response distributions for psychiatry and psychology and family medicine for the question “To what degree do you intend to look further
into mHealth following the resumption of normal MCHS activities?” MCHS: Marshfield Clinic Health System; mHealth: mobile health.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The varied responses and rate of mHealth use across provider
roles and specialties emphasize the variety and task-specific
role mHealth can have in a health system. Some specialties,
such as psychology and psychiatry, showed high rates of
adoption for specific tasks such as mood and sleep tracking;
however, no other specialties reported substantially greater
mHealth adoption compared with the reference to family
medicine. If looking to increase mHealth use across a health
system, leadership should consider identifying specific tasks or
poorly performing metrics that mHealth could potentially
improve upon.

Our survey grouped potential barriers into 3 levels (provider,
patient, and organizational) in line with past qualitative findings
[13]. Providers’ self-barriers encompassed themes of lack of
knowledge about mHealth technologies, lack of time, and lack
of patients’ access to the internet. Commonly reported barriers
relating to both patients and the organization were mHealth
technologies being too complicated and concerns related to
privacy. The predominant organizational barrier was
confidentiality concerns, whereas lack of access (cell phone
coverage, internet, and mHealth technology in general) was a
frequently perceived barrier for patients.

It is understandable that health care providers feel overwhelmed,
with the top barrier to mHealth use being a lack of time and
information. These technologies evolve at incredible speeds.
How might one stay abreast of the scientific and technological

advances of mHealth technologies? Even in the peer-reviewed
literature, which can take months or years to publish, we witness
an overwhelming ocean of information. At the time of this
writing, a Google Scholar search of “mHealth” papers since
2020 (January 1, 2020, to April 5, 2024) yielded nearly 25,000
results and nearly 8000 results since January 1, 2024.

The pace of emerging and simultaneously retiring technologies
remains a substantial barrier across many mHealth studies. A
typical full-scale trial to evaluate a mHealth initiative lasts more
than 5 years from recruitment, during which time many changes
within the pertinent technologies will occur or be superseded
entirely [20]. Consequentially, many trials are reduced in scope,
hindering true evaluation and understanding of the prospect’s
long-term value.

Years of technological ambition surrounding deep machine
learning and voluminous data sets reached fruition in the 2020s
with the advent of widely accessible artificial intelligence (AI)
apps. These AI-powered breakthroughs have impacted nearly
every industry, including medicine, in ways that are still in the
infancy of exploration. By digitally processing millions of
training samples, including imagery, transcripts, audio
recordings, and academic papers, sophisticated computer
algorithms have reached new potential in data analysis and user
reactivity [21]. What once required thousands of hours and
access to prohibitively expensive data centers to compute is
now within a finger’s reach from any consumer phone or
computer.

Leveraging computer-assisted workflows to automate tasks is
not a new concept in the medical world. Health care
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organizations have spent decades exploring increasingly
advanced forms of speech recognition software to facilitate
medical transcriptions, among other areas of automation [22].
The latest groundbreaking strides in these efforts come in the
form of OpenAI’s ChatGPT and associated tool sets [23]. A
recent study hypothesized more than 130 different ways
ChatGPT could positively benefit both patients and doctors in
the foreseeable future, including education, prediction support,
prevention of medical errors, record-keeping, and continual
clinical assistance [24].

However, many analysts warn that such tool sets—when used
in isolation without a human consultant—can yield bad data or
other repercussions not yet realized. The most prevalent example
of these dangers is how AI modeling is prone to hallucinations,
in which the chatbot may return seemingly factual and confident
responses but uses nonexistent citations or made-up passages
due to anomalies in its training data and other limitations
[25,26].

Limitations
The response rate to our mHealth survey was 38%
(n/N=916/2410), with a further completion rate of 60.7%
(n/N=556/916). It is possible that response bias was present,
potentially skewing toward clinicians who have an interest in
mHealth technologies. While this response rate is moderately
high compared with other surveys of providers, the topic of
mHealth being mentioned foremost in the survey invitation may
have resulted in an overestimation of mHealth use and
intentions.

Notably, MCHS, along with many other health care
organizations at the time, was struggling due to the COVID-19
pandemic during our survey timeframe, with rolling temporary

furloughs throughout the health system. This limited our possible
response rate and created uncertainty in the accuracy and
complete capture of our sample. However, our survey was open
for 6 weeks with multiple reminder emails sent out, theoretically
limiting this effect. Nevertheless, biases in responses may
remain due to the work environment and shifting priorities
surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic. A future resurveying of
providers would help characterize these possible impacts.

Conclusions
Health systems should continue to evaluate mHealth adoption,
and more formally and proactively investigate innovative
solutions. Consulting with patient safety and legal departments
regarding the use of mHealth apps is crucial, as quality clinical
outcomes are not often in correlation with popularity ratings on
app stores [27]. If a mHealth tool is deemed to be a valuable
tool for a hospital or health system, leadership should work
toward identifying specific options and methods to address
health outcomes and work toward simple and concise
implementations to improve adoption and patient outcomes.
The American Medical Association provides occasional reports
and guidelines surrounding mHealth best practices, but does
not have an official lobbying body, with more focus on
telehealth [28-30]. The US Department of Health and Human
Services provides resources for mHealth developers; however,
these are primarily focused on privacy and confidentiality and
are of little relevance to providers [31].

This study is arguably a foundational and necessary step in
assessing a health system’s status and potential for mHealth
adoption. Further research and continued partnership with
advisors and stakeholders will be needed if the health system
hopes to more formally integrate mHealth technologies into
rural health care.
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Abstract

Background: Generative artificial intelligence has the potential to revolutionize health technology product development by
improving coding quality, efficiency, documentation, quality assessment and review, and troubleshooting.

Objective: This paper explores the application of a commercially available generative artificial intelligence tool (ChatGPT) to
the development of a digital health behavior change intervention designed to support patient engagement in a commercial digital
diabetes prevention program.

Methods: We examined the capacity, advantages, and limitations of ChatGPT to support digital product idea conceptualization,
intervention content development, and the software engineering process, including software requirement generation, software
design, and code production. In total, 11 evaluators, each with at least 10 years of experience in fields of study ranging from
medicine and implementation science to computer science, participated in the output review process (ChatGPT vs human-generated
output). All had familiarity or prior exposure to the original personalized automatic messaging system intervention. The evaluators
rated the ChatGPT-produced outputs in terms of understandability, usability, novelty, relevance, completeness, and efficiency.

Results: Most metrics received positive scores. We identified that ChatGPT can (1) support developers to achieve high-quality
products faster and (2) facilitate nontechnical communication and system understanding between technical and nontechnical team
members around the development goal of rapid and easy-to-build computational solutions for medical technologies.

Conclusions: ChatGPT can serve as a usable facilitator for researchers engaging in the software development life cycle, from
product conceptualization to feature identification and user story development to code generation.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04049500; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04049500

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52885)   doi:10.2196/52885
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digital health; GenAI; generative; artificial intelligence; ChatGPT; software engineering; mHealth; mobile health; app; apps;
application; applications; diabetes; diabetic; diabetes prevention; digital prescription; software; engagement; behaviour change;
behavior change; developer; developers; LLM; LLMs; language model; language models; NLP; natural language processing

Introduction

Health care has undergone a digital transformation, resulting
in a growing reliance on software engineering for medical use
cases, including health care research. However, little guidance

exists for health researchers on how to effectively develop digital
health interventions [1]; in particular, software development
challenges that include expertise gaps in coding, custom
development needs, high costs, and time constraints result in
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multilevel barriers to designing and deploying a usable, scalable,
and sustainable digital health product [1].

Generative artificial intelligence (GenAI) technologies such as
ChatGPT can potentially support researchers in health
technology endeavors by providing foundational frameworks
and processes for the software development life cycle [2]. These
systems can help reduce time and enhance precision for
technology-based research projects by supporting both
nonprogrammers and experienced programmers in code
development, troubleshooting, and cleaning [2]. Moreover, the
ability to use GenAI to generate content from different
perspectives (expert or nonexpert) can facilitate and improve
communication between technical and nontechnical team
members of multidisciplinary teams. For example, a
nontechnical team member can write their ideas in natural text
and then use GenAI to request assistance in creating discussion
points to communicate to a technical team audience. GenAI
tools may also help health technology researchers refine research
questions, identify appropriate theoretical frameworks and
models, and leverage popular implementation strategies such
as design thinking to build effective, theory-grounded, and
evidence-based digital health interventions. ChatGPT (OpenAI,
Microsoft Corporation) has already demonstrated feasibility as
a support tool for clinical decision support development in health
care [3], and more broadly as a coding copilot in programming
and engineering [4,5].

This study explores the use of ChatGPT to recreate a
personalized automatic messaging system (PAMS), which was
developed as part of a digital health research initiative to support
patient engagement with a commercial digital diabetes
prevention program (dDPP). We examine the capacity,
advantages, and limitations of ChatGPT to support product
ideation and conceptualization, intervention content
development, and the software engineering process including
software requirement generation, software design, and code
production. This paper provides insights to support the
GenAI-assisted development of computational tools that are
usable, reliable, extensible, and in line with the standards of
modern coding practices. The framework includes prompts for
both the intervention conceptualization as well as the main
phases of the software development process.

Methods

Settings and Intervention Development Context
In previous work [6], we described the development of PAMS,
a novel integrated multicomponent communications platform,
to promote patient-provider communication and patient
engagement in a commercial dDPP (Noom; Noom, Inc). The
PAMS intervention included early prototyping and user testing,
a technical development phase, and a randomized controlled
trial. The core content and user experience features of PAMS
were identified, prototyped, and evaluated using the
well-established design thinking “discover, define, design, and
test” approach to iteratively gather information, define, design,
and refine the engagement intervention [7]. Stakeholders
included: patients with prediabetes and their support network
(eg, caregivers and partners), primary care providers, health

technologists, programmers and computer scientists, behavioral
change theorists and subject matter experts, the research
administrative team, and dDPP product developers and coaches.
The main components of this PAMS intervention include (1) a
theory-driven behavior change messaging library, (2) a
personalized automated message system delivery platform (SMS
text messaging–based), and (3) EHR-integrated data
visualizations. The PAMS messaging library uses an integrated
framework that combines established theoretical models for
behavior change with human-centered design strategies to
maximize the evidence-based conditions for behavior change
and the user acceptance and use of a digital health product. The
technical development of PAMS followed an agile software
development approach based on incremental 2-week sprint
cycles consisting of requirement planning, design, development,
and testing of a specific set of functional features. In this paper,
we will recreate this development process using GenAI
(ChatGPT).

ChatGPT-PAMS Experiment Design
To evaluate the effectiveness of using GenAI to support the
development of digital tools in medical settings, our experiment
is based on recreating PAMS using GenAI (ChatGPT) and
evaluating human-generated vs ChatGPT-generated
documentation. To accurately capture the ideation and
development process, our multidisciplinary team reviewed all
documentation and processes used in the early stages of PAMS
conceptualization, including supporting theoretical models,
content and features, and technical development. We then
recreated these processes via a series of prompts for ChatGPT-4
to assist with the generation of theory, content, user stories,
requirement documents, design diagrams, and the code for a
subset of the requirements. Outputs from ChatGPT were
reviewed and compared to human-generated documentation by
11 evaluating team members. Evaluators consisted of clinicians,
behavioral scientists, programmers, and research staff working
in digital health and technology for behavior change research.
Collectively, they represent more than 50 years of clinical,
research, design, and computer science experience. The
evaluators independently rated the quality of various aspects of
information provided by ChatGPT on a Likert scale, where
higher ratings indicated greater quality of information (1: very
poor; 2: poor; 3: acceptable; 4: good; 5: very good; N/A: not
applicable). Aspects of evaluation included: understandability
(Does this output make sense given the context of the study and
prompts?), novelty (Were new ideas generated?) [3], usability
(Does this create a usable output?), relevance (Does this create
a useful output?), efficiency (Would having these outputs have
saved time?), and potential for bias (What unintended
consequences might arise from these outputs?) [6]. Evaluators
were also asked to give an overall score on the quality of the
ChatGPT output (Overall, how good would you say this output
is?). Post review, a group debrief was conducted, using a
semistructured interview guide to facilitate discussion regarding
perceptions of outputs and rationale for ratings.

Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations helped guide the initial development of
research methods and reduce potential risks for participants in
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the original study implementation with the PAMS intervention
[7]. Recreating the technical development of a system previously
built as part of the dDPP randomized controlled trial
(NCT04049500) has not introduced any new risks to patients.
Patients were not involved in this research examining the use
of GenAI in the development of digital health care solutions.
No patient data was used in the prompt generation phase.

Regarding ethical considerations for the methods used in this
paper, as an attempt to mitigate evaluator biases, we worked
with a diverse team of evaluators who were aware of the initial
study but were not necessarily involved in the technical
development. Additionally, we understand the limitations and
concerns of the use of ChatGPT including possible
hallucinations and incorrect answers. Thus, we emphasize the

need for human expertise to identify correct and incorrect
outputs and have flagged this as a study consideration. When
developing the GenAI-based solution, we used the same
considerations for data security, patient usability, accessibility,
and data privacy used in the original human-developed solution.

Prompt Generation Framework
Prompt engineering focuses on the skill of designing and
creating effective prompts that guide ChatGPT to produce the
best possible output for your task. We followed existing
literature [8-11] combined with our expertise and
experimentation to provide a framework that yields the best
result when developing a digital solution like PAMS (Figure
1).

Figure 1. ChatGPT prompt structure and prompt examples. CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; GenAI: generative artificial intelligence;
PAMS: personalized automatic messaging system.

Results

PAMS Concept and User Experience Generation

Overview
Core components of the PAMS intervention were conceptualized
and designed via an underlying behavior change theory, design
principles and personas, and a message content library.

Underpinning Behavior Change Theory and Approach

Human-Generated Solution

Leveraging behavior change literature review and interviews
with behavior change theory content experts (n=4), the research
team initially identified ten unique behavior change theories
and six process models that were considered to be an appropriate
fit for the aims of the overall intervention. A unique model was
developed that captured (1) the relevant underlying behavior
change theory, (2) implementation strategies, and (3) unique
contexts of the technology environment (Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. Underpinning behavior change theory and approach outcome of ChatGPT vs human-generated output. ACTS: Accelerated Creation to
Sustainment; BJ: Brian Jeffrey; CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; COM-B: capability, opportunity, and motivation model of behavior change; dDPP:
digital diabetes prevention program; HBM: health belief model; IDEAS: Integrate, Design, Assess, and Share; J&J: Johnson and Johnson; MI: motivational
interviewing; SCT: social cognitive theory; SDT: self-determination theory; TTM: transtheoretical model.

GenAI Solution

When prompted, ChatGPT identified seven relevant
well-accepted behavior change theories and frameworks to
inform a “dDPP support intervention” (Figure 2B). It did not
provide information on the transtheoretical domains framework,
or the taxonomy of behavior change techniques, but when
prompted on these, identified both as acceptable strategies for
use.

User Experience: Design Principles, Personas, and
Messaging Content

Human-Generated Solution

The research team used a human-centered design approach to
identify key design principles, defined as the set of
considerations that form the basis of the PAMS product (Figure

3B). These were developed from insights gathered via a review
of relevant digital behavior change research, consultation with
content and theoretical experts in digital health and
implementation science (n=3), and two group interviews (n=9).
From these insights, five relevant fictional personas were
designed to capture the various phenotypes of user engagement
with the commercial dDPP, along with unique user journeys
developed to describe their projected engagement with the
program over time (Figure 3D). Overall, over 193 unique
messages were developed, each grounded by a relevant behavior
change technique and tailored to an individual phenotype’s user
journey. These elements were continuously revisited and refined
during the testing phases of the dDPP research. This included
a 6-month near-live user testing phase consisting of nine patients
engaging with various iterations of the PAMS prototype, and a
12-month live single-arm pilot phase consisting of 25 patients
using PAMS-beta with the commercial dDPP platform.
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Figure 3. User experience: design principles, personas, and messaging content outcome of ChatGPT vs human-generated output. dDPP: digital diabetes
prevention program; EHR: electronic health record.

GenAI Solution

ChatGPT was prompted from multiple perspectives (researcher,
clinician, and patient) to identify key design principles (Figure
3A) and sample solutions for the PAMS intervention. It also
provided common engagement phenotypes for digital health
tool users, based on patterns of use, frequency, duration, and
“other elements.” Of note, nonadopters were not identified
within the initial round of phenotypes. ChatGPT also developed

personas for each of the identified engagement phenotypes,
including persona names, backgrounds, and individual journeys.
ChatGPT was able to produce five to ten unique messages
targeted toward each phenotype and to adapt these messages
based on various additional prompts. The user types or personas
generated by ChatGPT are consistent with the human-generated
users and cover all the phenotypes identified in our previous
research (eg, mapping to a specific behavior change technique
and reflecting a key design principle; Figure 3C).
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PAMS Technical Development

Overview
The technical development includes a PAMS requirements
document and architectural design and code.

Technical Requirements (User Stories)

Human-Generated Solution

Following the data collection and intervention design period,
we created, as a team, a series of user stories (Figure 4B) which

were followed by system requirements to describe the intended
use cases, features, and challenges of the proposed PAMS
software. Initial system requirements represent the “minimum
viable product” that was developed, piloted, and further refined
(Figure 4D). Our development team followed software
engineering principles to generate the requirements document.
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Figure 4. User stories and technical requirements outcome of ChatGPT vs human-generated outputs. API: application programming interface; CDC:
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; EHR: electronic health record; PAMS: personalized automatic messaging system; REDCap: Research
Electronic Data Capture; UX: user interface.

GenAI Solution

We used the output of the “feature construction phase” to inform
the GenAI output for requirements. During the initial stages of
the prompting phase, we refrained from suggesting solutions,
allowing ChatGPT to generate potential solutions autonomously.
We reviewed and evaluated these outputs, eliminating
impractical or incompatible solution paths that did not align
with the intentions or capabilities of our team. Once we reached

a satisfactory outcome but faced uncertainty regarding the next
steps, we instructed ChatGPT to assume a different “personality”
(eg, software architect) and used the previous outputs as a
foundation for the new role’s initial prompts. Throughout this
process, we encouraged each “personality” to seek clarifications
by asking questions and provided feedback without biasing
toward any predetermined solution. We repeated this process
at least four times for each personality type, engaging in a
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back-and-forth roleplay with multiple personalities (researcher,
architect, and developer), transitioning to a different personality
when it became evident that the current one could no longer
progress without additional feedback (Figures 4A and 4C).

Architectural Design

Human-Generated Solution

After the requirement phase, our software development team
developed the PAMS architectural diagram, which is a graphical

representation of the system that includes (1) a set of
components (eg, a database and computational modules) that
will perform a function required by the system; (2) the set of
connectors that will help in coordination, communication, and
cooperation between the components; and (3) conditions for
how components can be integrated to form the system (Figure
5B).
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Figure 5. Architectural design for PAMS. ChatGPT vs human-generated output. AWS: Amazon Web Services; dDPP: digital diabetes prevention
program; PAMS: personalized automatic messaging system; REDCap: Research Electronic Data Capture.

GenAI Solution

For the GenAI-generated architectural design, we leveraged the
outputs of the requirement phase and the available ChatGPT
plugins to designate the GenAI model as a software engineer
and proceeded to develop an architectural diagram. During this
process, we engaged in iterative prompting and provided explicit
instructions to ChatGPT, specifying the use of Amazon Web
Services (AWS) for development, integration of external

systems such as Twilio (Twilio Inc) and REDCap (Research
Electronic Data Capture; Vanderbilt University), and the
adoption of a microservice approach to facilitate the efforts of
our development team (Figure 5A).
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Code

Human-Generated Solution

PAMS components include several lambda functions that
execute its engagement or adherence algorithm, messaging, and
data manipulation functionalities. Most of the functions are
coded and developed using Python (Python Software
Foundation) and Scala (École Polytechnique Fédérale Lausanne)
as programming languages. AWS was used for the development

of PAMS [12]. Our developers followed our microservice
approach design using an event-driven model [13,14]. The main
components of PAMS are AWS lambda functions which are
triggered by different events such as updates to S3 buckets,
modifications on DynamoDB (AWS) tables, or CloudWatch
(AWS) events. External interactions of PAMS use application
programming interface calls, which secure effective data transfer
(Figure 6B).

Figure 6. Code for the function that calculates patient adherence and engagement trends. ChatGPT vs human-generated outputs.

GenAI Solution

To facilitate the generation of the coded solution using
ChatGPT, we assigned the role of a software engineer to the
model and specifically requested it to generate Scala code for
a specific functionality, namely the “calculate engagement
trends” function. Consistent with the iterative nature of the
GenAI-based software development process, we engaged in a
back-and-forth interaction with ChatGPT, iterating over the
prompt and its output while providing expert guidance to ensure
optimal results. While allowing ChatGPT to generate free text,
we evaluated each output for accuracy and adherence to the
desired specifications (Figure 6A).

Internal Review of Human Vs GenAI Outputs
The 11 evaluators participated in the output review process. All
had familiarity or prior exposure to the original PAMS
intervention. Overall, evaluators rated the ChatGPT-produced
outputs as positive for the theoretical background and design
phase in terms of understandability, usability, novelty, relevance,
and efficiency. For these two components, the question about
completeness showed the most variability with divided opinion
among “agree” and “disagree” and the bias was mostly
categorized as “neither agree nor disagree.” For the first part of
the technical development (user stories and requirement
documents), most of the raters found the ChatGPT output

positive in terms of understandability, usability, and relevance.
In terms of completeness and novelty, requirements were better
rated than the user stories which represent an interesting output
since requirements are derived from the user stories. We
hypothesize that our raters were expecting better user stories,
but once these were defined, they considered ChatGPT to be
effective at turning these into the requirements. In terms of bias,
similar to the theoretical background and design phase, the most
popular answer was “neither agree nor disagree.” For the more
technical pieces of the development that required software
engineering knowledge, specifically the architectural diagram
and code elements, results showed the highest N/A responses.
These higher levels of N/As were associated with lower levels
of expertise (eg, coding experience) since only 2 of the 11
evaluators had computer science backgrounds. However, the
overall score excluding the N/As was positive for the technical
component.

Discussion

Results Summary
This study leveraged ChatGPT-4 to recreate content features
and software development of PAMS. ChatGPT served as a
usable facilitator for researchers engaging in the software
development life cycle, from product conceptualization to
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feature identification, and user story development to code
generation. GenAI technologies facilitated effective
communication and understanding within our multidisciplinary
team by providing well-described features and supporting the
role of a software engineer. Our findings indicate that the
ChatGPT-generated output is comprehensive, albeit with
occasional ambiguities that required clarification or adjustment
by the research team. The ChatGPT-generated output exhibited
a high level of accuracy in capturing the intended requirements.
We found that ChatGPT supported a highly efficient
development process, producing over 5 days what initially
required more than 200 human hours from content and technical
experts. The results suggested that by efficiently prompting
ChatGPT and leveraging the expertise of our team, we could
have significantly reduced the time we invested in initial system
modeling and conceptualization phases as well as technical
phases of software development (coding). Overall, GenAI
technologies like ChatGPT offer a promising approach to
efficient software development.

While promising, some significant limitations to ChatGPT’s
outputs should be noted. In the design phase, while ChatGPT
was able to provide general guidance in tool design (eg, app vs
web-based vs EHR solution) it was unable to provide evidence
to support its rationale for these choices. This lack of reference
support has been well-documented and has a material impact
on researchers looking to build upon an evidence base for their
health technology interventions. Similarly, when asked to
provide theoretical frameworks to support behavior change, it
offered only a partial list, initially excluding the COM-B
(capability, opportunity, motivation, behavior) model upon
which the original PAMS intervention was based, and needed
prompting from our behavior change expert to provide more
specific guidance. In the context of code generation, we focused
on testing a specific function, namely the Calculating Patient
Engagement feature, which is the core functionality of our
software. Initially, we tasked ChatGPT with generating a
function to compute a 3-week patient engagement trend.
However, the initially generated code deviated from the intended
objective and instead calculated a weekly engagement score.
Through subsequent iterations, we were able to obtain the
desired code. However, the initial attempts exhibited
nonidiomatic constructs and contained bugs (no efficient loops
and wrong logic). Finally, we observed that ChatGPT
overlooked certain suggested features during the design phase,
resulting in the generated code occasionally demonstrating
unnecessary complexity and disregarding some of the best
practices and features of the target programming language. We
believe that further iterations would have improved the code
quality, encompassing better adherence to coding standards and
the inclusion of desired business features, such as handling edge
cases and capturing more nuanced engagement trends.
Nevertheless, we reached a point of diminishing returns with
ChatGPT where we determined that engaging an experienced
developer would have expedited the code generation process
and ensured a more robust implementation.

These limitations highlight the ongoing importance of human
expertise in the development process, especially in scenarios
where theoretical expertise, intricate coding practices, and

business-specific requirements are involved. The lack of
rationale to support the generated results shows the value of
having human experts on the team who can interpret the results.
ChatGPT needs to be used as a support tool but not the source
of truth; thus, we always trusted and relied on human experts
to validate the ChatGPT-generated results before moving to the
next phase. Overall, it is important to have human experts in
the system development process to guide the outputs in terms
of reprompting the system (support the decision-making on
acceptable output) and ensuring their accuracy. Moreover,
results are highly dependent on the quality of the prompts which
emphasizes the role of prompt engineering. The results show
that well-structured prompts (role + problem description + ask)
that infuse human expertise into every iteration are key to
obtaining good results (Figure 1). As part of our prompt
framework described in the methodology section, results showed
that detailed problem explanations, clear asks, and roleplaying
are an excellent combination to guide accurate results. We
suggest asking ChatGPT questions using different roles, asking
for clarification if needed, and in cases of wrong outputs,
redirecting the prompts.

Related Work
There is near-universal interest in understanding the impacts of
GenAI and large language models (LLMs) on human social
structures, including the experience of work and the production
of work-related outputs in health care and more broadly [15,16].
In health care, LLMs are poised to impact everything from care
delivery experience, diagnostic reasoning and cognitive skills,
training and education, and the overall composition of the
workforce [17]. These theoretical disruptions are tempered,
however, by acknowledging that in its current state, GenAI tools
remain suboptimal, with ongoing issues in accuracy, reliability,
usability, cost, equity, and ethics.

In commercial spaces, ChatGPT-enabled products designed to
assist with coding and software development are already being
developed (eg, OpenAI Codex [OpenAI] and CodeGPT
[CodeGPT]). These tools can help generate novel code, debug
and analyze code issues, assist in code refactoring, and provide
code documentation. As yet, however, their usefulness in terms
of quality has not been extensively evaluated, and costs and
other considerations may make them inaccessible to health care
researchers. ChatGPT-enabled tools for front-end design (eg,
integrating ChatGPT with Figma [Figma, Inc]), user testing
(including synthetic user testing), and prototyping have also
been created, all allowing health technology research teams
with limited design resources to take advantage of tools from
product and experience design to create their interventions.
Overall, commercial LLMs have been demonstrated to improve
worker efficiency and productivity, through “co-pilot” support
services that automate low-skills tasks, organize and present
information, and surface insights [18]. Brynjolfsson et al [18]
found that a ChatGPT-supported tool providing conversational
guidance for customer support agents increased worker
productivity by almost 14%. The authors further found that
these productivity benefits accrued disproportionately to
less-experienced and lower-skill workers, allowing less-skilled
or newer workers to experience more rapid gains; the authors
posit that high-skill workers may have less to gain from artificial
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intelligence assistance due to tacit knowledge reinforcement
rather than new knowledge or skill development. Our work
suggests that both less-experienced, lower-skill workers and
high-skill workers can benefit, with novices benefitting more
from new knowledge (if accurate) and skill development and
experts benefiting from knowledge validation and offloading
of high-effort low-value tasks.

In the academic computer science literature, ChatGPT has been
evaluated as a tool for collaborative software design [4],
including to improve code quality refactoring, requirements
elicitation, and general design solutions [5], and fix
programming bugs [19]. Similar findings are reflected in our
work, including the caveats of requiring human oversight. Other
authors have identified important ethical issues in using GenAI
solutions for software engineering, which were not considered
in this study [20].

Within health care, a growing body of research has explored
the feasibility of GenAI tools (mostly ChatGPT) in a variety of
use cases, including answering patient questions [3,21], creating
suggestions to optimize clinical decision support [22], generating
a history of present illness summaries [23], and overall
examination performance [24]. In general, these papers find
promising signals for the accurate and acceptable use of GenAI
tools, but with many current-state caveats for their optimal, safe,
and scaled use. Key areas of concern include reliability
(particularly around hallucinations and citation fabrication),
reproducibility, and recency of data inputs. While research in
this area will continue to grow, as more test cases comparing
GenAI performance to that of clinical staff will be undertaken,
further work is needed to create validated and generalizable
outcome measures. Future work must also ensure that the variety
of GenAI tools (including general commercial LLMs, health
care–specific LLMs, and internally developed tools) are equally
evaluated.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, no research
team members have expertise in prompt generation for GenAI
tools; as a result, our prompting reflects the a priori perspectives,
biases, and knowledge gaps of our team, and are therefore
particularly subject to issues of framing, recall, and confirmation
bias that may influence the interpretation of the results. Second,
our research team members, who acted as prompt engineers in
this study, were highly familiar with the project and participated
in the human-based design process; thus, they were aware of
what deviations from human-based design to address by
reprompting the system. As a result, we have introduced bias
in the prompting process and results reflect higher accuracy.
Third, the absence of robust tools to objectively measure the
“quality” of current ChatGPT outputs poses challenges to
accurately and objectively assess its performance. Furthermore,
in this case, the output reviewers were not blinded to the human
vs ChatGPT outputs, given the complexity of this study and the

difficulty in providing enough research context to support
independent blind review. Finally, broader limitations of the
technology, such as potential hallucinations and concerns about
behavioral changes of responses over time, deserve
acknowledgment, as they could have implications for the
practical applications and long-term viability of GenAI in health
care research contexts. Future research efforts should address
these limitations to enhance and replicate our findings.

Implications and Future Directions for Exploration
We are considering several future directions for the use of
ChatGPT in our digital health intervention development. We
envision increasing our expertise in prompt engineering (add
expert prompt engineers to the team) to actively use ChatGPT
to further develop PAMS features, particularly for additional
messaging content. We anticipate this will save our research
team considerable time and effort. We may also use ChatGPT
to facilitate more time-consuming aspects of our research
documentation, including both coding documentation and larger
research archival work (eg, meeting minutes and recording
intervention decision-making). Overall, we feel ChatGPT and
related tools can be effectively leveraged within health care
technology research teams with a spectrum of technical
expertise, serving to both augment existing skills and supplement
skill gaps. For those with expertise in computer science or
programming, we imagine ChatGPT can assist by automating
high-effort, low-impact tasks or repetitive work that is
considered important but often deprioritized as more urgent
tasks arise (eg, code documentation). For those without
preexisting programming skills, we imagine ChatGPT can offer
technical support, including educational tools and skill-building
opportunities. Overall, this process will both validate existing
knowledge and create new knowledge for teams, as well as
potentially improve interteam communication and collaboration.

Conclusions
In this study, we explored the use of the GenAI tool ChatGPT
to recreate a novel digital behavior change intervention which
our research team had previously developed to support patient
engagement and adherence to a commercial dDPP. Specifically,
we reviewed and evaluated the capacity and limitations of
ChatGPT to support digital health research intervention ideation,
design, and software development, finding it a feasible and
potential time- and resource-saving tool to support research
teams in developing novel digital health products and
technologies. At the same time, we identified gaps in ChatGPT
outputs that may limit its effective use for both novel and
advanced technology developers, particularly around the
completeness of outputs. Future directions will include the
development of more targeted artificial intelligence–based tools
to support health care researchers with all levels of software or
engineering skills, as well as the development of improved tools
to objectively evaluate GenAI outputs.
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Abstract

Background: The popularity of eHealth services has surged significantly, underscoring the importance of ensuring their usability
and accessibility for users with diverse needs, characteristics, and capabilities. These services can pose cognitive demands,
especially for individuals who are unwell, fatigued, or experiencing distress. Additionally, numerous potentially vulnerable
groups, including older adults, are susceptible to digital exclusion and may encounter cognitive limitations related to perception,
attention, memory, and language comprehension. Regrettably, many studies overlook the preferences and needs of user groups
likely to encounter challenges associated with these cognitive aspects.

Objective: This study primarily aims to gain a deeper understanding of cognitive accessibility in the practical context of eHealth
services. Additionally, we aimed to identify the specific challenges that vulnerable groups encounter when using eHealth services
and determine key considerations for testing these services with such groups.

Methods: As a case study of eHealth services, we conducted qualitative usability testing on 2 online symptom checkers used
in Finnish public primary care. A total of 13 participants from 3 distinct groups participated in the study: older adults, individuals
with mild intellectual disabilities, and nonnative Finnish speakers. The primary research methods used were the thinking-aloud
method, questionnaires, and semistructured interviews.

Results: We found that potentially vulnerable groups encountered numerous issues with the tested services, with similar problems
observed across all 3 groups. Specifically, clarity and the use of terminology posed significant challenges. The services overwhelmed
users with excessive information and choices, while the terminology consisted of numerous complex medical terms that were
difficult to understand. When conducting tests with vulnerable groups, it is crucial to carefully plan the sessions to avoid being
overly lengthy, as these users often require more time to complete tasks. Additionally, testing with vulnerable groups proved to
be quite efficient, with results likely to benefit a wider audience as well.

Conclusions: Based on the findings of this study, it is evident that older adults, individuals with mild intellectual disability, and
nonnative speakers may encounter cognitive challenges when using eHealth services, which can impede or slow down their use
and make the services more difficult to navigate. In the worst-case scenario, these challenges may lead to errors in using the
services. We recommend expanding the scope of testing to include a broader range of eHealth services with vulnerable groups,
incorporating users with diverse characteristics and capabilities who are likely to encounter difficulties in cognitive accessibility.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e45275)   doi:10.2196/45275
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Introduction

Background
Given the widespread use and popularity of eHealth services,
there is a growing need for more accessible services to all
potential user groups [1]. In recent years, more emphasis has
been placed on accessibility and inclusion; for example, the
European Union Accessibility Act has been incorporated into
and enforced as national law since June 2022 [2]. As health care
services are often public services, it is important that they serve
a broad range of users. Furthermore, usability has been
recognized as a key component of eHealth applications, and
users may face problems with using the applications due to their
health conditions [3]. In addition, patients with chronic illness
have been reported to encounter more cognitive challenges [4].
Thus, extra attention should be paid to the usability of eHealth
applications.

Universal design and design for all address these requirements
by aiming at designing services that are usable by and accessible

to all user groups regardless of their age, abilities, or possible
disabilities [5]. Usability is a high-level term that indicates how
a system can be used by specified users in a certain context of
use to achieve specific goals with regard to effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction [6]. Accessibility, which is a part of
usability, describes how a system can be used by people with
the widest range of needs, characteristics, and capabilities [6,7].
Thus, accessibility covers all sorts of users with different
limitations. A concept that has been addressed by several
research papers [8,9] is web accessibility (or e-accessibility),
which refers to the accessibility of web services.

In this paper, we address cognitive accessibility, which refers
to accessibility beyond physical and sensory capabilities, and
thus takes into account varied human characteristics such as
intellectual disabilities, attention difficulties, reading problems,
autism spectrum disorders, and low language skills [10].
Cognitive accessibility is an important aspect of web
accessibility as it involves a large number of users and has a
high impact on usability [10]. A summary of the relationship
between these concepts is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The relation of cognitive accessibility to usability and accessibility. Note that the sizes and positions of the circles are indicative.

This research focuses on cognitive accessibility within the
context of the 2 most frequently used online symptom checkers
in Finnish public primary care across numerous municipalities
in Finland. Online symptom checkers are used by people seeking
health-related guidance, and these services typically provide an
urgent assessment and suggest guidance based on the symptoms
reported by the user [11]. Patients can use the 2 examined
symptom checkers to book appointment times for doctors and
laboratory tests or obtain medical help for the most common
health issues. First, patients report their symptoms and submit
them to the health care center through the symptom checker.
Health care professionals receive patient inquiries with an
urgency rating, decide on actions to be taken, and inform
patients.

Patients are generally highly satisfied with symptom checkers,
but younger and more highly educated people have been more
likely to use them [11]. For example, symptom checkers enable
patients to access health care anytime and anywhere. Therefore,
it is essential to ensure that all user groups, including individuals
in vulnerable situations, can use these services effectively.
Symptom checkers can also empower users as a means of
facilitating their health care [12]. However, the accuracy of the
symptom checkers depends on how well patients are able to
communicate their symptoms when using the tools [13]. As

these services spread and are used by a wider range of
individuals, it is crucial to also evaluate their usability and
accessibility with a more diverse set of users.

Prior Work

Vulnerable Groups
Many public eHealth services and their poor usability and
accessibility can cause challenges for certain user groups [14].
These user groups are, thus, in a potentially vulnerable situation
in using the service and at risk of digital exclusion [1]. This is
especially problematic because research has shown that digital
exclusion can cause social exclusion [15]. Public health services
must, thus, address the needs of potentially vulnerable groups,
including people who are disadvantaged by health, economic,
cultural, or social conditions [16], such as older adults, migrants,
mental health service users, and the unemployed [16,17].

Older adults are the largest group to face challenges in using
digital health services [18,19]. As people age, their cognitive
abilities may weaken, with cognitive load being identified as
the most significant accessibility barrier for older adults [20].
Memory changes can also affect learning, information
processing, and language comprehension [21,22]. Additionally,
older adults often struggle with focusing their attention,
particularly when multitasking [21,22]. Moreover, older age
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groups tend to use eHealth services less frequently than younger
demographics. A Finnish study examining an online symptom
checker (referred to as service A in this study) observed that
individuals aged 20-39 years used the service more actively
compared with older age groups, relative to their representation
in the population [23]. This suggests that enhancing service
usage entails prioritizing usability and accessibility from the
perspective of older users as well.

Migrants represent a growing demographic that often faces
challenges when accessing health services in their new country
of residence [1]. Language barriers and a lack of digital skills
are common issues encountered by this group [1]. Additionally,
individuals with intellectual disability are another vulnerable
population impacted by the digitalization of health services [24].
They have been noted to experience more difficulties in finding
information on the internet and understanding online information
compared with the general population [25].

Previous research suggests that vulnerable groups, such as older
adults and individuals with mild intellectual disabilities,
encounter cognitive challenges when using technology [26,27].
Therefore, the development of more accessible eHealth services
would enable these groups to access health information more
easily [25,28], thereby enhancing their sense of empowerment
concerning their health issues.

The preferences or needs of older adults or individuals with
mild intellectual disabilities are often overlooked in the majority
of eHealth studies [29,30]. It is imperative to better consider
these user groups during the design of eHealth services [17,28].
Many eHealth applications could greatly benefit from the
application of universal design principles [29], which facilitate
understanding the needs of potentially vulnerable groups and
inform the design of more inclusive and usable services [31,32].
Consequently, this enables vulnerable groups to derive as much
benefit from eHealth systems as the rest of the population
[33,34]. Indeed, universal access approaches can offer benefits
to anyone [35]. Therefore, to gain a better understanding of the
challenges faced by vulnerable groups when using services, it
is essential to conduct testing with a diverse group of users.

Usability Testing of Symptom Checkers
The usability of symptom checkers has been examined in prior
research; however, there has been limited emphasis on
potentially vulnerable user groups, such as older adults,
migrants, and those with intellectual disability [36-38].
Moreover, research on usability in the eHealth domain
frequently concentrates on quantitative aspects (eg, the number
of errors, task completion times, and usability questionnaires)
and typically involves a large number of users [12,36,38].
However, the qualitative aspect of usability studies is also
crucial for gaining a deeper understanding of the thoughts and
reasons behind errors, as well as capturing the patient’s
perspective at a broader level [3,39]. Additionally, while a
System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire provides a numeric
score for experienced usability, it alone is not adequate for
evaluating usability. Instead, it should be complemented with
other measures, such as task completion rates or more qualitative
approaches, to ascertain which aspects of a service require
improvement and how best to address them [39].

Marco-Ruiz et al [13] conducted research on symptom checkers
and emphasized the significance of testing with real users to
comprehend the cognitive processes involved when using a new
system to record health data. Furthermore, they noted that the
user base accessing symptom checkers is highly diverse, with
some individuals possessing higher health literacy and
experience in recording online information, while others may
have very limited or no experience [13].

Goal of the Study
The goal of our study is to gain a deeper understanding of
cognitive accessibility in the context of eHealth services.
Therefore, our paper focuses on addressing the following
research questions:

• What kind of challenges do vulnerable groups face in using
eHealth services?

• What needs to be considered when testing with vulnerable
groups?

The structure of this paper is as follows: In the next section, we
describe the methods used in this study, followed by the
presentation of results. Subsequently, we discuss the findings
and overarching contributions of this study, concluding with
our final remarks.

Methods

Approach and Researcher Background
Our qualitative study adopts a case study approach, wherein the
cognitive accessibility of eHealth services was assessed through
usability testing of 2 online symptom checkers. The research
team comprised 3 researchers: The first researcher, a
human-computer interaction student, conducted the initial 8
tests as part of their master’s thesis work. Subsequently, a
second researcher, a senior researcher with expertise in
human-computer interaction (who served as the thesis advisor),
conducted the remaining 5 tests. Additionally, a third senior
researcher with backgrounds in human-computer interaction
and eHealth oversaw the entire study.

Context and Study Setting
We conducted a usability test of 2 Finnish online symptom
checkers in 2 phases in Finland during the Spring and Fall of
2021. The tested services were Omaolo (DigiFinland Oy) [40]
and Klinik Access (Klinik Healthcare Solutions Oy) [41], which
are the 2 most-used symptom checkers in Finnish public primary
care. Omaolo has been actively used since 2019, while Klinik
Access, which is also used internationally, has been in use since
2015. Both services are designed to assist patients in obtaining
appropriate care. Users answer a set of questions regarding their
symptoms, following which the symptom checkers use artificial
intelligence to assess the urgency of care. If necessary, the
services guide patients to contact emergency care services.

The Omaolo symptom checker comprises 15 specialized
symptom checkers tailored for different types of symptoms,
along with a generic symptom checker. Each symptom checker
prompts the user with a specific set of questions and
subsequently recommends the next steps they should take.
Additionally, if the user provides their home municipality, the
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service displays recommended actions specific to the area, offers
contact details, and may even facilitate direct contact with health
care professionals if deemed necessary. The Omaolo symptom
checker served as the primary COVID-19 symptom checker in
Finland, enabling users to schedule appointments for COVID-19
tests. Consequently, its user base experienced a significant surge
[23].

The Klinik Access symptom checker enables users to initially
select the part of the body where their main symptoms are
located. Subsequently, it prompts for more specific symptoms.
The responses can then be forwarded to the medical staff
responsible for the patient’s care before their appointment,
ensuring the patient is directed to the appropriate type of health
care professional. The primary distinction between these services
lies in their user interface (UI): Klinik Access features a more
visual UI with a list of clickable symptoms, whereas Omaolo
presents users with multiple-choice questions describing the
symptoms. Henceforth, the Omaolo service will be denoted as
service A, and Klinik Access will be referred to as service B.
It is important to note that both services are classified as medical
devices and must adhere to specific safety requirements, such
as repetitive questions, which may impact usability.

Sampling Strategy
Purposive sampling [42] was used to recruit participants, who
were sourced through personal contacts and various associations
representing the targeted user groups. These associations
included initiatives such as the Selkeästi meille, which focuses
on enhancing cognitive accessibility, and Väylä ry, which is
dedicated to improving the employment opportunities of

individuals with intellectual disability. It is important to note
that the test facilitator did not have a close personal relationship
with the participants, such as being a friend or family member,
during any of the test sessions.

A total of 13 participants were recruited to partake in the study.
Notably, an evaluation of sample sizes within the field of
human-computer interaction has indicated that 12 is the most
common sample size for usability studies [43].

Ethical Approval
The study received approval from the ethical review board of
Aalto University (D/902/03.04/2021). Each participant provided
informed consent by signing a consent form after confirming
their understanding of the study’s purpose and how their
information would be handled. Reporting has been conducted
in such a manner that individual participants cannot be
identified.

Data Collection Methods

Overview
The main methods used in this study were thinking aloud,
observations, questionnaires, and semistructured interviews.
Before the actual tests, a pilot test was conducted to identify
any potential inconsistencies and to ensure that the questions
and instructions were comprehensible. Minor adjustments to
the test setup were made based on the findings from the pilot
test.

Test Procedure
An overview of the test sessions is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An overview of the usability test sessions with older adults, mildly intellectually disabled individuals, and nonnative speakers (N=13). Half
of the participants started with Service A and the other half with Service B.

Each participant tested both services, and the order of service
usage was counterbalanced. During the testing phase,
participants were presented with 2 symptom vignettes, each
providing a brief description of the symptoms they were
instructed to imagine having. These vignettes were used 1 at a
time. Participants were then asked to open the service and

imagine they had the symptoms described in the first vignette,
aiming to determine how they should proceed. The vignettes
and mode of distribution between the participants are presented
in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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After using the first service, participants were instructed to take
the second vignette and attempt to use the service again.
However, if the first part of the test had exceeded 40 minutes,
the second vignette was omitted for the first service to prevent
the overall test time from exceeding 90 minutes. Following their
interaction with each service, participants were asked to evaluate
the respective service.

After testing the first service, participants were instructed to
open the second service and follow the same procedure. Upon
completion of both testing phases, participants were asked to
compare the 2 systems and select the one they preferred.

Data Collection Instruments

Test Sessions
The test sessions were conducted via the Microsoft Teams
videoconferencing platform, which facilitates screen sharing,
screen recording, and voice recording functionalities. The
decision to conduct remote testing was primarily influenced by
the COVID-19 pandemic situation, but it also aligned well with
the nature of the tests, as the services being evaluated were
online. Participants used their personal computers to access the
services during the testing sessions.

Symptom Vignettes
To streamline the usability test and eliminate the necessity for
participants to input their personal medical information into the
services, each participant was provided with 2 standardized
clinical vignettes featuring predefined symptoms. These
vignettes were selected from a list compiled by Semigran et al
[44], encompassing a total of 6 conditions with varying severity
levels. The selection included conditions with different severity
levels to account for the fact that individuals may use symptom
checkers in both urgent and nonurgent situations [45].

In line with the recommendations provided by Semigran et al
[44], the selected vignettes encompassed 3 categories of triage
urgency: conditions necessitating emergency care, conditions
warranting nonemergency care, and conditions deemed
unnecessary for medical visits, thus manageable with self-care.
Moreover, we opted for conditions commonly observed within
the age group under study to ensure relevance. These conditions
encompass ailments such as acute bronchitis, back pain, and
meningitis. To ensure clarity and relevance to the participants,
the selected conditions were translated from English to Finnish
and simplified. The English versions of the vignettes used can
be found in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Background Questionnaires
Before the actual test session, participants were requested to
complete a brief background survey and the health literacy
survey HLS-EU-Q16 [46]. The background information
collected were the participant’s gender; age; the frequency of
doctor visits in the preceding 2 years; the number of
doctor-diagnosed medical conditions; their previous usage
frequency of digital health care services; and their frequency
of digital device usage, such as smartphones or computers.
These questions aimed to ascertain whether participants met
the study’s target demographic criteria in terms of age and their
ability to independently use electronic devices such as

computers. The health literacy survey provided insights into
participants’ understanding of health-related topics.

Interview and Questionnaire
After interacting with each service, participants were asked to
evaluate the tested services. This involved administering an
SUS questionnaire [47] to gauge the perceived usability of the
system, as well as posing 4 interview questions:

• Would you use the service again in the future?
• Were the summary and the instructions about what to do

next clear enough?
• Would you actually follow the instructions given?
• Given the option, would you use the service using your

phone?

Data Processing and Analysis
The test sessions were recorded using Microsoft Teams. The
voice recordings of the initial 8 tests were transcribed in full,
while for the remaining 5 tests, notes were taken from the
recordings, and user comments were documented to streamline
the process. An experienced researcher could identify the issues
encountered by users as well as their comments without
requiring a complete transcription. The notes and transcriptions
underwent anonymization. Qualitative content analysis was
used in this study. Using the notes and recordings, all usability
issues were identified and compiled. This encompassed
problems mentioned by participants as well as those observed
during testing or evident from the recordings. The identified
usability problems were coded and categorized based on their
similarities. When new problems were identified, they were
compared with existing ones, and if deemed similar, they were
grouped under the same code. Eventually, these groups were
consolidated under higher-level descriptive categories.
Furthermore, user comments were collected to bolster the
analysis and reporting process.

The background questionnaires were analyzed by aggregating
the responses to obtain an overview of participant characteristics.
Additionally, the health literacy surveys were analyzed
according to the guidelines [46] to determine the groups to
which participants belonged. The SUS questionnaires were
analyzed by computing the SUS scores as per the guidelines
[47], resulting in scores of up to 100 points, which were then
compared with the general score.

To ensure the quality and trustworthiness of the study, a senior
researcher (the second author) supervised the entire research
process and provided support for the analysis work. Two other
researchers (the first author and the master’s thesis worker)
conducted the actual tests and analyzed the data. Therefore, a
total of 3 researchers participated in the process, ensuring that
data gathering and processing proceeded appropriately.

Results

Overview
The subsequent sections present the principal findings of the
study. We commence with an overview of the participants’
characteristics, followed by an examination of the identified
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usability issues. Finally, we present additional findings that
emphasize the characteristics of these user groups.

Test Participants
A total of 13 individuals participated in the study in Finland.
Among them, 4 were individuals with mild intellectual
disability, 4 were older adults (aged 75-79 years), and 5 were
nonnative Finnish speakers. Therefore, all test users potentially
encountered cognitive accessibility challenges with the services.
The background characteristics of the participants are detailed
in Multimedia Appendix 3.

The HLS-EU-Q16 questionnaire results were calculated in
accordance with the guidelines [46], with each participant
receiving a score corresponding to a quartile representing their
health literacy level. The results were computed only for
participants who responded to at least 80% of the questions, as
recommended in the guidelines [46]. The questionnaire includes
an “I don’t know” answer option, which was interpreted as the
question not being answered. Consequently, the results of 2 of
the nonnative participants were excluded, as they chose this
answering option too frequently. Figure 3 depicts the distribution
of health literacy among the 3 groups.

Figure 3. The results of the HLS-EU-Q16 health literacy assessment of older people, mildly intellectually disabled individuals, and non-native speakers
divided into four categories.

Usability Problems

Cognitive Accessibility Issues
The study identified a total of 65 usability problems with the 2
systems. Specifically, 36 usability problems were discovered
with service A, while 29 problems were identified with service
B. These issues occurred across 99 and 91 individual user
instances, respectively. The problems were classified into 14
usability problem categories. A comprehensive list of the
usability problem categories is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 4. For the purpose of this discussion, we will focus
on issues related to cognitive accessibility, primarily concerning
terminology, text volume, and UI clarity.

Terminology-Related Issues
The most prevalent issues were associated with terminology
and answering options. eHealth services frequently incorporate
specialized language and specific terminology, posing challenges
for users with cognitive limitations. Nearly all users encountered
confusion with certain terms or inadvertently mixed them up
with similar ones. Furthermore, lengthy words and extensive
blocks of text, such as lengthy paragraphs, presented challenges,
a sentiment that was also echoed during the interviews. Users
with cognitive restrictions often encounter challenges when
confronted with long words and extensive passages of text.

As one user commented,

It takes time to go through all the texts. [ID10,
nonnative]

Related issues were reported and commented on by users across
all user groups. In addition to contributing to usability problems,
these issues slowed down the usage of the services and
occasionally led users to select incorrect symptoms.

Issues Related to the Clarity of the UI
Another area where users encountered difficulties was with the
visibility of information and the lack of clarity in the UI. It is
crucial for the most important information and elements of the
UI to be clearly visible, facilitating easy comprehension for
users. Additionally, problems arose when users’ attention was
diverted to unimportant features. These issues are especially
pronounced among user groups with cognitive difficulties, as
they require additional attention to comprehend the content and
must focus more intently. Furthermore, some users found the
input methods challenging; initially, they struggled to discern
the type of information required for input in a field and how the
inputting should be performed.

The most prevalent individual usability problems we identified
regarding the logic and functionality of the UI, observed across
all 3 user groups, are detailed in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Individual usability problems identified.

1. Users making an incorrect selection due to an item being highlighted in the user interface:

Service A was, at the time of the study, the prevalent symptom checker for COVID-19 in Finland; COVID-19 was highlighted at the top of the
home page of service A and was thus the first item to attract the users’ attention and be selected.

2. Difficulties in making the correct selection from a long list of items:

Service A had a list of 15 symptom checkers from which the user had to choose, making it difficult for the users to select the correct symptom
checker to continue with.

3. Not remembering what questions needed to be answered after the questions disappeared:

Service B presented questions as placeholders to describe symptoms in open answers, and these questions disappeared when the user started
typing in the field; as a result, the user might not fully describe their symptoms.

4. Being confused by long lists of apparently uncategorized symptoms:

Service B had long lists of symptoms as selectable buttons that seemed to be unorganized and caused anxiety and confusion.

5. The logic and functionality of submenus were not understood by the users:

Service B had additional submenus and dialog boxes that were not fully understood by the users. There was a small arrow that opened the submenu
and the logic of how the items were selected or the submenus opened was unclear.

6. The users did not understand the logic of the input fields that combined several user interface items:

The way in which service B required the duration of symptoms to be input meant that the user needed to enter the number in one field and then
select the unit from different options. However, the unit selection was not clearly related to the textbox where the user inputs the number.

These individual usability problems highlight issues with how
information is presented to users, with clarity being particularly
emphasized among this user group. In some instances, the
selection or input options were unclear, and the services featured
lengthy lists of symptoms.

Clarity was a recurring theme in several test sessions. As one
user commented:

...if you think about this in real life, if you have a fever
and you’re doing this and you start to scroll all these
selection choices and you’re evaluating which one
would fit best, the options are quite broad, so it might
be quite difficult to do in practice... [ID7, user with
mild intellectual disability]

Similarly, one user suggested:

I don’t know you could kind of put those in order like
one row and another row, these are quite...your eye
kind of jumps, but otherwise those are clear. [ID2,
older adult]

One user preferred the structure of service A and, again, referred
to the clarity with which the information is presented:

Well, [I prefer Service A] because it was maybe better
organized, there was one thing and one question and
then one answer. After this, the next question and so
on. In the other one [Service B], you had to read all
the small boxes and look for your symptom. [...] [ID8,
user with mild intellectual disability]

Well, maybe what is the most [difficult], this one had
so many small boxes that at least for me, it was
difficult to find my own symptom, the one I needed to
select from there. So, if I wanted to know what fit me,
I had to read through them all and then, since they
are not in any order, they just are there, I had to read

them all, to see if I could find the one I have at the
moment. [ID8, user with mild intellectual disability]

It is worth noting that the symptoms were arranged in
alphabetical order; however, the layout was such that users did
not realize this ordering method had been used.

Differences Between the User Groups
Some differences between the user groups were evident,
although the majority of the usability problems were consistent
across all user groups. Nonnative Finnish speakers found the
service to be particularly slow to use, often taking an extended
period to read the texts. One user commented regarding service
B that:

Reading and writing text is not easy for an immigrant.
When you can click on an item it is easy, you don’t
have to write. [ID13, nonnative]

The older adults did not encounter as many issues with longer
texts. Instead, they faced more challenges in understanding the
logic of the services and remembering to scroll down to view
all the provided information. However, this scrolling also
frustrated some nonnative users; as one user commented:

And again, we’re scrolling, this is terrible! [ID12,
nonnative]

The task completion times were also measured and presented
for the initial tasks of both services. As depicted in Table 1,
aside from the older adults, there were no significant differences
in the completion times between the services. However, for the
older adults, service B, which featured more clickable elements
to choose from, appeared to be quicker to use. Nonnative
speakers took the longest time to complete the tasks, primarily
because they often needed to translate some of the terms used
in the services. Three of the users used an online translator (eg,
Google Translator), and at times, users asked the facilitator
about specific terms. Overall, the task completion times were
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quite lengthy, suggesting that these user groups require ample time to use these services effectively.

Table 1. Average task completion times (first task) for both services. For older adults there was a clear difference in favor of service B; for the 2 other
groups service A got a slightly better time.

Service B, hh:mm:ssService A, hh:mm:ssaTask completion times

0:08:000:14:30Older adults

0:16:000:14:54User with mild intellectual disability

0:18:160:15:46Nonnatives

ahh:mm:ss: hours:minutes:seconds.

For the few users who had the opportunity to test the services
twice, the second time was generally much faster than the first,
indicating good learnability. As one user mentioned:

Now I know that I need to select this and not the other,
which I didn’t know previously. [ID8, user with mild
intellectual disability]

The SUS scores are provided in Multimedia Appendix 5,
illustrating how participants evaluated the usability of the
services. The SUS score ranges from 0 to 100 points. It has been
assessed for numerous services, and according to Bangor et al
[48], a satisfactory SUS score is above 70, with superior
products typically scoring 80 or higher. However, it is important
to note that the interpretation of SUS scores can vary depending
on the type of product and its development phase. When
evaluating the SUS scores of the tested services, which are
predominantly below 75, it is evident that the perceived usability
was not considered very good, except for nonnative Finnish
speakers, as their scores hovered around 80.

From the interviews, we found that older adults tended to prefer
computers over mobile devices when using the symptom
checkers, whereas nonnative speakers mostly preferred mobile
devices. The preference among users with mild intellectual
disability was evenly divided. Nonetheless, the advantage of
this type of online symptom checker was evident, as all
participants expressed willingness to use the services again.
The nonnative participants particularly valued a service that
enabled them to input information at their own pace, as opposed
to speaking on the phone. However, their preference for the
service they would use was fairly evenly split, with no clear
consensus: 7 participants favored service A, while 6 participants
favored service B.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Testing for cognitive accessibility with 2 symptom checkers
revealed that older adults, individuals with mild intellectual
disability, and nonnative speakers may encounter numerous
challenges when using the services. Primarily, problems arise
concerning the terminology used. This highlights the need for
greater emphasis on ensuring that the vocabulary used in the
health sector, while specialized, remains understandable to a
broad audience when services are intended for universal use.
Furthermore, complications arose from the intricate structure
and layout of the services. The significance of simplifying
services, minimizing lengthy lists, and using more

understandable terminology was highlighted in nearly all the
test sessions. Implementing these improvements to the services
would likely benefit a broader range of users [5].

There were distinct differences observed among the 3 user
groups. Primarily, nonnative speakers assigned notably higher
usability ratings to the services compared with the other 2
groups. One possible reason for this could be their overall
satisfaction with the existence of such services, which enable
them to seek help for their health issues without having to
converse over the phone in a language that is not their native
tongue.

One notable distinction between the user groups pertained to
their preference for using either a computer or a mobile device.
It was evident that older adults favored using computers, likely
because of their larger screens and the familiarity that older
adults have with them. Conversely, most nonnative Finnish
speakers showed a preference for mobile devices, with some
noting that they solely rely on their mobile devices and do not
even own a computer. This preference may be influenced in
part by financial constraints, which limit the number of devices
a person can afford. Additionally, in our sample, older adults
encountered fewer difficulties with processing long pieces of
text compared with the other groups.

The promotion of online symptom checkers as a means to
decrease unnecessary clinic visits [13] underscores the
importance of ensuring they do not inadvertently increase
contact with health care staff. Therefore, greater attention should
be directed toward enhancing the cognitive accessibility of these
tools, thereby enabling a wider range of users to use them
effectively. In this study, users’ incomplete understanding of
the questions or answer options led them to select additional
symptoms, resulting in more serious care recommendations and
advising users to seek emergency health care.

In ensuring the cognitive accessibility of eHealth services, it is
imperative to involve vulnerable groups in testing. Testing with
vulnerable groups provides valuable insights. First, it emphasizes
the need for well-planned test sessions with a manageable
number of tasks. This approach ensures that participants can
fully engage and provide meaningful feedback without being
overwhelmed. All of these groups required considerable time
to complete the test tasks, with most participants unable to finish
both planned tasks with either service. Moreover, they
necessitated more detailed instructions and support during the
test sessions, as many participants within these groups were not
at ease with using eHealth services.
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Based on the findings of this study and as supported by the
broader universal design literature [5], several design guidelines
can be outlined. Foremost among these is the emphasis on
clarity. (1) The options provided to the user should be clear and
understandable. The user should understand what the differences
between different options are and what actions are available for
them. (2) It should be made clear to the user where they should
be focusing on. This is particularly important in services that
contain a lot of information and options. (3) Long or uncommon
words and difficult compound words should be avoided. This
is especially relevant in health-related terminology, as the user
might not understand the special terms and might confuse
different terms. (4) Navigating the services should be easy and
effortless. The user should be presented with as few options as
possible, and excessive scrolling should be minimized. This is
because the user may inadvertently overlook relevant
information.

Limitations
There are, naturally, some limitations to this study. First, the
sample size of 13 participants was rather small, albeit quite
typical for this type of qualitative study [43]. However, given
the diverse nature of the user group and potential challenges
related to cognitive accessibility, a more diverse participant
pool could have been beneficial. Specifically, a wider age range
of older adults could have been tested, considering their
versatility as a group. Additionally, nonnative Finnish speakers
could have been recruited from a more geographically diverse
range of countries of origin. Moreover, testing should involve
other diverse human characteristics, such as neurodiversity
(including conditions such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder, attention-deficit disorder, and various forms of autism).
Given society’s rapid transition toward digitalized services, it
is crucial to broaden the scope to include other groups at risk
of digital exclusion.

Another limitation of this study is its focus on only 2 online
symptom checkers. While the range of available online symptom
checkers is already extensive, it is important to include testing
of other eHealth services designed for use by all citizens.
Additionally, this study only examines a limited list of
symptoms and assesses usage on a 1-time or 2-time basis.

In conclusion, we recommend conducting testing with a more
diverse user group, with a specific focus on accessibility and
cognitive accessibility. Additionally, adopting a broader test
setup that encompasses a wider range of symptoms and includes
other eHealth services intended for broad usage would be
beneficial.

Comparison With Prior Work
Usability issues were efficiently identified during testing with
special user groups. In a study by Liu et al [36], which involved
350 participants, similar problems were discovered with service
A as found in our study. The authors observed comparable

challenges related to understanding questions and terminology,
along with a need to enhance the visual layout and instructions
for users. However, a notable disparity was observed in
completion times: their participants completed the symptom
checkers in an average of 4 minutes and 9 seconds, whereas
users in our study required, on average, 3 times longer. In
addition to uncovering issues that notably impact cognitive
accessibility, our study identified similar usability problems as
other assessments. Furthermore, as highlighted by Jormanainen
et al [23], the same service was used over 1.5 million times for
COVID-19 evaluation, suggesting its successful use by a vast
number of users. Moreover, challenges with terminology have
been recognized in other services [20].

This study has concentrated on cognitive accessibility with 3
distinct user groups. Comparable user groups have been used
in other studies that center on eHealth services [1,29,30]. Upon
comparing our findings with these studies, we observe that the
necessity for clearer language and terminology, along with the
clarity of the service, has previously been recognized through
interviews and focus groups [1,29]. Our study provides more
nuanced insights into how these issues manifest in practical
usage.

Conclusions
In this study, we conducted a qualitative usability evaluation
of 2 online symptom checkers, with a particular emphasis on
the cognitive accessibility of the services. The evaluation
targeted potentially vulnerable groups at risk of digital exclusion.
Three distinct user groups participated in the tests: older adults,
individuals with mild intellectual disabilities, and nonnative
Finnish speakers. Our findings revealed that these groups
encountered numerous difficulties with the tested services,
particularly concerning their clarity and the
language/terminology used. Furthermore, when testing with
these groups, several key points must be considered: test
sessions should be meticulously planned, instructions need to
be clear, sessions should not be overly prolonged, and sufficient
time must be allocated for each task.

In general, we found that testing with vulnerable groups was
both useful and efficient. The rate of usability problems
identified was notably high compared with the number of
participants, and these issues were readily uncovered. These
user groups encountered similar challenges related to
information processing. It is imperative to provide them with
better support through services that are clear, presenting less
information and fewer options at once, and incorporating fewer
long and complex words and selection lists. Additionally,
following the principles of universal design, the proposed
improvements are such that they will also benefit a more general
user group. Therefore, we highly recommend testing with
potentially vulnerable groups and, furthermore, expanding the
user groups to include a representation of a broader variety of
cognitive characteristics and challenges.
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Abstract

Background: Falls represent a large percentage of hospitalized patients with trauma as they may result in head injuries. Brain
injury from ground-level falls (GLFs) in patients is common and has substantial mortality. As fall prevention initiatives have
been inconclusive, we changed our strategy to injury prevention. We identified a head protection device (HPD) with impact-resistant
technology, which meets head impact criteria sustained in a GLF. HPDs such as helmets are ubiquitous in preventing head injuries
in sports and industrial activities; yet, they have not been studied for daily activities.

Objective: We investigated the usability of a novel HPD on patients with head injury in acute care and home contexts to predict
future compliance.

Methods: A total of 26 individuals who sustained head injuries, wore an HPD in the hospital, while ambulatory and were
evaluated at baseline and 2 months post discharge. Clinical and demographic data were collected; a usability survey captured
HPD domains. This user experience design revealed patient perceptions, satisfaction, and compliance. Nonparametric tests were
used for intragroup comparisons (Wilcoxon signed rank test). Differences between categorical variables including sex, race, and
age (age group 1: 55-77 years; age group 2: 78+ years) and compliance were tested using the chi-square test.

Results: Of the 26 patients enrolled, 12 (46%) were female, 18 (69%) were on anticoagulants, and 25 (96%) were admitted
with a head injury due to a GLF. The median age was 77 (IQR 55-92) years. After 2 months, 22 (85%) wore the device with 0
falls and no GLF hospital readmissions. Usability assessment with 26 patients revealed positive scores for the HPD post discharge
regarding satisfaction (mean 4.8, SD 0.89), usability (mean 4.23, SD 0.86), effectiveness (mean 4.69, SD 0.54), and relevance
(mean 4.12, SD 1.10). Nonparametric tests showed positive results with no significant differences between 2 observations. One
issue emerged in the domain of aesthetics; post discharge, 8 (30%) patients had a concern about device weight. Analysis showed

differences in patient compliance regarding age (χ1
2=4.27; P=.04) but not sex (χ1

2=1.58; P=.23) or race (χ1
2=0.75; P=.60). Age

group 1 was more likely to wear the device for normal daily activities. Patients most often wore the device ambulating, and
protection was identified as the primary benefit.

Conclusions: The HPD intervention is likely to have reasonably high compliance in a population at risk for GLFs as it was
considered usable, protective, and relevant. The feasibility and wearability of the device in patients who are at risk for GLFs will
inform future directions, which includes a multicenter study to evaluate device compliance and effectiveness. Our work will guide
other institutions in pursuing technologies and interventions that are effective in mitigating injury in the event of a fall in this
high-risk population.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54854)   doi:10.2196/54854
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Introduction

Frailty in aging is represented by a decline in functioning, with
a risk of poor outcomes, including falls, which have implications
for clinical practice and public health [1]. Falls are the primary
cause of injury-related death in aging adults as 33% of adults
65 years and older fall each year [2,3].

Falls also represent a large percentage of hospitalized older
patients as they may result in multiple injuries, including head
trauma [4-6]. A head injury can be a common cause of disability
and mortality and may be as mild as a bump, bruise (contusion),
or cut and can be moderate to severe due to a concussion. Head
injury may lead to premature nursing home admissions and
increased hospital length of stay (LOS) with undesirable results
for patients and hospitals [7,8]. Due to the aging population
worldwide, the incidence of falls will continue to rise [9,10].

Studies have shown a clear pattern of increased health care costs
associated with falls and frail individuals and various fall
prevention initiatives have been promoted. Of the fall prevention
interventions studied, some results have been favorable, such
as those with well-developed educational programs [11].
However, others have been inconclusive [12-14], prompting
our center to include head injury prevention, and therefore, we
investigated a head protection device (HPD), similar to a helmet.
In many fields, such as construction and sports, helmets have
shown efficacy in preventing head injury risks, especially
moderate to severe head injury [15-17]. The human head is
vulnerable to even moderate impact as it can cause injury or
death. A greater emphasis has been placed on job safety in
industries like construction particularly to protect the head from
injury, and hard hats and helmets have been required [18].
However, historically, helmets have not been used for normal
daily living.

Health care systems are increasingly looking for contexts that
provide accessible and efficient care and for medical devices
and interventions to improve the patient experience and health
outcomes [19,20]. Human factors, a scientific discipline, is
important in clinical practice as it reveals how humans interact
with interventions, such as devices, regarding expectations and
limitations. User experience (UX) focuses on having a deep
understanding of users and what they need and value [21-23].
UX research has been used to ascertain user domains such as
adherence, usability, and perceived impact and has assisted with
intervention development and refinement [24]. Adopting a UX
research design will help ensure that new devices are easy to
use and meet the needs of most patients.

Clinical practices should target effective strategies that improve
individuals’ quality of life and independence including
screenings and interventions to manage injuries associated with
falls [25,26]. Screenings that measure activities of daily living
(ADLs) are essential, as the ability to perform daily tasks safely
without exhaustion is a critical component of healthy aging,
thus allowing older individuals to maintain their independence

and quality of life [27]. Measurement of daily activities is
important as these may be predictors of early admission to
assisted care facilities or the need for alternative living
arrangements [28,29].

Recent literature advocates change toward tailored interventions
that preserve an individual’s independence by promoting
furthering advancements in evidence-based treatment options
and identifying cost-effective strategies [2,3]. Due to an
increasing incidence of head injuries after ground-level falls
(GLFs) in our trauma center, we designed a study that examined
the effects of a low-cost HPD that has the potential to prevent
head injury due to a fall.

The purpose of this UX research was to assess compliance by
investigating the usability of an HPD from a patient’s
perspective in both acute care (hospital) and home contexts. We
hypothesized that consented patients would follow the research
protocol as recommended and wear the device in the hospital
and at the 2 months post discharge. The primary limitation in
an aging population is compliance, which we approached first.
This in-hospital and home-based UX investigation concerning
a low-cost treatment option may serve clinicians to better
manage frailty and mitigate injury due to falls in their clinical
practice.

Methods

Study Design
We considered the UX of frail individuals at this developmental,
exploratory stage of a device to examine patient adherence and
use. The UX assessment instrument adopted UX domains with
a 5-point scale showing a more positive rating (rating of 5) and
a lower rating (rating of 1). UX domains included device
credibility, satisfaction, usability, adherence, effectiveness,
relevance, and aesthetics. The primary outcome variable is
patient compliance regarding wearing the device for 2 months.
Additional data collected included the frequency of wearing the
device during normal daily activities. Consistent with the
literature, ADLs (such as ambulating and preparing meals) are
critical for independence in aging populations [29].

Recruitment
Participants were recruited from among patients who were
treated at our level 1 trauma center and subsequently admitted
to the hospital for observation due to head injury. Protocol
inclusion criteria included the following: patients admitted to
the hospital with a fall sustaining a head injury, patients with
fall risk (eg, patients who fell within the prior year or other
physical conditions aligned with fall risk), and patients who
were ambulatory and 55 years or older. Head injuries included
in the study were patients with a concussion, contusion,
lacerations, or loss of consciousness. The individuals recruited
did not experience trauma that required surgical intervention.
After signing the consent in the hospital, individuals were given
an HPD at no cost to wear while ambulatory. After consenting
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and wearing the HPD for in-hospital observation (and just before
discharge), the hospital team asked whether the patients would
wear the HPD at home. If the patient agreed, we indicated that
the research team would follow up post discharge for additional
observations using the UX survey.

Ethical Considerations
In total, 26 patients, who experienced a fall and sustained a head
injury, wore an HPD in hospital, while ambulatory and were
evaluated at baseline (before discharge) and at 2 months post
discharge. The study protocol was approved by the institutional
review board for research ethics and subsequently approved
(IRB 1804935). Informed consent was obtained from the 26
patients who met the inclusion criteria and were willing to

participate. Confidentiality of information was maintained. The
data are anonymized and patients are deidentified. Each patient
was assigned a discrete number in the study and data are secured
by the research scientist. There was no compensation for patient
participation in the study.

HPD
The HPD includes an impact-resistant technological insert for
additional head protection. It helps protect against bumps,
scrapes, bruises, and other head injuries. The HPD is designed
with ventilation to provide airflow for breathability without
compromised protection. The HPD size can be adjusted with a
hook and loop strap to give a quick, secure fit. Figure 1 displays
the HPD, which looks like a typical baseball cap.

Figure 1. Head protection device.

Usability Survey
A multidisciplinary health care team comprised of physicians,
a research scientist, and physical therapists collaborated on the
study design, developing a usability survey for patients who are
at risk of fall, which led to a tangible and targeted intervention
strategy. UX (usability) domain definitions were identified in
the literature. Existing domain definitions were examined such
as credibility, usability, and satisfaction [24], and additional
domains were defined such as effectiveness, relevance, and
aesthetics. The domains were refined, used on the usability

survey instrument, and functioned as outcome measures.
Textbox 1 shows the domains and UX definitions. UX domain
data were collected on the instrument using a 5-point scale
(5=strongly agree, 4=agree, 3=neutral, 2=disagree, and
1=strongly disagree). Patients were asked if they would
recommend the HPD. The survey was intended to evaluate the
HPD’s usability and was administered after patients concluded
their interaction with the HDP in the hospital. Those who agreed
to wear the HPD at home were provided a device and were
reevaluated post discharge.

Textbox 1. Domain and user experience definitions.

• Credibility: whether the user perceives the device to be trustworthy (eg, accuracy and quality of information presented in the patient consent)

• Satisfaction: the user’s overall experience and interaction with the device

• Usability: the user’s perceived ease of use of the device based on technical factors

• Adherence: whether the patient followed the device research protocol and continued to use the device as recommended (compliance) completing
outcome measures

• Effectiveness: the extent the user perceives the overall value of the device, including safety and whether they would recommend it to another
fall risk individual

• Relevance: the extent to which the device is appropriate for their situation and whether they perceive it meets their needs (provides protection
to their head and helps them maintain a sense of independence)

• Aesthetics: factors such as color, pattern, size, shape, and weight
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Data Collection
Quantitative data included demographics (age, sex, and race)
and clinical data such as hospital LOS, number of GLFs,
readmission to the hospital due to a GLF, and Glasgow Coma
Scale. Data were also captured on the usability survey including
domains such as device satisfaction, effectiveness, relevance,
and aesthetics. Qualitative data were also collected on the
usability survey, and patient comments were recorded regarding
HPD benefits and opportunities for improvement.

Statistical Analysis
This UX research methodology included multiple patient
observations and differences between observations were
examined. Nonparametric tests, used to analyze ordinal and
categorical data, were used for intragroup comparisons
(Wilcoxon signed rank test). We used descriptive statistics, such
that patterns might emerge from the data. Frequencies and
percentages are reported for categorical variables. Medians and
means with SDs are reported for continuous variables as
appropriate. All computations included 26 patients. Group
comparisons were made using chi-square tests or Fisher exact
tests, where numbers were small and were reported as numbers
(%). All variables were assessed for normality. Analyses of
categorical variables (age) and patient adherence were tested
using the chi-square statistic. Statistical tests are 2-tailed, with
a significance level of an α of .05. All statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS Statistics for Windows (version 28.0;
IBM Corp).

Open-ended patient comments (qualitative data) were analyzed
using a 3-step process: data reduction, data display, and
conclusion drawing and verification. Data reduction helped sort
and compile data excerpts (to organize the data) and assist in
developing assertions regarding patient perceptions surrounding
wearability (eg, comfort and weight) and modifications of HPD,
if necessary. Excerpts were annotated with topics such as the
benefits of HPD: positive feedback (aspects recorded as positive
by the patient participants regarding HPD experience and
interaction) and negative feedback (points considered negative
by the patients pertaining to interaction with the device). As a
next step, we analyzed the themes that emerged and categorized
them based on whether they were related to the usability of the
HPD or the health support the device offered.

Results

Study Population
Among the 26 participants, 12 (46%) were female and 5 (19%)
were non-White, with a median age of 77 (IQR 55-92) years.
The average hospital LOS was 3.8 (SD 3.65) days. The majority
(n=25, 96%) of patients who experienced head trauma were
admitted to the hospital with a head injury due to a GLF (n=1,
4% were other types of falls); 22 (85%) had prior falls in the
last 12 months and 16 (62%) had a hospital visit due to a head
injury related to a fall within the year; 18 (69%) were on
anticoagulants. The mean Glasgow Coma Score was 14.2 (SD
0.44). The age category was divided into 2 groups for analysis:
age group 1 comprised of those who were 55 to 77 years and
age group 2 comprised of patients 78 years and older.

Usability Survey Domain Results
In the hospital, all 26 consented patients wore the device with
0 falls recorded. After 2 months, 22 (85%) were wearing the
HPD, had 0 falls, and had no hospital readmissions due to GLFs.
At 6 months, 16 (62%) patients were compliant with wearing
the device, with 0 falls and no hospital readmissions due to a
GLF. The results showed positive scores, with no significant
differences between ratings in hospital and post discharge
regarding device credibility (0.42), satisfaction (0.60), usability
(0.80), adherence (0.06), effectiveness (0.53), and relevance
(0.09). A difference emerged for the domain of aesthetics. After
the discharge, 8 (30%) patients had concerns regarding the
device’s weight, saying it was slightly heavier than a typical
cap. Overall, users had a positive experience with the HPD and
scores revealed that patients felt it was effective and relevant.
Thus, post discharge, users would recommend the HPD to others
at risk for falls (mean 4.52, SD 0.51). Users were compliant by
wearing the device in hospital and at 2 months post discharge,
supporting the research hypothesis. Table 1 displays the UX
domain means (SDs) for 2 observations.

Differences between categorical variables (age group 1: 55-77
years, group 2: 78 years and older, sex, and race) and protocol
adherence were analyzed. Chi-square analysis showed

differences in compliance regarding age (χ1
2=4.27; P=.04) but

not sex (χ1
2=1.58; P=.23) or race (χ1

2=0.75; P=.60). Age group
1 was more likely to wear the device for normal daily activities.

Table 1. In-hospital and postdischarge intragroup domain differences.

P valuePostdischarge, mean (SD)Hospital, mean (SD)User experience domains

.424.01 (0.84)3.91 (0.80)Credibility

.604.80 (0.89)4.15 (0.88)Satisfaction

.804.23 (0.86)4.27 (0.66)Usability

.064.30 (1.06)4.50 (0.86)Adherence

.534.69 (0.54)4.62 (0.49)Effectiveness (value)

.094.12 (1.10)4.42 (0.75)Relevance

.0032.96 (1.83)3.38 (1.30)Aesthetics
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Patient Device Use in Daily Activities
The usability survey data captured patient device use during
typical ADLs at 2 weeks and at 2 months post discharge. Users
were provided a list of daily activities and were asked to rate
the frequency of wearing the device. Consistent with the
literature, ADLs, such as ambulating and preparing meals, are

critical for independence in an aging population [29]. The
highest score on the usability instrument was a “5” which
indicated that the patient would wear the HPD “most often.”
In-home contexts, patients indicated they most often wore the
device ambulating and when driving (to meals and doctor
appointments) and less often for personal hygiene. Table 2
shows within-group differences in device use in daily activities.

Table 2. Within-group differences in device use in daily activities.

P valueTwo months, mean (SD)Two weeks, mean (SD)Daily activities

.474.15 (1.12)4.31 (0.92)Ambulating

.164.12 (0.76)4.04 (0.77)Driving (or being driven)

.543.58 (1.23)3.69 (1.28)Grocery shopping or shopping

.203.31(1.10)4.00 (1.06)Relaxing (TV)

.673.27 (1.00)3.35 (1.09)Housekeeping

.072.50 (1.06)2.77 (0.99)Preparing meals

.492.27 (0.96)2.42 (0.94)Personal hygiene

Positive Patient Feedback
Open-ended questions on the usability instrument elicited patient
qualitative comments regarding HPD benefits and opportunities
for improvement. As a result, 2 dominant themes emerged,
namely HPD usability and HPD as health support (protection).
Usability was associated with the use of the device and
functionality in terms of wearability. Health support included
themes that were aligned with head protection for a patient.

Usability and relevance from the patients’perspective translated
into wearability, and the majority of patients wore the device
after 2 months post discharge. Participants felt that the HPD
was comfortable and easy to wear. However, 8 (30%) patients
mentioned that the HPD was not as light as a typical cap due
to the protective “technology insert” and suggested the HPD
could be lighter in weight. One male participant stated,

The cap is heavier than a usual baseball cap and it
took me longer to get used to it. I would like it a bit
lighter in weight if possible and more air vents to let
in air.

Health support from the participant’s perspective sufficed as
the primary benefit, as 18 (69%) commented that the device
protected their head in the event of a fall. Patients called the
device a “cap” as it resembles a baseball cap. One patient stated,
“Protection for my head is important. I will wear it going out
to eat and to doctor appointments.” Another female participant
indicated, “I wear it eight hours a day to protect my head.” Two
patients (male and female) indicated post discharge, they hit
their heads on cabinets, as 1 commented:

I already bent over and hit my head on a cabinet; it
protected me from another head injury. Since wearing
the cap, I have not had a fall, only a bump and I had
on my cap.

A 74-year-old female participant stated, “I fell last year and I
will wear this walking whenever possible. It protects my head.”
A male participant noted, “The device is protective and

comfortable; I forgot I had it on.” From patient comments, the
HPD is cognate with head protection.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Using a UX design, we investigated the usability of a novel
HPD on patients with head injury in acute care and home
contexts to predict future compliance. All 26 patients provided
positive scores for the HPD post discharge regarding
satisfaction, usability, effectiveness, and relevance.
Nonparametric tests showed positive results, with no significant
differences between 2 observations at 2 months. Chi-square
analysis showed a significant difference in HPD compliance
regarding age but not sex or race as age group 1 was more likely
to wear the device for normal daily activities. Patients most
often wore the device ambulating and head protection was
identified as the primary benefit. Thus, patients were most likely
to recommend the HPD to others at risk of GLFs.

Due to the consistently high rate of head injuries after GLFs in
our center, the targeted team strategy for an HPD and UX
research design was developed. We realized that patient
compliance in the geriatric population has been a limiting factor
and approached that aspect first. Patients adhered to the research
protocol by wearing the device in the hospital and post
discharge, in the home, supporting the research hypothesis. At
2 months, 22 (85%) patients wore the device with 0 falls
recorded and no readmissions due to falls.

Our multidisciplinary team, a diverse group of medical
professionals, consisting of physicians, research scientists, and
physical therapists, studied a device to be worn during daily
activities in home environments. Recent literature has advocated
for home care strategies [30] and interventions to be used in
home contexts where falls most often occur [31]. Managing
falls in this high-risk population is complex, requiring a systemic
and collaborative approach directed by a multidisciplinary team
focused on improving patient outcomes [3].
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Limitations
Accuracy is critical regarding the collection of patient data, and
the in-hospital data collection was conducted under medical
supervision. However, the limitations of the UX research
included the nature of self-reporting by participants post
discharge at 2 and 6 months. One measure to counter this bias
was to include a family member during the evaluation to
corroborate the patient’s self-reported data and responses.
Another issue and limitation, we noted, was the difficulty of
trying to reconnect or contact this population at follow-up due
to cognitive decline, the extent and severity of head trauma, and
other injuries associated with a GLF.

Conclusions
The results show our proposed HPD intervention will have a
high compliance rate in those at risk for GLFs as it was
considered usable, protective, and relevant. Managing
individuals with fall risk may include future investigations of
specific interventions and low-cost devices that preserve a
patient’s independence and physical function, and research that
contributes to further advancements in evidence-based treatment
options. The feasibility and wearability of the device in patients
with GLF with head injuries will inform future directions, which
includes a multicenter study to evaluate compliance and device
effectiveness. Our work will guide other health care institutions
in pursuing cost-effective treatments and technological
interventions that are usable and effective in improving
outcomes for this fall risk population.
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Abstract

Background: Optimal rehabilitation programs for orthopedic joint replacement patients ensure faster return to function, earlier
discharge from hospital, and improved patient satisfaction. Digital health interventions show promise as a supporting tool for
re-enablement.

Objective: The main goal of this mixed methods study was to examine the usability of the AIMS platform from the perspectives
of both patients and clinicians. The aim of this study was to evaluate a re-enablement platform that we have developed that uses
a holistic systems approach to address the de-enablement that occurs in hospitalized inpatients, with the older adult population
most at risk. The Active and Independent Management System (AIMS) platform is anticipated to deliver improved patient
participation in recovery and self-management through education and the ability to track rehabilitation progression in hospital
and after patient discharge.

Methods: Two well-known instruments were used to measure usability: the System Usability Scale (SUS) with 10 items and,
for finer granularity, the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) with 26 items. In all, 26 physiotherapists and health care
professionals evaluated the AIMS clinical portal; and 44 patients in hospital for total knee replacement, total hip replacement, or
dynamic hip screw implant evaluated the AIMS app.

Results: For the AIMS clinical portal, the mean SUS score obtained was 82.88 (SD 13.07, median 86.25), which would be
considered good/excellent according to a validated adjective rating scale. For the UEQ, the means of the normalized scores (range
−3 to +3) were as follows: attractiveness=2.683 (SD 0.100), perspicuity=2.775 (SD 0.150), efficiency=2.775 (SD 0.130),
dependability=2.300 (SD 0.080), stimulation=1.950 (SD 0.120), and novelty=1.625 (SD 0.090). All dimensions were thus classed
as excellent against the benchmarks, confirming the results from the SUS questionnaire. For the AIMS app, the mean SUS score
obtained was 74.41 (SD 10.26), with a median of 77.50, which would be considered good according to the aforementioned
adjective rating scale. For the UEQ, the means of the normalized scores were as follows: attractiveness=2.733 (SD 0.070),
perspicuity=2.900 (SD 0.060), efficiency=2.800 (SD 0.090), dependability=2.425 (SD 0.060), stimulation=2.200 (SD 0.010),
and novelty=1.450 (0.260). All dimensions were thus classed as excellent against the benchmarks (with the exception of novelty,
which was classed as good), providing slightly better results than the SUS questionnaire.

Conclusions: The study has shown that both the AIMS clinical portal and the AIMS app have good to excellent usability scores,
and the platform provides a solid foundation for the next phase of research, which will involve evaluating the effectiveness of
the platform in improving patient outcomes after total knee replacement, total hip replacement, or dynamic hip screw.
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Introduction

Background
According to the World Health Organization’s 2019 Global
Burden of Disease study, approximately 1.71 billion people
globally experience musculoskeletal conditions. Low back pain
is the most common condition, affecting an estimated 568
million people [1]. In the United Kingdom, it has been estimated
that musculoskeletal conditions affect >20 million people,
approximately a third of the population [2]. Musculoskeletal
conditions are the second greatest contributor to disability
worldwide and is a significant burden to the individual and
society [3]. It is expected that the impact of musculoskeletal
conditions on the health service and on society will continue to
rise as life expectancy increases [4]. Many different approaches
have been explored to reduce this burden, including medical
interventions, work-related approaches (reducing stress at work
as well as improving health and safety regulations), social
education (improving awareness of exercise and healthy eating),
and the use of technology.

Musculoskeletal conditions comprise >150 different disorders,
diseases, and syndromes that affect bones, joints, muscles, the
spine, and soft tissues [3]. While some conditions are short
lived, such as sprains and fractures, others can be lifelong
conditions requiring ongoing treatment. Pain is a common
symptom of musculoskeletal conditions. Back and neck pain,
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and fractures are among the
most disabling conditions and can be a significant barrier to
healthy aging [5]. Musculoskeletal conditions can be classified
by the body part affected (eg, knee pain and shoulder pain),
whether the condition is noninflammatory (such as osteoarthritis)
or inflammatory (such as rheumatoid arthritis), and whether the
condition is restricted to the musculoskeletal system or more
widespread (such as systemic lupus erythematosus) [4]. To
compound matters, musculoskeletal issues tend to be associated
with other diseases, such as heart or respiratory disease and
stroke, and lead to an increase in disabilities and deaths [6-8].
It has been estimated that musculoskeletal conditions account
for up to 21% of annual general practitioner consultations across
England [9], and health service costs from inability to work and
sickness absence in the United Kingdom are approximately
£100 billion (US $125 billion) annually [10]. It is important to
find solutions that will help reduce the significant burdens on
the individual, society, the economy, and the health service.
While many solutions will be of a medical nature, technology
has a significant part to play in easing the burdens. In the next
subsection, we discuss some digital health interventions (DHIs)
for musculoskeletal conditions.

A number of different terminologies exist in the health domain
for software solutions generally. The terms eHealth and mobile
health (mHealth) have been used for a number of years. More
recently, the more encompassing term digital health has been

introduced. This is defined as “encompassing eHealth [which
includes mHealth] as well as developing areas such as the use
of advanced computing sciences (in the fields of ‘big data,’
genomics and artificial intelligence, for example)” [11].
Examples of digital health solutions include primary and
secondary care IT systems; patient portals that provide secure
web-based access to a range of health services, such as My
Diabetes My Way and PatientView [12]; personal health data
stores such as Mydex [13]; telehealth systems such as Attend
Anywhere and Near Me [14]; and health-related mobile apps.
It is believed that these systems can benefit health care delivery
by improving different outcomes, such as effectiveness,
efficiency, accessibility, safety, and personalization [15]. There
has been a growing public interest in DHIs because they can
allow individuals to monitor, manage, and improve their health
and quality of life in a more personalized way, potentially more
cost-effectively, and at a time that suits them [16-18].

Optimal rehabilitation programs for orthopedic joint replacement
patients ensure faster return to function, earlier discharge from
hospital, and improved patient satisfaction [4,19-21] as well as
prevent further deconditioning [22]. The aim of this study was
to evaluate the usability of a re-enablement platform called
Active and Independent Management System (AIMS) that was
developed to address the de-enablement that occurs in
hospitalized inpatients for one of the groups considered to be
most at risk, that is, older adults. The platform is capable of
delivering digital rehabilitation plans and tracking the
progression of the plans in real time; in addition, it can be used
both in hospital and at home after a patient is discharged. The
rationale for using such a system is to help reduce the time spent
in hospital and improve patient satisfaction through
self-management.

Re-Enablement DHIs
This subsection examines some recent literature related to the
use of DHIs for total knee replacement (TKR) or total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) and total hip replacement (THR) or total
hip arthroplasty (THA). Hussain et al [23] developed a TKR
platform comprising a mobile phone app, a wrist-worn activity
tracker, and a clinical web portal. The purpose-built iOS and
Android apps included weekly psychoeducation sessions and
tasks that were delivered by a program guide via text and voice
recordings. By obtaining the data from the tracker and the app,
the clinician could monitor patient progress and the configured
physiotherapy programs, while the patient care team could
review the progress and the designated programs using the web
portal. Physiotherapy programs were mostly from a library of
videos created for TKR rehabilitation, which were made
available in the app once set by the clinician. The authors
planned to conduct a 13-month multisite unblinded randomized
controlled trial in which participants were assigned to 1 of 2
study groups [23]. The participants for the experiment were
patients who underwent TKR, and the study included an active
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intervention period from the time the patients were scheduled
for surgery (approximately 4 weeks before surgery) to 12 weeks
after the surgery, followed by a 40-week free-living period until
1 year after surgery.

Timmers et al [24] investigated the effect of a mobile app for
day-to-day postoperative care education on TKR patients
regarding the level of pain compared to those who only received
standard information about their recovery through the app. The
study involved 114 patients in the intervention group and 99
patients in the control group. In the intervention group, 93
patients downloaded and used the app. The results showed that,
in comparison with standard patient education, the active
education and coaching of patients on a day-to-day basis via
the app in the 4 weeks after TKR resulted in a significant
decrease, among other things, in the patients’ levels of pain and
a significant improvement in patients’ physical functioning and
quality of life, as well as their ability to perform physiotherapy
exercises and activities of daily self-care.

Van Dijk-Huisman et al [25] developed a mobile app to prevent
the negative effects of inactivity in hospital. The app supported
objective activity monitoring, gave patients a view of their
recovery progress, and offered a customized exercise program.
The aim of the study was to investigate the potential of the app
to enhance physical activity levels and functional recovery after
orthopedic surgery discharge. In all, 97 patients undergoing
TKA and THA were recruited for the evaluation. The control
group (n=64) received standard physiotherapy, while the
intervention group (n=33) used the mobile app in addition to
physiotherapy. The time spent in active and functional recovery
on postoperative day 1 (POD1) was measured. The app use,
corrected for age, resulted in patients standing and walking on
POD1 for an average increase of 28.43 (95% CI 5.55-51.32)
minutes. The odds of achieving functional recovery on POD1
were 3.08 times higher (95% CI 1.14-8.31) with the use of the
mobile app. The authors concluded that a mobile app combined
with an accelerometer demonstrated the potential to enhance
patients’ activity levels and functional recovery during their
hospital stay [25].

Wijnen et al [26] investigated the effectiveness of a home-based
rehabilitation program using a tablet app and remote coaching
for patients after THA. Existing data from 2 studies were
combined: patients from a single-arm intervention study were
matched with the historical controls from an observational study.
Patients aged 18 to 65 years who had undergone THA were
included. The intervention group had a 12-week home-based
rehabilitation program with instructional videos on a tablet
device and remote coaching. Patients were asked to perform
strengthening and walking exercises at least 5 days a week. The
intervention group was compared with a control group that
included patients who received usual care. Effectiveness was
measured at 4 points (preoperatively and 4 weeks, 12 weeks,
and 6 months postoperatively) by means of functional tests and
self-reported questionnaires. The intervention group performed
functional tests significantly faster at 12 weeks and 6 months
postoperatively and also scored significantly higher on the
subscales function in sport and recreational activities and
hip-related quality of life of the Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis
Outcome Questionnaire, as well as on the subscale physical

role limitations of the Short Form Health Survey-36 at 12 weeks
and 6 months postoperatively. Large effect sizes were found on
functional tests at 12 weeks and 6 months, endorsed by effect
sizes on the self-reported outcomes. The authors concluded that
the results demonstrated larger effects in the intervention group
than in the historical controls, indicating that a home-based
rehabilitation program using a mobile app after THA can be
more effective than usual care [26].

Bell et al [27] ran a controlled pilot study for TKR patients,
investigating the feasibility and effectiveness of interACTION,
a remote (wearable) rehabilitation monitoring platform
developed for use by patients after TKR. The InterACTION
platform has portable motion sensors placed on either side of a
joint to collect joint orientation data using a custom mobile app
and then send the data to the clinician’s web-based portal. The
mobile app also contains 30 knee-specific home exercises for
TKR rehabilitation that the physical therapist can personalize
remotely through a web-based clinical portal. The study
compared 2 groups: 19 patients who used the interACTION
platform and a control group with 19 patients who used standard
postoperative outpatient rehabilitation with a physical therapist
(2-3 sessions per week over a maximum of 10 weeks),
supplemented with a home exercise program. The primary
outcome measured was value, operationally defined as the
change in the activities of daily living scale of the Knee
Outcome Survey at 10 weeks divided by the total cost of
rehabilitation (determined from the total number of physical
therapy sessions and the billable charges for each session during
the 10 weeks the patients were enrolled in the study). In terms
of this measure, no statistical differences were found between
the groups. The study showed relatively low and not significant
differences between the groups in terms of attrition rates,
indicating that both interventions were acceptable. There was
a small decrease in clinic visits by patients in the interACTION
group, and all patients and physical therapists in the group
indicated that they would use the system again.

Bäcker et al [28] developed a mobile app with a GenuSport
sensor that allows isokinetic exercises to improve postoperative
quadriceps weakness and knee motion. The sensor was placed
underneath the patient’s knee, and gamified exercise routines
were presented through the app consisting of two exercises: (1)
high striker game, where the patient has to push the knee onto
the sensor for 5 seconds; and (2) flight simulator, where the
player is supposed to keep the knee in the air for 100 seconds.
The authors carried out a randomized controlled trial with a
2-year follow-up to evaluate the effectiveness of the app-based
rehabilitation for patients after TKA [28]. In all, 35 patients
completed the study and were randomly assigned to 2 groups:
20 patients received the app-based exercise program, and 15
patients were included in the control group. Patients in the app
group used an external device to measure knee range of motion
starting on the day of surgery, whereas patients in the control
group underwent regular physiotherapy. Functional outcome
scores using the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score,
the Knee Society Scoring System, and a visual analog scale for
pain were analyzed. The results showed that, in the short term,
the app group performed significantly better than the control
group when taking a 10-minute walk, with less pain. In the
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longer term, the app group also performed significantly better,
with higher Knee Society Scoring System scores as well as
requiring fewer painkillers. In addition, the app group
participants were more likely to participate in sports.

Colomina et al [29] developed an mHealth system for older
patients with complex chronic conditions undergoing elective
THA or TKA. The mHealth system formed part of the
Personalized Connected Care for Complex Chronic Patients
platform, which contained a web-based smart adaptive case
management system for health care professionals that seamlessly
integrated with a patient self-management mHealth system that
supported communication between health care professionals
and patients. The authors assessed the effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of implementing an mHealth-enabled
integrated care (IC) model for patients with complex chronic
conditions undergoing TKA or THA versus usual care [29]. A
prospective pragmatic 2-arm parallel implementation trial was
conducted in the rural region of Lleida in Catalonia, Spain, for
3 months. A total of 29 patients with complex chronic conditions
undergoing TKA or THA and their caregivers received the IC
program, while 30 patients with statistically comparable baseline
characteristics, such as age, sex, and type of arthroplasty, were
recruited for the usual care group. The results suggested that
both treatment models significantly improved the physical and
mental health status of the patients; however, IC significantly
reduced the number of unplanned visits related to the surgery
procedure and consequently significantly lowered the patients’
expenses.

Rian et al [30] presented a web tool called Eir for symptom
registration at home after knee arthroplasty. Given that the
system was previously used in cancer care, a separate patient
module was designed for patient-reported postoperative
symptom assessment and medication registration after fast-track
TKA that consisted of measurements of pain and side effects,
as well as detailed registration of the use of analgesic drugs.
The authors conducted a usability and feasibility study using a
randomized controlled trial involving 134 participants [30]. The
tool’s usability was assessed with the use of the System
Usability Scale (SUS) by 119 of the 134 participants, while the
feasibility data were collected qualitatively. The results showed
that 70% of the participants managed to use the tool at home
without any technical support, although they indicated technical
challenges related to the log-in procedure or internet access.
The usability was rated high, with a mean SUS score of 89.6
(median 92.5; range 22.5-100).

Two literature reviews assessing the use of app-based
rehabilitation for TKA or THA were conducted recently [31,32].
Bäcker et al [31] examined the functional outcomes of app-based
rehabilitation of patients after TKA or THA. The review
identified 420 entries from MEDLINE or PubMed and Google
databases, but only 9 publications met the inclusion criteria,
covering 518 patients in the intervention groups and 549 patients
in the control groups. Five studies used app-based exercise
instructions delivered via a mobile device, and 4 studies used
a sensor or motion tracker. The average follow-up was 9.5 (SD
8.1; range 3-23.4) months. Overall, significantly lower activity
visual analog scale values were observed for the interventional
groups in the short term (P=.002). There were no other

significant differences observed between the 2 groups. The
study found that there were significant short-term improvements
in the mobile app group. The authors concluded that mobile
apps provide an alternative to in-person sessions that may
improve access to physical activity for patients after TKA or
THA, and, in combination with a Bluetooth-enabled sensor for
isometric exercises, patients can additionally receive real-time
feedback after TKA or THA [31].

Constantinescu et al [32] conducted a systematic literature
review on the use of commercially available smartphone apps
and wearable devices to assist rehabilitation interventions after
TKA from the PubMed, Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, and
Web of Science databases. Of the 60 full-text studies identified
(published between January 2020 and September 2021), a total
of 15 met the inclusion criteria, of which 4 studies used
smartphone apps, 7 used wearable devices, and 4 used both to
monitor physical activity and patient status after TKA. In terms
of primary outcomes, 3 studies examined device accuracy, 3
recovery prediction, 2 functional recovery, 2 physical activity
promotion, 2 patient compliance, 2 pain control, and 1 study
examined health care use. The authors concluded that
commercially available apps and wearable devices can capably
monitor physical activity and improve patient engagement after
TKA, making them approaches that support or replace traditional
rehabilitation programs [32]. Using different strategies in
interventions, such as setting step goals, using app-based patient
engagement platforms, and establishing patient-specific
benchmarks for recovery, can enhance the effectiveness of the
treatment.

The AIMS Platform
It is well established that musculoskeletal conditions contribute
to a large number of disabilities worldwide, and the projections
show that this number will continue to rise. Initiatives are
ongoing to combat this problem proactively (eg, reducing stress,
improving health and safety regulations, exercising, and healthy
eating). Furthermore, reactive approaches of optimal
prehabilitation and rehabilitation programs are also undergoing
development to optimize operations and ensure the best use of
available resources while improving patient satisfaction. The
aim of this study was to evaluate a rehabilitation platform in an
effort to combat the lack of enablement in hospitalized older
adults considered more vulnerable. The platform is capable of
delivering digital rehabilitation plans and tracking the
progression of these plans in real time; in addition, it can be
used both in hospital and at home after patient discharge. The
rationale for using such a system is to help reduce time spent
in hospital and improve patient satisfaction through
self-management.

The AIMS platform helps manage patients’ rehabilitation
programs. Each patient is registered by a clinician at the
beginning of their patient pathway, and the system collects
certain relevant information about the patient as they move
through their journey. Rehabilitation clinicians use this platform
to create, monitor, and adjust a patient’s rehabilitation package
as and when required. A team consisting of stakeholders is
assigned to each patient and is responsible for the delivery of
the program. A library of physiotherapy exercises and
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educational videos (eg, the use of a walking aid or how to apply
a patient’s splint) have been recorded and uploaded into the
system (Figure 1). Each staff member can attach a series of
video exercises specific to the patient’s needs that can help the
re-enablement process.

The platform consists of 2 components: a web content
management system used by clinicians to create rehabilitation
plans for postoperative patients and a mobile app designed to
deliver these rehabilitation plans to the patients with a series of
exercises to be completed by them.

The clinician starts by creating a user account for a patient (all
patient information is anonymized with a random unique ID
number that is later used to gain access to the rehabilitation plan
through the app; Figure 1). The clinician then sets up a specific
rehabilitation plan for this patient according to their needs. The
clinician can search from all available exercises by using general
search terms to filter what is available and also preview the
associated video to make sure the appropriate plan is created
(Figure 1A). The clinician must then determine the number of
repetitions for each exercise and the frequency at which they
need to be performed each day, usually 4 sessions a day. After
the plan is complete, it becomes active on the patient’s device,
and the clinician then demonstrates to the patient how to use
the app. This enables the clinician to monitor a patient and their
progress each time they complete an exercise. There is also
capability for the patient to comment on any particular issues
with any of the exercises, and the clinician will be able to view
the comments using the content management system and modify
the plan accordingly. A typical example of a rehabilitation plan
for a patient consists of some simple but very effective exercises

(eg, heel slides, knee extensions, and knee flexions). The patient
would be asked to perform 10 repetitions of all exercises in 4
daily sessions. The rehabilitation process starts after the
operation for as long as the patient remains in hospital, and there
are physiotherapists available to offer assistance during the
patient rehabilitation process; the app does not prompt patients
to complete their daily rehabilitation plan because these sessions
are already scheduled in the hospital ward. It is up to the patient
to continue using the app for rehabilitation after hospital
discharge (the app is available for free download from app
stores).

The patient uses a tablet device provided by the hospital to gain
access to the AIMS mobile app and work on their rehabilitation
plan. Each user is given a random ID number generated by the
clinician that is required to log in to the app; no password is
required because all information is anonymized. After this, the
user can use the app and work on their specific rehabilitation
plan and set of exercises and also view their daily plan progress.
The patient is provided a textual description of the exercise and
a video with audio explaining how it should be performed and
how many repetitions should be performed (Figure 1B). At the
bottom of the page featuring each exercise, feedback can be
provided on how many repetitions were achieved as well as any
comments if there were any issues when performing the
exercise.

Typically, the app would be used by a member of the staff or a
member of the family during visiting hours to help the patient
with their exercises by encouraging them or participating with
them and achieving successful completion of the rehabilitation
plan.

Figure 1. (A) The Create Rehabilitation Re-Enablement Package Screen, and (B) the patient exercise screen.
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Aims of the Study
The aim of this study was to investigate the usability of the
AIMS platform from the perspectives of both clinicians and
patients. Two well-known instruments were used to measure
usability: the SUS [33] with 10 items and, for finer granularity,
the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [34] with 26 items.

The evaluation aims to answer the following 2 research
questions (RQs):

• RQ1: does the AIMS clinical portal provide a solution that
could be usable by clinicians?

• RQ2: does the AIMS app provide a solution that could be
usable by patients?

Methods

Overview
The World Health Organization defines evaluation as “the
systematic and objective assessment of an ongoing or completed
project [with the aim of determining] the relevance and
fulfilment of objectives, development efficiency, effectiveness,
impact and sustainability” [35]; and the guide for monitoring
and evaluating DHIs outlines 7 stages of DHI maturity, ranging
from preprototype to full deployment. This project is considered
to be at the prototype stage of maturity, which would include
usability testing. Ways to improve the system would also be
investigated.

Usability is recognized as a significant quality indicator that
determines the success of software applications [36-39]. Johnson
et al [40] defines three main approaches to evaluate usability:
(1) user based (a sample of prospective users use the system),
(2) expert based (≥1 usability or human-computer interaction
experts evaluate the system), and (3) model based (formal
methods are used to predict user performance). Our health board
members were keen on using the user-based approach to
evaluate the DHI; hence, this approach was chosen.

Many validated usability instruments have been proposed in
the literature with varying numbers of questions. In this study,
we used 2 well-known validated instruments: the SUS and the
UEQ. The SUS [33] consists of 10 statements (5 positive and
5 negative) that the users rate on a scale ranging from 1=strongly
disagree to 5=strongly agree. The questionnaire alternates
between positive and negative statements to avoid random
answers. The aggregated score out of 100 can be compared with
the average SUS benchmark score of 68.0. To represent SUS
scores, Bangor et al [41] defined a 7-point adjective rating scale:
best imaginable, excellent, good, OK, poor, awful, and worst
imaginable.

The UEQ assesses the extent to which (1) the product meets
expectations and (2) a product can be compared with other
systems using a published benchmark. Schrepp et al [42]
developed an adjective rating scale for benchmarking, and a
mean score of >1.75 would be considered in the 10% best
results. While the UEQ provides finer detail than the SUS, it

was felt that asking busy clinicians to rate 26 statements may
result in a smaller number of responses compared to asking
them to rate 10 SUS statements; therefore, it was decided to use
the SUS with all participants and the UEQ with a small number
of participants.

Some qualitative information was also gathered using
open-ended questions to gain a deeper understanding of
participants’ views of the AIMS platform.

Ethical Considerations
Ethics approval for this study was obtained from Hairmyres
University Hospital, Lanarkshire. One of the conditions of
approval was that all personal information from the study should
be removed and that patient information should be kept private
and safe (Data Protection Impact Assessment Questionnaire for
Active Independent Mobility System [AIMS] Pilot Study
Hairmyres University Hospital, Lanarkshire; May 29, 2019).
All participants provided consent before participating in the
study.

Participants
In all, 26 physiotherapists and health care professionals
volunteered to evaluate the AIMS clinical portal; and 44 patients
in hospital for TKR, THR, or dynamic hip screw (DHS) agreed
to participate in evaluating the AIMS app. The study was carried
out on May 5, 2019, or November 14, 2019.

Test Protocol
The 6-month-long study was undertaken in the rehabilitation
ward in an Hairmyres University Hospital, Lanarkshire, that
specializes in TKR or THR surgery. Only clinicians had access
to the patients during their stay in the hospital, and a member
of the team of clinicians (lead study clinician) had oversight
over recruiting and running the experiment. Technical support
was provided by the study team to all clinicians during the
rehabilitation sessions in the hospital, but this was not in the
rehabilitation ward. Questionnaires were given to the
participants in a paper-based form, which they were asked to
complete and hand back to the lead study clinician toward the
end of their rehabilitation stay. The study was conducted using
10 hospital-supplied second-generation iPad Air 2 devices
running iOS 10.3 with a 9.7-inch display in portrait orientation
(refer to the patient test protocol presented in Figure 2A).

Clinicians of the rehabilitation team in the hospital were all
given training on how to use the portal to create rehabilitation
packages for patients and how they would look in the app. They
were also involved in the development and design process with
focus groups and early prototyping, which enabled most of them
to develop a good understanding of the AIMS platform. As the
study was taking place alongside patients who were not part of
the study, everyone had to be able to help the patients, which
is why they were all trained to use the system. Clinicians were
given a questionnaire to complete after they had used the
platform a few times (refer to the clinician test protocol
presented in Figure 2B).
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Figure 2. (A) Patient test protocol. (B) Clinician test protocol. AIMS: Active and Independent Management System.

Results

For the SUS, the analysis was carried out using Excel (Microsoft
Corp); and for the UEQ, the analysis was carried out using the
standard UEQ spreadsheet.

AIMS Clinical Portal: SUS Results
All 26 participants completed the SUS questionnaire (100%
response rate). The mean SUS score obtained was 82.88 (SD
13.07), with a median of 86.25. This score would be considered
good/excellent according to the adjective rating scale developed
by Bangor et al [41]. A breakdown of the participants’ answers
to the SUS questions regarding the AIMS clinical portal is
provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Participants’ answers to the System Usability Scale (SUS) questions for the Active and Independent Management System clinical portal
(n=26).

SUS scores, mean (SD)Participants disagreeing, n (%)Participants agreeing, n (%)Statements

Positive statements

4.00 (0.76)2 (8)23 (88)I think that I would like to use this system frequently

4.50 (0.77)1 (4)24 (92)I thought the system was easy to use

4.50 (0.96)2 (8)22 (85)I found the various functions in this system were well
integrated

4.19 (0.65)1 (4)23 (88)I would imagine that most people would learn to use
this system very quickly

4.38 (1.42)1 (4)24 (92)I felt very confident using this system

Negative statements

2.04 (0.73)23 (88)2 (8)I found the system unnecessarily complex

1.50 (0.77)24 (92)1 (4)I think that I would need the support of a technical
person to be able to use this system

1.62 (0.86)23 (88)0 (0)I thought there was too much inconsistency in this
system

1.73 (1.05)21 (81)3 (88)I found the system very cumbersome to use

1.42 (0.65)24 (92)0 (0)I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going
with this system

AIMS Clinical Portal: UEQ Results
Invitations were sent to 12 (46%) of the 26 participants. Of
these 12 participants, 10 (83%) completed the UEQ
questionnaire. The means of the normalized scores (range −3

to +3) for the AIMS clinical portal were as follows:
attractiveness=2.683 (SD 0.100), perspicuity=2.775 (SD 0.150),
efficiency=2.775 (SD 0.130), dependability=2.300 (SD 0.080),
stimulation=1.950 (SD 0.120), and novelty=1.625 (SD 0.090).
Figure 3 shows the bar chart of the results for the AIMS clinical
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portal against the benchmarks, showing all dimensions classed
as excellent and confirming the results from the SUS
questionnaire. Table 2 provides the mean (SD) and variance of
the normalized values for the items in the UEQ questionnaire

for the AIMS clinical portal. In most cases, the values are very
encouraging, with the exception of conservative and innovative,
although this is still rated good. Figure 4 shows the bar chart of
the data grouped into the 6 UEQ dimensions.

Figure 3. Bar chart of the Active and Independent Management System clinical portal User Experience Questionnaire results against the benchmarks.

Table 2. Mean (SD) and variance of the normalized values for the items in the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) for the Active and Independent
Management System clinical portal (n=10).

VarianceUEQ scores, mean (SD)Right anchor of the scaleLeft anchor of the scaleScale

0.11.9 (0.3)EnjoyableAnnoyingAttractiveness

0.52.6 (0.7)UnderstandableNot understandablePerspicuity

0.11.9 (0.3)DullCreativeNovelty

0.12.9 (0.3)Difficult to learnEasy to learnPerspicuity

0.42.2 (0.6)InferiorValuableStimulation

0.31.5 (0.5)ExcitingBoringStimulation

0.32.1 (0.6)InterestingNot interestingStimulation

0.21.8 (0.4)PredictableUnpredictableDependability

0.22.8 (0.4)SlowFastEfficiency

0.11.9 (0.3)ConventionalInventiveNovelty

0.42.2 (0.6)SupportiveObstructiveDependability

0.22.8 (0.4)BadGoodAttractiveness

0.22.7 (0.5)EasyComplicatedPerspicuity

0.22.7 (0.5)PleasingUnlikableAttractiveness

0.21.2 (0.4)Leading edgeUsualNovelty

0.12.9 (0.3)PleasantUnpleasantAttractiveness

0.32.5 (0.5)Not secureSecureDependability

0.22.0 (0.5)DemotivatingMotivatingStimulation

0.22.7 (0.5)Does not meet expectationsMeets expectationsDependability

0.22.8 (0.4)EfficientInefficientEfficiency

0.12.9 (0.3)ConfusingClearPerspicuity

0.22.7 (0.5)PracticalImpracticalEfficiency

0.22.8 (0.4)ClutteredOrganizedEfficiency

0.12.9 (0.3)UnattractiveAttractiveAttractiveness

0.12.9 (0.3)UnfriendlyFriendlyAttractiveness

0.31.5 (0.5)InnovativeConservativeNovelty
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Figure 4. Bar chart of the Active and Independent Management System clinical portal data grouped into the 6 User Experience Questionnaire dimensions.

AIMS Clinical Portal: Qualitative Feedback
To gain further insight into how users perceived the AIMS
clinical portal, 3 additional questions were asked (refer to the
following subsections).

Q1: What Do You Think Are the Advantages of This
Portal?
Of the 26 participants, 20 (77%) answered this question. All
clinicians (20/20, 100%) who answered the question thought
that providing customized exercise videos after an operation
was very useful, particularly for patients being able to use the
system at home; 15 (75%) of the 20 clinicians also suggested
that receiving immediate feedback on how patients were coping
with the exercise regime was very helpful and meant that the
regime could be easily customized for each patient based on
how they were coping, which was a key advantage. In addition,
60% (12/20) of the clinicians considered ease of use an
advantage. Example comments were as follows:

Really liked the exercise videos for the patients; they
were professionally produced and highly relevant for
rehabilitation. [Physiotherapist A]

I’m pleased to see that patients automatically receive
some feedback on how they are progressing with the
rehabilitation exercises. [Physiotherapist B]

Q2: What Do You Think Are the Disadvantages of This
Portal?
Of the 26 participants, 12 (46%) answered this question. Of
these 12 clinicians, 7 (58%) thought that the integration of the
portal with the current IT systems may be a challenge, 3 (25%)
thought that getting the staff to agree to use the portal may be
a possible issue, and 2 (17%) thought that some staff members
would need training on how to use it. Example comments were
as follows:

One big issue that will have to be addressed at some
point is integrating the software with hospital systems,
as we ultimately need to have the patient progress

data in their EHR [electronic health record].
[Physiotherapist B]

While the current system was intuitive and easy to
use, I wonder whether some training will need to be
provided when the features to add further videos and
provide more customised feedback are added.
[Physiotherapist C, an academic]

Q3: Would You Change Anything?
Of the 26 participants, 17 (65%) answered this question. Of
these 17 clinicians, 12 (71%) suggested that the ability to create
more self-help advice for patients would be useful, and 5 (29%)
suggested that having a larger data bank of exercise regimes
would be helpful. Example comments were as follows:

It would be very helpful if more self-help could be
added to the app to reduce the dependency on the
volume of information sheets we provide to patients.
[Physiotherapist D]

The current set of videos are very relevant and of a
high quality; however, it would be beneficial to be
able to have a wider selection of videos to be able
[to] select from. [Physiotherapist E]

AIMS App: SUS Results
The participants were selected during their first postoperative
rehabilitation session (opportunistic recruitment). The
recruitment of patients was carried out by a physiotherapist who
would ask patients during their first session whether they were
willing to participate in the study. The physiotherapist provided
an information leaflet that explained what the study was about
and how it could be used. All postoperative patients
automatically qualified for the study; no one was excluded based
on age, sex, or technical competency. The study did not collect
any age- or sex-related information (a condition of the ethics
approval for the study); therefore, it was not possible to provide
information about patient demographics.

Of the 44 patients, 38 (86%) completed the SUS questionnaire.
The mean SUS score obtained was 74.41 (SD 10.26), with a
median of 77.50. This score would be considered good according
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to the adjective rating scale developed by Bangor et al [41]. A
breakdown of the participants’ answers to the SUS questions

for the AIMS app is provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Participants’ answers to the System Usability Scale (SUS) questions for the Active and Independent Management System app (n=38).

SUS scores, mean
(SD)

Participants disagreeing,
n (%)

Participants agreeing,
n (%)

Statements

Positive statements

4.16 (0.68)1 (3)34 (89)I think that I would like to use this system frequently

4.13 (0.62)1 (3)31 (82)I thought the system was easy to use

4.16 (0.68)1 (3)34 (89)I found the various functions in this system were well integrated

3.92 (0.67)2 (5)32 (84)I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very
quickly

3.97 (0.68)2 (5)33 (87)I felt very confident using this system

Negative statements

2.00 (0.66)32 (84)1 (3)I found the system unnecessarily complex

1.92 (0.71)32 (84)1 (3)I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able
to use this system

2.11 (0.56)32 (84)1 (3)I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system

2.24 (0.59)28 (74)1 (3)I found the system very cumbersome to use

2.32 (0.66)26 (68)2 (5)I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this
system

AIMS App: UEQ Results
Invitations were sent to 12 (27%) of the 44 participants. Of
these 12 patients, 10 (83%) completed the UEQ questionnaire.
The means of the normalized scores (range −3 to +3) for the
AIMS app were as follows: attractiveness=2.733 (SD 0.070),
perspicuity=2.900 (SD 0.060), efficiency=2.800 (SD 0.090),
dependability=2.425 (SD 0.060), stimulation=2.200 (SD 0.010),
and novelty=1.450 (0.260). Figure 5 shows the bar chart of the

results for the AIMS app against the benchmarks, with all
dimensions classed as excellent (with the exception of novelty,
which was classed as good), providing slightly better results
than the SUS questionnaire. Table 4 gives the mean (SD) and
variance of the normalized values for the items in the UEQ
questionnaire for the AIMS app. In this case, all values are very
encouraging. Figure 6 shows the bar chart for the data grouped
into the 6 UEQ dimensions.

Figure 5. Bar chart of the Active and Independent Management System app User Experience Questionnaire results against the benchmarks.
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Table 4. Mean (SD) and variance of the normalized values for the items in the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) for the Active and Independent
Management System app (n=10).

VarianceUEQ scores, mean (SD)Right anchor of the scaleLeft anchor of the scaleScale

0.11.9 (0.3)EnjoyableAnnoyingAttractiveness

0.52.6 (0.7)UnderstandableNot understandablePerspicuity

0.11.9 (0.3)DullCreativeNovelty

0.12.9 (0.3)Difficult to learnEasy to learnPerspicuity

0.42.2 (0.6)InferiorValuableStimulation

0.31.5 (0.5)ExcitingBoringStimulation

0.32.1 (0.6)InterestingNot interestingStimulation

0.21.8 (0.4)PredictableUnpredictableDependability

0.22.8 (0.4)SlowFastEfficiency

0.11.9 (0.3)ConventionalInventiveNovelty

0.42.2 (0.6)SupportiveObstructiveDependability

0.22.8 (0.4)BadGoodAttractiveness

0.22.7 (0.5)EasyComplicatedPerspicuity

0.22.7 (0.5)PleasingUnlikableAttractiveness

0.21.2 (0.4)Leading edgeUsualNovelty

0.12.9 (0.3)PleasantUnpleasantAttractiveness

0.32.5 (0.5)Not secureSecureDependability

0.22.0 (0.5)DemotivatingMotivatingStimulation

0.22.7 (0.5)Does not meet expectationsMeets expectationsDependability

0.22.8 (0.4)EfficientInefficientEfficiency

0.12.9 (0.3)ConfusingClearPerspicuity

0.22.7 (0.5)PracticalImpracticalEfficiency

0.22.8 (0.4)ClutteredOrganizedEfficiency

0.12.9 (0.3)UnattractiveAttractiveAttractiveness

0.12.9 (0.3)UnfriendlyFriendlyAttractiveness

0.31.5 (0.5)InnovativeConservativeNovelty

Figure 6. Bar chart of the Active and Independent Management System app data grouped into the 6 User Experience Questionnaire dimensions.
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AIMS App: Qualitative Feedback
To gain further insight into how users perceived the AIMS app,
3 additional questions were asked (refer to the following
subsections).

Q1. What Do You Think Are the Advantages of This
App?
Most of the participants (33/44, 75%) answered this question.
Of the 33 participants, 26 (79%) thought that the exercise videos
provided after an operation were very useful, 30 (91%)
considered clinicians having immediate access to patient
progress an advantage, and 24 (73%) considered ease of use an
advantage. Example comments were as follows:

Having exercise videos that I can use both in the
hospital and at home is a great help. While there is
help on hand in the hospital if needed, being able to
view the videos while at home is great. [Patient A]

Loved the being able to access the videos on the
tablet, was very helpful and the app was so easy to
use. [Patient B]

Q2. What Do You Think Are the Disadvantages of This
App?
Only 8 (18%) of the 44 participants answered this question, and
very few disadvantages were listed: 1 (13%) participant thought
that the app could include some embedded videos for generic
stretching exercises; 1 (13%) thought that the app might be too
simple, and more functionality was required; and 6 (75%)
thought that a self-help section would be beneficial. An example
comment was as follows:

While the hospital provide[s] a number of leaflets on
what to expect after the knee replacement, it would
be handier of [sic] these were part of the app. [Patient
C]

Q3. Would You Change Anything?
Of the 44 participants, 17 (39%) answered this question. Of
these 17 participants, 6 (35%) suggested more self-help, and 5
(29%) suggested having the ability to keep a daily or weekly
diary of symptoms or pain. An example comment was as
follows:

Would it be possible to have a section in the app to
record how I am getting on with the videos and make
notes on any symptoms I’m getting after the operation,
particularly once I’m home? [Patient D]

Discussion

Principal Findings
The main goal of this mixed methods study was to examine the
usability of the AIMS platform from the perspectives of both
patients and clinicians. Two well-known validated instruments
were used to measure usability: the SUS and the UEQ. In all,
26 physiotherapists and health care professionals evaluated the
AIMS clinical portal; and 44 patients in hospital for TKR, THR,
or DHS evaluated the AIMS app. In terms of the RQs, the study
has shown that both the AIMS clinical portal (RQ1) and the

AIMS app (RQ2) have good to excellent usability scores, and
this platform provides a solid foundation for the next phase of
research, which will involve evaluating its effectiveness in
improving patient outcomes after TKR, THR, or DHS. In
addition, useful qualitative information was obtained from
participants through a set of open-ended questions.

On the basis of the literature reviewed in the Re-Enablement
DHIs subsection, it seems that smartphones and the web are the
2 main platforms used to provide re-enablement DHIs after
TKA or THA. The platforms have been identified to be used
by patients who will receive the instructions in the form of
video, text, and interactive game as well as by clinicians who
can create custom treatment plans for patients. The AIMS
platform provides similar functionality to the systems found in
the literature, with a web-based clinical portal and a mobile app
for patients. The AIMS platform mainly presents content in
video and text, which is similar to the majority of the systems
discussed in the Re-Enablement DHIs subsection. Text and
video are considered to be effective in presenting rehabilitation
content to patients because they allow a wider level of
proficiency in information and communications technology.
Compared to static images, we considered videos to be more
engaging, although further research should be conducted to
investigate this. Some studies, such as those by Hussain et al
[23], van Dijk-Huisman et al [25], and Bell et al [27], used
sensors from wearable devices and mobile phones, while Bäcker
et al [28] developed their own custom sensor. Personalization
features that allow the system to customize activities for patients
were only evident in the studies by Hussain et al [23], van
Dijk-Huisman et al [25], and Bell et al [27]. Currently, the AIMS
platform does not use sensors or have any personalization
features, but these will be considered for the next phase of the
research. A summary comparing the literature reviewed with
our study can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1 [23-30].

In terms of limitations, to overcome major privacy concerns, a
condition of the ethics approval for the study was that all data
had to be anonymized; therefore, neither could we perform a
demographic analysis nor conduct follow-up monitoring of the
progress of a more informed patient after they left the hospital.
As this study’s main focus was on usability, the recruitment of
participating patients was carried out during rehabilitation
sessions. This method did not allow us to conduct a randomized
study, and there were no control and experimental groups.
Furthermore, due to ethics approval restrictions, we were not
able to directly observe the experiment and had to use
questionnaires and interviews conducted by the clinicians during
the rehabilitation sessions. The experiment did not use any
additional sensing technologies to monitor user progress and
relied on the patient’s input and feedback. Future studies will
aim to overcome these limitations.

Since this study was carried out, the platform has been improved
to include additional support videos for patients, ideas for which
emerged from the qualitative feedback, and a second usability
study is underway to ensure that results are consistent with this
initial study (Multimedia Appendix 1).
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Conclusions
This study aimed to assess the usability of a re-enablement
platform called AIMS, designed to address the de-enablement
often experienced by hospitalized older adults most at risk.
Usability was measured using 2 common validated instruments:
the 10-item SUS and, for more detailed analysis, the 26-item
UEQ. The AIMS clinical portal was evaluated by 26
physiotherapists and health care professionals; and 44 patients

undergoing TKR, THR, or DHS assessed the AIMS app.
Overall, both the AIMS clinical portal and the AIMS app
received good to excellent usability scores, providing a solid
foundation for future research on their effectiveness in
improving patient outcomes after joint replacements. Optimal
rehabilitation programs for orthopedic joint replacement patients
can lead to a quicker return to normal function, faster hospital
discharge, and higher patient satisfaction.
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Abstract

Background: The fastest-growing neurological disorder is Parkinson disease (PD), a progressive neurodegenerative disease
that affects 10 million people worldwide. PD is typically treated with levodopa, an oral pill taken to increase dopamine levels,
and other dopaminergic agonists. As the disease advances, the efficacy of the drug diminishes, necessitating adjustments in
treatment dosage according to the patient’s symptoms and disease progression. Therefore, remote monitoring systems that can
provide more detailed and accurate information on a patient’s condition regularly are a valuable tool for clinicians and patients
to manage their medication. The Parkinson’s Remote Interactive Monitoring System (PRIMS), developed by PragmaClin Research
Inc, was designed on the premise that it will be an easy-to-use digital system that can accurately capture motor and nonmotor
symptoms of PD remotely.

Objective: We performed a usability evaluation in a simulated clinical environment to assess the ease of use of the PRIMS and
determine whether the product offers suitable functionality for users in a clinical setting.

Methods: Participants were recruited from a user sign-up web-based database owned by PragmaClin Research Inc. A total of
11 participants were included in the study based on the following criteria: (1) being diagnosed with PD and (2) not being diagnosed
with dementia or any other comorbidities that would make it difficult to complete the PRIMS assessment safely and independently.
Patient users completed a questionnaire that is based on the Movement Disorder Society–sponsored revision of the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale. Interviews and field notes were analyzed for underlying themes and topics.

Results: In total, 11 people with PD participated in the study (female individuals: n=5, 45%; male individuals: n=6, 55%; age:
mean 66.7, SD 7.77 years). Thematic analysis of the observer’s notes revealed 6 central usability issues associated with the
PRIMS. These were the following: (1) the automated voice prompts are confusing, (2) the small camera is problematic, (3) the
motor test exhibits excessive sensitivity to the participant’s orientation and position in relation to the cameras, (4) the system
poses mobility challenges, (5) navigating the system is difficult, and (6) the motor test exhibits inconsistencies and technical
issues. Thematic analysis of qualitative interview responses revealed four central themes associated with participants’perspectives
and opinions on the PRIMS, which were (1) admiration of purpose, (2) excessive system sensitivity, (3) video instructions
preferred, and (4) written instructions disliked. The average system usability score was calculated to be 69.2 (SD 4.92), which
failed to meet the acceptable system usability score of 70.

Conclusions: Although multiple areas of improvement were identified, most of the participants showed an affinity for the
overarching objective of the PRIMS. This feedback is being used to upgrade the current PRIMS so that it aligns more with
patients’ needs.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54145)   doi:10.2196/54145
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Introduction

Background

Overview
The fastest-growing neurological disorder is Parkinson disease
(PD) [1]. PD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that
affects 10 million people worldwide [2]. The incidence and
prevalence of PD is rising sharply in countries with aging
populations, and in the last 2 decades, the burden of PD has
more than doubled, with estimations predicting 1,238,000 cases
in North America by 2023 [3,4]. The disease affects the basal
nuclei in the central nervous system causing the progressive
deterioration of dopaminergic neurons. The loss of these neurons
causes motor and nonmotor dysfunctions [5]. Motor system
deficits result in symptoms such as tremor, rigidity,
bradykinesia, and postural instability [6]. Other symptoms
include cognitive problems, gastrointestinal upset, and urinary
control issues [7]. Due to these mal effects, PD is linked to
morbidity, high economic burden, and decreased quality of life
for patients and caregivers. The annual estimated direct and
indirect costs of the condition in the United States alone are
close to US $52 billion [8]. Neurologists are struggling to
manage the increasing prevalence of PD, leading to clinician
burnout [9] and lengthy appointment wait times for patients
[10]. However, studies show that the management of these
symptoms in the early stages of the disease can achieve positive
results. In contrast, the consequences of late or faulty diagnoses
negatively impact patients and the health care system [11-13].

Medication Management
PD is typically treated with levodopa, an oral pill taken to
increase dopamine levels, and other dopaminergic agonists.
However, as the disease progresses, the effects of the drugs
wane. This requires medication dosage adjustments to properly
manage symptoms throughout the day [14]. This can be a
difficult task for physicians as symptoms are constantly
fluctuating and may appear and disappear throughout the day
with a hard-to-establish pattern. Some physicians ask their
patients to keep diaries where they note the time of day and a
description of their symptoms. However, adherence to this
method is typically poor and does not provide meaningful
information [15]. Therefore, remote monitoring systems that
provide more detailed and accurate information on a patient’s
condition regularly are a valuable tool for clinicians and patients
to manage their medication.

Evaluation of PD
The evaluation of PD is commonly performed using clinical
rating scales that are essential to the quantification of
neurological disorders [16]. These rating scales enable clinicians
and researchers to evaluate PD symptoms, progression, treatment
efficacy, and disease severity [16,17]. One of the most widely
used clinical scales for PD assessment is the Movement Disorder

Society–sponsored revision of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) [18].

The MDS-UPDRS is a revised form of the original Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale [17] and incorporates both
motor and nonmotor aspects into the assessment. It consists of
65 elements and, on average, requires approximately 30 minutes
of administration time. There are four parts to the questionnaire:
(1) nonmotor experiences of daily living (13 elements), (2)
motor experiences of daily living (13 elements), (3) motor
examination (33 elements), and (4) motor complications (6
elements) [18]. Elements are scored from 0 to 4, where
0=normal, 1=slight, 2=mild, 3=moderate, and 4=severe. There
are some elements that patients could possibly administer
themselves as they are multiple-choice questions asking about
personal symptom experience, whereas others are rated by an
examiner (typically a neurologist or other clinician) based on
observation and physical examination.

While the MDS-UPDRS represents the international gold
standard in PD rating scales and has undergone strict validation
through clinical studies, it still remains a clinician-based scale;
this means that a clinician assigns a score based on their own
personal qualitative observations of a patient. Therefore, the
assessments are often subjective and biased to the examiner’s
skill and knowledge. The assessments will also vary from one
examiner to the other in this way [19-21]. Studies have shown
that there is variability between assessments conducted by nurses
and neurologists [22,23]. In these situations, it is difficult to
compare and interpret the scores, as they may differ based on
a patient’s condition or simply due to the clinician performing
the assessment. The MDS-UPDRS is also time consuming for
clinicians. It requires approximately 30 minutes of an examiner’s
time, which makes it impractical for routine practice [18].
Examiners must also be highly trained to improve the validity
of the scores. Many of the elements in the MDS-UPDRS must
be completed by a patient themselves, which adds to the time
burden of the questionnaire when performed in a clinician’s
office. The typical assessment performed in a clinical setting
rarely assesses a patient’s day-to-day symptoms, which usually
vary over time, and only captures a snapshot of an individual’s
condition at the moment of their appointment [24]. Patients also
typically have long wait times in between their appointments,
which makes it difficult to remember their symptoms since their
last visit [10]. This way, medical decisions are now influenced
by recall bias and patient attitudes instead of by reliable patient
data. In addition, it is an inconvenience for patients to travel to
clinics due to transportation, long commutes, and their
conditions, especially if they are in the advanced stages of PD.
Therefore, there is a need for objective, accurate, and reliable
assessment tools that can help increase the chance of effective
treatment. These could aid patients with their disease
management, thus cutting down on health care costs [25].
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Digital Health Technologies and the Parkinson’s
Remote Interactive Monitoring System
An emerging solution to some access to health care issues are
video-based visits. These bring care directly into a patient’s
home, which improves access in a patient-centered manner and
minimizes the burden on people with PD and their caregivers
[26]. In addition, due to the largely visual nature of a PD
examination, it tends to work well in a video-based visit. Studies
have shown that web-based appointments with neurologists are
feasible and valuable [27,28]. It has also been shown that a
modified version of the MDS-UPDRS motor examination
(excluding the test of rigidity and postural stability) can be
successfully administered remotely [29]. However, as virtual
visits still require a clinician’s time, they still only provide a
brief snapshot of a patient’s condition. There need to be other
methods of assessing PD without occupying already
overburdened clinicians.

Digital health technologies that alleviate the need for medical
professionals to assess disease progression have been on the
rise. These technologies offer possibilities for self-assessment
and improved health care [30]. Some of the technologies
developed for PD include wearable sensors and mobile apps.
These devices have been used extensively to monitor motor
symptoms and complications of people with PD in their home
environments [31]. These wearable sensors and mobile apps
can accurately track the progression of PD [32-34] and other
neurological conditions [35]. Examples of these devices on the
market are the Global Kinetics Corporation’s Personal
KinetiGraph Watch [36,37] and Rune Labs’ StrivePD mobile
app [38]. APDM Wearable Technologies has also developed
multiple sensors that can accurately monitor tremor and
dyskinesia symptoms of PD that have been used in many clinical
studies [32,34,39,40]. Other wearables that collect contextual
data include DynaPort MiniMod Hybrid (a sensor worn on the
lower back), Shimmer (records gait), SENSE-PARK (records
walking, hypokinesia, dyskinesia, and sleep), activPAL, and
StepWatch (gait and basic movement parameters) [20,41-45].
The problem is that these technologies only generate a small
amount of patient data (mainly tremors and other motor
symptoms, moods, and sleep characteristics). Therefore,
although these devices provide an objective means of tracking
PD characteristics, they do not provide a complete assessment
of the condition. Wearable sensors also have inherent risks [46]
and do not follow the gold standard clinical scales such as the
MDS-UPDRS. These risks encompass potential interference
with the daily activities of patients with PD, impacting their
natural movements and behaviors. In addition, behavioral
modifications stemming from the feedback provided by sensors
can yield both positive and negative outcomes. On the positive
side, such modifications may encourage beneficial lifestyle
changes and provide meaningful data. However, as a downside,
they may also contribute to increased anxiety and foster a
dependency on the wearable device [46].

To address the need for reliable tools to objectively assess PD
symptoms that do not require a clinician’s involvement, the
Parkinson’s Remote Interactive Monitoring System (PRIMS)
was developed. The PRIMS is a digitized version of the
MDS-UPDRS in the form of a desktop application that people

with PD can complete themselves. This way, the PRIMS
provides a complete picture of PD assessment via its capacity
to comprehensively measure both motor and nonmotor
symptoms without the need for wearable sensors and its potential
to serve as a valuable tool in a clinical or home setting. If
validated through further investigation, the PRIMS has the
potential of delivering a standard in PD assessment. The PRIMS
also has the potential to be valuable in a home setting, offering
a user-operated system capable of capturing a significant portion
of the MDS-UPDRS (considered the gold standard). The system
provides patients with a means of tracking their condition
remotely and offers clinicians reliable data for better medication
management. This comprehensive approach enhances
understanding and facilitates more effective monitoring of the
progression and individual symptoms of a patient.

Usability Testing
The development of any system that is used by patients and
clinicians for the management of biomedical data should always
involve usability evaluations, which aim to understand whether
such a product is easy to use and has the appropriate
functionality for the users. Usability is a term used to define
how easily people can use a tool or object to accomplish a
specific task [47,48]. In this way, when developing interfaces,
it is imperative that they can be learned quickly and are easy to
navigate. The system’s layout should avoid and manage
operational errors efficiently and provide users with appropriate
feedback [47]. Usability must also address user satisfaction and
provide solutions to the problem that the system was designed
to solve [49]. A common method of assessing usability is the
System Usability Scale (SUS). The SUS has been used in
multiple studies, such as the evaluation of a mobile app for
people with PD [50]. Structured interviews are common practice
for these types of studies [51]. Field notes can also be a valuable
tool for qualitative researchers to collect and analyze [52].
Observational notes can capture information such as the
nonverbal reactions of users while they interact with the system.
This study used multiple methods to assess the usability of the
PRIMS.

Study Objectives
This study aimed to assess the functionality, usability, and user
experience aspects of the most recent version of the PRIMS in
a clinical setting from the perspectives of people with PD. Use
issues identified in this study will guide designers in creating a
more effective commercial product. Using multiple methods,
including interviews and field notes along with SUS surveys,
we evaluated the user experience of the PRIMS.

Methods

Participants
Participants were recruited from a user sign-up web-based
database owned by PragmaClin Research Inc. The study was
also advertised by the Parkinson Society Newfoundland and
Labrador on their weekly newsletter. Interested participants
who contacted us were given a questionnaire that determined
their eligibility for the study. The inclusion criteria for study
participation were the following: (1) being diagnosed with PD
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and (2) not being diagnosed with dementia or any other
comorbidities that would make it difficult to complete the
PRIMS assessment safely and independently. Participants were
recruited on a first come, first served basis. Informed consent
was obtained from all participants via a web-based consent form
emailed to them before study completion. Paper copies were
also available to participants at the time of their scheduled
session.

Ethical Considerations
This study received ethics approval from the National Research
Council of Canada Institutional Review Board (protocol
2021-137). Informed consent was obtained, and the possible
consequences of the study were explained. All data were
deidentified. No compensation was provided to participants.

Description of the PRIMS
The PRIMS was developed by PragmaClin Research Inc and
was designed on the premise that it will be an easy-to-use digital
system that can accurately quantify motor and nonmotor
symptoms of PD remotely. The PRIMS has the capability to
interact with patients in real time, delivering results promptly
through a dedicated patient dashboard. Patients can access their
dashboard by logging into the web-based platform to see a
history of their assessments. Patient users complete a
questionnaire that is based on the MDS-UPDRS. The

questionnaire comprises 4 sections shown in Figure 1. Of these
sections, 3 are multiple-choice questions based on daily living
experiences; an example is shown in Figure 2, and there is also
a motor examination where users perform tasks similar to those
outlined in the MDS-UPDRS. Data are captured via 2 depth
cameras (Intel models D435 and D455) that track a patient’s
movement in 3D. Before completing the motor examination,
there is a series of ability questions that determine whether the
user can safely perform all motor tasks; an example is shown
in Figure 3. Motor tasks are explained in written form on the
screen along with a demonstration video that presents users
with a visual walk-through of the movement; an example is
shown in Figure 4. The intelligent software scores each motor
task based on the same parameters as the MDS-UPDRS.
However, it is important to note that the system’s scoring has
not yet been validated. After users complete the 4 sections, a
participant’s responses are analyzed to put an individual on a
PD rating scale from 0 to 4 (0=normal, 1=slight, 2=mild,
3=moderate, and 4=severe). A summary of a user’s scores is
presented on the home page, which can be seen in Figure 5. The
survey was intentionally crafted and edited from the original
MDS-UPDRS to use layperson language for easy
comprehension. Although some technical terms appeared in
titles or examples, they were not essential for answering
questions or comprehending instructions.

Figure 1. The 4 sections of the Parkinson’s Remote Interactive Monitoring System (PRIMS) questionnaire based on the Movement Disorder
Society–sponsored revision of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.
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Figure 2. Example multiple-choice question.

Figure 3. Multiple-choice question assessing an individual’s ability to stand.
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Figure 4. Example of a motor task page.

Figure 5. Screenshot of the Parkinson’s Remote Interactive Monitoring System (PRIMS) home page.

Equipment
The PRIMS was run on a Dell G15 laptop computer, and Intel
RealSense D435 (small—stand-alone mini tripod beside the
laptop) and D455 (large—mounted on the computer) depth
cameras were used. Participants sat on a contemporary midback
task office chair with wheels for the entire questionnaire and
had the option of using a Kensington Pro Fit wireless computer
mouse. Interviews were recorded using a HyperX SoloCast
stand-alone microphone. Audacity (Muse Group) was used as
an audio recording and processing software. The
computer-assisted qualitative coding software Delve (Twenty
to Nine) was used for thematic analysis. All audio files were

transcribed into Word (Microsoft Corp) before being uploaded
to Delve. Qualtrics XM (Qualtrics International Inc) was used
to administer the SUS survey and the virtual consent form.

Usability Testing Protocol and Procedure
Usability testing occurred at PragmaClin Research Inc’s office
site and was carried out by a trained research assistant (RA).
Before the start of testing, the RA explained the study objective
and research protocol to the participants. The RA also provided
detailed information about the test procedures and described
the purpose of the PRIMS. The example script is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 1. As the research team was interested
in how participants interact with the system when there is no
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one present to assist them, the RA was not allowed to help unless
deemed necessary. The necessity to intervene in the form of
helpful hints or prompts or manipulating the system was
operationally defined as any circumstance in which the
participant was unable to progress through the system without
aid. An observer was present during the entire session. All
participants used the PRIMS only once and reported user
experience from this single use.

After the participants gave informed consent, they were
instructed to start using the PRIMS. The initial PRIMS
developed by PragmaClin Research Inc was used during the
usability testing. While participants worked their way through
the assessment, they were encouraged to vocalize any confusion
or ask any questions.

Data were recorded in the form of field notes, a short qualitative
interview, and an SUS survey administered to participants after
they completed the PRIMS questionnaire. Recorded data were
used to identify a set of usability issues.

Field Notes
Structured observation was used to analyze the users’
interactions with the system. During the session, the RA was
instructed to observe and note any issues that arose along with
any user critiques, comments, questions, difficulties, or
observations about their interaction with the system. Thematic
analysis was performed on these notes in Delve. Usability issues
were identified via this method of analysis of the written notes.

Qualitative Interviews
After participants were finished with the PRIMS, they completed
a short qualitative interview. The interview consisted of six
questions: (1) What things did you like most about the PRIMS?
(2) What things did you like least about the PRIMS? (3) Were
there things about the PRIMS that you found confusing or
frustrating? (4) What would you like to change about the
PRIMS? (5) Are there any features that you would like to see
added to the PRIMS? (6) Do you have any overall comments
on the PRIMS?

Audio was transcribed and analyzed in the qualitative coding
software Delve. Thematic analysis was performed following
the framework by Braun and Clarke [53]. The themes were
discussed, reviewed, and interpreted by the research team.

SUS Survey
After the interview was finished, participants completed a
short-answer quantitative questionnaire following the standard
SUS approach devised by Lewis and Sauro [54] in 2018. A
copy of the survey is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

SUS scores were output in Qualtrics XM and then analyzed in
Microsoft Excel. To calculate the SUS score, first the score
contributions from each item (question) were summed. Each
item’s score contribution ranged from 0 to 4. For items 1, 3, 5,
7, and 9, the score contribution was the scale position minus 1.
For items 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the contribution was 5 minus the
scale position. We multiplied the sum of the scores by 2.5 to
obtain the overall value of the SUS score. SUS scores have a
range of 0 to 100. SUS scores of >70 points are considered
acceptable usability (according to various other usability
studies), and scores of >85 are regarded as excellent usability
[55]. The curved grading scale by Lewis and Sauro [54] that
was used to interpret the scores from the SUS is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 3.

Results

Participants
A total of 11 people with PD participated in our study (female
individuals: n=5, 45%; male individuals: n=6, 55%; age: mean
66.7, SD 7.77 years). Data from 91% (10/11) of the participants
were fully analyzed as 1 user dropped out during the testing
session. The 10 participants took, on average, 67.7 (SD 16.4)
minutes to complete the motor examination and 84.2 (SD 23.3)
minutes to complete the entire PRIMS questionnaire.
Participants skipped 2.9 (SD 1.97) motor tests on average (total
of 29 skipped tests). Table 1 shows which tests were skipped
the most and how many times they were skipped.
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Table 1. Number of times each motor test was skipped (tests ranked from the highest to lowest number of skips).

Skipped tests, nMotor test

123.15

63.14

63.13

23.3

13.8

13.9e

13.10

03.1

03.2

03.4 and 3.5

03.6

03.7

03.9a-d

03.11

03.12

Field Notes
Thematic analysis of the observer’s notes revealed 6 central
usability problems associated with the PRIMS. These were the
following: (1) automated voice prompts are confusing, (2) the
small camera is problematic, (3) the motor test exhibits
excessive sensitivity to the participant’s orientation and position
in relation to the cameras, (4) the system poses mobility
challenges, (5) navigating the system is difficult, and (6) the
motor test exhibits inconsistencies and technical issues.

Automated Voice Prompts Are Confusing
The RA noted on multiple occasions that the participants found
the automated voice prompts to be confusing. Frequently,
participants would begin the test and align themselves in a good
position; however, when presented with audio prompts such as
“make sure hand is not tilted” or “adjust hand position or angle,”
users would move in all directions:

The automated voice prompts were confusing and
making it difficult. Even though P8 was turned in the
right direction, the system still prompted him that he
was turned the wrong way.

A lot of automated verbal instructions were getting
fired at P8, this made the task confusing and
frustrating since they will be in the correct position
and the software tells them wrong direction, turn
right, etc.

The prompt “Adjust hand position or angle” was especially
frustrating and confusing to participants. Many verbalized their
confusion with the statement. On multiple occasions, the RA
noted that participants were becoming frustrated with the motor
tests when the audio prompts began giving them instructions:

The prompt—no hand detected—is vague and
confusing. P6 was in a good position, with their hand

fully in view...Plus, P6 did not move and then
immediately after there is a prompt saying—no hand
detected...the audio prompts confused and frustrated
P6.

The RA also noted that some participants complained that the
voice commands were authoritative and unfriendly:

...get in position and stand still—is a little
authoritative! P8 mentioned this, participant did not
like the automated voice instructions, said it needs to
be more comforting / friendly. The automated voice
prompts were authoritative P3 mentioned.

Comments also often noted the repetitiveness of the automated
voice prompts. They were repeated too often and in bizarre
patterns, which caused confusion and frustration among users:

“don’t move body in good position” was constantly
repeating...was repeated ~5 times over, and the test
wouldn’t start.

“Make sure hand is fully in view” is repeated even
when the hand is fully in view, The system was
prompting repeatedly “make sure hand is not tilted,”
motor test was very particular on positioning here.
This made hand and body measurements very difficult
for P2. They were moving their hand in all directions
trying to figure out what tilted meant.

Overall, participants found the automated voice prompts to be
vague and irritating, as they rarely provided useful corrective
feedback.

The Small Camera Is Problematic
The RA frequently noted problems associated with the tests that
used the small camera or issues directly related to the small
camera itself. The narrower field of view was an issue for
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multiple tests; participants frequently moved out of the camera
view midway through a task:

Finger to nose movements were difficult for P7, they
had a hard time staying in the cameraview. They
would be prompted that they are in a good position,
then move out of the cameraview when performing
their finger to nose movements. Hand moves out of
frame...when the participant does hand
rotations...small camera issue. P4 had great difficulty
staying in the cameraview for these hand rotation
tasks.

The system would frequently tell users that they were in a good
position, but when they started performing the task, they would
move out of the camera view. The setup of the small camera
also created problems for users. Users had to manipulate and
adjust the small camera on the tripod to align themselves in a
proper position. Frequently, this would lead to participants
becoming uncomfortable due to the poor ergonomics of the
system:

Face measurements using the small camera were not
comfortable for P4. Small camera moved P4 into an
uncomfortable position.

The fact that P3 had to look at the camera for the test
but look at the screen to get into position was causing
difficulties.

Getting into position was difficult for P9. Again,
ergonomics is poor here for performing the test on
two different sides when the camera is on one side.

The tests that asked users to adjust the small camera were
especially problematic. The RA frequently noted that people
who pulled the cords out when laying the camera down for the
final 2 tests did the following:

P2 moved the tripod/small camera, it was sloppy and
difficult to work with. P2 pulled the cord out while
adjusting the small camera.

P11 unplugged the camera when they moved it for
3.15...issue with adjusting camera.

Overall, the RA noted far more issues with the tests that used
the small camera compared to those that used the larger camera.

The Motor Test Is Excessively Sensitive
It was clear from the RA’s notes that participants had difficulty
getting into what the system would consider to be valid positions
to score during the motor examination. At times, the system
would prompt users to stay still:

P9 had difficulty with hand measurements, they were
unable to hold their hand still (issue since the
software is for PwP). System is far too particular.
The hand and body measurements require users to
stay still to capture the measurement; P11 had great
difficulty with this. System is far too particular on
positioning here, which is just not feasible for those
with PD.

The system in its current state is very sensitive, which posed
challenges for users:

The software is too picky on the positioning,
participant’s dyskinesia made it very difficult to stay
in position, when the software told P7 that they were
in a good position, they only had to move very slightly
for the software to tell them that they needed to
“adjust hand position or angle.”

A slight tilt is all it took for P8 to move out of position.
The system was very particular on the positioning of
the limb.

The RA noted on multiple occasions that the system would
repeat certain prompts when users were close to getting into the
correct position:

“Don’t move, hand is in good position” repeats a lot
when P6 was “on the edge” of a good position. And
when you start rotating your hand “no hand
detected.”

“Don’t move, hand is in good position” repeated a
lot when P5 was “on the edge” of being in a good
position.

The system is far too sensitive, “Don’t move face is
in good position” kept repeating even though P3’s
face was in a good position. The motor test is too
picky, its needs to be able to get the measurements
from a broader range of places.

Overall, it was clear from the recorded field notes that the motor
examination was difficult for users:

3.14, and 3.15 P9 had a lot of difficulty keeping their
hand in the correct position, P8 had difficulties
getting their hand perfectly parallel to the camera
face, The fact that P3 had to look at the camera for
the test but look at the screen to get into position was
causing difficulties.

The System Poses Mobility Challenges
The setup of the PRIMS posed various mobility challenges for
users. The RA noted on multiple occasions that users felt that
the chair and constant movement of users were both issues. In
its current state, the PRIMS requires participants to move back
and forth from the computer to go from one task to another.
The RA noted on several occasions that this posed a challenge
for users:

Moving back and forth from the computer was
difficult...the system requires too much movement of
the chair, and to and from the computer, P7 vocalized
this.

This, coupled with the fact that users are constantly moving the
chair in and out of the camera view, made the motor examination
tiring for participants:

There is constant movement to and from the system
that was tiring P8.

The chair was difficult to work around due to the nature of the
test; the RA noted repeatedly that participants failed to complete
tests due to the chair obstructing the camera view:
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...chair was in cameraview during these tests, posed
an issue, was also difficult for participants to work
around it.

Some participants were also obstructed by the legs of the chair:

P5 needed to work around the chair legs for the
arising from chair task, they vocalized this. The legs
of the chair were in the way.

Multiple participants also pointed out that they thought the chair
was a safety issue:

The chair with wheels concerned P2. They thought it
was a safety issue.

P3 mentioned a few times that people with PD are
told NOT to use chairs with wheels.

For safety reasons, the chair with wheels is a huge
problem, P7 vocalized this.

Overall, the maneuvering required to complete the motor
examination was an issue for users.

Navigating the System Is Difficult
There were frequent comments made by the RA on navigational
issues users had while working through the system. Many
participants had issues with the required amount of scrolling:

Scrolling is too difficult. a bigger screen would allow
the entire survey to fit on one screen. P5 found the
scrolling to be a challenge right away.

P9 again demonstrated issues with scrolling and
navigation, they had trouble scrolling to the bottom
of the screen to select next on multiple tasks.

Some users even found that they made mistakes due to the need
to scroll to the bottom of the page:

P7 found that the scrolling led to mistakes. Choices
they didn’t mean to select.

The RA also noted that the amount of clicking was an issue,
specifically accurate clicking:

Skip test button is too small. Navigation issue, P9 had
trouble clicking it due to dyskinesia, since it was so
small.

P7 had trouble closing the demo videos. Too much
accurate clicking / total clicking required.

Users also had issues with the computer mouse and mentioned
that a touch screen interface would be preferred:

P9 had significant difficulties with the mouse. They
said that they would prefer a touch screen.

P2 didn’t like using the mouse...Stated right away
that they wanted to use a touch screen.

The test window and demonstration video window also caused
issues for users. Demonstration videos would frequently open
in inconsistent sizes and locations of the screen, making them
difficult to close:

Demo videos were opening in small windows at the
top of the screen. Made them difficult to close and to
watch.

The test window did not show a married image of the person,
which made it confusing to get into position:

Screen being non-mirrored is an issue. P5 had trouble
moving into position because of this.

The RA also noted that, as the software was not entirely full
screen, users would frequently open other programs by
accidentally clicking on the bottom task bar:

Full screen should eliminate the lower task bar
(desktop), P4 ended up clicking things below or
bringing up the news.

Overall, users had difficulty navigating the system to progress.

The Motor Test Exhibits Technical Issues
There were frequent notes made on the system not operating
correctly. Users would perform tests correctly or be told that
they were in a good position yet would still be asked to try again
as the system did not capture enough valid measurements to
score:

Hand movements test stated that there were not
enough valid measurements to score, after the
participant did everything correctly.

There were also occurrences in which users would perform tasks
incorrectly and the test would still function:

Postural stability test worked even though the
participant was not in the correct position at all.

The foot tapping test ran even though P3 tapped the
wrong foot, the system still gave him a score. They
performed the measurement incorrectly, yet the system
still considered it to be valid.

This would lead to confusion among users as they would go
through tests being told that they were in a good position without
any other corrective feedback only to be asked to try again:

P6 performed the test correctly without any prompts
to change position yet the system still prompted them
to try again. The test will prompt people to start
walking, and will run through without any corrective
feedback, but may still state that there were not
enough valid measurements to score.

Some tests also tended to shut off very early and inconsistently.
Other tests would often produce nonsense automated voice
prompts:

...while performing the finger to nose movements: the
audio prompt “multiple hands detected” was repeated
even though there was only one hand in the camera
view.

Overall, the motor test presented frequent glitches causing
usability trouble for participants.

Qualitative Interviews
Thematic analysis of qualitative interview responses revealed
4 central themes associated with participants’ opinions on the
PRIMS. These were (1) admiration of purpose, (2) excessive
system sensitivity, (3) video instructions preferred, and (4)
written instructions disliked.
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Admiration of Purpose
Most of the participants showed an affinity for the overarching
objective of the PRIMS:

I know what the main objective is, and I applaud that,
that is a good objective. [Participant 8]

They were excited about the system being available to people
with PD:

I think it is awesome that people will have access to
this. [Participant 11]

I just like the fact that this is available for people.
[Participant 11]

I am sure a lot of people would be thrilled to have
this at their doctor’s office. [Participant 11]

The intended purpose of the PRIMS was also well received and
understood. Participants liked the idea that this will give their
physicians a better view of their condition and support their
ability to do their job:

Doctors often don’t have a lot of time to do the
examination in depth. My in-person examinations
with my Neurologist are very fleeting, and scratching
the surface in my view, but if that is the norm, and
my Neurologist got a good reputation, then something
like this would be very very helpful. [Participant 8]

I like how then your doctor would have a better idea
of what you are doing really, rather than based on
that little scope of time kind of thing. Yea...that would
be good. [Participant 6]

I like that it can be used for long distance. And in our
new post covid medical system, we need to free up
time for our doctors. [Participant 3]

Overall, participants admired the system and what it is trying
to achieve and were excited to see the finished product in the
future:

I think it would be worthwhile, if it was something
that was worked out, if all the bugs and stuff were
worked out it could be used as a tool... [Participant
4]

Overall, I think it’s a pretty good system. I think it
will help patients or people. [Participant 1]

Excessive System Sensitivity
Most participants found that the motor examination was very
sensitive, which made it difficult to get into the proper position
for the tests:

Yea like I say it’s too sensitive, cause we have
Parkinson’s, and most people, you know you can be
[shaky] and there’s no way you are going to be able
to stop it [tremors]. [Participant 2]

Users also found it frustrating and time-consuming:

Well I didn’t like how it kept telling me that my hand
is in a good position and then it’s not or they don’t
detect it or those kinds of things, it can get a bit
frustrating. [Participant 1]

The only thing is the actual working of it in those
couple of times where no matter what I did or didn’t
do, everything was as still as I could make it and it
says you are fine then it says nope you have to start
again...oh my gentle god...maybe it’s just too sensitive
or something. [Participant 2]

It is time consuming too. [Participant 11]

It is long and...you know...as Parkinson’s patients
you get tired easily. [Participant 6]

The frustration seemed to stem from the fact that the system
was very particular on how it wanted users to be positioned.
Participants had the greatest trouble with the hand movements
and tasks that required users to stay still:

The ones we have the most difficulty with are the
hand. [Participant 8]

Because holding still is a challenge for some people
with Parkinson’s...some people have tremor, and
some don’t. For those that do, holding still is a real
challenge. [Participant 11]

Overall, users found that the system was difficult to use in its
current state due to its sensitivity:

I think that that [PRIMS] would be difficult for some
people...unless you had extensive training. [Participant
4]

Video Instructions Preferred
Users found that the demonstration videos were far more helpful,
and much less confusing, than the written instructions:

The video was a good tool because we have a lot of
brain fog, and reading can be confusing and looking
at the video makes things much easier. [Participant
3]

...you are able to see a video of the man actually doing
what you are supposed to do you know is quite helpful
too I thought. [Participant 8]

There are a lot of words there, in the instructions,
again I think if you had it in bullet form maybe. It’s
a lot easier to watch the video. [Participant 1]

The video was good to show how to do the testing.
[Participant 1]

Users suggested more video instructions and less written
instructions and even suggested an introduction video outlining
what the system entails:

Instead of just jumping right in there, if you had, well
I guess it would be a video, but if you had a synopsis
of what the testing involved. Maybe if we had a
10-minute video overlooking the whole test at first.
[Participant 1]

Overall, the videos were one of the most liked aspects of the
entire system:

The things that I thought worked best were the videos.
[Participant 5]

I like how there is a video...watching what they do is
much more clear. [Participant 11]
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Written Instructions Disliked
Many participants found that the written instructions were vague
and confusing:

Some of the tests I found confusing, but again that
was the written instructions that were somewhat
confusing. [Participant 5]

The instructions were really kind of vague.
[Participant 1]

Multiple users stated that these instructions were annoying and
far too wordy:

Too much instruction, yea, but I know you have to
have the instruction down, but it was a lot of reading.
[Participant 1]

I would say all the text that open on the screen, yea
it’s like going to a presentation...mostly just the
instructions, I mean you’re asking me, in my gut, kind
of what I found to be annoying about it...and...the text
was annoying. [Participant 7]

Participants suggested that more concise bullet-point instructions
would be preferred over written paragraphs:

I think the instructions was too many...If it was
concise and shorter instructions, I think it would make
it a little better. [Participant 1]

SUS Survey
The average SUS score was calculated to be 69.2, which
corresponds to a C on our curved grading scale [54]. The PRIMS
failed to meet the acceptable SUS score of 70.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We conducted a multiple methods study to assess the usability,
functionality, and user experience of the PRIMS. Thematic
analysis of interview transcripts and field notes revealed multiple
themes and usability issues, respectively, that describe the tested
product. An SUS survey also gave us a key objective insight
into the system and its user experience.

One of the key findings of this study was that video instructions
were preferred over written instructions. Thematic analysis of
interview transcripts revealed these 2 themes (written
instructions disliked and video instructions preferred). Multiple
participants stated that the video instructions were much less
confusing and much more informative than the on-screen text.
The written instructions were designed to give all the necessary
information to complete the task. This may have resulted in
users feeling unmotivated to read the entire set of instructions
as there was an intimidating amount of text present on-screen.
Other investigations comparing video to written instructions
have found similar results. Cosford et al [56] evaluated the
effectiveness of video and handout instructions during a
veterinary student examination. Their findings revealed that
students using video instructions achieved notably higher scores,
suggesting a better understanding of the tasks compared to those
using handouts [56]. Shah and Gupta [57] found that video
instructions were significantly more effective than written

instructions in teaching inhaler use technique. Video instructions
provide both a visual and audio description of each task, which
can make the instructions both clearer and less time-consuming.

Another principal finding was that the PRIMS motor
examination was too sensitive and particular on users’ body
positions during the tests. Thematic analysis of field notes and
interview transcripts unveiled 2 areas of issues, namely, system
sensitivity and the motor test’s positioning specificity, which
exhibited alignment in their respective scopes. To quantify each
motor task performed during the PRIMS questionnaire, the
depth cameras would require participants to be oriented in a
“good position.” From the RA’s observational notes and the
interview transcripts, it was clear that the system asked too
much of users, which led to frustration and difficulties. Systems
designed for those with movement disorders must be
accommodating to their needs. The PRIMS, in its current state,
asks users to stay still in certain situations and adopt specific
and uncomfortable positions to score their movements. Future
versions of the PRIMS will need to address this in their design
and implementation.

Another theme revealed from analysis of field notes was that
the automated voice prompts that are used during each motor
test are confusing to participants (automated voice prompts are
confusing). The prompts would also do more harm than good
when it came to helping participants align themselves in the
correct position for each motor test. It was noted that users
tended to move in all directions in response to the automated
voice. This could be due to the vague nature of the instructions
provided by the prompts. They also led to frustration and
confusion, making them an ineffective tool to guide users
through the tests. Some users even stated that they found the
automated voice to be authoritative and unfriendly, which only
increased their frustration with the system. The consensus of
this key finding was that these automated prompts did not
provide any useful corrective feedback and only led to confusion
and frustration among participants. Mays et al [58] delved into
how people in the United States perceive automated
communication, such as interactive voice response systems.
They found that older respondents especially did not enjoy the
automated voice system and exhibited greater levels of
frustration toward it [58]. Most people with PD are older
individuals; therefore, it would be best practice to tailor the
system’s instructions and prompts to their typical preferences.

Our next key finding is that the small camera tended to cause
more problems for users than the large camera. Thematic
analysis performed on field notes revealed this theme (the small
camera is problematic). The smaller-depth camera (Intel D435)
has a narrower field of view and was primarily used for the hand
movement tests during the motor examination. A common
problem that users faced was staying within the camera view
for these tests. As the RA noted on several occasions, it was
common for participants to have difficulties with the narrow
view. The position of the small camera also caused trouble for
users. Unlike the larger camera, the smaller camera is placed
on a tripod on either side of the computer (Figure 6). It was
noted frequently in the field notes that users had to manipulate
and adjust this camera to align themselves in the proper position.
The placement of the camera also negatively impacted the
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system’s ergonomics. In addition, for tests 3.14 and 3.15, users
were prompted to flip the tripod down so that the camera was
facing the ceiling. Frequently, users accidentally disconnected
the cords from the camera when moving it. In general, a setup

in which users do not have to adjust any equipment would be
preferential. To our knowledge, there is no direct study to
compare this finding to.

Figure 6. Diagram of hardware setup showing the position of the laptop and 2 depth cameras.

Another principal finding of our thematic analysis was that the
PRIMS has associated mobility challenges for users. A big issue
that the design of the system has is the constant movement to
and from the computer to go from one task to another. At times
when the users’ feet or whole body had to be visible to the
camera, participants would have to move backward until this
was the case. To move onto the next task, users would have to
return to the laptop to select it. This way, users are constantly
moving to and from the computer and frequently being
obstructed by the chair. Several users even pointed out that they
felt as though others would have problems with the
back-and-forth nature of the system. When designing systems
for those with movement disorders, it is important to consider
the user experience as a whole.

Thematic analysis of field notes also revealed that users had
difficulties navigating the system (navigating the system is
difficult). In its tested state, the PRIMS was operated using a
standard computer mouse or laptop touchpad (depending on
user preference). Navigating the system using either of these
tools caused difficulty among participants. Scrolling or clicking
to move in between sections of the questionnaire was frequently
noted as a challenge for users and even led to mistakes in some
circumstances. The accuracy of the clicking to move through
the system was also a big issue and would often lead to opening
other applications or closing the PRIMS software. It is important
to remember that, when designing systems for those with
movement disorders, there must be special considerations taken.
A viable option could be a touch screen device featuring
prominently sized buttons, eliminating the need for scrolling.
However, it is worth noting that touch screens can lead to
increased postural discomfort during use [59]. Thus, offering a
variety of system operation methods might be the most effective
way to cater to diverse user needs and preferences. Enhancing
usability is paramount not only for optimizing human-computer
interactions but also for ensuring the system’s social and
practical acceptance [48]. A system’s usability should be of a

standard that facilitates effortless task execution by the user.
Given that the PRIMS posed challenges for users in performing
certain tasks, there is a clear need for usability enhancements.

Another principal finding that came from analyzing the field
notes is that the motor examination did not function perfectly
or as intended. Similar to any new software system, the PRIMS
had its share of technical issues. One of the most frequent issues
noted by the RA was that users would perform tests correctly
yet the system would fail to score their movements. This is a
problem especially when the system does not prompt any
corrective feedback yet still informs users that there were not
enough valid measurements to score. The software issues caused
frustration among the participants and led to multiple usability
issues. Usability is tied to functionality, although they are not
exactly the same. When a product is not functioning correctly,
it ultimately impacts its usability. Thus, ensuring that the system
works as it is intended must be a priority for future developers
to improve its usability.

Through the analysis of interview transcripts, a prominent theme
of appreciation emerged in relation to the PRIMS. Designed
with the primary objective of enhancing care for individuals
living with PD, the PRIMS was met with significant enthusiasm.
Users recognized the immense potential of such a remote
monitoring solution, expressing eagerness about its availability.
This positive reception underscores the importance of aligning
the product’s design with the needs of its intended users. The
participants’ commendation of both the system and its mission
suggests that the overarching principle of the product is robust.
Previous studies have emphasized the pivotal role of consumer
perspectives in determining the success of a product [60]. Given
this context, such a positive reception indicates a promising
trajectory for the future deployment of the PRIMS.

Our last principal finding from this usability study was that our
recorded SUS score was 69.7, which failed to meet our
acceptable usability score of 70. There are several reasons that
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could explain why participants felt that the system was not as
user-friendly as it should be. Binyamin et al [61] used the SUS
to evaluate a learning management system in an educational
setting. Their system also failed to meet an acceptable usability
score of 70. A distinct aspect of their study was that participants
engaged with the system repeatedly throughout a summer term.
They observed a direct relationship between the frequency of
system use and the SUS score, suggesting that increased
familiarity led to improved usability ratings [61]. Drawing from
this, it is conceivable that, if participants in our study had
interacted with the system over an extended duration, as
intended for the PRIMS, the SUS score might have been more
favorable due to enhanced user familiarity by the study’s
conclusion.

Severity of Usability Problems
Within the spectrum of presented usability problems, a
hierarchical assessment of severity becomes imperative
considering factors ranging from potential risks to participant
safety to issues causing minor hindrances in task completion.
We ranked the issues posing threats to safety and mobility as
top priorities to be addressed, followed by those that led to
difficulty and frustration, with minor issues that may have
slowed participants down being of the least concern.

Foremost among the identified challenges were those associated
with mobility constraints, standing out as the most severe due
to their inhibiting impact on participants with mobility
challenges. Beyond impeding the use of the PRIMS, these
challenges pose a risk to participant safety by potentially placing
individuals in vulnerable positions. Notably, the constant need
for movement to and from the computer for task transitions
emerges as a top priority for resolution.

A usability problem of a lesser degree of severity pertains to
the system’s sensitivity, specifically in quantifying motor tasks
during the PRIMS questionnaire. The requirement for
participants to be consistently in a “good position” proved overly
demanding, leading to frustration and difficulties, as observed
in RA notes and interview transcripts. This underscores the
importance of designing systems for individuals with movement
disorders to be accommodating to their unique needs. The
current state of the PRIMS, requiring users to stay still in certain
situations and adopt uncomfortable positions, resulted in skipped
tests, increasing the priority of addressing this issue.

Issues that made completion difficult included challenges in
navigating using the computer mouse and occasional
malfunctions in the motor examination. These concerns, while
not as severe as mobility-related issues or the system’s
sensitivity, warrant attention as they contribute to user frustration
and impact task completion.

Finally, minor difficulties associated with operating the small
camera and managing automated voice prompts and written
instructions require fine refinements rather than constituting
significant hurdles. While not impeding overall system
navigation, these issues contributed to slower completion and
user frustration. In the hierarchy of severity, they represent areas
for enhancement rather than critical concerns requiring
immediate attention.

Implications
This study conducted a comprehensive evaluation of a system
specifically tailored for individuals with motor and cognitive
conditions, shedding light on critical considerations for the
development of technology for this population. First, we advise
against the use of desktop applications requiring a computer
mouse, scrolling, and intricate clicking, recognizing the potential
challenges faced by users. Furthermore, our findings emphasize
the superiority of visual instructions over written ones, also
suggesting that automated voice prompts should be used
judiciously and presented in a friendly manner and offer clear
instructions, especially during confirmation processes. To
address the mobility challenges commonly faced by this
population, systems necessitating movements in front of a
camera should minimize the need for multiple adjustments as
these can introduce errors. In addition, our study underscores
the importance of system flexibility, allowing for a significant
margin of error in data capture without imposing the requirement
for participants to remain perfectly still during calibration—an
often-unattainable feat for those with motor conditions. As we
navigate future developments of the PRIMS, these insights will
serve as a guide in creating a product that effectively addresses
the outlined issues, emphasizing a visually guided interface
requiring minimal effort for seamless operation, aligning with
the unique needs of our target user base.

Limitations and Future Investigation
There were several limitations to this study. Our small sample
size may not have revealed all the usability issues [62,63] as
testing with a small number of participants tends to only reveal
the major flaws or glitches in the system. However, our main
objective was to uncover the biggest areas of concern rather
than identifying every problem associated with the system.

Another limitation to this study was our methodology. Other
common qualitative data recording techniques for usability
studies include the think-aloud technique [64] and focus groups.
The think-aloud technique is the process in which users are
encouraged to verbalize their perceptions as they interact with
the system [64], which can provide insight into the user
experience. Focus groups with study participants following the
interviews could have produced richer information. This would
have given users the opportunity to compare their ideas and
thoughts on the PRIMS. However, while conducting this study,
we made a deliberate decision not to use the think-aloud
technique. This choice was grounded in our consideration for
the unique challenges faced by individuals with PD, particularly
those with motor and speech difficulties. The think-aloud
technique traditionally involves participants verbalizing their
thoughts as they navigate through a system. However, given
the potential speech impediments, tremors, and other
motor-related challenges associated with PD, we anticipated
that asking participants to vocalize their thoughts could
introduce unnecessary stress and frustration, and we did not
want to pile on any extra cognitive load. To ensure a more
comfortable and authentic testing environment for individuals
with PD, we opted for direct observation followed by an
interview after they were finished using the system, allowing
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us to carefully note any challenges users encountered as they
interacted with the software.

We also acknowledge that other methods, for example, mixed
methods research [65], are applicable for usability and user
experience research. Mixed methods may allow for a more
comprehensive understanding of a user’s experience, which can
enable researchers to identify specific usability issues [66].
There are also other scales that we could have used to quantify
user satisfaction, for example, the Post-Study System Usability
Questionnaire [67]. As our product is in the early stages of
development, we opted for a simpler multiple methods study
to uncover the major flaws in our system. Future usability
studies on the PRIMS can use a mixed methods design to gain
a deeper understanding of usability issues.

Considering the intricacies involved in designing systems for
users with movement disorders, a promising direction for future
research could entail conducting user-centered design studies
to tackle the identified usability challenges. This approach,
which is advocated by other authors as an effective methodology
for achieving a usable product, aims to design products that
consider the needs and interests of end users [68-71]. Salinas
et al [72] have reviewed the techniques and tools used in the
successful redesigns of graphical user interfaces of software
products following the user-centered design approach. While
some of these techniques align with those used in our evaluation,
the key lies in using these techniques throughout the design
process instead of solely during product testing. Commonly
reported methods of user testing include prototyping, pre- and
postdesign interviews, heuristic evaluation, and surveys or
questionnaires [72]. Therefore, upcoming research endeavors
concerning the redesigned PRIMS should embrace a
user-centered design methodology to guarantee the satisfaction
of end users’ needs and explore the integration of the
aforementioned effective techniques. Moreover, future
investigations could concentrate on crafting customizable
interface options enabling users to tailor their interaction

experience according to their individual capabilities and
preferences. This might entail the incorporation of adjustable
settings for font size, button layout, and navigation pathways
such as voice activation or remote controllers to cater to a
diverse range of users.

The current iteration of the PRIMS faces practicality challenges
for home use. A more feasible adaptation would necessitate
enhanced usability, reduced equipment costs, and minimal space
requirements. Substantial updates are imperative to transform
the PRIMS into a valuable home-based tool. This entails
enhancing user-friendliness, optimizing the product to function
seamlessly on common smartphone or tablet cameras, and
refining the interface for a user-friendly experience.

It is important to emphasize that a direct score comparison
between the PRIMS and a clinician was not conducted in this
study. The PRIMS did assign scores to each movement in the
motor test using an algorithm developed by PragmaClin
Research Inc. However, it is essential to clarify that this study
exclusively focused on usability and did not assess the validity
of the scoring process. The validation of scoring algorithms
remains a subject for future investigations.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the PRIMS currently exhibits several usability
challenges that hinder its efficient use by individuals with PD.
For the system to achieve successful implementation and gain
broad acceptance, it is imperative to address these identified
issues. Feedback from this study is being used to upgrade the
PRIMS so that it better aligns with patients’ needs. This study
contributes significantly to the growing literature on usability
testing, particularly emphasizing design nuances for systems
tailored to those with movement disorders. Moving forward, it
would be beneficial for future research to explore diverse
interaction methods with digital devices, aiming to pinpoint
optimal usability practices.
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Abstract

Background: Cognitive functional ability affects the accessibility of IT and is thus something that should be controlled for in
user experience (UX) research. However, many cognitive function assessment batteries are long and complex, making them
impractical for use in conventional experimental time frames. Therefore, there is a need for a short and reliable cognitive assessment
that has discriminant validity for cognitive functions needed for general IT tasks. One potential candidate is the Trail Making
Test (TMT).

Objective: This study investigated the usefulness of a digital TMT as a cognitive profiling tool in IT-related UX research by
assessing its predictive validity on general IT task performance and exploring its discriminant validity according to discrete
cognitive functions required to perform the IT task.

Methods: A digital TMT (parts A and B) named Axon was administered to 27 healthy participants, followed by administration
of 5 IT tasks in the form of CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing tests to Tell Computers and Humans Apart). The
discrete cognitive functions required to perform each CAPTCHA were rated by trained evaluators. To further explain and
cross-validate our results, the original TMT and 2 psychological assessments of visuomotor and short-term memory function
were administered.

Results: Axon A and B were administrable in less than 5 minutes, and overall performance was significantly predictive of
general IT task performance (F5,19=6.352; P=.001; Λ=0.374). This result was driven by performance on Axon B (F5,19=3.382;
P=.02; Λ=0.529), particularly for IT tasks involving the combination of executive processing with visual object and pattern
recognition. Furthermore, Axon was cross-validated with the original TMT (Pcorr=.001 and Pcorr=.017 for A and B, respectively)
and visuomotor and short-term memory tasks.

Conclusions: The results demonstrate that variance in IT task performance among an age-homogenous neurotypical population
can be related to intersubject variance in cognitive function as assessed by Axon. Although Axon’s predictive validity seemed
stronger for tasks involving the combination of executive function with visual object and pattern recognition, these cognitive
functions are arguably relevant to the majority of IT interfaces. Considering its short administration time and remote
implementability, the Axon digital TMT demonstrates the potential to be a useful cognitive profiling tool for IT-based UX
research.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49992)   doi:10.2196/49992
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Trail Making Test; user experience; cognitive profile; information technology; task performance; cognitive assessment; human
factors; cognitive function; CAPTCHA
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Introduction

Cognitive functional ability is a fundamental factor widely
recognized to influence IT usability [1-3]. The classical approach
to control for cognitive functional ability is to target participants
according to general demographics based on age, education, or
other factors [4,5]. However, this approach intrinsically
precludes the ability to control for or assess how cognitive
functional ability impacts IT usability in individual users,
thereby limiting the extent which insight can be gained within
a demographic or for an individual. Moreover, this approach is
incongruent with the rapid advancement of IT toward products
that adapt to individual user characteristics, thus necessitating
a more granular understanding of individual cognitive abilities
[6-8].

To obtain a granular characterization of individual cognitive
function, hitherto, research has typically used cognitive
assessment batteries [9-11]. Dumont et al [12] used the National
Institutes of Health Toolbox, which is a battery of cognitive
tests that can be completed in 40 minutes [13] to develop a
cognitive analysis grid to be able to draw statistical parallels
between the cognitive demands of an information systems
interface and the performance of a user. Other batteries of tests
were also used, such as the Kit of Factor-Referenced Cognitive
Tests [10], which was used by Wagner et al [1] to study the
impact of age on website usability and by Allen [14] in his
research to study the combination of users’ cognitive abilities
and specific information system functionalities that can be
implemented to create system usability. This battery is typically
administered in 144 minutes [15]. Another approach for
assessing individual cognitive ability is to use clinically
administered tests such as the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA) or the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE).
Although typically used in medical settings to evaluate cognitive
impairment in patients with neurological disorders [9,11], MoCA
and MMSE have been reportedly used to measure the cognitive
abilities of participants in human-computer interaction
experiments [3,16-18]. However, while detailed and accurate,
these cognitive assessment batteries are too lengthy to practically
administer during typical user experience (UX) testing time
frames [19,20]. Furthermore, while clinically administered tests
such as MoCA and MMSE are comparatively shorter than other
assessment batteries, they require a trained administrator to
administer and score the test [3]. This level of expertise may
not always be available, particularly in UX research settings
where mostly nonclinically trained research personnel are
conducting the experiments.

Correspondingly, there have been calls from across health, UX,
and IT domains for a more practical yet accurate means of
assessing cognitive function [12,21,22]. One solution would be
to identify a short test with reduced scope but which nevertheless
targets cognitive functions important for using IT. Based on
research conducted to understand the impact of cognitive
functions on the use of technology by older people [23,24], and
on existing models of cognitive architecture in human-computer
interaction [25], we identified 5 key cognitive functions
important for IT use: visual perception, motor function,
executive function, inhibitory control, and working memory.

Visual perception is important for finding relevant information
cues on a web page [23]. Motor functions are involved in tasks
such as data entry using the keyboard, navigation using the
mouse, or other tool to perform a digital task [26]. Executive
functions come into play in order to make decisions and
prioritize action [23]. Inhibitory control, also called “response
inhibition” [27], is the functional ability to inhibit or override
motor commands or other executive processing, such as when
an external stimulus interferes with goal-driven behavior as in
a task-switching situation [28,29]. Finally, short-term or working
memory capacity may be important in IT task performance, for
example, for remembering options or system output at a later
stage [23].

One potential preexisting cognitive assessment candidate that
targets these cognitive functions related to IT use is the Trail
Making Test (TMT). First developed for the Army Individual
Test Battery [30], the TMT is one of the most widely used
instruments in neuropsychological assessment as an indicator
of cognitive processing speed and executive functioning [31-35].
Many studies have been conducted to determine which cognitive
abilities are engaged during the completion of this 2-part test
(TMT-A and TMT-B). After a comprehensive review of the
literature on the topic, Sánchez-Cubillo et al [36] explored the
contributions of certain cognitive functions and found that part
A of the TMT (TMT-A) mainly requires visual-perceptual
abilities, and that part B (TMT-B) reflects primarily working
memory, executive function, and task-switching ability. Finally,
although its contribution in the TMT has been questioned by
the study of Sánchez-Cubillo et al [36], it is interesting to note
that psychomotor ability has been mentioned numerous times
as one of the abilities required for both parts of the TMT (Groff
and Hubble [37] in both parts, Schear and Sato [38], Gaudino
et al [39], and Crowe [40] in part B). The primary objective of
this study was to test the validity of using the TMT as a
cognitive profiling tool to predict or explain the variance in IT
task performance. With an interest in a practical tool for
cognitive profile assessments in UX testing of digital artifacts,
we chose to use a digital version of the TMT. To further support
and explain our results, we additionally cross-validated the
digital TMT with the original TMT, a visual search task
assessing visuomotor processing [41,42], and a hidden path
learning task assessing visuomotor-processing speed, spatial
working memory, and error-monitoring ability [43]. We had
two hypotheses: (1) TMT times would be predictive of general
IT task performance and (2) that the predictive power of the
TMT would be stronger for tasks requiring the use of cognitive
functions that are congruent with those assessed by the TMT.

Methods

Sample
To test our hypothesis, we conducted a laboratory experiment
with 27 healthy participants (12 men and 15 women), between
18 and 36 (mean 24, SD 4.22) years of age, who were mostly
university students (n=22, 85%).

Ethical Considerations
Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects via a
signed form at the beginning of the experiment. This project
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was approved by our institution’s research ethics committee
(#2021-4108). A monetary compensation of CAD $25 (US
$18.35) was provided to each subject upon completion of the
experiment. Data from 1 subject were lost due to technical
issues, thus leaving data from 26 participants available for
analysis. All data were anonymized prior to analysis and stored
in encrypted servers only accessible by authorized researchers.

IT Tasks
Two types of general IT tasks were used in the experiment. One
type of IT task was based on CAPTCHA (Completely
Automated Public Turing Tests to Tell Computers and Humans
Apart). This type of Turing test is widely used in IT to ensure
the cybersecurity of many internet services, as they prevent a
number of attacks from automated programs (often referred to
as bots), by distinguishing legitimate users from computer bots
while requiring minimal effort by the human user [44]. Four

CAPTCHAs were based on typical existent CAPTCHAs and
included Google reCAPTCHA (Google), pictogram recognition
(PicRec), numerical recognition (NumRec), and text recognition
(Text). A Fifth task was taken from Raven’s Progressive
Matrices (RPM) and presented in a CAPTCHA format. RPM
are a collection of widely used standardized intelligence tests
consisting of analogy problems in which a matrix of geometric
figures is presented with 1 entry missing, and the correct missing
entry must be selected from a set of answer choices [45]. A 3×3
RPM was selected as it was considered that it offered the best
trade-off between cognitive effort and the time required to
complete it. The final 5 IT tasks, shown in Figure 1, were
embedded on a Qualtrics questionnaire. For this study, we
targeted IT task completion time, measured as the time from
the display of each task to when subjects responded and pressed
the “next” button, based on 30 fps screen recordings.

Figure 1. The 5 information technology tasks. (A) Text-based Completely Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computers and Humans Apart
(CAPTCHA): subjects had to type the 2 words in an input field below the text image. (B) Pictogram recognition CAPTCHA: subjects had to recognize
and click on the image showing the 2 dice with the same pictogram on the top face. (C) Google reCAPTCHA: subjects had to recognize and click on
the images showing the bicycles. (D) Number recognition CAPTCHA: subjects had to recognize and click on the image showing dice summing to 14
on the top faces (numerals and dots combined). (E) Raven’s Progressive Matrix: subjects had to click from among the 8 proposed images the one which
most appropriately fit in the missing corner of the basic matrix.
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The other type of IT task was a website design evaluation to
assess perceived usability using Aladwani and Palvia’s [46]
user-perceived web quality measurement scale. Screenshots of
the home pages of the following 5 websites were used:
Vignerons d’Exception [47], Renaud-Bray [48], LesPAC [49],
[50], and [51]. One website was presented subsequent to each
CAPTCHA. Participants were told that the website evaluation
was the primary task of the experiment and that the CAPTCHAs
were present as a security measure to access our database
housing the website screenshots. However, the website
evaluations were actually dummy tasks, and participant
responses were not analyzed. The IT tasks really targeted and
analyzed in this study were the CAPTCHAs.

Cognitive Function Characterization of CAPTCHAs
The principal reason CAPTCHAs were chosen as our general
IT tasks is because they are ubiquitous in IT and because they
are often distinguishable from one another according to

task-specific demands such as math, 3D orientation, text
recognition, and visual search, suggesting that different
underlying cognitive processing required them. However, there
is a paucity of studies regarding the examination of the specific
cognitive functions of CAPTCHAs. Therefore, we formed a
panel of 11 trained, nonexpert evaluators to rank the selected
CAPTCHAs on a 5-point agreement scale according to the 5
cognitive functions mentioned in the Introduction section, which
have been deemed relevant to IT tasks and the TMT:
visuospatial perception, motor function, executive function,
inhibitory control, and working memory. The evaluation scores
permitted each CAPTCHA to be assigned a rank according to
the extent the cognitive functions required to perform it
overlapped with those of the TMT. In order of highest to lowest
alignment, the rankings were as follows: (1) RPM, (2) NumRec,
(3) PicRec, (4) Google, and (5) Text, as shown in Table 1. For
details of how this evaluation was conducted and how the
process was validated, see Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 1. Convergence ranks of IT tasks with the TMTa.

Text (A)Google (C)PicRecd (B)NumRecc (D)RPMb (E)IT task

3.82 (1.4)4.45 (1.04)4.45 (1.04)4.91 (0.30)5.00 (0.00)Executive function, mean (SD)

4.18 (1.17)4.82 (0.60)4.64 (0.67)4.27 (0.65)4.09 (0.70)Visual object recognition, mean (SD)

4.64 (0.67)3.82 (0.98)4.64 (0.67)4.45 (0.93)4.91 (0.30)Visual pattern recognition, mean (SD)

2.73 (1.27)2.45 (1.21)2.91 (1.51)3.91 (1.38)4.18 (0.60)Working memory, mean (SD)

3.84 (0.81)3.89 (1.04)4.16 (0.84)4.39 (0.42)4.55 (0.48)Evaluation score for reliable convergent
dimensions, mean (SD)

54321Convergence rank with TMT following

the evaluatione

aTMT: Trail Making Test.
bRPM: Raven's Progressive Matrices.
cNumRec: numerical recognition.
dPicRec: pictogram recognition.
eBased on the average evaluation scores of IT tasks on the reliable cognitive dimensions considered convergent with the TMT. A, B, C, D, and E refer
to the labels of the IT tasks presented in Figure 1.

Digital TMT
Because we are interested in cognitive assessment for UX testing
of IT and because it was convenient to present all the tasks on
the same device, we chose to use a digital version of the TMT
called “Axon” (Language Research Development Group). This
version emulates the original TMT as an iPad app, allowing the
user to draw the trail on the touch screen with 1 finger. The 2
parts (A and B) of the TMT were completed, each with 25
circles to connect. Axon TMT was designed with a canvas
generation algorithm, meaning that the test canvas for each
subject for each TMT A and B was different. As shown in Figure
2, both tests were presented in full screen on the iPad with 25
circles of 1-cm diameter placed randomly on the digital canvas

in a homogeneous way. The rules of Axon were identical to
those of the original TMT, as outlined by Bowie and Harvey
[52]. Participants had to connect the circles in ascending order:
from 1 to 25 for part A and from 1 to 13 for part B, alternating
numbers and letters in ascending order (ie, 1, A, 2, B, 3, C, etc).
Errors such as lifting the finger off the screen, crossing trails,
or connecting a wrong circle resulted in the line for the latest
segment to be automatically erased and subjects had to return
to the last successfully reached circle in order to continue. The
measures chosen for this study were the completion time for
each of the 2 parts of the test, from the moment the layout was
displayed until the last circle was reached. These measures were
exported from the app after the completion of the study and
used in our statistical analyses.
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Figure 2. Screenshots of Axon A and Axon B. Subjects had to draw to connect the circles in ascending order (from 1 to 25 for part A and from 1 to
13 and A to L for part B, alternating numbers and letters) on a single line, without crossing paths or lifting their finger from the screen. In case of errors
in drawing, the app automatically guided subjects back to the last correct circle from which they continued the test.

Cross-Validation of the Digital TMT

Overview
To better support and explain our results, we cross-validated
Axon with the original TMT and a working memory and a visual
search task.

Original TMT
The original TMT was administered as outlined by Bowie and
Harvey [52] at the end of the study. The practice step was
skipped in the interest of time and with the knowledge that the
subject had already performed the digital TMT earlier in the
study.

Hidden Path Learning Task
To cross-validate Axon’s ability to measure working memory
and spatial ability, we administered a hidden maze learning

task, based on the Groton Maze Learning Test developed by
Pietrzak et al [43]. Our task was called the “hidden path
learning” task and was based on a 10 × 10 grid. Five trials were
administered on the iPad via the Cognition Lab platform
(BeriSoft, Inc), following similar guidelines as the Groton Maze
Learning Test [43]. The hidden path learning task is particularly
targeted at working memory, as the user has to call on it to
navigate between tiles and remember any errors they may have
made before [53,54]. Correspondingly, working memory ability
is associated with the extent to which completion time decreases
over trials, revealing a learning curve. Thus, the metrics used
for these analyses were the difference between the completion
times of each consecutive trial on the task. A depiction of the
hidden path learning task is shown in Figure 3 (left). Measures
were automatically collected on the Cognition Lab server.

Figure 3. Cross-validation tasks. In the hidden path learning 10×10 matrix (left), subjects had to go from the yellow starting point to the green end
point 1 tile at a time. In the visual search task (right), there were 6 items, with 1 target and 5 distractors. In the I+N sequence (shown), participants had
to touch “Yes” at the bottom-right if they saw the target, “No” at the bottom-left otherwise.

Visual Search Task
To cross-validate Axon’s ability to measure visuomotor
function, we administered a visual search task on the Cognition
Lab platform (BeriSoft, Inc). This task was based on the work
by Treisman and Gelade [42] and involved finding a target
among distractors. Participants had to touch the right side of
the screen when they saw the target, the left side otherwise,

therefore involving visual and psychomotor response ability.
Three stimuli configurations were used, with 3 distractor sets.
Configurations were displayed with 24 trials for each stimulus,
leading to a total of 72 trials. For each trial, 3, 6, or 9 symbols
were displayed (letters or shapes), with even and randomized
distribution among each stimulus sequence. A depiction of this
task is shown in Figure 3 (right). Again, measures were
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automatically collected on the Cognition Lab server. Reaction
times were used for the present analyses.

Procedures
Upon arrival and after signing the informed consent form,
subjects were asked to sit on a chair facing the iPad Air (fourth
generation) running on iPadOS 15.3 (Apple Inc) placed on a
desk and were asked to adjust the chair’s height so that they
were comfortable using the iPad, and they were within the
camera recording frame. The experimental setup is presented
in Figure 4. They were asked to move the chair closer or further
away to maintain an approximate distance of 70 (±10) cm

between their eyes and the iPad screen to give enough space
for hand movement during the tasks. The camera was fixed
independently from the iPad to avoid unwanted movements on
the video when the participant presses the screen while doing
the tasks. After a presentation of the study and the tools used,
the participants were asked to complete the 2 parts of the TMT
(A and then B) on the Axon app. Task instructions were given
in a protocol format to ensure that all participants received the
same instructions and that the data would be comparable.
Participants were verbally and visually guided through the rules
of the TMT using a tutorial embedded in the app.

Figure 4. Experimental setup diagram. The subject was seated at a chair in front of a desk where the iPad Air 4 was placed. A Logitech C920 camera
was independently fixed to the desk via a camera stand and duct tape.

After completing parts A and B on the Axon app, participants
were administered the hidden path learning and the visual search
tasks. Then, participants commenced the IT task portion of the
experiment. As previously mentioned, participants were told
that the primary objective was to evaluate 5 interfaces of more
or less popular websites, each interface being on a secure server
accessible only after the completion of a CAPTCHA. Thus,
subjects completed a CAPTCHA, observed a web interface for
a few minutes, and then completed the user-perceived web
quality measurement scale [46]. This sequence was repeated 5
times, with the tasks presented in random order, each preceded
by a distinct CAPTCHA. At the end of the study, for ethical
reasons, subjects were told orally that they were in fact being
evaluated on their performance on the CAPTCHAs.

Statistical Analyses
To test the ability of the Axon TMT to predict performance on
the 5 CAPTCHA IT tasks, a repeated-measures multivariate
analysis of covariance (RM MANCOVA) was performed with
Axon A completion time and Axon B completion time as
independent predictors and the completion time for each of the
5 IT tasks as the dependent covariates.

To further interpret our results, we tested the relationship
between Axon TMT completion times and visuomotor function
by performing an RM MANCOVA with Axon A and Axon B
times as independent predictors and the mean reaction time of

each of the 3 visual search tasks (the shape of an arrow as a
target among the triangle shapes as distractors, the letter T as a
target among the letters I and N as distractors, and the letter T
as a target among the letters I and Z as distractors) as the
dependent covariates. In addition, we tested the relationship
between Axon TMT completion times and working memory
function by performing an RM MANCOVA with Axon A and
Axon B times as independent predictors and the difference
between the completion time of each consecutive trial on the
hidden path learning task as the dependent covariates. Finally,
we cross-validated the relationship between the Axon TMT and
the original TMT using 2 Pearson correlation tests, 1 each for
tests A and B.

For all RM MANCOVAs performed in the analysis, omnibus
results and multivariate results for each independent predictor
are reported. In the case of significant multivariate results,
simple main effects based on parameter estimates are reported
for dependent covariates, which were significantly predicted
by Axon.

All statistical analyses were conducted using the IBM SPSS
Statistics software (version 28.0.1.1; IBM Corp) with a threshold
for statistical significance set at P≤.05, using the Bonferroni
correction to adjust for multiple comparisons.
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Results

Axon TMT Cross-Validation

Axon Versus Original TMT
The mean scores of Axon A and B were 48.04 (SD 25.80) and
56.88 (SD 25.53) seconds, respectively. The mean scores on
the original TMT A and B were 29.22 (SD 12.26) and 51.62
(SD 19.07) seconds, respectively. Pearson correlation tests
revealed that Axon is highly correlated with TMT results, with
a significant positive correlation between Axon A and TMT A
(r=0.688; Pcorr=.001) and a significant positive correlation
between Axon B and TMT B (r=0.505; Pcorr=.017).

Axon TMT Versus Hidden Path Learning
The difference in consecutive trial times was (2–1) –29.87
(17.70), (3–2) –5.48 (6.01) seconds, (43) –4.30 (4.80) seconds,
and (5–4) –1.50 (4.25) seconds. The omnibus test of the RM
MANCOVA revealed that Axon A and Axon B combined are
significant to explain the variance in the decrease in completion
times across consecutive trials (F4,20=4.119; P=.01; Λ=0.548).
However, multivariate results revealed that the decrease in
completion times across trials was not predicted by Axon A
(F4,20=1.923; P=.15; Λ=0.722) or Axon B (F4,20=1.106; P=.38;
Λ=0.819) alone. Thus, a predictive relationship appears to exist
between Axon and working memory in the hidden path learning
task as a function of Axon A and B combined.

Axon TMT Versus Visual Search
Reaction times for the T among letters I and N, T among letters
I and Z, and arrow among triangles were 0.80 (0.14)
milliseconds, 0.78 (0.15) milliseconds, and 0.68 (0.14)
milliseconds, respectively. The omnibus test of the RM
MANCOVA revealed that Axon A and Axon B combined
significantly explained the variance in visuomotor function
assessed with reaction time to the 3 stimuli in the visual search
task (F3,21=3.125; P=.048; Λ=0.691). Multivariate results
revealed that this result was driven mainly by Axon A
(F3,21=3.220; P=.043; Λ=0.685) rather than Axon B
(F3,21=0.502; P=.69; Λ=0.933). Parameter estimates revealed
that Axon A was marginally significantly predictive of reaction
times to the letter T among letters I and N stimulus (β=3.573;
t21=2.767; Pcorr=.055) and significant for letter T among letters
I and Z (β=4.353; t21=3.156; Pcorr=.02) and arrow among
triangles (β=3.725; t21=3.158; Pcorr=.02) stimuli.

Axon TMT Predicts Overall IT Performance
The primary hypothesis assumed that there was a positive
predictive relationship between TMT performance and IT task
performance. The omnibus test of the RM MANCOVA revealed
that Axon A and Axon B combined significantly explain the
variance in IT tasks performance (F5,19=6.352; P=.001;
Λ=0.374), thereby supporting the primary hypothesis.
Multivariate results revealed that this effect was driven by
performance on Axon B (F5,19=3.382; P=.03; Λ=0.53). Figure
5 shows the distribution of Axon completion times in relation
to IT task completion times.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Axon A and B completion times in relation with the completion times of the 5 IT tasks (N=26). Axon B trendlines and
parameter estimates (β and P) show the relationship between Axon B IT task performance. Number in upper right corner of plot area is hypothesized
convergence rank (Table 1). IT: information technology; NumRec: numerical recognition; PicRec: pictogram recognition; RPM: Raven’s Progressive
Matrices. Letters A through E refer to the labels used for each task in Figure 1.

Axon TMT Better Predicts Performance on
Convergent IT Tasks
The second hypothesis assumed that the predictive relationship
between TMT performance and IT task performance would be
stronger if the cognitive abilities involved in the performance
were congruent. To test our hypothesis, we analyzed the
parameter estimates for the multivariate results of Axon B.
These revealed that Axon B was significantly predictive of IT
task C (RPM task; β=.785; t19=3.240; Pcorr=.018) and IT task
B (PicRec task; β=.260; t19=2.824; Pcorr=.048). However, IT
task D (number recognition task), which was rated the second
most congruent task with Axon, was not significantly predicted

by Axon B (β=.150; t19=0.479; Pcorr=3.183). Our secondary
hypothesis is therefore partially supported. These results are
shown in Figure 5, where the effects of individual factors of
Axon B on performance on IT tasks are represented (β and P
values).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Cognitive functional ability may well affect task performance
in UX and other research experimentation, leading to variance
in performance measures among the target population and
confounding the effects of experimental factors. Although
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detailed cognitive assessment batteries exist and can be used to
control intersubject differences in cognitive abilities [12], they
are not time efficient and thus impractical to implement within
typical experimental time frames. Here, this study tested the
validity of using the Axon TMT, which takes only a few minutes
to administer, to predict or explain the variance in IT task
performance in an age-homogenous subject population.

The mean age of the subject population of this sample was 24
(SD 4.22) years. This is typical of many research studies, UX
related or otherwise, relying on student recruitment through the
parent institution [55-57]. Despite the relatively low SD of age,
the SD in Axon TMT scores was broad, at 25.80 (mean 48.04)
and 25.53 (mean 56.9) seconds, respectively, for Axon A and
B, suggesting a large distribution of cognitive functional abilities
among this age-homogeneous neurotypical population. Notably,
the means and SDs for the Axon TMT, particularly for Axon
A, were higher than what is typically reported in the literature
for neurotypical subjects in this age bracket [58-60]. This may
be due to the fact that, unlike in the implementation of the
paper-based TMT, subjects did not practice a mini version of
the test before performing Axon A or B. Thus, some portion of
the time taken to complete the test must be attributable to
familiarization with task demands. This would also explain why
the mean scores for Axon B, whose task demands are similar
to Axon A in many respects, are closer to typically reported
TMT B means. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this study, it
is not absolute Axon TMT scores that are important. Rather, it
is the relative distribution of the variance in Axon scores and
their correlation to other metrics that is essential. To that end,
both Axon A and B significantly correlated to their respective
paper-based TMT counterparts showed a combined predictive
validity toward working memory via the hidden path learning
task. Furthermore, it was Axon A, not B, which was the
predominant driver of the significant correlation with visual
search performance. This is logical, as the visual search task
does not involve working memory–related processing [42,61].
Instead, it requires an emphasis on target identification,
cognitive control, and motor output, precisely the dominant
cognitive functions involved in TMT A [36,39,40]. Thus, far
from being problematic, implementing Axon A and B without
a preliminary minitest for practice was time-efficient and yielded
a reliable distribution of scores, which could be cross-correlated
with expected cognitive functions.

This cross-validation lends credibility to our observation that
Axon A and B combined were significantly predictive of IT
task performance, supporting our primary hypothesis.
Interestingly, for the IT tasks chosen, it was Axon B that
appeared as the stronger driver of predictive validity, suggesting
that it may be more powerful in capturing the executive
decision-making involved in an ecologically valid IT task.
Moreover, simple main effects tests revealed that Axon B
significantly correlated with 2 out of the top 3 tasks ranked as
requiring congruent cognitive functions as the TMT, thereby
partially supporting our secondary hypothesis. Contrary to our
expectations, the NumRec task, which had the second-highest
congruence rank, was not significantly correlated with Axon
B. We speculate that the confound here relates to the underlying
mathematical operations involved in solving that CAPTCHA.

Although raters classified this as executive decision-making, it
certainly can be said that neither TMT A nor TMT B requires
arithmetic. Therefore, there must be cognitive processes
involved that are simply not recruited during the performance
of the TMT, which our ranking system was not granularized
enough to capture, hence explaining the lack of correlation
between the NumRec task and Axon B. Meanwhile, Axon B
was most strongly correlated with the RPM and PicRec task,
suggesting that it is well suited for tasks involving visual pattern
and object recognition in combination with higher-order
executive processing to orient this visual information. These
kinds of processing are arguably crucial for interface navigation,
virtual reality, gaming, or using simulators, which are extremely
common IT tasks investigated in UX research [62-64]. Thus,
while Axon does appear to be better aligned with IT tasks
involving convergent cognitive processing, such tasks may well
comprise a major proportion of those studied in UX research.

Finally, there are a few points worth emphasizing. First, the
complete administration of Axon took less than 5 minutes, far
shorter than the strategy used by Dumont et al [12] or any other
cognitive assessment that we are aware of. Second, considering
Axon’s ability to differentiate from among an age-homogeneous
neurotypical population, it would likely perform even better
among populations where a larger variance in cognitive function
would be expected, such as in older adults, children, stroke
survivors, or other individuals with atypical cognitive function.
This is important because understanding how to design
appropriate and accessible IT for these populations has become
a topic of increasing concern in UX research [65-67]. Moreover,
Axon is suitable for remotely moderated experimentation, a
popular strategy since the COVID-19 pandemic [68] and one
that mitigates subject recruitment challenges for all population
types. Finally, the current advancement in technology,
particularly in the field of artificial intelligence, is trending
toward a more personalized and user-centric approach, adapting
technology to individual user characteristics such as preferences
and interests [8,69,70]. Part of this personalization could be to
tailor technology according to the cognitive abilities of users.
Axon could potentially facilitate this advancement, serving as
a quick and reliable metric to train the artificial intelligence
technology adaptation algorithm.

Limitations
There are some limitations that should be acknowledged with
this study. First, because the Axon app is designed to produce
TMT canvases according to an algorithm with every test
instance, the Axon A and B canvas layouts were not constant
across subjects. This means that some of the variance in Axon
A and B times is intrinsically attributable to factors such as
differences in the straight-line drawing path length of the test
or the extent of visual interference between each drawing
segment. On the other hand, the fact that Axon A and B were
significantly cross-validated with the original TMT and the
visual search and hidden path learning tasks in spite of canvas
layout differences between participants suggests that the
variance these differences cause is small and does not detract
from the use of Axon as a cognitive profiling tool in UX testing.
Second, this study tested the predictive validity of Axon on
simple and discrete IT tasks. This was necessary as a proof of
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concept for our hypotheses. However, readers should use caution
when generalizing the present results. Further research is needed
to investigate the extent to which Axon retains predictive
validity for more complex IT tasks in different contexts and
across various user demographics, including neuroatypical and
cognitively impaired users.

Conclusions
This study tested the ability of the Axon digital TMT to predict
performance on discrete IT tasks. The results indicate that

variance in IT task performance among an age-homogenous
neurotypical population can be related to intersubject variance
in cognitive function as assessed by Axon. Although the findings
suggest that Axon’s predictive validity may be strongest for IT
tasks involving the combination of decision-making with visual
object and pattern recognition, these types of cognitive
processing would arguably be relevant to the majority of IT
interfaces. Considering its short administration time and remote
implementability, the Axon digital TMT has the potential to be
a useful cognitive profiling tool for IT-based UX research.
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Abstract

Background: Low back pain (LBP) is a costly global health condition that affects individuals of all ages and genders. Physical
therapy (PT) is a commonly used and effective intervention for the management of LBP and incorporates movement assessment
and therapeutic exercise. A newly developed wearable, fabric-based sensor system, Motion Tape, uses novel sensing and data
modeling to measure lumbar spine movements unobtrusively and thus offers potential benefits when used in conjunction with
PT. However, physical therapists’ acceptance of Motion Tape remains unexplored.

Objective: The primary aim of this research study was to evaluate physical therapists’ acceptance of Motion Tape to be used
for the management of LBP. The secondary aim was to explore physical therapists’ recommendations for future device
development.

Methods: Licensed physical therapists from the American Physical Therapy Association Academy of Leadership Technology
Special Interest Group participated in this study. Overall, 2 focus groups (FGs; N=8) were conducted, in which participants were
presented with Motion Tape samples and examples of app data output on a poster. Informed by the Technology Acceptance
Model, we conducted semistructured FGs and explored the wearability, usefulness, and ease of use of and suggestions for
improvements in Motion Tape for PT management of LBP. FG data were transcribed and analyzed using rapid qualitative analysis.

Results: Regarding wearability, participants perceived that Motion Tape would be able to adhere for several days, with some
variability owing to external factors. Feedback was positive for the low-profile and universal fit, but discomfort owing to wires
and potential friction with clothing was of concern. Other concerns included difficulty with self-application and potential skin
sensitivity. Regarding usefulness, participants expressed that Motion Tape would enhance the efficiency and specificity of
assessments and treatment. Regarding ease of use, participants stated that the app would be easy, but data management and
challenges with interpretation were of concern. Physical therapists provided several recommendations for future design
improvements including having a wireless system or removable wires, customizable sizes for the tape, and output including range
of motion data and summary graphs and adding app features that consider patient input and context.

Conclusions: Several themes related to Motion Tape’s wearability, usefulness, and ease of use were identified. Overall, physical
therapists expressed acceptance of Motion Tape’s potential for assessing and monitoring low back posture and movement, both
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within and outside clinical settings. Participants expressed that Motion Tape would be a valuable tool for the personalized treatment
of LBP but highlighted several future improvements needed for Motion Tape to be used in practice.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e55246)   doi:10.2196/55246
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Introduction

Prevalence and Impact of Low Back Pain
Low back pain (LBP) is one of the world’s leading causes of
disability [1-3]. In 2019, there were approximately 568.4 million
prevalent cases, 223.5 million incident cases, and 63.7 million
cases of years lived with disability owing to LBP reported
globally [4]. LBP affects all ages and genders, but its prevalence
increases with age, peaking at the age of approximately 45 to
54 years [4]. Approximately 70% to 85% of adults are expected
to experience at least 1 episode of LBP in their lifetime [5].
Once predisposed to LBP, individuals are twice as likely to
experience recurrent episodes of LBP [6]. Annually, LBP in
the United States results in 149 million missed work days [7].
The total costs of LBP worldwide amount to approximately US
$100 billion a year, with two-thirds of this amount owing to
lost wages and decreased work productivity [8].

Treatment of LBP With Physical Therapy
Physical therapy (PT) is a common, effective, evidence-based
treatment for LBP [9,10]. Specifically, active interventions
including exercises prescribed by a physical therapist are
effective for prevention and treatment of LBP [11,12]. During
an initial examination, a physical therapist can identify
musculoskeletal and neuromuscular impairments associated
with the LBP problem by conducting assessment of the patient’s
posture and movement. Then, the physical therapist and patient
can work together to promote strength, stability, and mobility
with in-clinic sessions and an assigned home exercise program
with the goal of decreasing pain and disability [10,13].
Monitoring the patient’s posture and movement can provide a
basis for determining individualized factors associated with the
LBP problem, which can then be addressed through targeted
interventions.

Incorporation of Technology in PT
Whether at home or at work, specific movement patterns that
are performed repeatedly have been identified as a significant
risk factor for the development and persistence of LBP [2,14,15].
These movement patterns of the low back region can be
characterized by evaluating the angle, velocity, and acceleration
[16] and can assist in LBP diagnosis, treatment, and prevention.
There are several approaches to monitoring spine posture and
movement. Generally, when conducting a PT examination,
clinicians visually monitor posture and movement or use tools
that measure the range of movement such as goniometers or
inclinometers [17], but an alternative approach is to use
technology to help better quantify the objective measures of
spine posture and movement and offer potential benefits such

as remote monitoring [16,18,19] while the patient is away from
the clinic.

Technologies for Monitoring LBP
To date, existing technologies used to measure spine posture
and movement in research and practice include optical motion
capture, inertial measurement units (IMUs), and other wearable
sensors [20-22]. Despite the variety of systems available, they
generally present ≥1 limitation. Optical motion capture systems
offer great precision and accuracy in monitoring human
movement. However, their applications are limited owing to
space needs, cost, and level of expertise needed. IMUs are
portable devices that measure metrics such as acceleration and
orientation [23] and include a variety of wearable sensors such
as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, making
them ideal for collecting data in a free-living environment.
However, when used for monitoring human movement, IMUs
have several limitations including decreased accuracy and
precision for measuring slow movements [24,25], difficulty
with measuring the axial plane movement accurately, inability
to account for the multisegmented nature of the spine [26], and
the need for multiple IMUs to triangulate posture and movement
of a segment that can be cumbersome to the wearer [27].

Motion Tape
Owing to the limitations of existing sensor systems for
measuring spine posture and movement, there is a need to
explore new sensor innovations to address this issue. Ideally,
such an approach would be wearable, unobtrusive, and usable
in a clinical environment during PT sessions and in a person’s
natural environment to support home-based care. Another
desired requirement would be high accuracy while collecting
posture and movement data for a prolonged period.

Motion Tape, developed by Loh and Lin [28], is a disposable,
self-adhesive skin-strain sensor system made using graphene
nanosheets coated onto commercially available kinesiology tape
(also known as K-Tape) [29-33]. Motion Tape has piezoresistive
properties based on the deformation of the integrated graphene
nanosheets in the tape that makes it sensitive to strain [33]. In
previous studies, Motion Tape has demonstrated stable
performance under cyclic strains [33,34]. In addition, the Motion
Tape sensor system has been tested on human participants
[33,34], displaying accuracy in measuring skin strains and angles
across biceps, knees, shoulders, wrists, and various other body
regions when compared with IMUs and skin strains estimated
using optical motion capture systems [35]. Overall, Motion
Tape offers noninvasive, comfortable, and practical skin-strain
measurements and can comprehensively capture complex
movements and muscle engagement, especially when applied
as a network of sensors [35].
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Motion Tape for a Low Back Use Case
When used for a low back use case, Motion Tape provides a
means to capture the lumbar spine’s multisegmental nature and
multiplanar movements [36]. Motion Tape’s low-profile and
stretchable nature allows it to be worn throughout the day for
all human shapes and sizes, and it could be suitable for use in
an individual’s natural environment with minimal interference
to their daily activities. Motion Tape provides unique sensing
streams that can be used in machine learning and artificial
intelligence models to optimize inferences related to the
management of LBP. Specifically, Motion Tape for a low back
use case can address several key issues in a physical therapist’s
management of LBP, including the following: expanding on
the level of detail available during the clinical assessment of
posture and movement, assessing spinal posture and movement
in a free-living environment, use for the promotion of
engagement and adherence with and precise performance of a
prescribed home exercise program, and using the patient’s
response to treatment to make informed decisions for future
treatment or other patients [37]. Although there are several
potential benefits that Motion Tape may add to personalized
health care for LBP, the acceptability of Motion Tape among
physical therapists has yet to be assessed.

Physical Therapists’ Acceptance of Motion Tape
The success of this device is dependent on user acceptance or
one’s belief that the device will help them perform their work
better (ie, perceived usefulness) and that the device’s
performance benefits outweigh the effort of using the device
(ie, perceived ease of use) [38]. Thus, it is vital to understand
physical therapists’ perspectives about Motion Tape and their
willingness to use it in their practice, to inform future
developments and improvement of the technology.

Problem Statement
The primary aim of this research study was to evaluate physical
therapists’ acceptance of Motion Tape for the management of
LBP. The secondary purpose was to explore physical therapists’
current needs and recommendations regarding future
development of Motion Tape.

Methods

Device Description and Stage of Development
In this study, licensed physical therapists evaluated a prototype
of Motion Tape and examples of data streams from the app for
a low back use case. The Motion Tape samples evaluated in
this study included the Motion Tape sensor system with
conductive wire leads connected to both sides of the sample
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Motion Tape sample with conductive wire leads given to the physical therapists for evaluation.

Study Design
This exploratory, qualitative study was designed to explore
physical therapists’ acceptance of Motion Tape to provide a
basis for future device development (Figure 2). The study was
conducted from a constructivist point of view, with the goal of
gaining insightful accounts and narrations of clinicians’ lived

experiences with technology and patients, rather than identifying
an absolute truth [39]. We used semistructured focus groups
(FGs) that incorporated human factor considerations to uncover
real-world needs and obstacles and to ensure that the
development of the sensor system can be informed by real-world
PT clinical needs.
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Figure 2. Study design overview—the evaluation of Motion Tape’s acceptability.

Theoretical Framework and Constructs
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) framework was
used in this study to assess two determinants of user acceptance
of or willingness to use a technology: (1) perceived usefulness
and (2) perceived ease of use [38,40]. An additional factor of
wearability was also assessed to examine physical therapists’
perceptions about patient-centered issues that would affect
whether the device would be worn [41]. Recommendations for
future improvements were also investigated to collect insight
into data, device, and app developments that clinicians would
like to see for Motion Tape.

Perceived usefulness was defined as the degree to
which the use of Motion Tape would enhance the
physical therapists’management of LBP [39-42], and
this was assessed using the following constructs: (1)
productivity, (2) effectiveness, (3) ability to make their
job easy, and (4) benefits to PT treatment and
recovery. Perceived ease of use was defined as the
degree to which the use of Motion Tape would be
effortless when used for managing LBP [39-42], and
this was assessed using the following constructs: (1)
how easy it would be for physical therapists to learn
how to use it, (2) what level of instruction would
physical therapists need to use it, and (3) how clear
and understandable Motion Tape was in its current
state. Wearability was defined as the degree to which
Motion Tape would fit well and be comfortable for
patients to wear on their back [42], and this was
assessed based on (1) adhesion, (2) fit, (3) feel, and
(4) how comfortable physical therapists would feel
about applying and prescribing Motion Tape.

Participants and Setting
This study was conducted at the American Physical Therapy
Association’s (APTA’s) Combined Sections Meeting (San
Diego, California) on February 24, 2023. Participants were

recruited by sending study information via email to physical
therapists who were members of the APTA Academy of
Leadership Technology Special Interest Group. Members were
also offered an opportunity to participate when they attended
the Technology Special Interest Group in-person meeting at the
APTA Combined Sections Meeting. Individuals were included
in this study if they were a licensed physical therapist and were
excluded from participating if they were unable to respond to
questions in English. In total, 8 physical therapists were eligible
and agreed to participate in 2 FGs of 4 clinicians each. A sample
size of 8 people, in 2 FGs, was considered sufficient for this
qualitative study to provide adequate variability and data
saturation [43] and to provide a basis for device improvement.
In addition, after data from the 2 FGs were collected and
analyzed, the data were deemed saturated (ie, no new themes
or codes were generated) and no further FGs were needed.

Ethical Considerations
The study protocol was considered to be exempt from ethics
approval by the San Diego State University institutional review
board. Each participant provided written consent before
participating.

FG Methods
An FG guide (Multimedia Appendix 1) was used to lead the
group’s discussion. The FG guide was developed by
investigators (AL, PD, and SG) to be semistructured with
open-ended questions to explore the participants’ perspectives
about the usefulness, usability, and wearability of Motion Tape
and to collect insight into future improvements for the sensors
and data visualization (Textbox 1). A template of the FG guide
was piloted with a Doctor of Physical Therapy student and a
physical therapist at San Diego State University to ensure
credibility [44]. General domains for each construct were
prespecified to correspond with each interview question.
Domains were defined based on the TAM framework and
included perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. An
additional domain of wearability also was assessed.
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Textbox 1. Guiding questions from the focus group guide.

Perceived wearability (W)

• How secure do you think the Motion Tape adhesive will be? (W-adhesion)

• To what degree do you think these sensors would fit your patients’ anatomy (ie, their low back)? (W-fit)

• To what degree do you think your patients would feel the sensors on their back? (W-feel)

• How do you predict the Motion Tape Sensors would feel when being removed? (W-feel)

Perceived usefulness (U)

• To what degree would the usage of Motion Tape sensors affect how quickly you can assess your patient’s posture, movement, or exercise
performance? (U-efficiency)

• How effective do you think the Motion Tape sensors will be to capture valid data on your patients in the clinic? (U-effectiveness)

• How effective do you think the Motion Tape will be to capture valid data on your patients in their daily routine and normal environment?
(U-effectiveness)

• To what degree would the usage of Motion Tape sensors affect the level of difficulty of your job as a clinician/physical therapist? (U–make job
easier)

• What features, if any, would make the Motion Tape more useful to you? (U-useful)

Perceived ease of use (EU)

• How easy do you think it would be to learn how to use Motion Tape? (EU-easy to learn)

• How comfortable would you feel prescribing Motion Tape to a patient to monitor their movements at home? (EU-comfort in usage)

• What level of knowledge do you think a clinician/PT would need to use the Motion Tape? (EU-clear and understandable)

• How easy/difficult do you think it would be for a clinician/PT to apply the Motion Tape to the patient's back? (EU-easy to use)

• What features, if any, would make the Motion Tape easier for you to use? (EU-easy to use)

FGs were conducted by AL (a female Master of Science student
investigator) and PD (a female PhD student investigator).
Reflexivity was maintained by the research team by discussing
assumptions and biases that may influence how the clinicians
responded to the FG moderators, who were not licensed physical
therapists. As SG is a licensed physical therapist and member
of APTA, she was able to provide valuable insight during the
development of the interview guide, analysis, and interpretation
to ensure credibility of the findings [44].

FGs were anonymized, and each participant was assigned a
color as a name to ensure confidentiality. Each FG lasted
approximately 1 hour and was recorded using digital voice
recorders (Olympus Voice Recorder; WS-853). Before asking
the participants questions, the investigators gave each participant
a sample of Motion Tape. Participants were then oriented to a
poster that displayed the Motion Tape placement and app data
output streams (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Poster of Motion Tape placement and app data output for a low back use case. (A) The laboratory setup with 6 pieces of Motion Tape and
several optical motion capture markers on anatomical landmarks of the lumbar spine. (B) The graphs display the following: (1) blue—the normalized
strain data for extension, captured by the 6 Motion Tapes, and (2) purple—the kinematics for extension in degrees, captured by the optical motion
capture system (reference standard). (C) The normalized strain data for right and left lateral bending obtained from the 6 Motion Tapes. (D) The
normalized strain data for right and left rotation obtained from the 6 Motion Tapes.

Data Processing and Analysis
All FG audio data were downloaded to a HIPAA (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act)-compliant
laboratory server, accessible only to the research staff, and
removed from the digital voice recorder. The recordings were
then transcribed, first using computer-based transcription (Word;
Microsoft Corp). An investigator then checked and verified
each transcription by listening to the original audio and
reviewing and correcting the computer-based transcription.

Considering the need for timely feedback in the sensor
development process, we adopted a rapid qualitative analysis
(RQA) approach to explore themes regarding the acceptability
and wearability of Motion Tape [45]. RQA was conducted by
3 investigators to assess the FG responses effectively and
efficiently and to identify major themes. Codes and themes for
RQA were deductively developed based on the TAM framework
and the study objective [41]. We then used an inductive
approach to generate RQA codes and themes, allowing for quick
sorting of FG dialogue.

To ensure rigor and consistency of the method, a constant
comparative approach with investigator triangulation was used
at each stage [46]. First, the 3 investigators independently
completed a summary report for each FG, with quotes and
relevant topics under the respective themes and codes. Once
the individual coding and summary reports for both FGs were
completed, the investigators consolidated them into a combined
rapid analysis summary report for each FG, unifying themes
and reconciling discrepancies by consensus through discussion.

The summary reports for each FG were then transferred into a
matrix in which each row was a participant quote and each
column was a domain. From this matrix, investigators identified
the underlying themes and subthemes between the 2 FGs.

Results

Overview
In total, 8 physical therapists (n=5, 63% men and n=3, 38%
women), with a mean age of 47.5 (SD 5.6) years participated
in this study. Participants reported obtaining PT degrees ranging
from a bachelor’s degree to a Doctorate in Physical Therapy
and had, on average, 20 (SD 8.5) years of clinical practice
experience, and most reported practicing in an outpatient
orthopedic setting. Of the 8 participants, 5 (63%) reported
having advanced doctoral degrees (3/5, 60% PhD; 2/5, 40%
EdD).

The qualitative results from the FGs were organized using the
TAM for the acceptance of Motion Tape [38,40-42]. Data were
organized based on the 3 main domains relevant to user
acceptance (perceived wearability, perceived usefulness, and
perceived ease of use) and 21 subthemes (Textbox 2).
Subthemes were further designated using positive, negative,
and neutral valences. Positive valence indicates that the FG
participants perceived the Motion Tape attribute as positive.
Negative valence indicates that the FG participants perceived
the attribute as negative. Neutral valence indicates that the FG
participants perceived the attribute as neither positive nor
negative.
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Textbox 2. Themes (n=3), subthemes (n=21), and valences of user acceptance of Motion Tape.

Theme 1: perceived wearability

• Positive

• Motion Tape has a small, universal fit.

• The feeling of Motion Tape on the skin would decrease over time.

• Negative

• Patients may feel Motion Tape’s wires snagging or sensors rubbing on clothes.

• Motion Tape does not consider people with skin sensitivities.

• Neutral

• Motion Tape adheres for 3-4 days but may adhere less owing to external factors.

• The feeling of Motion Tape being removed depends on the physical therapist.

Theme 2: perceived usefulness

• Positive

• Motion Tape could increase specificity of physical therapy management of low back pain (LBP).

• Motion Tape could be effective for the diagnosis, management, and monitoring of low back pain (LBP).

• The feeling of Motion Tape and the awareness of Motion Tape monitoring would increase adherence to a home exercise program.

• Motion Tape would be beneficial in telerehabilitation and hybrid sessions.

• Motion Tape could increase the physical therapist’s awareness of the pain source.

• Negative

• Motion Tape brings legal concerns with data responsibility.

• Motion Tape’s reliability could be affected by external factors.

• Neutral

• Motion Tape could increase the efficiency of assessments, but set up could take more time.

Theme 3: perceived ease of use

• Positive

• Motion Tape would be easy for a physical therapist to apply.

• Negative

• Motion Tape has a lot of data to sift through.

• Motion Tape data are hard to interpret in their current state.

• The self-application of Motion Tape would be difficult.

• Motion Tape is designed for single use.

• Neutral

• The prescription of Motion Tape is subjective to many factors.

• The user interface would dictate how much knowledge would be needed to use Motion Tape.

Domain 1: Perceived Wearability
Regarding perceived wearability, all physical therapists were
familiar with commercially available kinesiology tape. Thus,
their thoughts about perceived wearability reflected their
experience with kinesiology tape. For example, the physical

therapists expected Motion Tape to last about 3 to 4 days. A
physical therapist mentioned the following:

Oh, I’ve used the K-Tape for four days before it
started peeling off. Sometimes it lasts more than five
days actually. Three to four days I think is average.
[FG1]
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However, some physical therapists clarified that the longevity
of Motion Tape’s adhesion depends on several factors. For
example, 2 of the physical therapists expressed the following:

How secure it is depends on a lot of factors, like
moisture on the skin. It depends on not just moisture,
but how clean your skin is and how much hair is on
the skin. [FG2]

Some of them, specifically on the low back, tend to
have more oily skin, and that depreciates the life of
the tape. [FG1]

Regarding the fit aspect of wearability, physical therapists also
believed that Motion Tape’s size was sufficiently small to be
universal to the wearer and the placement location. They
expressed the following:

In my experience with tapes like this, it fits most of
the clientele that I’ve worked with, both inpatient and
long-term post-acute. [FG1]

If it was that little strip, I think it would be great to
use anywhere. [FG2]

Regarding the feel aspect of wearability, generally, physical
therapists felt that patients would feel Motion Tape at first when
applied but would become less aware over time until the tape
starts to peel off:

They’d know that they’re there, and they’d probably
become less aware of over time. [FG1]

However, physical therapists generally felt that with Motion
Tape’s current design, patients would feel the wires snagging
or the sensors rubbing on clothing. A physical therapist
explained it as follows:

So contraptions with wires will always have that
uncomfortable feeling. Always. But if you go the
wireless route, then probably after two days, the
patient will be more comfortable until the tape starts
peeling off. However, what I’m wearing right now,
something that goes above my PSIS, if I go to the
bathroom or do something, I’m going to, it’s gonna
move around, it might get pulled on it by my clothes.
[FG1]

When removing Motion Tape, physical therapists said that
patient feelings about the removal process would be quite
variable. Some physical therapists felt that it was subjective to
how the therapist removed Motion Tape and how much hair or
oil the individual has on their skin. A physical therapist
explained it as follows:

I’m just thinking of whoever is taking it off. You know,
like, it depends on you, like, some people just rip. And
some people are just gentle. So subjective. So it
depends on the training of the therapist and concern
if they’re empathetic to our patients. [FG1]

The physical therapists mentioned some wearability concerns
during the FGs. A concern was about how patients with skin
sensitivities would be able to use Motion Tape. A physical
therapist asked the following:

For those with skin allergy. Can you put an under
wrap under this? [FG1]

Domain 2: Perceived Usefulness
Physical therapists expressed mixed feelings about whether
Motion Tape would increase their efficiency with assessments
of lumbar spine posture and movement. Some expressed that
if all they had to do was apply the tape, then there would be
increased efficiency:

If it’s easy to objectively document, by understanding
the graph, I think it’s a night and day difference
versus getting into the goniometers and doing manual
assessment. Instead, you put on the tape, ask the
patient to rotate their trunk, lean forward, reach
forward, extend their back. And then if I have it
digitally by email or direct messaging, it would save
a bunch of time. [FG1]

However, others felt that it would reduce efficiency. A physical
therapist explained the following:

Regarding the speed of assessment, I would be a little
doubtful. I think by the time that you took this and
you put it on the patient, you hooked up all the wires
to it, you did the calibration, if you need to do a
calibration, it might take just as long as doing an
assessment. I would have concerns around the
accuracy of this, to give you a number, an accurate
range of motion, particularly for things like rotation.
But if the data was convincing that everyone, if it was
validated for everyone that gave you an accurate
number, I think it could improve the quality of
assessment. [FG1]

A physical therapist felt that for the in-clinic assessments,
Motion Tape would improve specificity:

I don’t feel like it [Motion Tape] would improve
speed, it would improve specificity. [FG2]

Physical therapists also mentioned that they could envision
Motion Tape as a useful tool for self-management and remote
monitoring when used in combination with in-clinic PT. A
physical therapist mentioned that the ability to monitor patients
outside the clinic would be very meaningful:

That’s the best place to actually observe them, their
normal environment. If they’re in therapy, they’re
being observed, coached, cued by a skilled clinician.
Their performance is definitely going to be different.
So if they’re at home, and we’re able to monitor them
at home, I think the treatment will be more, and your
adjustment and progression will be more meaningful.
[FG1]

Some physical therapists suggested that having patients wear
these sensors would increase their awareness of being monitored
and thus increase engagement with and adherence to the home
exercise program:

I think that what it has to offer is
improving...adherence with our programs. I think
that’s your potential. [FG1]
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When you tell someone, I’m looking at your posture
right now, you change [gesturing to posture]. If they
think you are watching, they’ll do better. [FG1]

Physical therapists expected patients to have a phenomenal
experience with Motion Tape when used in a hybrid setting:

I think to his point that if it’s applied properly in the
clinics, it’s hybridized, and you can take a call, and
there’s no technical involvement on the patient side,
and all they do is open up the app, they’d have this
really phenomenal experience. [FG2]

Specifically, several physical therapists expressed that Motion
Tape would help with the identification of postures and
movements in free-living environments that provoke pain,
allowing for more meaningful interventions:

I think for it to be very useful. It would have to
compare with the app where you’ve got user input as
to what’s going on...where he’s got these flags and
the data that was pain here, pain here, pain here, and
you can look, you know, to the periods of time before
that. [FG2]

Some physical therapists did have some concerns about the
usefulness of Motion Tape. A physical therapist expressed legal
concerns regarding data responsibility:

As long as you collect data, someone’s then
responsible for it. So who’s going to look at it? What’s
the liability then that person takes on by having that
information?...if something goes wrong, and the
therapist hasn’t looked at the data, I’d like to know,
are they liable? [FG1]

Another concern was knowing what external factors affect
Motion Tape’s signal and data reliability, mentioning that the
use of Motion Tape in practice was “gonna depend on the
reliability of the data” (FG2).

Several physical therapists felt that there were a variety of
variables that might affect the reliability of the signal or data.
They expressed the following:

And what other factors affect them, the sensors, as
far as humidity, water, other environmental factors
that might affect it? You know, what if they have a
compression garment around the trunk, for example,
does that affect the sensors? [FG2]

Whether, getting it wet and getting so some things on
it changes the conductivity, and therefore the
calibration over time. [FG2]

You get variability in the readings based on amount
of tension that people put on it when they applied it.
[FG2]

Whether that’s different from person to person
because of different makeups morphology. [FG1]

Domain 3: Perceived Ease of Use
Physical therapists felt that it would be easy to apply Motion
Tape, given their background knowledge in human anatomy.
A physical therapist stated the following:

You would need to know basic clinical knowledge of
the application for where to look for the muscles, you
know, right. So, they need to be clinician to have
knowledge of the body. [FG2]

When asked whether they would feel comfortable using Motion
Tape with their patients, there were mixed responses among
physical therapists. Some mentioned that it would depend on
“cost and buy-in” (FG2) or how it was going to be “incorporated
into the plan of care” (FG1). A physical therapist even explained
the variability as follows:

Depends on the situation, honestly. I mean, I have
some families that I’ll show them how to do the
application. And I’ll see them three weeks later, and
they’ve reapplied four times and done it great. And
then I’ve seen others that I’m like, “Oh, no! This is
nope.” [FG2]

There were also several concerns about the ease of use. Some
physical therapists felt that they would have challenges with
ease of use, specifically regarding interpretation of the data:

I think in its current form, easy to apply. Hard to
interpret. [FG1]

It depends on the interface and how much it interprets
the points. The tape will be easy, but it’s all the other
pieces. [FG2]

Additional concerns about the ease of use included that the
amount of data presented was excessive and the type of data
displayed was difficult to interpret. The physical therapists
expressed a desire to see the range of motion displayed in
degrees rather than resistance in ohms:

I think I’m probably realistically just correlated with
what they report has been painful. Because I don’t
know that I’ve ever been so interested in all of that.
Like, it might be too much data. For a patient, like I
don’t necessarily need to know their range of motion
during every single activity, I need to know when it
is relevant to them. And when it is impacting whatever
condition they’re here for. [FG1]

And again, I think for a clinician, it’s going to have
to be meaningful data. It’s gonna have be Range of
motion data not ohms. [FG1]

So then, conceivably, would it be helpful instead of
giving you normalized strain,...if they could interpret
it, would convert this over to degrees of rotation and
flexibility? [FG2]

If you could get range of motion kind of information,
I think that would be great. [FG2]

Another concern was about how challenging the self-application
would be for patients:

How are people actually going to apply this on their
own, someone that doesn’t know how? [FG2]

Finally, another concern was that Motion Tape is a single-use
product. A physical therapist explained the challenge of a
single-use product as follows:
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Okay, now how about waste? So it’s like a single use
thing? Now I’m gonna throw in a whole planet into
this is single usage. Or can you reapply? [FG2]

Future Recommendations
Future recommendations from the physical therapists were
organized into 3 categories (Textbox 3): data, physical features,
and app features.

Textbox 3. Themes (n=3) and subthemes of future recommendations for Motion Tape.

Theme 1: Data recommendations

• Motion Tape data should be easy to read at a glance.

• Motion tape data should account for differing patient morphology.

• Physical therapists should be aware of factors that affect Motion Tape data.

Theme 2: Physical feature recommendations

• Motion Tape should be made wireless or with removable wires.

• Motion Tape should be reusable.

• Motion Tape should be customizable in length.

Theme 3: App feature recommendations

• Motion Tape app should include BMI input.

• Motion Tape app should include input for a patient’s change in activity.

• Motion Tape app should allow flagging events.

• Motion Tape app should include comparative data.

Regarding the data recommendations, physical therapists
expressed that data should be summarized in the form of an
at-a-glance graph with 1 overall meaningful number, reflecting
the range of motion. They would also like to know how the data
change from person to person owing to morphology and how
external factors (water, application stretch variability, and skin
movement) affect the data. Additional data that would be useful
for their job included comparative data, graphs with a color
scale, and information about muscle activation. Participants in
an FG expressed the following:

Take a baseline and have them rotate from that
position and determined by the volume strain, whether
they are tension either degrees, or even if it’s yellow,
green, yellow, red, like if they’re moving within if they
can’t pinpoint it specifically, but you know, within a
range, would that be helpful? [FG2]

I think even just having comparative data would be
helpful, right? Because, you know, I keep telling my
students, “Don’t tell me, ‘I want to increase range
10 degrees.’” Because that doesn’t tell me, “Can they
walk?” Right? But, “Are they doing better now than
they were doing when we started?” That's useful. So
even if we get baseline data that could be translated
into amount of motion and then follow up data that
says, “hey, it’s more, it’s more fluid, it’s better, it’s
whatever.” I think that can be really useful. Now I
know the payers are gonna want, how much rotation
did you get? How much lateral flexion did you get?
[FG2]

And I think beyond the range of motion, I work in
neuro. I think just like muscle activation would be
interesting, you know, like, how much activation did

you get today, for example, versus six weeks ago, post
stroke or, you know, spinal cord or something? I think
that would be really interesting just to see the firing
muscle activation. And on the flip side, and I don’t
know if that’s possible, but looking at specificity.
Could that be something to monitor changes in
specimen specificity? Post- X Y & Z intervention,
right? That could also be interesting. So it’s not really
about range of motion, we’re also activity known as
firing or not? [FG2]

Regarding physical feature recommendations, physical therapists
wanted a way to mitigate the wires, either by moving to a
wireless system or making them removable. Physical therapists
were also concerned about the limited stretchability of the short
pieces of tape, as it would not be long enough in length for
typical kinesiology tape use, and recommended making the
length customizable to the physical therapists’ needs. Physical
therapists were also concerned about Motion Tape’s single-use
design and were curious about whether it could be reusable to
reduce waste:

Again, I’m thinking like, in the future, no wires,
you’ve got a strip of graphene that you could
customize length to, with those couple millimeters
around the edge. And if we wanted a whole length,
we cut whole lengths. And if we want segments, we
can cut segments. And it feeds the data to the app
somehow tailor it to someone’s body. [FG2]

So you can imagine that maybe something like this
could be a roll of tape. Yeah, the width of duct tape.
And there’s actually two pieces on this roll. There’s
one section, that’s the conductive piece, that you can
cut it to length, and then next to it there are maybe
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there’s a wire section, that’s conductive tape that you
can pull off and put on the ends of whatever you
choose. So you get one roll of tape. And then one of
them is the is the graphene is the other piece that you
tear off to the appropriate length is the conductive
tape that connects it to the box. And then it’s a
solution, you can customize length and you have your
conductive piece and then your graphene. [FG2]

Regarding future app feature recommendations, physical
therapists expressed a need for the capability to input factors
such as BMI, activity changes, “flags” for events, and changes
in pain to help label, compare, or contextualize the data.

Discussion

Overview
There is a gap in the research between rehabilitation device
development and evaluation of clinicians’ acceptance of such
devices. Most existing studies have considered patient or user
satisfaction [47,48], whereas others that consider the clinician’s
perspective have not specifically evaluated sensors for
measuring spine posture and movement [49,50]. In this study,
several themes relating to physical therapists’perspectives about
Motion Tape’s wearability, usefulness, and ease of use for a
low back use case were identified.

Domain 1: Perceived Wearability
One of the most common challenges for wearable sensors is
ensuring that they are unobtrusive to the wearer’s natural
movement and environment [39]. The small form and fit of
Motion Tape was considered by physical therapists to be ideal
for a wearable sensor. However, similar to previous studies, the
wires in the current design were considered to be not ideal [37].
Studies have shown that wireless technologies tend to be more
widely used in many fields, especially in the field of wearable
devices for health care [51]. Thus, a future iteration of Motion
Tape without wires would be considered optimal. On the basis
of feedback obtained from physical therapists, wearability for
people with skin sensitivities also should be considered. Previous
studies have shown that skin irritation is the most common
concern when using kinesiology tape for extended periods of
time [52,53]. Thus, future studies should explore whether a
medium or substrate can be used under Motion Tape to mitigate
skin irritation, possibly as an extension of recent research that
integrated Motion Tape with elastic fabric for respiration
monitoring [54].

Domain 2: Perceived Usefulness
There were mixed feelings among physical therapist participants
about how efficient Motion Tape would be in the clinic. Overall,
most physical therapists felt that Motion Tape would increase
the specificity of their assessments, a characteristic that has
been shown to be beneficial for LBP diagnosis and treatment
[55]. Furthermore, Motion Tape’s ability to monitor the patient’s
movements remotely was considered beneficial, as this feature

may increase adherence to home exercise programs, which is
an important component of effective treatment for LBP [56,57].

Domain 3: Perceived Ease of Use
On the basis of physical therapists’ perspectives, Motion Tape
would be easy to apply, but data would be difficult to interpret.
Creating a device that is easy to use and understand is crucial
because it predicts consumer use behavior [38,41].
Recommendations included presenting the data in units that
physical therapists are more familiar with (ie, degrees of range
of motion) and creating an app that requires minimal time for
the physical therapists to use. These changes may promote
increased device use and acceptance in PT.

Future Recommendations
On the basis of clinician feedback, Motion Tape appears to be
a promising new technology that could be used for monitoring
lumbar spine posture and movement in the management of
patients with LBP. Future device development will be needed
to address clinician recommendations obtained from this study
in the domains of wearability and ease of use. In addition, future
studies will be needed to validate Motion Tape in laboratory,
clinical, and free-living environments and to investigate patient
acceptance of Motion Tape.

Limitations
A limitation of this study is that participants were physical
therapists who were part of a Technology Special Interest Group
and are likely to be more receptive to using technology in
practice. Thus, this study’s results regarding Motion Tape’s
acceptability may be biased in favor of Motion Tape’s ease of
use, usefulness, and wearability. Future studies should also
assess the acceptability of Motion Tape for clinicians who do
not regularly use technology in their practice. Another limitation
is that the physical therapists were not presented with active
samples of Motion Tape with live data streams in the app.
Instead, participants were given inactive samples of Motion
Tape and presented with a poster with examples of app data
streams. Future studies should provide an opportunity for
physical therapists to apply Motion Tape to a person and use it
with the app interface. Finally, there was a potential for
investigator bias in the interpretation of the results, as several
investigators of this study are actively working on the
development of this device. However, 2 of the 3 investigators
who conducted data analysis were outside the primary research
team.

Conclusions
Physical therapists expressed overall acceptance of Motion Tape
for its potential to monitor and assess low back posture and
movement, both within and outside clinical settings. Physical
therapist participants expressed that Motion Tape would be a
valuable tool for personalized treatment of LBP but highlighted
several future improvements needed for Motion Tape to be used
in practice.
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Abstract

Background: Physicians are currently overwhelmed by administrative tasks and spend very little time in consultations with
patients, which hampers health literacy, shared decision-making, and treatment adherence.

Objective: This study aims to examine whether digital agents constructed using fast-evolving generative artificial intelligence,
such as ChatGPT, have the potential to improve consultations, adherence to treatment, and health literacy. We interviewed patients
and physicians to obtain their opinions about 3 digital agents—a silent digital expert, a communicative digital expert, and a digital
companion (DC).

Methods: We conducted in-depth interviews with 25 patients and 22 physicians from a purposeful sample, with the patients
having a wide age range and coming from different educational backgrounds and the physicians having different medical specialties.
Transcripts of the interviews were deductively coded using MAXQDA (VERBI Software GmbH) and then summarized according
to code and interview before being clustered for interpretation.

Results: Statements from patients and physicians were categorized according to three consultation phases: (1) silent and
communicative digital experts that are part of the consultation, (2) digital experts that hand over to a DC, and (3) DCs that support
patients in the period between consultations. Overall, patients and physicians were open to these forms of digital support but had
reservations about all 3 agents.

Conclusions: Ultimately, we derived 9 requirements for designing digital agents to support consultations, treatment adherence,
and health literacy based on the literature and our qualitative findings.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49647)   doi:10.2196/49647

KEYWORDS

adherence to treatment; digital agents; eHealth; electronic medical records; health literacy; mobile health; mHealth; mobile phone

Introduction

Motivation
Consultations are less productive than what physicians and
patients would wish [1,2], which hampers health literacy, shared
decision-making, and treatment adherence. The recent rise of
generative artificial intelligence (AI), such as ChatGPT, has
sparked the interest of digital health developers, as they explore
how this technology can improve shared decision-making,

physician-patient communication, adherence to treatment, and
health literacy. In this study, we sought to discover what
physicians and patients expect from digital agents (functional
requirements) and how this functionality should be provided
(nonfunctional requirements). A user-centric perspective is
essential for guiding the development of digital agents because
it prepares physicians for changes in their consultation methods
and allows patients to understand what the new technology can
offer.
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Through in-depth interviews (refer to the Methods section), we
described 3 digital agents to physicians and patients, analyzed
their impressions and expectations (refer to the Results section),
and deduced a set of design requirements (refer to the Discussion
section). An introduction to the related work and concepts for
the 3 different digital agents is provided in the following
sections.

Related Work and Concepts

Relevant Medical Concepts
Overall, four medical concepts are essential when supporting
medical consultations with digital agents: (1) shared
decision-making, (2) physician-patient communication, (3)
adherence to treatment, and (4) health literacy.

Consultations involve a participatory process between patients
and physicians to reach an agreement regarding treatment goals
and their implementation [3,4]. “Shared decision-making” has
emerged as the gold standard for this participatory process [5-10]
as it strives to reach a mutual agreement about therapy [6,7].
However, a systematic review of shared decision-making
regarding clinical decisions found that the humanistic aspects
of physician-patient communication were rarely assessed [11].
Good “physician-patient communication” is not only about
technique or process but also involves understanding the whole
person, finding common ground, and enhancing the
patient-physician relationship [4]. In this way, physician-patient
communication can have a therapeutic effect and influence
health benefits [12].

The therapeutic process continues after the patient has left the
consultation [3]. Once at home, it is up to the patient to
implement the therapy plan, and the extent to which this occurs
is referred to as “adherence to treatment” [13]. Adherence
focuses on patients taking responsibility for their treatment and
physicians collaborating more with their patients [14,15].
However, despite some progress, adherence to treatment remains
insufficient [13,16-18]. First, there is a lack of “health literacy”
when following the given instructions. Physicians may explain
medical issues and treatment options during consultations, but
their time is limited, and they must convey as much information
as possible. Second, patients are in a stressful situation, which
restricts their ability to absorb and hinders their recall [19-24].
Third, physicians may use medical terminology [25] with the
following consequences: patients either do not understand or
quickly forget what was discussed [26,27]. Brochures and
leaflets are typically used to support health literacy, and modern
approaches include video, multimedia, computer-assisted
learning, mobile apps, and other web-based aids [28-32].

Digital Agents
Digital agents are computers that undertake tasks previously
performed by humans. As such, they function autonomously,
react to environmental situations, initiate actions, communicate
with humans or machines, and behave intelligently [33]. An
increasing volume of digitized data, improved algorithms, and
better hardware has vastly enhanced the range of tasks that
digital agents can perform. The most noticeable aspect is the
recent success of generative AI. Nevertheless, the expanding
capabilities of digital agents also raise concerns about AI in

general and digital agents in particular [34]. Examples include
their potential misuse, how they can be controlled, and whether
they exhibit bias [35]. Besides these general concerns,
researchers are interested in understanding exactly how digital
agents interact with humans. Although humanlike behavior may
be helpful in some situations, task performance may be impeded
by excessive humanness [36,37] such as in situations where
humans prefer a digital agent with a background function. This
issue is critical in institutional settings [38], where
professionalism is vital.

Discussion about the capabilities of digital agents and their
suitability has also reached the medical domain [33,39,40].
Conceptually, the dyadic physician-patient consultation becomes
triadic [41-44] if a digital agent is included. The presence of
digital agents changes the consultation dynamics [45,46] and
alters how patients and physicians behave [41]. Despite such
insights, the discussion lacks a clear conceptualization of the
digital agent’s role in the professional context of
physician-patient consultation. Consequently, discussing what
physicians and patients expect from digital agents during and
between consultations has not been possible.

Current Digital Support for Consultation, Adherence to
Treatment, and Health Literacy
Physicians use electronic medical records (EMRs) and encounter
patient decision aids (PDAs) during consultations, which
provides patients access to their data through patient portals.
Patients may also store data in their personal health records
(PHRs) and take advantage of mobile health (mHealth) apps
between sessions.

EMRs support physicians in documenting medical history,
including physical examinations and laboratory results. They
are intended to reduce costs, improve patient safety, increase
efficiency [47], and safeguard data [48,49]. As EMRs are
designed primarily for documentation purposes [50], it is the
physician’s responsibility to determine how to use them in
patient interactions. Proper use of EMRs by trained health care
professionals can improve health literacy and adherence to
treatment compared with paper-based records [51], for example,
if physicians share their EMR screens with patients during
consultations [52,53]. However, when used ineptly, physicians
lose control of the consultation owing to increased gaze shifts
and multitasking, which hinders their medical reasoning [47,54].
In the presence of a computer, preexisting positive and negative
communication skills are amplified [55,56].

Encounter PDAs support physician-patient consultations by
providing decision-related information and choices [57-61].
Although they tend to be simple in design [61], physicians
complain that lack of training and experience and insufficient
content and format impede meaningful use of encounter PDAs
[57,58]. Another challenge is keeping encounter PDAs updated
with the latest information [60].

Patient portals provide patients with access to their data stored
in EMRs [62]. In such tethered patient portals, the responsibility
for maintaining the data lies with the physician. To be
understood by patients, information from EMRs must be
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translated [62], and this applies to language, graphs, and other
multimedia material.

Unlike patient portals, in electronic PHRs, patients themselves
enter and maintain their health data [63]. Although PHRs can
accumulate more information than patient portals, quality control
and manageability are challenging. There is a consensus that
more needs to be done (eg, patients also need to understand
what they get from the PHR and need to act on what they
understand) to enhance health outcomes or treatment adherence
than just providing patients with access to their data [64,65].
Better-informed patients are not necessarily healthier patients
[64], but there is (1) value and (2) potential in patient portals
and PHRs. First, patients want access to their data to review it
again at home, discuss it with their families, and use it as a
starting point for further online research [62,64]. Second, there
is evidence suggesting that patient portals and PHRs are more
effective when they are interactive, when they are combined
with other services such as reminders or interactive decision
support, and when physicians actively promote their use [62,64].

Digital interventions based on mHealth apps promise to support
patients’ health literacy and adherence to treatment. In 2017,
>300,000 health apps were available in online app stores [66].
Not all are considered effective, convenient, or of high quality
[67-69], and many have low success rates and high dropout
rates [70-72]. Nevertheless, despite their limitations, mHealth
apps appear to support patients effectively in treatment
adherence [67,73,74]. If they pass the medical quality
requirements, they can even be prescribed in the same manner
as medicine [75,76]. Physicians are best placed to assist with
their use, but this requires their integration into workflows and
EMRs [74,77,78], and the security of patient data must be
guaranteed [79].

Digital Agents to Support Consultation, Adherence to
Treatment, and Health Literacy

Overview

We conceptualized 3 general roles for digital health agents,
which tie together the modern medical concepts and previous
studies of digital agents with current digital support for
consultation, adherence to treatment, and health literacy. These
served as a basis for our empirical study, when introducing our
selected physicians and patients to digital agents.

A digital agent can be a “digital expert” that provides the right
aids at the right time or offers a second opinion about diagnosis
and treatment. It can stay in the background of the consultation
as a “silent digital expert” or actively participate in the
consultation as a “communicative digital expert.” Alternatively,
it can be a “digital companion” (DC), which supports the patient
between consultations. DCs provide patients with
comprehensible information about diagnosis and ongoing
treatment.

Silent Digital Expert

This is an extension of EMRs, providing the physician with
contextual and real-time advice and additional information. The
silent digital expert is designed to free the physician from
searching vast information sources and allows more time for

face-to-face consultation, thereby improving physician-patient
communication [4,12]. For example, the silent digital agent can
alert physicians to different diagnoses and drug interactions or
offer prompts for further questions. The silent digital agent also
supports diagnosis and suggests appropriate treatment in a
shared decision-making process [5-10]. It acts as an aid to the
physician and is visible and accessible only to the physician,
and with patient consent, it can record, transcribe, analyze, and
summarize the consultation.

Communicative Digital Expert

As the third party in a triadic consultation, the communicative
digital expert offers the same functionality as the silent digital
expert. However, it actively participates in the consultation by
extending the functionality of EMRs and encounter PDAs
through an agency. It may be physically represented as a
humanlike robot, smart speaker, or device of any shape. As the
third party, the communicative digital expert can be invited to
comment about the decision-making process of physicians or
patients [5-10] and become active in explaining medical topics,
thereby improving health literacy [80-83]. As such, it can be
considered as a physician’s assistant or patient’s advocate, thus
improving physician-patient communication [4,12]. For
example, it might interrupt the dialogue if a physician is very
brief or dominant, thereby providing both parties with further
information, diagnosis considerations, and treatment
recommendations. It acts in an empathetic, patient-centered
manner and is capable of identifying and taking patient
preferences into consideration.

Digital Companion

This agent is intended to support patients between consultations
by extending patient portals and PHRs and combining them
with an mHealth app. It relies on data from EMRs and supports
patient treatment behavior. Its primary goals are to improve the
recall of recommendations and information, promote health
literacy [80-83], and support treatment adherence [12-18,84].
DC captures the critical points of the physician-patient
consultation, translates them into everyday language, enriches
them with multimedia elements (audio, picture, diagram, and
video), and makes them conveniently accessible to patients or
their families at any time. It also provides the patient with
curated additional information and interactively supports their
health care education based on individual preferences. Using
sensor data from various devices (eg, smartphones,
smartwatches, pedometers, and blood glucose monitors) and
patient’s interaction with DC, adherence to the treatment plan
is measured, analyzed, and fed back to the patient (and with the
patient’s consent, to the physician). DC provides
context-specific, adaptive interventions [85-88] based on
adherence measurement, individual treatment agreement, and
patient preferences. For example, adherence support might
include diet recipes, exercise instructions, morale-boosting talks,
and so on.
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Methods

Research Approach
This study aims to understand what physicians and patients
require from digital agents. These requirements should be
grounded not only on technical vision but also on current
consultation practices, with a focus on problem-solving.

Our research approach was inspired by the practice-oriented
approach popular in computer-supported cooperative work
(CSCW). CSCW is an interdisciplinary field of research
involving, among others, computer science, psychology, and
sociology, to analyze the potential and the shortcomings of
digital assistance in consultations [89-91]. CSCW mainly uses
qualitative methods and focuses on how human collaboration
can be supported by technical means [89,92]. As these means
must be applied within a professional context, this also involves
studying work practices from the perspective of those involved
[93,94].

Our study embraced this tradition by following an exploratory
paradigm, striving for deep, contextualized insights [95,96].
We conducted an interview-based qualitative study with 47
participants—22 (47%) physicians and 25 (53%) patients. Our
analysis combined bottom-up thematic analysis and interpretive
research, allowing for both broad coverage and deep insight.

Overall, the chosen methodological approach respected the need
to understand patients’ and physicians’ perspectives regarding
their work practices and the potential use of technologies. We
addressed variation and triangulation, whereby multiple
researchers conducted the interviews with different patients and

physicians. We ensured audit throughout the process by mutual
control among researchers and by assigning a quality manager
role to one of the authors. The first author was directly engaged
in data collection during a preliminary study [97] and guided
data collection during this study to ensure adequate engagement
in data collection activities. In summary, the study used various
strategies to ensure the reliability and validity of the presented
results [98] and followed the COREQ (Consolidated Criteria
for Reporting Qualitative Research) guidelines for reporting
qualitative research [99].

Ethical Considerations
The Ethics Committee of the Zurich canton confirmed that this
study was not subject to the Swiss Human Research Act
(Business Administration System for Ethics Committees
[BASEC]–Nr Req-2018-00847). Nevertheless, written informed
consent was obtained from all participants before their
interviews according to the World Medical Association
Declaration of Helsinki [100].

Sampling and Recruitment
Exploratory studies require a variety of opinions, but they do
not seek to be representative. To ensure variety, we interviewed
both physicians and patients. We also relied on purposive
sampling using a maximum variation strategy [101], which
allowed us to search for a broad range of physicians and patients.
Given that 5 interviewers acquired the patients and physicians
independently, we can assume the coverage to be better than
that of strategies involving sampling through a single researcher.
Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the study
participants.

Table 1. Demographic data of the interviewed physicians and patients.

Patients (n=25)Physicians (n=22)Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

14 (56)12 (55)Male

11 (44)10 (45)Female

46 (19; 20-86)50 (14; 25-66)Age (y), mean (SD; range)

Of the 22 physicians, 13 (59%) are active in primary care, and
the others work in hospitals; 11 (50%) are general practitioners
or specialize in internal medicine. Other specializations include
pediatrics, gynecology, radio-oncology, and dentistry. The
educational background of the 25 patients ranged from unskilled
workers to professionals and academics. The patients presented
a broad spectrum of conditions, including diabetes, multiple
sclerosis, heart conditions, tick-borne encephalitis, and epilepsy.

We conducted 46 in-depth interviews that resulted in audio
recordings with 32 hours of interview time, amounting to an
average length of 42 minutes and 46 seconds (SD 13 min and
47 s). Of the 46 interviews, 45 (98%) were conducted with 1
interviewee per session, and 1 (2%) involved 2 respondents.
The sample size assured data saturation—the topics emerging
in the interviews began to overlap after about 18 to 20 interviews
for each group [102]. Consistent with the practice for purposive
sampling and maximum variation [101], we used various
channels to establish the initial contact with the interviewees

(email, face-to-face, and telephone). After confirming the time
and date for a potential interview and giving their consent, no
one dropped out of the study.

Data Collection
In total, 5 researchers conducted in-depth interviews based on
the respective interview guides—separate guides for patients
and physicians [96]. The interview guides were developed based
on the literature about physician-patient communication;
adherence to treatment; existing solutions in the field of medical
informatics; and the authors’ own experiences in the medical
domain, including their research background. The overall
structure of the interviews was informed by CSCW
practice-oriented studies [93,94]. The interview guides were
pretested in a preliminary study (with 11 health care
professionals and 7 patients) published elsewhere [97].
Interviews for this study were conducted between January 2019
and May 2019, with patient interviews being conducted mostly
in their homes and health care professional interviews in their
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professional setting. Before the interviews, all researchers
underwent interview training sessions to ensure that they had
the same understanding of the questions and knew how to
conduct the interview. The interviews were structured around
3 areas: current situation or practice (format of and preparation
for a consultation), future developments (expectations from and
attitudes toward digital health care), and closure (other points
that were not already covered).

When discussing about digital developments, we suggested
potential ideas because users often lack the necessary
imagination when asked about future products or services [103].
Nevertheless, when prompted, many users can express helpful,
subjective opinions about specific ideas [103]. Therefore, in the
spirit of design thinking [104], we exposed the users to key
design ideas by describing the digital experts and DC and asking
for their perceptions, expectations, and preferences regarding
digital agent support. As is typical in design thinking, the
discussion focused on the desirability of critical capabilities but
did not include a detailed discussion about feasibility.

Data Analysis
All the interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. The
analysis combined deductive thematic research and interpretive
research, allowing for broad coverage and deep insight
simultaneously. During the top-down analysis, the transcripts
were coded according to a codebook derived inductively from
a small preliminary study [97]. A professor of nursing science
cross-checked the codebook. Again, all researchers attended a
training session to ensure that they had the same understanding
of the codebook. All interviews were then deductively coded
using MAXQDA (VERBI Software GmbH) [105]. The
designated quality manager conducted quality assurance
activities by controlling all code assignments and correcting
them to ensure a consistent basis for analysis. We achieved
thematic saturation—all themes from the specified coding
schema appeared in the data with high frequency (the most
frequent code was assigned 274 times and the least frequent
was assigned 25 times; overall, we had 1954 assignments across
all codes) [102]. Finally, all interviews were summarized by
code; for each theme, we obtained a summary of participant
opinions related to the code. These summaries formed the basis
for further analysis, and the results were then used for
interpretation.

To interpret the data, we organized 2 interpretation workshops
involving the authors. The workshops aimed to establish a
shared and consistent understanding of the most essential
insights between the authors. The interpretive process involved
iterative restructuring of the summaries along various
dimensions, with 2 dimensions emerging as crucial for forming
a consistent data view. First, we differentiated the problems,
current practices that emerged to mitigate those problems, and
potential technological solutions to address the problems that
occurred during the interviews. Second, we observed that the
issues aligned with the phases of a patient’s journey: (1)
consultation, (2) “transition” between consultations and period
between consultations, and (3) actual period between
consultations. These differentiations provided the framework
for reporting our results, and the proposed structure covered all
the challenges and problems identified during coding.

In our presentation of the results, we refer to the frequency of
specific challenges because, after identifying the framework
and distributing the significant challenges for each element in
the framework, we returned to the coded data to classify the
coded passages. In the following section, we have presented the
quantified data about the frequency of passages pertaining to
the challenges. However, it is important to clarify that we do
not assert the representativeness of these figures, as the analyzed
population was not chosen to be representative of the broader
population. Instead, the numbers ensured the thematic saturation
mentioned previously.

Results

Through analysis, we categorized the results into 3 steps in the
patient journey: first, the consultation; then, incorporating
information from the consultation into their lives; and finally,
the time between consultations.

Problems and Agent-Based Solutions During a
Consultation
During consultation, the main challenge, according to physicians
and patients, is conveying complex information in minimal time
to laypeople with various backgrounds, expectations, and
abilities while building or maintaining a relationship of trust.
Table 2 summarizes the problems voiced by physicians and
patients, current practices (as presented by the interview
partners), and envisioned solutions offered by the 2 different
versions of digital experts.
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Table 2. Problems and solutions suggested during a consultation, along with the number of mentions in interviews.

Solutions offered by communicative
digital experts

Solutions offered by the silent digi-
tal experts

Current practicesProblems during the consulta-
tion

—aTime pressures (physicians:
5/22, 23%; patients: 3/25,
12%)

•• Physicians can concentrate on
a thorough and engaging con-
sultation using digital situation-
al information

Physicians can concentrate on
a thorough and engaging con-
sultation using digital situation-
al information

Medical information is com-
plex (physicians: 9/22, 41%;
patients: 18/25, 72%)

••• The digital expert suggests
text, images, audios, and
videos tailored to individual
patient needs

The digital expert provides
physicians with the following:

Physicians use graphics, visualiza-
tions, videos, and 3D models from
brochures, books, and online sources
(physicians: 14/22, 64%; patients:
7/25, 28%)

• The right visual aid at the
right time

• Graphic templates or
blank drawing areas that
they can use for their own
drawings

• Physicians draw illustrations them-
selves (physicians: 13/22, 59%; pa-
tients: 4/25, 16%)

Not all patients respond to
medical advice and informa-
tion in the same manner
(physicians: 12/22, 55%; pa-
tients: no matching question)

••• The digital expert intervenes if
it determines (eg, through sen-
timent analysis [106]) that a
patient does not understand the
physician

The digital expert provides vi-
sual aids tailored to a patient’s
educational background, numer-
ical ability, or language skills

Most physicians try to approach pa-
tients individually by adapting their
language to a patient’s educational
background or medical knowledge
(physicians: 4/22, 18%; patients: no
matching question)

—Patients expect more trans-
parency and control over the
treatment process (physicians:
2/22, 9%; patients: 21/25,
84%)

•• The digital expert intervenes
when physicians do not give
their patients enough time to
talk, and it can empower pa-
tients to take more control

Many patients engage in conversa-
tions with physicians and take respon-
sibility for their treatment (patient:
3/25, 12%), and physicians try to
support this (physicians: 4/22, 18%;
patients: 5/25, 20%)

Some patients do not agree
with the proposed treatment
plan (physicians: 4/22, 18%;
patients: 6/25, 24%)

••• The digital expert advocates
for the patient (by putting the
physician’s thoughts or guide-
lines into perspective) or for
the physician (by supporting
the physician’s thoughts or
guidelines)

The digital expert offers argu-
ments, statistics, and figures to
support the physician’s point
of view

Physicians respond with more inten-
sive explanations (physicians: 8/22,
36%)

• Physicians protect themselves by
documenting the conversation

• Physicians do not enforce treatment

—The computer distracts the
physician and interrupts com-
munication, and use of com-
puter amplifies inferior com-
munication skills

•• The digital expert supports the
physician and the patient, for
example, through active listen-
ing

The user interface of the digital
expert is designed to be self-
explanatory and user-friendly

• Instead of the physician, the
digital expert searches for infor-
mation and offers context-relat-
ed content

• It will only interfere by assist-
ing an already impaired conver-
sation

aNothing mentioned in the interviews.

Regarding current practices, patients and physicians report that
there is very little time for a thorough and engaging
conversation:

I just felt like I was being processed. Quick assessment
with the question: What’s the problem? And I felt that
I couldn’t even say what I had because it was already
clear to the physician. After a quarter of an hour, I
was out of there again, and I was no wiser. [Male
patient; aged 60 years; D07]

I frequently make lifestyle recommendations. Costs
time too, by the way, cannot be done in a 20-minute
consultation that’s just long enough for issuing a
prescription. [Male general practitioner; aged 64
years; hospital; ST09]

Most physicians in this sample practice shared decision-making.
Some use the explicit term during the interview, whereas others
simply implement shared decision-making without labeling it
as such:

Then I say, we could try pharmacy, we could try
herbs, we could try acupuncture or this or that. I’ll
let the patient have a say. Because then the patient’s
adherence is also much better. [Female general
practitioner; aged 65 years; medical office; MA10]

All interviewed patients favored a silent digital expert as an aid
to the physician; they did not object to physicians using online
sources to obtain additional information during a consultation:

I don’t like having a doctor who introduces him- or
herself as “I am the all-knowing one.” For me, that
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tends to inspire confidence when a physician says: I
don’t know, I have to work with the exclusion
procedure. [Male patient; aged 74 years; F01]

However, patients expect uninterrupted attention, which requires
a sufficiently high level of expertise by the physician in using
the computer:

He kept asking and reading to me while he was
writing and asking me if that was correct. This was
great for me because then I knew what he was writing.
[Female patient; aged 52 years; S10]

Most physicians in this study would welcome a silent digital
expert to facilitate multitasking, and some already use drug
interaction assistants, risk or score calculators:

You can’t read through the books in the evening. That
would mean an insane amount of time or such a head.
That’s why these are important tools, I think for rare
conditions it’s certainly a good idea. [Female
gynecologist; aged 35 years; hospital; MA02]

However, the benefits of a digital expert are assessed differently
by those in different medical disciplines. A physician was
concerned about the transfer of responsibility to the digital
expert, whereas another physician worried about a decline in
interprofessional communication. A young physician was
concerned that this would cause them to acquire very little
experience and self-confidence:

You rely too firmly on that afterward. Then you
believe too firmly in that. Then it takes over your task,
so to speak. [Female dentist; aged 29 years; dental
surgery; MA03]

Most patients in this sample view communicative digital experts
positively. Those against them are concerned that they might
be disruptive or could be manipulated by the physician:

I do not know what the physician can enter there, and
then it is clear that the computer represents the
opinion of the physician. [Female patient; aged 51
years; S07]

The opinions of those in favor of it differ. Some consider a
communicative digital expert as helping less skillful physicians
and others consider it as helping competent physicians. Some
would like a digital expert to be a physician’s assistant, whereas
others consider it as a patient’s advocate:

As a patient, you are always subordinate to the
physician, in that sense. I don’t think it’s a bad thing
when someone else is on my side. [Female patient;
aged 28 years; S06]

Approximately two-thirds of the interviewed physicians reject
the communicative digital expert. For them, credibility,
decision-making authority, and their patients’ trust are at stake.
Some consider empathy between the physician and patient as
essential for patient adherence to treatment and, therefore, do
not believe that a digital expert can help. A physician found
communicative digital experts annoying but assumed that
physicians and patients would get used to them over time:

In principle, I say, there is still an interpersonal level
that artificial intelligence cannot comprehend.
[Female general practitioner; aged 48 years; medical
office; MA08]

Problems and Agent-Based Solutions for Transitioning
From Consultations to the Period Between
Consultations
Problems during the consultation may also hinder treatment
because poor consultations can impair health literacy and
adherence to treatment. Table 3 provides an overview of the
voiced consultation issues that affect the time between
consultations and the envisioned solutions offered through an
interaction of the digital expert and DC.

Table 3. Problems and envisioned solutions for transitioning from consultations to the period between consultations, along with the number of mentions
in the interviews.

Solutions offered by the digital experts
connecting to the digital companion

Current practicesProblems resulting from the consultation

The digital expert records, transcribes,
and summarizes the conversation for
the patient (quality assurance)

Patients cannot remember everything
that the physician says (physicians: 0/22,
0%; patients: 10/25, 40%)

• Patients do the following:
• Bring companions to the consultation
• Consult brochures or online sources (patients: 2/25, 8%)
• Use reminders on smartphones (patients: 2/25, 8%)
• Take notes (patients: 6/25, 24%)

• Physicians do the following:
• Repeat (physicians: 2/22, 9%)
• Use active listening techniques

The digital expert suggests quality-as-
sured mHealth apps or equivalent fea-
tures of the digital companion

Identifying and introducing clinically

relevant mHealtha apps is time consum-
ing and difficult

• Patients search for apps themselves, but use dropout rates are
high

amHealth: mobile health.

Most physicians in this sample see potential in automated
recording and transcription. A physician hoped that digital
experts would give them more time to communicate with

patients. However, physicians doubt whether a computer can
separate relevant statements from irrelevant ones and produce
relevant summaries. Some physicians stress that the notes they
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make for themselves about the case cannot be directly shared
with the patient but need to be translated. Others insist on control
over the information that is shared with patients:

Therefore, the software must either be able to
guarantee this or otherwise it is legally difficult to
prove that the patient has been informed correctly.
[Male radio-oncologist; aged 35 years; hospital;
MA01]

Besides technical difficulties, the interviewed physicians see
another reason to avoid automatic summaries—subjective
perceptions are often only discussed verbally or communicated
via telephone owing to fear of litigation:

Certain things, incidents and so on, or special
experiences or special stories that are told that could
have legal relevance. I don’t list them in the computer.
[Male general practitioner; aged 62 years; medical
office; ST02]

Another physician takes precisely the opposite position. They
would appreciate transcripts of complex consultations in which,
for example, discussions about child protection or off-label
prescriptions of medication are involved. A physician did not

believe that a consultation’s significant first and last seconds
would be transcribed with the necessary weighting.

Patients also have different opinions about digital experts. Only
a few patients in this study raised data protection concerns
regarding the consultation transcripts and other information
recorded during the consultation. Some patients indicated that
they would benefit from this evidence of what was said in the
event of disagreement or malpractice. A patient was worried
about a decline in care because physicians were afraid of
malpractice lawsuits:

I tend to think I get worse treatment because most
physicians have way too much fear of someone
coming in afterward and saying, “I’m going to sue
you – you told me something wrong.” [Male patient;
aged 61 years; S02]

Problems and Agent-Based Solutions for the Period
Between Consultations
The consultation cannot cover all the questions and issues arising
between consultation appointments, and patients must rely on
their own judgment or a tool that assists them during this period.
Table 4 presents the problems that arise between consultations
that lead to poor adherence and the solutions offered by DC.
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Table 4. Problems and envisioned solutions for the period between consultations, along with the number of mentions in the interviews.

Solutions offered by DCaCurrent practicesProblems arising between consultations

DC provides curated content and web links
tailored to the patient’s diagnosis. This re-
duces misinformation and false self-diagno-
sis. In addition, it fosters more trust in
health care information.

•• Patients do the following:Patients lack information because of the fol-
lowing: • Use online sources, but they are skeptical,

and some distrust online forums in partic-
ular (physicians: 6/22, 27%; patients:
6/25, 24%)

• Insufficient time for explanations during
the consultation (physicians: 5/22, 23%;
patients: 3/25, 12%)

•• Read brochures (patients: 3/25, 12%),
attend public lectures, or even attend
anatomy courses

Poor recall of the consultation (physi-
cians: 3/22, 14%; patients: 11/25, 44%)

• More questions arising later (physicians:
0/22, 0%; patients: 11/25, 44%)

• Physicians provide brochures to guide patients
away from online self-diagnosis (physicians:
2/22, 9%).

DC tailors content to patient preferences,
contexts, and specific circumstances. This
includes content presentation in different
formats (simple or sophisticated text, im-
ages, audios, and videos).

•• Physicians provide paper-based instructions
regarding medication, exercises, and lifestyle
changes (physicians: 3/22, 14%; patients: 8/25,
32%)

Patients lack clear instructions and specific
information but instead experience information
overload (physicians: 0/22, 0%; patients: 8/25,
32%)

DC provides low-barrier access to the
physician between consultations. A chatbot
covers part of the conversation to protect
physicians from huge workload.

•• Patients report little interaction with their
physicians between consultations

Patients are on their own between consulta-
tions (physicians: 3/22, 14%; patients: 1/25,
4%) • Some use email but only sparingly (physicians:

2/22, 9%; patients: 7/25, 28%)

DC supports adherence by providing the
patient with individualized interventions
that consider patient preferences, contexts,
and specific circumstances.

•• Medication apps can support complicated
medication regimes (physicians: 1/22, 5%;
patients: 2/25, 8%)

Patients are overchallenged when taking their
medication (physicians: 2/22, 9%; patients:
8/25, 32%)

DC offers easy-to-maintain diaries and
journals, including data captured from digi-
tal devices (eg, wearables). The collected
data can be shared with physicians (with
the patient’s consent).

•• Physicians ask patients to maintain diaries or
journals, mostly paper based (physicians: 8/22,
36%; patients: 3/25, 12%)

Treatment success or failure goes unnoticed
(physicians: 4/22, 18%; patients: 0/25, 0%)

DC offers adherence measurements in an
easy-to-understand format.

•• Adherence is rarely measured, and often, it is
only based on the purchase of medicines
(physicians: 1/22, 5%; patients: no correspond-
ing question)

Measuring adherence is difficult

aDC: digital companion.

Most patients in this study would welcome a DC; however, a
few are skeptical or undecided. Patients are open to using
electronic tools and online services regarding current practices.
However, this is not always helpful to physicians:

People practically come with a diagnosis, and after
that, we first have to come back to the symptoms. And
I have to say, “hey, we have to start all over again.”
[Male general practitioner; aged 66 years; medical
office; ST01]

Many physicians who were interviewed could see the potential
of a DC. Some hoped this would improve adherence to medical
advice, whereas a physician saw a significant benefit in making
the DC genuinely personalized and tailored to an individual
patient’s needs. Regarding monitoring patient behavior between
consultations, less than one-third of the physicians reported
adherence measurement (which is usually based on the purchase
of medications):

That’s why I’m very happy when the patients order
medication from us because then I can see on the

computer when they have picked up their medication.
I don’t see that when they buy medicines from the
pharmacy. [Female general practitioner; aged 48
years; medical office; MA08]

Most physicians in this sample are open to receiving and
interpreting monitoring data from patients and their mobile
devices. However, they have the following reservations. First,
there is an unmanageable number of mobile apps. Second, they
fear data overload and being forced to respond to monitoring
results, which requires additional time that physicians do not
have. Third, physicians see a risk that such monitoring will
negatively influence patient behavior. A physician raised the
possibility that neurosis could result from constant introspection.
Another concern was that patients would abdicate responsibility
for their condition by transmitting data and threshold violations.
Despite these concerns, confronting patients regarding their
threshold violations encourages them to reflect on their condition
and possible lifestyle changes. Therefore, patients can become
“experts” on their condition:
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Because that is certainly one aspect when patients
think about it: Why did my sugar do that now? That’s
the most instructive. And the goal is that they become
the “expert” and I coach them. [Female general
practitioner; aged 39 years; hospital; ST08]

Discussion

Overview
Problems in physician-patient interaction that ultimately hamper
treatment adherence can be classified into 3 categories: problems
regarding the consultation itself, problems from the consultation
but appearing between consultations, and new problems arising
between consultations. These problems overlap and, therefore,
need to be addressed using integrated support systems. On the
basis of the scenario, a support system consisting of digital
agents assisting in the consultation and a companion for the
periods between consultations is proposed. To qualify for the
task, these agents need to meet the expectations of physicians
and patients and improve health outcomes. In the following
sections, we discuss design recommendations for the 3 digital
agents that are active in the consultation and act as the patient’s
companion between consultations.

Requirements for Digital Experts During the
Consultation
Digital experts reveal their capabilities during the consultation
by integrating and extending the functionalities of EMRs and
encounter PDAs with the characteristics of digital agents [33].
These include autonomous and intelligent behavior, reactions
to environmental situations, and communication with humans
or machines.

The Digital Agent Should Make Its Role in the Triadic
Consultation Transparent
Our interviews asked for opinions about including medically
skilled digital agents as part of a physician’s EMR [45,46].
These can facilitate conversations between physicians and
patients or offer second opinions regarding diagnosis and
treatment. In such cases, the digital agent functions as an
additional physician. Although most patients would welcome
this triadic consultation, some fear that physicians could
manipulate their DCs. These reservations arise from an
understanding that digital agents could adopt the role of a second
physician and a trusted family member, spouse, or friend
[41,42]. Such roles include informational or emotional support
(eg, taking notes, ensuring understanding, and reassuring
patients) [42]. Accordingly, the role of a digital agent in
consultation must be clearly defined and transparent to patients.
Further studies might explore what patients require to trust and
benefit most from these digital agents in the role of a second
physician, family member, spouse, or friend.

The Digital Agent Should Encourage Trust and Support
the Physician-Patient Relationship While Safeguarding
the Physician’s Credibility
The literature and interviews with physicians and patients agree
on the importance of trust and good relationships between
physicians and patients in a medical setting [4,12]. Although

traditional health IT (eg, EMRs and encounter PDAs) does not
seem to interfere with patient-physician relationships [53], the
situation changes when digital agents act as medical experts or
DCs during a consultation. Most interviewed patients like the
idea of a digital agent and do not think it will harm the
physician-patient relationship. At the same time, many
physicians have an opposing view, fearing loss of credibility
and decision-making authority. Therefore, a challenge for DC
is to foster trust and support, rather than undermine, the
relationship between physicians and patients. Such digital agents
must support patients but not unduly contradict physicians or
disrupt the natural flow of conversation. This means that digital
agents must recognize whether a piece of medical advice will
strengthen or damage the relationship.

The Digital Agent Should Help Physicians to Focus on
the Patient During the Consultation
The interviewed patients expect their physicians’ full attention
even when interacting with a computer. In a traditional practice
setting, computer screens create a barrier between patients and
physicians and can be a serious distraction [47,54]. However,
digital agents act independently or are triggered by voice control
to provide information or document the conversation, requiring
less attention from the physician. The form of digital agents
integrated into the conversation can range from shared screens
or smart speakers to humanlike robots. Technological advances
have brought such user interfaces and digital agents more close
to reality. Further studies should indicate what patients and
physicians are most likely to accept.

The Digital Agent Should Support Physicians by Taking
Over Administrative Duties
Administrative duties prevents physicians from doing what they
were trained to do (at considerable expense) and reduces their
job satisfaction. The time pressure resulting from these
administrative duties is a well-known problem that affects
patient health outcomes [1,2,12]. This issue surfaced in the
interviews with physicians and patients who were dissatisfied
with their treatment. Therefore, a significant role for digital
experts is to relieve physicians from as many administrative
duties as possible. However, it is essential for physicians that
their medical reasoning is considered as something more than
mere administration. Recording, transcribing, and summarizing
the conversation is necessary, but it is not the whole story.
Digital experts should support medical reasoning of physicians
and ask for it if not already done, rather than impeding it.

Requirements for Handover From Digital Experts to
DCs
To ensure a seamless patient experience, information collected
and discussed during the consultation must be passed from the
digital experts supporting the consultation to a patient’s DC.

The Digital Agent Should Tailor Information and Patient
Education to Individual Patient Needs and Preferences
In supporting consultation, digital experts could, for example,
provide appropriate information at the appropriate time. After
consultation, DCs could continue patient education between
consultations, which is tailored to their information needs and
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preferences. This can give physicians extra time during
consultations [1,2] and assist patients in recalling
recommendations and information [19,23,24]. In contrast to
reading widely circulated brochures, leaflets, and generalized
online sources [28,29,31,32,107], patients receive personalized
information matching their specific circumstances and treatment
plans. This saves time by reducing the need to guide patients
away from potentially incorrect self-diagnosis [30].

Our interviews indicated that physicians effectively tailor
information to their patients’needs and backgrounds. Therefore,
digital agents in the form of digital experts and companions
must keep up with or even outperform physicians to add value.
To achieve this, digital experts should either be able to draw on
predefined patient profiles or interpret and assess patient
preferences and backgrounds correctly. Physicians
understandably insist on maintaining overall control as they are
liable for the information they give their patients. A suboptimal
solution would require physicians to verify the information they
provide patients via the DC. In contrast, a better solution would
ensure (in a trusted manner) that the information offered was
consistent with the physician’s directions.

Requirements for the DC in the Period Between
Consultations
DCs support patients as digital agents between consultations
by integrating and extending the functionalities of patient
portals, PHRs, and mHealth apps.

The Digital Agent Should Offer Adaptive Interventions
for Behavior Change
In conventional lifestyle change treatment, adaptive
interventions are standard, and physicians and patients adapt
and agree about the treatment every few weeks or months,
ideally in a shared decision-making process [3,4,6,7,9].
However, adjustment cycles are dependent on consultation
cycles, and in the meantime, patients may treat themselves
incorrectly or discontinue a treatment owing to a lack of
corrective measures. Here, digital agents in the form of DCs
can shorten the cycle considerably. Depending on a patient’s
mood, context, experience, and feedback, the DC can adjust the
treatment within days, hours, minutes, or even seconds [85,86].
In our interviews, patients welcomed the idea of such functional
flexibility. However, the challenge for the digital agent is to
offer adaptive interventions that align with the respective
physician’s recommendations, comply with medical device
regulations, and fulfill safety and performance requirements.
Further studies must demonstrate that this type of adaptive
intervention will improve treatment adherence.

The Digital Agent Should Measure and Monitor
Patients’ Adherence to Treatment and Provide
Physicians With Easy-to-Read and Easy-to-Interpret
Summaries
Measuring patients’ adherence to treatment is a prerequisite for
adaptive interventions [13]. Our interviews indicate scope for
improvement regarding the measurement of treatment
adherence—particularly for exercise and lifestyle changes. DCs
are well suited to measure adherence based on objective data

from sensors and subjective data such as chatbot conversations
with patients. The interviewed physicians indicated that they
would accept patient behavior monitoring if DCs aggregated
the monitoring results and communicated them directly to
EMRs. The literature also calls for this type of workflow
integration [62,74,77,78]. However, the DC must be able to
recognize red-flag situations and respond appropriately because
the responsibility and workload of constantly monitoring the
results cannot solely rely on physicians.

Further studies are needed to determine how patients respond
to behavioral monitoring. The interviewed physicians anticipate
positive effects, such as patients becoming “experts” on their
condition, and adverse effects, such as patients relinquishing
responsibility for their actions. Therefore, digital agents must
monitor patients in a supportive manner and report the results
in a form that assists rather than overloads the physician.

The Digital Agent Should React to Feedback and
Questions From Patients in the Period Between
Consultations
The more sophisticated the DC’s communication and interaction
skills are, the greater the expectation patients have for them to
react appropriately. It is insufficient to simply give patients
access to information through patient portals or PHRs [62,63]
or have chatbots handling patient questions and feedback. In
certain circumstances, patients still wish to talk to their human
physician. In such cases, a triage mechanism might involve
physicians only when necessary. However, the associated
liability issues affecting the physicians (eg, in the case of
suicidal intent) must be resolved.

Requirements for the Integration of Digital Experts
and DCs
Only the integration of digital experts and DCs can unlock the
full potential of these agents to support the entire consultation
process for the mutual benefit of patients and physicians.

The Digital Agent Should Integrate Consultation Support
(Digital Experts) and Patient Apps (DCs)
Integrating digital experts and DCs closes the loop from one
consultation to the next and synergistically increases the benefits
of both agents [108]. From a digital expert to a DC, personalized
information about the diagnosis and treatment is transmitted
immediately at the end of the consultation. This avoids media
discontinuity, overcomes the problem of poor recall of
recommendations or information, and allows patients to
implement correct therapy immediately. Some of this
functionality is already part of patient portals or PHRs [62,63].
However, making this information available in an mHealth app
supported by digital agents allows for better interactivity,
adherence support, and measurement. As access to information
alone has not proven to be effective [64,65], the mHealth
approach promises greater effectiveness. Adherence
measurements are fed from the DC to the digital expert based
on sensor data and patient-reported outcome measures (eg, diary
entries and chatbot threads). This allows physicians to prepare
for the next consultation and saves time because patients do not
have to report verbally what they have already entered into the
app. The interviewed physicians and patients welcomed this
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focus and time-saving measure, and the literature also calls for
workflow integration along these lines [77,109-111].

Limitations
We derived the requirements for the design of digital agents to
support consultation, adherence to treatment, and health literacy
solely based on the statements obtained from our in-depth
interviews with patients and physicians. Therefore, the 9
resulting requirements cannot be described as exhaustive. In
particular, many necessary nonfunctional requirements are still
lacking.

Furthermore, this study was conducted in Switzerland, which
has one of the most expensive health care systems in the world.
According to participating physicians, the standard consultation
time is 20 minutes, which is significantly longer than that in
many other countries. The responses from patients and
physicians in other places and cultures might differ considerably.
Further limitations may have arisen from the nature of a
qualitative study based on a purposive sample. Although such
a study results in a broad picture and deep insights, it may not
be representative, not even for Switzerland. In addition, it is
impossible to quantify the importance of the issues, suggested
solutions, participant feedback, or the derived design
requirements. For such purposes, surveys based on the insights
obtained from this study are better suited. In addition, we cannot
draw any conclusions related to specific user groups or medical
disciplines. The fact that interview partners from very diverse
backgrounds made similar observations and judgments indicates
that our findings could be applied to various disciplines and
user groups.

Conclusions and Future Studies
With the introduction of generative AI such as ChatGPT, the
time for digital agents to support consultation, adherence to
treatment, and health literacy may have arrived. There is
enormous potential for patients and physicians to benefit from
this new technology. Through in-depth interviews, both parties
revealed their opinions about a silent and a communicative

digital expert to support consultation and a DC to accompany
patients between consultations. Their responses are synthesized
into the following 9 requirements for the design of digital agents
to support consultations.

The digital agent should do the following:

1. Make its role in the triadic consultation transparent
2. Encourage trust and support the physician-patient

relationship while safeguarding physician credibility
3. Help physicians to focus on the patient during the

consultation
4. Support physicians by taking over administrative duties
5. Tailor information and patient education to individual

patient needs and preferences
6. Offer adaptive interventions for behavior change
7. Measure and monitor patient adherence to treatment and

provide physicians with easy-to-read and easy-to-interpret
summaries

8. React to feedback and questions from patients in the period
between consultations

9. Integrate consultation support (digital experts) and patient
apps (DCs).

Some recommendations for future studies were also offered in
Requirements for Digital Experts During the Consultation
section and Requirements for the DC Between Consultations
section in the Discussion section. In addition, we suggest the
following:

1. Obtain a complete set of requirements for the design of
digital agents for consultation; a full requirement
engineering approach would need to be followed and
explored in the field. This would include an analysis of the
technical feasibility and economic viability [104] of the
system, with the results of this study serving as a starting
point.

2. Depending on where the digital agents are to be deployed,
this study could be replicated with local patients and
physicians.
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Abstract

Background: Men who have sex with men (MSM) are disproportionately burdened by poor mental health. Despite the increasing
burden, evidence-based interventions for MSM are largely nonexistent in Nepal.

Objective: This study explored mental health concerns, contributing factors, barriers to mental health care and support, and
preferred interventions to improve access to and use of mental health support services among MSM in Nepal.

Methods: We conducted focus groups with MSM in Kathmandu, Nepal, in January 2023. In total, 28 participants took part in
5 focus group sessions. Participants discussed several topics related to the mental health issues they experienced, factors contributing
to these issues, and their suggestions for potential interventions to address existing barriers. The discussions were recorded,
transcribed, and analyzed using Dedoose (version 9.0.54; SocioCultural Research Consultants, LLC) software for thematic
analysis.

Results: Participants reported substantial mental health problems, including anxiety, depression, suicidal ideation, and behaviors.
Contributing factors included family rejection, isolation, bullying, stigma, discrimination, and fear of HIV and other sexually
transmitted infections. Barriers to accessing services included cost, lack of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer,
and asexual (LGBTIQA+)–friendly providers, and the stigma associated with mental health and sexuality. Participants suggested
a smartphone app with features such as a mental health screening tool, digital consultation, helpline number, directory of
LGBTIQA+-friendly providers, mental health resources, and a discussion forum for peer support as potential solutions. Participants
emphasized the importance of privacy and confidentiality to ensure mobile apps are safe and accessible.

Conclusions: The findings of this study have potential transferability to other low-resource settings facing similar challenges.
Intervention developers can use these findings to design tailored mobile apps to facilitate mental health care delivery and support
for MSM and other marginalized groups.
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Introduction

Gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex with men (MSM)
have poorer mental health and experience more mental distress
than their cisgender heterosexual counterparts [1-3]. Studies
have shown a high proportion of MSM’s experiences such as
mood swings, disordered eating behavior, anxiety disorder,
depression, suicidal ideation and behaviors, substance abuse,
and body image disorders [4-7]. A recent systematic review and
meta-analysis found that the prevalence of depression among
MSM in Asia was 37% [6]. These mental health issues
experienced by MSM are often linked to stressors triggered by
a homophobic environment, particularly due to their sexual
orientation [8].

In the context of Nepal, homosexuality is not criminalized, and
the rights of MSM are guaranteed by the constitution [9,10].
Despite these legal safeguards, the prevailing cultural norms
and societal attitudes pose significant challenges. Traditional
and cultural values emphasize heterosexual marriages and family
structures and traditional expectations of relationships, and a
lack of family support often marginalizes individuals with
diverse sexual orientations [11]. These social and cultural
characteristics create a heteronormative and stigmatizing
environment for MSM, which is detrimental to their mental
health. Past studies have found that a very high number of MSM
in Nepal had clinically significant depression (54%) and lifetime
prevalence of suicidal thoughts (26%) [12,13]. Despite these
dire mental health statistics, MSM encounter barriers in
accessing health care, particularly mental health services, due
to social stigma, discrimination, financial constraints, and
insensitivity among health care providers [11,12,14-17]. These
barriers to seeking mental health and psychosocial support
among MSM, who not only have the highest needs but also the
highest unmet needs, give rise to health disparities in this
population. In order to reduce these disparities, improving access
is crucial for advancing their overall health and well-being.

Mobile health (mHealth), especially mobile apps, offers a
promising solution to bridge this gap. It can offer tailored and
cost-effective interventions without the need for in-person
contact and can provide convenience, improve mental health
literacy and easy accessibility, eliminate travel hassles, and
encourage help-seeking behavior [18,19]. With Nepal
experiencing significant growth in mobile phone ownership of
96% and over 70% using the internet through smartphones,
mobile app–based interventions tailored to the needs of MSM
in Nepal are potentially feasible [20]. Recognizing the potential
of mHealth, we conducted this study to (1) identify the mental
health challenges and barriers to accessing mental health and
psychosocial support services among MSM and (2) understand
their preferences for smartphone apps (eg, functionality, format,

design, and attributes) that could enable their access to mental
health and psychosocial support services access.

Methods

Study Setting and Recruitment
This qualitative study is part of a larger HIV biobehavioral
survey that was conducted among 250 MSM participants in
Kathmandu, Nepal [13]. Five focus group (FG) sessions were
conducted with MSM participants in January 2023. Four of
these sessions included 6 MSM participants in each, while the
remaining session had 4 participants (N=28). FG sessions were
conducted until a point of theoretical saturation was achieved.
Eligibility criteria for participation included: (1) 18 years or
older, (2) self-identified as cisgender MSM, and (3) proficiency
in Nepali or English.

Participants were recruited using respondent-driven sampling,
a network-based sampling method often used for hard-to-reach
populations. The recruitment chain was initiated with 5 MSM
“seeds,” purposively selected based on recommendations from
a community-based organization providing services to MSM.
Each seed who completed the interviewer-administered
questionnaire was given 5 recruitment coupons to recruit
potential peers. Subsequent participants were, in turn, given 5
coupons to recruit additional peers. In total, 28 (∼11%) of the
survey participants were randomly selected for the FG sessions.

Study Procedure
FG sessions were conducted inside the community-based
organization’s office and lasted about 90 minutes. A
semistructured FG topic guide with appropriate probes was
developed that guided the discussion. A trained facilitator led
the FG sessions, and a cofacilitator took the notes. Both the
facilitator and cofacilitator identified themselves as MSM.

Before the discussion, participants completed an
interviewer-administered Qualtrics survey that included
sociodemographic, sexual health, alcohol, smoking, violence,
and mental health–related questions. The participants’exposure
to violence was assessed using the 4-item Hurt, Insult, Threat,
and Scream screening tool, using a 5-point frequency format
(scores 4-20). Final scores were classified as normal (0-10) or
violence (11-25) [21]. Depressive symptoms were evaluated
with the Patient Health Questionnaire instrument, scoring each
of the 9 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
4th edition, criteria (0-3). A composite score of 0-27 was
computed, with a score exceeding 10 indicating moderate to
severe depressive symptoms [22].

The FGs involved questions and discussions about traumatic
life events. Participants were made aware that they did not have
to answer any questions that they felt were distressing and could
leave the FG session at any time if they felt uncomfortable. A
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study team member was also present at all 5 FG sessions to
refer to a counselor or provide any additional support needed
in the case of a distressing situation. While conducting the FG
sessions, a trained facilitator approached participants sensitively,
respecting moments of silence and their willingness to continue
discussions—statements like “I am fine” or “we can continue”
followed silence. Despite the sensitive topics discussed, none
of the participants requested support, including speaking with
counselors. At the end of all FG sessions, participants also
disclosed that they were glad to have had the opportunity to
share their experiences.

Data Analysis
SPSS (version 29.0.0 software; IBM Corp) was used to calculate
descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages) for the
variables collected via a Qualtrics survey. FG transcripts were
transcribed and checked for accuracy before coding. The 2
coders (KG and CA) read and reread transcriptions to identify
key ideas and recurring themes. A codebook was developed
with mutually agreed-upon codes derived from the FG
transcripts, and coding was completed independently by 2
researchers (KG and CA). To ensure reliability, codes were
constantly compared for agreement and discussed between the
coders, and the senior author (RS) cross-checked all codes.
Dedoose (version 9.0.54) was used for data management and
analysis. The themes were gathered as child codes and then
placed into a broad category as root codes. Each theme with its
qualitative quotes to best illustrate the findings are presented
in the results section.

Ethical Considerations
The study protocol was approved by the institutional review
boards at the University of Connecticut (H22-0039) and the
Nepal Health Research Council (2391-2022 P). All the
participants provided verbal informed consent before their
participation. Participants were explained the importance of
maintaining the confidentiality of FGs and requested not to
discuss the experiences and comments shared during the FGs
with others. All the sessions were conducted in Nepali and were
audio recorded, transcribed, and translated. Participants were
compensated NRs 1000 (~US $8) for their time and
participation. FG transcripts were deidentified before the
analysis, and the survey data were anonymous.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Table 1 provides information on participants’ characteristics.
The mean age of study participants was 25.3 (SD 6.1) years.
Most of the 28 participants were Hindu (n=22, 79%), had a high
school or higher degree (n=21, 75%), and identified as gay
(n=22, 79%). A total of 21% (n=6) of participants had depressive
symptoms, and 14% (n=4) had experienced violence in their
life. A little over half (n=15, 54%) of participants had used
health-related mobile apps, and almost 90% (n=25) used digital
devices to search for health-related information.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=28).

ValuesSociodemographic factors

25.3 (6.1)Age (years), mean (SD)

Religion, n (%)

22 (79)Hindu

5 (18)Buddhist

1 (4)Others

Level of education, n (%)

7 (25)Up to grade 10

21 (75)High school and above

Employment, n (%)

15 (54)No

13 (46)Yes

Income level, n (%)

12 (43)Less than NRs 20,000 (∼US $150)

16 (57)NRs 20,000 (∼US $150) and above

Sexual orientation, n (%)

22 (77)Gay

6 (21)Bisexual

Relationship status, n (%)

19 (68)Single

9 (32)With partner

Depressive symptoms, n (%)

22 (79)No

6 (21)Yes

Ever experienced violence, n (%)

24 (86)No

4 (14)Yes

Daily smoker, n (%)

5 (18)No

23 (82)Yes

Alcohol use (past 12 months), n (%)

6 (21)No

12 (79)Yes

HIV status, n (%)

1 (4)Positive

27 (96)Negative

Syphilis status, n (%)

8 (29)Positive

20 (71)Negative

Engaged in anal sex (past 6 months), n (%)

6 (21)No

22 (79)Yes

Condomless sex (past 6 months), n (%)
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ValuesSociodemographic factors

11 (39)No

17 (61)Yes

Sexual partners in (past 6 months), n (%)

17 (61)Single

11 (39)Multiple

Engagement in group sex (past 6 months), n (%)

26 (93)No

2 (7)Yes

Engagement in sex work (past 6 months), n (%)

26 (93)No

2 (7)Yes

Has any health insurance, n (%)

24 (86)No

4 (14)Yes

Use of health-related apps in mobile, n (%)

13 (46)No

15 (54)Yes

Use of mobile or technological devices to search for health-related information, n (%)

3 (11)No

25 (89)Yes

FG Results

Overview
Throughout the data analysis, 3 overarching themes emerged
in the codebook with their own subthemes (Multimedia
Appendix 1): (1) mental health challenges, (2) barriers to
accessing mental health services, and (3) preference for mental
health mobile apps with desired features and attributes.

Mental Health Challenges
Mental health challenges faced by the participants involve a
multifaceted interaction of factors, including sexual orientation,
emotional distress, stigma, discrimination and victimization,
and social exclusion. Moreover, they frequently encounter
barriers to accessing support services that could enhance their
mental well-being. Participants not only vividly described their
day-to-day challenges but also shared insights into the collective
experiences of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex,
queer, and asexual (LGBTIQA+) community. Their
comprehensive perspective underscored the profound impact
of prevailing societal biases on their mental well-being (Textbox
1).

A constant fear of societal judgment and family pressure to
conform to traditional gender norms has intensified issues like
anxiety, depression, and suicidal thoughts. Participants in all
FGs highlighted the pressure to enter heterosexual marriages,
causing emotional turmoil as they navigate their identities and
societal expectations (Textbox 2).

Participants disclosed coping mechanisms, such as drug use,
drinking alcohol, smoking, engaging in sexual risk behaviors
(eg, multiple sex partners), and self-harm. These strategies were
described as providing temporary relief from the immense
emotional turmoil they experience.

I have personally known someone who started risky
sexual behavior from a young age because that was
how they felt validated. They wanted others to make
them feel better. So, they would often engage in
multiple sexual encounters, thinking it would help
them cope with their struggles... I also know people
who turned to drugs and alcohol to cope with
themselves. [18-year-old participant from FG1]

…due to tension and mental pressure, it was tough
for me to control myself, so I started to cut my hands
with a razor; I did it many times. I was also thinking
of taking tablets for suicide. [30-year-old participant
from FG3]

Several participants talked about and shared their experiences
of intense anxiety and fear surrounding the possibility of
contracting HIV and other sexually transmitted infections
following sexual encounters with their partners.

I have extreme fear about whether I contracted it
[HIV] or not… even the close friends I know have
contracted HIV, and because of that, I also have a
fear and anxiety of whether I contracted HIV or not
after the sex is done. [21-year-oldparticipant from
FG1]
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Textbox 1. Social acceptance and lack of family support heighten mental health challenges.

• “…there is no one, and when we open up there is no family support. Family supporting queer people, it is like gold which is rare. We only open
out in this [LGBTIQA+] community; You can imagine how bad is our mental status and the situation.” [26-year-old participant from FG2]

• “…because of my sexuality, sometimes I suffer from social anxiety, ‘are they judging me because of my looks, voice or the way I dress.”
[24-years-old participant from FG5]

• “I study in 12th grade, and most of the time, I am bullied by my male classmates… even the teachers ask, “Why do you act like a girl?” And
most of them do know I use TikTok, and everyone knows about me, so I think bullying is also another part, and I think mental health or stress
is a common occurrence for everyone in LGBTIQA+ people.” [22-year-old participant from FG1]

Textbox 2. Mental health challenges from societal pressure and identity concealment.

• “…if I have to be ‘me’ or do something feminine, then there is a fear of being judged by other people, so I have to pretend as a closeted man, I
have to pretend masculine, have a masculine voice, and all the stereotypes and stigmas the people in the community have kept, which fuels the
anxiety.” [22-year-old participant from FG1]

• “I faced immense pressure from my family about marriage, being the only son. I kept my sexual orientation hidden, making it harder in our
community. The talks of marriage became unbearable… I felt so distressed that I left home and was even suicidal. My relatives found out, but
the misunderstanding about my identity remained... these struggles took a toll on my mental health, forcing me to search for ways to cope and
maintain my well-being.” [28-year-old participant from FG3]

• “I was so low that all I had in mind was suicide.” [29-year-old participant from FG2]

Participants also shared that they fear the potential disclosure
of their HIV status because they anticipate that others may treat
them differently after learning their status.

When it comes to HIV, if a person status has HIV, he
is afraid that if his status leaks, then people will look
differently. [23-year-old participant from FG4]

One participant recounted how their colleague, upon learning
their HIV-positive status, tragically died by suicide,
underscoring the emotional toll and mental health challenges.

There was one colleague of mine who died by suicide
as soon as the HIV test result came back positive.
[25-year-old participant from FG1]

Barriers to Accessing Mental Health Services
Participants shared that many gay, bisexual, and MSM do not
seek mental health services because they perceive themselves
as mentally healthy and believe their lives are going well,
leading them to overlook the need for such support.

The reason I believe that our community members do
not seek mental health services is because they think
they are alright, that their life is just going on, they
think they are fine and healthy and feel they don’t
need such services. [25-year-old participant from
FG3]

Participants also shared that individuals tend to become more
open and willing to seek help if they are aware of mental health
services like counseling and therapy.

…if people are aware of counseling and therapy,
people will be more willing to go there. [24-year-old
participant from FG2]

Participants discussed that individuals still closeted about their
identity find it challenging to trust others, creating a
communication barrier. Their hesitancy to trust stems from a
history of hiding aspects of themselves, hindering open
communication and sharing true feelings and experiences.

It is hard for people to trust. There is also a
communication barrier because they are still closeted
and grew up hiding things from the beginning. If the
person themselves is not trusting them, then how can
they trust the person in front of them. [35-year-old
participant from FG2]

Stigma and discrimination associated with mental health and
sexuality were major concerns for participants. Many
participants brought up fears of being labeled “pagal” (a
pejorative that is closest to “crazy” in English) as a barrier to
accessing mental health services.

…there is a stigma against mental health, that is the
reason we do not seek mental health services. If we
visit a health care center, then people will talk about
it, and the peer groups and society will think of us as
pagal (crazy); they will say that this person is taking
medicines, so that is another reason we do not visit
mental health care centers. [26-year-old participant
from FG3]

Others discussed the impact that homophobia can have on MSM
seeking mental health services. Homophobia and heterosexism
still exist in Nepal’s society and can have significant impacts
on MSM decisions.

A stereotypical saying “how can men like men?” is
still prevalent in society, so, to not get judged by
others, people don’t attend these [mental health]
sessions. [29-year-old participant from FG2]

Many participants expressed their frustration with medical
professionals who, instead of addressing their health concerns
seriously, tend to label them, dismiss their issues, and attribute
symptoms to perceived psychological factors such as
overthinking, thereby hindering their access to necessary
services.

Often, the doctor calls us with names, gives us a tag,
they do not give us a priority, they only say “there’s
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nothing wrong with you, it’s only because you
overthink” which has an impact on seeking services.
[26-year-old participant from FG3]

Many participants expressed the financial strain posed by mental
health services for MSM in Nepal. The consensus was that the
cost associated with psychiatrist visits, along with their limited
financial resources, significantly affects MSMs’ability to access
the necessary mental health services.

The main reason is finances because it is still very
expensive, like we have to pay NRs 800 to 1000
(approximately US $8 to 10) per visit. It is expensive,
even more so in private clinics. [23-year-old
participant from FG5]

Several participants across all FG sessions expressed concerns
about time limitations and transportation challenges when it
came to accessing mental health services. In an FG, a majority
of participants agreed on the considerable difficulty that MSM
faces in securing transportation to be able to go to a physical
mental health appointment. In another session, everyone
unanimously agreed and nodded in agreement with the following
statement:

I think so too, because not everywhere has access to
transportation, and for some places, we might even
have to walk a lot to reach there. [27-year-old
participant from FG2]

When it comes to time constraints, participants talked about the
difficulty of scheduling mental health appointments within the
confines of work or school hours. They highlighted the difficulty
of taking leave from work or school to attend counseling
sessions during times of need.

I can go frequently, but the counseling appointment
has to be time-friendly. Some of us are employed from
10 am to 5 pm or even 6 pm. If the counseling session
is around that time, then I might come for a few days,
taking a leave from work, but if my office does not
allow me, then even if I had a mental health support
need, I would not be able to attend. [26-year-old
participant from FG3]

Solution: Mental Health Smartphone Apps With Desired
Features and Attributes

Overview

Participants expressed a preference for a smartphone app with
a variety of features and attributes compared to traditional
clinical settings. They foresaw that such an app could enhance
understanding of mental health, offer convenience, improve
accessibility, reduce the necessity for travel and associated
expenses, and deliver services in a confidential and
nonjudgmental setting.

During our young age, we didn’t have any type of
apps to help with our issues or any sort of networking
apps like Grindr, but now people are more open to
using apps, so creating an app to help solve the
mental health issue and counsel can be a great idea.
[35-year-old participant from FG2]

Desired Features of the Mobile App

Participants recommended using creative approaches, such as
fun activities to assess individuals’ mental health for early
detection, moving away from more direct approaches.

Something creative, not a direct approach, but
through games or other ways we could assess the
mental health status of the people for early detection.
[25-year-old participant from FG3]

Participants emphasized the importance of using the app to
schedule regular counseling appointments with mental health
professionals for those requiring assistance. There was a strong
preference for using Zoom over platforms like Viber and
WhatsApp for digital counseling, citing its widespread use
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

…those who are in need of mental health services
should get counseling appointments from a
professional by selecting them once or twice a week
in the app. [29-year-old participants from FG4]

Rather than Viber and WhatsApp, Zoom is good for
e-counseling, as in COVID many people are using it.
[18-year-old participants from FG4]

All participants underscored the importance of mental health
and psychosocial service providers being qualified, friendly,
and supportive of the LGBTIQA+ community. They stressed
the need for an environment where individuals feel safe and
comfortable to share their concerns.

First of all, they should be very friendly towards
LGBTIQA+, no matter whether they are a community
member or not, and we have to feel safe and able to
share everything. Is qualified and has studied the
related field. [23-year-old participant from FG5]

Some participants had suggestions that would help make MSM
more comfortable in participating in digital counseling, such as
making cameras not compulsory.

We can do it through audio calls. Zoom counseling
sessions are fine, but opening cameras should not be
necessary or compulsory. [21-year-old participant
from FG5]

An additional recommendation included providing convenient
hours, allowing users of the app to secure digital counseling
appointments relatively quickly. This would accommodate
individuals who work or go to school, ensuring continued
accessibility to the services.

People will schedule according to their needs and
how big their problem is, if you are having a problem
now and get an appointment for a session after a
month, it is not possible. [21-year-old participant from
FG2]

Participants suggested incorporating a toll-free helpline number
within the smartphone app. They shared their experiences with
toll-free helplines that did not function as intended in the past.
Additionally, they provided suggestions for improving the
toll-free helplines within the mobile app.
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We can use a Toll-free helpline number, but even I
tried to use toll-free service every time it was busy.
So, the missed call system [call back system] is good.
[21-year-old participant from FG5]

Several participants suggested including a feature to message
counselors in addition to the toll-free helpline that could help
those who do not want to or cannot talk over the phone.

Some might not want to speak; they could talk through
chat. [30-year-old participant FG3]

Several participants shared their difficulties in finding friendly
mental health and psychosocial service providers. To address
this issue, participants suggested having a directory of
LGBTIQA+-friendly providers on a mobile app that would help
show MSM where to go when they require help.

I searched, and I came to know. It took me a lot of
effort, and it was hard to find psychosocial
counselors. [29-year-old participant from FG2]

Participants also suggested to include mental health educational
resources, especially in the form of videos.

Many are hidden, they do not even want to come out
of the house, because of the fear of society. But they
use mobile apps, they could connect to the app, and
even with information and educational videos, we
could reach them. [21-year-old participant from FG5]

Many participants suggested a feature to connect with peers and
other members of the MSM community through a
communication channel within the app. They highlighted the
importance of such a platform for sharing experiences and
emphasized the value of peer support.

I think a discussion forum would be a good addition.
The forum can help you share and make you feel like
you are not the only one who is going through the
same trauma and hardships, and we will be sharing
with each other. [21-year-old participant from FG1]

Attributes of the App

Many participants suggested placing special emphasis on the
privacy and confidentiality of data collected by the app. They
recommended that app developers and health care providers
should commit to privacy and confidentiality clauses in their
contracts, with strict consequences for any breaches of
information.

The staff, app developers, and providers should sign
on privacy and confidentiality in their contract. If
leakage of information is found, they need to know
that strong steps will be taken. [26-year-old
participant from FG3]

When discussing the user interface and colors of the app, several
participants suggested that the mobile app should not overtly
appear targeted exclusively at the LGBTIQA+ community. The
participant expresses a desire for the app to have a discreet
appearance, in contrast to the distinctiveness of dating apps
targeted toward LGBTIQA+.

Through application maybe, the application should
not look like for only LGBTIQ. It must look normal,
not like Grindr. [23-year-old participant from FG5]

Participants showed a strong interest in an engaging activity for
user engagement and retention, particularly one that incorporates
entertainment. One participant mentioned:

There has to be an environment in the mobile app so
that I feel like going and using it again. [26-year-old
participant from FG3]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study revealed a complex interplay between mental health
challenges, including depression, anxiety, and suicidal behavior,
among MSM in Nepal. The findings further highlight the
barriers to accessing mental health care and support services
among Nepali MSM due to factors such as insufficient mental
health literacy, privacy concerns, financial strain, stigma, and
discrimination. This underscores the urgent need for tailored
and accessible mental health interventions. Participants
overwhelmingly preferred smartphone app interventions to
address the identified barriers and challenges, emphasizing their
preference for accessible and confidential mental health support
through digital platforms.

The major concern among MSM, where individuals perceive
themselves as “all right” without the need for mental health
services and less help-seeking attitudes, likely indicates a lack
of mental health literacy, which is similar to the findings from
studies among men and other minority populations [23-27].
Participants in this study expressed a preference for mental
health resources and screening tools integrated into the app.
Few studies have demonstrated that a smartphone app with an
easily accessible and comprehensive mental health education
module, resources, and engaging screening tools has the
potential to combat this issue by fostering a proactive attitude
toward mental well-being, the importance of seeking support,
and the early detection of mental health problems [28-30].

The stigma and discrimination faced by MSM, both within
society and health care settings, contribute to hesitancy in
seeking mental health support. This fear of stigma and reluctance
aligns with the findings from studies of various marginalized
populations [26,31-33]. In response to this, participants
expressed a preference for features within the mobile app that
could link participants with LGBTIQA+-friendly mental health
professionals through video sessions, automated text messages,
or phone calls, emphasizing the crucial role of trust and
understanding in the provider-patient relationship. Few
interventions have integrated such features into digital
interventions [34,35]. This feature could help to overcome this
barrier by connecting individuals with LGBTIQA+-friendly
and supportive mental health professionals and fostering a more
inclusive, judgment-free, and accessible mental health support
system.

In line with a substantial body of research, the findings
emphasize that various stressors, particularly those related to
societal biases, discrimination, fear of HIV, and other sexually
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transmitted infection results, contribute to psychological distress,
and these influence maladaptive coping behaviors among MSM
[7,8,36-38]. By incorporating features such as mental health
resources, coping strategies, and peer support discussion forums,
the app can have the potential to empower MSM to navigate
these challenges more effectively.

The privacy and confidentiality concerns expressed by MSM
underscore the need for a sensitive approach to mental health
support. This apprehension aligns with findings from studies
of various minority populations [39-42]. Participants in this
study articulated the desire for a mobile app that explicitly
addresses these concerns through robust consent forms, privacy
features, and secure messaging platforms. The app could have
features that aim to ensure privacy and confidentiality,
potentially fostering MSM trust and addressing barriers related
to sharing personal mental health information. Integrating these
features into app design could significantly contribute to
alleviating privacy concerns and establishing a secure
environment that encourages seeking mental health support.

The cost of accessing mental health services was a major
concern for participants in the study, which aligns with previous
research on the cost of mental health in Nepal [43]. It is
important to address financial strain in any intervention that is
created to help MSM in Nepal with mental health [44-46].
Studies have found that, by reducing travel expenses, mHealth
interventions help allow access for sexual minority individuals
to mental health care [47,48]. This not only addresses the
financial challenges faced by Nepali MSM but also alleviates
the transportation struggles [35].

Strengths and Limitations
This study is of particular value due to the lack of participant
involvement in the development of mental health interventions,

with LGBTIQA+ consultation being notably rare when it comes
to the creation of health interventions, policies, or guidelines
[49,50]. Using FGs, the participants’ perspectives can be used
to create a more tailored and effective digital health intervention.
However, this study has its own limitations. One of these
limitations is the presence of social desirability bias, which is
a common occurrence in FG discussions. This bias can influence
participants to express socially acceptable opinions rather than
their true thoughts and feelings. Additionally, it is worth noting
that the study was done in Kathmandu, Nepal, which can differ
in culture and access to mental health services than other areas
of Nepal, limiting the transferability of the study findings mainly
on the challenges and barriers. Finally, it is important to consider
that the desire to participate in a given intervention does not
automatically guarantee its real-world adoption. Evaluating the
actual usage and effectiveness of the intervention in real-life
scenarios is crucial to fully understand its impact and potential
benefits. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate real-world usage.

Conclusions
The study highlights the mental health challenges encountered
by MSM in Nepal and the barriers they face in accessing mental
health support services. The participants’direct quote, “invisible
in the corner of the room,” captures the hidden nature of their
struggles intimately tied to the intersectional stigma surrounding
mental health and sexuality. Emphasizing the potential of mobile
apps, our findings suggest that incorporating user-friendly
features like accessible resources, mental health screening tools,
and digital counseling with LGBTIQA+-friendly providers can
bring visibility to the mental health challenges of MSM. The
mobile app has the ability to establish an open and supportive
space, breaking down barriers and offering a pathway for MSM
in Nepal to identify and address their mental health concerns
with ease and confidence.
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Abstract

Background: The transition from hospital to home after orthopedic surgery requires smooth communication and coordination
between patients and their team of care to avoid fragmented care pathways. Digital communication is increasingly being used to
facilitate easy and accessible asynchronous communication between patients and health care professionals across settings. A
team-based approach to digital communication may provide optimized quality of care in the postoperative period following
orthopedic surgery and hospital discharge.

Objective: This study was divided into two phases that aimed to (1) explore the perspectives of patients undergoing orthopedic
surgery on current communication pathways at a tertiary hospital in Denmark and (2) test and explore patients’ experiences and
use of team-based digital communication following hospital discharge (eDialogue).

Methods: A triangulation of qualitative data collection techniques was applied: document analysis, participant observations
(n=16 hours), semistructured interviews with patients before (n=31) and after (n=24) their access to eDialogue, and exploration
of use data.

Results: Findings show that patients experience difficult communication pathways after hospital discharge and a lack of
information due to inadequate coordination of care. eDialogue was used by 84% (26/31) of the patients, and they suggested that
it provided a sense of security, coherence, and proximity in the aftercare rearranging communication pathways for the better.
Specific drivers and barriers to use were identified, and these call for further exploration of eDialogue.

Conclusions: In conclusion, patients evaluated eDialogue positively and suggested that it could support them after returning
home following orthopedic surgery.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49696)   doi:10.2196/49696

KEYWORDS

digital communication; patient-provider communication; continuity of care; interdisciplinary communication; hospital discharge;
orthopedic surgery; postoperative care; text messaging; mobile phone
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Introduction

Across the health care system, digital communication is being
implemented as an addition to traditional communication
pathways [1,2]. Digital communication is a form of eHealth [3]
that facilitates asynchronous 2-way text messaging between
patients and health care professionals (HCPs). Digital
communication is typically facilitated through email [4,5];
secure text messaging in patient portals [2,6]; or as a feature in
mobile health apps developed for specific purposes, for example,
postoperative monitoring [7,8] and neonatal tele-homecare
[9,10]. Establishing the effects of using digital communication
is still challenging [11,12]; however, an increasing number of
studies suggest that it can support patients in taking care of their
own health [12] and address unmet communication needs after
hospital discharge [13,14]. When digital communication is used
with the purpose of facilitating team-based communication
across settings, studies indicate that it may contribute to
improving continuity of care (COC) in transitions from hospital
to home [14-16]. COC is essential for patients undergoing
complex and long-term procedures [17]. Patients who receive
care across time and settings are susceptible to fragmented care,
and the absence of consistent professional support and
communication may lead to neglect that ultimately affects
patient safety [18-21]. Because of the growing population in
need of orthopedic surgery, workforce shortage [22], and
optimized surgery techniques, patients undergoing orthopedic
surgery are discharged earlier [23]. Day surgery is increasingly
used, and even patients undergoing complex treatments are

hospitalized for a shorter time. Common to patients undergoing
orthopedic surgery is a need for continuing rehabilitation across
settings, supported by adequate communication and home
symptom monitoring between follow-up visits [24,25]. Even
so, only a few studies have addressed the use of team-based
digital communication involving patients and HCPs across
settings, and primarily in other patient populations, such as
patients with cancer [14,15,26] and children with cerebral palsy
[27]. To our knowledge, no studies have investigated the use
of team-based digital communication after hospital discharge
in orthopedic surgery, although these patients often have long
periods of rehabilitation, where cross-disciplinary and
cross-sectoral communication is pivotal [28].

Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore the perspectives
of patients undergoing orthopedic surgery on current
communication pathways (phase 1) and to subsequently test
and explore their experiences and use of a team-based digital
communication solution (eDialogue) to evaluate whether the
solution can support their needs after hospital discharge (phase
2).

Methods

The eDialogue Intervention
The technical solution used in this study was a simple General
Data Protection Regulation–compliant solution, developed for
team-based communication, that lets users chat directly with
each other with texts and photos (“LetDialog” by Visma) [29]
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Illustration of the team-based digital communication (eDialogue) used in this study, where patients and health care professionals across
settings could text and send photos to communicate about postdischarge issues.
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The solution was accessed through an app for smartphones or
through a website. Users could choose how they accessed it
individually. To ensure compliance with the current legislation,
user profiles were created with a digital signature (NemID), and
the digital dialogues were stored in a secure cloud-based
solution. A data processor agreement was made among the
North Denmark Region, Aalborg University Hospital, and Visma
before this study.

The features were basic asynchronous text messaging and
exchange of photos. Photos could be taken directly or uploaded
and sent through the solution for review by the health care team.
Team-based digital communication was organized in teams,
defined by the individual patient, in a shared chat. Notifications
were sent to all the participants when there were new posts. Key
HCPs from the orthopedic surgery department at the hospital
were identified and recruited for participation before the study
(surgeons, nurses, and physiotherapists). Other HCPs from
municipal or private settings were recruited ad hoc and based
on patients’wishes (eg, physiotherapists from the municipality).

Study Design
The study was exploratory, using a triangulation of qualitative
data collection techniques, including document analysis,
participant observations [30], semistructured interviews [31],
and use data, with the purpose of obtaining in-depth knowledge
of patients’ perspectives and the context.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study was inspired by the
concepts of COC [17,32], which is used as a measure of quality
of care in health care transitions. COC includes informational
continuity, described as the use of medical or personal
information to provide appropriate care over time; management
continuity, which refers to the provision of timely, coordinated,
and complementary services that are responsive to patients’
needs to connect care over time; and relational continuity, which
involves the consistency and quality of relationships between
patients and providers as a means of connecting care over time
[32]. All 3 dimensions should be integrated to achieve COC,
and thus, COC is maximized when planning for patient-provider
continuity, information exchange, and seamless coordination
of services in the period of transition from hospital to home
[32-34]. For this study, COC has inspired the data collection
and analysis of interviews and observations as well as the use
of team-based digital communication to prevent fragmented
care experiences after hospital discharge.

Participants and Setting
The study was conducted at the Orthopedic Surgery Department
of Aalborg University Hospital, Denmark. The recruitment of
participants began in May 2021 and ended in November 2021.
The final follow-up interviews were conducted 2 months later
in January 2022.

In phase 1, participants were recruited consecutively based on
predefined inclusion criteria: (1) patients, or their parents if the
patient was aged <15 years, undergoing deformity correction
(DC) surgery or anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction;
(2) those who were able to read and write Danish; (3) those who

were discharged to their own home and had planned follow-up
in the outpatient clinic; and (4) those who owned a smartphone
and had access to a secure digital signature. The exclusion
criteria were (1) those who were not able to understand Danish
and (2) those who were not cognitively able to participate in
interviews.

The 2 patient groups, DC and ACL, were selected because they
represent 2 different orthopedic surgical care pathways.
Involving both patient groups allowed us to gain an insight into
the different needs of patients undergoing orthopedic surgery.
ACL is performed as a day surgery (ie, discharge on the same
day), whereas patients in the DC group most often have longer
hospitalizations and prolonged treatments.

The same recruitment procedure was used for patients
undergoing DC or ACL. The patients were approached by
secretaries at the hospital with an invitation to participate. If
the patients agreed to be called by phone with information about
participation in the study, the first author (LWHJ) would call
them to provide oral participant information. Written participant
information was then sent by email, and the patients were given
time to consider participation. One patient did not want to
participate after receiving oral information due to a lack of
mental capacity to participate in the interviews. Another patient
could not be contacted by telephone after he had initially
registered his telephone number. Both patients were from the
ACL group.

In phase 2, patients and parents (if the patient was a minor) were
onboarded to eDialogue on the day of discharge. The orthopedic
surgeon, who had performed the surgery, was invited to join
the patients’ dialogue, as were nurses from the outpatient clinic
and physiotherapists across sectors who were involved in the
patient’s care and rehabilitation after discharge. Thus, the
patients were connected with known HCPs and were able to
use eDialogue as needed from the day of discharge until 2
months after discharge. The patients could send texts and photos
whenever it suited them, but they were told that a 24-hour
response time on weekdays (Monday to Friday) would be aimed
for. As such, messages sent during weekends and holidays would
be responded to on the next weekday. It was pointed out, both
verbally and in the participant information letter, that in case
of emergency, patients should not use the solution but instead
call, as they usually would have done before access to
eDialogue. Thus, eDialogue was an addition to traditional
communication channels (eg, telephone calls and email) and an
extra opportunity for communication after discharge.

Data Collection
A triangulation of data collection techniques was performed to
achieve exhaustive knowledge of current communication
pathways, patients’ perspectives, and their experiences with
eDialogue.

Phase 1
First, document analysis was performed on documents and
guidelines for postdischarge communication between patients
and HCPs followed by participant observations of workflows
(n=16 hours). The aim of the document analysis was to obtain
knowledge of the policies and context of the study. The aim of
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observations was to document the current communication
pathways for patients following hospital discharge. Participant
observations were performed by LWHJ and followed a
predefined observation guide [30]. Observations were carried
out at the orthopedic surgery ward and the outpatient clinic at
the hospital and documented in Word files (Microsoft Corp).
This involved, for example, secretaries’ handling of incoming
phone calls from patients, registration of patient inquiries,
procedures for passing on messages to nurses and orthopedic
surgeons, and HCPs’ calls with patients. In addition, existing
systems for communication with discharged patients were
reviewed, including written communication to patients via
“E-box,” (a secure digital mail system for communication from
Danish authorities) correspondence between HCPs across
hospitals and municipalities in the local electronic health record,
and interprofessional communication related to patients’ phone
calls.

Second, semistructured interviews were conducted at the point
of inclusion for each participant (N=31). The aim was to explore
patients’ and parents’ perspectives on current communication
pathways. Interviews were performed using video 5 to 7 days
before surgery for patients from the ACL group (n=14) and
physically at the ward for patients and parents from the DC
group (n=17) because they were all hospitalized in connection
with their operation. All interviews were conducted by LWHJ
based on a predefined semistructured interview guide
(Multimedia Appendix 1). The guide was developed based on
the theoretical framework for this study and combined with
exploratory questions. It was pilot-tested in 2 patients similar
to the study participants and revised accordingly. The interviews
were carried out until data saturation had been reached, defined
by the point where no new insights into participants’ responses
occurred, indicating the achievement of a comprehensive
understanding of the participants’ perspectives [31]. The
interviews were audio recorded using a digital voice recorder
(DM-450; Olympus) and lasted for 40 to 60 minutes. They were
continuously transcribed and documented in Word files. During
and at the end of each interview, key points were summarized
to ensure the credibility of the meanings expressed.

Phase 2
Semistructured follow-up interviews were performed with the
same patients and parents 2 months after hospital discharge
(24/31, 77%). The aim was to explore their experiences of using
eDialogue for team-based communication in the postdischarge
period. The interviews were performed by LWHJ, audio
recorded, and followed a predefined interview guide that was
pilot-tested (Multimedia Appendix 1). The interviews were

conducted until data saturation was reached for each patient
group [31]. They lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. Both users
and those who did not use eDialogue after getting access were
interviewed. A total of 6 patients (DC: n=3; ACL: n=3) were
reached by phone, their experiences were discussed, and a short
report was written. Nothing new emerged from these
conversations. One parent of a child from the DC group was
lost to follow-up as she did not return our calls. Interviews were
performed face-to-face at the ward or digitally based on the
preferences of the participants. Participants were most likely to
choose web-based interviews due to convenience and distance
to the hospital, and data collection was conducted at the same
time as the COVID-19 pandemic.

Use data of eDialogue was collected through registration of
events and manual counts of messages exchanged in all digital
dialogues. Data included the total number of messages
exchanged in eDialogue during the 2-month study period, the
number of text messages and photos sent by patients or parents,
and the number of text messages that actually needed a reply
from HCPs. In addition, the distribution of text messages per
week per patient group was collected and displayed to show the
differences between groups. Content analysis [31] of the
messages sent by the patients and the parents was performed to
provide insight into question categories as well as how they
were distributed between the patient groups.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was carried out in NVivo (version 20.6.2;
Lumivero), inspired by Brinkmann and Kvale [31], with the
aim of achieving an in-depth understanding and connection of
the participants’ expressed perspectives on current
communication pathways (phase 1) and experiences using
eDialogue (phase 2).

Separate data analyses were carried out for phase 1 and phase
2 and for each patient group (DC and ACL), all involving 3
steps: meaning coding, meaning condensation, and meaning
interpretation (Textbox 1).

In phase 1, observational data were integrated into the data set
to enhance the understanding of existing communication
pathways for patients in need of postdischarge contact.

Use data from eDialogue were analyzed and presented using
simple descriptive statistics and basic content analysis to present
the overall question categories.

The reporting of this study followed the Consolidated Criteria
for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist [35].
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Textbox 1. The process of the thematic analysis.

Meaning coding

• Coding of the transcribed interviews was initially performed individually by 2 of the authors (LWHJ and REKL) by randomly selecting 4
interviews from each patient group and from each phase. Coding was conducted with an inductive approach with the aim of reflecting the meanings
expressed by the participants.

• To achieve intersubjectivity before and during the analysis, interviews were individually read and reread by LWHJ and REKL, notes were made
for initial ideas for codes, and these were then compared and discussed until agreement. In phase 1, this resulted in 21 codes in the deformity
correction (DC) group and 18 codes in the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) group. In phase 2, we identified 18 codes in the DC group and 15
codes in the ACL group. LWHJ continued the data analysis of the remaining interviews by applying the same codes to the entire data.

Meaning condensation

• The codes were then reread and condensed in discussion with REKL and the last author (BD) through several iterations, and this process resulted
in 12 codes for the DC group and 8 codes for the ACL group in phase 1 and 11 codes for the DC group and 7 codes for the ACL group in phase
2. We merged and we left behind codes that did not directly address the research questions or were only described vaguely by 1 participant.

• The remaining codes were then discussed with all authors to achieve further condensation and to define and name subthemes and themes that
would capture the essence of the data. It was clear to the authors that the 2 patient groups had expressed similar perspectives on the phenomena
of interest, and therefore, codes could be merged between the 2 groups in this step. Theme generation was based on a systematic identification
and organization of recurring patterns, topics, or concepts within the data set. This process resulted in 3 overall themes and 6 subthemes for phase
1 and 3 overall themes and 3 subthemes for phase 2.

Meaning interpretation

• Themes were defined and described narratively, and data extracts were chosen for presentation in the manuscript before writing the findings.

Ethical Considerations
Before the study started, the Ethics Committee of Northern
Jutland was approached, and it was found that the study did not
require approval, as eDialogue was an extra opportunity for
patients to communicate directly with their team of HCPs across
sectors. This was confirmed by email on March 18, 2021
(2021-000438). The study was registered with the Regional
Committee on Health Research and approved (ID number
2021-057). All participants received thorough oral and written
information and guidance in the use of eDialogue before
discharge. The study followed the Helsinki Declaration, and
the participants signed an informed consent form and were able
to leave the study without explanation or effects on usual care.
All patients or parents had access to eDialogue for 2 months
after hospital discharge. If they wanted, patients were allowed
to keep the possibility of eDialogue with their team of HCPs
after 2 months and until their follow-up in the outpatient clinic
was completed. An administrator from the project group was
passively present in all dialogues to continuously observe
whether the patients used the solution for emergencies against
the given advice.

Results

Participants’ Characteristics
Table 1 provides the baseline description of the 31 patients
included in this study. The patients were recruited from 2
different subgroups of orthopedic surgery: DC (17/31, 55%)
and ACL (14/31, 45%).

The patients in the DC group were, for example, patients with
malalignment or limb length discrepancy, and they were all
hospitalized for >1 day. The patients in the ACL group were
all treated with ACL reconstruction, and they had the procedure
performed as day surgery. Of the 14 patients with ACL injuries,
7 (50%) had a concurrent meniscal injury.

Across the groups, most patients were male (22/31, 71%), and
patients ranged in age from 1 to 59 years. Patients from the DC
group were discharged from the hospital after an average of 6.1
(range 1-9) days, and patients from the ACL group were all
discharged on the same day of surgery (<9 hours of admission).
All the included patients were discharged to their own home.
Of the 31 patients included, 14 (45%) had previously undergone
orthopedic surgery at Aalborg University Hospital, and thus,
they were able to reflect on previous experiences with
postdischarge communication during the initial interviews in
phase 1. In the DC group, 5 patients lived outside the North
Jutland Region.

A total of 42% (13/31) of the patients were children aged <15
years, and thus, their parents were the primary users of
eDialogue. Therefore, the baseline characteristics of all users
of eDialogue are presented in Table 2.

The table shows 33 users in total because 2 patients aged 16
and 17 years had a parent joining the dialogue with them. Of
the 13 parents who were users of eDialogue with or on behalf
of their child, 77% (10/13) were female (mothers). The mean
age of the parents was 43 (range 37-48) years on the day of
discharge. All users of eDialogue used a smartphone on a daily
basis.
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Table 1. Characteristics of all patients across groups (DCa, n=17; ACLb, n=14; N=31).

ValuesCharacteristics

Sex (DC/ACL), n (%)

5 (29)/4 (29)Female

12 (71)/10 (71)Male

Age at discharge (years), mean (range)

19.2 (1-59)DC

29.1 (17-46)ACL

Length of hospital stay, mean (range)

6.1 (1-9) daysDC

1 (7-9) hoursACL

Previously had orthopedic surgery (yes/no), n (%)

12 (71)/5 (29)DC

2 (14)/12 (86)ACL

Highest education level (DC/ACL), n (%)

12 (71)/5 (36)Primary or high school

2 (12)/2 (14)Vocational education (skilled worker)

1 (6)/2 (14)Short education, 2-3 years

2 (12)/4 (29)Bachelor’s degree, 3-5 years

0 (0)/1 (7)Academic education, 5-8 years

Work status (DC/ACL), n (%)

13 (76)/7 (50)Student

1 (6)/2 (14)Unemployed

3 (18)/5 (36)Employed

Civil status (DC/ACL), n (%)

3 (18)/4 (29)Living alone

14 (82)/10 (71)Cohabiting

aDC: deformity correction.
bACL: anterior cruciate ligament.
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of all users of eDialogue (DCa, n=18; ACLb, n=15; patients and parents; N=33).

ValuesCharacteristics

Distribution of users (DC/ACL), n (%)

6 (33)/14 (93)Patients

12 (67)/1 (7)Parents

Sex (DC/ACL), n (%)

12 (67)/5 (33)Female

6 (33)/10 (67)Male

Age at discharge (years), mean (range)

39.8 (16-59)DC

28.8 (17-46)ACL

Highest education level (DC/ACL), n (%)

2 (11)/5 (33)Primary or high school

3 (17)/2 (13)Vocational education (skilled worker)

3 (17)/2 (13)Short education, 2-3 years

8 (44)/5 (33)Bachelor’s degree, 3-5 years

2(11)/1 (7)Master’s degree, 5-8 years

Work status (DC/ACL), n (%)

2 (11)/7 (47)Student

1 (6)/2 (13)Unemployed

14 (78)/6 (40)Employed

1 (6)/0 (0)Disability pensioner

Civil status (DC/ACL), n (%)

4 (22)/3 (20)Living alone

14 (78)/12 (80)Cohabiting

aDC: deformity correction.
bACL: anterior cruciate ligament.

Phase 1: Perspectives on Current Communication
Pathways

Themes and Subthemes
Through the initial interviews, 3 themes and associated
subthemes were revealed across the groups. Overall, patients

and parents from the DC and ACL groups had similar
experiences of, and perspectives on, current communication
pathways. However, some subthemes were more prominent in
one group than the other. This is illustrated by showing how
many patients and parents from each group expressed
experiences related to the specific subtheme (Table 3).
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Table 3. Themes and subthemes of patients’ and parents’ perspectives on current communication pathways with HCPsa after hospital discharge (N=31).

ACLc (n=14), n (%)DCb (n=17), n (%)Themes and subthemes

Difficult communication pathways

7 (50)8 (47)Doubts about who to contact and when

9 (64)7 (41)Withhold questions or forget to ask

Lack of information due to inadequate coordination of care

6 (43)8 (47)Knowledge is not shared sufficiently

5 (36)9 (53)Hard to be “the messenger” between HCPs

Relations and communication provide “peace of mind”

4 (29)15 (88)Relational continuity matters

2 (14)10 (59)Contacts provides a sense of being cared for

aHCP: health care professional.
bDC: deformity correction.
cACL: anterior cruciate ligament.

Difficult Communication Pathways
Most patients and parents expressed frustrations related to
difficult communication pathways when they needed contact
with HCPs. They were in doubt about who to contact regarding
specific issues both before and after surgery and discharge:

It was like a week after discharge, and I didn’t know
who to ask. Should I contact the department, the
outpatient clinic or my own physician? I didn’t know
that. They kept telling me to call a new location.
[Mother of patient 2, DC]

The patients also described how they would often forget to ask
questions at the outpatient clinic or they would withhold
questions because they found it difficult to assess whether their
issues were “severe enough” to take up HCPs time. A patient
explains how it had previously led to concerns and worsening
of symptoms:

I couldn’t lift up my leg like I had been able to
before...The next morning, the knee was barely visible
due to swelling. Well, I should probably have done
something the day before, but I didn’t. You just know
that when you call the hospital, you must go through
several people, and I don’t want to be a nuisance
either. [Patient 4, DC]

Lack of Information Due to Inadequate Coordination
of Care
Patients in the ACL group highlighted a lack of information
before surgery. Similarly, they described missing information
in the first weeks after discharge, before their postoperative
follow-up visit, and before starting rehabilitation with a
physiotherapist:

Actually, I didn’t know what I was supposed to do.
Maybe I didn’t ask enough questions before
discharge. The first week (after discharge) I didn’t
do anything. I was wearing this DonJoy bandage and
I didn’t put stress on my leg or anything. And it turns

out that I really should have done that. [Patient 1,
ACL]

They had questions about rehabilitation and restrictions
associated with the operation, and this led to Google searches,
which usually left them more confused:

I felt like I was in a no man’s land and didn’t really
know what to do. [Patient 3, ACL]

In the DC group, the patients and the parents described how
knowledge is not shared across sectors in a sufficient and timely
fashion. The fact that HCPs in the municipality did not have
specialty-specific knowledge, as did those from the hospital,
was perceived as unsafe and uncertain. They described situations
in which home care nurses or physiotherapists had little or no
experience with their treatment and care. That placed a massive
burden on the patients or the parents to be in “control” of
everything. Lack of information and coordination across sectors
also led to confusion regarding the rehabilitation, for example,
when the physiotherapist understood the rehabilitation plan
differently than the patient remembered it. The patients and the
parents from the DC group pointed out how they become the
“messengers” and thus responsible for passing on information
between the hospital and municipal providers. They viewed this
as burdensome, expressing insecurity about accurately
conveying all crucial information:

It’s the fact that it is our interpretation of what is
heard. You know, it is not necessarily medical
language that we pass on to the next professional.
[Mother of patient 13, DC]

The physiotherapists often ask questions like “what
did the surgeon say?” But when you have no
professional knowledge, and you are busier with being
there for your child, then there might be things I do
not remember or consider as being important.
[Mother of patient 12, DC]

Relations and Communication Provide “Peace of Mind”
Patients and parents from both groups highlighted the
importance of the relationship and communication with HCPs.
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However, they had different perceptions of their actual needs.
For the patients in the ACL group, the most important thing
was that the HCPs were “competent.” This was also valid in
the DC group, but they unanimously expressed that the
relationship and contact with known HCPs were just as
important to them. The mother of a boy, who had been through
several operations throughout his childhood, described what
the relationship between her son and the HCPs at the hospital
meant:

It gives, well, it gives you peace. It gives peace of
mind even before you have to leave home (to attend
surgery or follow-up visit). He can say: “Well, now
we’re going home to Aalborg again soon,” and people
will say “You don’t live in Aalborg, do you?.” And
then he would respond: “Well, a lot of my time, I do.”
[Mother of patient 7, DC]

The same perspective was elaborated by the mother of another
boy:

I think it’s about safety, trust, and recognizability,
and we don’t refer to it as the “doctor,” we say we’re
going to see him (the surgeon) or her (the nurse).
[Mother of patient 15, DC]

During the initial interviews, it became clear that some patients
undergoing long-term treatments in the DC group already used

email or SMS text messaging for communication with the
orthopedic surgeon or the physiotherapist. This was described
as a workaround because traditional communication pathways
did not meet their needs, such as calling the secretary, who
would leave a note for the nurse or the surgeon to call the
patient. The patients and the parents expressed that it made them
feel supported, and thus, they largely understood the intention
of eDialogue. When asked about their expectations of eDialogue,
most patients and parents who had previous experiences with
orthopedic surgery expressed that they wished they had had the
opportunity of team-based digital communication the first time.
Thus, they expected that their previous experiences of “being
a patient” would minimize their need for eDialogue at this time.

Phase 2: Experiences With, and Use of, eDialogue After
Discharge

Themes and Subthemes
All 31 patients or their parents included in this study were given
access to eDialogue for 2 months after discharge with their team
of HCPs across sectors. Interviews with 77% (24/31) of the
patients and parents led to 3 overall themes and associated
subthemes identified across the groups. As in the initial
interviews, some subthemes were more prominent in one group
than the other and thus highlighted in the table (Table 4).

Table 4. Themes and subthemes of patients and parents’ experiences of using eDialogue with HCPsa after discharge (n=24).

ACLc (n=11), n (%)DCb (n=13), n (%)Themes and subthemes

Digitally enhanced coherence and proximity

7 (64)13 (100)A sense of security at home

5 (45)9 (69)Sharing knowledge between patients and HCPs

Drivers and barriers to use

8 (73)11 (85)Recognizable, informal tool and easy to use

4 (36)6 (46)To “be invited” to dialogue by HCPs allows use

2 (18)10 (77)Worry about overburdening HCPs

eDialogue rearranges communication pathways

6 (55)12 (92)Reduces the need for phone calls

7 (64)9 (69)Text messages and photos are adequate

aHCP: health care professional.
bDC: deformity correction.
cACL: anterior cruciate ligament.

Digitally Enhanced Coherence and Proximity
Across groups, patients and parents unanimously reported that
the possibility of easy and direct communication with HCPs
after discharge provided them with a sense of security at home.
Although eDialogue was used sparingly by some patients, the
possibility made them feel at ease during the rehabilitation
period. For the patients who used eDialogue more, it was
expressed that it helped them get through the first period after
discharge because they felt “closer” to the HCPs and as if they
had a constant “back up”:

For me, it is very much about security, I almost feel
that I have the surgeon by my side all the time. The
first time (of surgery and discharge), I felt that he
was far away. [Patient 4, DC]

The patients in the ACL group appreciated the opportunity to
ask questions, but the need for communication was most evident
in the first weeks after discharge and before the first clinical
follow-up and exercise sessions with physiotherapists:

Before my first checkup, I encountered some problems
that I really wanted answered, so that I didn’t have
to go and wait and worry if there was something
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wrong. It was solved immediately in eDialogue.
[Patient 8, ACL]

For the patients and the parents in the DC group, eDialogue
specifically helped HCPs share important information across
sectors. They described how no longer being responsible for
passing on information between the surgeon and the
physiotherapist at the municipality brought relief and was highly
appreciated:

Then we could see that they had the dialogue and
then we knew that when we showed up for training
next time, the physiotherapist knew it, so we didn’t
have to explain, which we found difficult anyway.
[Father of patient 10, DC]

In other cases, the patients described how municipal HCPs
would use eDialogue indirectly to keep updated with the
patient’s progress just by reading the messages exchanged
between the HCPs from the hospital and the patient. This
provided a basis for a common point of view at the patient’s
next training session.

The parents of minor children described how they used
eDialogue to calm their child or explain the treatment plan to
them by reading them messages from HCPs.

Drivers and Barriers to Use
In both groups, the patients and the parents agreed that
eDialogue presented as a recognizable and informal tool that
was easy to use and that this promoted their use. The short
response time was also highlighted as a main reason to use
eDialogue:

I don’t remember a day has passed, more like minutes
or hours. So, it’s been cool. It would never have been
the case if I had to call. [Patient 1, ACL]

Few patients experienced a late or no response. If it happened
with their first question, they explained that it made them lose
courage to use eDialogue another time. In general, the patients
and the parents felt that the use of eDialogue was less intrusive
than calling, but they also expressed worry about overburdening
the HCPs. By contrast, they expected HCPs to manage their
working hours themselves and assess when they had the time
to respond:

To begin with, I thought that I would not burden the
system unnecessarily...but it probably became a little
more urgent and I worried about the way he was
feeling, so I texted them and got a reply shortly after.
[Mother of patient 12, DC]

No patients expected answers out of hours, but some sent
messages at these times to be relieved. However, they all
emphasized that they could have waited for a response until the
next weekday. A patient from the ACL group described her
reflections about sending a message on a Friday night:

And of course, I thought, Oh no, now I hope he
doesn’t feel obliged to answer, but I also thought that
they must be professional and decide for themselves.
[Patient 11, ACL]

Some patients and parents described how, before discharge,
some HCPs would urge them to use eDialogue if needed and
that the feeling of being invited made them more inclined to
use it after coming home. The patients from the ACL group
also described how eDialogue opened up the possibility to ask
about “minor issues,” which they might not have called about.

Among nonusers or those who used eDialogue sparingly, it was
expressed that they simply did not have the need, as everything
went as planned. Nonuse was also attributed to having frequent
follow-ups at the outpatient clinic or attending physiotherapy
several times a week.

eDialogue Rearranges Communication Pathways
The patients and the parents highlighted how the use of
eDialogue had prevented phone calls or additional physical
attendance after discharge; this was particularly prominent for
the patients in the DC group:

Well, to start with we used eDialogue quite a bit I
would say. As soon as we had any questions, we texted
them and did not need any other forms of
communication. [Mother of patient 8, DC]

In a few cases, messages in eDialogue developed into a need
for phone calls or an extra checkup in the outpatient clinic. The
time of the phone call or attendance was then arranged through
eDialogue. However, digital communication was perceived as
adequate in most cases. There were instances where follow-up
questions from HCPs were necessary, yet patients quickly felt
understood and equally comprehended the answers they
received:

Although we have not spoken on the phone, I have
received sufficient information and I also feel that I
have managed to communicate well. [Mother of
patient 1, DC]

A patient from the ACL group described how eDialogue was
used as an extra contact for a him to “fully guard” himself. He
was in doubt if the photo sent in eDialogue could show his
concerns regarding the surgical site clearly enough, and
therefore, he contacted his general practitioner and texted the
team in eDialogue at the same time:

There was a situation where I had sent a message in
the morning, and so, I thought I might as well, while
there was still phone time at the GP, call to see if he
had an available appointment. Then I came to my GP,
and actually got exactly the same answer as I received
on the phone (eDialogue) an hour later. So, it wasn’t
something that was needed as such, but now that I
had the opportunity, I thought I might as well do it.
[Patient 8, ACL]

No patients expressed feelings of being misunderstood in their
communication with HCPs in eDialogue. They experienced
digital communication as being sufficient for their needs;
however, they reflected on the risk of misunderstandings when
communicating via texts:

I think it’s a much more optimized way of doing it,
because I don’t need a physical conversation by
phone. I’m fine with texting, but obviously there can
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be some misunderstandings or something that can go
wrong and then you have to call. [Mother of patient
15, DC]

The use of photos was mentioned as being very important to
support texts. A few patients explained that they lacked the
possibility of sending and receiving videos; however, they
emphasized that it was not a necessity for their use:

If I hadn’t been able to send photos, then maybe I
would have had to explain something visual by phone,
and then I would have had to come in for a checkup,
and then I would have wasted a whole day. [Patient
1, ACL]

Video could be nice, but then again, the photos could
effectively illustrate how the position of her leg is and
show how much she has actually been able to stretch,
in what positions it hurts, and so on. [Mother of
patient 17, DC]

The mother of a minor patient explained how she used
eDialogue as a photo diary to keep the HCPs across sectors
updated on the progress of her son’s surgical wound:

So, when she (the home care nurse) came and
changed the dressings, we took some photos before
she put on new ones, and then we kind of had it
(photos) from time to time and could follow how it
progressed...It was smart as hell, and when it wasn’t
the same home care nurse coming by, we showed
them the photos and at the same time kept the surgeon
at the hospital up to date. [Mother of patient 15, DC]

Use of eDialogue 2 Months After Discharge
The need for support and communication for both patient groups
after discharge was expressed through the actual use of
eDialogue (Table 5).

Table 5. Patients’ and parents’ use of eDialogue 2 months after hospital discharge.

Maximum number of messages
per patient, n

Average number of messages
per patient, n

Total number of messages, n

DCa (n=17)

5419.9338All text messages exchangedb

3411.2189Text messages sent by patients

207.5128Actual questions that needed a replyc

537.5127Photos sent by patientsd

ACLe (n=14)

369.0126All text messages exchanged

194.968Text messages sent by patients

143.955Actual questions that needed a replyf

60.913Photos sent by patientsc

aDC: deformity correction.
bThe total number of text messages exchanged between patients and health care professionals (HCPs) 2 months after discharge.
cText messages sent from the patient or their parents to the HCPs in eDialogue. The minimum number of messages or photos sent per patient was 0, as
some patients did not use eDialogue at all.
dActual questions that needed a reply from the HCPs are the number of individual text messages from patients or parents that were formulated as a
question; thus, this does not include the back-and-forth 2-way communication that 1 question could lead to (eg, saying thank you).
eACL: anterior cruciate ligament.
fPhotos refer to the number of photos taken by the patients or parents and sent for review by the HCPs.

Of the patients or their parents, 88% (15/17) in the DC group
and 79% (11/14) in the ACL group used eDialogue to ask
questions to HCPs after discharge. In the DC group, 13 (87%)
of the 15 active users used photos, and in the ACL group, 5
(45%) of the 11 active users sent photos to support
communication. Upon inclusion in the study, the patients and
the parents were informed that they could expect a response
time of 24 hours during the weekdays. This was complied with
in 96.2% (176/183) of the cases where a message that required
a response from HCPs was sent, and the distribution was equal
across groups.

Among users of eDialogue in the DC group, the minimum
number of per-patient questions that needed a reply from HCPs
was 2, and the maximum was 20. For the ACL group, there was
a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 14 questions that needed a
reply in 1 dialogue. Thus, there was a marked difference in the
individual’s use of eDialogue during the study period in both
groups.

Most of the communication took place from Monday to Friday;
thus, 84.7% (155/183) of the questions that needed a reply from
the HCPs were sent and replied to during the weekdays.

The patients and the parents in the DC group used eDialogue
throughout the 2 months (Figures 2 and 3), and 15 (88%) of the
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17 patients requested to keep on using it after the data collection
stopped at 2 months. The patients in the ACL group primarily
used eDialogue for the first 2 to 3 weeks after discharge (Figures
2 and 3), and use then faded. Only 2 (6%) of the 31 patients or
parents expressed a need to continue with eDialogue after 2
months.

Content analysis of the messages in eDialogue revealed 9 overall
categories, including treatment-related issues, rehabilitation and

restrictions, concerns about symptoms and complications,
medication, psychological support, interdisciplinary and
cross-sectoral dialogue, coordination and practical needs,
updates and gratitude, HCP ask for feedback. The categories
were identified across groups; however, some categories were
more prominent in one group than the other (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Figure 2. The number of individual text messages sent from patients or parents to the health care professionals in eDialogue per week 8 weeks after
discharge. ACL: anterior cruciate ligament; DC: deformity correction.

Figure 3. The number of messages sent by patients or parents that required a response from health care professionals, that is, messages phrased as a
question, per week 8 weeks after discharge. ACL: anterior cruciate ligament; DC: deformity correction.
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Discussion

Principal Findings

Overview
This study explored the perspectives of patients undergoing
orthopedic surgery on current communication pathways (phase
1), and their subsequent experiences of using eDialogue after
discharge, as well as the actual use of the solution (phase 2).

In phase 1, we identified unmet needs among patients regarding
communication with HCPs after discharge. The themes involved
perspectives of difficult communication pathways, lack of
information due to inadequate coordination of care, and that
relation and communication provide “peace of mind.” In phase
2, the participants were set up to use eDialogue for 2 months
after surgery and discharge, providing them access to direct
digital communication with their individual health care team
across settings. Through follow-up interviews, they articulated
the following themes: digitally enhanced coherence and
proximity, drivers and barriers to use, and that eDialogue
rearranges communication pathways. Use data of eDialogue
supported the experiences expressed in the interviews and
provided an overview of the actual use. These findings will be
discussed with the theoretical framework of COC and previous
research.

Signs of Improved COC With eDialogue
Through initial interviews, the patients and the parents expressed
a need for more clear communication pathways after discharge.
A patient expressed that it felt like being in a “no man’s land.”
As such, they lacked communicative support at home as well
as optimized sharing of knowledge between the HCPs involved
in their treatment and care across settings, indicating that
informational and management COC is under pressure [32].
Similar findings are described in other studies on patients’
experiences of the transition from hospital to home following
surgery [24,28], and this emphasizes the need to address
communicative challenges around hospital discharge.

The patients and the parents in complex and long-term
orthopedic treatments (DC) experienced a greater need for
continuous contact with their known health care team than those
undergoing day surgery (ACL). Thus, the relationship, trust,
and mutual understanding with the HCPs were described as
being of great importance for their experience of security. For
these patients, access to eDialogue was particularly useful,
suggesting that eDialogue may play a role in facilitating
relational COC. The patients in the ACL group, despite still
having an unmet need for information, expressed that “less”
would have been suitable for them. As digital communication
becomes more prevalent in health care [1,2,4,5,7,9],
comprehensive evaluations are crucial, including efficiency and
optimal resource use considerations. Some patients may find
less resource-intensive options, such as automated text message
interventions, sufficient [36].

Through follow-up interviews, the patients and the parents
across groups highlighted that eDialogue provided easy access
to relevant HCPs and facilitated coherence and proximity after

returning home, leading to “a sense of security.” These findings
corroborate previous studies [14,37] and support our assumption
that team-based digital communication may contribute to
improving patients’ experiences of COC in transitions from
hospital to home [32]. Other studies have also highlighted that
COC is one of the factors that can be positively influenced by
the use of team-based digital communication [15,16]. Voruganti
et al [15] evaluated the feasibility of integrating a web-based
communication tool for collaborative care in a pilot randomized
controlled trial and found evidence indicating an increase in
COC scores in the intervention group; however, the study was
unpowered to show the effect statistically. Another study by
Lindkvist et al [16] described how access to and use of an
eHealth device for text-based communication, image exchange,
and data reports between HCPs and parents of preterm infants
or pediatric surgery was experienced positively in the transfer
period from hospital to home. Moreover, they reported that
parents felt it gave a sense of “shared responsibility,” which
was also expressed by the patients and parents in this study.
Thus, they highlighted that eDialogue facilitated the sharing of
information, so they no longer had to be the ones passing on
information and knowledge between HCPs. This was a role that
they often disliked or mistrusted that they could fulfill
adequately. The findings from this study indicate, in line with
other studies [14-16], that digital team-based communication
has the potential to set the framework for interdisciplinary and
cross-sector collaboration that supports COC following hospital
discharge. Whether team-based digital communication can
actually enhance levels of COC to an extent where it can be
measured remains to be investigated.

Patients Want to Communicate Digitally
As seen in other studies on digital asynchronous communication
[15,16,38], use data demonstrated that most patients and parents
across groups used eDialogue (26/31, 84%). The drivers to use
eDialogue involved that the tool was recognizable and easy to
use. Employing a messenger-like tool, made available to patients
on their own smartphone, was a strength, as we did not
encounter technical challenges as described in other studies,
where devices were newly developed and delivered to
participants [16]. The simple solution only allowed for
communication in text and photos, and it may lack other options
for patients who cannot use the text-based medium. Although
previous studies involving text-based digital communication
for health care purposes show that patients largely adopt this
form of communication across settings and needs [4,10,37,39],
digital inclusion in eHealth interventions is important to
acknowledge both in regard to the hardware as well as patients’
ability to use the solutions [40]. As such, if the patients cannot
use the tool, no value has been added. Other studies have
integrated several means of communication into their solutions,
including text, video, photos, and voice recordings, and found
that video communication was especially useful [16,41,42].
This is in contrast to our findings, where patients expressed that
the text-based medium was sufficient for them in the
postoperative period. However, we acknowledge that eDialogue,
as used in this study, may not be sufficient for all patients. When
designing and implementing digital communication solutions,
considering patients' literacy and eHealth literacy becomes
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crucial to ensure equal access to health care [40,43]. Integrating
multiple communication modalities within a single solution
could serve as a means to achieve this goal.

A driver mentioned in this study was the informality of the
solution, and that it felt less interrupting than calling by phone.
Similar results have been found in other studies of digital
text-based communication [16,37], and this indicates a high
degree of acceptance and usability of the solution from the
patients’ perspectives. With an increasing level of smartphone
use in the general population, digital communication becomes
a more natural choice when patients need to contact providers.
Thus, statistics show that the use of smartphones worldwide is
increasing significantly, and in Denmark, it is estimated that
90% of all households own a smartphone [44]. As a barrier to
use, the patients expressed concerns about wasting the HCPs’
time. This is important to consider when implementing solutions
for digital communication. Our findings indicate that this may
be offset by a more inviting approach from the HCPs, as some
patients and parents expressed this as a facilitator to their use.
Previous studies have pointed out the importance of clearly
communicating response times when using digital
communication [16,37]. Similar findings were highlighted in
follow-up interviews of this study, where patients and parents
described quick response times, or alternatively late responses,
as a driver and a barrier, respectively.

Across groups, the patients and the parents expressed that
eDialogue, despite only being an addition to existing
communication channels, had rearranged the communication
pathways significantly. This became obvious as the patients
and parents described a reduced need to call the hospital, as
they found eDialogue adequate and exhaustive for their needs.
These findings corroborate previous studies showing a potential
decrease in phone calls to the hospital after discharge when
digital communication is being used [16,45]. By contrast,
another study reported, in line with our study, that some
questions asked by patients in a digital communication tool
were not something they would have called about and thereby
indicate that access to digital communication may contribute
to an increased consumption of health care resources [16]. To
evaluate the effect on resource use, a randomized controlled
trial should be performed. Future studies designed to
demonstrate the effects on health resource use are desired to
shed light on whether digital communication actually reduces
patients’use of other forms of communication channels or adds
on. In addition, it should be considered whether digital
communication provides better quality, for example, defined
as COC, patient satisfaction, and security for patients.

This study adds to the knowledge of patients’ perspectives on
current communication pathways and the sparse evidence of
their experiences and use of digital team-based communication,
specifically in an orthopedic surgery setting. This may inform
future interventions of team-based digital communication, from
its application in clinical practice to organizational and
management levels.

Limitations
The study has limitations that may affect the interpretation of
our results. First, inclusion criteria were participants who owned

and used a smartphone and could speak and write Danish well
enough to send text messages. Second, we explored the
perspectives of 2 selected groups of patients undergoing
orthopedic surgery. Therefore, the external validity of the results
is unknown for other groups of patients undergoing orthopedic
surgery, than the ones we explored.

In planning the study, we decided that initial interviews with
patients and parents in phase 1, who were subsequently recruited
to use eDialogue after discharge, were appropriate to identify
patients’ perspectives on current communication pathways.
However, some patients found it difficult to express themselves
about this, as they had no or little previous experience of an
orthopedic surgery context. In addition, there was a risk that
the use of initial interviews combined with follow-up interviews
within a short timespan (2 months) may have influenced the
patients’ expressed attitudes in favor of the intervention in the
follow-up interviews. Reflecting on this, it might have been
better to perform initial interviews with a group of patients who
were not given access to eDialogue afterwards.

In this study, we did not use log files to summarize the use data,
as other studies have done [16,26], and this may be perceived
as a limitation. However, we argue that log files, which report
the number of log-in attempts, database entries, messages sent
in total and the like, would not show the actual use as it
presented to the participants in clinical practice. Therefore,
manual counts were used to remove messages saying “thank
you” or similar, as these are not considered relevant to the use
of eDialogue in a health care setting.

Overall, the 24-hour weekday response time was met in this
study and some patients reported extremely fast responses from
HCPs. This finding must be interpreted with caution, as we
cannot rule out that it is due to the Hawthorne effect, which
suggests that people behave better when they are observed [46].
Conversely, it can also be an expression of the flexibility that
lies in the digital asynchronous form of communication, giving
HCPs the possibility to answer when they have the time for it,
or it may simply reflect that the HCPs replied instantly (when
able to) not to forget it. Nevertheless, an exclusively positive
interpretation of compliance with the response time in this study
may result in blindness toward the possible pitfalls that can
occur in the real world if eDialogue is implemented. Insights
from the perspective of HCPs can reveal this.

Conclusions
The findings from this study indicate that the patients and the
parents experienced an unmet need related to communication
and collaboration following hospital discharge. eDialogue was
overall evaluated positively, and the patients and parents
perceived team-based digital communication as correspondent
to their needs and suggested that it provided a sense of security
after returning home. COC may be enhanced by assembling the
team of HCPs in a simple digital communication solution with
patients. However, eDialogue should be further evaluated and
tested. Future research has to explore HCPs’ perspectives on
the solution as well as establish the effects and organizational
and economic incentives to use team-based digital
communication in the context of orthopedic surgery care
pathways.
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Abstract

Background: Approximately 262 million people worldwide are affected by asthma, and the overuse of reliever
medication—specifically, short-acting beta2-agonist (SABA) overuse—is common. This can lead to adverse health effects. A
smartphone app, the Asthma app, was developed via a participatory design to help patients gain more insight into their SABA
use through monitoring and psychoeducation.

Objective: This pilot study aims to evaluate the feasibility and usability of the app. The preliminary effects of using the app
after 3 months on decreasing asthma symptoms and improving quality of life were examined.

Methods: A mixed methods study design was used. Quantitative data were collected using the app. Asthma symptoms (measured
using the Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test) and the triggers of these symptoms were collected weekly. Quality of
life (36-Item Short-Form Health Survey) was assessed at baseline and after 3, 6, and 12 months. User experience (System Usability
Scale) was measured at all time points, except for baseline. Furthermore, objective user data were collected, and qualitative
interviews, focusing on feasibility and usability, were organized. The interview protocol was based on the Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology framework. Qualitative data were analyzed using the Framework Method.

Results: The baseline questionnaire was completed by 373 participants. The majority were female (309/373, 82.8%), with a
mean age of 46 (SD 15) years, and used, on average, 10 SABA inhalations per week. App usability was rated as good: 82.3 (SD
13.2; N=44) at 3 months. The Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test score significantly improved at 3 months (18.5)
compared with baseline (14.8; β=.189; SE 0.048; P<.001); however, the obtained score still indicated uncontrolled asthma. At 3
months, there was no significant difference in the quality of life. Owing to the high dropout rate, insufficient data were collected
at 6 and 12 months and were, therefore, not further examined. User data showed that 335 users opened the app (250/335, 74.6%,
were returning visitors), with an average session time of 1 minute, and SABA registration was most often used (7506/13,081,
57.38%). Qualitative data (from a total of 4 participants; n=2, 50% female) showed that the participants found the app acceptable
and clear. Three participants stated that gaining insight into asthma and its triggers was helpful. Two participants no longer used
the app because they perceived their asthma as controlled and, therefore, did not use SABA often or only used it regularly based
on the advice of the pulmonologist.

Conclusions: The initial findings regarding the app’s feasibility and usability are encouraging. However, the notable dropout
rate underscores the need for a cautious interpretation of the results. Subsequent studies, particularly those focusing on
implementation, should explore the potential integration of the app into standard treatment practices.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54386)   doi:10.2196/54386
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Introduction

Asthma is a common chronic inflammatory disease, which is
estimated to affect 262 million people worldwide [1]. Step 1 of
medical treatment involves the prescription of short-acting
beta2-agonist (SABA) as a reliever medication. In contrast to
inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), SABA does not have an
anti-inflammatory effect on the respiratory tract [2,3]. In 2019,
step 1 was modified in the Global Initiative for Asthma
guidelines [2]. Specifically, the option of a low dose of
ICS-formoterol, as needed, was added because asthma control
is often suboptimal [3-5]. According to guidelines, using SABA
more than twice a week indicates suboptimal, uncontrolled
asthma [3]. Approximately half of the patients with asthma have
uncontrolled asthma [5-7]. The overuse of SABA is linked to
an increased risk of asthma exacerbations, which are associated
with damage to the respiratory tract, asthma-related
hospitalization, and visits to the emergency department [8-12].

The overuse of SABA is common for different reasons. First,
individuals often overuse their SABA instead of taking ICS to
achieve a rapid relief from an asthma attack [13-15]. Second,
individuals may lack knowledge about the medication and
insight into the actual frequency of medication use [13,16]. For
example, the REcognise Asthma and LInk to Symptoms and
Experience study [17] found that 80% of the participants thought
they had controlled asthma, although 40% had used their SABA
≥3 times during the past week. A post hoc analysis of the Dutch
participants from this study showed that 60% of the patients
with asthma overused their SABA in the previous week [18].

Previous studies have shown that self-management apps can
help reduce the frequency of SABA use, increase SABA-free
days, and improve overall asthma control [19,20]. These apps
can also boost individuals’ confidence in managing asthma and
improve their quality of life (QoL) [21-23]. Often, these
self-management tools include education, self-monitoring, and
feedback to support the end users in managing their disease
daily [21,22,24,25]. Most apps are developed using state-based
models, such as the Waterfall Model, and agile methods [26].
These traditional methods do not engage end users in the
development process, which may result in lower usability and
adherence of end users [27]. Therefore, an app was developed
in collaboration with end users and other relevant stakeholders
(eg, health care professionals) using a participatory design. This
design can be used to engage relevant stakeholders during the
development process, which may improve the usability and
adherence to an app. The objective of the app is to help patients
gain more insight into their SABA use while also promoting
responsible SABA use. This may eventually decrease SABA
overuse. In a previous study, we described the development
process of the Asthma app [28].

This pilot study, using a mixed methods design, aims to examine
(1) the feasibility and usability of the app in people with asthma

and (2) the preliminary effects of using the app after 3 months
on decreasing asthma symptoms and improving QoL.

Methods

Design and Population
The pilot study had a mixed methods design. Initially, the study
was purely quantitative, with data collected through
questionnaires administered in the app to examine the usability
and preliminary effects of the app. Individuals were eligible to
participate if they (1) were aged ≥18 years and (2) had asthma.
Individuals who did not meet these inclusion criteria were
excluded from the study; however, they could still use the app.
The study period for the participants was 12 months. The study
was conducted from January 15, 2021, to December 6, 2022;
however, user data were collected until December 31, 2021.
User data collection was stopped earlier because the costs for
collecting these data increased after 2021, and this could no
longer be funded.

During the study, we noticed that most participants used the
app only in the first week after downloading. Owing to the high
dropout rate, an additional qualitative study was conducted to
examine the feasibility and usability of the app in more detail.
Individuals who use, had used, or had downloaded the app once
were included in the semistructured interviews. Individuals who
participated in the qualitative interviews did not necessarily
participate in the quantitative study. Qualitative interviews were
held until data saturation was reached; data saturation was
expected after 6 to 12 interviews [29,30]. Data were collected
between November 7, 2022, and December 13, 2022.

Ethical Considerations
According to the Medical Ethics Committee of the Leiden
University Medical Center, this study did not fall within the
scope of the Dutch Medical Research Involving Human Subjects
Act (N20.103). Subsequently, a declaration of no objection was
obtained from the Medical Ethics Committee. Participants
provided informed consent and were able to opt out (see the
Procedure section). The quantitative data were collected
anonymously, and the qualitative data were collected
pseudonymously.

Asthma App
The Asthma app (a Dutch app developed by the Leiden
University Medical Center and Innovattic; Figure 1) allows end
users to register their SABA use. Moreover, users can register
asthma symptoms weekly (they receive a notification to do so),
and they can register the triggers of these symptoms at any time.
A graph shows how SABA use, asthma symptoms, and their
triggers are related. The amount of SABA used was compared
with the existing guidelines [2,3] or, when applicable, with
health care professional’s advice. Psychoeducation is also
included, covering topics such as what is asthma and types of
medication and their function [28]. The app was available free
of charge in the App Store and Google Play Store.
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Figure 1. Visuals of the final version of the Asthma app: (A) landing page where users can register their short-acting beta2-agonist (SABA); (B) the
graphical overview or statistics (in Dutch statistieken) where users can get insight into their SABA use, asthma symptoms, and asthma triggers; and (C)
psychoeducation or information (in Dutch informatie) where users can learn more about their asthma and the app. On the landing page, users can receive
three different messages based on the number of registered SABA compared with the prescription: (1) “You can still use your SABA # times this week,”
(2) “You are at the maximum recommended dose of SABA for this week,” or (3) “You needed more SABA this week than advised.” After downloading
the app, users receive an explanation on how to interpret the graphical overview, and this explanation can also be found in the informational part of the
app.

Procedure

Quantitative Data
Different channels were used to announce the app’s go-live and
to recruit participants. Relevant organizations (eg, Lung
Foundation Netherlands and National eHealth Living Lab)
posted the information on their website and social media, or
only on their website or social media, and the closed Facebook
group Asthma and Peers in the Netherlands published the
information as well. The information was further communicated
through publications (ie, via the COPD Asthma General
Practitioners Advice Group in a magazine for pharmacists
assistants and in a national newspaper in the Netherlands).
Moreover, flyers were distributed via general practices.

After downloading and installing the app, individuals were
asked 2 questions to determine their eligibility for the study (ie,
whether they were aged ≥18 years and had asthma). Eligible
individuals were given information about the study and could
decide whether they wanted to participate by signing an
informed consent form in the app. In the app, participants could
view the informed consent form and withdraw from the study
at any moment if they wanted to. If individuals chose to
withdraw their consent, they could continue using the app.

Next, participants were asked to complete the demographic and
clinical characteristics questionnaire and the baseline
questionnaire about QoL (ie, 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey
[SF-36] [31]) and intentions to change behavior (ie, a short
version of the Theoretical Domains Framework [32]). Asthma
symptoms were measured weekly using the Control of Allergic
Rhinitis and Asthma Test (CARAT) [33,34]. The triggers of
the asthma symptoms, such as dust mites and hay fever, were
asked at the end of the CARAT, and the user could also enter
additional triggers throughout the week. At 3, 6, and 12 months,
user experience (ie, System Usability Scale [SUS]; [35]) and
QoL were assessed. No compensation was provided for
completing the questionnaire.

Qualitative Data
To gain more insight into the usability and experiences with the
app, the following recruitment text was used: “NeLL is looking
for (former) users of the Asthma app to get more insight into
the usability and experiences with the app, during a one-time
interview.” We recruited participants for the semistructured
interviews via relevant organizations (eg, Asthma Association
of the Netherlands and Davos and National eHealth Living Lab)
that posted the information on their website and social media,
or only on their website or social media; the information was
also posted in the closed Facebook group Asthma and Peers in
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the Netherlands. To increase the interview response rate,
participants were recruited via the personal channels of the
researchers. When a participant was recruited via personal
channels, the researcher did not conduct the interview.

Interested individuals could contact the researchers via email.
Subsequently, 1 of the researchers (LNvdB and AEV) would
contact them to determine whether they were eligible to
participate (ie, aged ≥18 years, having asthma, and [at least]
having downloaded the app). Eligible individuals interested in
participating received the informed consent form via email. The
participants could sign the informed consent form digitally via
Castor (ie, a digital, secure research environment) [36]. After
signing the informed consent form, the participants received an
email invitation to schedule the semistructured interview. We
aimed to enroll individuals who use the app and former users
(ie, those who had at least downloaded the app).

An interview protocol was developed (Multimedia Appendix
1) based on the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT) framework [37]. These interviews were
conducted to better understand the perceived usability and
feasibility. Interviews were conducted web-based via Microsoft
Teams and lasted between 30 and 45 minutes. The participants
received a gift card of 30 euros (US $31.2).

Outcome Measures

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
General information about the participants and their asthma was
obtained, including gender, age (birth year), level of education,
type of asthma, degree of asthma control, and type of
medication. Multiple answers could be selected when answering
the question about the type of asthma (ie, allergic asthma,
nonallergic asthma, exercise asthma, severe asthma, and do not
know) and medication (ie, SABA, ICS, long-acting
beta2-agonist (LABA), ICS+LABA, do not know, and no
medication use). Furthermore, the participants were asked
whether they had received specific advice from their general
practitioner on how much SABA they could use per week. When
the participant had not received specific advice or did not know
whether they had received specific advice, the existing guideline
of a maximum of 2 SABA intakes per week was used. When
the participants received specific advice from their general
practitioner on their SABA use, they could indicate how much
SABA they could use per week.

The question “How much SABA did you use last week?” was
used as a baseline measure of SABA use. To examine whether

an individual’s asthma was stable or unstable during the last
week and differed from their average SABA use, an additional
question was asked: “How much SABA do you use on average
per week?”. In the app, individuals could register their weekly
SABA use by clicking on the plus sign shown on the home
screen.

The Intention to Change Behavior
The intention to change behavior was assessed using 3 items
of the subscale “Intentions” of the Theoretical Domains
Framework questionnaire [32]. The original subscale consisted
of 4 items, but 1 of the items did not apply to this study and
was, therefore, omitted. Items were answered on a 7-point Likert
scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).
An example of an item is “In the next three months, I intend to
use my SABA as prescribed.” A higher score (with a maximum
of 21) signified more intent to use their SABA as prescribed in
the next 3 months.

Feasibility and Usability
Different types of user data in the app were collected via an
analytics platform (ie, PIWIK), namely, (1) which pages are
visited in the app (ie, home screen, psychoeducation, user
settings page, questionnaires, and the graph) and (2) events (ie,
when the app is opened; SABA registrations; number of user
clicks on notifications; and, when applicable, made changes in
the maximum intake of SABA as advised by the health care
professional).

The usability of the app was measured quantitatively using the
10-item SUS [35]. The items were rated on a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from strongly disagree (0) to strongly agree (4).
The scores were multiplied by 2.5 to obtain the total score
ranging from 0 to 100. A higher score indicated that the app
was more user-friendly.

A qualitative assessment of the feasibility and usability was
conducted through interviews. The interview protocol was based
on the UTAUT framework [37], which identified four main
factors that influence the intention and use of technology (in
this case, an app): (1) performance expectancy, (2) effort
expectancy, (3) facilitating conditions, and (4) social influence.
Textbox 1 presents an explanation of these factors. Moreover,
the UTAUT framework includes four moderating factors: (1)
gender, (2) age, (3) experience, and (4) voluntariness of use
[37]. These factors and moderating factors were discussed during
the interviews.

Textbox 1. Explanation of the factors within the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology framework.

Description

• Performance expectancy: the general benefits associated with app use and feasibility of the app

• Effort expectancy: ease of use and usability of the app

• Facilitating conditions: having sufficient resources and knowledge to use the app

• Social influence: the influence of other people (eg, family, friends, and acquaintances) to start and keep using the app and whether they would
recommend the app to others
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Preliminary Effects
Asthma symptoms and triggers of these symptoms were
measured using the 10-item CARAT [33,34]. An example item
is “During the last week, because of your asthma/rhinitis/allergy,
how many times, on average, did you experience sneezing?.”
Items were rated on a 4-point scale ranging from 0 (never) to 3
(almost every day). All items were reverse scored, and the total
score ranged from 0 (minimal control) to 30 (maximum control).
A score of 24 or higher indicated controlled asthma. In addition
to the total score, 2 subscales were calculated: a score of the
upper airway and a score of the lower airway. The upper airway
score ranged from 0 (minimal control) to 12 (maximum control),
and the lower airway score ranged from 0 (minimal control) to
18 (maximum control). An additional question was added to
identify the symptom triggers: dust mites, animals, smoke,
weather, hay fever or pollen, air pollution, smells, and exertion
or exercise. Participants were able to select multiple triggers.

Participants’health and health-related QoL were measured using
the SF-36 [31]. The SF-36 consists of 2 main categories:
physical and mental health [38]. Physical health entailed the
physical components and consisted of the following subscales:
physical functioning (10 items), role limitations due to physical
problems (4 items), bodily pain (2 items), and general health
perceptions (5 items). Mental health entailed the mental
components and consisted of the following subscales: social
functioning (2 items), general mental health (5 items), role
limitations due to emotional problems (3 items), and vitality (4
items) [31,39]. All items were recoded into scores ranging from
0 (the poorest level of physical or mental health) to 100 (the
best level of physical or mental health) [40], with higher scores
indicating better health and higher QoL.

Statistical Analysis
All quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS (version 25.0;
IBM Corp) [41]. Descriptive analyses (eg, means, SDs, and
percentages) were used to describe the demographic and clinical
characteristics of the participants, intention to change behavior,
user experience, QoL, and user data (eg, frequency of weekly
SABA use). A mixed model was used to determine the change
in asthma symptoms over time from the first week of using the
app to 3 months after baseline. QoL at 3 months was compared

with baseline data using Wilcoxon signed rank tests. The effects
at 6 and 12 months were not examined because of the high
dropout rate during the study period (88.2% at 3 months and
more dropouts beyond that).

Interviews were audiotaped for subsequent analyses, and all
audio records were transcribed intelligent verbatim by 1
researcher (AEV). Qualitative data analyses were performed
by 2 researchers (LNvdB and AEV) according to the principles
of the Framework Method [42] using Atlas.ti (version 22.0)
[43]. The Framework Method is a systematic and flexible
approach often used for the thematic analysis of semistructured
interview data. Following transcription, the 2 researchers
immersed themselves in the interviews to gain a comprehensive
understanding. Subsequently, a deductive approach was adopted
to code the interviews based on a predefined concept codebook
developed beforehand based on the UTAUT framework [37].
The coding process was conducted independently by the 2
researchers, followed by a comparison of the codes. Additional
codes were incorporated into the codebook, where applicable.
A framework matrix was used to organize the data
comprehensively, featuring relevant quotes from the participants.
Finally, the characteristics and distinctions within the data set
were identified. Throughout the process, the steps and data were
discussed with the researchers CH and AV.

Results

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
In the quantitative study, 485 individuals participated at baseline.
Of these 485 individuals, 373 (76.9%) reported that they used
SABA. Only these individuals were included in the analysis.
Most of the participants were female (309/373, 82.8%) with a
mean age of 46 (SD 15) years, had a secondary vocational
education or higher (316/373, 84.7%), and had allergic asthma
(187/373, 50.1%). At baseline, participants stated that they used,
on average, 10 SABA per week and 10 SABA in the week
before using the app. Moreover, the mean intention to change
behavior was 17.1. This indicates that the participants wanted
to use their SABA as prescribed for the next 3 months. Table
1 shows an overview of the demographic and clinical
characteristics and the intention to change behavior.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants and the intention to change behavior in the quantitative study.

ValuesCharacteristic

Gender (n=373), n (%)

63 (16.9)Male

309 (82.8)Female

1 (0.3)Rather not say

46.1 (15; 18-81)Agea (y; n=371), mean (SD; range)

Educational level (n=373), n (%)

7 (1.9)Primary school

50 (13.4)Secondary education

136 (36.5)Secondary vocational education

121 (32.4)Higher professional education

59 (15.8)University education

Type of asthmab (n=373), n (%)

187 (50.1)Allergic asthma

126 (33.8)Nonallergic asthma

164 (44)Exercise asthma

104 (27.9)Severe asthma

31 (8.3)Do not know

Self-reported asthma control (n=373), n (%)

134 (35.9)Good control

151 (40.5)Insufficient control

86 (23.1)Do not know

Medication type usedb (n=373), n (%)

373 (100)SABAc,d

198 (53.1)ICSe

150 (40.2)LABAf

127 (34)ICS+LABA

0 (0)Do not know

0 (0)No medication use

10.5 (12.6; 0-60)Average SABA use in the last week: self-reported (n=373), mean (SD; range)

9.7 (11.6; 0-60)Average SABA use per week: self-reported (n=373), mean (SD; range)

Had medication advice from the health care professional (n=373), n (%)

246 (66)Yes

110 (29.5)No

17 (4.6)Do not know

22.2 (16.9; 0-60)Average maximum prescribed SABAg (n=246), mean (SD; range)

17.1 (4.5, 3-21)Intention to change behavior (n=373), mean (SD; range)

aThe birth year of 2 participants was missing. These participants were excluded from the calculation of the mean age.
bParticipants were able to select multiple answers.
cSABA: short-acting beta2-agonist.
d51 participants only used SABA and no other inhalers.
eICS: inhaled corticosteroids.
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fLABA: long-acting beta2-agonist.
gThe maximum number of SABA inhalations per week, as prescribed by the participant’s health care professional.

In the qualitative part of the study, among the 6 to 12
participants that we planned to recruit, only 4 participants could
be included and interviewed. Half of the interviewed participants
were female (2/4, 50%), with a mean age of 55 (range 21-78)
years. One participant completed senior general secondary
education, 1 completed secondary vocational education, and 2
had higher professional education. Two participants stated that
they still used the app: they had both been using it for 1 year
and 5 months. Regarding social influence from the UTAUT
framework [37], the app was recommended by the hospital to

one participant, and the other participant found it via the asthma
association. Two participants stated that they no longer used
the app but had used it for approximately 1 or 2 weeks. They
both started using the app after the recommendation from a
family member.

Feasibility and Usability
User data showed that 335 unique users opened the app, of
which 250 (74.6%) were returning visitors, with an average
session time of 1 minute. An overview of the number of users
during the study period is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Number of users during the study period (January 15, 2021, to December 31, 2021).

Most users opened the app via their smartphone (303/335,
90.4%), followed by a tablet (27/335, 8.1%) and a phablet
(4/335, 1.2%). On average, the users had 5 events (ie, starting
the app, adding SABA, removing SABA, changing the
maximum amount of SABA, and clicking on 1 of the

notifications) per session. Registration of SABA (ie,
add-function) was most often used (7506/13,081 times, 57.38%).
An overview of the events used per week is shown in Figures
3 and 4. At 3, 6, and 12 months, users registered an average of
5 SABA intakes per week (Table 2).
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Figure 3. Unique events used per week: “add” means registering short-acting beta2-agonist (SABA), “remove” means removing a SABA registration,
“set-max” means changing the maximum amount of SABA, and “start” means starting the app after giving informed consent and filling in the first
questionnaires.

Figure 4. Events used per week, whether participants opened the app via 1 of the notifications: “open-intake-registration-reminder” is the notification
users received when they did not register any short-acting beta2-agonist before the end of the week (Sunday); “open-review-questionnaire-reminder”
is the notification for the questionnaires used at 3, 6 and 12 months; and “open-weekly questionnaire-reminder” is the notification for the weekly Control
of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test.
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Table 2. Registered short-acting beta2-agonist use per week.

Values, mean (SD; 95% CI)Time point

Baseline (n=373)

10.5 (0.5; N/Aa)Baseline questionnaire

3 months (n=19)

4.67 (2.5; 1.64-13.29)12 weeks after baseline

6 months (n=11)

4.82 (2.6; 1.68-13.81)25 weeks after baseline

Latest time pointb (n=2)

5.24 (3; 1.71-16.09)48 weeks after baseline

aN/A: not applicable.
bMeasures ended within 1 year (mid-January 2021 until the end of December 2021).

Usability of the app, as assessed with the SUS, was good over
the entire study period: 82.3 (SD 13.2; n=44) at 3 months, 84

(SD 13.6; n=26) at 6 months, and 82.3 (SD 13.4; n=11) at 12
months (Table 3).

Table 3. Questionnaire results regarding usability and quality of life.

12 months6 months3 monthsBaselineQuestionnaire

Usability

11 (100)26 (100)44 (100)N/AaValues, n (%)

82.3 (13.4)84 (13.6)82.3 (13.2)N/AValues, mean (SD)

Quality of life: physical health

11 (100)26 (100)44 (100)373 (100)Values, n (%)

54.9 (24.7)57.6 (21.8)56.1 (23.9)53.6 (22.4)Values, mean (SD)

Quality of life: mental health

11 (100)26 (100)44 (100)373 (100)Values, n (%)

67.8 (18.1)59.4 (20.1)62.9 (22.3)57.4 (21.2)Values, mean (SD)

aN/A: not applicable.

Qualitative data showed that 3 (75%) of the 4 participants had
experience using other health apps. The users mentioned that
they wanted to use health apps that were fun and useful:

[...] I only want apps which I like or which are useful.
[Male user, 78 years old]

The participants found the app acceptable and clear in terms of
performance expectancy. Three participants stated that gaining
insight into asthma and its triggers was helpful. Another
participant explained that it was not helpful at the moment
because he considered his asthma to be controlled. This was for
both participants who no longer used the app. One participant
did not use SABA often, and the other participant only used it
regularly based on the advice of his pulmonologist:

First impression was, well, I think, it looks clear. It
was pretty clear to me on my own what I could do
with it. After using it, yeah, I think it just looks like a
nice app, not too old-fashioned. But just fairly new,
as you expect from an app in this day and age. And
it was also very quickly clear to me exactly what I
could do with it. [Male user, 21 years old]

As very useful; you open the app and click on the plus
icon how many times if you use it at that time. And
also very nice that you get a notification every now
and then like, “hey, it is the end of the week; make
sure you fill in the amount.” Especially if you forget
to fill it in. That is nice. [Male user, 21 years old]

Regarding effort expectancy and facilitating conditions, 3
participants stated that the app is easy to use and straightforward
and does not require much effort to register SABA use. One of
these participants also stated that the app was well written and
easy to read. The fourth participant did not say anything about
ease of use. However, 1 participant experienced difficulties in
interpreting the questions and answering the possibilities of the
CARAT:

So with a few questions, I got, well you already
noticed that I have some difficulties with choosing
the right one. [Male user, 78 years old]

Of the participants who continue to use the app (2/4, 50%), they
use it multiple times per week, with a minimum frequency of
once per week and often 2 or 3 times per week. Opening the
app was, for 1 participant, mostly completed after receiving a
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notification. A former user mentioned that he would use the
app once a week to fill in all the SABA intakes for that week.

Multiple possibilities for improvement were mentioned during
the interviews. One participant wanted to be able to fill in
triggers that were not listed in the app and also wanted to have
the possibility to add more types of medication. Another
participant missed contact with other patients with asthma in
the app to discuss, for example, medication use. Someone else
would change the CARAT based on their experienced
difficulties. The last participant missed more background
information about SABA use and why SABA should not be
used more than twice a week:

There is one question that I do not understand. I filled
it in good conscience in, and it immediately gave a
number that should be decisive, but that I think “yes,
but this does not apply to me.” In the app, it asked
“how many times a night do you wake up?” [...] I do
wake up but with a different cause [...] I personally
think, but that is my opinion, there should stand “Do
you wake up at night, because of your asthma? [Male
user, 78 years old]

Further exploring social influence showed that all the
participants would recommend the app to others because they
experienced that it provided more insight into their medication
use and they received more information about the complete
picture of asthma. One participant had already recommended
the app to an acquaintance, who also started using the app. The
2 former users would specifically recommend it to certain
patients: people with severe asthma or uncontrolled asthma or
people who do not take their reliever medication as intended.
Furthermore, 3 participants also found it useful to show the app
to their health care professional during a consultation:

I would recommend it, especially to people who do
not really have a case like mine. I would also not
recommend it to people who, like me, only use
salbutamol for sports. Yes, I do not know those people
who just do it for sports just like me. Then it does not
make much sense to keep track of how often you use
it. You just know how often you exercise, and if you
first use salbutamol then you know “hey, I use it so
often.” But for people who use it often, it seems to me
that is a very handy app, especially if you can see in
that graph how often you have used it per week and
in which week more and in which week less. [Male
user, 21 years old]

Preliminary Effects
At week 1, the mean CARAT score was 14.8. This indicated
that the participants’ asthma was uncontrolled. Their CARAT
score improved significantly to a mean score of 18.5 after 12
weeks (ie, 3 months; β=.189; SE 0.048; P<.001); however, this
mean score still indicated that their asthma was uncontrolled.
This was also the case for both the upper airway score, which
significantly improved from a mean score of 6.8 to 7.7 after 12
weeks (β=.073; SE 0.027; P=.009), and the lower airway score,
which significantly improved from a mean score of 8 to 10.8
after 12 weeks (β=.121; SE 0.037; P=.002).

The top three asthma triggers reported in week 1 were (1)
weather (321/435, 73.8%), (2) exertion or exercise (305/435,
70.1%), and (3) smoke (197/435, 45.3%). After 12 weeks (ie,
3 months), the top three triggers were (1) weather (25/37, 68%),
(2) exertion or exercise (19/37, 51%), and (3) hay fever or pollen
(17/37, 46%).

At 3 months, there was no significant difference compared with
baseline regarding the mean physical and mental health scores
(Z=−0.074; P=.94 and Z=−0.117; P=.91, respectively; Table
3).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to determine the feasibility and usability of a
newly developed app, the Asthma app. Furthermore, the
preliminary effects of using the app after 3 months on decreasing
asthma symptoms and improving QoL were examined. The
quantitative data showed that the usability was good. This was
also found in the qualitative data: the app was considered easy
to use, and it did not take much effort to register SABA.
Furthermore, most participants stated that the app was useful
for gaining insight into asthma, triggers, and medication use,
and therefore, the app was considered feasible and usable.
Multiple improvement possibilities were mentioned during the
interviews, such as adding additional personal triggers next to
the existing standard list of triggers and the availability of a
social support network to contact others with asthma easily. In
addition, former users, who no longer used the app, stated that
they would recommend the app to people with severe asthma
or uncontrolled asthma or people who do not take their reliever
medication as intended.

As for the preliminary effects, an improvement in asthma
symptoms was found after 3 months; however, the mean asthma
symptom score still indicated that the asthma was uncontrolled.
Improvement in asthma symptoms was also found in other
eHealth studies [19,20]. The mean asthma symptom score in
our study, indicating uncontrolled asthma, could be explained
by the low intensity and noninvasive nature of the intervention
(eg, users could use the app whenever and how often they
wanted). A systematic review [44] also found that asthma
control did not significantly improve in other studies. They
proposed additional well-designed studies to gather more robust
findings on what is necessary to achieve optimal asthma control
[44]. In terms of QoL, no significant improvement was observed
after 3 months. No effect was observed because poor asthma
control was associated with worsened QoL [45,46]. The average
uncontrolled asthma scores at week 1 and 3 months after
baseline can be related to the low QoL scores at the same time
points. Moreover, a systematic review [47] demonstrated that
eHealth interventions have an inconsistent impact on QoL in
people with asthma. The systematic enhancement of clinical
outcomes such as QoL was mostly observed within the
whole-systems approach, taking into account patient,
professional, and organizational elements.

The data from this study should be interpreted with caution
because of the high dropout rate, which resulted in insufficient
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data for conducting analyses at 6 and 12 months. Although a
high dropout rate is frequently seen in studies investigating
digital applications, we envisioned that the dropout rate would
be lower in this study, considering the participatory design
process [28]. The dropout may be explained by the higher
probability of dropout in people with chronic diseases when
they are impacted physically and mentally by the condition [48].
Most of the participants in this study had uncontrolled asthma
and, therefore, more symptoms throughout the day and night.
This could have resulted in lower or no app use, which was
directly linked to the withdrawal from the study. Another
explanation for the high dropout rate could be, as described in
our previous study [28], that only a minimal viable product was
evaluated. Not all features recommended by the patients, such
as registering additional controller medication, were
implemented. Therefore, the app might not fit the needs of all
the users and cause them to stop using the app.

Using the UTAUT framework [37], performance expectancy
was positively associated with the use of the app for the current
users. The app will help them gain more insight into asthma,
triggers, and medication use. Performance expectancy was lower
for former users who stated that their asthma was controlled;
therefore, the aim of the app did not align with their needs.
Effort expectancy was positively associated with both the
intention to use and the actual use of the app, largely because
of its user-friendly interface, minimal effort required for SABA
registration, and language simplicity. The only aspect that was
negatively related to the effort expectancy factor was difficulty
with one of the questionnaires by a former user. Facilitating
conditions were positively associated with the use of the app.
The participants had the appropriate knowledge and resources
to use the app. Technical support was not discussed during the
interviews; however, clarity regarding the appropriate contact
for technical issues could enhance user experience. Finally,
social influence played an essential role in intention and use;
all interviewees initiated app use through social media discovery
or recommendations from health care professionals or family
members. They would also recommend the app to others, and
1 participant had already recommended the app to an
acquaintance. However, in future studies, this could be further
explored in relation to voluntariness of use, which was not
thoroughly explored in this study. This is also the case for other
moderating factors such as gender and age. The sample size
was too small to explore the associations between the
moderating factors, factors, and intention and use of the app.
Notably, prior experience with health apps positively influenced
the intention and use of the app in this study, and current
experience was positively influenced by effort expectancy,
facilitating conditions, and social influence for current users.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several strengths and limitations. A notable
strength was the use of a real-life setting for evaluating the
Asthma app, allowing a comprehensive understanding of its
feasibility and usability. In addition, interviews with both current
and former users provided a nuanced perspective on user
satisfaction and the factors influencing app use.

In addition to the previously mentioned high dropout rate,
another limitation was that the questionnaires were exclusively
offered in the app environment. Therefore, former users were
no longer able to complete the study questionnaires, thus
limiting the availability of their data at later time points (ie,
after baseline). To obtain the perspectives of former users on
feasibility and usability, they were included in the qualitative
interviews. Nevertheless, the recruitment of this group was
difficult, and only 2 former users could be included.

Finally, the intended target of 6 to 12 interviews to achieve data
saturation [29,30] was not attained. This was partially attributed
to the difficulty in reaching former users who may have lost
interest in the app or study. Despite the small number of
interviews conducted, similar findings were found during data
collection between the 2 users and the 2 former users.

Implications for Future Research and Practice
A minimal viable product was examined in this study. During
the next development round, feedback gathered during the
cocreation of the app could be re-evaluated [28], or new
cocreation sessions could be organized to further enhance the
app. In future studies, with a newer version of the app, the
outcomes of this study could be further examined with more
data at more time points, and clinical outcomes, such as the
impact of the app on medication adherence, could be explored.
A smart asthma inhaler [49,50] could also be linked to the app
to gather real-time objective data instead of self-reported
registration, which is more sensitive to biases.

This study has a high dropout rate. Renzi et al [51] stated in
their review that reminders are often used to improve medication
adherence in eHealth interventions but that this improvement
is reduced over time. Typically, after 6 months, users tend to
revert to their previous behaviors as the novelty of the eHealth
intervention wanes [51]. This could also be the case in this
study, especially because of the anonymous nature and the use
of in-app questionnaires. In future studies, it would be advisable
to collect data pseudonymously and send questionnaires via
email to achieve a higher response rate. In this way, participants
will also be less likely to withdraw from the study and stay
involved for longer.

In the new version of the app, additional information about the
treatment guidelines should be implemented, such as the fact
that users should follow the advice from their health care
professional if they receive any. It should be clarified that the
app is specifically for people with asthma who only use SABA
(and not ICS), which has been the first step of treatment for
decades. Potential users could be reached via general
practitioners, specialized practice nurses, or pharmacists when
they prescribe or distribute SABA. Currently, the Asthma app
is a stand-alone app, which means that it is used by patients
without the involvement of health care professionals. However,
involving health care professionals via “blended care” could
improve the quality of care [52]. Moreover, health care
professionals can offer additional education and guidance based
on the data from the app [53]. To incorporate the app into
standard treatment, it is necessary to develop a plan together
with asthma associations and health care professionals. A
designated implementation team can improve the success rate
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of the implementation [54], and it is important to explore
context-specific strategies that align with the implementation
process phase [55]. Certain barriers (eg, technical issues, time
and attention requirements for use, low engagement from health
care professionals, and shortage of funding) and facilitators (eg,
stakeholder engagement and enthusiasm, minimizing workflow
interruptions, and access to information about the app) should
be taken into account when implementing the app in standard
care [27,56-58]. In addition, more education about SABA
overuse could make health care professionals more aware of
the risks, which could prioritize the use of the app.

Conclusions
This study evaluated the feasibility and usability of a new app
for people with asthma. The initial results regarding usability
were positive. Nevertheless, it is essential to exercise caution
when interpreting these results because of the high dropout rate
in this study. Two former users would recommend the app to
people with severe asthma or uncontrolled asthma or people
who do not use their reliever medication as intended. Future
(implementation) studies could evaluate the potential of
incorporating the app into standard treatment practices.
Moreover, the actual impact of the app on clinical outcomes,
such as medication adherence, should be further examined.
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Abstract

Background: Sjögren's syndrome (SS) is the second most common autoimmune rheumatic disease, and the range of symptoms
includes fatigue, dryness, sleep disturbances, and pain. Smartphone apps may help deliver a variety of cognitive and behavioral
techniques to support self-management in SS. However, app-based interventions must be carefully designed to promote engagement
and motivate behavior change.

Objective: We aimed to explore self-management approaches and challenges experienced by people living with SS and produce
a corresponding set of design recommendations that inform the design of an engaging, motivating, and evidence-based
self-management app for those living with SS.

Methods: We conducted a series of 8 co-design workshops and an additional 3 interviews with participants who were unable
to attend a workshop. These were audio recorded, transcribed, and initially thematically analyzed using an inductive approach.
Then, the themes were mapped to the Self-Determination Theory domains of competency, autonomy, and relatedness.

Results: Participants experienced a considerable demand in the daily work required in self-managing their SS. The condition
demanded unrelenting, fluctuating, and unpredictable mental, physical, and social efforts. Participants used a wide variety of
techniques to self-manage their symptoms; however, their sense of competency was undermined by the complexity and
interconnected nature of their symptoms and affected by interactions with others. The daily contexts in which this labor was
occurring revealed ample opportunities to use digital health aids. The lived experience of participants showed that the constructs
of competency, autonomy, and relatedness existed in a complex equilibrium with each other. Sometimes, they were disrupted by
tensions, whereas on other occasions, they worked together harmoniously.

Conclusions: An SS self-management app needs to recognize the complexity and overlap of symptoms and the complexities
of managing the condition in daily life. Identifying techniques that target several symptoms simultaneously may prevent users
from becoming overwhelmed. Including techniques that support assertiveness and communication with others about the condition,
its symptoms, and users’ limitations may support users in their interactions with others and improve engagement in symptom
management strategies. For digital health aids (such as self-management apps) to provide meaningful support, they should be
designed according to human needs such as competence, autonomy, and relatedness. However, the complexities among the 3
Self-Determination Theory constructs should be carefully considered, as they present both design difficulties and opportunities.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54172)   doi:10.2196/54172
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Introduction

Background
The need to improve the accessibility and quality of care for
those with long-term conditions (LTCs) is an international
priority [1]. In England alone, LTCs affect 15 million people
[2] and account for 70% of health care spending [3]. Rheumatic
diseases are LTCs with a particularly high prevalence in the
United Kingdom and worldwide, having been estimated to affect
up to one-fourth of Europeans [4,5] and a similar proportion of
the population in the global south [6]. Sjögren's syndrome (SS)
is thought to be the second most common autoimmune rheumatic
disease [7] and is associated with poor quality of life [8] and
high disease burden [9].

SS is a heterogeneous LTC, with a constellation of unpredictable
and diverse symptoms [10,11]. A key characteristic of SS is
mucosal dryness due to the destruction of exocrine
(moisture-producing) glands by the body’s immune system,
which particularly affects the eyes, mouth, and vagina [12]. In
addition to dryness, common extraglandular features include
persistent fatigue [13], chronic pain [14], sleep disturbances
[15], and anxiety and depression [16]. People with SS report
experiencing these symptoms as being interconnected, with the
exacerbation of one symptom impacting others [17-19].

Similar to many other autoimmune diseases, SS does not have
a cure [20]. Therefore, intervention efforts have focused on
reducing the severity of symptoms; for instance, topical
treatments are used for managing dryness [21]. Drug treatments
for the systemic management of SS, such as hydroxychloroquine
and rituximab, have had disappointing results in clinical trials
[22,23]. Behavioral interventions that aim to improve the quality
of life are a promising alternative; however, few interventions
have been developed, and evaluations of their impact have been
of low quality [21,24]. A recent stakeholder engagement study
found that support for self-managing symptoms was a key
priority for people with SS [25]. The term self-management has
been defined as “the individual’s ability to manage the
symptoms, treatment, physical and psychosocial consequences
and lifestyle changes inherent in living with a chronic condition”
[26,27]. To support the knowledge, behaviors, and attitudes
required, self-management interventions should deliver a range
of educational, behavioral, and cognitive techniques [28]. In
SS, a targeted “complex” intervention is required, which delivers
multiple techniques and targets multiple SS symptoms [29].
Our previous body of work with patients with SS found that
they require different levels of support. Some require more
complex individual support, but most people require lower
levels of support with access to written information and digital
self-management tools [29], which could be provided in the
form of a website or smartphone app.

Apps as a Support for Self-Management
SS shares multiple symptom and self-management similarities
with other LTCs [30], including but not limited to neurological
and autoimmune conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis,
myalgic encephalomyelitis, and multiple sclerosis. Smartphone
apps are a promising approach to support self-management of
these LTCs [31,32] and other conditions such as type 2 diabetes
[33], asthma [34], and hypertension [35]. Their increasing
availability and functionalities enable complex intervention
techniques to be delivered in the context of users’ daily lives
when they are designed with consideration of users’ routines
and choices [36]. User-centered design studies of LTCs have
produced various app features and content [37] to support, for
example, user education and cognitive strategies. However, app
effectiveness can be limited by very low levels of user
engagement [38,39]. Therefore, intervention developers must
design apps that are more engaging and carefully consider how
such engagement will ultimately lead to long-term behavior
change [40]. For example, beyond simply providing information
about how to perform techniques, apps can be designed to
promote a sense of autonomy and motivation to engage in
self-management behaviors over time [41,42].

To increase user engagement, apps should be user centered and
person centered [43], that is, designed to fit within individuals’
current lives and daily activities [44]. People are more likely to
use a new intervention if it can be incorporated into their existing
habits, routines, and contexts [45,46]. Therefore,
self-management interventions should account for and actively
support how people manage their conditions currently [31,47].
Thus, to develop a useful, effective, and engaging app-based
intervention that supports those with SS, there is a need to first
understand their current self-management opportunities and
challenges. To date, limited studies have only been conducted
to understand the lived experience of symptoms [17,19,48] and
have not explored the self-management of multiple diverse
symptoms.

To gain an understanding of individuals’ self-management
contexts, co-design and user-centered methods are useful [49].
These can involve practical design activities that elicit
conversations regarding a topic of interest (such as
self-management) to inform the development of a design,
product, or intervention and have been used to develop digital
health interventions [50,51]. Then, to understand how users in
these contexts might best be supported in changing their
self-management behavior, co-design findings can be interpreted
using theories of motivation and behavior change [41].

Self-Determination Theory (SDT) [52] is one motivational
theory widely used in interventions promoting health behavior
change [53,54], including those for self-managing chronic
illnesses [55,56]. SDT proposes that the constructs of
competence, autonomy, and relatedness are required for
individuals to be internally motivated to perform behaviors and
sustain these changes over time. Situating qualitative findings
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within theoretical constructs facilitates the development of apps
that are based on theory [42,57]. While intervention developers
use SDT to inform their interventions, many do not explicitly
link the theoretical constructs directly to their individual
components, and we aimed to bridge this gap. To the best of
our knowledge, there are no evidence-based, theory-driven,
self-management apps for SS.

Study Aims
We aimed to use an SDT framework to explore self-management
challenges and approaches used by people with SS and to
produce a set of design and therapeutic recommendations for a
supportive and engaging app to aid self-management.

Methods

The methods and subsequent results have been reported
according to the COREQ (Consolidated Criteria for Reporting
Qualitative Research) guidelines (Multimedia Appendix 1 [58]).

Study Design
A consecutive series of 8 workshops with people living with
SS was conducted over 7 months, each involving design
activities and focused discussions (Figure 1). The first 2
workshops were open ended to broadly understand participants’

contexts (ie, key self-management challenges and overall
self-management routines) and enable participants to become
familiar with each other and to feel comfortable while discussing
potentially sensitive and personal topics. We decided in advance
to include a series of workshops, with each workshop dedicated
to in-depth understanding of the self-management activities,
challenges, and opportunities for each symptom. However, the
order of symptom workshops and their exact discussion topics
and activities were not predetermined; their sequential nature
enabled us to iteratively design topics based on the findings
from the previous session. For example, a clear theme emerged
regarding symptom interrelatedness, so subsequent workshops
included discussions about how participants managed
interrelations among their symptoms. Furthermore, fatigue was
a priority for all workshop participants (14/14, 100%), and
therefore, 2 workshops were dedicated to this symptom.

Participants were given the option to attend ≥1 workshops.
Several workshops were repeated to suit participants’
availability. To enable those who could not access any
workshops due to other commitments and to include the
experiences of younger people living with SS, 3 one-off
semistructured interviews were conducted. These focused on
the key self-management practices and challenges experienced
by the respective participant.

Figure 1. The procedural flow and topics of the 8 design workshops.

Ethical Considerations
This qualitative study received ethics approval from
Northumbria University ethics committee (reference 11130).
Informed consent was obtained before data collection, and travel
costs were reimbursed.

Recruitment
Workshop participants were purposively recruited from a
regional UK SS support group (Northeast Sjögren's Syndrome
Association). Advertisements were distributed via their member
mailing list and Facebook page, and the research team presented
the project at a support group meeting. The invitation was open
to those diagnosed with SS by a physician, and potential
participants were invited to attend as many workshops as they
liked. Interested participants who were unable to attend due to

their location or life commitments were invited to attend a video
web-based interview. Additional participants were recruited via
social media (a single tweet on Twitter [subsequently rebranded
as X]) and invited to participate in the interviews only.

Data Collection Activities

Overview
Workshops were conducted at Northumbria University, lasted
approximately 90 minutes, and included a 10-minute comfort
break. The interviews lasted 30 to 60 minutes and were
conducted via telephone or videoconferencing software.
Workshops were facilitated by 3 authors (CM, MC, and
KH)—all were female postdoctoral (PhD) researchers trained
in qualitative research methods and experienced in conducting
qualitative research interviews and focus groups; one of them
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was also an occupational therapist (KH) with experience in SS
symptom management. Several workshop participants (4/14,
29%) had attended clinics (conducted by KH), and 14% (2/14)
had participated in previous studies (conducted by KH and VD).
All participants (17/17, 100%) were briefed about the aims of
the study. All workshops and interviews were audio recorded,
and facilitators took field notes. In the following sections, we
have outlined the focus of each workshop. The individual
workshop topic guides are presented in Multimedia Appendix
2 [59-62].

Workshop 1: Magic Machines Co-Design Activity
This workshop introduced the series of workshops, included
discussion about some key self-management issues experienced
by participants, and involved a Magic Machines [54,59] craft
activity where participants created some imaginative design
solutions for another workshop participant. The Magic Machines
activity aimed to elicit a broad range of knowledge about
participants’ personal and technological needs through
discussions about everyday problems related to their condition
and potential solutions. Participants were asked to create an
object, which addressed their partner’s daily challenge, using
household objects and craft items. Data capture was focused on
the conversations between participants about their “problem”
while making their objects (a potential “solution”) and when
describing their object to the main group at the end of the
session.

Workshop 2: Exploring Daily Lives
The second workshop explored individuals’ “daily lives” and
the self-management of symptoms. The discussion about daily
lives invited participants to discuss their “typical day” in
managing SS (ie, their habits and routines), how SS
self-management was incorporated into their routines, and any
related challenges that they experienced.

Workshops 3 to 7: Exploring Symptoms
These workshops explored the self-management of specific
symptoms and their interrelationships through group discussions
and invited participants to engage in basic sketching to articulate
their self-management experiences and challenges. We
preselected the symptoms for discussion based on our previous
study where patients identified them as being important and
impacting their daily activities [25].

Workshop 8: Consolidation
Sketching was used to explore how an app might be structured
to support symptom interconnectedness and complexity. This
design activity also elicited discussion about user experience
and usability issues. All participants (5/5, 100%) attending this
workshop engaged in sketching, but if time was insufficient,
they were encouraged to further develop their ideas by
articulating them verbally.

Interviews
Following the workshops, 3 semistructured, web-based
interviews were conducted by CM. The interviews followed a
schedule of open-ended questions to allow for flexibility
(Multimedia Appendix 3).

Data Analysis
Audio data were transcribed verbatim, pseudonymized, and
combined into a corpus for analysis using NVivo (version 12;
QSR International). Analysis was conducted in 2 phases using
a hybrid approach, incorporating both inductive and deductive
methodologies, to harness the advantages of both methods [63].
First, an inductive thematic analysis approach [64] was used,
where 2 researchers (CM and MC) independently coded the
data, generating an initial set of codes related to participants’
self-management perceptions and experiences. Then, these codes
were applied and refined through the arrival of each new
transcript, and independent coding was subsequently conducted
by CM. Discussions during regular research team meetings
(with CM, MC, and KH) related to the codes and their
connections, importance, and relevance were conducted to group
codes into themes.

Then, these inductive themes were mapped to the 3 SDT [65]
constructs of competency (the sense of capability to perform
activities and tasks), autonomy (experience of having control
and choice over one’s actions and decisions), and relatedness
(feeling of connection and belonging and meaningful interaction
with others) by CM. SDT was chosen over other motivational
theories because it emphasizes social context as a key factor in
helping or hindering motivation, which matched a prominent
theme in our inductive thematic analysis of social relations,
along with other major themes we found related to
empowerment, autonomy, and capability (or “competency” in
SDT). The theory is also highly translational, enabling findings
to inform intervention design [66]. Regular research team
meetings were conducted to review and reach consensus
regarding the categorization of themes based on the SDT
constructs. Opportunities to support participants’ challenges
associated with these themes through an app were also identified
through discussions. Methodological rigor and credibility of
findings were pursued through development of a codebook,
maintenance of ongoing reflexivity, peer debriefings, and data
triangulation (from interviews, focus groups, and observations
during workshop activities).

Results

Participants
In total, 17 people with SS participated in the workshops and
interviews: 14 (82%) of the 17 participated in the workshops
(13/14, 93% women and 1/14, 7% men) and 3 (18%) of the 17
participated in the web-based interviews (3/3, 100% women).
Participants’ ages ranged from 33 to 76 (mean 56.5, SD 13.95)
years, and 82% (14/17) of them had a diagnosis of primary SS.
The remaining 18% (3/17) of the participants had a diagnosis
of secondary SS. The mean number of years since diagnosis
was 7.5 (SD 7.88) years. Regarding employment status, of the
17 participants, 8 (47%) were retired, 6 (35%) were working
full time, 1 (6%) was in part-time employment, and 2 (12%)
were not working currently. All workshop participants (14/14,
100%) had links to a local SS support group in the north of
England. Of the 3 interviewees, 1 (33%) was part of the same
support group, and the remaining 2 (67%) were from Spain and
Canada, respectively (both were aged <35 years). Workshop
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group numbers ranged from 2 to 7 participants and 2 to 3
facilitators in each session. Some participants attended some
sessions and not others, whereas a “core” group of 5 participants
attended most sessions. One participant (1/14, 7%) attended
only the first workshop; others attended at least 2 sessions.

Overview
Participants engaged in a wide range of self-management
behaviors, including using prescribed and over-the-counter
medications and treatments (ie, applying eye drops and gels;
bathing and massaging the eyes; using humidifiers, skin creams,
and vaginal lubricants; following mouth care routines; using
pain medication; and using hot and cold compresses). They also
used cognitive and behavioral techniques including activity
pacing, goal setting, general exercise, relaxation, mindfulness,
distraction, napping, sleep management and wind-down routines,
and social support. Participants used various tools to support
and facilitate the learning, use, and practice of these techniques,
including books (eg, about managing fatigue), diaries (paper
based and digital), websites and forums (eg, National Health
Service or SS associations as both knowledge resources and
social support), apps on smartphones and tablets (such as for
yoga, breathing exercises, and mindfulness), wearables (to track
physical activity), and other devices (eg, for relaxing music,
“mindless” television, or distracting podcasts and comedy). Not
all participants owned or used smartphones. Tools were used
in addition to visiting friends and holistic wellness centers (eg,
spas and mindfulness classes) and learning self-care techniques
directly from health care professionals (eg, when to apply eye
drops and more complex techniques such as activity pacing and
graded exercise).

In the following sections, we have described the challenges that
participants faced in managing their condition and their
psychosocial needs in terms of competency, autonomy, and
relatedness.

Competency
Participants varied in the extent to which they felt competent
and successful in self-managing their SS, and this was related
to how well they had established a self-care routine. One
participant had a very “strict regime,” which they felt was
required to maintain their level of functioning. While hearing
about such self-management strategies from others, Jim reflected
about his competencies:

I’ve still got quite a lot to learn...although it has been
a few years now, I think I still haven’t got a good
routine...I listen to your explanation [of another
participant’s routine] and I think, why can’t I get
myself like that? I’m supposed to be Mr Organised. I
am known as that in my life. My working life and my
own home life. Yet with this, I have not gotten
organised yet. [Jim]

Regardless of whether participants had routines or described
habitual self-management behaviors, their sense of competency
in self-managing SS was still impeded by the complex nature
of their symptoms. Isolating and targeting individual symptoms
was not only perceived to be difficult to perform (“You can’t
separate the different symptoms” [Jim]) but were also

sometimes unhelpful, as it did not account for their accumulative
negative impact:

It is the overall effect to me. That three [symptoms]
I can cope with and then the next day one raises its
head and floors me...That straw that broke the camel’s
back effect, you know. [Patricia] 

Several participants believed that they could better manage their
symptoms through self-management techniques capable of
improving multiple symptoms simultaneously. Some had
discovered these types of techniques accidentally. For example,
participants recounted noticing, with surprise, that eye drops
had helped not only their dryness but also mental and physical
fatigue. Other participants purposefully sought and regularly
used techniques that targeted multiple symptoms simultaneously.
Mindfulness and relaxation techniques provided a sense of
control and the ability to “keep a cap on” multiple symptoms
before they became very severe. Others agreed that seeking
these techniques was worthwhile if they resulted in minor
improvements across multiple symptoms. Despite valuing
self-management techniques that targeted multiple symptoms,
most did not feel confident or knowledgeable about which
techniques were beneficial.

Another challenge to participants’ sense of competency is how
SS symptoms are not static but change over time. Participants
described instances where individual symptoms would rapidly
fluctuate in severity:

[They] come and go...one day you might have a
headache, the next day you don’t. [Jim] 

Participants also explained experiencing longer periods where
multiple symptoms were severe (described using phrases such
as a “flare,” “phase,” or “wave”) or individual symptoms
persisted (such as “a dry patch”). While, sometimes, the onset
of symptoms appeared “gradually,” at other times, they changed
rapidly, leaving participants feeling unprepared (“a phase hits
you”). Fatigue and pain were felt to be particularly volatile and
could become severe with no warning and “like somebody just
switched a switch” (Penny). 

Participants varied in how they managed such changing
symptoms. Many attended to symptoms as they arose or
increased in severity on a moment-to-moment basis (ie, an
adaptive or reactive approach). However, this often meant
devising complex and intricate strategies and sequences to
manage the new combination of symptoms experienced in that
moment. For example, sleep disturbances that might be
attributed to pain, dryness, or anxiety required participants to
change their approach to getting back to sleep accordingly
(“depending on how I am” [Penny] or “what problem I am
having” [Jim]). Other participants seemed to disregard the
changing combination of symptoms and addressed symptoms
“one at a time” based on whether they felt successfully managed.
For example, Julie noted the following:

I tend to find like I feel like my feet are sorted, so I
am now sorting my eyes, so I’m kind of going through
this list.

Addressing symptoms required constant adjustments for
participants. Their variable nature meant that just at the point
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that the individual starts to feel in control of one symptom, a
flare of another may occur. 

A final layer of complexity impacting participant competency
was how symptoms often change due to environmental factors.
For example, dryness was exacerbated by air conditioning,
bright lighting, and other people’s aftershaves and perfumes,
whereas navigating new and busy places could exacerbate
mental fatigue. The unpredictable nature of environments
outside the home made self-managing symptoms more
challenging. While home was characterized as “familiar” and
“unchanging,” participants felt that they needed to continuously
estimate the potential impact of environments on their symptoms
and plan accordingly:

You have to be very wary of where you’re
going...you’ve got to be careful. I will not walk
through [the shopping mall] in the perfumery because
there is always somebody going to...pick up a bottle
of perfume and [spray]...I go, oh my eyes!
[Geraldine] 

This planning itself was exhausting to several participants, and
it also meant that they lacked spontaneity in their lives.
Participants also felt that symptoms were easier to manage at
home because they could easily perform physical relaxation
and self-care techniques when required, particularly during a
flare. During such times Sarah remarked as follows:

I just don’t want to leave the house, I don’t want to
do anything. I just want to go and have like 2-3 baths
per day.

In contrast, when symptoms left them debilitated outside the
house, participants had to adopt different self-management
techniques such as soothing self-talk or be “rescued” by a taxi
or friend. Overall, being outside the home meant that participants
were less in control of their environments; had to continuously
plan and predict how the environment might impact their
symptoms, which was mentally and physically tiring; and had
to use different techniques to suit different environments.

Autonomy
Our analysis identified many examples of participants feeling
that they had autonomy in the self-management of their
condition; however, sometimes, the same factors that promoted
autonomy also reduced confidence and competence. Participants
believed that the availability of various techniques meant that
they had options in their self-management; there were multiple
“different ways” they could try to improve symptoms. The
plurality of techniques appeared to provide reassurance that at
least one would be likely to be effective:

I have six choices...I don’t beat myself up when it
doesn’t work because I’ve already got something else
in mind. [Patricia]

This plurality and optimism could provide a strong drive to
continue in their self-management activities.

Participants varied in how they kept track of different available
techniques. One participant had self-help books at various
locations in their home. Another participant explained that they
had collated several techniques to create their own book:

I wrote myself a little book...[of] top tips...I just wrote
maybe two dozen messages across the book at
random, things that might give me a clue. [Debra] 

Other participants used an experimental approach:

It’s about learning...through trial and error...you’ll
notice a pattern...you don’t know until you’ve done
it for a few months. [Michelle]

These were similarly characterized by the desire to try different
techniques and to keep track of their effectiveness:

With time and experience you begin to realise what
works and what doesn’t. [Penny]

It was acknowledged that this required continuous effort and
perseverance.

Having personal choice to decide which techniques to try, as
opposed to being directed by a health care professional, provided
some participants with a sense of control. Debra likened creating
her book of techniques to developing a tailored smartphone app:

It is basically my own app that I’ve written for
myself...I didn’t feel like being ordered around by
anybody else...I don’t necessarily follow it. If it’s
inside my book, I think, well alright, maybe I’ll try
something else...I’ve still got some kind of control
over things. [Debra] 

Therefore, developing this herself meant that she did not feel
obligated to try any 1 technique. Although participants
appreciated having the autonomy to choose techniques in a
personalized manner, the credibility of these techniques was
also very important to them. Perceived credibility seemed to
give them confidence to go ahead and try them. Some
participants indicated that they understood the distinction
between evidence-based information and hearsay:

I am pretty much someone who will try anything once
if there’s some evidence to support its
effectiveness...Some people suggest real outlandish
things, like you hear it and you’re like, “okay!” I
mean, I’m glad that it works for you, but I’m not
really sold on trying that just yet. [Ellie]

Participants felt that information about their condition or how
to manage symptoms should be credible. For example, Jim
explained that simply being presented with multiple
self-management techniques and options, without a rationale
for why they might be helpful, would not suit him. Others stated
that knowing information sources was “useful...[for] controlling
symptoms and trying to minimise [them]” (Edith). Information
from websites such as the UK National Health Service or
regional and national SS organizations was deemed trustworthy.

Although participants respected expert advice and implemented
it in their self-management, expert authority was often only 1
element in an autonomous process of symptom management
decision-making. For instance, when faced with a conflict
between their preferred routines and expert advice, participants
trusted their own expertise and experience. Jim outlined how
he fell asleep with the help of music or old comedy shows and
that he would simply “ignore” any potential prompts about
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adjusting his bedtime routine if it meant removing his music
from the bed (as may be advised as part of a sleep intervention).

For some participants, smartphones and associated apps
appeared to contribute to feelings of autonomy regarding their
self-management of SS. Those who used a smartphone reported
using basic note apps to track symptoms or calendars built into
the operating system to track feelings of fatigue. Experienced
smartphone users described how their ubiquitous nature enabled
quick access to information and could give them access to
techniques whenever and wherever needed, regardless of their
location. In sessions where feedback was given about potential
app designs, participants expressed the value they would see in
new apps that brought various techniques together, provided
reminders to apply eye drops, and helped track symptoms in a
simpler manner. For instance, Julie suggested that “a tracker or
a journal...or something like that on the app would be helpful”
as this could help her manage her forgetfulness, which she
referred to as “brain fog.”

However, while smartphones could enable autonomy, they also
posed challenges that could impact the users’ SS symptoms. It
was also noted that looking at the screen of a computer or
smartphone for a very long time could exacerbate eye dryness:

It’s okay [when it’s] short, but you can’t spend a long
time looking at the screen, because your eyes are just
too sore. [Mel]

To overcome this, participants used their smartphones
differently. Some described deliberately limiting the amount of
time they used them in 1 session, and others described changing
their device settings to increase the font size or darken the
screens. In addition, participants mentioned improving on-screen
accessibility to reduce their eye strain and listening to audio
instead of reading text. Patricia, noted that when “I am having
my brain fog” the complexity of most apps “would blow my
mind.” Among participants, there was a sense that smartphone
use was closely related to experiences of mental fatigue from
their SS.

Overall, participants valued the diversity of SS self-management
techniques that are available and experienced this as enhancing
autonomy. Smartphones and both generic and SS-specific apps
were viewed as an important part of this diversity and could
provide in situ tailored support. However, the apparent
abundance of techniques and availability of smartphones also
posed a challenge to autonomy. Patricia recounted that soon
after being diagnosed with SS, she was overwhelmed by the
need to learn about multiple symptoms and techniques from
many sources. However, for her, this felt similar to being “shot
at” from multiple angles. Sometimes, the factors that enable
autonomy can also constrain it.

Relatedness
Relatedness refers to the manner in which participants operated
in their social worlds and how their practices of managing SS
were related to it. Participants explained that SS profoundly
impacted their familial interactions, friendships, and other forms
of social contact. Participants enjoyed social activities and
cherished positive relationships as a source of social support.
Socializing and participating in activities with others provided

a positive “distraction” from their symptoms. However,
self-management tasks could impact their ability to socialize
and interrupt the flow of conversations:

When in company if you are out and about and talking
to people...You have to keep popping off to go and
put eyedrops in, in the loo. [Edith]

Furthermore, engaging in certain social activities, such as going
to the cinema with friends, required participants to perform
additional self-care, for example, applying eye drops more
frequently, which could irritate the skin around the eyes.
Geraldine explained that although she enjoyed going to live
theatre performances, she was now reluctant to go based on
previously being “crucified” by a smoke machine.

Pacing was a helpful technique to manage fatigue, but it was
not always received well by others in social situations and
workplaces. Patricia recounted that she had been regarded as
“selfish” by family and friends for cancelling plans while trying
to manage her energy and fatigue levels. She also recognized
that having to “book” people into her diary well in advance to
support her planning and pacing efforts “frightens some people
off.” Edith recalled that the need to take more breaks meant that
she had to decide to leave her walking group as she was no
longer able to keep up with her friends. In turn, this negatively
impacted her feeling of belonging.

Communication was key while managing illness demands and
relationships. Some participants created their own SS
information sheets to give to friends and health care
professionals. Creating opportunities to explain difficulties was
conducive to receiving valuable social support. Penny’s husband
had delegated several household tasks to her, which were
conflicting with her pacing technique. Penny explained that
after discussing the issue with him, he subsequently understood
the need to balance activities and that they were able to do this
together. Ellie noted the following:

I do think that it is helpful to have people that you
can talk to about Sjögren’s. I mean I have a very close
relationship with my family, and I have close friends
who I do feel like I can confide in, and that is really
helpful for me. [Ellie]

The freedom and ability to be open and honest about their SS
symptoms with trustworthy family members and friends were
central to well-being and helped with symptom
self-management. However, despite all efforts to communicate
effectively, many participants believed that, often, family,
friends, and even health care professionals did not fully
understand SS. They felt frustrated that symptoms were
dismissed, normalized, or incorrectly attributed to other issues
such as “getting old” or menopause. Dealing with invisible,
ever-changing symptoms was difficult. Multiple general
practitioner visits with complaints about seemingly benign
symptoms such as fatigue and thirst were sometimes received
with skepticism, and the transient nature of these symptoms
made the situation worse:

Then you’re fine and you think, “they’ll think I am
putting it on.” [Geraldine]
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Any respite from symptoms made some participants worry that
those around them would not believe them the rest of the time.
Carol knew that relative to other conditions that may have 1
visible “major” symptom, her multiple symptoms were unlikely
to garner support and understanding because of “Sjögren’s [and]
all the little things that it has” (Carol). Some participants had
stopped attempting to explain their symptoms to family and
friends, saying that some symptoms were “very difficult for
you to articulate...to somebody who doesn’t feel it” (Joan). This
was particularly detrimental to relationships with health care
professionals. When health care professionals seemed
uncompassionate about their symptoms, some participants talked
about “shutting down” and making a choice to no longer discuss
their SS in consultations. This had negative consequences on
participants who ended up feeling rejected and disengaged, and
there was a perception that, sometimes, health care practitioners
were not even aware of this relational and motivational shift. 

When participants felt disbelieved, it led to experiences of
self-doubt. Ellie said she was “bounced around like 4-5
practitioners” to the point where she questioned her illness
“almost as if it is in your head.” Carol resorted to maintaining
an activity diary, in part to monitor her fatigue and to preserve
her sanity. For her, the diary data provided a sense of external
objectivity and an opportunity to feel validated when being
questioned by other people:

By doing the [diary] you think, yes...I’ve got a
problem and that graph tells me...it is a physical
thing, it’s not in my mind. [Carol]

Being diagnosed with SS was a lonely experience for some
participants due to the challenges of family, friends, colleagues,
and health professionals not relating to participants’ symptoms
or condition. Social isolation was particularly pronounced for
a younger person with SS:

I don’t know anyone else who has it. So, it is kind of
isolating...I also had a hard time finding people who
are...my age. So, I mean, I would definitely be
interested in meeting younger women who are
working, who are finding strategies. [Ellie]

Overall, connecting with others with SS was important, and
participants sought opportunities to meet others with SS, learn,
and find the validation and understanding they did not receive
from others without SS. Some joined support groups and
attended scientific conferences to expand their social circle with
other people with SS.

However, not all social contact with others with SS was deemed
helpful:

Some of the interactions I had honestly more scared
me than helped me because it was people who were
really in the throes of severe illness and some who
weren’t coping well, and it was sort of
anxiety-provoking. [Ellie]

Therefore, support from others with SS was generally more
welcome when it was helpful and positive, as interactions with
those who were struggling to cope could have a negative impact
on participants.

Within the construct of relatedness, even positive
self-management was found to impact social activity, but having
highly supportive friends and family could mitigate this to some
extent. Describing and explaining the various, ever-changing
symptoms to colleagues, friends, and health professionals who
did not fully understand the condition or symptoms could be
particularly challenging, but external resources such as using
diary data could be a helpful tool to aid communication.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We sought to understand the current self-management
approaches used by people with SS to inform the therapeutic
ingredients and design recommendations for a self-management
smartphone intervention. To date, most studies of lived
experience with SS have focused on how specific symptoms
are experienced [17,18,48]. To the best of our knowledge, no
studies have explored how people with SS perform the
day-to-day work of managing their condition and navigating
challenges as they do so. This is an important consideration
when designing interventions, as those that draw upon users’
expertise are more likely to be used [38]. Therefore, we analyzed
qualitative data collated through a series of workshops and
interviews with people with SS inductively before mapping the
themes to the 3 constructs of SDT (competency, autonomy, and
relatedness) [52]. This theory was used because it can help
identify the psychosocial and practical requirements to support
autonomous motivation to adopt and sustain healthy behaviors
and to improve well-being in a population [52,67]. Our findings
were consistent with what Cartner [68] first described in her
qualitative study with participants with SS: the labor of living
with SS. For her and our participants, competency was an
ongoing effort, never a completed achievement. The complex,
multisymptomatic, volatile, and unpredictable nature of the
condition meant that their hard-earned expertise was being
constantly challenged. Having to adapt to an ever-changing and
unpredictable challenge evokes the concept of stress, but more
specifically, it is captured by the notion of allostasis: the work
that needs to be performed to find stability within a situation
that is constantly changing. When allostasis is frequent or
continuous, more work needs to be performed, and our
emotional, cognitive, and biological resources can become
dysregulated. This is known as allostatic load—the
psychophysiological wear and tear that occurs to a system that
is constantly having to adapt—which has clear links to anxiety,
depression, morbidity, and mortality [69].

The labor of the participants and its costs were also evident in
the SDT domain of autonomy. Often, there was a degree of
forced autonomy, with participants having to perform the
epistemic labor of determining how to manage their condition
for themselves. This involved ongoing research and even
compiling their own resources. Discernment and discrimination
were required to determine what advice to trust and follow and
how to balance that advice against their own experience.
Although this process was enabling, it was also potentially
disabling as the process of gathering and compiling information
worsened some SS symptoms.
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Finally, in the realm of relationships, managing SS requires
significant social labor. Often, participants were required to
manage the expectations, lack of understanding, skepticism,
and disbelief of others, including health professionals, and these
efforts were often only partially successful, leading to self-doubt,
isolation, and lack of adequate care and support for their illness.
This is not dissimilar to the experiences others face with other
fatiguing LTCs such as stroke, fibromyalgia, multiple sclerosis,
and ankylosing spondylitis [70].

Design Recommendations
Multimedia Appendix 4 [52] summarizes our key findings,
which have been mapped to the 3 constructs of SDT, with
identified therapeutic approaches and design solutions for each.
The findings within these SDT domains were identified as
targets for intervention by the participants. In the following
sections, we have reviewed these domains and suggested what
interventions might help and how the interventions could be
incorporated into an app to support self-management.

A key finding within the competency domain was that SS was
multisymptomatic, volatile, and unpredictable. Participants were
keen for interventions that would impact >1 symptom at a time.
A previous study that investigated patient strategies for
self-management of inflammatory bowel disease had similar
findings [71]. Several treatment approaches and their
components discussed during the workshops could potentially
address several symptoms simultaneously. For example, activity
and sleep management strategies such as pacing and reflective
activity diaries have been used to support self-management of
pain, sleep disturbances, and fatigue [72-76], and previous
studies that evaluated interventions targeting several symptoms
have shown promising results. Therefore, we suggest that when
designing complex interventions for LTCs, intervention
developers should map the potential, identified intervention
content to behaviors and symptoms and select techniques that
target >1 symptom where possible, thereby placing a smaller
demand on the user. While this may not always be possible,
streamlining the intervention content where practicable is likely
to decrease the possibility of becoming overwhelmed and
thereby supports user competency.

The key challenge in the autonomy domain was the amount of
work required by participants to determine how to manage their
condition on their own. As with many other LTCs, a large part
of the “burden of treatment” is shouldered by the person with
the condition [77]. Our findings broadly indicate that
technology-enabled symptom management could help with this
work of illness management. Participants liked the idea of a
smartphone app to support self-management. However, merely
operationalizing technology is not sufficient to promote and
support self-management. Güldenpfennig et al [78] found that
poor design and well-meaning paternalism, for example, through
automated support that takes active choice away from the user,
may compromise autonomy and proactive self-management.
Furthermore, intervention designers should aim to strike a more
careful balance between the input of experts by experience and
those of professional experts [25,78]. In our study, we found
that people with SS managed their symptoms using different
approaches but that all of them had arrived at their own set of

strategies and management regimes through experience,
research, and trial and error. Acknowledging the individuality
of self-management and the necessity to experiment with
different approaches would be a key part of any intervention.
Having a repository of strategies in 1 centralized app, which
would also allow them to add their own strategies, would seem
to be a potentially useful resource. This aligns with previous
studies of apps that provide resources while allowing
customization and thus may support a user’s sense of autonomy
[79-82] and move away from a top-down paternalistic or
prescriptive approach to LTC management [83,84]. An app for
SS would need to combine recognition of the labor of
self-management while helping to support it in a manner that
honors the user’s autonomy and existing wisdom, providing the
ability to choose from a range of therapeutic content and to
determine the order in which they interact with it.

The most difficult and often fruitless area of labor was observed
within the relatedness domain. Participants were required to
manage others’expectations, lack of understanding, skepticism,
and disbelief, often leading to a smaller social world, isolation,
and difficulties in accessing help from health professionals.
Again, any intervention needs to begin by acknowledging this
labor and the emotional and social costs of having a poorly
understood and invisible illness. Our findings also showed that
there was often a tension between illness management and
maintaining relationships. For example, it could become difficult
to implement strategies such as pacing when others were
involved, particularly when the person with SS had not fully
disclosed their symptoms or condition to the people whom their
self-management strategy may affect. Therefore, saying “no”
could also be hard for participants, particularly when it was
perceived that others would not understand. Other participants
had found a solution by working on their means of
communicating their difficulties with those around them. Winger
et al [85] have found that greater practice of assertiveness and
communication skills was associated with reduced pain
interference and psychological distress in people with lung
cancer, and assertiveness and communication is also a key
component of an effective fatigue management intervention for
people with rheumatoid arthritis [60]. Therefore, we recommend
including assertiveness and communication strategies within a
therapeutic self-management app for SS. When considering the
design of the app, we recommend including some text to help
the user provide a brief explanation about their condition, its
symptoms, and their impact to share with health professionals,
colleagues, or people in social settings, as needed. We also
recommend designing opportunities to practice assertiveness
and communication skills within the app for those who may
find it helpful.

In summary, our findings suggest that some of the key areas of
concern for participants were potentially addressable through
an intervention. A common starting point for any approach
should be an acknowledgment of the real costs and the daily
hard work of having an unpredictable, volatile, and
multisymptomatic LTC. Any therapeutic approach needs to be
designed to help with this labor; to acknowledge the social,
emotional, and physical costs of having and managing SS; and
to appreciate the wisdom that the “end user” of the app or
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intervention will have already accumulated. Strategies obtained
from Acceptance and Commitment Therapy [86] and
Compassion Focused Therapy [87] could be useful as they have
been used to target the psychosocial impact of other related
health complaints such as chronic pain [88]. Next, specific
strategies (eg, pacing and sleep management) that could help
target multiple symptoms or single symptoms in sequence would
be useful. Finally, support to perform some of the social labor
involved in living with SS should be a key component. In
Multimedia Appendix 4, we have further specified the areas of
intervention and suggested the broad therapeutic approaches
that might be useful.

Regarding our use of the SDT framework, while it was useful
to structure our thinking about intervention development, we
also noted that the constructs of SDT often existed in a state of
tension with each other, where successfully fulfilling the
requirements of one construct leads to reduced functioning in
another. As noted previously, this tension occurred between
competence and relatedness, where symptom management
conflicted with maintaining social bonds. Similar tension existed
between autonomy and competence, where participants struggled
to feel competent if presented with several self-management
options. The SDT states that all 3 fundamental needs have to
be met for internally motivated, self-determined behavior to
occur [52], but we tentatively suggest that the theory needs to
consider moments when some needs stand in opposition to each
other. Making the nature of these tensions explicit to the users
of an intervention or app would be a key part of its opening
narrative.

Limitations
The extent of transferability of our findings to other LTCs is
not yet known. However, studies of other autoimmune
conditions have demonstrated the same need to self-manage
complexity—people with inflammatory bowel disease reported
that symptoms (pain, fatigue, and diarrhea) changed over time
and could be interconnected at different times, and they required
a highly individualized management strategy to “balance” the
illness and attend to dynamic fluctuations in symptoms [71].
Overall, our findings may provide insight into how several other
autoimmune conditions are self-managed or could be

self-managed with the use of an app. However, owing to the
nature of the complexity we captured in this study,
transferability of our findings to other contexts may be limited.
The 17 participants in this study included only 1 (6%) man,
which may mean that any unique difficulties experienced by
men with SS have been missed in our study. However, SS has
a female-to-male incidence rate of 16:1 [89], and the gender
makeup of our participants is representative of the wider SS
population. Another limitation was that we did not formally
collate information about smartphone ownership from
participants. Such data should be collated in future similar
studies. A final limitation is that most of this study was
conducted within the United Kingdom, with only 67% (2/3) of
the interviewees living outside the United Kingdom. Therefore,
we cannot assume that similar findings would be replicated in
other geographical contexts.

Future Studies
Future studies should operationalize the findings of this study
to construct an intervention protocol that could be implemented
via a smartphone app for the management of SS and empirically
optimize its content through pilot and feasibility testing.
Furthermore, future studies may explore the transferability of
our findings to the self-management contexts of other
autoimmune and fluctuating conditions. Our target users were
those with primary or secondary SS; future studies should
consider how user age influences the design requirements in
this patient group.

Conclusions
In conclusion, therapeutic and design approaches for SS should
be constructed in both bottom-up (ie, based on the
self-management challenges that prospective users already
experience) and top-down (according to the most effective
treatments documented for SS) formats. For people with SS,
choosing to involve an app in their self-management has the
possibility of being counterproductive—by adding to their
experience of fatigue and becoming overwhelmed. Therefore,
the design of a self-management app for SS should support the
user in performing the physical, cognitive, emotional, and social
work of self-management and should be careful not to add to
their already high self-management costs.
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Abstract

Background: In the medical field of obstetrics, communication plays a crucial role, and pregnant women, in particular, can
benefit from interventions improving their self-reported communication behavior. Effective communication behavior can be
understood as the correct transmission of information without misunderstanding, confusion, or losses. Although effective
communication can be trained by patient education, there is limited research testing this systematically with an app-based digital
intervention. Thus, little is known about the success of such a digital intervention in the form of a web-app, potential behavioral
barriers for engagement, as well as the processes by which such a web-app might improve self-reported communication behavior.

Objective: This study fills this research gap by applying a web-app aiming at improving pregnant women’s communication
behavior in clinical care. The goals of this study were to (1) uncover the potential risk factors for early dropout from the web-app
and (2) investigate the social-cognitive factors that predict self-reported communication behavior after having used the web-app.

Methods: In this study, 1187 pregnant women were recruited. They all started to use a theory-based web-app focusing on
intention, planning, self-efficacy, and outcome expectancy to improve communication behavior. Mechanisms of behavior change
as a result of exposure to the web-app were explored using stepwise regression and path analysis. Moreover, determinants of
dropout were tested using logistic regression.

Results: We found that dropout was associated with younger age (P=.014). Mechanisms of behavior change were consistent
with the predictions of the health action process approach. The stepwise regression analysis revealed that action planning was
the best predictor for successful behavioral change over the course of the app-based digital intervention (β=.331; P<.001). The
path analyses proved that self-efficacy beliefs affected the intention to communicate effectively, which in turn, elicited action
planning and thereby improved communication behavior (β=.017; comparative fit index=0.994; Tucker–Lewis index=0.971; root
mean square error of approximation=0.055).

Conclusions: Our findings can guide the development and improvement of apps addressing communication behavior in the
following ways in obstetric care. First, such tools would enable action planning to improve communication behavior, as action
planning is the key predictor of behavior change. Second, younger women need more attention to keep them from dropping out.
However, future research should build upon the gained insights by conducting similar internet interventions in related fields of
clinical care. The focus should be on processes of behavior change and strategies to minimize dropout rates, as well as replicating
the findings with patient safety measures.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03855735; https://classic.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03855735
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Introduction

Background
In the dynamic landscape of medical internet research, the
pursuit of effective interventions and preventive health programs
demands a comprehensive understanding of diverse populations,
including pregnant women and their unique needs. This paper
unveils the outcomes of formative research and preliminary
results within the realm of medical and preventive health,
exploring an innovation and technology in terms of a digital
intervention, that is, apps aiming at improving communication
behavior. Formative research, characterized by its emphasis on
gathering insights from the intended beneficiaries, emerges as
a fundamental tool for tailoring interventions to meet the unique
requirements of diverse communities [1]. By demonstrating the
integral role of formative research in the early stages of program
development, we aim to provide a compelling case for its
incorporation in the toolkit of researchers and experts working
in the field of medical internet research. In this paper, we outline
the potential of using digital tools like apps for improving
communication behavior for patient safety and the risks involved
with regard to dropouts in app-based interventions. Lastly, we
outline a behavior change theory to model communication
behavior, which may help to map out the health-related behavior
more systematically and which was used for our research
investigating communication behavior and app usage.

Patient Safety in Health Care
Patient safety is defined as the absence of harm that could have
been prevented in patients. For achieving patient safety, health
care should be delivered in an optimal manner, trust should be
built among all involved individuals, and misunderstanding,
information loss, or error occurrence should be prevented [2].
Thus, patient safety requires effective communication behaviors
among health care professionals, patients, their partners, or
accompanying persons [2]. In particular, in obstetric care, this
holds true [2,3] because women in labor have to express their
needs and wishes even in the face of stress and barriers to ensure
their active role in the obstetric process. Communication
behavior can be measured and taught [3-5] and is a reliable
approach for improving patient safety [6,7]. Communication
behavior involves multiple individuals, including patients, health
care workers, and partners [8-13]. This encompasses not only
the importance of perceiving a supportive environment that
guarantees an open exchange of concerns and potential solutions
but also the individual’s competency to communicate safely.
Such competency consists of the self-reported communication
skills that are based on Rider and Keefer’s [14] competencies
and are impacted by determinants of the communication
behavior, that is, self-efficacy, intention formation, and planning
[15-19].

Communication Behavior
Communication is defined as a process involving the exchange
of cognitions and emotions through verbal and nonverbal actions
[20,21]. In this work, we define patients’ communication
similarly to communication in health care workers to keep
definitions for both groups aligned. Previous work [8,10]
performed over the scope of this project has defined
communication in line with Rider and Keefer’s definition [14].
They describe a set of skills including the creation and
sustainability of a therapeutic relationship, use of effective
listening, prompt and effective responding, and effective
communication [14]. Effective communication is the correct
transmission of information without misunderstanding,
confusion, or losses.

Although effective communication has been shown to be of
importance in preventing errors in medical care as well as in
patient-provider relationships [6,22-24], only few studies have
investigated effective communication behavior among those
receiving obstetric care. Moreover, there is limited evidence for
innovative tools aiming at increasing effective communication
among pregnant women and their support networks [8,11,25].
Previous research has mainly investigated face-to-face
interventions in clinical care or hospital settings [26,27].
Although traditional face-to-face interventions demonstrate
efficacy, they tend to show several disadvantages concerning
feasibility, such as higher financial constraints, limited
utilization due to mobility constraints, or scheduling and time
issues [28-31]. These constraints of traditional face-to-face
interventions also call for cost-effective, convenient, instantly
available, and scalable alternative solutions. One of these
alternatives, successfully implemented across multiple
therapeutic areas, including the promotion of health behavior
change, is support via the internet, digital interventions, and
apps in the medical field [32-35].

Digital Interventions and Apps
Digital interventions and apps (also called as medical internet
support or web-based communication training) have shown
several advantages over traditional face-to-face interventions,
such as increased ease of accessibility and personalized
interactions with real-time feedback. Furthermore, they offer
the opportunity for scalability to larger populations, including
individuals who live in remote areas. Moreover, such digital
interventions can be relatively cost-effective compared to
traditional formats [36,37]. Although there is clear general
evidence regarding digital interventions, there is scarcity of
research on those targeting to foster effective communication.

The same holds true regarding the applicability and integrability
of traditional health behavior change theories such as the health
action process approach (HAPA) to explain health behavior
changes in digital interventions (ie, smartphone apps). Indeed,
literature shows how interventions supporting motivational and
volitional processes prove effective [8,9,38]. However, the
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HAPA model has been rarely applied to interventions targeting
effective communication [8,9], and it is hardly ever used to
explain communication behavior in the context of digital
interventions or their dropout of pregnant women. Therefore,
we review dropout in more detail.

Factors Associated With App Usage and Dropout From
Digital Interventions
Early dropout from digital interventions is a key problem [39],
as the intervention use is discontinued. This needs more attention
because if users drop out, which might occur as often as 1 in 2
cases [40], efficacy is limited, and the reach and generalizability
of the obtained results are diminished [39]. However, little is
known about the factors associated with dropout [39].
Accordingly, more research investigating and identifying such
factors is needed, especially in the context of communication
behavior and giving birth.

Looking at the general literature on the potential risk factors
for early dropout in digital interventions, the following
sociodemographic and behavior change factors were identified:
age, education, and social support [41,42]. Although there is
no previous study on dropout from digital interventions
addressing effective communication of pregnant women,
evidence from other areas with digital interventions exist. For
example, Wu and colleagues [43] investigated dropout in a
blended care cognitive behavioral intervention. They highlighted
that a higher dropout rate was associated specifically with female
gender, poorer financial status, and the absence of a college
degree. Additionally, Gao et al [44] found that younger patients
and those who were less educated were more likely to drop out
from digital intervention studies. Other factors associated with
early dropout were marital status (higher probability of divorced
individuals to drop out) and ethnicity [45]. Besides the
sociodemographic factors, according to Davis and Addis [46],
psychological determinants should also be considered while
examining dropouts from digital health interventions. According
to [47,48], users with low intention to change their behavior
have been found to drop out more often from digital
interventions. A study by Schroé and colleagues [49] further
investigated why users discontinued the use of digital health
interventions. Their results highlighted that whereas
sociodemographic factors were predictive of early dropout,
psychological determinants such as action planning and
self-monitoring were associated with completion of digital
interventions [49]. This is in line with other research
highlighting that self-monitoring [50] and higher intrinsic
motivation were associated with lower attrition rates [51]. A
theory that could bring the different factors together to enable
systematic research is the aforementioned HAPA model, which
is described in more detail below.

HAPA Model to Understand and Improve Behavior
Change
Self-reported communication behavior constitutes a preventive
health behavior [25] and may be fostered by the same factors
and processes that health psychology literature has repeatedly
showcased [52-54]. HAPA proved to be a useful theory [11]
essentially since it considers the interplay of resources, barriers,
as well as the well-known behavior intention gap [54,55]. The

HAPA model is divided into 2 distinct phases: (1) the
motivational phase in which individuals consider their
competencies’ determinants such as self-efficacy, expectations
about behavioral outcomes (outcome expectancies) and
formulate a behavioral intention (eg, to communicate in the
birthing context), and (2) the volitional phase, wherein pregnant
women develop and enact behavioral plans in order to bring the
intentions to behavioral actions. This whole process is shaped
by social-cognitive barriers and facilitators that may originate
externally or stem from women’s personal belief, which is also
called self-efficacy [54,56]. According to the HAPA model,
individuals need to first form an intention, which is based on
outcome expectancies and self-efficacy, before acting
accordingly. Hence, the pathway of intention on the actual
behavior is mediated by action planning [8,11,57]—with action
planning being more proximal to behavior, and intention,
outcome expectancies, and self-efficacy being more distal to
behavior.

In order to improve communication behavior, interventions
must be tailored to social-cognitive barriers and facilitators of
the target population. Previous evidence has demonstrated that
classical face-to-face interventions based on motivational and
volitional theories such as HAPA are effective in improving
self-reported communication [8,9,38]. It should be noted that
most of these findings stem from interventions that were solely
offered to health care workers [25], but more attention needs to
be paid to patient education. This is the basis of our study with
pregnant women randomized into an intervention group or a
waitlist control group.

Goal of This Study
As previously outlined, there is a need for further studies to
investigate effective communication behaviors of pregnant
women within the context of a digital intervention. The goals
of our study were 2-fold. First, we aimed to uncover the potential
risk factors for early dropout from a digital intervention. Second,
we aimed to investigate the social-cognitive factors that would
predict the self-reported communication behavior after having
used the digital intervention. Thus, the hypotheses are as
follows:

1. Hypothesis 1: Sociodemographic factors play a larger role
in predicting dropout during a digital intervention relative
to behavior change variables.

2. Hypothesis 2: The social-cognitive factors outlined by
HAPA (self-efficacy, outcome expectancy, and action
planning) predict self-reported communication behavior in
pregnant women over the course of the app-based
intervention.

3. Hypothesis 3: More distal HAPA variables (intention,
outcome expectancies, and self-efficacy) indirectly relate
with self-reported communication behavior mediated by
action planning.

Methods

TeamBaby Project
This study stems from a larger project named TeamBaby, which
was tasked with developing interventions to improve
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communication behavior between those who receive and provide
obstetric care. One of the interventions was a digital
intervention, that is, an app (actually, a web-app). Data collected
from the TeamBaby web-app were used to investigate our
hypotheses. The TeamBaby project was funded by the German
Innovation Fund (project 01VSF18023) of the Gemeinsamer
Bundesausschuss and preregistered (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:
NCT03855735) on February 27, 2019.

Recruitment and Procedures

Ethics Approval
Ethics approval for data collection in the maternity clinics was
granted by the ethics committee for human research of the
University Hospital Ulm (114/19) and the ethics committee for
medical research of the University Hospital Frankfurt am Main
(19-292). Informed consent was provided in the registration

process, and all data were anonymized by providing users with
a random ID that could not be linked to user emails or personal
IDs. No compensation was provided for participation in this
study.

Participants
Participants were recruited into this study, as outlined in Figure
1. Participants represented a pragmatic sample. Sample
calculations were performed prior to data collection for an
assumed dropout of 20%. We estimated that 176 or more
individuals would be needed to recruit [9]. All recruited women
were able to register to use the TeamBaby web-app if they were
residing in Germany, either during the time of our study (if
randomized into the intervention group) or 2 weeks later (if
randomized into the waitlist-control arm), that is, pregnant
women and their support persons.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study participants. (A) Study participants using the app as intervention group versus being randomized to the control group
and using the app only 2 weeks later. (B) Study flow for the clinic’s intervention group. CG: control group; IG: intervention group.

Pregnant women were recruited through 1 of the 2 recruitment
channels (Figure 1): (1) those who sought treatment during
pregnancy in project-affiliated clinics or (2) those who were
currently pregnant and based anywhere in Germany. With
respect to the former group, project members worked together
with obstetricians to recruit patients. The Germany-wide
recruitment utilized social media and targeted advertising to
promote this study. In addition, flyers were placed in health
care clinics and pharmacies across the country. Women were
eligible to participate if they were currently pregnant, had
sufficient knowledge of German, and were at least 18 years old.

Participants were recruited into this study upon completing a
web-based questionnaire. Women recruited in the clinics were
invited to register with the web-app. Women from the

Germany-wide recruitment were randomized into either a
treatment group or waitlist-control group. The treatment group
was presented with a link to use the web-app directly. The
waitlist-control arm was provided with a link to the web-app 2
weeks later. All users of the web-app were presented with a
series of questions at regular timepoints to determine whether
there were changes in HAPA variables and communication
behavior as users progressed through the 3 modules of the
web-app. Participants who completed less than 2 modules were
considered as early dropouts.

Intervention Content
The TeamBaby web-app provided guidance on how to work
effectively with health care workers. The web-app consisted of
10 lessons, wrapped in 3 modules, which were developed and
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structured based on the processes of behavior change as set out
by the HAPA model. The first set of lessons was designed to
increase the outcome expectations of effective communication
behavior and create an intention to adopt self-reported
communication practices. The subsequent lessons were designed
to increase the belief or trust in oneself to employ effective
communication and enable users to make tangible plans for
implementing self-reported communication behavior. More
detailed information about the modules and the content can be
found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Measures
Participants were asked to complete questions relating to
communication behavior and HAPA variables at 4 timepoints:
before starting the first module and after completing each
subsequent module. The assessment of self-reported
communication behavior was based on Rider and Keefer’s
competencies [14] and adapted to address pregnant women’s
behavior in previous publications [12]. As the aim of the
research was to understand the underlying social-cognitive
processes of communication, the items were developed to
capture self-reported communication behavior. Table 1 presents
the items [14,58,59] used to evaluate each variable.

Table 1. Measured health action process approach and self-reported communication variables.

RangeaItem exampleVariables

1-6During pregnancy, I always have communicated my needs clearly.Communication behavior (7 items) [14]

1-6If I communicate well with doctors and midwives, my preferences can be considered during
childbirth.

Outcome expectancy (single item) [58]

1-6I intend to always make sure that I communicate effectively with the doctors and midwives.Intention (single item) [59]

1-6I am sure I can communicate well even when I am tired or exhausted.Self-efficacy (single item) [59]

1-6I have planned precisely how to communicate well while giving birth.Action planning (single item) [58]

aRange of 1-6 spans from “does not apply at all” to “does apply fully.”

Sociodemographic Data
In addition to behavior change measures, demographic
information was collected. Participants reported their age,
marital status, highest level of education, and nationality.

Aggregated Variables
Participant communication scores were combined into a single
item for each individual by taking the average across the
different communication behaviors. This was expressed as
overall communication. The implicit assumption here is that
more effective communication within the described obstetric
setting should facilitate a safer birth.

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were conducted using the R [60] and RStudio [61]
software. Significance was determined at the 5% level. The aim
was to determine what variables would predict early dropout
from the web-app. Early dropout was expressed as a binary
variable: participants were marked as dropping out early if less
than 2 modules were completed. For example, participants who
completed 2 or 3 modules were marked as 0 (ie, not dropped
out early), while participants who completed only 1 module or
none were marked as 1 (ie, dropped out early).

To investigate hypothesis 1, a general logistic regression model
using the glm function was built to identify whether HAPA
variables, age, marital status, education, and recruitment channel
predicted dropout. Recruitment channel was a categorical
variable that reflected entry into the app. Participants entered
the app either directly through clinical recruitment or in the
Germany-wide recruitment after randomization into the
intervention group or after the waiting time when being
randomized into the waitlist control arm. In the logistic
regression model, the clinical recruitment group was the
reference group to which the other recruitment channels were
compared to.

A hierarchical regression was performed to investigate
hypothesis 2, using the “lm” function available in Base R;
HAPA variables were sequentially added to build a final model
that predicts post web-app communication. Table 2 outlines
how the predictor and outcome variables were operationalized
in the model. Following the construction of a model to explain
changes in post web-app communication, possible processes
for behavior change were proposed. To investigate hypothesis
3, a structural equation model using the lavaan package [62]
was built to identify how HAPA variables related to one another
and in turn contributed to changes in post web-app
communication.
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Table 2. Overview of the operationalization of social-cognitive predictors and communication behavior.

ExampleOperationalizationVariableType

If an individual had communi-
cation scores after modules 1,
2, and 3, only the response
after module 3 was used.

Respondent’s most recent overall communication score
after having completed at least 1 module of the web-app.
Only individuals who completed at least 1 module were
included in the analyses to ensure the data captured those
that used the web-app.

Outcome • Post web-app communication, ex-
pressed as Ct

If an individual had a commu-
nication score after module 3,
their HAPA variable scores
after module 2 were used for
the predictor variables.

A respondent’s HAPAa variable score at the timepoint
preceding the last available communication score

Predictor • Outcome expectancy at the preceding
timepoint, expressed as OEt-1

• Intention at the preceding timepoint,
expressed as Intentiont-1

• Self-efficacy at the preceding time-
point, expressed as SEt-1

• Action planning at the preceding
timepoint, expressed as APt-1

aHAPA: health action process approach.

Multimedia Appendix 2 outlines the intercorrelation between
all used social-cognitive HAPA determinants as well as
self-reported communication behavior over the course of the
app-based intervention. Since the abovementioned analysis
includes as many timepoints as possible, all variables at the
different timepoints were included.

Results

Study Participants
Overall, 1187 women were recruited into this study, of which
988 were from the Germany-wide recruitment (Figure 1A). Of

those in the Germany-wide sample, 506 were randomized into
the waitlist control arm (control group app registration), and
482 were randomized into the intervention arm (intervention
group app registration). In the clinics, 199 pregnant women
were recruited (after the registration of 205 women with the
app). The majority of the participants were aged 30-39 years
(n=881), had a higher education status (n=763), and were
married (n=759).

Descriptive Statistics
Sociodemographic data are depicted in detail in Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Sociodemographic characteristics of expectant mothers (N=1187).

Values, n (%)Characteristics

Agea (years)

159 (14.23)18-29

881 (78.87)30-39

77 (6.89)40-49

Marital statusb

31 (2.67)Single

366 (31.5)In a committed relationship

759 (65.32)Married/registered partnership

6 (0.51)Divorced/separated/widowed

Highest educational levelc

21 (1.81)No school-leaving qualification

78 (6.74)Secondary or elementary school leaving

137 (11.83)Secondary school diploma

763 (65.89)A-levels

25 (2.16)Completed vocational training

34 (2.94)University degreed

100 (8.64)University degreee

a76 missing values for age.
b31 missing values for marital status.
c35 missing values for highest educational level.
dSpecial German university degree (Hochschule).
eUniversity degree.

Predicting Dropout
Of the 1187 pregnant women who were recruited and started
using the web-app, 1124 dropped out of the intervention, as
indicated by completion of less than 2 modules. A general
logistic model was estimated to investigate hypothesis 1 and to
determine whether social-cognitive HAPA variables and
communication behavior as well as sociodemographic
characteristics might predict early dropout (completing less than

2 modules). Thereby, the predictive capacity of 4 HAPA
variables and behavior along with age, education, and marital
status was tested: intention, outcome expectancy, self-efficacy,
and action planning, as well as sex, education, and marital status.
As Table 4 highlights, only age was a significant predictor of
early dropout. In other words, younger pregnant women were
more likely to drop out from the digital intervention at an earlier
stage. Accordingly, hypothesis 1 can be empirically supported.
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Table 4. Parameter table of the generalized linear model predicting early dropout from health action process approach variables and sociodemographic
characteristics.

P valuet test (df)aEstimate (SE)Variable

.970.034 (418).005 (.164)Outcome expectancytt1
b

.09–1.658 (418)–.254 (.153)Intentiontt1

.131.516 (418).184 (.121)Self-efficacytt1

.071.816 (418).204 (.112)Action planningt1
c

.014d–2.469 (418)–.094 (.038)Age

.27–1.106 (418)–.178 (.161)Education

.23–1.200 (418)–.363 (.302)Marital status

.091.683 (418).880 (.523)Recruitment channel=Germany-wide recruitment, randomized into the intervention group (compared
to clinical recruitment)

.490.692 (418).374 (.540)Recruitment channel=Germany-wide recruitment, randomized into the waitlist control arm (compared
to clinical recruitment)

a2-sided t test.
btt1: measurement after completing module 1.
ct1: module 1 (lessons 1-3).
dβ is significant at P=.05; R²=0.13.

Predictors of Self-Reported Communication Behavior
Hypothesis 2 tests whether socio-demographic variables and
social-cognitive HAPA variables (self-efficacy, outcome
expectancy, and action planning) would predict self-reported
communication behavior in pregnant women over the course
of the app-based intervention (see Table 5 for details). In the
first series of models, each sociodemographic variable was
added in a stepwise fashion to predict communication behavior.
Adding age (F1,93=1.16; P=.28), education (F1,92=0.12; P=.66),
and family status (F1,91=0.39; P=.54) did not significantly
improve the prediction of communication behavior scores. In
the subsequent models, HAPA variables were added (Table 5),

and intention was added. Upon inclusion, most HAPA variables
improved the model fit. For the motivational phase of the HAPA
model, outcome expectancy (F1,90=4.88; P=.03) and intention
(F1,98=8.65; P=.004) improved the model fit, while task
self-efficacy (F1,88=2.11; P=.15) did not improve the model fit.
For the volitional phase, action planning (F1,87=17.74; P<.001)
improved the prediction of communication scores.

After including all the variables of HAPA along with
sociodemographic variables into the model (for model
comparisons, see Table 5), only action planning (β=.331;
P<.001) significantly predicted communication behavior (Table
6 for further parameter estimates). Accordingly, hypothesis 2
could be partially empirically supported.

Table 5. Hierarchical regression model comparison of sociodemographic and social-cognitive health action process approach variables predicting
communication behavior.

P valueF test (df)PredictorsComparison modelModel name

.152.165 (1, 92)AgeNullAge

.830.045 (1, 91)Age + educationAgeEducation status

.550.365 (1, 90)Age + education + marital statusEducation statusMarital status

.04b4.430 (1, 89)Outcome expectancyN/AaOutcome expectancy

.005c8.457 (1, 88)Outcome expectancy + intentionOutcome expectancyIntention

.171.955 (1, 87)N/AIntentionSelf-efficacy

<.001d17.68 (1, 86)N/ASelf-efficacyAction planning

aN/A: not applicable.
bβ is significant at P=.05.
cβ is significant at P=.01.
dβ is significant at P=.001.
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Table 6. Parameter table of hierarchical regression model predicting communication behavior.

P valueSEEstimate (95% CI)Variable

.34.02–. 016 (–.051 to .018)Age

.39.053–. 047 (–.154 to .060)Education status

.57.172–. 100 (–.442 to .243)Marital status

.14.096.14 (–.047 to .336)Outcome expectancy

.63.095.046 (–.143 to .236)Intention

.93.072.007 (–.136 to .149)Self-efficacy

<.001.072.305a (–.161 to .449)Action planning

aβ is significant at P=.001.

Mediation Model
To test hypothesis 3 and thus whether distal HAPA variables
(intention, outcome expectancies, self-efficacy) are mediated
through planning, a path model was facilitated (Figure 2 and
Table 7). Indeed, a sequential mediation emerged from
self-efficacy to intention to action planning to self-reported
communication behavior. This likewise entailed the indirect

mediation from intention via action planning to self-reported
communication behavior. Conversely, no serial mediation was
found from outcome expectancies to intention via action
planning to self-reported communication behavior. Accordingly,
hypothesis 3 could only be empirically supported regarding 2
of the 3 distal HAPA variables, namely, self-efficacy and
intention.

Figure 2. Regression model of social-cognitive health action process approach variables and safe communication behavior across all groups. Taken
together, communication behavior is significantly predicted by action planning, and action planning mediates the impact of self-efficacy and intention
on self-reported communication behavior with β=.017 (comparative fit index=0.994; Tucker–Lewis index=0.971; root mean square error of
approximation=0.055). AP: action planning; COM: safe communication behavior; INT: intention; SE: self-efficacy; t: reflects a relative timepoint.
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Table 7. Results of the path model depicted in Figure 2.

P valueSEEstimate (95% CI)Outcome variablePredictor variable

.001.103.353a (.152 to .555)IntentionSelf-efficacy

.33.109.105 (–.108 to .318)IntentionOutcome expectancy

<.001.085.408a (.242 to .574)Action planningIntention

<.001.089.322a (.148 to .497)PlanningSelf-efficacy

<.001.082.471a (.311 to .631)Communication behaviorPlanning

.63.111.053 (–.163 to .270)Communication behaviorIntention

.23.090.108 (–.069 to .285)Communication behaviorSelf-efficacy

aβ is significant at P=.001.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we investigated the determinants of dropout from
an app-based intervention for pregnant women and the
mechanisms of adopting self-reported communication behavior.
Regarding both aspects, variables from HAPA were measured
and evaluated with respect to their predictive capability.
Consistent with hypothesis 1, dropout analyses found that only
age was predictive, and none of the HAPA variables played a
role. Communication behavior was only predicted significantly
by one of the HAPA variables, namely, action planning. A serial
mediation emerged from intention to self-reported
communication behavior via action planning. In detail,
communication behavior was significantly predicted by action
planning, and action planning mediated the impact of
self-efficacy and intention on self-reported communication
behavior. These findings match previous findings that identified
age as a predictor of dropout from digital interventions [41,42].
However, in contrast to the aforementioned studies, no other
sociodemographic predictors emerged. Moreover, this study
deviates from previous dropout investigations, as no HAPA
variables predicted early dropout. This might be a result of
differences in the target group or context of the digital tool
between studies; predictors of dropout from digital interventions
might depend on aspects of specific intervention types and could
vary based on the timepoint of dropout, as revealed in a previous
research [63]. Regarding the latter, it should be noted that our
study only investigated early dropout.

With respect to mechanisms of adopting self-reported
communication behavior, the results were in line with
hypotheses 2 and 3: the data demonstrated that HAPA variables
predicted the self-reported communication behavior. Whether
this is a result of the behavior change context (ie, the app) still
needs to be determined. However, the findings are in line with
previous evidence that HAPA assumptions match the data and
accordingly are able to explain the changes in self-reported
communication behavior [8,10].

Our findings of early dropout from the app-based intervention
are partially in line with those of other studies, in which younger
participants were more likely to drop out from digital
interventions [42,64-66]. The relationship between age and

dropout could be a result of higher perceived need among older
women, that is, older women, through more life experiences
and previous pregnancies, may realize a greater need for
communication interventions and in turn adhere to the app.

Behavior change variables did not predict dropout from the
app-based intervention. This is in contrast to the results of
previous studies that have shown that behavior change variables
are associated with dropout [63]. Among others, this study
shows outcome expectancies as a crucial predictor of retention
in digital interventions and likewise concludes that the
perception of unmet needs and expectations might be a
determinant of dropout [63]. In the context of self-reported
communication behavior, expectant mothers’ outcome
expectancies focused on safe child delivery instead of
self-reported communication behavior and the accommodation
of individual preferences as the item wording suggests. An
alternative explanation would be that the relationship between
behavior change variables and dropout is context-specific, as a
previous study implicates [63]. In any case, our study shows
the determinants of dropout from an app-based intervention.
This is an important insight for patient safety interventions in
obstetrics because it can be used by future tools to prevent early
dropout and maximize the amount of support that pregnant
women receive. However, future research should further
investigate the contextual variability of predictors of early
dropout in digital intervention studies. This is particularly
important because app-based interventions generally show high
dropout rates [67-70].

Previous studies [8,11] have shown that social-cognitive
variables are associated with pregnant women’s safe
communication behavior in general. Our study demonstrates
that some of these associations also drive change in self-reported
communication behavior during a digital intervention. This is
of importance for theoretical understanding and practitioners;
it shows how apps might elicit and affect changes in
self-reported communication behavior, highlighting pathways
which future interventions can focus on and improve its
effectiveness. This might be useful for designing future apps in
the specific field of pregnancy and giving birth.

It is striking that not all associations in HAPA emerged as
theorized. First, it became apparent that action planning was
the single best predictor of change in self-reported
communication behavior. Although the predictive capacity of
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action planning is expected from its association with behavior
within the HAPA model, it was not hypothesized that action
planning would emerge as the sole predictor of behavior change.
The reason could be pregnant women participating in the app
were taught to think of how and when they might communicate
effectively, that is, making concrete action plans, which worked
well in the app, while other variables were not addressed as
effectively. In addition, action planning was targeted in the last
lesson of the app, which might have resulted in stronger effects
due to a shorter time lag and recency effect.

Relating to the process by which pregnant women improve their
communication behavior in clinical care, it is likewise striking
why only 2 of the indirect effects specified in the HAPA
framework emerged. First, there was an indirect effect of
self-efficacy on self-reported communication behavior via
intention and subsequently via action planning. Second,
self-efficacy also directly impacted action planning and thereby
indirectly impacted self-reported communication behavior.
Notably, the same predictive capacity in explaining self-reported
communication behavior in this study replicated findings from
a cross-sectional research [8,11]. Indeed, the HAPA model
seems to be applicable for predicting several kinds of behavior
change in digitally supported interventions like the app used in
this study and has shown similar findings overall [71-73].

In a previous randomized trial in patients with insomnia, both
action planning and coping planning in the HAPA model were
shown to be effective mediators in improving sleep hygiene
[71]. In another randomized trial testing a digital tool to promote
active lifestyles in patients with type 2 diabetes, the intervention
group showed a significant intervention effect for action
planning, whereas the control group exhibited a significant
effect for coping planning and self-efficacy [72]. Lastly, in an
earlier study primarily focusing on reducing salt intake to
prevent high blood pressure, both intention and outcome
expectancies as well as risk perception were found to be
improved by the digital intervention [73].

In the future, digital and nondigital face-to-face interventions
should be compared, especially when aiming to improve
self-reported communication behavior in obstetrics and
preventing dropout [10]. Different app modes showed various
degrees of effectiveness in a study on depression [74]. A
meta-analytic review [74] showed that apps in combination with
personal contact with a therapist are more effective than
self-help apps. However, no differences were found between
smartphone-based apps and computer- and internet-based
interventions. Similarly, there seems to be no difference between
human-guided digital interventions and face-to-face
psychotherapy [74]. In other areas of research, gamifications
in apps have proven to be beneficial [68]. Among other findings,
feedback, leaderboards (participants can compare their own
progress with that of others), and storytelling (context within
the app to create an alternate reality and guide the user) have
been shown to be advantageous for digital interventions [68-70].
Those findings provide some guidance for future teams aiming
at developing apps and internet interventions in this field.

Findings from this body of research set the stage for iterating
on existing apps in clinical care and for developing new apps.

However, it seems questionable, what kind of intervention might
be sufficient or helpful for those participants at risk for dropping
out. On the one hand, flexible digital tools, which allow an
automatic dynamic change of modules and learning intensity,
might be helpful. On the other hand, an overload of information
or special attention to these participants might make them even
more prone to drop out. To conclude, future research should
further uncover the reasons for dropout of such participants, so
that optimal strategies for prevention can be devised.

Given that younger patients are at increased risk of discontinuing
the digital intervention at an early stage, it is crucial to make
the underlying behavior visible and targetable. We made the
first attempt to explain this phenomenon. In the literature, the
possibility of using behavior change theories to predict dropout
behavior has been demonstrated [63]. Future research should
be conducted using different intervention modes as well as
different digital incentives (eg, optimal level of gamification,
possibility to exchange with other users vs personal contact
with midwives, doctors, or other birthing professionals, or more
intensive self-help vs person-guided self-help).

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
This study, as a formative research and with preliminary results,
has certain limitations with regard to the conclusions drawn
from the results. First, there is a possibility that confounding
external factors could have been at play during the course of
the internet intervention, such as physiological or mental health
risk factors. Second, bias and self-selection might have
confounded the web-app data in the sense that only certain
women volunteered to participate and continue the app-based
intervention. Future internet intervention studies should try to
recruit a more diverse sample and find concrete reasons for
them completing the app or dropping out. It seems possible that
both flexible feasibility questions in the context of the app as
well as effectiveness ratings and satisfaction ratings could
provide more information about usage behavior.

For the time frame between intervention start and the last
timepoint, we have conducted a test of factors predicting
dropout, from which we concluded that only younger age at
intervention start predicted early dropout. However, factors
associated with the selection to participate in the intervention
could not be uncovered in our presented design. Future research
should target a wider age range of pregnant women to gain
further insight between age groups and dropout via subgroup
analyses. With a larger sample, it also seems possible to examine
the age categories and dropout behavior in more detail.

As mentioned previously, our data do not allow conclusions
regarding the motivations of dropout and study retainment—a
topic that future studies should investigate further. Relatedly,
it would have been important to have more finely spaced time
intervals for measurement points, which could add valuable
information on the interplay of the processes underlying
behavioral change and the topics of the particular lessons that
were covered. Additionally, it should be acknowledged that the
scales used to measure the social-cognitive variables of HAPA
were not previous validated in German language based on
evaluating the communication behavior. Hence, the
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measurement qualities of the scales in the German population
might be limited.

The main contribution of this study can be seen in that it is the
first attempt of employing a digitally enhanced internet
intervention aiming at fostering self-reported communication
behavior within a clinical sample in the context of obstetric
care. This has innovation potential, as it shows that technology
in terms of a digital intervention, that is, apps aiming at
improving communication behavior can make a difference.
Therefore, this study sheds light on the mechanisms underlying
self-reported communication behavior and its improvement
while also investigating the potential predictors of dropout in
an app-based intervention. This contribution yields both practical

and theoretical implications. On a theoretical note, our study
contributes to a deeper understanding of the genesis of
self-reported communication behavior, thereby highlighting
various points of the psychological processes that future
interventions could address, such as action planning and
self-efficacy. Likewise, practical implications arise as our study
presents an initial framework for improving effective
communication via the app in a clinical sample and explores
how to maximize its effectiveness by retaining participants at
risk of early dropout. The variables of the HAPA model can
function as a toolkit, with a particular focus on action planning,
self-efficacy beliefs, intention to communicate effectively, and
app users’ age.
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Abstract

Background: As consent for data sharing evolves with the digital age, plain-text consent is not the only format in which
information can be presented. However, designing a good consent form is highly challenging. The addition of graphics, video,
and other mediums to use can vary widely in effectiveness; and improper use can be detrimental to users.

Objective: This study aims to explore the expectations and experiences of adults toward consent given in infographic, video,
text, newsletter, and comic forms in a health data sharing scenario to better understand the appropriateness of different mediums
and identify elements of each medium that most affect engagement with the content.

Methods: We designed mock consent forms in infographic, video, text, newsletter, and comic versions. Semistructured interviews
were conducted with adults who were interviewed about their expectations for consent and were then shown each consent medium
and asked about engaging elements across mediums, preferences for consent mediums, and the value of document quality criteria.
We transcribed and qualitatively co-coded to identify themes and perform analyses.

Results: We interviewed 24 users and identified different thematic archetypes based on participant goals, such as the Trust
Seeker, who considered their own understanding and trust in organizations when making decisions. The infographic was ranked
first for enhancing understanding, prioritizing information, and maintaining the proper audience fit for serious consent in health
data sharing scenarios. In addition, specific elements such as structure, step-by-step organization, and readability were preferred
engaging elements.

Conclusions: We identified archetypes to better understand user needs and elements that can be targeted to enhance user
engagement with consent forms; this can help inform the design of more effective consent in the future. Overall, preferences for
mediums are highly contextual, and more research should be done.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53113)   doi:10.2196/53113
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Introduction

Overview
Consent is a cornerstone of ethical research, allowing people
to be informed about the risks and benefits of research and

demonstrate their autonomy. Consent has been discussed since
the Nuremberg trials and takes on a pivotal role throughout
European Union (EU) regulations for data protection, such as
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), but there are
still challenges as bioethical consent and data protection consent
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collide. Digital decision-making about one’s own data can be
influenced or misled through interface design choices (ie,
through so-called dark patterns [1-8]), while the consent
experience of most European users corresponds to nagging
cookie consent requests with profiling and advertisements that
induce consent fatigue while trying to access a needed service
[8]. Decades of research in the biomedical domain show that
study participants’ consent can rarely be deemed actually
informed [9], often due to the complexity of language [10] and
lack of health literacy [11], as well as the lack of data literacy
of the individuals [12].

Engaging individuals in a user-friendly consent experience is
thus fundamental to enabling them to meaningfully and freely
make decisions with a sense of satisfaction [10] and agency.
Improving the readability and comprehensibility of consent
notices is one aspect of this, but research is also being done to
explore visual communication techniques. Current research
often focuses on the effect of multimedia on understanding
[11,12], which can have a varied effect based on different
studies. Multimedia also spans many formats, and most studies
reviewed for their effect on understanding compared 2-3
different formats [12]. The Article 29 Working Party also refers
to visual design means, such as “cartoons, infographics,
flowcharts,” to enhance the comprehensibility of information,
and specifically to “comics/cartoons, pictograms, animations”
[13]. However, they do not offer further guidance about what
mediums to use and for what purpose (eg, how one might
prioritize skimming, while another might be better for complex
information). Therefore, we experimented with 5 different
mediums of consent in this study, building on studies
researching the use of a comic [14,15], video [16], infographic,
and illustrated text [17], with plain text as a control [18].

In this paper, we substantially built on our previous work [19]
by analyzing more mediums beyond the comic and infographic
and specific engaging elements. The study presented a fictional
scenario with a data trustee who would assist organizations (eg,
research institutions, hospitals, etc) in finding suitable
participants for clinical trials in a privacy-friendly manner.
Participants were given a scenario where they were individuals
who may benefit from a clinical trial organized by a hospital,
so the data intermediary requested their consent to share their
contact information with the hospital.

The objective of this study was to better profile user expectations
and their attitudes toward different consent mediums, which
included infographic, video, text, newsletter, and comic versions.
We specifically analyzed how different elements of consent
mediums (eg, narrative, color, and audio) affected participant
engagement to survey the different affordances of each medium.
Each medium has its own strengths and weaknesses in
representing various kinds of information and can achieve
various informational goals (eg, the video is low effort but can
be skimmed, while the text can be skimmed but boring) [20].
As we intended to understand whether there are benefits to using
one medium over another and why participants would prefer
different mediums, we compared multiple mediums in this study
based on semistructured interviews and dived into participant
motivations, expectations, and experiences.

The results hinted at diverse goals among participants. We also
identified the elements of document design that make the
information concise, structured, and appropriate for the
audience. We also found a large influence of context (eg, cookie
consent or consent with different trusted institutions) on
participant perceptions and expectations. Thus, we offer
recommendations on how to better design consent documents
to address different general participant profiles using layering
and to engage the audience more effectively with a suitable
medium. This has a pivotal role in the digital health data sharing
space to give more effective transparency to participants who
are deciding whether to share sensitive data. Our results can be
leveraged by designers of digital consent experiences for more
efficient multimedia use.

Background

Consent and Transparency
The European data strategy [21,22] aims to create a single
market for data to allow for the free flow of data to benefit
businesses, research, and public administrations within the EU.
It is built on the GDPR, which aims to give users more control
over their personal data.

Informed consent (IC) is a legal requirement specified in the
GDPR as “freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous”
(article 4(11)); easily withdrawn (article 7(3)); presented in an
intelligible and easily accessible form using clear and plain
language (article 7(2)); explicitly given for biomedical and
genome data categorized as sensitive data (article 9); transparent
in terms of completeness, comprehensibility, and accessibility
of the information disclosures (articles 12, 13, and 14); and
compliant with the principles of data protection by design and
by default (article 25) [23]. IC requires user-centric design
elements in consent to help achieve the general principle of
transparency, which encompasses the “quality, accessibility,
and comprehensibility of the information” [14]. The GDPR also
contains obligations for “transparency by design” wherein
privacy and consent notices should be purposefully designed
to adequately inform the intended audience [24]. In addition,
the GDPR also refers to other visual design methods like comics,
videos, and infographics.

However, most existing informed decision-making solutions
fail to reconcile theoretical demands with actual transparency.
Conventional data privacy communication is characterized by
lengthy, off-putting walls of complex jargon that impact the
readability, comprehensibility, navigability, and memorability
of information [20]. In addition, it is often standard, vague, or
boilerplate instead of customized to the different needs and
abilities of the intended audiences [25] and the type of data and
processing activity. Reaching beyond plain language, in the last
few years, there has been a renewed attention (and quite some
experimentation) toward legal document design criteria [26]
that more holistically relate to the language, writer-reader
relationship, information design, and content.

Profiling User Needs Using Archetypes
Human-computer interaction research has used the persona
technique (wherein imaginary users are assigned different
profiles or personas with different goals and personalities based
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on demographic data) to better understand different users and
needs and design suitable solutions [27]. However, it is a lengthy
process that is often used for designing IT systems, not the
consent processes. User need assessments have been conducted
in relation to different demographics in health studies, but rather
than focusing on the IC aspect, they focus on the health
symptoms and how to address specific health-related needs
[18,28,29]. Beyond health-related needs, we are interested more
broadly in how the general adult population would interact with
consent process to share information for downstream health
reasons and what elements would be engaging when making
informed decisions. This aspect has not been studied, to the best
of our knowledge, but would be important for understanding
how to strategically create effective information disclosures.
Thus, we wanted to create archetypes, which capture general
profiles, instead of personas, which are representations of
imaginary individuals with specific population characteristics.

Multimedia Tools and Engagement With Digital Consent
The digitalization of data collection and use authorization allows
for multimedia tools to be used during the consent process,
which can have a positive outcome for participants. Overall, a
systematic review of multimedia consent with videos, interactive
programs, so on for surgical procedures found increased patient
satisfaction for usability and informational availability [30].
However, for clinical trial consent, videos did not improve
understanding [31]. Diving into the reasons that multimedia
consent may be preferred to conventional text, one study
compared animated videos, slideshows with voice-overs, comics,
and text consent for medical practices and found that a
dual-channel approach combining audio with visuals helped
participant understanding [31]. This study supported older
research showing that repetition of information using different
multimedia means increases retention [32]. However, the
specific elements of videos, comics, and text that contributed
to effective communication in more general health consent were
not studied—a gap that we intend to bridge with our work.

Even in other domains, studies strive to understand how to
achieve effective communication of complex information by
analyzing participant engagement, understanding, and recall of
the information [33]. In the study by Wang et al [33],
engagement refers to the time spent and fun experienced reading
a form; and infographics, illustrated text, and data comics of
complex economic data were tested. They found that students
from different countries (aged from 18 to 35 years) preferred
data comics, as they enable the greatest understanding,
engagement, and enjoyment of all mediums, while the
infographic performed best in esthetics and exploration, and
the illustrated text performed the worst. As similar studies had
not been performed on consent forms in a health scenario, we
sought to study engagement as a factor of effective
communication, as it might help understand what gains and
retains attention within a complex digital attention economy.

Traditionally, engagement studies in biomedical consent refer
to patient engagement with the research or biomedical process.
Such engagement refers to participants interacting with the
results of a study, updating information, or changing consent
[34-36]. However, we are interested in participant motivations
to consume the information in a consent form and give their
initial and continued attention to a conventionally tedious
process while competing in an attention economy [37,38]. Can
consent forms be interesting and attention-grabbing?

Research Questions
The previous section has gathered evidence about the interplay
between GDPR transparency requirements in data protection,
the use of archetypes, and multimedia tools to enhance the
experience. However, we lack an understanding of user needs,
the impacts of different mediums on the user experience, and
user engagement. The research questions that this study sought
to answer are shown in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Research questions.

1. What kind of goal-oriented archetypes can be created to better understand participant needs for consent?

2. Across the 5 analyzed mediums (ie, infographic, video, text, newsletter, and comic forms), what were the participant rankings of different engaging
elements?

3. After exposure to the consent mediums, we asked the following questions:

a. What were the participants’ rankings of consent mediums?

b. What elements reportedly influence their preference for mediums?

c. What document quality criteria concerning language, design, content, and relationship with the reader did participants value?

Methods

Overview
AS carried out 24 semistructured interviews in September 2021
in Germany (Figure 1). We created an interview guideline

(Multimedia Appendix 1), which was validated with 3 potential
participants to ensure clarity, comprehensibility, and precision
of the questions.
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Figure 1. A time line of key activities and elaboration of results.

Recruitment
We searched for 24 participants by word of mouth. The
demographic included adults from a cross-section of the German
adult population by age, sex, and education level (Table 1).

Table 1. Participant demographics (N=24).

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

Age range (y)

8 (33)18-30

8 (33)31-55

8 (33)56-90

Sex

12 (50)Male

12 (50)Female

Highest degree

12 (50)School leaving or apprenticeship

12 (50)College or university

The sample size and participant characteristics were based on
a systemic review of unbiased citizens’ juries for health policies
[39]. Within the age ranges, there was an equal distribution of
men and women with the highest degree obtained. All
participants were native German speakers and lived in Germany,
and the interviews took an average of 60 to 75 minutes.

Study Material
AS created an example plain text document that asked for
consent for the transfer of personal data from an intermediation
service to another organization, a hospital. On the basis of the
plain text, XD designed 4 additional variations in different
mediums: an infographic, a comic, a newsletter, and a video.
These 4 variations only included the subsection “What happens
if you agree?” of the consent form. All 5 consent forms (ie,
plain text, infographic, comic, newsletter, and video forms)
differed in design, but the core consent text was the same across
all mediums. XD followed best practices for information
transparency, designed documents for each medium with
different subsets of engaging elements, and adapted them for
the mediums (ie, additional ellipses between comic text) for the

purposes of the study, consulting coauthors during design. (a)
The video (Multimedia Appendix 2) was created to test the use
of color, audio, and animations and illustrate the text using free
resources on Biteable website (eg, “a doctor will call you”
conveyed as an animation of a waving physician). The audio
was provided by AS (a native German speaker) out of
convenience. (b) The infographic (Figure 2) was designed with
a step-by-step format and color from a health template on Canva
(Canva Pty Ltd), with icons describing the text (eg, scheduling
an appointment had a calendar icon; Multimedia Appendix 3).
(c) The comic (Figure 3) used a story element and color and
was designed in Figma with input from all authors, and it used
simple figures to expedite the creation of the comics. The
drawings sought to describe the text as literally as possible (eg,
“you will be contacted” depicts a ringing phone; Multimedia
Appendix 4). (d) The newsletter (Figure 4) used open format
and color and was created in Figma (Figma, Inc; a popular
website for user interface or user experience design) based on
an existing newsletter template’s structure. The newsletter was
thought to be a more familiar medium with more graphics than
text (eg, newsletters sent via email; Multimedia Appendix 5).
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Figure 2. A translated section of the infographic study material designed with a step-by-step format, color, and structured sections.

Figure 3. A translated section of the comic study material designed with a story and color.
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Figure 4. A translated section of the newsletter study material designed with an open format, color, and structured sections.

Study Design
All interviews took place via a web conferencing system. No
recordings were taken, and a summary transcription was written
after each question and finalized after each interview. This
method was chosen to respect participant anonymity and
COVID-19 protocols.

The interviewer invited participants to imagine that they were
contacted by a data intermediary to obtain their consent to share
their name, email, and allergy information with a hospital that
wanted to carry out a clinical trial for lactose allergies. A verbal
explanation was given along with the full plain text version of
the consent form, and participants could ask questions at any
time.

To answer RQ1, participants were asked about their previous
experience with consent forms and desires regarding consent.

To address RQ2, after participants were shown all mediums of
consent, they were asked to rank 8 design elements of a consent
form: the use of colors, audio, animated elements, readability
of text (eg, if it is not too technical or complicated), story
element (eg, using examples and people in the forms), structured
sections, step-by-step elements (eg, having an order to the
information with text or visuals), and an open format (eg, being
able to skip around to sections) from the most to the least
engaging with an option for “other.”

To answer RQ3, we showed them a subsection of the full
consent form, “What happens if I agree?” in different mediums
(ie, comic, infographic, plain text, newsletter, and video
versions) in a random order per participant. Participants were
asked to rank the different forms according to their preferences
and clarify why.

Data Analysis
The interviews were documented in German, and anonymized
answers were translated into English via DeepL (DeepL SE)
and proofread by AS to ensure the translations’ adherence to
the original meaning and to collaboratively analyze them with
XD, AR, and MB (all non-German). Translation verification
continued throughout the qualitative coding process in various
sessions from November 2021 to April 2022 with the
multidisciplinary team. To code the interview, the software
MAXQDA (VERBI GmbH) was used. The expertise of the
coding team spanned data protection law, usable privacy,
bioethics, bioinformatics, and legal design.

To code the interviews, we inductively and iteratively
established a codebook over three 2-hour sessions (Multimedia
Appendix 6). The codebook combines a bottom-up approach
through analysis of the data (eg, the concept of trust stemming
from participant answers) with a top-down approach derived
from the criteria for good documents given by Waller [26]
(Table 2) to answer RQ3 (c).
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Table 2. Document quality criteria elaborated by Waller [26].

DescriptionCriteria

Language

Using direct language to make it clear who is actingDirectness

The extent to which the vocabulary is easily understoodPlain words

Conformity with good standard English practicesGrammar

Ease with which the reader can follow argumentsReadability

Design

Use of legible fonts and text layoutLegibility

Use of tables, bullet lists, graphs, charts, icons, etcGraphic elements

Quality of document organization for functionStructure

Attractiveness and approachability, overall appearanceImpression

Relationship

Is it clear who is communicating?Who from

Whether there are clear contacts or means of contactContact

Appropriateness to the knowledge and skills of usersAudience fit

Matching the style and language of the contextTone

Content

How relevant is the content to the recipient?Relevance

If it is clear what the communication is aboutSubject

Clarity about what action is required of the userAction

Compliance with the organization’s intended aims and valuesAlignment

Participant consent expectations have been organized into
archetypes depending on the salience of reported goals and
relevant features. A matrix was created with the participant
number, expected features, expected goals, and expected
behaviors to help group similar profiles.

Ethical Considerations
The study design has been authorized by the Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Luxembourg (ERP 21-038
LeAds), and best practices were followed. We chose a summary
transcription to enable easier anonymization of the interview.
Once manually anonymized, transcripts were securely shared

with the authors from the other organization. The interviewees
were compensated €30 for their time.

Results

User Desires via Archetypes
The interview findings from the questions, which explore
participant expectations, desires, and needs, have been organized
into 3 goal-oriented archetypes: the Fully Informed, the Record
Keeper, and the Trust Seeker. Not all participants reported
specific goals, while some participants reported multiple goals.
Thus, the archetypes are based on grouping similar features
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Venn diagram describing the core goals of different consent archetypes.

The Fully Informed archetype wanted relevant and fitting
information to understand what they were consenting to. This
aligns with the most common goal explicitly reported by
participants (14/24, 58%):

[A]s an affected person, I would like to see a few
examples to get a better understanding of what may
be done with my data. [P1]

The information must also be appropriate for them as an
audience:

A simple explanation that everyone understands would
be my preference. [P12]

The Record Keeper sought understanding while specifically
wanting to remember what they had agreed to (3/24, 13%) or
to have a copy for their records (4/24, 17%). For example,
participant 13 had a clear idea of the elements they wanted to
understand and retain a clear memory of:

It needs to be clear to me what the consent is for, who
it is from, and exactly what data is being processed
for what purpose. [P13]

In addition, participant 4 stated the following:

It doesn’t matter to me if it is paper or digital. The
main thing is that I receive a copy of the text to which
I have consented. [P4]

The Trust Seeker also sought understanding but was cautious
toward the system or desired a trustworthy system (6/24, 25%):

I must have the impression that the data trustee is a
reliable company or that there is an expertise that
proves that I can trust this data trustee. [P3]

[I would rather avoid] to invest time and read through
stuff...[and be able to trust] since I’ve already given
my data...that my data will just be handled well. [P7]

When considered together, the archetypes lie on a spectrum
where the Fully Informed archetype relies more on individual
responsibility and capacity to make informed decisions, while
the Trust Seeker also considers the context of organizational
reputation and trust in making their decisions. In addition, the
Record Keeper could be seen as an individual who wants to
manage their consent decision over time, while those who do
not want to review or revise their consent accept a one-time
decision without records.

In addition to finding patterns based on common goals, some
individuals stood out for their unique consent desires, including
using more technical jargon (2/24, 8%). The use of jargon
seemed to enable the process more time saving for some
participants:

If I had to choose between short technical language
and simple but longer language that is easy for
everyone to understand, I would choose the short
technical language. [P15]

Top Engaging Elements
To better understand RQ2, about how different elements across
mediums were perceived by participants, they were asked to
rank the listed elements after experiencing all mediums. The
most frequent element ranked first was structure, followed by
readability, colors, step-by-step elements (tied with “colors”),
audio, story, and others (also tied with “story”; Figure 6). The
top element at rank 2 was also structure, and the top element at
rank 3 was readability. When the option “others” was chosen,
not all participants elaborated on what “other” element they
referred to, but when they did, personal engagement (4/24, 17%)
was most commonly cited. In ranks 2 and 3, structure,
readability, and step-by-step were also frequently cited engaging
elements.
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Figure 6. The frequency of each engaging element ranked from 1 to 3 by participants.

Preferred Mediums and Document Criteria

Overview
To answer RQ3, we report the results about participants’ ranking
for their preferred consent form after being shown each medium

in Figure 7. The infographic was the overall winner and the
comic the overall loser, while the video, text, and newsletter
had varying trends (eg, the text was uniformly distributed across
ranks 2 to 5, while the video was most often ranked 1, 2, or 4).
Interestingly, no medium had consensus across the 24
participants.

Figure 7. Participant ranking of mediums (where 1 corresponds to the first choice and 5 to the last choice) by percentage of votes.

In the following sections, each medium is discussed based on
(1) the top 3 factors that influenced the ranking and (2) the top
3 positive or negative document criteria adapted from good
document criteria by Waller [26] (Table 1). A participant could

share multiple influencing factors or document criteria. We
instead looked at the number of unique coded segments within
their answer. Participants could share as few (though they were
prompted to try to give at least 1) or as many factors as they
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desired. The coded segments for influencing factors, such as
the element of time, could be positive (time-saving) or negative
(time-wasting). This was to help us identify the categories that
were most important to participants. Then, we contextualize the

data and report whether important factors were positive or
negative and their respective coded segments volume in the
detailed section. Finally, Table 3 offers a summary of rank, top
influencing factors, and document criteria per medium.

Table 3. Overview of the top 3 influencing factors and document criteria per medium with overall participant ranking.

Medium

Comic (rank 5)Newsletter (rank 4)Text (rank 3)Video (rank 2)Infographic (rank 1)

Influencing factors

Understanding and in-
terest

Prioritization and un-
derstanding

Understanding and
time-saving

Understanding and ef-
fort

Understanding, time,
and interest

Positive element

Inappropriate fit for
the context

Association with ad-
vertisements

BoringN/AN/AaNegative element

N/AN/AN/ATime-saving and
time-wasting

N/AMixed

Document criteria

Text and graphicsBolded key text, sec-
tions, and open format
for skimming

Structured layoutAudio, step-by-step
elements, and inter-
play of text and
graphics

Numbered lists, icons,
bold headings, and
graphic elements

Positive element

Tone and audience fitAdvertisement impres-
sion

Lacked highlightingN/AExtraneous or leading
icons

Negative element

aN/A: not applicable.

Infographic Medium
The infographic was strongly preferred, with one-third of the
participants (15/49, 31%) citing understanding as a positive
influencing factor, while time and interest were in a close
second. Elements such as numbered bullet points, bold headings,
and icons were referenced:

With the bullets, you know right away what each is
about in the text written underneath. In general, this
is easy to grasp... [P3]

The top 3 influencing factors were overall positive, in contrast
to the other mediums.

Most positive document criteria concern design criteria such as
step-by-step elements, icons, bold headings, bullet points, and
color. There were much fewer negatively received elements,
which were also related to the design criteria: the overuse of
color and icons and the large size of the infographic. Participants
had specific reactions to different icons, such as the hospital or
medical professionals at the top and bottom that did not support
any text or specific icons that might seem manipulative:

[W]ith the consent form, the “thumbs up” graphic
makes it look like I’m being preempted from making
a decision. [P14]

Video Medium
Approximately one-third of the participants (14/44, 32%)
reported that it influenced their understanding, followed by time
and effort. Understanding was largely positive, partially due to
the format that they’re “forced to watch it from beginning to
end, so that you perceive the whole content” (P15).

On the other hand, time was slightly more positive than negative
because while most participants felt that compared to reading,
the video saved time, some felt it was inefficient compared to
their reading speed, or they wanted to review material but felt
rewinding would be time-wasting. Saving effort was wholly
positive, with participants saying that it was more accessible,
entertaining, or less attention draining while still being
understanding. One minor interesting influencing factor unique
to the video was a perceived feeling of trust from the audio,
with 2 participants mentioning that a human voice engendered
confidence in the process.

More than half of the positive feedback about the video
mentioned the audio element, followed by the sequential nature
and use of animation and images. Less than one-fourth of the
participants (12/54, 22%) liked the content, which included the
interplay between text and graphics and the story element:

What I like about the video is that...you see movements
that show what you hear at the same time via audio.
[P3]

There were about half as many negative elements as positive
ones, and most were due to the video pacing. Some wanted it
faster, while others wanted it slower. Interestingly, 1 participant
noted the following:

I have the feeling that with a video like this, people
are rather uncritical of the content of the consent
form. One is rather tempted to agree to something.
If, for example, a button appeared after the video that
allowed me to consent, I would probably consent.
[P17]
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Text Medium
Approximately one-third of the participants (12/42, 29%)
indicated that interest and understanding were most influenced
by the text. Interest was a complex influencing factor that was
slightly more negative. Those stating that it negatively
influenced attention felt that the text medium was boring or
lacked interest compared to other mediums. The participants
who viewed it positively said that the text had a simple, clean
layout allowing for quick skimming, and those who felt it was
neutral felt like participant 21:

This is the format that I know and have simply
accepted by now. [P21]

The understanding was generally a positive influencing factor,
with many saying that it was clear, concise, and short; however,
some felt that it was difficult to skim or that the text was
confusing or dry. Some participants also felt that it saved time
by being short and concise.

The most cited positive document elements of the text were the
use of clear sections, headlines, and bullet points. The positive
elements were twice as common as the negative elements; the
majority of both positive and negative elements also stemmed
from design. Participants wanted more highlighting of key facts
via colored, bold, italicized, or underlined words. Less than
one-third of the participants (5/18, 28%) also cited the negative
impression the document gave them:

[I]t is still a bit boring and trivial, so you might not
read it properly if you get it as a letter home, for
example. [P5]

Newsletter Medium
More than a quarter of participants (6/22, 27%) mentioned
prioritization as an influencing factor, less than a quarter (5/22,
23%) mentioned understanding, and 18% (4/22) mentioned
interest. Prioritization and understanding were positive
influencing factors, with participants saying that the bold words
and ability to skip sections allowed them to roughly understand
the contents because the bold text highlighted the important
information in sentences. However, the interest factor was
equally mixed, with the positive influence surrounding the
bolded text and headers, while the negative influence was mainly
attributed to the association with advertising spam. More than
half of the participants (13/24, 54%) agreed with participant 1,
who stated the following:

It looks like advertising, by the structure and the
“headline,” which is repetitive. [P1]

Although it had positive influencing factors, the negative interest
likely had a large impact on the lower ranking of this form, as
participant 5 said the following:

[I]t looks like advertising and I don’t like that.... I am
rather annoyed by it. The bold as highlighting and
the textual design I find good. [P5]

The newsletter’s positive elements were largely regarding the
design and use of structure, headings, bold text, sectioning, and
the open format for skimming. The negative elements also
similarly mentioned the design criteria because it looked like
advertising based on prior experiences. The use of color was

also disliked because the black header was too strong and
off-putting.

Comic Medium
The main influencing factor was understanding, with one-third
of the participants (7/24, 29%) mentioning it both positively
and negatively. A slight majority (4/7, 57%) cited a positive
influence on understandability. Interest was generally a positive
influencing factor because the medium was novel. Less than
one-fourth of coded segments showed that the comic had an
overall negative influence on skimming, as the narrative-driven
step-by-step format made it difficult to prioritize, reread for
specific elements, or gain a quick overview. In addition, many
participants disliked the comic medium as a whole, even if they
could find some helpful design elements:

I found the comic a bit inappropriate for the topic...the
message is better visualized by the little pictures,
which may be better remembered but I don’t like it.
[P20]

Almost half of the positive feedback for the comic stemmed
from the support of text with graphics, narrative elements, and
illustrations. A third felt that the tone and audience fit suited
them. However, negative impressions were almost double the
positive ones because audience fit and tone were unsatisfactory
for more than half of the participants (14/24, 58%):

I’m out of the age where I still like comics.... I don’t
feel like I’m being taken seriously as a customer with
a consent form like this. [P16]

Participants suggested that children or older adults might be a
better audience fit. Other negative feedback arose from the
impression and graphic elements concerning the execution of
illustrations, legibility, and lack of structure.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Qualitative analysis of participant desires for health consent
revealed 3 archetypes: the Fully Informed, the Record Keeper,
and the Trust Seeker. All participants wanted a high level of
understanding before the consent decision, with some valuing
additional elements such as obtaining copies of their decisions
for their records and the trustworthiness of institutions like
hospitals. The participants greatly stressed the need for short,
concise, and direct consent forms that should not be longer than
a page. Our results support the results of other authors, who
have found that participants want to skim consent forms because
consent documents are all the same, they want to save time, or
they trust the ethical review of the related study [40]. In other
words, individuals often engage in a form of strategic reading
[26] instead of relying on attentive reading. This is why consent
should contain elements that allow the visual prioritization of
certain content over others, like headings, bullet points, and
highlights (ie, “surface-level cues”) [26] that allow individuals
to skim the document effectively and discern the most important
information at first sight.

On the basis of the ranking of engaging elements, the
participants preferred step-by-step documents (eg, linearly
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numbered lists with clear headings) instead of open or
story-based formats. Structure, readability, and step-by-step
elements were the top 3 engaging elements and could be easily
integrated into most mediums. While our study only designed
the infographic using 4 of the top engaging elements (ie,
structure, readability, color, and step-by-step element), other
mediums like text could also use color and step-by-step elements
instead of the open-format element. However, the tone and
audience fit of mediums greatly influenced participant rankings,
even if some mediums enhanced understanding or visual interest
(eg, comics and newsletters). The negative connotations of the
newsletter with marketing and comics with childishness
contributed to their low rankings, while text was seen as routine
and acceptable, if boring. Instead of prioritizing one medium
over another, there could be a greater focus on including the
most important engaging elements within mediums (eg, adding
step-by-step elements in all possible mediums).

Implications for Practice
First, the creation of data-informed archetypes can be used for
better understanding, and therefore accommodating, the diverse
needs of a population. To leverage information describing the
use of one’s own personal data as a self-determination
instrument, individuals can receive contextualized information
and concrete examples that are relevant to their specific needs
(eg, the Fully Informed and Trust Seeker archetypes), rather
than one-size-fits-all terms. Archetypes also support general
audience tailoring for different goals. Different approaches to
consent notices may reflect strategies to cope with the 2-fold
reality stemming from the fact that the risks of consent decisions
are individual, while the data sharing and processing are
networked across the individual, responsible institutions, and
beyond [41]. For example, the Fully Informed archetype may
be more concerned with individual responsibility and the
personal data processing, while the Trust Seeker wants
information about the organizations involved and their security
and privacy measures. Using archetypes to base user profiles
could also be a way to customize their experience in meaningful
macrocategories without needing to customize every possibility
for individual preferences. However, more research is needed
to balance the actual benefit of tailoring information to different
learning styles [42] against the increased costs of its creation
and implementation.

Second, different mediums can be targeted based on needed
affordances (Table 3) and layered to reinforce the understanding
of complex information, for example, through a multifold
presentation of the same content through text, video, and
infographics. Official guidance about transparency requirements’
implementation [15] portrays layering techniques as an
appropriate means to achieve the requirement of full disclosure
while allowing for prioritization and brevity. For example,
summaries containing an overview of the main clauses can
accompany the more comprehensive version and can be more
easily browsed while consenting, with short videos and privacy
icons constituting the first layer of a written notice [20].
Distributing information on separate mediums can additionally
contribute to presenting the relevant information at an
appropriate time. For instance, the first layer with essential
information can be displayed at the moment of the consent

decision, while detailed information can always remain
accessible on request [43]. However, as more guidelines for
multimedia consent design arise [14,20], testing and
co-designing with the intended audience is key; otherwise, a
medium with a negative audience fit for certain contexts may
be less effective than plain text consent (eg, the unsuitable comic
medium for German adults). This can be important to test for
among the intended audience, especially as comics have been
a case study for cultural stigmas [44]. While they have been
suitable for Indigenous populations [15], some researchers are
pushing for more serious comics (similar to serious games for
education) [45] and the comic co-design process itself as a
research practice [46].

In terms of implementation, layering has been integrated with
dynamic consent platforms. Dynamic consent was built to
leverage the benefits of digital communication for health
research by using digital platforms to connect people and
researchers and allow participants to view, update, and change
their data sharing permissions dynamically. Australia’s CTRL
[36], a dynamic consent platform based on open-source code,
incorporates multimedia (video, illustrated text, and
infographics); personalization options; and informational
layering techniques. Building upon this, the layering could
incorporate archetypes of general profiles to be tailored for
different goals. Users of different ages may prefer different
mediums, such as comics for younger audiences and videos for
older audiences; similarly, users with domain expertise could
choose content explained with jargon.

Finally, although we did not explicitly ask about undue influence
of design elements on consent decisions and trust implications,
participants clearly connected the 2, and more research is needed
to better understand the deep connection. The infographic had
a few complaints about specific graphics, with participant 14
saying that showing a “thumbs-up” icon was perceived as a
manipulative way to preempt one from making an informed
decision. Similarly, participant 17 stated that participants might
believe anything shown in a video and be inclined to give
consent. While guidance on ethical nudging design [47-49], as
well as research on dark patterns that are to be avoided [7,8],
can help shed light on such thorny issues–the issue should be
more deeply studied. Considering how often human beings take
decisions that are not completely rational [50,51], adding
elements such as icons, color, or audio may increase the
potential for manipulation of choice.

Limitations
Although we strove to obtain balanced age, education, and sex
representation in our sample, they cannot be fully representative
of the population. More research should be done on populations
other than German adults with a larger sample size. It should
also be replicated in the specific consent context of interest, as
our study focused on consent to share personal data for further
contact; replicating the study for clinical trial consent is
important, as it may offer new archetypes, rankings, and
contextual concerns. More research should also be done to study
how to refine and apply archetypes in practice, as it can be
insufficient or biased without continued user, expert, or patient
input. Our methods only concern self-reported opinions, so there
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may be a discrepancy between reported preferences and
observed behaviors. The study materials may have influenced
rankings and preferences, as they were generated by XD, who
is not a professional designer. Therefore, certain choices (eg,
the simple comic style) could have influenced participants’
attitudes, making it difficult to determine the exact stimulus
based on self-reported answers. While out of scope of this work,
future studies can research how specific design elements or
stereotypes impact rankings, for example, showing a comic with
stick figures or realistic figures to German adults to better
understand how to design the specific element. Before
implementing consent mediums in line with applicable
constraints, relevant expertise should be included in the design
and evaluation of each medium.

Conclusions
To better understand the diversity of participant preferences,
opinions, and emotions for IC in a health care scenario and the
relevance of specific document criteria for engagement with

various mediums (ie, infographic, video, text, newsletter, and
comic), this study interviewed 24 individuals. The results not
only have informed the generation of archetypes based on
desired document features and goals but can also help create
standardized consent documents that use layering to help address
varying needs identified via archetypes. We also proposed
recommendations for designing multimedia consent forms with
a structure that promotes prioritization, such as headers, bullet
points, and bold type within a contextually appropriate medium,
such as an infographic or a video, so that the forms are seen by
our participants as more attention-grabbing and serious than
comics. It would be important to replicate this study setting in
other countries, and the results could lead to contextually
designed consents that align with the GDPR and other EU
regulations. The findings reported here are meant to encourage
further research to determine how to better involve individuals
in designing useful, engaging consent forms to facilitate
informed decisions concerning data sharing.
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Abstract

Background: More than one-third of older adults (aged ≥65 y) experience falls every year. The prevalent modifiable risk factors
for falling are malnutrition and physical inactivity, among others. The involvement of older adults in the prevention of falls can
decrease injuries, hospitalizations, and dependency on health care professionals. In this regard, eHealth can support older adults’
self-management through more physical activity and adequate food intake. eHealth must be tailored to older adults’ needs and
preferences so that they can reap its full benefits. Therefore, it is necessary to gain insight into the knowledge, skills, and mindset
of older adults living at home who are at risk of falls regarding eHealth.

Objective: This qualitative study aims to explore older adults’ use of everyday digital services and technology and how they
acquire knowledge about and manage their nutritional intake and physical activity in relation to their health.

Methods: Semistructured interviews were conducted with 15 older adults (n=9, 60% women; n=6, 40% men; age range 71-87
y) who had all experienced falls or were at risk of falling. These individuals were recruited from a geriatric outpatient clinic. The
interviews were analyzed using deductive content analysis based on a modification of the Readiness and Enablement Index for
Health Technology framework.

Results: The qualitative data showed that the informants’ social networks had a positive impact on their self-management, use
of technology, and mindset toward nutritional intake and physical activity. Although the informants generally lived active lives,
they all lacked knowledge about how their food intake influenced their physical health, including their risk of falling. Another
finding was the large diversity in the use of technology among the informants, which was related to their mindset toward
technology.

Conclusions: Older adults can use technology for everyday purposes, but some need additional introduction and support to be
able to use it for managing their health. They also need to learn about the importance of proper nutritional intake and physical
activity in preventing falls. Older adults need a more personalized introduction to technology, nutrition, and physical activity in
their contact with health professionals.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52575)   doi:10.2196/52575
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Introduction

Background
Among older adults, falls are common occurrences, with
one-third of the population aged ≥65 years experiencing falls
every year [1]. Falls are among the major causes of mortality
and morbidity in older adults [2,3], and they contribute to social
and economic costs as well as create a dependency on health
care professionals [4]. A reduction in the incidence of falls
would increase older adults’ quality of life [5], relieve the
pressure on health care professionals by reducing
hospitalizations [6], and reduce health care system costs [4].

Malnutrition and physical inactivity are well-known modifiable
behavioral risk factors for falls in older adults [7-9]. Older adults
who are malnourished have a 45% higher risk of falling at least
once [7]. Increased daily activity and moderate strength and
intensity training 3 times a week can reduce the risk of falling
by 30% [8]. Therefore, behavior change regarding nutritional
intake and physical activity is important to prevent falls, which
is also recommended in international clinical guidelines [8,10].
Behavior change in individuals is influenced by their
self-management abilities [11,12].

eHealth, defined as “an emerging field at the intersection of
medical informatics, public health, and business, referring to
health services and information delivered or enhanced through
the Internet and related technologies” [13], is often considered
an effective tool for supporting self-management [14]. It may
serve as an important “copilot” for older adults to increase their
awareness of their nutritional needs and motivate them to engage
in higher levels of physical activity [15-17]. To ensure that older
adults adopt eHealth and find it useful, their level of knowledge,
skills, and experience with eHealth must be addressed when
they are introduced to it [18,19]. This includes the level of digital
health literacy because it is a determinant considered important
for technology adoption [20] and self-management [14].

Another important factor is the existence of social support from
relatives and friends to successfully find and understand health
information [21,22]. Support and encouragement from health
care professionals are also essential for the sustainable adoption
of health information and eHealth [22,23].

Older adults’ perceptions and mindset may affect their
engagement with health initiatives [24,25]. We have previously
shown that older adults’ perceptions and mindset affect their
use of technology [6] and self-management [26]. Among older
hospitalized patients, we found that a lack of awareness
regarding meeting their nutritional needs was related to limited
knowledge of their nutritional requirements and the impacts of
food intake on their physical function [26]. Consequently, many
older adults may not eat adequately [26].

The use of eHealth, the existence of social relations, and the
capability to manage one’s own condition, as well as perceptions

and mindset, are all intermingled factors and important to
include to obtain a well-functioning sociotechnical ecosystem
that enables healthy behavior. In this study, we explore these
aspects in the context of nutritional intake and physical activity
in older adults living at home who are at risk of falling.

Objectives
The aim of this study is to explore older adults’ use of everyday
digital services and technology and how they acquire knowledge
about, and manage, their nutritional intake and physical activity
in relation to their health. These data may help differentiate
among users and address specific gaps in relation to knowledge,
skills, and mindset. The findings will provide insight into
whether eHealth may be a feasible approach to enable and
engage older adults living at home who are at risk of falling.

Methods

Overview
This is an explorative qualitative study based on semistructured
interviews, which were analyzed using content analysis with a
deductive approach. The study is part of a larger research
program exploring how, through the use of eHealth, we can
optimize older adults’ self-management regarding nutritional
intake and physical activity to prevent functional decline and
reduce the risk of falling. An intervention outlining how health
care professionals can assist and support older adults in
self-management through the use of eHealth will be designed,
developed, and tested. The findings of the study reported in this
paper will inform the design of the intervention.

Participants and Setting
All informants were recruited through convenience sampling
from a geriatric outpatient clinic in a university hospital in the
capital region of Denmark. An exercise physiologist employed
at the clinic obtained informed consent, allowing the first authors
(JK, EM, and MSR) to contact and inform the informants before
their inclusion in the study. The inclusion criteria were age ≥65
years, good comprehension of the Danish language, and being
at risk of falling. The exclusion criterion was the inability to
provide informed consent because of cognitive impairment.
Before being interviewed, 16 informants were contacted by
telephone by one of the first authors to inform them about the
study and arrange the interviews. Of these 16 informants, 1
(6%) retracted their earlier decision to participate after the
telephone call. Of the 15 informants, 12 (80%) were interviewed
in February and March 2022; the remaining 3 (20%; all male
informants to ensure information power by gaining varied
experiences from both sexes [27]) were interviewed in February
and March 2023 [27].

Theoretical Framework
This study is based on a sociotechnical perspective, meaning
that technologies are seen as actors that interact with the users
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in specific contexts instead of being passive tools [28]. To
explore our informants’ability to engage with eHealth, we used
the Readiness and Enablement Index for Health Technology
(READHY) as the theoretical framework for the interview guide
and analysis [22]. The framework can be used to describe
individuals’ readiness for, and enablement by, eHealth. It
consists of 13 dimensions within 3 main themes:
self-management, social support, and digital health literacy [18].
In this study, we applied the modified READHY framework

proposed by M Blaauwhof (personal communication, November
2020). The 13 dimensions were aggregated into the following
four main categories: (1) the user’s knowledge, skills, and
experience with eHealth; (2) the user’s self-management; (3)
the user’s perception and mindset; and (4) the user’s social
context (Figure 1; M Blaauwhof, personal communication,
November 2020). The main categories were used to understand
how eHealth could be applied to support older adults’ health
behaviors regarding nutritional intake and physical activity.

Figure 1. Aggregated themes. HCP: health care professional; READHY: Readiness and Enablement Index for Health Technology.

Data Collection
Data were collected from 15 semistructured interviews using
an interview guide (Multimedia Appendix 1) with open-ended
questions about nutritional intake and physical activity,
self-management, social context, and the use of technology. All
interviews were conducted by the first authors and took place
in the informants’ homes. A minimum of 2 of the 3 first authors
were present during the interviews. Of the 15 informants, 4
(27%) had spouses present during the interviews. The interviews
lasted from 23 to 60 minutes, with an average of 42 (SD 12)
minutes.

Data Analysis
The interviews were recorded using Microsoft Teams,
transcribed by the first authors, and analyzed using deductive
content analysis [29] based on the 4 categories from the
modified READHY framework. The codes for the deductive
content analysis were identified by the first authors by dividing
the 4 categories from the modified READHY framework into
subcategories and afterward into codes. The first authors coded
the interviews using the data management software program
NVivo (version 14; Lumivero). The codes were revised by the
first authors and the second author (LK) to ensure reliability
and to provide the option of adding newly identified codes when
appropriate. The codebook consisted of 25 unique codes with
a matching description (Multimedia Appendix 2). First authors
JK, EM, and MSR have BSc degrees in health informatics and

have experience in using qualitative and quantitative methods
during their studies. JK, EM, and MSR were supervised by LK
and RT, who have experience in using qualitative methods.
ChatGPT (GPT-3.5; OpenAI) and Grammarly (Grammarly Inc),
which offers artificial intelligence–powered writing assistance,
were used to support the translation of selected anonymous
quotes, the interview guide, and the codebook to improve
readability and language.

Ethical Considerations
Verbal and written information about the study was provided
to all informants, and written consent was obtained from all of
them. The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration. According to Danish regulations, health science
questionnaire surveys and interview studies that do not involve
human biological material (section 14(2) of the Danish Act on
Committees) do not require reporting to, or approval from, the
Danish National Centre for Ethics [30]. All data are stored in
accordance with Danish legislation (General Data Protection
Regulation). The informants were not reimbursed for their
participation.

Results

Informant Characteristics
A total of 15 informants (n=9, 60% women; n=6, 40% men)
were included. Their mean age was 80 (range 71-87, SD 5.3)
years. Of the 15 informants, 12 (80%) had experienced falls
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within the last year, and 3 (20%) had experienced balance issues
and dizziness. Other characteristics of the informants are

summarized in Table 1, including sex, age, cohabitating status,
and highest educational level attained.

Table 1. Informants’ characteristics.

Highest level of education attainedaLiving alone or cohabitingAge (y)SexID

MediumCohabiting81Female#1

ShortCohabiting72Male#2

MediumLiving alone85Female#3

MediumLiving alone80Female#4

ShortLiving alone86Female#5

ShortCohabiting80Female#6

MediumCohabiting83Male#7

Comprehensive schoolCohabiting87Female#8

MediumLiving alone79Female#9

MediumLiving alone71Female#10

ShortLiving alone87Female#11

MediumLiving alone84Male#12

LongCohabiting74Male#13

ShortCohabiting75Male#14

ShortCohabiting80Male#15

aThe education variable is aggregated from the 8 levels of the International Standard Classification of Education 2011 [31] and classified into 4 categories
as follows: comprehensive school (typically up to lower secondary education), short education (including upper secondary and some postsecondary
programs), medium education (encompassing bachelor’s and master’s degrees), and long education (referring to doctoral studies).

The findings are presented in four categories: (1) the user’s
knowledge, skills, and experience with eHealth; (2) the user’s
self-management; (3) the user’s social context; and (4) the user’s
perception and mindset.

The User’s Knowledge, Skills, and Experience With
eHealth
There was a large diversity in how experienced the informants
were with technology and how often they used it in their
everyday lives. The informants were divided into three groups
based on their knowledge, skills, and experience with
technology: (1) those who used technology daily (experienced
informants); (2) those who used technology to some extent
(partially experienced); and (3) those who had limited use of,
and skills with, technology (inexperienced informants). More
than half of the informants (8/15, 53%) were experienced users
of technology, and 5 (83%) of the 6 male informants were
experienced users of technology. The experienced informants
were frequent internet searchers and daily social media users.
The partially experienced informants only used technology for
necessary purposes, such as checking email. Finally, the
inexperienced informants had, to some extent, given up on
technology either because they had no interest in using it or
because they found it too difficult to use; these were also the
oldest of the informants.

The experienced informants were aware of the fluctuating
credibility of web pages on the internet:

It must be kind of random what you can do, what you
find, and how you’re loaded with the information

you’re seeking. So, you can risk finding something, I
wouldn’t say a lie, but something that might not be
what you were searching for. [Informant #2, male,
aged 72 years]

All informants had mobile phones, and most of them (14/15,
93%) also had computers. The informants, usually the
experienced ones, had smartphones (11/15, 73%), while some
had nonsmartphones (4/15, 27%). The evolution of technology
was unwelcome to some of the informants, and they were more
comfortable using familiar technologies:

I don’t have a modern cell phone, nor do I want one.
I have this old Nokia, and it can send a text [message]
and tell me what time it is; I can forward my landline
calls to it whenever I’m out for a walk, so I just have
it with me in my pocket. [Informant #3, female, aged
85 years]

It’s [the cell phone] just this one you can call from.
It [the cell phone] can only do what I need it to do.
[Informant #11, female, aged 87 years]

Several informants used health technologies, such as
pedometers, click-ons for hearing aids, and health information
web pages. Experienced users were the ones who used
technology to search for health information, but only a few used
the Danish national health portal:

It was not long ago that I was on it [the Danish
National health portal] to see all my diseases and
look at my test results. [Informant #7, male, aged 83
years]
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The User’s Self-Management
The data indicate that the informants in general were interested
in taking care of their health, and several were making efforts
to do so, including being physically active, but seemingly they
paid limited attention to their nutritional intake. One informant
expressed how important it was for her to be physically active
for fear of losing the ability to move around freely one day. The
same informant mentioned that she does not pay much attention
to what she eats, arguing that she feels good now, so what she
is eating must be fine:

Can you tell me about how you try to take care of
your health? [Interviewer]

Well, first and foremost, I do that by being physically
active. And I’m so scared actually, it’s something I’m
afraid of, that one day I won’t be able to move
anymore. [Informant #11, female, aged 87 years]

Do you ever think about what you should eat in
relation to your health? [Interviewer]

Not so much. I must admit.... I tell myself that I feel
so good and I can still do so much, so what I eat
cannot be completely wrong. [Informant #11, female,
aged 87 years]

Many of the informants understood and adhered to the health
information they received from the internet, their relatives,
health care professionals, and other sources of information,
whereas only a few informants searched for health-related
information themselves. Those who searched for health
information typically used the internet or consulted their friends
and relatives. Seemingly, the informants living with chronic
conditions were more aware of seeking and appraising health
information to minimize the impact of their conditions:

And we [friend] talked a lot about what she did...Well,
but she recommended the anti-inflammatory diet, and
so I did that for a longer period. [Informant #4,
female, aged 80 years]

And specifically with Parkinson’s, you stiffen up, so
it’s especially good to stay active. [Informant #9,
female, aged 79 years]

Regarding nutrition, it also seemed that primarily those
informants with diet-related conditions either sought or received
information from health care professionals. Some mentioned
receiving and adhering to nutritional advice from their general
practitioners to better manage their conditions, such as high
cholesterol, imbalanced salt concentration, and celiac disease.

Several informants set health-related goals for themselves to
stay physically active in their everyday lives, such as taking
daily walks, achieving a certain number of steps, and losing
weight. In addition, they focused on maintaining mental
well-being. Two of the informants, whose goals were taking
daily walks and achieving 10,000 steps a day, expressed how
they used pedometers to track their progress:

We walked, well, over 10,000 steps per day.
[Informant #1, female, aged 81 years]

Some of the female informants had goals related to losing weight
or avoiding weight gain. Several had tried various weight

reduction diets that they had heard about from relatives or the
media, including commercial television programs. Diets
included the ketogenic diet and intermittent fasting. In general,
all informants who had health-related goals focused on achieving
these goals. Some also expressed how their goal of having
positive attitudes toward physical activity helped them become
more physically active in their everyday lives:

Then I have a good [motivational] phrase: I always
tell myself that what I could do yesterday, I can also
do today. [Informant #11, female, aged 87 years]

The User’s Social Context
In general, the informants’ relatives, particularly their children
and grandchildren, were involved in, and supported them in,
managing their health in terms of their nutritional intake and
physical activity. Relatives inquired about the informants’health
and took the initiative to help them improve it. These initiatives
were often in the form of encouragement and incentives to be
physically active, such as walking or using workout equipment
or exercise bikes:

[T]hen my daughter and my son-in-law came by last
Sunday and asked whether I wanted to go for a walk,
and so, of course, I went with them. That happens
sometimes. [Informant #3, female, aged 85 years]

ago that I can use at home. [Informant #12, male,
aged 84 years]

The informants expressed that their relatives also played a role
in shaping their eating habits, such as by introducing them to
new diets or suggesting nutritional changes. However, only a
few informants expressed involvement from their relatives
regarding nutritional intake (compared to involvement in their
physical activities):

[My son and daughter-in-law] have switched to a
vegetarian diet 3 times a week, and we are also on
board with that. [Informant #2, male, aged 72 years]

Friends were also important sources of support. For the
informants, talking with friends about their disease was a way
to feel supported by discussing and sharing their experiences
with peers, whereas relatives were the most important sources
of support when it came to encouragement and incentives to
improve their health:

[W]e ache and wonder how much one can actually
become afflicted, as it gradually hits you. So,
naturally, we discuss it a bit [with friends]. [Informant
#9, female, aged 79 years]

Relatives, particularly the informants’ children, were also
perceived as important sources of support for technology use.
They helped with the installation of new technologies and with
other technical difficulties, such as pressing the wrong buttons
or understanding how to use new apps:

[A]nd then maybe I’ve got a hold of something, and
without knowing what it is, I fiddle and press various
buttons, you know. And then it’s good that I have him
[his son]. [Informant #2, male, aged 72 years]
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Only one informant had neither a child nor a spouse, and she
experienced less social support than the other informants. This
informant had no interest in physical activity, did not receive
incentives from others to improve her health, and did not talk
to friends about health-related topics to avoid burdening them:

It’s not that I don’t have good friends. But now, for
instance, I have a very good friend who has been sick,
with ataxia, and I don’t want to burden her with that,
you know. Because she’s very sick already, so I don’t
want her to worry about me. [Informant #10, female,
aged 71 years]

If the informant had problems with technology, she sought help
professionally, not from friends:

I have had some issues with my mail because YouSee
and TDC [telecommunication providers] had some
spam filters that hid all of my emails. I couldn’t enter
my email then...then they wrote to me and told me
how to fix it. [Informant #10, female, aged 71 years]

Most of the informants had positive experiences with support
from health care professionals from the geriatric outpatient
clinic. They felt supported by the exercise programs provided
by physiotherapists from the clinic. In many cases, the positive
experiences of support were related to being provided with
individualized physical exercises and advice relating to their
health conditions:

And she [the physiotherapist] has shown me some
exercises to help with my balance, among other
things. And I’ve gotten one of those round cushions
that are soft, you know, so I can stand and maintain
my balance. [Informant #11, female, aged 87 years]

However, a few informants felt less supported because they had
to perform a large part of the physical exercises on their own
at home, and they lacked detailed instructions for these
exercises:

Sometimes, I feel like I need an instructor. [Informant
#2, male, aged 72 years]

It [exercise instructions on paper] doesn’t say; there
are no measurements for the width of the board or
how long you need to walk and how much you can
deviate. I think it’s very unspecific. [Informant #7,
male, aged 83 years]

Most of the informants listened to, and followed, the advice
provided by the health care professionals from the geriatric
outpatient clinic regarding their health and how to minimize
the risk of falling. The advice included drinking enough fluid
during the day and using training equipment at home correctly.
Despite the informants’ history of being at risk of falls, they
generally did not report receiving information or advice from
health care professionals regarding nutrition to maintain their
physical function and thus minimize their risks of falling.

The User’s Perception and Mindset
The informants’physical activities varied and could be classified
into three groups: (1) structured physical activities, (2) incidental
physical activities, and (3) inactive. Approximately half (7/15,
47%) belonged to the group that engaged in structured physical

activities, such as daily physical exercises or weekly planned
exercises with peers [32,33]. One-third (5/15, 33%) belonged
to the group that engaged in incidental physical activities, such
as house cleaning, short walks, and gardening [33,34]. Only a
few (3/15, 20%) belonged to the inactive group of informants,
who only did what was necessary because they seemingly had
little interest in physical activities.

The informants’motivation for being physically active stemmed
from the desire to remain physically mobile and avoid relying
on others, as well as the opportunity for social interactions.
Several informants found it enjoyable to participate in various
structured physical activities together with their peers, such as
going on excursions or joining training groups, rather than
performing exercises alone:

And I’m so afraid; it’s actually one of the things I’m
most afraid of, that one day, I can’t move, walk, or
take care of myself anymore. [Informant #11, female,
aged 87 years]

And then I made a club down here, where we meet
every Wednesday. And there [in the club], you’re
motivated to engage in a lot of events through songs,
or someone comes and gives lectures. We’d go for a
walk in the forest, or take trips on a bus, where we
have lunch, or take some trips in which we’d have
lunch out. All such events. [Informant #8, female,
aged 87 years]

A few informants from the structured physical activities group
described how they did not perceive themselves as physically
active. Some even expressed that they were lazy:

I must say that I’m living with the effects of my broken
shoulder. And I’m completely lazy. [Informant #4,
female, aged 80 years]

The informants from the incidental physical activities group
were familiar with how performing daily physical activities
improved their health, but despite this knowledge, their
motivation to perform physical activities was limited. However,
there was a tendency for social interactions to be motivating
factors for the informants belonging to this group:

Yes, and I can say that I don’t think I’m fulfilling my
responsibility [performing exercises] if I have to do
it alone. I’m probably better at doing it with others.
[Informant #8, female, aged 87 years]

For the inactive informants, a primary reason for not exercising
was the difficulty in finding personal meaning and purpose in
physical activities. For some of these informants, the potential
opportunity to engage in social interactions did not increase
their motivation to be physically active:

I’ve always hated going on walks without a purpose.
I’ve never played sports. [Informant #12, male, aged
84 years]

Well, I don’t like to do anything when there are a lot
of people around, and when I need to stand there and
do one thing after another. [Informant #6, female,
aged 80 years]
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Some informants who were physically impaired because of
health-related conditions found it difficult to be physically
active. These informants were also either in the inactive or
incidental physical activity group:

Then, I’ll take a walk in the forest. I haven’t done that
very much lately, perhaps because I’ve had an
operation on my knee. I’m not particularly fond of it,
but right now, I can’t go on my long walks. [Informant
#3, female, aged 85 years]

By contrast, the informants from the structured physical
activities group had more knowledge about, and were more
attentive to, staying active during and after an illness or injury.

Regarding the informants’ perception and mindset toward their
food intake, many expressed uncertainty about whether there
were particular foods that would benefit their health. However,
the majority expressed that they should consume more
vegetables, and some also expressed that they strived to do so.
Vitamins, both as supplements and in food, were highlighted
as important for staying healthy. One informant expressed that
protein intake was beneficial for weight loss. No informant
mentioned the importance of protein intake for maintaining
muscle strength and thus preventing falls. Several informants
expressed acceptance regarding not necessarily adhering to
recommendations for healthy eating (generally referred to as
the intake of vegetables and foods low in fat and sugar) because
most of them were under the impression that they ate according
to their nutritional needs:

I actually think I eat as I should. [Informant #3,
female, aged 85 years]

Despite the informants’ narratives revealing their perception of
the concept of healthy food, it was evident that their food intake
was largely guided by their preferences for the foods they liked.
Some informants revealed positive attitudes toward allowing
their preferences for tasty food to guide their intake:

I think about having some vegetables because it’s
supposed to be good for the stomach. But otherwise,
I don’t really think about whether it’s healthy or not.
I think all food is healthy if you feel like it. Unless
you overdo it, of course. [Informant #7, male, aged
83 years]

Advanced age was also mentioned as a justification for not
making any changes to their eating behavior just to adhere to
the consumption of “healthy food”:

I suppose now that I’ve gotten so old, so... [Informant
#6, female, aged 80 years]

In general, the informants had a limited focus on their nutritional
intake and on fulfilling their dietary needs. However, some
female informants were more likely to report avoiding fatty
food to avoid weight gain:

No, I don’t eat fatty food, I don’t eat butter on
bread...It’s a waste of calories because you don’t
need it; there’s liver pâté. [Informant #10, female,
aged 71 years]

Several informants perceived technology as a necessity in their
daily lives; however, some expressed that they thought
technology had too much of an impact on their lives:

And the worst part of it is this damn computer. It
starts in the morning during breakfast when I open
it up, and then I’ll check my email, then Ekstra Bladet
[a Danish news magazine], and then Facebook, and
only then am I ready for the day. [Informant #14,
male, aged 75 years]

Many of the informants had positive attitudes toward using a
mobile phone because it made it easier for them to reach others
and stay in contact with them. The experienced users preferred
using computers or iPads because of their large screens, which
made them easier to use:

Well, now if I should look at it [exercises on the
computer] right, then I don’t have to deal with the
small font. It’s nice with a big screen. [Informant #1,
female, aged 81 years]

Some informants expressed negative attitudes toward technology
because they felt that it hindered personal communication and
was challenging to manage. Several informants mentioned that
negative experiences mainly occurred when the technology
changed or did not work. These challenges were demotivating
for the informants because it required time to resolve the
problems and caused great frustration:

I think that, at least for us, there are too many times
when it [the technology] doesn’t work...and it takes
too long. [Informant #8, female, aged 87 years]

Discussion

Principal Findings
We explored older adults’ use of everyday digital services and
technology and how they acquire knowledge about, and manage,
their nutritional intake and physical activity in relation to their
health. A main finding in this study was the great diversity in
the informants’ experiences, mindset, and use of technology:
some perceived technology as a necessity in their daily lives,
whereas others viewed it as a source of frustration. Feelings of
frustration were more prevalent among the oldest informants.
Another main finding was that, although the informants were
at risk of falls and had been referred to a geriatric outpatient
clinic for the assessment and management of their fall risk, they
possessed limited focus on, and knowledge about, nutritional
needs to promote or maintain good physical function and thereby
decrease their risk of falling. An important finding was the
positive impact of the social network of relatives and health
care professionals on the informants’ use of technology and
motivation for the self-management of nutritional intake and
physical activity. There seemed to be a relationship between
the informants’ levels of physical activity and having a positive
mindset, whereby the most active informants seemed to be more
aware of the benefits of staying active and thinking positive.
By contrast, there was limited focus on the importance of their
food intake, which seemed to be related to the informants’
limited knowledge about this topic and not to a lack of
motivation to look after their health and well-being.
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Comparison With Other Work
The great diversity in the informants’ experiences and use of
technology, with inexperienced informants belonging to the
older age group, is also described in previous studies [6,35,36].
Rossen et al [35] examined readiness for technology and showed
that the older age group had the lowest readiness for technology.
However, the findings of Goyal et al [37] indicated that older
adults may have greater adherence than younger adults once
they adopt technology. This suggests that it is important to
provide older adults with sufficient support to help them adopt
technology. Although most of the informants (14/15, 93%) used
technology, only a few (6/15, 40%) used it for health-related
purposes. It was mainly the informants with chronic diseases
(6/15, 40%) who searched for information on treatment and
medication and generally focused on information that could
minimize the impact of their chronic diseases. This is in
alignment with 2 other studies and a recent review [6,23,38],
which found that when older adults seek health-related
information, it is often related to information about specific
diseases, treatments, and medicines. Interestingly, those
informants who used eHealth to find health-related information
(6/15, 40%) mainly searched for information about their chronic
diseases but did not search for information about how to prevent
falls. This signifies that they do not consider information about
preventive measures in relation to falls as being health related.

To understand individuals’ motivation and ability for
self-management, it is important to gain insight into their
perception and mindset because these affect their motivation to
engage in a specific behavior [39,40]. Our finding that older
adults generally have positive attitudes toward technology is
supported by the results of other studies [6,41]. The main reason
for not using technology was frustration with technological
challenges and because it hindered personal communication.
This aligns with the results in the review by Wilson et al [19],
who found that barriers to using eHealth included dislike of the
technology and problems with functionality. Perceiving
technological challenges may affect individuals’ perception of
ease of use, which is an important determinant for the intention
to use technology [42]. Therefore, these potential barriers need
to be addressed in future interventions. Furthermore, Wilson et
al [19] found that a lack of knowledge and experience with
using technology hindered use, whereas a belief in its benefits
facilitated use. These findings are consistent with those of Terp
et al [6], who found that the perception of technology as being
useful facilitated its use among older hospitalized patients and
that nonuse was mainly due to a lack of knowledge about the
derived benefits from the technology. These findings suggest
a need to provide older adults with knowledge about the
advantages of using eHealth.

We found that the informants who were physically active
(structured and incidental physical activities groups) were
motivated to perform physical activities because they
experienced these as being fun, they enjoyed the social element,
they had been active throughout their lives, and they wished to
remain physically mobile and avoid relying on others. These
motivational factors for physical activity have also been
described in other studies [43,44]. The reviews by Sandlund et
al [43] and Bunn et al [44] found that important facilitators for

commencing fall exercise programs were previous exercise
habits, social support and interaction, the ability to remain
independent, and the fun element. For the inactive informants,
a primary reason for not exercising was the difficulty in finding
personal meaning and purpose in physical activities. These
findings also align with those of Sandlund et al [43] and Bunn
et al [44], who found that the barriers to commencing fall
exercise programs were lack of support and interest, concerns
about the exercises, and unawareness of the benefits.

Our findings indicate that older adults, despite being at risk of
falling, may have a limited focus on eating adequately to
maintain or improve their physical health. Among several of
the informants, the behavior and mindset toward food intake
were focused on society’s notion of an ideal slim body, which
corresponds to the findings of previous studies [26,45]. Our
findings suggest that this may not be due to a lack of motivation
but merely due to limited knowledge; the majority were
motivated and focused on maintaining their health because of
their fear of losing physical function. Despite the importance
of adequate nutrition, previous studies have reported limited
nutritional knowledge among older adults [45,46]. Our findings
indicate that older adults are more likely to receive, rather than
actively seek, health-related information, a result also supported
by our previous study among Danish hospitalized patients [26].
Therefore, health care professionals play an important role in
providing older adults with relevant information, including
information on their nutritional needs and the risk of falling.
Our data revealed that older adults, in general, trusted health
care professionals and adhered to the advice they provided. Our
findings indicate potential benefits in ensuring that older adults
receive relevant information and advice in future fall prevention
interventions.

Social support from family, especially from their adult children,
had a positive impact on the informants’ technology use,
self-management, and mindset concerning physical activity and
nutritional intake. This positive influence on older adults’
technology use was reported in a review by Levin-Zamir and
Bertschi [21], who found that social support is paramount for
many older adults in executing tasks related to health
information from media sources. This finding is also
corroborated by Takemoto et al [41], who found that human
support increases accountability and enhances the use of
technological devices. The positive impact of support from the
family on the informants’ mindset for nutritional intake and
physical activity was also established in other studies [2,26,47].
Spiteri et al [47] reported that family support was one of the
key motivators for physical activity among older adults, and
Terp et al [26] found that relatives were an important resource
for older adults’ food intake. The positive impact of social
support on older adults’ self-management is also corroborated
by Schnock et al [2], who found that being married or living
with someone had a positive impact on engagement in fall
prevention interventions and self-management among older
adults. Although almost half of our informants (7/15, 47%)
lived alone, our data showed that most of them (6/7, 86%)
experienced social support. This is contradictory to the findings
of another study [48] in which older adults who lived alone
experienced less social support. Overall, in our study, relatives
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were seen to have a higher impact on the informants’ levels of
physical activity than on their nutritional intake. This may be
explained by a lack of knowledge among the relatives about the
nutritional needs of older adults. In future fall prevention
interventions, it is important that information about nutrition
and its impact on physical function and the prevention of falls
is also provided to relatives.

Several findings of this study correspond to those in our previous
study, which we conducted among older hospitalized patients
[6,26]. The population in the study reported in this paper differs
because all informants were at risk of falling and underwent
evaluation and treatment in a geriatric outpatient clinic.
International guidelines [10] recommend fall prevention
interventions that enhance health behavior to reduce the risk
factors for falls, such as inadequate nutrition and a lack of
physical activity. The informants were recruited from the
outpatient clinic and had received information and training from
the clinic before the interviews. We therefore expect that they
were provided with information on risk factors and advice
regarding optimal nutritional intake and physical activity.
However, we cannot conclude from this study whether the
informants had been offered such interventions. This study
provides important knowledge from the perspective of older
adults about their needs in terms of developing an eHealth-based
intervention aimed at supporting and motivating better health
behavior, thus preventing functional decline and its
consequences, such as falls.

Strengths and Limitations
A strength of this study was the use of READHY as a theoretical
framework because it provided a conceptual understanding of
relevant aspects of individuals’ readiness to engage with

eHealth, such as digital health literacy, social support, and the
capability to manage their own condition. The use of a modified
version of the READHY framework with the addition of a fourth
theme (perception and mindset) is better suited for a qualitative
analysis process. Another strength is that the informants live in
a country that is among the most digitalized in the world [49].
The use of digital services and technology is therefore common
in the general population, and a lack of resources or difficulties
in accessing the internet and eHealth are usually not barriers,
as our data also indicate. Thus, as the lack of access to digital
technology is not a barrier among this group of informants, it
enabled us to explore how the informants acquire knowledge
about their nutritional intake and physical activity in relation
to their health. However, the transferability of the study is worth
considering, given that the majority of the informants (11/15,
73%) lived in the same geographic area of Denmark
(Nordsjælland). In future studies, the inclusion of informants
from other geographic areas can help achieve greater
heterogeneity.

Conclusions
This study demonstrates the potential of eHealth to support
self-management in older adults, as most of them already use
digital technology in their everyday lives. Older adults’ age,
social context, and mindset should be considered when
implementing and supporting eHealth. They must be provided
with knowledge about the benefits of using eHealth to improve
their motivation to use it for the self-management of their
nutritional intake and physical activity. Furthermore, health
professionals must be aware of the need to educate older adults
about the impact of nutritional intake and physical activity in
fall prevention, particularly for those who lack social support.
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Abstract

Background: Although the effects of digital health are receiving wide scientific attention, very little is known about the
characteristics of digitally engaged people experiencing homelessness, especially in Central and Eastern Europe. Our previous
research revealed a considerable level of internet use in the homeless population of Budapest, Hungary, for general purposes
(350/662, 52.9%) and medical purposes (229/664, 34.6%). Moreover, a digitally engaged subgroup was identified (129/662,
19.5%).

Objective: The aim of this exploratory study was to map out the resources, attitudes, and behaviors of digitally engaged homeless
individuals in relation to digital technology to set the basis for potential health policy interventions, which will enable better
access to health services through strengthening of the digital components of the existing health care system.

Methods: Between August 18, 2022, and October 27, 2022, a total of 12 in-depth semistructured interviews were conducted
in 4 homeless shelters in Budapest, Hungary. Upon analysis by 3 independent evaluators, 2 interviews were excluded. The
interviewees were chosen based on purposive sampling with predefined inclusion criteria. Thematic analysis of the transcripts
was conducted.

Results: In the thematic analysis, 4 main themes (attitude, access, usage patterns, and solutions for usage problems) emerged.
Health-related technology use mostly appeared in health information–seeking behavior. Online search for prescribed medications
(5 interviews), active ingredients of medications (4 interviews), medicinal herbs believed to replace certain pills (2 interviews)
or foods, and natural materials (1 interview) were mentioned. Moreover, mobile health app use (3 interviews) was reported. The
intention to circumvent or check on mainstream health care solutions was mainly associated with previous negative experiences
in the health care system. Several gaps in the daily use of technology were identified by the interviewees; however, more than
half of the interviewees (6/10) turned out to be contact points for their peers for digital problem-solving or basic digital literacy
skill enhancement in the homeless shelters. Furthermore, a lack of institutional support or special programs targeting senior clients
was noted.

Conclusions: Digitally engaged homeless individuals might become mediators between their peers and comprehensive digital
health programs. They have the trust of their peers, can recognize and harness the benefits of digital technology, and are able to
provide meaningful help in technology- and usage-related issues through experience. Digital health services have great promise
in community shelters for managing and preventing health issues, and digitally engaged individuals might be important for the
success of such services.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e55415)   doi:10.2196/55415
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Introduction

The Digital Health Paradox
By the end of 2022, the number of mobile service subscribers
climbed to over 5.4 billion people globally, including 4.4 billion
people who also used mobile internet, and the usage gap has
narrowed markedly in the last 5 years (from 50% in 2017 to
41% in 2022 on average) [1]. As of October 2023, around 5.3
billion people use the internet worldwide, which is equivalent
to 65.7% of the total population of the world, and in the last
year, 189 million new members joined the global community
of internet users [2]. These are unprecedented numbers.
Digitization, especially the adoption of digital health
technologies at scale, has been boosted by the COVID pandemic
since 2020, promising access to health care systems and
beneficial health outcomes.

However, there is a growing body of evidence indicating that
greater reliance on digital tools has the potential to widen the
gap between those who have digital skills and access to digital
tools and those who do not, thereby increasing already existing
health inequalities [3]. Although digital solutions might be
designed following guidelines, such as the World Health
Organization (WHO) Global Strategy on Digital Health
2020-2025, which states that “digital health should be an integral
part of health priorities and benefit people in a way that is
ethical, safe, secure, reliable, equitable, and sustainable,” certain
groups are unintentionally left out of the digitization boom [4].
Paradoxically, these groups often represent patients with
complex psychosocial needs, specific sociodemographic
characteristics, and multiple chronic conditions, and they would
benefit the most from the use of digital health technologies
[5-8]. van Kessel et al [6] have referred to this as the digital
health paradox.

Vulnerable Groups, Homelessness, and Health
Disparities
The abovementioned groups might represent vulnerable
populations that are already experiencing negative health
outcomes due to their detrimental social determinants of health.
This has been defined by the WHO as “the forces and systems
shaping the collective conditions in which people are born,
grow, work, live, and age, as well as the conditions of their daily
lives” [9], and they are shaped by the distributions of money,
power, and other resources [10]. Emerging research shows that
there is a strong relationship between socioeconomic factors,
geography, demographics, and health, with poverty, housing
problems, food insecurity, abuse, gender, and ethnicity creating
chronic stress, which can leave the human organism with
maladaptive mechanisms that result in damage to the body’s
functioning systems [11,12]. These have been linked to
hypertension, premature aging, cardiovascular disease, type 2
diabetes, stroke, cancer, pulmonary disease, kidney disease, and
many other health problems [10,13].

In the case of people experiencing homelessness, a complex set
of social determinants of health are at play, which amplify each
other’s impacts and leave this vulnerable group at the extreme
low end of health outcomes, health care access, and health
literacy. According to previous research, living without adequate
housing options is associated with significantly higher rates of
bacterial and viral infections, diabetes, hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, mental health issues, and problematic
substance use compared to populations with adequate housing
options [14-16]. The COVID-19 pandemic has also increased
the vulnerabilities and health risks of people experiencing
homelessness [17].

Life expectancy data for people experiencing homelessness
compared to the general population also support these findings.
In a systematic review, Aldridge et al [18] found that socially
excluded populations have an 8 times higher mortality rate for
men and 12 times higher rate for women than the average
population. In Western high-income countries, studies have
shown that homelessness is an independent risk factor for
mortality, and life expectancy varies between 50 and 65 years
on average [19].

When considering health care access, homeless populations
frequently experience structural barriers to obtain health care,
including lack of health insurance in countries without universal
health insurance, as well as competing interests in health care
settings to their disadvantage alongside their own financial
difficulties and competing priorities, which might lead them to
secure food and accommodation before health care [17,20].
Research has also shown mistrust of health care systems and
experiences of discrimination in care settings. Poorer health
literacy measured among people experiencing homelessness
compared to the general population might also lead to a poor
self-rated health status and less adherence to medical
recommendations and prescription medicines [21].

Digital Health and People Experiencing Homelessness
Previous research has shown that people with lower
socioeconomic status are slower to adopt new technology, and
the rates of smartphone and internet use among people
experiencing homelessness were lower than the rates among
those with similarly low socioeconomic status but more stable
housing [22]. VonHoltz et al [23] found that while experiencing
homelessness, study participants showed a 68% reduction in
their likelihood to access the internet compared to when they
were housed. However, in terms of preferences, it was found
that low-income populations, including people experiencing
homelessness, rely on smartphones rather than computers for
internet access owing to cost considerations, portability, and
storage issues [24]. Populations at risk for limited health literacy,
as indicated in the case of the homeless populations above, are
also at risk for having challenges with digital technology [25].

Previous research has mentioned that it would be beneficial to
equip people experiencing homelessness with the necessary
tools to get them involved in digital health ecosystems as the
costs of inclusion are significantly lower than the costs of
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treatment of health conditions, and the overall benefits show
significance and persistence [3].

Digital Health and Homelessness: Research in Hungary
While the associations between people experiencing
homelessness and their health status are well researched,
especially in English-speaking countries, such as Canada, the
United Kingdom, and the United States, a lot less is known
about the access of people experiencing homelessness to digital
health tools, their digital health literacy, their attitudes toward
digital technologies, or their overall characteristics in different
local settings, such as Hungary, and about the specific groups
existing within homeless populations [26,27].

For these reasons, the Digital Health Research Group at
Semmelweis University and the Hungarian Charity Service of
the Order of Malta (HCSOM) have undertaken an overarching
research agenda aiming to uncover the relations between digital
health and homeless populations in Hungary. Digital health
technologies are defined as “technologies which use computing
platforms, connectivity, software, and sensors for health care
and related uses” [5]. Previous research has mapped out the
attitudes of people experiencing homelessness in Budapest,
Hungary, toward telecare services, with the main finding that
trust in the general health care system is the central issue when
it comes to the decision of homeless populations about whether
they have trust in telecare services as well [28]. This study
served as a starting point for a pilot project assessing the
viability of a telecare system for homeless populations [29].

Access to digital tools and digital health literacy were measured
in another survey (n=662), where the results demonstrated that
a significant proportion of people experiencing homelessness
in Budapest, Hungary, were using the internet (52.9%), while
the proportion was 81.3% in a representative sample of the
Hungarian population that was used as a reference group [30].
Moreover, 69.6% of people experiencing homelessness reported
mobile phone ownership, with 39.9% adding that their phone
had a smartphone function and 34.6% mentioning that they have
already used the internet for medical purposes [30]. In terms of
self-rated digital health literacy, 24.5% rated themselves as
experienced or very experienced regarding internet use, while
21.5% self-reported having mediocre experience [30].

Based on these access and skill-related characteristics, we were
able to filter out a broadly defined digitally engaged group
(n=129, 19.5%). This subgroup possessed their own digital
tools, had some level of digital health literacy, and was partly
using these digital tools for health-related reasons. When we
analyzed the group and ran chi-square tests for gender, age,
education, frequency of medical visits, prevalence of chronic
illnesses, shelter type, and social services, the prevalence of
chronic illnesses (P=.047) was found to be an associative factor
in this subgroup for the likelihood of using the internet
frequently for health-related reasons. However, the quantitative
survey could not discern more relevant information [30].

Thus, the main aim of this study was to map out the
characteristics of this specific subgroup in order to determine
(1) for what purposes and (2) how the individuals in this

subgroup are using digital health technologies in the framework
of an exploratory qualitative analysis.

Methods

Checklist
Our methodology is based on the COREQ (Consolidated Criteria
for Reporting Qualitative Research) checklist as well as the
methodological framework of Győrffy et al [31] (Multimedia
Appendix 1). For data collection, 12 semistructured interviews
were conducted.

Ethics Approval
For all interviews, written informed consent statements were
obtained, and ethics approval for the study was issued by the
Scientific Research Ethics Committee of the Medical Research
Council of Hungary (TUKEB 133/2020 and
IV/10927/2020/EKU). In terms of the analytical framework,
thematic analysis was chosen.

Recruitment
Purposive sampling was based on the following criteria: (1)
presence in the social care system of the Charity Service of the
Order of Malta, (2) use of the internet every second week or
more frequently, (3) internet access with own smartphone,
computer, or tablet or another device with a data contract, a
pay-as-you-go facility, or free Wi-Fi, (4) self-rating of an
average or more competent internet user, and (5) ever use of
the internet for health-related reasons. The sampling criteria of
this research and the filtering criteria for the broadly defined
digitally engaged subgroup in our previous research matched
[30]. However, the previous research involved anonymous data
collection, and the present purposive sampling did not use the
previous data pool as a starting point. Thus, there may or may
not be an overlap between the 2 groups.

Malterud et al [32] theorized that information power can
determine the ideal sample size for qualitative studies, with a
sample holding more information requiring a lower number of
participants. They enlisted the following 5 criteria for analyzing
information power: (1) aim of the study, (2) sample specificity,
(3) use of an established theory, (4) quality of dialogue, and (5)
analysis strategy. In this case, the aim of the study was to assess
the specific characteristics of a subgroup of people experiencing
homelessness who have a digital skillset and usage pattern (see
Multimedia Appendix 2 for the interview guide), thus creating
a very specific sample with limited prevalence in the overall
population as measured in our previous study [30]. As a result,
a smaller sample size was chosen.

In the research process, 12 interviews were conducted, but in
the final analysis, 10 interviews were included, which presented
all the criteria of the purposive sampling specified above. Two
interviews did not contain any reference to digital health usage.
At this point, this might seem as a contradiction, but people
experiencing homelessness may experience literacy issues, may
have somewhat limited understanding due to health issues, and
may have a risk of social desirability bias in relation to interview
situations, which may result in self-contradictory statements,
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opinions, and behaviors, in line with previous methodological
findings in relation to this vulnerable population [33].

Data Collection
Interviewees were contacted by social workers or institutional
assistants at 4 shelters in the social care system of HCSOM or
partner institutions. These shelters either served as a night shelter
(n=1) or provided accommodation on a 24/7 basis (n=3) in
Budapest, Hungary.

Based on the recommendations of the social workers or
institutional assistants, one-on-one semistructured interviews
were conducted between August 18 and October 27, 2022.

The interview guide was developed from experiences of the
previous research, the specific study aims, and a literature
review. The interviews were conducted in Hungarian with a
trained interviewer. The interview guide was checked on a
smaller sample of the specific subgroup (n=2) and modified
based on their initial feedback.

The interview guide was based on the following topics: access
to and attitude toward the health care system in general, access
to and attitude toward digital tools in general and usage patterns
of the internet and digital tools, and access to and attitude toward
digital health and usage patterns of the internet and digital tools
for health-related reasons (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for the
complete interview guide).

Interviews were audio recorded in person, with an average
interview length of 30 minutes. All audio-recorded interviews
were transcribed verbatim, and each transcript was anonymized
and assigned a unique code. The interviewer checked the
transcriptions for accuracy. They were not sent back to the
interviewees because people experiencing homelessness struggle
with literacy challenges and Thomas et al [34] argued that
evidence does not support the idea that member checking

increases the credibility or trustworthiness of qualitative data
[34].

Analysis
Thematic analysis as described by Braun and Clarke was chosen
as an analytical and theoretical framework [35]. In coding, we
followed the “theoretical” technique in an essentialist or realist
method, driven by the analytic interest to report about the
experiences and realities of the study participants in relation to
their engagement in a digital health ecosystem. In coding, we
followed the deductive technique, that is, we worked with
predetermined assumptions and themes, which followed the
interview guide; however, clearly characterizable subthemes
emerged around the previously identified main themes. Three
independent researchers (ZG, SB, and NR) read and analyzed
the data and discussed their findings.

A theoretical thematic approach was used to analyze the data
and identify patterns of themes based on the checklist elaborated
by Braun and Clarke [35]: (1) familiarizing with the content of
the data, taking notes, and making ideas for coding based on
previous assumptions and following the interview guide, (2)
generating initial codes manually, (3) identifying and indexing
different codes across the data set manually, (4) creating
relationships between the themes and subthemes, (5) defining,
mapping, and naming themes, and (6) interpreting the results.

The 3 researchers discussed and developed all themes and
subthemes and clarified any discrepancies during the coding.
Afterwards, they laid out the final thematic map in mutual
agreement. The results are supported by participants’
anonymized quotes. Interview IDs are provided for all quotes.
For each interview ID, the letter indicates the first letter of the
shelter where the interview was conducted (M, Miklós utca; F,
Feszty; B, Budaörs; R, REVIP) and the number indicates the
serial number of the interview.

For an overview of the themes, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Interview code tree. CAM: complementary and alternative medical solutions.

Results

Demographic Characteristics
General demographic characteristics of the sample are presented
in Table 1. In terms of gender, 6 male and 4 female participants
were interviewed. Older age groups were overrepresented in

the sample: 1 person was <40 years old, 4 people were 40-49
years old, 2 people were 50-59 years old, and 3 people were
≥60 years old. In terms of education, high school (4 people) and
vocational school (3 people) were overrepresented, while 1
person had a university education and 2 people completed
primary school or below.
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Table 1. Demographic composition of the sample.

Value (N=10), n (%)Characteristic

Gender

6 (60)Male

4 (40)Female

Age (years)

1 (10)<40

4 (40)40-49

2 (20)50-59

3 (30)≥60

Education

2 (20)Primary school or below

3 (30)Vocational school

4 (40)High school

1 (10)University

Shelter

2 (20)HCSOMa Temporary Shelter (Feszty)

4 (40)HCSOM Integrated Shelter (Miklós utca)

2 (20)Shelter House Foundation’s Night Shelter (Budaörs)

2 (20)REVIP Baptist Integration Center (REVIP)

aHCSOM: Hungarian Charity Service of the Order of Malta.

Theme 1: Attitudes

Subtheme 1: Subjective Experiences and Solutions in
Relation to Evidence-Based Health Care

Code 1: Personal Health Care–Related Experiences

Experiences with mainstream health care systems (hospitals,
doctors, nurses, pharmacists, other medical personnel,
prescription medicines, and pills) were mixed. In a minority of
interviews (2/10), positive experiences with regard to access to
care, quality of care, and how one was treated by the medical
personnel were noted. However, the majority (7/10) reported
negative experiences largely due to a negative attitude,
stigmatization and mistreatment coming from the medical staff,
and inadequacy of care. These signaled an overall negative
attitude toward the general health care system.

I’m completely okay to be honest, I experienced that
there are differences between the hospitals, I can only
say that. [Interview M05]

(…) …they notice where they have to go and then they
have a completely different stance. Also, the
emergency medical doctor, who is here, or if the
ambulance services come. They behave completely
differently. (…) They are condescending. Okay, we’ll
do it later. Okay, come back later. And another one:
do pack your stuff already, we are set to go. So, they
(…) are not helpful. [Interview B09]

Code 2: Turning to Complementary and Alternative
Medicine

In a minority of interviews (3/10), turning to complementary
and alternative medical solutions, medicinal herbs, or Chinese
medicine was noted, which was considered as an equivalent
alternative of traditional Western medicine. In parallel, in 2
interviews, a negative stance toward drugs and medicines
(mentioned within the same textual context) was noted.

These shed light on the fact that interviewees sought out
different potential solutions to their medical problems as some
of them experienced that health care systems and traditionally
produced drugs cannot and have not so far provided them with
appropriate solutions. They had taken medicinal herbs or trusted
ingredients, which were recommended by a trusted person or
were found online.

I am aware of that, I looked up the side effects, the
medicines, I will not take what they prescribe. I have
already played along for long. I rather drink an
herbal tea. [Interview F01]

I can feel if something’s off in my body, and then I
look up certain things, but to be honest, I always start
with medicinal herbs, and not with pills. I go to the
pharmacy, and I look up on the internet what is
recommended for example for lower abdominal pain
or for a story with joints. [Interview M07]
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Subtheme 2: Subjective Experiences of Innovation and
Technology
Subjective experiences and attitudes toward novelties and
technology were mixed. In almost half of the interviews (4/10),
openness toward trying new programs and applications
appeared, while in 2 interviews, a complete lack of interest was
reported.

Attitudes toward the use of digital tools and the internet were
also mixed. In part of the interviews, lack of trust and negative
experiences were reported, for example, the risk of data misuse
(1 interview), risk of making mistakes due to the autocomplete
function and the speed of digital tools (1 interview), and
inaccuracy of step counting (2 interviews). In another set of 4
interviews, openness toward trying new programs and
applications appeared, while in a minority of interviews (2/10),
lack of interest in this area was reported.

As I’m homeless at the moment, I don’t have enough
(money) on my pay as you go facility that I could use
the internet unlimited. Where there is free Wi-Fi, I
certainly search for things I think of or what I gather
from my environment, or from my godchildren. So, I
want to keep up with today’s world in spite of the fact
that I’m now a little bit on the brink of it. [Interview
M07]

You can really misuse data. I had that now, as well.
Someone tapped into my bank account, abroad. I had
to block access to my debit card, and I will have it
done at some point. [Interview F01]

As this device (tablet) works so that if my hand starts
to shake just a little bit, and it gets close to it, it pulls
in. And then, it writes something that I don’t want to.
So, I don’t think that it is so reliable. [Interview R12]

Theme 2: Access

Subtheme 1: Access to Health

Code 1: Individual Health

The majority of interviewees (7/10) self-evaluated their health
status as average or worse. Chronic diseases (cardiovascular
and heart problems, and type 2 diabetes), cancerous tumors,
and lasting harm from injuries were characteristic for the group.
In 4 interviews, managed alcohol problems were reported. Drug
abuse was not mentioned, and in 2 interviews, aversion to drugs
was noted. Diagnosed mental health problems were not
mentioned.

Some interviewees regularly took medicines or mentioned that
their doctors prescribed them certain types of medications,
which they did not take. Some interviewees made decisions in
medical matters based on their own opinions and beliefs without
any professional evidence.

My troubles look like heart, liver, kidney, arterial
obstructions. I had deep vein thrombosis in both legs
but I carried that for long. I have a very high
tolerance for pain. I usually operated on myself. I
froze both of my legs and I cut the ulcer out as deep

as I could. Then I put herbs into the wound. It
recovered within 2 weeks. [Interview F01]

Code 2: Institutional Health Care

Interviewees were clients of 4 homeless shelters in Budapest,
meaning that they had institutional access to basic health care.
Their legal social security status could be provided by social
institutions on the grounds of homelessness under Hungarian
law. Accessible health care services included primary care
(prescription and dispensing of medicines, referral to specialists,
and care work), publicly funded specialized outpatient care,
inpatient (hospital) care, and rescue in case of emergency.

If I have any problem, the Maltesers (HCSOM) have
a doctor’s office. And if I can go there on my own
feet, then I go there. If you can’t, then you will be
transported to the hospital by default. There are
decent people who help or call an ambulance. In the
doctor’s office, they refer you to any specialist, no
matter whether it’s dermatology or cardiology. Thus,
they can get you to any kind of specialist. [Interview
F03]

Code 3: Access to Understandable Health Care Information

In at least one interview, a lack of access to understandable
health care information was reported, and several interviewees
pointed out that they were seeking out medications and
ingredients online with the help of digital tools in order to
understand what impacts those materials had on their body. The
need for understanding health-related information was noted in
at least half of the interviews in certain forms, for example, they
looked up prescription medicines (5 interviews) and their
ingredients (4 interviews) online, and in at least one case, they
did that for their family members as well.

(….) most of the time, physicians use such Latin words
in general, as lawyers do. Make it simple! No one is
that much overeducated to know these. For example,
laboratory tests. They should include what does this
mean, sodium was X. There are some apps where you
can look that up. [Interview F01]

Subtheme 2: Access to Digital Technology

Code 1: Access to Digital Tools

An overwhelming majority of interviewees (7/10) used
smartphones. Notebook use was reported in 1 case, and tablet
use was reported in further 2 cases. One interviewee reported
power bank use to charge the device.

In a minority of interviews (2/10), it was reported that in times
of need, phones, tablets, and computers were sold; thus, these
were not permanently accessible tools.

In this living situation, people get such digital devices
much easier off their hands, if they are not in such a
whacking need of them, simply to be able to make
money out of it. [Interview F04]

Code 2: Access to Digital Services

In homeless shelters, interviewees had access to the computers
in possession of the shelters, and through those devices, they
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could get access to the internet. In certain shelters, free Wi-Fi
and the option to charge their phones were available.

The majority (6/10) used free Wi-Fi inside and outside of the
shelters and looked actively for options of free Wi-Fi. They
could afford subscription (3 interviews) or pay-as-you-go
facilities (5 interviews) less frequently. In some cases, the
interviewees reported that they visited cafes in order to be able
to charge their phones or use the internet (3 interviews).

(…) the Wi-Fi is so strong that you don’t have to go
in and consume something, or if you go in and drink
a cup of coffee or water, you get the Wi-Fi password,
then sit in front of it on a bench, and it has such a
strong signal that you can use it there as well, until
it is open. [Interview M07]

Code 3: Gaps in Access to Digital Technology

The interviewees reported both tool supply and network
coverage as existing problems. Several interviewees mentioned
the need for securing a device (smartphone) or asked about
whether there was potential for decreasing the price of
subscriptions and pay-as-you-go facilities. The presence of
smart benches in public spaces was mentioned in 1 interview,
and free Wi-Fi on trams and busses in Budapest was mentioned
in another interview.

The computer park and Wi-Fi network coverage in the shelters
were not mentioned as problems in the majority of interviews
(7/10), and the idea of having more connectors in the building
to allow easier charging surfaced in 1 interview.

Some support would be great so that a basic device
could be ensured for them. And a separate health
network, which is for free. For people who are ill. As
there are these crisis helplines and these have green
numbers. [Interview F01]

… prices could be reduced (…) and for example such
benches could be installed where phones can also be
charged. And then you could use the Wi-Fi there.
[Interview F03]

It’s very difficult, I would say there could be more
charging stations. The bigger shopping malls are
covered, that’s fine, but what if you suddenly notice
your phone is dead and you cannot go into any such
places, or you are far (from the charging station),
and a homeless cannot buy a ticket… How do you go
there? [Interview M05]

I would tell you the truth… I’m sure it would be
feasible to have free Wi-Fi on busses and low-floor
trams. So here, we have Wi-Fi, since this is a shelter
but when we go 20 meters further, there isn’t any, the
network disconnects. [Interview M05]

Theme 3: Usage Patterns

Subtheme 1: Differences in Usage Patterns: Age and
Generations
Every interviewee used the internet at a measurable frequency
on their own device. The age of the participants ranged from
35 to 69 years. The interviewer did not explicitly ask about

usage characteristics by age, and the topic came up
spontaneously in the case of 6 interviewees when talking about
attitudes toward novelties.

In several cases, the interviewees mentioned generational
differences in usage, characterizing the older generation as less
involved in the digital world and less interested in novelties,
while younger people were considered to be already born with
digital devices, and their usage seemed to be self-evident. In 1
interview, it appeared that if there was individual motivation,
then age would not pose a hinderance with regard to usage.

This is a fundamental thing, really, but many don’t
know, especially the older generation. (…) So, I’m
quite digital, but I’m only 40 years old for that matter.
We grew up on these devices more or less already.
[Interview F03]

(…) I think this is age-dependent, thus
generation-dependent. The elderly are okay with their
basic phones. When it rings, they pick it up, then put
it down. My generation already needs it more, we use
it more often and the younger even more, they don’t
even put it down. [Interview M05]

Subtheme 2: Usage Patterns: Entertainment and Social
Connections
Interviewees mainly used the internet for entertainment and
maintaining their social relationships. Watching movies,
listening to music, reading e-books, and playing phone-based
games were also reported. Seven interviews mentioned
Facebook and 1 interview also mentioned X (or formally
Twitter) as frequently used social media sites. A minority of
interviews mentioned information gathering through Wikipedia
(1 interview), reading news (1 interview), and online banking
(1 interview) as use cases.

I watch movies, and look up e-books, in a topic that
I’m interested in. Mostly self-healing, quantum
healing and such banalities. [Interview F01]

I had a smartphone, so not only the music, YouTube,
Facebook page is important to me, but also Wikipedia,
where I can look up everything, or for example, I read
a lot about various things, and the disease that I had.
This is very important to me. [Interview M05]

Interesting that I also keep in touch with my physician
via e-mail. I had for example a CT scan, and then
everything worked entirely online. I received my
appointment and also the findings online. I also
consider this a very positive thing, so that it is also
in the cloud, and they can see it, the whole thing is
much easier… I just give them my social security card
(TAJ-card), and then I tell them what prescribed
medication I want to have. So, I consider this
absolutely positive. [Interview M05]

Subtheme 3: Usage for Medical Purposes: Information
Seeking, Applications, and Wearables
In several interviews, information seeking for medical purposes
was reported. For example, interviewees looked up prescribed
medications (5 interviews), active ingredients of medications
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(4 interviews), medicinal herbs believed to replace certain pills
(2 interviews) or foods, and natural materials (1 interview). One
interviewee mentioned purchasing a product believed to have
medicinal value online on the basis of a Facebook advertisement.

One interviewee in their 30s communicated with the doctor
about health problems via email, provided information about
their illness and the prescribed medicines online, and used a
health app and a step counter. These tools (health app and step
counter) were also mentioned by 2 other interviewees, but one
of them stopped using the step counting option as they believed
it was inaccurate.

I look up the active ingredient of a pill, for example
when before chemotherapy certain medicines were
prescribed for me, and I looked up what kind of active
ingredients they have, what side effects could they
have, because a package leaflet is one thing and a
real person who already had this experience and took
the medicine, and what is their opinion, is another
thing. [Interview M05]

I already had this step counting thing, this daily
fitness thing. And I remember I had a heart rate
monitor in my old Samsung S5, and now I really miss
that my current phone doesn’t have that anymore.
(…) I also use a menstruation tracking app. [Interview
M05]

I usually look up online for my partner what kind of
cremes and medicines there are … if they are
interested what kind of ingredients the pill has, and
due to his blood pressure. [Interview M06]

Theme 4: Solutions for Usage Problems

Subtheme 1: Individual Solutions
We included interviewees in this study who previously stated
that they frequently used digital tools and self-evaluated their
skills as at least average. The majority of interviewees (8/10)
themselves did not mention usage problems, and when they had
problems, 1 interviewee asked their family members for help
but added that they preferred to solve their problems on their
own.

Subtheme 2: Peer-to-Peer Support
It was frequently (6 interviews) reported that the interviewees
offered their help to other clients who lived with them in the
same shelter if they had trouble around the usage of digital tools
or the internet. They solved usage-related problems for their
peers, such as registration of SIM cards, activation of
pay-as-you-go facilities, antivirus actions for devices, problems
around online programs like Facebook and Messenger, and
questions around online purchases. These user troubles
represented basic problems, and the majority of interviewees
(8/10) had the knowledge and skills to solve them.

Last time they wanted to buy something online, and
they asked my help in that. (…) Now one of the guys
from the shelter came up to me how to activate the
SIM card. And then I activated it for them. Such issues
are always in need. [Interview F04]

There were some who asked me how to log in, how
to register with an email address, how can they make
a Facebook profile. Then I helped first to make an
email account and then to register with that. (…) I
was happy that I could help and they accepted it
gladly. And then I saw that they were using it very
well, they were glued onto their screens and were
happy about it. [Interview M05]

Usually Facebook, Messenger, or when they cannot
download a game. And there is an antivirus program
on every smartphone with a broom icon but they don’t
know what that is. So, I tell them, pick it up and swipe
with it. Clean it. And then they look at me confused.
Okay, give it to me. So, then I do it, and they look.
Wow, then they say, it went down to zero. Yeah, and
then I say that’s the point, not to have anything on it.
So there are always things like this. [Interview B09]

Subtheme 3: Institutional Solution: Role of Social
Workers
Interviewees did not report institutional solutions aiming at the
development of digital skills. In 1 interview, a social worker
was mentioned who provided the client with basic information
on tablet use. In this case, it was the individual initiative of the
social worker and not an element built into the given institution’s
services.

(…) then the social worker came up to me, and taught
me the basics, and then they said that I should now
keep pressing the buttons around nicely, and then I’ll
figure everything out by myself. [Interview R12]

Discussion

Digital Technology and People Experiencing
Homelessness
Digital technologies show a general potential for improving
patient outcomes. For example, Bruce et al [36] showed that
both clinical and patient-centered care outcomes were
significantly better with the use of mobile health technology
among 2059 orthopedic patients. However, according to a
systematic catalog on digital health systematic and scoping
reviews, there is less specific evidence on equitable health care
(16.7%) [37].

In relation to the homeless population and digital technology,
Heaslip et al [26] identified in their systemic review that mobile
technology has a measurable health impact on the homeless
population directly and indirectly. As an indirect impact,
maintaining relations with relatives and friends as well as the
outside world through entertainment, movies, and music
strengthened their social connectedness and elevated their
self-esteem, which in turn can have a positive impact on their
personal health [38]. For the direct health impact of digital
technology, they found limited evidence, with the main areas
being reminders for repeat prescriptions or health care
appointments. However, Heaslip et al [26] mentioned that the
homeless population appears to consider that digital technology
has potential health benefits, mostly in terms of online health
information support and appointment reminders.
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Our results partly strengthen these findings. The interviewees
in our digitally engaged homeless subgroup used their digital
tools primarily for entertainment purposes and to maintain their
personal relationships. In terms of health care, they used their
devices as new channels to reach solutions for their health
problems outside the conventional health care system and to
search for health-related information. However, most
interestingly and most importantly, the majority of interviewees
(6/10) shared that this subgroup is supporting their peers in
taking up digital skills and is helping them solve their usage-
and device-related problems, and this behavior has a lot of
untapped potential for widening digital health usage in the
homeless population.

Health Care Needs and Personal Experiences
As indicated by the demographic characteristics, older and
predominantly male interviewees shared their experiences.
Consistent with the results from our previous studies [28-30],
the majority of interviewees (6/10) reported multimorbidities
[39,40] and having chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular
diseases [41], type 2 diabetes, cancer, and permanent injuries.
Older age (≥50 years) was associated with worse physical health
in the homeless population, which was noted in the interviews,
as the self-reported health status was regarded as average or
worse [19].

In our small sample, there was no mention of mental health
problems other than addictions. Previous research found that
the ratio of serious mental disorders among people experiencing
homelessness in Hungary was very high [42], which is in line
with findings from Western countries [43]. Underdiagnosis and
undertreatment of mental health problems caused by
stigmatization and underperformance of the Hungarian care
system might be prevalent among our interviewees as well [44].
Moreover, in line with previous studies, which estimated the
prevalence of alcohol abuse at 8.5%-58.1% [45], treated alcohol
problems were noted in 4 interviews; however, illicit drug use
or treated drug abuse problems were not mentioned. A
systematic review found that alcohol abuse is more prevalent
in mainland Europe [43].

Issues of Access to Health Care and Digital Tools
Access to primary care is resolved via the care settings of the
Health Center of the HCSOM, which includes prescribing drugs,
providing basic care services, and referring clients to specialists.
In line with previous studies [17,20], the experiences of
interviewees with accessing health care were mixed.

When looking at access to digital tools and digital services, in
line with previous research, the majority of interviewees (7/10)
had smartphones, which are more accessible to people with a
low socioeconomic status [24]. The partial accessibility of digital
devices and their use as assets in times of need as described in
a minority of interviews (2/10) have been mentioned by Heaslip
et al [26]. As a need, device supply was primarily mentioned
by the participants, and this is in line with our previous study
where 21.4% of respondents mentioned lack of a smartphone
as the main barrier for not using the internet and 24.1%
mentioned that availability of an appropriate device would help
them use the internet more [30].

Digital services, such as computers of the shelters, were
available to the participants, and in some shelters, free Wi-Fi
or charging was also provided. The majority of participants
(6/10) looked for free Wi-Fi options outside the shelters as well.
One interviewee mentioned the lack of free Wi-Fi on public
transport services and the lack of installation of smart banks in
Budapest as barriers to usage. Such infrastructural problems
were mentioned as causes of nonusage by 7.6% of respondents
in our previous study [30]. On the other hand, several
interviewees mentioned using the paid services of cafes to
charge their phones or use Wi-Fi.

Several interviewees also mentioned the need for a potential
decrease in internet service prices or device prices, which is in
line with the finding of our previous study where 18.4% of
participants said that better access to free Wi-Fi, pay-as-you-go
facilities, or data contracts would help them use the internet
more [30].

Problems Around Trust
Some interviewees mentioned the feeling of being unwelcome
in conventional health care settings, which is in line with
previous research [41]. Some of them mentioned difficulties in
getting appropriate treatment and a negative attitude from health
care personnel, which might negatively influence their desire
to seek health care in the future and their overall trust in the
health care system, and this might explain their turn away from
mainstream health care solutions.

These aspects might include a negative impact on medication
adherence and an overall mistrust in mainstream medical
solutions, such as taking antibiotics and chronic disease drugs,
with a turn to alternative solutions. From the interviews, it was
found that managing treatment themselves instead of relying
on medical personnel based on their own beliefs without medical
evidence was a solution. Moreover, turning to alternative and
complementary medical solutions, such as homeopathy, herbal
medicine, and Chinese medicine, was a way to express mistrust
in conventional care settings, and digital solutions can open up
a channel outside of the conventional health care system to reach
such alternative solutions.

Mistrust and negative attitudes toward the health care system
coupled with the need for understanding health-related language,
prescription drugs, and active ingredients were associated with
the main health-related use of digital tools and services in the
majority of interviewees (8/10).

Age as a Predictor for Usage and Openness
When asked about usage patterns, several interviewees
spontaneously shared their views on how age differences matter
in usage prevalence, outlining that older generations might be
less involved and less interested in novel technologies. Several
studies, including our previous quantitative research, support
that age is a key sociodemographic variable that has an impact
on use [29,30,46,47]. Our quantitative data showed that in access
to technology, age did not seem to be a key factor; however, it
might be considered as a significant factor when self-evaluating
competence in digital literacy skills. This appeared in at least
one of the interviews, with the respondent explaining less
elevated technological skills with age.
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At least three interviews indicated that age was associated with
openness toward or willingness to try new technologies, which
might be in line with the findings of a representative
questionnaire survey (n=1500) on digital health–related
knowledge, attitudes, and needs [46]. This survey was completed
in 2021 and found that a quarter (26.5%) of individuals aged
65-74 years and a third (31.9%) of individuals aged older than
75 years would not like to try digital technologies in the coming
years [46].

Lack of Systematic Support Results in Peer Support
for Skill-Related Problems
While interviewees recognized some support from shelters in
solving infrastructural and service-related technology issues,
there was a perceivable lack of systematic solutions when it
came to usage-related problems and digital literacy issues. Only
1 interviewee mentioned that a social worker helped them set
up their tablet and navigate through basic usage scenarios.

As we selected interviewees based on at least average
self-reported digital health literacy skills and aptitude toward
digital technology, with some demonstrating previous
educational or professional background in IT services, their less
digitally skilled peers turned to them for help.

The majority of interviewees (6/10) provided unintentional peer
support in relation to technology usage issues, solved
technology-related problems, and provided guidance for future
scenarios. Peer support, also in this context, is defined in the
literature as a process whereby individuals with lived
experiences of a particular phenomenon provide support to
others by explicitly drawing on their personal experiences [48].
Intentional peer support works as a formalized framework of
this process that is fostered and developed by institutions, while
unintentional peer support remains under the radar of
institutions. The literature recognizes the potential of peer
support and peer support workers, who have the necessary
training and provide intentional support to their homeless peers
by sharing their lived experiences in different areas of life, and
members of this digitally engaged subgroup might show
potential for offering peer support in digital upskilling [48,49].
Moreover, anyone considering a comprehensive digital health
program for homeless groups in Hungary that concentrates on
offering solutions to infrastructure and skill-related problems
should take into account the untapped potential of members of
digitally engaged subgroups. These individuals, through their
elevated trust levels among peers, might provide better outcomes
in digital upskilling than official and institutionalized digital
health literacy programs. A systematic review found that
empowerment and self-esteem in the homeless population
increased when working with homeless peers as mentors and
educators, and that peer support in general facilitates acceptance
of illness and recovery and increases efficacy, social skills, and
coping [50].

Strengths
Through the qualitative analytical framework, the characteristics
of a unique subgroup of digitally engaged people experiencing
homelessness could be explored in a less studied area of digital

health for equitable health care, where systematic mapping of
review studies showed notable gaps in evidence [37].

The study aimed to enrich the still relatively small body of
research concerning the characteristics, including the digital
health–related characteristics, of the homeless population in
Central and Eastern Europe. In North America and Western
Europe, where the majority of studies involving the homeless
population are conducted, the demographic composition of such
populations as well as the health care system may differ
significantly from Hungarian experiences, with different
problems and solutions at individual and systemic levels.

Limitations
Our study has certain limitations. As a qualitative study using
in-depth semistructured interviews, the sample size was small,
and this should be taken into account when drawing inferences.
The study participants represented the urban homeless
population from Budapest, Hungary, where socioeconomic
conditions might differ from those in the countryside. The
recruited homeless people had a living connection to the social
infrastructure; therefore, rough sleepers and other people who
were not connected to any social initiatives were not represented.
The research team exclusively relied on self-reporting of digital
tool access and use, and did not attempt in any way to verify
these reports (eg, via phone bills, direct observation, and other
methods).

In relation to people experiencing homelessness, there is an
increased risk of social desirability bias when conducting
interviews, meaning that respondents tend to modify their
responses in the presence of an interviewer perceived to be in
a different socioeconomic and overall social situation than their
own [51].

Conclusions
People experiencing homelessness can face many barriers when
accessing digital technologies, including lack of appropriate
devices, lack of operating infrastructure (eg, free Wi-Fi
hotspots), some blind spots regarding digital skills, and a general
lack of interest due to the prioritization of other basic
life-supporting drives. However, in spite of all these barriers,
our previous research identified a digitally engaged homeless
subgroup in Budapest, Hungary, whose behaviors, usage, and
access patterns were mapped in this study [30].

We found that the majority of participants (7/10) possessed a
smartphone and used the often scarce pool of free Wi-Fi and
the infrastructural capabilities of the shelters. Based on their
articulated needs, various policy recommendations might be
formulated for telephone companies and government agencies
or support services. Telephone companies may consider subsidy
programs to support mobile ownership and data services for
this vulnerable population, as well as specific discount packages
and more publicly available recharge options, as these would
greatly support this group that is often in crisis and need.
Government agencies may consider strengthening the
infrastructural background of shelters and making free Wi-Fi
accessibility an option in more public places, such as busses
and piazza places, which could greatly reduce the access issues
of this population. Institutional aid for accessing services and
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digital tools may also offer a viable option for people
experiencing homelessness. A higher digital accessibility of an
institution in terms of both infrastructure and digital literacy is
associated with a greater likelihood of an increase in the number
of digitally engaged people experiencing homelessness.

In terms of usage patterns, digitally engaged people experiencing
homelessness use digital tools as an alternative information
point beyond mainstream health care channels, which gives
them access to check information originating from mainstream
health care personnel and to seek out complementary and
alternative medical solutions. These might be related to low
trust in mainstream health care solutions, which might be
enhanced through appropriately tailored comprehensive digital
health programs. These programs could include awareness
raising programs on trusted online health information sources,
digital literacy and health literacy enhancing programs, and
other programs to enhance their general trust in evidence-based
health and the health care system.

Our most important finding is that digitally engaged homeless
individuals have an aptitude for technology, and they are ready

and eager to share their knowledge with their peers. This could
elevate them to the role of a mediator between their peers and
any potential comprehensive digital health program. Digitally
engaged individuals have the trust of their peers, recognize the
benefits of digital technology, and are able to provide
meaningful help in technology- and usage-related issues. Thus,
with appropriate training, they might become tutors for
upskilling people experiencing homelessness, building a bridge
between their peers and digital technologies as well as digital
health ecosystems. These well-informed technologically able
peers might also help enhance trust in the general health care
system if their peer-to-peer support could be steered toward
peer-to-peer recommendations of trusted health information
sources via a specific institutional program.

Overall, our previous research showed that digital health services
have great promise in community shelters for managing and
preventing health issues [29,30], and this study found that
digitally engaged individuals might be important for the success
of such services.
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Abstract

Background: Given the physical health disparities associated with mental illness, targeted lifestyle interventions are required
to reduce the risk of cardiometabolic disease. Integrating physical health early in mental health treatment among young people
is essential for preventing physical comorbidities, reducing health disparities, managing medication side effects, and improving
overall health outcomes. Digital technology is increasingly used to promote fitness, lifestyle, and physical health among the
general population. However, using these interventions to promote physical health within mental health care requires a nuanced
understanding of the factors that affect their adoption and implementation.

Objective: Using a qualitative design, we explored the attitudes of mental health care professionals (MHCPs) toward digital
technologies for physical health with the goal of illuminating the opportunities, development, and implementation of the effective
use of digital tools for promoting healthier lifestyles in mental health care.

Methods: Semistructured interviews were conducted with MHCPs (N=13) using reflexive thematic analysis to explore their
experiences and perspectives on using digital health to promote physical health in youth mental health care settings.

Results: Three overarching themes from the qualitative analysis are reported: (1) motivation will affect implementation, (2)
patients’ readiness and capability, and (3) reallocation of staff roles and responsibilities. The subthemes within, and supporting
quotes, are described.

Conclusions: The use of digital means presents many opportunities for improving the provision of physical health interventions
in mental health care settings. However, given the limited experience of many MHCPs with these technologies, formal training
and additional support may improve the likelihood of implementation. Factors such as patient symptomatology, safety, and access
to technology, as well as the readiness, acceptability, and capability of both MHCPs and patients to engage with digital tools,
must also be considered. In addition, the potential benefits of data integration must be carefully weighed against the associated
risks.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53406)   doi:10.2196/53406
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Introduction

Background
People with “severe mental illness” (SMI), such as
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and associated psychotic or
mood disorders, experience poorer physical health outcomes,
which negatively affects their well-being across the life course
and reduces life expectancy by up to approximately 15 years
[1-3]. To reduce health disparities, it is crucial to adopt a
preventative approach and intervene early. Adolescence or
young adulthood presents a key opportunity as this is when
most enduring mental health conditions are first diagnosed [4].
Young people with SMI and those at risk of SMI exhibit signs
of poor cardiometabolic health and are more likely to engage
in behaviors that are detrimental to their physical health; yet,
much of this risk is modifiable [4,5].

Mental health care professionals (MHCPs) play a crucial role
in supporting the mental and physical health needs of people
with psychosis. However, MHCPs face significant barriers to
delivering physical health interventions in practice [6]. This
includes inadequate time and training in delivering
evidence-based physical health interventions, difficulty reaching
people in rural or remote areas, financial implications of
delivering face-to-face interventions (particularly one-to-one),
and limited National Health Service (NHS) resources for
implementation [6].

Given these barriers and the increasing demand on the NHS,
there is a growing focus on digital lifestyle interventions (DLIs),
for example, using smartphones and websites to provide
low-cost, scalable, and flexible interventions to promote
healthier lifestyles [6,7]. The delivery of DLIs will require
behavior changes among MHCPs. One model that can explain
behavior change is the Capability, Opportunity, and
Motivation–Behavior (COM-B) model [8]. According to this
model, MHCP capability and opportunity to perform the
behavior will influence their motivation to use DLIs and impact
their delivery of DLIs in mental health care (MHC) settings.
Capability refers to whether a person has the psychological
(knowledge) or physical (skills) capability to perform the
behavior. Alongside capability, an individual must have the
opportunity to perform the behavior, and this refers to both
physical (this includes the environment where the behavior will
be performed and resources such as money and time) and social
(the behavior of others) opportunity. Both reflective (reflective
processes such as beliefs, goals, and values) and automatic
(habitual and emotional responses) motivation also influence
our behavior. The COM-B model can be used to inform future
interventions [8].

Previous research suggests that MHCPs see the benefits of
physical activity interventions [9]. However, MHCPs report
barriers to implementation such as concerns about patient
motivation and safety and logistical concerns on behalf of the
patient, such as having equipment, clothes, and space. MHCPs
have also reported personal barriers such as low confidence and
capability to deliver interventions, lack of time and resources,
and the belief that MHC should be a priority [10].

It is likely that MHCP attitudes toward and perceived barriers
to using DLIs in MHC settings will vary from those for
in-person interventions. According to actor-network theory,
technology is not simply a tool or passive instrument that
humans use to accomplish their goals [11]. Instead, technology
can shape human behavior by creating new opportunities,
alleviating constraints, and providing affordances that shape
the way in which people think, communicate, and interact.
Previous research has found that MHCPs believe that digital
tools that support patient self-management would change their
own roles and responsibilities [12]. Numerous studies have
shown that, while MHCPs see the potential benefits, they are
concerned about issues of liability, harm to patients, and lack
of training regarding using DLIs [12-14]. As the MHCP role
primarily focuses on treating mental health difficulties [15], it
is important to explore and compare MHCP beliefs about using
digital health for managing symptoms versus delivering lifestyle
interventions.

Objectives
Therefore, this study aimed to explore MHCP perspectives,
including barriers to and facilitators of using DLIs in MHC
settings, with a particular focus on young people. These insights
will provide key considerations for the implementation and use
of DLIs in MHC settings.

Methods

Study Design
A mixed methods design was used, including a web-based
survey and qualitative interviews, to examine the attitudes of
MHCPs toward digital health in young people’s MHC. An
overview of the aligned findings of the combined survey and
interview components of the project has been presented
elsewhere [15]. While the previous mixed methods analysis
provides a foundation for the research presented in this paper,
this paper focuses on presenting the results of an in-depth
qualitative examination of all the interview data, presenting the
subjective experiences and perspectives of MHCPs regarding
digital technology. Using a reflexive thematic analysis, we
offered a more comprehensive understanding of subjective
factors affecting the barriers and implementation of DLIs in
clinical practice beyond the scope of the previous descriptive
results to present useful recommendations for facilitating uptake
of novel technology in health care settings.

The inclusion criteria were NHS MHCPs (1) working with
young adults aged 16 to 35 years with mental illness, including
specialist mental health services or in the context of broader
primary care, and (2) working with young adults with mental
illness for at least 6 months. The exclusion criteria were MHCPs
working primarily with eating disorders due to differing
treatment needs on nutrition and exercise [16-18]. The COREQ
(Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research)
checklist was used to ensure a comprehensive and explicit report
of the interview process (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Participants
All 13 participants were MHCPs working within NHS services
with young adults aged 16 to 35 years, including specialist
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mental health services. Purposive sampling was used to recruit
potential participants of a variety of occupational backgrounds
and years of experience. Participants were recruited through
emailed flyers. While interview participants were not reimbursed
or rewarded for taking part in the interview, survey respondents
were offered the choice to enter a prize draw to win a £50 (US
$62.62) voucher. It was made clear to participants that
completing the interview did not increase their chances of
winning.

Data Collection

Overview
Semistructured interviews were conducted remotely using
Microsoft Teams (Microsoft Corp) and audio recorded with
participant consent. The interviews lasted 26 to 79 minutes and
followed a topic guide (Multimedia Appendix 2) developed
with input from our Patient and Public Involvement group and
research team. In total, 2 researchers (CS and JF) conducted the
interviews, which consisted of questions about participants’
experience using digital health, the potential use of mobile health
and DLIs in MHC, barriers to integration and use, and ways to
boost engagement. Interview guides were flexible, using prompts
and open questions to encourage participants to talk in depth
about their experiences. All interviews were recorded and
transcribed verbatim. Participants were assigned pseudonyms
to maintain anonymity.

Data Analysis
Interviews were analyzed using a reflexive thematic approach
[19-21]. Reflexive thematic analysis involves the researcher
reflecting on how their experiences, personal assumptions, and
background shape their analysis and interpretation of the data
[20]. An inductively orientated experiential approach
underpinned by critical realism was used [20]. This means that
our themes were generated from the interviewees’ direct
experiences and observations while also recognizing that their
understanding of reality is shaped by social and cultural factors.
Critical realism was used as it allows the researcher to analyze
participants’ experiences while allowing the analysis to be
informed by theory. The COM-B model of behavior change
[21], which proposes that behavior is defined by our capability,
opportunity, and motivation, was used as a theoretical
underpinning and a prespecified area of interest. The model was
used to identify potential barriers to the implementation of DLIs
for young people with mental health conditions and any potential
solutions to overcome these barriers.

Thematic analysis is a systematic approach whereby patterns
and common themes are identified to describe a data set and
understand a phenomenon [19,20]. The 6-phase guidelines by
Clarke and Braun [20] were used to guide the analysis. These
phases are recursive: (1) transcripts were read and reread so that
the researcher (CS) could become familiar with the data, (2)
systemic line-by-line coding was conducted to identify common
features in the data, (3) codes were reviewed to determine
themes, (4) themes were reviewed by 3 researchers (JF, CS, and
LH) for homogeneity and heterogeneity to ensure that they were
distinctive and coherent, (5) themes were defined and names
were generated, and (6) findings were reported.

A primarily inductive approach was adopted with the interviews,
but a deductive approach was taken when examining the barriers
and facilitators informed by the COM-B model (based on
previous research). Interview extracts related to barriers to and
facilitators of implementing DLIs were mapped to the
components of the COM-B model, whereas an inductive
approach was taken for the remaining data. At the time of
analysis, the researcher was not familiar with the current
literature on digital health and in particular in the context of
mental health, allowing them to analyze the data without
preconceived themes or experiences.

To reduce the risk of bias, all researchers were involved in the
analysis through regular meetings to discuss codes and themes.
Themes and subthemes were generated and finalized using the
NVivo software (version 12; QSR International) and MindView
(version 7.0; Matchware). The team discussed the themes until
consensus was reached within the team. During manuscript
writing, subthemes with overlap were combined to avoid
repetition. The final theme structure presented in the manuscript
was reviewed and agreed upon by all coauthors.

Reflexivity
The two researchers who conducted the interviews (JF and CS)
do not work in the NHS and made this clear to interviewees
who were NHS employees. Both researchers have experience
interviewing people on a variety of sensitive topics (self-harm,
cancer [CS], and mental health [JF and CS]). All authors have
an interest in digital health and promoting physical health in
MHC settings. First author CS personally uses digital health
apps. These views and experiences may have influenced our
analysis; therefore, author CS kept a reflexive journal throughout
the study. The author routinely reflected in the journal during
data collection and analysis to reduce the possibility of their
personal experiences and beliefs biasing their interpretations.
A potential influencing factor in the interviews could be
attributed to age. Some of the interviewees remarked that they
did not have the same familiarity with apps as the interviewer
(CS); this assumption could have influenced the views and
opinions that participants expressed to this author.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the interviews were conducted
remotely using Microsoft Teams. Most participants joined the
interviews from their own homes, providing a private setting
that potentially fostered comfort and openness. However,
working from home could have affected their work mindset and
introduced distractions, such as pets, deliveries, or background
noises. During an interview held in a private room at an
interviewee’s workplace, a team member interrupted the
participant. While this interruption may have had an impact, it
did not seem to alter their perceived barriers, and they continued
discussing barriers, including those related to NHS staff,
possibly influenced by their senior role. The remote format of
Microsoft Teams interviews might have resulted in the
interviewer missing out on subtle body language and facial
responses, especially in the case of one participant who opted
to keep their camera off. Nonetheless, Microsoft Teams provided
flexibility, enabling participants to join at their preferred times.
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Patient and Public Involvement
The overall study protocol had patient and carer involvement
to ensure that all materials were appropriate and the content
discussed about patients was appropriate and meaningful. The
topic guide was developed using lived experience input. RC is
a research fellow at a research unit embedded within clinical
services at the Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS
Foundation Trust (JUICE Youth Mental Health Research Unit).
JUICE consists of academics as well as current practicing
clinicians such as ward managers, lead psychiatrists, therapists,
physiotherapists, dietitians, occupational therapists, experts by
experience, and carers. A weekly consultation is held on the
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services inpatient units,
where the topic guide was discussed.

Ethical Considerations
Ethics approval was granted by the University of Manchester
Research Ethics Committee (2020-10603-17104) and the Health
Research Authority (288734). Participants were briefed on the
purpose of the study, and written informed consent was obtained.

Results

Participant Characteristics
A total of 13 MHCPs were recruited from various MHC settings
and roles, including MHC and research nurses (n=4, 31%),
trainee psychiatrists (n=2, 15%), support workers (n=2, 15%),
occupational therapists (n=1, 8%), physical health support
workers (n=1, 8%), service managers (n=1, 8%), operational
leads (n=1, 8%), and trainee advanced practitioners (n=1, 8%).
Of the participants, 85% (11/13) were female, and 100% (13/13)
were White British, with experience varying from at least 6
months to 20 years working in MHC service.

Analysis

Overview
Three main themes were identified: (1) motivation will affect
implementation, (2) patients’ readiness and capability, and (3)
reallocation of staff roles and responsibilities. The themes and
subthemes are described in Multimedia Appendix 3. Figure 1
presents how our findings also fit with the domains of the
COM-B model [8].

Figure 1. Barriers to implementation of DLIs in MHC using the COM-B model_v2. COM-B: Capability, Opportunity, and Motivation–Behavior; DLI:
digital lifestyle intervention; MHC: mental health care; MHCP: mental health care professional.
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Theme 1: Motivation Will Affect Implementation

Overview

MHCP and patient motivation was perceived as the largest
potential barrier to implementing DLIs in MHC settings. All
interviewees felt that it would be important to emphasize the
value and benefit of DLIs to patients, whereas acknowledging
their potential risk is crucial for implementing DLIs in MHC
settings:

I think some of them [MHCP], don’t necessarily
promote the apps, erm, because of the motivation...it
can be quite problematic getting them [patients] to
engage. [INT5]

Subtheme 1: Individuals Are Motivated but Others Are
Resistant

Most participants had a positive personal view of using digital
health in MHC, in particular for young adults. However, some
interviewees said that, although they were personally motivated
to introduce and implement DLIs in the context of MHC
delivery, their colleagues were reluctant to change, which posed
a barrier to rolling out DLIs. MHCPs who are unaware of the
benefits of DLIs or, for example, who are accustomed to
established ways of working, were perceived by interviewees
to be more resistant to adopting new practices:

...lots of people don’t like change do they, and I think
whenever you try and do anything new they’ll be
somebody that, will have something to say about it.
I can’t think of any specific kind of negative view of
it, other than that, that just, traditional view that, oh
it won’t work, they won’t use it. [INT10]

Furthermore, several participants expressed concerns about time
constraints and competing priorities faced by MHCPs. With an
already demanding workload, interviewees said that MHCPs
tend to prioritize mental health–focused care over physical
health approaches or interventions. Interestingly, most people
felt that their role was not best suited to the introduction of DLIs
due to limited interactions with patients compared to their care
coordinators despite being supportive of DLIs and their benefit
more generally:

...it’s [digital interventions] probably one of those
things it’s quite a good idea for the whole team to
have an awareness of, but maybe, erm, you know,
particularly care coordinators who are having the
most contact with service users. [INT9]

Subtheme 2: Patients Have Other Priorities

Interviewees perceived low motivation among young adults as
a common barrier to engaging with DLIs. Low motivation was
often attributed to medication side effects, sedentary behavior,
and impaired cognitive function. Many interviewees perceived
physical health to be a low priority for patients and that patients’
main priority during their involvement with an MHC team was
their mental health:

I think it depends on where they’re at within their
illness and how engaged they are with treatment and
especially during those initial phases, it can be quite

problematic, erm, and getting them to...engage.
[INT5]

Some interviewees felt that it was important to highlight the
link between patients’ physical and mental health and how
changes to behavior could lead to changes in medication or
treatment as well as improving physical and mental health:

Well talk about how, erm, maybe weight changes
affect their mental health, how their medication has,
the amount of medication that they’ve had has
changed, how their, erm, you know, their diabetes
diagnosis was reversed because they engaged in
exercise and speak to them about what significance
it would be to them, it’s not about a size 8 jeans, it’s
about, I don’t need to take as much Clozapine, and
plus if I don’t take as much Clozapine at night, then
in a morning I’m not as knackered. [INT5]

Interviewees also felt that the service setting might influence
the uptake of DLIs. For example, young adults in inpatient
settings may be hesitant to change due to the various restrictions
in place, such as limiting takeaways or access to unhealthier
food. DLIs that provided young adults with something such as
promoting physical activity in inpatient settings were viewed
as acceptable by interviewees. However, DLIs viewed as
restrictive, such as those concerning diet or smoking, were
assumed as not being well received by patients:

...inpatient mental health unit, erm, you’ve had so
many bits of your identity taken away from you, in
terms of like being able to access outside, and, I think,
when you do try and have those conversations about,
you know, well try and eat a bit healthier, it’s gotten
very angry really quickly because there’s been so
much of their liberties taken away, the fact that we
try and take away the little things that they do enjoy
like, staying in bed, erm, eating junk food, smoking,
it, it, yeah, it can be quite a difficult subject. [INT11]

Therefore, these preassumptions regarding what types of DLIs
young adults are resistant to may reduce MHCP enthusiasm for
undertaking the actions required to implement specific DLIs in
inpatient settings. One MHC service that several MHCPs felt
could work well to integrate DLIs in was early intervention
services:

I think the young, younger people are more likely to
use apps and You know when people first present to
services, such as early intervention team. Uh, I think
that would would work very, very well. [INT1]

Subtheme 3: DLIs Need to Be Intuitive and Engaging

To overcome the perceived low motivation of patients to engage
with DLIs, MHCPs felt that DLIs need to capture patients’
attention and be engaging, which involved being visually
appealing, interactive, and user-friendly, particularity due to
the patients’ age. Gamification, linking changes in behavior to
patient-valued outcomes, and intuitive interfaces were perceived
as being important in promoting engagement. Simple designs
and usability were considered key, ensuring that both MHCPs
and patients can navigate through the intervention:
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...if you’re focussing on young people, I think, I don’t
really see many barriers, if it’s free, and, you know
it’s easy to use, I think it’s just, it’d just be about that
initial engagement, that initial kind of, them trying
and it being good enough to keep them, er, interested.
[INT10]

...anything that’s simple, straightforward and just
easy to use would be probably the best starting point
for now, for us [Mental Health are professionals].
[INT12]

I've never used gamified apps to be honest up, but
yeah, it sounds great, It will make the younger people
engage. [INT2]

Several MHCPs shared the perspective that involving young
adults with a wide spectrum of mental health conditions and
literacy skills in the app design process is crucial to ensure both
intuitiveness and engagement for patients:

...the important thing would be that if you were gonna
design an app to, to genuinely have young people
with a variety of mental health conditions,
neurodevelopmental disorders, etc, all having input
on what it looks like, how it works and how you
engage with it. [INT13]

Theme 2: Need to Consider Patients’ Readiness and
Capability to Use Digital Health

Subtheme 1: Patient Safety

A prominent theme was the need for patient benefit from digital
health to outweigh potential risks or harm. Interviewees
expressed the need to consider each patient and when was best
to introduce DLIs. Initially, interviewees focused on what MHC
settings would be the most suitable to introduce DLIs, with
mixed views on the appropriateness of implementing DLIs in
inpatient settings. On further reflection, the severity of the
patients’ symptoms rather than the MHC setting was considered
most important when deciding on an appropriate time to
introduce patients to DLIs:

...people with schizophrenia aren’t unwell constantly,
so you would use it and if they started to become
paranoid or unwell, that’s probably when you’d be
able to just say, let’s just remove it. [INT12]

Concerns for patient safety were raised if DLIs required the
young person to self-monitor physical activity or health data.
For example, there were concerns that patients might
misunderstand and assume that their MHC team was also
monitoring their data, potentially leading them to not inform
their MHC team of important changes. Alternatively, if health
data were integrated and monitored by their MHC team, there
were concerns that important data such as irregular heartbeat
or reduced smoking while on clozapine could be missed, which
could lead to harm:

I’m just thinking about difficulty I’d, I’d, feel terrible.
If I had somebody on my caseload as a care
coordinator and this information was there and I
didn’t pick up on it and I didn’t notice that and then
something happened, it’s. Then there’s a kind of risk

factor there of Case negligence, maybe potentially,
and who’s going to be overseeing that. [INT1]

Interviewees were also concerned that DLIs could worsen young
adults’mental health symptoms, including paranoia, particularly
for those who used phones or wearable devices. MHCPs
articulated concerns that the tracking of patients’ location and
behavior via these wearable devices and phones could intensify
patients’ anxieties regarding perceived surveillance:

Consideration for people who could be psychotic,
paranoid, suspicious, you know, and whether that
might increase some of their Symptomatology,
illusions or paranoia. You know if they were wearing
a watch. For instance, knowing that I had access to
that information. [INT1]

MHCPs expressed concerns about potential risks that DLIs
could pose regarding social interactions for young adults with
psychosis. They were worried about inaccurate or harmful
advice, exploitation, or negative interactions. Therefore,
ensuring monitoring and moderation of social interactions within
DLIs was necessary. However, interviewees also recognized
the benefits of social support in boosting engagement:

...you would need some level of moderation in that
community, ’cos you don’t want unhelpful comments
and views and, and unfortunately with online systems
you get a lot of that. erm, because people are
anonymous...there could be like a positive element of
that and it could increase engagement. [INT13]

Subtheme 2: Patients’ Capability and Opportunity to Use
Digital Technology

Digital health was perceived to be acceptable in MHC,
especially among younger patients who were likely to have
higher smartphone use. However, symptoms (eg, paranoia),
reduced cognitive abilities (partly due to medication), and
limited technological skills were seen as barriers to patients
using digital technology:

A lot of the younger people are, erm [have technical
skills], but, but also even, even the younger people
when they’re unwell, they have information
processing problems. [INT6]

Some MHCPs commented that paranoia may also hinder
engagement. To address this, collecting minimal personal data
through apps or websites was recommended:

I think just, the simpler the better maybe, you know,
not having to gather as, as much information, just
going off, you know, erm, individuals who, who can
paranoid or, or the barriers, I think it, just something
that’s simple, that’s easy, you know, you’re not having
to put a lot of data in. [INT7]

Access was a potential barrier as some patients may lack access
to phones, data, or apps, especially during periods of psychosis
or as inpatients due to restrictions or poor Wi-Fi connections.
Interviewees suggested that data-free apps that synchronize to
Wi-Fi or apps with lower data requirements might overcome
this barrier. To reduce the digital divide, interviewees said that
services (ie, the NHS) should provide smartphones, pay for
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subscription costs or data network charges, or provide wearables
to ensure that recommended DLIs can be accessed fairly:

If something’s gonna be effective and there’s evidence
base into it, I don’t think that people should [pay], if
it’s about health and it’s actually gonna reduce our
costs in the long term, then it should be free. [INT13]

Theme 3: Integrating Digital Health Will Require the
Reallocation of Staff Roles and Responsibilities

Subtheme 1: Technology Changes Our Roles and
Responsibilities

Despite attitudes being largely positive, there were differences
in interviewees’ perspectives on the impact that implementing
DLIs into routine care would have on MHCP workload. Some
interviewees who felt that their role should mainly focus on the
mental health needs of a patient believed that DLIs would
increase their workload. They suggested that the care coordinator
(case manager) role would be best placed to implement DLIs
as they have more patient contact and involvement and,
therefore, have the time and a preexisting relationship:

...particularly care coordinators who are having the
most contact with service users. [INT9]

In contrast, interviewees in senior or physical health–focused
professions viewed digital health as a way to reduce staff
workload and enable frequent physical health monitoring (eg,
remote blood pressure monitoring), resulting in better patient
care; these interviewees believed that it was everyone’s role
and responsibility to implement DLIs in MHC:

...anything that’s from that, the core components of
the physical health check that they can input, would
save everybody a lot of time and, erm, effort and
money and it would also make it much more up to
date. [INT10]

Interviewees expressed concerns that the use of DLIs in MHC
could affect their interactions with patients. Some interviewees
believed that building a strong relationship with patients was
crucial and DLIs entail a loss of face-to-face nuances, resulting
in difficulties detecting physical symptoms, which in turn would
be detrimental to patients’ mental health. While some
interviewees felt that DLIs may lead to people “becoming more
isolated” (INT3), others felt that they would improve access to
services for patients, particularly those with social anxieties and
those who, due to their younger age, are more comfortable
interacting digitally:

...with our cohort who might socially find things
challenging and difficult actually a screen is quite
familiar to them, so they will often prefer that. [INT8]

Subtheme 2: MHCPs Will Need to Acquire Additional Skills

Interviewees said that staff involvement was crucial for
successful implementation of DLIs in MHC settings. However,
interviewees recognized that not all staff members have the
necessary skills or knowledge to do this. Tailored training,
including interactive sessions and MHCPs using the apps
themselves, was recommended to enhance confidence,

motivation, and psychological capability to use and recommend
digital technology in clinical settings:

There's always room for training I find that interesting
to go through it and if I was clinician, finding out
what apps there are out there, how we can use them,
how we can recommend. [INT1]

One interviewee also felt that digital health education could be
provided in health care degrees such as nursing and occupational
therapy. Several MHCPs lacked awareness of available apps or
websites. To address this, interviewees suggested that the NHS
could provide a list of approved apps, improving trust and
credibility while improving their knowledge and reducing guilt
or personal blame in case of adverse events. Opinions differed
on recommending apps without previous experience. Some
expressed concerns about patient safety when recommending
potentially ineffective or harmful apps, such as exercise apps
that result in injury, whereas others felt comfortable if the apps
were available to the general population:

...some people, if it’s not NHS approved, might be a
bit more nervous. I think that’s a thing with the
YouTube videos as well, like if it’s just a person who’s
put together a, an exercise for somebody to follow,
and it’s not to do with the NHS, I think it does make
people a bit more nervous about engaging people in
that, but I personally have done, if, if I feel confident.
[INT11]

Subtheme 3: Who Is Responsible for Managing the Risk?

A concern regarding the implementation of DLIs was the issue
of responsibility. All interviewees questioned who would be
responsible if patients experienced negative outcomes as a result
of using digital technology in the context of their health care.
A particular concern was related to data monitoring, such as
what data MHCPs should have access to and who should
monitor them (patients or MHCPs). Interviewees expressed
concerns about who was responsible for the oversight of digital
data collection, especially if fluctuations in health or changes
in behavior were missed. Interviewees wondered about their
potential liability and described the guilt that they would feel
if important changes in mental or physical health were missed.
Some MHCPs strongly believed that data should never be
integrated into NHS systems but patients could share and discuss
their health with MHCPs if desired, empowering patients to
take responsibility of their health:

I was thinking about the patient doing it for
themselves rather than anybody having anybody
sitting behind the scenes monitoring it. [INT2]

On the other hand, some interviewees who routinely collected
physical health data felt that, if DLIs collected data without
MHCPs acknowledging or providing feedback in response, this
could demotivate younger patients to use apps that track or
record behavior:

I think for this kind of age group and even older, you
need that, well done, you’re doing well there, and
not, relentless, I think having a barrier would be if
there wasn’t any kind of short-term goals that you
could say, right we’re making progress here, we’re
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doing well, or this is what you need to work on.
[INT8]

...like the feedback, you know, ’cos a lot of the young
people that, that we work with on the wards, they
really, are seeking time with people and if you can
provide that time that’s quite focused on something
and provide lots of positive reinforcement if
something’s gone really well, I think it might motivate
people to, to get sustained use from an app like that,
you probably need somebody who’s on your side and
really supporting you to use it well. [INT11]

In addition, interviewees believed that young adults with mental
health conditions may need support and advice from MHCPs
in cases in which they implemented minor changes but did not
observe any discernible outcomes, for example, if they made
changes to their diet but did not lose weight. To overcome the
burden of data monitoring and potential liability, one interviewee
suggested implementing automated systems that notify clinicians
of changes in heart rate, smoking behavior, and so on:

I prefer the idea of, I think it’s a fantastic idea for
them [young adult service users] to go away and when
they come back and you say, your weight, you’ve been
putting weight on, let’s have a look on your app what
you actually have been eating, so you can have those
sort of discussions with them. [INT6]

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study was to explore MHCP perspectives,
including barriers to and facilitators of using DLIs to support
young people with mental illness. To our knowledge, this is the
first study to explore MHCP views on using and integrating
digital health in MHC for young people. Overall, MHCPs felt
that digital health care is acceptable when delivered alongside
face-to-face care and has the potential to enhance the current
care that patients receive. However, they also identified barriers
to implementation, including staff and patient motivation and
capability to deliver or use DLIs, concerns regarding patient
safety, the digital divide, and the privacy of data.

Relevance to Previous Research and Existing Theory

Overview
Similar to previous research on lifestyle interventions [9,10,22],
MHCPs expressed concerns with patient motivation and safety
as well as time constraints and staff motivations and capability
to deliver interventions. Notably, there were differences in
concerns about resource availability as, while there were
concerns about insufficient phone data interfering with DLIs,
a lack of other resources (such as home exercise equipment,
healthy eating ingredients, or staffing and clothing [9,22]) was
not commonly raised as an issue in this study. The remote nature
of DLIs raised concerns about missing important data, and key
considerations for implementation included ensuring the
credibility and trustworthiness of the apps or websites used in
DLIs, prioritizing patient safety, and effective data monitoring.

In some cases, MHCPs may differentiate between the promotion
of physical health and their core responsibilities. A decreased
enthusiasm among MHCPs for addressing physical well-being
may be tied to factors such as apprehension toward assuming
personal responsibility and diminished patient motivation [10].

Our findings were in line with actor-network theory
[11]—MHCPs did not perceive the implementation of DLIs as
an additional resource to use. Instead, they felt that the
implementation of DLIs would change their roles, bring new
risks to patients, and affect rapport. However, a recent study
exploring the views of patients with SMI on digital health found
that they also believed that such technologies could change the
relationship with MHCPs but in a positive way by empowering
them to manage their health and providing a source of help other
than their health care providers [18,23]. They also valued the
ability to self-monitor and share their progress or behavior with
their MHCPs to obtain additional support or positive feedback
[23]. These results are also in line with those of broader digital
health implementation studies suggesting a need for support for
patients and clinicians as well as systems-related issues such as
regulation, workflow, and safety [24]. Our findings also fit with
the domains of the COM-B model [8] (Figure 1). Barriers
identified from the interviews related to capability, opportunity,
and motivation, along with potential solutions to overcome these
barriers generated by the researchers, are presented in Table 1.
The potential solutions were then mapped to potential
intervention functions (broad categories to change behavior),
and these potential barriers and solutions are discussed in more
detail in the following sections.
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Table 1. Potential problems and solutions for the implementation of digital lifestyle interventions (DLIs) in mental health care settings.

Intervention functionSolutionDomain and problem

Capability

EducationInstructions on how to effectively use phones and appsPatients may have poorer digital literacy and
skills to use technology or phones (perceived as
less of an issue for younger populations)

RestrictionIntroduce DLIs only when patients have the mental capacity
to consent

Symptoms that may limit patients’ cognitive
ability to use digital technology (eg, side effects
of medication)

Training or educationTraining on how to find and use apps and knowledge sharing
within clinical teams

MHCPsa do not know which apps are available
and effective and how to use them

Opportunity

Enablement or environmental
restructuring

Provision of phones, payment for data and wearables, and
use of apps that are usable offline and resynchronize or up-
date once connected to Wi-Fi or data

Patients not having access to phones, internet,
or data

Enablement or environmental
restructuring

Provision of wearables, NHSb covering the cost of app sub-
scriptions, and having an iPad or device that can be used by
an entire inpatient ward or service

Cost of wearables, data, and app subscriptions

Service provisionHaving a shared device on the ward or having supervised
access to use the app and being shown how to use it before
discharge

Restrictions (eg, no phones and no space) and
restricted use or functionality when in inpatient
units

Environmental restructuringPeer coaches or digital navigators to help patients install
apps and deal with issues

MHCPs do not have the time to deliver interven-
tions

EnablementAutomated notifications if there are high risks or behavior
changes that need to be addressed (ie, changes in smoking
on clozapine)

Integrating health data to ensure patient safety

EnablementImprovement in the current technology infrastructure of the
NHS to allow app data to be securely stored on the system

Secure storage of data

Motivation

IncentivesTo boost motivation, use rewards, games, self-monitoring
of behaviors or health outcomes, and provision of feedback

Patients having low motivation

TrainingTraining and education and having regular drop-in clinics
to problem solve any issues

MHCPs lack confidence with digital technology

Incentives or coercionWhen implementing DLIs, services will need to consider
which MHCP roles would be best to implement this and
could use individual or service-based targets regarding deliv-
ering DLIs

MHCPs’ competing priorities (focus on treating
mental health)

PersuasionInvolve patients in the integration of DLIs; this will demon-
strate that patients are willing to use DLIs

MHCP beliefs that patients do not want to
change behavior

EducationEducating MHCPs on the benefit of treating physical and
mental health together and how digital health can play a role
in this

MHCPs do not see the benefit of digital interven-
tions

aMHCP: mental health care professional.
bNHS: National Health Service.

Capability
MHCPs voiced uncertainties about their own confidence and
ability to effectively deliver DLIs. According to our previous
work, MHCPs have limited opportunities to use DLIs in their
current role [15], and this is consistent with current literature
[13,25]. This may have led MHCPs to perceive a lack of
psychological capability (knowledge) to recommend and use
apps. Therefore, appropriate training is required, such as
interactive training sessions that allow MHCPs to trial various
apps and websites, thereby boosting their self-efficacy (the

belief in their ability to perform the behavior) and motivation
[26]. Alternatively, some MHCPs suggested that participating
in DLIs themselves could enhance their motivation. This notion
is supported by recent research demonstrating that MHCPs who
actively participated in exercise were more inclined to encourage
its adoption among inpatients [10].

A lack of knowledge of apps available was perceived as a
barrier. MHCPs felt that receiving a list of approved apps to
recommend would reinforce the credibility and trustworthiness
of the apps, remove personal liability, and improve their
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knowledge about what is available. Interestingly, very few
MHCPs were aware of organizations such as the Organisation
for the Review of Care and Health Apps or SilverCloud, which
provide a list of NHS-approved apps. Awareness of approved
and endorsed apps could reduce the burden on MHCPs in
selecting appropriate apps for patients. For example, the
MINDapps database allows users to search for mental health
apps using specific criteria and provides a description, a rating,
and reviews of each app.

MHCPs emphasized the need for considering the clinical
presentation of young adults with a mental health condition
before the initiation of DLIs and continuously monitoring it
should any clinical deterioration occur. They stressed the
importance of evaluating symptom severity and diagnosis, with
particular care taken for individuals with eating disorders (when
recommending diet or physical activity interventions). The focus
was on prioritizing patient safety and avoiding potential harm
while acknowledging that symptom severity influences patient
engagement and motivation regarding physical health
interventions. In addition, patients may have limited technology
skills or literacy and may need additional support or training
on how to use apps [27]. Promisingly, previous research [28,29]
has shown that individuals who are less familiar with DLIs can
use them after minimal training or with support from peer
coaches. Incorporating peer coaches to train and support patients
could help lighten the workload burden on MHCPs and
contribute to reducing the digital divide [30].

Opportunity
Competing interests and limited time, limited patient contact,
and inadequate technology infrastructure in the NHS were
perceived as barriers to implementing DLIs in MHC settings
for MHCPs. This was in line with a recent study that found that
MHC settings lacked effective integration of digital technologies
[31]. The study also found significant differences among
MHCPs regarding whether it falls under their role to implement
digital MHC [31]. Therefore, ensuring successful integration
of DLIs in MHC requires a thoughtful evaluation of their
alignment with existing services, restrictions in inpatient
settings, the optimal MHCP role or roles to deliver DLIs, and
ways to minimize unnecessary burden on MHCPs.

One solution alongside improvements in technology
infrastructure is new MHCP roles dedicated to implementing
DLIs and monitoring patient data in MHC settings via the digital
navigator pathway [30]. In addition to alleviating burdens,
digital navigators could provide feedback to patients on their
data. Berry et al [32] discovered that patients expressed a keen
interest in engaging with MHCPs to review digitally collected
outcome data related to their mental health. This notion was
mirrored in this study, with MHCPs emphasizing the need for
feedback on health data to gain deeper insights into causal links
between behavior and health or to underscore the effectiveness
of subtle changes that might take time to be realized more
broadly. Although concerns were expressed about collecting
and monitoring health data, there are several benefits to using
near–real-time data—they can improve the quality of care
received, detect health deterioration earlier, and reduce staff
demands through more efficient monitoring [33-35].

In contrast with other research exploring MHCPs’ views on
digital health for the self-management of severe mental health
conditions [32], we found that access to phones was not
perceived as a barrier, likely due to the young age of the patient
population (18-35 years) and increase in mobile phone
ownership in the last decade [36]. However, limited data and
app subscriptions were perceived as significant barriers. Staff
felt that the NHS should provide phones and wearables and
cover the cost of app subscriptions and data allowance. If the
NHS is to cover app subscriptions and data allowance, the
cost-effectiveness of DLIs needs to be considered to reduce the
digital divide [30,37,38].

Motivation
In line with previous research, staff were reluctant to promote
physical health [10,39,40] because it was perceived as not part
of their role. MHCPs also lacked confidence in delivering DLIs
and perceived that young people with mental illness have other
priorities than their physical health and that risk of harm to
patients may outweigh potential benefit. This perceived
distinction between physical and mental health needs to be
addressed through wider changes in education or service
provision to highlight the need to take a holistic approach and
treat mental and physical health concurrently [10]. Staff were
particularly reluctant to implement DLIs for young people in
inpatient settings, where the environment may be more
unpredictable and access to technologies may be restricted in
some cases. Furthermore, MHCPs felt that young people may
be difficult to engage in this environment due to feeling out of
control and to restrictions on movement [41]. However,
introducing DLIs may provide patients with the autonomy to
look after their own physical health when they feel out of control
[42] as well as the potential therapeutic effects from physical
activity [43]. To address MHCPs’ concerns regarding
professional liability and patient safety, clear guidelines and
frameworks will need to be in place. MHCPs also stressed the
significance of engaging both MHCPs and patients in the
development and implementation of DLIs in MHC, believing
that this collaborative approach can enhance overall buy-in from
MHCPs and patients alike.

Strengths and Limitations
A strength of this research is the potential real-world impact on
patient care by providing a rich understanding of MHCP
experiences and clinical recommendations to implement digital
health in MHC settings. Our sample comprised primarily White
British and female individuals; this means that the findings may
not be transferable across cultures, gender, and ethnicities. As
with all qualitative research, this study was shaped by the
researchers’ personal experiences and views stemming from
their own use of digital health and views on DLIs. A reflexive
approach among the research team reflecting on the researchers’
personal experiences, assumptions, and perspectives was used
throughout the research process.

Recommendations for Implementation
We make 5 recommendations based on our findings. First, clear
guidelines for recommending apps, handling data, and
monitoring safety are needed. These guidelines should be
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developed with stakeholders, patients, and MHCPs to ensure
that their concerns and needs are addressed. Second, DLIs
should be coproduced, to some extent, with their intended end
users to ensure that they are appropriate, engaging, and
user-friendly and with those who will be delivering the DLIs
to ensure that MHCPs have the skills and these steps may lead
to better engagement. While coproduction of DLIs could involve
full cocreation of bespoke technologies, this may not always
be required, and instead, coproducing the way in which an
existing technology is implemented in MHC and provided to
patients could be sufficient. Third, to boost MHCPs’
psychological capability and skills in using digital technology,
training should be provided. This training could be provided by
colleagues who were involved in implementing DLIs to gain
clinician buy-in or as part of their professional training, which
could lead to increased adoption, better implementation, and
improved outcomes for patients. Alternatively, the delivery of
this training by patients could help dispel certain preconceived
notions, such as the belief that service users may be unable or
unwilling to effectively use apps. Fourth, MHCPs need to be
made aware of evidence-based digital resources available to
them. Finally, a patient-centered approach should be used when
implementing DLIs that considers patients’ current
symptomatology, particularly regarding paranoia, and clear
criteria should be set to reduce any potential risk.

Future Research
Areas for future consideration toward real-world implementation
are (1) the provision of apps, data, or phones to reduce the digital
divide; (2) the practical, ethical, and security issues regarding
the collection and monitoring of health data; and (3) which
MHCP role would be best to implement DLIs or whether a new
role is required. First, bridging the digital divide is crucial, and
we need to ensure equal opportunities for those with mental
health conditions to engage with DLIs. Therefore, future work
needs to determine the preventative cost and impact of providing
DLIs in MHC settings, focusing on patients’ safety, efficacy,

the quality of care received, and the impact on patients’physical
health and their use of other health services. Second, it is
important to determine the parameters for data collection. This
includes working to determine the optimal type and frequency
of health or behavior data and how this can be applicable beyond
research purposes and actually become clinically useful for
improving patient outcomes. In addition, there is a need to
address the ethical considerations surrounding data access in
clinical settings, ensuring that patients are able to provide
informed consent and outlining what happens when patients
lose the capacity to provide informed consent. Finally, further
efforts are required to establish whether MHCPs can adequately
deliver DLIs in their current roles or whether the development
of a new role is necessary to maximize the effectiveness of DLIs
in MHC settings. In summary, future research is required to
examine the sustainability and cost-effectiveness of the
implementation of DLIs, the optimal times and means for
introducing DLIs to patients, and how this can be tailored to
suit the individual needs of people diagnosed with a mental
health condition.

Conclusions
Implementing lifestyle interventions for individuals with SMI
is imperative, and the incorporation of DLIs may overcome
some of the barriers faced by in-person interventions. Alongside
this, implementation during the early intervention period could
present a pivotal opportunity for timely approaches to preventing
physical comorbidities from arising. The findings from this
study suggest that, while digital health has the potential to
enhance MHC and the quality of care that patients receive, there
are important concerns that MHCPs hold that need to be
addressed when considering implementation. Efforts are required
to work with patients, MHCPs, and other stakeholders to identify
appropriate content and delivery of DLIs, along with the types
and content of training required to facilitate their implementation
in routine clinical practice.
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Abstract

Chatbots are increasingly being applied in the context of health care, providing access to services when there are constraints on
human resources. Simple, rule-based chatbots are suited to high-volume, repetitive tasks and can therefore be used effectively in
providing users with important health information. In this Viewpoint paper, we report on the implementation of a chatbot service
called Ask Anxia as part of a wider provision of information and support services offered by the UK national charity, Anxiety
UK. We reflect on the changes made to the chatbot over the course of approximately 18 months as the Anxiety UK team monitored
its performance and responded to recurrent themes in user queries by developing further information and services. We demonstrate
how corpus linguistics can contribute to the evaluation of user queries and the optimization of responses. On the basis of these
observations of how Anxiety UK has developed its own chatbot service, we offer recommendations for organizations looking to
add automated conversational interfaces to their services.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53897)   doi:10.2196/53897
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Introduction

In the context of developing technologies, many businesses and
services are turning to automated systems to provide users with
information and accessible customer service. Among such tools,
we find natural language processing systems, such as chatbots,
that act as conversational interfaces, typically in lieu of
interactions with human professionals. In health care, chatbots
have a meaningful role to play, alongside other provisions, in
increasing access to services, particularly in instances where
there are restrictions in accessing face-to-face services [1,2].
Medical chatbots are already being used to provide and elicit
information, create patient records, and discuss the results of
clinical tests [3]. Furthermore, as Amiri and Karahanna [4]
argue, health chatbots were shown to be particularly valuable
in periods of quarantine as a response to the COVID-19
pandemic, in that “[t]heir scalability, wide accessibility, fast

information dissemination, and substitution for in-person contact
provide the functionality required to address the capacity
expansion, social distancing requirements, and quick accurate
information transmission needs of the public health response.”
Ultimately, chatbot tools and similar automated systems can
make an important contribution to the provision of health
information and support in the context of time and resource
restraints.

There is a wide range of capabilities demonstrated in the
deployment of conversational interfaces of varying complexity,
from rule-based chatbots that produce prewritten responses
based on recognizing programmed terms and phrases to
embodied conversational agents manifesting as a
computer-generated avatar and smart conversational interfaces
such as Apple’s Siri or Amazon’s Alexa [1]. Nevertheless,
simple conversational agents are increasingly used in executing
tasks without the need for human involvement, including
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booking appointments, purchasing merchandise, ordering food,
and sharing information [5].

Research has shown that users respond positively toward the
perceived convenience of medical chatbots, showing
appreciation for swift information retrieval as an alternative to
delays in scheduling a consultation, queuing in a phone service,
or waiting for an email response [3]. There is wide acceptance
of automated systems providing general health advice [2].
Furthermore, there are indications that computer services can
reduce perceived stigma, in that users are more willing to
disclose details about their health concerns to an automated
system on the basis that they are regarded to be more trustworthy
and nonjudgmental, reducing the potential for embarrassment
[6,7]. In the mental health domain, chatbots and other kinds of
conversational agents have been shown to assist in the diagnosis
and reduction of symptoms among individuals with major
depressive disorder, promote adherence, provide cognitive
behavioral therapy, and cultivate a stronger therapeutic alliance
compared with users’ interactions with a clinician [7].

This study details the development and learning from the
implementation of a chatbot service through the website of the
mental health charity Anxiety UK, the largest national charity
in the United Kingdom to offer support for anxiety disorders.
The charity has created a chatbot service called Ask Anxia to
complement its other support and information services. In this
study, we summarize the patterns of queries submitted to the
Ask Anxia service after approximately 18 months of its
activation using procedures from corpus linguistics, which
involves using software tools to compute frequency-based
measures of naturally occurring language data [8]. In addition,
we review the quality of Ask Anxia’s responses based on manual
coding. We offer some reflections on the development of the
Ask Anxia service as “lessons learned,” with the intention that
these will be instructive to others seeking to incorporate a
conversational agent into their provision of information and
support.

Anxiety UK and Ask Anxia

Anxiety UK was established in 1970 and provides a wide range
of support services and information for those affected by
anxiety, stress, and anxiety-based depression. Anxiety disorders
are characterized by excessive worry and fear [9] and are
included among the “Common mental disorders” that are
recorded as becoming increasingly prevalent in the United

Kingdom [10]. The charity supports individuals from all over
the United Kingdom and, in some cases, the rest of the world
and has recently led on the development of an informal global
alliance of not-for-profit anxiety organizations. Anxiety UK
has a strong service delivery arm offering support via their
helpline, therapy, peer support groups, and anxiety management
courses. Most of, if not all, its volunteers, staff, and trustees
have some experience of anxiety disorders. Anxiety UK states
through all its communications, including the chatbot service,
that it does not provide crisis support and directs those in need
of such support to urgent care services such as the National
Health Service and the charity, Samaritans.

Anxiety UK introduced an automated chatbot service, Ask
Anxia, with the principal aim of offering an out-of-office-hours
service to users, helping them to navigate more quickly to
information that was already available, for example, through
Anxiety UK’s web pages. Furthermore, the Anxiety UK team
found that a high number of user queries received by phone or
email concerned administration issues, and so, providing such
information through an automated chatbot was seen as a way
to release staff members and helpline volunteers to attend to
other responsibilities that demanded more critical and engaged
attention, including providing real-time interactional support
via the helpline. Anxia is now a registered trademark that
includes but is not limited to computer and application software
provided by Anxiety UK as part of their mental health services.

Ask Anxia is a simple, pattern-matching chatbot that has been
programmed to recognize certain stimuli (specific terms or
phrases) and generate a response, which has been composed by
the Anxiety UK team. At the time of writing, Ask Anxia had a
content bank of 315 unique responses that has been developed
and refined since the service has been operational, and the
Anxiety UK team continues to monitor these response options
based on the range of queries that users submit. An overview
of the categories of responses is provided in Table 1, indicating
the types of terms that Ask Anxia has been programmed to
recognize in user queries.

Ask Anxia was launched in the beginning of July 2021, and we
have applied procedures from corpus analysis (discussed in the
Developments section) to 56 weeks’ worth of anonymized,
aggregated user queries submitted to the service (up until the
end of July 2022). This amounted to 14,359 queries consisting
of 139,286 words.
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Table 1. Recurring themes in queries to Ask Anxia and examples of terms used to determine a response.

Examples of pattern-matched termsTheme

help; support; advice; guidanceRequest for help

GAD; health anxiety; OCD; PTSD; emetophobia; phobiaLooking for information on a specific anxiety type

headache; chest pain; breathing; appetite; nausea; feel sick; dizzyPhysical symptoms

intrusive thoughts; negative thinking; overthinking; constant worryPsychological symptoms

therapy; group; course; class; counselling; CBT; EMDR; resourcesInformation on a service

membership; cost; referral; book; sign up; joinHow to access a service

talk; human; chat; agentWanting to connect

family; partner; son; daughter; child; colleagueHow to support others

volunteering; approved therapist; fundraising; donate; placementsGetting involved with Anxiety UK

do I have anxiety; diagnosis; symptomsDiagnosis

antidepressants; tablets; medicationMedication

can't cope; what can I do; panic; now; thoughts; relax; sleepCoping techniques

in person; areas; UK; Europe; face-to-face; onlineLocation

suicidal; self-harm; dieCrisis

We recognize that there are important ethical considerations
pertaining to the data, given that queries submitted to the Ask
Anxia service are highly personal and relate to individuals’
well-being. In the privacy notice that is posted on the Anxiety
UK website, users are informed that interactions with Ask Anxia
are reviewed as part of the procedures for improving the quality
of the service and that these may be shared with third parties
for the purposes of research. Participants are discouraged from
including personal information in their queries, and any such
information that appears in the original message has been
redacted. To protect the personal experiences of those who have
accessed the service, we have provided generic examples, where
cited, to demonstrate the interactional dynamics between
constructed user queries and Ask Anxia’s (authentic) responses.
Reported figures for word frequencies are based on original
user queries. As part of a more recent update to the service (July
2022), a message encouraging users not to disclose personal
information (such as name, address, and place of work) was
added to the Ask Anxia header to ensure that this is visible.
Furthermore, such information does not inform Ask Anxia’s
pattern-matching programming, and so, it will only hinder the
identification of an appropriate response.

In addition to reporting commonly used terms and phrases, we
refer to the quality coding carried out by the Anxiety UK team,
which is explained in the next section. Our study, then, offers
a critical evaluation of the contribution of the chatbot Ask Anxia
to Anxiety UK’s wider provision of services and helps us to
understand the general patterns of what visitors to the site
collectively seek, in terms of information and support. In the
next section, we summarize the insights that we have gained
through developing Ask Anxia’s programming, as the service
has evolved over time.

Developments

Overview
In this section, we summarize the developments that have been
applied to the Ask Anxia service based on observations of user
queries, including where potential misunderstandings in queries
asked by users arose. We present these developments as the
lessons we have learned through reviewing the various updates
that have been applied to the service since its launch, which are
likely to be informative to those looking to implement similar
tools. The continued monitoring of the service has contributed
to its optimization and generated insights into user expectations.
The time stamps for user queries indicate that 57.2%
(8213/14,359) of the queries were submitted outside of Anxiety
UK’s office hours (9:30 AM-5:30 PM), demonstrating that the
Ask Anxia service is used when other contact services, such as
the helpline, are closed. Indeed, one of the earliest modifications
to Ask Anxia, in August 2021, was to remove the cap on how
many queries it responded to, given its popularity.

Updates Based on Frequent Terms in User Queries
The pattern-matched terms presented in Table 1 were largely
informed by the Anxiety UK team’s own long-standing
experiences of working with people seeking support for their,
or a loved one’s, experiences of anxiety. Of course, the queries
submitted to Ask Anxia provide further indications of what
users seek from the service. As such, alongside the Anxiety UK
team’s expert judgment, procedures from corpus linguistics can
be drawn on to help identify topics and terms that are commonly
cited by users, which can potentially highlight important areas
for extending the existing information provision.

Corpus linguistics refers to a set or procedures for making
quantitative and qualitative observations of the patterns of
natural language use and can straightforwardly tell us, by way
of a wordlist, for example, what the most common terms in our
data are and how often they occur. We used the corpus analysis
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tool #LancsBox [11] to examine the user queries. Researchers
have found, however, that because of how the English language
is structured, often the most common words largely remain the
same across data sets (typically, I, the, you, and, it, etc). Indeed,
the 5 most frequent terms occurring in the user queries of the
Ask Anxia service, were I, to, a, and, and hi. As such, corpus
linguists have developed the concept of keyness, enabling us
to determine which words appear in our data more frequently,
to a statistically significant degree, when compared with a
corpus of larger or equal size [8]. A keyness analysis of the
queries submitted to Ask Anxia through comparison with a 10

million–word corpus of general English spoken language, the
British National Corpus 2014 [12], identified the keywords that
are particularly characteristic of the language used by
contributors in this context. The statistical measure used in this
case was log likelihood, which established a confidence score
indicating that the observed differences are not the result of
chance. A threshold value of 15.13 was applied, which equates
with a P value of <.001. The top 20 keywords are shown in
Table 2 and ranked according to log likelihood value (not
reported).

Table 2. Keywords in user queries to the Ask Anxia service (n=139,286).

Frequency, n (%)KeywordRank

2461 (1.77)anxiety1

2670 (1.92)hi2

1588 (1.14)help3

1332 (0.96)hello4

13 (0.01)yeah5

1123 (0.81)am6

525 (0.4)anxious7

451 (0.3)therapy8

2358 (1.69)my9

373 (0.3)panic10

411 (0.3)support11

302 (0.2)im12

310 (0.2)membership13

334 (0.2)struggling14

7805 (5.6)i15

259 (0.2)ok16

1370 (0.98)how17

47 (0.03)oh18

394 (0.3)feeling19

1606 (1.15)can20

What is clear from the keywords is the topical focus on anxiety
and the prevalence of appeals for help and support on the basis
that users are struggling, feelinganxious, or experiencing panic
(attacks), for instance. We can also see that queries are typically
written in the first person (I, my, and im), take a question form
(how and can), and have a relatively informal style (hi, yeah,
ok, and im), that is, consistent with the instant messaging–like
format through which users interact with Ask Anxia.

The prevalence of the terms help and queries about therapy and
membership indicate that the Anxiety UK team had largely
anticipated the themes most often captured in user queries, as
indicated in Table 1. Nevertheless, the recurrence of particular
terms, including at specific moments, has informed the
continued refinement of Ask Anxia’s responses and the
information that is made available through the website. For
example, in the week beginning September 13, 2021, keyness
analysis showed that there was an increase in references to fear

and needle, which coincided with booster doses of the
COVID-19 vaccine being made available (to certain groups)
and vaccines being approved for 12- to 15-year-olds, in
anticipation of a new school term. Subsequently, the terms fear
and needle appeared much more frequently in user queries. In
response, Anxiety UK produced specific information concerning
COVID-19 and related vaccines.

The Anxiety UK team has continued to extend Ask Anxia’s
response options since it was launched in July 2021. In addition,
because of identifying themes arising from user enquires, the
team has carried out the following activities:

• created factsheets specifically on perinatal anxiety, peri-
and postmenopausal anxiety, and negative thoughts and
catastrophizing

• created additional web content such as adding a
do-it-yourself self-diagnosis section to the “About Anxiety”
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page, extending the list of associated symptoms, explaining
additional types of anxiety disorder such as
dermatillomania, and adding further detail to the process
of becoming a volunteer

• written and posted blogs on the topics of older people and
anxiety, high functioning anxiety, highly sensitive people
and anxiety, work anxiety, anxiety and appetite, autism and
anxiety, anger and irritability with anxiety, returning to
work post lockdown, and placements for students

• added entries to the frequently asked questions section
relating to costs and arrangements for therapy

• extended member benefits, including researching the
provision of fidget toys and fidget jewelry

As the updates have been informed by recurring user queries,
we can expect that they will be of value to users generally, and
by linking the updated information to Ask Anxia’s responses,
a greater number of queries can be addressed automatically, out
of hours and without the need for human intervention. Being
able to identify trends in information-seeking requests has
enabled Anxiety UK to respond operationally and strategically
to meet the needs of its beneficiaries.

Quality Coding
Each week, the Anxiety UK team manually coded a sample of
Ask Anxia’s responses to monitor quality, which we have
labelled Good, Okay, Bad, or Puzzled. On average, the Anxiety
UK team would code 155 queries per week (ranging between
0 and 408). Good responses provided the appropriate
information based on the query and constituted the response
option that the human coder would have selected. The following
example shows how Ask Anxia responds to the mention of
“social anxiety” and directs users to the appropriate information:

Details about social phobia/social anxiety can be
found here [link provided]

Responses coded as Okay were not necessarily the optimal
response option but were still topically relevant. For instance,
in the case of a user posting a query that indicated that they
wanted to talk to someone about dealing with anxiety, a human
reader is likely to recognize the importance of talking to
someone, whereas a response from Ask Anxia, which would
subsequently be coded as Okay, might respond to the mention
of anxiety as follows:

We provide a wide range of services and information
for those dealing with anxiety, stress, or anxiety-based

depression. Check out our homepage as a start here:
[link provided] to see our calendar of upcoming
events and our latest news.

In this instance, the user is still directed to information that is
likely to be useful to them, even if this was not the primary
purpose of their query. Where this points to a potential
recalibration of the service is that Ask Anxia was already
programmed with a response that more directly attends to the
question of speaking with a (human) member of the team.

Bad responses appeared when there was misalignment with
what the coders, and we, can perceive as the user’s intended
meaning, with Ask Anxia generating an irrelevant or
inappropriate response when a more pertinent option was
available. For example, following a query that mentioned
“joining,” that is, membership with Anxiety UK, Ask Anxia
generated the following response pertaining to joining a webinar:

You can book on to our next webinar here: [link
provided]

Again, reviewing the cause of the misalignment highlights ways
in which Ask Anxia can be improved.

Finally, certain responses are generated when a more specific
alternative, relating to the topic or passage of interaction, is not
available, such as:

Sorry, I am not sure how to answer that, do feel free
to use our website search bar which may find the
answer for you or contact our team directly; we are
open Mon-Fri 09:30-17:30 (excluding bank holiday)
and our contact list can be found here: [link provided]

Such responses were coded as Puzzled.

Of the 14,359 queries, 8669 (60.37%) were subject to quality
coding, and the distribution of these according to the different
quality labels is shown in Table 3.

The quality coding figures provided in Table 3 indicate that
Ask Anxia generally performed well, providing a Good response
in two-thirds of cases. Furthermore, we can see how this coding
was applied weekly, given that the Anxiety UK team made
adjustments to Ask Anxia’s response options based on what
they observed in their coding. Figure 1 indicates how the queries
were coded between October 2021 and December 2022, showing
the proportion of Ask Anxia responses that received the codes
Good, Okay, Bad, and Puzzled.

Table 3. Number of queries coded according to each quality code (N=14,359).

Queries, n (%)Code

5801 (66.92)Good

911 (10.51)Okay

1537 (17.73)Bad

420 (4.84)Puzzled
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Figure 1. Quality coding of Ask Anxia responses as a percentage during each week from September 27, 2021, to December 26, 2022.

Figure 1 shows that the proportion of responses coded as Good
was consistently >60% and that typically, Bad responses
accounted for <30%. From May 2022 onward, there is a notable
shift toward a smaller proportion of Bad and Okay responses
and, instead, a greater number of Puzzled responses. As opposed
to any change in the human evaluation of the responses or
specific update to the software, this improvement reflects the
ongoing work that the Anxiety UK team had been doing to
calibrate the responses. This finding indicates that over time,

Ask Anxia is less likely to generate an inappropriate or irrelevant
response that could lead to disengagement from the user and
more likely to provide a response that facilitates further
engagement and opportunities for the user to find the relevant
support.

The example of a Puzzled response provided earlier in this
section on Quality coding was not initially one of the
preprogrammed options but was added shortly after the launch
(in September 2021), as the Anxiety UK team recognized a need
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to indicate when an optimal response could not be offered. The
necessity of a Puzzled response is to be expected, given that the
Anxiety UK team is not reasonably going to be able to anticipate
the full range of queries users could conceivably submit.
Furthermore, in many cases, a Puzzled response is preferable
to a Bad response because it encourages the participant to remain
engaged and try again. In work analyzing approximately 20,000
conversational exchanges between customers and a task-oriented
chatbot for a Taiwanese banking firm, Li et al [13] focused on
the problem of “nonprogress” responses, where users abandoned
the dialogue. They identified a number of “reformulation”
strategies when progress was halted, including rephrasing;
adding different words; repeating the same words; and to a lesser
extent, removing words [13]. This suggests that prompting the
user to reformulate their query or to try an alternative mode of
engagement, which the Puzzled response does, is preferable to
closing down the exchange. Often, users simplify their
reformulated messages [14], which increases the probability for
pattern matching and Ask Anxia finding a relevant response.

While a Puzzled response can be the appropriate response, for
example, when there is no suitable prewritten response or
information provision, monitoring the instances when such a
response is elicited highlights areas where Anxiety UK can
consider extending the response options or the information and
services they provide through their website.

Pattern Matching
In this section, we report some of the modifications made to
Ask Anxia designed to attend to features of user queries that
can potentially disrupt the pattern-matching mechanism of
simple automated chatbot systems. For instance, the Anxiety
UK team became aware that the use of certain punctuation
affected the ability of the bot to respond correctly to the query
and duly updated the program to navigate around such
characters.

The simplicity of a pattern-matching procedure is demonstrated
when the input (the user query) is not identical to the stimulus
the chatbot is programmed to recognize, which can occur with
misspellings. In addition to informing us that the term anxiety
appeared 2461 times in the user queries, the wordlist generated
in #LancsBox also indicates that the following (likely)
misspellings of “anxiety” occurred: aniety, aniexty, aniexy,
anixety, anixity, anixtey, anixty, anxciety, anxeity, anxety,
anxiatey, anxiery, and anxiey.

Recognizing common misspellings of relevant terms can help
to minimize the number of cases in which the chatbot cannot
identify an appropriate response, and while it may be unfeasible
to program the service to recognize all possible variants, the
wordlist allows us to identify the most common.

The use of negation can result in false negatives, in cases where
users produce the relevant stimulus but deny or distance
themselves from the concept in their proposition, for example,
“not needle phobia.” In such instances, while a chatbot can be
programmed to recognize negation (in terms such as not, isn’t,
or no), the query does not provide the input to determine what
is the impetus of the query, and so recognizing negation would
not then help to identify a suitable response. In such cases, the

onus may be on the user to deduce how the inappropriate
response has been generated (ie, seeing the pattern matching
with their original query) and to try reformulating their message.
A more proactive response, on the part of the service provider,
would be to program the chatbot to recognize negation and to
generate a Puzzled-type response that prompts the user to
reformulate their query.

Users’ queries might also include additional pattern-matching
terms that do not constitute the primary focus of their message
but which nevertheless prompt a response This was often the
case with longer, more complex query formulations in which
multiple competing trigger terms appeared. In most cases, one
of the terms would elicit a corresponding response, but this
might simply be a greeting to a query that happened to begin
with the word hello. AbuShawar and Atwell [15] compare a
“first-word” approach to a “most significant word” approach
with respect to programming chatbots; they explain that the
“most significant” word is determined according to low
frequency, on the basis that a low-frequency word is what
distinguishes an utterance and will favor informational content
over high-frequency function words, such as a, to, in, etc. This
approach increases the probability that the tool is responding
to a “topic” word rather than, say, a grammatical word; however,
implementation as part of a simple, pattern-matching chatbot
would require additional programming. In the case of Ask
Anxia, the Anxiety UK team introduced a prompt in August
2022 that advised users to construct their queries in a simple
and direct manner, thereby maximizing the potential for Ask
Anxia to recognize a relevant term. Such a response can be
generated on the basis of the length of the query (ie, character
or line count).

Managing Expectations
In the previous section, we have seen that optimizing a chatbot
service relies, to some extent, on the understanding of the user
that, for example, simple direct queries are likely to produce
the best results. As such, there is a degree of familiarity, or
“literacy,” that can help to ensure that users find the support
and information that is of most benefit to them. Working toward
this alignment between user goals and service is also a case of
managing expectations, first and foremost in relation to what
the Ask Anxia service is and can do.

A series of updates applied to Ask Anxia reflected the increasing
explicitness with which the Anxiety UK team described the
automated nature of the service. Shortly after its initial launch
(July 2021), the team supplemented the initial “Hello” response
with the following message:

Hello, I am Anxia the Anxiety UK chat bot. I am here
to provide you with advice and information. A brief
disclaimer: this is not a crisis service, if you feel you
are at risk, please contract 111 or 999. Now, how
may I help?

Subsequently, Ask Anxia has been relabeled an “eHelper”
(August 2021) to avoid potential stigma associated with
“chatbots” [3], then later (February 2022), the introductory
prompt was rephrased to read the following: “Ask Anxia—Not
human but here to help.” Reviewing user queries, it becomes
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apparent why this clarification that the service is not operated
by a human was required.

In Table 2, we say that one of the keywords for user queries
was oh. Heritage [16] asserts that “where oh is produced as a
response to information of some kind, it functions as a ‘change
of state’ token; it registers, or at least enacts the registration of,
a change in its producer’s state of knowledge or information.”
In other words, the use of oh can indicate a degree of surprise
or unexpectedness on the part of the recipient. When we refer
to the queries, we see that often, this interjection reflected a
realization on the part of the user that they were interacting with
an automated service. The wordlist for the queries demonstrates
the number of references to bot (87), robot (62), and chatbot
(3), and we can extend our analysis in #LancsBox to determine
frequencies of fixed phrases that include these terms, namely,
are you a robot (21), is this a bot (16), is this a robot (14), are
you a bot (12), etc.

On the one hand, this realization indicates a prior belief that the
service was operated by a human and thereby might attest to
the verisimilitude of the responses. On the other hand, the fact
that this realization has come about indicates that such an
illusion has been shattered, that is, because of an inappropriate
response or perhaps because of repetition of the kind that is
associated with pattern-matched chatbots with a limited number
of responses [17]. Thus, with the aim of managing expectations
and minimizing the potential for interactional trouble, the
Anxiety UK team has worked toward more explicit signaling
of the automated nature of the service (Figure 2). With this
transparency, users can design their queries appropriately, and
Anxiety UK can avoid too many instances where users become
disillusioned by the potentially jarring realization that the
interaction is not what they had presumed. Furthermore, we
have established that some users may be more forthcoming
knowing they are interacting with a nonhuman automated
service [6].

Figure 2. The Ask Anxia chat window as it appears on the Anxiety UK website.

The Anxiety UK team had initially programmed Ask Anxia
with a small number of light-hearted, conversational responses
that contributed to a kind of persona, such as “I’m great, thanks
for asking!” and “I don’t have an age.” Many of these responses
were removed around September 2021 to October 2021, as they
were often generated in inappropriate situations and there was
a danger that they undermined the serious nature of the user
query. Following their survey of motivations for using medical
chatbots, Chang et al [3] determined that helping users acquire
critical health information should take precedence over whether
or not the chatbot appears empathetic or personable.
Furthermore, when chatbots appear “humanlike,” this can raise
expectations about interactive capabilities, which in turn can
negatively impact the interaction when the service’s limitations
are exposed [18]. Ultimately, transparency around the service’s
purpose and capabilities can help to avoid communicative
misalignments and, given the high risk for responses that are
designed to appear person like to actually appear flippant, such

responses are arguably best avoided when user disengagement
could potentially give rise to detrimental health consequences.

Finally, while Anxiety UK encourages users to be candid in
their queries, on the basis that being direct will most likely mean
that they can get the appropriate support, another series of
developments to the Ask Anxia service has been to communicate
a zero-tolerance policy for the use of profanities or abuse. A
predefined response expressing this position was introduced in
December 2021 and has since been subject to minor edits (also
shown in Figure 2). Whether the use of profane language is
motivated by frustration or is a more facetious “test” of the
chatbot’s capabilities (and there is evidence in the queries to
indicate both), this does not include terms that are likely to be
pattern matched to an informational resource. As such, there is
no more preferable response for Ask Anxia to provide, other
than to restate the zero-tolerance policy for such language, or
alternatively, a response that encourages the user to reformulate
their query. A summary of the updates described here is
provided in Table 4.
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Table 4. Summary of updates to the Ask Anxia service.

ActionDate

July 2021 • Extended welcome message clarifying that the service is operated by a bot as opposed to a human and to advise
users that the service is not a crisis service.

August 2021 • Removed the limit cap on messages.

September 2021 • Removed a selection of prebuilt answers that were designed to make the bot seem more friendly and human-like
but were giving inappropriate responses to sensitive queries.

• Added a response advising users that the bot did not know how to answer their query (“Sorry I’m not sure how to
answer that...”) as an alternative to generating poorly matched responses from the existing content bank.

December 2021 • Added a “zero-tolerance policy” response due to a minority of users using profanities. Further clarification of this
response was enacted through minor amendments in January 2022 and also February 2022.

July 2022 • Added a response discouraging users from including personal data in their queries.

August 2022 • Added a response advising users to keep messages brief, on the basis that longer queries gave rise to confusion
and poor responses from the chatbot.

October 2022 • Updated the content bank to recognize regular typing errors related to existing prompt terms.

Future Developments
It is worth highlighting some of the anticipated developments
that will be implemented to continue to optimize the Ask Anxia
service. These developments primarily orient around connecting
users to the appropriate mode of service, for instance, providing
the connection to contact a (human) operator when this is
recognized in the user query. There are also instances in which
a more informed response, beyond the level of detail provided
in the preprogrammed replies, is required; in such cases, where
the user query seems to rely upon more specific contextual or
personal circumstances, Ask Anxia can direct users toward the
helpline. The Anxiety UK team continues to refine the Puzzled
responses to encourage further engagement from the user, for
instance, providing the prompt, “Can you phrase this
differently?” Finally, the Anxiety UK team is working on
developing a mobile app that has the chatbot functionality
embedded within it, thereby providing another arm of support
and format to use the Ask Anxia service to reach a wider
audience and attend to different user preferences.

Discussion

Organizations implementing pattern-matching chatbots for the
purposes of providing information and support will benefit from
continuous review of the response options and queries that users
submit to their service. Furthermore, an initial set of
programmed responses will likely need to be extended, and this
will be informed by the nature of the queries that users submit.
Our corpus analysis of frequently used terms in user queries to
Ask Anxia demonstrated that the initial set of programmed
responses was well aligned with the concerns of users but
nevertheless helped to highlight areas where additional materials
could prove to be useful. The manual quality coding of responses
showed that Ask Anxia performs well, offering Good responses
at a rate consistently >60%, and this procedure helped to identify
areas where responses could be developed to address
information gaps or otherwise refined to discern, for example,

queries about needles generally and questions about specific
vaccinations.

With respect to lessons learned through the implementation and
review of the service, first, we have highlighted the informal
nature of user queries, which often included ritualized greetings
(Hi and hello). As such, it is useful to have a chatbot response
that simply provides a greeting in kind. However, it is important
to note that if a user greeting appears at the beginning of a more
elaborate query, a response that attends to the topic of the query
would be more appropriate.

Second, we have recommended that when an appropriate
response cannot be readily identified, there is value in continuing
the exchange, that is, encouraging the user to reformulate their
query and thereby create additional input from which the chatbot
can match an appropriate response. Researchers have highlighted
the dangers of “nonprogress” responses that result in user
disengagement [13]. Thus, while service providers are unlikely
to be able to anticipate the full range of queries their users will
submit, they can at least work to facilitate further engagement
and use a preprogrammed, albeit uncertain reply to instruct
participants on how best to elicit an acceptable response.

Third, we have seen that it is important to manage users’
expectations about what the tool can provide, which includes
being explicit that the service is not provided by a human.
Relatedly, responses that presented humanlike qualities proved
to be of limited value, potentially raising expectations that the
tool could offer humanlike judgments. Simple, pattern-matching
chatbots such as Ask Anxia are best suited to “frequently asked
questions”–type services, rather than more interactional,
relationship-building tasks [17]. The benefit of these
less-complex systems is that they are easier to program and
implement and so can be adopted by service providers with
minimal knowledge of the computational systems involved. It
is important, nevertheless, to be cognizant of the limitations of
such services. For instance, Ask Anxia does not track
conversations over multiple turns but rather treats each post as
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a new query; as such, any pertinent information provided at a
previous turn is lost, and users may find themselves having to
restate the fundamental purpose of their query. Similarly, the
quality of Ask Anxia’s performance is likely to diminish with
longer, more complex queries, as it becomes more difficult to
discern a singular, relevant prompt. Subsequently, users will be
discouraged from providing contextual information (Figure 2)
and are unlikely to receive personalized support in this mode.
Simple chatbots, therefore, are arguably best used as part of an
array of support options, including those which allow for more
nuanced exchanges, for example, with a human provider over
the telephone.

Laranjo et al [1] assert, based on a systematic review, that
applications of chatbots in health care are in the early stages of
development and evaluation. Furthermore, the systems used in
health care lag behind those used in domains such as travel
information and restaurant selection. As their deployment can
have consequences for health outcomes, it is appropriate that
such systems are continuously tested and evaluated. Language

analysis is key to understanding both how users express
themselves in queries to chatbots and the design of appropriate
responses, and so, we advocate for the continued application of
procedures such as those of corpus linguistics to support the
extended use and performance of chatbots in health care.

Conclusions

The launch of the chatbot Ask Anxia was designed to support
Anxiety UK in delivering information and support services to
people concerned with anxiety disorders. The number of queries
submitted to Ask Anxia, particularly out of hours, attests to the
value of the service. In this study, we have demonstrated that
procedures from corpus linguistics can help to identify patterns
in user queries that reflect their needs and expectations of the
service as well as direct us to where potential breakdowns in
communication occur. For chatbot services to achieve optimal
performance, human oversight is required, particularly during
the first 6 to 12 months. Thereafter, less staff intervention is
likely to be needed.
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Abstract

Background: The high number of unnecessary alarms in intensive care settings leads to alarm fatigue among staff and threatens
patient safety. To develop and implement effective and sustainable solutions for alarm management in intensive care units (ICUs),
an understanding of staff interactions with the patient monitoring system and alarm management practices is essential.

Objective: This study investigated the interaction of nurses and physicians with the patient monitoring system, their perceptions
of alarm management, and smart alarm management solutions.

Methods: This explorative qualitative study with an ethnographic, multimethods approach was conducted in an ICU of a German
university hospital. Using triangulation in data collection, 102 hours of field observations, 12 semistructured interviews with ICU
staff members, and the results of a participatory task were analyzed. The data analysis followed an inductive, grounded theory
approach.

Results: Nurses and physicians reported interacting with the continuous vital sign monitoring system for most of their work
time and tasks. There were no established standards for alarm management; instead, nurses and physicians stated that alarms
were addressed through ad hoc reactions, a practice they viewed as problematic. Staff members’ perceptions of intelligent alarm
management varied, but they highlighted the importance of understandable and traceable suggestions to increase trust and cognitive
ease.

Conclusions: Staff members’ interactions with the omnipresent patient monitoring system and its alarms are essential parts of
ICU workflows and clinical decision-making. Alarm management standards and workflows have been shown to be deficient.
Our observations, as well as staff feedback, suggest that changes are warranted. Solutions for alarm management should be
designed and implemented with users, workflows, and real-world data at the core.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e55571)   doi:10.2196/55571
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Introduction

Background
In intensive care units (ICUs), continuous monitoring of multiple
vital signs results in a high number of alarms [1] intended to
inform staff of critical patient conditions, thus ensuring patient
safety [2]. However, a large proportion of alarms do not require
medical intervention [3], which, along with the sheer amount
of alarms, disturb patient care [4]. In addition, the desensitization
of ICU staff to alarms, “alarm fatigue” [5-7], is a threat to
patient safety as it causes slower or no reactions to alarms [8,9].
Alarm fatigue is associated with working conditions and
individual staff characteristics in deteriorating alarm monitoring
performance [10]. Thus, for an improved monitoring
performance, an understanding of workflows and the inner
setting of a unit conducting vital sign monitoring is essential.

Alarm management standards have been proven effective in
reducing unnecessary alarms [11,12]. Individual alarm
thresholds, tailored to a patient based on previous monitoring
data, alarm logs, and the medical data stored in the patient data
management system (PDMS), would further improve alarm
management [13,14]. One approach to this is using artificial
intelligence (AI) to integrate these data and suggest alarm
thresholds for an individual patient or actions to take after an
alarm [15,16]. The research project Intelligent Alarm Optimizer
for the Intensive Care Unit (INALO) follows this approach by
creating a data set with semiautomatically annotated data (ie,
alarms and the reactions to it) and using machine learning to
predict the probability of an alarm to be actionable or
nonactionable [17].

Before introducing new procedures or technologies in a complex
sociotechnical environment such as an ICU, the characteristics
of this setting and the individuals working there should be
assessed [18,19], especially focusing on lived everyday work
practices [20]. Since many alarm reduction solution approaches
known in research have failed because of being too general [5],
the interaction of the ICU staff with the patient monitoring
system and the practiced alarm management should be
investigated.

Objective
This qualitative study aimed:

1. to investigate the sociotechnical system ICU, with regard
to the interaction of staff with the patient monitoring system
and its alarms and

2. to understand the staff’s perceptions of alarm management
and the potential they see in the use of AI in this context.

We aimed to address the following research questions:

1. What is the sociotechnical role of patient monitoring in the
work practice of nurses and physicians of the research site?

2. How does the staff, including nurses and physicians, of an
ICU of a university hospital interact with the patient
monitoring system, especially their interaction with alarms?

3. What is the attitude of physicians and nurses toward
intelligent alarm management systems?

Methods

We consulted the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research
for reporting this research [21].

Qualitative Approach and Research Paradigm
This ethnographic study follows an explorative approach with
(1) observation-based data collection triangulated with (2)
semistructured interviews supported by (3) a self-reported
overview of activities mapped out by each participant [22-24].
The research paradigm is postpositivist. We aimed to maintain
a holistic, observing perspective while acknowledging that all
the collected data and the derived findings are fallible, value
laden, and need to be reflected from different researchers’
perspectives [25]. The use of ethnographic methods fulfills the
requirements of the postpositivist paradigm; it can create an
understanding of social structures and capture the role and
interaction with a technical system within those structures,
revealing underlying sociotechnical relationships and patterns
[26]. In order to build this comprehensive understanding,
ethnographic research usually uses other methods in addition
to observation [27]. Therefore, in addition to observation,
semistructured interviews were conducted, and a participatory
task was set for this work.

Researcher Characteristics and Reflexivity
The interdisciplinary research team consisted of a physician
with work experience in medical informatics and anesthesiology
and a research focus in implementation science and patient
monitoring (LM); a psychologist enrolled in the master’s
program, Human Factors, exploring the interface between
humans and technology (MS); a digital clinician scientist with
work experience in medical informatics, anesthesiology, and
internal medicine and a research focus on patient monitoring
and alarm management (ASP); a professor of medical
informatics (FB); a professor of inclusive work systems with
research focus on ethnographic methods for technology design
(FM); and a professor of ergonomics with a focus on human
factors research in medical work environments (MF). MS was
methodologically trained by FM and conducted the data
collection from the etic perspective, that is, from the perspective
of a person foreign to the field and the field of activity,
supervised closely by FM throughout the field work. LM’s and
ASP’s clinical perspectives provided a strong interdisciplinary
contextualization of the data and informed the analysis.
Throughout all phases of the research, FM, MS, and LM met
regularly to discuss and reflect on the data collection process
and preliminary findings. None of the research team members
had a direct professional relationship with the research field.

Context
The motivation for this research, along with literature evidence
of alarm fatigue, was a previous study that we had conducted
to identify clinical requirements of future patient monitoring.
We found that staff perceived alarm management as insufficient,
threatening patient safety and disturbing workflows [28].
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Setting
The research field of this study was an ICU of a German
university hospital, where up to 21 patients can be treated in
nine 2-bed rooms and six 1-bed (isolation) rooms. The devices
used in the patient rooms were a continuous monitoring system
(Philips IntelliVue) with sensors monitoring multiple vital
parameters (eg, electrocardiogram, blood pressure, temperature,
oxygen saturation, intracranial pressure, and
electroencephalogram); a ventilator (Dräger Evita V800);
infusion pumps (Agilia connect by Fresenius Kabi); and, if
needed, a temperature management system (Arctic Sun by BD)
or a dialyzer (various manufacturers). A table near the patient’s
bed with a computer enabled the caregivers to call up the PDMS
to retrieve patient data and to document examination results.
The PDMS used in this setting was COPRA 6 (COPRA System
GmbH) [29], while the hospital information system used was
i.s.h.med by Cerner [30]. The patient monitoring system
installed on the ward included screens at the nurses’
workstations directly outside the patient rooms and in the ward
pulpit, the conference room, and a medication room. These
screens displayed an overview of the vital signs of patients in
adjacent rooms or of all patients in the ward.

Intelligent Alarm Optimizer Project
This study was conducted before the implementation and testing
of INALO [31]. This project aims to improve alarm management
for medical personnel using AI to decrease alarm loads,
therefore easing the burden of alarm fatigue. The methodological
approach included integrating and annotating data from multiple
sources, including the hospital-wide patient monitoring system,
the PDMS, and the hospital information system.

Access to the Field and Sampling Strategy
Access to the field was provided by the medical supervisor of
this work (ASP) as well as the nursing management of the
researched unit. The observations were announced to the entire
ward staff by the ward manager via email, and the staff members
were provided with the opportunity to address any concerns or
queries they might have. A total of 12 observations were
conducted by MS, each of which involved shadowing a nurse
or physician for the duration of a shift (Table 1), for a total of
102 hours of observational data. The first 2 observations,
shadowing both a nurse and a physician, were considered pilot
observations. Their purpose was to become familiar with the
environment of an ICU, test the methodology of observation
and interviewing, and adapt the interview questions. The data
from pilot observations were not used for later analysis.

Table 1. Number of observations divided by shift and profession and level of expertise, respectivelya.

Night shiftLate shiftEarly shiftProfession and level of experience

123Nurse (1.5-30 years of work experience in the ICUb)

—c12Resident physician (1-2 years of work experience in the ICU)

——1Senior physician (7 years of work experience in the ICU)

aOne participant was shadowed twice.
bICU: intensive care unit.
cNot applicable.

The 5 nurses shadowed were suggested by the ward manager
and scheduled with MS for different observation days after they
had given written consent to participate in the study. Physicians
were contacted by MS partly with the help of the medical
supervisor or directly in the course of a field observation. In
total, 4 physicians agreed to participate in the study.

The aim was to shadow a sample of staff members representative
of the whole team, thus covering the greatest possible variety
of perspectives in the research. Nurses and physicians of
different ages and experience levels in an ICU were shadowed
in all possible work shifts (early, late, and night shifts). The
number of accompanying nurses and physicians per shift is
listed in Table 1, where the experience level of working on an
ICU is shown as the duration of work in intensive care.

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Charité
Universitätsmedizin Berlin (EA4/218/20). Field notes and
transcripts were anonymized or, if complete anonymization was
not possible, pseudonymized. The data are stored on an internal
institutional server, encrypted so that only the research team
had access to it. Audio recordings were deleted after

transcription. All staff members shadowed and interviewed for
this study were informed about the research project and its aims
and gave their written consent to participate. There was no
compensation given to the staff members who were shadowed
or interviewed.

Data Collection Methods and Instruments

Field Observation
The main data collection method in this study was field research
in the form observation. In ethnographic research, the
observation part varies by the degree of participation of the
researcher in the field [32]. The setting of the field observations
and the nonmedical background of the researcher suggest a
nonparticipatory observer role (shadowing), in which events
are observed in the background without involvement in any
work processes. This methodology has been previously used in
clinical settings [33-36]. Although the researcher observed the
field from the background most of the time, she was also
involved in conversations during the shifts by the shadowees.
This gave her the opportunity to ask clarifying questions, which
was beneficial in gaining insights. The observations were
performed from April to October 2021. Breaks of up to 3 months
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were taken for interim analysis of the data. This allowed for the
readjustment of focus for the remaining observations and the
evaluation of inductive thematic saturation [37], ultimately
leading to the determination of the number of field observations
as 7.

Semistructured Interviews
The interviews serve to explore the nonobservable topics
relevant to the research question. They add to the observation
method in the sense of methodological triangulation [22]. In
particular, reactions to the planned AI-based INALO system
and specific inquiries about the handling of the monitoring and

its alarms were assessed. By not including the explicit term AI
in the interview guide, the goal was to avoid potential biases or
preconceived notions associated with the term, allowing for a
more neutral and open interview discussion. AI was considered
a polarized term, evoking personal opinions, as people may
have subjective and varied views on the topic [38-40].
Consequently, the interviewees were provided with an
explanation of the functionality of the INALO system, leaving
out the specification AI (refer to question 5 in the interview
guide in Textbox 1). The interview guide was developed through
discussions of the research team and informed through the first
2 pilot observations

Textbox 1. Interview guide.

Questions

• Are there certain situations in which the sounding of an alarm is particularly inconvenient for you? Which ones?

• What role does managing alarms and especially their thresholds currently play during your work?

• How do you know it is time to adjust the alarm thresholds of certain parameters?

• When do you take the time to adjust an alarm threshold?

• Imagine a system, in addition to patient monitoring, that controls the alarm thresholds for oxygen saturation, arterial blood pressure and heart
rate. If it registers that the current thresholds are no longer suitable for the patient in question, it suggests suitable alarm thresholds. What do you
think about such a system?

In total, 7 interviews were performed individually with the 7
shadowed staff members (Table 1) after the end of a work shift
in an open space to minimize outside distractions. The mean
length of the interviews was 37:57 (range 56:22-15:05) minutes.
We considered data saturation [37] including notes from field
observations and interview transcripts. It was achieved after 6
field observations and, correspondingly, 6 interviews, which
included early, late, and night shifts as well as nurses, resident,
and senior physicians.

Participatory Task
In addition to the observation and the interview, following the
triangulation strategy [41], a participatory task was conducted
with the study participants. This helped gain insight into the
representation of patient monitoring in the daily work routine
and workflows of ICU staff members.

In a classic note-and-pen task, participants were asked to draw
a pie chart of all the thoughts and tasks they think about during
a work shift, with each piece of pie representing a thought, a
task, or a task area. The size of the pie pieces was intended to
show how the respondent’s cognitive resources were divided
during a shift. The participants were requested to prioritize the
tasks that they had visualized based on their subjective
perception. This was done to compare the estimated time
allocated to each task in their workday with its perceived
importance. The goal was note only to obtain indirect evidence
on the importance of monitoring and alarms but also to
understand the work routine in general from the respondent’s
perspective.

Data Collection Instruments and Technologies and
Data Processing
Handwritten field notes were prepared following the methods
of Emerson et al [42], and the date, location, and content of the

observation were taken and promptly consolidated in MAXQDA
(VERBI GmbH) [43] after each observation session. Interviews
were recorded and transcribed according to the minimal
transcript based on GAT 2 [44] and consolidated in MAXQDA.
The participatory task was recorded in order to be able to use
follow-up questions about the processing of the task as well as
incidental comments for the later analysis.

Data Analysis
For inductive analysis, a grounded theory approach was followed
[45]. The consolidated field notes and transcribed interview
data from 6 observations were analyzed in MAXQDA 2022 and
coded line by line in a first step, deriving thematic codes from
the data while trying to neglect any relationship of the codes to
the overarching research questions. In a second step, memoing
was started to extract meaning from the data and to create and
map an initial overview of themes [46]. This overview
represented a preliminary code system after 6 observations.
After all the gathered data were collected, coded, and tagged
with open memos, the result consisted of 1336 coded data
sections assigned to 47 parent codes and 70 thematically
subordinate codes and tagged with 207 memos. Memos (ie,
field notes with headlines) were organized thematically and
considered in the context of their associated data sections (eg,
interactions with the monitoring systems and alarm
management). To ensure this thematic clustering according to
the memo headline was rightful, we went back into the raw data
(field notes) to evaluate whether the groups of memos with a
similar headline could indeed be grouped together based on
their raw data points. This helped to reevaluate and refine the
derived themes from the memos (eg, integrating memos for
more specific details and adding key points from field notes to
memos from interviews and vice versa). When analyzing the
data collected through the participatory task, the recorded topics
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were written down, divided according to occupational group
(nurses and physicians), and their occurrence was counted. As
a result, an overview of superficial and seemingly less relevant
task areas was created. The resulting themes from memos, codes,
and topics from the participatory task were summarized and put
in writing.

Techniques to Enhance Trustworthiness
Regular research meetings took place, where LM and MS
discussed the findings and reflected on them. The code system
(Multimedia Appendix 1) and memos were checked by both
researchers under the supervision of FM. The combination of
a psychologically trained Human Factors graduate student (MS)
together with an expert in ethnographic research for work
systems design (FM) and a physician with professional
experience in an ICU and expertise in qualitative methods and
implementation science (LM) was chosen to achieve the best
balance of perspectives and topic prioritization. Interdisciplinary
approaches are important to leverage the potential of research

on the intersection of human-computer interaction, information
systems, and health [47]. In addition, the multimethod study
design with triangulation of complex data allowed for an
increased credibility and trustworthiness of the results.

Results

Overview
The following 3 topics were identified from the data, following
the research questions:

• the perception of the role of monitoring in the ICU
• the management and communication of vital sign limits

(dealing with alarms)
• wishes and concerns regarding the intelligent alarm

management system (eg, INALO)

An overview of nurses’ and physicians’ perceptions can be
found in Table 2.

Table 2. Perceptions of monitoring and alarm management divided by professions.

PhysiciansNursesCategories

The role of monitoring in the in-
tensive care unit

•• Use monitors in the pulpitUse monitors at the bedside
• •Direct monitoring of vital signs at the screens Use nurses as monitoring filter

Dealing with alarms •• Subconscious adaptation to alarm patternsSubconscious adaptation to alarm patterns
• •First reaction to alarms Set and adjust alarm thresholds
• Implement alarm thresholds

Intelligent alarm management •• Perceived as positive for lowering alarm burdenConcerned about the system’s functionality
• •Highlighted the importance of understanding the

system’s operational principles
Perceived as valuable for new patients in the ward
or upon returning from leave

• Concerned about excessive confidence

The Perception of the Role of Monitoring in the ICU
Continuous monitoring of vital signs is an essential component
of intensive care management of critically ill patients and a
ubiquitous part of the ICU under study. According to a senior
physician, even a short period without monitoring would be
“grossly negligent.”

The nursing staff primarily used the monitors located directly
at the patient’s bedside (ie, direct monitoring), as well as the
overview screens at their workstations outside the patient rooms.
During lengthy nursing activities in a room, it was observed
that nurses used the monitoring system’s function to display
other patients’ vital sign data on the screen of the bed where
they were busy. Due to the larger number of patients under their
care, physicians relied on the feedback from the nursing staff
in the event of a critical situation (nurses as monitoring filter).
They also paid closer attention to alarms on the overview
monitors at the pulpit, and it was important that alarm thresholds
were well set so that potentially life-threatening situations did
not go unnoticed for long:

Especially when patients deteriorate, you notice that
very often because the alarms are triggered all the
time...These alarms...also signal something to us[...],
without us seeing the patient directly[...], and if [the
thresholds] were always set lower and it simply no

longer alerts me, I’d only notice it when it’s really
bad or too bad or the catastrophe is there, and I
wouldn’t want that. [Interview, physician]

When making therapy decisions, physicians considered the
target values for specific parameters that had to be adhered to,
based on therapy plans. Continuous monitoring of vital signs
was crucial for physicians in ensuring that these target values
are met.

Although monitoring was used in various areas of activity, it
was not considered a central activity in and of itself. In the
participatory task, monitoring was not mentioned by anyone.
Alarms occurred in 2 of the 5 participatory tasks completed.
However, when asked to indicate the role of monitoring in all
the tasks written down, interviewees assigned monitoring to
most of them (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Dealing With Alarms
The predominant observation regarding the handling of alarms
was that they were directly paused or completely ignored, unless
it was a red alarm. Often, there was no further reaction or
intervention following an alarm.

However, as described in the previous section on monitoring,
even an alarm that did not require intervention could provide
helpful information about the progress of an individual patient’s
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condition. Both physicians and nurses showed a reliance on the
alarms’ feedback to be passively informed of the change in their
patients’condition (subconscious adaptation to alarm patterns).
In contrast, the alarms interfered with their work:

[...]as you may have noticed, and if this alarm comes
up all the time...I actually look at it [the overview
monitor] a lot. That disturbs me in my regular
workflow. [Interview, physician]

The alarm thresholds of vital parameters were set and adjusted
either based on a patient’s admission to the ward or return from
the operating room or based on evaluations of the thresholds
during the course of therapy. In the case of newly admitted
patients, the threshold values were determined directly on
admission, with the parameters being set according to standard
values or having to be determined individually depending on
the clinical picture. Nurses, in consultation with physicians,
adjusted alarm thresholds according to the patients’ condition
to avoid unnecessary alarms. The decision to adjust thresholds
varied based on the nurse’s experience and familiarity with the
patient. However, these informal procedures sometimes led to
inappropriate thresholds on the next shift, as they were not
always updated in the COPRA PDMS [29]:

...I come to the ward, and I don’t know the patient.
COPRA is binding, what is documented there should
be correct and implemented at the bedside. If you’re
lucky, it says everything about which blood pressure
values are desired...You have to ask about all that [if
it is not entered correctly] and that’s sometimes a bit
annoying, until you find out which doctor is
responsible for your room, where he is and what his
telephone number is. It doesn’t have to be like that.
[Interview, nurse]

Ideally, the determined threshold values were reevaluated daily
in the morning shift. Often this was not the case due to a lack
of time. Rather, this reevaluation only happened, if a new test
result or diagnosis was found or in the case of disturbing,
conspicuous, and unnecessary alarms. The chain of
communication regarding the change of alarm thresholds from
their determination to their implementation in monitoring ran
hierarchically downwards, from senior physicians to assistant
physicians to nursing.

If the alarm of a certain parameter would continue despite
intervening measures or if no measures had been necessary at
all, the alarm thresholds would be adjusted. Physicians and
nurses frequently sought each other out for direct and immediate
instructions. The official way of issuing instructions was via
the COPRA PDMS, but according to staff, this was often too
time-consuming, with delays for actual implementation:

And this adjustment [of the thresholds]...doesn’t take
place so much on this piece of paper, but rather on
the patient himself, that I say, ok, we have to change
the threshold here[...], then you discuss it next to the
device itself with the nursing staff. [Interview,
physician]

Staff Perceptions of Intelligent Alarm Management
There were mixed reactions regarding an automated system to
improve alarm management on the part of the nursing staff
interviewed. Some expressed reservations, while others were
open to the system described but said it would have to work
well. There were concerns about the functionality of an
intelligent system. The importance of understanding how such
a system operates was highlighted. Staff members argued that
currently a lot of responsibility was being handed over to
technology anyway and that it would be more appropriate to be
cautious about overconfidence:

I probably rely more on my own experience and won’t
put it in the hands of a machine that I don’t know how
it’s programmed, what kind of things it reacts to, or
what it takes as a basis for the recommendations.
That would make a lot of sense for young colleagues
who don’t have a lot of experience yet, but you end
up relying more on your own experience. [Interview,
nurse]

The patients, the clinical pictures, and that’s all so
individual and different that I can’t imagine that a
machine can [suggest thresholds]. [Interview, nurse]

Second, the statement was made that with clinical experience,
one would notice when a threshold should be changed, and
therefore, no system would be needed to do so:

I know already by my experience that I must intervene
starting from certain values...you observe the patient,
you observe the monitor and you already see...that
you have to do something. [Interview, nurse]

Thus, staff members saw the added value of an intelligent alarm
system for less experienced colleagues and for leasing nurses,
as the former would not yet have developed a sense of threshold
assessment and the latter would not be familiar with patients.
In addition, staff members saw a benefit in the use of the system
to ensure regular evaluation and adjustment of alarm thresholds,
preventing them from being forgotten.

Physicians reported that any solutions leading to a reduction in
alarms would be welcome due to frequent alarms disturbing
their concentration during work, especially in the ward pulpit:

[...]If it leads to the fact that the alarms are optimized,
then I think it is already a relief, because I get fewer
false alarms and thus, I can do the rest of the work
more concentrated. So, that would already be an
advantage. Certainly, it doesn’t take away my
cognitive work whether these alarms are, so to speak,
suitable or not, I have to do that, but that’s also my
job. [Interview, physician]

Finally, the advantage of such a system was observed by
physicians for patients who were new to the ward and whose
condition they did not yet know. The physicians said that it was
also helpful to receive threshold suggestions when returning to
the ward after a leave of absence, as they also needed to
reacquaint themselves with patients.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Patient monitoring is an integral part of the work routine in the
ICU. However, standards for working with the system were not
implemented in clinical routine in the studied ICU. Alarm
management is one of the core interactions with the monitoring
system. Most alarms were confirmed without a reaction or
intervention. The setting and adjusting of alarm thresholds were
performed upon the arrival of a patient in the ICU or over the
course of treatment by (senior) physicians and implemented by
nursing staff. Perceptions of an intelligent system to suggest
alarm thresholds varied: physicians saw potential advantages
in a relief of the flood of (nonactionable) alarms by
individualized alarm thresholds. In contrast, both nurses and
physicians were skeptical about the capability of an automated
system to perform the complex task of interpreting alarms and
suggesting thresholds, encompassing the integration of different
data and information. The importance of knowing how such a
system worked internally and how it took decisions was
highlighted.

Guidelines for Patient Monitoring and Alarm
Management in the ICU
This work highlights the essential role of vital sign monitoring
in the daily routines of all health care professionals in the ICU.
Yet, to the authors’ knowledge, interprofessional, systematic
standard, and evidence-based guidelines for patient monitoring
in clinical practice remain limited. Alarm management, a
fundamental aspect of interacting with monitoring systems,
warrants special attention, since alarm overload in ICUs hampers
adequate response by personnel [48]. The American Association
of Critical Care Nurses published recommendations for clinical
alarm management, focusing on personalization of alarms and
interprofessional alarm management strategies and highlighting
the potential of smart alarms [49,50]. Our research supports the
need for a wider clinical implementation of such
recommendations, as we saw that a majority of alarms are
disregarded or confirmed without any medical response or
intervention [51,52].

Take Aways for Future Alarm Management
It is crucial to understand user perspectives when developing
intelligent (AI-based) systems for alarm management in
intensive care medicine [49]. The following aspects should be
considered.

• Skepticism exists among staff members regarding the ability
of an intelligent system to integrate diverse data formats
and information to effectively interpret alarms and propose
suitable thresholds. It might stem from a lack of knowledge
and understanding of the internal workflows and
decision-making processes of such systems. The potential
benefits of integrating intelligent systems to automatically
suggest personalized alarm thresholds and alleviate alarm
fatigue [16,53] were acknowledged by physicians in our
study.

• Standardized workflows for alarm management were not
existent, and alarm thresholds and their adaptation were

communicated irregularly and in a variety of ways.
Well-defined and clearly communicated standard operating
procedures (SOPs) for alarm management could address
some of the challenges faced by health care professionals
in the ICU [54,55]. Intelligent alarm management solutions
should be implemented in clinical environment with
well-established alarm management SOPs.

• Alarm management was performed mainly after new test
results for the patients were received, a diagnosis was
confirmed, or when the alarms were frequent and obviously
unnecessary. This indicates that the data used for future
alarm management systems based on AI need to mirror
highly individual and complex medical conditions. Patients
and clinical routines can differ even for various wards in
the same clinic.

Extrapolating from these findings, we advise the following for
ICU AI projects.

• For a truly effective implementation of AI systems, the ICU
staff must be integrated in the design and implementation
process, as well as possess adequate AI literacy.
Encouraging and providing training to understand and use
AI can empower ICU staff to embrace AI technologies
confidently.

• As we need standards for alarm management workflows
today, standardization is all the more essential in the context
of integrating intelligent alarm management (AI-based)
technologies. Significant workflow changes could be evoked
and need to be considered by ICU leaders and
implementation managers.

Limitations
In this study, the research focus lay on a single setting (ICU),
which was suggested as a methodological approach by Wilken
et al [5], allowing for an in-depth analysis of the contributing
factors to an ICU’s alarm management and dealing with the
patient monitoring system. In addition to the stated benefits of
this approach by the authors, it comes with limitations. On the
one hand, the focus on a single ICU’s cultural peculiarities
restricts the transferability of the derived recommendations to
other settings. The results and methods may serve, however, as
inspiration and study protocol for evaluating an ICU’s alarm
management. By contrast, following a qualitative research
approach, the number of shadowees and the number of
shadowing days had to fit in a reasonable time schedule for the
research conduction. The unit manager’s suggestion of
shadowees may have introduced a selection bias, despite being
informed about the goal of diverse perspective shadowing. The
results presented here are therefore only an excerpt of the reality
in the ICU, which must be taken into account when interpreting
them.

Conclusions
Our study highlights that interactions with the patient monitoring
system and its alarms are a core part of tasks and workflows in
the ICU. Alarm management tasks are performed based on ad
hoc responses to clinical events; responsibilities are not well
defined, and there is no standardized workflow or an SOP. Staff
members were not satisfied with the current alarm management,
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which emphasizes a need for standard and clinician-centered
guidelines in this field. Establishing SOPs for configuring and
responding to alarms and considering local patient and workflow
characteristics can streamline tasks and enhance the overall
efficiency of care delivery. Systems that enable an intelligent
alarm management to reduce alarm fatigue among staff members
should be designed to make understandable and traceable

suggestions, while health care professionals should be
empowered to use them meaningfully through digital health
literacy. By establishing these standards and thoughtfully
incorporating AI into clinical workflows, health care institutions
could enhance patient safety and relieve staff and patients from
alarm-induced stress. To explore this effect on outcomes, more
research in this field is needed.
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Abstract

Background: A future shortage of physicians, especially in general practice, will result in an increasing workload for health
care providers as a whole. Therefore, it is important to optimize patient-encounter processes to increase time efficiency related
to visits. Utilizing digital tools to record patients’ medical histories prior to a consultation offers great potential to achieve this
goal. The collected information can be stored into the practice’s electronic medical record, allowing for the general practitioner
to review structured information of the patients’ complaints and related medical history beforehand, thereby saving time during
the encounter. However, the low usability of new digital developments in this setting often hinders implementation.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the usability of an app designed for medical history taking in general practice
to capture the patients’ perspective.

Methods: Between November 2021 and January 2022, we recruited 406 patients with acute complaints in one out-of-hour
urgent care and seven general practice clinics. These study participants used the app during their waiting time and subsequently
assessed its usability by completing the System Usability Scale (SUS), a robust and well-established 10-question survey measuring
the perceived usability of products and technologies. Additionally, we collected general participant information, including age,
sex, media usage, health literacy, and native language. Descriptive and inferential statistics were applied to identify patient
characteristics associated with low or high SUS scores.

Results: We analyzed data from 397 patients (56.7% female, 43.3% male). The mean total SUS score was 77.8 points; 54.4%
(216/397) of participants had SUS scores of 80 points or higher, indicating high usability of the app. In a multiple linear regression
predicting SUS score, male sex and higher age (65 years or older) were significantly negatively associated with the SUS score.
Conversely, a higher health literacy score and German as the native language were significantly positively associated with the
SUS score.

Conclusions: Usability testing based on the SUS anticipates successful implementation of the app. However, not all patients
will easily adapt to utilizing the app, as exemplified by the participants of older age in this study who reported lower perceived
usability. Further research should examine these groups of people, identify the exact problems in operating such an app, and
provide targeted solutions.

Trial Registration: German Clinical Trials Register World Health Organization Trial Registration Data Set DRKS00026659;
https://trialsearch.who.int/Trial2.aspx?TrialID=DRKS00026659

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47755)   doi:10.2196/47755
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Introduction

As in many countries, demographic change is becoming evident
in the German health care system, resulting in more complex,
multimorbid patients [1] and a shortage of physicians [2].
Moreover, the proportion of older people in the population is
rising steadily [3] and people tend to use medical services at a
higher rate as they increase in age [4]. In Germany, one group
that is particularly affected by this development are general
practitioners (GPs) who are the first point of contact for patients
requiring medical care and serve as the “gatekeepers” in the
German health care system [5]. Approximately 80% of the
German population aged 18 years and older are treated by a GP
at least once a year [6]. A considerable number of GPs will
retire in the upcoming years, resulting in 11,000 GP vacancies
expected by 2035. These vacancies will disproportionately
impact structurally weak and rural areas [7,8]. Without a
sufficient workforce to replace the retired GPs and meet the
greater demand for physicians, remaining GP workloads are
expected to increase significantly within the next decade [9].
These developments challenge the German health care system
at various levels and require attention to address the following
key issues: future financing, improving allocation of resources,
ensuring access to care, increasing efficiency and effectiveness
of health care provision, and strengthened collaboration between
providers [10].

To streamline patient care in the upcoming years, it is of
importance to optimize patient-encounter processes to increase
time efficiency related to visits. In this respect, digital tools
offer great potential to support GPs in patient management,
documentation workload, and the collection of medical history
before consultation.

Digital tools designed to collect patients’ medical history can
ensure that information is always collected and documented
thoroughly in a structured manner and with consistent quality.
As many conditions can be diagnosed via a thorough medical
history [11,12], these tools can be helpful in maintaining quality
of care when time constraints may lead to an otherwise
superficial medical history.

As part of our project titled “Digitally assisted information
acquisition before medical consultation” (DASI), we developed
an app for medical history taking in general practice settings.
The app is used by the patient prior to the medical consultation,
which could be either in the waiting area or at home. The
collected information can be stored in the practice’s electronic
medical record and eventually be transferred to the individual
electronic patient file, which statutory health insurers in
Germany have been entitled to use since 2021 [13]. In the
electronic patient file, patient data such as medical reports,
X-rays, immunization records, and other medical data can be
stored and shared among medical providers involved in the care
of a particular patient by using the telematics infrastructure [14].

One advantage of the app is that the GP can review structured
information of the patients’ complaints and related medical
history before the encounter. This is particularly helpful for
patients that are unknown to the provider, those with many
complaints, or those who have a comprehensive medical history.

These situations are especially prevalent in out-of-hour urgent
care practices. Furthermore, the tool might help patients to
reflect on their conditions and enable them to better address
their needs when seeing the provider. In this way, we expect
that the limited consultation time can be used more efficiently.

Despite Germany’s progress in digitalization within the health
sector, concerns remain about the limited usability of new digital
tools, hindering their full implementation. More than half of
German practices see low usability as a strong obstacle to
digitalization [15]. The evaluation of a digital tool’s perceived
usability is of special interest as it is a key determinant of
performance for end users. Therefore, the aim of this study was
to assess the usability of the app from the patients’ perspective
and to identify features in need of improvement. The broader
aim is to ensure that the app is suitable for implementation in
everyday practice, considering that GPs treat a broad range of
patients of all ages and various educational and cultural
backgrounds [16].

Methods

Study Design and Recruitment
This was a cross-sectional study conducted in Germany in one
out-of-hour urgent care practice and seven GP practices to assess
the usability of an app designed for medical history taking in
general practice settings.

Software and Hardware
The app was developed to take a medical history based on
general medical complaints directly from the patients. While
there are no international standards for the composition of a
standardized patient history, this app was developed based on
guidelines and health literature by medical experts from
aidminutes GmbH (Hamburg/Buchholz in der Nordheide,
Germany). For this study, the content and query structure were
further refined for primary care (general practice and out-of-hour
practices) by aidminutes GmbH in collaboration with
experienced researchers from the Department of General
Practice at the University Medical Center Göttingen, Germany.
The app was designed to be used by patients in the waiting room
before they see the doctor. Patients select one or several
complaints and are then guided through a symptom-related
questionnaire. In the sense of a branching logic, the app is
adaptive to patient responses, which trigger further specific
questions about the selected key complaints (eg, how and when
a symptom started). Patients are also asked about preexisting
conditions, previous treatments and surgeries, current
medication, living habits, and chronic conditions in the family
history. Information such as biological sex, height, weight, age,
as well as the subjectively perceived severity of the complaints
are inquired from all patients. More details can be found in the
published study protocol [17].

The app was designed to be intuitive for the user such that no
prior knowledge or any kind of instruction for its use is
necessary. The user interface was designed to be simple to
follow and only one question is asked per screen. As the app is
operated in the waiting area, sound and video output of an earlier
version [18] was omitted due to data protection. The questions
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are phrased in plain language; medical terminology is avoided
or otherwise explained. The questions are substantially
comprised by single-choice or multiple-choice questions that
can be answered by tapping but also include several data fields
(for age, height, and weight) and slider-type questions (Figure

1). The color scheme was designed to ensure reading
accessibility for patients who may be color blind. A zoom
function can be used for users who may experience visual
impairment.

Figure 1. Screenshots of the app for medical history taking in general practice showing different types of questions: (A) single-choice question; (B)
multiple-choice question; (C) hybrid question (ie, patients can either select several options or negate all of them); (D) slider for questions including a
ranking between items (depicted here as “How sick do you feel?”); (E, F) data entry field (here: “Please enter your age”); and (G, H) selection of a body
region on a figure (depicted in figure: “Please mark on the figure where you are suffering from the problems”).

As this is a web-based app, it relies on a permanent internet
connection. For this study, the app ran on an iPad Mini 4 (Apple
Inc, Cupertino, CA, USA) held in an upright position. Tablets
were equipped with haptically and visually inconspicuous cases
(dark grey polyurethane leather outside and microfiber inside).

Setting
In Germany, GP practices aim at providing preventive, acute,
and rehabilitative health care with long-lasting patient-doctor
relationships. Out-of-hours urgent care practices provide urgent
medical care for acute but not life-threatening cases when other
practices are closed. Urgent care practices are often staffed with
doctors of various specialties and an established relationship of
care between the patients and doctors is not common. These
aspects can lead to challenges in efficiently obtaining an accurate
medical history and identifying serious health problems.
Although the app was designed for general practice, it is also
suitable to be used in out-of-hour urgent care practices.

Data Collection
The recruitment of patients was carried out by three study nurses
and took place from November 22, 2021, to January 12, 2022.
Patients were approached by study nurses in the waiting room
of the respective practices before seeing their GP.

Patients meeting the following criteria were eligible to
participate in the study: (1) seeking care in a participating
practice because of acute somatic and/or psychological
complaints, (2) at least 18 years old, and (3) consenting to
participate in the study. Patients meeting the following exclusion
criteria could not participate in the study: (1) younger than 18
years old (legal minor), (2) patients in an apparent emergency,
(3) patients who required immediate medical treatment, and (4)
patients who were unable to provide consent.

After the study nurses obtained written informed consent, a
tablet on which the app was run on was handed over to the study
participants. Participants used the app to report their medical
history without an introduction on how to navigate the app.
Once finished, they were asked to answer questions on
personally perceived usability, media usage, and further
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sociodemographic data, which were digitally attached to the
medical history–taking document. The study nurse in charge
was present to observe any problems study participants may
have had with using the app and was available to answer
questions about the app’s content and usability if specifically
requested. Data were collected in an anonymized format without
any personal information (eg, name or address) linking the
results to each study participant. More detailed information on
the data collection can be found in the study protocol [17].

Ethical Considerations
The Medical Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center
Göttingen approved the study (approval number 26/3/21). A
written informed consent form was collected from all patients
before their inclusion in the study. Participating in the study
was voluntary for patients. Patients could withdraw from
participation without giving a reason at any time before they
had completed the survey. Subsequently, their data could no
longer be deleted because it could not be traced back to the
individual.

Measures
The main outcome “usability” was measured using the System
Usability Scale (SUS) [19], a commonly used instrument for
this purpose [20]. The SUS was developed based on Standard
ISO 9241-11 [21], in which usability is measured by the three

main attributes of “effectiveness,” “efficiency,” and
“satisfaction” [22,23]. Compared to other instruments, the SUS
offers several advantages: (1) it can be analyzed quickly, (2) it
is relatively easy to understand by academics from other
disciplines [24], (3) it contains only 10 statements for easy
completion, and (4) it can be used to evaluate almost any type
of user interface [25]. We used the translated and validated
German version of the SUS [26] and modified the statements
to suit our purpose (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

The SUS consists of 10 statements (Table 1), where statements
1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are positively connoted and statements 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 are negatively connoted [19]. The scores for these
statements are therefore inverted when calculating the sum. The
raters decide on the extent to which they agree or disagree to
these statements on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0
(strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The final sum score is
multiplied by 2.5, resulting in a score range of 0-100 with higher
scores indicating better usability [19].

Lewis and Sauro [27] developed a curved grading scale for SUS
scores by comparing more than 200 industrial usability studies
and using the percentile ranges, resulting in grades “C” (scores
of 62.7-72.5), “B” (scores of 72.6-78.8), and “A” (scores of
78.9-100). As a SUS score of 80 proves an above-average user
experience, it has become a common industrial goal. This
threshold was therefore used for interpreting our results.

Table 1. Items of the System Usability Scale (SUS) [19].

English version of the statementItems

I think that I would like to use this system frequentlySUS 1

I found the system unnecessarily complexSUS 2a

I thought the system was easy to useSUS 3

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this systemSUS 4a

I found the various functions in this system were well integratedSUS 5

I thought that there was too much inconsistency in this systemSUS 6a

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quicklySUS 7

I found the system very cumbersome to useSUS 8a

I felt very confident using the systemSUS 9

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this systemSUS 10a

aThe scores of negatively connoted SUS items were inverted when calculating the sum.

Covariates
Consultations in general practice are attended by patients of
different ages and educational as well as cultural backgrounds,
who have a different quantities of digital interactions in everyday
life. To determine whether these factors have an influence on
the personally perceived usability, we surveyed age, sex, media
usage, health literacy, and native language. Information about
age and sex were part of the app-taken medical history. In
addition to the SUS, we asked patients about which digital media
tools were available to them in everyday life (possible answers:
cell phone/smartphone, computer/laptop/notebook, tablet,
television, none, and others; multiple answers were possible)

and how many hours a day they used digital media (possible
answers: 0-≤1, 1-≤2, 2-≤3, 3-≤4, or 4 or more hours). We asked
three questions concerning health literacy as a proxy for
education attainment, given that educational achievement is the
central determinant of health literacy [28]. Questions covering
the three aspects of finding/accessing, evaluating/appraising,
and understanding health-related information and content were
derived from the European health literacy survey [29,30] adapted
for the German language (HLS-GER 2 [31]). The HLS-GER 2
uses a predefined 4-point Likert scale.
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Statistical Analysis
Data from the app were saved into a database and subsequently
exported to a tab separated format for further analyses.
Participants with two or more missing values of the SUS
questionnaire were excluded from statistical analysis. In the
case of one missing SUS response, we substituted the missing
value with a neutral score of 2, as this method has been used
with the SUS in previous research [32].

Sociodemographic data are presented as number and percentage
of patients for each categorical data point. Mean and SD were
utilized for interval or ratio-scaled data, which has become a
common industrial goal. Sociodemographic data were compared
between participants with SUS scores <80 and ≥80 using the
Fisher exact test for 2×2 tables or the Fisher-Freeman-Halton
test for categorical variables and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test
for continuous variables. A multiple linear regression was
conducted using sex, age, native German language, health
literacy score, media usage duration per day, sickness level of
the participants, and number of stated complaints in the app as

independent variables and the SUS score as the dependent
variable. Additionally, the individual SUS items were compared
according to sex, age (<65 years vs ≥65 years), German native
language, and tablet usage with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
Data are visually presented as boxplots and radar charts. All
analyses were carried out using R (4.1.3 under a GNU license)
with the packages fmsb [33], psych [34], tidyr [35], dplyr [36],
and ggplot2 [37].

Results

Patient Characteristics
We aimed to include approximately 400 patients for this study.
This target was set to be able to form subgroups and to ensure
that all types of patient complaints were included in our sample,
including those selected on a limited basis. In total, individual
data from 397 participants were included, with 5 participants
having one missing SUS item. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of
included patients and Table 2 shows the patients’characteristics.

Figure 2. Flowchart of patient inclusion in the cross-sectional study capturing patients’ perceived usability of the app. SUS: System Usability Scale.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the participants of the cross-sectional study capturing patients’ perceived usability of the app (N=397).

ValueCharacteristics

Sex, n (%)

225 (56.7)Female

172 (43.3)Male

35.0 (25.0)Age (years), median (IQR)

Age group (years), n (%)

152 (38.3)<30

223 (55.4)30-65

22 (6.3)65+

328 (82.6)Native language German, n (%)

Devices used regularlya, n (%)

389 (98.0)Smartphone

210 (52.9)Tablet

310 (78.1)Computer/notebook

296 (74.6)Television

Media usage duration per day (hours), n (%)

89 (22.4)<2

174 (43.8)2-4

134 (33.8)>4

Self-assessed health literacy, median (IQR)b

2.0 (0.0)Understanding doctor

2.0 (1.0)Search and understand health information

1.0 (1.0)Evaluate health information

“How sick do you feel?”c, n (%)

32 (8.1)I don’t feel sick

70 (17.6)Just a little

226 (56.9)Fairly

61 (15.4)Very

6 (1.5)Unbearably

aMultiple selection possible.
bMeasured on a 4-point (0-3) Likert-scale (higher scores indicate higher health literacy levels).
cPerceived severity of acute complaint.

Usability for All Participants
We found a mean total SUS score of 77.8 points, with 54.4%
(216/397) of participants having SUS scores of 80 points or
higher, indicating high usability of the app overall. Figure 3

shows boxplots of the individual items in which the scores were
calculated for each statement. Irrespective of a positive or
negative connotation, a higher score indicates a better result.
The maximum score that can be achieved for each item is 10.
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Figure 3. SUS items and sum scores for all study participants (N=397). SUS: System Usability Scale. *Scoring was inverted.

Usability Stratified by Sociodemographic Factors
We divided the sample into two groups with the cutoff at a SUS
score of 80. Participants with a SUS score of at least 80 were

significantly younger, reported higher levels of technology
device usage, and higher levels of self-assessed health literacy
compared to participants with a SUS score below 80 (Table 3).
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Table 3. Sociodemographic variables of study participants stratified by System Usability Scale (SUS) score.

P valueSUS score≥80 (n=216)SUS score<80 (n=181)Variable

.09aSex, n (%)

131 (60.6)94 (51.9)Female

85 (39.4)87 (48.1)Male

.002b32.5 (22.0)38.0 (26.0)Age (years), median (IQR)

.003cAge group (years), n (%)

97 (44.9)55 (30.3)<30

112 (51.4)111 (60.2)30-65

7 (3.7)15 (9.4)65+

.05a186 (86.1)142 (78.5)Native language German, n (%)

Devices used regularlyd, n (%)

.03a215 (99.5)174 (96.1)Smartphone

.02a126 (58.3)84 (46.4)Tablet

.22a174 (80.6)136 (75.1)Computer/notebook

.03a171 (79.2)125 (69.1)Television

.08cMedia usage duration per day (hours), n (%)

41 (19.0)48 (26.5)<2

105 (48.6)69 (38.1)2-4

70 (32.4)64 (35.4)>4

Self-assessed health literacy, median (IQR)

.16b2.0 (1.0)2.0 (0.0)Understanding doctor

.01b2.0 (1.0)2.0 (0.0)Search and understand health information

.19b1.0 (1.0)1.0 (1.0)Assess confidence of health information

.35c“How sick do you feel?”e, n (%)

21 (9.7)11 (6.1)I don’t feel sick

40 (18.5)30 (16.6)Just a little

124 (57.4)102 (56.4)Fairly

27 (12.5)34 (18.8)Very

3 (1.4)3 (1.7)Unbearably

aFisher exact test.
bWilcoxon rank-sum test.
cFisher-Freeman-Halton test.
dMultiple selection possible.
ePerceived severity of acute complaint.

A multiple linear regression predicting the SUS score was
conducted, including sex, age, native German language, health
literacy score, media usage duration per day, sickness level of
the participants, and number of stated complaints in the app as
independent variables (see Table 4). Age, sex, health literacy
score, and German native language were significantly associated

with SUS score. A higher age (t385=3.30, P=.001) and male sex
(t385=1.98, P=.05) were negatively associated with SUS score,
whereby a higher health literacy score (t385=2.83, P=.01) and
German as a native language (t385=2.51, P=.01) were positively
associated with SUS score.
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Table 4. Multiple linear regression predicting the System Usability Scale sum score.

P valueβ (95% CI)Variable

.05–3.21 (–6.40 to –.02)Male sex (reference=female)

.001–.17 (–.27 to –.07)age (per year)

.01–5.39 (–9.61 to –1.17)German not native language (reference=yes)

.38–1.44 (–4.66 to 1.79)Does not use tablet (reference=yes)

Average daily media usage (reference=<2 h)

.133.21 (–.95 to 7.37)2-4 h

.99.01 (–4.46 to 4.48)>4 h

.011.48 (.45 to 2.51)Health literacy score (scale 0-9)a

.27–1.05 (–2.92 to .82)How sick do you feel? (score 1-5)b

.09–.98 (–2.11 to .15)Number of stated complaints (1-11)

aHigher scores indicate a higher level of health literacy.
bPerceived severity of acute complaint; higher values indicate a higher level of discomfort.

Differences in Individual Items of the SUS
Stratified according to sex, age, native language, and tablet
usage (see Figure 4), significant differences were detected in
SUS items 2 (“unnecessarily complex”), 4 (“need technical
support”), 7 (“learn to use quickly”), 8 (“cumbersome to use”),
and 10 (“needed to learn a lot”).

In comparing female and male respondents, all statements were
rated more positively by female participants, except for items
1 (“would use frequently”) and 4 (“need technical support”).
Female participants also scored significantly higher than male
participants on items 2 (“unnecessarily complex”) (mean 7.82
vs 7.11; P=.02), 7 (“learn to use quickly”) (mean 8.11 vs 7.53;
P=.05), 8 (“cumbersome to use”) (mean 8.57 vs 8.08; P=.05),
and 10 (“needed to learn a lot”) (mean 9.14 vs 8.63; P=.03).

Respondents aged 65 years and older scored significantly higher
on items 2 (“unnecessarily complex”) (mean 7.58 vs 6.50;
P=.04), 4 (“need technical support”) (mean 8.72 vs 6.20;
P<.001), and 10 (“needed to learn a lot”) (mean 9.05 vs 7.;
P<.001) compared to their counterparts.

German native language speakers scored significantly higher
on items 4 (“need technical support”) (mean 8.73 vs 7.75;
P=.001), 8 (“cumbersome to use”) (mean 8.62 vs 7.10; P<.001),
and 10 (“needed to learn a lot”) (mean 9.11 vs 8.01; P<.001)
relative to nonnative speakers.

Lastly, patients who regularly use a tablet had significantly
higher SUS scores on items 4 (“need technical support”) (mean
8.95 vs 8.11; P<.001) and 10 (“needed to learn a lot”) (mean
9.18 vs 8.64; P=.02) in comparison to those of participants who
reported reduced levels of tablet use.
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Figure 4. Mean System Usability Scale (SUS) score items (see Table 1) stratified according to sex (A), age (B), German as native language (C), and
current tablet usage (D). bold: P<.05 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we evaluated the usability of an app in taking
medical histories in general practice directly from patients using
the SUS [19].

The app achieved a mean SUS score of 77.9, which corresponds
to a B+ grade on the curved grading scale [27] and represents
a “better” product that does not necessarily need improvement
[25]. Other medical devices, even those widely used at home,
have lower SUS scores. Kortum and Peres [38] assessed the
usability of home health care devices among students, thus
representing relatively young, healthy, and well-educated
participants. SUS scores for these devices ranged from 65 for
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an epinephrine injector to 67 for a pregnancy test kit and 81 for
a thermometer, even with previous experience using these
devices.

To ensure patients can be active participants in the digital
medical history–taking process, the app must be easy and
intuitive to use without technical introduction or support. This
importance is reflected in items 3 (“easy to use”), 4 (“need
technical support“), 7 (“learn to use quickly”), and 10 (“needed
to learn a lot”). Mean values between 7.8 and 8.9 for these items
indicate that intuitive use has been successfully addressed in
the development of our app. Item 1, assessing the frequency of
app usage, scored the lowest (6.2), which can be explained by
the app’s implementation solely in a medical setting and not
utilized regularly in leisure time. As such, this finding is the
least meaningful for our purpose.

In a pilot study by Melms et al [39], a self-completed
tablet-based digital questionnaire designed for collecting medical
histories in an emergency department was found to score high
with respect to perceived usability. The design and content were
similar to those of our app; however, their questions were only
based on the SUS, which does not allow direct comparison.
Other comparable instruments, although also for emergency
departments, have been tested for usability in pilot studies using
self-developed satisfaction surveys [40,41], a single question,
and researcher or staff documentation of a patient’s need for
assistance [42]. In these studies, patients were mostly satisfied
with the self-administered medical history–taking tools and
reported good ease of use. Taken together, these results give
hope that it is possible to design a medical history app that is
perceived as user-friendly.

Nonetheless, obstacles to implementing a digital tool in general
practice settings can be multifaceted. Surprisingly, we found
that sex was significantly associated with usability; female
participants had significantly higher SUS scores than male
participants. The fact that men scored higher than women for
item 4 (“need technical support”) suggests that men felt more
confident than women with using the app. Previous studies
demonstrated that men tend to report overconfidence in their
abilities, especially in fields with a male connotation [43], which
computer science certainly represents [44]. Therefore, it is
unclear whether men really would have needed less help or
whether they overestimated themselves in their technical skills.

Our study suggests that older people are more likely to have
difficulties with the handling of such an app. This aligns with
a study showing that from the retirement age of 65 years, digital
media use among the German population begins to decline
dramatically [45] and a positive attitude toward digitalization
decreases with increasing age [46]. Older age has a negative
impact on the broad usability score given to a user interface
[25]. To that end, this study cannot definitively conclude if the
older participants of this study actually perceived the app to be
of relatively low usability or if their more negative attitude
toward the benefit of new technologies prompted them to give
lower scores. Due to the small sample size of participants aged
65 years and older, it is not possible to assert how older people
in general would cope with the handling of the app. Since GPs
are consulted predominantly by older people [47], further

research should focus on app testing with older patients to obtain
specific feedback, including suggestions for improvement.

Having learned German as a native language was positively
associated with a higher SUS score, although only patients with
sufficient German language proficiency were included in the
study [17]. This could be due to two different reasons: despite
the app’s plain language, it is possible that some of the medical
history questions or SUS items were not understood properly.

Daily media use was not associated with the SUS score, which
suggests that the app is designed to also ensure that people with
limited digital experience do not feel overstrained with its
operation.

Limitations
Despite our efforts, this study comes with several limitations.
The number of older participants (ie, aged 65 years and above)
was relatively low in comparison to their constituents in GP
practice settings [47]. One potential reason could be a more
pronounced skepticism toward digital tools in older generations,
leading to an increase in refusal for participation in the study
among older patients. However, as no screening lists were
maintained, this is mere speculation. A screening list should be
obtained in future studies to be able to characterize individuals
who declined participation. Another consideration is that people
with lower levels of digital media literacy use may not have
agreed to participate in the study.

Data collection was performed during the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic, which may have disproportionately impacted study
participants as certain patient groups may have avoided seeing
a doctor or were more likely to refuse to participate in the study
to avoid unnecessary contact. This could have included
especially vulnerable groups such as older people or those with
multimorbid conditions.

The Likert scale of the SUS questions shown with clickable
singular dots was replaced by a slider on December 8, 2021. In
the dot-based representation, it was compulsory to make an
entry before continuing, whereas the slider was automatically
set to the neutral center and could be shifted. This may have
led to incorrectly rated items. For example, this may have
occurred in instances of the internet faltering or the patient
having double-clicked without noticing. Since there were
repeated questions about the word “Inkonsistenzen” (SUS item
2), we replaced it by the more common synonym
“Unstimmigkeiten” (English translation: discrepancies).
Furthermore, hardware as well as the operating system may
have influenced the evaluation of the personally perceived
usability of a system [48]. For this study, iPad Minis with the
iOS operating system were exclusively used. Therefore, possible
differences in assessment related to the operating system and
hardware are not part of this study.

The SUS is able to classify the usability of a system but is unable
to identify specific usability issues nor capture the usability of
the system in its entirety. For a more in-depth usability
evaluation, different methods could be used (eg, interviews and
observations). During data collection, staff were able to observe
usability problems. In their observations, multiple-choice,
single-choice, and hybrid questions as well as the slider did not
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appear to cause any difficulties. In contrast, problems concerning
the handling of the app arose when participants were required
to input free-text entries (eg, age, height, weight). Further, some
study participants were unclear on how to open and close the
on-screen keyboard. Some participants also did not understand
that the figure on which a pain or an injury could be assigned
to a body region (see Figure 1E) could be rotated by clicking
on an icon at the bottom left of the screen. This means that, for
example, back pain may have been falsely reported as abdominal
pain. Lastly, an unstable internet connection arose during data
collection, which caused the app to be unresponsive
intermittently. These factors may have influenced the SUS score.

Conclusion
The app examined in this study for medical history taking passes
the usability test based on the SUS and appears to function on
par with other digital tools that have become well-integrated in
our everyday lives. However, not all people adapted equally
well to the app. For successful implementation, all end users,
regardless of age, technical affinity, health literacy, or preferred
language, must be able to use such a tool. Only if that is attained,
providing practical digital solutions can contribute to the
efficient and effective delivery of health care services. Therefore,
further research should focus on the identification of causes for
difficulties of using the app as well as finding appropriate
solutions.
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Abstract

Background: Clinicians working in intensive care units (ICUs) are immersed in a cacophony of alarms and a relentless onslaught
of data. Within this frenetic environment, clinicians make high-stakes decisions using many data sources and are often oversaturated
with information of varying quality. Traditional bedside monitors only depict static vital signs data, and these data are not easily
viewable remotely. Clinicians must rely on separate nursing charts—handwritten or electric—to review physiological patterns,
including signs of potential clinical deterioration. An automated physiological data viewer has been developed to provide at-a-glance
summaries and to assist with prioritizing care for multiple patients who are critically ill.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate a novel vital signs viewer system in a level 1 trauma center by subjectively assessing
the viewer’s utility in a high-volume ICU setting.

Methods: ICU attendings were surveyed during morning rounds. Physicians were asked to conduct rounds normally, using data
reported from nurse charts and briefs from fellows to inform their clinical decisions. After the physician finished their assessment
and plan for the patient, they were asked to complete a questionnaire. Following completion of the questionnaire, the viewer was
presented to ICU physicians on a tablet personal computer that displayed the patient’s physiologic data (ie, shock index, blood
pressure, heart rate, temperature, respiratory rate, and pulse oximetry), summarized for up to 72 hours. After examining the
viewer, ICU physicians completed a postview questionnaire. In both questionnaires, the physicians were asked questions regarding
the patient’s stability, status, and need for a higher or lower level of care. A hierarchical clustering analysis was used to group
participating ICU physicians and assess their general reception of the viewer.

Results: A total of 908 anonymous surveys were collected from 28 ICU physicians from February 2015 to June 2017. Regarding
physicians’ perception of whether the viewer enhanced the ability to assess multiple patients in the ICU, 5% (45/908) strongly
agreed, 56.6% (514/908) agreed, 35.3% (321/908) were neutral, 2.9% (26/908) disagreed, and 0.2% (2/908) strongly disagreed.

Conclusions: Morning rounds in a trauma center ICU are conducted in a busy environment with many data sources. This study
demonstrates that organized physiologic data and visual assessment can improve situation awareness, assist clinicians with
recognizing changes in patient status, and prioritize care.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e46030)   doi:10.2196/46030
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Introduction

Clinicians working in intensive care units (ICUs) must be able
to see, understand, and respond quickly to the complex and
ever-changing clinical environment of the ICU. They need to
be able to collect, analyze, and interpret what is happening and
what it means [1]. Situational awareness is essential for ICU
clinicians to provide safe and effective care to their patients.
When clinicians have good situational awareness, they are better
able to identify and respond to changes in their patients’
condition and to coordinate care with other members of the
health care team. However, clinicians are immersed in a
cacophony of alarms and a relentless onslaught of data. Within
this frenetic environment, clinicians make high-stakes decisions
using multiple data sources and are often oversaturated with
information of varying quality. While modern hospitals are
equipped with bedside monitors collecting various physiological
data in a real-time, continuous, and automated way, these data
are not always easily accessible remotely or available to be
viewed as a continuous trend [2]. The enormous amount of
unprocessed data adds an additional burden on ICU clinicians
who work in a dynamic environment with voluminous
decision-making requirements. Traditional bedside monitors
only show a single patient’s instantaneous (static) vital signs
(VS) data, limiting the clinician’s scope to view a patient’s
physiological trajectory within a clinically meaningful period
of time. Clinicians must rely on separate nursing
charts—handwritten or electronic—to review a patient’s
physiological status. Moreover, auditory alarms often cause
“alarm fatigue” instead of increasing situational awareness [3].
Many bedside monitors only display 1 or 2 patients’ information;
the ability to view an entire unit or ward allows a clinician to
prioritize attention to those in most need of critical care support
[4]. Improved visualization of patient information may help
clinicians cope with information overload in critical care settings
by improving situational awareness and supporting clinical
decision-making [5]. An automated physiological
data-organizing and information-summary system that presents
aggregated information from multiple data sources while
providing at-a-glance summaries of clinical data can assist ICU
clinicians with prioritizing care for multiple patients.

Developed initially for use in aircraft transporting multiple
patients who are critically ill, this VS viewer has 2 outcomes
of direct and important clinical applicability. First, the VS
viewer can provide clinicians with the capability to monitor
individual patient trends, improving overall decision-making.
Since patients in the ICU require multiple life support treatments
to ensure ideal long-term outcomes, improved display of VS
patterns could improve patient assessment and clinical
decision-making. Second, the VS viewer system allows remote
monitoring of groups of patients through a display that provides
clinicians with the ability to quickly identify patients in need
of rapid intervention. The objective of this work is to evaluate
the use of a VS viewer in ICUs at a high-volume level 1 trauma

center. We hypothesized that clinicians would subjectively
report improved situational awareness and enhanced ability to
make clinical decisions with the use of a VS viewer.

Methods

Data and System Design
In the ICUs of the University of Maryland Medical System, GE
Marquette Solar 7000/8000 (General Electric) patient VS
monitors are networked to provide a collection of real-time
patient VS data streams. Each patient monitor collects real-time
240 Hz waveforms and 0.5 Hz trend data, which are transferred
through the secure intranet to a dedicated BedMaster server
(Excel Medical Electronics) and archived [6]. To increase the
system’s availability and reliability, a triple-redundant design
was used, in which 3 BedMaster servers were used in parallel
to collect data from all bed units [7]. Physiological data collected
through this system, when they are displayed on the GE
Marquette monitor, include electrocardiographic,
photoplethysmographic, carbon dioxide, arterial blood pressure,
and intracranial pressure (ICP), among others. Trends include
heart rate (HR), respiratory rate, temperature, oxygen saturation,
end-tidal carbon dioxide, and ICP, among many others. This
information provides continuous VS data that relays important
physiological information regarding brain perfusion, cardiac
stability, overall tissue perfusion, and respiratory status.

During the design of the VS viewer for ICU, our goal was to
create a novel physiological data displayer that can reduce ICU
clinicians’ workload, enhance clinical decision-making, and
improve communication in a noisy and confined ICU
environment. To achieve the goal, we considered the factors of
usability and patient safety, which can be closely related in this
application. For usability, current bedside monitors often suffer
from insufficient time windows to display physiological trends,
a lack of clear indications of patients’ physiological status, and
a lack of overview of multiple patients for prioritizing [4]. To
enhance the clinicians’ efficiency while maximizing patients’
safety, we adopted the following design strategies: First, the
viewer should reduce the information overload for clinicians to
access patients’ physiological data, current or past, individual
or group [8-10]. Second, it should be compatible with the
existing patient monitor system so that clinicians can reuse their
existing knowledge about the monitor, which may increase the
acceptance of the VS viewer [8]. Third, in the user experience
design, the viewer should place the user in control [11]. It should
use simple colors and graphs to convey efficient information
while still providing detailed data for advanced users to access
with simple operations [12]. Fourth, the viewer should have
reasonable reliability for patients’ safety. Redundance was
introduced in the design for key components in the system, such
as the data collection, database, and web server [7].

The VS viewer adopted a client-server architecture. The server
handles 2 types of clients: the bedside monitors and the users.
It receives and persists in real-time physiologic data that are
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transmitted from the bedside monitors. A database records each
bedside VS value, bed name, and timestamp. The server also
responds to users’ requests for viewing data within a given time
frame. To continuously present the latest data to the user with
low latency, the VS viewer uses the asynchronous Javascript
and XML technique to pull the most recent data from the
database every minute [13]. Such a method allows the VS viewer
to automatically redraw all VS trajectories without refreshing
the entire viewing page.

The VS viewer provides a rich interface for data monitoring,
exploration, and recording. Data are depicted according to each
clinical area of operations, such as the trauma resuscitation unit
or emergency department, operating room, computed
tomography suite, and individual critical care units. Figure 1
demonstrates the grouping of bed units. On the left panel, a list
of all groups can be used as a shortcut to bed units. Selecting a
specific unit, a default 24-hour view is displaced for shock index
(SI=HR/systolic blood pressure), HR, systolic blood pressure,
ICP, cerebral perfusion pressure, brain trauma index, and
end-tidal carbon dioxide concentration. If ICP data are not
collected, the space is used to plot the next available VS,
optimizing the view.

When a bed is selected, a page for this bed (unit view) is
displayed. Figure 2 demonstrates the structure of the

information. The page is partitioned into multiple areas for
navigation, viewing, and tools. Its center is assigned for
presenting the selected patient’s physiologic data in a time frame
(up to 72 hours). VS trajectories are stacked vertically in order
of predefined importance. The bottom is reserved for plotting
bar segments of all VS that summarize the colored warnings
without showing the value changes. This provides a summary
of all available VS trends in a condensed space, which could
be used to view the physiological stability of the patient over
time. To provide an at-a-glance view of other rooms in this
group, the left panel lists all the rooms in the current group and
updates their VS trajectories in real time. The color-coded
warning in the thumbnails enhances situation awareness even
when the users are focusing on 1 patient.

The VS viewer has additional diagnostic tools. For example,
SI is a commonly used blood transfusion diagnosis tool [14].
The VS viewer adds a 2D SI diagram to show a changing
trajectory (Figure 3). To present the temporal information, a
heat map is plotted, ranging from blue (cold) to red (warm);
blue colors represent past events, whereas red colors represent
current data trends. Similarly, the brain trauma index (which is
ICP or cerebral perfusion pressure) can also be visualized in
the 2D plot [15].

Figure 1. The vital sign viewer in the “group” mode, with a default 24-hour display.
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Figure 2. Vital sign (VS) viewer in the “unit” mode, with default 24-hour display. Labeled area 1: navigation menu to other room groups. Area 2: title
information for room name, current time, and the next update time. Area 3: user portal. Area 4: list of beds in the same group with their current VS
thumbnails. Area 5: the main area to display selected room VS trajectories and the summarization with color-coded patterns. Area 6: diagnostic tools
for 2D scatter plots of shock index (=heart rate/systolic blood pressure) and brain trauma index (=intracranial pressure/cerebral perfusion pressure).
Area 7: functional buttons for selecting various time ranges for viewing.

Figure 3. An example 2D shock index plot. The colored scatter plot shows the change in shock index (heart rate/systolic blood pressure) from past
(blue) to recent (red), thereby depicting a 3-day change in worsening shock index.
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Clinical Thresholds
Colored warnings are an effective means to gain a clinician’s
attention and may be more effective than audible alarms,
especially in a noisy, busy, and confined environment [16]. In
the VS viewer, VS trajectories with colors may be viewed to
highlight the sections where the VS are outside of normal
clinical thresholds. For example, too low or too high HR
segments are displayed differently from normal HR. Clinical
thresholds for VSs were developed after surveying 47 clinicians
(24 medical doctors, 18 registered nurses, and 5 respiratory
therapists). Among them, 36 clinicians were from the University
of Maryland, Baltimore, and 11 from the University of
Cincinnati. After the survey was completed, a team of clinicians
met to review the results to reach a consensus on the viewer’s
opinion of their visual appearance. Multimedia Appendix 1
summarizes the optional threshold distributions for some
important VS. Based on these threshold values, a consensus set
of color-coded cutoffs was determined (Multimedia Appendix
2). These values were set as fixed parameters under
consideration of a simplified and consistent user interface.

Survey Design
Clinicians who were scheduled to work in the ICU or on the
trauma teams were contacted and trained on how to use the VS
viewer. Once trained, ICU and team clinicians were asked to
participate in the study. Clinicians were surveyed anonymously
from Tuesday to Friday and were asked to conduct rounds
normally, using data reported from nurse charts and briefs from
fellows to inform their clinical decisions. None of those
clinicians participated in the design of the VS viewer. A total
of 2 questionnaires were designed to collect clinicians’opinions
about a patient’s condition and satisfaction with the VS viewer.

Clinicians were given a preview survey upon their assessment
and formulation of their plan for each patient after traditional
rounds and before accessing the viewer. Immediately following
the completion of the pre-view survey, the VS viewer was
presented to the clinicians on a tablet, displaying the patient’s
past physiologic data visualized and summarized for up to 72
hours. After reviewing the viewer for up to 1 minute, clinicians
completed the postview questionnaire. In both questionnaires,
the clinicians answered questions regarding the patient’s
stability, status, and need for a higher or lower level of care. In
the post-view questionnaire, clinicians were also asked if they
intentionally planned to implement any of the following
interventions after seeing the viewer: (1) changing any current
medications, (2) ordering additional medications, (3) ordering
additional diagnostic tests, (4) changing ventilation settings, (5)
ordering additional labs, (6) physically reexamining this patient,
(7) providing fluid bolus, or (8) providing a blood transfusion.

Statistical Methods
A participant’s perceiving of the VS viewer’s usefulness is
represented by a vector consisting of the percentage of the 5
categories (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly
disagree) that he or she assigned to the question “the viewer
enhanced my understanding of the patient’s condition.” We
used the Ward method, a hierarchical clustering method, with
Manhattan distance to group the participants based on their
ratings to the question “the viewer enhanced my understanding
of the patient’s condition” [17,18]. Between those clusters, we
compared the participants’ opinion changes on the patients’
conditions in 7 questions (Table 1) before and after using the
viewer. The chi-square test was used to compare percentage
differences.

Table 1. The number of opinion changes for 7 questions (Q1-Q7) before and after seeing the viewer, with respect to the 5 clustered user types.

Dislike (C3, C4,
and C5), n (%)

Like (C1 and C2), n
(%)

C5,
n

C4,
n

C3,
n

C2,
n

C1,
n

Unique participants, n
(%)

Total changes, n
(%)

Questionsa

52 (40.3)77 (59.7)04210314616 (66.7)129 (14.2)Q1

40 (35.7)72 (64.3)0328343815 (62.5)112 (12.3)Q2

33 (22.8)112 (77.2)0303545818 (75)145 (16)Q3-6

40 (43.5)52 (56.5)0319322017 (70.8)92 (10.1)Q7

aPlease refer to Textbox 1 for the question.
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Textbox 1. Questions.

• Q1: Having reviewed the last 24 hours of information during rounds and before and after seeing the 24-hour viewer, do they feel that in the past
24 hours the patient has shown evidence of (a) infection, (b) hemodynamic instability, (c) uncontrolled bleeding, or (d) respiratory deterioration?

• Q2: Over the past 24 hours, has the patient’s condition (a) improved significantly, (b) improved slightly, (c) unchanged, (d) deteriorated slightly,
or (e) deteriorated significantly?

• Q3: Can the patient be transferred to a lower level of care?

• Q4: Can the patient be transferred to a higher level of care?

• Q5: Does the patient have a traumatic brain injury?

• Q6: Did the patient have intracranial pressure problems in the past 24 hours?

• Q7: Due to the viewer, do they plan for any changes in interventions, including (a) changing any current medications, (b) ordering additional
medications, (c) ordering additional diagnostic tests, (d) changing ventilation settings, (e) ordering additional labs, (f) physically reexamining
this patient, (g) providing a fluid bolus, or (h) providing a blood transfusion?

Note: These are the questions referenced in Table 1.

Ethical Considerations
The study has been approved by the institutional review board
of the University of Maryland School of Medicine
(HP-00063086).

Results

Survey Collection
From February 2017 to June 2017, the survey team followed
clinicians who agreed to take the surveys. A total of 908 surveys
were collected from 24 participants with unbalanced proportions.
Among the 908 rounds, 48 (5%) were patients who were newly
admitted, and 860 (95%) were not. When asked if the VS viewer
enhanced their understanding of the patient’s condition,
clinicians strongly agreed 45 (5%) times, agreed 514 (56.6%)
times, were neutral 321 (35.4%) times, disagreed 26 (2.9%)
times, and strongly disagreed 2 (0.2%) times. Figure 4 lists the
total surveys each participant contributed and the proportions
of ratings on whether the viewer enhanced his or her
understanding of the patient’s condition during a round.

Results show that physicians’ clinical assessments and plans
could be influenced by viewing the VS viewer for 1 minute or
less, indicated by a “yes” answer to at least 1 of the 8 questions
(Q7 in the survey). Of the 908 rounds, a total of 92 (10.1%)

rounds had at least 1 “yes” as planning on some changes to the
interventions. The most common change was (Q1) changing
current medications (36/908, 4%). The next most common
changes were (Q6) physically reexamining the patient (31/908,
3.4%), (Q2) ordering additional medications (20/908, 2.2%),
and (Q7) providing a fluid bolus (20/908, 2.2%).

We used the Ward method with Manhattan distance to group
the participants based on their ratings to the question “the viewer
enhanced my understanding of the patient’s condition” [17].
For example, 1 participant contributed 62 surveys and rated 2
“strongly agree,” 22 “agree,” 32 “neutral,” 5 “disagree,” and 1
“strongly disagree.” The vector of percentages (0.03, 0.35, 0.52,
0.08, and 0.02) represents the overall rating that this participant
had about the viewer. The 24 participants were clustered into
5 groups, as shown in Figure 5. The 5 groups correspond to the
participants who are mostly in favor (C1) of the viewer to those
least in favor (C5). There are 6 in C1, 6 in C2, 3 in C3, 7 in C4,
and 2 in C5, which shows a very balanced grouping, with half
of the participants in the C1 and C2 groups and the other half
in the other 3 clusters. This shows that the sampled rounds were
done by participants with almost similar proportions of different
attitudes toward the viewer. In other words, the survey team
sampled the rounds randomly enough so that the collected data
were not biased by participants with certain preexisting feelings
about the viewer.
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Figure 4. Distribution of each participant’s rating on if the viewer enhanced his or her understanding of the patient’s condition during a round.

Figure 5. Clusters of participants with similar feelings about the viewer. In total, 24 unique participants are grouped into 5 groups, corresponding to
“strongly favor,” “favor,” “neutral,” “dislike,” and “strongly dislike.”.

Comparisons
We analyzed the opinion changes before and after seeing the
viewer, regarding the patient’s stability, status, and need for a

higher or lower level of care. Instead of summarizing the total
changes in opinions, we compared them with respect to the
clusters of user types. The participants who were “neutral” (C3)
or “strongly dislike” (C5) had low numbers of opinion changes
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for all 7 questions. Those who were in clusters C1, C2, and C3
had more numbers of opinion changes (Table 1). For simplicity,
we can further group the participants into 2 types: those who
liked the VS viewer (C1 and C2) and those who disliked it (C3,
C4, and C5). The clinicians who liked the VS viewer had a
higher rate of changed opinions than those who disliked the VS
viewer regarding Q1 to Q6 (Q1: 59.7% vs 40.3%, Q2: 64.3%
vs 35.7%, and Q3-6: 77.2% vs 22.8%). When asked if they
planned for any changes for interventions (Q7), there was no
significant difference between the 2 major groups of clinicians
(56.5% vs 43.5%, P=.10).

Discussion

Principal Results
With the development of sensor and computing technologies,
vast amounts of high-quality, continuous electronic data,
including VS, alarms, and clinical interventions, are collected
at the bedside. Those data have the potential to provide an
unprecedented view of dynamic physiologic responses to injury,
illness, and treatments. Therefore, data gathered from bedsides
could assist clinicians in care planning and decision support.
However, massive amounts of data that are not well organized
or presented still create a barrier for clinicians making full use
of them in a busy resuscitation or intensive care environment.
Bedside monitors often only display instantaneous readings or
a short strip of recent physiologic VS for diagnosis. Clinicians
need to rely on separate nursing charts, handwritten or
electronic, to review a patient’s developing conditions. The VS
viewer, which automates physiological data by displaying clear
color-coded trends, presents aggregated information from
multiple data sources, provides at-a-glance summaries of clinical
data, and assists with the prioritization of care for multiple
patients.

The use of the VS viewer was subjectively assessed with 908
observations from clinicians working in ICUs at a high-volume
level 1 trauma center. Clinicians generally perceived the use of
the VS viewer favorably, as evidenced by survey data. The VS
viewer was originally developed for the United States Air Force
Critical Care Air Transport Teams [19,20]. Critical Care Air
Transport Teams transport up to 3 patients who are critically
ill in the back of the aircraft, allowing trauma surgeons to
perform far-forward damage control surgery, knowing that these
patients could be quickly transported rearward with full support.
This rapid transport of complex patients with multisystem
trauma, shock, burns, and respiratory failure who are in
hemodynamic flux requires continual resuscitation, stabilization,
advanced care, and life-saving interventions during air transport;
however, currently available advanced ICU monitoring systems
suitable for the needs of such patients were developed for use
in stable, hospital-based settings, not in the crowded, noisy,
vibrating, and sometimes frankly jolting environment of air
evacuation or long-distance air transport. The noise levels,
confined space, limited access to patients, vibration, and overall
limited patient visibility make using a VS viewer advantageous
in such a setting. Such technology can also be valuable in
enhancing emergency medical personnel’s decision-making for
initial triage. While traditional VS are useful in guiding

prehospital care and triage, they represent isolated points in
time, and trends and fluctuations in vitals may not be apparent.

In this study, we set the clinical thresholds for colored warnings
to be uniform across all beds. This was to make the user
interface simplified and more consistent during a survey.
Additionally, a set of predefined thresholds from a group of
experienced clinicians could be a useful out-of-the-box feature
when the VS viewer is deployed in the field. That said, the
clinical thresholds could be personalized for each bed. For
example, if the bedside monitor allows alarm threshold settings,
such settings could be used as the colored warning thresholds
in the VS viewer for each bed.

The VS viewer has expanded from ICUs to trauma resuscitation
units, operating rooms, neuro ICUs, and pediatric ICUs at the
University of Maryland Medical Center. In 2020, during the
COVID-19 pandemic, it was deployed to monitor 150 beds in
biocontaminated units to reduce the risk of infection and
improve efficiency for clinicians in treating their patients.

Innovations
The VS viewer is a multipatient physiological monitor. To the
best of our knowledge, we could not find any articles that
describe a viewer system with a similar design. In a
comprehensive review by Waller et al [5], a total of 17
information displays in ICU settings were designed for specific
disease states or body systems, such as cerebral perfusion
monitoring for individual patients or monitoring for arterial
blood gas trends. The novel user interface presented in this study
was designed with the aim of conveying information more
efficiently to ICU clinicians in a noisy, confined, and busy
environment. It uses color-coded warnings to indicate a patient’s
status and highlight data that needs attention. The side panel
provides a peek at the physiological status of other patients,
which can help clinicians keep an eye on other patients even if
their attention is focused on a single patient. It uses advanced
web front-end techniques to hide large quantities of data behind
simple line charts and reveal them when needed.

Clinical Impact
The use of the VS viewer can have several possible influences
on clinical assessment and plans. It can help clinicians quickly
recognize critical changes in the patient’s physiologic status
and provide early interventions to prevent further deterioration.
The VS viewer can potentially improve patient outcomes by
providing clinicians with a concise overview of key information,
reducing cognitive load and errors, and improving compliance
with evidence-based safety guidelines [12]. It may also help to
improve communication efficiency within the ICU team by
providing easy access to a shared platform of patient longitudinal
data. It can reduce the workload of the ICU team by automating
routine tasks such as extracting data from nursing charts.

To prioritize care in high-volume ICUs, intensive care clinicians
must be able to rapidly identify physiological events and the
need for intervention. The VS viewer can help organize a large
amount of data in a busy, noisy ICU environment where close
monitoring of patients who are critically ill is essential to detect
potentially harmful physiological trends. The presentation of
data with temporal, color-coded patterns, and the ability of the
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VS viewer to provide at-a-glance data for entire units is
advantageous for clinicians working in high-volume ICUs.

The color-coded patterns may reduce the “alarm fatigue” issue
in noisy ICUs. The noise burden is common in modern
physiologic monitoring systems and has been recognized as a
critical patient safety concern in the hospital care setting [21-23].
In noisy environments, such as ICUs, helicopter transportation,
or aeromedical evacuation, loud and continuous alarms could
reduce their specificity in getting clinicians’ responses. Another
issue with audible alarms is that they are transient and cannot
be replayed once they are gone. While the visual alert patterns
could show the longitudinal patterns of physiologic change.

Related Work
The VS viewer with organized and easy-access information
could be part of the effort to build the smart ICU or the tele-ICU.
The concepts of smart ICU and tele-ICU aim to maximize the
use of bedside clinical expertise in assessing and treating patients
by providing integrated monitoring and actionable information
[24-26]. A survey study of 86 ICU staff in a German university
hospital summarized that health providers expect ICU
monitoring could be improved by reducing false alarms, using
wireless sensors and mobile devices, preparing for the use of
AI, and enhancing the digital literacy of ICU staff [27,28]. The
VS viewer could be used in both centralized and decentralized
architectures of tele-ICU for extending coverage and facilitating
patient transfer between hospitals because of its flexible
configuration of grouping ICU beds virtually [29]. By making
essential clinical information available remotely, the VS viewer
allows clinicians to provide care plans when on-site support is
infeasible or limited [30,31]. It may potentially reduce exposure
to contagious diseases and, hence, increase patient safety.

With continuous physiologic data and other clinical information,
the VS viewer has the ability to process real-time data into
predictive algorithms, which is also desired for tele-ICU [30].
Beyond being a plain displayer, the VS viewer could embed
risk-prediction algorithms that use continuous VS as inputs and
may promote more efficient interventions to reduce ICU risk
[31]. For example, ICU mortality prediction [32,33], secondary
insults after severe brain traumatic injury [34], needs for
transfusion [35,36], and neurologic decline in the ICU [37] are
reported to have good predictive performances by using
variables derived from continuous VS. We have also shown
that using risk scores calculated from continuously measured
VS, patients requiring endovascular resuscitative interventions
can be identified with high accuracy [38]. Moreover, the VS

viewer could serve as a platform for predictive model diagnosis
by providing clinicians with explainable artificial intelligence
[39]. With patient VS data, we can use the Shapley Additive
exPlanations algorithm to calculate each variable’s contribution
to the prediction result [40]. Therefore, the clinicians would
know not only the prediction but also the contribution of each
variable to the prediction. Such information may help clinicians
make more personalized care plans.

Limitations
There are limitations to this work that are worth noting. We
collected data from a large number of ICU clinicians compared
to trauma team clinicians. Trauma team clinicians are surgeons
responsible for the same patient throughout the entire length of
stay, regardless of the acuity of the patient. ICU clinicians are
intensivists and are only responsible for patients in the ICU.
Hence, disparities between both groups of clinicians are
inevitable, as each group has different clinical perspectives and
patient workloads. As occurs in nearly all survey work, response
rates and receptiveness to the surveys varied. Some clinicians
were more amenable to being surveyed compared to others. In
the collected forms, there were more surveys from some
clinicians than from others. To reduce this potential bias, we
clustered the participants based on their overall rating on each
round, from which we estimated each participant’s a priori
attitude toward using this viewer. The results show that there
was a balanced “favoring” and “non-favoring” of using this
viewer.

We only evaluated the viewer based on clinicians’ satisfaction
and efficiency (potential changes in interventions before and
after seeing the viewer). In future studies, randomized controlled
trials can be designed to analyze the viewer’s impact on patients’
outcomes and safety [12].

Conclusions
We designed, implemented, and evaluated an automated
physiologic data organizer and visualization platform. It
provides at-a-glance summaries and assists with prioritizing
care for multiple patients. The VS viewer demonstrates a method
to assemble large quantities of data from multiple sources and
represents trends in each patient’s condition with simple color
codes, greatly improving situational awareness. It has the
potential to be used in en route care, hospitals with multiple
branches, and understaffed hospitals in remote areas. The survey
shows that organized physiologic data and visual assessment
could assist clinicians in recognizing changes in patient status
and prioritizing care.
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HR: heart rate
ICP: intracranial pressure
ICU: intensive care unit
SI: shock index
VS: vital signs
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Abstract

Background: Robust adverse drug event (ADE) reporting systems are crucial to monitor and identify drug safety signals, but
the quantity and type of ADEs captured may vary by system characteristics.

Objective: We compared ADEs reported in 2 different reporting systems in the same jurisdictions, the Patient Safety and
Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction (PSLS-ADR) and ActionADE, to understand report variation.

Methods: This retrospective observational study analyzed reports entered into PSLS-ADR and ActionADE systems between
December 1, 2019, and December 31, 2022. We conducted a comprehensive analysis including all events from both reporting
systems to examine coverage and usage and understand the types of events captured in both systems. We calculated descriptive
statistics for reporting facility type, patient demographics, serious events, and most reported drugs. We conducted a subanalysis
focused on adverse drug reactions to enable direct comparisons between systems in terms of the volume and events reported. We
stratified results by reporting system.

Results: We performed the comprehensive analysis on 3248 ADE reports, of which 12.4% (375/3035) were reported in
PSLS-ADR and 87.6% (2660/3035) were reported in ActionADE. Distribution of all events and serious events varied slightly
between the 2 systems. Iohexol, gadobutrol, and empagliflozin were the most common culprit drugs (173/375, 46.2%) in
PSLS-ADR, while hydrochlorothiazide, apixaban, and ramipril (308/2660, 11.6%) were common in ActionADE. We included
2728 reports in the subanalysis of adverse drug reactions, of which 12.9% (353/2728) were reported in PSLS-ADR and 86.4%
(2357/2728) were reported in ActionADE. ActionADE captured 4- to 6-fold more comparable events than PSLS-ADR over this
study’s period.

Conclusions: User-friendly and robust reporting systems are vital for pharmacovigilance and patient safety. This study highlights
substantial differences in ADE data that were generated by different reporting systems. Understanding system factors that lead
to varying reporting patterns can enhance ADE monitoring and should be taken into account when evaluating drug safety signals.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52495)   doi:10.2196/52495
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Introduction

Over 2 million Canadians visit an emergency department every
year because of an adverse drug event (ADE), an unintended
and harmful event related to medication use [1,2]. ADEs incur
over 700,000 hospital admissions, and cost over CAD $1 billion
(USD $7.48 million) in annual health care expenditures across
Canada [2,3]. The importance of addressing this issue cannot
be overstated: the World Health Organization (WHO) has
identified the prevention of ADEs as an urgent global public
health priority [4].

In response to this pressing concern, Canada implemented
regulations outlined in the Protecting Canadians from Unsafe
Drugs Act (Vanessa’s Law) which came into full effect on
December 16, 2019. This federal legislation mandates prompt
reporting of serious adverse drug reactions (ADRs; a subtype
of ADEs) and medical device incidents from hospitals to Health
Canada within 30 days of documentation [5]. These regulations
serve as a safeguard to protect patients and improve drug
surveillance.

Postmarketing pharmacovigilance is crucial in the detection,
assessment, and prevention of ADEs under real-world conditions
[6,7]. Among the various methods used, spontaneous reporting
stands out as one of the most widely adopted approaches in
pharmacovigilance [8]. When patients or health professionals
spontaneously report ADEs, drug safety monitoring agencies
evaluate and integrate these reports into databases, enabling
ongoing identification of safety signals [7,8]. This method of
surveillance captures data from a broad population and allows
us to detect drug safety signals that may not have been identified
in the randomized trials used for drug licensing and monitor
rare ADEs to medications [9].

It is important to recognize, however, that there is considerable
variation in ADE reporting systems worldwide in terms of their
design, data fields, terminologies [10], and implementations,
which may impact the volume and type of ADEs reported [11].
Variation in design also leads to a lack of standardization of
reports, which can in turn prohibit interoperability or effective
exchange of ADE reports between systems and may prevent
comparisons of ADE events, rates, and risk factors across
systems [10].

Despite this variation, the diversity of systems may also be a
strength. Each system has the potential to complement others,
enhancing the overall quantity and quality of ADE data, if
variation in design leads to variation in reporting behaviors or
the types of reports that can be entered [12]. To leverage this
untapped potential, we need to better understand and compare
the events collected through diverse reporting systems [13].
Understanding similarities and differences between systems
will enable researchers and drug safety monitoring agencies to
more effectively use existing data for accurate signal detection,
especially for new or rare ADEs, and prioritize the investigation
of drug safety signals. This knowledge will also aid stakeholders
in optimizing the design and implementation of new reporting

systems to enhance ADE data collection and drug safety
surveillance and better align systems with their intended purpose
[10].

Health Canada, the regulatory authority for postmarketing
pharmacovigilance in Canada, oversees the Canada Vigilance
Program, collecting reports of suspected ADEs since 1965.
Health professionals and consumers can voluntarily submit
reports through various channels, including a web-based
platform, phone, fax, or mail. Hospitals are required to submit
written reports within 30 days, and Health Canada allows them
flexibility by permitting the use of existing systems and
processes to meet reporting requirements. With Health Canada’s
approval, hospitals may use a third party, such as a regional
health authority or other reporting programs, to submit reports
[14].

The province of British Columbia (BC) currently uses 2
approved spontaneous reporting systems that enable hospitals
to comply with Vanessa’s Law mandates: the BC Patient Safety
and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction (PSLS-ADR)
reporting form and ActionADE. Briefly, PSLS-ADR was
developed and implemented as the first province-wide,
web-based platform and supports hospitals in meeting the
mandatory reporting requirements [14]. ActionADE,
implemented later in the timeline, is a research-driven,
web-based app that aims to prevent unintentional redispensation
of harmful medications by facilitating the sharing of ADE
information between providers across health care settings. ADE
reporting occurs as a byproduct of enabling safer care provision
(Multimedia Appendix 1) [15].

These 2 systems enable a comparison of the quality and quantity
of ADE data generated using 2 different designs. Our objective
is to describe and compare the ADEs that health care providers
documented using PSLS-ADR and ActionADE during the first
3 years following the implementation of Vanessa’s Law.

Methods

ADE Reporting Systems

About PSLS-ADR
BC Patient Safety and Learning System (PSLS) is an initiative
of the BC Patient Safety Task Force, developed in collaboration
with all 6 provincial health authorities and the Health Care
Protection Program, which is part of the Risk Management
Branch of the Ministry of Finance that insures BC hospitals
[16]. BC PSLS is a web-based safety event reporting and
management information system designed to support the
identification, investigation, and analysis of safety and
risk-related events, including safety hazards, near misses, and
adverse events [17]. The system underwent a pilot phase in
2007 and was subsequently implemented province-wide in 2008.
BC PSLS has been instrumental in promoting patient safety
within the health care system in BC [16].
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In response to the introduction of Vanessa’s Law and in
collaboration with Health Canada, BC PSLS launched
PSLS-ADR as a new add-on to the existing system in 2014 and
released an updated version in 2019 [18,19]. PSLS-ADR is
accessible to health care facilities in all health authorities across
BC, including acute care hospitals, long-term care facilities,
and outpatient clinics. Authorized health care professionals with
access to the secure health authority network, including
employees, medical staff, paramedics, contractors, students,
and volunteers, can submit reports to PSLS-ADR [15]. Once a
report is submitted, the system notifies the medication safety
officer in the respective health authority to review and respond
to the event [20]. The health authorities send eligible reports to
Health Canada for Vanessa’s Law reporting requirements.
Reports are not made available to care providers and not
integrated into the electronic medical record. They are only
generated for the purposes of pharmacosurveillance (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

The PSLS-ADR data fields are based largely on the Canada
Vigilance Adverse Reaction Reporting Form, with additional
questions enabling medication safety officers, pharmacy
representatives, and others to follow-up with reporters or
patients, if necessary [20]. The PSLS-ADR reporting form
contains 26 required data fields that collect information about
the patient, the adverse reaction (eg, seriousness), the suspected
health products (types, name, route used, therapy dates, and
treatments), and the reporters.

About ActionADE
Previous studies found that 32.5% of ADE cases observed in
emergency departments are repeat events [21], often occurring
due to the unintentional represcription or redispensation of the
same or a same-class medication as one that previously caused
harm [22]. This recurrence is attributed to the lack of effective
means to communicate and integrate ADE information into
clinical workflows. ActionADE, a research-driven initiative,
was developed to address this communication gap [23,24].

In collaboration with the Ministry of Health, Vancouver Coastal
Health, a technology partner, and health professional
organizations and clinicians, our research team developed and
piloted ActionADE between 2016 and 2019 using participatory
design principles and data standards that were evaluated and
subsequently pilot tested to optimize the system’s usability
[10,11,15,24-28]. In 2020, we began the implementation of
ActionADE in 1 hospital (Vancouver General Hospital) and
then expanded its use to 6 hospitals operated by Vancouver
Coastal Health and Providence Health Care as part of a research
initiative. Although providers were encouraged to use
ActionADE, they maintain complete autonomy in choosing
between the PSLS-ADR and ActionADE systems to meet their
needs.

ActionADE is a web-based app that allows providers to
document and communicate ADE information, bidirectionally
through its integration (or linkage) with BC’s central drug
database (PharmaNet). ActionADE was accessible to a subset
of care providers with an eligible prescriber identification
number issued by their respective regulatory college (ie,
physicians, pharmacists, and nurse practitioners) [29]. Eligible

clinicians submit reports to ActionADE from a designated health
authority network, and the data are shared with clinicians within
the patient’s circle of care via PharmaNet and used to create
safety alerts when community pharmacists attempt to redispense
culprit or same-class medications. ActionADE complements
the PSLS-ADR system by automating ADE reporting to Health
Canada (Multimedia Appendix 3).

The ActionADE data fields were developed based on a
systematic review of ADE reporting systems worldwide and
participatory action research with clinician end users and are
compatible with Health Canada’s Canada Vigilance Adverse
Reaction Reporting Form [10,11,15,27,30]. As ActionADE is
integrated with PharmaNet, several fields auto-populate based
on the patient’s personal health number, including patient’s
personal and demographic information (ie, name, date of birth,
and sex), reporter’s information (ie, name, role, and site), and
patient’s 14-month medication dispensation history. To create
a new report, the system auto-populates the patient’s information
and medication dispensation history, as well as the reporter’s
information. ActionADE contains 5 required data fields that
collect information about the suspect drugs, which is auto
generated based on the medication dispensation history or added
manually, the ADE type, and details of the event (eg, symptoms
or diagnosis, outcome, and certainty; Multimedia Appendix 4).

Study Design
In this retrospective observational study, we analyzed reports
documented in PSLS-ADR and ActionADE entered by providers
at health care facilities operated by the Vancouver Coastal
Health Authority (excluding Providence Health Care, as
PSLS-ADR data were unavailable from those facilities) in BC,
Canada, between December 1, 2019, to December 31, 2022.

For PSLS-ADR, we included reports documented by authorized
health care professionals (eg, employees, medical staff,
paramedics, contractors, students, and volunteers) from >120
health care facilities across the province, including hospital,
urgent and primary care, long-term care facilities, and
community health centers’clinics. For ActionADE, we included
reports documented by eligible clinicians from 4 hospitals where
ActionADE is implemented: Lions Gate Hospital, Richmond
Hospital, UBC (University of British Columbia) Hospital, and
Vancouver General Hospital (Multimedia Appendix 5) [31].

We divided this study’s period into 4 phases: baseline period,
when all hospitals across BC only used PSLS-ADR (December
2019 to February 2020); year 1 (March 2020 to November
2020), when 1 hospital (Vancouver General Hospital) had the
option to use ActionADE for piloting purposes while all other
sites in BC exclusively used PSLS-ADR; and year 2 (December
2020 to November 2021) and year 3 (December 2021 to
December 2022), when the 4 hospitals had the option to use
PSLS-ADR or ActionADE and all other sites in BC exclusively
used PSLS-ADR (Multimedia Appendix 6).

Data Sources
For this study, we requested ADE reports from PSLS-ADR
from the BC PSLS central office and retrieved reports
documented in ActionADE during the same period from the
ActionADE database. We obtained information about hospital
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characteristics through the Information Access and Privacy
Services at Provincial Health Services Authority, including
number of beds, population served, and the number of
emergency department visits per year.

Data Extraction
To allow for direct comparisons between the 2 systems, we
combined similar variables wherever possible. A clinical
pharmacist classified all free-text drug entries from the
PSLS-ADR reports into the equivalent generic drug name that
would be present if the same report were entered into
ActionADE based on the provincial formulary. We translated
continuous age from ActionADE into the age categories in
PSLS-ADR. We combined information across platforms to
produce combined variables for report date, patient
demographics (age group and sex), types of ADE (ADRs and
nonadverse drug reactions), ADE outcomes (death, emergency
visit, hospitalized or hospital extended, life threatening,
worsened preexisting condition, permanent disability and fetal
defect, other, and unknown) [27], and reporter information (role
and facility).

Statistical Analysis

Comprehensive Analysis
First, we performed a comprehensive statistical analysis to
provide a global view of coverage, usage, and the types of
information captured by both reporting systems. We included
all events from both reporting systems, excluding reports related
to user errors (eg, duplicate reports), refuted allergies, and
reports with incomplete data. We calculated descriptive statistics
(eg, means and SDs or frequency and percentages) for the
following variables: total number and types of the reporting
facilities (hospital vs nonhospital), patient’s age group, patient’s
sex, roles of reporters, proportion of serious events, and the 10
most reported culprit drugs for all events and serious events.
We defined serious events based on the Health Canada’s
definition. This definition includes ADEs that require in-patient
hospitalization or prolongation of existing hospitalization, cause
congenital malformation, result in persistent or significant
disability or incapacity, are life-threatening, or result in death
[14].

ADR Analysis
To allow for direct comparisons between the 2 systems, we then
conducted a subsample analysis that only included ADR reports
(a subtype of ADE) that met Health Canada’s definition and
that could have been reported in both systems. According to
Health Canada, ADRs encompass harmful and unintended
responses to a health product, including any undesirable patient
effects suspected to be associated with health product use. This
definition includes unintended effects, health product abuse,
overdoses, interactions (including drug-drug and drug-food
interactions), and unusual lack of therapeutic efficacy, all of
which are considered reportable adverse reactions [14,32,33].
We included eligible ADR reports from both reporting systems
from sites where both systems were available, excluding reports
related to user errors (eg, duplicate reports), refuted allergies,

and reports with incomplete data. We calculated descriptive
statistics for the following variables: patient’s age group,
patient’s sex, proportion of serious events, the 10 most reported
culprit drugs, and mean monthly counts of all events and serious
events during each phase of this study period, stratified by
reporting system. We conducted all analyses using SAS
statistical software (version 9.4; SAS Institute).

Ethical Considerations
The UBC (University of British Columbia) clinical research
ethics board approved of this research (H18-01332 and
H22-00312) and provided a waiver for obtaining informed
consent as this study meets the Tri-Council Policy Statement
minimal risk criteria.

Results

Comprehensive Analysis
We extracted 3248 reports from both reporting systems. After
removing 213 reports related to refuted allergies, erroneous
reports, and reports with incomplete data, the analytic cohort
for the comprehensive analysis comprised 3035 unique ADEs
reported in either system (Figure 1). Of these, 12.4% (375/3035)
were entered in PSLS-ADR and 87.6% (2660/3035) were
reported in ActionADE.

Approximately 50% of the events occurred in male patients in
both PSLS-ADR (178/375) and ActionADE (1285/3035). The
highest proportion of events were from patients aged 45-64
years (32.8%, 123/375) in PSLS-ADR and aged 75-84 years
(25.3%, 674/2660) in ActionADE. In total, 12 facilities (5
hospitals and 7 nonhospital facilities) entered reports in
PSLS-ADR. The primary reporters in PSLS-ADR were medical
imaging staff or technicians (170/375, 45.3%) and pharmacists
(174/375, 46.4%). Of the 4 hospitals that entered reports in
ActionADE, pharmacists were the reporter for 92.1%
(2451/3035) of the events. The proportion of serious events was
36% (135/377) in PSLS-ADR and 28.2% (749/3035) in
ActionADE (Table 1).

In PSLS, the most common culprit drugs were iohexol,
gadobutrol, and empagliflozin, accounting for 46.2% (173/375)
of all events. Empagliflozin, ibuprofen, and iohexol represented
11.8% (16/135) of serious events (Tables 2 and 3). Iohexol and
gadobutrol are both contrast agents used for diagnostic imaging,
whereas empagliflozin is an oral medication primarily prescribed
for managing type 2 diabetes mellitus and ibuprofen is an oral,
over-the-counter nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug used to
relieve pain, reduce inflammation, and alleviate fever.

In ActionADE, the most common culprit drugs were
hydrochlorothiazide, ramipril, and apixaban, which accounted
for 10.5% (356/3391) of all events; hydrochlorothiazide,
empagliflozin, and apixaban represented 11.1% (105/951) of
serious events (Tables 2 and 3). Hydrochlorothiazide and
ramipril are commonly prescribed for hypertension. Apixaban,
an oral anticoagulant, is primarily used for stroke prevention in
patients with atrial fibrillation and for treatment and prevention
of venous thromboembolism.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram. ADE: adverse drug event; ADR: adverse drug reaction; PSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug
Reaction.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of all events included in the comprehensive analysis by reporting systema.

ActionADEc (n=2660), n (%)PSLS-ADRb (n=375), n (%)Characteristics

Type of reporting facilitates

4 (100)5 (41.6)Hospitals

0 (0)7 (58.4)Nonhospitals

Patient age group (y)

22 (0.8)11 (2.9)<1-19

299 (11.2)83 (22.1)20-44

523 (19.7)123 (32.8)45-64

544 (20.5)67 (17.9)65-74

674 (25.3)52 (13.9)75-84

598 (22.5)39 (10.4)>84

Patient sex

1285 (48.3)178 (47.5)Male

Role of reporter

204 (7.7)SuppresseddPhysicians

—e27 (7.2)Nurses

—e170 (45.3)Medical imaging staff or technologists

5 (0.2)SuppressedNurse practitioners

2451 (92.1)174 (46.4)Pharmacists

—eSuppressedOthers

749 (28.2)135 (36.0)Proportion of serious eventsf

aThe comprehensive analysis included all events from both reporting systems excluding reports related to errors, refuted allergy, and incomplete data
on study variables.
bPSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.
cADE: adverse drug event.
dCell sizes <5 are suppressed.
eThese personnel are not eligible to report in ActionADE.
fSerious events are those with an outcome of fetal defect, permanent disability, hospitalization, extended hospitalization, life threatening, or death.
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Table 2. Most frequently reported culprit drugs for all events in the comprehensive analysis by reporting systems.

n (%)System and drug

PSLS-ADRa (n=375)

154 (41.1)Iohexol

12 (3.2)Gadobutrol

7 (1.9)Empagliflozin

7 (1.9)Rivaroxaban

6 (1.6)Furosemide

6 (1.6)Nivolumab

6 (1.6)Ramipril

6 (1.6)Unknown generic drug

5 (1.3)Acetylsalicylic acid

5 (1.3)Ibuprofen

ActionADEb (n=2660)

113 (4.2)Hydrochlorothiazide

103 (3.9)Apixaban

92 (3.5)Ramipril

88 (3.3)Acetylsalicylic acid

88 (3.3)Warfarin

79 (3)Rivaroxaban

77 (2.9)Furosemide

63 (2.4)Empagliflozin

52 (2)Metformin HCLc

50 (1.9)Spironolactone

aPSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.
bADE: adverse drug event.
cHCL: hydrochloride.
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Table 3. Most frequently reported culprit drugs for serious eventsa in the comprehensive analysis by reporting systems.

n (%)System and drug

PSLS-ADRb (n=135)

6 (4.4)Empagliflozin

5 (3.7)Ibuprofen

5 (3.7)Iohexol

5 (3.7)Nivolumab

SuppressedcAcetylsalicylic acid

SuppressedGlyburide

SuppressedRivaroxaban

SuppressedAllopurinol

SuppressedAmlodipine besylate

SuppressedApixaban

ActionADEd (n=749)

43 (5.7)Hydrochlorothiazide

26 (3.5)Empagliflozin

24 (3.2)Apixaban

20 (2.7)Furosemide

18 (2.4)Acetylsalicylic acid

18 (2.4)Rivaroxaban

16 (2.1)Candesartan cilexetil

16 (2.1)Ramipril

16 (2.1)Chlorthalidone

15 (2)Spironolactone

aSerious events are those with an outcome of fetal defect, permanent disability, hospitalization, extended hospitalization, life threatening, or death.
bPSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.
cCell sizes <5 are suppressed.
dADE: adverse drug event.

ADR Analysis
We included a total of 2728 reports that met Health Canada’s
definition of an ADR from facilities that had the option of using
either reporting system during this study’s period (Figure 1)
[32,33]. Of the included reports, 12.9% (353/2728) were entered
in PSLS-ADR, while the majority (2357/2728, 86.4%) were
reported in ActionADE.

The distribution of ADR reports by patient sex, age, primary
reporters and proportion of serious events for both systems were
similar to the comprehensive analysis (Table 4). However, each
reporting system revealed distinct patterns of reporting. In
PSLS-ADR, iohexol, gadobutrol, and empagliflozin accounted
for 44.8% (168/353) of all events, while empagliflozin,
ibuprofen, and nivolumab represented 12.1% (16/133) of serious
events. In ActionADE, hydrochlorothiazide, ramipril, and

apixaban accounted for 12% (284/2357) of all events.
Furthermore, hydrochlorothiazide, empagliflozin, and apixaban
represented 13.4% (88/671) of serious events (Tables 5 and 6).

A direct comparison in events reportable through both the
PSLS-ADR and ActionADE systems revealed an increase in
event reporting, including serious events, following the
implementation of ActionADE (Figures 2 and 3). Baseline
measurements indicate that the mean monthly counts of all
events and serious events across sites were 2.9 (95% CI 2.2 to
3.6) and 1.7 (95% CI 0.8 to 2.5), respectively. In period 3, the
mean monthly counts of all events and serious events across
sites escalated to 27.2 (95% CI 20.4 to 34.0) and 7.0 (95% CI
4.9 to 9.2), respectively, reflecting a 9- and 4-fold increase over
time. Furthermore, the mean monthly counts of all events and
serious events during this study’s period within the ActionADE
system were 6- and 4-fold greater than that of PSLS-ADR.
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of events meeting Health Canada’s ADRa definitionb across common reporting sitesc by reporting system.

ActionADEe (n=2357), n (%)PSLS-ADRd (n=353), n (%)Characteristics

Patient age group (y)

18 (0.8)11 (3.1)<1-19

239 (10.1)77 (21.8)20-44

450 (19.1)114 (32.3)45-64

494 (21)64 (18.1)65-74

606 (25.7)49 (13.9)75-84

550 (23.3)38 (10.8)>84

Patient sex

1114 (47.3)173 (49)Male

Role of reporter

161 (6.8)SuppressedfPhysicians

—g22 (6.2)Nurses

—155 (43.9)Medical imaging staff or technologistsh

5 (0.2)SuppressedNurse practitioners

2190 (92.9)173 (49)Pharmacists

—SuppressedOthersh

671 (28.5)133 (37.7)Proportion of serious eventsi

aADR: adverse drug reactions.
bAccording to Health Canada adverse drug reaction includes unintended effects, health product abuse, overdoses, interactions (including drug-drug and
drug-food interactions), and unusual lack of therapeutic efficacy.
cCommon reporting sites included Vancouver General, University of British Columbia, Lions Gate, and Richmond Hospitals.
dPSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.
eADE: adverse drug event.
fCell sizes <5 are suppressed.
gNot available.
hThese personnel are not eligible to report in ActionADE.
iSerious events are those with an outcome of fetal defect, permanent disability, hospitalization, extended hospitalization, life threatening, or death.
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Table 5. Most frequently reported culprit drugs for all events meeting Health Canada’s ADRa definitionsb across common reporting sitesc by reporting
system and severity.

n (%)System and drug

PSLS-ADRd (n=353)

139 (39.4)Iohexol

12 (3.4)Gadobutrol

7 (2)Empagliflozin

7 (2)Rivaroxaban

6 (1.7)Furosemide

6 (1.7)Nivolumab

6 (1.7)Ramipril

5 (1.4)Acetylsalicylic acid

5 (1.4)Ibuprofen

5 (1.4)Indapamide

ActionADEe (n=2357)

109 (4.6)Hydrochlorothiazide

88 (3.7)Ramipril

87 (3.7)Apixaban

75 (3.2)Acetylsalicylic acid

74 (3.1)Warfarin

71 (3)Rivaroxaban

60 (2.5)Empagliflozin

56 (2.4)Furosemide

44 (1.9)Metformin HCLf

43 (1.8)Ibuprofen

aADR: adverse drug reaction.
bAccording to Health Canada adverse drug reaction includes unintended effects, health product abuse, overdoses, interactions (including drug-drug and
drug-food interactions), and unusual lack of therapeutic efficacy.
cCommon reporting sites included Vancouver General, University of British Columbia, Lions Gate, and Richmond Hospitals.
dPSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.
eADE: adverse drug event.
fHCL: hydrochloride.
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Table 6. Most frequently reported culprit drugs for serious eventsa meeting Health Canada’s ADRb definitionsc across common reporting sitesd by
reporting system and severity.

n (%)System and drug

PSLS-ADRe (n=133)

6 (4.5)Empagliflozin

5 (3.8)Ibuprofen

5 (3.8)Nivolumab

SuppressedfAcetylsalicylic acid

SuppressedGlyburide

SuppressedRivaroxaban

SuppressedAllopurinol

SuppressedAmlodipine besylate

SuppressedApixaban

SuppressedClopidogrel bisulfate

ActionADEg (n=671)

43 (6.7)Hydrochlorothiazide

25 (3.7)Empagliflozin

20 (3)Apixaban

19 (2.8)Acetylsalicylic acid

16 (2.4)Chlorthalidone

14 (2.1)Ramipril

14 (2.1)Rivaroxaban

13 (1.9)Ibuprofen

13 (1.9)Warfarin

12 (1.8)Candesartan cilexetil

aCommon reporting sites included Vancouver General, University of British Columbia, Lions Gate, and Richmond Hospitals.
bADR: adverse drug reaction.
cAccording to Health Canada adverse drug reaction includes unintended effects, health product abuse, overdoses, interactions (including drug-drug and
drug-food interactions), and unusual lack of therapeutic efficacy.
dSerious events are those with an outcome of fetal defect, permanent disability, hospitalization, extended hospitalization, life threatening, or death.
ePSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.
fCell sizes <5 are suppressed.
gADE: adverse drug event.
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Figure 2. Mean monthly counts of all events meeting Health Canada’s ADR definitions across common reporting sites during this study’s period.
ADR: adverse drug reaction; PSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.

Figure 3. Mean monthly counts of serious events meeting Health Canada’s ADR definitions across common reporting sites during this study’s period.
ADR: adverse drug reaction; PSLS-ADR: Patient Safety and Learning System–Adverse Drug Reaction.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study aimed to describe and compare ADEs reported using
2 distinct reporting systems that were developed and
implemented in different ways. Both PSLS-ADR and
ActionADE are currently in use in BC in the first 3 years
following the implementation of Vanessa’s Law. We observed
differences in reports between the 2 systems regarding their
coverage, usage, and the type of ADE data captured.

PSLS-ADR had broader coverage, collecting data from various
health care facilities including community health centers,
vaccination clinics, and outpatient clinics. Its user base was

more diverse including physicians, nurses, medical imaging
staff or technologists, nurse practitioners, pharmacists, and other
professionals. In contrast, ActionADE coverage was limited to
ADEs identified in patients presenting to 4 participating
hospitals, with clinical pharmacists as its primary user. The
broader coverage of PSLS-ADR can be attributed to its
established position as a provincial safety event reporting
platform; its accessibility to a broader range of health
professions; and a federal mandate for hospitals to stimulate
reporting using health authority wide communication efforts
including email blasts, information on health authority websites,
and presentations to provider groups. Leveraging the insights
gained from PSLS-ADR, our research team is actively
collaborating with key stakeholders to broaden ActionADE’s
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app. The Vancouver Coastal Health Authority, where
ActionADE is presently in use, has recently endorsed it as a
standard practice for ADE reporting in new care settings,
including long-term care homes, in-patient wards, and
community clinics.

Although PSLS-ADR exhibited broader coverage, ActionADE
demonstrated higher usage. Our comparative analysis revealed
that the average monthly counts of all events and serious events
in ActionADE were 6 and 4 times higher, respectively, than in
the PSLS-ADR system. Several factors might contribute to these
discrepancies in reporting rates. First, PSLS-ADR was designed
solely for Vanessa’s Law compliance, with reports forwarded
to Health Canada for surveillance purposes. ActionADE, on the
other hand, serves the dual purpose of functioning as both a
clinical communication tool and a means of complying with
Vanessa’s Law, thus improving patient safety [15]. Reports
entered into ActionADE are used to generate preventive alerts
in community pharmacies when pharmacists attempt
redispensation of a drug that has previously caused the patient
harm, which have demonstrated preliminary effectiveness [34].
The potential impact of reporting in ActionADE on patient
safety is likely a motivating factor for providers to report ADEs
[35]. Furthermore, ActionADE has a proactive implementation
support mechanism, which has been shown to be instrumental
in enhancing providers’ adoption of the reporting platform [35].
Finally, ActionADE used participatory design principles to
optimize its design to facilitate use by end users and is integrated
with PharmaNet to enable prepopulation of fields to allow
reporters to generate reports ≤2 minutes, whereas PSLS-ADR
users noted that reports can take 20 minutes to complete [34].

The 2 systems captured adverse events to different culprit drugs.
This can be attributed to the more limited accessibility of
ActionADE. The most reported drugs in PSLS-ADR were
iohexol and gadobutrol, and correspondingly, medical imaging
staff or technologists made up a significant proportion of
reporters. This suggests that the current workflow for ADR
reporting of radiopharmaceuticals is designated to medical
imaging staff or technologists. Imaging staff or technologists
were unable to use ActionADE at the time of this study due to
PharmaNet legislation, which requires that users have prescriber
ID restricting use to physicians, pharmacists, and nurse
practitioners. This restriction has resulted in fewer
radiopharmaceutical ADRs to be reported, as pharmacists
generally do not work in radiology departments.

ActionADE frequently captured hydrochlorothiazide-related
events, while only a few of such events were captured in
PSLS-ADR. Among the ADRs associated with
hydrochlorothiazide, electrolyte disturbances, and acute kidney
injury were found to be the most common [34], involving
multiple additional contributing factors. The specific
functionality offered by ActionADE, such as the ability to
specify the provider’s certainty that the patient’s presentation
and the option to update or refute events based on new
information or alternative diagnoses, likely played a role in
encouraging clinicians to report these more complex events
[11,15,27,30].

Ibuprofen was the second most commonly reported culprit drug
related to serious events in PSLS-ADR, but it barely made the
top 10 in ActionADE. This discrepancy may be due to the
over-the-counter status of ibuprofen, which means patients can
access the medication without a prescription and bypass
communication about ADEs from ActionADE that is built into
the prescription dispensation process.

While our study primarily focused on comparing these 2
systems, it is crucial to view these findings in the broader
context of ADE reporting. Despite these disparities, both
systems play vital roles in contributing to patient safety by
capturing valuable information on ADEs. PSLS-ADR is an
effective means of capturing radiopharmaceutical-related ADEs
by imaging staff and technicians who are not trained in taking
medication histories or ADE assessments, while ActionADE is
more effective for pharmaceutical-related ADEs by clinical
pharmacists that are reported and communicated on a
patient-level to improve safety. These systems work in a
complementary manner, catering to different areas of the health
care system and capturing unique data and thus offering a more
comprehensive picture of ADEs. For example, a common signal
between the 2 systems might indicate a more serious issue for
a specific drug irrespective of context (eg, empagliflozin). These
findings suggest the need for careful attention to the design and
implementation of these systems to ensure they effectively serve
their intended users and context of use and ensure data resulting
from each system are interpreted correctly by end users. The
absence of reporting of one type of event may reflect design,
implementation, or user characteristics rather than the absence
of these events.

Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first study to directly compare 2
ADE reporting systems operating within the same jurisdiction.
While the results of our study provided valuable insights into
the differences between these systems, it is important to
acknowledge several limitations that warrant consideration in
interpreting the results. First, our study sample was confined to
2 reporting systems, which may not fully encapsulate the
diversity of all systems employed across health care settings
globally. As a result, the findings may not be generalizable to
other reporting systems. Second, our data set was limited to
facilities that used PSLS-ADR or ActionADE for reporting.
This reduces the generalizability of our findings to the wider
array of health care facilities in BC or nationally. It is plausible
that unaccounted-for variations in data and reporting practices
among facilities not deploying these 2 systems could exist.
Third, our study may be susceptible to unmeasured and
uncontrolled confounding variables. For example, the level of
organizational emphasis on ADE reporting, differences in
implementation, available resources, and providers’perceptions
could have affected the usage and coverage of the 2 systems
under study. This variability might have further influenced the
nature of ADE information reported. Fourth, the relatively small
number of drugs resulting in ADEs prevented us from
conducting a robust quantitative comparison of these events.
Furthermore, the data we used were a snapshot in time and may
not reflect changes in reporting systems or health care facilities
that have occurred since then. Lastly, we consciously chose not
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to draw comparisons with other studies examining the frequently
reported culprit drugs from spontaneous reporting systems in
other jurisdictions. This decision stems from the recognition
that the diversity in ADE reports—both in terms of numbers
and types—is intricately tied to factors such as system design,
geography, population characteristics, drug exposures, and the
medical system itself. To facilitate meaningful comparisons
across studies, a more robust surveillance system is needed.

Conclusions
Understanding the differences between reporting systems can
inform future systems design and improvement, including

changes to user training and implementation, and inform the
use of forthcoming data and procurement decisions for reporting
systems. Further research could explore how to integrate the
strengths of both systems, potentially leading to more
comprehensive safety data to facilitate drug and patient safety
and inform pharmacoepidemiologic studies. Continuous
evaluation and improvement are essential considering the
significant role these systems play to improve our health
systems.
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Abstract

Background: A lack of information during an emergency visit leads to the experience of powerlessness for patients and their
family members, who may also feel unprepared to cope with acute symptoms. The ever-changing nature and fast-paced workflow
in the emergency department (ED) often affect how health care professionals can tailor information and communication to the
needs of the patient.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the usability and experience of a newly developed information system. The system
was developed together with patients and their family members to help provide the information needed in the ED.

Methods: We conducted a mixed methods study consisting of quantitative data obtained from the System Usability Scale
questionnaire and qualitative interview data obtained from purposively selected participants included in the quantitative part of
the study.

Results: A total of 106 patients and 14 family members (N=120) answered the questionnaire. A total of 10 patients and 3 family
members participated in the interviews. Based on the System Usability Scale score, the information system was rated close to
excellent, with a mean score of 83.6 (SD 12.8). Most of the participants found the information system easy to use and would like
to use it again. The participants reported that the system helped them feel in control, and the information was useful. Simplifications
were needed to improve the user experience for the older individuals.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates that the usability of the information system is rated close to excellent. It was perceived
to be useful as it enabled understanding and predictability of the patient’s trajectory in the ED. Areas for improvement include
making the system more usable by older individuals. The study provides an example of how a technological solution can be used
to diminish the information gap in an ED context.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e48445)   doi:10.2196/48445
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Introduction

Background
Clear communication and information are essential to improving
care and patient outcomes in the emergency department (ED)
[1-5]. A lack of information during ED visits causes patients
and their family members to experience a sense of powerlessness
and to feel unprepared to cope with acute symptoms [2,3,6].
Due to the hectic nature of the ED and the constant interruptions,
communication from health care professionals is often
inadequate or not tailored to patients and their families [4,7].
While this problem has been known for many years, it still
persists to this date [1].

Health technologies are implemented in many parts of health
care systems to promote quality care and treatment [8]. The
design and purpose of health technologies range widely from
organizational [9] to person-centered intentions [10]. In the ED,
technologies may be used as quality dashboards [9] and more
personal information systems on patients’ own devices to
support the delivery of health information [11]. However, the
successful use of technology in clinical practice is likely to be
ineffective if user needs are not carefully addressed and
incorporated before attempting a full-scale implementation
[9,12]. Thoroughness in integrating and understanding user
perspectives will have a direct impact on how well the
technology is suited for clinical practice [13,14].

Based on the current findings, patients in the ED and their family
members have unmet information needs [1-4]. Hence, guided
by the principles of user-driven activities [15], a health
information system was developed [16]. The health information
system, which is called “Cetrea Clinical Logistic (CCL) for
patients,” is available for patients in the hospital’s emergency
room and displays real-time information, including (1)
person-centered activities, (2) information videos, (3) a notepad,
(4) waiting time, and (5) the nurse and physician responsible
for care.

Usability is one of the factors affecting the acceptance of health
information systems by users, and it is essential for the effective
use of the system [17]. A usability evaluation can identify
problems and weaknesses in the design and functionalities in
the early development phase [18]. Usability tests allow
developers to address and adjust concerns and, thus, avoid

implementing technologies that will not be useful in the clinical
context.

Therefore, a usability evaluation from an end-user perspective
was completed to obtain a nuanced understanding of the
sustainable use of the system, specifically from the perspective
of patients and their family members.

Objective
The objective of this study is to gain knowledge about the
usability and experiences of the newly developed information
system, CCL for patients. This study reports on patients’ and
family members’ evaluations of this system.

Participatory Design and Technology
This study is the final phase of a 3-phase participatory design
study (Figure 1) [19]. Participatory design is a research
methodology based on the epistemological position of genuine
involvement and understanding of the needs of future end users.
A new technology can be designed to improve a real-life
problem [20]. The core principles in participatory design
methodology have been the theoretical framework of the overall
study. In the initial phase, the author group identified the
essential needs of patients in the ED, their family members, and
ED clinicians [2,3]. The results from phase 1 informed the
second phase, in which an information system, CCL for patients,
was developed in a cocreation process [16]. The third phase
involved testing and evaluation of the system, which is reported
in this study. Reporting the evaluation of participatory-designed
health technology is a common part of the research methodology
[21,22].

The author group has had no financial interest in the system
owners of CCL for patients and has no interest in either
marketing or promoting the system.

CCL for patients provides information directly to patients and
their family members during their stay in the ED. The
information provided relates to treatment and time factors and
is adjusted toward the individual patient. CCL is an already
existing and implemented system for task management for
clinicians’use only [23], whereas CCL for patients is a redesign
and further development of the system for patients’ use.

The functionalities of the CCL for patients’ screen are presented
in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Overview of the 3-phase study, highlighting the evaluation phase, which is reported in this study.

Figure 2. Cetrea Clinical Logistics (CCL) for patients and its functionalities, as displayed to patients and their family members, developed in the second
phase of the overall study (the figure has been previously published by Østervang et al [16]). (1) Number of the ED room. (2) Name of the hospital
department. (3) The name of the patient (no sensitive information is displayed). (4) The nurse who is responsible for care. (5) The physician who is
responsible for treatment. (6) Process line with activities. Displaying nurse assessments, blood samples, electrocardiograms, physician assessments,
X-rays, etc. (7) Clarification of the different colors in the process line. Gray: not started; blue: activity scheduled; and green: activity finished. (8)
Clarification of special activity names. (9) Link to information videos (eg, information on discharge). (10) Three diverse colors indicate the estimated
waiting time: less than 4 hours, equal to 4 hours, or more than 4 hours, respectively. (11) The shared note pad for the patients to write questions to health
care professionals or messages from family members.

Methods

Research Design
This is a mixed methods study inspired by a convergent parallel
design [24]. This design was chosen to obtain nuanced insights
into the usability of the system. Further, we adopted this
approach to usability testing because quantitative data can

identify usability issues and dissatisfaction with program design,
while qualitative data can provide detailed information about
the causes of the usability issues and point at potential methods
for program optimization. As shown in Figure 3 [24], the study
contained the following two parts, ending with a merged result:
(1) a questionnaire and descriptive characteristics of the
participants, and (2) semistructured interviews with patients
and their family members.
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Figure 3. Diagram for a study using convergent design (Creswell and Clark) [24].

Setting
The data were collected in Odense University Hospital’s ED
between August 22 and September 29, 2022, on weekdays from
8 AM to 5 PM. The information system was displayed on a
laptop personal computer (PC) sitting on the bedside table in
the ED room. Four PCs were used during the test phase. They
were installed in the specific ED room where the patients
participating in the study were admitted.

Inclusion Criteria and Recruitment
All patients admitted to the medical area of the ED without a
final plan for treatment and care were eligible for participation.
Patients were excluded if they were severely ill or cognitively
unable to use the technology. However, patients who were
excluded due to a cognitive inability to use the screen but who
were still able to give consent for their family members’
participation were enrolled if the family member was interested
in participating. Patients were recruited by the first author (CØ)
or one of 2 research assistants, all of whom have a Master of
Nursing Science degree and research experience. Potential
participants were identified and discussed with the responsible
care nurse before they were approached to reduce the possibility
of any concerns.

Quantitative Phase
A survey was conducted to elicit the opinions and experiences
of patients and their family members using the information
system.

The Questionnaire
The questionnaire, the System Usability Scale (SUS), contained
questions regarding the usability of the system. Answers are
rated on a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to
“strongly agree,” with 5 representing the highest score (strongly
agree) [25]. The participants answered 10 questions from the
SUS and 2 questions specific to this study (questions 11 and
12) [25]. These 2 extra questions were added to obtain general
information about the participants’ experience with CCL for
patients (question 11: “I think the system provided a great
overview of my stay,” and question 12: “I think the information

in the system made sense to me”). As SUS has been translated
and validated in a Danish hospital context previously (Cronbach
α=.87) [26], it was considered suitable for this study.

Sample Size
A total SUS score between 70 and 90 indicates good to excellent
usability of the tested system [27]. Based on previous research
conducted in Scandinavia using SUS in health care with a
reported mean score of 79.81 (SD 14.28), we would gain a 95%
CI for a mean score between 77.2 and 82.4 if a total of 120
patients were included [28].

Data Collection
If a patient agreed to participate, the researcher cooperated with
the local IT department at the hospital to ensure the patient’s
access to the system. Initially, the researcher sent the IT
department an SMS text message providing information on the
PC number and the ED room number. The IT specialist matched
the PC and room numbers. Then, the researcher double-checked
that the correct information was displayed before handing it to
the patient. All participants were given oral guidance on how
to use CCL for patients.

The PC with individual information was placed on the bedside
table until either the patient left the ED, the patient had used
the system for a minimum of 2 hours, or the patient felt ready
to perform the evaluation. All of this had to happen no later
than 5 PM, when the IT department closed. When returning the
PC, the participants were given an iPad to fill out the
questionnaire. The data were stored on the logged server OPEN
[29], which is part of Odense University Hospital and the
University of Southern Denmark.

Qualitative Phase
Interviews were conducted with individual patients or with the
patient together with a family member to get a deeper insight
into their experiences using the information system.

Interviews
The qualitative part included a subset of the participants from
the quantitative part. Before making CCL for patients available
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to the participants, they were asked whether they were interested
in participating in an interview.

All interviews were conducted by the first author (CØ). By
taking a phenomenological-hermeneutical stance, CØ was
allowed to recognize her perceptions as an experienced
emergency nurse within hermeneutic interpretation [30]. To
bridle her preconceived ideas, CØ wrote down her
preunderstandings of why patients lack information in the ED.
This reflection provided an initial focus for both the overall
research question and the interview questions.

The interviews were conducted in the hospital room after the
participants had completed the questionnaire. Notes and quotes
were taken during the interview. A summary of the conversation
was generated at the end of the interview in the form of member
checking [31]. A semistructured interview guide inspired by
Kvale was used [32]. An example of a question is: “What was
your experience of using CCL for patients?” The interviews
lasted up to 30 minutes. The interviews were conducted until
no new themes arose [33].

Sample Size
To obtain maximal variation, a purposive sampling strategy
was used [33]. The inclusion criteria were the same as for the
quantitative part of the study, but they also ensured
representation of differences in age and gender.

Analysis

Analysis of the Questionnaires
Only fully completed questionnaires were analyzed (N=120).
There were no missing data, as the questionnaire was only
considered complete if all the questions were answered.
According to the SUS guidelines, we performed an individual
analysis of each participant’s SUS score as well as the mean
value for the entire population. We separated the 2
self-constructed questions from the original SUS questions in
the calculation and interpretation process to ensure that they
were accurate and reliable. The final score was between 0 and
100, where a higher score indicates better usability.
Odd-numbered questions were positive in tone, and
even-numbered questions were negative in tone, so the scale
was converted into points ranging from 1 to 5 (1=strongly
disagree to 5=strongly agree). The final score was calculated
as follows: X = the sum of the points for all odd-numbered
questions minus 5. And Y = 25 minus the sum of the points for
all even-numbered questions. SUS score = (X + Y) × 2.5 [34].
A system needs a score above 70 to be considered acceptable;
better systems will score from the high 70s to the high 80s, and
excellent systems will score above 90 [27].

Analysis of the Interviews
The qualitative interviews were analyzed and reported based
on Malterud’s [35] systematic text condensation. This process

consisted of four steps: (1) transcriptions were read several
times to get a total impression of the data and to find preliminary
themes; (2) we identified and sorted meaning units based on
the preliminary themes and arranged them into code groups;
(3) the code groups were reviewed, and the content was reduced
into condensates; and (4) the meaning and content of the
condensates were synthesized and interpreted [35]. The analysis
was completed by CØ using NVivo (version 12; QSR
International). The trustworthiness and rigor of the qualitative
part of the study were evaluated using Guba’s [36] definition
of quality criteria. As part of steps 2, 3, and 4 in the analysis,
the emerging themes and codes were discussed in the author
group toward strengthening the credibility and reflexivity of
our interpretation of the interviews. Using a systematic approach
toward the analysis strategy of all interviews ensured
confirmability in the data collection and analysis process.

The SQUIRE 2.0 checklist [37] was used to create transparency
and ensure that no important information was missed in the
reporting of the study.

Integration of Quantitative and Qualitative Results
To achieve an expanded understanding of the results, the
qualitative and quantitative results were compared and integrated
as the final step of the analysis using joint display tables [24].
In a joint display table, the 2 results are presented in a way that
allows comparison, leading to confirmation, disconfirmation,
or expansion of each other [24]. The results from the SUS
(quantitative results) are presented on a Likert scale, showing
the variation of the grades in the different questions. To
elaborate on and verify the answers, supportive qualitative
quotes were presented for each question. We divided the grades
into low (1-3) and high (4-5) to separate the different perceptions
of CCL for patients.

Ethical Considerations
All the participants received verbal and written information
about the study in accordance with applicable ethical rules [38]
and provided their oral and written consent. The study is
registered with the Danish Data Protection Agency, Fortegnelsen
(19/22672). Approval of the project was granted by the Regional
Committee on Health Research Ethics for Southern Denmark
(S-20192000–111).

Results

Quantitative Results
In total, 14 family members and 106 patients agreed to
participate. A total of 27 patients declined to participate for
three main reasons: (1) no interest, (2) no technical skills, and
(3) a lack of mental ability due to the acute situation.
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Table 1. Demographic descriptions of the participants.

Total (N=120)Family members (n=14)Patients (n=106)Demographic description

Gender, n (%)

63 (52.5)8 (57.1)55 (51.9)Female

57 (47.5)6 (42.9)51 (48.1)Male

57 (SD 18.3)66.5 (SD 11.6)55.5 (SD 18.7)Age (years), mean (SD)

Civil status, n (%)

41 (34.2)2 (14.3)39 (36.8)No partner

79 (65.8)12 (85.7)67 (63.2)In a relationship

Children, n (%)

95 (79.2)14 (100.0)81 (76.4)Having children

38 (40.0)6 (42.9)32 (39.5)Having children living at home

Technology, n (%)

110 (91.7)14 (100.0)96 (90.6)Having a smartphone

115 (95.8)13 (92.9)102 (96.2)Using technology on daily basis

Education, n (%)

22 (18.3)1 (7.1)21 (19.8)Low

80 (66.7)9 (64.3)71 (67.0)Medium

18 (15.0)4 (28.6)14 (13.2)High

The respondents were equally represented by gender, with a
mean age of 57 years. The mean age of family members was
higher than that of the included patients. Most participants had
medium education levels, but low and high educational levels
were also represented.

Overall, the participants answered the survey positively. As
displayed in Tables 2 and 3, each item could have a score
contribution between 1 and 5. All the odd-numbered (positive)
questions had a score contribution above 4.27-4.53, and all the

even-numbered (negative) questions had a score ranging from
1.52 to 1.99. Question 1 had the most positive answers: 94.2%
(113/120) strongly agreed or agreed that they would like to use
the system if they were hospitalized again. Question 4 had the
highest negative score value, indicating that the participants felt
they needed help using the system. Of the participants, 50.8%
(61/120) indicated that they were confident using the system,
answering “strongly agree” to question 9, and 87.5% (105/120)
strongly agreed or agreed that most people would be able to
learn to use this system.
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Table 2. Results of the System Usability Scale for all participants (N=120) and the System Usability Scale score contribution of individual items.

Score contribution
(1-5), mean (SD)

Value per 5-point Likert scale response, n (%)System Usability Scale analysis
item

5 (strongly agree)4 (agree)3 (neutral)2 (disagree)1 (strongly disagree)

4.53 (SD 0.61)71 (59.2)42 (35)7 (5.8)0 (0)0 (0)1. I think I would like to use this
system, if I am admitted again.

1.72 (SD 0.92)2 (1.7)5 (4.2)11 (9.2)41 (34.2)61 (50.8)2. I found the system unnecessar-
ily complex.

4.48 (SD 0.73)71 (59.2)39 (32.5)8 (6.7)1 (0.8)1 (0.8)3. I thought the system was easy
to use.

1.99 (SD 1.12)5 (4.2)11 (9.2)11 (9.2)44 (36.7)49 (40.8)4. I think that I would need help
from the staff to be able to use
this system.

4.27 (SD 0.69)45 (37.5)65 (54.2)8 (6.7)1 (0.8)1 (0.8)5. I found the various functions
in the system to be well correlat-
ed.

1.69 (SD 0.84)3 (2.5)1 (0.8)8 (6.7)52 (43.3)56 (46.7)6. I thought there was too much
inconsistency in this system.

4.31 (SD 0.68)52 (43.3)53 (44.2)15 (12.5)0 (0)0 (0)7. I would imagine that most
people would learn to use this
system very quickly.

1.52 (SD 0.73)1 (0.8)2 (1.7)5 (4.2)42 (35)70 (58.3)8. I found the system very cum-
bersome to use.

4.33 (SD 0.89)61 (50.8)47 (39.2)4 (3.3)6 (5)2 (1.7)9. I felt very confident using the
system.

1.57 (SD 0.75)0 (0)4 (3.3)7 (5.8)42 (35)67 (55.8)10. I needed to learn a lot things
before I could get going with this
system.

Based on the answers to the 2 self-constructed questions, (Table
3), 57.5% (69/120) of the participants strongly agreed that CCL
for patients provided a great overview of their stay, and 87.5%

(105/120) agreed or strongly agreed that the information in the
system made sense to them.

Table 3. Results of general questions calculated by System Usability Scale principles for all participants (N=120) and the System Usability Scale score
contribution of individual items.

Score contribution
(1–5), mean (SD)

Value per 5-point Likert scale response, n (%)System Usability Scale analysis
item

5 (strongly agree)4 (agree)3 (neutral)2 (disagree)1 (strongly disagree)

4.46 (SD 0.72)69 (57.5)39 (32.5)10 (8.3)2 (1.7)0 (0)11. I think the system provided
a great overview of my stay.

4.32 (SD 0.85)60 (50)45 (37.5)9 (7.5)5 (4.2)1 (0.8)12. I think the information in the
system made sense to me.

For all participants, the total mean score for the SUS scale was
83.6 (SD 12.8), indicating that the system had close to excellent
usability.

The median score was 85, and Figure 4 [27] shows the
distribution of the individual answers. The scores covered the
entire range from 0 to 20 persons per score, and the majority of
individuals scored above 70.
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Figure 4. Overview of the System Usability Scale (SUS) rating table with inserted value ranges [27].

Qualitative Results
A total of 10 patients and 3 family members (1 daughter aged
55 years, 1 son aged 65 years, and a husband aged 37 years)
were interested in elaborating on their experience of CCL for
patients after they had tested the system, and the questionnaire
was completed. The patients were aged between 32 and 96
years, with equal representation of men and women, and 3
patients were retired.

The following three main themes emerged from the analysis:
(1) future perspectives on usability and design; (2) means toward
empowerment; and (3) family implications. These themes will
be elaborated on using quotes in the upcoming sections.

Future Perspectives on Usability and Design
The majority of the participants expressed a very positive
attitude toward CCL for patients but also offered ideas for the
future design of the system. The part of CCL for patients that
displayed the estimated waiting time in the ED was found to be
intuitive and easy to understand and provided informative
insights that prepared the participants for their length of stay.
This reduced their frustration with not knowing. However, they
expressed concerns about the system’s lack of familiarity and
that it could be improved if the design was like other systems
they used in everyday life, such as email or smartphone apps.

The system was not difficult at all but I think it would
benefit from more recognizability with others systems,
for example, email or iPhone applications. [Male in
his 60s]

Most participants valued the line that displayed the boxes with
activities the most. They found this part of the system to be

essential, as it was the only part that provided direct,
personalized information. While they all expressed that they
were able to understand the meaning of the changing colors,
they also suggested that the text in the boxes could be provided
in plain language or a “help” function with text or video could
be used to explain the activity in the box.

The line with the boxes could be much larger, as this
is the most important part! It would be great if you
could choose whether you would like to see only the
line or all actions on the screen. [Joint interview,
male patient in his 80s and daughter in her 50s]

The participants all watched more than one video, and there
was a consensus that the content in the videos was helpful. A
few patients who were placed in the hallway due to crowding
found it difficult to listen to the videos not only because of the
general noise but also because they were afraid of disturbing
others. However, the information provided by using videos
instead of text was appreciated.

The content in the videos was exactly the information
I needed. It was nice to be able to revisit the
information in the video. [Female patient in her 50s]

A participant found CCL for patients to be too general. More
personalized information, such as individual test results, should
be incorporated. Moreover, patients who were visually impaired
found the system difficult to use.

I have difficulties with my vision, and I do not think
I would have been able to use this without help.
[Female patient in her 60s]
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Means Toward Empowerment
All of the participants agreed that the system provided an
overview that otherwise would not have been accessible for
them. Knowing who their treating nurse and doctor were calmed
the participants. They described a feeling of not being forgotten
in the hectic environment of the ED. Moreover, they valued
being able to follow when activities changed from passive to
active. Consistency between actions on the screen and in real
life provided them with confidence in health care professionals.

When you are here, you can hear people working, but
you do not know if anyone is taking care of your
situation, or you are forgotten. The system helped us
to believe we were not forgotten (…) We loved that
when something happens on the screen then it was
also reflected in real life. E.g. when the screen said
the doctor was on his way- he actually came. [Joint
interview, female patient, and husband in their 30s]

Several of the participants stated that having CCL for patients
available made them feel calm, as the system provided
predictability. Further, having an overview helped them to
remain in control of the course of treatment in the ED. Some
of the participants said this system could save the nurses’ time,
as they felt they were more empowered to handle the situation
in the ED since they knew what they were waiting for.

The questions that I would have needed a nurse to
answer were provided by the system; that was really
great. [Female patient in her 30s]

A few of the participants were worried that CCL for patients
would need resources from health care professionals that were
already scarce.

I am worried that the system takes time away from
the patients to support the system. [Joint interview,
male patient in his 80s and daughter in her 50s]

Family Implications
Both patients and family members indicated that giving family
members direct access was important. CCL for patients gave
the family up-to-date information about the care and
treatment-related interventions as soon as they attended the
hospital room, and they did not need to wait for a nurse or doctor
to get an idea of what was planned.

My mother is not able to remember what she is
planned for today. I think it was great for me to see
she is waiting for X rays. [Female patient in her 90s
and son in his 60s]

Furthermore, the family members reported that the system
helped them to support the patient, as they could keep track of
the interventions provided by CCL for patients. Family members
of older patients felt the system was too complicated for the
older individuals to use but appreciated that the system was
available for them because it allowed them to talk the patient
through the stay in the ED. Moreover, a family member stated
that the system made it possible for him to let his wife go to
sleep, as they agreed that he would wake her up when he saw
that activities were about to happen.

It was nice for me to have a system that told us when
things were going to happen. My wife fell asleep, and
I knew I did not need to wake her up before I could
see the box turned into the blue color. It was easy to
understand. [Joint interview, female patient, and her
husband in their 30s]

Merged Data
We combined the quantitative and qualitative data in a joint
display (Multimedia Appendix 1), providing an assessment of
the quantitative and qualitative data together. In this way, the
data allow us to expand our understanding of patients and their
family members’ experiences with CCL for patients. For
example, in question 1, the participants were asked whether
they would like to use CCL for patients again. The participants
who gave a lower score (1-3) to that question were concerned
if the system would replace personal appearance from health
care professionals, whereas those who gave it a high score (4-5)
valued how the systems helped them to keep control.

Furthermore, question 7 regarding people’s ability to learn to
use the system revealed that the participants who gave a low
score (1-3) wanted more simplicity, fearing that the older
patients would find the system difficult. Meanwhile, the
participants who gave high scores (4-5) felt that the system was
easy to use. Regarding question 11, the majority of the patients
and their family members stated that CCL for patients provided
a great overview of the patient’s pathway. They further
elaborated on this in the interviews, as they felt that the overview
of care in the system helped them to feel less stressed and better
understand the treatment pathways.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we report that the perceived overall usability of
the health information system CLL for patients is good to
excellent, providing information that is needed during the entire
emergency process. The participants rated the system highly (a
score of 83.6 points) and reported that the system gave them an
opportunity to remain in control, as they knew what they were
waiting for and who was responsible for care and treatment.

Technology as a Means to Empower Patients and
Family Members in the ED
Looking into previous research on testing systems using SUS
[28], a mean score of 83.6, as found in this study, would indicate
that the tested system was successful. However, while CCL for
patients was evaluated positively overall, we also uncovered
technical concerns regarding usability limitations, specifically
regarding the older individuals. Our results showed a mean
patient age of 57 years, which represents a relatively young ED
population. However, the mean age of the family members was
almost 10 years (9.5 years) older. The older individuals found
the system to be complicated to use and felt that it needed
simplified functions, such as a zoom function and recognizability
(eg, other well-known systems). Echoing these findings, Verma
et al [39] investigated the level of eHealth literacy among older
adults and caregivers and found that one main barrier to the
adoption of eHealth was a lack of familiarity with the tools
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available. In the development phase of CCL for patients [16],
decisions had to be made for the system to work in a clinical
setting. One decision was the use of an interface design, which
did not allow us to integrate well-known functions, for example,
from email or application symbols. Our results highlighted that
it might not be possible to design technologies using a
one-size-fits-all approach. However, in line with previous
research [40], we discovered that the usability testing allowed
the developers to adjust and isolate functionalities to provide
improved usability outcomes in the future. For example, we
found that the participants valued the display with the boxes,
which could be promoted in a revised version by the availability
of a zoom function.

Furthermore, the participants expressed concerns about whether
CCL for patients would influence the health care professionals’
available time to provide actual care. Barriers to the adoption
of technology systems in clinical settings include the workflow
or demand for more human resources [12]. As the information
system is a redesigned patient flow system, it would not require
changes in workflow or unduly burden professional health care
resources. Another consideration was the need for personal test
results. They could not be provided in the current form of the
system, as it would require a personal log-on to avoid safety
issues related to General Data Protection Regulations.

The participants who rated the usability the highest explained
that the system made them feel that they were in control of the
situation without the fear of being forgotten. The system
provided an overview of the care transition and, therefore,
offered predictability. This need to be in control has been
identified in another study, which described patients’ and their
relatives’ dissatisfaction when visiting the ED [6], as they felt
powerless in the ED. Not having knowledge or information
available led to such feelings of powerlessness. Nursing rounds
were suggested in that study to improve information support
[6]. Our results showed that the patients felt more independent
because they were able to find the needed information using
technology.

Being acutely ill places individuals in a vulnerable situation,
and their cognitive capabilities are challenged [2].
Communication from health care professionals and how
information is presented have a significant influence on how
that information is comprehended [2,41,42]. In this study, we
developed information videos related to the journey within the
ED, and the participants reported that they were an accessible
and usable way to understand information in a stressful situation.
Patients and their family members declared that this gave them
a feeling of empowerment. Indeed, empowering patients to be
in control and involved in their own care is recognized as a core
value of high-quality patient-centered care [43]. As Emmamally
et al [44-46] noted, improved partnering with family members
in the ED is needed. If the family is not included, there is an
increased risk of miscommunication and poor understanding of
health-related matters [2,44,47-49]. However, creating a closer
partnership of care has been described as challenging within
the ED due to the high workload, overcrowding, and
multitasking [47]. This is echoed in recent findings from studies
conducted in a Danish context [2,3], in which family members
requested more systematic inclusion in the ED. In this study,

the results showed that CCL for patients was perceived as usable
and as a useful way to systematically include families during
the ED stay.

An update of the Medical Research Council’s guidelines for
developing and evaluating complex interventions in health care
states that appropriate users should be involved in every part
of the development, process, and outcome analysis of a complex
intervention to ensure sustainable interventions [50]. In line
with best practices, the information system has been developed
together with representatives of future users of the system,
including health care professionals, managers, patients, family
members, and IT specialists [16]. For decades, the ED context
has been a hectic environment [4,42,51,52]. This creates
challenges at both the information and communication levels,
affecting whether patients and their families feel in better control
during their stay in the ED [1,4,42,51,52]. In this study, we
presented and evaluated a simple but unique system that
provides timely information to empower individuals without
straining health care professionals’ resources. The usability test
was a crucial and important step to inform changes in
functionalities and experiences of using IT in the ED.

Strengths and Limitations
Questionnaires are a common and recognized method for
evaluating the usability of health technologies. However, the
contextual factors affecting the results are difficult to determine
[53]. The SUS did not provide insights on the effectiveness or
efficiency of the system, but it is a validated questionnaire and
provided an overall understanding of the system [27]. The mixed
methods approach [24] enabled the integration of quantitative
and qualitative data. This allowed us to obtain an understanding
of how the usability was rated and why the results emerged for
the specific questions, which is considered a strength of usability
testing [40,54].

Additionally, our findings serve as an inspiration to others about
how a participatory design process can develop a technology
that is aligned with some of the essential needs described by
the users of the ED. The findings provide an example of how
a technological solution can be used to reduce the information
gap in an ED context, as the provision of adequate information
to patients and their families is found to be a major challenge
in an ED context [2,4,42].

This study also had some limitations. Using a broader evaluation
method, for example, a qualitative evaluation questionnaire or
an evaluation instrument with more domains, could potentially
have provided the study with more nuances [55]. Patients
attending the ED outside of the IT department’s business hours
were not able to use the system. Therefore, we do not know if
patients attending the ED in the late evening hours or at night
would rate the usability differently. Moreover, no cognitive
debriefings or adjustments were made specifically for
individuals attending an ED, as these tests were conducted
before introducing the questionnaire. Multimedia Appendix 2
[26,56] contains further details about the process as well as final
modifications to the questionnaire. In addition, our results are
based on a relatively young population (with a mean age of 57
years). Another weakness is that we did not include all users in
the evaluation phase, as health care professionals, IT specialists,
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and managers were only involved in the development phase
and not in the usability testing. For the system to be fully useful,
it must run on its own or be serviced directly in the ED. These
aspects will be considered in the planning of a future
implementation process. Moreover, the transferability of the
results is limited to countries with comparable access to and
understanding of technologies, as in the Danish population and
health care system.

Conclusion
Based on the results of this study, the usability of CCL for
patients is rated close to excellent by patients and family

members. CCL for patients was perceived to be useful, as it
enabled understanding of the ED treatment and pathway. The
patients indicated that they, from the technology, were able to
understand what was going to happen, experienced the feeling
of being in control, and found the information to be useful.
Areas for improvement include making the system more usable
for the older individuals. It is concluded that a technological
solution can be used to minimize the information gap in an ED
context from the perspective of patients and their family
members.
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Abstract

Background: IT has brought remarkable change in bridging the digital gap in resource-constrained regions and advancing the
health care system worldwide. Community-based information systems and mobile apps have been extensively developed and
deployed to quantify and support health services delivered by community health workers. The success and failure of a digital
health information system depends on whether and how it is used. Ethiopia is scaling up its electronic community health information
system (eCHIS) to support the work of health extension workers (HEWs). For successful implementation, more evidence was
required about the factors that may affect the willingness of HEWs to use the eCHIS.

Objective: This study aimed to assess HEWs’ intentions to use the eCHIS for health data management and service provision.

Methods: A cross-sectional study design was conducted among 456 HEWs in 6 pilot districts of the Central Gondar zone,
Northwest Ethiopia. A Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology model was used to investigate HEWs’ intention to
use the eCHIS. Data were cleaned, entered into Epi-data (version 4.02; EpiData Association), and exported to SPSS (version 26;
IBM Corp) for analysis using the AMOS 23 Structural Equation Model. The statistical significance of dependent and independent
variables in the model was reported using a 95% CI with a corresponding P value of <.05.

Results: A total of 456 HEWs participated in the study, with a response rate of 99%. The mean age of the study participants
was 28 (SD 4.8) years. Our study revealed that about 179 (39.3%; 95% CI 34.7%-43.9%) participants intended to use the eCHIS
for community health data generation, use, and service provision. Effort expectancy (β=0.256; P=.007), self-expectancy (β=0.096;
P=.04), social influence (β=0.203; P=.02), and hedonic motivation (β=0.217; P=.03) were significantly associated with HEWs’
intention to use the eCHIS.

Conclusions: HEWs need to be computer literate and understand their role with the eCHIS. Ensuring that the system is easy
and enjoyable for them to use is important for implementation and effective health data management.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47081)   doi:10.2196/47081
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Introduction

Though IT has demonstrated remarkable promise in closing the
digital divide in resource-constrained regions and advancing
the health care system, there is a global shortage of health
workers, which prevents at least half of the world’s population
from receiving essential health services [1,2]. Training
community health workers (CHWs) in low- and middle-income
countries has been a recommended approach to closing the
global shortage of health workers [2].

Ethiopia has been implementing the Health Extension Program
(HEP) since 2003, comprising female health extension workers
(HEWs) to improve the health status of its population [3].
Though various strategies were implemented, and substantial
progress was observed in enhancing the community health
information system (eCHIS), the performance of HEWs has
remained low. The possible reasons for the low performance of
HEWs are increased workload; lack of motivation; negligence;
and skill gaps in health data production, use, and service
provision [4-8].

Due to individual, organizational, and interpersonal level
impediments, in most resource-constrained countries,
particularly in sub-Saharan regions, health care data generated
and used for decision-making are incomplete and inaccurate
[9,10]. Likewise, quality health data generation and
evidence-based decision-making practices are the remaining
challenges for the health care system in Ethiopia [8,11,12].

The growing evidence shows that the penetration of mobile
technology improves health service delivery and health
outcomes across the world [13-19] and is becoming a solution
to strengthen health care industries [8,20-22]. Previous studies
in Ethiopia [23], Ghana [24], Uganda [25], South Dakota [26],
Indonesia [27], Canada [28], Taiwan [29], South Korea [30],
and Jordan [31] indicate that data collection using electronic
systems may save time over manual data collection [32,33],
and there is the potential to improve health care and the
productivity of health staff. For example, digital health solutions
may enable CHWs to generate quality health data [34], improve
health care delivery [35], and help CHWs be more effective in
their job at the community level [32,36].

The eCHIS is one of the evidence-based mobile platforms for
CHWs in resource-constrained countries [37], which is an easily
customizable mobile health (mHealth) platform for health
workers to track and support their interactions with clients. It
replaces the conventional practice of a CHW manually tracking
their work and carrying large client data and documentation
[37].

To tackle the challenges that existed with manual health data
generation, use, and service provision, the Ethiopian Federal
Ministry of Health has taken the initiative to digitize the existing
paper-based Community Health Information System through
the eCHIS and started piloting it in 6 districts of the Central

Gondar zone, Northwest Ethiopia. The ultimate goal of its
implementation is to improve the quality of health data
production and service delivery at the community level by
transforming the culture of information use by using tablet
devices.

The first component of the eCHIS is the HEW component,
which supports HEWs in family folder management and the
provision of reproductive, maternal, newborn, and child health
service delivery and follow-up. The second component is the
health center referral component, which enables health center
workers to confirm referrals and provide referral feedback to
HEWs. The focal person component is the third component,
which assists focal persons who are designated at the health
center level to provide technical and programmatic support to
the HEWs. Therefore, it enables HEWs to manage health
post–level data and service provision, as it facilitates referral
linkage of clients from health posts to health centers and vice
versa.

Although using health system technology has expanded
worldwide to leverage quality health data production and use,
there is a paucity of evidence on users’ behavioral intention to
use health system technology [38]. The intention to use a new
system is how much a health care provider intends, plans, and
predicts their future behavioral readiness to use health care
technology [39]. Studies show that users’ behavioral intention
is one of the significant factors of technology acceptance and
use.

Hence, it is critical to evaluate the level of users’ intention to
use IT before implementing it in the health care system [40-42],
as it has a significant role in planning and designing effective
implementation strategies for health care programs [43].
Moreover, identifying the level of intention to use the eCHIS
for community health data production, use, and service provision
and its influencing factors could help to be effective in the
implementation and strengthening of the program. To the
authors’ understanding, the level of HEWs’ intention to use the
eCHIS for community health care data generation, use, and
service provision has not been tested using the Unified Theory
of Acceptance and Use of Technology 2 (UTAUT2) model.

The UTAUT2 model is one of the most mature IT models [44]
that has emerged from 8 theoretical models that were primarily
developed in psychology and sociology [45]. These include the
Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of Planned Behavior,
Combined Technology Acceptance Model and Theory of
Planned Behavior, Theory of Reasoned Action, Motivational
Model, Social Cognitive Theory, Model of PC Utilization, and
Innovation Diffusion Theory [45,46].

The UTAUT2 has 3 broad types of integration of concepts.
First, the integration was examined in new contexts, new users,
and new cultural settings [46]. Second, the addition of new
constructs increased the scope of dependent predictors [45].
Third, including independent predictors of the Unified Theory
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of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) variables made
comprehension easier [46]. Its extensive replications,
applications, and integration extend the theoretical limits of
technology adoption. Therefore, the addition of the 3 predictors
(hedonic motivation, price value, and habit) to the previously
existing 4 constructs in the original UTAUT model (performance
expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating
conditions) leveraged the adoption and use of technology
(eCHIS in this case). This changes the existing relationships of
constructs in the original UTAUT and introduces new
relationships among constructs known in the UTAUT2.

We used the UTAUT2 constructs to determine HEWs’
behavioral intention to use the eCHIS [46], as UTAUT2
perspectives are applicable in the health system and the eCHIS
is a form of health system technology. Understanding the
intention of HEWs using the UTAUT2 model would give
insights to health system leaders on how to digitize community
health systems in local settings.

Therefore, this study aimed to investigate HEWs’ intention to
use the eCHIS and its predicting factors using the UTAUT2
model among HEWs who had received familiarization training
on the eCHIS in 6 pilot districts of Northwest Ethiopia.

Since the eCHIS is a form of health system technology, the
relationships between UTAUT2 perspectives on accepting and
using technology apply to the eCHIS, and the following
hypotheses were speculated:

• Hypothesis 1: performance expectancy positively influences
HEWs’ behavioral intention when using the eCHIS.

• Hypothesis 2: effort expectancy positively influences
HEWs’ behavioral intention when using the eCHIS.

• Hypothesis 3: social influence positively influences HEWs’
behavioral intentions when using the eCHIS.

• Hypothesis 4: facilitating conditions positively influence
HEWs’ behavioral intentions when using the eCHIS.

• Hypothesis 5: hedonic motivation positively influences
HEWs’ behavioral intention in using the eCHIS.

• Hypothesis 6: self-efficacy positively influences HEWs’
behavioral intention when using the eCHIS.

• Hypothesis 7: habit positively influences HEWs’behavioral
intention when using the eCHIS.

In this study, price value was not included in this model because
HEWs, the participants in this study, were not directly involved
in purchasing the system. Furthermore, the model was not tested
on behavioral intention to use the eCHIS among HEWs in
Ethiopia.

Methods

Study Design, Period, and Setting
A cross-sectional study design was conducted from January to
February 2021 in the Central Gondar zone, Northwest Ethiopia.
The Central Gondar zone has 15 districts, of which 6 districts
(Wogera, Mirab Dembia, Misrak Dembia, Enfranz, Takusa, and
Belesa) were selected as pilot districts for eCHIS
implementation in the zone. The estimated total population of
the zone was 2,288,440. The zone has a total of 75 health centers

and 404 health posts, and there were 897 HEWs (59 urban and
848 rural) during the study period (Central Gondar Zone Health
Bureau report, unpublished data, 2020).

Population and Participants of the Study
The source population of the study was HEWs at the primary
health care unit level. The study participants were HEWs who
were in the pilot districts of the Central Gondar zone and had
received initial training for eCHIS implementation. The
intervention was skill-oriented training for the implementers of
mobile-based community health information system applications
based on the training manual prepared by the Ministry of Health,
and the training was provided for 1 week by trainers from the
regional health bureau and the Ministry of Health. Following
the training, each woreda (district) led household registration,
tablet usage guideline provision, technical support and
mentoring, and periodical communications for 1 year.

Provision of Mentorship and Technical Assistance
The University of Gondar assigned three supporting team
members who provided technical assistance for implementers
with a local mentor every 2 weeks throughout the intervention
period. In addition, 1 health information technician (a local
mentor) was assigned to provide mentorship and solve
eCHIS-related problems during implementation.

Sample Size and Sampling Procedures
The initial sample size was calculated using a single population
proportion formula, considering the following assumptions:
50% proportion of intention to use the eCHIS, as there was
limited evidence in the area; 95% confidence level for
estimations; and 5% margin of error. Using these inputs, the
initial sample size was estimated at 385. Considering a 10%
nonresponse rate, the final sample size was 422. In the pilot
districts, however, the total number of HEWs was 460.
Therefore, as the initially determined sample size was closer to
the population size, it was planned to include all eligible HEWs
in the study.

Study Variables and Measurement
The dependent variable was the intention to use the eCHIS for
health data generation and service provision. Based on the
UTAUT2, 8 constructs with a 5-point Likert scale were used
to assess the intention to use the eCHIS and were considered
potential predictors of the study [46].

1. Performance expectancy: the extent to which people believe
that using a new technology can improve their job
performance [47].

2. Effort expectancy: the degree of ease of use associated with
the usage of a new technology [46].

3. Social influence: the degree of importance others recognize
in using a new system [45].

4. Facilitating conditions: the degree to which a person
perceives that an organization and a technical infrastructure
exist to support the intention of people to use technology
[45].

5. Hedonic motivation: the motivation to do something due
to internal satisfaction [48].
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6. Habit: the degree to which users perform the usage of
technologies behaviors automatically because of learning
[46,49].

7. Self-efficacy: judgment of one’s ability to use technology
to accomplish a particular job or task [45].

8. Behavioral intention: the degree to which a person has
formulated conscious plans to perform or not perform some
specified future behaviors [50].

Data Collection Tools and Procedures
Data collection tools were adapted from the source instrument
used in the UTAUT2 model [46] in the context of the eCHIS
to enhance comprehension by the respondents. The items in the
constructs were performance expectancy (4 items), effort
expectancy (4 items), social influence (3 items), facilitating
condition (4 items), hedonic motivation (3 items),
self-expectancy (4 items), habit (4 items), and intention to use
(3 items). The source language of the instrument was translated
forward into the local language of Amharic, and a backward
translation was done to ensure the consistency of the tool.
Experts with health management information system
backgrounds were invited to review the relevance of each
question in the instrument. The experts reviewed the instrument
and checked its content and face validity, and the instrument
was refined according to the comments given. A pretest was
conducted on 5% of the study participants before actual data
collection was started, and the tool was refined based on the
pretest results. A total of 4 data collectors and 2 supervisors
were recruited and trained on the purpose, tools, and procedures
of the study. Self-administrated questionnaires were used to
collect data from HEWs with the assistance of data collectors
and supervisors. The data collection period was from January
28 to February 13, 2021, after 2 weeks of eCHIS familiarization
training had been given.

Data Management and Analysis
The data were entered into Epi-data (version 4.02; EpiData
Association) and exported to SPSS (version 26; IBM Corp) for
descriptive statistics such as frequency, cross-tabulations, and
univariate analysis of sociodemographic and model constructs.

Simple and multiple structural equation models were carried
out using the AMOS 23 Structural Equation Model in order to
test the relationship between observed and latent variables and
identify the predicting variables of the intention to use the
eCHIS. During analysis, we applied a parceling technique to
increase model efficiency [51]. The subset-item-parcel approach
was used in order to aggregate items into several parcels and
use them as indicators of the target construct [52]. Accordingly,
we created 2 parcels for each factor of target latent constructs
(such as performance expectancy, effort expectancy, facilitator
conditions, self-expectancy, and habit) by aggregating randomly
grouped items within each scale [53]. The remaining 3 latent
target constructs with 3 indicators per construct, such as social
influence, hedonic motivation, and intention to use, remained
as they existed in the original UTAUT2 model [46].

The overall model’s fitness was measured and assessed using
the goodness of fit indices such as chi-square ratio (<3), the
goodness of fit index (>0.9), adjusted goodness of fit index
(>0.8), normal fit index (>0.9), comparative fit index (>0.9),
Tucker-Lewis index (>0.9), and root mean square error of
approximation (<0.08). For the structural equation model,
standardized path coefficients of the regression weight values
were used to estimate the path coefficients of the dependent and
independent variables. Standardized coefficients are not
dependent on the scales as they vary from –1 to 1, where 0
indicates no relationship, 1 indicates a strong positive
relationship, and –1 indicates a strong negative relationship. A
critical ratio (regression weight or standard error) was used to
evaluate whether the constructs had a significant relationship.
The absolute value of a critical ratio greater than 1.96 is an
indication of the significance of the path coefficients. In this
study, the CI and its P value were calculated using
bootstrapping, and the statistical significance of dependent and
independent variables in the model was reported using a 95%
CI with a corresponding P value of <.05 (Table 1). The square

multiple correlation (R2) was used to report the proportion of
variance so that the intention to use the eCHIS could be
explained by the model.

Table 1. Structural equation modeling fitness for intention to use electronic community health information system among health extension workers in
Northwest Ethiopia, 2021.

ConclusionResults obtainedAuthorsThreshold valueFit indices

Accepted2.67Bentler [54] (1990)<3Chi-square

Accepted0.92Chau [55] (1997)>0.9Goodness-of-fit index

Accepted0.88Chau [55] (1997)>0.8Adjusted goodness-of-fit index

Accepted0.97Bentler [54] (1990)>0.9Comparative fit index

Accepted0.08Browne and Cudeck [56] (1993)<0.05Root mean square error of approximation

Accepted0.95Bentler and Bonett [57] (1980)>0.9Normed fit index

Reliability and Validity of the Research
Regarding the reliability and validity of the study, Cronbach α
reliability coefficients were computed to determine the internal
consistency of the constructs. Cronbach α of .7 or above
indicates high reliability; between .5 and .7 indicates moderate

reliability; and less than .5 indicates low reliability. We have
used 4-item Likert questions to assess the reliability of the
constructs. Accordingly, the reliability of the constructs assessed
by 3-item questions as follows: performance expectancy
(α=.92), effort expectancy (α=.87), facilitating condition
(α=.75), self-expectancy (α=.88), habit (α=.84), social influence
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(α=.78), hedonic motivation (α=.90), and intention to use eCHIS
(Table 2). In this study, the magnitude of intention to use the

eCHIS was assessed by a 3-item Likert question with a
reliability test of Cronbach α=.93.

Table 2. Reliability of the constructs on intention to use the electronic community health information system (eCHIS) among health extension workers
in Northwest Ethiopia, 2021.

Cronbach αNumber of itemsSample sizeConstructs

.924456Performance expectancy

.874456Effort expectancy

.783456Social influence

.754456Facilitating conditions

.903456Hedonic motivation

.884456Self-expectancy

.844456Habit

.933456Intention to use the eCHIS system

Ethical Considerations
Study approval and ethical clearance were obtained from the
University of Gondar’s ethical review board (R.NO.
V/P/RCS/05/2020) and a support letter from the ethical review
committee of the Amhara Regional Health Bureau Research
and Technology transfer office. Study permission was sought
at all levels of governmental administration systems including
health offices and health facilities. Written consent was obtained,
and participants were informed about the objective, importance
of the study, procedure and duration, risk and discomfort,
benefits of participating in the study, confidentiality, and the
right to refuse or withdraw during data collection. To ensure
confidentiality, their names and other personal identifiers were
not registered. Participants were not compensated for study
participation. We confirm that the provided ethics approval
documentation covers the study presented in this manuscript.

Results

Sociodemographic and Other Characteristics of the
Study Participants
A total of 456 HEWs participated in the study, with a response
rate of 99%. The mean age of the study participants was 28 (SD
4.8) years. More than two-thirds (n=314, 68.9%) of the study
participants had work experience of more than 5 years. About
half of the participants (n=232, 50.9%) were level 4 (10+4) in
their educational status, and the majority of the respondents
(n=307, 67.3%) were married. The number of HEWs who had
difficulties recharging mobile phones was 307 (67.3%). Our
study found that 147 (32.2%) HEWs used Microsoft applications
daily , 331 (72.6%) had experience using mobile phones for
more than 5 years and above, and 421 (92.3%) had informal
mobile phone usage practices or were using personal mobile
for health post–related activities (Table 3).

According to the findings of this study, 122 (26.8%), 132
(28.9%), and 162 (35.5%) HEWs strongly agreed to intend,
predict, and plan to use the eCHIS, respectively (Table 4).
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Table 3. Sociodemographic and informal phone use characteristics of the study participants in Northwest Ethiopia, 2021.

Values (N=456), n (%)Variables and categories

Age group (years)

104 (22.8)<24

295 (64.7)25-34

57 (12.5)≥35

Marital status

307 (67.3)Married

118 (25.9)Single

26 (5.7)Divorced

5 (1.1)Widow

Work experience (years)

55 (12.1)0-2

87 (19.1)3-5

314 (68.9)>5

Level of education

5 (1.1)Level I

12 (2.6)Level II

196 (43)Level III

232 (50.9)Level IV

11 (2.4)Othersa

Difficulty with battery recharging

307 (67.3)Yes

149 (32.7)No

Using Microsoft applications for work and daily life

147 (32.2)Yes

309 (67.8)No

Do you use personal mobile phone for health post–related activities?

421 (92.3)Yes

35 (7.7)No

For how long you have used mobile phone (years)?

125 (27.4)0-5

331 (72.6)>5

aHealth extension worker with additional diploma, BSc degree, or both.

Table 4. Health extension workers’ intention to use the electronic community health information system (eCHIS) in Northwest Ethiopia, 2021 (N=456).

Strongly agree, n (%)Agree, n (%)Neutral, n (%)Disagree, n (%)Strongly dis-
agree, n (%)

Items

122 (26.8)303 (66.4)12 (2.6)12 (2.6)7 (1.5)I intend to use the eCHIS system in the future

132 (28.9)297 (65.1)9 (2)13 (2.9)5 (1.1)I predict I will use the eCHIS system in the future

162 (35.5)264 (57.9)15 (3.3)11 (2.4)4 (0.9)I plan to use the eCHIS system in the future
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Mean Score of All Predictors and Intention to Use the
eCHIS Using the UTAUT2 Model
The mean scores of performance expectancy, effort expectancy,
facilitating condition, self-expectancy, and habit with 4-item
Likert questions were 17.09 (SD 2.58), 16.22 (SD 2.41), 12.07
(SD 3.46), 13.94 (SD 3.62), and 14.75 (SD 3.14), respectively.
On the other hand, social influence, hedonic motivation, and
intention to use the eCHIS with 3-item Likert questions had a
mean score of 11.63 (SD 2.32), 12.23 (SD 2.01), and 12.57 (SD
2.00), respectively.

Our study revealed that 179 (39.3%; 95% CI 34.7%-43.9%)
participants who had the intention to use the eCHIS for
community health data generation, use, and service provision
had scored above the mean. The mean score of the intention to
use the eCHIS was 12.57 (SD 2.00). The maximum score of
intention to use the eCHIS was 15, while the minimum score
was 3.

Simple Structural Equation Model Analysis
The variance in the dependent variable explained by the
independent variables was interpreted using square multiple

correlation (R2). The overall R2 of the intention to use the eCHIS
is found to be 32%, the variance that was explained by the
independent variables in the model. The bootstrap method with

a 95% bias-corrected CI was applied to investigate the
significance of path coefficients and factors predicting the
model. The predictors with P<.20 in the simple structural
equation model were considered candidate variables for multiple
structural equation model analysis. Due to its undependability
to scale, we used a standardized beta coefficient to interpret the
influence of predictors on the intention to use the eCHIS. A
95% CI with P<.05 was considered to declare an association
between dependent and independent variables. The study
indicated that effort expectancy has the highest direct effect on
HEWs’ intention to use the eCHIS, followed by hedonic
motivation. The remaining model constructs that have a direct
influence on predicting intention to use the eCHIS are social
influence and self-expectancy. The structural equation model

predicted, with the path coefficients and R2, is represented in
Figure 1, and the path coefficients and P value found from the
depicted model are presented in the Results section. Moreover,
the absolute value of the critical ratio of effort expectancy
(3.701), self-expectancy (2.468), social influence (2.782), and
hedonic motivation (3.311) indicated that predictors had a
significant influence on HEWs’ intention to use the eCHIS.
Overall, 32% of the variance with respect to intention to use
the eCHIS was reasonably explained by the predictors in the
model.

Figure 1. Predictors and intention to use the electronic community health information system among health extension workers at Central Gonda zone,
Northwest Ethiopia, 2021. EE: effort expectancy; FC: facilitating condition; HB: Habit; HM: hedonic motivation; ITU: intention to use; PE: performance
expectance; SE: self-expectancy; SI: social influence.
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Effort expectancy (the extent to which people believe that using
the eCHIS can improve their effort) has a positive influence on
HEWs’ behavioral intention (β=.256; P=.007). Similarly,
self-efficacy and social influence had a positive influence on
HEWs’ behavioral intention (β=.096; P=.04), and (β=.203;
P=.02), respectively. Likewise, hedonic motivation to use eCHIS

due to internal satisfaction was found to be (β=0.217; P=.03)
and had a significant effect on intention to use the eCHIS.
Facilitating conditions (β=0.005; P=.92), habit (β=0.103;
P=.07), and performance expectancy (β=0.034; P=.61) had no
significant influence on intention to use the eCHIS (Table 5).

Table 5. Multiple structural equations modeling association between predictors and intention to use the electronic community health information system
among health extension workers in Northwest Ethiopia, 2021.

DecisionP value95% CIEstimateHypothesis

Not supported.61–0.91 to 0.1900.034PEa ⇒ IUb

Supported.0070.060 to 0.5030.256EEc ⇒ IU

Not supported.92–0.060 to 0.0790.005FCd ⇒ IU

Supported.040.004 to 0.1910.096SEe ⇒ IU

Not supported.07–0.008 to 0.2350.103HBf ⇒ IU

Supported.020.039 to 0.3900.203SIg ⇒ IU

Supported.030.022 to 0.4160.217HMh ⇒ IU

aPE: performance expectance.
bIU: intention to use.
cEE: effort expectancy.
dFC: facilitating condition.
eSE: self-expectancy.
fHB: habit.
gSI: social influence.
hHM: hedonic motivation.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, nearly 2 out of 5 HEWs had an intention to use
the eCHIS for community health data generation, use, and
service provision. Effort expectancy, self-expectancy, social
influence, and hedonic motivation were statistically significant
predictors of intention to use the eCHIS. The intention to use
the eCHIS by HEWs could be associated with the fact that using
the eCHIS is not difficult to understand. It saves time and
reduces the amount of effort required to complete health-related
tasks [58,59]. Furthermore, it simplifies activities and helps
them access data easily. The other could be people around them
who have the ability to influence their intention to use the system
[58]. For example, HEWs’ activities should be monitored and
evaluated by health system leaders. If they give them more
attention, they will be encouraged to use the system. The other
could be previous exposure to using informal phone for health
system activities, such as reminding clients about their health
care appointments and facilitating referral linkage between
health centers and health posts, as mHealth enhances
communication between health workers and clients [58].
Moreover, using the eCHIS creates a conducive environment
for HEWs since their usual data handling approach is exhaustive
and takes much time to execute activities at the health post level,
and using the eCHIS not only helps them to save their time but
also creates motivation to do their job at health post level
[58,60].

Regarding factors associated with intention to use the eCHIS,
effort expectancy had a positive influence on the intention to
use the eCHIS among HEWs. This finding was in accordance
with a study conducted in Ethiopia [61], Kenya [61], the United
States [62], and Portugal [63] and had a positively significant
association with the intention of health care providers to use
technology. A possible explanation could be the fact that the
less effort the user devotes to using the system, the more likely
he or she is to continue to use it. A study in this regard showed
that individuals often want to face a system that is easy to use
[64]. HEWs might perceive that the eCHIS could help them to
do their job aids shortly with less strain and increased work
efficiency [65], as using the eCHIS would simplify the tasks
they are expected to deliver at health post level. A review in
this regard showed that using digital tools simplifies work and
helps to access data easily [59]. Furthermore, studies indicate
that digital health solutions reduce workload and improve work
performance [24,25], reduce errors [34], create motivation and
learning opportunities [66], promote health care appointment
[67], and are easy to use and improve work efficiency [59].
Using the eCHIS could reduce the workload of HEWs since
manual data management practice at health post level is
exhaustive and takes much time to collect data and conduct
routine activities [59]. Moreover, the referral linkage integrated
into the eCHIS, including HEWs, midwives, and focal persons,
will harmonize HEWs’activity flow from health posts to health
centers and vice versa. Furthermore, using mHealth motivates
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CHWs and enables them to perform multiple tasks quickly,
reducing efforts and improving performance [60].

The intention to use the eCHIS among HEWs who perceived
people around them could influence their behavioral intention
was positively associated. The current finding corroborates
studies conducted among health care providers using the
UTAUT2 model in Ethiopia [61], Morocco [68], Taiwan [62],
South Korea [30], and the United States [69], showing that
social influence significantly predicted health care providers’
intention to use technology. The possible explanation could be
that HEWs might perceive peer pressure from health care staff
at the woreda and facility levels toward using the eCHIS, which
could positively influence their intention to use the eCHIS. The
other justification could be the fact that HEWs might get trust
from the community for the job aids or activities they are
expected to deliver. Hence, health system staff need to
understand that peer influence has a positive effect on using a
new system. Moreover, making people aware of a new system
at the woreda and facility levels in general and at the kebele
leaders, women’s development army, and voluntary service
providers’ levels, in particular, could influence HEWs’
behavioral intention to use the eCHIS. A study in this regard
showed that the more health workers connected to colleagues,
the more they improved the use of digital tools and the quality
of care [58].

Our study revealed that the magnitude of intention to use the
eCHIS among HEWs who had self-expectancy was positively
correlated. The findings of past studies in Ethiopia [61],
Malaysia [70], Taiwan [71], and Iran [72] showed that digital
literacy was correlated with the intention to use technology in
health care industries. The possible reason might be that those
who had self-expectancy could not face difficulty in adapting
the emerging technology to community-level data management
and service provision. The current evidence in the feasibility
and effectiveness study on digital health indicated that the level
of computer literacy had influenced digital health
implementation among CHWs [73]. A possible explanation
might be the fact that informal mobile phone usage practices
of CHWs for health post–related activities could influence
behavioral intention to use the eCHIS. A study indicated that
in many different settings, CHWs use their personal phone
informally for community-based activities so as to fill the gaps
in the health care system [74].

Our study revealed that there is a significant association between
intention to use the eCHIS and hedonic motivation or perceived
enjoyment from using the eCHIS for community health data
generation, use, and service provision. A possible explanation
could be the fact that using a new system instead of the usual
approach to manage community-level data and service provision
may create intrinsic motivation for HEWs to obtain fun or
pleasure. A study showed that motivation is an important
construct for eHealth users, and it could even be a sufficient
reason to adopt newly emerging technology in a contextual
environment [75]. In addition, using eHealth technology to deal
with community health data generation, use, and service
provision may be an enjoyable process and will have a positive
influence on the behavioral intentions of the users [72].

HEWs were optimistic about using the eCHIS because it could
be related to the production of quality health data, ease of data
management, reduced errors and false reports, data protection,
and increased accessibility. A study also indicated that using
digital tools could enhance the productivity of CHWs [76].
Community health digitization using mobile apps support the
services delivered by CHWs [77]. Furthermore, studies show
that the digitization of health care data has promising results in
improving both health care and health outcomes [13-19] and
improving health staff productivity and work efficiency [65].
In our study, the level of users’ optimistic perceptions of using
the eCHIS could be an advantage in implementing the
intervention, as compared to the existing approach [78]. Studies
showed that digital health solutions enable CHWs to generate
quality health data [34], improve health care delivery [35], and
help them to be more effective in their job aids [32,36].
Moreover, digital tools could help them follow the correct order
or the required service elements that clients should receive when
providing services. It also enables them to communicate with
clients in a better way as compared to manual communication
since the tool has prespecified data elements that should be
asked by CHWs during service delivery [58].

Likewise, it creates enjoyment among users [66] and benefits
them by keeping data safe from human and natural factors that
could damage the data. In addition, enjoyment could emanate
due to the fact that using digital tools can improve data
capturing, storing, and reporting of more items that could be
more time-consuming during manual data handling and reduce
the motivation of health workers to keep data recording [59].
Even though HEWs are optimistic to use the eCHIS, lack of
adequate resources for eCHIS implementation at the
implementation district could hinder its successful
implementation, and therefore resource availability is vital to
be effective in community health digitization. Studies show that
challenges during digital health solutions implementation, such
as the initial and ongoing capacity-building training [73], poor
network access and poor access to electricity [58,79], low
financial investment [73], and unreliability or absence of
infrastructure (eg, electricity and network) [80,81], hinder the
implementation. As the skills and knowledge of HEWs vary
from one to another, there should be mentoring and supportive
supervision during the implementation. Studies showed that the
inability to use the system could affect its implementation [26],
and intensive training with continuous refreshment could help
them realize the digitization of the community health
information system [82].

Limitations of the Study
The findings of this study should be interpreted in light of some
limitations. Due to the nature of the study, which was
cross-sectional, the inability to infer cause-and-effect
relationships is present. As the study was focused on HEWs’
intention to use the eCHIS in a pilot district in Northwest
Ethiopia, the sample size could affect the findings of this study,
and covering larger areas at the regional and national levels is
possible, including urban HEWs. Finally, the parcel approach
used in this study may introduce parameter estimation bias.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, 39.3% (179/456) of HEWs scored above the
mean of intention to use the eCHIS for community health data
management and service provision. Factors associated with the
intention to use the eCHIS were effort expectancy,
self-expectancy, social influence, and hedonic motivation. The
eCHIS has numerous advantages and a promising future in
terms of improving data quality, use, and service delivery. Its
adoption in the country, however, should focus on identifying
all necessary prerequisites for successful implementation and

advancing the community health information system. The
implementation of the eCHIS should not skip factors that had
no significant effect on intention to use the eCHIS, and further
studies at the regional and national levels are recommended to
investigate their correlation with intention to use the eCHIS.
Model explainability was found in the study using factors that
existed in the UTAUT2 model; however, it is recommended to
examine the moderating effects of CHWs’ related variables to
examine how the model constructs could influence HEWs’
intention to use the eCHIS.
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Abstract

Background: Medication incidents (MIs) causing harm to patients have far-reaching consequences for patients, pharmacists,
public health, business practice, and governance policy. Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems (MIRLS) have
been implemented to mitigate such incidents and promote continuous quality improvement in community pharmacies in Canada.
They aim to collect and analyze MIs for the implementation of incident preventive strategies to increase safety in community
pharmacy practice. However, this goal remains inhibited owing to the persistent barriers that pharmacies face when using these
systems.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the harms caused by medication incidents and technological barriers to reporting and
identify opportunities to incorporate persuasive design strategies in MIRLS to motivate reporting.

Methods: We conducted 2 scoping reviews to provide insights on the relationship between medication errors and patient harm
and the information system–based barriers militating against reporting. Seven databases were searched in each scoping review,
including PubMed, Public Health Database, ProQuest, Scopus, ACM Library, Global Health, and Google Scholar. Next, we
analyzed one of the most widely used MIRLS in Canada using the Persuasive System Design (PSD) taxonomy—a framework
for analyzing, designing, and evaluating persuasive systems. This framework applies behavioral theories from social psychology
in the design of technology-based systems to motivate behavior change. Independent assessors familiar with MIRLS reported
the degree of persuasion built into the system using the 4 categories of PSD strategies: primary task, dialogue, social, and credibility
support.

Results: Overall, 17 articles were included in the first scoping review, and 1 article was included in the second scoping review.
In the first review, significant or serious harm was the most frequent harm (11/17, 65%), followed by death or fatal harm (7/17,
41%). In the second review, the authors found that iterative design could improve the usability of an MIRLS; however, data
security and validation of reports remained an issue to be addressed. Regarding the MIRLS that we assessed, participants considered
most of the primary task, dialogue, and credibility support strategies in the PSD taxonomy as important and useful; however,
they were not comfortable with some of the social strategies such as cooperation. We found that the assessed system supported
a number of persuasive strategies from the PSD taxonomy; however, we identified additional strategies such as tunneling,
simulation, suggestion, praise, reward, reminder, authority, and verifiability that could further enhance the perceived persuasiveness
and value of the system.
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Conclusions: MIRLS, equipped with persuasive features, can become powerful motivational tools to promote safer medication
practices in community pharmacies. They have the potential to highlight the value of MI reporting and increase the readiness of
pharmacists to report incidents. The proposed persuasive design guidelines can help system developers and community pharmacy
managers realize more effective MIRLS.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e41557)   doi:10.2196/41557

KEYWORDS

medication incident; reporting system; persuasive technology; persuasive design; medication; persuasive system design; pharmacy;
pharmaceutic; pharmacology; drug reporting; drug event; adverse event; incident management

Introduction

Overview
Medication errors are one of the leading causes of death in many
countries worldwide [1,2]. For example, in the United States
alone, 7000 to 9000 patients die annually owing to these errors.
In Canada, where medical errors (labeled as the third leading
cause of death after cancer and heart disease) account for 28,000
deaths annually, every minute and 18 seconds a patient gets
harmed because of unintended errors, with medication errors
being the most frequent [3]. Wrong medication (eg, because of
similar naming, similar packaging, illegible handwriting, and
incorrect drug selection) and wrong dose are among the most
common medication errors in community pharmacies [3-5]. In
particular, advanced drug preparation and administration without
double checking [6] and heavy workflow [7] have been
identified as key contributing factors to medication errors.
However, there may be many more contributing underlying
factors that go unreported by pharmacists and other health
professionals. For example, a survey on medication
administration errors among nurses in South Korea showed that
63.6% of the respondents had been involved in medication errors
once or more in the previous month. However, only 28.3% of
the participants reported the incidents [6]. Underreporting of
medication errors, which is a global issue [8-11], has several
implications bordering on shared learning, patient safety, and
financial cost. In the United States, for example, psychological
or physical pain and distress aside, “the total cost of looking
after patients with medication-associated errors exceeds US $40
billion each year, with over 7 million patients affected” [4].
Moreover, underreporting of medication errors and incidents
might limit individual and organizational learning from their
occurrence [12,13].

The continuous evolution of pharmacotherapy and changing
demands on the community pharmacy necessitate constant
vigilance to detect new types of medication errors [14]. In a
study among hospital pharmacists in South Korea, Hee-Jin et
al [15] found that “five or more near misses per month were
experienced by 14.8%, 4.3%, and 43.9% of respondents for
dispensing, administration, and prescribing errors, respectively.”
Moreover, research has shown that medication errors that lead
to patient harm are common in medical care including
community pharmacy [2,16-19]. Frequent reporting of all

medication incidents (MIs) and near-miss events has the
potential to improve patient safety through shared learning,
which will enable the reduction of recurrence and prevention
of MIs in the future [20,21]. Without adequate user reporting,
none of the laudable objectives of reporting systems, including
identification of gaps and resource development to support
patient safety, can be achieved [7]. Medication error reporting
is a common metric used to assess the quality of care provided
by the health care system [21]. However, research has shown
that employees are less motivated to report medication errors
[22-25]. Hence, there is a need to find ways to motivate
pharmacists and pharmacy technicians to report MIs more often
to foster shared learning, prevention of recurrence, and patient
safety. The question then is, How can we motivate pharmacists
and pharmacy technicians to report MIs more frequently using
persuasive design principles embedded in digital technologies?

Although some guiding principles have been proposed to
alleviate the barriers to MI reporting, these principles, from a
user experience (UX) design perspective, are not aimed at
motivating pharmacists to report MIs regularly. From our
literature search, we identified 4 categories of principles that
can guide the design of Medication Incident Reporting and
Learning Systems (MIRLS) to improve their adoption and
usability. They include administrative principles, usability,
utility principles, and persuasive design principles (Figure 1).
Administrative principles refer to the organizational processes
and policies implemented to enable and encourage employees
to report medication errors regularly without fear of
consequences. These principles form the basis of MIRLS, upon
which the other categories of principles build. Usability and
utility principles refer to the UX features that enable a user to
report medication errors with ease, effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction [26]. Persuasive principles refer to the
motivational affordances of a system that facilitate, nudge, and
motivate a user to report medication errors. Current MIRLS
mainly focus on the administrative, usability and utility-based
principles. Typical examples of administrative principles include
voluntary use, anonymity, confidentiality, and nonpunitive
consequences. Examples of usability and utility-based principles,
particularly in the Think Research and Pharmapod system,
include ease of use, use of a standard taxonomy, searchability,
retrievability, report generation, and root cause analysis
[7,14,27].
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Figure 1. Four key design principles for Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems in community pharmacy.

Apart from the administrative, usability, and utility principles,
we argue that persuasive design principles hold potential to
increase MI reporting among pharmacists. Persuasive design
principles embedded in digital technologies, also known as
persuasive technology, can motivate increased reporting of MIs
from community pharmacies, as research in other health domains
has shown [28]. Hence, this study proposes the use of persuasive
design principles, which build on the 3 other categories of
principles (Figure 1), to motivate users of MIRLS to report
incidents and near misses more often.

Using Think Research, also known as Pharmapod, a cloud-based
MIRLS for reporting and reducing incidents in community
pharmacies [29], as a case study, this study (1) assesses 1
MIRLS based on the Persuasive System Design (PSD) taxonomy
proposed by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [30] and (2)
proposes persuasive design guidelines to help community
pharmacy stakeholders at multiple levels (eg, facility, provincial,
and national) integrate persuasive features into their MIRLS.
The PSD taxonomy is a widely used framework in the
persuasive technology domain for analyzing, designing,
implementing, and evaluating persuasive systems. Persuasive
strategies from the PSD taxonomy can enhance MIRLS, making
them more effective in promoting patient safety and shared
learnings among practitioners [31,32]. Moreover, the study
presents a summary of the results on the relationship between
medication errors and harm and the information system–based
barriers to MI reporting to ground the research.

Background and Related Work
In this section, we present an overview of relevant studies on
the relationship between medication errors and patient harm
and the organizational and information system barriers to
reporting.

Medication Errors and Patient Harm
Several studies have been conducted to investigate the
prevalence, nature, severity, and effects of MIs. West et al [16]
investigated the relationship between medical errors and patient
harm in primary care. They found that clinical harm to patients
was reported in >10% of the 608 primary care medical error
reports, with prescription-related errors most frequently linked
to clinical harm. Similarly, Robb et al [17] investigated the
relationship between medication and patient harm in hospitals
in New Zealand. The authors confirmed the findings of earlier
studies that showed that medication-related harms were common
in both hospitals and the community, posing a substantial burden
for patients and the health care system. In particular, they found
that 923 harms were identified among 751 patients, with 28%
of them experiencing ≥1 of the medication-related harms. They
also found that older and female patients and those who had an
increased length of stay were more likely to be harmed.
Moreover, 65% of the harms occurred during an inpatient stay
and 29% originated from the community and resulted in an
admission. Riordan et al [18] investigated discharge prescription
errors and their propagation after the discharge of patients. They
found that 43% of the patients included in the study experienced
postdischarge medication errors, with 86% of them being at
risk of moderate harm. Moreover, 88% of the errors were
discharge prescription errors that persisted after the discharge.

Most recently, Alqenae et al [2] conducted a systematic review,
which they regarded as the first, to explore the prevalence and
nature of medication errors and adverse drug events after
hospital discharge. The review found that the median rate of
medication error was approximately 50% among adult and older
patients after hospital discharge, with approximately 20% of
the patients in the studies reported to be affected by adverse
drug events (such as antibiotics, antidiabetics, analgesics, and
cardiovascular drugs) after hospital discharge. Panagioti et al
[19] conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of the
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prevalence, severity, and nature of preventable patient harm
across a range of medical care settings. They found that 5% of
the patients were exposed to preventable harm in medical care
and 25% of the incidents, which are drug related, accounted for
the largest proportion of preventable patient harm, with 12%
of the preventable patient harms being severe or leading to
death. They asserted that there are limited quality improvement
practices specifically targeting incidents that cause preventable
harm to patients. They added that designing and implementing
evidence-based mitigation strategies specifically targeting
preventable patient harm could lead to substantial service quality
improvements that are cost effective. This conclusion by
Panagioti et al [19], coupled with the prevalence of medication
errors in community pharmacy, partly informs this conceptual
paper aimed to incorporate persuasive principles in MIRLS to
increase medication error reporting and patient safety.

Organizational Barriers to MI Reporting
Researchers have identified several organizational barriers (both
administrative and personal) leading to underreporting of
medication errors and incidents in community pharmacy [21].
In the long run, these barriers can adversely affect patient safety

owing to lack of shared learning among pharmacists within and
across organizations because of underreporting [12,13]. Key
barriers include fear of consequences such as punitive and
disciplinary actions, negative or lack of administrative feedback,
poor work climate or culture, inadequate training, and time
constraint (Textbox 1) [7,8,21]. For example, Bahadori et al [9]
found that the most important reasons for not reporting
medication errors were administrative factors including the
process of reporting and fear of the consequences of reporting.
Research has also shown that personal (ie, sociodemographic)
factors can impact medication error reporting. For instance,
Aljabari and Kadhim [8] found that younger and lesser
experienced professionals and staff with shorter employment
periods were less likely to report medication errors. We argue
that administrative barriers (such as time constraint and high
workload) and perceived low value of the reporting system
could be mitigated by using persuasive technologies to facilitate
and ensure convenient reporting of MIs and errors. For example,
persuasive design features (such as reminders to complete saved
draft reports, notifications about the utility and value of
reporting, and encouraging messages) may facilitate MI
reporting.

Textbox 1. Administrative barriers to reporting medication errors and incidents.

Fear of consequences

• Negative consequences such as blame, shame, professional reputation damage, relationship damage, loss of privileges, medical malpractice
lawsuit, relief from certain duties, and loss of job [4,9,33,34].

Lack of feedback

• Lack of useful feedback or negative feedback from administrative teams, such as pharmacy managers, regarding previously reported medication
errors [33,34].

Poor work climate or culture

• Blaming staff and not the system or culture, poor support system, poor teamwork, poor organizational leadership, and lack of confidentiality in
handling reports [33,35].

Miscommunication

• Poor communication among staff or between staff and patients [36].

Inadequate training of staff

• Difficulty in using the reporting system, poor understanding of the importance or value of reporting, poor understanding of errors, lack of clear
definition of incident or near miss, and lack of a well-defined protocol on what events need to be reported [21,35].

Time constraint

• Work pressure and the lack of budgeted time to properly report errors, especially in the midst of a busy work schedule and high workload resulting
in lack of enough breaks [7,35,36].

Information System Barriers to Patient Safety
Research has identified technological barriers that hamper
patient safety in different health information systems and
domains [37-40]. The primary barrier among them is the
usability and poor design of health information systems [41].
Ratwani et al [42] found across 3 health care institutions that
the usability of electronic health records accounted for more
than a third of medication errors in 9000 pediatric patient safety
reports. Kushniruk et al [43] evaluated the usability of a
handheld prescription writing application. They found various

usability problems (most of which relate to interface design)
and actual errors in entering prescription data. In particular,
they found that certain types of usability problems such as
display visibility and ergonomics-related wrong data entry were
closely linked to the occurrence of specific types of errors in
medication prescription. More recently, Adams et al [37]
investigated the medication errors associated with health
information technology use and the harm caused to the patient.
They found that 55.85% (1508/2700) of the manually reviewed
reports described a medication error associated with information
technology use and 49.7% (750/1508) of these caused harm to
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the patient. In particular, they found that 97.35% (1468/1508)
of the medication errors associated with information technology
were related to usability issues including data entry, workflow
support, and alerting. On the basis of these findings, in the
current MIRLS domain, we set out to uncover the information
technology barriers that border on the usability and utility
principles (Figure 1), which may lead to the low perceived value,
utility, and use of MIRLS.

PSD of MIRLS
PSD was pioneered by Fogg [44] in the early 2000s in his
seminal book, “Persuasive technology: using computers to
change what we think and do.” This entails the application of
behavioral theories from social psychology in the design of
technology-based systems to motivate behavior change. Hence,
persuasive technology is defined as a motivational tool
intentionally designed to change human attitudes and behaviors
through persuasive techniques grounded in social psychology
[44]. Fogg [44] first proposed a set of 7 persuasive strategies
to motivate behavior change. Subsequently, Oinas-Kukkonen
and Harjumaa [30] extended the list to 28 persuasive strategies,
which are categorized into 4 functional groups (primary task
support, dialogue support, social support, and system credibility
support), each comprising 7 persuasive strategies. Oyibo [45]
extended the primary task support and dialogue support groups
with goal setting and verbal persuasion, respectively, increasing
the total number of strategies in the PSD taxonomy to 30. The
primary task support category, which includes tunneling,
tailoring, and self-monitoring, is aimed at helping the user to
perform a target behavior easily and effectively. The dialogue
support category, which includes praise, reward, and suggestion,
is aimed at motivating the user to perform the target behavior
through feedback and dialogue with the persuasive system. The
social support category, which includes social learning, social
comparison, and competition, is aimed at motivating the user
through social influence to perform the target behavior. Finally,
the system credibility support category, which includes
trustworthiness, surface credibility, and authority, is aimed at
increasing the user’s trust in the system by making the system
look professional and credible [46].

Incorporating persuasive features into MIRLS has the potential
to improve the rate of error reporting. St-Maurice et al [28]
showed that, on average, the percentage of same-day data entries
can be increased by 10% for each user by introducing new
persuasive design features into a data entry system. On the basis
of this prior research finding, we propose guidelines for
incorporating persuasive design principles, drawn from the PSD
taxonomy, into MIRLS using the Think Research or Pharmapod
Incident Management (IM) system as a case study. The PSD
taxonomy, which comprises 4 categories of persuasive strategies
(primary task support, dialogue support, social support, and
system credibility support), is a framework for analyzing,
designing, implementing, and evaluating persuasive systems.
A systematic review by Win et al [47] showed that primary task
support and dialogue support are the most commonly used
categories of persuasive strategies in medication management
information systems. The review reported that tailoring,
self-monitoring, and reminders, which belong to the primary
task support category, are more likely to be implemented in

medication management information systems than other
persuasive strategies. In the case of MIRLS, the proposed
persuasive strategy guidelines are aimed at enhancing system
utility and facilitating the reporting of near misses and incidents.
Research shows that the higher the perceived usefulness of
health systems, the higher the number of users who find them
more persuasive [48].

Methods

Overview
A total of 2 types of methods were used to address 3 research
questions (RQs). They include scoping review and assessment
of an existing MIRLS based on administrative, usability, utility,
and persuasive features. The RQs are as follows:

1. RQ1. Is there a relationship between medication errors and
patient harm?

2. RQ2. What are the information system–based barriers
preventing pharmacists and pharmacy technicians from
reporting medication errors?

3. RQ3. How can we motivate them to report MIs more
frequently using persuasive design principles embedded in
digital technologies?

Ethical Considerations
The assessment of our target system was aimed at quality
improvement, thus ethical approval was not required [49,50]. 

Scoping Reviews
To address the first 2 RQs, the authors (KO, SE, and TN)
conducted 2 scoping views in August 2023. The first review
investigated the relationship between medication errors and
patient harm in the pharmacy domain. The second review aimed
to uncover usability and utility-related barriers to medication
error reporting. We retrieved articles from 6 databases for each
study, screened the articles, extracted the relevant data, and
presented the results. For the first review, a total of 820 articles
were retrieved from PubMed (n=41), Public Health Database
(n=89), ProQuest (n=451), Scopus (n=97), ACM (n=42), and
Global Health (n=22) using the search string: “(Medic* OR
prescri* OR administ* OR drug*) AND (error* OR incident*
OR accident* OR nearmiss* OR ‘near miss*’ OR mistake*)
AND patient AND (harm* OR hurt* OR injur* OR wound*
OR bruise* OR impairment* OR afflict*) AND pharmac*.” A
total of 215 duplicates were removed to arrive at 605 unique
articles. These articles were screened based on title or abstract
to arrive at 91 articles. Next, a full-text review was conducted
to arrive at 14 included articles after excluding 77 ineligible
articles. Finally, 3 more articles were included to the 14 through
Google Scholar search, resulting in 17 articles for the final data
analysis. For the second review, a total of 849 articles were
retrieved from PubMed (n=268), Public Health Database (n=44),
ProQuest (n=90), Scopus (n=448), ACM (n=10), and Global
Health (n=45) using the search string: “(Medic* OR prescri*
OR administ* OR drug*) AND (error* OR incident* OR
accident* OR nearmiss* OR ‘near miss*’ OR mistake*) AND
(report* OR submi* OR log*) AND (system* OR application*
OR website* OR tool* OR platform* OR interface* OR
technolog*) AND pharmac* AND (barrier* OR hinderance*
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OR obstacle* OR drawback* OR setback* OR deterrent* OR
limitation* OR shortcoming*.” A total of 303 duplicates were
removed to arrive at 546 unique articles. These articles were
screened based on title or abstract to arrive at 12 articles. Upon
the full-text review, we arrived at zero article for data extraction
and analysis. Moreover, based on Google Scholar search, we
found 1 article [13] that investigated the usability of MIRLS
called the Medication Error Reporting App. However, this study
did not investigate the relationship between the usability of the
app and medication error.

Overview and Initial Assessment of an Existing MIRLS
The authors (KO and PAG) analyzed the Think Research or
Pharmapod MIRLS, which is a cloud-based software platform
for reporting medication errors (incidents and near misses). As
stated on its website, Think Research or Pharmapod describes
itself as “the first platform of its kind to pool and share patient
safety data across borders, monitoring trends and causes behind
medication errors, and empowering healthcare professionals
locally to improve their practice” [29]. Our initial review of the
system assessed it against the 3 key design principles shown in
Figure 1. To assess the administrative and usability and utility
principles, the first 2 authors went through the Think Research
or Pharmapod system from one interface to another to elicit the
supported principles. Next, we used the PSD taxonomy as an
assessment framework and 3 assessors (study participants) to
identify persuasive strategies fully or partially implemented in
the Think Research or Pharmapod IM system. We first assessed
the system to identify the existing persuasive strategies and then
gathered data from 3 experienced users to propose opportunities
for improvement. One of the authors, the vice president of the
Quality Improvement and Innovations of Think Research or
Pharmapod, arranged for 3 independent and experienced users
of the Think Research or Pharmapod IM system from different
pharmacies to assess the system against the PSD taxonomy and
items. The first assessor was a pharmacist who had 1.5 years
of experience using the system. The second assessor was a
director in a health care company focused on patient and staff
safety, with 1 year of experience working with the system. The
third assessor was a senior technology manager at a leading
Canadian pharmacy company, with 4 years of experience
working with the system.

The authors (KO and PAG) asked the assessors to independently
indicate whether each persuasive strategy in the PSD taxonomy
is important or useful, present in the system or not, and where
it could be found in the system. The implementation of each
strategy from the PSD taxonomy was described to the

participants in a tabular form. The participants independently
responded to the questions and then came together to discuss
and confirm their responses and resolve their differences with
the first 2 authors. If at least 2 of the 3 assessors indicated or
agreed that a given persuasive strategy is important and useful,
“yes” is entered into the associated cell in the table, otherwise,
“no.” Similarly, if at least 2 assessors agreed that the strategy
was present in the system (ie, said “yes”), “√” is entered into
the cell associated with the status column. However, if ≥2
assessors agreed that the strategy was not present in the system
(ie, said “no”), “X” is entered into the associated cell under the
status column. Moreover, if at least 1 of the assessors agreed
that the strategy was present in the system, but the
implementation was limited, “√*” standing for “present but
could be improved” is entered into the associated cell under the
status column.

Results

In this section, we present the results of the scoping reviews
and the initial assessment of the Think Research or Pharmapod
IM system.

Scoping Reviews

Medication Errors and Patient Harm
In the first review, 41% (7/17) of the included articles originated
from North America (United States [16,51-53], Canada [54,55],
and Mexico [56]), 29% (5/17) from Europe (United Kingdom
[12], Ireland [18], the Netherlands [57], Sweden [58], and Spain
[59]), 23% (4/17) from Asia (Saudi Arabia [60,61], China [62],
and Korea [63]), and 6% (1/17) from Oceania (New Zealand
[17]). The articles were published between 2001 and 2023, with
most of the articles (3/17, 18%) published in 2023. Most of the
target populations were from North America (7/17, 41%),
followed by Asia (5/17, 29%), Europe (4/17, 23%), and Oceania
(1/17, 6%). Of the 17 articles, 1 (6%) each focused on target
populations in Africa and South America. Table 1 shows 16
types of harms elicited from the included articles. These were
caused by 59 types of medication errors such as wrong drugs,
missing or wrong patient weight, prescription errors, dosing
error, wrong or unclear dose or strength, wrong patient, and
wrong duration, each of which was reported by at least 2 articles.
Significant or serious harm was the most frequent harm; it was
reported by 65% (11/17) of the articles, followed by death or
fatal harm (7/17, 41%) and no harm or potential harm (4/17,
23%).
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Table 1. Type or severity of harm caused by medication errors and the number of articles associated with them (N=17).

Articles, n (%)Type or severity of harm

11 (65)Significant or serious harm

7 (41)Death or fatal harm

4 (23)No harm or potential harm

3 (18)Inconvenience

3 (18)Adverse drug events

2 (12)Mild harm

2 (12)Moderate harm

2 (12)Temporary injury or harm

2 (12)Prolonged hospitalization

2 (12)Life-threatening harm

1 (6)Nonlife threatening

1 (6)Risk to patient or others

1 (6)Unstable situation

1 (6)Unknown harm

1 (6)Permanent harm

1 (6)Intervention required

Information System Barriers to MI Reporting
One article [13] that investigated the usability of an MIRLS
prototype called Medication Error Reporting App found that
there was significant improvement in the mean usability score
throughout the development process (P<.001). However, this
mean improvement in usability did not impact the mean time
to report medication errors using the app because the mean time
was not significantly different between the phases of the
development process. Overall, it was found that the testers
including pharmacists found the app easy to use, but doctors
and nurses were unfamiliar with the medication terms used,
especially the medication process in which error occurred and
type of error. More importantly, the authors reported that
although testers might be willing to adopt the app to make
reports in the future, they were apprehensive about data
protection issues such as security and abuse of feedback featured
in the app [13].

Initial Assessment of Existing MIRLS
In this section, we present the results that emanated from the
initial assessment of the Think Research or Pharmapod IM
system based on administrative, usability, utility, and persuasive
principles.

Administrative and Usability and Utility Principle
Support
The assessed system supported at least 75% (6/8) of the
administrative guiding principles shown in Textbox 2, including
voluntariness, anonymity, confidentiality of information, and
nonpunitive measures. It also supported all 7 usability and
utility-based principles, including ease of use, searchability and
retrievability, standard taxonomy, report generation, and root
cause analysis (Table 1).
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Textbox 2. Items and questions asked of assessors.

Strategy code

• A codeword representing the persuasive strategy.

System capability

• A description of the persuasive strategy.

Important or useful

• An indication of the importance or usefulness of the strategy (yes or no).

Present in system

• An indication of the presence of the strategy in the system (yes or no).

Interface, tab, or comment

• Provision of the system interface or tab where the persuasive strategy can be found or a comment by the assessor.

Moreover, the system promotes 4 key elements of patient
medication safety: report, document, analyze, and share (Figure
2). The analyze and share elements are in addition supported
by 6 main continuous quality improvement (CQI) tools. These
tools are intended to foster patient safety in community
pharmacy within a pharmacy team [20,64]. The tools include
event summary, risk matrix, 5-whys template, action plan,
learning points, and pharmacy safety self-assessment (Figure
3). An event summary is an incident and a root cause analysis
tool. The risk matrix is a color-coded matrix that facilitates the
assignment of a risk score based on the probability of recurrence
of the incident or near miss at a specific severity level and its

impact on a patient if it were to recur. The 5-whys is a tool that
facilitates the analysis of an incident or near miss by answering
the fundamental question, “Why did the incident occur?” 5
times. The 5-whys is a simple and well-recognized tool for
determining the cause and effect of an incident objectively.
Action plans is a tool to create and track smart actions of
improvement. Learning points organizes identified gaps, for
example, in workflows and processes and provides a means to
share these learnings. Finally, the pharmacy safety
self-assessment is a tool that allows the pharmacy team to
proactively identify risks that may compromise patient safety
and implement safe medication measures to address them [64].

Figure 2. Four key elements of patient medication safety.
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Figure 3. Six continuous quality improvement (CQI) tools in the studied system aimed at fostering fundamental change among pharmacy team members.
PSSA: pharmacy safety self-assessment.

Persuasive Principle Support
Tables 2-5 show the results of the assessment of the Think
Research or Pharmapod IM system based on the primary,
dialogue, social, and credibility support categories of the PSD
taxonomy, respectively. The first column of Table 2 captures
the coded name of the strategy and its description, the second

column describes a yes or no response on the importance and
usefulness of the strategy, and the third column describes a yes
or no response on the presence of the strategy in the system (ie,
status). A fourth column was also provided for the assessors to
comment on the assessment of each strategy, for example, the
location of the strategy in the system.
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Table 2. Guidelines for incorporating the primary task support principles into Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems.

StatusI or UaStrategy and implementation

Reduction

✓bYesBreak down the medication incident and near-miss reporting process into a few simple steps to facilitate reporting
[65].

Tunneling

XcYesGuide the user through the reporting process in a step-by-step fashion, just as a software installation wizard [47].

Goal setting

XYesAllow the user to set a goal, for example, minimum number of errors or CQId reports to be submitted over a given
period such as a week or month.

Self-monitoring

XYesAllow the user to track their progress after setting a report-based goal or when submitting a report, for example,
through the display of a progress bar.

✓YesAllow the user to view their number of completed and uncompleted reports and averages per week, month, or year
(eg, on their dashboard).

XYesAllow the user to track the levels of usefulness of their reports (eg, CQI, incident, or near miss) to others, for ex-
ample, other users or colleagues “like” their anonymous reports as obtainable in YouTube and Facebook.

Tailoring

✓*eYesTailor what the user sees (eg, user profile, chart, content, and information) using group-based characteristics such
as work experience and designation or role.

Personalization

XYesPersonalize the system (eg, information, report, and reminder) based on their interaction, for example, letting the
user know where they left off or reminding them about incomplete tasks when they log in [7,66].

Customization

✓*YesAllow the user to customize the system (eg, profile, chart, content, information, and reminder) to suit their needs
and preferences [66].

Simulation

XYesShow the user a cause-and-effect relationship of the benefit of incident or near miss or CQI reporting, for example,
a study chart showing the higher the incidents reported, the lower the number of recurrences.

Rehearsal

✓*YesProvide a new user with a simulated environment to rehearse before making an actual report relating to an incident,
near miss, or CQI.

✓YesProvide a new user with video tutorials on how to report a medication incident or near miss.

aI or U: important or useful.
bCurrently implemented.
cNot currently implemented.
dCQI: continuous quality improvement.
ePartially implemented and could be improved.
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Table 3. Guidelines for incorporating dialogue support principles into Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems.

StatusI or UaStrategy and implementation

Praise

XcYesAs a show of appreciation, praise or congratulate the user for submitting a near-miss or incident or CQIb report or
for reaching a milestone using textual, visual, or audio-based feedback messages [67].

Reward

XYesReward the user with points, badges, etc, when they submit a report (early), achieve a goal or milestone, or others
find their report useful (eg, by liking it), etc.

XYesAllow the user over time to grow in the value of their contribution to the community. This can be based on the
number, frequency, quality, earliness, and usefulness of their reports (to others), for example, from a silver to a
gold valuable contributor of the community.

XYesReward the user for reporting or sharing action plans that improved safety in the pharmacy.

XYesReward the user for reporting positive experiences that led to improved safety in the pharmacy, for example, “good
news” stories in addition to the negative “error” reports.

Suggestion

XYesSuggest to the user from time to time based on their profile, role, or interaction with the system new reports that
may be interesting and beneficial to their practice [65].

XYesSuggest to the user ways, processes, or methods through which others in the community prevent or address recurrence
of certain near misses and incidents.

XYesSuggest to the user standard, process-based solutions (eg, from the user’s pharmacy, province, or professional or-
ganization) for addressing certain types of recurring incidents and near misses [65].

✓*dYesProvide the user with a list of “high-alert” medications or types of incidents that occur most often or require extra
precautions and suggest best practices to reduce incidents and near misses associated with them [68].

Feedbacke

XYesProvide the user with summary feedback on their progress toward reaching their monthly, quarterly, or yearly goal
(eg, “You have achieved 30% of your goal”).

XYesProvide the user with summary feedback on the usefulness of their reports to others (eg, “5% of the system users
in the province [nation] found your report helpful”).

✓fYesProvide the user monthly, quarterly, or yearly summary feedback highlighting the most recurring types of near
misses and incidents (eg, “Poor drug naming caused 5% of the near misses last year”) [65].

Reminder

XYesRemind the user from time to time (eg, based on self-set goals) about the need to report near misses and incidents
and about the benefits to other users and patient safety.

XYesRemind the user from time to time to complete their CQI action plan that they have started.

Verbal persuasione

N/AN/AgAllow management such as pharmacy managers and supervisors through personally sent messages to encourage
users from time to time to report near misses and incidents, for example, “Alice, remember to report your near
misses and incidents to improve patient safety. Yes, you can!”

Emotional appeale

XYesUse motivational messages to encourage users to report errors, for example, “To err is human, to share is divine”
[69].

Liking

✓*YesMake the system to be visually attractive, for example, by using visually pleasing or appropriate colors to present
charts, content, and important information.

aI or U: important or useful.
bCQI: continuous quality improvement.
cNot currently implemented.
dPartially implemented and could be improved.
eNot originally listed in the Persuasive System Design taxonomy.
fCurrently implemented.
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gN/A: not applicable.

Table 4. Guidelines for incorporating social support principles into Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems.

StatusI or UaStrategy and implementation

Social learning

XcYesNotify the user by email when other anonymous users submit an incident report (eg, containing the key points) or

CQIb report that may be of interest to the user, just as in ResearchGate, for example, “John [a pseudonym], here’s
a new report we think you’ll be interested in.”

XYesSupport chat room and discussion room to foster social support and shared learning [47]. This room can be
anonymous.

XYesSupport a newsfeed (eg, as in Facebook) to highlight important reports the user may find useful and foster shared
learning.

Social comparison

✓*dYesAllow the user to compare their weekly, monthly, quarterly, or yearly reports with others, maintaining confidential-
ity (eg, at the city, zone, provincial, or national level).

Competition

XYesAllow the user to see where they are compared with other anonymous (eg, on a leaderboard) at the pharmacy,
provincial, or national level based on the total number, frequency, quality, or usefulness of their report to others
(eg, over a weekly, monthly, or yearly period).

Cooperation

XNoProvide users the choice of being paired with another anonymous user, with the goal of motivating one another to
achieve individual or collective goals.

Normative influence

XYesInform users about the number of other anonymous users in the pharmacy, province, or nation that are reporting
errors in a given period (eg, “10 other people submitted their incident reports today”).

Social facilitation

XYesMake users, who are logged onto the system know that there are other anonymous users elsewhere (eg, in the facil-
ity, province, and nation), who are submitting or just submitted a report (eg, “5 other people are currently submitting
their incident reports”).

Social recognition

XYesProvide a means for committed user to be publicly recognized for being one of the “most valuable players” of the
month, quarter, or year at the pharmacy, provincial, or national level based on certain criteria (eg, number, frequency,
quality, or usefulness of their reports to the community).

XNoAllow other users to rate users’ reports anonymously based on how useful or helpful it is to them.

aI or U: important or useful.
bCQI: continuous quality improvement.
cNot currently implemented.
dPartially implemented and could be improved.
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Table 5. Guidelines for incorporating system credibility support principles into Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems.

StatusI or UaImplementationStrategy

XbYesPresent authority-based information and messages (eg, on the value of reporting incidents
and near misses and the benefits it can have for the profession, staff, or patient safety) [47].

Authority

XYesDemonstrate that the system is approved by authorities such as professional organizations,
regulatory bodies, and government, for example, by displaying their corporate logos [65].

Third-party endorsement

✓*cYesThe visual and functional design of the system should reflect professionalism, expertise,
and be up to date to motivate users to use it.

Expertise

✓*YesBuild trust into the system, for example, by fostering anonymity, data aggregation, and
keeping promises such as it not being used as a punitive tool to hold users accountable
[65].

Trustworthiness

✓dYesBuild surface credibility into the system through its visual design, for example, by reducing
advertisements and ensuring users enter accurate information using taxonomy-based pre-
defined options, checklists, and drop-downs [47].

Surface credibility

XYesEnsure presented information and messages (eg, on the value of error reporting to the
profession, staff, or patient safety) are verifiable, for example, through a link to authority-
based websites such as Institute for Safe Medication Practices and World Health Organiza-
tion.

Verifiability

✓YesThe design of the system should mimic the paper-based error reporting forms (eg, [70]) as
closely as possible to reduce the cognitive effort required by a new user to make the tran-
sition [71].

Real-world feel

aI or U: important or useful.
bNot currently implemented.
cPartially implemented and could be improved.
dCurrently implemented.

Primary support strategies facilitate the key behaviors promoted
by the system, such as reporting. Dialogue support strategies
enable users to interact, engage with, and receive feedback from
the system through text-, image-, audio-, and video-based
dialogue. Social support strategies motivate users through social
influence. Finally, credibility support strategies enable users to
trust and rely on the system. In summary, based on the assessors’
responses, most of the persuasive strategies (29/31, 94%) in the
extended PSD taxonomy were considered important or useful,
with approximately one-third (14/29, 48%) of them identified
as present in the current Think Research or Pharmapod system.
Approximately 23% (7/31) and 26% (8/31) of the strategies
were considered fully or partially implemented (although they
could be improved), respectively. More than 50% (16/31) of
the strategies were considered not implemented, with most of
them falling under the social support category.

Discussion

We have presented the results of 2 scoping reviews and the
initial assessment of the Think Research or Pharmapod system.
The following sections discuss the results with a focus on the
persuasive design guidelines shown in Tables 2-5, which can
inform the persuasive design of future MIRLS.

Summary of Scoping Review Findings
Table 1 shows the types of harm uncovered in the first scoping
review. More than half (11/17, 65%) of the included articles
reported that medicated errors caused serious harm to patients.
In particular, 60% (3/5) of the articles reported serious harm,
and 40% (2/5) of the articles reported fatal harm or death caused
by medication errors such as wrong dose, drug, patient, and

ambulatory pump (eg, [58]). Prescription error [16,18,59,63],
wrong drugs [12,58,63], and dosing error [58,59,63] were the
most frequent medication errors. For example, in the study by
Fyhr and Akselsson [58], most severe medication errors occurred
during prescribing and transcribing by physicians. The findings
are an indication that medication errors have the potential to
cause serious harm to patients, including death; hence, there is
a need for interventions aimed to reduce them and increase
patient safety (eg, by increasing reporting and shared learning
within and across organizations). Moreover, in the second
review on the usability of MIRLS, George et al [13] found that
an iterative design has the potential to improve the usability of
an MIRLS. However, their study suggested that there is a need
to address issues surrounding data security and report validation
to increase user acceptance and use.

Summary of Administrative and Usability and Utility
Assessment
Our assessment shows that the Think Research or Pharmapod
system implemented most of the administrative, usability and
utility-based principles shown in Textboxes 1, 3 [7,14], and 4
[7,14]. Prior studies advocate most of these principles as
essential actions and capabilities aimed at improving incident
reporting and shared learning [7,9,14,33-36]. An anonymous
reporting, for example, can mitigate the punitive perceptions
of incident reporting [20]. However, the system only partially
supported persuasive design principles. Persuasive design
principles are intended to complement the administrative,
usability and utility-based principles by improving the UX and
motivating users to see value in reporting MIs and completing
the CQI and learning tool reports. Persuasive design may in
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turn mitigate some of the persistent barriers identified in Textbox 1.

Textbox 3. Administrative guiding principles for designing Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems [7,14].

Voluntariness

• Medication reporting will be voluntary.

Inclusiveness

• Professionals and consumers will be encouraged to participate.

Aggregation

• The reporting system will support anonymity and aggregation.

Confidentiality

• The system will provide confidentiality of reported information.

No consequence

• The system will clearly define and support a nonpunitive approach to reporting.

Type of report

• The system will encourage reporting of both potential and actual incidents and near misses.

Feedback

• The system will provide feedback on incident analysis and timely recommendations.

Workflow alignment

• The system should fit with the users’ workflow.

Textbox 4. Usability and utility-based guiding principles for designing Medication Incident Reporting and Learning Systems [7,14].

Usability

• The system will be easy to use and time efficient.

Format multiplicity

• The system will support both electronic and paper formats.

Taxonomy

• The system will support standard taxonomy.

Outcome severity

• The system will support levels of severity of outcomes.

Searchability and retrievability

• The system will support searchable and retrievable data.

Report generation

• The system will support report generation.

Root cause analysis

• The system will support root cause analysis.

Summary of Persuasive Design Assessment
In this section, we discuss the results of the system assessment
and persuasive design guidelines for designing future MIRLS,
taking each category of the PSD taxonomy at a time.

Primary Support Assessment and Guidelines
In the primary support category (Table 2), all the persuasive
strategies were considered important or useful, whereas over
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55% (5/9) of them were deemed partially or fully implemented
by the system.

Reduction

Reduction, which is considered important and present in the
system by the assessors, entails breaking down the performance
of a complex behavior into a few steps. In the context of MI
reporting, this means making the reporting process simple and
easy to carry out by users. Reduction is vital to ensuring and
facilitating the report of MIs and near misses given the relatively
high workload health professionals such as pharmacists handle
on a daily basis [65]. In the Think Research or Pharmapod
system, for example, to speed up the reporting process,
predefined fields and system design widgets such as drop-downs
are used to enter information about prescribed drugs, what
happened, contributing factors, and harm caused. A critical
aspect in realizing the effectiveness of the implementation of
this and other PSD guidelines is the fit of the MI reporting task
into users’workflow to facilitate regular reporting [7]. However,
this examination is beyond the scope of this conceptual study.

Tunneling

Similar to reduction, tunneling (aka guided persuasion) aims at
motivating users to report MIs and near misses. The tunneling
strategy, which can be likened to the process of installing
software on a computer using an installation wizard [72], is
used to walk the user through predetermined steps in a structured
manner. Two of the assessors agreed that tunneling is important
or useful but not present in the studied system, with 1 of them
remarking, “the report has four sections, then the CQI has colour
coded features but they do not tunnel you in any direction.”
Once an incident report is completed and saved, the incident
analysis interface (an event summary page containing a variety
of management tools to prevent the recurrence of similar events
in the future) opens automatically. However, the system does
not tunnel the user in a specific direction. The third assessor,
however, did not find tunneling useful in this context and
commented, “No this MIRLS is not like an installation wizard.
We like the flexibility provided today.” Hence, owing to the
mixed responses, a more comprehensive study among a larger
target audience is required to understand the perceived
usefulness of tunneling.

Goal Setting

Related to the commitment principle proposed by Cialdini [73],
goal setting is known as one of the cornerstones of persuasive
systems [74]. According to the commitment principle, people
are more likely to follow through with a behavior if they make
a commitment in written or verbal form to perform the behavior
[75]. Studies have shown that people, regardless of culture, are
more motivated by the commitment principle than by the other
5 principles of persuasion proposed by Cialdini [76,77]. Goal
setting is more likely to be effective if set goals are specific,
measurable, achievable, relevant, and timebound (SMART)
[77]. The assessors agreed that goal setting is important or useful
in MI reporting. One participant thought that the feature was
present in the system already. Here, the assessor meant the CQI
action planning. In general, both goal setting and action planning
are related. However, action planning is concerned with how
set goals can be achieved [78]. In the studied system, the CQI

actions tool captures both actions (which can be regarded as
CQI goals) and action plans (eg, addressing gaps in workflows
and processes) [64]. Although we can submit the
system-supported CQI goals, it did not support incident reporting
goals. Regarding the former, one of the assessors stated that the
action plan tab in the system allows a free-form type (such as
textboxes that allow the user to type in anything without
restrictions). However, it “could be improved by adding prompts
for SMART [plans] to guide the user to complete [them]
correctly. These action plans are incident specific. They do not
allow overall SMART goals around frequency and quality of
reporting. [Although], [t]here are dashboards of measurements,
they do not include goals or thresholds as a comparison or
guide.”

Self-Monitoring

Self-monitoring goes hand in hand with goal setting in most
implementations [78,79]. In other words, users should be able
to visualize their progress toward the realization of their set
goals. Self-monitoring is one of the cornerstones of persuasive
systems [78] and one of the most requested persuasive features
in health apps such as fitness apps [45]. In a systematic review,
Matthews et al [80] found that 70% of the included articles
evaluated physical activity apps that supported self-monitoring
as a persuasive feature to motivate behavior change.
Self-monitoring fosters self-reflection and raises users’
consciousness of their responsibilities, which culminates in
self-regulation and behavior change [78,81,82]. Self-monitoring
can be compared with holding a mirror up to the user’s face,
and if the user does not like what they see, they do something
about it. In work environments, employees’ engagement in
self-monitoring is considered a prerequisite for professional
development [82]. In the studied system, self-monitoring is
implemented in the form of incident and near-miss reports at
the pharmacy, province, or national level. In the data warehouse
interface, users can view the number of cases (incidents and
near misses); number of events by harm levels, top 5 drugs; and
what, why, and when they happened. However, because there
is no goal setting for incident report, the system does not support
the type of self-monitoring that allows the user to track their
progress after setting a report-based goal or when submitting a
report, for example, through the display of a progress bar. In
addition, the system does not allow the user to track the levels
of usefulness of their reports (eg, incident, near miss, and CQI
plans) to others. For example, it does not allow other users or
colleagues to “like” the user’s anonymous reports or to indicate
their usefulness.

Tailoring, Personalization, and Customization

All 3 persuasive strategies are related and can be defined as the
act of tailoring the user interface elements and content of a
system to suit the user’s needs, preferences, designation, or role.
Tailoring and personalization are carried out by the system,
whereas customization is carried out by the user. Although
tailoring is enacted by the system based on users’predetermined
information (eg, gathered through surveys before using the
system), personalization is enacted by the system using
information gathered in real time (ie, during user interaction
with the system) [81,83]. We observed that tailoring was
implemented in the assessed system. This system provides
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role-based access to certain features. However, the assessors
remarked that the tailoring feature can be improved depending
on what users need. However, we found that the system does
not support personalization. Hence, we recommend MIRLS be
personalized based on user interaction, for example, letting the
user know where they left off or reminding them about
incomplete tasks when they log in [7,66]. In addition, we
recommend that users be allowed to customize the system (eg,
user profile, chart, content, information, and reminder) to suit
their needs and preferences [66].

Simulation

Simulation is a persuasive strategy used to demonstrate the
cause and effect of a given behavior. Although the assessors
considered it important, it was not currently implemented in the
system. Thus, we recommend that MIRLS provide a means for
the user to observe a link between the cause and effect of
incident and near-miss reporting [80,84]. A typical
implementation of the strategy is demonstrating to the user using
a graph or chart that the higher the MIs reported using the
system, the lower the number of recurrences.

Rehearsal

Rehearsal is a trial performance or practice of a given task so
that the user can perform it correctly and easily later. In the
assessment, we found that the system already provides a new
user with video tutorials (organized in modules) on how to
report a MI or near miss. In addition, we recommend that
MIRLS provide a new user with a practice environment, in
which they can rehearse before using the system to make an
actual report.

Dialogue Support Assessment and Guidelines
In the dialogue support category (Table 3), all the persuasive
strategies were considered important or useful; however, only
50% (4/8) of them (eg, reminder, feedback, and suggestion)
were considered partially implemented by the system.

Praise and Reward

They entail acknowledging, appreciating, and recognizing the
user for their effort and time taken to report incidents and near
misses for the benefits of other pharmacists and patient safety.
As Holden et al [6] noted, “reward and punishment structures
may affect individual reporting decisions (e.g. if nurses are
rewarded more for productivity than for reporting), as may
culture (e.g. blame vs. just culture).” It is yet to be seen how
the web-based rewards implemented in a system may influence
error reporting. Enacted through well-worded motivational text
and well-designed motivational images, symbols, and sounds
[67], praise fosters an intimate relationship between the user
and the system, making the user feel valued, appreciated, and
more open to persuasion [85]. Although considered important
by 2 of the assessors, 1 of them had some reservation. The
participant stated, “This would emphatically not be wanted.
Reward messages coming from an MIRLS technology should
not emulate a sports watch. As an advanced user of the system
I would find this annoying and a waste of time. If the system
helps reduce incidents, a trend report shows proof, that is praise
enough.” However, praise and rewards can be targeted to

aggregated reports (eg, a pharmacy) on the basis of the number
of incidents that reached and did not reach the patient.

Suggestion

This strategy is considered important and partially implemented
in the system and can be used as a means of informing users
about certain important reports (especially from other
anonymous users or generated from the system), which may be
useful to them in their practice. A typical suggestion in this
context could be a list of “actions to take” for a specific MI or
a list of “high-alert” medications that require extra precautions.
Other suggestions include new research reports that may be
interesting and beneficial to the user or ways, processes, or
methods through which other anonymous users in the
community prevent or address recurrence of certain medication
errors [65]. For example, upon completing a report, the user
can be recommended a set of preventive guidelines by the
system to mitigate future incidents.

Feedback

Several behavior change theories such as social cognitive theory,
goal setting theory [86], and feedback intervention theory
consider the provision of feedback as an important ingredient
in behavior change [87,88]. An example implementation of the
self-monitoring-type of feedback is providing the user with
summary feedback on their progress toward reaching their goal
(eg, “You have achieved 30% of your goal”). Moreover,
feedback entails information about one’s behavior or
system-generated figures and statistics. In the context of MIRLS,
informational feedback is the information of the user about the
impact of their error-reporting behavior on the community or
health providers’ medication errors on patient safety. An
example of informational feedback is informing pharmacists
about the usefulness of their reports to other users in the
community (eg, “5% of the system users in the province [nation]
found your report helpful”). Another example is providing users
with monthly, quarterly, or yearly summary feedback
highlighting the most recurring types of errors relevant to their
work [65] (eg, “Poor drug naming caused 5% of the near misses
last year.” In addition, the solution to this medication error can
be included in the feedback message as well; for example, “Poor
drug naming caused 5% of the near misses last year; remember
to use TALLman lettering when necessary.” The use of
uppercase letters in a portion of a drug name helps to draw
attention to the dissimilarities between look-alike and
sound-alike drug names. Moreover, it helps to alert health care
professionals that the name of a given drug can be confused
with another drug that has a similar name [89].

Reminder

This refers to an alert on task completion and compliance with
certain behavior or expectation [90]. Reminder is closely tied
to goal setting in a certain regard. For example, if the user sets
a goal (eg, report at least X errors per month), then the user
should have the opportunity to set reminders so that they could
be reminded at certain preset times to report incidents or near
misses if they have any. Reminder has been widely and
successfully used in persuasive systems, especially in the health
domain, to motivate behavior change [80,91]. In MIRLS,
reminders, considered important and partially implemented,
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can be based on users’ self-set goals on medication error
reporting as well as CQI-based action plans. For example, based
on self-set goals, the system can remind the user at preset times
about the need to report near misses and incidents when they
occur and about the benefits of the reports to other users in the
community and patient safety. For instance, the system can
prompt the user at a preset time with a message such as, “Did
you have any near misses today or in the last one week? Please
report if you did.” Moreover, the system can remind the user
through this type of message if the user has not logged into it
or submitted a report within a certain period. In addition to this
reminder-based messages, a direct link to a reporting wizard
can be included, allowing users to easily submit a report by
simply clicking on the provided link. Persuasive reminders have
been widely used in health self-management such as taking
one’s daily medication and have been effective [92]. Although
reminders may be more effective if they are just-in-time [87],
in the context of MIRLS, they can be well ahead of time, for
example, during the period when a user such as a pharmacist
resumes their shift. They can also be at the end of the
pharmacist’s shift. Therefore, research, in the context of MIRLS,
is required to show which of the periods (start or end) is more
likely to be effective in motivating reporting of medication
errors. In summary, reminders can be general or specific.
General reminders are aimed to remind users from time to time
to report incidents if they have any. Moreover, specific
reminders are aimed to remind users to complete incident report
drafts (ie, reports that they started but have not completed).
Nevertheless, reminders should be used with caution as they
can be overwhelming if overused. As stated by 1 of the
assessors, “Reminders can also be annoying to the point of
reminder fatigue and disregarded instantly, and overkill for this
type of solution.” Therefore, users should be allowed to turn
them on and off.

Verbal Persuasion

This refers to the act of mentoring and providing encouragement
and feedback to help individuals achieve their goals. It is also
defined as “the act of telling or convincing a person to perform
a task or action to change a behavior or put into action a set of
events to achieve an objective” [93]. Research shows that
organizational and leadership coaches use verbal persuasion
effectively to increase the self-efficacy of their clients and the
results they create. The tools for carrying out verbal persuasion
include praise (kind words about the user), encouragement
(words of affirmation about the user’s ability), stories (personal
or allegorical stories to help reframe the user’s struggle with
the task), positive feedback (assessing the user’s performance
favorably), strengths focus (intentionally linking the task to the
user’s strengths), and past achievements (acknowledging past
wins as an indication of the user’s ability to complete the current
task) [94]. In the context of MIRLS, praise and encouragement
may be used effectively by community pharmacy managers and
supervisors to motivate users to report near misses and incidents.
However, the use of individual feedback and past achievements
may not be possible in MIRLS if, at the pharmacy level,
managers and supervisors do not have access to individual users’
performance owing to anonymity. In the event that managers
had access to individual users’ performance, as may be the case

in certain pharmacies owing to corporate policy, managers and
supervisors could enact verbal persuasion through personal
feedback and strengths in addition to praise and encouragement.
Although verbal persuasion can be said to be related to the praise
and emotional appeal strategies, the main difference is that
verbal persuasion is coming directly from a superior (eg, a
pharmacy manager) that the user knows rather than the system.
A typical message a pharmacy manager can send to an employee
to verbally persuade them is, “Alice, remember to report your
near misses and incidents to improve patient safety. Yes, you
can!” Moreover, a typical feedback message from a pharmacy
manager is, “Alice, thanks for your constant reporting of near
misses—keep it up!” Users (whether reporting frequently or
not) may find this type of message motivational. This may
motivate users who have not been reporting their errors using
the system in recent times to start reporting. Moreover, this type
of positive feedback will help address one of the administrative
barriers presented in Textbox 1: “Underreporting due to lack
of useful feedback or negative feedback from administrative
teams such as pharmacy managers” [8].

Emotional Appeal

It is a persuasive strategy designed to elicit an emotional
response based on feelings [95]. We argue that motivational
messages that appeal to emotion and feeling, such as “To err is
human, to share is divine” [69], have the potential to motivate
users in the medication error–reporting domain, similar to other
domains [81]. In the fitness app domain, for example, Oyibo
[96] found that, regardless of gender, health messages that
appeal to emotion, such as “Those who do not find time for
exercise will have to find time for illness,” have the potential
to motivate people to start or continue exercising. However, in
this study, we found that although a motivational message such
as “To err is human, to share is divine” may motivate some
pharmacists, as evident in 1 of the assessors’ responses (“would
love it”), it may demotivate others. One of the assessors
commented that the use of emotional appeal is inappropriate in
a professional domain such as community pharmacy. The
assessor stated, “It is a regulatory requirement to report
incidents–no need for motivational messages...like a sports
watch or fitbit. It seems unprofessional for a tool such as this
to have this. I would NEVER accept this or turn this feature
on.” The mixed reactions to the use of emotional appeal to
motivate incident reporting, similar to praise and reward, require
further empirical studies.

Liking

This entails making a system visually attractive and engaging
to make it persuasive. This strategy in the PSD taxonomy is
drawn from the 6 principles of persuasion proposed by Cialdini
[73]. According to Cialdini [73], the more people like someone,
the more likely they are to be persuaded by the person. Similarly,
in the context of PSD, the more esthetic a system is, the more
persuasive users find it and the more likely the users are willing
to use it to motivate their behavior change [48,97]. In the context
of MIRLS, designers can use visually pleasing user interfaces
and appropriate colors to present charts, content, and important
information to improve the overall UX.
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Social Support Assessment and Guidelines

Overview

In the social support category (Table 3), we only found that
social comparison (in the form of benchmarking) was already
implemented in the system for a limited number of
measurements. However, the user had to filter each time to be
able to benchmark the measure of interest (eg, near miss) at one
level (eg, in the pharmacy) against another (eg, in the province).
The assessors of the system suggested that rather than filtering
all the time, it would be better if the benchmarking feature of
the system could be enhanced by locking in the error
reports—having them appear automatically. Moreover, we
recommend guidelines on how to integrate other socially
oriented persuasive strategies such as social learning, social
facilitation, normative influence, competition, and social
recognition. Holden and Karsh [7] found that social influence
at the individual, group, organizational, and industry levels has
the potential to influence medication error reporting.

Social Learning

This social strategy allows users to observe and imitate the
behaviors and achievements of other (anonymous) users of the
system [98]. The social learning strategy derives from the social
learning theory proposed by Bandura [99]. The social learning
theory states that people have the ability to imitate new behavior
by coding or storing the ideas about the behavior in their
memory, which eventually guide the actual performance of the
behavior [100]. In the context of persuasive technology, social
learning is simply implemented using the information of the
target user about a target behavior performed by other users,
for example, through a notification. In the context of MIRLS,
a potential approach to implementing social learning is by
enabling users to receive notifications (eg, via email) when
fellow users in their group submit incident reports. These
notifications would contain essential key points from the
submitted reports. A typical notification message to this effect
is “John [a pseudonym], here’s a new report we think you’ll be
interested in.” We believe that messages such as this, which
enable one user to learn from others’ reports, may motivate the
target user to submit their reports given the benefit they derive
from them. Given that users may be overwhelmed, they should
be given the opportunity to determine the types of messages
they wish to receive, the number within a given period such as
a week or month, and even opt out completely by turning the
feature off. More importantly, owing to privacy concerns,
particularly within a facility setting, instead of basing the social
learning strategy on key points from reported near misses or
incidents, it can be based on the quantity of reports submitted
within a specified period (refer to the Normative Influence
section). According to 1 of the assessors, “I don’t think this
[first Social Learning implementation] is appropriate if you can
see who it is but if it is just numbers it would be useful.
[N]otification within a facility could hamper the feeling of safe
reporting because anonymity is compromised.” A second
implementation of social learning is the provision of a news
feed that highlights important reports submitted by other
anonymous users that the user may find useful. A third
implementation is the support of chat rooms or discussion rooms

where users can discuss near misses, incidents and lessons
learned; share experiences and knowledge; and learn from one
another in an anonymous fashion. The chat room and discussion
forum feature may be extended and beneficial to
nonpharmacists, as evident in 1 of the assessors’ comments,
“Our users may find this useful. If they have the time, which
currently they don’t have much of during the pandemic.”

Social Comparison

Social comparison allows users to compare their performance
with that of others. It is derived from the social comparison
theory proposed by Festinger [101], which centers on the belief
that individuals have an inner drive to gain accurate
self-evaluations through social comparison. It holds that by
comparing one’s abilities and performances with those of similar
others or peers, the individual is able to reduce uncertainty,
learn, and improve self. This strategy has been used successfully
in persuasive systems [102]. In the assessment of the Think
Research or Pharmapod system, we found that social comparison
was implemented at the pharmacy and provincial level in the
form of benchmarking reports, tables, and dashboards. For
example, 1 of the assessors responded thus, “within our own
organization we may compare pharmacies with other pharmacies
or between provinces of our pharmacies using reports provided.”
Thus, the implementation of social comparison in the system
can be improved. For example, users’ error reporting over a
particular period, for example, week, month, or year, can be
compared anonymously with the average at the pharmacy or
provincial level using a bullet chart infographic.

Competition

Similar to social comparison, competition allows users to
compare themselves with others, for example, in terms of
number of reports, frequency, quality, or usefulness of reports
to others. Competition leverages the natural drive of humans to
outperform one another [98]. Research on persuasive technology
shows that competition, regardless of gender, age, and culture,
has the potential to motivate users to perform the target behavior
[103]. In the fitness app domain, for example, Oyibo and
Vassileva [98] found a significant relationship among social
comparison, social learning, and competition, indicating that
the more people compare themselves, the more they learn about
the performance or achievements of others and the more
competitive they become in their behaviors. In the context of
MIRLS, users can be allowed to view where they are compared
with other anonymous users in small sets (eg, on a leaderboard).
The criterion for placement on the leaderboard can include the
total number of reports, frequency, quality, or usefulness of the
report to others (eg, over a weekly, monthly, or yearly period).
The small sets of anonymous users can be drawn from the pool
of users at the provincial or national level, which can change
from time to time because of the need to foster anonymity.
Moreover, the competition feature can be group based, involving
anonymous pharmacies, organizations, or provinces. As 1 of
the assessors remarked, “Perhaps [my organization] may wish
to see how many incidents they are experiencing compared to
another organization of the same industry channel and size.”
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Cooperation

Unlike competition, where users compete to outperform one
another, in cooperation, users work together in a collaborative
fashion to achieve their individual and collective goals. In the
assessment of the Think Research or Pharmapod IM system,
we found that providing users the choice of being paired with
another (anonymous) user, with the goal of motivating one
another to achieve individual or collective goals may not be a
good idea. This is based on the premise that the implementation
of cooperation in MIRLS may compromise the principle of
anonymity of users, upon which MI reporting is founded. Hence,
we recommend that cooperation be implemented and used with
caution if MIRLS were to support it in a given pharmacy. As
commented by 1 of the assessors, “Why would anyone wish to
be compared to [cooperate with] another user? Where’s the
privacy aspect of such a feature?”

Normative Influence

Unlike informational influence, which is conformity to a certain
behavior based on the acceptance of evidence about reality
provided by others, normative influence is conformity based
on an individual’s desire to fulfill others’ expectations to gain
acceptance, fit in, or feel a sense of belonging [104]. In the
context of reporting medication errors, the urge for individual
users to report near misses and incidents might arise from
perceived social pressure rather than actual pressure, considering
that the submitted reports are anonymous or deidentified. Thus,
a possible way of realizing the normative influence strategy in
MIRLS is allowing the user to know about the number of other
anonymous users in the facility, province, or nation that are
reporting medication errors at a given time. For example, in
COVID-19 contact tracing apps, Oyibo and Morita [105] found
that socially oriented messages, such as “112 other people
reported their COVID-19 diagnosis today,” have the potential
to motivate app users to report their diagnosis by entering their
one-time key into the app. Hence, we recommend that the
system informs users at suitable intervals (eg, when they are
logged on) about the quantity of other anonymous users within
the pharmacy, province, or country who are reporting medication
errors within a specific period. A message similar to the message
by Oyibo and Morita [105], “10 other people submitted their
incident reports today,” may be used to normatively influence
users to submit their own incident reports as well if they have
any pending or have not yet submitted.

Social Facilitation

Social facilitation refers to the improvement in a person’s
performance as a result of the real, imagined, or implied
presence of others. As stated in the study by Mohadis et al [84],
“System users are more likely to perform a targeted [behavior]
if they discern, via the system, that others are performing the
[behavior] along with them.” In MIRLS, one way to realize
social facilitation is to inform the user when they log on to the
system (eg, to make a report) through news feed that they are
not alone in their efforts to report an error, as other users
elsewhere (eg, in the facility, province, or nation) at the current
time are also attempting to making a report or logged on to the
system. Motivational messages such as “You are not alone; X
others are on the system at the moment submitting a report”

could be used to make the user feel the presence of other
anonymous users whenever the former is logged into the system.
A message such as this may encourage users, who have begun
the process of submitting a report, to complete it. This type of
message is similar to that which customers get when they are
booking a hotel or shopping for a flight ticket on the web (eg,
“5 other people are currently shopping for this flight ticket”).
Although this type of message is commonly used in the
e-commerce domain to create the impression that the user may
miss procuring a given flight ticket if they do not act quickly
(ie, buy it now), in the domain of medication error reporting,
this is not the case. Rather, this type of message is used to let
the user know that they are not alone—that there are similar
others elsewhere who are trying to do the same task as them
(submit a MI report).

Social Recognition

In social psychology, social recognition is the act of recognizing
people such as employees for great work, contribution, and
achievement by acknowledging them publicly. One possible
way of implementing this strategy in an MIRLS is recognizing
users for being one of the “most valuable players” of the month,
quarter, or year. This can be at the facility, provincial, or national
level. The criteria for recognition include the number, frequency,
quality, or usefulness of the target user’s reports to the
community. Although research shows that employees welcome
social recognition in the workplace [84], it must be implemented
with caution given the anonymity requirement aimed to protect
users from punitive measures. We found that users may not
welcome the second feature (“allowing other users to rate a
user’s report anonymously based on how useful or helpful it is
to them”) as they perceived it as a form of competition. For
example, 1 of the assessors commented, “Rating makes this feel
like a competition or to call out that can produce negative
attitudes. Not helpful. Those entering data into a system may
not be the same person who is involved in the incident.”
Moreover, the user was also concerned about the part of the
report being rated as well as privacy and anonymity, “What part
of the report is being rated in this scenario?” It is worth noting
that we conceived the social recognition rating feature similar
to Google Play Store app rating system, in which users can rate
an app on a 5-star scale. Although we did not explicitly detail
the section of the report being anonymously rated by other users
in the study, we intended it to encompass essential elements
derived from the report analysis, such as the description of the
near miss or incident, the lessons learned by the reporters, and
possible recommendations and tips to prevent future recurrence.
These key points may have been extracted from a set of similar
aggregated reports submitted by different anonymous users at
different times and included in the MI analysis report shared
with users via the MIRLS by standard bodies such as Assurance
and Improvement in Medication Safety (AIMS) [106]. AIMS
is a standardized medication safety program that supports CQIs
and sets a mandatory consistent standard for medication safety
for all pharmacies in Ontario. Its goal is to minimize the risk of
harm to patients caused by MIs in the province. Part of its
mandate is to aggregate and analyze anonymous MI reports and
produce and disseminate the results to stakeholders. This enables
practitioners to learn from MIs and have a better understanding
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of why they occur and how they can be prevented in the future
[106]. Although in this study, we did not find the second social
recognition feature to be useful to the assessors, there may be
a need for a more comprehensive study in future research among
a larger audience of community pharmacists to uncover its
potential to motivate users to report medication errors more
frequently.

System Credibility Support Assessment and Guidelines
Regarding the credibility support category (Table 4), the
assessors reported that the system fully or partially supported
a number of credibility-related persuasive strategies such as
trustworthiness, credibility, expertise, and real-world feel. We
discuss all these strategies together with the other 3 strategies
in the credibility support category.

Authority

One of the principles of persuasion proposed by Cialdini [73],
the authority principle, states that people are more likely to
believe and obey those who are in positions of authority. Selassie
et al [76] found that frontline staff working with children with
autism (supported by a data entry management system) can be
persuaded by the authority strategy. Moreover, in the study by
Mohadis and Ali [84] on user perception of a physical activity
app for older workers, 1 of the participants remarked, “Yeah,
incorporating an expert [authority figure’s] view is very
important so that we become more confident with whatever
recommendations that the system offers.” In the context of
community pharmacy, authority figures and bodies may include
researchers, pharmacy managers, and professional bodies such
as the Institute for Safe Medication Practices Canada [1]. Thus,
we recommend the presentation of authority-based information
and messages to users, for example, on the value of reporting
medication errors and the benefits it can have for the profession,
staff, and patient safety [47].

Third-Party Endorsement

Third-party endorsement is the act of publicly approving or
supporting a product, system, or service by a reputable socially
influential individual or organization other than the staff or
company that owns it. Usually, the third party may have seen,
interacted, and used the product, system, or service in question
and is satisfied with the results, utility, or experience. In the
business world, research has shown that the third-party
endorsements have the potential to effectively earn companies
the trust and loyalty of customers [21,69]. Moreover, research
shows that the expertise and trustworthiness of a third-party
organization endorsement have the potential to positively affect
the perceived value of a firm, which in turn can positively affect
customer loyalty [107]. Hence, to encourage pharmacists to use
MIRLS, the designers should demonstrate that the system is
approved or endorsed by authoritative bodies such as
professional organizations (eg, World Health Organization and
Institute for Safe Medication Practices), regulatory bodies, and
government. To implement this persuasive strategy in MIRLS,
one approach is to incorporate the corporate logos of the
endorsing authoritative bodies within the user interface, such
as on the system’s home page or in the footer, especially if it is
a web-based application.

Expertise, Surface Credibility, and Trustworthiness

Research has shown that all 3 strategies are related. For example,
Fogg and Tseng [108] postulated that credibility, a perceived
quality of a system, comprises 2 key components:
trustworthiness and expertise. In other words, a system is
perceived to be credible if its perceived trustworthiness and
perceived expertise are high. Trustworthiness is a key element
in the credibility perception of systems such as websites. It is
defined by terms such as well intentioned, truthful, and unbiased
[109]. As stated in the study by Fogg et al [109], “the
trustworthiness dimension of credibility captures the perceived
goodness or morality of the source.” Similarly, expertise is a
key element in the credibility perception of systems such as
websites. It is defined by terms such as knowledgeable,
experienced, competent, and professional [109]. As stated in
the study by Fogg et al [109], “[t]he expertise dimension of
credibility captures the perceived knowledge and skill of the
source.” In a large-scale website credibility study conducted by
Fogg et al [109], the authors found that perceived expertise and
perceived trustworthiness have a significant impact on the
perceived credibility of websites. In the context of MIRLS, to
realize expertise, the visual and functional design of the system
should reflect professionalism, expertise, and up-to-dateness to
motivate users to use it. Moreover, to implement trustworthiness,
the system should foster user anonymity, data deidentification,
and data aggregation and live up to promises such as it not being
used as a punitive tool to hold users accountable [65]. Finally,
perceived credibility can be intentionally built into the system
through its visual design, for example, by ensuring users enter
accurate information using taxonomy-based option buttons,
checklists, and drop-downs and reducing advertisements for a
web-based system [47]. In our study, all 3 assessors agreed that
perceived expertise is important or useful as well as
implemented to a great extent in the system they were currently
using. For example, 1 of the assessors commented, “The MIRLS
is very easy to use and intuitive, and requires minimal training
to get started.” However, “there is always room for
improvement,” remarked another assessor. Failure to foster
expertise in the system design may discourage frequent use and
completion of tasks, as evident in the assessor’s comment,
“Performance in speed is always a challenge and [the] latency
[experienced in some] areas drive users to drop off or stop
using.” Regarding trustworthiness, 2 assessors considered it
important or useful. However, only 1 assessor considered it to
be implemented in the current system. This is partly because of
anonymity not being completely fostered in the system. This is
evident in 1 of the assessors’ comments, “anonymity is fostered
outside an organization (eg. when data sent to AIMS) and there
is also a choice to report anonymously so the corporate level of
an organization does not have visibility. [W]ithin a location the
reports are not anonymous.” Finally, regarding surface
credibility, 2 assessors considered it important or useful and
implemented it in their current system. For example, all 3
assessors responded that there were no advertisements in the
system and that was very important.

Verifiability

This refers to “the quality or state of being capable of being
verified, confirmed, or substantiated” [110]. In the context of
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MIRLS, persuasive messages (eg, on the value of error reporting
to patient safety) aimed at motivating users should not only be
credible but also verifiable. As stated in the study by Jones
[111], carefully choosing persuasive messages and supporting
materials that are verifiable, specific, and unbiased can be
helpful in appealing to logic and increasing users’ trust.
Verifiability was implemented in WargaFit (a fitness app
prototype aimed to encourage simple exercise such as body
stretching in an office environment) by the provision of healthy
tips accompanied with external links [84]. Similarly, verifiability
in MIRLS can be realized through the provision of the source
of information or inclusion of the URL in the persuasive
message such as “Reporting reduces the number of future errors,
diminishing personal suffering and decreasing financial costs”
[112]. In our study, 2 assessors considered verifiability useful
and not currently implemented in their system. For example,
regarding harm levels, 1 of the assessors commented, “There
are info points that explain [that] harm level comes from WHO
but there is no link to the WHO to verify it.”

Real-World Feel

Similar to expertise and trustworthiness, real-world feel is found
to positively influence the perceived credibility of websites
[109]. Real-world feel is the interaction with and experience of
a virtual or electronic product, system, or service as though it
is real. This is made possible by the product-, system-, or
service-supporting features that mimic and foster real-world
interaction and experience. In the case of e-commerce websites,
for example, the real-world feel can be fostered by providing
contact phone number, contact email address, and a quick
response to customer service questions; listing the physical
address of the organization behind the website; and showing
photos of the members of the organization [109]. In the context
of MIRLS, in addition to the aforementioned features, the system
should be designed as close as possible to the nonelectronic
(paper) version. This has the potential to reduce the cognitive
effort required by a new user to make the transition. In the
assessment of the Think Research or Pharmapod IM system,
assessors stated that it supports real-world feel by mimicking
the paper version and allows clients to customize their own
forms and notifications or escalations. One way the system
designers achieved real-world feel is to allow pharmacies and
organizations to customize their MI report forms.

Persuasive System Implementation and Ethical Design
Considerations
Our analysis reveals that there is a need to consider and address
the ethical implications that may arise from integrating
persuasive strategies into the existing MIRLS. These
considerations include administrative (eg, anonymity) and choice
of persuasive strategies (eg, monetary reward). For example, to
ensure that the principle of anonymity is fostered in the
implementation of social strategies, user identifications should
be limited to pseudonyms, which the users can change from
time to time. It is worth noting that a persuasive strategy that
may be effective (or welcomed) in one community pharmacy
may not be in another. Hence, there may be a need to get the
potential users involved in deciding the set of persuasive
strategies that will be implemented or effective in a given

pharmacy. Thus, the system should offer tailoring capabilities
that support the chosen guidelines. Intervention researchers and
designers may have to (1) investigate, before implementation,
which of the recommended persuasive strategies a given group
of pharmacy professionals may be or may not be receptive to
and (2) implement only the set of strategies that are likely to be
effective, as proven by empirical evidence. For these reasons,
MIRLS should be designed in a way that enables pharmacies
to turn on and off persuasive strategies that they consider useful
and nonuseful, respectively. It is worth noting that some of the
persuasive strategies in the PSD taxonomy may have to be
combined to realize a holistic and functional persuasive feature
that is useful. In other words, some of the persuasive strategies
are complementary. For example, praise and feedback strategies
must be combined to implement or realize a composite feature
that provides immediate feedback of praise to the user upon
submitting an incident report. In addition, reminders and verbal
persuasion may be combined to realize a composite feature that
verbally persuades the user through a reminder. For example,
a verbal persuasion message (“Alice, remember to report your
near misses and incidents to improve patient safety. Yes, you
can!”) can be sent to the user as a reminder by the pharmacy
manager from time to time. Finally, authority, credibility, and
verifiability may have to be combined to realize a persuasive
message that is not only authoritative and credible but also
verifiable.

Contributions
In this study, we have made a number of contributions to
knowledge in the domain of community pharmacy and
developers of health digital systems. This study is the first to
provide guidelines on how to integrate persuasive strategies
into MIRLS to increase their utility and motivate users to report
MIs and near misses to improve patient safety and promote
shared learning. Specifically, we provided MIRLS-specific
persuasive design guidelines based on the PSD taxonomy
proposed by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [30]. Most of the
PSD guidelines in the extant literature are concentrated in the
domains of healthy eating [113] and physical activity
[81,84,114]. Designers of MIRLS can leverage the current set
of PSD guidelines in improving future iterations not only in
community pharmacy but also in other settings where incident
or error reporting is essential and part of the organizational
practice. The second contribution is that this study lays the
foundation for future empirical research aimed at investigating
the effectiveness of persuasive strategies incorporated into
MIRLS. Future research efforts should focus on ≥1 of the design
guidelines in each of the 4 categories of the PSD taxonomy;
implement them; and conduct a field study to examine the
perception, acceptance, and adoption of the implemented
strategies by the target community pharmacists.

Research Directions
In future work, we look forward to investigating the potential
effectiveness of some of the proposed persuasive design
guidelines presented in Tables 2-4 and Textbox 4 in field studies.
First, we will create prototypes of the persuasive strategies and
perform an empirical study to explore which set of strategies
might be more effective. In addition, we will analyze the
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potential influence of demographic variables, such as age,
gender, and work experience, on the effectiveness of these
strategies. Second, we will select the most persuasive strategies
that the target community of pharmacy professionals are most
responsive to and implement them in an actual MIRLS (eg,
Think Research or Pharmapod). Third, we will conduct a field
study (randomized controlled trial) to investigate the effect of
the persuasive design on the rate of MI reporting among
community pharmacy professionals using different provinces
across Canada as case studies. More importantly, owing to the
lack of studies on the relationship between system usability and
medication error reporting, as our second scoping review shows,
we recommend that future work be conducted in this area.

Limitations
Similar to most conceptual papers, our study has limitations
owing to its preliminary nature, which stems from the
nonmaturity of research on the persuasive design of MIRLS.
The first limitation is that the results of the scoping reviews
might have been limited one way or the other by the choice of
search strings and the subjective assessment, understanding,
and interpretations of the extracted data by the researchers that
conducted the reviews. Hence, we recommend a more
comprehensive review, particularly with regard to the second
RQ, in which a formal review led to no included article, other
than the article retrieved from Google Scholar search. The
second limitation of our study is the convenience sample. In
other words, the 3 assessors who assessed the Think Research
or Pharmapod system using the PSD taxonomy were not
sufficient to be representative of the entire population of
community pharmacy professionals using MIRLS across
Canada. For example, a persuasive feature that may be important
and useful to a group of community pharmacists in one facility
may not be useful to another group in another facility. Hence,
the findings reported in the last 2 columns of Tables 2-4 and
Textbox 4 may not generalize to a larger population sample
involving a heterogeneous group of community pharmacists
with different roles, working environments, years of working
experience, professional qualifications, gender, personality, and
economic status, which may influence their responses. In future

work, we hope to build on this preliminary study by conducting
a formal research (eg, based on storyboards) involving a larger
population sample to validate the generalizability of the findings
of this study, particularly the effectiveness, acceptability, and
adoption of the recommended persuasive strategies presented
in Tables 2-4 and Textbox 4.

Conclusions
Although most medical practitioners agree that reporting
medication errors improves the quality of care and safety for
patients [21], in reality, the rate of reporting remains below
expectations [115] owing to lack of motivation and other barriers
[22-25]. In this study, we argued that although most current
MIRLS have implemented recommended guidelines bordering
on favorable administrative measures and utility, they lack
motivational affordances that can facilitate or motivate frequent
reporting. Hence, using the Think Research or Pharmapod
system as a case study, we identified opportunities for
incorporating persuasive strategies into MIRLS to make them
more effective in motivating behavior change. The proposed
persuasive design guidelines can be used by designers and
developers in making MIRLS more effective in motivating users
to report incidents and near misses more often to reduce risks
of recurrence, improve patient safety, and foster shared learning
among community pharmacy professionals and stakeholders.
However, before the implementation of the recommended
persuasive design guidelines in Tables 2-4 and Textbox 4, there
is a need for thorough consideration and evaluation of the
various ramifications, including administrative, regulatory, and
ethical implications. The presented persuasive design guidelines
open up new opportunities for persuasive design research in MI
reporting. We acknowledge that some of the proposed persuasive
strategies may not be suitable or effective in real-life settings.
Hence, there is a need for further validation-based research and
caution regarding their implementation. In future work, we aim
to validate the suitability and effectiveness of the proposed
persuasive strategies in motivating behavior change using
storyboards, prototypes, and perception and evaluation studies
involving community pharmacists across Canada.
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Abstract

Background: Ventricular tachycardia (VT) diagnosis is challenging due to the similarity between VT and some forms of
supraventricular tachycardia, complexity of clinical manifestations, heterogeneity of underlying diseases, and potential for
life-threatening hemodynamic instability. Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) have emerged as promising tools to augment
the diagnostic capabilities of cardiologists. However, a requirements analysis is acknowledged to be vital for the success of a
CDSS, especially for complex clinical tasks such as VT diagnosis.

Objective: The aims of this study were to analyze the requirements for a VT diagnosis CDSS within the frameworks of knowledge
and practice and to determine the clinical decision support (CDS) needs.

Methods: Our multidisciplinary team first conducted semistructured interviews with seven cardiologists related to the clinical
challenges of VT and expected decision support. A questionnaire was designed by the multidisciplinary team based on the results
of interviews. The questionnaire was divided into four sections: demographic information, knowledge assessment, practice
assessment, and CDS needs. The practice section consisted of two simulated cases for a total score of 10 marks. Online
questionnaires were disseminated to registered cardiologists across China from December 2022 to February 2023. The scores for
the practice section were summarized as continuous variables, using the mean, median, and range. The knowledge and CDS needs
sections were assessed using a 4-point Likert scale without a neutral option. Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed to investigate
the relationship between scores and practice years or specialty.

Results: Of the 687 cardiologists who completed the questionnaire, 567 responses were eligible for further analysis. The results
of the knowledge assessment showed that 383 cardiologists (68%) lacked knowledge in diagnostic evaluation. The overall average
score of the practice assessment was 6.11 (SD 0.55); the etiological diagnosis section had the highest overall scores (mean 6.74,
SD 1.75), whereas the diagnostic evaluation section had the lowest scores (mean 5.78, SD 1.19). A majority of cardiologists
(344/567, 60.7%) reported the need for a CDSS. There was a significant difference in practice competency scores between general
cardiologists and arrhythmia specialists (P=.02).

Conclusions: There was a notable deficiency in the knowledge and practice of VT among Chinese cardiologists. Specific
knowledge and practice support requirements were identified, which provide a foundation for further development and optimization
of a CDSS. Moreover, it is important to consider clinicians’ specialization levels and years of practice for effective and personalized
support.
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Introduction

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) remains a significant public health
issue, accounting for 50% of all cardiovascular deaths. The
estimated annual incidences of SCD are 60 [1], 40.7 [2,3], and
36.8 [4] per 100,000 people in the United States, China, and
Europe, respectively. Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is a major
cause or precursor of SCD [5], which can be the initial or sole
manifestation of diverse heart diseases [6,7]. VT diagnosis is
challenging due to its similarity with some forms of
supraventricular tachycardia, the complexity of clinical
manifestations, heterogeneity of underlying diseases, and
potential for life-threatening hemodynamic instability [6,8].
Diagnostic accuracy and timing are critical for patients with
VT, as the stage of diagnosis determines the selection of
treatment [9]. However, studies have revealed a substantial
prevalence of misdiagnoses of VT [10-13], focusing on
differential diagnosis between VT and supraventricular
tachycardia. Although diagnostic error has been a challenge
along the development of medicine, measuring diagnostic error
can be difficult due to detection and reporting biases, with scarce
reports indicating error rates of approximately 10%-15% [14].
We could not find additional estimates for the actual diagnostic
error of VT; however, it is commonly acknowledged to represent
a substantial challenge considering the complexity of the
condition [9,15].

Diagnosis represents a complex cognitive process comprising
a variety of different problem-solving tasks that are related to
the clinical reasoning process, such as taking a medical history,
forming a differential diagnosis, ordering examinations, and
interpreting clinical findings [16]. The diagnostic process
requires not only the retention of knowledge but also the
judicious application of that knowledge at opportune moments,
namely in clinical practice. A proper diagnosis of VT demands
a great volume of knowledge. First, the clinician must be able
to identify VT among the spectrum of wide QRS tachycardias
by inspecting a list of electrocardiogram (ECG) features and
comparing the findings to various diagnostic criteria or
algorithms [17,18]. Once VT is identified by ECG interpretation,
the next step is to diagnose the underlying diseases from a vast
disease spectrum. This is a particularly challenging task, as any
disease involving the myocardium can cause VT, such as
coronary artery disease (CAD), all types of cardiomyopathies,
myocarditis, inherited arrhythmia syndromes, autoimmune or
inflammatory diseases, and others [7,9]. Moreover, translating
the enormous body of knowledge into proper practice can be
difficult [19], which is exacerbated by the fact that VT can cause
stress to clinicians due to the probability of hemodynamic
instability.

In response to this challenge, the clinical decision support
system (CDSS) has emerged as a promising tool to augment
the diagnostic capabilities of clinicians. Clinical decision support
(CDS) is a process for enhancing health-related decisions with

pertinent, organized clinical knowledge and patient information,
thus advancing health care delivery [20]. Use of a CDSS can
provide clinicians with situation-specific knowledge that aids
in making critical clinical decisions such as risk assessment,
diagnosis, prognosis, and selection of therapy [21]. A clinical
diagnostic decision support system (DDSS) is a computer-based
algorithm that assists a clinician with one or more component
steps of the diagnostic process [22]. A DDSS is expected to
receive relevant patient information and return outputs to assist
with the problems the clinician has encountered in the diagnostic
process, such as suggesting a likely diagnosis. Some well-known
DDSSs such as ISABEL [23] and Dxplain [24] provide a
diagnosis list, which can offer a solution to the challenges
associated with VT diagnosis. Most CDSSs exhibit efficacy in
a laboratory or experimental environment; however, relatively
few such systems are being used at present and the rate of use
in routine clinical practice is low [20,25-27]. Studies have
identified the main barriers to the widespread adoption of
CDSSs, including vague requirements, poor integration with
the clinical workflow, low user acceptance or trust, and lack of
transparency. Among these barriers, comprehensive user
requirements engineering should be performed at the very
beginning of development, which should be continued iteratively
throughout the CDSS design-development-implementation life
cycle [25,26,28,29]. To address this gap, several recent studies
have aimed at elucidating the clinical requirements for an
effective and usable CDSS in the context of specific fields or
scenarios [30-34] with a variety of methods, including focus
groups [30,35], a workshop [34], expert discussion with a
literature review [36,37], semistructured interviews
[31,34,35,38], writing user stories [39], and system evaluation
[40]. Overall, most studies have adopted a user-centered
approach with qualitative analysis.

To our best knowledge, although an artificial intelligence model
was reported for predicting the in-hospital mortality of VT [8],
no CDSS has been developed for VT diagnosis. A recent
systemic review of cardiovascular CDSSs found that the
complexity of the clinical management of cardiovascular disease
itself was a barrier during implementation [27], which
emphasizes the need for an authentic clinical requirements
analysis. Accordingly, the objective of this study was to analyze
the requirements for a VT diagnosis CDSS within the
frameworks of knowledge, practice, and CDS needs.

Methods

Study Design and Recruitment Process
Figure 1 shows the overall flow of our study, which consisted
of semistructured interviews in the early stages and
questionnaires in the later stages. To effectively implement and
conduct the questionnaire assessment, we conducted open and
explorative interviews about the challenges associated with the
management of VT and the expected functions of a CDSS for
VT. The interviews were conducted at Fuwai Hospital, the
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national cardiovascular disease center of China. This hospital
actively recruits cardiologists for their fellowships from all
regions of China, resulting in a representative sample of
interviewees. We sent interview invitations to all 56
cardiologists in the arrythmia center, including cardiologists

from the fellowship program or established staff of Fuwai
Hospital. Seven cardiologists responded and completed the
interview, followed by a brief questionnaire to provide
information on demographics and clinical experience (see
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Figure 1. Schematic of the overall study workflow and assessment approach. CDS: clinical decision support; ECG: electrocardiogram; MDT:
multidisciplinary team; VT: ventricular tachycardia.

A multidisciplinary team was formed to define the purpose of
our study and the design of the questionnaire based on the
interview results. The multidisciplinary team comprised three
arrhythmia specialists, three experts in medical informatics and
CDS, and one clinical statistician. The questionnaire was
examined by an additional 20 arrhythmia specialists to ensure
its clarity and feasibility. We conducted a nationwide
cross-sectional survey with an online questionnaire in mainland
China from December 31, 2022, to February 15, 2023. We
recruited registered cardiologists using a convenience sampling
approach from network groups associated with the Asian Heart
Rhythm Association (AHRA) on WeChat, the dominant social
media app in China. The AHRA is an academic organization
focusing on arrhythmias, whose members are all registered
cardiologists. Duplicate submissions were prevented through
IP address constraints, and only completed responses were
included for analysis.

Ethical Considerations
Participants provided online informed consent, which detailed
the survey’s background, aim, methods, and confidentiality

measures. To protect participants’ privacy, a signature was not
required. Instead, participants clicked the “go on” button at the
bottom of the informed consent page if they agreed to
participate. According to data privacy protocols, no personal
information, including the participants’ names or affiliations,
was collected. Since patients were not the subject of this study,
ethical approval was exempted by the ethics committee of the
Institute of Medical Information, Chinese Academy of Medical
Sciences/Peking Union Medical College [41]. Each participant
received ~US $3 as compensation.

Questionnaire Design

Overview
The questionnaire was divided into four sections (Table 1):
demographic information (questions 1-6), knowledge assessment
(question 14), practice assessment (questions 7-13), and CDS
needs (questions 15-18). A comprehensive version of the
questionnaire is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Table 1. Design of the questionnaire.

Related questionsContentSection

14Examination interpretation, etiological diagnosis, diagnostic
evaluation, conceptual knowledge

Knowledge

7-13Examination interpretation, etiological diagnosis, diagnostic
evaluation

Practice

15-18Interpretable diagnosis, executable processes, knowledge sup-
port

Clinical decision support needs

Knowledge Assessment
Knowledge serves as the theoretical foundation for clinicians
to make clinical diagnoses and is thus an essential competency
for clinicians. The diagnosis of VT is difficult as it will largely
depend on the clinician’s familiarity with the vast knowledge
of the field. The European Society of Cardiology (ESC)

guideline suggests a protocol for VT diagnosis [15]. The
multidisciplinary team abstracted the knowledge points from
the ESC guideline for collecting information on the participants’
self-reported knowledge shortcomings.
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Practice Assessment

Areas of Focus

To attain a more accurate gauge of the clinical practice
competency, we used simulated cases rather than straightforward
questions [42], which can help differentiate practice competency
from knowledge. To mitigate the risk of low response rates and
careless submissions associated with lengthy surveys [43], we
designed two stepwise cases containing seven questions.
According to the intention, the questions about clinical practice
were divided into three parts: examination interpretation,
etiological diagnosis, and diagnostic evaluation. Multiple-choice
options were available for all the questions. We standardized
the total score for each section to 10 points according to the
weighting.

Examination Interpretation

Accurate interpretation of an examination is the basis for a
correct etiological diagnosis. ECG is the first-line examination
modality for arrhythmias, as nearly all arrhythmia episodes are
detected by ECG. Therefore, for this section, we focused on the
identification of VT and sites of origin of VT on ECG [15].

Etiological Diagnosis

A correct etiological diagnosis of VT is necessary for
appropriate treatment. The main strategy is to identify or exclude
structural heart diseases, including CAD, myocarditis, and
cardiomyopathies [44]. In this section, we assessed the
correctness of a diagnosis of arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy (ARVC) and acute myocarditis as the two
cases.

Diagnostic Evaluation

Diagnostic evaluation is a process of collecting clinical
information to confirm or exclude a suspected diagnosis. A
diagnostic evaluation protocol for VT is recommended in the
ESC guideline [15] with the goal of reducing the rate of
diagnostic errors. Based on the cases with an etiological
diagnosis, we assessed the competency of the participants to
arrange further diagnostic evaluations.

CDS Needs
According to the ESC guideline [15] and universal CDSS
functionality [25], the multidisciplinary team summarized the
results of the interviews to produce a list of functions required
for CDS, which could be divided into executable processes,
interpretable diagnosis, and knowledge support. We employed
this list to poll the functionalities required by the cardiologists
for a VT CDSS.

Quality Control of Responses
To ensure the validity and reliability of our survey responses,
we used two strategies to filter out potentially low-quality
submissions. First, participants who completed the questionnaire
in under 2 minutes were excluded. This threshold was
determined through a pretest evaluation coupled with
multidisciplinary team discussions. Second, responses were
considered to be invalid if participants selected all the available
options for questions 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, or 13. This exclusion
criterion was established based on the consensus opinion of the
multidisciplinary team, who deemed such selections to be
unreasonable.

Statistical Analysis
We only included valid questionnaire responses in the statistical
analysis. All data in the demographic section were categorical.
Comparisons were performed using mean, median, range, and
percentage. The scores in the practice section are expressed as
continuous variables, using the mean, median, and range. The
knowledge and CDS sections were phrased as single-choice
questions asking clinicians about their subjective views on given
statements using a 4-point Likert scale without a neutral option.
The internal consistency of the questionnaire was assessed using
the Cronbach α value.

In addition, we grouped participants separately by practice years
and specialty for further subgroup analyses. The Kruskal-Wallis
test was performed to investigate the relationship between
practice scores and practice years or specialty. All analyses were
conducted in R version 4.0.3 [45]. We analyzed most of the
data descriptively using graphics produced by the R package
ggplot2.

Results

Sociodemographic Characteristics of Participants
A total of 687 questionnaires were completed. After applying
our quality control measures, 567 responses were considered
valid, yielding a validity rate of 82.53%. Among the invalid
questionnaires, 104 responses were excluded due to a completion
time of less than 2 minutes and 16 were excluded for selecting
all options in questions 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, or 13. Descriptive
statistics regarding the sociodemographic characteristics of
participants are presented in Table 2. Of the enrolled
participants, 54.50% were men; 93.47% were general
cardiologists and the others were cardiac arrhythmia specialists.
More than half of the participants were from tertiary A hospitals.
Only a small percentage of cardiologists had ever used a CDSS,
and the majority reported needing a CDSS to assist them in the
management of VT (Table 2).
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics of the survey participants (N=567).

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

Gender

258 (45.5)Woman

309 (54.50)Man

Age (years)

89 (15.7)≤30

152 (26.81)31-35

129 (22.75)36-40

92 (16.23)41-45

60 (10.58)46-50

45 (7.94)≥51

Department

530 (93.47)Cardiology

39 (6.88)Cardiac arrhythmia specialty

Professional title

120 (21.16)Resident physician

237 (41.8)Attending

145 (25.57)Associate chief

65 (11.46)Chief

Years of practice

247 (43.54)<10

213 (37.57)10-20

107 (18.87)>20

Hospital tier

414 (73.02)Tertiary A

153 (26.98)Not tertiary A

Ever used a CDSSa?

72 (12.70)Yes

495 (87.30)No

Is there a need for a CDSS?

523 (92.24)Yes

44 (7.76)No

aCDSS: clinical decision support system.

Semistructured Interviews
Textbox 1 summarizes the results of the semistructured
interviews, in which we focused on the challenges of VT
management and CDSS needs. The responses of the seven
cardiologists were focused, with each noting that etiological

diagnosis and interpretation of ECG results were their main
challenges. The most important demand was the provision of
quick and concise recommendations on diagnosis and treatment.
The interviewees also expected the CDSS to provide clinical
pathways.
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Textbox 1. Results of the interviews.

• Challenges in the management of ventricular tachycardia (VT)

1. Etiological diagnosis

2. Wide QRS tachycardia diagnosis on electrocardiogram (ECG)

3. Determination of the location of VT origin on ECG

4. Mechanisms of VT

5. Drug treatment options

6. Options for the treatment of polymorphic VT

• Clinical decision support system needs

1. Rapid and concise recommendations for diagnosis and treatment

2. Diagnostic and therapeutic pathways for different etiologies

3. Aids in the identification of wide QRS

4. Adjunctive etiological diagnosis

5. Diagnostic supplements for related diseases

Knowledge
Figure 2 shows that there was an overall lack of knowledge
with respect to diagnostic evaluation, with 383 of the 567
(68.0%) cardiologists indicating full need of assistant knowledge
in diagnostic evaluation. This was followed by examination

interpretation, where 305 of the 567 (53.8%) cardiologists were
in full need of knowledge regarding the interpretation of ECG,
cardiac ultrasound, and other cardiac examinations. The need
for conceptual knowledge was relatively lower, even though it
still reached nearly 60%.

Figure 2. Knowledge assessment.

Practice
The overall average score of the practice questions was 6.11
(SD 0.55), the internal consistency of which was confirmed by
a Cronbach α of 0.913. The mean scores of the examination
interpretation, etiological diagnosis, and diagnostic evaluation
were 6.22 (SD 3.94), 6.74 (SD 1.75), and 5.78 (SD 1.19),

respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the etiological diagnosis
section was associated with the highest overall score and the
distribution of scores was also more concentrated than for the
other sections, especially when compared with the distribution
of the examination interpretation scores that were more
dispersed and polarized.
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Figure 3. Practice assessment.

CDS Needs
The majority of the surveyed cardiologists reported a positive
attitude toward CDS needs (Figure 4). There was relatively
higher demand expressed for functions related to executable

processes and interpretable diagnosis. In particular, the
executable processes function was considered to be an essential
requirement of a CDSS by 344 of the 567 cardiologists (60.7%).
Knowledge support function received the least support but was
still close to 70%.

Figure 4. Clinical decision support needs assessment.
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Subgroup Analysis
We divided all the cardiologists into subgroups based on
specialty (Figure 5A) and practice years (Figure 5B). The
Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant difference in practice
competency scores between general cardiologists and arrhythmia

specialists (P=.02). Subgroup analysis according to years of
practice revealed a significant effect of experience on scores.
The <10 years group had significantly lower scores compared
to those of the 10-20 years and >20 years groups. However,
there was no significant difference between those with 10-20
years and >20 years of experience.

Figure 5. Subgroup analyses according to (A) specialty and (B) years of practice.

Discussion

Principal Results
Based on a combination of semistructured interviews and
questionnaires, this study conducted a large-scale nationwide
survey for cardiologists to understand their knowledge and
practice competence about VT diagnosis and their requirements
for a related CDSS. The results indicated that knowledge and
practice support in examination interpretation, etiological
diagnosis, and diagnostic evaluation are considered to be
essential for a VT diagnosis CDSS. In addition, the vast majority
of the cardiologists gave a positive response with respect to the
need for a CDSS.

CDSS Requirements
Previous research on CDSS requirements has primarily relied
on methods such as interviews [31,34,35,38,39] and group
discussions [30,34,35] to elicit users’ subjective needs. Based
on recommendations from clinical experts and medical
informatics professionals within our research team, it was
acknowledged that certain objective requirements might not be
articulated by users during interviews. Consequently, a
questionnaire was designed to assess and uncover the
requirements that might not have been spontaneously expressed
during interviews. Previous studies have used questionnaires
to investigate the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of health
care professionals in various specific tasks [46-53], providing
a basis for our questionnaire approach. To objectively reflect
cardiologists’ knowledge and practice deficiencies, we opted
to not directly inquire about specific knowledge points but

instead used two case scenarios to simulate authentic VT
diagnostic situations, which is proven to be an appropriate
method to assess practice competence [54]. The survey results
endorsed the advantages of this mixed methods approach. The
difficulties in VT diagnosis mentioned by the cardiologists
during interviews primarily focused on distinguishing wide
QRS tachycardias on ECG and identifying the etiology of VT,
with no mention of diagnostic evaluation. However, results
from the practice section of the questionnaire indicated poorer
competence in diagnostic evaluation compared to etiological
diagnosis, suggesting that the interviewees were not consciously
aware of their weaknesses in diagnostic evaluation during
interviews. Currently, there is no unified systematic method for
conducting a CDS requirements analysis. While our method of
integrating interviews and questionnaires provides a
comprehensive approach, there is still room for improvement.
Use of a simulation game has been suggested as a better means
for clinical competence assessment [42]. Future research could
consider incorporating cognitive analysis [55] and real-world
system usability evaluation [56] to further optimize CDSS
requirements analysis.

The objective results from case simulations also affirmed the
cardiologists’ need for decision support (Figure 4). Regarding
knowledge requirements, the results from the CDS needs section
of the questionnaire indicated that participants had relatively
fewer demands for knowledge support compared to direct
decision support. Moreover, the cardiologists revealed a
preference for automatically prompted relevant knowledge
during the diagnostic and therapeutic processes, which can
provide more targeted knowledge support (Figure 2). The
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challenge lies in ensuring that the CDSS accurately identifies
the current diagnostic and therapeutic tasks; determines user
knowledge gaps; and automatically retrieves, integrates, and
presents knowledge support rapidly and accurately [57]. The
results of the practice competence highlighted the need for
improvement in the interpretation of diagnostic tests, etiological
diagnosis, and diagnostic evaluation, suggesting the need for
decision support in these three aspects, which were also
highlighted as key clinical reasoning [58]. Notably, the accuracy
of etiological diagnosis was relatively high, aligning with the
lower knowledge demand for an etiological diagnosis (Figure
3). In terms of CDSS needs, the cardiologists favored direct
decision support over knowledge support, including explanatory
diagnoses and executable evaluation processes, which has also
been recognized in recent studies [57,59,60].

Synthesizing the findings of this study, we propose the following
recommendations of specific functions of a CDSS for VT
diagnosis under a framework of knowledge and practice. With
respect to knowledge support, the CDSS needs to (1) provide
foundational knowledge by offering fundamental knowledge
for each relevant disease that is available for clinicians to
retrieve and browse; (2) contextualize knowledge delivery by
providing closely related knowledge at decision points,
including, but not limited to, the interpretation of diagnostic
tests such as ECGs and echocardiograms, wide QRS complex
differentiation, etiological diagnosis of VT, and the issuance of
diagnostic test orders; (3) explain the knowledge underlying
CDSS results; and (4) provide evidence-based recommendations
at decision points with available evidence support. With respect
to practice support, the CDDS should (1) assist in ECG
interpretation, including distinguishing wide QRS complex
tachycardias, identifying useful features for etiological diagnosis
during sinus rhythm and VT, and recommending diagnostic test
orders; (2) assist in echocardiogram interpretation, including
the recognition of common etiologies of VT such as old
myocardial infarction, ARVC, myocarditis, and the classification
of phenotypes of cardiomyopathies; (3) provide suspected
etiological diagnoses based on existing information for patients
with VT, including acute coronary syndrome, ischemic
cardiomyopathy, ARVC, and acute myocarditis, with specific
emphasis on alerting clinicians who may not have considered
the possibility of acute coronary syndrome; and (4) supplement
diagnostic assessments with additional information, including
critical medical history, physical examination, laboratory tests,
and other examinations. Particularly, using a comprehensive
differential diagnosis list is advocated to mitigate premature
closure [14], as substantiated by a recent study [61].

Dxplain [24], one of the few DDSSs available for general
practice, provides a diagnosis list according to input patient
manifestations, which aligns with our proposed structure for
VT etiological diagnosis. However, Dxplain lacks knowledge
support, examination interpretation, and diagnostic assessment
functions, which are highlighted as requirements for a VT CDSS
as mentioned above. Another well-known commercial diagnostic
support tool, ISABEL, not only serves as a diagnosis reminder
but also provides knowledge support (ie, evidence-based
knowledge of each disease). However, it does not satisfy the
other requirements identified in this study [23,62]. Dr. Mayson

[63] is a Chinese commercial CDSS for general practice, which
can abstract data from electronic health records to form a
diagnosis list as well as provide assistance in diagnostic
assessment. Like ISABEL, Dr. Mayson provides a knowledge
database for each disease, including clinical practice guidelines.
However, the knowledge support is at the disease level rather
than the decision level. In addition, this CDSS does not assist
with examination interpretation.

Although our study mainly investigated the specific
functionalities for VT diagnosis, the results indicated some
general CDSS functionalities, including interpretability of
decision-making as well as the overall feasibility of the CDSS
workflow. Several reviews [64-66] summarized other universal
features worthy of consideration, such as integration with the
clinical workflow and electronic health record system, reduction
of manual input of patient data, execution users’ desired action,
avoidance of unnecessary alerts, documentation of reasons for
rejecting recommendations, as well as the “five rights” of CDS
(providing the right information to the right people in the right
formats through the right channels at the right time) [67].

We believe that an excellent CDSS should provide tailored
assistance for different types of clinicians. Thus, a subgroup
analysis was performed according to the clinician characteristics
in the practice section (Figure 5). As anticipated, arrhythmia
specialists outperformed general cardiologists, which aligns
with the findings of previous research [68]. The American
College of Cardiology defines different types of cardiovascular
specialists that have requirements for different types of support
in cardiovascular health care [69]. A CDSS should be tailored
to clinicians’ specialization levels to assist in diagnostic and
therapeutic practices. For highly specialized clinicians facing
a narrow spectrum of diseases, CDSS assistance may be limited,
while support for foundational diagnostic and therapeutic aspects
outside their specialty may be necessary. Conversely, less
specialized clinicians facing a broader spectrum of diseases may
need support in staying updated with the latest diagnostic and
therapeutic advancements. For instance, for less experienced
clinicians facing patients with VT, the CDSS should always
indicate the possibility of CAD. For experienced clinicians, as
they have already cultivated the mindset to exclude CAD, the
CDSS might only provide this alert when they miss the diagnosis
of CAD. Furthermore, it is expected that the CDSS could
continually adapt to individual needs through observing clinician
users’behaviors. The impact of years of practice on performance
seems to be nonlinear. Clinicians practicing for 10-20 years or
more demonstrated better performance than those practicing
for less than 10 years. However, there was no significant
difference between the 10-20 years and >20 years groups,
suggesting that clinical skills may grow in the first 10 years of
practice but plateau afterward, thereby challenging the CDSS
design to provide targeted support for clinicians with different
levels of experience in practice. Additionally, for clinicians
entering a bottleneck period in competence growth, the CDSS
could facilitate education during practice, thereby supporting
lifelong learning. Several studies have been performed in this
regard in the areas of pharmaceutical skills [70], imaging
interpretation [71], geriatric care [72], and periprocedural
antithrombotic use [73].
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Most existing CDSSs have been generally designed for health
care providers but might not fully consider the diversity of
requirements as well as their expertise levels [74]. The genuine
needs of health care providers have not been effectively
communicated to system developers, resulting in the design of
CDSSs that struggle to fulfill their intended role of assistance
and workload reduction. Our study centers around the clinical
scenario of VT diagnosis, comprehensively exploring support
requirements in both knowledge and practice. This investigation
can thus provide a foundation for the development of a relevant
CDSS. Additionally, we aspire for this study to serve as a
reference for clinical needs research, encouraging more health
care providers and system developers to scrutinize clinical
requirements and establish a groundwork for the development
of highly effective CDSSs.

Limitations
Although this study used a combination of structured interviews
and questionnaires for assessment, inevitably, some subjective

factors from the participants may have biased the results. The
questionnaire content of this study was carefully designed based
on the results of the interviews as well as the experience of the
multidisciplinary team; however, the questionnaire content was
unable to cover all aspects of knowledge and practice related
to VT diagnosis. Although specific functions for a VT diagnosis
CDSS were proposed, they have not been evaluated in a
real-world setting. As our team is currently developing a VT
CDSS with these functions, more rigorous studies will be
conducted to support these findings in our future research.

Conclusions
This comprehensive analysis of VT CDSS requirements using
a mixed methods approach identified specific knowledge and
practice support requirements. The derived functions provide
a foundation for further development and optimization of a
CDSS. Moreover, it is important to tailor the CDSS to clinicians’
specialization levels and years of practice for effective and
personalized support.
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Abstract

Background: Improving shared decision-making (SDM) for patients has become a health policy priority in many countries.
Achieving high-quality SDM is particularly important for approximately 313 million surgical treatment decisions patients make
globally every year. Large-scale monitoring of surgical patients’ experience of SDM in real time is needed to identify the failings
of SDM before surgery is performed. We developed a novel approach to automating real-time data collection using an electronic
measurement system to address this. Examining usability will facilitate its optimization and wider implementation to inform
interventions aimed at improving SDM.

Objective: This study examined the usability of an electronic real-time measurement system to monitor surgical patients’
experience of SDM. We aimed to evaluate the metrics and indicators relevant to system effectiveness, system efficiency, and
user satisfaction.

Methods: We performed a mixed methods usability evaluation using multiple participant cohorts. The measurement system
was implemented in a large UK hospital to measure patients’ experience of SDM electronically before surgery using 2 validated
measures (CollaboRATE and SDM-Q-9). Quantitative data (collected between April 1 and December 31, 2021) provided
measurement system metrics to assess system effectiveness and efficiency. We included adult patients booked for urgent and
elective surgery across 7 specialties and excluded patients without the capacity to consent for medical procedures, those without
access to an internet-enabled device, and those undergoing emergency or endoscopic procedures. Additional groups of service
users (group 1: public members who had not engaged with the system; group 2: a subset of patients who completed the measurement
system) completed user-testing sessions and semistructured interviews to assess system effectiveness and user satisfaction. We
conducted quantitative data analysis using descriptive statistics and calculated the task completion rate and survey response rate
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(system effectiveness) as well as the task completion time, task efficiency, and relative efficiency (system efficiency). Qualitative
thematic analysis identified indicators of and barriers to good usability (user satisfaction).

Results: A total of 2254 completed surveys were returned to the measurement system. A total of 25 service users (group 1: n=9;
group 2: n=16) participated in user-testing sessions and interviews. The task completion rate was high (169/171, 98.8%) and the
survey response rate was good (2254/5794, 38.9%). The median task completion time was 3 (IQR 2-13) minutes, suggesting
good system efficiency and effectiveness. The qualitative findings emphasized good user satisfaction. The identified themes
suggested that the measurement system is acceptable, easy to use, and easy to access. Service users identified potential barriers
and solutions to acceptability and ease of access.

Conclusions: A mixed methods evaluation of an electronic measurement system for automated, real-time monitoring of patients’
experience of SDM showed that usability among patients was high. Future pilot work will optimize the system for wider
implementation to ultimately inform intervention development to improve SDM.

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1136/bmjopen-2023-079155

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e46698)   doi:10.2196/46698

KEYWORDS

surgery; shared decision-making; patient participation; mixed methods; surgery; real-time measurement; patient-reported measure;
electronic data collection; usability; data collection; patient reported; satisfaction; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Contemporary health care puts patient-centered care at the heart
of its delivery [1-4]. Shared decision-making (SDM) is a form
of communication that promotes a dialogue between those
involved in making health care choices. Therefore, treatment
decisions are based on a shared understanding between patients
and health care professionals of the evidence base for treatment
and prognosis, patient values, preferences and beliefs, and
clinical reasoning to personalize service delivery [5]. SDM is
desired by patients and has become a key priority for health
care systems globally [6-9]. Ensuring high-quality SDM when
discussing and deciding treatments with patients can have many
benefits, such as reduced information asymmetry or health
service use [10,11]. It has been shown to contribute to good
patient outcomes and satisfaction [12-15].

Globally, approximately 310 million operations are performed
annually [16]. Surgery is often the only available treatment for
a wide variety of minor and major medical conditions, and
people increasingly choose surgical treatment (5.3% increase
from 2009 to 2014 in the United Kingdom) [17]. Improving
surgical patients’ experience of SDM before surgery is
particularly important because the effects of surgery are
immediate and nonreversible. Patients cannot decide to
discontinue treatment if the benefits fall short of expectations
or side effects become unacceptable. Furthermore, making good
surgical decisions may avoid negative impacts on health service
costs (eg, through canceled operations) and patient outcomes
[18-20].

Strategies aimed at improving SDM in complex health care
settings can range from communication skills workshops for
health care professionals [21] to educational videos [22] and
booklets for patients [23]. However, their effects are mixed
[14,15]. Systematic reviews of evidence to improve SDM
conclude that achieving long-term change is likely to necessitate
interventions that support the implementation of strategies at
the organization, clinician, and patient levels [24-26]. However,

there is uncertainty about how to realize change on a large scale
across health care systems [27-33]. One recommended way to
achieve this is through routine monitoring of patients’
experience of SDM [34], but robust methods are lacking.
Existing approaches to data collection are delayed, potentially
affecting patients’ accounts of their experience and impacting
the ability to respond quickly and effectively before surgical
treatments. Advances in technology mean that novel approaches
to assessing patients’ experiences of SDM can incorporate
automated, electronic data capture close to the point of treatment
consultations. This offers opportunities for providing
information more accurately and in a timely manner, offering
an effective way to develop interventions to improve SDM
before surgery. Systems routinely collecting electronic
patient-reported measure (ePRM) data in other contexts have
been shown to improve care and outcomes for patients, including
quality of life outcomes in pediatric dermatology [35] or
symptom reporting in chronic kidney disease [36]. We
developed a novel system to routinely monitor patients’
experience of SDM automatically and in real time.

The evaluation of existing ePRM systems highlights the
importance of user-friendly processes for their optimal
performance [37-40]. Furthermore, the principles of good
usability are important because they can be vital to the
widespread uptake of ePRM systems by patients and their
successful implementation in clinical practice [41-43]. Usability
is an outcome defined as the extent to which the system can be
used by specified users [44]. Several methods are available to
evaluate measures of usability in health care [45-49]. A widely
used framework contains standards set by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) [50,51]. The guidelines
recommend evaluating and optimizing the concepts of system
effectiveness (the ability of participants to complete the survey),
system efficiency (resources required to complete the
questionnaire), and user satisfaction (subjective opinions of
participants’ experience with the measurement system) to
achieve good usability.
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Aim and Objectives
We aimed to examine the usability of a novel, automated,
real-time measurement system to monitor surgical patients’
experience of SDM. The specific objectives were to evaluate
the measurement system’s (1) effectiveness, (2) efficiency, and
(3) user satisfaction among a large sample of surgical patients
from a wide range of surgical specialties.

Methods

We used quantitative and qualitative methods to examine
usability by evaluating the indicators and metrics related to
system effectiveness, system efficiency, and user satisfaction.
This study adhered to the ISO guideline 9241-11:2018 and
followed recommendations for the usability testing of electronic
patient-reported outcome measures [49,51].

Context and Setting
This study is part of a wider project to develop, pilot, and
evaluate a decision-support intervention that uses real-time
monitoring of patients’ experiences to improve SDM (the
ALPACA Study [52]). The project was initially set up as a
quality improvement project at a large acute National Health
Service (NHS) Trust in England, United Kingdom, which
provides a range of acute and specialized clinical care services
in South West England.

To facilitate automated, real-time data collection of patients’
experience of SDM, a customizable off-the-shelf ePRM system
(Cemplicity) was procured from a third-party software provider
in March 2021. The software provider is an ISO 2001 certified,
NHS-authorized ePRM provider, compliant with necessary
accessibility and health data governance standards (eg, General
Data Protection Regulations and Digital Technology Assessment
Criteria). Before deployment and customization, the software
provider tested the system development and design. Specifically,
the prior rollout of the software across 6 countries and over
3000 health care institutions incorporated feedback from users
across different health care settings and patients of diverse age
groups, technology literacy, and health confidence. All
measurement system interfaces are mobile optimized.

Customization for the purpose of this study was undertaken in
collaboration with the software provider and included adapting
the following: (1) the system’s content and layout to include
instruments to assess patients’ experience of SDM and (2) data
capture mechanisms to implement the system in the NHS Trust.

To assess patients’ experience of SDM, 2 validated and widely
used patient-reported measures were selected to measure SDM
(CollaboRATE and SDM-Q-9). These were chosen by consensus
within the study team, which was informed by a systematic
review of SDM measurement instruments [53], national
guidelines [25], and recommendations and use within the NHS
clinical practice [34,54,55]. CollaboRATE is a 3-item instrument
measured on a 10-point scale with answer options ranging from
0 (“no effort was made”) to 9 (“every effort was made”).
SDM-Q-9 consists of 9 items measured on a 6-point scale with
answer options ranging from “completely disagree” to
“completely agree.” The measurement properties of both
instruments have been demonstrated to be acceptable [56,57].
The measurement instruments were operationalized into a
12-question electronic survey format, branded to match the
NHS Trust guidelines, and integrated into the patient-facing
measurement system. Screenshots of the customized content
are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.

To implement the measurement system, secure data exchange
processes were established between the software provider and
the NHS Trust’s information technology system and
subsequently widened to various patient cohorts within the
surgical departments. Specifically, SQL data queries were
developed to identify and extract details of patients booked for
surgery from the electronic patient record system that routinely
records the patients’demographic and clinical information. The
queries were designed to run automatically, securely transferring
data from the hospital to the software provider on a daily basis.
The 2 SDM measures were administered to patients upon being
booked for surgery, with invitations sent either by email or SMS
text messaging if no email address was available. Patient
responses were received and processed using the measurement
system. A reciprocal data feed securely returned response data
to the hospital data warehouse for secure storage. A flow
diagram of the measurement system process is provided in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the process of automated real-time shared decision-making (SDM) monitoring through the measurement system. FTP: file
transfer protocol.

Study Steering Group
A multidisciplinary study steering group was convened and
consisted of a patient and public contributor, health care
professionals, methodologists, social scientists, statisticians,
and health services researchers. Regular meetings ensured the
group’s strategic oversight throughout and sought their input
into the study design, research activities, and analyzing and
interpreting results.

Patient and Public Involvement
We invited a patient and public contributor with lived experience
of surgery to the study steering group, which was set up as part
of the wider project. The input was sought from the patient and
public contributor as appropriate throughout the study (eg,
review of patient-facing materials, including survey invitation

and instructions, and interim findings from qualitative analyses).
In addition, we organized a patient and public advisory meeting
which 6 public contributors attended for 1 hour via a Zoom
(Zoom Video Communications, Inc) meeting. The aim of the
meeting was to obtain patient and public perspectives on the
overall project plan and its key challenges. The topics discussed
included recruitment, acceptability, and satisfaction with the
measurement system, which informed the design aspects of this
study.

Usability Concepts
The usability of the measurement system was examined by
evaluating metrics and indicators relevant to 3 concepts,
including system effectiveness, system efficiency, and user
satisfaction. The definitions are summarized in Textbox 1, and
the details of their assessment are described subsequently.

Textbox 1. Definitions of usability concepts.

• System effectiveness: the ability of participants to perform tasks to achieve predetermined goals completely and accurately, without negative
consequences (eg, poor layout of the system interface leading to participants missing or accidentally selecting system options) [36,49-51].

• System efficiency: the amount of participant resources required to achieve the prespecified goals [49,58].

• User satisfaction: the subjective opinions of the participants based on their experience of interacting with the system [49]. This includes any
subjective reports about likes, dislikes, and recommendations for changes [51].

Participants and Procedures
We used multiple cohorts of participants and procedures for
quantitative and qualitative data collection for this study. Figure

2 illustrates the different cohorts of participants and provides
an overview of the data collection procedures used to evaluate
the usability concepts.
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Figure 2. Overview of participant cohorts, data collection procedures, and usability concepts.

Participants and Recruitment
To obtain quantitative measurement system metrics to assess
system effectiveness and efficiency (refer to the Quantitative
Analysis section for further details), automated, real-time data
collection was conducted between April 1 and December 31,
2021, and rolled out across 7 surgical departments: orthopedic,
urology, gynecology, neurosurgery, gastrointestinal, vascular
and breast. We included adult patients booked for elective
surgery in these 7 specialties. Patients aged <18 years, those
without the capacity to consent for medical procedures, those
undergoing emergency and endoscopic procedures, and those
without access to an appropriate internet-enabled device (ie,
mobile phone, smartphone, PC, tablet, or similar device) were
excluded.

We recruited 2 further groups of service users for user testing
and interviews to obtain quantitative and qualitative data to
assess system effectiveness and user satisfaction.

Group 1 participants were individuals who had not engaged
with the measurement system before user-testing sessions to
ensure naive user interactions [59] (refer to the User Testing
section for detailed user-testing methods). Service users with
experience of surgery were recruited through patient experience
panels within 2 NHS Trusts (North Bristol NHS Trust and
Bradford Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust). A panel
coordinator identified and approached potential participants via
email containing a recruitment advertisement. Sampling was
purposive to achieve the maximum possible variation in
recognized protected characteristics (eg, sex, disability, and
race) and experience of surgery.

Group 2 participants were individuals who had engaged with
the measurement system to explore user satisfaction after
interacting with the system (refer to the Semistructured
Interviews section for more details). These were a subset of
eligible patients who completed the measurement system. A
member of staff with authorized access to the patient
administration system and patient response data stored in the
data warehouse recruited participants via telephone. We used
a purposive sampling strategy to achieve variation in
characteristics, including age, ethnicity, sex, type of surgery

received, and experience of good or bad SDM (identified
through survey responses).

Procedures

Measurement System Metrics
Relevant metrics automatically collected by the measurement
system were used to examine usability quantitatively (eg,
responses to questionnaire items and timestamps for starting
and submitting the survey). Unique entries were recorded for
each patient who received the invitation to complete the
measurement system. Entries and corresponding data collected
between April 1 and December 31, 2021, were available for
analysis.

User Testing
Postdeployment user-testing sessions were conducted between
June and December 2021 and were performed in a simulated
environment.

Group 1 participants were invited to participate in a one-to-one
1-hour videoconference via Zoom with a researcher to complete
the measurement system live. Sessions began by reminding
participants about the aim and the process of user testing the
measurement system. Service users were then sent an SMS text
message or email invitation (depending on their preference) that
included a test link to the survey. Specific user-testing links
were set up to allow simulated completion of the measurement
system (ie, responses were not used for live response data).
Sessions assessed system effectiveness (including any issues
related to system functionality or completion). A concurrent
think-aloud technique was applied to vocalize reactions and
thinking processes [60-62], supplemented with observational
notes of any difficulties encountered [63,64].

User-testing sessions were conducted by 1 member of the study
team who had experience in think-aloud methods (AGKM or
CH). A topic guide was developed to guide conversations
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Sessions were audio recorded and
transcribed using unique identifiers to ensure anonymity. Field
notes and any problems during the measurement system
completion were recorded in a table using Excel (Microsoft
Corp).
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Semistructured Interviews
We conducted semistructured, in-depth interviews using
retrospective probing to explore the service users’ views about
the indicators of usability of the measurement system [65].

Interviews were conducted with group 1 participants following
user testing via the same web-based videoconferencing software.
Group 2 participants were invited to take part in an
approximately 30- to 45-minute phone or videoconferencing
call (according to their preference) during which they reflected
on completing the measurement system. The conversations
followed a previously tested and refined topic guide that was
based on standard usability concepts [51]. An example topic
guide can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Interviews were performed by either of the 2 researchers
(AGKM or CH), audio recorded, and anonymized during
transcription.

Analysis

Quantitative Analyses
All quantitative analyses were performed by 3 researchers (TD,
AGKM, and CH) using the statistical software package STATA
(version 16.0; StataCorp LLC).

System Effectiveness

We assessed system effectiveness by calculating the user task
completion rate based on usability testing sessions and the
survey response rate based on measurement system metrics
[66].

The user task completion rates were calculated as a percentage
of tasks completed by the total number of tasks. A process map
was created defining the number and type of tasks (or steps)
required to complete the measurement system. Successful
completion means that all tasks were completed without user
errors. User errors were deviations or problems encountered
that interfered with successful task completion. Noncritical
errors were defined as those that were successfully addressed
by the testers themselves following instructions from the
observer. Critical errors were those that required the observer
to intervene or take remedial actions.

The survey response rate was calculated as a percentage (number
of completed surveys/number of patients invited × 100). Surveys
were considered complete when responses to all 3 items of the
CollaboRATE measure and at least 7 out of 9 items of the
SDM-Q-9 measure were returned.

System Efficiency

We assessed system efficiency by calculating the task
completion time and task efficiency based on measurement
system metrics [58,66].

The task completion time was defined as the time participants
took from the first activity (starting the survey by following the
hyperlink) to the last activity (submission of the survey). Task
efficiency was defined as the time spent to complete each task
(timestamps were recorded in the following format: hh:mm:ss).
Analyses were based on those who completed the measurement
system for whom typical first and last activity timestamps were

available (ie, atypical timestamps were those with no recorded
activity time). Extreme outliers were excluded because the
system allowed service users to leave and later return to the
survey and continue submission (eg, the next day or the
following week). These were defined as those with the task
completion time >3 times the IQR [67].

Qualitative Analyses of User Satisfaction
User satisfaction was assessed by evaluating service users’
self-reported experiences of using the system through
user-testing sessions and semistructured interviews [66].
Discussions explored perceptions of usability aspects, including
service users’ interpretation of the system’s ease of use and
navigation, their satisfaction with instructions and visual display,
and the likelihood of using the system again or recommending
it to others.

Transcripts obtained from user-testing sessions and
semistructured interviews were uploaded to the qualitative data
management software NVivo (version 20.5.1; QRS
International) and analyzed using thematic analysis [68]. This
involved systematic coding of data to identify commonly
mentioned concepts within the data and to develop themes and
subthemes. The coding was inductive and iterative and followed
predefined steps of data familiarization, generation of initial
codes, and searching for themes. Coding was performed by 2
researchers independently who met regularly to review themes.
Analysis and interpretation of qualitative data were further
supported in 2 ways. First, a report of the interim findings was
produced and discussed with the wider multidisciplinary steering
group. Second, the presentation of interim findings to the patient
and public advisory group sought further input.

Ethical Considerations
This study was part of a project spanning quality improvement
and research. Therefore, it was subject to 2 governance processes
requiring separate approvals. Monitoring patients’ experience
of SDM in routine clinical practice was initially approved
through a quality improvement proposal at North Bristol NHS
Trust (reference: Q80008). This was then incorporated into a
larger program of work, where all processes were approved
through the appropriate governance framework (Consent and
SDM Program Board, reporting to the Clinical Effectiveness
and Audit Committee). Ethics approval for conducting
interviews with NHS patients was granted by the NHS Health
Research Authority North West – Liverpool Central Research
Ethics Committee (reference: 21/PR/0345). Participants
provided electronic consent through a link to a secure data
management platform (version 11.1.18, REDCap [Research
Electronic Data Capture]; Vanderbilt University) [69] before
any study activity commenced.

Results

Participants and Procedures
A total of 5794 surgical patients received invitations to complete
the survey and for whom unique entries were recorded in the
measurement system. Of these, 2254 returned the completed
surveys (refer to Table 1 for patient characteristics) and provided
data for the analysis of measurement metrics.
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Table 1. Characteristics of patients who completed the measurement system (N=2254).

Patients, n (%)Characteristics

Sex

1243 (55.15)Female

1011 (44.85)Male

Age group (y)

170 (7.54)<29

213 (9.45)30 to 39

277 (12.29)40 to 49

529 (23.47)50 to 59

555 (24.62)60 to 69

402 (17.83)70 to 79

108 (4.79)≥80

Ethnicitya

104 (4.61)Other

977 (43.35)White British

Specialty

278 (12.33)Breast

67 (2.97)Colorectal

194 (8.61)General

106 (4.7)Gynecology

288 (12.78)Neuro

555 (24.62)Trauma, orthopedics and spinal

41 (1.82)Upper gastrointestinal

584 (25.91)Urology

141 (6.26)Vascular

aMissing data: n=1173.

A total of 25 service users (group 1: n=9; group 2: n=16)
participated in user-testing sessions and semistructured
interviews.

In group 1, a total of 9 service users completed 8 user-testing
sessions. Most sessions were completed on a one-to-one basis
(7/9, 78%). One session was completed with 2 participants,
which included 1 service user with disability and their caregiver
who provided additional support. All sessions were held via
videoconference and lasted for an average duration of 43 (SD
15.1; range 29-78) minutes. Service users in this group were
mostly female participants (6/9, 67%) and self-identified as
Asian (1/9, 11%), other White background (1/9, 11%), and
White British (7/9, 78%). Details about the surgical experience
were known for 4 service users who represented orthopedic

(2/4, 50%), upper gastrointestinal (1/4, 25%), and ophthalmic
(1/4, 25%) specialties.

In group 2, 16 service users completed semistructured interviews
between June and November 2021. Most interviews were
conducted via telephone (15/16, 94%), with 1 (6%) interview
conducted via videoconference, lasting for an average duration
of 36 (SD 9.9; range 21-50) minutes. Most service users in
group 2 were female participants (10/16, 62%) and were 51 (SD
15.8) years on average. All participants were from a White
British background (16/16, 100%). Efforts were made to recruit
participants from a wide range of ethnic minority backgrounds;
however, due to a large amount of missing data (Table 1), this
was unsuccessful. The characteristics of group 2 participants
are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of group 2 service users (n=16).

Service users, n (%)Characteristics

51 (15.8; 23-80)Age (y), mean (SD; range)

Sex, n (%)

10 (62)Female

6 (38)Male

Ethnicity, n (%)

16 (100)White British

Surgery type, n (%)

3 (19)Breast

2 (13)Colorectal

2 (13)General

1 (6)Gynecology

2 (13)Trauma and orthopedics

5 (31)Urology

1 (6)Vascular

Usability Concepts

System Effectiveness
A process map to assess task completion contained 19 tasks (or
steps) required to complete the measurement system. Tasks
ranged from “Open text message/email” to “Click on ‘Submit’”
and are detailed in Multimedia Appendix 3.

A total of 171 tasks across 8 user-testing sessions were
submitted by all 9 group 1 participants. One service user
reported 2 noncritical errors across 2 tasks when completing
the measurement system using a mobile phone. The first error
occurred following task 1 “Open text message.” This forced an
additional step to resolve a pop-up notification which prompted
the service user to select an internet browser to open the survey
link. The second error occurred following task 5 “Select
response to question 1.” The displayed answer options for
CollaboRATE item 1 were cut off at 8, not presenting answer
option 9 (every effort was made). Further scrolling was required
by the service user to be able to select the answer option 9. Both
noncritical errors were managed and resolved without requiring
observer input. Consequently, a total completion rate of 98.8%
(169/171) was achieved. No critical errors or failures in
completing the tasks were reported.

The survey response rate was 38.9% (2254 completed
surveys/5794 patients invited × 100).

System Efficiency
Out of the 2254 responses available, 1106 (49.07%) were
excluded from analysis. These 1106 responses included 719
(65.01%) responses with an atypical timestamp (ie, no activity
time was recorded because the timestamp for the first and last
activity was 00:00:00, which was identified as a technical issue
and rectified by the software provider) and 387 (34.99%)
responses identified as extreme outliers (ie, the task completion
time was >12 min). Assessment of the completion time of 1148

(50.93%) of the 2254 responses showed that service users
required an average median duration of 3 (IQR 2-4) minutes to
complete the measurement system. Calculations of task
efficiency showed that the average median time taken per task
was 9 (IQR 6-13) seconds.

User Satisfaction
Analysis of qualitative data from user-testing sessions and
semistructured interviews with a subset of patients revealed
four main themes related to user satisfaction as follows: (1)
acceptability, (2) ease of access to the system, (3) ease of use,
and (4) satisfaction with the measurement system.

Acceptability

Indicators of Good Acceptability

Service users who were interviewed as part of the qualitative
data collection frequently commented on the low burden of
completing the measurement system, suggesting good
acceptability among the participants. This was mainly because
of the low number of questions contributing to the measurement
system being considered quick and straightforward to use:

Short survey, key thing—not too much of your time.
[PT9, group 1]

I did it from my phone so yes it was very
straightforward. [PT13, group 2]

I don’t remember feeling any burden [...], it was quite
easy. [PT19, group 2]

I don’t think it seemed too long. It was enough. To be
honest, if it had been a lot more, I probably wouldn’t
bother to do it. [PT21, group 2]

Furthermore, service users highlighted the common use of
web-based surveys to obtain feedback in health care and other
general settings. Therefore, they felt a certain level of familiarity
with the measurement system, which contributed to the good
acceptability:
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I thought it was, I mean, pretty standard, you know,
arial buttons, nought to ten on how much you
disagree, agree, disagree to something so yes, familiar
with many other surveys that I’ve seen before. [PT12,
group 2]

Potential Barriers to Acceptability

Some barriers to completing the measurement system were
highlighted. For example, participants mentioned that the service
users may easily ignore or forget to complete the measurement
system as follows:

It’s easy not to [complete the measurement system],
I've had them from places, not about health or
anything important like that, but it’s easy just [to]
think, “Oh, I’ll do that later,” and then never go back
to it. [PT7, group 1]

Another example included concerns about the number of SMS
text messages and surveys received from other sources and the
cumulative burden:

I mean the good thing about it is it’s simple and easy
and you just get the nudge, but on the other hand
there are lots of other nudges coming through at you.
[PT19, group 2]

This contributed to a small number of service users questioning
the credibility of the invitation to complete the measurement
system:

Something came through via email which to be honest
I wasn’t sure if it was a genuine thing or if it was
something else. [PT10, group 2]

Solutions to Address Barriers

Service users were asked about the usability of solutions to
address these issues and included support for reminder emails:

One follow-up is a good idea but not more than one
possibly because then people start to feel a bit
harassed, but I think a second one is a good idea
because of the forgetting thing and they go oh yeah,
I’ll do it this time. [PT4, group 1]

Service users thought that the use of email would address this
problem for some service users:

It is at the top of my email pile again, I’d better do it,
so it jogs your memory, texts don’t do that, it’s a very
momentary thing, text messaging. [PT13, group 2]

Furthermore, service users suggested to increase the personal
relevance and awareness of the measurement system:

You’ve got to feel that you’re going to benefit, and
it’s really relevant to you, for you to have the interest
to do it. [PT7, group 1]

They [service users] really, really need to know it’s
coming because I don’t know about you but we’re
very, very careful what we open and if this just
appeared with no warning I wouldn’t open it. [PT4,
group 1]

Service users mentioned the need to highlight the brevity of the
measurement system and the low number of questions:

There are people who will fill them in if they’re told
it’s very short, which is why it’s important that it says
it’s short. [PT9, group 1]

I think sometimes if you open one you can see that
it’s 100 questions you just think I probably won’t do
that. [PT14, group 2]

Ease of Access to the System

Indicators of Good Ease of Access to the System

All service users were able to access the measurement system
without problems and commented on its ease of access through
both methods, email and SMS text message:

I think most people nowadays are comfortable with
computers and technology. [PT14, group 2]

Some service users expressed a preference for using either email
or their phone to complete the measurement system. However,
there was no conclusive evidence to suggest the superiority of
either email or SMS text message:

I guess that for me making it [come to my phone]
makes it more accessible ‘cos you don’t have to go
in your emails. It automatically comes through and
you can do it at any time and reply at any time, so
you can do it when it’s convenient to you and its
literally just a text on your phone. [PT1, group 1]

Although I use a smart phone quite a lot, sometimes
it’s difficult to manipulate it, whilst a laptop I find
much more easier to use. [PT8, group 1]

Furthermore, service users commented on the good
comprehensibility and legibility of the content, contributing to
good levels of ease of access to the system. For example,
comments included that there was a sufficiently large font option
for those who required or preferred larger screens:

I think the presentation of it on my phone, and I don’t
have a large phone, I just have a small phone, I could
read all that quite easily. [PT7, group 1]

They were really easy to understand[...] The questions
were very clear, I thought they were quite well[...]
focused and well explained. [PT24, group 2]

Potential Barriers to Access to the System

Some service users expressed concerns regarding the system’s
ease of access for certain population groups. Most frequently,
concerns were raised in connection with older adults and lack
of access to technology. Furthermore, considerations included
the ease of access to the measurement system for
non–English-speaking service users and those with disabilities:

There’s also a certain cohort would be using online.
[...] I do think people will miss out but if it’s just being
pinged… whether it’s on text or email [PT3, group
1]

People that English isn’t their first language, that
could be a bit of a consideration. [PT5, group 1]
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Solutions to Address Barriers

The most frequently mentioned solutions were common
alternatives to electronic data collection in connection with
support measures for questionnaire completion:

I mean there’s probably still a gap with the older
generation who wouldn’t be comfortable doing it,
and would prefer doing it via communication of phone
or in written format. [PT14, group 2]

Ease of Use

Most often, the simplicity of the system was highlighted in
connection with the ease of completing the measurement system.
Furthermore, the ease of use was often attributed to the brevity
of the measurement system:

I actually thought it was quite simple and quite
straightforward and easy. [PT3, group 1]

That has been perfectly straightforward, for someone
who’s not very IT literate, that was all fine. [PT7,
group 1]

Yeah, that was very easy, it didn’t take very long [...]
I remember it did seem simple [PT23, group 2]

Moreover, most service users commented on the visual display,
which was perceived as appealing and very clear. The clear
layout of the survey contributed to high comprehensibility
among participants:

It is very clear and also I quite like the bold type. [...]
very clear again and very easy to read. [PT3, group
1]

It’s pretty obvious straight off of that where the survey
has come from including the logo and almost like the
colours of the survey match with the NHS logo [...] I
think that part of it makes it really easy. [PT21, group
2]

Yeah, that’s laid out really spaced out and easy to
read. [PT6, group 1]

Service users frequently mentioned the ease of navigation and
thought it was “basic and straightforward” (PT20, group 2).
Others mentioned further details regarding what they liked about
the navigation:

There is no need to zoom in or zoom out or move
around a page or click buttons to find the survey so
I think all of that aspect is really easy. [...] It’s easy
to use and the agree or disagree buttons are really
straight to the point. [PT21, group 2]

One service user also commented on the loading speed of the
survey page:

I think it’s easy to use because it doesn’t take long to
load which I think is important. [PT20, group 2]

No service user raised concerns that could be considered barriers
to the ease of use of the measurement system.

Overall Satisfaction With the Measurement System

All service users provided positive feedback regarding the
abovementioned themes of acceptability, ease of access to the
system, and ease of use, which indicated high satisfaction with

the measurement system. General supportive comments were
made throughout the user-testing sessions and semistructured
interviews:

Yeah, absolutely brilliant. I’ll give that 11 out of 10.
[...] Somebody who designed this did a good job.
[PT5, group 1]

All respondents agreed when asked whether they are likely to
complete the measurement system again:

Yeah, I would definitely respond to it again. [PT6,
group 1]

In addition, there were unprompted comments related to
satisfaction with particular features. For example, service users
pointed out that they particularly liked the “back buttons” to
return to previous questions, the option to pause the
measurement system and return at a different time, and the fact
that there are contact details of the hospital in case this survey
was received in error:

You've got the option, you can go back and change
something, or if there was something you were
worried about that you’ve done, it’s clear that you
can go back. [PT7, group 1]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study examined the usability of a novel automated and
real-time ePRM system to monitor patients’experience of SDM
in routine clinical practice. We used a large sample from a
diverse range of surgical specialties to evaluate system
effectiveness, system efficiency, and user satisfaction.

Overall, the evaluation of the measurement system demonstrated
good usability. Metrics relevant to the effectiveness and
efficiency showed that the system can be used without problems
and completed quickly. The results from qualitative testing
sessions and interviews with 25 service users showed that the
measurement system has good user satisfaction. It was perceived
as acceptable, easy to access, and easy to use. Service users
identified potential barriers to acceptability and ease of access
to the system, which can inform strategies for the optimization
of the measurement system.

Limitations
This study has certain methodological limitations. First, we
purposively selected participants to include individuals from a
wide socioeconomic background with varying computer literacy
skills. While this study exceeded the recommended sample size
for usability testing [70-72], service users in our sample were
primarily White British (23/25, 92%), English-speaking adults
with capacity to consent for medical treatments, and from
specific geographic areas of the United Kingdom (West, South
West, and North East England). This may limit the
generalizability of the study findings. It is uncertain whether
the inclusion of more participants from more diverse
backgrounds would have elicited different perspectives on the
measurement system. Second, only patients who had completed
the measurement system were eligible to participate in
semistructured interviews. Data protection regulations limited
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our ability to recruit individuals who had not completed the
survey. Therefore, we were unable to explore whether
nonengagement with the system was due to reasons related to
usability not mentioned by the study participants. Barriers to
engagement may align with the themes identified during
semistructured interviews, which are partly addressed by
ongoing work (refer to the following section). Separately, there
is ongoing work which includes conducting follow-up phone
calls with patients to explore the reasons for nonengagement.
Third, usability may also be evaluated using validated
measurement instruments to capture quantitative measures of
individuals’perception of usability from a larger, representative
sample size [73,74]. This study did not include such measures
in addition to the ePRM to avoid distorting usability outcomes.
For example, the additional length of the survey may have
affected system efficiency and impacted perceptions of ease of
use. Instead, we included a range of methods to assess usability
to triangulate the data sources [75].

Comparison With Prior Work
Existing research has investigated optimal strategies and
methods for collecting ePRMs [40,76-79]. The usability
evaluation of electronic platforms is common and has been
fundamental in optimizing systems to collect ePRMs across a
range of health care settings [80] and also within surgery
[81,82]. Less is known about systems that monitor patients’
experiences automatically and in real time. We are aware of
only 1 recently published protocol describing a similar
measurement system [83], but we were unable to identify studies
with specific relevance to surgery or SDM. Our study addresses
this gap and provides insights into the usability of an automated
measurement system that monitors ePRMs for SDM in real
time. The measurement system in our study was evaluated for
service users undergoing surgical treatment; however, the
findings may be applicable to other health care settings.

Evidence of good usability of an automated measurement system
that captures surgical patients’ experiences in real time supports
the measurement systems’ potential for scalability. The use of
the system is recommended in similar health care settings where
policy makers or official bodies wish to audit or monitor
patients’ experiences of SDM or aim to inform interventions to
improve SDM before treatment. System effectiveness and
efficiency are central components to service users’ successful
interaction with any system [51]. The usability concepts
evaluated have been shown to be key in other systems rolled
out in surgical departments [84] and are likely to play a role in
the wider adoption of the measurement system [85]. This study
showed that service users were able to successfully complete
the measurement system and that they required little time and
effort to do so. In addition, good user satisfaction is vital to a
system’s sustainability and is used as a measure of the success
of digital information systems within health care organizations
worldwide [86-88]. User satisfaction with ePRM systems and
perceived acceptability, in particular, have been shown to be
key to their uptake among stakeholders [89,90]. The qualitative
evidence obtained from service users in this study demonstrated
good acceptability, ease of access to the system, and ease of
use, which suggests low concern regarding user satisfaction.
Some steps to optimize the system to address identified usability

concerns and adapt SDM measurement to other care contexts
[91] might be necessary before a wider rollout to other health
care settings.

This study highlighted well-known barriers to ease of access to
electronic measurement systems [92,93]. Specifically, literacy
with electronic systems can be lower in older and frail adults
and among individuals without capacity to consent [94-97].
While the measurement system response rate in this study
(2254/5794, 38.9%) was notably higher compared to those
reported in other studies evaluating measurement systems (eg,
18% in the study by Iversen et al [98], 20% in the study by
Bliddal et al [99], or 30% in the study by Arner [82]), it may
be indicative of such barriers experienced by surgical patients.
The solutions to improve ease of access identified in this study
include additional paper-based methods. Furthermore, barriers
may be overcome through assisted data collection using a tablet
computer at the point of care [100]. Additional resources may
be required to ensure full and accurate data capture for adults
without capacity to consent to medical treatments completing
the measurement system [101]. Similarly, language barriers
have been shown to affect service users’ ease of access to the
system and the quality of responses to ePRM systems [93,102].
Translating content can be key to addressing such language
barriers, as demonstrated by widely used quality of life measures
[103]. Further work is currently ongoing to address relevant
issues to maximize inclusivity (ISRCTN [International Standard
Randomised Controlled Trial Number] registry ID: 17951423).
Specifically, this line of work seeks to explore the views of
underserved groups (eg, limited income, older age, and ethnic
minority groups) using qualitative methods to understand how
the use of the system and future intervention development can
be optimized to maximize inclusivity. This work will consider
nondigital materials, translation of study materials, measurement
system content, and measurement instruments using appropriate
guidance [104] and will include non-English qualitative data
collection. Detailed methods will be reported in a separate
publication.

High-quality SDM can be a moderator and mediator of health
and care quality [105], addressing the challenges of true
patient-centered care (eg, reducing asymmetry in medical
knowledge between patients and surgeons and addressing issues
of individual preferences). To improve patients’ experiences of
SDM before surgery, additional intervention development work
is needed to complement automated, real-time monitoring of
SDM experiences. Evidence from other clinical settings suggests
that interventions, including real-time feedback, in addition to
routine monitoring of ePRMs, can lead to improvements in
outcomes or clinical performance [81,106-108]. This study
demonstrated the good usability of a measurement system that
automatically collects, stores, and retrieves ePRM data and is
ready to provide feedback on this information in digital format
near to real time. This suggests that the system is ready to
provide instantaneous feedback on surgical patients’experience
of SDM to clinical teams, which has the potential to improve
SDM. Future work will explore the optimal design and
feasibility of feedback mechanisms and examine the
acceptability of the system. Refinements to optimize the
usability and inclusivity of the system are required before
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evaluating the effectiveness of an intervention to improve SDM.
Key to this work will be obtaining wider perspectives from
other stakeholders involved in the intervention (eg, health care
professionals and stakeholders from the lower-income, ethnic
minority, and older age groups). In the long term, strategies to
facilitate the implementation of the measurement system in
routine clinical care will be investigated and evaluated using
evidence-based approaches to intervention design [109].

Conclusions
We examined the usability of a measurement system for
automated and real-time ePRM collection to monitor patients’

experience of SDM in a large sample using 2 brief, validated
instruments. The findings suggest good usability and support
scalability of the measurement systems to other secondary health
care institutions and will inform its optimization.
Complementary work is currently exploring the feasibility and
acceptability of monitoring and feedback experience of SDM
with patient and professional stakeholders. Future
implementation and formal evaluation of the measurement
system will be performed to establish whether routine
monitoring and feedback of patients’ experiences has the
potential to improve SDM for surgical patients.
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Abstract

Background: The rollout of the electronic health record (EHR) represents a central component of the digital transformation of
the German health care system. Although the EHR promises more effective, safer, and faster treatment of patients from a systems
perspective, the successful implementation of the EHR largely depends on the patient. In a recent survey, 3 out of 4 Germans
stated that they intend to use the EHR, whereas other studies show that the intention to use a technology is not a reliable and
sufficient predictor of actual use.

Objective: Controlling for patients’ intention to use the EHR, we investigated whether disease-specific risk perceptions related
to the time course of the disease and disease-related stigma explain the additional variance in patients’decisions to upload medical
reports to the EHR.

Methods: In an online user study, 241 German participants were asked to interact with a randomly assigned medical report that
varied systematically in terms of disease-related stigma (high vs low) and disease time course (acute vs chronic) and to decide
whether to upload it to the EHR.

Results: Disease-related stigma (odds ratio 0.154, P<.001) offset the generally positive relationship between intention to use
and the upload decision (odds ratio 2.628, P<.001), whereas the disease time course showed no effect.

Conclusions: Even if patients generally intend to use the EHR, risk perceptions such as those related to diseases associated
with social stigma may deter people from uploading related medical reports to the EHR. To ensure the reliable use of this key
technology in a digitalized health care system, transparent and easy-to-comprehend information about the safety standards of the
EHR are warranted across the board, even for populations that are generally in favor of using the EHR.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52625)   doi:10.2196/52625

KEYWORDS

electronic health record; EHR; technology acceptance; upload behavior; health-related stigma; intention to use; intention-behavior
gap; medical reports; stigma; Germany; patient decision; digital transformation; implementation; risk; decision; risk perception;
social stigma; safety

Introduction

Background
The digital transformation of health care promises safety and
efficiency gains by connecting all players in a health care system

[1-3]. One key technology to connect health professionals,
insurance providers, and patients is the electronic health record
(EHR), which will be implemented nationwide and mandatory
for all patients in Germany starting on January 1, 2025. In the
EHR, patients’medical data (eg, findings, diagnoses, therapies,
vaccinations, discharge reports, emergency data, and medication
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plans [4,5]) can be digitally documented, exchanged, and viewed
[4,6]. Better coordination of health data can ultimately save
costs in the health care system [7-9].

In Germany, the Patient Data Protection Act [10] mandates that
it is ultimately the patient who controls the type of data that are
stored and can be viewed in the EHR. Although a recent survey
found that 3 out of 4 Germans state that they intend to use the
EHR [11], its success ultimately depends on whether and under
what circumstances it is actually used to store and share health
data. As described below based on the available literature,
intention to use is not a sufficient and reliable predictor of EHR
use. Therefore, in this study, we sought to investigate to what
extent intention to use predicts actual use and what additional
factors may need to be taken into account to more reliably
predict EHR use.

Related Work
The technology acceptance model (TAM) and its extensions
such as the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology
(UTAUT) assume a positive relationship between intention to
use a technology (technology acceptance) and actual use [12-14].
In fact, empirical studies on social networks and online banking
show that the greater the intention to use, the more likely the
technology will actually be used. However, the same studies
also show a statistical discrepancy between intention and
behavior, as evidenced by the different variance (R²) accounted
for by the two constructs [15-17]. Questionnaire studies on this
so-called “intention-behavior gap” suggest that intention is not
a reliable predictor of behavior and consequently that other
influencing factors must exist [18,19]. For instance, in the
context of social media and electronic commerce, users often
have massive privacy concerns to disclose their data and their
intentions to use are generally low. Nonetheless, users tend to
disclose their data if the benefits they expect from using the
applications are sufficiently high [20]; this phenomenon is called
the “privacy paradox” and has been confirmed repeatedly
[15,20,21]. However, questionnaire studies on digital health
technologies show no such paradox and more nuanced patterns.
For health technologies, privacy concerns thus far either had
no influence [22-24] or have been shown to have a systematic
negative impact on intentions and actual technology use [25,26].
In summary, based on the available research, it is unclear to
what extent intention to use predicts the actual use of digital
health technologies such as the EHR. Theories of technology
acceptance infer a direct, positive influence, whereas the results
of various questionnaire studies suggest that other factors must
play a role given the intention-behavior gap. Although the
influence of a few technology-related factors (eg, controllability
of data) on the intention to use an EHR have been investigated,
a thorough investigation of disease-related factors has not yet
been performed.

Methodologically, usage behavior has mostly been investigated
using self-report questions about the frequency of use
[15,16,27-29], which is associated with several limitations. First,
frequency of use is only meaningful if the system is already
established and widely used. In the case of new systems such
as the EHR in Germany, frequency of use cannot be surveyed.
Second, the actual context of use can be difficult to simulate in

questionnaire studies, making it difficult to distinguish between
intention and behavior [30]. Since the models of technology
acceptance described above (ie, TAM and UTAUT) have been
evaluated using questionnaires, they may not provide reliable
insights into usage behavior in the context of the EHR.

Therefore, to investigate usage behavior regarding the EHR in
Germany, we selected a different approach for this study. In
terms of uploading behavior, we first identified two possible
use cases: (1) users who are living with different acute as well
as chronic diseases (“patients with multimorbidity” use case),
enabling a direct comparison between different medical findings
in terms of risks and benefits of uploading to the EHR; and (2)
users who are healthy or have little to no preexisting conditions
before they develop a chronic or acute disease (“patients with
first contact” use case). To investigate these use cases, we
developed and used an interactive prototype of the EHR (ie, a
click dummy) to investigate factors influencing the EHR users’
decision to upload medical reports. Compared to questionnaire
studies, this approach has the advantage that the interaction with
the click dummy is closer to a real interaction with the EHR,
thereby increasing the ecological validity of behavioral measures
[30]. To investigate the first use case, we used a mixed methods
design where the experimental intervention was based on an
interview study with potential EHR users [31]. The interview
study showed that the time course of a disease (chronic vs acute)
and disease-related stigma influence people’s decisions to upload
a medical report to the EHR. The following experiment showed
that respondents were more likely to upload a medical report
of a chronic disease to the EHR than to upload a report of an
acute condition. In contrast, respondents were less likely to
upload a report of a disease with high stigma. When a disease
with high stigma had a chronic time course, reports were still
uploaded. We here report the results of the second use case in
which participants interacted with one medical report only.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Department of Psychology and Ergonomics (Institut für
Psychologie und Arbeitswissenschaft) at Technische Universität
(TU) Berlin (tracking number: AWB_KAL_1_230311).
Participants volunteered to participate in the survey and
informed consent was required. On the first page of the survey,
participants were told about the investigator, the study purpose,
what data were to be collected during the study, and where and
for how long they would be stored. Participants were informed
about the duration of the survey (approximately 8 minutes) as
well as the compensation for participation. Participants were
compensated with €1.60 (US $1.75) for their time and thus
according to minimum wage. The participants also had the
possibility to download a PDF of the participant information
on the first page.

Participants’ personal data and responses were kept entirely
anonymous and password-protected in the department’s data
vault. An anonymized data set from the study was made
available to other researchers for further analysis with open
access. The documentation and availability of the research data
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collected during the study were managed using the TU
repository “DepositOnce,” adhering to the regulations for
ensuring good scientific practice at TU Berlin, the guidelines
of the “DepositOnce” internal research data repository, and data
protection regulations. Compliance with these repository
guidelines ensures the indexing and findability of the research
data by third parties.

Participants
The study was conducted from May 9 to June 10, 2023. Based
on an a priori power analysis for a logistic regression with three
predictors as well as a false-positive rate α of .05 and a power
of 1–β=0.80, we aimed for a sample size of 186 participants.
Individuals 18 years and older residing in Germany were eligible
to participate in the study. Another prerequisite was that
participants had no previous personal experience (own illness)
with the diseases mentioned in the medical reports, as affected
people deal with disease-related stigma differently than people
who are not affected by the disease [32]. Sampling was
conducted through Prolific [33], a click worker platform
characterized by high data quality [34]. A total of 275
individuals participated in the study. The mean participation
time was 9 minutes, 28 seconds (SD 3 minutes, 47 seconds)
and the median was 8 minutes, 36 seconds.

Design
We used a 2×2 between-subject study design with the
independent variables stigma (high vs low) and time course of
illness (chronic vs acute). Stigma was operationalized as the
risk that the medical findings could negatively affect the private,

professional, or social life of the affected person. For this
purpose, the medical reports related to personal lifestyle, as
reflected in tests for sexually transmitted diseases [31,32]. The
time course is a classification of diseases in terms of their
duration. These can be either acute (diseases of short duration
that come on quickly) or chronic (diseases that develop slowly
or last for a longer time). The dependent variable was the
decision to upload the medical report (ie, whether participants
were willing to upload the medical findings to the EHR).
Furthermore, the intention to use the EHR was included as a
covariate.

Materials
The stimuli used in the study were realistic but specially created
for the purpose of the study. The medical reports were provided
by various hospitals and a medical association. To make the
reports appear as realistic as possible, they were edited on the
official document heads of these institutions (see Multimedia
Appendix 1). In selecting the diseases, both the related stigma
and time course were systematically varied. To reflect different
disease-related stigma, which covered different risks for
professional and social life [35-38], diseases were divided
according to their low and high stigmatization potential. To
reflect different time courses, diseases were divided according
to an acute and chronic time course. Furthermore, diseases were
selected to occur regardless of age so that they would be
perceived as realistic diseases by an age-diverse sample. Table
1 shows the diseases used as stimuli, categorized by level of
stigma potential and time course.

Table 1. Diseases used in the stimuli, categorized by level of stigma potential and time course.

Chronic diseaseAcute diseaseStigma potential

Type 1 diabetesFractured wristLow

DepressionSTDa (gonorrhea)High

aSTD: sexually transmitted disease.

The interface software FIGMA was used to create the click
dummy, which was modeled after the mobile EHR app of a
German health insurance company (BARMER)—the eCare
app—to support a realistic interaction with an EHR. Specifically,
the click dummy allowed participants to upload findings, grant
or revoke permissions to view medical reports, and create
medication plans. Only the “Upload report” function was used
in this study.

We used LimeSurvey (version 3.28.3+220315) to create and
conduct a 5-page online survey (see Multimedia Appendix 2).
The EHR click dummy and the medical reports were
incorporated into the survey using iFrame. LimeSurvey software
was used to ensure that all questions had to be answered to
complete the study and receive the compensation. As in the
previous study investigating the first use case [31], in this study,
we tested the effect of the independent variables by querying
the perceived privacy risk and perceived benefit of uploading
findings to the EHR as manipulation checks. Based on the results
of this previous study [31], we assumed that high stigma would
result in a high perceived privacy risk and a chronic time course
would result in a high perceived benefit of uploading the medical

report. Perceived privacy risk, perceived benefit, and intention
to use were measured using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”). The decision to
upload the finding to the EHR was measured using a
dichotomous item (yes/no).

Procedure
The study procedure is shown schematically in Figure 1. Before
the start of the experiment, participants gave their informed
consent. This was followed by screening questions related to
disease experience (step 1). Participants who had experience
with the diseases in the medical reports were excluded from the
study. Subsequently, participants were given 1 minute to interact
with the EHR click dummy and were then required to answer
questions regarding their intention to use the EHR (step 2).
Participants were then asked to interact with the medical report
(step 3). In this process, each person was first randomly assigned
to one of the four diseases shown in Table 1 and asked to read
an easy-to-understand description of the disease of
approximately 2-3 sentences (see Multimedia Appendix 3) (step
3a). Participants then decided whether they wanted to upload
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the report to their EHR (step 3b). Afterward, participants were
asked to rate the perceived privacy risks and benefits of
uploading the report (step 3c). The survey was completed with
the collection of demographic characteristics (age, gender,
education level, and experience with EHRs). In this step (step

4), the participants also had the opportunity to declare their
responses invalid, while still receiving compensation, in case
they did not pay sufficient attention to the instructions provided
(eg, due to choosing random answers, inattentively reading
questions, or rushing through the survey).

Figure 1. Overview of the study procedure. EHR: electronic health record.

Analysis
We cleaned and analyzed the data using RStudio (version
1.3.1093). Due to lack of variance inhomogeneity or a normal
distribution, the analyses regarding perceived privacy risks and
benefits were performed using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney
U test. As mentioned above, we hypothesized that high stigma
would result in a high perceived privacy risk and a chronic time
course would result in a high perceived benefit of uploading
the medical report. The influence of the independent variables
(disease-specific stigma and time course) and the covariate
“intention to use” on the upload decision were tested using
multiple logistic regression with dummy coding. We
hypothesized that usage behavior is negatively influenced by
disease-specific stigma and positively influenced by time course
and intention. To control for demographic and interindividual
influences, we used multiple logistic regression with
standardized coefficients for better comparability. In doing so,
we followed the recommendations for testing control variables

[39] and tested the variables that have been shown to be causally
related to privacy behavior along with the independent variables.
The control variables were age, education level, and experience
with the technical system, in this case the EHR [40,41].

Results

Sample Characteristics
A total of 275 observations were collected. Of those, 34 records
were excluded, 29 because of participants’ previous medical
histories, 3 because of incomplete questionnaires, and 2 because
they were marked as invalid by participants. Figure 2 shows
the flow of participants in the study based on the CONSORT
(Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) statement [42].

Thus, a sample of 241 observations (146 male, 92 female, 1
diverse, 2 no information provided) was used for further
analysis. Table 2 summarizes the demographic characteristics
of the sample.

Figure 2. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flow chart. SP: stigma potential; TC: time course.
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Table 2. Demographic data of the sample (N=241).

ValueDemographic characteristic

31.31 (9.76)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

92 (38.2)Female

146 (60.6)Male

3 (1.2)Other

Education, n (%)

9 (3.7)No degree

3 (1.2)School leaving certificate

18 (7.5)Secondary school certificate

66 (27.4)General qualification for university entrance

33 (13.7)Vocational training

112 (46.5)University degree (bachelor’s or master’s degree)

Experience with the German EHRa, n (%)

61 (25.3)EHR is unknown

164 (68)EHR is known but not used

14 (5.8)Occasional use

2 (0.8)Regular use

aEHR: electronic health record.

Risk and Benefit Perception
We first checked whether stigma potential had an effect on
privacy risk perception and whether time course had an effect
on the benefit perception of uploading (see Figure 3).
Mann-Whitney U tests showed a significant effect of stigma
potential on privacy risk perception (W=10,777; P<.001), where
high stigma was associated with high risk. The effect of the

disease time course on benefit perception was not significant
(W=6379; P=.14), with a mean benefit perception of 5.34 (SD
1.39) for acute diseases and of 5.54 (SD 1.43) for chronic
diseases. Consequently, in contrast to our study on the first use
case with several medical reports [31], there was no relationship
found between time course and perceived benefits when there
is only one report to upload.
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Figure 3. (A) Perceived risk in relation to stigma potential (SP) and (B) perceived benefit in relation to the disease time course (TC). The horizontal
line in the box represents the median.

Controls
To investigate the potential association between the decision to
upload the medical report and the independent variables
disease-specific stigma and time course, we first performed a

logistic regression (Hosmer-Lemeshow R2=0.319, Nagelkerke

R2=0.590, Cox-Snell R2=0.537; χ2
15=86.973; P<.001) to control

for the covariate intention to use and the demographic variables
age, sex, education level, and experience with the EHR. The
covariate intention to use (odds ratio [OR] 2.497, 95% CI
1.831-3.456; z=5.455; P<.001) showed an association with the
decision to upload, whereas none of the control variables had
an effect. These variables were consequently removed from the
model for further analyses.

Uploading Behavior
To examine the association between the decision to upload and
the independent variables stigma potential and time course, we
performed a logistic regression controlling for the covariate

intention to use (Hosmer-Lemeshow R2=0.289, Nagelkerke

R2=0.551, Cox-Snell R2=0.501; χ2
3=78.748; P<.001). Intention

to use was positively associated with uploading behavior;
specifically, as intention to use increased, it was more than twice
as likely that the report was uploaded to the EHR. In addition,
there was a negative association between stigma and the decision
to upload; specifically, when stigma was high, it was six times
less likely that the report was uploaded than when stigma was
low. Time course of the disease was not associated with the
decision to upload a report. The summary of the results of the
logistic regression are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of the logistic regression.

Odds ratio (95% CI )P valuez valueVariable

2.682 (1.971-3.639)<.0016.210Intention to use

0.154 (0.064-0.336)<.0014.463Stigma potential

1.093 (0.537-2.254).810.244Time course

The number of uploads is shown in Figure 4 in relation to the
independent variables stigma potential (Figure 4A) and time
course (Figure 4B). In addition, we show the relationship

between intention to use and the decision to upload a report as
a function of the independent variables in Figure 4C.
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Figure 4. Number of uploads to the electronic health record with respect to (A) stigma potential (SP) and (B) time course (TC), and (C) the influence
of intention to use on the decision to upload as a function of SP and TC.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results show that the decision to upload an individual
medical report is influenced by people’s intention to use the
EHR. However, the stigma potential of the diseases mentioned
in the reports also influenced this decision. Specifically,
uploading diseases with high stigma was associated with higher
privacy risk than diseases with low stigma (see Figure 3A).
Consequently, stigma potential had a negative influence on the
decision to upload records (see Figure 4A), despite generally
high intentions to use the EHR.

Thus, intention to use predicts the use of the EHR in part,
whereas disease-specific factors such as related stigma can
override the general intention. This is particularly evident in
Figure 4C where the participants who uploaded reports both
with high and low stigma had mostly high intentions to use the
EHR (scores>4). However, such a clear distribution of intention
to use (scores<4) did not emerge in the case of rejection of
uploading. Rather, it is notable that the rejected findings are
mainly those with high stigmatization potential (majority of red
dots/triangles in Figure 4C). This shows that the effect strength
of the stigmatization potential (OR 0.154) is significantly greater
than that of the intention to use (OR 2.628). The fact that
uploading is rejected due to disease-specific stigma despite high
intention to use supports the assumptions of an
intention-behavior gap in EHR use [18].

The time course of the diseases had no influence on the decision
to upload an individual record. Findings with chronic and acute
diseases were uploaded by the majority of participants and with
approximately equal frequency (see Figure 3B).

For both use cases, case 1 (patients with multimorbidity) and
case 2 (patients after first contact), the results suggest that

disease-specific stigma seems to exert an inhibiting influence
on the decision to upload. In contrast, the time course only
played a role in use case 1, where people interact with multiple
reports at a time [31], but not when they interact with only one
medical report (use case 2). This difference may be explained
by the fact that patients’ “health concerns” have a positive
influence on their intention to share health data with others [22].
When faced with multiple medical reports, patients may be
more aware and concerned about interactions between chronic
diseases, because they more strongly affect the patient’s health
both now and in the future; consequently, the willingness to
upload reports about chronic diseases increases. With a single
report, interactions between diseases are less present, which
means that the time course of a disease may play a reduced role
in the decision to upload a record.

Implications
Both the intention to use and the stigma potential of diseases
seem to influence whether patients upload an individual medical
report to the EHR. Thus, in addition to increasing people’s
general intention to use the EHR via marketing and information,
transparent and easy-to-comprehend information about the safety
standards of the EHR (eg, for encrypting data) and the protection
of medical records (eg, the control of access rights) are
warranted, even for populations that are already in favor of
using the EHR. Such combined interventions may help to reduce
security concerns and enable realistic risk assessments of a data
leak to ultimately ensure reliable use of the EHR as a key
technology in any digitalized health care system.

Limitations and Future Directions
We deliberately excluded participants who already had a medical
history with the diseases addressed in the stimuli to avoid bias
in their responses. Individuals living with a stigmatized disease
are more cautious to disclose the information, especially if the
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disease is not immediately apparent [32,43]. The question arises
to what extent the behavior of stigmatized individuals can be
simulated under experimental conditions, provided that
participants do not exhibit stigmatized characteristics. To further
strengthen the validity and generalizability of our results, a
follow-up study should examine the perspective of already
affected individuals and compare the findings with the results
of this study.

Another limitation is that the chronic and acute disease patterns
used in the stimuli are not readily comparable. We decided to
use the diseases listed in Table 1 as stimuli because they
achieved the expected effects in the preliminary study [31]. We
could only partially replicate these findings in the present study.
For future studies, it would make sense to use diseases that can
be more readily compared in terms of their stigma potential and
time course (eg, gonorrhea and HIV or a wrist fracture and
arthritis) to further strengthen the generalizability of the present
findings.

Another limitation is that the distribution of our sample in terms
of gender, age, and level of education does not correspond to
that of the average German population. In particular, the level
of education of our sample was above average. Although we
were unable to detect any effects of the control variables age,
gender, and level of education in the analysis, the results of this

study should be validated with a more representative sample in
the future.

Conclusions
In our study, we investigated which disease-specific factors
influence whether medical reports are uploaded to the EHR in
a German setting. To answer this question, we varied the stigma
potential and the time course of diseases in medical reports and
controlled for the influence of participants’ intention to use the
EHR on uploading behavior. We demonstrated that intention
to use had a positive effect on the decision to upload a report.
In addition, we found that the stigma potential of the disease
listed on the medical reports can inhibit uploading behavior. In
particular, we found that the intention to use the EHR may be
offset by the stigma potential of a specific record.

In summary, despite the fact that 3 out of 4 Germans state that
they intend to use the EHR [11], actual use of this technology
may depend on disease-specific factors. Consequently, to ensure
successful implementation of the EHR, stakeholders in the
health system should not only promote the EHR per se but
further develop formats and evaluate them with the help of user
testing that provide transparent and easy-to-comprehend
information about the standards of data security and control in
the EHR. Only in this way can users realistically assess the risks
associated with individual EHR use and make an informed
decision for (or against) EHR use.
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Abstract

Background: Clinical decision support (CDS) tools that incorporate machine learning–derived content have the potential to
transform clinical care by augmenting clinicians’expertise. To realize this potential, such tools must be designed to fit the dynamic
work systems of the clinicians who use them. We propose the use of academic detailing—personal visits to clinicians by an expert
in a specific health IT tool—as a method for both ensuring the correct understanding of that tool and its evidence base and
identifying factors influencing the tool’s implementation.

Objective: This study aimed to assess academic detailing as a method for simultaneously ensuring the correct understanding
of an emergency department–based CDS tool to prevent future falls and identifying factors impacting clinicians’ use of the tool
through an analysis of the resultant qualitative data.

Methods: Previously, our team designed a CDS tool to identify patients aged 65 years and older who are at the highest risk of
future falls and prompt an interruptive alert to clinicians, suggesting the patient be referred to a mobility and falls clinic for an
evidence-based preventative intervention. We conducted 10-minute academic detailing interviews (n=16) with resident emergency
medicine physicians and advanced practice providers who had encountered our CDS tool in practice. We conducted an inductive,
team-based content analysis to identify factors that influenced clinicians’ use of the CDS tool.

Results: The following categories of factors that impacted clinicians’ use of the CDS were identified: (1) aspects of the CDS
tool’s design (2) clinicians’ understanding (or misunderstanding) of the CDS or referral process, (3) the busy nature of the
emergency department environment, (4) clinicians’ perceptions of the patient and their associated fall risk, and (5) the opacity
of the referral process. Additionally, clinician education was done to address any misconceptions about the CDS tool or referral
process, for example, demonstrating how simple it is to place a referral via the CDS and clarifying which clinic the referral goes
to.

Conclusions: Our study demonstrates the use of academic detailing for supporting the implementation of health information
technologies, allowing us to identify factors that impacted clinicians’ use of the CDS while concurrently educating clinicians to
ensure the correct understanding of the CDS tool and intervention. Thus, academic detailing can inform both real-time adjustments
of a tool’s implementation, for example, refinement of the language used to introduce the tool, and larger scale redesign of the
CDS tool to better fit the dynamic work environment of clinicians.
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Introduction

Background
New technologies incorporating machine learning–derived
content into clinical decision support (CDS) have the potential
to bring transformative improvements to clinical care [1-3].
Identifying high-risk patients who merit referral for preventative
care services has historically required cumbersome screening,
but now can be rapidly completed by risk prediction algorithms
that consider the patient’s entire electronic health record (EHR)
[4-6]. By incorporating machine learning–derived content,
clinicians’ decision-making can be augmented by insights that
may otherwise go unnoticed. Yet the potential benefits of these
CDS tools will only be realized when they are designed to fit
the clinical contexts in which clinicians work [3,7]. Health
information technologies (HITs), including CDS tools, that fail
to fit clinicians’ decision-making processes and workflows are
unlikely to be adopted and even risk increasing clinician burden
and burnout [8-10].

However, even technologies that are designed using today’s
best usability guidance [11] often fail to fit the clinical context
upon initial implementation [12,13]. As health systems continue
to evolve in response to emergent patient needs and expectations
(eg, COVID-19 and its aftermath), regulatory requirements, and
staffing challenges, CDS tools are being implemented in
increasingly sensitive and complex environments. While
implementation science frameworks consider a variety of
contextual factors [14-16] and some methods exist for assessing
and identifying them [17,18], there is a gap in methods for
rapidly identifying contextual factors immediately
postimplementation—when it may be easiest to respond to and
redesign for emergent barriers to the technology’s use, safety,
and effectiveness [19].

One method that has the potential to be adapted to rapidly
identify contextual factors influencing the implementation of
HIT is academic detailing. A repurposing of pharmaceutical
sales representatives’ tactics, academic detailing is defined as
a “personal visit by a trained person to health professionals in
their own settings” [20]. The goal of these personal visits is to
improve care quality and patient outcomes by promoting
evidence-based practice through focused clinician education
[21]. As an implementation method, academic detailing can be
conceptualized as a combination of 3 Expert Recommendations
for Implementing Change (ERIC; also known as Evidence-based
Recommendations for Implementing Change) strategies:
auditing and providing feedback, conducting educational
outreach visits, and practice facilitation [14]. The method’s
attention to the specific contexts in which clinicians make
decisions—both by conducting visits in situ and by discussing

barriers to and strategies for making evidence-based
decisions—may present a unique opportunity to not only
promote the use of a newly implemented HIT but also identify
contextual factors influencing its initial implementation.

Study Objective
We propose the use of academic detailing as a method for
achieving two goals in the implementation of an emergency
department (ED)–based CDS tool to prevent future falls: (1)
ensuring the correct understanding of the tool and its evidence
base and (2) identifying contextual factors influencing the tool’s
initial implementation. As part of a long-term goal of assessing
academic detailing for achieving these 2 aims, the objective of
this study was to assess academic detailing through an analysis
of the resultant qualitative data.

Methods

Study Context and Setting
This study was conducted at a large academic medical center
located in the Midwestern United States. The associated ED, a
level 1 trauma center, treats over 60,000 patients per year. The
CDS tool being evaluated is intended to facilitate both screening
for outpatient fall risk among older adults presenting to the ED
and the referral to a fall prevention clinic for those patients at
high risk. Our research team developed an outpatient fall risk
prediction algorithm from EHR data and, in concert with our
partner health system, designed and implemented a CDS tool
to use the algorithm that went live in July 2020 [22,23]. In
November 2020, the CDS was updated such that it enforced a
“hard stop” in the clinician’s workflow and required them to
interact with it.

Upon arrival to the ED, all patients aged 65 years and older
with an in-system primary care provider are assessed for fall
risk algorithmically based on their extant EHR data. For eligible
patients who are at high risk for falls, during the discharge
process, an interruptive CDS alert is shown to clinicians, which
informs them of the patient’s risk factors and expedites the
placement of a referral order to a mobility and falls clinic, an
evidence-based preventive intervention. Patients who are
referred are informed both by the nursing staff and in writing
and are contacted to schedule an appointment by scheduling
staff in the days following their ED visit. This intervention has
been described in more detail elsewhere [23,24].

Study Design
To assess academic detailing as a method for simultaneously
achieving the goals of ensuring the CDS was understood and
identifying contextual factors influencing its implementation,
we used a qualitative approach. We conducted 16 semistructured
academic detailing interviews with emergency medicine resident
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physicians (n=10) and advanced practice providers (n=6) who
had previously encountered our CDS tool in practice, that is,
within the last month. All interviews took place between August
2020 and June 2022, with 6 of the 16 interviews occurring prior
to the implementation of the CDS hard stop (Figure 1). We
purposively selected a range of participants based on how

frequently they responded to the CDS. The academic detailing
interviews were led by an intervention expert (AM) who had a
comprehensive understanding of the CDS tool and thus was
able to identify and correct any misconceptions about the tool
and its use—a critical aspect of effective academic detailing
[21].

Figure 1. Timeline of clinical decision support implementation and academic detailing interviews. AD: academic detailing; CDS: clinical decision
support.

Study Procedure
Interviews were roughly 10 minutes long and took place over
the phone or in person while the clinician was on shift. The
intervention expert used an interview guide developed using
the critical incident technique, which asks the participants to
mentally put themselves in the moment they first saw the tool
in the EHR [25]. The interview guide (Multimedia Appendix
1) contained questions such as “How and when did you see the
tool initially? What was your reaction? How did you make the
decision to refer the patient or not?” Additionally, comments
made by a participant that suggested an incomplete or inaccurate
understanding of the tool were addressed by the intervention
expert (eg, “the tool refers patients to the Mobility and Falls
clinic, not the Faint and Falls clinic”). Phone interviews were
transcribed in real time, while notes were taken during in-person
interviews and then written out immediately after.

Ethical Considerations
This study was reviewed and determined to be exempt by the
UW-Madison Health Sciences IRB (ID# 2020-1100).
Participants were not compensated, and data were deidentified
for analysis.

Data Analysis
We conducted an inductive, team-based content analysis [26,27].
Two researchers (AM and MAL) began by independently

reviewing and coding 4 interviews, line-by-line, to identify
factors that influenced clinicians’ decision-making. The
researchers then met to compare and refine codes until there
was agreement. This process continued iteratively until all
interviews were coded; the resultant codebook contained 31
codes and subcodes (eg, patient risk factors and clinician
communication). Another researcher (HJB) generated categories
of factors that influenced clinicians’ referral or nonreferral from
the codes through a process of organizing similar and dissimilar
codes, periodically incorporating feedback from the research
team, until there was agreement.

Results

Overview
We identified five categories of factors that impacted clinicians’
use of the CDS: (1) aspects of the CDS tool’s design, for
example, its features, usability, and how it fits in the clinician’s
workflow; (2) clinicians’ understanding (or misunderstanding)
of the CDS or referral process; (3) the busy nature of the ED
environment; (4) clinicians’ perceptions of the patient and their
associated fall risk; and (5) the opacity of the referral process.
Table 1 organizes the identified factors by these categories,
including a description of the type of clinician education that
was done during the academic detailing interviews.
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Table 1. Factors impacting clinicians’CDSa use identified through academic detailing and clinician education done during academic detailing interviews.
Positive and negative factors are indicated by the +, +/–, and – symbols.

Clinician education done during academic detailing
interviews

Factors impacting clinicians’ CDS use identified through
academic detailing

Categories of factors impacting
clinicians’ CDS use through
academic detailing

[+] CDS is simple.

[+] CDS requires minimal input from the clinician.

[+] CDS automatically identifies a high-risk patient and
prompts care that the clinician would not otherwise have
considered.

[+/–] CDS enforces a hard stop in the clinician’s workflow.

[+/–] CDS alert fires while the clinician is completing dis-

charge in the EHRb.

Aspects of the CDS tool’s design • Discussed why the CDS alert fires when it does
and the potential benefits and challenges of it
firing at a different point in the clinician’s
workflow.

[–] Clinician confuses the geriatric mobility and falls clinic
with the faint and falls clinic.

[–] Clinician believes only patients being seen for a fall are
appropriate referrals.

[–] Clinician believes referring the patient will be cumber-
some, ie, require written justification.

[+] Clinician is familiar with the concept of the CDS from
an organizational stakeholder’s communication.

Clinicians’ understanding of the
CDS or referral process

• Clarified which clinic the referral goes to.
• Clarified that referral is appropriate preventative

care for patients regardless of their presenting
problem.

• Demonstrated how simple and quick it is to
place a referral via the CDS.

[+/–] A busy ED environment.Busy nature of the EDc environ-
ment

[+/–] Clinicians’ agreement with the CDS’s assessment of
the patient’s fall risk.

[–] Clinicians’ perception of the patient’s openness to, need
for, or benefit from the intervention.

Clinicians’ perceptions of the
patient and their associated fall
risk

• Demonstrated where in the CDS to find the
reasons the patient is being flagged as high risk.

• Stressed the potential benefits of a successful
referral for both the patient and health system.

[–] Clinicians lack clarity on where the referral goes once it
is sent.

[–] Clinicians are uncertain about who should communicate
with the patient about the referral, ie, themselves or a nurse.

[+/–] Clinicians (do not) have the information necessary for
counseling patients on what to expect from the referral and
why they are being referred.

Opacity of the referral process • Clarified which clinic the referral goes to.
• Clarified the importance of counseling patients

on the referral and demonstrated where in the
CDS to access information to support counsel-
ing patients on the referral.

• Demonstrated where in the CDS to find the
reasons the patient was flagged as high risk.

aCDS: clinical decision support.
bEHR: electronic health record.
cED: emergency department.

Aspects of the CDS Tool’s Design
The first category of factors that influenced clinicians’ use of
the CDS was those that related to the design of the CDS tool.
Many clinicians described the CDS as user friendly or easy to
use, citing the limited number of clicks required and that the
CDS did not require the clinician to enter any text. Further,
clinicians found that the automatic nature of the CDS tool
supported them in providing appropriate care that they otherwise
would not have considered:

I appreciated how it fired on its own. I wasn’t even
thinking about falls in the patient because he came
in for [condition], not a fall. When it fired, I realized
he was a great candidate, but it wasn’t something I
thought about prior. [Participant 12]

Further, clinicians described how the CDS integration into their
workflow impacted their use of the CDS. For one, the CDS
enforced a “hard stop,” requiring the clinician to interact with
it. While clinicians’ feelings on the hard stop varied from being

annoyed to finding it valuable, it was only described as
impacting CDS use during high-volume times in the ED, which
is discussed further in the next section. Clinicians generally
appreciated where the CDS fit into their workflow—upon
discharging the patient in the EHR—such that it “doesn’t seem
like an additional step” (participant 15). Some clinicians noted
the timing of the CDS as being too late in the care process to
have a personal discussion with their patient about the referral,
for example, they are discharging their patient in the EHR after
they have already done their final visit to the patient’s room.
Thus, when clinicians saw the CDS alert after their final visit
with the patient, they described being less likely to refer the
patient because of the additional time necessary to go back to
the room to discuss the referral. However, most clinicians
thought the CDS alert was well situated in their workflow:

It just pops up at discharge. It’s just a click, the
referral order is already filled out. It’s very easy to
use. It adds maybe 20 seconds to the discharge
process. [Participant 14]
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Clinicians’ Understanding of the CDS and Referral
Process
The second category of factors that influenced clinicians’ use
of the CDS was clinicians’understanding, or misunderstanding,
of the CDS and the referral process. One such misunderstanding
of the CDS was clinicians confusing a separate faint and falls
cardiology Clinic with the actual target of the referral, the
mobility and falls clinic, which specifically addresses geriatric
falls. Consequently, 2 clinicians cited their nonreferral as due
to the inappropriateness of the faint and falls clinic for their
geriatric patient:

I think more of the syncope patients and possible
cardiac or peripheral vertigo patients who don’t need
to be admitted or are younger and are less high risk
and are anxious about having syncopal episodes for
the first time…. We want to get [them to] an
outpatient visit so they’ll be more likely to follow up
with the clinic and have [care] done. I don’t think of
it as much who just have a mechanical fall.
[Participant 1]

Further, 6 clinicians described that they would not refer a patient
who was being seen for another chief complaint, believing that
only patients being seen for a fall are appropriate referrals.

Additionally, 3 clinicians expressed concerns about how
cumbersome they believed the referral would be; however, their
perception of the tool changed immediately once it was
demonstrated that it only required 2 clicks. For example,
participant 2 said:

The BPA would be less annoying if I knew I didn’t
need to justify it. If I had known that’s all I had to do,
I would have clicked [to accept the referral].

One clinician stated that they expected that the CDS would be
cumbersome, that is, that they would have to write out the
referral because they thought “[the CDS] would be like the other
referrals” that they had come across in the EHR (participant 8).

On the other hand, 1 factor in this category that positively
impacted clinicians’ use of the CDS was that the CDS was
familiar to some clinicians given previous communication from
an organizational stakeholder (ie, clinical champion). For
example, participant 12 said:

When the CDS fired, I knew [clinical champion] sent
an email about this. From my interactions with this
patient, I thought [they were] at high risk of fall and
knew [they would] benefit from it. That’s why I tried
to place that consult.

Busy Nature of the ED Environment
The third category influencing CDS use was the busy nature of
the ED environment. Five clinicians described the ED
environment as a factor impacting their CDS use, whereas at
least 1 clinician explicitly said, “the ED environment wouldn’t
affect whether or not I refer a patient” (participant 4). Clinicians
varied in their description of the impact of the busy ED
environment, ranging from “I would ignore the [CDS]”
(participant 12) to “I just do the referral” (participant 14). Those
clinicians who said that the ED environment increased their

likelihood of referring the patient cited the CDS’s hard stop and
a significant amount of text as associated factors that shaped
their decision-making. While other clinicians described the
amount of text in the CDS as a stressor, it was not otherwise
described as influencing clinicians’ use of the CDS.

Clinicians’ Perceptions of the Patient and Their
Associated Fall Risk
The fourth category of factors influencing the use of the CDS
was clinicians’ perceptions of the patient and their associated
fall risk. Overall, most clinicians (10/16) agreed with the CDS’s
assessment of the patient’s fall risk. One clinician said:

In general, my reaction has been “oh that kinda
makes sense.” It was always kind of a surprise in the
sense that I hadn’t really considered the risk of falls
before, but it never seems outlandish that that was a
potential concern. [Participant 3]

A few clinicians described instances of being annoyed by the
firing of the CDS when it seemed irrelevant and thus did not
use it. Conversely, another clinician was frustrated when the
CDS did not fire when they expected to see it. Clinicians
described occasionally not referring patients because they
appeared to be “independent and functional” (participant 11)
or “generally active and stable” (participant 10), or because
their fall was “strictly mechanical” (participant 7).

Further, clinicians’ perception of the patient’s openness to or
need for intervention impacted their CDS use. One clinician
described factoring their assessment of the patient’s openness
to going to the mobility and falls clinic into their decision to
refer the patient or not:

You can kind of get a vibe if someone is going to the
doctor. If you tell them there’s another doctor you
can see; if they don’t even want to talk to me, I doubt
they’re going to go to another doctor. If it’s going to
be useless, I don’t want to waste everyone’s time. I
like to tell people and if they say I’m not going to that
then I won’t refer. I think I dictate if I’m going to
[refer the patient] based on the conversation.
[Participant 8]

Clinicians also described being more likely to refer patients
who they perceived as having a greater need for the intervention.
For example, a clinician said, “If the patient seems more anxious
or [they] don’t have as good of a support system or advocate, I
would refer them” (participant 1). Alternatively, clinicians also
described assessing how the referral would fit into the patient’s
care plan, for example, if the patient had an upcoming surgery,
the clinician would opt not to refer the patient so as to not “throw
an extra thing on top of them” (participant 6).

Opacity of the Referral Process
The final category of factors influencing clinicians’ use of the
CDS was the opacity of the referral process. One clinician
described how they lacked clarity on where the referral goes
once it is sent by saying, “it feels like I’m just sending the
referral off to the void and I don’t know who they’re getting
referred to” (participant 3). In contrast to a clinician confusing
the mobility and falls clinic with the faint and falls clinic,
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discussed previously, this clinician was specifically pointing to
the lack of feedback they received about how the process of
referring a patient to the mobility and falls clinic unfolds over
time. Consequently, another factor clinicians said impacted their
use of the CDS was the ambiguity around who should
communicate with the patient about the referral: themselves or
a nurse. Clinicians described this factor as being more prominent
if they had already spoken to the patient and thus referring the
patient would require them to initiate another conversation with
the patient themselves or “hope the nurse will tell the patient”
(participant 1).

Finally, a few clinicians said they lacked the necessary
information to counsel the patient—either about what to expect
from the referral and the mobility and falls clinic or about the
reasons the patient had been flagged as high risk for falls. One
clinician suggested that having guidance on how to counsel the
patient might make referring patients an easier choice:

I haven’t been really having detailed conversation
about what this entails and what they should expect.
In the moment I hadn’t quite seen a link on how to
counsel patients on this referral…I do want to refer
patients…I just wish I knew what to tell patients.
[Participant 3]

Clinicians also described lacking sufficient information to
explain to patients why they were flagged by the CDS as high
risk for falls. In particular, clinicians said this information would
likely influence their referring of patients being seen for chief
complaints other than a fall by making it easier to explain the
referral to the patient.

Clinician Education Done During Academic Detailing
During the academic detailing interviews, various
misconceptions were addressed directly by the intervention
expert through clinician education. First, 1 misconception
described previously was the mistaken belief that a referral to
the mobility and falls clinic would be inappropriate for people
being seen for a chief complaint other than a fall. The
intervention expert addressed this by clarifying that the CDS
alert fires for any older adult being seen in the ED who is at
high risk of falling in the future regardless of their presenting
complaint, so barring any contraindications—for example,
patient in hospice—it would be appropriate to refer the patient.
The intervention expert also clarified, for clinicians who
misunderstood, the correct target clinic of the referral (ie, the
mobility and falls clinic). Generally, the intervention expert
stressed the potential benefits of a successful referral for both
the patient (eg, improved quality of life) and the health system
(eg, reduced use).

Another misconception that was addressed via academic
detailing was the perception that referring a patient would be
too cumbersome. By demonstrating that accepting the CDS
alert and placing a referral takes only 2 clicks, this
misconception was promptly addressed. The intervention expert
also demonstrated where in the CDS to access information to
support counseling patients on the referral and where in the
CDS to find the reasons the patient was flagged as high risk.
Finally, for any clinicians who had issues with where the CDS

alert fired in their workflow, the intervention expert discussed
the reasons for the alert firing when it does and the potential
benefits and challenges of it firing at a different time.
Oftentimes, after discussion, the clinician had a new appreciation
for the complexity of designing the CDS alert.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study demonstrates the use of academic detailing for
supporting the early implementation of HIT, allowing us to
identify and begin to address factors that impacted clinicians’
use of the CDS while concurrently educating clinicians to ensure
the correct understanding of the CDS tool and intervention. By
bundling multiple ERIC strategies, academic detailing appears
to be a promising method for providing timely feedback to
improve HIT implementation.

Addressing Contextual Factors Within Detailing
Sessions
A key component of the academic detailing method is its
emphasis on clinician education [21] which, in the context of
our study, involves correcting clinicians’ misconceptions. For
example, 1 misconception that we identified and addressed
through clinician education was the mistaken belief that a
referral to the mobility and falls clinic was only appropriate for
people being seen for a fall. Given the nature of this CDS tool,
that is, its ability to predict future risk, the impact of this
misconception is that the opportunities to intervene in the routine
care of high-risk patients being treated for other chief complaints
would be missed. As participant 12 articulated, quoted in the
“aspects of the tools design” results section, a particular value
of the CDS tool is that it runs automatically, that is, does not
require clinician initiation; thus, it can prompt the clinician to
consider fall risk—and care to address that risk—that they may
not have been considering previously. Embedding clinician
education into academic detailing thus addressed a high-impact
misconception with immediacy. However, it remains to be seen
whether and how addressing these misconceptions translates to
clinicians’ use of the CDS tool. Our future work will explore
the impact of these academic detailing sessions on
implementation incomes, for example, clinicians’ rates of
referral and their acceptance of the tool.

Another important misconception to address within the academic
detailing interviews was the perception that referring a patient
would be too cumbersome. By demonstrating the simplicity of
accepting the CDS alert and placing a referral, this
misconception was promptly addressed which likely prevented
its propagation. However, as described in the Results section,
clinicians’ perceptions of the CDS tool are situated within the
context of the existing EHR and thus are beholden to a broader
understanding of how similar tools work (ie, a mental model)
[28]. As such, clinicians’ responses to CDS alerts can be
understood to be habitual, triggered by environmental cues [29];
therefore, solely addressing this misconception at the clinician
level is unlikely to sustain CDS use over time. Altering
clinicians’ mental models of CDS tools and the EHR warrants
systems-level redesign.
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The content of the clinician education that is included in
academic detailing is paramount to its success in increasing the
use of an intervention [21]. Previous literature also notes the
importance of the relationship between the clinician and the
person doing the clinician education [21,30]. For this study, the
intervention expert who conducted the academic detailing
interviews had extensive experience working with the ED staff
and had developed a rapport with them. To carry out academic
detailing in another setting, there may be initial relationship-
and trust building to do to achieve the detailed results our
intervention expert was able to capture. Yet, given their role as
a researcher (vs a fellow clinician), there were potentially missed
opportunities for educating clinicians on topics that would have
been better received from a colleague. For example, the deeply
entrenched custom of referring to many older adults’
community-based falls as being “mechanical,” a catch-all term
for falls that does not have an emergent, addressable cause, is

known to negatively affect care [31]. This could have potentially
been addressed by a colleague; however, in this study, we did
not address this clinician perception as it fell outside of the
expertise of our intervention expert, that is, outside of the
purview of the CDS tool and the referral it recommends.

Addressing Contextual Factors via Redesign
The factors impacting clinicians’ use of the CDS point directly
to opportunities to intervene in and improve the CDS
implementation process (Textbox 1). As discussed previously,
clinician education can be done immediately, within the
academic detailing interview; however, the clinician education
that had to be provided within the interview can inform the
redesign of a better rollout (eg, addressing what are likely to be
misconceptions up front). Future rounds of academic detailing
should thus result in the need for less or different clinician
education from the intervention expert.

Textbox 1. Potential approaches for intervening in the health information technology implementation process to improve clinical decision support
acceptance and use.

Real time (within academic detailing interview)

• Demonstrating the current capabilities and function of the tool, for example, how easy it is to place a referral, where to access information about
why the patient was flagged as high risk, and information to support counseling the patient on the referral.

• Discussing why the clinical decision support tool works the way it does and the potential benefits and challenges of redesigning it.

• Clarifying how the referral works, where it goes, and who is an appropriate candidate for the intervention.

• Addressing problematic or harmful misconceptions, for example, that there is no role the emergency department can play in providing preventive
care after “mechanical falls.”

• Discussing how successfully using the clinical decision support and placing a referral improves patient outcomes and health system outcomes,
for example, by reducing future visits to the emergency department.

Short term (quick fixes)

• Attending regularly scheduled meetings with clinicians to remind them about the clinical decision support and clarify misconceptions about
placing the referral.

• Associating the organizational stakeholder’s name or image with the clinical decision support.

• Adding the mobility and falls clinic information to the clinical decision support, that is, the phone number and location.

Long term (adaptation and redesign)

• Developing feedback mechanisms for clinicians to hear about successfully referred patients.

• Clarifying roles around patient communication, that is, what is communicated by the clinician versus the nurse, and designing the clinical decision
support to support those roles.

• Reviewing clinical decision support tools for potential interaction effects, for example, 2 clinical decision support tools fire on similar populations
and are likely to be confused.

• Providing talking points on what the patient can expect after discharge with respect to scheduling and going to an appointment with the mobility
and falls clinic.

• Providing talking points that explain why patients being seen for issues other than falls may be referred.

• Personalizing the timing of the clinical decision support alert for clinicians who tend to talk to patients before completing the discharge in the
electronic health record, for example, moving the clinical decision support alert earlier in clinicians’ workflow.

In the longer term, a variety of approaches could be used to
address the factors we identified as impacting the clinicians’
use of the CDS. For one, reviewing the CDS tools that are
currently implemented in overlapping clinical contexts could
identify potential interactions with the newly implemented CDS.
To avoid interaction effects, the new CDS could be redesigned
to differentiate it from others, for example, to alert a more

specific patient population or to have clear visual cues and
messaging. Alternatively, a review of the CDS ecosystem may
prompt the removal of underused or ineffective CDS tools.
Recent research, while limited, suggests that health systems
that optimize CDS alerts, that is, reduce unnecessary or less
useful alerts, see improved CDS use [32]. Further, those effects
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are not limited to the optimized CDS but spread to other CDS
in the system [32].

Other redesigns that would address factors identified through
academic detailing could address the workflow integration of
the CDS. For example, for the clinicians who typically talk to
a patient before completing the discharge in the EHR, moving
the firing of the CDS alert earlier in the clinical workflow may
be warranted. Beyond considering the timing of the CDS, to
achieve workflow integration as defined by Salwei et al [33,34],
the design of the CDS should consider the dimensions of flow,
scope of patient journey, and level. An example of such a
redesign could be—in the case where the fall risk CDS alert
would happen earlier in the clinician’s workflow—allowing the
clinician to “snooze” the alert until the point at which they have
discussed the mobility and falls clinic referral with the patient.
This design would increase the chance that the clinician would
see the CDS prior to speaking with the patient for the last time,
which could promote more meaningful patient counseling on
fall risk; however, this design could also have unintended
consequences, which should be explored prior to broad
implementation.

In designing for CDS use, it is important to remember that
increased use does not always equate to increased appropriate
use (ie, referrals for patients that are a good fit for the mobility
and falls clinic intervention). Thus, the findings from academic
detailing should also be considered in light of, and be used to
design to support, successful teaming between the CDS tool
and the clinician. A potential design to promote teamwork
between the CDS tool and the clinician could be to include on
the CDS a list of exclusion criteria for the mobility and falls
clinic that the CDS tool is unable or poorly able to assess (eg,
late-stage dementia). The clinician, then, when considering
referring the patient would be alerted to where their clinical
judgment is especially necessary.

Work Systems Approach to Redesign
Given the breadth of potential redesign options and the challenge
of prioritizing efforts to improve not only CDS use, but
appropriate CDS use, it is pertinent to consider models that can
hold and make sense of system complexity. One model that has
proven to be valuable across a variety of health care domains
and in supporting the design of technologies—the Systems
Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety (SEIPS)
model—conceptualizes the work of clinicians as happening in
a work system, which invariably influences care processes and
outcomes [35-37]. The SEIPS model, which synthesizes
literature on job stress, job design, and health care quality
[37,38], provides a theoretical foundation for understanding
why the system is achieving certain outcomes and how the
system may be redesigned to achieve alternative outcomes.

In a parallel analysis—presented elsewhere [39]—we found
that the data we collected using the academic detailing method
successfully mapped to the SEIPS model’s work system
components, for example, the people who do the work, the tasks
they complete, the tools and technologies they use, and the
physical and organizational environment they work in. A key

aspect of the SEIPS model is the conceptualization of
balance—that work system components that negatively influence
processes and outcomes (barriers) may be balanced by positive
components (facilitators) [37,40]. Thus, through redesign efforts,
we can either seek to address the work system barrier or enhance
the work system facilitator. Applying a work systems approach
to system redesign to address the factors we identified through
academic detailing has the potential to result in more sustainable
HIT implementation.

Beyond redesigning the CDS itself, as discussed in the previous
section, redesigning the work system to clarify the process of
referring a patient to the mobility and falls clinic may be
essential to promoting the appropriate use of the CDS. This
would require creating clarity around who should communicate
and about what with the patient (ie, the referring clinician and
the nurse). Further, creating transparency around the positive
outcomes of past referrals to the mobility and falls clinic (ie,
success stories) may promote trust in the referring clinicians
that this is an action worth taking.

Limitations
The following limitations of our study should be considered.
First, the academic detailing method, as applied here, relies on
the clinicians to report what they perceive as influencing their
use of the CDS. However, it is possible that clinicians’
perceptions differ from what they actually do—a common
challenge in understanding people’s work is the difference
between “work as imagined” versus “work as done” [41].
Second, this study focuses on academic detailing around a
specific CDS tool that produces an interruptive alert to which
a clinician must respond that they agree or decline to refer the
patient. It is possible that there are other considerations for CDS
tools and HIT that operate differently from this study (eg, tools
that require more in-depth information processing or that must
be initiated by the clinician). Further, given this academic
detailing method was applied in a live ED setting over nearly
2 years—including multiple waves of COVID-19—a variety
of external factors may have contributed to clinicians’ use (and
perception of their use) of the CDS. Finally, it is yet unclear
how many rounds of academic detailing would be required to
capture and address the majority of factors impacting the
implementation of the HIT. Future research should explore the
use of the academic detailing method over a broader range of
the implementation process so that the effort and resources
required to conduct the interviews are used most effectively.

Conclusions
With HIT developing at rapid speeds, it is essential we develop
methods to support its integration into the complex environments
in which they will be used. From our initial study, it appears
that academic detailing is a promising method for both
promoting the correct understanding of a CDS tool and
identifying contextual factors influencing its implementation.
Thus, academic detailing can inform real-time adjustments of
a tool’s implementation (eg, refinement of the language used
to introduce the tool), and larger scale redesign of the CDS tool
to better fit the dynamic work environment of clinicians.
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Abstract

Background: Monitoring childhood immunization programs is essential for health systems. Despite the introduction of an
electronic immunization registry called e-Tracker in Rwanda, challenges such as lacking population denominators persist, leading
to implausible reports of coverage rates of more than 100%.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the extent to which the immunization e-Tracker responds to stakeholders’ needs and
identify key areas for improvement.

Methods: In-depth interviews were conducted with all levels of e-Tracker users including immunization nurses, data managers,
and supervisors from health facilities in 5 districts of Rwanda. We used an interview guide based on the constructs of the Human,
Organization, and Technology–Fit (HOT-Fit) framework, and we analyzed and summarized our findings using the framework.

Results: Immunization nurses reported using the e-Tracker as a secondary data entry tool in addition to paper-based forms,
which resulted in considerable dissatisfaction among nurses. While users acknowledged the potential of a digital tool compared
to paper-based systems, they also reported the need for improvement of functionalities to support their work, such as digital client
appointment lists, lists of defaulters, search and register functions, automated monthly reports, and linkages to birth notifications
and the national identity system.

Conclusions: Reducing dual documentation for users can improve e-Tracker use and user satisfaction. Our findings can help
identify additional digital health interventions to support and strengthen the health information system for the immunization
program.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53071)   doi:10.2196/53071

KEYWORDS

childhood immunization; electronic immunization registry; digital health interventions

Introduction

In 2021, a reported 18.2 million infants worldwide did not
receive basic immunization, and an additional 6.8 million were
only partially vaccinated, with associated higher deaths in low-
and middle-income countries (LMICs) [1,2]. Health systems

worldwide are adopting digital tools to improve immunization
service provision as well as monitoring [3]. Digital health
interventions (DHIs) have the potential to improve the
management and use of health information to enhance health
worker performance and provision of care and ultimately
improve health outcomes [4,5]. In LMICs, electronic
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immunization registries (EIRs) were initiated to support
improved vaccination coverage among children, primarily
through better tracking of children by combining vaccine
information from different sources into a single digital record
[6,7].

DHIs (in the form of EIRs) are important for immunization
programs. For clients, they can help to remind families through
SMS text messaging when immunization is due or has been
missed. For health workers, they can help ensure that children
get the vaccinations they need, improve and simplify the
reporting of immunization data, identify high-risk populations
for targeted interventions, and allocate resources efficiently and
effectively [5-7]. EIRs, enhanced by data-driven DHIs, can help
the immunization program achieve its goals of effective
immunization coverage and real-time data for decision-making.
EIRs can serve their purpose for immunization programs even
better if integrated and synergized with DHIs for other programs
such as Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS) and the
national identification system. For instance, registration of all
newborn babies in EIRs can improve tracking of immunization
status and monitoring coverage [7]. EIRs integrated with other
programs can strengthen other health services for children by
providing a database of newborn babies in the population.
Examples include newborn metabolic screening and childhood
nutrition programs for the identification and referral of
malnourished children [7].

Despite the many opportunities, several challenges hinder the
effectiveness of EIRs in LMICs, such as the increased burden
of data collection for health workers, which is the result of
maintaining paper and digital documentation and reporting
systems [7]. The implementation of EIRs, similar to all DHIs,
should be aligned with the needs, both in terms of addressing
the concerns of the intended users and being relevant to the
users [8]. However, there is limited evidence on how to
implement digital tools most effectively and sustainably across
the full range of health systems [9]. The World Health
Organization has highlighted the need for implementation
research to identify the crucial factors that affect the
implementation of DHIs for health system strengthening [5].
Implementation research can provide a systematic understanding
of users’ perceptions and experiences and thus enhance the
usability and acceptability of DHIs.

In Rwanda, children from 0 to 15 months of age are provided
with vaccines against 11 infections according to the Expanded
Program on Immunization (EPI), namely, tuberculosis,
poliomyelitis, diphtheria, tetanus, measles, pertussis, hepatitis
B, Haemophilus influenzae type B, rubella, Streptococcus
pneumoniae, and rotavirus [10]. The latest report from the
Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization from 2017
identified issues with the immunization health information
system such as data quality, population denominators based on
projections from census data, and implausible coverage rates
of more than 100% [11], similar to other contexts in eastern and
southern Africa [12]. Incidents of vaccine dropouts and
incomplete immunization, particularly for Pentavalent 3, were
also identified. Significant geographic variations in
immunization rates were reported, with 1 district in the northern

part of the country reporting an overall coverage rate of as low
as 88% [11,13].

The introduction of an EIR, known as e-Tracker, was launched
in 2019 with the goal of improving overall data quality, data
availability for monitoring of immunization defaulters or
dropouts, and ultimately increasing immunization coverage
[14]. The newly implemented e-Tracker has not yet been subject
to research-based evaluations. The aim of this study was to
assess the extent to which the immunization e-Tracker responds
to stakeholders’ needs and identify key areas for improvement
in Rwanda’s childhood immunization program.

Methods

Study Setting
This study was conducted among immunization nurses and data
managers. Supervisors were included at the district hospital
level. Health facilities were randomly selected from 5 districts
in Rwanda—Gasabo, Rwamagana, Kamonyi, Gicumbi, and
Rubavu, 1 from each of the 4 provinces and the City of Kigali
of Rwanda. Gicumbi district, which is in the north of Rwanda,
has 16 health centers; Kamonyi, in the south, has 13 centers;
Rwamagana, in the east, has 15 health centers; Rubavu, in the
west, has 13 centers; and Gasabo, in the central city of Kigali,
has 16 health centers. In Kamonyi district and Gicumbi district,
the routine immunization coverage rates for Pentavalent 3 and
measles-rubella 1 in 2018 were 84% and 85%, respectively,
while the coverage rate was higher than 89% in the remaining
3 districts. Gicumbi, Gasabo, and Kamonyi were among the
districts with the largest percentage of underimmunized children,
especially for the third dose of Pentavalent. The e-Tracker was
introduced and operationalized in health centers in all districts
of Rwanda in 2019.

The study participants were primary users of the immunization
e-Tracker, either entering data or using the data: immunization
nurses, data managers, and EPI supervisors.

Immunization-related services are organized at different levels
of the health system. At the village level, community health
workers engage with residents to raise awareness about
childhood immunization. All primary health care services,
including childhood immunization, are decentralized to the
health center level. Immunization is provided at the health
centers by immunization nurses or at health posts by the same
nurses through community outreach in hard-to-reach areas.
There are 499 health centers and 476 health posts in Rwanda
[15]. More than 90% of children are immunized at the health
center. All immunization sites (centers and posts) have weekly
schedules of immunization days.

A health center typically has 2 immunization health workers, a
nurse in charge of immunizations, and an assistant to deliver
vaccines and keep records of all information pertaining to
immunizations.

Figures 1 and 2 show the workflow of immunization at the
health facility and the e-Tracker registration process and data
visualization, respectively.
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Figure 1. Workflow of immunization pertaining all the duties of a health worker (immunization nurse) on a vaccination day.

Figure 2. Immunization e-Tracker showing the client registration page and data visualization dashboard.

e-Tracker Implementation and Use
Implementation of the e-Tracker started in 2019 and was
operational in all public health facilities. The e-Tracker runs on
the District Health Information Software 2 (University of Oslo)
platform, one of the most widely used digital health information

systems globally [16]. Three cadres of health workers were
trained to use the e-Tracker—immunization nurses, data
managers, and EPI supervisors. All individual information are
first recorded on 2 sets of paper-based forms: the child’s
immunization cards and the health center’s immunization paper
registers. The immunization nurse or the data manager then
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transfers the same information from the paper registers to the
e-Tracker. At the end of the month, a set of predefined data is
aggregated onto paper reporting forms by immunization nurses
and handed over to the data manager, who then enters these
data into the aggregate reporting system built in a separate
instance of District Health Information Software 2, as a part of
the health management information system (HMIS).

EPI supervisors, located at the district hospitals, use the
e-Tracker to assess the progress of health facilities by comparing
the number of children registered as successfully vaccinated on
each indicator against the monthly target provided to the health

center (Table 1). The target is an estimate population based on
the expected number of births in the area based on census data.

Users who have technical issues with e-Tracker can contact the
central help desk. Phone calls or WhatsApp groups are typically
used to resolve simple technical issues such as password reset,
and for complicated issues, through visits to health centers.
Immunization nurses from the health centers have a joint
WhatsApp group with their respective EPI supervisors where
they communicate issues regarding immunization and
e-Tracker–related technical support in their district.

Table 1. Intended use and user roles in the immunization e-Tracker.

Intended use and user roles in the e-TrackerUser

Immunization nursea • Data entry and registration of new children for immunization
• Update and follow up on subsequent immunizations until a child has completed his or her vaccination calendar

Data managera • Data entry and registration of new children for immunization
• Update and follow up on subsequent immunizations until a child has completed his or her vaccination calendar
• Generate reports of comparisons of the health center’s immunization coverage rate against the target

EPIb supervisor • Review reports from all health centers in the district catchment area and provide recommendations and feedback
for improvement based on the data

aData entry tasks could be shared by immunization nurses and data managers.
bEPI: Expanded Program on Immunization.

Study Design and Sampling
This study is an implementation research design that used
descriptive qualitative methods [17,18] and formative evaluation
to assess the extent to which the immunization e-Tracker
responds to stakeholders’ needs and identify key areas for
improvement [19]. This was done through key informant
interviews. The Human, Organization, and Technology–Fit
(HOT-Fit) evaluation framework guided the data collection and
analysis [20]. We chose the HOT-Fit framework because it has
the potential to evaluate health information systems;
encompasses comprehensive dimensions; and measures the fit
between technological, human, and organizational aspects, all
of which are critical for system adoption [20].

To select a sample of districts, we first assessed data reports
retrieved from the e-Tracker and the national HMIS in the first
3 months of 2020 for all 30 districts in Rwanda. Four
immunization indicators—Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) and
Pentavalent (penta) first, second, and third doses (penta1, penta2,
and penta3)—were reviewed by a program manager together
with a researcher (TU) to calculate completeness of data in the
e-Tracker (e-Tracker–reported indicator and HMIS-reported
indicator). We then selected 5 districts as follows: 1 district

among the best performers (Rwamagana district >80%), 1 from
the worst performers (Rubavu district <15%), and 3 districts
that were in the middle (Gasabo, Gicumbi, and Kamonyi
districts: 50%-60%). We randomly included 6 health centers
from each of the 5 districts. From this pool of health centers,
key informants and participants were purposively sampled
among primary users of the e-Tracker. To cover the variation
of sites across the districts appropriately, we recruited 1 nurse
and 1 data manager from 1 district before moving to the next
to diversify the data collected.

Data Collection
This study was carried out in accordance with COREQ
(Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research)
guidelines (Multimedia Appendix 1) [21].

Based on the 3 constructs of the HOT-Fit framework, we created
study-specific definitions for each of the constructs (Table 2)
and formulated an interview guide with open-ended questions
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Three pilot key informant interviews
were conducted with immunization nurses and data managers
in 1 district (Gasabo) to validate the tool prior to data collection.
We further refined the questions in the guide based on the
findings from these interviews (Multimedia Appendix 2).
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Table 2. Specific domains of evaluation of the e-Tracker based on the constructs of the HOT-Fita framework.

Study constructs and definitionsHOT-Fit constructs and definitions

Technology: Meets the need of the pro-
jected users, is convenient and easy to
use, and fits the work patterns of the
professionals for whom it is intended and
the overall health system

• System quality
• Associated with system performance: ease of use, ease of learning, response time, usefulness,

system flexibility, and security

• Information quality
• User perspectives and quantitative data: completeness, availability, accuracy, reliability, timeliness,

relevance, and consistency

• Service quality
• Service delivered: technical support, quick responsiveness, assurance, empathy, and follow-up

service

Human: The person who uses and the
use of information output such as reports

• System use
• Concerned with the frequency and breadth of health information system inquiries and functions:

system users, their levels of use, training, knowledge, belief, expectation, acceptance, or resistance

• User satisfaction
• Evaluation of users’ experience in using the system and the potential impact of the system: per-

ceived usefulness, enjoyment, overall satisfaction and satisfaction with specific functions, and
decision-making satisfaction

Organization: Nature and factors of a
health care institution

• Structure
• Nature (type and size), management and communication, clinical process, and workflow process.

Leadership, top management support, etc

• Environment
• Financial source, government, politics, and type of population being served

Net benefits • Quality of care, clinical impact, impact on patient care and communication, and facilitation of infor-
mation access

aHOT-Fit: Human, Organization, and Technology–Fit.

Separate interview guides were used for each category of
participants. The interview questions were formulated based on
each user’s role both in the immunization program and the
e-Tracker system. For instance, we asked questions related to
user-specific employment and how e-Tracker is related to his
or her job. Some e-Tracker technical questions were similar
such as whether e-Tracker was easy to use, easy to learn, or
about how e-Tracker responds (response time). One author
(TU), a current PhD candidate, with experience in IT conducted
14 in-person, in-depth interviews with key informants (e-Tracker
end users in primary health care centers and EPI supervisors in
their affiliated district hospitals). Interviews were conducted
with only the key informant and the interviewer present. The
interviews were conducted in Kinyarwanda, took place over
approximately 1 hour, and were audio recorded. No notes were
taken. The audio was then transcribed in Kinyarwanda and
translated into English by a bilingual professional. A group of
2 researchers (TU and ER) reviewed the translations for
accuracy. The study team met on a weekly basis to evaluate the
data collection process. After 4 interviews per key informant
category, the data collector began hearing information repetition.
The research team advised undertaking 1 more interview per
participant category to ensure that no new findings were
discovered. Data saturation was confirmed, and data collection
was stopped. No repeat interviews were carried out.

Data Analysis
Translated interview transcripts were uploaded into NVivo 12
(Lumivero). Based on the HOT-Fit framework, a codebook was
developed by the team through discussion. Using this
agreed-upon codebook, 2 researchers (TU and ER) individually
coded the data. A deductive coding style was applied to our
data. Discrepancies in coding were discussed and resolved by
the team.

The HOT-Fit Framework
After coding was completed by both researchers, the team
compiled the relevant data extracts. We performed a framework
analysis and worked together to place the extracted data within
the HOT-Fit framework [20,22]. We analyzed interview
transcripts to find all possible codes from all participants. We
identified and summarized codes in accordance with constructs
of the HOT-Fit framework and study-specific domains (Table
2). NVivo 12 analysis software was used to manage themes and
codes.

Author Reflexivity
Prior to data collection, the interviewer and research team had
minimal contact with participants (stakeholder engagement
session). The participants were informed that the purpose of the
study was to gather their views and experiences on e-Tracker
use to assess how the immunization e-Tracker responds to
stakeholders’ needs and identifies areas for improvement. They
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were also informed that this was part of a larger project studying
the design and implementation of DHIs to improve childhood
immunization in Rwanda. Authors entered this study with the
belief that an e-Tracker had the potential to positively impact
care providers’ experiences; however, it took effort to prevent
personal bias during data analysis. Due to COVID-19
restrictions, member checking was completed with 1 key
informant from each category.

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the Rwanda National Ethics
Committee (1011/RNEC/2020), the Norwegian (West) Regional
Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics (251925),
and the Rwanda Ministry of Health’s National Health Research
Committee (reference NHRC/2021/PROT/002). All methods
were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and
regulations by the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki—ethical principles for medical research involving
human subjects [23].

The participants were informed about the study objectives, their
voluntary participation, and their right to refuse participation

at any time. The written informed consent form was obtained
from each participant after getting an explanation about the
research purpose and confirming their participation in the study.
The interviews took place in a safe room with the office door
locked at the health facility. The recorded information was
transcribed and anonymized. The audio recording device could
only be accessed via a security code by the lead author (TU).

Results

Overview
In total, 14 e-Tracker users were interviewed (Table 3),
including 5 immunization nurses, 5 data managers, and 4 EPI
supervisors (1 EPI supervisor declined being interviewed due
to clinical COVID-19 work). Most of the immunization nurses
were female (4/5, 80%) and had more than 10 years of work
experience (3/5, 60%). In contrast, data managers were mostly
male (4/5, 80%), younger, and had work experience of 5 years
or less (4/5, 80%). Half of the supervisors (2/4, 50%) were
female. The supervisors had varying levels of work experience
(Table 3). We present our findings based on the constructs of
the HOT-Fit framework.

Table 3. Characteristics of study participants.

Supervisors (n=4)Data managers (n=5)Immunization nurses (n=5)Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

2 (50)4 (80)1 (20)Male

2 (50)1 (20)4 (80)Female

Age range (years), n (%)

1 (25)2 (40)1 (20)25-35

0 (0)3 (60)2 (40)36-45

2 (50)0 (0)2 (40)46-55

1 (25)0 (0)0 (0)56 and older

50 (10.23)35 (5.89)43 (8.29)Age (years), mean (SD)

Field of study, n (%)

0 (0)2 (40)5 (100)Nursing

0 (0)1 (20)0 (0)Laboratory

0 (0)1 (20)0 (0)Computer science

3 (75)1 (20)0 (0)Public health

1 (25)0 (0)0 (0)Midwifery

Working experience (years), n (%)

2 (50)4 (80)1 (20)≤5

1 (25)1 (20)1 (20)6-10

1 (25)0 (0)3 (60)>10

Technology

System Quality
Data managers and supervisors reported that the e-Tracker was
not a complex system. Two (40%) of 5 nurses perceived the

e-Tracker as complex due to limited skills of computer literacy
(Table 4: section A, construct 1).
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Table 4. Summary of main findings in accordance with the HOT-Fit framework and quotes from key informant interviews.

User’s quotesConstruct number and main findings

Section A: Technology

System quality

“...that system [e-Tracker] is not difficult to use, except that it is not easy for everyone because there are
some health centers for example that have immunization nurses who do not know how to use the com-

puter.” (EPIa supervisor 1)

1. Ease of learning

“e-Tracker is a secure system protected by personal credentials; it is not like paper registers where anyone
can access.” (Data manager 5)

2. Better data security than paper regis-
ters and forms

“...as a person who is in the field and using it [e-Tracker] frequently, I realize that there are some func-
tionalities that the e-Tracker is lacking. For example, it does not show me the next appointment for
someone’s vaccination or the list of who the nurses should be seeing today.” (Data manager 5)

3. Missing technical functionalities

“...internet connection that is not available, lack of outreach support—all these are challenges with using
the e-Tracker.” (Immunization nurse 1)

4. Not compatible for community out-
reach

“Things related to e-Tracker are slow, definitely slow. This is a challenge we usually face.” (Immunization
nurse 2)

5. Connectivity issues and slow system
response

Information quality

“There are times when you register a child and when you go back to search him or her, you find that the
actual information is not complete, or you find that the e-Tracker contains a duplicate of the child’s
records.” (Immunization nurse 3)

6. Incomplete and unreliable data

“I may fail to get time for instance, and they shift me to provide another health service, but, because
there is much information that needs to be entered and I am responsible for that, I go quickly and take
like one hour after work, or I come early in the morning to enter them.” (Immunization nurse 4)

7. Increased documentation workload

Service quality

“It is difficult to get technical assistance because it is from central level and nowhere else...if the problem
is simple like the system is off and then back on, those ones are quick and can be done on a phone call
or WhatsApp, but bigger technical issues take time.” (Data manager 2)

8. Delays in getting technical support

“...talking about the other [communication] chain...I just call my superior at the hospital, and he conveys
it to the central level technical team...and they gradually communicate with each other, and the information
reaches us.” (Data manager 4)

9. Alternative communication lines

Section B: Human

System use

“What I expected from e-Tracker up to now, I can say that I have not yet seen its results. This may be
due to other challenges, but the functionalities required by the nurses to use the e-Tracker well and
properly are not yet available.” (Supervisor 1)

10. Does not meet the intended purpose

“This e-Tracker system is expected to be used by immunization nurses; it has apparently increased their
work, which was not easy. That is simply to say, this is beyond their capacity.” (Supervisor 1)

11. Suboptimal use due to increased
documentation workload

User satisfaction

“...Discriminating children's cards increases job, in e-Tracker it is simple; just search child and find him
easily, but the use of e-Tracker did not stop papers, you complete all existing paper books and forms
and then go complete e-Tracker.” (Immunization nurse 2)

12. General dissatisfaction with the e-
Tracker

Section C: Organization

Structure

“...data manager who received training has gone, the one who replaced him does not actually know to
use e-Tracker, he often called me asking, ‘where can I click on?’...you realize that it is slowly by slowly.”
(Immunization nurse 2)

13. Lack of effective training processes

“...it happens that you register a child and when you go back to search for him [in the e-Tracker], you
miss him simply because you do not know if it is a connection problem, or a low knowledge regarding
how to search for him.” (Immunization nurse 1)

14. Lack of support for health workers
in using technology

Environment

“We have many duties, and there are so many systems at health center...they come and say we give you
PBF after seeing in the system how many children you have entered, and it is understandable that you
will not receive any money if you didn’t register any child.” (Immunization nurse 3)

15. Performance-based financing
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User’s quotesConstruct number and main findings

Section D: Net benefits

“...the e-Tracker has a dashboard for data analysis. Like now, I sometimes say, let me see how many
children we have registered this month; for the first, the second and the third dose of Penta, for instance.”
(Data manager 3)

16. Perceived current benefits

“e-Tracker has made nothing easier for me. Instead, it has complicated things. Perhaps there is value in
the e-Tracker if all these papers and books are removed. Then you may find that the e-Tracker will bring
benefits.” (Immunization nurse 3)

17. Perceived future benefits for HWsb

aEPI: Expanded Program on Immunization.
bHW: health worker.

Data security in the e-Tracker was generally perceived as
satisfactory and better than data security using paper registers
(Table 4: section A, construct 2). However, users reported
several shortcomings. They cited the lack of several technical
functionalities such as client lists, lists of defaulters, unspecific
search and register functions, automated routine reports, and
linkage to other systems such as birth notification and the
national identity system (Table 4: section A, construct 3). Users
expressed the need for a more flexible data entry tool that can
operate offline, such as handheld tablets instead of desktop
computers, to use during community outreach. They also cited
poor connectivity and solely relying on health center–purchased
internet as one of the most important reasons for the suboptimal
use of the e-Tracker (Table 4: section A, construct 4). For system
response time, 4 (80%) of 5 health workers and 4 (80%) of 5
data managers reported that the e-Tracker responds slowly. The
remaining interviewees, particularly supervisors, located at
hospitals with better internet connectivity, reported the opposite
that the e-Tracker had a quick response time. Adequate support
for network connectivity was lacking (Table 4: section A,
construct 5). For example, immunization health workers at
health centers were given modems, but they claimed that they
were not given financial assistance for continued internet
subscriptions.

Information Quality
Data in the e-Tracker were considered incomplete and unreliable
and were not actively used by the immunization nurses (Table
4: section A, construct 6). Several underlying issues were
identified as contributors to poor information quality. Users
were required to document in the e-Tracker in addition to
existing paper forms, which created double work. The double
entry of data, combined with a mismatch between the data
elements in the paper forms and the e-Tracker, results in users
skipping some data fields in the e-Tracker. A common response
with all users was the lack of time to complete documentations
in the e-Tracker due to heavy workloads (Table 4: section A,
construct 7). Two (40%) of the 5 interviewed immunization
nurses were not trained in e-Tracker use, but even those who
were trained and able to use the e-Tracker reported that the time
allocated to them to fill the e-Tracker was insufficient. Three
(60%) of 5 immunization nurses reported having to work
overtime to enter data in the e-Tracker, 1 hour before or after
work—a practice that users believed adversely affected data
quality.

Service Quality
All interviewed nurses and data managers reported some form
of delay in getting technical support (Table 4: section A,
construct 8). Users’ responses on this issue suggest that they
might prefer reporting issues to their supervisor, who could then
facilitate communication with the central support team.

Human

System Use
According to all interviewees, the e-Tracker did not meet overall
user expectations. Further exploration revealed that users want
a system that generates automated monthly reports and reduces
documentation workload. The e-Tracker does not automatically
generate any reports, and double documentation was identified
as an important problem that impacted effective e-Tracker use
(Table 4: section B, constructs 10, 11).

User Satisfaction
When asked whether they were satisfied with the e-Tracker,
only 2 (40%) of 5 data managers said yes. The lack of technical
functionalities and increased documentation workload were the
leading causes of dissatisfaction for the data managers and health
workers, respectively (Table 4 section B, construct 12).

Organization

Structure
Users described quarterly data quality assessment workshops
to encourage e-Tracker use by health workers. Such assessments
are usually done by data managers, nurses, and their supervisors
by reviewing paper reports and e-Tracker reports and comparing
them to HMIS reports for selected vaccination indicators, such
as BCG. Health workers reported not receiving enough support
in navigating digital systems in general (Table 4 section C,
construct 13) and highlighted the need for regular training
sessions on how to use the e-Tracker and a plan to deal with
staff turnover. The planned training for users in 2021 did not
happen due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Environment
Performance-based financing was provided to the health workers
based on the number of newborn babies registered as BCG
vaccinated in comparison with their reported number of BCG
vaccinations. The interviewees alluded to this as a reason for
entering data for this specific indicator into the e-Tracker rather
than the indicators for other vaccines. Performance-based
financing in this context is based on the number of children
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registered with BCG vaccination as a way of promoting the
registration of newborn babies in the childhood immunization
e-Tracker [24] (Table 4: section C, construct 15).

Net Benefits
Participants acknowledged the potential benefits of an e-Tracker
provided technical and implementation issues are addressed.
For example, all EPI supervisors reported that the tool could be
helpful to monitor children’s registration and vaccination status
without visiting health centers physically. Two (40%) of 5 data

managers reported using the e-Tracker for monitoring and
evaluation in terms of vaccination coverage for their respective
health centers. In contrast, all health workers did not report any
net benefits from the current use, although they see that the
e-Tracker may contribute positively to their work in the future
(Table 4: section D, construct 17).

Key Improvements
Textbox 1 provides a summary of the main recommendations
for improvement of the e-Tracker based on our findings.

Textbox 1. Overall recommendations for key improvements highlighted by the users.

Immunization nurses

• Better client search and register function

• Produce lists of expected and missed clients to avoid searching in paper registers

• Facilitate tracking a defaulter or a dropout child and remind parents of the missed appointments

• Improve connectivity

• Offline e-Tracker version that will make it easier to collect data in case of network outage, handheld devices to help immunization outreach in
difficult-to-reach areas

• Regular training on e-Tracker use

Data managers

• Generate automatic monthly reports

• Link e-Tracker to other systems such as Civil Registration and Vital Statistics and national identification systems

Expanded Program on Immunization supervisors

• Additional trainings on analysis of e-Tracker data

• Offline e-Tracker version and more devices to support nurses’ work at primary health centers

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study explored stakeholders’ experiences and perceptions
of using the e-Tracker for the Rwandan childhood immunization
program. Users of the e-Tracker described several issues that
hamper effective data entry as well as data use. Data in e-Tracker
were reported to be incomplete and unreliable as result of dual
documentation on paper and digitally.

Rwanda is one of the few countries in Africa to implement an
EIR at scale. Implementation of the e-Tracker is a top priority
for the childhood immunization program. Along with
technological resources such as computers and modems, a
top-level team and 3 cadres of trained health professionals from
each health center across the nation are assigned to support the
implementation indicating significant organizational support
for change. EIRs allow for real-time monitoring of immunization
status and provide data for decision-making, and their
evaluations play a key role in identifying strategies to improve
their use [25]. Our findings demonstrate the need for technical
improvements to fit clinical practice and increase benefits,
addressing implementation-related issues such as workflow
matching, as well as training and user support. User-informed
development of technical functionalities has been shown to be
linked to higher adoption of health information systems in a

systematic review of 55 studies [26]. Slow response times and
delayed IT support adversely affected e-Tracker use in our study,
factors also reported in other studies of digital information
systems [27,28].

Creating an enabling environment for digital health systems by
addressing issues such as training, and capacity strengthening
in data entry and use, is equally important to ensure successful
implementation [29]. Users cited a general dissatisfaction with
the e-Tracker for several reasons including increased workload
due to dual documentation and insufficient training. Several
studies have reported similar dissatisfaction among users of
digital health information systems in many cases as a result of
the system’s inability to match existing work patterns [26]. On
the other hand, users are typically more satisfied when
information systems offer good quality data; the higher the
quality of the data the higher the satisfaction [27,30]. Users in
this study perceived the information in the e-Tracker to be
inaccurate and incomplete in comparison with the paper records
and registers. None of the entered digital information was used
by data managers or nurses for clinical practice.

Immunization nurses are the intended users of the e-Tracker,
although the current workflow involves secondary data entry
in the e-Tracker by the data manager in several health centers.
While data managers and supervisors stated some benefits of
the e-Tracker for their work, immunization nurses reported no
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net benefits of the e-Tracker as it has been implemented in its
current version. One of the reasons for this may be that the
e-Tracker in its current form is not considered an essential part
of the data ecosystem in the immunization health information
system, particularly because the monthly reports are still paper
based and not generated from the e-Tracker. In a setting such
as Rwanda with scarce human resources for health, efficiency
and costs are important considerations. Efficiency gains cannot
be achieved unless health centers phase out paper immunization
records and exclusively use the e-Tracker for data entry [31].
Similarly, a study conducted in Zambia and Tanzania showed
that the use of the EIR decreased over time in settings where it
was used in parallel with paper-based documentation compared
to exclusive use [32]. In most other LMICs, paper-based
documentation and reporting consume a significant proportion
of health workers’ time, which can be alleviated by
well-implemented digital tools co-designed with the end user
[31,33].

Organizations play a key role in supporting the adoption of
digital systems directly and indirectly and sometimes
inadvertently skewing priorities [20,30]. For instance, in our
study, health workers are provided with performance-based
financing based on BCG vaccine coverage rates, which might
explain the relatively better completeness of these data in the
e-Tracker.

Strengths
This study was conducted in sub-Saharan Africa, where there
has been relatively limited research on EIRs and DHIs in
general. Our findings are reasonably generalizable to the
Rwandan context for two main reasons: (1) we sampled health
centers at different stages of e-Tracker use, ranging from low
to high, and (2) we included all users of the e-Tracker
(immunization nurses, data managers, and supervisors).

Most studies that have applied the HOT-Fit framework have
used quantitative methods to evaluate the effectiveness. We

chose qualitative methods to gain an in-depth understanding of
user-reported barriers and opportunities for e-Tracker use [20].
Our research is aligned with the national health system priorities
to improve data use in the immunization program [34]. Key
stakeholders, including representatives from the Ministry of
Health and the Rwanda Biomedical Center, were involved at
every stage of the research. They were consulted and presented
with the study plan and results.

Study Limitations
This study has some limitations. The study was conducted in
2021, after a relatively short period of e-Tracker use by the
health centers. Since the first introduction of the tool, some
improvements have been implemented and these were not
captured in our study. For example, nationwide linkages between
the CRVS and immunization registry have recently been
established and health workers providing immunization can
retrieve information about the child from the CRVS. The
COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent restrictions in the
years following the implementation of the e-Tracker may have
affected training, use, and perceptions. Health workers from the
immunization program (immunization nurses, data managers,
and EPI supervisors) contributed immensely to the COVID-19
response, which may have affected their attitudes and
perceptions toward their general workload and e-Tracker use.

Conclusions
The study findings revealed a low satisfaction level among the
users of the immunization e-Tracker in Rwanda due to technical
as well as implementation-related factors. Technical
functionalities and implementation strategies co-designed with
the user can help improve user experience and eventually
maximize the benefits of the e-Tracker. Implementation
strategies to reduce or remove dual documentation on paper and
digital systems and to generate automated digital monthly
immunization reports can save valuable time for health workers.
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Abstract

Background: Given the dearth of resources to support rural public health practice, the solutions in health analytics for rural
equity across the northwest dashboard (SHAREdash) was created to support rural county public health departments in northwestern
United States with accessible and relevant data to identify and address health disparities in their jurisdictions. To ensure the
development of useful dashboards, assessment of usability should occur at multiple stages throughout the system development
life cycle. SHAREdash was refined via user-centered design methods, and upon completion, it is critical to evaluate the usability
of SHAREdash.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the usability of SHAREdash based on the system development lifecycle stage 3 evaluation
goals of efficiency, satisfaction, and validity.

Methods: Public health professionals from rural health departments from Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and Alaska were enrolled
in the usability study from January to April 2022. The web-based evaluation consisted of 2 think-aloud tasks and a semistructured
qualitative interview. Think-aloud tasks assessed efficiency and effectiveness, and the interview investigated satisfaction and
overall usability. Verbatim transcripts from the tasks and interviews were analyzed using directed content analysis.

Results: Of the 9 participants, all were female and most worked at a local health department (7/9, 78%). A mean of 10.1 (SD
1.4) clicks for task 1 (could be completed in 7 clicks) and 11.4 (SD 2.0) clicks for task 2 (could be completed in 9 clicks) were
recorded. For both tasks, most participants required no prompting—89% (n=8) participants for task 1 and 67% (n=6) participants
for task 2, respectively. For effectiveness, all participants were able to complete each task accurately and comprehensively.
Overall, the participants were highly satisfied with the dashboard with everyone remarking on the utility of using it to support
their work, particularly to compare their jurisdiction to others. Finally, half of the participants stated that the ability to share the
graphs from the dashboard would be “extremely useful” for their work. The only aspect of the dashboard cited as problematic is
the amount of missing data that was present, which was a constraint of the data available about rural jurisdictions.

Conclusions: Think-aloud tasks showed that the SHAREdash allows users to complete tasks efficiently. Overall, participants
reported being very satisfied with the dashboard and provided multiple ways they planned to use it to support their work. The
main usability issue identified was the lack of available data indicating the importance of addressing the ongoing issues of missing
and fragmented public health data, particularly for rural communities.
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Introduction

Data visualization dashboards developed to address health and
equity have become increasingly popular [1,2]. Leveraging the
longstanding history of using dashboards to aggregate and
analyze data in public health [3] and medicine [4], these new
dashboards cover myriad health equity–focused topics and target
broad audiences. Recently, Thorpe and Gourevitch [5] identified
15 examples of US-based health dashboards that illustrate this
growing trend. Examples range from a COVID-19 dashboard
that highlights inequities in cases and deaths by geography to
a policy dashboard that aggregates local laws and policies that
affect population health [5]. Similar to these dashboards, the
solutions in health analytics for rural equity across the northwest
(SHARE-NW) dashboard (SHAREdash) was created to address
health equity for rural communities.

Delivery and allocation of health services through public health
agencies is a key mechanism for achieving health equity in the
United States as they provide health prevention and promotion
services and care [6]. Nationally, people in rural and frontier
jurisdictions have significant health disparities compared with
urban populations but are frequently the least well served by
their public health agencies—local health departments (LHDs)
[7,8]. Exacerbating this is the poor public health data systems,
as updating to include information on structural and social
factors has not been a top priority in LHDs’ activities or
spending [8,9]. Research has highlighted the critical need to
improve timely and reliable population health data to inform
resource allocation and decision-making [10-14]. Consequently,
decisions regarding the delivery of public health services and
care primarily rely on conventional wisdom. This results in
services that frequently do not reflect the needs of the
populations they serve resulting in wasteful, harmful, and
inequitable inefficiencies that exacerbate existing disparities
[15-17]. To address these issues and support LHDs serving rural
areas, the goal of SHAREdash is to provide accessible and
relevant data that will enable public health professionals to
identify, communicate, and address health disparities in their
jurisdictions and with their communities. Developed with
user-centered participatory design methods and guided by
Munzer’s Nested Model for Visualization Design and Validation
[18], SHAREdash is the first rigorously designed health equity
dashboard developed for rural communities that we are aware
of [19].

While clear objectives and thoughtful design are critical to
ensuring the development of useful dashboards, Thorpe and
Gourevitch [5] highlight the importance of evaluating
dashboards and the need for a more rigorous assessment of the
effectiveness and usefulness of health equity dashboards.
Evaluating the performance of a dashboard through end user
usability testing is a critical and often missed component of
dashboard creation. The International Organization for

Standardization defines usability as “the extent to which a
product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specific
context of use” [20,21]. Poor usability has been shown to
increase errors [22-24], increase the time to complete tasks [25],
and reduce user uptake [26-28] and implementation efforts [29].

Proper assessment of technology usability should occur at
multiple stages throughout the system development lifecycle
(SDLC) and use the methods most appropriate for that respective
stage. In a review of usability study methodologies of health
information technology by Yen and Bakken [30], the authors
outline the importance of conducting multiple usability
evaluations that align with the 5 stages of the SDLC.
Furthermore, the Yen and Bakken [30] review clarifies the
differences in usability evaluation types and goals based on the
SDLC stage of the technology (Multimedia Appendix 1). Results
from SHAREdash’s usability testing for SDLC stages 1 and 2
have been previously published [10,19]. Stage 2 findings were
used to make critical changes and inform dashboard completion.
Now that SHAREdash is finished and has entered SDLC stage
3, we evaluated its usability by examining all components
combined (ie, the finished dashboard). Thus, the aim of this
study was to evaluate the SDLC stage 3 evaluation goals of
efficiency, satisfaction, and validity for SHAREdash.

Methods

The SHARE-NW Project and Dashboard
SHARE-NW is a partnership research project that was created
with the goal of making data available and accessible to rural
LHD practitioners, while building their capacity for data use
and data-driven decision-making [10]. Partnering with LHDs
in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, 7 priority topic areas
(obesity, diabetes, tobacco use, mental and behavioral health,
violence and injury prevention, oral health, and demographics)
were identified during stage 1 of the SDLC for SHAREdash
[19]. Data for the dashboard come from 36 unique data sources,
including national data from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention as well as local agencies and health departments
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Data were deemed relevant to be
included in the dashboard if it (1) addressed 1 of the 7 priority
areas and (2) was provided at the county level so that it would
be relevant to LHDs. To ensure the dashboard is usable and
relevant for users, its features (eg, dynamic filters, pop-up
tooltips, and visualizations) were created in collaboration with
the staff from partner LHDs during SDLC stage 2. SHARE-NW
has also developed a curated repository of web-based trainings
and webinars, including new training modules developed in
2021 and launched in 2022 when gaps were found in the related
training desired by practitioners. The new training modules
developed use problem-based learning to teach audiences how
to use and communicate data to promote health equity.
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After conducting a needs assessment with rural LHD
professionals during SDLC stage 1 [10], members of the
SHARE-NW team identified a set of initial design requirements
for SHAREdash. These requirements guided design and
development decisions that ranged from key decisions, such as
the selection of the best software to create the dashboard, to
smaller decisions such as which size font to use for a graph
label. Together with the findings from the SDLC stage 2
usability study, SHAREdash was completed and launched in
August 2021.

SHAREdash Website and Interface
SHAREdash is a Tableau-based dashboard with a header at the
top of the main page for users to locate information about the
project and team, access resources on relevant topics such as
data, communication, and health equity, how to contact a
member of the team, and find the dashboards organized by
priority topic area. Users can also see relevant trainings and
webinars (both via drop-down boxes) on SHAREdash’s main
page. When users scroll down the main page, they can also find
information on the website’s purpose and design and see the
sources of data powering the website. The largest feature on the
main page (Figure 1) links to the 7 dashboards on the priority
topic areas mentioned previously [19]. Within each dashboard,

users can find state and county-level data organized by relevant
subtopics. For example, the topic of “Tobacco” includes
subtopics of “Tobacco use,” “Health effects,” “Cessation,” and
“Environment.”

When users navigate to each of the main topics, they find a
header that lists the main topic and each subtopic along the top,
such that users can click through them. Within each subtopic,
there are several drop-downs that allow users to filter the data.
The primary drop-down prompts the user to “Select an
Indicator.” Some examples of indicators for the topic of
“Tobacco” and the subtopic of “Tobacco use” are as follows:

“8th graders’ current tobacco use include Percent %,” “high
school students who smoked tobacco in the past month: Percent
%,” “Adults who currently smoke, Age-adjusted Percent %,”
and “Current e-cigarette use: Percent %.” The remaining
drop-downs allow users to filter the results by state, region,
rurality (eg, rural or not rural), and jurisdiction types (eg,
county). Users can export any of the dashboard views using the
3 options of export image, export to PDF, and share a link that
is found along the top of the page. Along the bottom of each
dashboard is the clickable link to view the data sources for this
dashboard along with a statement explaining which data are
listed as unavailable data within the dashboards.

Figure 1. The solutions in health analytics for rural equity across the northwest dashboard (SHAREdash) home page.
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Study Setting and Participants
To evaluate this web-based dashboard, our study was conducted
from January to April 2022. Participants were recruited from
the states upon which SHAREdash was focused—Washington,
Idaho, Alaska, and Oregon. All individuals who were rural
public health professionals or trainees and had completed at
least 1 prior SHARE-NW activity (2017-2022) and agreed to
be contacted for future research activities (n=20). Prior
SHARE-NW activities included the following: key informant
interviews, interviews about the response to COVID-19,
web-based surveys, dashboard mock-up testing sessions,
dashboard usability testing activities, and group-based dashboard
live training sessions. This ensured that all participants met the
eligibility criteria of being at least 18 years old, working in
public health for at least a year, and were in 1 of the 4 northwest
states included in SHAREdash. Given public health differences
by state, recruitment efforts ensured that at least 3 of the states
were represented. Recruitment of this convenience sample had
no additional inclusion or exclusion criteria.

Ethical Considerations
The University of Washington’s institutional review board (IRB)
approved the study protocol before participant recruitment
(STUDY00013451). This study’s IRB was approved as a
modification to an original approval (MOD00011747; approved
on December 13, 2021).

An initial recruitment email briefly summarizing the study
purpose was sent to all prior participants in SHARE-NW
activities. A follow-up recruitment email was sent 2 weeks after
the initial email. The response rate for recruitment was 45%
(n=9) with 1 person stating that they did not want to participate
and the remaining 10 people not responding. Individuals who
expressed interest were sent an email with information about
the study, consent to participate, and instructions on scheduling
their interview. Dashboard evaluation sessions consisted of 2
think-aloud tasks [31] and open-ended interview questions [32]
regarding the participant’s occupation and perceptions of the
dashboard (Multimedia Appendices 3 and 4). Recruitment
stopped when the following metrics were reached: (1) alignment
with the published literature on the minimum number of
participants needed to identify usability issues [33] and (2) when
data saturation was reached. Given how stretched our public
health partners were from the COVID-19 pandemic, the study
team was cautious to not overburden them with study
participation requests.

The think-aloud tasks served 2 purposes—the first was to
refamiliarize the participant with SHAREdash and the second
was to examine the usability components of effectiveness and
efficiency. The first think-aloud task had the participant
complete a simple task that consisted of switching between
different subtopics, filtering for the participant’s county, and
changing the time frame being viewed. The second, more
complex task included navigating to the right topic, filtering
for a specific health outcome type, year, and rate, and identifying
the original sources of the data being viewed. During testing,
the moderator prompted participants to “think aloud” that is,
verbalize their thoughts as they worked through the task.
Following the tasks, the participants completed qualitative

interviews that asked participants for their perceptions regarding
SHAREdash’s efficiency, validity, and satisfaction. The
semistructured interview guide included questions that asked
about the design aesthetics and functionality of SHAREdash,
how quickly they are able to perform tasks, and the benefits and
issues with using SHAREdash. The evaluation sessions were
completed and recorded via a videoconferencing platform since
screen sharing was needed for the 2 think-aloud task evaluations.
Transcripts were automatically generated by the
videoconferencing platform and stored securely in a
password-protected cloud-based repository. A member of the
research team deidentified and corrected any errors in the
verbatim transcripts prior to analysis.

Recruitment and Data Collection

Think-Aloud Task Analysis
Operational definitions of the outcomes align with the
International Organization for Standardization definitions of
efficiency, satisfaction, and validity [34]. Efficiency and validity
were primarily evaluated through the think-aloud tasks. The
number of clicks taken to complete the task indicated efficiency
and data on the participants’ success of task completion were
operationalized as “yes” (eg, no assistance needed), “no” (eg,
assistance needed), or “partial” (eg, where the moderator
confirms participant choices as either correct or incorrect but
offers no other assistance) which indicated validity. Task 1
could be completed in a minimum of 7 clicks and task 2 could
be done in 9 clicks. Transcripts were automatically generated
and edited by a member of the research team for accuracy.
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data and was
completed in Excel. Quotes from the think-aloud tasks were
analyzed to evaluate common efficiency issues, examine overall
satisfaction, and assess validity. A control arm was not used in
this study based on prior work that identified the inability of
participants to complete these tasks without SHAREdash
[10,19].

Qualitative Analysis
Data analysis of qualitative interview transcripts started with a
directed, deductive approach to content analysis that was guided
by a codebook comprising the initial codes of efficiency,
satisfaction, and validity [35]. From this initial schema, iterative
coding categories emerged as themes were developed. Coding
was performed in NVivo (Lumivero) to organize data and
provide an audit trail. Our interdisciplinary team of researchers
met for an initial 90-minute collaborative coding session to talk
through coding procedures and develop consensus for initial
categories. Subsequent coding was performed independently
with researchers meeting for 60-minute coding meetings to
discuss categories and resolve discrepancies. Procedures for
ensuring credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability were incorporated throughout the research
process to ensure data trustworthiness. These procedures
included taking field notes, team debriefing, reflexive journaling,
consideration of negative cases, and maintenance of an audit
trail. Data saturation was reached with researchers initially
identifying the potential for saturation after the sixth participant
interview and later confirming it with the ninth and final
participant.
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Results

Overview
Interviews lasting an average of 21 (SD 5.4) minutes were
conducted between January and April 2022. Of the 9 public
health practitioners interviewed, 4 were from Idaho, 3 were
from Oregon, and 2 were from Washington (Table 1).

Participants all identified as female, and the majority worked
for health departments (n=8). Job positions included a director
(n=2), managers (n=2), program specialists/coordinators (n=3),
an epidemiologist (n=1), and a student/public health intern
(n=1). Prior experience with Tableau was minimal with the
majority (7/9, 78%) reporting less than 3 months experience to
no experience.

Table 1. Demographics of dashboard evaluation participants (N=9).

Values, n (%)Characteristic

State

4 (44)Idaho

3 (33)Oregon

2 (22)Washington

Organization type

7 (78)Local health department

1 (11)State health department

1 (11)Educational institution

Position

2 (22)Director

2 (22)Coordinator

2 (22)Manager

3 (33)Other

Tableau experience

7 (78)0-3 months

1 (11)>3 months

1 (11)Not reported

Sex

9 (100)Female

Ethnicity

5 (56)Not reported

4 (44)White

Think-Aloud Task Results
For efficiency, mean clicks were 10.1 (SD 1.4) for task 1 (with
a minimum of 7 clicks) and 11.4 (SD 2.0) for task 2 (with a
minimum of 9 clicks; Table 2). For task 1, extra clicks occurred
when people tried to find the right place to filter for the correct
dashboard page. One participant (participant 9) required partial
assistance with one of the steps in the first task. They initially
thought to navigate to the default subtopic of “Personal
Characteristics” instead of the correct subtopic “Homelessness”
in the “Demographics” dashboard. Although only 1 participant
required assistance with this step, many participants took extra
time with it. For task 2, extra clicks resulted from people looking

for the sources of the data, which were located at the footer of
each dashboard. Most participants were able to find the “View
Data Sources” button easily because of the dashboard’s
instructions or because it was where they expected it based on
their prior experience. However, 3 participants noted that they
naturally scrolled to the bottom of the dashboard looking for it
but confused the “Resources” button with the “View Data
Sources” button. This issue not only resulted in extra clicks but
also was the point where these participants required confirmation
by the moderator to continue. Of the 3 participants, 2 who had
this issue stated that they were confused because they expected
the data sources to be in a clickable pop-up or an in-text citation,
rather than loading onto a separate page.
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Table 2. Efficiency task analysis results (N=9).

Task 2Task 1Task type

Efficiency

11.4 (2.0)10.1 (1.4)Clicks, mean (SD)

11.0 (9.5-12.8)10.5 (9.0-11.0)Clicks, median (IQR)

Validity, n (%)

6 (67)8 (89)Successful

3 (33)1 (11)Partial

0 (0)0 (0)Not successful

Validity scores for both tasks were high with all participants
(n=9) able to complete each task accurately and
comprehensively. Most participants received a “yes” indicating
that they did not require any prompting—89% (n=8) participants
for task 1 and 67% (n=6) participants for task 2. For participants
who did not receive a score of “yes,” they only required the
moderator to either confirm or deny their decisions prior to
moving on, resulting in a score of “partial.” None of the
participants received a “no,” indicating they could not finish
the tasks.

Qualitative Results
The following 4 themes regarding efficiency were identified:
“using the best terms and names to increase efficiency,”
“drop-down filters reduce efficiency,” “minor navigation issues
affect efficiency,” and “learnability will increase efficiency over
time”. The primary issue that came up in the think-aloud tasks
and the interviews was related to the dashboard labels and names
that informed the theme of “using the best terms and names to
increase efficiency.” Multiple participants brought up the term
“jurisdiction” and pointed out that it is less intuitive than the
word “county.” “I think ‘jurisdictions’ is obviously not wrong;
it just would be a little bit more user-friendly to label it ‘county’”
(participant 1). Similarly, as identified in the second task
analysis, 2 participants found the “Resources” button confusing
and suggested renaming it to something more specific to mitigate
this confusion.

For the second theme of “drop-down filters reduce efficiency,”
participants described how the functionality of the filters was
difficult to navigate between some options due to the length of
the drop-down boxes. For example, filtering to examine a single
county requires users to search down a long drop-down list for
the exact county they are looking for. Participants described
this by saying, “Maybe it would be a nice feature to be able to
type in a county versus the drop-down box or having to—well
I guess you can ‘select all’ so you don’t have to go through and
click them all to select, but just those little things might make
it easier” [participant 4]. Another participant described how
they expected the interface to be like other software they are
used to using such that it allows users to enter free text into a
search bar and then, “…when you start typing things it only
picks the things that match it” (participant 8).

For the third theme of “minor navigation issues affect
efficiency,” a few participants had difficulty locating the various
subtopics within a dashboard, despite them being listed

underneath each dashboard topic. For example, 1 participant
looked for the “homelessness” indicator under the wrong
subtopic.

I was initially thinking, ‘Oh ‘Homelessness’ must be
in one of these drop downs, because it was listed as
a subtopic,’ but then I glanced across the screen,
and—you know—I saw ‘Homelessness’ up in this
corner [with the other subtopics]. [participant 2]

Similarly, 3 participants eventually correctly identified that
“Demographics” was the dashboard where they would find
homelessness data, but they initially looked for the
“homelessness” indicator under the “Housing” subtopic instead
of the “Homelessness” subtopic. A participant suggested ways
that the design of SHAREdash could be updated to more clearly
indicate the subtopics.

I would think that [the indicator] is definitely going
to be in Oral Health. It took a bit when I first looked
at [SHAREdash] to realize that there were tabs (e.g.,
different subtopics). I think the size of the font and
the fact that they are the same color as the bar makes
it, so they are not standing out. [participant 1]

These design suggestions were checked with some subsequent
participants who agreed that changing the font size and color
would help the subtopics stand out.

For the final theme of “learnability will increase efficiency over
time,” participants spoke about how quickly they were able to
figure things out in SHAREdash and reported that with repeated
use they thought they would quickly improve over time. Half
of the participants stated that first-use learnability was high such
that SHAREdash was easy to use the first time they tried. “I
would say that there’s not a lot of websites out there, where you
can pick up on things that quickly. So, I immediately don’t have
any areas for improvement” [participant 2]. Whereas the
remaining half of the participants stated that they felt like they
would get progressively better at using SHAREdash over time.

The following 3 themes related to overall satisfaction were
identified: “high potential to support work,” “enables meaningful
comparisons,” and “needs more up-to-date data.” For the theme
of “high potential to support work,” participants spoke positively
about how much they liked SHAREdash and the myriad ways
they could use SHAREdash’s various features to support their
work. One-third of the participants mentioned how unique and
helpful it was to have the ability to export and share graphs.
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I think it has a lot of features that aren’t necessarily
easily found [in other dashboards]…blowing it
[SHAREdash] up to full screen, downloading it,
sharing it—that’s not necessarily common with
dashboards, so I appreciate that…It could be really
useful for like a grant application or demographic
reporting for part of a program. [participant 5]

Two participants mentioned that they might direct others to the
dashboard so they could interact with data, and this was
described as something that would be “extremely useful” and
“super helpful” in their work. Finally, several participants
identified specific types of work that SHAREdash would
meaningfully support such as completing community health
assessments:

We would definitely want to look at this in relation
to the approach that we took with our CHA
[community health assessment]. Most recently, I was
trying to mine all of the data sources that are already
in existence to inform it and see where some gaps
were, and then we did primary data seeking based
off those gaps instead of trying to reproduce data
that’s already in existence. And so, this [SHAREdash]
would be a really great one-stop-shop to look at a lot
of different ones at one time. [participant 2]

I think it is already something that’s on our radar
when we talk about this CHA [community health
assessment] that I mentioned. So, we’re not here to
duplicate efforts; let’s use what’s out there. And so,
we’ll probably refer to it [SHAREdash] for that.
[participant 5]

For the theme of “enables meaningful comparisons,” all but 2
participants reported that they were highly satisfied with
SHAREdash and cited the ability to compare their county or
region with other neighboring or similar counties in different
states as the reason why. Multiple participants stated they
wanted to look at counties in nearby states given their close
proximity and described how SHAREdash fills this gap since
states do not typically share data with one another.

Being able to look at data kind of in the same place
and say ‘Oh, what does your county look like?’ You
know, which borders us in Oregon, but borders like
three of the counties that I oversee. So, what’s
happening in their county? I can look that up and see
if we’re seeing similar trends, and the three counties
that border that county. So having that originality, I
think, is great and is probably a reason that I would
go to the website to look at that at some point, or my
team would. [participant 9]

It is nice that it includes multiple states, because we
are border county in our state, and so a lot of times
things that we see are only for Oregon. But we’re
right next to a couple of Washington counties and it
would be great to, you know, compare in that manner
as well…It’s always really helpful when we can look
at, you know, what is our information compared to
our neighboring counties, what does our data look

like compared to counties of similar size. [participant
2]

I like that you can see a big picture, regionally. So
not necessarily just like other counties in Idaho: being
able to prepare to other regional and other states and
perhaps similar geographic demographic areas that
are comparable, but in different states kind of just to
see what trends are like there comparatively.
[participant 4]

The third theme of “needs more up-to-date data” described the
biggest challenge that participants identified to their overall
satisfaction with SHAREdash.

I think just what I commented on already is the age
of the data that is present. So, it is very difficult to
make a decision on data that’s extremely outdated.
And it’s hard to make it relevant to your case. And I
know that data can be hard to gather and hard to
access, but for those of us who are looking at data to
make decisions, that complicates that entire scenario.
You want us to use data to make decisions, we need
good data to make those decisions. Somebody has to
put the data out. [participant 6]

Several participants acknowledged that none or out-of-date data
are typical within public health, particularly for rural areas.
“We’re used to that, so I think for us that’s not a missed
expectation to click on it and be like ‘Oh, there’s not any new
data.’…That for us, that’s normal” [participant 2]. However,
this is a clear barrier to satisfaction and future use of
SHAREdash.

There were 2 themes identified on validity called “reputable
data sources increases validity” and “impact of missing data
decreases validity.” Participants spoke about the second theme
of “reputable data sources increases validity” by describing their
confidence in the data quality and accuracy. A participant
described this by stating that, “SHAREdash is a really amazing
place to quickly get domestic violence rates across other states.
And you can find the source easily. And it is a reputable source
too” [participant 1].

Whereas, another participant emphasized more than just the
high quality of the data sources, but also the fact that
SHAREdash’s team provided a second, external check on it:

So I think this is a great dashboard and it’s so nice
because part of my job is to pull [data] from all of
these different data sources which I know SHARE has
done, and it’s been validated and checked and it’s a
combination of information from various places which
is good to have. [participant 3]

For the “impact of missing data decreases validity” theme, task
1 had participants refined the population of interest to their
specific county, which for some participants resulted in
SHAREdash indicating that there were no data for their
respective county available. Participants described how missing
data in the dashboard impacted their ability to completely
address the tasks in the think-aloud evaluation and how it would
impact their work.
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I think one of my biggest challenges, and it tends to
be a challenge everywhere not just like solely for the
dashboards, is that a lot of times when there were
things I wanted to look at and there wasn’t any data
available because our population isn’t that big.
[participant 8]

Despite multiple participants acknowledging that problems with
data availability for rural areas is a known issue and is not a
fault of the dashboard, they still expressed frustration and
dissatisfaction about this issue.

I was bummed when it didn’t have the data that I was
looking for. But like I said, it’s probably just a result
of that data not being available. [participant 4]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This SDLC stage 3 usability evaluation of SHAREdash, a
dashboard designed for rural public health, indicates that overall
SHAREdash is an efficient and valid tool that users reported
being satisfied with. Task analyses and qualitative findings
illustrate how SHAREdash’s collaborative co-design process
resulted in a tool that is easy to use and supports rural public
health professionals’ work. Thematic results also identified
areas where SHAREdash can be improved to increase its
usability such as changing some of the terms and names used
and considering alternate ways for users to view and select
information that are not just drop-down filters. However, this
evaluation also uncovered usability issues related to the lack of
public health data that go beyond design aspects and cannot be
addressed through modifying SHAREdash’s interface or
navigation.

Issues related to obtaining quality public health data are well
documented in the literature and include the critical problems
of a lack of investment in public health data systems and
infrastructure [36-39], issues with data quality [40-42] and data
fragmentation [43,44], and the sparse data available about rural
communities [8,45]. While every effort was made to include as
much timely and comprehensive data as possible in
SHAREdash, these larger data problems clearly impacted the
usability of this tool. Thus, returning to the question posed by
Thorpe and Gourevitch [5] regarding whether or not data
dashboards for advancing health and equity are fulfilling their
promise, findings from our study show that, to fully realize the
potential of health equity–focused dashboards substantial
investments in public health data need to be made. Unlike health
care which benefited from the 2009 Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act that
supported the adoption of meaningful use of electronic health
records [46,47], other systems, such as public health and social
services, were not included in these incentives resulting in the
numerous data issues seen today. The need for investments in
public health data and systems was further clarified and
reinforced by the COVID-19 pandemic which magnified many
of these ongoing challenges [38,45,48]. To address this urgent
problem, supportive policies that fund public health data
collection and systems should leverage the successes of the
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical

Health Act and learn from the opportunities to address and
alleviate these issues.

Another key finding from this study is also related to data. All
the participants emphasized the significance of the
trustworthiness of the data in SHAREdash. These results align
with prior literature that has articulated the dual importance of
dashboards to use data from reputable sources and clearly
display or link to original data sources [49]. In a 2020 study by
Young and Kitchin [50] that examined user perspectives of 4
different city’s dashboards to create design guidelines, the
authors stipulate how critical the veracity (eg, accuracy, source,
and age) of the included data is. Our findings reinforce this work
and indicate the utility of their design guidelines for creating
data dashboards of municipal data. Future dashboards of
municipal data should use the guidelines provided by Young
and Kitchin [50] in the early design and development stages
and work with target users to refine them for their specific
project needs.

Satisfaction with SHAREdash was high with most participants
describing the usefulness of the dashboard in supporting their
work. Almost all the participants reported that they would like
to make local-level comparisons that cross their respective states
and articulated how difficult this currently is. Participants
reported how comparisons between counties across different
states can be more meaningful than within if they are able to
filter for key factors such as population size or number of
services available and how helpful it is that SHAREdash
facilitates this easily. Enabling such comparisons points to the
importance of aggregating large amounts of data across states,
particularly for rural health departments that have unique needs
and face different challenges than their urban counterparts [51].
It also indicates the importance of continuing to elucidate the
unique needs of rural public health. Future research should focus
on rural public health so that tailored design guidelines and
specialized tools can be developed to support their work in
addressing health disparities.

Our SDLC stage 3 usability assessment indicated that
SHAREdash is meeting the goal of providing accurate,
accessible, and relevant data via a user-centered dashboard to
address health equity for rural communities. Next steps for
SHAREdash will focus on identifying the elements key to its
integration into LHDs using an implementation science approach
that is outlined in stage 4 of the SDLC [30]. Planning for this
phase is underway and is working closely with future end users
to proactively identify and understand barriers to integration as
this was a clear lesson learned from a similar study
implementing an ICU dashboard [52]. Furthermore, investing
in efforts to understand what is needed to support the uptake of
health equity–focused dashboards in public health practice is
critical to ensuring their impact [5] and aligns with previously
identified public health research priorities [53-55] that highlights
the importance of using implementation science to translate and
assess innovations into public health practice to ensure reach.
It is hoped that through the user-centered development and
thoughtful translation of informatics, tools such as SHAREdash
will address the existing health disparities and improve rural
health equity.
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Limitations
While our methods were rigorous, this study has limitations.
Despite reaching data saturation, the sample size is small,
consisting of all female-identifying participants, and limited to
the northwest United States. Of note, the public health workforce
is 79% women [56], which made diversity by sex difficult to
obtain. Future studies would benefit from a larger and broader
sample. Additionally, the think-aloud task analysis did not have
a control arm where participants completed the tasks without
SHAREdash to provide a comparison. Finally, while aligned
with the SLC stage 3 usability evaluation components, this study
did not examine other aspects of usability that are outlined in
the literature, and thus, might have missed certain usability
aspects [57].

Conclusions
Evaluating the usability of health equity dashboards is crucial
to creating effective and valuable tools. Our findings indicate
that SHAREdash, a public health dashboard created to support
promoting health equity among rural communities, is an
efficient, valid tool that overall users are satisfied with. Results
strongly suggest that the utility of dashboards such as
SHAREdash would be improved with the availability of more
public health data and supportive policies to achieve robust
collection of public health data would be beneficial. Future
research should continue to focus on building tools that meet
the unique needs of professionals working in rural public health
to better support and equip them to alleviate rural health
disparities.
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Abstract

Background: Mental health conditions are a significant public health problem globally, responsible for >8 million deaths per
year. In addition, they lead to lost productivity, exacerbate physical illness, and are associated with stigma and human rights
violations. Uganda, like many low- and middle-income countries, faces a massive treatment gap for mental health conditions,
and numerous sociocultural challenges exacerbate the burden of mental health conditions.

Objective: This study aims to describe the development and formative evaluation of a digital health intervention for improving
access to mental health care in Uganda.

Methods: This qualitative study used user-centered design and design science research principles. Stakeholders, including
patients, caregivers, mental health care providers, and implementation experts (N=65), participated in focus group discussions
in which we explored participants’ experience of mental illness and mental health care, experience with digital interventions, and
opinions about a proposed digital mental health service. Data were analyzed using the Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research to derive requirements for the digital solution, which was iteratively cocreated with users and piloted.

Results: Several challenges were identified, including a severe shortage of mental health facilities, unmet mental health
information needs, heavy burden of caregiving, financial challenges, stigma, and negative beliefs related to mental health.
Participants’ enthusiasm about digital solutions as a feasible, acceptable, and convenient method for accessing mental health
services was also revealed, along with recommendations to make the service user-friendly, affordable, and available 24×7 and
to ensure anonymity. A hospital call center service was developed to provide mental health information and advice in 2 languages
through interactive voice response and live calls with health care professionals and peer support workers (recovering patients).
In the 4 months after launch, 456 calls, from 236 unique numbers, were made to the system, of which 99 (21.7%) calls went to
voicemails (out-of-office hours). Of the remaining 357 calls, 80 (22.4%) calls stopped at the interactive voice response, 231
(64.7%) calls were answered by call agents, and 22 (6.2%) calls were not answered. User feedback was positive, with callers
appreciating the inclusion of peer support workers who share their recovery journeys. However, some participant recommendations
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(eg, adding video call options) or individualized needs (eg, prescriptions) could not be accommodated due to resource limitations
or technical feasibility.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates a systematic and theory-driven approach to developing contextually appropriate digital
solutions for improving mental health care in Uganda and similar contexts. The positive reception of the implemented service
underscores its potential impact. Future research should address the identified limitations and evaluate clinical outcomes of
long-term adoption.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53976)   doi:10.2196/53976
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mHealth; mobile health; digital health; digital solution; digital solutions; digital intervention; digital interventions; mental health;
awareness; Uganda; Africa; African; user centred; user centered; design; qualitative; focus group; focus groups; call centre; call
centres; call center; call centers; mental; experience; experiences; attitude; attitudes; opinion; perception; perceptions; perspective;
perspectives; cocreated; cocreation; service; services; mobile phone

Introduction

Mental health conditions are an important public health issue
globally, responsible for >8 million deaths per year [1-5]. Three
million people die annually from the harmful use of alcohol,
and 1 person dies every 40 seconds by suicide [1,2]. An
estimated 970.1 million people (12.6% of the global population)
experience some form of mental health problem [4]. Mental
health conditions account for 5% of the global
disability-adjusted life years and 12% to 20% of years lived
with disability [4,6]. People with mental health conditions, on
average, die 20 years prematurely [4,6] both due to mental as
well as physical illnesses because mental health conditions are
a risk factor for, or can complicate, physical illnesses, including
physical injury and road traffic accidents, HIV or AIDS,
cardiovascular diseases, and cancer [5,7]. People with mental
health conditions also experience severe human rights violations,
stigma, discrimination, abuse, and generally poor socioeconomic
status [5,7-9].

Unfortunately, >75% of people with mental health problems
do not have access to the care they need [1-3]. This is especially
true for Uganda [10,11] and similar low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) where the treatment gap for mental disorders
reaches 90% [12-14]. It is estimated that the ratio of mental
health workers to population is 200 times smaller in LMICs
compared with the high-income countries [3]. In LMICs, mental
health is underprioritized in the face of other competing public
health challenges such as HIV and AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria,
and maternal and child health. Uganda, for example, spends
9.8% of its gross domestic product on health care, but <1% of
this goes toward mental health care [10,11]. Consequently,
Uganda experiences a shortage of mental health care facilities
and professionals and poor and inconsistent access to medication
and related mental health services [11]. In addition, most of the
health workforce is limited to urban areas, yet >80% of the
population lives in rural areas, thus geographically isolated from
even the limited care available. Other important challenges
facing mental health in Uganda include social norms [15],
beliefs (such as witchcraft), lack of awareness of mental health
disorders [8,11,16], pervasive stigma, and sociopolitical conflicts
[13,17]; these not only result in an increase in the incidence of
mental health problems but also lead to many people with mental
health problems not seeking care and going undiagnosed.

To address some of the abovementioned challenges and improve
access to mental health services in Uganda, we implemented
the project digitalizing mental health care and access in
Uganda. In this project, we followed a user-centered design
(UCD) and a cocreation process to set up a hospital call center
service to provide mental health information and advice to
patients, caregivers, and the general public. This paper aimed
to describe the development and formative evaluation of this
mental health call center service.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
Ethical approval for the research study was obtained from the
Makerere University School of Public Health research ethics
committee (#SPH-2021-153) and the Uganda National Council
of Science and Technology (#HS1868ES). All participants
provided written informed consent before participating in the
study activities.

Study Design
We conducted a qualitative case study using the principles of
UCD [18-20] and design science research (DSR) [21,22]. UCD
focuses on understanding and prioritizing the needs, preferences,
and behavior of end users of a product throughout its
development life cycle. UCD, therefore, calls for iterative and
collaborative engagement of users to ensure high usability and
utility of the product. DSR is a structured approach to creating
and evaluating innovative solutions or artifacts, where the design
process is treated as research that contributes to knowledge for
improving the functional performance of artifacts. The steps
involved in DSR mirror UCD and include the following: (1)
identifying the problem and motivation (understanding user
experiences and context of use); (2) defining the objective of
the solution (specifying the requirements); (3) designing and
development of (often novel) solutions using participatory or
cocreation processes; and (4) demonstrating and evaluating the
solutions to validate against requirements, assess usability, and
long-term adoption. These steps help identify the facilitators
and barriers of adoption so that they can be addressed early on
in the project life cycle, allow user engagement and facilitate
buy-in, ensure that the product fits the context of use and
purpose, and has good usability [23,24] and clinical utility [25].
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In the following sections, we describe each of the above 4 steps.
Note that there was overlap and iterations over the steps as per
the UCD best practice. To ease readability, we report the
procedure and results from each step. Thereafter, we provide a
general discussion and conclusion.

Step 1: Understanding User Experiences and Context
to Identify the Problems

Participants and Recruitment
The participants included adults (≥18 years), patients recovering
from mental disorders, caregivers of such patients, peer support
workers (PSWs), mental health care providers, and persons
involved in the implementation of call centers for telecoms or
other health care centers. The health care providers, patients,
caregivers, and PSWs were recruited from the Butabika National
Mental Referral Hospital in Kampala, Uganda, which is also
the site of implementation. Sampling was purposive to include
different cadres and expertise of providers (informed by the
third author, who is the head of Butabika Hospital) and to
represent different mental health conditions, levels of education,
and socioeconomic status of patients and caregivers to get
diversity of experiences and views. The investigators (JKK, JN,
and VK) physically approached the health care providers at
Butabika Hospital, explained the project’s purpose and the
research activities involved (including participation in multiple
group discussions and workshops), and obtained consent from
those interested. These health care providers then reached out
to patients under their care, caregivers, and PSWs; provided
them with information about the study; and invited those
interested for consent by the investigators, who explained the
participants’ rights and voluntary nature of participation.
Participants in the last stakeholder category were recruited
through the network of the first author who works in the digital
health field in Uganda.

Data Collection
We conducted semistructured focus group discussions (FGDs)
in which we explored participants’ experience of mental illness
and mental health care in Uganda (including unmet information
and supportive care needs); experience with call center services
from the commercial service sector or other digital health care
services; and opinions about a proposed digital mental health
service (ie, feasibility, appropriateness, expected benefits, or
recommendations for successful implementation). The FGD
guide is shown in Textbox 1. There was flexibility in the order
of the probes to allow free flow of ideas, with additional probes
for clarification added by moderators as issues of interest arose.
In addition, certain issues or probes were discussed in detail,
paraphrased, or left out as appropriate depending on relevance

to the session participant or if such a topic had been sufficiently
explored in the prior sessions.

The sessions were conducted in English and Luganda (the lingua
franca in Uganda) as appropriate for the participant category.
In addition, we held male-only and female-only FGD sessions
for patients to reduce the possibility that some participants would
overshadow others during the discussion, but other sessions
were mixed to ensure rich discussions since diverse viewpoints
from different participants inspire others and spur discussion.
The first and fourth authors (JKK and VK) were the moderators,
while the second author (RN) was a notetaker. The sessions
were audio recorded and later transcribed by the second author,
who also translated the sessions in Luganda into English for
analysis. The FGDs took place in November 2021.

We drew on the Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research (CFIR) [26] to inform data collection (and analysis;
see the Data Analysis section). The CFIR is a metatheoretical
framework developed by consolidating several implementation
science theories into one comprehensive taxonomy of clearly
defined, nonoverlapping constructs related to disseminating and
implementing evidence-based interventions. These constructs
fall into five domains: (1) the individuals affected or involved
in the implementation, (2) the innovation (intervention), (3) the
inner setting (organization) where the innovation is
implemented, (4) the outer setting (wider societal context), and
(5) the process of implementation. The CFIR is one of the most
widely used theoretical frameworks to identify implementation
barriers and facilitators (ie, a determinant framework) [27-31].
Following a literature review and feedback from researchers
who have used the CFIR [29], a recent update, dubbed “CFIR
2.0,” has been made, in addition to a CFIR outcomes addendum
[32]. These updates have provided further clarification between
constructs, including, for example, a distinction between
“implementation determinants,” which relate to the context,
versus “innovation determinants,” which relate to the
characteristics of the innovation (eg, ease of use, relative
advantage, cost, and efficacy of a technology). The
implementation and innovation determinants inform the
implementation process (needs assessment, user engagement,
tailoring to user needs, incentives, marketing, etc) and moderate
the anticipated and actual implementation outcomes through
the antecedent assessments (tension or readiness for change,
feasibility, acceptability, appropriateness, etc). The updates to
the CFIR make it also useful for informing the design,
implementation, and evaluation of innovations (ie, a process
and evaluation framework) [30,31]. Figure 1 shows an
adaptation of the CFIR and its recent updates as used in this
study [26,29,32].
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Textbox 1. Focus group discussion guide.

Topic and questions or probes

• Participants’ understanding of mental health and mental problems

• What is mental health, and what is mental health illness?

• Do you know any forms of mental illness? What are the signs and symptoms?

• What do you do with a person who has mental problems? What have you experienced? What is usually done, and what should be the correct
thing to do?

• Where can one get treatment? Probe about alternative healers, witchcraft, religious healers, etc

• How are mental health or mental illnesses viewed in your community? Probe about stigma, myths, fear, and marginalization

• Mental health information, psychoeducation, and psychosocial support

• What information about mental health problems or mental health care do you wish you knew early on in your mental illness journey?

• What issues or topics do you think are the most important to address now? Are there any topics or issues that you still need information
about? Give examples.

• How or where do you get information about mental health and mental illnesses? Which ones are the best or preferred?

• Tell us any challenges or limitations of these information sources.

• Are there any services or persons that support you to cope with mental illness or care for your relatives with mental illness? Tell us more
about these.

• Telemental health services

• Tell us about your experience with interactive voice response (IVR) system or call centers: which industry or business? Any challenges and
advantages? (moderator to explain IVR if participants do not know and can use the examples of telecoms or bank customer care lines to
explain)

• What are your thoughts on using such IVR systems for mental health information and care (telemental service)? Probes any experience of
telemental health services, anticipated benefits, limitations, considerations on how to make it work, concerns about timing, phone ownership
and access, privacy, etc. Probe for details and examples.

• What are the likely barriers or facilitators for such a service?

• Any thoughts about staffing and the role of peer support workers (PSWs)? Probe about acceptability to patients, benefit to PSWs, any
anticipated challenges, and how to mitigate them.

• Any other thoughts about using technology in mental health care?
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Figure 1. The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) used in this study [26,29,32].

Data Analysis
A directed (deductive) content analysis approach [33] was used.
We began with a rapid qualitative analysis [34-36] of the FGDs
in order to quickly identify the requirements and other insights
needed to inform initial iterations of system development (see
Step 2: Specifying the Requirements of the System section).
Rapid qualitative analysis is aimed at getting actionable and
targeted insights in a timely manner and is suitable for studies
such as this one, where there is a need to refine and adapt an
intervention or program, as opposed to developing new theories.
A deductive approach is taken, using existing theories or

frameworks (in our case, the CFIR) to summarize the qualitative
data into, for example, intervention characteristics or barriers
and facilitators. In rapid qualitative research, data collection
and analysis occur concurrently and iteratively, with findings
from one phase informing the next iteration. The analysis is
done not on the transcripts but on the summaries or notes taken
during the FGDs or the audio recordings. In addition, multiple
data collection methods are used to triangulate findings (eg,
FGDs, field observations, debriefing, and reflections by the
research team or other stakeholders and literature review). In
our study, the rapid analysis was done by the first 4 authors
(JKK, RN, JN, and VK) and involved note-taking during FGDs
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and discussion and summarization of insights after each session.
When necessary, recordings were listened to by researchers
who, for example, was not present in the session before they
contributed to the analysis or for validating the summaries. We
summarized the findings into an initial list of mental health
information topics to be covered by our system and design
considerations (system requirements) based on the experiences
and expectations of users, as well as contextual constraints.

Later, a traditional qualitative analysis was done [34-36]. The
first and second authors (JKK and RN) independently read 1 of
the 7 transcripts and extracted meaningful units or statements
and coded them into themes related to the research objectives
and the CFIR. They then met to discuss and refine the coding
before independently coding the remaining transcripts. Three
more meetings were held to compare and refine the coding,
after which the findings were shared with all the authors for

discussion and interpretation. We focused on saliency [37] rather
than frequency of issues and codes, such that even if an issue
was mentioned once or by 1 participant category, we coded it
as long as it related to the research question and CFIR
constructs. As such, we did not count or rank the codes and
themes. Basic Office software (Microsoft Corp) was used for
coding and summarizing the qualitative data.

Results

Participants and FGD Sessions
We conducted 7 FGDs, each with 8-10 participants, for a total
of 65 participants. The participants were fairly balanced by sex
(female participants: 35/65, 54%; male participants: 30/65,
46%), and their ages ranged from 21 to 64 years, with a median
of 40, IQR 12 years). Each session lasted approximately 1.5
hours. Table 1 shows the details of the FGD sessions.

Table 1. Details of focus group discussion (FGD) sessions (N=65).

NotesLanguageSexParticipants, n (%)Stakeholder categoryFGD session

Sessions in Luganda (the most commonly spoken local
language) and separated males and females to ensure
participants speak freely and not overshadowed by oppo-
site sex. Diagnoses represented included bipolar affective
disorder, schizophrenia, and psychosis.

LugandaFemale10 (15)Patients1

—aLugandaMale8 (12)Patients2

Separate sessions in English and in Luganda to get opin-
ions from participants of different education status (En-
glish is learned in school in Uganda and is proxy for edu-
cation and socioeconomic status). Diagnoses represented
included bipolar affective disorder, schizophrenia, psy-
chosis, epilepsy, and alcohol and substance use disorder.

EnglishMixed9 (14)Caregivers3

—LugandaMixed10 (15)Caregivers4

Staff of Butabika Hospital involved in care for patients
and community outreaches, including psychiatrists, psy-
chologists, psychiatric nurses, and psychiatric clinical
officers.

EnglishMixed10 (15)Health care providers5

Volunteers with lived experience of mental illness. They
work with Butabika Hospital to share their personal expe-
rience and support and educate other patients. They re-
ceive small stipends from the hospital, patients they help,
or projects and grants to facilitate their work. Diagnoses
represented included bipolar affective disorder,
schizophrenia, and psychosis.

EnglishMixed10 (15)PSWsb6

Customer care for telecoms, developers of IVRc systems,
and implementers of hospital call centers in HIV or AIDS
and cancer, private telemedicine company (general care),

and mental health NGOsd.

EnglishMixed8 (12)Implementers7

aNot applicable.
bPSW: peer support worker.
cIVR: interactive voice response.
dNGO: nongovernmental organization.

Findings From the FGDs
Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the qualitative findings, including
the CFIR domains, constructs, themes, and their explanation.
Multimedia Appendix 2 contains illustrative quotes.

Overall, 39 themes emerged across 20 CFIR constructs in all
the 5 domains and the antecedent assessments. The themes
recurred across the participant groups, supporting their validity.
The themes under the individuals domain highlighted several
challenges that people with mental health conditions in Uganda
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face, including the limited number of mental health care
facilities, long distances to care, lack of mental health
information, stigma against patients with mental health problems
and their families, financial challenges, and unmet psychosocial
needs. The themes also covered contextual issues that explain
these challenges. These included issues about the nature of
mental illness (chronic and with a high burden of caregiving);
organizational issues (inner setting), such as understaffing of
mental health facilities and frequent medication stockouts; and
societal issues (outer setting), such as beliefs and cultural norms
(eg, belief in witchcraft), which influence how people
understand mental health problems and how they seek care.
Themes under the domain innovation determinants covered
participants’ perception or expected benefit from the proposed
mental health call center service, including affordability;
familiarity with similar services and the technology (ubiquitous
access to mobile phones); convenience; time and cost saving;
and anonymity offered by telephone services, which protect
users from the stigma. Finally, themes in the implementation
process domain encompassed mostly participants’
recommendations or strategies for successful implementation,
such as linkage with other stakeholders involved in mental
health care, marketing of the service (sensitization), training
and supervision of staff for quality control, and the need to
maintain the human touch rather than attempting to digitalize
or automate mental health care delivery. These findings
suggested the feasibility, acceptability, and appropriateness of
the proposed solution (antecedent assessments).

There were also several insights or implicit findings not
mentioned by the FGD participants but inferred from
observations and the research team’s understanding of the
context. These are relevant for the implementation and can be
mapped to CFIR constructs. For example, there has been an
increase in the adoption of telemedicine in Uganda, especially
following the COVID-19 pandemic, which has given credibility
to such innovations and can explain the general enthusiasm
shown by the participants (CFIR construct “evidence base” in
innovation determinants). In fact, the participants in the
implementers’ category were themselves involved in
implementing call centers for HIV or AIDS, private telemedicine
clinics, and mental health NGOs and were aware of the growing
scientific evidence globally that supports digital health. The
COVID-19 pandemic is also an example of “critical incidents”
that can disrupt (or encourage) implementation and delivery of
innovations (outer setting) according to CFIR 2.0. Other issues
included the external project grant (construct: “Financing”),
Uganda government’s positive digital transformation strategies
and policies (construct: “External pressure”), and the position
of Butabika Hospital as a national referral that is supposed to
be exemplary (construct: “Performance measurement pressure”).

Step 2: Specifying the Requirements of the System

Procedure and Team
Requirements were specified based on the understanding of the
users’ needs, challenges, and contextual constraints from the
FGDs. The development team consisted of the first 3 authors
(a physician and digital health expert, a research nurse, and a
senior consultant psychiatrist, respectively), as well as a
psychologist, a psychiatric nurse, and an IT professional
specializing in telephone systems. The first 2 authors and the
IT professional have previously worked together to set up a
similar system at the Uganda Cancer Institute [38] from which
they also drew insights. The team held 8 web-based meetings
from December 2021 to March 2022 to iteratively discuss the
system features, content (mental health information), and setup
considerations. We started with the initial list from the rapid
qualitative analysis (see the Data Analysis section), which we
refined to remove conflicting requirements or those that are not
feasible due to available resources (eg, video telemedicine). We
also agreed on the priority features and mental health
information topics.

Results
Multimedia Appendix 3 lists the high-level requirements and
how they were addressed in the system design and
implementation. The key of these requirements is that the system
or the intervention provides correct mental health information
and psychosocial support in a culturally sensitive and
nonstigmatizing manner and in multiple languages. In addition,
the system should be easy to use (navigate), accessible 24×7,
and affordable (free) to users; there should be no long queues;
and it should fit within the workflow of the staff and not increase
their workload. Finally, it should ensure privacy and
confidentiality to users’ information, and risks of harm to users
should be minimized through quality control measures, training,
and professionalism of staff.

Step 3: Design and Development of the System

Procedure and Team
We designed and developed a telephone system for providing
mental health information and advice to callers as per the
requirements (Multimedia Appendix 3). The system consists
of 3 complimentary components or features: an interactive voice
response (IVR), live calls, and voicemails. The IVR is the first
component that users interact with, and since it is automated,
it is available 24×7. It contains mental health information in
audio format in English and Luganda. Callers get navigation
instructions and choose from a menu of topics in a self-service
manner by pressing the corresponding keys on their phones (eg,
“Thank you for calling Butabika Hospital. Please choose your
preferred language. For English, press 1, Bw’oba oyagala
kuwuliriza mu Luganda, nyiga 2”). Figure 2 shows the IVR
flow and the topics covered.
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Figure 2. Mental health information topics and how they are accessed in the interactive voice response (IVR).

From the IVR, callers can choose to speak directly (live call)
with an agent, for example, to seek more clarification on
information in the IVR or ask for information that is not covered
by the IVR. If it is during office hours, the system connects the
caller to the agent. We had a total of 8 agents comprising 2
PSWs, 1 psychologist, 2 psychiatric clinical officers, and 3
psychiatric nurses. The staff do not sit in a physical call center;
rather, they are accessible via dedicated mobile phones. All
their phones are dialed concurrently (“ring all” strategy), and
whoever picks first responds to the caller. Outside working
hours, callers are instructed by the system to leave a voicemail,
and the call agents returns the calls the next day; this is only
possible from a softphone on a computer within the hospital
since the caller’s number is hidden on the agents’mobile phones
for privacy reasons. All agents were encouraged to respond to
the calls immediately, and a schedule was created for responding
to voicemails. The psychologist provided supervision to the
agents and handled any difficult cases, which the agents were
encouraged to report or escalate whenever necessary.

Development of the system began by developing the IVR
content (mental health messages and navigation instructions),
which was done concurrently with the requirements specification
process described in Step 2: Specifying the Requirements of the
System section. The team iteratively wrote the script for mental
health messages based on their clinical expertise, reviewed the
Luganda translation, and discussed the IVR menu options and
caller-system interaction based on the requirements and insights
from prior work. We limited the IVR options to a manageable

number and organized the information in a logical order, that
is, from general information (overview of mental illnesses) to
specific information (eg, individual illness such as anxiety or
depression). Attention was paid to ease of language (eg,
description of concepts or illnesses in addition to naming them
and reduction in use of medical jargon); tone (calm, empathic,
and nonjudgmental); and cultural appropriateness (eg,
acknowledging the role of faith and alternative medicine). The
developed content was recorded in a professional audio
recording studio and deployed in private branch exchange (PBX)
software by the IT professional and the first author.

Results
The telephone system was implemented using Issabel (Issabel
LLC), an open-source PBX software based on Asterisk
(Sangoma Technologies Corp). It was deployed on a simple
server (Intel Core i5 2.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM, 1-TB Hard disk) at
Butabika Hospital and connected to a local mobile telecom
provider via session initiation protocol with 12 trunks. The calls
to the system are reverse billed and therefore are free to the
callers.

In sum, we developed a total of 22 messages, 14 (64%) of which
were on mental health or other practical information needs
elicited from the participants, that is, overview of what mental
illnesses are; the causes, signs, and symptoms; the common
mental illnesses in Uganda; assessment and management of
mental illness; and how to navigate the health care system. The
remaining 8 (36%) messages contained navigation instructions
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or feedback to user (welcome message, language selection,
disclaimer, warning in case of emergency, the different menu
options, invalid selection, message replay, returning to main
menu, and voicemail instructions). The messages were then
translated to Luganda for a total of 44 messages. Figure 2 shows
the topics addressed by the IVR messages (without some of the
navigation messages).

Step 4: Demonstration and Evaluation

Procedure and Participants
Following deployment, we held a 1-day workshop with the
PSWs, nurses, and psychiatric clinical officers (n=10) who had
participated in the FGDs to test the system, get feedback about
the IVR content, and identify and correct any system
malfunctions or errors (eg, if there were language mix up or a
wrong response for a particular IVR option chosen by the caller).

We held a second workshop to train the call agents on
workflows, software system, and phone etiquettes and how to
communicate with persons with mental health problems. We
also discussed operational issues, for example, definition of
office hours when live calls should be allowed, and schedules
for returning voicemails and evaluation survey.

The system was advertised via the hospital website and social
media channels, posters in the hospital, and personal contacts
of the staff and participants. After go-live, we continued to
supervise the call agents and held regular review meetings in
which we listened to recorded calls and critiqued the
conversations, offered support to the call agents (especially the
PSW) in case of difficult calls, and collected feedback on
usability and user perception of utility of the service.

Results
No major problems were found during the testing workshops,
but participants reported that the workshops helped them better
understand the service from practically trying it out. They
showed enthusiasm for their roles as call agents and became
ambassadors who advertised the service to patients and their
social networks. Schedules were also drawn for returning calls
and office hours defined, which were then programmed into the
PBX, sending calls outside these hours to voicemail.

The system went live in August 2021. Detailed results from a
survey of the callers and analysis of the use patterns will be
reported in a separate study (under preparation), but here we
summarize the observations from the first 4 months of operation.

From August to December 2022, a total of 456 calls, from 236
unique numbers (average of 4 calls per day), were made to the
system, that is, reaching at least the IVR (automated)
component. Of these, 99 (21.7%) calls were made during
out-of-office hours for the call agents, so they went to voicemail
and were called back within the following days. Of the
remaining 357 calls made during office hours, 80 (22.4%) calls
stopped at the IVR, while 231 (64.7%) proceeded to speak to
a live agent (note that the percentages do not add up to 100%
because some callers made multiple calls using the IVR or
leaving a voicemail and later called and spoke to a live agent).
Furthermore, the 22 (6.2%) calls were never answered by the

call agents. On average, live calls were answered within 11 (SD
7) seconds, and their average length was 3.5 (SD 2.8) minutes.

Callers came from all parts of the country (as far as 8 hours by
road from Butabika Hospital), although the majority were from
the central region (within a 1-hour distance from Butabika
Hospital). They included caregivers seeking advice about
relatives who were showing symptoms of mental illnesses or
those already undergoing care; mental health patients who were
relatively stable and were seeking advice about medication or
return dates; and others such as clinicians from other health
facilities, journalists, and government officials who wanted
more information about the call center system or the mental
health care services offered at Butabika Hospital. Calls about
patients who had “escaped” from the hospital were also
common, often made by concerned community members near
the hospital who come across a person with mental illness
wandering in the community. Generally, the service has been
received positively. Callers were especially happy with the
PSWs who shared their personal journeys with mental illnesses
and recovery, and this encouraged them to overcome the stigma
and negativity that they had about mental health care services.
The PSWs also reported positive experiences, stating that
working as call agents and helping others gave them a sense of
purpose and brought order and calmness.

A key challenge was callers who required specific and
individualized information that the call agents did not have at
hand and could not be prerecorded in the IVR. Such information
included requests for prescriptions, questions on stocks of certain
medications, availability and cost of certain tests and procedures,
or about the condition of a relative who was admitted in the
hospital.

Reflexivity
The members of the research team who were involved in data
collection and analysis (FGDs, workshops, and analysis
meetings) are intimately familiar with the local context and
understand participants’ realities (including participants’ access
and use of mobile phones and the internet) since they come
from the same region of the country and speak the local language
(Luganda). This made it easier to communicate with the
participants (even for sessions that were held in Luganda) and
to understand and relate to the ideas or issues they raised. To
reduce potential undue coercion, the clinicians involved in the
care of the participants (patients and PSWs) did not participate
in the FGDs sessions but participated in data analysis and
interpretation. These clinicians were especially important in
ensuring that the rest of the research team members were aware
of assumptions and potential prejudices, for example, with
regard to beliefs in witchcraft as a cause for mental illnesses or
in faith healing, common among those with low education status.
Clinicians working in mental health care in this context
frequently encounter such beliefs and appreciate the importance
of respecting them, which was also useful for informing how
we crafted the mental health messages in the system. Moreover,
3 of the research team members were from a different
high-income country and brought in different perspectives,
which helped us question our interpretations and assumptions.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper describes the development and implementation of a
digital health intervention aimed at improving mental health
care in Uganda. Using principles of UCD [18-20] and DSR
[21,22], we systematically engaged stakeholders, collected data
on target users’experiences of mental health care, their opinions
and recommendations about the proposed mental health
telephone service, and contextual issues that could influence
implementation. We used the CFIR, an established
implementation science meta-framework [26-31], to collect and
analyze these data and derive system requirements and then
iteratively cocreated and tested the system.

We identified several challenges faced by patients with mental
health problems and their caregivers in Uganda and peculiarities
about the organization and the wider societal context, which
supported the proposed innovation. These challenges included
the severe shortage of mental health workers and services, lack
of awareness, negative beliefs and norms, stigma, huge burden
of caregiving, and financial challenges. At the same time, there
is a general trend toward digitalization of health care to improve
patient experience and efficiency of health care, and participants
were enthusiastic about our proposed call center because they
were familiar with the technology and considered it as a feasible,
affordable, convenient, and efficient way to get mental health
services without being stigmatized. The participants also gave
several recommendations on how to successfully implement
the intervention, for example, by making calls toll free, ensuring
24×7 availability, providing mental health information in
multiple languages, using technologies or channels that are
appropriate to the context (telephone calls and IVR), sufficient
staffing to reducing call waiting times, sensitizing people about
the service, and training and supervision of the call agents to
ensure quality service. Early evaluation of the intervention
shows that clients are very positive about the service,
particularly with the use of PSWs (recovering patients) who
share their lived experience with others.

Comparison With Prior Work
Prior research has demonstrated the value of mobile health
(mHealth) in addressing some of the health care challenges in
Uganda and similar contexts elsewhere. Systematic reviews on
mHealth in general [39-45] or on specific clinical domains such
as HIV or AIDS [45-47] and palliative care [48] have
highlighted the improvement of health care coordination and
communication between patients and health care providers,
patient adherence to treatment and reduction of loss to
follow-up, patient engagement and self-care, facilitation of
community-based care, and improvement of access to care for
rural or geographically isolated populations. Advantages such
as ubiquity of mobile technology, affordability and acceptability
by patients and health workers, interactivity and personalization,
and saving of time and cost of traveling to health facilities have
been cited. Examples of prior studies on mHealth in Uganda
include use of IVR, SMS text messages, and phone calls to
support the management of HIV or AIDS [49,50] and
tuberculosis [51]; use of IVR to address barriers to fistula care

in Uganda [52]; SMS text messages for stroke rehabilitation
[53]; and IVR for provision of cancer awareness and advice
[38]. There is also a commercial digital health company that
has operated different mHealth services in Uganda for
approximately 10 years [54]. Unfortunately, the use of mHealth
in mental health in Uganda and Africa in general is limited
[8,55,56]. This is likely due to the general underfunding of
mental health care services [10-14]. Available research on
mHealth in mental health is mostly from developed countries
[57-61], with many interventions using the internet and
smartphone apps, which might not be accessible or affordable
in Uganda or other LMICs. Interventions that use basic phone
features such as SMS text messages, IVR, and voice calls are
more appropriate in LMICs as they overcome infrastructural
limitations. Such interventions are also relevant for low-income
and migrant communities in developed countries since these
populations face low digital health literacy and language barriers
[62-65].

In the previous project led by the first author for the provision
of cancer information [38], similar findings in terms of
challenges faced by patients, requirements and recommendations
for the system, and generally positive reception after
implementation were reported. The cancer awareness system
mainly used the IVR feature with prerecorded information, with
the option to speak to a live agent added as an emergency due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. The agents were health care
workers (nurses and physicians) who, due to travel restrictions,
had been free to handle phone calls. While callers appreciated
this feature, it is otherwise not possible given the limited number
of health workers. In this study, PSWs helped to address the
shortage of health care professionals. A large multinational
research study from Uganda and elsewhere has demonstrated
the positive benefits of using PSWs, both for their own recovery
and for the health care system [66-68]. Our study builds onto
this prior work to innovatively and efficiently put this underused
resource to use through digital health.

Strengths and Limitations of the Study
A strength of this study is the strong theoretical underpinning.
Implementation studies have been faulted in the past for not
being theory driven, which undermines the adoption of digital
technologies [30]. The UCD and DSR approach used informed
a systematic cocreation process of intervention development
with user participation, while the CFIR allowed a comprehensive
review of user, technological, and contextual issues to inform
system requirements. Even so, we could not consider all the
requirements or recommendations by the participants when
designing the system because of resource limitations or
contradictions. For example, some participants recommended
adding video calling features to the system to enhance
interaction and assessment of affect. Other participants had
concerns about continuity of care, which indeed is difficult to
achieve with the current call center system that lacks electronic
medical records or mechanisms to ensure that callers are directed
to agents with whom they have interacted with before. However,
adding such features would make the system complex,
expensive, and inaccessible to some such as those who
mentioned inability to work with smartphones or had
connectivity problems. Still, the insights from this
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comprehensive assessment can inform future incremental
iterations of the system during scale-up.

Conclusions
Participants were enthusiastic about the proposed call center
because they were familiar with the technology and considered
it as a feasible, affordable, convenient, and efficient way to get
mental health services without being stigmatized. The system
provided mental health information and linkage to health care
providers and PSWs. The information in audio format made it
accessible even to the people with low literacy, and the
automated IVR allowed 24×7 access while reducing the pressure
on the health care workforce. Translation to English and
Luganda, the 2 most spoken languages in Uganda, increased
reach, as did the reverse billing (no cost to the caller) and the
use of basic telephone calls as the channel of access since many
Ugandans still do not have affordable and reliable internet
access.

Recommendations
In this study, people with mental illness, caregivers, and health
care providers deemed a telephone-based mental health care
service useful and necessary to increase access to mental health
information and care and reduce stigma toward people with
mental health problems. This positive view needs to be
harnessed to scale up the digitalization of mental health care
including providing therapy and establishing it in other mental
health care settings in line with the current Ugandan
digitalization policy and the Third National Development Plan.
This method of mental health care may be replicable and
scalable in other LMICs with mental health care system and
personnel challenges similar to Uganda. Further research is
needed to evaluate long-term adoption, patterns of use, and
impact on clinical outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: A clinical decision support system (CDSS) based on the logic and philosophy of clinical pathways is critical for
managing the quality of health care and for standardizing care processes. Using such a system at a point-of-care setting is becoming
more frequent these days. However, in a low-resource setting (LRS), such systems are frequently overlooked.

Objective: The purpose of the study was to evaluate the user acceptance of a CDSS in LRSs.

Methods: The CDSS evaluation was carried out at the Jimma Health Center and the Jimma Higher Two Health Center, Jimma,
Ethiopia. The evaluation was based on 22 parameters organized into 6 categories: ease of use, system quality, information quality,
decision changes, process changes, and user acceptance. A Mann-Whitney U test was used to investigate whether the difference
between the 2 health centers was significant (2-tailed, 95% CI; α=.05). Pearson correlation and partial least squares structural
equation modeling (PLS-SEM) was used to identify the relationship and factors influencing the overall acceptance of the CDSS
in an LRS.

Results: On the basis of 116 antenatal care, pregnant patient care, and postnatal care cases, 73 CDSS evaluation responses were
recorded. We found that the 2 health centers did not differ significantly on 16 evaluation parameters. We did, however, detect a

statistically significant difference in 6 parameters (P<.05). PLS-SEM results showed that the coefficient of determination, R2, of
perceived user acceptance was 0.703. More precisely, the perceived ease of use (β=.015, P=.91) and information quality (β=.149,
P=.25) had no positive effect on CDSS acceptance but, rather, on the system quality and perceived benefits of the CDSS, with
P<.05 and β=.321 and β=.486, respectively. Furthermore, the perceived ease of use was influenced by information quality and

system quality, with an R2 value of 0.479, indicating that the influence of information quality on the ease of use is significant but
the influence of system quality on the ease of use is not, with β=.678 (P<.05) and β=.021(P=.89), respectively. Moreover, the
influence of decision changes (β=.374, P<.05) and process changes (β=.749, P<.05) both was significant on perceived benefits

(R2=0.983).

Conclusions: This study concludes that users are more likely to accept and use a CDSS at the point of care when it is easy to
grasp the perceived benefits and system quality in terms of health care professionals’ needs. We believe that the CDSS acceptance
model developed in this study reveals specific factors and variables that constitute a step toward the effective adoption and
deployment of a CDSS in LRSs.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47631)   doi:10.2196/47631
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Introduction

The use of health information systems has considerably
transformed the health care sector in recent years [1]. Proper
and coordinated implementation is beneficial to the enhancement
of health care delivery [2,3]. An effective clinical decision
support system (CDSS); low-cost, point-of-care diagnostics;
effective remote clinics; home-based therapies; and improved
communication with patients and across health care facilities
are among the benefits [4,5]. Even though the implementation
of a CDSS at the point of care has sought to improve treatment
quality and resource efficiency, its use in low-resource settings
(LRSs) has lagged behind due to a variety of restrictions.

In Ethiopia, the health care system is a 3-tiered system organized
into primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of care [6]. Primary
health care settings include primary hospitals, health centers,
and health posts. Recently, an electronic community health
information system and district health information software
were implemented in Ethiopian public health centers. These
tools are commonly used for routine data management tasks.
Frontline workers, however, lacked easy access to decision
support systems and other similar point-of-care technologies.
Paper-based clinical guidelines (CGs), card sheets, and
point-of-care charts were the only available resources, and only
limited information is documented on the card sheets [7,8].
Delivering evidence-based services at the point of care by
capturing the required clinical data, summarizing and processing
them in a consistent manner, and constructing a patient flow
sheet to monitor and record the progress of care from the

paper-based resources were challenging [7,8]. The Ethiopian
national maturity health information assessment survey also
revealed that there is a lack of health information infrastructure,
a lack of decision support and knowledge management systems,
and a lack of parameters and metrics for analyzing the impact
of data [9].

Thus, introducing and integrating a CDSS with the existing
health information system helps deliver appropriate, consistent,
and integrated care. To introduce a CDSS in LRSs, we followed
a 3-step approach:

• Step 1: A case study (maternal and childcare health services)
needs analysis was conducted in LRSs to assess the
available point-of-care evidence of the requirements for a
CDSS, such as clinical pathways (CPs) or workflows [7,8].

• Step 2: We conducted a state-of-the-art review to investigate
strategies and approaches for designing CDSS instruments
for LRSs [10]. The aim was to review existing publications
in the LRS context to explore recommended approaches
and design considerations for building a CDSS.

• Step 3: A CDSS was developed based on the findings of
the needs analysis and a review of the state of the art. The
CDSS was designed to reduce delays and support frontline
workers. The proposed CP algorithm, in particular, aims to
find referrals and locally treatable cases by integrating
knowledge-based approaches and historical evidence [11].

The aim of this study was to evaluate the user acceptance of a
CDSS in LRSs. Overall, as depicted in Figure 1, this study
proposed the following hypotheses to evaluate the user
acceptance of the CDSS:

Figure 1. Computer-aided CDSS evaluation model hypotheses. Customized and adopted from Ji et al [20]. CDSS: Clinical decision support system;
H: Hypothesis.

• Hypothesis (H)1: The perceived ease of use has a positive
effect on the acceptance of a CDSS in LRSs.

• H2: System quality has a positive effect on the acceptance
of a CDSS in LRSs.

• H3: Information quality has a positive effect on the
acceptance of a CDSS in LRSs.

• H4: Information quality has a positive effect on the
perceived ease of use of a CDSS in LRSs.
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• H5: System quality has a positive effect on the perceived
ease of use of a CDSS in LRSs.

• H6: Perceived benefits have a positive effect on the
acceptance of CDSS in LRSs.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
Approval for the research was granted by the Institutional
Review Board of the Institute of Health, Jimma University
(reference number IHRPGI/467/19).

Study Settings and Participants
This study was conducted in low-resource primary health care
centers, with a specific focus on the maternal and childcare
health service units at the Jimma Health Center and the Jimma
Higher Two Health Center. Both health centers are situated in
Jimma Town, in the Oromia region, Southwestern Ethiopia.
Each of them serves up to 40,000 people in its geographical
area, accepts referrals from community health posts, and refers
patients to the nearest hospital, such as the Shanan Gibe General
Hospital and the Jimma University Specialized Hospital. The
health centers serve and oversee both inpatient and outpatient
cases. The number of personnel in the Jimma Higher Two Health
Center is 34 and in the Jimma Health Center is 40, whereas in
Ethiopia, the health center’s maternal and child health service
unit employs a much smaller number of health professionals,
commonly 5-7 nurses and midwives. There were 5 nurses and
midwives at the Jimma Health Center and 4 at the Jimma Higher
Two Health Center during our investigation. The maternal and
childcare health service unit is expected to serve 2000-2500
antenatal care (ANC), pregnant patient care, and postnatal care
(PNC) cases annually.

Participants in the CDSS evaluation were health care
professionals, such as midwives and nurses, who worked at the
maternal and childcare health service unit at the Jimma Health
Center and the Jimma Higher Two Health Center. The inclusion
and exclusion criteria were as follows:

• Health care professionals were personnel at the maternal
and childcare health service unit and were familiar with the
existing clinical workflow, as well as volunteering to
evaluate the CDSS.

• The ANC, pregnant patient care, and PNC cases that had
been pre-recorded on the evaluation day were suitable for
retrospective chart review to evaluate the CDSS.

• Both morning and afternoon evaluations were based on the
pre-recorded cases from the respective morning and
afternoon visits.

The CDSS evaluation was conducted in the health care
professionals’ spare time because the number of health care
professionals at the maternal and childcare health service unit
was limited, and they were so preoccupied and busy with their
regular daily activities that it was not feasible to incorporate the
evaluation into their routine. The health care professionals
completed a questionnaire over the course of a half-day (as a
summary of the half-day cases rather than as a case-by-case
response), with the morning session taking place from 11:00

to1:00 A.M. and the afternoon session taking place from 5.00
to 18:30 P.M.

The initial evaluation was conducted in August 2022 at the
Jimma Health Center. The second round of evaluation took
place at the Jimma Health Center and the Jimma Higher Two
Health Center from December 20, 2022, until January 15, 2023.

Based on our previous experience [13], obtaining the expected
sample size in an LRS was difficult due to a shortage of health
care professionals in the maternal and childcare health service
unit (usually 4-7).

To determine the optimal strategies, we consulted the existing
literature in support of our evaluation study design. Based on
the findings of Mburu and Oboko’s study [14], we observed
that 79 cases were sufficient to assess the use of mobile health
(mHealth) interventions in Kenya. Additionally, Mburu and
Oboko [14] also reported that 60 subjects were sufficient to
detect the small and medium effects of an exogenous latent
variable (independent variable) on an endogenous latent variable
(dependent variable), according to the findings of Chin and
Newsted [15] and Cohen [16], just as using 40 subjects was
sufficient for Goodhue et al [17]. The minimum sample size
needed to observe an effect with a given power (ie, the
probability of observing a statistically significant result at level
P if a true effect of a certain magnitude is present) is determined
by the effect size. The effect size is associated with the path
coefficient between a variable that is assumed to describe a
cause and a variable that is assumed to be an effect: values<0.02
indicate no effect, values>0.15 indicate a medium effect, and
values>0.35 indicate a large effect [17,18]. Moreover, using
70-80 samples was adequate to model functional brain
relationship hypotheses in the study by Sideridis et al [19].
However, Sideridis et al [19] also explicitly noted that sample
sizes of 50 participants were associated with a root mean square
error of approximation of <0.05, suggesting a satisfactory fit.

The study entailed a proof-of-principle CDSS evaluation using
a convenience sample of 7 health professionals. Altogether, we
reviewed 73 ANC, pregnant patient, and PNC cases.

Procedure and Measurement Instrument
A tutorial and a demonstration were provided to the health care
professionals at the 2 health centers prior to using the CDSS.
The health care professionals used and assessed the CDSS before
completing a questionnaire. They used a retrospective chart
review, specifically a half-day of pre-recorded patient card sheet
data, to evaluate the CDSS. On the basis of pre-recorded cases,
the goal was to evaluate how well the CDSS performed in
identifying referrals and locally treatable cases that were actually
made. The health care professionals then filled out
questionnaires to provide their assessments and feedback on
the CDSS. Each evaluation questionnaire was completed based
on a half-day of ANC, pregnant patient, and PNC cases, as well
as the health care professional’s observation of the CDSS
reaction to the presented cases. Next, the health care
professionals answered a series of 5-point Likert scale items
(1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neutral, 4=agree, 5=strongly
agree) about the CDSS [20]. The measurement instrument
consisted of 22 parameters adopted from Ji et al’s [12]
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evaluation framework. The 22 measurement items were
classified into 6 factors: system quality, information quality,
service quality, perceived ease of use, user acceptability, and
perceived benefits. Furthermore, we automated the questionnaire
submission, which was accessed via a mobile phone or a laptop.
Electronic questionnaire submission was preferred over
paper-based alternatives. However, paper-based questionnaire
submissions were used in some cases.

The CDSS at the Point of Care
We designed and developed a CDSS to meet the requirements
of LRSs. An intelligent clinical wizard, minimum data and data
readiness, adaptable features, and low-cost infrastructure are
some of the notable requirements and prerequisites of LRSs
based on our previous results [7]. Our CDSS incorporates both
existing knowledge-based guidelines and data-driven evidence
to provide the most relevant information for frontline workers
at the time of care delivery [11]. The CDSS provides CPs (or
workflows) for point-of-care services. The CP is a critical
component of a CDSS for identifying referral and locally

treatable cases, which is delivered in the form of a concordance
table for multicriteria decision analysis and output [11].

The CDSS has the following major goals:

• Delivering automated CPs and computer-assisted pruning
and selection.

• Going beyond existing paper-based evidence that is
noninteractive and challenging to grasp, the computerized
CDSS was designed to be interactive for ease of use and
optimal usage.

• Combining existing CGs and historical evidence
(data-driven evidence) to generate an adaptable clinical
workflow.

To get the most out of services, the CDSS provides an
automated, interactively adaptable CP (or workflow). To reduce
arbitrariness in entry point selection, the CDSS provides a range
of choices for initiating the CP, such as using evidence from
historical records, dominant factors, or randomly initiating the
signs and symptoms based on CGs. Figure 2A presents
additional information about entry point processing.

Figure 2. CP-processing workflow. CG: Clinical guideline; CP: Clinical pathway; FDRE-MOH: Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia Ministry
of Health; Freq.: Frequency; MS: Measured symptom.

The process is interactive, and our algorithm uses measured
symptoms (MSs) and a combination of MSs to process the CPs:

• First, all CPs based on the first MS are generated, as shown
in Figure 2B. CGs are used as the gold standard and
criterion for validating the generated CP (also referred to
as an exit criterion). If the generated CP is already found
on the generated list, the frequency counter is incremented.

Otherwise, the generated CP is added (or appended) to the
generated list of CPs. Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia Ministry of Health version 2017 (FDRE-MOH
2017) is used for CP processing.

• Second, a ranking of CPs is conducted to identify “referral”
and “locally treatable” cases. The ranking is color-coded,
as shown in Figure 2C, and the ranking criteria are based
on CGs.
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• Third, the dynamic CP list is pruned, as shown in Figure
2D. CP pruning is based on pruning parameters. If the
generated CP list is empty, fall-back and adjustment of the
pruning criterion are supported. The pruning process was
designed to be interactive, flexible, responsive, and
engaging. The user intervention allows for fine-tuning based
on domain knowledge and provides trust and understanding
for the health care professional. Pruning can also be based
on findings if the health care professional requires pruning
of specific CP findings. The findings are based on the CGs.

• Fourth, the naive Bayes algorithm and historical records
are used to provide data-driven evidence, as shown in Figure
2E. The output is displayed in an easy-to-understand format,
using a table to present the evidence. The ranked table
provides evidence for assessing various factors, such as
symptoms, findings, urgency, CP, CP frequency, accuracy,
and prior and posterior probability, to facilitate
evidence-based decision-making by the user. Since it
provides evidence for analyzing various factors, we refer

to it as multicriteria decision analysis. In further detail, the
multicriteria output used for decision analysis is displayed
in the form of a table, also known as a concordance table.
A concordance table is a data (evidence) table used as a
cross-reference for integrating evidence from many sources
for decision support. In this study, it was used primarily for
tracing what evidence was available to support the presented
case and identifying the evidence’s source (historical
records or knowledge-based evidence). A more detailed
step-by-step description of the algorithms is found in Figure
2A-E.

• Finally, the preceding steps are repeated for each additional
MS.

In the end, the frontline worker must make the final decision
based on the suggestions made by the algorithm. For this study
and demonstration, the CDSS focused on 3 use cases, namely
pregnant patient care, ANC, and PNC services. The sample user
interface screenshot for each step is shown in Figures 3-7.

Figure 3. Screenshot of input processing. BP: blood pressure.
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the generated CPs and the gold standard. ANC: antenatal care; CG: clinical guideline; CP: clinical pathway; KB: knowledge
base; NC, not classified; PNC: postnatal care; R: referral; T: treatable.

Figure 5. CP ranking. BP: blood pressure; CP: clinical pathway; HC: health center.
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Figure 6. CP pruning. BP: blood pressure; CP: clinical pathway.
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Figure 7. Concordance table. BP: blood pressure; CP: clinical pathway.

Data Analysis
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS; IBM Corporation)
version 26.0 [21], Microsoft Excel [22], Python (version 3.7)
[23], and SmartPLS (version 26.0) [24] were used to conduct
the analysis and modeling.

We followed the procedures and recommendations of Boone
and Boone [25] for the CDSS evaluation based on Likert data
analysis. Latent variables were computed by summing the
following items:

• The perceived ease of use was a latent variable based on
learnability, operability, user interface, data entry, advice
to display, and legibility items.

• Response time and stability items were used to assess
system quality.

• Information quality was based on security and CP
performance items.

• Acceptance included usage, confirmation of expectations,
overall quality satisfaction, overall satisfaction, and the
intention to use items.

• Perceived benefits were created using decision change
(change in order behavior, change in CP) and process
change (effectiveness, overall usefulness, adherence to
standards, medical quality, and user knowledge and skills)
items.

To assess the scale of the CDSS evaluation data set, the validity
of the measurement model was checked. Convergent validity
was assessed using factor loading and average variance extracted
(AVE), with a factor loading threshold of more than 0.70 and
an AVE threshold of >0.50 [26,27]. In this study, items with
factor loadings of less than 0.70 were candidates for deletion.
The internal consistency and reliability of the CDSS evaluation

measurement model were assessed using Cronbach α [28] and
composite reliability. A recommended value of >.70 for
Cronbach α and composite reliability was accepted. We used
the heterotrait-monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT) [26,29]
to check the discriminant validity of the measurement model
and determined whether the value was less than 0.90 and
acceptable. Moreover, perceived benefits are formative
second-order construct based on decision changes and process
changes. Collinearity was checked to ensure that it did not have
a negative impact on the higher-order-construct measurement
model, and critical levels of collinearity less than 0.50 were
acceptable in this study, as recommended by Hair et al [26].

Following that, item-level and construct-level analyses were
performed. On the one hand, an item-level analysis of the CDSS
in LRSs between the 2 health centers was conducted. A
nonparametric independent-samples statistical test, such as the
Mann-Whitney U test [30], was used to see whether the 2 health
centers were significantly different at the item level. We used
the Mann-Whitney U test because we could not assume
normality in either group and the independent data set
observation assumptions were fulfilled, which are preconditions
for the use of nonparametric data analysis [31]. Furthermore,
there were no significant results from the Shapiro-Wilk test [32]
on the normality of our evaluation data set. The significance
level used for the inferential statistics was P=.05 and a 95% CI
level.

On the other hand, we followed the recommendation of Boone
and Boone [25] to use Pearson correlation for construct-level
(latent variable) correlation analysis. As a result, Pearson
correlation [25,33] was used to examine the factors influencing
the acceptance of the CDSS in LRSs and the interrelationships
between construct factors. In particular, the relationship between
system quality and perceived ease of use, information quality
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and perceived ease of use, user acceptance and perceived
benefits, and user acceptance and information and system quality
were explicitly explored.

Finally, structural equation modeling (SEM) is a multivariate
statistical analysis technique that is used to analyze structural
relationships. It is described in the literature as combined factor
analysis and regression analysis for discovering relationships
between measured variables and latent constructs [34]. There
is a debate on how effective it is to discover causation beyond
correlation. In papers dealing with applications of the technique,
it is commonly used to express a causal hypothesis in a context
where there is semantic information available that supports the
validity of the hypothesis or at least does not contradict it
[12,14,35]. Our study was a pilot study, not a full,
cross-sectional analysis, and it intended to promote the use of
partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM)
[26]. PLS-SEM was used to model the acceptance of the CDSS
in LRSs, particularly to model the relationship between the
CDSS evaluation measured items and construct variables, as
well as between multiple construct variables. We noticed that
penalized likelihood estimation algorithms based on regularized
structural equation modeling (RegSEM) [36,37] and PLS-SEM
[26] were the best candidates for our modeling. We preferred
PLS-SEM for the following reasons:

• The SmartPLS [26,38] partial least squares (PLS) algorithm
was used to analyze the model’s path weight, and it
performed well in Mburu and Oboko’s [14] study.

• The variation-based structural equation models do not
impose a sample size [39] or normality of distribution
constraints [26,38].

Overall, to construct the PLS-SEM model for the CDSS in
LRSs, first, composite factor analysis was used to examine the
validity of the measurement model, including reliability and
validity analysis. The relationships in path models with latent
variables were then evaluated using PLS-SEM path analysis
and coefficients. Finally, the statistical significance of PLS-SEM

results, such as path coefficients, outer weights, Cronbach α,

and coefficient of determination (R2) values, was determined
using bootstrapping [26]. The bootstrapping settings were
percentile bootstrap, 2-tailed test type, and significance
level=.05.

Results

Characteristics
The 7 CDSS evaluators were all female (ie, n=4, 57%, from the
Jimma Health Center and n=3, 43%, from the Jimma Higher
Two Health Center), who worked as health care professionals
(eg, midwives and nurses) in the health centers’ maternal and
childcare health service units. In total, 73 CDSS evaluation
responses were recorded based on 116 ANC, pregnant patient
care, and PNC cases (n=4, 5%, during the first evaluation period
and n=69, 95%, during the second evaluation period). The
response was 73 since the evaluation response was based on a
summary of half-day cases rather than a case-by-case response.
The average time for evaluating the CDSS and completing the
questionnaire was 52.35 minutes, with the smallest and longest
durations being 31 and 98 minutes, respectively. The Jimma
Health Center accounted for 65.5% (76/116) cases, while the
Jimma Higher Two Health Center accounted for 34.5% (40/116)
cases. Furthermore, we observed that each health center handled
4-6 (3%-5%) cases per day on average. Overall, the first round
of evaluation lasted 2 days and included 18 ANC, pregnant
patient care, and PNC cases in the Jimma Health Center, which
is above average. In round 2, there were 75 ANC cases, 7
pregnant patient care cases, and 16 PNC cases during our
evaluation period. The second round of evaluation took place
in both health centers, the Jimma Health Center and the Jimma
Higher Two Health Center.

The computer-aided CDSS evaluation’s mean (SD) score ranged
from 4.29 (SD 0.485) to 4.52 (SD 0.503). Table 1 provides more
extensive details of each item score.
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Table 1. Mean Likert scale scores and reliability analysis for computer-aided CDSSa evaluation in LRSsb.

Score of 73 CDSS evaluation responses, mean (SD)Value, minimum (maximum)Construct and items

Perceived ease of use

4.30 (0.545)2 (5)Learnability

4.29 (0.485)3 (5)Operability

4.34 (0.533)3 (5)User interface

4.40 (0.571)3 (5)Data entry

4.37 (0.589)3 (5)Advice display

4.29 (0.905)1 (5)Legibility

System quality

4.38 (0.543)3 (5)Response time

4.38 (0.615)2 (5)Stability

Information quality

4.32 (0.550)3 (5)Security

4.37 (0.540)3 (5)CPc performance

Decision change

4.08 (0.640)2 (5)Change in order behavior

4.23 (.613)2 (5)Change in CP

Process changes

4.25 (0.494)3 (5)Effectiveness

4.23 (0.635)3 (5)Overall usefulness

4.33 (0.502)3 (5)Adherence to standards

4.29 (0.612)3 (5)Medical quality

4.30 (0.570)2 (5)User knowledge and skills

Acceptance

4.49 (0.580)3 (5)Usage

4.34 (0.628)2 (5)Confirmation of expectations

4.40 (0.571)3 (5)Satisfaction with overall quality

4.30 (0.570)—dOverall satisfaction

4.52 (0.503)4 (5)Intention to use

aCDSS: clinical decision support system.
bLRS: low-resource setting.
cCP: clinical pathway.
dNot applicable.

CDSS Evaluation Measurement Model
The factor loading of 20 (91%) of 22 items was greater than
0.70. The remaining items, legibility and medical quality, were
eliminated since their factor loading value was less than 0.70.
All the constructs had Cronbach α values greater than .70,
except information quality, for which Cronbach α was .699,

which is close to .70. Table 2 provides more information about
the measurement model’s construct reliability and validity.

To establish discriminant validity, the HTMT on construct
factors was used, and the results showed that all constructs
passed the test. Table 3 displays the results of the discriminant
validity assessment.
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Table 2. CDSSa measurement model’s construct reliability and validity.

Internal consistency and reliabilityConvergent validityConstruct and items

Cronbach α (>.70)Composite reliability (>0.70)AVEb (>0.50)Factor loading (>0.70)

.8250.8470.588Perceived ease of use

———c0.721Learnability

———0.738Operability

———0.746User interface

———0.856Data entry

———0.836Advise to display

.8630.8690.879System quality

———0.934Response time

———0.944Stability

.6990.7670.763Information quality

———0.825Security

———0.930CPd performance

.7120.7120.776Decision changes

———0.856Change in order behavior

———0.856Change in CP

.8190.8240.650Process changes

———0.773Effectiveness

———0.813Overall usefulness

———0.896Adherence to standards

———0.762User knowledge and skills

.8670.8710.654Acceptance

———0.738Usage

———0.819Confirmation of expectations

———0.806Satisfaction with overall quality

———0.846Overall satisfaction

———0.815Intension to use

Perceived benefits

0.8390.8480.511—Constructed based on decision and process
changes

aCDSS: clinical decision support system.
bAVE: average variance extracted.
cNot applicable.
dCP: clinical pathway.
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Table 3. CDSSa discriminant validity assessment.

System qualityPerceived user accep-
tance

Perceived benefitsInformation qualityPerceived ease of
use

Constructs

—————bPerceived ease of use

————0.855Information quality

———0.8520.643Perceived benefits

——0.8770.8770.616Perceived user acceptance

—0.7790.6180.8390.545System quality

aCDSS: clinical decision support system.
bNot applicable.

CDSS Evaluation Between the 2 Health Centers
The results of the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test based
on the 5-point Likert item evaluation data set collected from
the Jimma Health Center and the Jimma Higher Two Health
Center revealed that the 2 health centers did not differ
significantly in the CDSS item-level evaluation factors, except

stability (U=470.5, P=.022), overall usefulness (U=451.0,
P=.012), adherence to standards (U=483, P=.024), confirmation
of expectations (U=488.5, P=.04), satisfaction with overall
quality (U=400.5, P=.001), and overall satisfaction (U=474.5,
P=.023). The findings of the CDSS evaluation using the
Mann-Whitney U test are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Mann-Whitney U test results (P<.05).

Test statisticsaMean rankConstruct and items

Asymptotic significance
(2-tailed) P value

Mann-Whitney UJimma Higher Two
Health Center (n=31)

Jimma Health Center
(n=42)

Perceived ease of use

.962647.537.1136.92Learnability

.309577.534.6338.75Operability

.794631.036.3537.48User interface

.653615.535.8537.85Data entry

.650615.038.1636.14Advice display

.249557.040.0334.76Legibility

System quality

.057503.041.7733.48Response time

.022470.542.8232.70Stability

Information quality

.409587.539.0535.49Security

.466594.538.8235.65CPb performance

Decision changes

.767629.037.7136.48Change in order behavior

.416588.539.0235.51Change in CP

Process changes

.489601.538.6035.82Effectiveness

.012451.043.4532.24Overall usefulness

.024483.042.4233.00Adherence to standards

.174543.040.4834.43Medical quality

.164546.040.3934.50User knowledge and skills

Acceptance

.024474.042.7132.79Usage

.04488.542.2433.13Confirmation of expectations

.001400.545.0831.04Satisfaction with overall quality

.023474.542.6932.80Overall satisfaction

.381583.039.1935.38Intension to use

aGrouping variable: health center.
bCP: clinical pathway.

CDSS Evaluation Agreement Score Observation in the
Jimma Health Center
Although the total number of observations in the first and second
rounds of the CDSS evaluation were not equal, we found a
positive mean agreement score increment in the majority of

evaluation parameters at the Jimma Health Center, which was
calculated using “agree” and “strongly agree” responses.
Adherence to the standards agreement score, however, declined
from 1.00 to 0.974. The first and second round CDSS evaluation
agreement score observations at the Jimma Health Center are
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. First and second round CDSSa evaluation agreement score observations at the Jimma Health Center.

Round 2: agreement score based on n=38 observa-
tions, mean (SD)

Round 1: agreement score based on n=4 observa-
tions, mean (SD)

Construct and items

Construct levelItem levelConstruct levelItem level

0.982—0.708—bPerceived ease of use

—1.000—0.750Learnability

—1.000—0.750Operability

—1.000—0.750User interface

—1.000—0.750Data entry

—1.000—0.750Advice to display

—0.890—0.500Legibility

0.987—0.625—System quality

—1.000—0.750Response time

—0.974—0.500Stability

0.974—0.750—Information quality

—0.947—0.750Security

—1.000—0.750CPc performance

0.960—0.750—Decision changes

—0.947—0.500Change in order behavior

—0.974—1.000Change in CP

0.953—0.800—Process changes

—1.000—0.750Effectiveness

—0.842—0.750Overall usefulness

—0.974—1.000Adherence to standards

—0.947—0.750Medical quality

—0.974—0.750User knowledge and skills

0.958—0.750—User acceptance

—0.947—0.750Usage

—0.974—0.500Confirmation of expectations

—0.947—0.750Satisfaction with overall quality

—0.921—0.750Overall satisfaction

—1.000—1.000Intention to use

aCDSS: clinical decision support system.
bNot applicable.
cCP: clinical pathway.

CDSS Evaluation: Construct Factor Interrelationships
We found a significant correlation (r =0.74) between user
acceptance and perceived benefits, with perceived benefits as
construct factors based on process changes and decision changes.

The coefficient of correlation between perceived ease of use
and information quality was r=0.63. User acceptance was also
correlated with information quality and system quality, with
r=0.68. Figure 8 depicts a more detailed Pearson correlation
test result.
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Figure 8. Pearson correlation (N=73). Correlation values ranging from 0.50 to 0.70 are considered moderate, from 0.70 to 0.90 are considered strong,
and from 0.9 to 1.0 are considered very strong [33].

Modeling the Acceptance of the CDSS in LRSs

The perceived user acceptance coefficient of determination (R2)
was 0.703, showing that user acceptance is influenced by system
quality, information quality, perceived ease of use, and perceived
benefits (Figure 9). More precisely, system quality (β=.321,
P<.05) and perceived benefits (β=.486, P<.05) were shown to
have a significant influence. However, the perceived ease of
use had no positive effect on CDSS acceptance (β=.015, P=.91).
Information quality also had no positive effect on CDSS
acceptance in this study (β=.149, and P=.25).

Furthermore, we found that the perceived ease of use was
influenced by system quality, and information quality, with an

R2 value of 0.479. The path coefficient of information quality
on the perceived ease of use was β=.021(P=.89), and hence, no
significant effect was found. The path coefficient of system

quality on the perceived ease of use was β=.678 (P<.05), that
is, a significant influence, whereas the perceived benefits

impacted by decision and process changes had an R2 value of
0.983. The path coefficients of decision changes and process
changes were β=.374 and β=.749, respectively, and were
significant (P<.05). Figure 9 depicts the path weights, P values,

and coefficient of determination (R2) for the CDSS evaluation
PLS-SEM model developed using the CDSS Jimma Health
Center and Jimma Higher Two Health Center evaluation data
sets. The results, shown in Figure 9, can be interpreted as
perceived ease of use -> perceived user acceptance (β=.015 and
P=.91), for example. Overall, we found that the perceived ease
of use had no positive effect on CDSS acceptance (β=.015,
P=.91) but, rather, on the system quality (β=.321, P<.05) and
perceived benefits (β=.486, P<.05) of the CDSS. Further
information is presented in Table 6.
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Figure 9. Computer-aided CDSS evaluation PLS-SEM model generated from the computer-aided CDSS Jimma Health Center and the Jimma Higher

Two Health Center evaluation data sets, showing path weights (β), P values, and coefficient of determination (R2). The yellow boxes represent indicators
(or parameters). The construct variables are represented by the circle. The path indicates the path weight and P value. For example, a 0.321 (.002) value
from system quality -> perceived user acceptance shows that β=.321 and P=.002. CDSS: clinical decision support system; PLS-SEM: partial least
squares structural equation modeling.

Table 6. Hypotheses conclusion based on PLS-SEMa findings (β=.015, P=.91).

ConclusionPLS-SEM findingsbPath and relationshipsHypothesis

P valuet Statisticsβ (SD)

Rejected.910.119.015 (0.123)Perceived ease of use -> ac-
ceptance

Hypothesis (H)1: The perceived ease of use has a

positive effect on the acceptance of a CDSSc in

LRSsd.

Accepted.0023.139.321(.102)System quality -> acceptanceH2: System quality has a positive effect on the ac-
ceptance of a CDSS in LRSs.

Rejected.251.162.149 (0.128)Information quality -> accep-
tance

H3: Information quality has a positive effect on the
acceptance of a CDSS in LRSs.

Accepted<.0015.558.678 (0.122)Information quality -> per-
ceived ease of use

H4: Information quality has a positive effect on the
perceived ease of use of a CDSS in LRSs.

Rejected.89.135.021 (0.153)System quality -> perceived
ease of use

H5: System quality has a positive effect on the
perceived ease of use of a CDSS in LRSs.

Accepted<.0014.234.486 (0.115)Perceived benefits -> accep-
tance

H6: Perceived benefits have a positive effect on the
acceptance of a CDSS in LRSs.

aPLS-SEM: partial least squares structural equation modeling.
bRelationships were significant at P<.05.
aCDSS: clinical decision support system.
dLRS: low-resource setting.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to evaluate a CDSS for use at the point of care
in primary care LRSs. The health care professionals in this study
evaluated user acceptance of the CDSS.

The Cronbach α scale of 22 items appeared to be internally
consistent, exceeding the minimum value of .70 required for
acceptable reliability [26-28,32]. In this study, the 2 health
centers did not differ significantly in terms of the CDSS’s
perceived ease of use, information quality, and perceived
benefits (decision changes and process changes). However, we
found a significant difference in system quality, such as stability,
and perceived user acceptance, such as overall usefulness,
adherence to standards, confirmation of expectations,
satisfaction with overall quality, and overall satisfaction. This
variation could be attributed to the first round of evaluation,
which was based on the Jimma Health Center, or to the fact that
more cases were observed in the Jimma Health Center than in
the Jimma Higher Two Health Center, but more research and
analysis are required. Furthermore, based on the first and second
rounds of the CDSS evaluation, we observed a positive
agreement score increment at the Jimma Health Center.
However, this study was unable to observe a change in the
Jimma High Two Health Center, since the first round of
evaluation was limited to the Jimma Health Center.

This study highlighted a correlation between construct variables
using Pearson correlation. The CDSS’s system quality,
information quality, and perceived benefits were vital for its
acceptance in the LRS. The perceived benefits were based on
decision and process changes. In accordance with our results,
previous studies have demonstrated that the acceptance and use
of mHealth apps in LRSs are influenced by users’ perceptions
that are aligned with health needs and expectations [14].
However, in this study, the perceived ease of use was moderately
correlated with CDSS acceptance, whereas Ji et al [12]
suggested that the perceived ease of use has a significant and
direct impact on the acceptance of a CDSS. Figure 8 depicts
further information about the Pearson correlation between the
construct variables of the CDSS. Overall, we observed a low
positive Pearson correlation between the perceived ease of use
and acceptance, as well as between system quality and the
perceived ease of use, when we considered the strength of
correlation classification as in Mukaka [33]. System quality and
acceptance, information quality and acceptance, and information
quality and perceived ease of use all showed a moderately
positive correlation. There was a high positive correlation
between perceived benefits and acceptance, supporting Pande
et al’s [40] finding that perceived usefulness is significantly
correlated to the intention to use.

This study also used PLS-SEM to evaluate several factors that
impact the acceptance of a CDSS in LRSs. The result
demonstrated that user acceptance is impacted by system quality,

information quality, and perceived benefits, with an R2 value
of 0.703, as shown in Figure 9. The perceived benefits

influenced by decision and process changes had an R2 value of

0.983, whereas the R2 score for the perceived ease of use as
impacted by system and information quality was only 0.479.

All retained R2 values were greater than 0.10, as suggested by

Falk and Miller [41]. The R2 values of the perceived user
acceptance and perceived benefits were substantial, as also
indicated by the CDSS results of Cohen [18], who reported

R2>0.26, and Chin [42], who reported R2>0.67. However,

according to the criteria of Hair et al [43], R2 of perceived

benefits is greater than 0.75 and substantial, while R2 of the
perceived ease of use and user acceptance is greater than 0.50
and moderate. However, Mohamed et al [44] showed that the
coefficient of determination must be larger than 0.19, the path
coefficient between latent variables must be at least 0.1, and
the significance level must be at least .05 in order to validate
the model. Our CDSS evaluation model meets all these criteria,
except the path coefficient from perceived ease of use to
perceived user acceptance, which was 0.015. Hair et al [26],
however, stated that path coefficients with standardized values
greater than 0.20 are typically significant, while in this study,
the path coefficient from perceived ease of use to user
acceptance was 0.015, which is less than 0.10 and not
significant. More information is depicted in Figure 9, which
includes the details of the CDSS assessment PLS-SEM model
developed from the CDSS Jimma Health Center and Jimma
Higher Two Health Center evaluation data sets, including path

weights, P values, and the coefficient of determination (R2).

Overall, as shown in Table 6, the PLS-SEM results suggested
that the perceived ease of use has no positive effect on CDSS
acceptance (β=.015, P=.91) but, rather, on system quality
(β=.321, P=.002) and perceived benefits (β=.486, P<.001) of
the CDSS. We also observed that information quality had a
positive influence on the perceived ease of use (β=.678, P<.001).
However, system quality had no favorable impact on the
perceived ease of use (β=.021, P=.89). The detailed conclusions
and summary based on PLS-SEM are shown in Table 6.

Limitations
In this study, we evaluated our own proof-of-principle CDSS
in LRSs. The small sample size and low number of cases in our
study might limit the generalizability of our findings. As a result,
difficulties that were not identified during this investigation
may be identified during a longitudinal and case-by-case
evaluation.

Conclusion
We designed and developed a CDSS based on LRS
requirements, which we evaluated in 2 LRSs in Ethiopia: the
Jimma Health Center and the Jimma Higher Two Health Center.
Our overall result indicates that user acceptance is impacted by
system quality, information quality, perceived ease of use, and

perceived benefits, with an R2 value of 0.703. Specifically,
system quality and perceived benefits have a direct impact on
user acceptance of the CDSS in LRSs. In this study, however,
we found that the perceived ease of use and information quality
had no positive effect on CDSS acceptability. Overall, the
proposed acceptance model includes specific factors and
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variables, which is an important step toward the successful adoption and implementation of a CDSS in LRSs.
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Abstract

Background: The United States is experiencing a direct support professional (DSP) crisis, with demand far exceeding supply.
Although generating documentation is a critical responsibility, it is one of the most wearisome aspects of DSPs’ jobs. Technology
that enables DSPs to log informal time-stamped notes throughout their shift could help reduce the burden of end-of-shift
documentation and increase job satisfaction, which in turn could improve the quality of life of the individuals with intellectual
and developmental disabilities (IDDs) whom DSPs support. However, DSPs, with varied ages, levels of education, and comfort
using technology, are not likely to adopt tools that detract from caregiving responsibilities or increase workload; therefore,
technological tools for them must be relatively simple, extremely intuitive, and provide highly valued capabilities.

Objective: This paper describes the development and pilot-testing of a digital assistant tool (DAT) that enables DSPs to create
informal notes throughout their shifts and use these notes to facilitate end-of-shift documentation. The purpose of the pilot study
was to assess the usability and feasibility of the DAT.

Methods: The research team applied an established user-centered participatory design process to design, develop, and test the
DAT prototypes between May 2020 and April 2023. Pilot-testing entailed having 14 DSPs who support adults with IDDs use the
first full implementation of the DAT prototypes during 2 or 3 successive work shifts and fill out demographic and usability
questionnaires.

Results: Participants used the DAT prototypes to create notes and help generate end-of-shift reports. The System Usability
Scale score of 81.79 indicates that they found the prototypes easy to use. Survey responses imply that using the DAT made it
easier for participants to produce required documentation and suggest that they would adopt the DAT if this tool were available
for daily use.

Conclusions: Simple technologies such as the DAT prototypes, which enable DSPs to use mobile devices to log time-stamped
notes throughout their shift with minimal effort and use the notes to help write reports, have the potential to both reduce the
burden associated with producing documentation and enhance the quality (level of detail and accuracy) of this documentation.
This could help to increase job satisfaction and reduce turnover in DSPs, both of which would help improve the quality of life
of the individuals with IDDs whom they support. The pilot test results indicate that DSPs found the DAT easy to use. Next steps
include (1) producing more robust versions of the DAT with additional capabilities, such as storing data locally on mobile devices
when Wi-Fi is not available; and (2) eliciting input from agency directors, families, and others who use data about adults with
IDDs to help care for them to ensure that data produced by DSPs are relevant and useful.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e51612)   doi:10.2196/51612
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Introduction

Background
In 2019, more than 2 million adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities (IDDs) were living in the United
States [1]. Many rely upon direct support professionals (DSPs)
for assistance with activities of daily living, such as hygiene,
dressing, taking medications properly, eating, accessing and
navigating stores, learning vocational skills, participating in
therapeutic activities, and socializing [2]. It is widely understood
that the quality of life of adults with IDDs is significantly
impacted by the quality of the support they receive from DSPs
[3-11]. Unfortunately, there has been a shortage in the DSP
workforce for more than a decade [7,12]. This shortage and a
DSP turnover rate of 44.8% in 2017 led the President’s
Committee for People with Intellectual Disabilities to declare
a crisis in the direct support workforce [13]. The DSP shortage
and high turnover rate, each of which is associated with reduced
quality of life for those served by DSPs [3,7], have both
significantly increased since the COVID-19 pandemic [14].
Therefore, it is not surprising that the rate of COVID-19
infection among adults with IDDs was disproportionally high
and that their quality of life decreased between 2019 and 2020
[15].

DSPs have indicated that generating required documentation is
one of the least rewarding and most onerous aspects of their
jobs [16]. Several factors make this task challenging, including
difficulty recalling details of work performed many hours ago;
fatigue; being rushed because employers require them to check
out on a time clock at specific times to avoid overtime pay; fear
of being accused of copying and pasting content from previous
shifts; frequent interruptions by clients or other staff members;
and, for some, challenges in writing in a nonnative language
[16]. High turnover increases the communication demands on
DSPs, including the need to generate detailed documentation
to help bring new DSPs up to speed on their clients’ needs.
However, overworked DSPs who prioritize clients’medical and
behavioral health needs may struggle to find time to document
and share all relevant data during shift changes, unintentionally
leaving their clients vulnerable to medical errors and inadequate
support [14].

Technology enabling in-the-moment data collection can increase
the efficiency of direct support staff and raise the quality of the
data they produce, both of which can help improve care for their
clients [17-19]. However, most data collection and reporting
tools used to capture data about individuals with IDDs are
targeted toward providers who work one-on-one with children
[16] (eg, paraprofessionals or behavior technicians). These tools
are not appropriate for DSPs who support multiple adults with
IDDs during their shifts. In addition, the responsibilities of DSPs
are much wider in scope than those of paraprofessionals and
behavior technicians, who are typically not responsible for tasks
such as administering medication and helping prepare meals.

DSPs’responsibilities are closer to those of home health workers
who provide older adults or other adults with medical assistance
and help with activities of daily living. Many high-income
countries are already facing shortages of in-home health
workers, while demand for them, as well as for DSPs, is
expected to grow in many countries [20-22].

Recognizing that DSPs and the adults with IDDs who depend
upon them could both potentially benefit from improved data
collection and documentation, the research team used an
established user-centered design methodology called Interaction
Design and Engineering for Advanced Systems (IDEAS) [23]
to design and pilot-test a suite of technology components called
a digital assistant tool (DATs) to support data collection and
reporting. This methodology relies upon frequent input and
feedback from the target users, in this case, DSPs, to ensure
that novel technology solutions will be useful, usable, and
accepted by the DSPs [23].

Objectives
The primary purpose of the pilot study described here was to
assess the usability of the DAT prototypes. The main objectives
of the pilot study were as follows:

1. Identify design inconsistencies and usability problem areas
of the DAT.

2. Observe representative users interacting with the DAT
prototypes to help assess whether this technology could be
effective, efficient, and well received by DSPs.

3. Establish baseline performance and user satisfaction levels
in anticipation of more widespread testing of improved
versions of the DAT.

Methods

Study Design

Overview
This project applied the IDEAS methodology, a user-centered
participatory design approach that relies upon frequent input
and feedback from target users to ensure that novel technology
solutions will be useful, usable, and accepted by the users [23].
There are 6 steps in the IDEAS process: needs analysis,
requirements generation, design and engineering, interface
review, implementation, and evaluation. The first phase of this
project included the first 2 steps; the second phase included the
third, fourth, and fifth steps; and the third phase, which is the
focus of this paper, comprises the last step.

Phase 1: Needs Analysis and Requirements Generation
To conceptualize the potential use of technology by DSPs, the
research team sought to understand their perspectives on current
data collection and documentation techniques and their ideas
on how digital technology could be applied to support their
work. The results of this exploratory descriptive research, which
included focus groups, ethnographic observations, and a survey,
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are described elsewhere [19]. Using the findings of this
formative research, the team developed a list of design principles

for our first set of prototypes, shown in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Summary of formative research results and the corresponding design principles for the initial digital assistant tool (DAT) prototypes.

• Direct support professionals (DSPs) need to track and remember large amounts of information about multiple clients.

• The DAT should automatically store notes, it should allow users to associate notes with specific clients, and it should provide access to
notes on demand.

• DSPs must continuously monitor clients for safety while tracking behaviors.

• The DAT should enable users to quickly and easily create notes while attending to clients, it should run on mobile and wearable devices,
and it should not require a lengthy authentication process.

• DSPs must not allow clients to recognize when DSPs are creating notes about them.

• The DAT should enable DSPs to create notes unobtrusively.

• DSPs are comfortable using smartphones but desire simple, easy-to-use data logging capabilities.

• The DAT should prioritize usability—its user interfaces should be very simple, DAT log-ins should not time out during a shift, and the DAT
should provide readable language.

• DSPs do not want employers to be able to access their notes.

• The DAT should feature high levels of security and privacy and allow only DSPs to see their notes.

• DSPs must provide either chronological or categorically organized reports.

• The DAT should time-stamp notes, it should allow users to associate notes with a topic or category, and it should allow users to sort and
filter notes.

• DSPs must not copy text from prior days’ reports into the current report.

• The DAT should allow users to copy time-stamped notes into a clipboard or Word document to use to help write reports.

Phase 2: Design and Engineering, Interface Review,
and Implementation
Once the research team had decided on the initial set of
capabilities for the DAT, they designed a suite of technology
prototypes that (1) enable quick and easy in-the-moment data
collection; and (2) allow DSPs to access a private, secure web
portal to review, sort, filter, and organize their notes to facilitate
end-of-shift documentation. This suite includes 4 components:
a mobile app that currently runs on Android smartphones; a
private, secure web application that allows DSPs to access,
review, and organize notes that they created with the mobile
application; a cloud-based center that houses the data; and an

administrative website for creating and managing user accounts.
As these components were being architected, researchers shared
user interface design concepts for the mobile app and the web
portal with DSPs to obtain their feedback. The initial wireframes
for the mobile app included multiple screens that would allow
users not only to create notes but also to review and edit them
(Multimedia Appendix 1). After 4 iterations, the team settled
upon a very simple single-screen note creation design for the
mobile app, also called the Note Creation App; and a
spreadsheet-like view of saved notes for the web application,
also referred to as the Note Review App (both of which were
implemented; refer to Figures 1-3).
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Figure 1. The mobile app, used to create informal notes. This screen shows the touchscreen keyboard used to type new notes.
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Figure 2. The mobile app, used to create informal notes. This screen shows the screen used for voice-based note creation.
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Figure 3. The web application, used to organize notes and copy data into report generation software. cli2: client 2; cli3: client 3; cli4: client 4.

Phase 3: Evaluation
Once the initial prototypes were implemented, engineering and
psychology undergraduate students tested them in laboratory
settings; the engineering students focused on performance
testing, and the psychology students focused on providing
usability feedback. After all known bugs had been fixed, and
usability improvements had been implemented, the team began
scheduling pilot tests.

Participants and Recruitment

Overview
The pilot study was intended to determine proof of concept;
therefore, the number of participants was not determined based
on traditional power analysis calculations. Guidance on how
many participants to include in pilot studies varies, with some
recommending between 10 and 30 [24,25] and others suggesting
12 [26,27]. Meanwhile, the System Usability Scale (SUS), the
instrument used to measure baseline usability, requires at least
8 to 10 participants to produce reliable results [28]. The research
team worked with 3 DSP service provider partners to recruit 16
participants with the goal of having at least 12 (75%) of them
test the prototypes during multiple shifts.

The service providers’ senior management members notified
their staff via email and during staff meetings that members of
the research team would be bringing technology tools designed
to be used by DSPs on specific dates. All staff who were
working to support adults with IDDs in the designated program
for 3 consecutive shifts during the research team visits were
eligible to serve as pilot test participants. Due to variability in
testing sites, including staff characteristics, the level of support
needed by clients served by the staff, and the timing of the staff’s
work shifts, demographic data and results are reported separately
for each test site.

Site 1 (Day Program)
The first pilot-testing site was a day program for adults with
IDDS where DSPs and clients were each assigned to 1 of 5
different rooms. Of the 10 DSPs who worked in this setting on
the first day of testing, 6 (60%) were selected to serve as pilot
testers; 2 (20%) were excluded because they were not scheduled
to work 3 shifts in a row in the same setting, and 2 (20%) were
willing but unable to participate because there were only 6
smartphones with the DAT mobile app installed available; thus,
the first 6 DSPs who volunteered were enrolled. All 6
participants were native English speakers; 5 (83%) were women.
Of the 6 participants, 2 (33%) were aged between 18 and 24
years, 1 (17%) was aged between 25 and 34 years, 1 (17%) was
aged between 35 and 44 years, and 2 (33%) were aged between
45 and 54 years. All identified as Black or African American.
Of the 6 participants, 1 (17%) had a high school degree, while
the remaining 5 (83%) had taken some college classes but did
not have college degrees. Experience working with adults with
IDDs ranged from 1.5 to >20 years, with an average of 8 years,
9.6 months. The amount of time they had held their positions
ranged from 4 months to 3 years. Due to last-minute schedule
changes, of the 6 participants, 2 (33%) used the DAT prototypes
for 2 consecutive shifts, whereas the other 4 (67%) used them
for 3 consecutive shifts.

Site 2 (Private Home)
The second test site was a private home that housed a single
adult with a high level of support needs. Of the 12 different
staff members who worked in this home, 4 (33%) were eligible
to participate, based on their schedules, and all volunteered to
serve as pilot testers. All 4 participants from this site were
women and native English speakers; 1 (25%) was aged between
18 and 24 years, and the remaining 3 (75%) were aged between
25 and 34 years. Of the 4 participants, 1 (25%) identified as
Black or African American, 1 (25%) as Hispanic, and 2 (50%)
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as White. Of the 4 participants, 1 (25%) had a high school
degree, 2 (50%) had some college but no degree, and 1 (25%)
had a college degree. Their experience working with individuals
with IDDs ranged from 7 months to 7 years, with an average
of 3 years, 11.4 months. The amount of time they had been
working in the private home ranged from 3 months to 1.5 years.

Site 3 (Provider-Managed Group Homes)
The third test site included 3 group homes, all located in the
same county, that housed 3 to 4 adults with IDDs. Each of the
2 staff members in each of the 3 homes volunteered to serve as
pilot testers. Of the 6 volunteers, 2 (33%) had work schedule
changes that prevented them from using the DAT prototypes
after their first shift and were removed from the study; the
remaining 4 (67%) volunteers were included in the study. All
4 study participants were women and native English speakers.
Of the 4 participants, 3 (75%) identified as Black Hispanic, and
1 as other; 1 (25%) had a college degree, and 3 (75%) had high
school degrees and no college experience. Of the 4 participants,
1 (25%) was aged between 18 and 24 years, 1 (25%) was aged
between 25 and 34 years, and 2 (50%) were aged between 45
and 54 years. The amount of experience they had working with
adults with IDDs ranged from 1 to 22 years, with an average of
11 years, 9 months. The amount of time they had held their
positions ranged from 1 to 22 years, with an average of 7 years,
4 months. Due to last-minute schedule changes, of the 4
participants, 2 (50%) used the DAT prototypes for 2 consecutive
shifts, whereas 2 (50%) used them for 3 consecutive shifts.

Materials
Each participant was provided with an Android smartphone
(Motorola Moto G Power 2021 running Android version 11
RZBS31.Q2-14327-25) that had the DAT mobile app
preinstalled. For testing at sites 2 and 3, each smartphone also
had shortcuts to all study surveys (demographic survey,
post–shift 1 survey, and post–final shift survey) located on its
main screen. Shortcuts were not provided on the smartphones
during testing at site 1 because the research team was present
to provide links in person at that site. All participants used
employer-provided laptops to access the DAT web application
at the end of their shifts.

Procedure
On the first day of testing, the principal investigator (PI)
obtained informed consent from each participant. She explained
that they would be awarded gift cards at the end of the multiday
test trial that would be credited with US $75 per shift for their
first 2 shifts and US $100 for their third shift. Next, she asked
participants to use a computer to complete a short demographic
questionnaire, administered through Qualtrics (Qualtrics
International Inc; Multimedia Appendix 2).

While participants were filling out the demographic survey, the
research team used the administrative website to create user
accounts and location-based shifts, which included the initials
of the clients whom each participant would be supporting and
relevant data categories for the DSPs who worked in this setting
(eg, feeding, toileting, behavior, medication, and social skills).
These categories were identified by asking staff supervisors to

select from a list of possible categories; they were also invited
to add items not on the list.

After the participant finished the demographic survey, the
researcher showed them the web application, which was
populated with sample data previously entered by the research
team. The researcher explained to the participant that this
application would be used at the end of their shift to support
writing the required reports. Subsequently, the researcher
provided each participant with an Android smartphone,
demonstrated how to use the mobile app, and invited the
participants to try creating an audio note as well as a text-based
note.

Participants were also invited to review, sort, and filter their
sample notes using the web application during the training
session. Once participants indicated that they knew how to use
both the mobile app and the web application, they were given
an opportunity to ask questions and informed that they could
request help or address questions to the PI at any point during
their shifts. They were then directed to use the smartphone that
the research team had provided to log audio and text-based notes
about their work while otherwise performing their job as usual
throughout their shift.

Site 1 Testing
During pilot-testing in the day program, 2 to 3 members of the
research team stayed on site during all 3 pilot-testing shifts.
One research team member monitored the use of the mobile
app through the administrative website, and 2 other members
intermittently visited the rooms where the DSPs who were
testing the DAT were assigned to work to observe or answer
questions. In 1 room, the ratio of DSPs to clients was 1:3 on
day 1 and 1:4 on days 2 and 3. In the second room, the ratio of
DSPs to clients was 2:5 on day 1 and 2:4 on days 2 and 3. In
the third room, the ratio was 2:3 on days 1 and 2 and 3:3 on day
3 (the third DSP in this room was in training and did not have
access to the DAT). Finally, the fourth room, which was only
included on day 3, had a ratio of 3:8, and only 1 DSP in this
room used the DAT.

Throughout all their shifts, the participants used the mobile app
to create short notes. They had the option to use voice or a
touchscreen keyboard to enter text, and they could also use
touchscreen buttons to associate notes with ≥1 clients or to
indicate a specific category (eg, feeding, self-care, and
medication).

Toward the end of the first day of pilot-testing, when participants
were ready to start working on their required reports, a
researcher helped them log in to the web application so that
they could review and organize the notes that they had created
during the shift. If needed, the researcher reviewed functionality,
such as sorting, filtering, and copying 1 or multiple notes to a
clipboard. The team then observed how the DSPs used the web
application to help them create end-of-shift reports. Most of the
DSPs (5/6, 83%) decided to paste their notes into either the
clipboard or a text file and use 1 of these to draft the text portion
of their end-of-shift report, rather than copying note content
directly into the application that they use to submit their reports.
Once the participants had finished their reports, they were
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directed to use either the laptop used to create reports or the
smartphone to fill out a web-based post–shift 1 survey
(Multimedia Appendix 3). Participants were asked to rate 7
items, using a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5, to indicate their
level of agreement. Of the 7 items, 3 (43%) described their
experience using the mobile app to log notes, their experience
using the web application to review and organize the notes, and
their opinions about the quality of the behavioral data and
end-of-shift reports that they had provided that day. The items
in this survey, which were also included in the final survey,
were developed by the authors for this study and were not tested
for validity or reliability.

At the end of days 2 and 3, the research team members were
available to assist the participants, but all of them were able to
access the web application and use it to help them with their
reports independently. At the end of day 3, the participants were
directed to fill out the final survey (Multimedia Appendix 4).
The survey began with 17 items that were rated on a Likert scale
ranging from 1 to 5 showing level of agreement. The first 7
items, which were about data collected and reports created, were
the same as the first 7 statements rated after the first shift. The
last 10 items were those included on the SUS survey, a
well-established survey for assessing ease of use and user
satisfaction [28,29]. Eleven open-ended questions followed the
17 statements. They asked participants to share their overall
impressions of the mobile app and the web application, what
they thought about the layout of the mobile app and the web
application, what concerns they had about using the DAT, what
it was like writing end-of-shift reports while using the DAT,
and what additional feedback they wanted to share. These
questions were designed to obtain feedback on existing
functionality and elicit suggestions for changes or additions.

Once the final survey was submitted, the research team collected
the smartphones, and the PI provided gift cards.

Site 2 Testing
As the private home housed a single adult, testing at this site
was sequential, with only 1 (25%) of the 4 participants using
the DAT prototypes on any given shift. In addition, only the PI
visited this site when the DSPs who worked there participated
in the pilot test. The PI met with each participant in the home
approximately 1 hour before their shift started and obtained
informed consent, provided the participant with a smartphone
running the DAT mobile app, and taught them how to use the
DAT mobile app and the DAT web application. Once training
was completed, the PI placed shortcuts to the post–shift 1 survey
as well as the final survey on the main screen of the smartphone
and emailed the participant a private, secure link to the web
application site where they could review and organize their
notes. Finally, the PI answered any questions that the participant
had, made sure the participant had a power cord and knew how
to charge the smartphone with the mobile app, provided a phone
number and email address to use in case questions or technical
difficulties arose during their shifts, and departed. Although the
research team members were not on site, they were able to
monitor the use of the DAT mobile app and the DAT web
application using the DAT administrative portal. All participants
used the smartphone to create notes and accessed the web portal

at the end of their shifts without support from the research team.
Toward the end of each participant’s first shift, the PI sent a
reminder email that contained a link to the post–shift 1 survey
(which was also accessible via a link on the smartphone).
Toward the end of the participants’ third shift, the PI sent an
email to confirm a meeting time to deliver gift cards and pick
up the smartphones; the email also contained a link to the final
survey.

Site 3 Testing
Two members of the research team visited each of the 3 group
homes during the first day of testing at site 3 to obtain informed
consent, hand out the smartphones with the DAT mobile app,
and conduct training. The research team members had placed
shortcuts to the demographic, post–shift 1, and final surveys on
the home screens of the smartphones in advance. After training
was complete, the research team members helped participants
to create a bookmark to conveniently access the web application
on the computers that the participants used to produce their
end-of-shift documentation. The PI also emailed links to the
surveys and a secure link to access the web application so that
the participants could easily access the surveys and their private
website for reviewing and organizing their notes from their
computers. Next, the researchers gave participants an email
address and a phone number that could be used to reach the PI
and encouraged them to use these if they had questions or
concerns while using the DAT prototypes. The researchers then
departed. During the rest of this shift, the research team
members monitored the use of the DAT mobile app and the
DAT web application via the administrative website. Toward
the end of the first shift, the PI emailed participants reminders
to fill out the post–shift 1 survey; and toward the end of the
third shift, the PI emailed reminders to fill out the final survey.
After the third shift had ended for all participants, the PI visited
each of the group homes to pick up the smartphones and
chargers and distribute gift cards.

Data Preparation and Analysis
Survey data were extracted from Qualtrics. For each site,
descriptive statistics for demographic data were summarized;
and the frequencies of the Likert scale responses, except for the
10 SUS items, were computed. The responses to the SUS items
from all 14 participants were used to compute a single SUS
score, using established computations [29]. The research team
members also analyzed open-ended responses from all
participants thematically, using inductive open coding [30].
Following the 6-step method formulated by Braun and Clarke
[30] as explained by Maguire and Delahunt [31], 2 members of
the research team categorized different response types for each
question and used these to establish codes; next, these
researchers and the PI collaboratively identified high-level
themes that ran across multiple questions. Finally, the research
assistants independently coded responses to all open-ended
questions using the final code set.

In addition, in keeping with the exploratory nature of this work,
the research team members analyzed the notes that were
collected using the mobile app to understand how DSPs used
this technology. In particular, the team reviewed the number of
text-based and audio notes that each DSP produced during each
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of their shifts, the number of words in each type of note, and
the number of notes that were started but canceled (not saved)
by each DSP during each shift.

Ethical Considerations
This research complies with the American Psychological
Association code of ethics and was approved by the Rowan
University Institutional Review Board (PRO-2020-001085).
Informed consent was obtained from each participant on the
first day of testing. Regarding compensation, at the end of the
multiday test trial, participants were awarded gift cards that
were credited with US $75 per shift for their first 2 shifts and
US $100 for their third shift.

Results

Note Logs
Data logs from 34 DSP shifts were imported into Excel
(Microsoft Corp) for analysis. Across these shifts, a total of 373
notes were saved. Another 41 notes were started, but they were
canceled (not saved). Table 1 shows, for each site, the medians
and IQRs of all saved notes per shift, audio notes saved per
shift, text-based notes saved per shift, canceled notes per shift,
notes created during a DSP’s first pilot-testing shift, notes
created during a DSP’s second pilot-testing shift, notes created
during a DSP’s third pilot-testing shift, words per audio note,
words per text note, and words per note.

Table 1. Types of direct support professional notes produced at each site during the pilot-testing.

Site 3, median (IQR)Site 2, median (IQR)Site 1, median (IQR)Computation

3 (2-5)0 (0)2 (1-9)Audio notes per shift

7 (4-12)10 (7.5-14)8 (4-14)Text-based notes per shift

10 (2-16)10 (7.5-14)10 (5-12)Total notes per shift

0 (0-1.5)0 (0-3.5)0 (0-1.5)Canceled notes per shift

8.5 (5-12)7.5 (6-9)6 (4-12)Notes created during first shift of pilot-testing

6 (2-10)10 (5.5-14.5)10 (5-12)Notes created during second shift of pilot-testing

9.5 (7-12)12.5 (6-16)6 (8.5-12.5)Notes created during third shift of pilot-testing

8.5 (8-14)N/Aa9 (6-17)Words per audio note

11 (8-15)6.5 (3-9)12 (6-22.5)Words per text note

10.5 (8-15)6.5 (3-9)10 (6-22)Words per note

aN/A: not applicable.

Post–Shift 1 Survey Ratings Questions
The post–shift 1 survey began with 7 statements that were rated
on a scale ranging from 1 to 5 to show level of agreement

(1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neutral, 4=agree, and
5=strongly agree). Table 2 shows these statements as well as
the frequencies of each of the ratings given to each statement.
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Table 2. Frequencies of the post–shift 1 survey Likert scale responses for each test site. Response scale ranged from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly
agree.

Site 3 (n=4), response; n (%)Site 2 (n=4), response; n (%)Site 1 (n=6), response; n (%)Statement

I am confident that today’s data sheets are accurate ••• 3; 2 (50)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 1 (25)

• 5; 1 (25)

I found it easy to record behavior data for all clients today ••• 3; 2 (50)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 1 (25)

• 5; 1 (25)

I believe today’s behavior data will be valuable to others ••• 3; 3 (75)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 1 (25)

I found it easy to write session notes today ••• 3; 2 (50)3; 1 (25)5; 6 (100)
•• 5; 2 (50)5; 3 (75)

I am confident today’s session notes contain all necessary
information

••• 2; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)3; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 1 (25)

• 5; 2 (50)

I am confident today’s session notes contain only relevant
information

••• 2; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 2 (50)

• 5; 1 (25)

I believe today’s session notes will be valuable to others
(parents, supervisors, behavior analyst)

••• 2; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)4; 2 (33)
• •5; 4 (67) 3; 1 (25)

• 4; 1 (25)
• 5; 1 (25)

Post–Final Shift Survey Ratings and SUS Ratings
All 14 participants who used the DAT during multiple shifts
completed the post–final shift survey. Table 3 shows the
frequencies of responses to the first 7 statements.

The SUS score for the 14 participants was 81.79, which is quite
high for an initial prototype; this score corresponds to excellent
usability [32]. This score is also in the range where a product

is likely to be recommended by users to other potential users
[33].

The final survey also contained 11 open-ended questions: 4
(36%) were about the mobile app, 6 (55%) about the web
application, and 1 (9%) asked if any initial concerns that
participants had about using the DAT prototypes had been
alleviated after using them during multiple shifts.
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Table 3. Frequencies of responses to post–final shift survey non–System Usability Scale Likert scale items.

Site 3 (n=4), response; n (%)Site 2 (n=4), response; n (%)Site 1 (n=6), response; n (%)Statement

I am confident that today’s data sheets are accurate ••• 3; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 1 (25)

• 5; 2 (50)

I found it easy to record behavior data for all clients today ••• 3; 2 (50)5; 4 (100)5; 5 (100)
• 4; 1 (25)
• 5; 1 (25)

I believe today’s behavior data will be valuable to others ••• 3; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 2 (50)

• 5; 1 (25)

I found it easy to write session notes today ••• 3; 2 (50)5; 4 (100)5; 5 (100)
• 4; 1 (25)
• 5; 1 (25)

I am confident today’s session notes contain all necessary
information

••• 3; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 1 (25)

• 5; 2 (50)

I am confident today’s session notes contain only relevant
information

••• 3; 2 (50)5; 4 (100)4; 2 (33)
• •5; 4 (67) 5; 2 (50)

I believe today’s session notes will be valuable to others
(parents, supervisors, behavior analyst)

••• 3; 1 (25)5; 4 (100)4; 1 (17)
• •5; 5 (83) 4; 2 (50)

• 5; 1 (25)

Thematic Analysis of Open-Ended Question Responses

Overview
One-third of the question responses (5/14, 36%) were coded by
each of the 2 coders. Intercoder reliability was 92.56%. After
coding was complete, the research assistants worked with the
PI and identified the following 5 overarching themes in the
survey response data.

Theme 1: Using the DAT Was a Positive Experience
Participants reported that the mobile app was easy to use and
that it was helpful to be able to create notes in real time.
Comments after using it for a single shift included “it’s
amazing” (Participant 4) and “I would use it on a daily basis”
(Participant 12). The participants also provided predominantly
positive feedback on the web application, such as “it’s great,”
(Participant 2) “simple and easy,” (Participant 7) and “organized
and helpful” (Participant 6).

Theme 2: Using the DAT Made It Easier to Create
End-of-Shift Reports
Survey responses also revealed that participants found that using
the DAT facilitated writing end-of-shift reports. Their comments
included “[The DAT] made it easy to keep track of everything
throughout the day” (Participant 14) and “made [writing reports]
a lot easier for me” (Participant 1). A participant wrote, “I had
a great experience [writing reports] and I like [the DAT] very
much” (Participant 7).

Theme 3: The DAT Helped Increase the Accuracy of
End-of-Shift Reports
Participants indicated that using the DAT enabled them to create
more accurate reports. One wrote, “It help [sic] to maintain
accurate notes as the day goes along” (Participant 7); another
reported that “It gives you the opportunity to keep the notes
accurate” (Participant 9); and a third simply commented,
“increases accuracy” (Participant 2).

Theme 4: Additional and Improved Features Are Desired
Although participants provided positive responses when asked
about their experience using the DAT, they also noted that the
tools could provide even greater benefit if they were enhanced.
Suggestions included allowing users to access the web
application to review and edit notes on their smartphone,
improving the transcription accuracy; allowing users to store
notes locally when smartphones are not connected to Wi-Fi;
offering additional or more specific categories; and allowing
users to copy time stamps when copying note text from the web
application.

Theme 5: More or Better Training Would Help
The survey responses by 3 (21%) of the 14 participants
suggested that they would have liked additional training. One
of them noted that “it looks easy but when I’m by myself it’s a
different story” (Participant 12); the second wrote, “I wish I
could get a better understanding” (Participant 11); and the third
reported that “it would be easy if I get the hang of it” (Participant
12).
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Discussion

Principal Findings
All 14 participants were able to use the mobile app without
assistance during all shifts, but their ability to use the web
application independently at the end of their first shift varied.
All participants were able to use both the mobile app and the
web application without help from the research team members
during their second and third shifts. This result is consistent
with an average SUS score of >80, indicating that the DAT
prototypes are very easy to use. The hardest part about using
the web application for most of the participants was typing in
the URLs to access the private, secure notes review app. In
future testing, aliases (shorter active links that take users to the
same place as the longer URLs) should be set up to help avoid
this problem. In addition, research team members should always
help participants create a bookmark during training to make it
easy to access the web application, a strategy that was not
adopted until testing was conducted at site 3. All participants
indicated that they found it easier to write reports at the end of
their shift after using the DAT.

At site 1, all 6 participants were able to use the DAT prototypes
for at least 2 successive shifts. These participants, whose ages
were fairly well distributed across the range of 18 to 54 years,
agreed or strongly agreed with 6 (86%) of the 7 survey
statements after day 1. For the statement “I am confident today’s
session notes contain all necessary information,” of the 6
participants, 1 (17%) selected neither agree nor disagree, and
the remaining 5 (83%) all agreed or strongly agreed (Table 2).
When given the same set of questions in the final survey, all 6
participants agreed or strongly agreed with all 7 statements
(Table 3). This is consistent with the largely positive responses
that these participants provided to the open-ended questions in
the final survey. All indicated that they enjoyed using the DAT
prototypes and would be interested in using future versions.

The site 2 participants were younger, with ages ranging from
18 to 34 years; therefore, they had less experience working with
adults with IDDs than site 1 participants. Their responses to the
Likert statements also indicated a high level of agreement; after
day 1, all 4 participants strongly agreed with 6 (86%) of the 7
statements; 1 (25%) participant selected neither agree nor
disagree for the statement “I found it easy to write session notes
today,” and the remaining 3 (75%) participants all strongly
agreed with this statement. All 4 site 2 participants responded
strongly agree to all 7 statements in the final survey. These
participants also provided responses to the open-ended questions
indicating that they enjoyed using the DAT prototypes and
would be interested in using future versions. These 4 participants
provided more suggestions for additional features than the
participants from the other 2 sites.

Site 3 participants fell into 2 different age ranges. Of the 4
participants, 2 (50%) were aged between 18 and 34 years, and
2 (50%) were aged between 45 and 54 years. Compared to site
1 and site 2 participants, site 3 participants provided a wider
range of responses to the 2 surveys. As can be seen in Table 2,
after the first shift using the DAT prototypes, a participant
disagreed with the statements “I am confident today’s session

notes contain all necessary information,” “I am confident today’s
session notes contain only relevant information,” and “I believe
today’s session notes will be valuable to others (parents,
supervisors, behavior analyst).” Responses to the other 4
statements ranged from neutral to strongly agree. Responses
to the final survey ranged from neutral to strongly agree for all
7 statements, indicating more variable sentiments among site 3
participants at the end of the pilot test than among site 1 and
site 2 participants.

When we grouped the site 3 participants’ responses based on
their ages, we found that those in the age category of 45 to 54
years (2/4, 50%) generally reported a less positive experience
using the DAT prototypes than the other participants (2/4, 50%).
In fact, a review of the data logs from these 2 participants
revealed that they only used the mobile app at the end of their
shifts. It seemed that they used the DAT mostly as a
transcription service. As the DAT prototypes used a freely
available web-based transcription service which was far from
perfect, and time stamps are not helpful when all notes are
created at the end of shifts, these DSPs would have been better
off using a transcription app on the computers they used to
create their end-of-shift reports.

While most of the test participants (12/14, 86%) indicated that
they valued the ability to collect data about their work in the
moment, several of them (6/14, 43%) noted that their ability to
benefit from this capability was reduced because the mobile
app prototype requires Wi-Fi to save notes. Even with this
limitation, the DSPs were very enthusiastic about the DAT
prototypes; 1 participant asked whether she could keep using
them after the pilot test, and another asked when they would be
available for daily use. Future work includes enabling the mobile
app to store data locally so that it can be used to collect data
while DSPs and clients are out in the community, which is a
key part of some DSPs’ client interactions.

The average numbers of notes created per shift and canceled
notes per shift was roughly the same for each site. The number
of words per note averaged 6.5 at site 2 compared to
approximately 10 at sites 1 and 3. To our surprise, audio notes
had roughly the same number of words as text-based notes.
While the number of words seemed low at first, this is consistent
with the intent that note creation be quick, easy, and informal,
helping jog memories during report creation. Meanwhile, the
average number of notes that DSPs saved during their shifts
increased for most DSPs across their shifts. We anticipated that
the number of DSPs who created few notes initially would
increase in subsequent shifts, and those who created many would
create fewer as they learned which types of notes were most
helpful. Although 1 DSP’s notes fit this pattern, it seems that
the other DSPs created more notes as they became more
accustomed to using the mobile app during their shift. In a few
cases, participants did not include any content; they just created
a note with a client and category selected, indicating that just
having a time associated with a client and category would be
useful when writing reports. In addition, participants indicated
that being able to sort notes by category can directly help with
writing reports that have specific requirements, such as detailing
all instances of medication administration or all food intake
during a shift.
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Overall, the results from the pilot test are promising, suggesting
that DSPs would be willing to use mobile devices to enable
in-the-moment data collection, provided that the collected data
facilitate efficient generation of required end-of-shift
documentation. Feedback from the test participants suggests
that technology such as the DAT could help to increase
efficiency, effectiveness, and job satisfaction among DSPs.

Comparison With Prior Literature
Many sources, some more than a decade old, have warned about,
or described, a shortage of DSPs in the United States [7,34-39].
Factors such as heavy workload, onerous documentation
requirements, and burnout contribute to a high turnover rate,
which exacerbates stress on DSPs [22,40-49]. Some of this
literature points out that technology could potentially help to
reduce the time DSPs must spend on their other responsibilities,
such as documentation, so that they can spend more time on
direct support [7,38].

Technology has been successfully applied to increase
documentation efficiency and decrease workload in special
education and clinic- and home-based therapy programs for
children with autism spectrum disorder [17,18,50,51]. By
enabling users to quickly and easily record in-the-moment data,
these technologies help improve the quality of documentation
they generate [52]. However, there is relatively little work that
explores how technology could be applied to support direct
support workers, such as DSPs and home health aides (HHAs),
who provide care to adults [53,54]. Most of the research that
addresses having direct support workers leverage technology
is qualitative and focuses on workers who support patients
without IDDs [55-57]. One 2022 review paper identified only
1 study that created technology expressly intended to support
the work of direct support workers [53]. This study, which also
entailed creating a smartphone app to use to help create reports,
was conducted in Japan nearly 2 decades ago. The authors who
described this effort concluded that enabling direct support
workers to use smartphones to create reports saves time and
reduces costs [58]. Another 2022 review, which surveyed “the
technological landscape” of direct support workers, noted that
there is a paucity of evidence about how information and
communication technologies can be used by these workers [57].
The authors of the review went on to assert that none of the
existing technology-based interventions that could be used to
facilitate home care were specifically designed to support the
workflows of HHAs and concluded that “there is an urgent need
for research that centers on the needs and perspectives of HHAs
and using human-centered methods to engage HHAs in the
design of technologies that truly support their essential
caregiving work” [53]. The human-centered research reported
here was specifically focused on developing technology for
DSPs, but many of the design principles identified in Textbox
1 are also relevant to creating technologies to support the work
of direct support workers who care for individuals without IDDs,
such as HHAs.

However, inserting technology that is intended to facilitate
sharing data among many care providers does not always
increase documentation efficiency or decrease workload.
Consider the migration from paper to electronic health records

(EHRs), which significantly increased clinicians’ workload
[59-62]. EHRs have also been associated with a decrease in the
amount of direct patient support time [63-65]. In contrast to
EHRs, many of which grew out of billing systems [66], the
DAT prototypes were developed by following an established
user-centered design methodology [23] that ensured that our
team considered DSPs’ needs, goals, and constraints and
obtained their feedback throughout our effort. As in the case of
EHRs, a strong motivation behind creating the DAT prototypes
helped to facilitate care for the individuals whose data are being
logged electronically [67-70].

Multiple studies have pointed out that clinician burnout, which
has been connected to the advent of EHRs, is correlated with
decreased patient safety [71-74]. Similarly, DSP burnout and
turnover are associated with poor health and quality of life for
their clients [3,5]. Hence, technology such as the DAT
prototypes, which are designed to reduce the burden of required
documentation, improve job satisfaction, and reduce turnover
among DSPs, can also help to improve the quality of life of
adults with IDDs whom they support.

Limitations
Several limitations warrant mention. Our pilot test was limited
to 14 DSPs working in 1 geographic region. However, different
work settings, ranging from a private home with a single resident
and group homes with 3 to 4 residents to a day program at a
large agency, as well as the range of time that the DSPs who
served as pilot testers had worked with adults with IDDs (<1
year to 20 years) increase the generalizability of our results.
The pilot test length was also quite short, and we did not
measure the amount of time spent generating documentation
before the pilot test. These factors prevented us from assessing
the impact of the DAT prototypes on documentation efficiency
and quality. Nevertheless, the pilot test was long enough to
establish feasibility.

Another limitation is that only 10 (71%) of the 14 pilot test
volunteers were able to use the DAT prototypes for 3 successive
shifts. Scheduling issues, often driven by staffing shortages that
caused a staff member to be moved to a different location at the
last minute, prevented several participants (4/14, 29%) from
using the DAT as planned. In addition, we did not collect data
about participants’ familiarity and comfort with technology,
although our observations while on site during the first shift
provided insights about these factors. The fact that the DSPs
were paid to participate is another limitation, although responses
to the open-ended questions suggest that at least some of the
participants were interested in continuing to use the tools when
they would not be paid.

In addition, while the qualitative data from the test users was
generally very positive, the study did not use any instruments
that assess the likelihood of user adoption, such as the
technology acceptance model [75]. Future work on technologies
to support DSPs should be informed by the framework
developed by Venkatesh et al [76] for understanding user
acceptance of IT and might also consider the strategies outlined
by Sebastian et al [77] for increasing user acceptance of novel
technologies.
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Implications
The results of the pilot test are promising, suggesting that
upgraded versions of the DAT prototypes or similar technologies
have the potential to reduce the burden of completing
end-of-shift reports, while improving the quality of data
produced by DSPs. Making it quick and simple to produce
time-stamped in-the-moment notes facilitates logging more
accurate and more detailed client data. Better data about adults
with IDDs would enable family members, health providers,
therapists, health providers, and behavior analysts to better
support these adults. Long-term benefits of using the DAT could
include (1) reducing DSP workload; (2) increasing the time
DSPs spend interacting with adults with IDDs; (3) enabling
DSPs to provide more consistent and appropriate support; (4)
increasing DSP job satisfaction; (5) improving medical and
behavioral support for adults with IDDs; and (6) providing a
foundation for technology use that increases independence in
adults with IDDs, thereby improving their quality of life. Digital
documentation could also facilitate timely access to information
about adults with IDDs for the diverse stakeholders who help
support them.

However, there are risks associated with adopting
technology-based data collection tools, including loss of data
or an inability to log new data during technology failures.
Moreover, to achieve the goal of capturing higher-quality data
during work shifts, it will be necessary to allow users to
customize the mobile app based on specific clients’ support
plans. This will add complexity, which could negatively impact
user acceptance because many DSPs do not have a great deal
of experience with technology. However, it is possible that
supervisors or other employees at agencies that employ DSPs
could learn to use an administrative portal to customize the
mobile app based on clients’ needs for support.

In any case, it will be important to obtain input from other
stakeholders, such as behavioral supervisors, agency directors,
and families, in future efforts, particularly as selection of suitable
technology is likely the responsibility of the workspace and
employer, and communication of data extends beyond DSPs.
In the long term, technologies that support data collection will
need to be integrated into existing report generation tools.
Eventually, these technologies could even leverage artificial
intelligence to create first drafts of DSPs’ end-of-shift reports.
If this sort of capability is developed, it will be very important
to identify strategies for ensuring privacy and security and to
consider the ethical implications of using artificial intelligence
technologies [78,79].

Finally, while the DAT development effort focused on providing
technology that supports DSPs, it is likely that many other types
of direct workers could benefit from a similar platform (eg,
HHAs, care workers, personal care assistants, certified nursing
assistants, and nursing home assistants) [57,80-83]. This is
significant because the United States is now facing a severe
shortage across the entire direct support workforce [84,85] due
in large part to the COVID-19 pandemic. As in the case with
DSPs, the shortage in the direct support workforce is harmful
to both these workers and those who rely upon them for support
[86,87]. A report from the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention revealed that in 2016 a total of 61 million adults
(approximately 1 in 4) living in the United States had a disability
that impacts major life activities [88]. Many of these adults do,
or will eventually, depend upon direct support workers for
assistance with activities of daily living.

In summary, future efforts should not only increase the
capabilities and robustness of the initial DAT prototypes and
consider the needs of family members, medical providers,
behavior analysts, and others who would benefit from timely
accurate data about adults with IDDs but also explore how these
tools could be adapted to meet the needs of other types of direct
support workers by eliciting information and feedback from
these workers.

Conclusions
DSPs play a critical role in the care of adults with IDDs.
Technology can help mitigate the high turnover rates, poor job
satisfaction, and the burden of necessary data collection and
documentation that negatively impact DSPs’ ability to care for
these adults. The user-centered research effort reviewed here
produced proof-of-concept prototypes of tools intended to
improve the effectiveness and job satisfaction of DSPs. The
results of the pilot test indicate that these tools are likely to
provide the intended benefits to DSPs and thus have the potential
to help improve the quality of life of clients served by DSPs.

Future research should include testing more robust
feature-enhanced versions of the DAT over longer periods in
even more diverse settings where DSPs provide support to adults
with IDDs. Additional work should also include identifying or
developing an instrument to reliably assess report quality and
time-motion studies of DSPs before and during longer trials to
help quantify how much time DSPs spend generating required
documentation. One time-motion study of physicians working
on hospital wards found that the physicians believed that they
were spending more time on documentation and other
administrative tasks than they actually were [89].

In any case, the work reported here, despite its limitations,
provides valuable insights into how technology could benefit
DSPs and the people they support. Feedback from DSPs
indicates that the highest-priority feature enhancement for the
DAT prototypes is enabling the mobile app to store data locally
to support in-the-moment data collection without Wi-Fi
connectivity. Several other enhancements, such as shared task
lists, were identified as part of the initial user needs analysis
activities performed at the start of this effort [16]. In addition
to adding some of these capabilities, future work should identify
the needs and constraints of the service providers who employ
DSPs to identify barriers to adopting data collection and
documentation technologies, such as costs, adaptability in small
operations, the need to protect confidentiality, minimizing
potential technology damage, and preventing data loss. Such
work could help enable future versions of the DAT to supply
all caregivers and service providers with the information
necessary for better overall service, outcomes, and quality of
life for adults with IDDs.

Finally, this line of research needs to be expanded because it
could have a profound impact on the health and welfare of
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several other adults beyond those with IDDs who are supported
by direct support workers: older adults, individuals with physical
disabilities, and individuals with severe mental illness.
Furthermore, the direct support workers themselves could also

benefit from technologies such as DATs that enable quick and
easy in-the-moment data collection and facilitate end-of-shift
reporting.
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Final survey filled out after participants had used the digital assistant tool prototypes for 2 or 3 shifts.
[DOCX File , 16 KB - humanfactors_v11i1e51612_app4.docx ]
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Abstract

Background: In Canada, adults with chronic noncancer pain face a persistent insufficiency of publicly funded resources, with
the gold standard multidisciplinary pain treatment facilities unable to meet the high clinical demand. Web-based self-management
programs cost-effectively increase access to pain management and can improve several aspects of physical and emotional
functioning. Aiming to meet the demand for accessible, fully automated resources for individuals with chronic noncancer pain,
we developed a French web- and evidence-based self-management program, Agir pour moi (APM). This program includes pain
education and strategies to reduce stress, practice mindfulness, apply pacing, engage in physical activity, identify and manage
thinking traps, sleep better, adapt diet, and sustain behavior change.

Objective: This study aims to assess the APM self-management program’s feasibility, acceptability, and preliminary effects in
adults awaiting specialized services from a center of expertise in chronic pain management.

Methods: We conducted a mixed methods study with an explanatory sequential design, including a web-based 1-arm trial and
qualitative semistructured interviews. We present the results from both phases through integrative tables called joint displays.

Results: Response rates were 70% (44/63) at postintervention and 56% (35/63) at 3-month follow-up among the 63 consenting
participants who provided self-assessed information at baseline. In total, 46% (29/63) of the participants completed the program.
We interviewed 24% (15/63) of the participants. The interview’s first theme revolved around the overall acceptance,
user-friendliness, and engaging nature of the program. The second theme emphasized the differentiation between microlevel and
macrolevel engagements. The third theme delved into the diverse effects observed, potentially influenced by the macrolevel
engagements. Participants highlighted the features that impacted their self-efficacy and the adoption of self-management strategies.
We observed indications of improvement in self-efficacy, pain intensity, pain interference, depression, and catastrophizing.
Interviewees described these and various other effects as potentially influenced by macrolevel engagement through behavioral
change.

Conclusions: These findings provided preliminary evidence that the APM self-management program and research methods are
feasible. However, some participants expressed the need for at least phone reminders and minimal support from a professional
available to answer questions over the first few weeks of the program to engage. Recruitment strategies of a future randomized
controlled trial should focus on attracting a broader representation of individuals with chronic pain in terms of gender and ethnicity.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05319652; https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT05319652

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50747)   doi:10.2196/50747
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Introduction

Background
The prevalence of chronic pain, including chronic cancer pain
in adults, is estimated to be between 18% and 21%, with severe
repercussions for all aspects of the lives of those affected, their
families, and society [1-3]. Chronic pain affects
patient-perceived health status and psychological functioning;
decreases energy levels; and hinders engagement with physical,
emotional, cognitive, and social activities [3-6]. These impacts
can strain familial and social relationships and affect work
performance [7]. Living with chronic pain often involves
increased medical expenditures and detrimentally affects one’s
financial well-being [3,6]. In addition, the wait for services is
not without added consequences to these repercussions, with
long wait time (12-30 months) being associated with further
deterioration in pain-related interference, psychological distress,
and pain acceptance [3,8-10].

In Canada, adults with chronic noncancer pain face a persistent
insufficiency of publicly funded resources, with the gold
standard multidisciplinary pain treatment facilities being unable
to meet the high clinical demand [1,2,11]. Since 2019, the
Canadian Task Force has reaffirmed the necessity to implement
equitable and innovative ways to deliver health interventions
in a timely manner in the public network [12,13]. Web-based
self-management programs that include exercise, sleep hygiene,
pacing, and a healthy lifestyle are endorsed as part of the
therapeutic considerations and recommendations for chronic
noncancer pain management [14]. These programs have shown
an impact on patients’ pain intensity, pain interference [15,16],
anxiety [15,17], depression [17,18], stress [18], catastrophizing,
and self-efficacy [19].

The lack of accessible and reliable unguided web-based
self-management programs tailored to French-speaking
individuals with chronic noncancer pain is a significant yet
solvable health services gap. Over the years, individuals with
lived experience, organizations, and researchers have stressed
the relevance and importance of actively involving patient
partners in the health intervention development process [20-25].
Therefore, a novel French web-based self-management program
for chronic noncancer pain developed in collaboration with
individuals with lived experience could meet the specific needs
of French-speaking individuals [26].

Objectives
This study aims to (1) assess the feasibility and acceptability
of the Agir pour moi (APM) self-management program and trial
procedures and (2) explore preliminary outcomes in individuals
living with chronic noncancer pain.

Methods

Study Design
We conducted a mixed methods sequential explanatory study
consisting of a single-arm, pre- and postintervention trial,
followed by qualitative, semistructured interviews with adults
experiencing chronic noncancer pain and awaiting services from
a center of expertise in chronic pain management [27-29]. We
registered the trial at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT05319652) and
followed the CONSORT-EHEALTH (Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile Health
Applications and Online Telehealth) and guidelines for reporting
nonrandomised pilot and feasibility studies [30,31].

Ethical Considerations
The University Hospital Centre (CHU) de Québec-Université
Laval Research Ethics Board approved the study (#2023-6312).

Knowledge Users’ Involvement
A total of 7 individuals with lived experience of chronic pain,
5 health care professionals with experience and expertise in
chronic pain management, 3 medical students, and 1 graphic
designer contributed to the program’s codevelopment. We
engaged in web-based, phone, or email conversations over a
period of 1.5 years. All knowledge users could contribute to
various aspects of program development, including its identity
(eg, colors, logo, and name), structure (eg, lesson sequence,
content organization, and navigation), content (eg,
self-management strategies, theoretical content, and
testimonials), and learning modalities and behavior change
techniques (eg, personal plans, reflective activities, and
interactive scenarios). These knowledge users were not further
involved across the duration of the trial, but individuals with
lived experience initially guided the team toward reducing the
questionnaire burden to a minimum for the participants.

Study Setting, Participants, and Recruitment
We recruited participants from the center of expertise in chronic
pain management waitlist at the CHU de Québec-Université
Laval. This center provides superspecialized services intended
for complex chronic pain cases requiring a technical platform
and multidisciplinary team. Most individuals referred to such
centers experience significant impairments, including high pain
levels interfering with their daily life, moderate to extremely
severe depression, and pain-related sleep disturbance. Most of
them take prescription analgesic medication and have already
consulted different types of health care professionals [2].

Using the center’s assigned priority level, between June and
August 2022, we sent 500 invitation letters to adults (aged >18
years) with chronic noncancer pain (for >3 months) unlikely to
receive services within the next 6 months. Interested individuals
were to email us to set an eligibility interview, confirming that
they understood French, had access to a computer and
high-speed internet, had not started a new treatment for pain
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within the last 1 month and agreed to notify us before starting
a new one, were available for the duration of the study, and
were able to provide informed consent. We excluded individuals
who participated in a chronic pain self-management program
within the last year or those who were scheduled for surgical
treatment within 6 months. Following the assessment for
eligibility, a research team member explained the study
procedures and recorded verbal informed consent.

Intervention
The codevelopment of the APM self-management program
(thereafter APM or the program) is detailed [32] and available
in the study by Marier-Deschenes et al [33]. Briefly, we
designed a cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)–centered,
web-based self-management program that would enable

participants to develop their self-management skills
autonomously (eg, goal setting), practice suggested
self-management strategies (eg, pacing), and sustain new
behaviors (eg, respect of limits). Despite the diverse nature of
our targeted population, the proposed self-management strategies
to explore and develop are mostly universal, spanning areas
such as managing thoughts and emotions, gradually resuming
physical activity, practicing pacing, and adopting good sleep
hygiene. The program is self-guided (ie, unguided) in that it
provides the same information as face-to-face programs offered
in tertiary pain clinics but without therapeutic support from
health care professionals [34]. It is structured around weekly
lessons over an 8-week period with content that encompasses
26 different behavior change techniques [35] and a
downloadable personal plan (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of Agir pour moi (APM) program’s topics and self-management strategies with associated content.

Lesson headersTopics and strategiesWeek

What does APM offer?Foreword • What is self-management?
• Who is this program for?
• Will you have less pain?
• Key attitudes to adopt
• How to navigate the program?

IntroductionWeek 1 • What is chronic pain?
• Are you ready for self-management?
• How to set specific, measurable, appealing, realistic, and time-bound (SMART) objectives?

Engage in well-being activitiesWeek 2 • Reduce stress
• Experience mindfulness

Practice pacingWeek 3 • Follow-up on last week’s objective
• Evaluate your energy expenditures

Practice pacing, continuedWeek 4 • Follow-up on last week’s objective
• Planning your weeks

Engage in physical activityWeek 5 • Follow-up on last week’s objective
• Stretching exercises
• Engage in physical activity that you enjoy

Take care of your thoughtsWeek 6 • Follow-up on last week’s objective
• Identify thinking traps
• Perceive the positive

Revise your lifestyle habitsWeek 7 • Follow-up on last week’s objective
• Promote sleep
• Adapt your diet

Plan for the futureWeek 8 • Reflect on previous objectives and further goals
• Sustain the change

The program incorporates a variety of media, including photos,
infographics, interactive scenarios, tables, audio recordings,
and videos. All content is fully narrated, with short audio clips
accompanying written information in each lesson, ensuring
accessibility in both formats. Interactive exercises such as
quizzes, drag-and-drop questions, and real-life scenarios enhance
understanding.

Participants were encouraged to set and track their own weekly
objectives related to the topic in their personal plan, which

serves as our learner’s workbook. This plan features reflective,
observational, monitoring, problem-solving, and action-planning
activities.

Participants were advised to allocate 60 to 90 minutes weekly
for program activities. They had the flexibility to divide the
lessons into multiple short sessions; completing each lesson in
1 sitting was not necessary. While participants were encouraged
to follow the program sequentially, all 8-week content was
readily accessible.
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Following the program poses minimal health risks. The program
incorporates low-intensity activities, such as stretching exercises,
which might cause temporary discomfort when resumed.
However, the risks associated with physical inactivity, including
the development or worsening of chronic illnesses, outweigh
those of gradually resuming physical activity.

Quantitative Data Collection and Outcomes

Overview
Participants were assigned a log-in user ID and password for
the program’s web-based platform. They completed self-reported
questionnaires on the web at 3 time points: preintervention,
postintervention, and 3 months after completing the program.
We sent an email reminder to those who did not log in at least
once a week or complete questionnaires at the appropriate time.
Participants who completed all questionnaires were eligible for
a random computerized drawing of 5 CAD $75 (US $55.89)
gift cards. We provided participants facing technical difficulties
with phone support. We used REDCap (Research Electronic
Data Capture; Vanderbilt University), a secure web application,
for creating and managing surveys and databases.

As this was a feasibility study, we did not perform a power
calculation on measures of effect but rather aimed at estimating

the number of eligible participants and the potential recruitment
rate from the center of expertise in chronic pain management
waitlist. Therefore, this study is not appropriately powered to
assess APM’s efficacy [36].

Feasibility and Acceptability Outcomes
We considered the following outcomes in assessing the
feasibility of the intervention and research methods and the
acceptability of the program: (1) feasibility of recruitment
(number of referred adults who responded to the invitation and
consented to participate in the study and number of interested
adults excluded based on inclusion and exclusion criteria), (2)
feasibility of data collection (rate of response to and completion
of the questionnaires at each time point), (3) acceptability for
those who engaged with the program (mean score to the
Acceptability eScale, which includes dimensions of usability
and satisfaction) [37,38], and (4) engagement (number of lessons
completed). Participants completing at least 6 (75%) out of the
8 weekly lessons were defined as program completers.

Effects Measures
We opted for the French versions of the following self-reported
measures based on the recommendations of the Initiative on
Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials
[39] (Table 2).

Table 2. Self-reported measures.

High score meaningScore
range

ConstructsItems, nMeasures

Better self-efficacy0-60Individual’s confidence to perform activities while
experiencing pain

10Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire [40,41]

Worse pain intensity0-10Worst, least, average, and current pain intensity4Pain intensity subscale of the Brief Pain
Inventory [42,43]

Worse pain interference0-10Impact of pain on general activity, mood, walking
ability, normal work, sleep, relationships, and en-
joyment of life

7Pain interference subscale of the Brief
Pain Inventory

Worst anxiety symptoms0-21State of anxiety7Anxiety subscale of the Hospital Anxiety
and Depression Scale [44]

Worst depressive symp-
toms

0-21State of depression7Depression subscale of the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale

Worst catastrophizing0-52Catastrophic thinking and maladaptive responses
to pain

13Pain Catastrophizing Scale [45]

Greater change1-7Patient’s rating of overall improvement1Patient Global Impression of Change
Scale

Statistical Analyses
We performed descriptive statistics using means (SD) for
continuous outcomes and frequencies (%) for categorical
outcomes. We compared pre-, post-, and follow-up intervention
scores for effect measures using repeated-measures linear
models. All statistical analyses were conducted using R software
(version 4.3.0; R Foundation for Statistical Computing) in
RStudio (version 2023.06.0; Posit PBC) [46,47]. Models were
fit using lme4 (version 1.1-33; R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) [48]. Model fit evaluations and assumption checks
were done through visualizations using performance (version

0.10.4) [49]. Effects were considered significant when the 95%
CI for the estimates did not include 0.

Qualitative Data Collection and Outcomes

Overview
We formed a heterogeneous group of 20 potential participants
using their Acceptability eScale and pre- and posteffect measure
scores. We invited participants with positive and negative
impressions of the intervention and those for whom we could
observe the effects on functioning or not. From a practical
perspective, we made the decision to not interview individuals
who did not engage with the program at all, as they would not
have been able to provide valuable insights into the program’s
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acceptability and feasibility. However, we conducted interviews
with participants who did not complete the program; they were
just not specifically selected based on this criterion. We
conducted semistructured, audio-recorded, 40-minute phone
interviews 5 to 7 months after the intervention. We achieved
data saturation with 15 interviews (12/15, 80% women and 3/15,
20% men) and did not deem it necessary to conduct further
interviews [50].

Data Analysis
We analyzed the transcriptions using inductive and deductive
thematic analysis based on the motivational model for pain
self-management [51]. The lead author read the interviews
multiple times to obtain a detailed understanding, then coded
them according to the research questions and with consideration
for the model’s components. According to the model by Jensen
et al [51], the willingness to embrace pain self-management
behaviors is influenced by 2 primary factors. First, it is molded
by beliefs concerning the perceived importance of these
behaviors, encompassing considerations of cost/benefit ratio,
learning history, and current contingencies. Second,
self-efficacy, denoting personal beliefs about one’s abilities to
accomplish a specific task, also plays a pivotal role in shaping
the inclination toward behavior change. Furthermore, to ensure
the validity of the analysis, a research associate coded and
discussed 3 interviews. Then, the lead author further identified
meaningful units and assembled them into descriptive categories.
She analyzed, interpreted, and summarized categories into 3
explanatory themes that were then discussed among all
coauthors [52].

Integration
We addressed our study’s main objectives by integrating the
quantitative and qualitative results, drawing on all relevant data.
We opted for 2 approaches: a weaving approach through the
narrative and 2 joint displays presenting categories and
associated quotes explaining the quantitative data [53,54].

Results

Feasibility
From the 500 invitations sent, 74 (15%) individuals expressed
interest, of which 65 (13%) were confirmed eligible. Of these
65 eligible individuals, 63 (97%) consented to participate (Figure
1). A total of 9 (12%) of the 74 participants were ineligible due
to unavailability during summer, current services from a pain
clinic or rehabilitation center, lack of belief in program
helpfulness, absence of computer access, low literacy level, and
being unreachable. Response rates were 70% (44/63) at
postintervention and 56% (35/63) at 3-month follow-up. A total
of 15 (24%) of the 63 participants exited the study for reasons
mostly unrelated to the intervention. Missing data were
attributed to connectivity problems with the REDCap platform.

Participants were almost exclusively White (61/63, 97%) and
female (44/63, 70%), with a mean age of 54 (range 24-75) years.
On average, participants experienced chronic pain symptoms
for 12 (SD 13.6) years, and most (34/63, 54%) had chronic
musculoskeletal pain (Table 3).

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the participants’ recruitment, enrollment, and engagement.
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Table 3. Participants’ sociodemographic and clinical characteristics (N=63).

Values, n (%)Sociodemographic characteristics

Age (years)

2 (3)20 to 29

6 (10)30 to 39

13 (21)40 to 49

17 (27)50 to 59

19 (30)60 to 69

6 (10)70 to 79

Gender

44 (70)Women

17 (27)Men

2 (3)Prefer not to answer

Race

61 (97)White

2 (3)People of color

Marital status

26 (41)Married

20 (32)Living common law

10 (16)Single

3 (5)Widowed

4 (6)Divorced or separated

Education level

3 (5)No certificate, diploma, or degree

17 (27)High-school diploma or equivalency certificate

6 (10)Apprenticeship, trades certificate, or diploma

20 (32)College, CEGEP, or other nonuniversity certificate or diploma

5 (8)University certificate or diploma below bachelor level

12 (19)University diploma or degree at bachelor level or above

Employment

18 (29)Full-time

6 (10)Part-time

8 (13)Off work for a short or undetermined term

12 (19)Off work for a long term or disabled

2 (3)Unemployed

16 (25)Retired

1 (2)Other

Household income

19 (30)CAD 0-$49,999 (US $0-$37,257)

24 (38)CAD $50,000-$99,999 (US $37,258-$74,515)

12 (19)CAD ≥$100,000 (US ≥$74,516)

2 (3)Do not know

6 (10)Prefer not to answer

Duration of chronic pain (years)
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Values, n (%)Sociodemographic characteristics

26 (41)1 to 5

15 (24)6 to 10

6 (10)11 to 15

5 (8)16 to 20

11 (17)≥21

Type of chronic pain

24 (38)Chronic widespread pain (includes fibromyalgia syndrome)

8 (13)Complex regional pain syndrome

34 (54)Chronic musculoskeletal pain (eg, cervical pain and low back pain)

10 (16)Chronic headache and orofacial pain (eg, migraine)

5 (8)Chronic visceral pain

9 (14)Chronic neuropathic pain

8 (13)Inflammatory arthritis (eg, rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis)

22 (35)Osteoarthritis

6 (10)Other

aCEGEP : College of General and Professional Teaching.

Acceptability
Among the 63 participants, 38 (60%) completed the
Acceptability eScale. The average total score for these
participants was 25.2 out of 30 (acceptability threshold=24). In
Table 4, we have presented the integrated results of the
quantitative and qualitative phases. The mean score for each of
the 6 items from the Acceptability eScale is listed in the first

column. Each item score ranges from 1 to 5, with higher scores
reflecting higher acceptability. The interviews revealed a
consistent theme: a program that is globally acceptable, easy to
use, and engaging. Interviewees felt they could opt for what
worked for them once they had experienced it completely. They
would keep most of the program as is, with some potential minor
improvements.
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Table 4. Joint display of participants’ perceptions of the Agir pour moi program’s acceptability.

Integrated analysisQualitative findingsQuantitative results

The program was user-friendly once
logged in, but connecting to the hosting
platform could have been more intuitive.

Mean score of the ease-of-
use item: 4.0/5 (SD 0.9); 5
(8%) of the 63 participants
needed support at least once
to log in

• Ease of navigation
• “Everything is very easy. We can go forward, we can go back,

we can resume, we can close, come back. No, everything is per-

fect.” [INTa 7]

• User-friendly, except for the platform hosting the web-based program
• “As I was saying, when you’re a participant, and you’re logged

in, I think it is super user-friendly ... It’s more when you get to
the big link page, I believe that’s a little less user-friendly.” [INT
13]

Some strategies benefited many partici-
pants, while others only reached a minori-

Mean score of the strategies’
helpfulness item: 4.1/5 (SD
0.9)

• Picking the tool you need
• “That’s it, because if you don’t have that resource, what do you

do? On a day when things aren’t going well, you brood, you
grumble all day long; you’re in pain, you’re angry, and you lose

ty. Interviewees latched on to at least 1
lesson that triggered something in them.
They acquired something useful out of it,your patience, so if you think a little bit after having followed the
although not all appreciated the same
strategy or strategies.

program, you go back and find the tool you needed in it. Because
as far as I’m concerned, the program wasn’t one singular tool; it
was a toolkit, and then you take what you need.” [INT 10]

• “I was happy to see all this in the program, because it helped me
a lot personally.” [INT 8]

• Adaptable to one’s situation
• “It’s good to have all the suggestions in there because, ultimately,

we keep what suits us and works well for us. So there’s something
for everyone, for everyone’s tastes, and it’s not the same stuff
that works for everyone.” [INT 12]

• Developing further the strategies that suit you best
• “It’s been like a springboard to the rest of my journey, to do some

reading... ... it sure helps with the perception of managing what
we’re capable to manage on our own.” [INT 6]

The time and effort required to follow the
program and apply self-management

Mean score of the required
time item: 4.2/5 (SD 0.7)

• Objective-dependent efforts
• “I didn’t think it was very demanding, and after that, the rest is

up to you... then you do it at your own pace, so I thought it was strategies were adequate, but interviewees
highlighted the necessity to reach a certainvery appropriate.” [INT 13]
degree of readiness to change because
taking action required some investment.• Motivating and minimal effort required

• “Oh, for me, it wasn’t that much effort, no. Perhaps the first
week’s lessons were a little longer than the others that followed.
But no, it’s really not...it didn’t take me any effort, no. It was
motivating.” [INT 7]

• A little demanding yet tangible
• “I think that’s what makes it interesting. Because just reading is

okay, but afterward, when you do the exercise, you push yourself
a bit on the spot; sometimes, you don’t really feel like doing it,
but it makes it more tangible.” [INT 11]
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Integrated analysisQualitative findingsQuantitative results

Participants appreciated navigating the
program at their convenient time. It was
fun to use, and the need to scroll through
the content kept them engaged.

• Adapting use to your schedule
• “As I said, we could follow it whenever we wanted. I chose the

time of the day when I was in better shape. That was something
I thought was very nice, you know, not having to connect at a
fixed time.” [INT 15]

• Staying engaged
• “It went really well. Then, you know, you’d scroll, then you’d

click, scroll, click, so that, you know, it kept you present; you had
to be there... It’s not like a video you start and then lose focus.
That’s very interesting too.” [INT 11]

• Fun program
• “it’s super fun.” [INT 13]

Mean score of the use appre-
ciation item: 4.3/5 (SD 0.7)

The program presented well-explained,
easy to understand information.

• Very simple explanation
• “It’s very...it’s simple. It’s very well explained.” [INT 7]

Mean score of the compre-
hensibility item: 4.5/5 (SD
0.6)

All interviewees mentioned they would
recommend the program to someone in a
similar situation, reflecting satisfaction.
Participants with high expectations for
very specific problems might have been
less satisfied.

• Participants would recommend the program
• “I really enjoyed the program. I liked that there were videos, it made

it more dynamic, I thought they were well done, well constructed ...
I’d definitely recommend it.” [INT 12]

• Down-to-earth expectations, no promises
• “I thought the program was interesting... Knowing what’s in it,

I’d do it again today... In the beginning, you don’t make any
promises. In the program, it says ‘learning to live with chronic
pain’, but there’s no promise; it doesn’t say: ‘Hey, when you get
to the eighth week, you’re pain-free’.” [INT 10]

• “But I think the program doesn’t apply to me... You know, it’s
like, geez, I thought I would discover something amazing. It’s
been four years now, I’ve seen three internists, lots of doctors,
and I went to a maxillofacial specialist back in September, and
we’re trying to figure it out, but nobody knows what it is. I’m still
waiting to find out.” [INT 2]

Mean score of the satisfac-
tion item: 4.1/5 (SD 0.7)

Overall, the program was well developed
for our target users and proposed an appre-
ciated gradual approach to the application
of different strategies.

• No change required
• “Well, it went well. I liked it a lot, I really liked the way it was

put together, the way it was presented, gradually if you like. The
program is super well done, I’m going to revise it, but I wouldn’t
change a thing if you asked me if there was anything to change.”
[INT 1]

• Use of multiple media
• “I loved it because there were testimonials. It wasn’t just reading.

I put on my headphones, and I didn’t have to read. I listened. I
like to listen, and then as I filled out my sheet, I’d make notes on
the paper as I listened. Sometimes I’d take breaks, put it on pause
and come back.” [INT 9]

• Promoting access for everyone
• “God, yes, it’s acceptable, and everyone should have access to

it.” [INT 7]

Total mean score of the Ac-

ceptability eScaleb: 25.2/30
(SD 3.0)

While the web-based format did not suit
everyone, participants appreciated using
it whenever they wanted and having the
possibility to go back to previous lessons
for a refresher. Not traveling to learn self-
management strategies was a significant
advantage. Had the program been offered
through weekly classes at a specific time
and place, some participants would have
been unable to drive and attend.

Of the 15 interviewees, 10
(67%) were still accessing
the program or using the
personal plan on an occasion-
al to regular basis for >5
months after they finished it
for the first time.
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Integrated analysisQualitative findingsQuantitative results

• Web-based content accessibility
• “It helps a lot that it’s online, so you can do it when it suits you.

Because for me, if I’d had to travel, you know, appointments and
things like that, I’d have had a lot more trouble because it’s hard
for me to go on the road, whereas here, it was much more acces-
sible, which is really great.” [INT 12]

• Possible punctual use once the program is done
• “Then again, it’s not a program that once it’s done, it’s done, and

you can’t go back to it; you can go back and look. So you can
continue to use it.” [INT 10]

aINT: interviewee.
bThe Acceptability eScale has 6 items with a total score ranging from 6 to 30. Higher scores represent a high level of acceptability.

Engagement
Of the 63 participants who consented to the study, 46 (73%)
started the program, 29 (46%) finished at least 6 weeks’ lessons,
and 26 (41%) completed all the lessons (Table 5).

Participants generally followed the lessons in order. Among the
19 noncompleters who did not withdraw from the study, 10
(53%) wrote back to us after receiving the email reminder. These
participants provided personal reasons for not following the
program according to schedule, including sickness or mental

health issues among close relatives, the death of a parent, estate
management, and increased symptoms. Including participants
who withdrew from the study, 21 (33%) out of 63 participants
were not connecting weekly or stopped at some point for reasons
external to the study or the intervention. Reasons related to the
program included having already applied the proposed strategies
and having trouble connecting. Of the 63 participants, 5 (8%)
needed help logging in independently (n=3, 60% only required
information by email and n=2, 40% received phone support and
succeeded with a step-by-step explanation but did not connect
afterward).

Table 5. Participants’ weekly lessons’ level of completion (N=63).

Never initiated the lesson, n (%)Partially completed the lesson, n (%)Completed the lesson, n (%)Weekly lessons

17 (27)4 (6)42 (67)Lesson 1

20 (32)6 (10)37 (59)Lesson 2

24 (38)6 (10)33 (52)Lesson 3

28 (44)3 (5)32 (51)Lesson 4

28 (44)5 (8)30 (48)Lesson 5

31 (49)3 (5)29 (46)Lesson 6

31 (49)4 (6)28 (44)Lesson 7

33 (52)4 (6)26 (41)Lesson 8

Interviewees mentioned other factors potentially undermining
the engagement in completing the program. Interviewees
highlighted that timing and pain acceptance played an essential
role in their perseverance or lack thereof. For example,
understanding that no specific cause for her pain issue might
ever be found was a turning point in a participant’s proactivity:

When I was still at the stage where I thought we would
find a cause, it is something I really wouldn’t have
been ready to do, the program... Doing the program,
really, it sort of happened right at the time I got to
the stage of realizing: ‘Okay, now I’m going to stay
that way. What am I going to do with this?’ I felt a
lot of psychological distress. Then, looking more into
this (psychological) aspect through the program, it
was as if I needed to do this. I’m not done, but it’s
come a long way. And also, time matters; getting used
to accepting. [INT 11]

For some interviewees, occasional or regular coaching would
have been necessary to sustain motivation, answer questions,
and revise their personal plan. Of the 63 participants, 2 (3%)
mentioned their need for support and feedback:

There were ups and downs. There was no one to
answer my questions. I found that very, very hard,
especially the first few weeks. [INT 5]

I really need someone who’ll say, “Go, we’ll do this,
we’ll do that.” In writing, I’ll read, and I’ll say to
myself, “Oh my god, that’s wonderful,” but I’ll do it
2 or 3 times, and then I’ll give up... But I’ve always
been like that; I’ve always needed someone to push
me, not in everything, but especially since I’ve been
ill. [INT 9]

There are participants who related less to parts of the program
because their activity level was not adequately represented:
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We always assume that people aren’t physically active
when in pain. Or if they are, clearly, it can’t be too
much. But you know, on my part, I will get injured
before I stop [laughs]. [INT 11]

Furthermore, interviewees described factors mostly contributing
to their engagement in completing the program. They expressed
a connection to the program’s content and felt more hopeful,
supported, and less alone listening to the multiple integrated
testimonials of individuals with lived experiences applying the
strategies:

For me, it was seeing lots of testimonials from many
people ... that’s what really attracted me. To
understand it better and to see that that’s how it is:
everyone’s gone down exactly the same path I went
through, and we all arrive at the same point, not being
able to get out, not seeing anyone. It seemed like it
was just me who was going through this. So, it gave
me a boost. It also gave me a bit of confidence... I
had the impression of being accompanied. [INT 14]

Moreover, a participant living far from a major urban area
highlighted the appeal of these short videos:

Here, in my neighborhood, there’s no program like
that. I know there are places, there are meetings for
people with chronic pain to chat, have a coffee, and
things like that. We don’t have that here. I found it
fun to listen to them and know we’re not alone in this.
[INT 9]

On the one hand, interviewees thought the weekly connection
and review of personal objectives supported their motivation
and helped them stay focused:

I guess I needed to be held by the hand for a while,
and to be guided through it... There was some kind
of follow-up. So you weren’t left to your own devices
as much. [INT 12]

On the other hand, it might have been too much for some
individuals:

There were too many things. Every week there was
something to do, you know. You didn’t have time to
swallow the information and were already moving
on to other things... Maybe it would have taken a week
or two between each chapter. What made it easier
was to stop for a few weeks, then think about all the
information. [INT 5]

There is a fine line between what feels like a comprehensive
program and what feels like an overwhelming task for
unsupported participants. While most interviewees showed
interest in all the presented topics and perceived the lessons’
sequence as logical, gradual, and positive, specific strategies
within these lessons might have lacked appeal to some
participants. A suggestion was made that participants could start
with their most appealing lessons after covering the pain
education section. While we invited everyone to complete the
tasks in order, the content was freely available and one could
decide to skip parts of the program if desired.

Through the interviewee discourse, we could distinguish
microlevel engagement, including the number of lessons they
have followed, from macrolevel engagement, referring to the
depth of involvement with the behavior change process, such
as applying strategies consistently in a real-world setting [55,56].
Behavior change could be challenging, with participants facing
expectations from others and their own. However, the program
provided them with a better understanding of why it is beneficial
to do so, and some participants made it a priority. Getting into
the habit of doing something sometimes required broader or
prior changes such as setting boundaries with the extended
family. The notion of beginning with the easiest tasks was
mentioned to underscore the initial challenge of implementing
a strategy. Interviewees described the integration of certain
habits into their routine as gradual, sometimes evolving over
several months, without the participants realizing it. Over 5
months after finishing the program, interviewees described what
they continued to apply and how some strategies became part
of their routine:

Over the weeks, I really selected what had a positive
impact on me. Then I do it regularly, almost every
day. I’m into meditation, cardiac coherence,
managing energy, stretching, and the gratitude
journal. The other things, I can’t think of anything
else I could do more. [INT 6]

I still do so to this day, which is unusual for me. So,
I thought it was really, really good... I’m more active
now too, I do my exercises almost daily. I used to say
to myself, “It’s no use, I won’t be able to do it. I don’t
have the energy. I’m in pain. I’m out of shape.” Now
I say, “Look, do it, even if it’s just two minutes today,
it’ll at least be two minutes, you’ll have done it.”[INT
12]

Preliminary Effects Outcomes
We observed an indication of improvements over time in
self-efficacy, pain interference, depression, and pain
catastrophizing between baseline and postintervention (Table
6). The results of the linear model corrected for the individual
(treatment effects) are presented in Table 7. In addition, 24
(56%) out of 43 participants reported some level of improvement
on the Patient Global Impression of Change Scale after the
intervention.

From a qualitative perspective, 14 (93%) out of 15 interviewees
reported a different set of effects 5 to 7 months later. These
effects included, among others, shorter and less frequent pain
attacks, better management of pain, higher sense of control, less
comparison with life before pain, improved psychological state,
more patience, less frustration and irritability, forgiveness
toward oneself, higher activity level, more self-care, and
increased social life.

In Table 7, we have presented the integrated results of the
quantitative and qualitative phases, with the overarching theme
that the various effects observed were potentially influenced by
macrolevel engagements.

The effects of the lifelong task of self-management might
become noticeable over time. A participant mentioned
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recognizing these effects several months after completing the
program:

While I was going through (the program), well, you
know, it was okay. In my case, it’s really like it slowly

permeated me, but in a positive way, I mean. [INT
11]

Therefore, conducting the interviews 5 to 7 months after
program completion was deemed appropriate.

Table 6. Mean scores for outcome measures at baseline, postintervention, and 3-month follow-up.

3-month follow-up
(n=34), mean (SD)

Postintervention (n=43), mean
(SD)

Baseline (N=63),
mean (SD)

Subscale or constructMeasure

32.5 (12.4)32.4 (13.3)26.9 (13.8)Self-efficacyPain Self-Efficacy Questionnairea

5.0 (1.6)4.8 (1.5)5.5 (1.6)Pain intensityBrief Pain Inventory

4.7 (1.9)4.4 (2.0)5.7 (2.0)InterferenceBrief Pain Inventory

8.2 (4.0)8.4 (4.2)9.0 (4.4)AnxietyHospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale

7.5 (3.8)7.2 (3.9)8.5 (4.0)DepressionHospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale

20.5 (13.2)20.1 (12.2)25.3 (10.9)CatastrophizingPain Catastrophizing Scale

aA higher score in the Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire indicates a high level of self-efficacy.
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Table 7. Joint display of participants’ perceptions of the Agir pour moi (APM) program’s effects.

Integrated analysisQualitative findingsQuantitative results

Participants’ belief in their capacity to do
certain things to achieve their goal increased.

•• Better self-efficacyPain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire:
the scores increased by 3.06
points on average after interven-

• “I’m less inclined to compare myself with my pre-
vious life. I see more of what I’m capable of doing
today with the abilities I have. That’s the main thing,tion (95% CI 1.26 to 4.85),

I think.” [INTa 12]P=.002.
• No effects were detected when

examining postintervention and
• “Even though I’ve seen specialists who gave me

medication, in the end, I think I got better by doing
follow-up metrics. this on my own and saying to myself, Okay, I’m

basically taking charge... I feel like I can control my
pain peaks a bit more, and I know why I will have
them.” [INT 4]

• “Let’s just say I’ve relearned how to gain confidence
in myself and then say you’re capable, go ahead, go
take a walk, you can do it.” [INT 8]

There were improvements for some intervie-
wees and no improvements for others. While

•• No trend in pain intensity changesBPIb pain intensity subscale
scores decreased by 0.32 points • “I can say that my pain is less present and that it’s

not all I think about anymore. So yes, for my pain, not measured with the BPI subscale, the fre-on average after intervention
quency of pain crises decreased in some par-it helped a lot.” [INT 5](95% CI –0.55 to –0.10), P=.007.
ticipants. However, as mentioned straightfor-• “It’s just that instead of being in pain for nine hours

at a time, well, not only have I hardly had any at-
• No effects were detected when

examining postintervention and wardly at the beginning of the APM, pain
reduction is not the main objective of a self-
management program.

tacks for six, seven months, but when it happens,
well the two times it happened, it lasted two, three
hours or so, then it’s stopped really suddenly, instead

follow-up metrics.

of lasting a whole night. So I tell you, it’s not so
bad.” [INT 14]

• “But the pain remains the same. Sometimes when
I’m doing your stuff, I’ve managed to get away for
half an hour or an hour, but it comes right back.”
[INT 3]

• “I’ve done things, like mediation and all that, but it
doesn’t work.” [INT 2]

Reducing pain interference translates into a
gain in energy, a more stable ability to per-

•• Less interferenceBPI pain interference subscale:
scores decreased by 0.78 points • “I realize that the energy is coming back a little. It’s

coming back. It’s not a complete crash like it used form tasks, a new capacity to do movements,
increased social activities, and better sleep.

on average after intervention
(95% CI –1.19 to –0.37), P=.001. to be for me, and then I’d take a week to recover

because I’d gone over the edge. Now, I don’t do• No effects were detected when
examining postintervention and that anymore ... And in the end, I do a lot more than

I used to do that way.” [INT 12]follow-up metrics.
• “You know, I was more or less able to do some

movements, some I couldn’t do at all anymore.
There are some that I’ve gradually managed to re-
cover a little, it’s not to the maximum here, but ...
like putting on my shoes.” [INT 15]

• “Well, I fall asleep faster when I do these exercises.
Because I always try to go to bed at the same time,
and sometimes sleep doesn’t come. So I tell myself
I’m going to bed anyway and do some breathing
exercises. Then I fall asleep, which doesn’t take
long.” [INT 15]
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Integrated analysisQualitative findingsQuantitative results

Most interviewees did not explicitly talk
about depression but many reported being in
a better mood, being less frustrated, and being
less irritable.

• Positive change in depressive state
• “It had been seven years since I’d stopped putting

any effort into it and let myself fall, so it...no, no, it
whipped me, and then I seemed to become a bit like
myself again. I was letting myself go, then it was
like: okay, go, I’ve been sinking for seven years,
and now it’s time to get back on. It gave me a good
boost. ... My mood has changed. I seem to be less,
sorry about my French, but I’m less (swear) angry
all day long.” [INT 14]

• Better mood
• “how can I put it, patience, my patience came back,

better than when I couldn’t do my things. Yes, yes,
that, I’ve made some gains.” [INT 15]

• “It’s also psychological, you know, like being less
on edge in my head, I was a lot like (swears), I can’t
do this anymore, I can’t. So I’m in a better mood
with the kids. ... It also has a lot to do with irritabil-
ity, because you know when you’re in pain, you’re
always irritable, so if I’m in less pain, I’m less irri-
table, and I’m more likely to want to go outside with
them.” [INT 11]

• HADSc depression subscale:
scores decreased by 0.73 points
after intervention (95% CI –1.21
to –0.25), P=.005.

• No effects were detected when
examining postintervention and
follow-up metrics.

Following the program does not appear to
impact the anxiety state. Only 1 interviewee
briefly mentioned a decrease.

• Anxiety
• “it’s really taken my anxiety level about it down a

notch.” [INT 11]

• HADS anxiety subscale: nonsignif-
icant score decrease of 0.37 points
after intervention (95% CI –0.85
to 0.12), P=.14.

• No effects were detected when
examining postintervention and
follow-up metrics.

The testimonials and theoretical content
helped normalize some participants’ catas-
trophic thoughts and guide them in con-
fronting those and adopting more adapted
views. Following the program can reduce
catastrophizing.

• Less panic
• “For me, what was a real game changer ... was also

realizing that most people in this condition tend to
have the same thoughts; thinking, for example, that
there’s something perhaps serious hidden behind it,
thinking that it will never stop, that you could die
from it, and all that. It was good for me, because
these are patterns I really have. Then, I thought of
myself more like a normal person. ... The panic I
used to feel about my pain has almost completely
disappeared, and I realize how much I can change
my situation myself.” [INT 11]

• Pain Catastrophizing Scale: scores
decreased by 2.83 points after in-
tervention (95% CI –4.35 to
–1.30), P=.001.

• No effects were detected when
examining postintervention and
follow-up metrics.

aINT: interviewee.
bBPI: Brief Pain Inventory.
cHADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper described a pilot, mixed methods study assessing
feasibility and acceptability and exploring the preliminary
outcomes of a new self-directed, web-based program for chronic
pain among adults awaiting superspecialized services.
Collaborating with patient partners experiencing diverse types
of pain was a key strategy enabling us to align the program
closely with the varied needs and expectations of our
wide-ranging audience. We opted for a simple yet attractive
layout, providing clear instructions and features to aid those
with attention and concentration challenges.

Feasibility, Acceptability, and Engagement
Chronic noncancer pain affects individuals in different ways
and to different degrees. Those awaiting tertiary services in
Canada experience severe impairments and present with a poor
biopsychosocial profile [2]. To specifically recruit these
individuals who are not yet patients at the center of expertise
in chronic pain management, we could not directly reach out
to them. The hospital’s archives had to send them invitation
letters. Estimating the response rate in such a specialized context
proved challenging because we lacked a benchmark for our
expectations. However, a study by Thiblin et al [57], which
involved a comparable internet-administered, CBT-based
self-help intervention, achieved an 11% enrollment rate by
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sending out 509 invitation letters. Considering the documented
high dropout rates in similar trials [19,58], we anticipated that
500 invitations would suffice to ensure a minimum of 30
participants responding to questionnaires at all 3 time points.
Our enrollment rate for a 3-month recruitment period was similar
to or better than those of studies recruiting in tertiary pain
treatment facilities [59,60]. The consent rate among potentially
eligible adults was acceptable. However, because 4 (6%) out
of 63 participants exited the study for surgery purposes and 3
(5%) others for significant changes in their medication, we
might need to reconsider how we address these eligibility criteria
during the phone interview. Furthermore, considering there are
between 1000 and 1500 individuals awaiting services from the
center of expertise and that they all would not meet our
eligibility criteria, our response rate, although similar to those
observed in other studies, would require conducting a future
full trial across multiple centers.

Our study yielded comparable data collection results to other
web-based intervention pilot trials with approximately 50%
(35/63) of response at 3-month follow-up [61,62]. While studies
with higher financial incentives (US $25-$80 per assessment)
during visit assessments or initial motivational interviews had
better response rates [60,63-66], we purposefully chose to stay
as close as possible to real life where no incentives are offered.
We received no negative feedback on the number or length of
questionnaires. However, sending email reminders to
participants who did not log in or complete the questionnaires
at the appropriate time was suboptimal. Making phone calls in
addition to email reminders might have provided us with reasons
for disengagement and ensured participants received the
reminders.

Some interviewees highlighted that the log-in process was not
intuitive, leading us to consider modifying this aspect before
conducting a full trial. The log-in was essential to the research
project but is not part of APM itself and will not apply in real
life. Once logged in, accessing APM at their most convenient
time and place was a significant asset for our participants,
consistent with patients’ preferences [21].

APM’s codevelopment with health care professionals and people
with lived experience of chronic pain allowed a tailored
approach to this population’s needs and preferences in a
web-based self-management program [32]. The interviewees’
description of APM aligned with the acceptability score as a
globally acceptable, easy-to-use, and engaging program. We
based our 24 (80%) out of 30 threshold score for the
Acceptability eScale based on the study by Tariman et al [38],
suggesting that 80% of the highest possible summary score
indicates good program acceptability. However, a score <24
would not automatically deem the program unacceptable. We
must examine individual item scores to assess specific program
weaknesses. All items scored ≥4 (≥80%) out of 5, as show in
Table 4, indicating no significant flaws requiring major
modifications. Minor improvements we could make include
adding testimonials from highly active individuals with chronic
pain who learned to pace themselves and mentioning that lessons
are preferably followed in order but can also be explored based
on personal preferences after completing week 1. APM

effectively promoted behavioral change, guided participants in
taking action, and served as a reference in the longer term.

While participants’ weekly lessons’ level of completion was
lower than anticipated, it was consistent with what had been
observed in other feasibility and pilot studies [62,67-69] and
could be explained mainly by reasons external to the study. Our
qualitative results alleviated concerns about potential flaws and
did not point toward questioning the participant’s appeal to the
program. Overall, we are confident that the program and trial
procedures are both feasible and acceptable.

Preliminary Effects
We explored pre- and postintervention effects as preliminary
indications of potential changes in self-efficacy, pain intensity
and interference, anxiety, depression, and catastrophizing.
Findings yielded relevant results, but these should be interpreted
cautiously.

Nevertheless, the qualitative interviews pointed in the same
direction as our preliminary quantitative findings. Furthermore,
these aligned with the results of a meta-analysis suggesting that
following internet-delivered, CBT-centered interventions for
chronic pain can lead to small significant improvements in pain
interference and intensity, depression, anxiety, self-efficacy,
and catastrophizing, with greater treatment effects in anxiety,
pain interference, and intensity in guided compared to unguided
interventions [34]. Therefore, depending on their perceived
importance of change and self-efficacy, individuals with chronic
pain may require additional support in reaching readiness to
make sustainable changes.

Because we still did not know precisely what clinical,
intervention, and study characteristics positively impacted the
effects of unguided CBT-based self-management programs for
chronic pain, APM offered several self-management strategies
[70]. However, we did not expect participants to implement all
of them once they completed the program. Participants used
this program as a toolbox, as mentioned by an interviewee.

No adverse events were reported throughout the course of this
study.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, we cannot make definitive
statements regarding APM’s effects without an appropriate
control group, randomization process, and sample size. Indeed,
we neither designed nor appropriately powered this feasibility
trial to test a specific hypothesis [36]. Furthermore, while the
participants presented various pain conditions, most of the
female participants were White, as this is the case in similar
trials [18,71,72], and were all attached to a single center.
Recruitment strategies of a future randomized controlled trial
should focus on attracting a broader representation of individuals
with chronic pain in terms of gender, ethnicity, and health care
institutions. In Quebec City, where our study was conducted,
<10% of the population identified as members of a visible
minority group in 2021. Expanding our research to cities with
greater ethnic diversity could enhance our sociodemographic
data and improve the relevance of our findings. Shifting to
web-based recruitment methods might allow us to create tailored
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invitation messages for specific demographic groups, using a
casual design and images, instead of overwhelming potential
participants with excessive written information. In our feasibility
study, we had to use standardized letters to recruit participants
from the waitlist of the center of expertise in chronic pain
management. We acknowledge the need to adopt more flexible
parameters for future large-scale studies. Furthermore, we might
adjust our eligibility criterion, not limiting participation to those
awaiting specialized services. This broader criterion could yield
a more diverse sample, aligning with our aim to reach a wider
demographic. However, we are mindful of the potential impacts
on adherence and user satisfaction this broader criterion might
pose. Nevertheless, these adjustments reflect our dedication to
conducting a comprehensive and inclusive trial, ultimately
contributing to a more nuanced understanding of chronic pain
management. This may lead us to unforeseen modifications in
our program.

Despite widespread internet access in Canada, disparities in
internet speed, affordability, and digital literacy persist. APM,
being exclusively web-based, poses a limitation in reaching
individuals from remote regions and Indigenous communities
as well as those in low-income households, older adults, and
individuals with disabilities. These groups are disproportionately
affected by the digital divide in Canada, making it challenging
for them to access our program.

Future Direction
This study provides an initial understanding of APM’s potential
benefits for this group of individuals with chronic pain awaiting
specialized services. Through the interviews, we acknowledged
we had not captured the effects on the temporal aspect of pain,
such as shorter and less frequent pain attacks, which were crucial

for some participants. Therefore, we could consider adding
measures capturing these aspects in a future trial.

Developing a web- and evidence-based, patient-centered,
free-of-charge, user-friendly, and French self-management
program for chronic noncancer pain represents a potential
response to the clearly expressed needs of individuals with this
condition. Although the literature increasingly emphasizes the
importance of personalization in eHealth, our limited financial
resources hindered us from incorporating advanced features.
We deliberately chose to focus on fundamental aspects and
prioritize what we could offer and support in the long term,
establishing the groundwork for a web-based program that could
potentially evolve. As a result, the current version did not
include personalized features, but it was still perceived as usable
and useful. It will be essential to document how the program’s
implementation makes it possible to respond quickly and more
equitably to some of the needs of patients waiting for services
or who live far from large centers. APM is currently being used
without restrictions in other French-speaking regions and
countries. Anyone can use it freely, but a potential hurdle faced
when using it abroad pertains to adapting to the accents in
testimonial videos and Quebec-specific expressions.

Conclusions
The study findings provided preliminary evidence that the APM
program and research methods were both feasible, as suggested
by perceived acceptability and engagement. Furthermore, it
provided preliminary indications of potential improvements in
self-efficacy, pain intensity, interference, depression, and
catastrophizing. The study yielded essential results to undertake
a future complete trial.
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Abstract

Background: Care partners of people with serious illness experience significant challenges and unmet needs during the patient’s
treatment period and after their death. Learning from others with shared experiences can be valuable, but opportunities are not
consistently available.

Objective: This study aims to design and prototype a regional, facilitated, and web-based peer support network to help active
and bereaved care partners of persons with serious illness be better prepared to cope with the surprises that arise during serious
illness and in bereavement.

Methods: An 18-member co-design team included active care partners and those in bereavement, people who had experienced
serious illness, regional health care and support partners, and clinicians. It was guided by facilitators and peer network subject-matter
experts. We conducted design exercises to identify the functions and specifications of a peer support network. Co-design members
independently prioritized network specifications, which were incorporated into an early iteration of the web-based network.

Results: The team prioritized two functions: (1) connecting care partners to information and (2) facilitating emotional support.
The design process generated 24 potential network specifications to support these functions. The highest priorities included
providing a supportive and respectful community; connecting people to trusted resources; reducing barriers to asking for help;
and providing frequently asked questions and responses. The network platform had to be simple and intuitive, provide technical
support for users, protect member privacy, provide publicly available information and a private discussion forum, and be easily
accessible. It was feasible to enroll members in the ConnectShareCare web-based network over a 3-month period.
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Conclusions: A co-design process supported the identification of critical features of a peer support network for care partners
of people with serious illnesses in a rural setting, as well as initial testing and use. Further testing is underway to assess the
long-term viability and impact of the network.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53194)   doi:10.2196/53194

KEYWORDS

human-centered design; caregivers; care partners; serious illness; peer support; online support network; virtual network; online
network; caregiver; unmet need; unmet needs; active care; bereaved care; bereavement; clinician; clinicians; function; functions;
specification; information; emotional support; technical support; privacy protection; rural; viability; impact; engineering design;
care provider; care providers; mortality; quality of life; tertiary care; caregiving

Introduction

Care partners of people with serious illnesses are often
overlooked and poorly understood by health care professionals,
lack support and educational resources, and are likely to
experience significant challenges and unmet needs [1,2]. For
many, the work of caring for a person with a serious illness can
bring deep satisfaction and can also be challenging [3]. Care
partners experience burdens in every area of their
lives—emotional, physical, social, spiritual, and financial
[2,4,5]. The death of someone with a serious illness (as well as
the events leading up to it) also brings hardship, including stress
related to loneliness, grief, trauma, role recognition, and
self-identity [6-9]. Social isolation and grief are strongly
correlated with subsequent depression and related symptoms
in bereaved spouses, including sadness, appetite loss, and lower
quality of life [5,10]. Bereaved care partners may also face
challenges navigating household, financial, social planning, and
legal affairs, as well as reintegrating into their local community
[11] and accessing available resources. Addressing care partner
needs has become a pressing health, economic, and social
imperative [12].

Increasingly, care partners are joining online peer support
networks to obtain emotional support, access information, and
connect and share with others in similar circumstances [13-17].
While people often prefer connecting with health professionals
for medical information, they prefer connections with peers
over professionals for accessing emotional support or practical
advice [18]. In the case of serious illness, when patients may
not be well enough to use online peer support networks
themselves, care partners are more likely to participate [19].

Previous research has demonstrated a number of variables that
contribute to an online peer support network’s success or failure
[20-22]. Communities that have a clear, defined purpose; foster
a strong sense of community; and have a high level of activity
are more likely to be successful [20]. Additionally, sustained
organizational and financial support for maintaining an online
community from inception to maturity is essential, including
support for a community manager who sets the tone for the
community, creates content, conducts outreach, and fosters a
sense of community [20,23]. Successful online networks also
harness the interests and abilities of their users to strengthen
the community. Networks with more active users are generally
more successful [21] because they maintain a critical mass to
allow for diversity in experiences and individual attributes,

allowing for the natural formation of relationships and answering
questions.

Evidence on the impact of online peer support networks for care
partners is promising [14,24-26]. For care partners of people
with cancer, studies show evidence of decreased care partner
emotional distress [27], negative mood [28,29], and sense of
burden [29], as well as increases in quality of life and
self-efficacy [27]. For care partners of people with dementia,
online networks can lead to improvement in self-efficacy [30],
decision-making confidence [31], and care partner and patient
relationship quality [32]. Care partners also benefit from being
able to freely express their sentiments and provide mutual
support in a dedicated digital space apart from their loved ones
[33,34]. Even people who observe network activity without
participating report that reading about the experiences of others
is empowering and informative [35,36]. Online networks offer
certain advantages: 24/7 home access, flexibility
(communication is often asynchronous), anonymity, and a wide
range of expertise and experience not limited by geography
[37-39].

Online peer support networks for care partners often target
specific health conditions (eg, breast cancer and Alzheimer
dementia) or stages of caregiving (treatment vs bereavement),
but infrequently support care partners of people with diverse
conditions or the transition between stages of caregiving. They
may also fail to provide active facilitation and moderation;
identify and vet regional resources and support from local peers;
or provide the possibility of meeting in person. A co-design
process can elicit those factors that matter most to the people
for whom the network is intended to serve and ensure the
successful adoption of the proposed solution [40].

The objective of this paper is to describe a co-design process
and the resulting key functions and specifications for a regional,
facilitated, and web-based peer support network that can meet
the needs of active and bereaved care partners of persons with
serious illnesses.

Methods

Overview
We applied a co-design framework (Figure 1 [41,42]), which
combines human-centered design [43] and engineering design
[44,45] processes, to create the specifications for a regional,
facilitated, and web-based peer support network. The framework
includes 4 stages: defining the problem, understanding the
context for use, developing and building consensus around
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functions and specifications that fulfill identified needs, and establishing and pilot-testing design specifications.

Figure 1. Co-design framework (reproduced from The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy & Clinical Practice, which is published under Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License). HIT: health information technology.

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the Dartmouth College institutional
review board (#2000907).

A waiver of written informed consent was used for the surveys,
as the only link to the survey respondent would have been the
written informed consent document. No identifiable information
was collected and individuals were not paid for participating in
human subjects research.

Target Population
The target population, hereafter referred to as end users, was
defined as care partners (ie, informal caregivers or family
members) supporting or providing care to adults (aged 18 years
or older) with a serious illness and those who have experienced
the loss of someone to a serious illness. The term care partner
was chosen by the co-design team to reflect their role and
relationship in partnering with a person with a serious illness.
Serious illness has been defined as one that carries a high risk
of mortality and either negatively impacts a person’s daily
function or quality of life, or excessively strains their care
partners [46]. Care partners include relatives, spouses or
partners, friends, neighbors, or others who have a significant
personal relationship with, and who provide a broad range of
assistance to, a person with a serious illness. We focused on
care partners living in New Hampshire and Vermont, the
catchment area for Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center.

Participants
We formed an 18-member team to co-design the network. The
team included 2 active and bereaved care partners of people
with serious illness, 4 adults with serious illness, 6
interdisciplinary palliative care clinical team members, and 6
support service staff. Care partners and people with serious
illnesses were recruited by our clinical team partners. Clinical
team members were affiliated with Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center, a rural tertiary care academic medical center
in New Hampshire. Facilitation of the co-design process was
led by researchers with expertise in co-design, evaluation, and
quality improvement (EAO and ADVC). The design process
was informed by consultation with an expert in human-centered
design (EK) and a systems engineer (ISK). To ensure our design

aligned with best practices, we consulted with external advisors
with expertise in facilitated support networks (DG and CY),
met with regional health care and support partners, and obtained
input from an external advisory committee with expertise in
scaling innovations, business, and serious illness.

The co-design team met twice a month for 8 months (April to
November 2019) to identify and prioritize the functions and
specifications of the network and met monthly for 6 months
(December 2019 to May 2020) to test prototypes.

Defining the Problem and Understanding Context for
Use
We conducted human-centered design exercises [43] to elicit
community needs and assets, define the problem, and understand
the context for use. We drew upon stories of serious illnesses
shared by care partners to identify needs arising from lived
experiences. Design facilitators shadowed [43] outpatient
palliative care visits and attended interdisciplinary palliative
care team meetings to further understand the context of use;
services provided by the care team; and the daily lives of people
with serious illness, their care partners, and clinicians [47]. We
developed empathy maps [43] to reflect and articulate what end
users hear, see, say, do, think, and feel, and to identify points
of pain and gain. We used a visual thinking exercise [48] to
sketch ideas for an ideal support network (example, Figure 2).
Design exercises were reviewed during design sessions to
discuss critical functions and important features that fulfill and
support these functions.

We supplemented design activities with surveys of potential
end users. Between December 2018 and April 2019, we
collected 28 surveys from a convenience sample of active care
partners presenting at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
outpatient palliative care clinic and 21 surveys from a
convenience sample of bereaved care partners affiliated with
the clinic or regional health organizations (eg, hospice) to elicit
information on the challenges, needs, and desire for peer
connection among active and bereaved care partners (surveys
are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1). We used descriptive
statistics to summarize categorical data, and thematic analyses
to identify themes from open-ended questions.
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Figure 2. Sketch of a serious illness community network, created by a co-design team member.

Building Design Consensus
We collated, organized, and systematically described the
identified needs into a hierarchical list. We converted the
highest-level needs into functions for the network to achieve.
At the highest level, for example, “care partner need for
information” was converted to “connecting care partners to
information” and “care partner need for emotional support” was
converted to “facilitating emotional support.” We identified
potential specifications associated with each function of the
network.

Co-design team members independently rated the importance
of each specification using a five-item prioritization scale: (5)
must have, (4) high importance (feasible without), (3) should
have (very important), (2) could have (consideration), and (1)
desirable (will not have at this time) [49]. Team members were
provided an opportunity to describe their understanding and
thought process for preference identification as a group. Scores
were weighted and averaged by respondent type to ensure that
patients and care partners, clinicians, and support service staff
had equal participation weight (eg, scores from 6 clinicians were
averaged to create 1 clinician average).

Pilot-Testing Design Specifications
We tested a series of prototypes to identify the importance of
different network components. These included storytelling
exercises, face-to-face group conversations, one-to-one matching
of care partners, group videoconferencing, an online discussion
forum, and a “Caregiver Day” event at the health center.
Summaries are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

After finalizing design functions and specifications, we
identified potential vendors to host the network by conducting
an environmental scan of web-based networks focused on people
with serious illnesses and care partners and mapping desired
design specifications to vendor capabilities. Four vendors
provided demonstrations of their platforms between April and

May 2020. Vendor selection was driven by the vendor’s ability
to provide the prioritized functions and specifications, the cost
to build and maintain the network, and being a US-based
company. Following vendor selection, the web-based network
platform was customized by the design team to deliver upon
design functions and specifications.

User acceptance testing was conducted between April and July
2021. Four care partners and 2 people who previously had a
serious illness were invited to register as founding members of
the network in April. These founding members were encouraged
to invite care partners they knew into the web-based community
to test the feasibility of enrolling members. Three clinical
champions (physicians and social workers), a chaplain, and a
staff member who manages complementary care programs
referred care partners to the network. The research team met
weekly with the vendor during the user acceptance testing period
to resolve issues. The web-based platform remained available
for registered members to use while issues were addressed. The
network moderator met monthly with the design team to plan
future improvements using a quality improvement framework
[50].

Results

Problem Definition
The co-design process led to clarity around the objective of the
network: to help care partners cope with the surprises that arise
during serious illness and bereavement. The network, named
“ConnectShareCare,” was intended to supplement existing
services, to be provided outside of clinical encounters with the
health care system or regional professional support and service
organizations, and to tap into the wisdom of those with lived
experiences.

If successful, the design team anticipated that the network would
benefit 4 groups, as outlined in Table 1.
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Table 1. Anticipated impact of ConnectShareCare.

Anticipated objectivesAudience

Care partners • Improve access to information that can guide decision-making
• Improve sense of empowerment in making decisions and providing support
• Decrease sense of distress and social isolation

Community partners • Improve understanding of needs and gaps in service
• Provide a system to share assets or resources

Clinicians or health care system • Address gaps in services that are not currently met
• Improve availability to see patients who seek services
• Improve efficiency of health care encounters

Quality improvement leaders and researchers • Improve understanding of the needs of care partners
• Align services with care partners and community needs
• Demonstrate a positive impact of the network over time

Context for Use and Lived Experiences
Our co-design process identified that active and bereaved care
partners have different needs but have common interests in
sharing information and providing or receiving support. Active
care partners who completed an assessment survey were most
challenged by emotional difficulties (eg, worry, uncertainty, or
lack of control; 12/28, 43%), providing care and emotional
support (7/28, 25%), and practical matters (6/28, 21%).
Bereaved care partners were most challenged by loneliness
(10/21, 48%), managing grief and emotional difficulties (6/21,
29%), and managing practical matters (5/21, 24%). Active care
partners were most helped by support from friends, family, or
other social connections (12/28, 43%), as well as by medical
professionals (9/28, 32%), while bereaved care partners were
most helped by support from friends, family, or other social
connections (16/21, 76%) and by developing self-care strategies
that led to personal resilience and growth (12/21, 57%).

Most active (18/27, 67%) and bereaved (18/21, 86%) care
partners were interested in 1 or more forms of connecting with
other people who have shared a similar care experience. Both
active and bereaved care partners anticipated that a network
could provide support, knowledge, and resources but anticipated
challenges associated with time to participate and with forming
personal connections.

The series of human-centered design exercises and interviews
led to additional insights. First, active and bereaved care partners
may benefit from connecting and sharing information with each
other. Peer-generated information from care partners who have
shared a similar experience feels more authentic, detailed, and
actionable. Second, care partners wished to belong to a local
support community that was connected through geographic
proximity and could provide recommendations for local

resources. Third, a web-based network enables care partners to
access information at any place or time, allows anonymity,
improves access for people who are home-bound or grieving,
and may reach an increased number of care partners. Fourth,
trained staff who can moderate, promote, and manage the
web-based community and volunteers who can recruit and
engage users are important. Paid or volunteer moderators can
play an important role in listening, making connections, and
highlighting information, services, and programs. Fifth, a
web-based network would benefit from supplemental
opportunities for the community to meet face-to-face or through
digital programming.

The design process also identified several potential risks and
possible mitigation strategies. First, there was a risk of causing
harm to vulnerable end users if the design failed to provide a
safe and supportive environment, protect the privacy of sensitive
information, or enact acceptable data ownership guidelines.
Second, there was a risk associated with the usability of the
network among end users who were less facile with web-based
services. Third, there was a risk associated with the inability to
form a personal connection with peers through a web-based
network. Other potential risks included those associated with
competition from other networks, inaccurate content or
information, and care partners having minimal time to participate
in a web-based support network due to other responsibilities.

Build Design Consensus
Two primary functions emerged from the design activities: to
support care partners in (1) providing each other with emotional
support and (2) exchanging helpful information and resources.
We developed specifications related to these functions (Table
2), as well as the form of the network, including the user
interface, data and security, and other considerations (Table 3).
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Table 2. Prioritization ranking of design specifications associated with network functions (weighted average scores across patients and families [n=5];
clinicians [n=4]; clinical support service providers [n=5]; and network advisors [n=2]).

RankingaNetwork functions and prioritization ranking of associated design specifications

Function 1: provide each other with emotional support

Must have

5.00• Provide a supportive and respectful space
• Ability for established “Guidelines and Ground Rules” to be clearly visible to users
• Ability to protect individual identity (opt-out options for sharing personal information; opportunity to keep

geographic location private)
• Allows moderator functionality for policing interactions and blocking users if necessary

Should have (very important)

3.27• Incorporate and help facilitate, one-to-one connections
• Ability to locate “true peer” (similar users) through the platform via matching on similar life circumstances

(through backend algorithm or user profile details: type of loss, disease, time caregiving, or time since loss)
• Allow for private one-to-one messaging to facilitate a more personal connection, not monitored by an external

entity

3.00• Includes opportunity for storytelling based on personal user content or experience

3.00• Provides an opportunity to share solutions

Could have (consideration)

2.88• Differentiate between whether people want to feel heard or want to hear solutions
• Ability for users to designate whether they are looking to hear solutions or feedback or simply share

Function 2: exchange helpful information and resources

Must have

4.56• Provide connections to trusted and curated local, national, and international resources
• Ability to host webinars in order to share educational content
• Ability for newsfeed or wall that features newly published content
• Provide document or resource repository related to user needs
• Ability to highlight and share local events via calendar, bulletin board, or other
• Robust search function available to find targeted resources within the platform

High importance (feasible without)

3.88• Reduce the difficulty of asking for help by normalizing needing help
• Ability to add a button in various locations that asks “Having a hard time asking for help?” and that opens

a new page that contains tips or guidelines on how to ask for help and what to expect when asking for help

3.76• Provide frequently asked questions list and answers
• Site provides a list, or ability to create a list, of the most popular or frequently asked questions and answers

(eg, “How do I cope with stress?”)

Should have (very important)

3.47• Ability to identify most common needs
• Ability to organize conversations around themes (or topics) and make it easy for someone with a specific

question, topic, or theme to locate information pertaining to it
• Ability to “like,” (showing interest, support) posts, topics, or comments so that users can see which posts

are popular and most useful
• Ability to follow a discussion thread, topic, etc. Once a user has “followed” something or someone, they

can receive a notification when there is new content posted
• Ability to bookmark posts (to save content) that users would like to revisit

3.38• Ability to be supported by local or regional expert moderator (community manager)
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RankingaNetwork functions and prioritization ranking of associated design specifications

3.06• Include the ability to publish videos related to the content of the network
• Allow users to record and post videos instantly (personal and other)

aPrioritization ranking: (5) must have, (4) high priority (feasible without), (3) very important (should have), (2) consideration (could have), (1) desirable
(will not have at this time).
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Table 3. Prioritization ranking of the form of the network: user interface, data and security, and other considerations (weighted average scores across
patients and families [n=5]; clinicians [n=4]; clinical support service providers [n=5]; and network advisors [n=2]).

RankingaForm of the network and its prioritization ranking

User interface

Must have

5.00• Simple or intuitive interface
• Provide support, guidance, and assistance with how to navigate and use platform (ideal: offer video tutorials)
• Passes Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG). Example: large font
• Ability to easily identify new content (since user’s last login)

5.00• Provides IT technical support (for members)

4.53• Easy access to support user engagement
• Smooth and simple login process
• Optimized for mobile device
• Real-time information and comments available and accessible (not prescreened by community moderator)

High importance (feasible without)

4.00• Aesthetically refined
• Pleasing to the eye, organized, and appropriate imagery
• Symmetrical and aligned (looks modern)

4.00• Appropriate use of pop-ups and other interactive elements

3.76• Does not allow advertising
• Does not have advertisements on the platform itself
• Does not send any unsolicited promotional emails related to the platform or other

Data and security

Must have

5.00• Secure platform or user privacy protected (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA] com-
pliant)

5.00• Public forum for information and resources, but opportunities for private discussion forums

Should have (very important)

3.47• Data are owned by the co-design team’s institution (not the vendor)
• Establish terms and conditions for how information or data will be accessed, stored, and used
• No selling of data to for-profit or not-for-profit entities (pharmaceuticals or other) for financial gains

3.00• Data access and analysis
• Provides actionable metrics related to user activity and engagement (including IP address)
• Data analysis capabilities available within local database
• Create an extract of selected data
• Ability to survey users

Other considerations

High importance (feasible without)

4.00• Health-focused support network
• Network software is targeted to health-focused communities, has features and functions relevant to health,

self-management, etc (eg, health needs assessment) and has experience working in peer-to-peer health care

4.00• Sustainability (retaining users)
• Provides facilitation and network growth support (through designated pump primers, marketing, etc)
• Opportunity to offer member incentives (through badges, quality improvement initiatives: creating educa-

tional material, etc)
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RankingaForm of the network and its prioritization ranking

4.00• Scalability
• Interactive and responsive; ability to customize and add measures and functionality over time

aPrioritization ranking: (5) must have, (4) high priority (feasible without), (3) very important (should have), (2) consideration (could have), (1) desirable
(will not have at this time).

The most highly prioritized specifications to support each
function (Table 2) included providing a supportive and
respectful space; providing connections to trusted and curated
local, national, and international resources; reducing the
difficulty of asking for help by normalizing needing help; and
providing curated resources to address the most common
concerns (eg, easy access to frequently asked questions and
answers).

The user interface (Table 3) must be simple and intuitive,
provide technical support for users, and be easy to access. It
was highly important for the user interface to be aesthetically
refined, include appropriate use of interactive elements, and not
allow external advertising. The platform must be secure and
protect user privacy. It must be available as a public forum for
information but also allow participants to communicate via
discussions not visible to others outside of the network. Other
highly important considerations included hosting by a vendor
with experience in providing health-focused networks and
providing features that support sustainability and scalability
(such as member incentives and the ability to customize or add
functionality over time).

Pilot Test Design Specifications
Following the vendor selection process, we worked with
CareHubs, an online health network vendor, to build the
ConnectShareCare network. The network included (1) a single
support community for active and bereaved care partners; (2)
a short list of curated resources based on needs identified during
the design (planning ahead, practical issues, emotional issues,
communication issues, and family resources); (3) a calendar of
online and in-person regional support programming; (4) a story
from an end user about their experience as a care partner; (5) a
roster with member profiles; (6) a help center; and (7)
community guidelines. Screenshots are included in Multimedia
Appendix 3.

The initial feasibility of the network was demonstrated through
the active participation of founding members, beginning in April
2021, with expansion to include 12 new care partner members
in May 2021 and 15 new members in June 2021. During this
period, the network had an average of 135 posts per month. A
total of 16 members posted a message to the network, with an
average of 11 members posting per month.

Discussion

Principal Findings
A co-design process generated a useful and feasible regional,
facilitated, and web-based peer support network for care partners
of people with serious illnesses. The co-design process ensured
that all voices were heard, especially among people who

typically may not work together. Design decisions were made
collectively and systemically, which allowed network functions
and specifications to be identified and prioritized. By doing so,
the co-design process ensured that the most critical decisions
were responsive to regional needs and preferences. The resulting
network connects active and bereaved care partners with peers
to facilitate emotional support and exchange information related
to caregiving for people with serious illness.

Comparison With Prior Work
Similar to other networks [15,33,51-62], ConnectShareCare has
a clear purpose, includes mechanisms to foster a strong sense
of community and support among regional care partners, and
provides value to a variety of groups. The network builds on
the resources, wisdom, and experiences of care partners. The
inclusion of a moderator helps ensure a safe environment that
is protected from misinformation, trolling, or cyberbullying.
The moderator sets the tone and etiquette with members,
modeling behavior and other preventative measures, as well as
moderating posts, facilitating connections, and providing
feedback to adjust member behaviors [20,23].

Our design process had several strengths. First, our process
engaged people who would be end users of the network in
making critical design decisions [40]. In contrast to asking end
users about single decisions, our process allowed end users to
make decisions in the context of all other design requirements
and options. This led to a more systemic approach to
engagement that ensures that decisions are optimized to fit
together. Second, our process brought together people with
different expertise (in being a person with serious illness or a
care partner, in medicine, in health network design, and in
community management and moderation) that may typically
not work together to create services, and each had different
needs to maintain the value of the network. The process also
engaged people with engineering design [44,45] and
user-centered design [43] expertise to ensure that the process
was rigorous enough to produce a network tailored to the needs
of end users. Third, our design was responsive to regional needs
by addressing gaps in available services and drawing upon local
assets. We intentionally worked with multiple health care and
support organizations in the region to broaden our network and
reach care partners most in need of support, regardless of where
formal health care services were received. Care partners are a
vulnerable population who often receive minimal structured
support from the health system, yet they have significant
knowledge to contribute on how to navigate health care systems,
health and social resources, and losses at every stage (eg,
relationships, identity, and freedom). This knowledge is often
actionable by peers. Finally, our process may have supported
growth in network participation due to health care and regional
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support partners feeling heard and included in the design
process.

Limitations
This project has certain limitations that should be considered
by those wishing to adapt the methods and findings to different
contexts. First, the project was built around a recognition that
people who live in north-east rural areas can be particularly
isolated and lack access to sources of support. It is unclear
whether the network will meet the needs of people in other
regions of the country. Second, similar to local demographic
characteristics, our design team had limited racial or ethnic
diversity. We do not know how greater racial, ethnic, or
sociodemographic diversity would enhance or create barriers
to its success. Third, the network is built around an
asynchronous model. This can be very important because it
respects the different schedules that people are on; however, it
limits the opportunities for people to hear and see each other in
real time. It is unknown whether a network that combines
synchronous and asynchronous components would be useful in
our context. Finally, while the design process requires extensive
back and forth among participants and may not be feasible in
other situations, it also represents a strength in creating a
network that more closely reflects community needs. In our
situation, the decision to create a new network was a result of
the recognition that other solutions are not likely to fulfill the
needs of our end users.

Conclusions
Care partners of people with serious illness often lack support
and are likely to experience significant challenges and unmet
needs. We followed a structured co-design process to
collaboratively identify and prioritize the functions and
specifications of a regional web-based facilitated peer support
network to help care partners cope with the surprises that arrive
during serious illness and bereavement. The network was
designed to provide emotional support and exchange information
related to serious illness caregiving. The coproduction of
accessible peer-led information, resources, and support may
extend the scope of services offered by a health system to
support lay care partners—becoming part of a sustainable,
person-centered value-creation system [63,64]. Opportunities
exist to evaluate the feasibility of actively engaging community
members and moderators in the network [65,66] and will be
reported on in a publication under development. Moreover,
there is a need to understand effective mechanisms to recruit
and retain participants and provide a safe environment to people
who are in vulnerable situations; to monitor the network life
cycle through metrics related to activity and growth [20,22];
and to consider the creation of network subgroups to support
care partners of people with particular illnesses (eg, cancer,
dementia, and Parkinson disease) or people from specific
minority populations. Finally, there is an opportunity to
understand the impact of a regional support network on care
partner quality of life, self-confidence, loneliness, and isolation
[67,68]; and on health system reputation, use, and visibility.
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Abstract

Background: Multiple studies have examined the impact of deferral on the motivation of prospective blood donors, proposing
various policies and strategies to support individuals who undergo this experience. However, existing information and
communications technology systems focused on blood donation have not yet integrated these ideas or provided options to assist
with the deferral experience.

Objective: This study aims to propose an initial gamified design aimed at mitigating the impact of the deferral experience by
addressing the drivers of awareness and knowledge, interaction and validation, and motivation. Additionally, the study explores
the feasibility of implementing such a system for potential users.

Methods: We conducted a literature review focusing on the dynamics of motivation and intention related to blood donation, as
well as the deferral situation and its impact on citizens. Through this review, we identified weak donor identity, lack of knowledge,
and reduced motivation as key factors requiring support from appropriate interventions. These factors were then defined as our
key drivers. Taking these into account, we proposed a gamification approach that incorporates concepts from the MDA framework.
The aim is to stimulate the aforementioned drivers and expand the concept of contribution and identity in blood donation. For a
preliminary evaluation, we designed a prototype to collect feedback on usability, usefulness, and interest regarding a potential
implementation of our proposed gamification approach.

Results: Among the participants, a total of 11 citizens interacted with the app and provided feedback through our survey. They
indicated that interacting with the app was relatively easy, with an average score of 4.13 out of 5 when considering the 11 tasks
of interaction. The SUS results yielded a final average score of 70.91 from the participants’ answers. Positive responses were
received when participants were asked about liking the concept of the app (3.82), being likely to download it (3.55), and being
likely to recommend it to others (3.64). Participants expressed positivity about the implementation of the design but also highlighted
current shortcomings and suggested possible improvements in both functionality and usability.

Conclusions: Although deferral is a common issue in blood donation, there is a missed opportunity in existing ICT services
regarding how to effectively handle such experiences. Our proposed design and implementation seem to have captured the interest
of prospective users due to its perceived positive usefulness and potential. However, further confirmation is needed. Improving
the design of activities that currently rely heavily on extrinsic motivation elements and integrating more social components to
create an enhanced activity loop for intrinsic motivation could further increase the value of the proposed project. Future research
could involve conducting a more specialized and longitudinal design evaluation with a larger sample size.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50086)   doi:10.2196/50086
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Introduction

Blood Donation and Deferral Experience
Blood donation is an altruistic, socially responsible, and even
a self-care activity. However, the commitment required to
participate can be deterred by uncomfortable experiences,
negatively affecting motivation to donate [1]. Preventing such
experiences and reducing their impact could preserve the
intention and willingness of citizens to continue donating blood.

One significant deterrent is the deferral experience [2], which
means being disqualified from donating blood based on
eligibility criteria. It is especially impactful in young and
first-time donors, often resulting in abandonment [3]. Negative
emotions are commonly reported during the deferral process
[4]. Such negative experiences can deter potential donors when
shared with their social circles [5]. Similarly, studies consistently
identify negative interactions with staff, feelings of rejection,
and confusion about deferral reasons as primary factors reducing
return intention and motivation [6]. Some deferred donors
misunderstand their deferral conditions, erroneously believing
they cannot donate for longer periods or even permanently [7].
Communication and information gaps contribute to these
misconceptions [8].

Challenges and Potential Solutions
To counter deferral effects, strategies such as enhanced
communication, clear deferral information, and targeted
recruitment show promise [4]. However, these solutions require
substantial planning and resources, often unavailable to many
blood centers. In that regard, information and communications
technology (ICT) platforms, inspired by successful
implementations in health promotion and telemedicine [9,10],
could facilitate such support. As existing apps focus mostly on
the donation itself and on supporting citizens for their next
donation [11,12], there is an opportunity to offer unique value
by tailoring systems to address the deferral experience.
However, to that end, understanding the psychological responses
and specific needs of deferred donors is crucial. Temporary
deferrals necessitate motivation, health improvement, and
eligibility [13], whereas permanently deferred donors (those
unable to donate anymore) could still contribute indirectly
through activities such as promoting donation.

Regarding the motivation topic, an approach that has gained
notoriety is gamification, which involves the use of game-design
elements in nongaming contexts [14]. Some blood donation
centers worldwide use gamification, rewarding donors with
badges, gifts, and certificates [15]. Furthermore, government
blood donation apps in countries such as the United States and
Canada have integrated gamified elements into their ICT
services, aiming to boost donor motivation [16,17]. Although
the impact on blood donation is yet to be studied, gamification
has proven effective in therapy commitment and health

self-monitoring [18,19]. Considering this, gamification holds
promise for increasing motivation in the blood donation context.

However, motivation is not the only factor to consider for a
possible proposal. Previous studies have identified various
deterrents, stemming from deferrals, health conditions, or
environmental factors, which influence citizens’future intentions
and behaviors [4]. In this study, we reviewed previous findings,
as well as the results of a preliminary survey, to identify
pertinent topics and form the foundation of our proposed design
for an ICT system that aims to support (also) deferred donors.

Theory of Planned Behavior and Extensions in Blood
Donation
The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [20], an extension of
the Theory of Reasoned Action, asserts that specific behavior
is determined by intention, influenced by attitude, subjective
norm, and perceived behavioral control. In the context of blood
donation, the TPB proposed that positive evaluation of the act
(attitude), social expectations (subjective norm), and belief in
individual control over donation (perceived behavioral control)
dictate the decision to donate.

Previous studies have found that the TPB explains between 32%
and 50% of the variance in intention and 27% and 36% of the
variance in behavior [21,22]. To enhance predictive power, the
framework was extended due to the inconsistent link of the
subjective norm [23]. In blood donation, additional constructs
were incorporated based on psychological differences among
nondonors, novices, and repeat donors. Moral norms, descriptive
norms, past behavior, and self-identity were included as
predictors [20,24,25].

Systematic reviews have shown that self-efficacy, donor identity,
and anticipated regret have medium positive effects on both
intention and behavior. Conversely, deferral has a medium
negative impact, leading to a decrease in subsequent donations
among experienced donors [26,27]. Past behavior or habit
explains 19% additional variance in blood donation behavior
for those donating 5 times or more [28]. Habit, suggested to be
context bound, is viewed as an external motivator, whereas
self-identity, which pertains to one’s role in society as a blood
donor, is defined as an internal motivator [29-31]. Both habit
and self-identity significantly influence repeat blood donation
behavior, with past behavior likely forming identity [23].

Self-Determination Theory and Motivation and
Gamification
As the TPB applies mostly to situational-level intentions [32],
blood donation studies primarily rooted in the TPB have
expanded their scope to incorporate Self-Determination Theory
(SDT) in the last decade [33,34]. SDT, a theory of human
behavior and personality development, emphasizes
social-contextual factors supporting human growth through
satisfying basic psychological needs for competence
(effectiveness of my actions in my current environment),
relatedness (social involvement and relation with others), and
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autonomy (internal need to be responsible for your own
meaningful choices) [35]. It proposes that internally motivated
behaviors persist, while external motivations can become
internalized under appropriate socioenvironmental conditions
[36].

SDT categorizes behavior on a continuum from amotivation
(nonregulated behavior) to extrinsic motivation (external to
integrated regulation) to intrinsic motivation (intrinsic
regulation). Extrinsic motivation refers to acting in a certain
way or doing a specific action because it leads to a separable
outcome or reward. By contrast, intrinsic motivation refers to
acting in a certain way or doing a specific action because the
act itself is inherently satisfying. Integrating the TPB and SDT,
studies have revealed that SDT’s motivational orientations
explained an additional 14% of the variance in blood donation
intention compared with TPB-only models [37]. Amotivation
had a negative direct effect on intention, while external
motivation had no overall effect on intention but a positive
effect on amotivation [38]. By contrast, introjected regulation
had positive direct and indirect effects on intention, and
autonomous motivation predicted intention directly and via
attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control
[33,38].

Gamification Concepts and Frameworks
As SDT discusses the impact of motivation on behavior, it was
considered the foundation for implementing gamification, as it
does not aim to directly affect an outcome, but to change a target
behavior (by affecting psychological factors) that can lead to
that outcome [39,40]. To achieve this, the system can utilize its
various design components, as outlined by the Mechanics,
Dynamics, and Aesthetics Framework (MDA) [41], which
served as the primary reference for our study. The framework
comprises mechanics, which encompasses specific game
components such as data representation and algorithms;
dynamics, which refers to the interactions between these
mechanics and player inputs over time; and aesthetics, which
aims to elicit desirable emotional responses from players when
they engage with the game system. These components are
integrated to drive either extrinsic or intrinsic motivation,
considering the targeted changes in human behavior [42-44].

Extrinsic motivation can drive behavior but may fade without
external rewards, while intrinsic motivation leads to long-term
positive effects on intention and behavior [45,46]. Thus, most
gamified approaches recommend prioritizing intrinsic motivation
in the design process. In that regard, users can be categorized
according to the recognized characteristics and that drives them
in the gamified implementations [47]: socializers (motivated
by relatedness), free spirits (motivated by autonomy), achievers
(motivated by competence), philanthropists (motivated by
purpose and meaning), players (motivated by rewards), and
disruptors (motivated by change). The players and disruptors
categories can be further divided according to their behavior.

Considering the previous concepts and relationships of
gamification and SDT, DiTommaso and Taylor [39] defined a
framework in which they propose the following steps for design:
discover the reason to gamify, identify players’ profiles and
motivational drivers, set up goals and objectives, describe skills

and desired outcomes, and playtest among others. Another
design framework with similar foundations is the Six Steps to
Gamification [48], which also takes influence from the MDA.
It proposes the following steps: definition of business objectives,
target expected behavior, description of players, design of
activity loops, do not forget the fun, and deploy appropriate
tools. Although not domain specific, these adaptable frameworks
can guide gamification projects and were also used for reference
in our study.

Deferral Experience and Effects in Return Rate
From the literature review, we chose to focus on recurrent and
impactful issues related to the deferral experience, especially
the ones that aligned with the constructs from the TPB and SDT.
For example, the construct of self-identity (blood donor identity
in this case) from the extended TPB can be associated with the
negative feelings from a deferral. More specifically, a deferral,
which can generate a feeling of rejection in the unsuccessful
participant [13], can threaten the citizen’s self-perception as a
capable blood donor (identity), as the inability to participate
diminishes their possibility of building experiences and forming
a habit (especially in the cases of new and young donors).
Similarly, confusion and misunderstandings in deferral make a
successful blood donation seem more complex and difficult
than it is, affecting citizens’ perceived behavioral control (TPB
construct). As indicated by Gemelli et al [1] and Hillgrove et
al [13] negative experiences can reduce the motivation for future
involvement, particularly for long-term or permanently deferred
donors, eroding their sense of self-efficacy.

To further explore the relationship between the deferral
experience and intention, we also took into account the findings
of a preliminary survey involving Japanese citizens [49], in
which a total of 208 participants were recruited. In the survey,
the dependent variable was “Intention to donate again after
deferral” (a 6-point Likert scale question with the values 1=not
anymore, 2=not for a while, 3=I don’t know, 4=maybe, after a
while, 5=yes, unless rejected again, and 6=yes, I would).
Citizens were asked whether they heard or knew about the
concept of deferral and whether they had experienced a deferral
case, as well as their future intention in a possible deferral
scenario. The results implied a possible relation between deferral
and reduced intention to donate (following previous studies).
However, the data also suggested a positive relation between
preventive awareness of the deferral experience and intention
to donate. Donors and nondonors who had knowledge about
the deferral concept indicated higher intention of future
participation even after a possible deferral scenario.

Objectives
Considering the literature review, we focused on recurrent issues
that could be addressed with a gamification approach, taking
into account the connections between the deferral experience,
their issues, and motivation. The topics we chose were as
follows:

• Lack of knowledge about deferral: Some of the negative
feelings appear because citizens are not knowledgeable of
the topic, are not retaining the information, or have
misunderstood it.
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• Weak donor identity: citizens feeling rejected and lacking
validation.

• Reduced motivation: citizens losing interest in addressing
the deferral reason or losing interest in contributing to the
future.

Additionally, considering the evaluated strategies to mitigate
the negative impact of deferral from the analyzed literature
[4,50], we defined the main drivers for our approach. First, to
provide awareness and knowledge about deferral by making
learning interesting to the citizens (awareness and knowledge).
Next, to increase the scenarios of interaction and validation for
deferred donors to nurture their identity (interaction and
validation). Lastly, to provide motivational drivers for deferred
donors to regularly engage in activities related to blood donation
(motivation).

After that, we worked on the design of activities that could be
implemented with the gamification framework while targeting
the drivers selected regarding the deferral experience. After
completing the initial design, we implemented a prototype with
basic features and integration for a feasibility study, collecting
feedback about the usability and receptivity of potential users
to discuss the future value of the idea of offering a service
regarding the deferral experience, our proposed design, and its
implementation.

For this study, we explored the following research questions
(RQs):

• RQ1: Will our gamified design that focuses on the
previously mentioned drivers with regard to the deferral
experience in blood donation have a positive reception from
potential users?

• RQ2: Will our initial prototype implementation of the
design be considered usable and useful in its current
iteration?

Methods

Conceptualizing a Gamification Approach for the
Deferral Experience

Overview
In this study, we are adopting an approach similar to the
gamification frameworks mentioned previously [40,41,48],
while also taking into account the unique requirements of
individuals in blood donation. We have adapted the steps and
elements of these frameworks to provide support specifically
addressing the deferral experience and focusing on the main
drivers mentioned.

Definition of Approach Objectives
We redefined our target users to include not only deferred
donors but also regular donors and potential donors who might
face deferral in the future. Our focus broadened to cater to
anyone interested in the topic, aligning with our objective of
providing deferral support. We concentrated on 3 main issues:
lack of knowledge about deferral, weak donor identity, and
reduced motivation, translating these into drivers for our

gamification approach: awarenessand knowledge, interaction
and validation, and motivation.

Target Expected Behavior
The next step was to define the citizens’ expected behavior
when interacting with our proposed gamification
implementation. For our approach, we wanted the design to
nurture the drivers, and as a consequence, possibly affect future
intentions.

For awareness and knowledge, we expected users to engage in
educational activities that both teach them about and test their
understanding of the deferral experience and strategies for
improvement. For interaction and validation, we expected users
to get involved in discussions, in sharing experiences, and in
supporting one another, improving the sense of community. In
terms of motivation, our goal was to encourage users to access
the system regularly, ideally once or twice per week, considering
the prolonged pace between blood donations.

Description of Users
For our target group, while we initially expected to focus on
the deferred donors, the results from the preliminary survey
guided us to design the service as a preemptive one (including
regular donors and nondonors), to nurture the identity of the
users and prepare them against a deferral scenario. Designed
primarily for young citizens (20-30 years) yet accessible to older
individuals, the approach incorporated specific design elements
reflecting the regional context (Japan). However, the core of
the approach was intended to be adaptable, considering possible
future adaptations for other regions.

In the context of the gamification approach, considering that
the potential users (citizens) would not have the same goals or
motivations (following the connection with SDT), for this study,
we focused on targeting the players, the socializers, the free
spirits, the achievers, and the philanthropists.

Design of Activity Loops

Macrolevel Progression Loops

The gamification approach aims to motivate citizens, particularly
deferred blood donors, to stay engaged with blood
donation–related activities. Although encouraging future
donations is the ultimate goal, maintaining interest in the topic
and promoting contributions to other related areas are also
crucial. The design focuses on creating macrolevel progression
loops for the drivers of awareness and knowledge, as well as
interaction and validation.

Initial Outline

User progression is represented through levels. Levels increased
based on experience points earned from various activities. Points
earned could be exchanged for basic title characters. Special
characters are unlocked as users progress, with higher levels
requiring more points for unlocking. Higher user levels unlock
additional activity options, which yield more points.

For the microlevel, we first defined some basic loops for the
foundation of the design. For example, one of the initial hurdles
considered was that, independent of any learning or social
activity that could be designed, their value would not be
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achieved if the users were not motivated to access the ICT
system. In that regard, we considered a simple loop of providing
a reward to initially push the user to use the system: if the user
logs-in to the system, they receive a message about their current
streak and earn some points. Users will earn more points
according to how often they connect to the app and how high
is their level. With regard to awareness and knowledge, we
aimed to make the users both learn about deferral and review
their current knowledge. For this purpose, the initial idea for
this loop was that as users learn more, they can face harder
challenges. And the more successful they are, the more complex
information they will be taught. With regard to interaction and
validation, we aimed to provide some activities in which users
could interact with other users, and the more interactions and
levels the user has, the more options of interaction would be
available to them.

However, we needed to solidify the ideas for the microlevel.
To achieve this, we opted to elaborate on the design with greater
detail. We chose to do this by following the MDA framework,
first from the user perspective, then transitioning to the designer
perspective to finalize the activities’ design.

Definition of MDA Aesthetics

For the driver awareness and knowledge, we aimed to nurture
a habit in the users of learning about deferral. For interaction
and validation, the expected behavior was to generate regular
engagement in the users. To that end, specifically for the players,
we first selected submission, which means the design would
allow users to interact with the system as a pastime. Our goal
was to present a variety of activities offering rewards and
collectible items to enhance user enjoyment. However, this
approach may heavily rely on extrinsic motivations, potentially
overshadowing the altruistic aspect of blood donation. Thus,
we needed to be cautious in its implementation to avoid solely
focusing on rewards. To address this, we selected fellowship as
a social framework to appeal to users who value social
experiences.

We considered possible ways to make users interact with others,
possibly in cooperation or competition. Challenge (experience
as obstacle course), discovery (experience as uncharted
territory), and expression (experience as self-discovery) were
also chosen as they are more related to intrinsic motivations,
which we wanted to favor over the extrinsic motivation, which
was aimed to be used only as the trigger for the conduct of the
users.

Definition of MDA Dynamics

We initially drafted dynamics outlines to connect the drivers
and the aesthetics. For instance, in terms of awareness and
knowledge, users could opt to heighten the difficulty of their
learning process, introducing an element of risk that could
generate a challenge. Additionally, we explored the possibility
of randomizing the information users received, with variations
based on their actions within the environment, thus fostering a
sense of discovery.

By contrast, for interaction and validation, we aimed for users
to be able to choose the type of recognition they would get,
allowing for expression. They should also decide what they

could share with others and try to encourage them to perform
certain actions, creating fellowship. From these initial ideas, we
expanded into more detailed dynamics in the designer
perspective iteration of the MDA.

Definition of MDA Mechanics

Generic mechanics are introduced, incorporating points, levels,
and characters for onboarding. Points served as rewards for
participating in different activities (the amount was adjusted
per result), to create a sense of progression (the historical record
was tracked to calculate the current level of the user), and to be
used as a currency in the system. Levels were also used for
progression. They increased according to the number of
participations, providing recognition and incremental rewards.
They were used as a certain multiplier in the activity rewards
and to unlock new and special characters in the exchange store.

Characters were chosen as part of the representation and
recognition of the users, being the main extrinsic reward of the
gamification approach. However, they were integrated to appeal
to both extrinsically and intrinsically motivated players, aiming
to reduce the dependency on the extrinsic component. For
example, with customization, they would target free spirits; if
they were collectible, they would target players and achievers.
As general rules, every registered user was provided with the
same starting character; they could acquire more in the shop by
exchanging the points they collected through the activities; they
could also upgrade (defined as “evolve” inside the app) them
by exchanging multiples of the same one. One character at a
time could be selected to use it as their icon in their social
activities, and characters would change their appearance if the
user stood inactive in the system for more than a week.

Some social interaction components were included, such as a
comment section and a simple feed wall for users’ posts. Both
of them had an upvote or downvote mechanism for users to
indicate their relevance or popularity. A certain degree of user
anonymity was incorporated to reduce possible social burdens
of participants when creating content. However, for regular
comments, the app showed their current character (and title)
and their username. The main posts were put on hold until
approved by an administrator, to reduce possibly harmful or
misleading content; however, regular comments did not have
this restriction. These mechanics aimed to engage the socializer,
the free spirit, and the philanthropist types of users.

After this first iteration, we started with the designer perspective,
in which we focused on linking all the previous concepts
together, defining the more specific activities available in the
system for the users.

MDA-Based Features and Feedback Loops

Finally, we describe the design of our proposed features for the
gamification approach, integrating all the previous
considerations and concepts.

The first feature we defined was the “Login Reward.” Usage
of blood donation apps tends to be low because of the timed
nature of donating blood. However, to handle learning and
engagement, as part of the onboarding, we chose to encourage
users to interact with the system more often. To that end, we
rewarded points if users log-in to the app regularly with up to
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5 rewards per week, increasing the amount per consecutive
access. We linked the reward to the level mechanic, providing
additional points according to the level. Regarding the
awareness and knowledge driver, we also included a message
of advice and information regarding blood donation deferral.
As dynamics, users could choose to access the app as usual or
connect more times to increase their multiplier. Besides, as the
level was linked to the rewards, users could choose to increase
their level through other activities to receive more points.
However, as users were not forced to read the advice message,
we connected it with other activities to create the intended
aesthetics and more complex activity loops.

The next features we defined, quizzes and social poll, were
aimed to be connected with the broader activity loop and the
awareness and knowledge driver. Quizzes have been
implemented in other blood donation apps, so we included
additional mechanics to make it less extrinsic, create new
dynamics, and reach the intended aesthetics. We incorporated
a life mechanic that resets daily, along with a difficulty level
that becomes unlockable as users progress through levels, giving
less incentive to guess the answer while also providing a higher
risk-higher reward choice to more expert users. Additionally,
feedback was provided according to the result, either
congratulating the user for their right answer or guiding the user
on the mistake. Furthermore, we connected the questions with
the content shared through other features, so invested users will
feel rewarded for learning on their own. Similar ideas were
considered for the content of the social poll, but some mechanics
that could allow for social interaction were included. Once per
week, users could vote between different facts related to blood
donation deferral, according to what they felt was the most
interesting one. At the end of the week, users were notified of
the most popular choice, and the ones who chose it were able
to claim reward points. If desired, users could either discuss
outside or through the app to try to get information about other
users’ preferences or to coordinate a specific choice for benefit.
Additionally, previous results and facts were accessible, so users
could review the content and discuss it for self-learning or
connection with users.

The news sharing feature was also connected to the previous
features and the awareness and learning driver, as content
shared on the former would be used in the latter ones. Users
could like their favorite entries and could comment about them.
Comments or replies from administrative users had a special
identifier while regular users had the default. Administrators
would try to reply to important questions, but the content of the
comments or discussions was up to the users, giving them
freedom for communication.

Similarly, to provide more options for the interaction and
engagement driver, we defined the posts feature. Users could
create posts for discussion (questions, anecdotes, suggestions,
among others). If approved, the posts were shown in the app
anonymously, displaying their current relevancy score. Every
week, users who created new posts with high relevance would
be rewarded points. While posts were defined to require
approval by the administrator users, that restriction was not
included in the evaluation. Posts would show in the user’s feed,
by order or relevancy and created date. We aimed to reward
users for meaningful content, which in itself could motivate the
participation of other users in the discussions. Besides, as the
more relevant ones would be highlighted in the app feed, it
could provide a sense of self-worth by knowing that one’s
content received a good reception from the community or that
it provided value to the community, eventually motivating them
to participate again in the discussions.

The next feature was “Application Alarms,” aiming to provide
users with some mechanics that could support their preferences.
Users had the option to enable up to 3 types of notifications:
notifications when new characters were implemented,
notifications for news and discussions, and a reminder of the
calculated end of the deferral period. The aim was for users to
voluntarily choose to get informed about their topics of interest
within the app.

Finally, for this initial scope of the design, we included features
that, while not creating a proper loop by themselves, were
required to connect the previous features and their loops. The
first one is the “Character Store,” in which users can exchange
their points for available characters. The list of characters was
updated in a regular schedule, with new characters being
highlighted, while locked characters had a gray background.
The store showed the required level, price, and current amount
collected for each character. Characters being collectible were
used as an extrinsic way to motivate the users to keep getting
points through the other activities. By contrast, the upgrade
option was linked to the title achieved by the user, which meant
a special title for their effort. Users had the option to concentrate
their points on either one objective or the other or to participate
as much as possible to pursue both simultaneously. The other
feature was the “Profile,” in which users had access to their
stats (level/points), their character collection (including the
upgrades and selection), and additional settings for the account.

Some of the mentioned intended connections between the
drivers, the users, the features, and their gamification elements
can be seen in Figure 1, which provides a more general outline
of what we aimed to integrate as part of the activity loops.
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Figure 1. Outline of connection between drivers, users, features, and gamification elements.

Deploy of the Concept
The proposed design was implemented in a basic mobile
prototype, named as “Social Blood” app, to encapsulate the idea
of a more interactive role from the citizens in blood donation.

For the icon and the other illustrations of the prototype, public
domain images were selected from the Japanese web page
Irasutoya [51] for the test deployment. The main screens of the
app are displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Screenshots of the main sections (Japanese version) of the prototype: (A) Home tab with the "Login Reward" as a pop-up; (B) Home tab
screen; (C) Activity tab screen; and (D) Profile tab screen.

A welcome screen was created for user registration with either
an email or Facebook account. An additional functionality
(In-app Survey) not related to the design was included for data
collection. The app would check for surveys requested by the
researcher or the staff and ask the user to answer them. Once
the pending surveys were completed, the user was redirected

to the main part of the app. If the user was accessing the app
for the first time in the day, the “Login Reward” feature was
shown to them.

A “Home” tab was created as the main interface available to
the user. This section included features related to both learning
and interaction, such as “News” and “Posts.” The user could
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check the number of likes and votes of any entry on this screen.
An additional option not related to the design, “Error Report,”
was also considered in this screen, to let users notify the
administrators if any issue was found during the use of the app.
An “Activity” tab was created to include the features that
support learning. Users can access the “Quiz” and “Social Poll”
features on this screen. Users could create a discussion post on
this screen. Finally, a “Profile” tab was also created to show to
the user information regarding the gamified elements of the
app. This section of the app connects to the “Character Store”
feature and to the “Settings Screen” screen, which includes the
“Application Alarms” feature.

Recruitment of Participants
To collect initial feedback regarding the prototype for its
usability and acceptance by prospective users, a survey was
performed with volunteers recruited on social networks. A
digital flyer was posted with details of contact for the interested
parties (Multimedia Appendix 1). Prospective participants were
required to have an iPhone (Apple Inc.), be between 20 and 50
years old, and live in Japan for at least the last two months.
Participants were recruited from June 17 to July 2, 2021. No
incentives were used for the recruitment. Interested citizens
received a Google Form (Google LLC/Alphabet Inc.) with the
informed consent details and registration (Multimedia Appendix
2). If they signed up for participation, they later received an
email with the following: a link to download the app, the user
manual of the app (Multimedia Appendix 3), a list of main tasks
to complete inside the app (Multimedia Appendix 4), and
another Google Form link that contained an anonymous survey
(Multimedia Appendix 5). Participants were asked to first
download the TestFlight app from the Apple Store, and from
there, install and use the approved version of the research
prototype for a few days. They could then follow the tasks and
complete the anonymous survey either through the app or
through the Google Form once they deemed their test as
completed. They could test the app and submit their answers to
the survey until July 11, 2021.

Ethical Considerations
The study focused on collecting preliminary feedback (usability
and acceptance), so no sensible information was stored, and no
risk nor effect was involved for the participants. With those
points in consideration, considering the guidelines of the Kyoto
University Graduate School and Faculty of Medicine Ethics
Committee, it was not required to apply for ethical approval.

Evaluation Details and Data Collected
Participants were instructed to attempt to complete the list of
primary tasks outlined in the prototype app (Multimedia
Appendix 4). Hereafter, these tasks are referred to as follows:
Register and log-in (1. Log-in), fill out the survey (2. Survey),
interact with news posts (3. News), interact in the discussion
posts (4. Discussion), participate in the quiz activity (5. Quiz),
participate in the weekly poll activity (6. Poll), submit a simple
post (7. Post), acquire a new character (8. Buy), upgrade a new
character in the Character Store (9. Evolve), select a new

character for your profile (10. Select), and finalize their session
(11. Log out).

In the Google Form, participants were asked to answer the
following sections: demographic questions (age and gender),
difficulty of task completion (questions about the previously
mentioned list of tasks), System Usability Scale (SUS), and
follow-up questions divided into acceptance questions (a Likert
scale of 5 items) and opinion questions (free-text answers).
Further details of these questions are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 5. Additionally, participants were given a contact
email to ask for support in case they had issues during the
testing.

Data Analysis
Statistics of mean, SD (σ), and standard error of the mean (σM)
were calculated for the average of task difficulty and the final
SUS results. The SUS score per participant was calculated
according to the standard assignment of points per type of
question, which included positive and negative values [52,53].

Qualitative answers were grouped and summarized (if possible)
following a simple semantic approach: we grouped the answers
for each question and summarized the main ideas according to
positive or negative feedback regarding the topic of the question.
For the questions regarding the status of the app, we used the
labels interface, functionality, and gamification to group the
answers. The same categorization was followed for the questions
regarding suggestions and improvements. Additional comments
were not segregated but were individually considered and
described, provided they were not redundant.

The analysis of the questions was carried out after the
submission deadline for participant results had elapsed. Only
submissions that were completed and received before the
deadline were taken into account for the final analysis.

Results

Overview
From May 17 to July 2, 15 participants were recruited for the
preliminary evaluation. A total of 13 participants created an
account for the app and 11 participants submitted the final form.
The full content of the answers is available in Multimedia
Appendix 6. Participants ranged in age from 20 to 34 years.
There were 10 male and 1 female participants. Descriptive
statistics were used regarding the demographic variables of the
participants.

Difficulty of Task Completion
Only 4 participants asked for support during the period of the
evaluation. Questions were related to tasks 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
Only tasks 9, 10, and 11 had 1 case each of not being completed.
Regarding the difficulty level of each task, the results indicated
that all of them were relatively easy to complete (4.13 average).
The tasks that were considered the most difficult were task 2
(Completing the in-app surveys) and task 10 (Selecting a new
character), as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Subjective results of difficulty of each task.

System Usability Score
The SUS evaluation of our proposed app, as seen in Multimedia
Appendix 7, showed a final score of 70.91 (scale 0-100, with
100 being the best usability), slightly above the average SUS
score of 68 (C grade, percentile range of 41-59). The highest
SUS score received by participants was 95, while the lowest
score was 30.

Regarding the score per question, item 1 (“I think that I would
like to use this application frequently”) showed the average
lowest score from all the lists, with a value of 3.18. The highest
score was for items 3 (“I thought the application was easy to
use”) and 7 (“I would imagine that most people would learn to
use this application very quickly”), with a value of 4.00.

Follow-Up Questions

Acceptance and Qualitative Questions
Regarding the acceptance questions, participants responded
positively to the app, expressing interest in its concept (3.82),
likelihood to download it (3.55), and likelihood to recommend
it to others (3.64).

For the qualitative questions, we summarized the answers for
the main topics of the survey.

Goals of the App
Most participants considered a blood donation app concept
useful or helpful. From them, 2 participants highlighted the
possible impact of the deferral experience. The other 2
participants focused on the service being an app as a core value
of the project.

Factors That Could Motivate Usage
Three participants emphasized that being aware of how they
can contribute can help maintain their motivation; 3 participants
mentioned interaction with others and popularity of the app as
their motivation; 3 participants focused on the gamification
aspects as one of their factors; 2 participants highlighted the
social components as their drivers; and 2 participants indicated
possible personal benefits for motivation.

Preferences About the App
Three participants liked the interactive possibilities of the app;
2 participants indicated the Quiz as their preferred feature; 3
indicated sharing and discussing as their favorite activities; 2
mentioned liking the activities involving characters; 1 participant
indicated to like the interaction in general; and 1 participant
indicated that they liked the aesthetic of the app the most.

Weaknesses of the App
Some participants recommended support of more languages so
more citizens could benefit from the app. One participant
indicated that the Quiz activity required improvement but did
not specify reasons. Two participants indicated that the character
functionality could be improved. One participant complained
about the compulsory survey in the app because of its duration.
One participant felt that not all the gamification features were
connecting well with the goal of the project.

Current Status of the App
Only 1 participant mentioned that the current features might
not be sufficient to support the goals of the app. They mentioned
that while the app can be used to support deferred donors, it
might not motivate them to promote blood donation. The other
participants provided feedback regarding adjustments or fixes
for the current version of the app (Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Feedback regarding adjustments or fixes for the current version of the app.

1. Regarding the User Interface

Possibly change the color palette of the app or allow theme selection, as the red color might create discomfort. Implement support for the “Dark”
mode, as it created issues with the color of text in the News and Post features.

2. Regarding Functionality

Reduce the length of the In-App Survey. If possible, implement support for more languages, as it could help international students who want to
donate.

3. Regarding Gamification

Adjust the point requirement for characters, as it was too high in the test. Move the character selection option to a grid, so users can look at their
whole collection when choosing. Add feedback messages in the Quiz about the points acquired.

Improvements and Suggestions
Participants were also asked about what they wanted to see for
implementation in the future (Textbox 2).

Textbox 2. Participants’ expectations for implementation.

1. Regarding Functionality

Consider the inclusion of a feature to find locations for blood donations. Consider the inclusion of features to share the news and discussions on
social networks. Allow to link or upload videos in the comments.

2. Regarding Gamification

Consider adding the creation of groups or friend requests. Consider adding a “Gacha” option to acquire exclusive characters. Consider adding a
ranking or certificate, similar to what is implemented in “Duolingo” [54].

Additional Comments
Some concerns about the information allowed in the Post feature
were mentioned, as it could be nonrelated or harmful to the
users. The usefulness of the app would be higher if medical
institutions could provide information within it. It was suggested
to highlight to the users the core goal of the app during the
registration. It was also suggested to allow donors to know when
their blood is used, as it could help to motivate them to continue
to donate blood.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Current ICT services in blood donation aim to improve the
citizens’ experience but do not focus on the deferral experience
and its effects on prospective donors. This paper contributes to
the field by debating the viability of implementing a system
focusing on deferral and proposing a novel design to expand
the concept of contribution and identity in blood donation. Our
study indicates a missed opportunity in current services related
to deferral. Potential users seem interested in an app supporting
them in this area, and social gamification could make the role
of a blood donor more approachable. However, our results,
although slightly positive, require further validation due to the
limitations, leaving room for discussion regarding the gamified
design and the implemented prototype.

Proposed Gamified Approach Reception and
Shortcomings
• RQ1. Will our gamified design that focuses on the

previously mentioned drivers with regard to the deferral

experience in blood donation have a positive reception from
potential users?

Participants’ favorable responses (average Likert scale score of
3.82) and positive opinions about the proposed functionality
gave us an initial indication that the proposed project could be
beneficial for the community. These results seem to align with
ideas and concepts previously discussed in other studies.
Previous studies discussed the relationship between knowledge
of blood donation and intention to donate blood. However, only
a couple of reviewed studies evaluated the ratio of knowledge
regarding deferral. From our preliminary survey in Japan [49],
33% of nondonors did not know about the concept of deferral,
with an additional 11% also unaware of the concept. Similar
results were shown in [55], in which 90% of the participants
never heard about the “donor deferral” term. This unawareness
regarding deferral could be related to the positive response from
the participants in our project, as either it introduced them to a
new but relevant concept or it emerged as a service that could
be valuable because of the low level of current support, which
can be considered from their answers in the open questions.
Furthermore, as participants expressed their positive intention
to download the app (3.55) and to recommend it to others (3.64),
the results suggest that there could not only be an interest but
also an emerged necessity that has not appeared before because
of the lack of awareness.

However, the current data are insufficient to reach a proper
conclusion about the project acceptance, not only because of
the small sample but also because of the scope of the
participants, as it is not a proper representation of the target
population. Additionally, the positive reception from the users
could have been influenced by the Hawthorne effect [56], as
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the participants were aware of being part of an experiment, and
the topic was related to a social contribution project. In this
regard, a higher-scale study is required for further validation
and analysis to decrease the effects of noise in the data and
allow for more significant results.

Regarding the gamification aspect and its value, while the
mentioned results were positive, their approval could have been
related more to the goal of providing support. We delved into
the comments of the participants about the design itself for
possible conclusions. When asked about motivation to use the
app and its best feature, some participants did indicate that the
gamified aspects caught their interest and could even be driving
motivators, highlighting the characters as part of it. These
answers seem to suggest that the gamified components can play
a role in, at least, capturing the interest of potential users.
However, more detailed data are required to determine how
beneficial is the integration of the gamified concepts in our
proposed project. For example, asking participants for specific
reasons why a gamification feature seems motivating to them
or why it might feel discouraging. Besides, an additional
evaluation regarding the impact is considered, as the value of
the proposal can be confirmed if a positive effect can be
determined. Comparing which features have more or less effect
could also be important, as it could allow for the identification
of factors to consider for future ICT-gamified implementations
in blood donation.

Currently, while we discussed the importance of integrating the
type of users, their motivations, and the MDA elements to
nurture the drivers of interest, we have no specific data to
indicate if our design has the desired effect or not. The data
limitation becomes important with our goal of nurturing the
intrinsic motivation of the citizens (prospective users), as we
cannot recognize if the potential interest is related to the
components that nurture the intrinsic motivation or the ones
that do so for the extrinsic motivation. Analyzing some of the
comments, most of the positive focus was on the quiz and the
characters. These features, although designed considering an
activity loop that could nurture intrinsic motivation, might not
reach that goal in their current state. This weakness appears to
be echoed in the feedback from 1 participant, who expressed
dissatisfaction with the current state of the app, feeling that it
falls short of achieving our design goals and lacks sufficient
integration of features. As some participants showed interest in
the social activities of the design (which are more related to
intrinsic motivation), it might be worth it to redesign the current
gamified activities to incorporate and integrate social
components as part of the progress of the users.

We previously mentioned that some restrictions should be
considered in a system related to blood donation, as some
interactions could clash with the altruistic nature behind the
donation act. To address that complexity, having a deeper
understanding of game design itself is required. Learning from
different and successful implementations of player interactions
in game environments can lead us to a design that can properly
nurture prospective blood donors’ social motivation. From the
case studies in The Gamification of Learning and Instruction
Fieldbook [57], an interesting idea is the implementation of
specific types of leaderboards that encourage various forms of

participation, thereby creating a stronger activity loop. Building
on that concept, although we aim to steer clear of incentivizing
competition in donation participation, we could adapt similar
interactive mechanisms to enhance engagement in learning
activities. For instance, in the Quiz activity, introducing a
monthly leaderboard alongside corresponding achievements
could offer users more personalized motivation compared with
simply rewarding points. Another intriguing option could
involve allowing users to accumulate questions they have
answered correctly, which they could then use in a
soft-competition interaction. In this scenario, users could
anonymously challenge others using their question collections
until their opponent provides an incorrect answer. With this
revised structure, points serve as the initial incentive to engage
with the Quiz feature. However, the interaction with others
serves as an intrinsic motivator, encouraging users to strive for
higher-difficulty questions to challenge others. Additionally,
users may be motivated to continue learning or recalling
information to avoid losing in these interactions.

Applying a similar rework infused with deeper game design
insights could greatly enhance the experience for prospective
users. However, before this step, gathering additional data on
the project’s reception and soliciting input from more citizens
would be invaluable. This information will help define the
direction for implementing gamification strategies to encourage
blood donation participation.

Prototype Implementation Usability and Usefulness
• RQ2. Will our initial prototype implementation of the design

be considered usable and useful in its current iteration?

Based on the initial average SUS score of 70.91, it seems that
our proposed implementation is progressing in the right direction
in terms of usability. Additionally, participants did not report
significant issues regarding how to use the main options of the
app, as they rated the difficulty level closer to “Somewhat Easy.”
However, similar to the reception, we cannot draw definitive
conclusions due to the small sample size and the potential
influence of the Hawthorne effect. Moreover, the scores may
have been positively biased due to the presence of an instruction
manual and the support provided. Taking these factors into
account, we directed our attention to the individual responses
for more in-depth discussion.

Regarding difficulty, the activities with lower scores were those
related to managing the characters (evolving and selecting), as
well as the added survey functionality. From the comments, it
appears that the functionality for upgrading the characters to
their additional forms is not intuitive. The issue may stem from
the fact that the options are spread across different screens,
making it challenging to locate and connect them. Consolidating
all the actions related to character management onto a single
screen, separate from the character acquisition process, could
potentially make the interface easier to use. In the case of the
survey, the only complaint received was regarding its length,
with participants finding it too long to complete. However, it
received the lowest rating among the activities, suggesting that
other participants may have also encountered issues with it. We
can hypothesize that, aside from the length of the activity itself,
participants may have been dissatisfied with its mandatory status
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rather than being optional. We could enhance the data collection
process within the app by integrating it with gamification
concepts, offering initial extrinsic rewards to users interested
in participating. Ideally, we should also establish a loop that
fosters participation through intrinsic motivation. This could
involve designing activities or incentives that align with users’
intrinsic interests, values, or desires for personal growth or
contribution. Furthermore, from specific results of the SUS
score, the participant who gave the lowest score (30) cited issues
with the user interface. Taking this into consideration, future
implementations of the proposed design should allocate adequate
time for interface functionality and compatibility tests.

Another point for analysis from the SUS results is the average
score assigned to item 1 (“I think that I would like to use this
application frequently”) of the survey. Although participants
expressed positive sentiments regarding downloading the app
and recommending it to others, the responses to item 1 indicated
a nearly neutral position regarding the desire to use the app
frequently. Indeed, the variation in results could stem from
differing perspectives among user types. Nondonors might not
use the app as frequently, even if they appreciate its concept.
Similarly, donors with no deferral experience might use it for
reference purposes, but perhaps not as frequently as deferred
donors. Another possible and simple reason could be that
participants might have had different interpretations of the term
“frequently.” Besides the inclusion of the “user category”
variable, future survey evaluations could use a support question
to help identify the regularity (if either daily, weekly, or
monthly, as examples) of usage of our proposed implementation.

Further data collection is still required to obtain more detailed
feedback about the current implementation, as there might be
additional issues or shortcomings from the usability or the
usefulness that were not captured because of the small number
of participants.

Limitations
The study has multiple limitations that affect the reliability and
generalization of the results. The small sample size of only 11
participants from Japan limits our ability to capture the true
opinions of the various groups within the target population
(prospective blood donors). Nondonors, donors, and deferred
donors could have different perspectives and specific
improvements regarding the design. Besides, although the
recruitment was performed with Japanese material, we cannot
confirm that only Japanese citizens participated in the
evaluation. We have to consider that, although blood donation
is seen as an altruistic and social activity in general, there can
be differences in how individual values contribute to society
according to one’s cultural background.

Recruiting participants through social networks and including
ownership of an iPhone as part of the criteria may have biased
the sample toward individuals with higher levels of

technological literacy, potentially influencing the results of the
SUS score. However, to mitigate this bias, consistent guidance
materials and tasks were provided to ensure a similar starting
point for all participants.

The final version of the prototype for evaluation was created
within a limited timeframe and programmed solely by 1 (REC)
researcher. This constraint impacted the resources available for
implementing content and graphical user interface options. The
workforce constraints also impacted the choice of the target
system for development, leading to the selection of iOS for
release due to the developer’s familiarity with it. Additionally,
while the introduction of elements and activities involving user
donation was considered, the acquisition and integration of these
data into the current iteration of the project proved infeasible
due to limitations related to permissions, partnerships, and time
constraints.

Not collecting quantitative results regarding the value of the
gamification aspect of the proposed design represents a
significant weakness in the evaluation. Furthermore, the
anonymous nature of the responses prevented the possibility of
soliciting more detailed explanations regarding certain
qualitative answers or comments from participants about the
gamified components of the app. Indeed, it is crucial to address
these shortcomings in future evaluations. Planning for a
recruitment process that ensures a sufficient number of
participants and obtaining ethical approval are essential steps
for conducting a more comprehensive evaluation.

Conclusions
ICT systems have gained significant recognition and reliability
across various fields, including within the realm of blood
donation. We sought to explore previous work related to
deferred donors and identify areas for further improvement. In
addition to providing automated services, certain ICT projects
have prioritized enhancing user motivation by incorporating
gamification into their design. However, upon reviewing the
current literature, it became apparent that only a few, if any, of
the existing systems have specifically addressed the experience
of deferral or its implications. In this research, we introduced
an innovative ICT gamified design and implementation aimed
at addressing this overlooked issue. Additionally, we offered
an initial assessment of the project’s potential reception,
usability, and usefulness. Further enhancements can be made
to the design of activities, which currently rely primarily on
extrinsic motivation elements, to incorporate more social
interaction. This would create an enriched activity loop that
fosters intrinsic motivation. Further research could involve a
more specialized and longitudinal design evaluation with a
larger sample size. Understanding which specific features or
gamification elements influence citizens’ intentions or behaviors
regarding their role in blood donation could be crucial for future
design endeavors. Moreover, it could serve as a reference point
for official ICT implementations in blood donation services.
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Abstract

Background: Digitally supported self-management tailored to an individual’s need, in addition to usual care, may reduce
pain-related disability compared to usual care alone, and patients with low back pain (LBP) using mobile health (mHealth)
solutions express positive experiences. Hence, implementing mHealth solutions designed to support self-management is desirable
from a clinical and patient perspective. Easily accessible mHealth solutions that can support the self-management of patients with
LBP are available, but interest may be subgroup specific. Understanding the characteristics and preferences of patients with LBP
labeled as interested may help to reach relevant LBP patient groups and inform the development and implementation of effective
interventions with mHealth for patients with LBP.

Objective: This study aims to explore the proportion of patients with LBP labeled as interested in testing an mHealth solution
designed to support self-management in addition to usual care and to assess how these patients differ from those who were labeled
as not interested.

Methods: This exploratory cross-sectional study analyzed demographic and patient-reported outcomes from the SpineData
registry, a Danish registry of patients with LBP in an outpatient setting. Between February and December 2019, the SpineData
registry was used to assess the preliminary eligibility of patients for a clinical trial (selfBACK). Patients were labeled as interested
or uninterested depending on if they responded to an invitation to be tested for eligibility for the trial Outcomes were selected
from the International Classification of Functioning core set of LBP using a clinical approach. Associations were assessed in a

backward selection process, and the proportion of variance explained was assessed with pseudo-R2 statistic.

Results: This study included 843 patients, with 181 (21%) individuals labeled as interested in participating in the selfBACK
trial. Notably, the cohort labeled as interested differed from their uninterested counterparts in two key aspects: age (36-65 years:
116/181, 64.1% vs 347/662, 52.4%; P=.003) and smoking status (smokers: 22/181, 12.5% vs 174/662, 26.6%; P<.001). Those
aged 36-65 years had higher odds of being labeled as interested compared to individuals aged 18-35 years (odds ratio [OR] 0.43,
95% CI 0.26-0.71) and those 65 years or older (OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.53-1.15). Nevertheless, age accounted for only a modest

proportion of variance (R2=0.014). Smokers demonstrated lower odds of being labeled as interested (OR 0.39, 95% CI 0.24-0.64),

with smoking status explaining a similarly small proportion of variance (R2=0.019). Collectively, age and smoking status accounted
for 3.3% of the variance.
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Conclusions: Our investigation revealed that 181 (21%) individuals with LBP invited to participate in the mHealth solution
trial for self-management expressed interest. Generally, the characteristics of those labeled as interested and uninterested were
comparable. Of note, patients aged 36-65 years had a higher frequency of being labeled as interested compared to their younger
and older counterparts.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e48729)   doi:10.2196/48729

KEYWORDS

low back pain; mHealth solutions; mobile health; characteristics; patient interest; transferability; representativeness

Introduction

Digital health interventions delivered with smartphones (mobile
health [mHealth] solutions) are accessible to most patients across
age, geography, and socioeconomic status. Thus, clinicians’
expectations of mHealth solutions are significant, and the
availability of new solutions on the commercial market every
day also indicates a strong general interest in using mHealth
solutions [1,2]. Nevertheless, many mHealth solutions have
limited download rates, and if downloaded, the use can be scarce
[3,4]. This discrepancy may indicate a need for a better
understanding of potential users and their characteristics.

For patients with low back pain (LBP; not attributable to a
recognizable, known specific pathology such as infections,
fractures, or structural deformity), self-management support is
recommended as the first line of treatment [5-8]. This may
involve empowering patients to know when to consult for
diagnostic assessment, symptom relief, or advice [9]. Digitally
supported self-management may be delivered through
smartphone apps or digital platforms to facilitate and enhance
such self-management practices. Research indicates that the
integration of such digitally supported self-management
strategies, when combined with standard care, can lead to a
reduction in pain-related disability [10]. Further, evidence
supports that mHealth solutions designed to support
self-management are accepted by patients with chronic LBP
[9]. Therefore, there is a growing interest in implementing
mHealth solutions designed to support self-management from
both clinical and patient perspectives. However, despite the
potential benefits, the level of acceptance and use of these
interventions remains an area that requires further investigation.

However, studies on other patient groups using mHealth
solutions report that lower age, higher education, higher income,
higher BMI, and higher self-perceived health are associated
with increased use [4,11]. In contrast, the cost of using these
apps is a significant barrier [11].

Individuals with LBP who use mHealth solutions to self-manage
may thus represent a specific subset within the general
population. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the
percentage who expressed interest in participating in a trial
evaluating an mHealth solution designed for self-management
alongside standard care, as well as to evaluate potential
distinctions between those who were labeled as expressing
interest and those who were not.

Methods

Study Design
This exploratory cross-sectional study used demographic and
patient-reported outcomes (PROs) from an internet-based
multiuser clinical registry (SpineData) [12]. Reporting follows
the STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational
Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines [13].

Setting
Data were collected at the Spine Centre of Southern Denmark,
an outpatient hospital that performs clinical spine evaluations
[12]. General practitioners or chiropractors typically refer
patients to the Spine Centre, which performs a multidisciplinary
assessment of its patients, with more than 10,000 new cases
yearly.

Before patients are evaluated at the Spine Centre, they provide
information in the local SpineData registry [14]. The registry
is designed based on the biopsychosocial model of health, and
information is collected across the health domains of pain,
activity limitation, work participation, psychological factors,
physical impairment, and contextual factors [12]. To mitigate
nonresponse and missing information, SpineData uses a
“waterfall” model (eg, patients in employment are not asked to
respond to causes for unemployment). SpineData has an overall
completion rate of 80% and approximately 60% of patients
agreed to their responses being used for research [14]. The use
of this registry allows for the comprehensive assessment of
patients consulted at the Spine Centre and provides a rich source
of data for research studies, such as the one presented in this
paper.

Participants
Between February and December 2019, SpineData was used to
identify eligible patients based on the following criteria:
consenting to be contacted for research projects, proficiency in
Danish, and experiencing LBP in the past 14 days that exceeded
their leg pain in severity. Patients with previous back surgery,
who were actively filing for a pension, or who were younger
than 18 years were not invited. All patients matching the
eligibility criteria were sent a letter of invitation to hear more
about the selfBACK trial. One reminder was sent. The patients
who did not respond to either invitation or reminder were labeled
uninterested. The selfBACK trial investigated the effectiveness
of the selfBACK digital decision support system that provided
patients with LBP individually tailored digital support in an app
format using three content domains: (1) physical activity, (2)
education, and (3) exercise programs. The trial investigated the
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additive effect of the selfBACK system in addition to usual
care. Participants in this trial were recruited from primary health
care such as chiropractors, physiotherapists, and general
practitioners in addition to the Spine Center of Southern
Denmark. Recruitment was performed in Denmark and Norway.
The population within this study concerns the pool of patients
seen at the Spine Center, who would have received an invitation
to eligibility screening to the selfBACK trial based on their
answers given in the SpineData clinical registry. In this study,

all patients who matched the preliminary eligibility criteria for
the selfBACK trial were included [15].

Outcomes
The variables of interest were selected from the SpineData
registry, based on the International Classification of Function
core set for LBP and clinical reasoning [16]. The demographics
and clinical characteristics comprised the domains of pain,
activity limitation, work participation, and psychological and
contextual factors (Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Detailed description of the content and handling of included outcomes.

Sex

• Male or female

Age

• Patients were categorized into age groups ≤35, 36-65, and >65 years.

BMI

• The anthropometric variables of height and weight were used to calculate BMI (kg/m2).

Smoker status

• Categorical variable that was dichotomized to smoker and nonsmoker strata. If a patient indicated cigarette use of any kind, they were categorized
as a smoker.

Alcohol consumption

• Categorical variable that was stratified into two groups based on the consumption of more than 14 alcoholic beverages a week. The threshold
was based on the recommendation of the Danish Ministry of Health [17].

Comorbidities

• This variable was based on four dichotomous variables: allergies, including medication; cancers; heart disease; and lung disease. If a patient
replied yes to one of these variables, they were categorized as having comorbidities.

Current work status

• The work status variables consisted of different ways of participating in the labor market: working full- or part-time, flex job, in education, job
training due to inability to maintain habitual job function, unemployed, early retirement, pensions, stay at home, and other. The variable was
dichotomized to working or not by grouping patients indicating working part- or full-time, flex, and students in one group and the remainder in
another group.

Multiple pain sites

• SpineData contains a freehanded pain drawing. The pain drawing was post defined into 46 anatomical regions. In this study, the regions were
grouped into 9 areas: neck, shoulders, upper back, elbows, lower back, wrists/hands, hips/thighs, knees, and ankles/feet, inspired by Øverås et
al [18]. Patients with two or more pain sites were considered as having multiple pain sites.

Average back pain

• The average back pain in the last 14 days was measured on a 0-10 numeric rating scale, with 10 indicating the worst imaginable pain.

STarT BaCK screening tool [19]

• The STarT Back scores categorize patients into three strata based on their risk of developing chronicity: low risk, moderate risk, and high risk
of chronicity:

• Low risk: <3

• Moderate risk: ≥4 and subscore ≤3

• High risk: ≥4 and subscore ≥4

EQ-5D-5L-VAS [20]

• Numeric rating scale score spanning from 0 to 100, with 100 representing the best possible health state

Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) [21]

• The ODI is a questionnaire containing 10 items that are scored from 0 to 5. The maximum score is 50 points, which indicates that the patient is
bedbound. The ODI has been found valid for patients with low back pain [22].

• To estimate the patients’ functional level, the ODI Stata package was used. The ODI package allows for the imputation of data for one missing
value. The missing values in one section were replaced with the average score for all sections.

Anxiety [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no anxiety and 10 a high degree of anxiety
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Social isolation [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no loneliness and 10 a high degree of loneliness

Catastrophization (terrible pain that will never improve) [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no catastrophization and 10 a high degree of catastrophization

Catastrophization (the pain is overwhelming) [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no catastrophization and 10 a high degree of catastrophization

Risk of persisting pain [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no risk of persisting pain and 10 a high risk of persisting pain

Feelings of sadness, depression, or hopelessness [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no feelings of depression and 10 a constant presence of depression

Loss of interest or joy [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no loss of interest or joy and 10 never feeling interest or joy

Fearing activity will damage the back [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating no fear that physical activity will damage the back and 10 completely agreeing that physical
activity will damage the back

Fearing activity will increase the pain [23]

• Numeric score rating from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating completely disagreeing to avoid physical activity and 10 completely agreeing to avoid
physical activity

Exposure
Patients were allocated into two groups based on their response
to being invited for eligibility screening for the selfBACK trial.
Those who responded positively to the invitation to be screened
were labeled as interested in using the mHealth solution,
whereas those who did not respond were labeled as uninterested.

Statistical Methods
The demographics and baseline characteristics of patients who
were or were not labeled as interested in the digital mHealth

intervention were assessed using the χ2 test for categorical
variables and 2-tailed Student t test for continuous variables.
Baseline characteristics are reported as the proportion and
percentage or mean and SD.

To assess the strength of associations between PROs and patients
labeled as interested in mHealth or not, we used univariate and
multivariate logistic regression analysis with an odds ratio (OR)
and 95% CI. The associations were assessed in a backward
selection process, and the proportion of variance explained was

assessed with McFadden pseudo-R2 statistic. Statistical analyses
were performed with Stata statistical software (Release 17;
StataCorp LLC). Missing information was handled using
pairwise deletion. The ODI Stata package allows for data
imputation for one missing value. The missing values in one
section were replaced with the average score for all sections.
To avoid overparameterizing the model, we aimed for a 1:10
patient-to-variable ratio.

Ethical Considerations
The Region of Southern Denmark was the data controller for
this project, which is included in its records on personal data
processing activities (file 21/13433). Data processing in the
project was regulated by the Danish Act on Research Ethics
Review of Health Research Projects section 14, subsection 2,
which states that health research based solely on questionnaire
surveys and registry data is exempt from the obligation to notify
the committees. Following the Danish Health Care Act, we
obtained approval for using hospital record data for scientific
purposes from the council of the Region of Southern Denmark
(file 21/25588). After merging, analyses were run on
pseudonymized data, and the results presented in this manuscript
do not enable the identification of single data participants.
Hence, following national laws, no additional informed consent
was collected and no remuneration was offered to patients.

Results

Overview
From February to the end of December 2019, 5796 patients
(~80% of those invited) completed the SpineData registry before
their diagnostic assessment at the Spine Centre. Of the total
sample, 843 (15%) were invited to the selfBACK trial. The
mean age of the cohort was 52 (SD 16.2) years, with an even
distribution of sexes (male: n=429, 50.1%), and a mean BMI

of 27.5 kg/m2.
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Of the 843 patients invited to the eligibility screen for the trial,
181 (21%) accepted the invitation and were stratified into the
group who were labeled as interested in the mHealth solution.

Of the 21 included variables, 8 had complete responses, and
none of the remaining 13 variables had more than 2.5% missing
responses.

Comparison of Patients Who Were Labeled as
Interested and Uninterested in an mHealth Solution
Patients labeled as interested in using the mHealth solution were
aged 36-65 years (P=.003) and had a lower proportion of
smokers (P<.001) compared to the patients labeled as
uninterested. The remaining variables were not different between
the patients labeled as interested and uninterested (Table 1).

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients labeled as interested in the mobile health solution compared to the uninterested patients.

P valueUninterested (n=662)Interested (n=181)Baseline characteristica

.49321 (48.5)93 (51.3)Female, n (%)

.003Age (years), n (%)

146 (22.1)21 (11.6)18-35

347 (52.4)116 (64.1)36-65

169 (25.5)44 (24.3)>65

.0527.2 (5.0)28.1 (5.8)BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD)

<.001174 (26.6)22 (12.5)Smokers, n (%)

.76636 (96.0)173 (95.5)<14 alcohol consumption per week, n (%)

.29208 (42.3)84 (46.7)Has comorbidities, n (%)

.49367 (55.4)95 (52.4)Working, n (%)

.24462 (69.7)136 (75.1)Has multiple pain sites, n (%)

.916.3 (1.9)6.3 (2.0)Average back pain (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.34STarT Back tool, n (%)

164 (24.7)54 (29.8)Low risk

169 (25.5)46 (25.5)Moderate risk

329 (49.7)81 (44.7)High risk

.0555.2 (23.0)59.0 (22.1)EQ-5D-5L-VAS (score range: 0-100), mean (SD)

.5031.1 (14.9)30.3 (15.6)Oswestry Disability Index (score range: 0-50), mean (SD)

.993.8 (3.1)3.8 (3.0)Anxiety (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.671.3 (2.2)1.4 (2.4)Loneliness (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.485.0 (3.0)4.8 (2.9)Catastrophization (terrible pain that will never improve; score range: 0-10),
mean (SD)

.244.1 (3.1)3.7 (3.1)Catastrophization (the pain is overwhelming; score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.916.8 (2.6)6.8 (2.6)Risk of persisting pain (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.713.6 (3.1)3.5 (3.1)Sadness (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.884.3 (3.2)4.3 (3.3)Loss of interest or joy (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.083.8 (3.2)3.4 (2.9)Fearing activity will damage the back (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

.164.4 (3.3)4.8 (3.2)Fearing activity will increase the pain (score range: 0-10), mean (SD)

aMissing: 8 of the 21 variables had complete responses, and none of the remaining 13 variables had more than 2.5% missing responses.

Our results suggest that patients aged 36-65 years were more
likely to be labeled as interested in mHealth solutions compared
to patients between 18-35 years (OR 0.43, 95% CI 0.026-0.711)
and 65 years or older (OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.525-1.153) and

explained a limited proportion of variance (R2=0.014). Smoker
(OR 0.39, 95% CI 0.244-0.636) and the association explained

a limited proportion of variance (R2=0.019). Combined, the

associations of age and smoking explained 3.3% of the
proportion of variance.

These findings were supported by univariate regression analysis
and a comparison of patients who were labeled as expressing
interest in the mHealth solution to those who did not. The
proportion of variance explained in the group of patients labeled
as interested in mHealth solutions across the 21 selected
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variables was 0.059, with age and smoking status accounting
for 0.033 of the variance (Table 2).

BMI (P=.05), overall perception of health measured using the
EQ-5D-5L-VAS score (P=.05), and fear that activity will
damage the back (P=.08) were borderline significant.

Table 2. Associations to being labeled as interested and proportion of variance explained.

R 2P value (P>|z|)People invited, NZSEOdds ratio (95% CI)

0.014830Age (years)

————36-65 (reference)

.002–3.170.1140.43 (0.02-0.71)18-35

.14–1.480.1510.77 (0.52-1.15)>65

0.019830Smoking

——————Nonsmoker (reference)

<.001–3.720.0980.39 (0.24-0.64)Smoker

Discussion

Principal Results
This study aimed to explore the proportion of patients with LBP
who were labeled as interested in using an mHealth solution
designed to support self-management in addition to usual care
and assess how these patients differed from those who were
labeled as not interested. We found that 21% of the eligible
patients were labeled as interested in using the mHealth solution.
The groups had no statistically significant differences except
that patients labeled as interested were more frequently within
the 36-65 years age range and were nonsmokers.

Comparison With Prior Work
Previous evidence of the characteristics and associations of
patients with LBP and their interest in mHealth solutions is
limited. Contrary to Krebs and Duncan [4], we found a
nonsignificant association between BMI and no association
between being younger and labeled as interested in mHealth
solutions. The key differences between Krebs and Duncan [4]
and this study are the target populations (general population)
and the type of mHealth solutions included (fitness apps or
calorie trackers). Similar to our results, Philip et al [24]
identified an association between higher age and increased use
of mHealth solutions among patients with chronic pain. We
suggest that the differences in results between Krebs and Duncan
[4], Philip et al [24], and this study were due to differences
between participants from the general population and patients
with LBP or chronic pain. Three recent studies have assessed
the characteristics and associations of users and nonusers of
different mHealth apps, all using participants from the general
population, but still lacking consensus. Walrave et al [25]
identified no sociodemographic differences between users and
nonusers of contact tracking alert apps, including the Belgian
Corona alert app. A study of the general US population
identified strong associations of age, gender, and education
level with the use of fitness apps and calorie counters [26]. Lim
et al [27] identified that female patients with higher education
were more prevalent users of mHealth apps. Although this lack
of consensus regarding patient interest could indicate a call for
more research, it could also reflect that the interest in mHealth

solutions may be characterized by patients’ preferences and
perspectives on the relevance of mHealth solutions.

Strengths and Limitations
This study benefitted from several strengths. First, we had access
to comprehensive information on the patients participating
through the SpineData registry. Further, we benefitted from the
fact that SpineData has been in routine use for several years and
is frequently updated per clinician and evidence demand [14].
Thus, the PROs were collected using validated questionnaires
or questions designed for the LBP population and International
Classification of Function core set [14,16,28,29]. The included
patients were identified using a computer algorithm, and patients
were sent one invitation and one reminder invitation to be
screened for eligibility. Thus, the risk of unconscious bias in
the recruitment was eliminated. However, using a single data
source (SpineData) also limited the variables available to
investigate in the univariate model. Low education and economic
status have been associated with limited use and adoption of
mHealth solutions [26,30], but this information was unavailable
in SpineData. Smoking is reportedly more prevalent among
patients with a lower socioeconomic or sociodemographic status
[31,32]. Further, the use of one registry meant we only had
access to PROs, which may be affected by recall bias. The
statistically significant difference between being labeled as
interested in mHealth solutions by smoking status could reflect
a difference in education level. Thus, education level is a
parameter that could differentiate the patients labeled as
interested and those labeled as uninterested in the mHealth
solution, although this hypothesis remains unanswered. Patients
referred to the Spine Centre usually have pain for extended
periods and at a higher intensity than patients in the primary
sector [33]. Thus, these patients potentially have more complex
LBP issues than those with LBP who were not referred, which
means that our study population may be a subgroup of the
general LBP population. The terms “interested” and
“uninterested” pose a challenge due to their vague nature. We
recognize the distinction between demonstrating a “cursory”
interest and moving toward actual participation. After extensive
discussions among authors, we chose the terms “interested” and
“uninterested.” Despite their less-than-optimal nature, we
believe these terms best suit the context where we categorize
patients based on their response to an invitation, progressing
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from screening to eligibility for participation in a trial evaluating
an mHealth solution supporting self-management in patients
with LBP. Further, some patients might be interested in testing
an mHealth solution but uninterested in participating in a trial
or vice versa. Further, those labeled as uninterested in the
mHealth solution in this study might see advantages in mHealth
solutions that they found more relevant like how to stop smoking
or lose weight [34]. This study only addresses patient
characteristics; however, investigating clinicians’ perspectives
on the use and adoption of mHealth solutions in LBP
self-management will similarly inform on barriers to and
facilitators of increased mHealth adoption in clinical practice.
However, as the SpineData clinical registry only entails patient
data, this perspective was not possible in this study. Thus, the
results of this study should be interpreted with caution regarding
generalizability, and future qualitative or mixed methods studies
could explore patients’ preferences and perceptions of the
relevance of mHealth solutions. Another important area of
research can be clinicians’ acceptability of mHealth solutions

and the need for rigorous demonstrations of safety and efficacy
to alleviate any reservations or hesitance among clinicians.

Conclusion
This study aimed to explore the characteristics of patients
labeled as interested or uninterested in participating in a trial
testing an mHealth solution designed to improve
self-management. Our study identified that 21% (n=181) of
eligible patients with LBP were labeled as interested in
participating in the trial testing an mHealth solution to support
self-management. Overall, the patients labeled as interested and
uninterested, except for age and smoking status were similar.
Interestingly, patients aged 36-65 years were more frequently
labeled as interested in the mHealth solution. Thus, patients
aged 36-65 years may be more interested in adopting mHealth
solutions. How to increase interest in mHealth solutions among
younger and older patients with LBP is an important
consideration for future research and developers, especially as
the findings of the selfBACK trial indicate an increased effect
for older patients.
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Abstract

Background: Home-based aerobic exercise in people with neuromuscular diseases (NMDs) has benefits compared to exercise
in the hospital or a rehabilitation center because traveling is often cumbersome due to mobility limitations, and societal costs are
lower. Barriers to home-based aerobic exercise include reduced possibilities for monitoring and lack of motivation. To overcome
these and other barriers, we developed a mobile health app: Keep on training with ReVi (hereafter referred to as ReVi).

Objective: We aimed to determine the usability of the ReVi app.

Methods: Patients followed a 4-month, polarized, home-based aerobic exercise program on a cycle or rowing ergometer, with
2 low-intensity sessions and 1 high-intensity session per week supported by the ReVi app. The app collected training data,
including heart rate and ratings of perceived exertion, provided real-time feedback on reaching target intensity zones, and enabled
monitoring via an online dashboard. Physiotherapists instructed patients on how to use the ReVi app and supervised them during
their training program. Patients and physiotherapists separately evaluated usability with self-developed questionnaires, including
9 questions on a 5-point Likert scale, covering the usability elements efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction.

Results: Twenty-nine ambulatory adult patients (n=19 women; mean age 50.4, SD 14.2 years) with 11 different slowly progressive
NMDs participated. Both patients and physiotherapists (n=10) reported that the app, in terms of its efficiency, was easy to use
and had a rapid learning curve. Sixteen patients (55%) experienced 1 or more technical issue(s) during the course of the exercise
program. In the context of effectiveness, 23 patients (81%) indicated that the app motivated them to complete the program and
that it helped them to exercise within the target intensity zones. Most patients (n=19, 70%) and physiotherapists (n=6, 60%) were
satisfied with the use of the app. The median attendance rate was 88% (IQR 63%-98%), with 76% (IQR 69%-82%) of time spent
within the target intensity zones. Four adverse events were reported, 3 of which were resolved without discontinuation of the
exercise program.

Conclusions: The usability of the ReVi app was high, despite the technical issues that occurred. Further development of the
app to resolve these issues is warranted before broader implementation into clinical practice.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49808)   doi:10.2196/49808

KEYWORDS

neuromuscular disorders; endurance training; home-based exercise; eHealth; tele-rehabilitation; app; exercise; aerobic exercise;
mhealth; mobile app; neuromuscular disease; usability
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Introduction

Physical fitness is an important health marker [1,2] and is
strongly associated with daily life functioning [3] and
independent living [4] at older age. People with neuromuscular
disease (NMD) often have reduced physical fitness caused not
only by the underlying disease but also by an inactive lifestyle
[5-7]. Aerobic exercise is an important aspect of rehabilitation
treatment for NMD, as it contributes to improved physical
fitness [8]. The integration of exercise programs into everyday
life was recently identified as one of the major research priorities
for individuals with NMD [9].

People with NMD usually perform their aerobic exercise
program in a hospital, rehabilitation center, or physiotherapy
practice under the direct supervision of a physiotherapist.
However, center-based exercise may be cumbersome for
individuals with NMD, who are often limited in their mobility.
Moreover, center-based exercise requires the availability of
physiotherapy staff, whose number is often limited as many
countries are reducing health care services [10,11]. This
amplifies the need for alternative modes of exercise intervention
delivery that maintain high quality and effectiveness [12,13].

Transferring aerobic exercise from the hospital environment to
the home or community may be a beneficial way to reduce travel
time and societal costs. A recently developed training guide
called B-FIT is an example of a home-based aerobic exercise
program specifically developed for NMD [14]. Feasibility of
the B-FIT exercise program has been demonstrated for different
types of NMD, and patients and physiotherapists were satisfied
with its use [14]. A barrier to use B-FIT was that some patients
experienced the program as insufficiently challenging. This
requires attention because poor motivation has been reported
as a major barrier to exercise in people with NMD [7,15].
Furthermore, physiotherapists perceived initiation of the
program as time-consuming; most of the worksheets, including
exercise testing results and the training schedules, needed to be
filled out by hand. A more general concern regarding exercise
in the home environment is the reduced possibility to monitor
exercise sessions. This is particularly important for the
vulnerable population of people with NMD, as it may put them
at risk for under- and overtraining.

To overcome these barriers to home-based aerobic exercise for
people with NMD, we developed a mobile health (mHealth)
app called Keep on training with ReVi (hereafter referred to as
the ReVi app). The ReVi app aims to improve patients’
adherence to the B-FIT exercise program by (1) offering a
structured exercise program, (2) providing insight into training
progression, and (3) improving motivation through auditory
encouragement. For physiotherapists, the ReVi app aims to
improve their opportunities for supervision by enabling them
to monitor progress and provide feedback from a distance and
also to reduce the time investment to initiate the exercise
program.

The primary aim of this study was to assess the usability of the
ReVi app for assisting and monitoring home-based aerobic
exercise according to the B-FIT training guide in people with
NMD. We also evaluated the attendance rate, the time spent

within target intensity zones, and the occurrence of adverse
effects.

Methods

Design
A multicenter prospective pilot study was conducted at the
outpatient departments of rehabilitation medicine of 2 university
hospitals and in 3 rehabilitation centers in the Netherlands. All
centers were specialized in treatment of NMD. This study
included 2 different cohorts; in one cohort, the ReVi app was
applied as part of usual care at the Department of Rehabilitation
Medicine at the Amsterdam UMC, location Amsterdam Medical
Center (AMC). The other cohort consisted of patients using the
ReVi app in the intervention group of an ongoing multicenter
randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of a physical activity
program, which combines the B-FIT aerobic exercise program
and motivational interviewing coaching to improve physical
fitness in people with NMD [16].

Ethical Considerations
The medical ethics review committee of the AMC waived the
need for medical ethical approval for the usual care cohort, and
approved the study protocol of the randomized controlled trial
(NL62104.018.17). All patients provided informed consent.

Participants
The inclusion criteria applied to both cohorts were (1) diagnosis
of a slowly progressive NMD, (2) age ≥18 years, and (3)
possession of a smartphone or tablet. Exclusion criteria were
(1) contraindication for being physically active, (2) inability to
follow verbal or written instructions, and (3) insufficient
competence in the Dutch language. In addition, patients in the
randomized controlled trial had to be motivated to improve their
reduced physical fitness and were excluded if they had
participated in an exercise program for a period longer than 4
weeks in the past 6 months. For the purpose of this study, we
included only data of patients who completed at least 12 of the
48 possible training sessions, to ensure sufficient experience
with the use of the ReVi app to evaluate its usability. We aimed
to include a total of 30 patients in this study.

Physiotherapists were included in the study if they supervised
at least 1 patient. Physiotherapists that were already exposed to
the B-FIT training guide followed a half-day training course to
refresh their knowledge on the use of the B-FIT training program
and learn the use of the ReVi app. Physiotherapists that were
not exposed to the B-FIT training guide followed a full-day
training course to learn both the B-FIT training program and
the use of the app. Furthermore, they received an instruction
manual with a step-by-step guide on the use of the app.

ReVi App
The ReVi app (Amsterdam UMC) was built by a company
(everywhereIM BV) specialized in the development of medical
apps. The app was available for iOS and Android and it was
developed in the Dutch language. An expert group consisting
of physiotherapists, rehabilitation physicians, exercise
physiologists, patients with different types of NMD, and
representatives of the Dutch Society of Muscle Diseases and of
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the app builder actively participated in the development of the
ReVi app. Expert group meetings were organized to discuss the
aims of the app, to identify essential functionalities, and to
provide feedback on so-called functional designs (on paper).
The primary objective during this initial developmental phase
was to create an app to assist a 16-week aerobic exercise
regimen. If the study yields favorable results, the next
developmental stage will be initiated to enhance the app’s
functionality and further explore the possibilities for offering
longer-term support to home-based aerobic exercise. The data
protection officer of Amsterdam UMC (location AMC) was
also involved in the app’s development process to ensure that
personal data processing was organized in accordance with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

B-FIT Aerobic Exercise Program
The ReVi app was programmed with the B-FIT aerobic exercise
program. This 16-week, polarized, home-based exercise program
consisted of 2 low-intensity sessions below the anaerobic
threshold (AT) and 1 high-intensity session above the AT per
week. Patients visited the study center prior to the start, midway
through, and after completion of the exercise program for a
face-to-face meeting with their supervising physiotherapist.
During each visit, an exercise test was executed. During the
visits midway through and after completion of the exercise
program, patients received feedback on training progress based
on exercise testing results and based on data in the ReVi
dashboard (see section App Description).

In the usual care cohort, target intensity zones were based on
indirect assessment of the AT using ratings of perceived exertion
(RPEs) during a submaximal exercise test [17]. In the
randomized controlled trial cohort, target intensity zones were
based on direct assessment of the AT during an exercise test
through visual inspection of the gas exchange plots using the
V-slope method [18]. If training based on heart rate was not
feasible, for instance in patients using β-blocking agents, training
was based on RPEs using the 6-20 Borg scale. Each training
session consisted of several exercise intervals interspersed with
recovery periods. Training sessions were performed in the home
environment (eg, at home, in the gym, or at a physiotherapy
practice) on a bicycle or rowing ergometer. A more detailed
description of the B-FIT aerobic exercise program can be found
in Multimedia Appendix 1 [14].

App Description
Physiotherapists created a personal account for a web-based
dashboard that was used to create and manage ReVi app
accounts of patients they supervised. The dashboard could be

accessed using a desktop or laptop computer. Two-way
verification using Google Authenticator (Google Inc) was
required to sign in. The physiotherapists created patient accounts
by sending a link to the patients’ email addresses. Via this link,
a password was created. Patients used the ReVi app on a mobile
phone or tablet. Logging in to the ReVi app required their
personal email address and password.

After signing in to the ReVi app, the home menu opened, from
which 2 menus could be chosen: the Settings menu and the
Training menu, which provided an overview of the program
(Figure 1). Through the Settings menu the type of training could
be chosen: training based on heart rate or based on Borg scale.
For training based on heart rate, a Bluetooth connection with a
heart rate monitor was established (in these cohorts, the device
was the Polar H10; Polar Electro) and could be tested.
Additionally, contact details of the physiotherapist were entered
to enable patients to contact their therapists via the ReVi app.

The Training menu provided an overview of the training sessions
(Figure 2). By selecting training sessions, the training protocol,
including exercise intervals and recovery periods, was shown
(Figure 3). During training sessions, the ReVi app guided users
by illustrating their target intensity zones. In case of heart
rate–based training, a heart rate chest strap was provided to the
patient. The app was Bluetooth connected to the heart rate chest
strap to continuously monitor heart rate (Figure 4). Patients
rated their perceived exertion every final minute of the exercise
interval or recovery period using the 6-20 Borg scale (Figure
5). During RPE-based training, patients rated their perceived
exertion every minute. The ReVi app provided auditory feedback
during training sessions. When patients trained within the target
intensity zone, they were encouraged to continue. If the heart
rate or Borg scale was not within the target intensity zone for
at least 20 seconds, the ReVi app provided auditory instructions
to increase or decrease the resistance. Directly after completion
of the exercise session, an overview of the exercise results was
shown (Figure 6).

Heart rate and Borg score data were saved by the ReVi app and
sent to the web-based dashboard. Physiotherapists could access
the training data of the patients they supervised; patients only
had access to their own exercise data. The dashboard included,
for each training session, a table with the percentage of time
spent within the target intensity zones, the average heart rate
for each exercise interval and recovery period, and the
accompanying RPE (Figure 7). Additionally, a graph illustrated
the actual heart rate or RPE with reference to the target intensity
zones.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the ReVi app home screen.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the exercise program overview.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the exercise session protocol; this is an overview of the intensity and duration of each exercise or recovery bout.

Figure 4. Screenshot of the exercise session live screen; the actual achieved intensity (heart rate or rating of perceived exertion) and the target intensity
zone during the exercise session are shown.
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the Borg scale.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the exercise session results; the graph shows heart rate progression over time and the percentage of time spent within the target
intensity zones.
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Figure 7. Screenshot of the ReVi app web-based dashboard. The percentage of time spent within the target intensity zones is presented in the table.
The graph shows the heart rate during the training session (solid line), as well as the target intensity zones (grey dashed lines). The ReVi app dashboard
is only available in Dutch, but for this paper the screenshot was translated to English. HR: heart rate.

Outcomes

ReVi App Usability
The primary outcome was the usability of the ReVi app, defined
according to the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) as follows: “Usability is the extent to which a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction in a specified context
of use” [19]. Efficiency refers to the resources expended in
relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users
achieve goals (eg, ease of use, learning time, and additional
effort of using the ReVi app during training sessions).
Effectiveness refers to the extent to which the ReVi app has
completed its goals to motivate patients and support patients to
train within the targeted heart rate zones. Satisfaction assesses
positive or negative attitudes toward the use of the ReVi app
[20].

Self-developed questionnaires were used to assess the usability
of the ReVi app among patients and physiotherapists. The
questionnaires were developed by the study team, which
consisted of researchers, rehabilitation physicians, and a
physiotherapist. The questionnaires were reviewed by 2 patients
and another physiotherapist before the final version was
developed. The questionnaires contained questions pertaining
to the 3 major aspects of usability: efficiency, effectiveness,
and satisfaction. The usability questionnaires for patients and
physiotherapists included 12 and 13 questions, respectively, of
which 2 were open questions (Multimedia Appendices 2 and

3). Nine of the closed questions were scored on a 5-point Likert
scale (1=strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=neither agree nor
disagree; 4=agree; 5=strongly agree). Patients filled in the
questionnaire after their last completed training session;
physiotherapists did so after completion by the last patient they
supervised.

Attendance Rate and Time Within Target Intensity Zones
For assessing attendance rates and the time spent within target
intensity zones, we used data collected in the ReVi app
dashboard. The attendance rate was defined as the percentage
of followed training sessions. From the followed training
sessions, we determined the percentage of time spent within
target intensity zones for low- and high-intensity exercise
intervals combined and separately.

Adverse Events
Adverse events related to the exercise program, such as severe
muscle fatigue, joint pain, or muscle pain, were recorded.
Patients were instructed to contact the physiotherapist to report
adverse events. In addition, physiotherapists checked for adverse
events during each patient visit.

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics are used to present patient and
physiotherapist characteristics. The data from the questions that
were scored on a 5-point Likert scale were reduced by
combining “agree” and “strongly agree” responses to form an
“agree” category, and response options of “strongly disagree”
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and “disagree” were combined to form “disagree.” Frequencies
were calculated on the basis of the total number of responses
to each question on the usability questionnaire and expressed
as percentages. Data analysis was performed using SPSS
(version 28.0; IBM Inc).

Results

Study Group
Between January 2020 and November 2021, 23 patients started
their exercise program as part of the usual care cohort, of which
20 patients were included in the study. Three patients were
excluded because they executed less than 12 exercise sessions.
Reasons included technical problems with the ReVi app (n=1),
medical issues (n=1), and a lack of motivation (n=1). Nine other

patients participating in the ongoing randomized controlled trial
were also included and started between July 2021 and December
2021.

Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. Twenty-three
patients were treated at the outpatient clinic of the Department
of Rehabilitation of the Amsterdam UMC (location AMC),
supervised by 6 physiotherapists. The other 6 patients were
treated by 4 physiotherapists at Rehabilitation Center
Klimmendaal (Arnhem; n=2), Basalt Rehabilitation Center
(Leiden; n=2), University Medical Center Utrecht (Utrecht;
n=1), and Sint Maartenskliniek (Nijmegen; n=1). Twenty-eight
patients trained based on heart rate and 1 patient based on the
Borg scale. Twenty-seven patients performed the exercise
program using a bicycle ergometer and 2 patients used a rowing
ergometer.

Table 1. Respondent profile.

RespondentsCharacteristics

Patients (n=29)

50.4 (14.2)Age (years), mean (SD)

19 (66)Female, n (%)

75 (60-80)Sum score of manual muscle testing for the legsa, median (range)

100 (50-210)Peak workload baseline submaximal exercise test (watts), median (range)

Types of neuromuscular disorder, n

7Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease

4Myotonic dystrophy

4Nonspecific myopathy

3Congenital dystrophy

3Limb girdle muscular dystrophy

2Mitochondrial myopathy

2Inclusion body myositis

1Becker muscular dystrophy

1Postpolio syndrome

1Dermatomyositis

1Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy

Physiotherapists (n=10)

7 (70)Female, n (%)

2 (1-9)Patients supervised in study (n), median (range)

4 (40)Prior experience with use of the ReVi app, n (%)

aSum score for muscle strength of the legs was calculated by adding 16 muscle groups. Each muscle group had a score between 0 and 5, and the sum
score ranged from 0 to 80 [21].

Primary Outcome

Usability
Twenty-seven patients and all 10 physiotherapists filled in and
returned the usability questionnaire. Two patients did not return

the usability questionnaire despite multiple requests.
Questionnaire scores of patients and physiotherapists are
presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Statements and outcomes for the patient usability questionnaire (n=27) and the physiotherapist usability questionnaire (n=10). Scores are
given on a Likert scale, ranging from 1-5 (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). Frequency data were reduced by combining “agree” and “ strongly
agree” responses to form an “agree” category, and response options of “strongly disagree” and “disagree” were combined to form “disagree”.

Efficiency
Twenty-four patients (89%) reported that learning how to use
the ReVi app went quickly and 22 patients (81%) found that
the ReVi app was easy to use. Seven patients (26%) agreed with
the statement “the ReVi app works without problems.” In 16
of the total of 29 patients (55%), 1 or more technical issues
occurred during the course of the ReVi app training program.
The most-reported technical issues were connection problems
with the heart rate monitor and a bug in the app that hindered
saving of exercise data in week 11 of the exercise program.

The majority of therapists reported that the ReVi app was easy
to use (n=7, 70%) and all therapists found the use of the app
easy to explain to patients. Nine therapists (90%) experienced
technical issues using the ReVi app.

Effectiveness
Eighteen patients (67%) reported that the ReVi app provided
insight into the structure of the exercise program. Twenty-two
patients (81%) agreed that the app motivated them to complete
the program and that it helped them to maintain exercise within
the target intensity zones.

All therapists reported that the web-based dashboard helped
them to provide feedback to patients and that the ReVi app had
added value for supervision. The most important benefit reported
by the physiotherapists was that the ReVi app allowed insight
into the number of sessions that were followed and the exercise
intensity that was achieved during training sessions.

Satisfaction
Nineteen patients (70%) were satisfied with the use of the ReVi
app and 22 patients (81%) would recommend the use of the
ReVi app to other patients with NMD. The most important
reasons to recommend its use to others were that the app
provided structure, helped them to train within the target
intensity zones, and motivated them to complete their training
sessions. The most-reported reason for patients not to
recommend the ReVi app to others was the occurrence of
technical issues.

Six therapists (60%) reported that they were satisfied with the
use of the ReVi app and 8 therapists (80%) would recommend
the use of the app to other physiotherapists. Reasons to
recommend its use to others were that it was easy to use, enabled
monitoring from a distance, and provided data that could be
used to give tailored feedback to patients. The most-reported
reason to not recommend the ReVi app to others was the
technical issues that occasionally occurred when using the app.

Secondary Outcomes

Attendance and Time Within Target Intensity Zones
Twenty of the 29 patients (69%) completed the exercise
program. Reasons for discontinuation among the other 9 patients
were technical problems with the ReVi app (n=4), medical
issues (n=2), closing of the local gym due to COVID-19
measures (n=2), and a lack of motivation (n=1).

Figure 9 shows the attendance rate for each patient, as well as
the time spent within the target intensity zones. The median
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attendance rate was 88% (IQR 63%-98%). During the attended
training sessions, patients spent a median of 76% (IQR
69%-82%) of the time within their target intensity zones (Figure

10). The median percentage of time spent within the low
intensity zones was 85% (IQR 81%-92%), and in the high
intensity zones it was 59% (IQR 45%-70%).

Figure 9. Attendance rates for individual patients ordered from most to least sessions, and the percentage of time spent within the target intensity zones
during corresponding sessions. * patient trained based on Borg scale.
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Figure 10. The percentage of time spent within the target intensity zones during A) both high and low intensity exercise intervals, B) low intensity
exercise intervals and C) high intensity exercise intervals. Black lines indicate the median. Each dot represents a single patient.

Adverse Events
Four adverse events were reported: fatigue (n=2), knee joint
pain (n=1), and high blood pressure during training (n=1). In
the patient with high blood pressure during training, the
rehabilitation physician and physiotherapist decided to terminate
the exercise program. The other 3 adverse events were resolved
without discontinuation of the exercise program.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study provides insight into the usability of the ReVi app
among people with NMD to support home-based aerobic
exercise according to the B-FIT training program. The different
components of usability, including efficiency, effectiveness,
and satisfaction, were all judged as good by physiotherapists
and patients, despite the occurrence of technical issues.

Patients were generally positive about the efficiency of the ReVi
app due to its rapid learning curve and ease of use. Patients
could independently work with the app based on the instructions
that they received from their treating physiotherapist. Adequate
instructions are known to be a key facilitator of patient
engagement with mHealth apps [22]. With regards to its
effectiveness, patients reported that the most important goals
of the ReVi app were achieved: its use motivated them to
complete the exercise program and helped them to exercise
within their target intensity zones. These outcomes were
supported by the findings that patients attended the majority of
training sessions and spent most time within the target intensity
zones. Patients were mostly satisfied with the use of the app,

which concurs with other studies on apps supporting home-based
physical exercise programs in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
which is a rapidly progressive type of NMD [23], and a variety
of other patient populations [24-26].

Physiotherapists were positive about the efficiency of the ReVi
app. This was mainly due to the rapid learning curve and its
ease of use; a half- or full-day training course was required for
physiotherapists to learn how to work with the app and the
B-FIT training guide, depending on prior experience with B-FIT.
In terms of effectiveness, physiotherapists reported that the most
important goals of the ReVi app were achieved. They found the
app helpful when monitoring patients during their home-based
program, mainly because it enabled them to provide feedback
based on exercise data. They were generally satisfied with the
use of the ReVi app and would recommend the use of the app
to other physiotherapists.

While efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction were
overall judged as positive, one of the efficiency items was
clearly judged as insufficient: 55% (n=16) of the patients and
90% (n=9) of the physiotherapists experienced technical issues.
Most of these issues were solved, but in all cases, this required
the help of a physiotherapist, researcher, or software developer.
Technical issues are known to negatively impact usability and
decrease adherence and engagement with mHealth tools [22].
They often cause patients to stop their mHealth interventions,
leading to high dropout rates, and they are reported as a main
barrier to further implementation of mHealth or eHealth apps
[22,27]. This is consistent with our finding that the most
important reason for discontinuation of the exercise program
was when the ReVi app did not function well. Therefore,
resolving technical issues is an important concern for further
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implementation of the ReVi app in clinical rehabilitation practice
on a broader scale. This also underlines the importance of
offering technical support when using mHealth tools such as
the ReVi app [28]. Physiotherapists could play an important
role in this, but that would require sufficient proficiency with
mHealth. Moreover, considering the limited availability of
physiotherapy personnel, it is essential for successful
implementation of mHealth tools like the ReVi app to minimize
technical issues and provide access to additional technical
support for more complex problems.

The attendance rate, time within target intensity zones, and
adverse events found in this study suggest that training in the
home environment with the help of the ReVi app is a good
alternative to center-based training. The attendance rate of 88%
and time within target intensity zones of 76% are in line with
adherence rates found in other studies evaluating aerobic
exercise programs for NMD [29-37] that were mostly conducted
in a hospital or rehabilitation center. Comparison of the
attendance rate and time within target intensity zones between
this study and past studies on exercise for NMD is hampered
by incomplete or absent descriptions of adherence assessment
methods in most other studies. In some studies, it is unclear if
reported values are for attendance rates, the time spent within
exercise zones, or training time. Moreover, some studies
excluded patients who dropped out, leading to overestimated
adherence. In this light, the attendance rate in our study may
have been impacted by excluding patients who performed less
than 12 exercise sessions and by the finding that some patients
performed several training sessions without using the ReVi app.
Despite these uncertainties, the attendance rate and time within
target intensity zones found in our study seem to be in line with
values reported in other aerobic exercise studies. The limited
number of adverse events reported in this study also concurs
with other studies on center-based aerobic exercise programs
for NMD [32,38,39]. This further strengthens the notion that
home-based aerobic exercise supported by the ReVi app may
be considered a safe and feasible alternative for center-based
exercise programs, which is in line with earlier research in
telemonitoring of home-based exercise for amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis [23].

Limitations
Patients with a positive attitude toward the use of mHealth may
have been more inclined to participate in this study, causing
selection bias and limiting generalizability to people with NMD
and less affinity for mHealth. Also, most patients trained under
supervision of a physiotherapist experienced in treating patients
with NMD, which limits generalizability of our results to other
health care settings, such as primary care physiotherapy
practices.

Future Studies
Implementation of mHealth, such as with the ReVi app, in
rehabilitation care presents some major challenges, such as the
comfort of patients and therapists with the use of technology,
legal and ethical considerations regarding patient monitoring
and the protection of privacy rights, and integration of mHealth
tools into current working protocols [40,41]. Additionally,
specific application design requirements have to be considered
for NMD patients who experience reduced hand functionality
due to muscle weakness. These requirements may include
sufficiently large buttons and input fields. As a consequence of
these challenges, the scientific literature on telerehabilitation
in NMD patients is still limited [42,43]. To enable the broader
implementation of mHealth in clinical practice, research is
warranted into other facilitators of and barriers to the
implementation of mHealth specific to neuromuscular
rehabilitation.

Conclusions
The usability of the ReVi app in terms of perceived efficiency,
effectiveness, and user satisfaction is high, despite the
occurrence of technical issues. Combined with the high
attendance rate and time spent within target intensity zones and
low number of adverse events, the ReVi app can be considered
a promising tool to support home-based aerobic exercise in
rehabilitation practice for NMD. Further development of the
ReVi app to resolve technical issues is warranted before broader
implementation into clinical rehabilitation practice.
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Abstract

Background: There is a great need for evidence-based antiracism interventions targeting mental health clinicians to help mitigate
mental health disparities in racially and ethnically minoritized groups.

Objective: This study provides an exploratory analysis of mental health clinicians’ perspectives on the acceptability of a
web-based antiracism intervention.

Methods: Mental health clinicians were recruited from a single academic medical center through outreach emails. Data were
collected through individual 30-minute semistructured remote video interviews with participants, then recorded, transcribed, and
analyzed using content analysis.

Results: A total of 12 mental health clinicians completed the study; 10 out of 12 (83%) were female candidates. Over half (7/12,
58%) of the respondents desired more robust antiracism training in mental health care. Regarding the web-based antiracism
intervention, (8/12, 67%) enjoyed the digitally delivered demo module, (7/12, 58%) of respondents suggested web-based content
would be further enhanced with the addition of in-person or online group components.

Conclusions: Our results suggest a strong need for additional antiracist training for mental health clinicians. Overall, participants
responded favorably to novel web-based delivery methods for an antiracism intervention. These findings provide important
support for future development and pilot testing of a large-scale digitally enhanced antiracist curriculum targeting mental health
clinicians.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52561)   doi:10.2196/52561

KEYWORDS

acceptability; antiracism; clinicians; intervention; interview study; mental health; psychiatry residents; racism; social workers;
web-based technology

Introduction

Racism or expressions of discrimination are often rooted in
implicit bias and stigmatizing beliefs [1]. Currently, racism is
known to be a key driver of mental health inequities in
ethnoracially minoritized groups who may be victims of
discrimination [2]. Such experiences often lead to negative
mental health outcomes [2]. Current evidence suggests that
Black, Indigenous, and people of color youth and adults
experience highly disproportionate rates of delayed diagnosis
and treatment of autism spectrum disorder, overdiagnosis of

conduct disorder, and underdiagnosis of
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder [3], overdiagnosis of
schizophrenia, overuse of antipsychotics with long-term medical
consequences, and the underdiagnosis and treatment of
depression [4]. Antiracism is the practice of actively opposing
the effects of racism through institutional policies and individual
behaviors [5]. Several recent systematic and scoping reviews
on antiracism interventions in mental health professions have
identified only one relevant randomized pilot study to date [5,6].
Of additional importance is that the authors found significant
variability in training methodology, variability of intervention
duration, and a lack of sufficient efficacy measurements to
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evaluate existent antiracism interventions [5,6]. Thus, despite
the strong need for evidence-based antiracism interventions
targeting racial bias among mental health clinicians, such
interventions remain underdeveloped and understudied in the
literature. Within this context, evidence-based strategies, such
as those based in cognitive-behavioral frameworks, have shown
promise in addressing prejudiced thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors but have yet to be applied to clinicians [4]. Notably,
the delivery of tailored psychoeducational content such as this,
has the potential to be greatly enhanced by digital design and
delivery methods [3,7]. This is especially poignant given that
web-based technologies are known to further augment
interventional implementation structures with regard to both
flexibility and sustainability [3,7].

Against the backdrop of a profound dearth of evidence-based
antiracism interventions targeting mental health professionals,
this study aims to explore aspects of the acceptability of a novel
digitally delivered intervention of this sort [7]. Grounded in a
strongly evidenced implementation science framework and
through a dynamic and iterative process of evaluation, we
explored facets of intervention acceptability regarding content,
delivery, and implementation strategies [8]. Semistructured
interviews were designed to elicit additional perceptions and
attitudes among mental health professionals regarding gaps and
opportunities in their current training on antiracism. Findings
have the potential to be incorporated into future modifications
of the intervention in order to optimize the feasibility and
acceptability of large-scale randomized control pilot trials.

Methods

Overview
Participants were residents, fellows, and social workers
specializing in mental health care. They were recruited from a
single academic medical center in California through a remote
method, which included outreach emails. Written, informed
consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were
compensated through US $50 gift cards and water bottles. Data
were collected through individual 30-minute semistructured
remote video interviews with participants, which were recorded
and transcribed for analysis. Semistructured interview questions
were developed based on the clinical experience and literature
review conducted by MOJ and TRB (Table 1).

The semistructured interview featured a presentation of a digital
demo module of the cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)–based
intervention, which discussed core beliefs that may be harmful
in the treatment of patients with mental health conditions. The
module features real-world examples, teaches a key concept of
intervention, presents examples of self-monitoring, and provides
a visual outline of the engagement and reward components.
Data were qualitatively analyzed using inductive coding and
thematic analysis methods [9] using the Atlas.ti (Scientific
Software Development GmbH) software by 2 independent
coders (HA and DH). Identified codes and themes were
reviewed and consolidated by the leading authors (MOJ and
TRB) until consensus was achieved. The number of respondents
mentioning each code or theme was reported.

Table 1. Semistructured interview questions and probes.

Follow-up probesQuestionsDomain

Sociodemographic information •• How would you describe your race and gender?What is your profession?
• Where are you in your training?

Definitions and thoughts of an-
tiracism

•• Are you comfortable talking with coworkers or
supervisors about racism and antiracism?

How would you define antiracism?
• What terms do you like to use to describe or discuss

racism and antiracism?

Strengths of the current antiracism
training

•• What training, educational tools or courses have
you benefited from in medical school or at the
postgraduate level?

What are the strengths of your medical training
thus far with regard to antiracism?

Weaknesses of the current an-
tiracism training

•• What additional support, educational tools, or re-
sources would help elevate your clinical skills to
provide equitable care to diverse populations?

What are the weaknesses of your medical training
thus far with regard to antiracism?

Feedback on the demo module •• What did you find helpful about the demo module?How would you describe your experience going
through the demo module? • What would make it more helpful?

• What format would you prefer for antiracism
training (in person, online, zoom)?

• How would you feel about your organization using
digital means (online) in the form of self-directed
modules to provide antiracism training?• Would you have 10-15 minutes to dedicate to this

specific type of antiracism learning? • Would 10-15 mins, once per week, for 6 weeks
seem manageable?• Would seeing a report of potential bias in your

electronic health record make you more or less
likely to complete antiracism training? Why or why
not?

• A report of potential bias may include:
• Frequency of biased statements in notes
• Racial disparities in prescribing patterns
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Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the University of California, Los
A n g e l e s  I n s t i t u t i o n a l  R ev i ew  B o a r d
(IRB#22-001632-AM-00002).

Results

A total of 12 mental health clinicians (psychiatry residents,
fellows, and social workers) completed the semistructured
interviews. The participant characteristics included: female
candidates (10/12, 83%), male candidates (2/12, 17%), and
Asian (5/12, 42%), Black (2/12, 17%), Hispanic or Latinx (1/12,
8%), Middle Eastern (1/12, 8%), multiracial (1/12, 8%), White
(1/12, 8%), and other (1/12, 8%) candidates.

The results of the content and thematic analysis are summarized
in Table 2, but major themes are highlighted as follows: the
majority of participants (7/12, 58%) desired more robust
antiracism training in mental health care. With regard to the
demo module, the majority (8/12, 67%) enjoyed the module,
(6/12, 50%) found it to be well-organized, and (11/12, 92%)
felt the time commitment to be manageable. Many participants
particularly enjoyed the CBT-based content (4/12, 33%),
especially the daily self-reflection log (4/12, 33%). About 4
participants expressed a preference for an online self-directed
structure, and 7/12 (58%) participants suggested that online
content could be enhanced with an in-person or group
component. Lastly, 4 participants communicated ways to
improve participant engagement through the digital modality,
including offering incentives, sharing personal experiences, and
recording progress.
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Table 2. Themes and representative quotes from semistructured interviews.

QuotesThemesQuestion

Discussions about race • I think so … I have to admit that oftentimes in the
face of authority figures, it can be challenging…,

• Comfortable (5 mentions)
• Somewhat comfortable (2 mentions)

it can get tiring though, when you’re one of the• Not very comfortable (4 mentions)
few faces of color, or if you’re like, the only Black
person in the room…

Definitions of racism and an-
tiracism

• Antiracism, specifically, is a life-long journey, be-
ing aware of racial dynamics and disparities and
power dynamics, I see it as, like, a modifiable fac-

• Active advocacy against racism (11 mentions)
• Racism as all-encompassing and systemic (5 men-

tions)
tor.• Self-awareness of antiracism (4 mentions)

Previous antiracism training • A lot of it is very theoretical; less of it is practical
in the sense of, you know, in a specific situation.

• Beneficial, in-depth discussions and courses at
some point (11 mentions)

• I feel like there’s a lot of, like, resident-driven an-
tiracism efforts … justice, equity, diversity, and

• Limitations of training format and practicality (8
mentions)

inclusion groups…• Strong training in residency (7 mentions)
• Anti-racist work has been performative, ...there

was too high a burden on faculty of color…
• Minimal or no antiracism training (6 mentions)
• Insufficient institutional support (5)
• Beneficial scenario training (4 mentions)

Antiracism training needs • Just hiring, you know, more faculty of color, I feel
that the best ways I’ve learned have been when

• More robust training and resources (7 mentions)
• Integration of representation and lived experiences

(4 mentions) developing relationships outside of academia bub-
bles and being with people with lived experience.• Accessible language (4 mentions)

• Having more, like, role-playing kind of activities
might be great because for me, it’s like if I’m in a

• Integrate translational social sciences in curriculum
(3 mentions)

situation where I have to speak up, my mind goes• Increase cultural competency (2 mentions)
blank.• Mitigate minority tax (2 mentions)

Digital demo module experience • I really like the module. That’s just like what hap-
pens at the hospital.

• Enjoyed digital module (8 mentions)
• Clear and organized web-based structure (6 men-

tions) • It was clear and I thought the structure was very
helpful and consistent while going through the four• Particularly liked CBT-based examples of core

beliefs (4 mentions) examples of core beliefs
• The good clinician one in particular led me to think

about how there are so many ways the system re-
• Particularly liked online daily self-reflection log-

ging (4 mentions)
wards not thinking and not challenging biases, and
I think it was nice that you provided that example.

Digital demo module time • Yes, I think we can definitely make that time.• Feels that 15 minutes/week of web-based interven-
tion content for six weeks is manageable (11 men-
tions)

Demo module digital format • In-person is generally always the most effective. I
think we tend to have short attention spans, and it

• Prefers online content with addition of in-person
or group setting (7 mentions)

becomes just an online module you have to do.• Concerns about exclusively online, self-directed
formats (5 mentions) • If you really want people to be an active participant

and really engage with it, I don’t know how good• Prefers self-directed online-only modules (4 men-
tions) self-directed modules are … I’m just like clicking

through it.• Open to conducting over a Zoom call (3 mentions)

Digital demo module improve-
ments

• I think that it might be helpful to allow us space to
bring up our own examples, but I know that it takes
a lot of vulnerability for us to sit there and reflect.

• Enhance resident participation and engagement in
format (4 mentions)

• Include web-based incentive to track growth (2
mentions) • If there’s some sort of incentivization structure for

people to check back in or record progress into,
like a diary, I think that could be effective.

Potential report of EHR bias • Yeah, it would overall. I think it would be cool,
because in the same way that they make us look at

• Yes, it would be helpful (11 mentions)

how often we are prescribing benzos, why can’t
we also be explicit, you know. in terms of an-
tiracism?

• Yeah, it would make me more wary. It would make
me sit down and think.
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QuotesThemesQuestion

• Everyone has the responsibility to care for, like, a
language diverse community. It [shouldn’t] just
fall on certain individuals just because of their
background.

• I remember there were some moments in medical
school where I felt like there was too high a burden
on faculty of color and also students of color.

• Minority tax (5 mentions)Across questions

Discussion

Overview
Using semistructured interviews with mental health
professionals, our results indicate favorable acceptability of
antiracist intervention content and digital delivery methods. The
web-based demo module of the antiracism intervention received
a high level of positive feedback, with participants finding it
relevant, well-structured, and generally effective in teaching
CBT principles. For example, participants enjoyed learning how
to identify, react to, and consciously correct core beliefs that
propagate racism in health care. Regarding acceptability,
participants felt the time commitment would be feasible,
especially the convenience of being able to access web-based
modules for short periods of time over the course of several
weeks. Online self-directed training was well-received, with a
recommendation for the addition of a group, in-person, or zoom
component to solidify and expand upon web-based self-directed
learning. Participants also felt that this would improve
engagement, especially with opportunities to share their own
experiences. Such findings are in line with previous research
suggesting that personalization and increased social
connectedness facilitated by digital health intervention
components can enhance user engagement [10].

In the context of existing literature, there is a need for targeted
evidence-based antiracist strategies addressing the unique and
specific needs of clinicians operating in any given health care
specialty, as the needs of most mental health professionals will
differ greatly from those of general health practitioners [11].
Unfortunately, most antiracism interventions to date have
focused only on general health professionals, resulting in the
existence of far less tailored interventions addressing a specific
health care context or specialty. Furthermore, there are limited

discussions of methods for enhancing engagement in antiracism
training other than mandating antiracism work [11]. Findings
from this study fill this critical gap in the literature by
investigating needed aspects of antiracist intervention dedicated
to specialized mental health care, with the added benefit of using
novel digital-based design elements promoting enhanced
acceptability and participant engagement.

Limitations
Limitations include the fact that this study was conducted at a
single academic center, which limits its generalizability to other
institutions. However, this is a targeted approach to be applied
to the study population of mental health professionals. A similar
approach can be applied to other health specialty areas, using
interviews targeting clinicians of interest. Such methods may
further be used to tailor digital antiracism training to other
clinical specialties. Another limitation is that the current study
focuses on the acceptability of the intervention rather than its
efficacy. Lastly, another important limitation lies in the lack of
community engagement in the intervention design process, an
aspect known to enhance the health equity of digital health
interventions [12,13]. Future iterations will therefore aim to
involve the systematic incorporation of the voices of community
members served by mental health professionals.

Conclusions
Taken together, these results provide important guidelines for
the implementation of a targeted intervention for mental health
clinicians. They suggest favorable acceptability regarding the
use of CBT principles in antiracism education and delivery in
a web-based format. Such synthesized findings and insights
from mental health professionals may be used to tailor and guide
practical aspects of the further development and piloting of a
future large-scale web-based antiracism intervention.
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Abstract

Background: Patients with cancer who have recently been diagnosed have distinct requirements compared to cancer survivors.
It is crucial to take into account their unique needs to ensure that they make informed decisions and are receptive to the care
provided.

Objective: This study suggested a framework titled Effectiveness of Patient-Centered Cancer Care that considers the needs of
newly diagnosed patients with cancer and related work system factors. This study investigated how work system factors influence
the perceptions of patient-centered care, quality of care, and associated outcomes among newly diagnosed patients with cancer.
Patient-centered care is defined in terms of workload and communication considerations, whereas the quality of care is assessed
through indicators such as trust in physicians, satisfaction with care, and perceptions of technology.

Methods: This study used qualitative data collected through interviews with newly diagnosed patients with cancer (N=20) right
after their first visits with their physicians. Thematic analysis was conducted to validate the 5 hypotheses of the framework,
mapping the interactions among quality of care, patient-centered care, and work system factors.

Results: We found that workload and patient-centered communication impact the quality of care and that the work system
elements impact the patient-centeredness (workload and communication) and the quality of care (trust in physicians, satisfaction
with care, and perception of technology use).

Conclusions: Qualitatively validating the proposed Effectiveness of Patient-Centered Cancer Care framework, this study
demonstrated its efficacy in elucidating the interplay of various factors. The framework holds promise for informing interventions
geared toward enhancing patients’ experiences during their initial visits after diagnosis. There is a pressing need for heightened
attention to the organizational design, patient processes, and collaborative efforts among diverse stakeholders and providers to
optimize the overall patient experience.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53053)   doi:10.2196/53053
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Introduction

Background
Improving the quality of care (QOC), coordination, and quality
of life are essential goals of chronic care [1]. Patient-centered
care (PCC) is one of the approaches used to assure the primacy
of the individual’s health and life goals in their care management
[1]. In recent years, the concept of having the person be the
driving force in their health care decisions has evolved and
gained momentum, and it is now largely considered the gold
standard for health care worldwide [1,2].

The initial physician visits after a cancer diagnosis are a critical
period in which patients face a range of challenges that can
significantly disrupt their lives. Symptoms of the disease and
the overwhelming decisions related to treatment can pose a
threat to their physical, cognitive, and emotional well-being [3].
Patients often struggle to comprehend medical information and
express frustration with prolonged waiting periods for prognoses
and follow-ups [3]. This can lead to psychosocial concerns,
including high levels of distress, emotional strain, uncertainty
surrounding mortality, and disruptions to social life [3]. The
cognitive and emotional burdens can be overwhelming,
potentially leading to nonadherence to treatment plans [4].

PCC approaches are considered crucial for the delivery of
high-quality care to patients. However, there is considerable
ambiguity concerning the exact meaning of the term and the
optimal method for measuring the process and outcomes of
PCC [5]. Despite the concept’s popularity in the past 30 years,
there has been a slight argument of perspective in the literature
about the definition of PCC [5]. It has been an evolving concept,
originally presented by Balint [6], who described
patient-centered medicine as understanding the patient as a
unique human being, whereas for Levenstein et al [7], it is an
approach in which the “physician enters the patient’s world to
see the illness through his eyes.” In 1998, Delbanco et al [8]
developed a self-described utopian vision for a patient-centered
health care system called People Power. The relationship is
supported by “computer-based guidance and communication
systems.” Don Berwick, a former administrator for the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services, has popularized the slogan
Delbanco and his group adopted, “Nothing about me without
me,” acknowledging that PCC is not always evidence based. In
his 2009 Health Affairs article, he emphasized that PCC relates
to one’s set of decisions and choices of circumstances and
relationships in health care.

This concept has received increased attention since the 2001
Institute of Medicine report, “Crossing the Quality Chasm” [9],
where health care quality and system-of-care improvement
efforts were linked to the 6 core values: safe, effective, efficient,
patient centered, timely, and equitable. Since then, myriad
clinical, policy, and research initiatives have been launched to
promote the study, advancement, and implementation of PCC.
Research later presented 8 primary dimensions of the PCC
model (respect of values, physical comfort, coordination and
integration of care, information and education, access to care,
involvement of family and friends, and transition and continuity)
[10]. In 2015, the World Health Organization released its

framework on “people-centered health services” [11],
emphasizing a focus on a system that adopts individuals’,
careers’, families’, and communities’perspectives into a trusted
health care system.

PCC frameworks have proved to change the behavior of patients
with cancer as they successfully engage the patient by
incorporating his biopsychosocial support system into care
delivery and ensuring sustainable development [12]. Involving
patients with cancer meaningfully in the processes and
responding to their emotions as part of PCC adoption have been
linked to better health outcomes, more trust, and better
engagement of the patient in their care [13]. Thus, to evaluate
the effectiveness of PCC initiatives, the cognitive perception
of patients with cancer needs to be studied in relation to their
behavior within the care settings (eg, trust, satisfaction, anxiety,
and engagement). On the other hand, achieving high-quality
care is a complex pursuit in any setting, especially for cancer
care. Improving the patient journey requires an integrated system
of care and productive interactions among many system levels.
By understanding the work system components, the design and
integration of tasks, technology, and clinical processes can be
reviewed to better support the needs of individuals while
optimizing system performance. A supportive work environment
and a highly engaged workforce correlate with improved quality
of PCC and hospital performance [14]. Case managers,
navigators, quality officers, and administrators may track patient
outcomes at the population level. A study conducted in 2017
on postdiagnosis treatment communication with patients with
cancer highlighted the importance of coordination among
specialists, primary care, and other people involved in the care
processes with patients to deliver necessary care as problems
in coordination can lead to fragmentation in health outcomes
and processes. However, existing initiatives and care-planning
processes face barriers to adoption and implementation. To sum
up, tools and initiatives designed to improve health care delivery
through PCC need to be inspired by systems engineering
principles as recommended by the Institute of Medicine and the
National Academy of Engineering to identify, develop, and
sustain best practices informed by the needs of survivors,
caregivers, clinicians, organizations, and communities [13].

Due to the complex nature of the health care system, it remains
hard to provide patients with care that meets their expectations
without accounting for the work system in which they are
receiving the care services [15]. However, to our knowledge,
no framework focuses on PCC from a systems perspective.
Human factors engineering interventions need to take into
account issues across the whole system (system approach) with
macro-ergonomic considerations, including organizational
factors, to be more likely to significantly impact QOC. The
Systems Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety (SEIPS) model
of work system and patient safety, for example, emphasizes the
principle of “balance” and focuses on system interactions that
need to be considered to make significant progress in health
care quality, linking the work system factors to health outcomes
[16]. In addition, although many studies have focused on the
workload of physicians and staff, no study has focused on the
workload of patients with cancer. In this qualitative study, we
explored the impact of work system factors on newly diagnosed
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patients with cancer’s perceptions of PCC and QOC and the
impact of PCC on the QOC outcomes among newly diagnosed
patients with cancer following a suggested conceptual
framework.

Theoretical Background

Overview
The framework built was inspired by different human factors
models such as social cognitive theory [17], which
conceptualizes the behavior of a person as a result of mental,
personal, and social and environmental factors, therefore we
considered behavior as a sum of a patient’s perceptional
cognitive input (patient-centeredness perception) and the
response. Our patient-centered effectiveness components were
inspired by the patient-centered communication in cancer care
that defines communication through 6 functions [18] and the
technology acceptance model. The technology acceptance model
links technology perception to the attitude of the user toward
the perceived usefulness and ease of use and the external
variables [19,20]. The last model that inspired our framework
is the SEIPS [21]. From a sociotechnical perspective, patients’
experience, especially with chronic diseases, is a function of
many coordination challenges [22]. Therefore, we need to go
beyond the typical focus on a patient’s single health care

encounter and understand a patient’s journey from a broader
perspective through their interactions with other stakeholders
in a system where not only patients and physicians are actors
but the work system and the tools used are also important
impactors of the perceptions and decision-making processes.
Thus, we look at the systems’ factors impacting patients’
perception of patient-centeredness.

Our framework in Figure 1 emphasizes the relationship between
patients’cognitive perceptions of patient-centeredness and QOC.
We account for the impact of work system factors on these
perceptions. We define patient-centeredness as a combination
of workload support and communication and interrelationship
support. Workload-related consideration characterizes the
effective engagement of patients in their care experience.
Communication and interrelationship improvement describes
the communication effectiveness between patients and their
providers. The dependent variables are related to the action
tendency of patients: satisfaction, perception of technology, and
trust. Exposure to the work system is considered a covariate in
the model. To unpack this conceptual framework for evaluating
patient-centeredness effectiveness, each independent variable
has operational precedent in the human cognitive factors and
behavioral economics literature.

Figure 1. Effectiveness of Patient-Centered Cancer Care framework.

Patient-Centeredness (Perceptional Cognitive Input)
Effective communication with patients with cancer can help
meet information needs, improve physical and mental health,
promote intimacy, and reduce burden [23]. In addition, patients
diagnosed with cancer spend a lot of time and effort receiving
treatment. Sometimes, patients have to deal with complex tasks
related to medication taking and treatment in addition to
rehabilitation activities that exceed their abilities, which
engenders an overburden that has been proven to cause problems
with adherence to treatment plans [24]. We define
patient-centeredness in this conceptual framework as

workload-related consideration and communication and
interrelationship-related considerations.

Workload-Related Considerations (Ensuring Effective
Engagement and Task Load Improvement)
Patient ergonomics is the application of human factors or related
disciplines to study and improve patients’and nonprofessionals’
performance of effortful work activities in pursuit of health
goals [16,25]. A central emerging concept of societal views of
health care considers that patients actively perform “work” to
achieve health-related goals and objectives [26]. This way,
human factors position patients at the center of the work system,
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aiming to improve their experience with the workload assigned
[25,27]. In highly sensitive situations such as cancer care, this
paradigm can help us better understand the dynamics among
the 3 actors of the visits (physician, patient, and technology)
and how their interaction can influence critical outcomes such
as QOC, trust of physicians, and acceptability and perception
of technology use. We define the role of patient-centeredness
as a booster to the effective engagement and performance of
patients in their care through task load improvement perception.
Thus, the effectiveness is measured through task load
improvement. Cognitive task load or workload is used in human
factors or organizational psychology. It operationally refers to
the levels of difficulty that an individual encounters during the
performance of a task and is a measure of human performance
[28]. Subjective methods commonly used in research include
rating perceived task difficulty, engagement, or effort made by
research participants [29]. There are 3 types of workload
measurement: physiological, performance based, and subjective
[30]. The physiological workload measures concern the
continuous size of the body’s physical responses [30].

Communication-Related Considerations
(Communication and Interrelationship Improvement)
Compared to other health care settings, communicating
information during oncology visits, especially initial ones, is
critically important but can be particularly challenging due to
the substantial amount of information provided, complex
treatment decision options, involvement of multiple different
providers (surgical, medical, and radiation oncology), and highly
emotional situation with high patient workload [31]. Patients
might not recall information accurately and might face
difficulties understanding the information given. When
information is particularly upsetting, many patients are too
stunned to register further information [32]. Patients report
leaving initial visits feeling that their informational needs
(particularly about treatment, side effects, and prognosis) are
not always met [32], which can lead to uncertainty, anxiety,
and depression [31]. In one study with newly diagnosed patient
with cancer–oncologist dyads, agreement on the content of the
topics discussed ranged from only 37.5% for treatment side
effects to 60% for prognosis [33]. Incomplete or inaccurate
information about the disease process and treatment options
increases the likelihood of patients receiving a suboptimal QOC
[34]. Misunderstanding resulting from lack of communication
has impacted health care outcomes such as decision-making,
trust, and effective treatment [35]. Many countries have opened
their accreditation, certification, and quality improvement
programs for the past decade to examine physicians in training
and communication skills [36]. Interpersonal and communication
skills are 1 of the 6 general competencies for physicians
identified by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education and the American Board of Medical Specialties in
the United States [37,38]. “While communication skills are
specific tasks and behaviors performed by individuals,
interpersonal skills are relationship-oriented and process-driven,
as noted by Duffy and colleagues” [39].

Response (QOC Perception)
Emotional distress is an average expected reaction to a cancer
diagnosis. The diagnosis causes psychiatric complications (eg,
anxiety, stress, and depression) induced by the patient’s
perceptions of the stigma commonly attached to cancer [40].
However, it is widely recognized that patient-centered
interactions have the potential to influence patients’ behavior
and well-being [41-45]. Thus, we model patient-centeredness
as an influencer of the behavior, which is patients’ perception
of QOC (satisfaction with the care offered, perception of health
ITuse, and trust in health care providers).

QOC Perception: Perception of Health IT Use
It has been long promoted that health ITs (HITs) will improve
efficiency and QOC, support health care delivery, and reduce
costs for the health care industry [46]. Much of the work has
assessed how health care providers and organizations can use
HITs to deliver health care services [47,48]. However, a growing
awareness exists that consumers also want to participate in their
health care [49]. For chronic disease settings such as oncology,
patients must participate in the monitoring and managing of
chronic diseases [50]. Several factors contribute to the
widespread use of eHealth in chronic care; acceptance and
capability of using ITs are vital components of understanding
the disease and treatment options [51]. Advancements in digital
communication and medical technologies have led to digitalizing
health care [52,53]. The increasing adoption of various HITs
has created new channels for physician-patient communication
beyond the walls of physicians’ offices. With the increased
adoption and use rate of electronic health records in cancer care,
oncologists can use the provided data in the critical
decision-making process and support their workload [54]. In a
study by Mazur et al [55], the enhancement of electronic health
record systems’ usability was associated with better oncologist
cognitive workload and performance. However, little attention
has been paid to technology support for newly diagnosed
patients with cancer. Therefore, extending the existing
knowledge base is essential to better understand how technology
impacts newly diagnosed patients with cancer. Research on the
mechanism of patient-centeredness shows that it is necessary
to ensure patients’ engagement with their health and their
providers over the treatment time [56] as it impacts patients’
lifestyles, quality of life, and behavior in the context of cancer
care.

QOC Perception: Trust in Health Care Providers
Extensive literature supports the importance of trust in
physicians for patients with cancer as it has been linked to
improving QOC and other treatment outcomes such as adherence
to treatment [57]. On the basis of a review by Hillen et al [57],
trust is needed to ensure a good interaction between physicians
and patients. Trust has also been shown to be impacted by
communication among newly diagnosed patients with cancer
[58]. Thus, we consider trust as one of the QOC factors affected
by the communication and workload of newly diagnosed patients
with cancer.
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QOC Perception: Satisfaction With Care
Patients demand excellent care services from their providers.
It is becoming a competitive edge in health care to control the
quality outcomes and patients’ satisfaction with the services,
the providers, and the organizations in which they receive care
[59]. Satisfaction is an outcome of utmost importance in cancer
care [60]. It was shown to be related to physicians’ ability to
elicit the concerns of patients’ with cancer, consider their
psychosocial needs, and involve them in treatment
decision-making, which are the techniques of “patient-centered”
care and communication [60,61]. We consider satisfaction with
care to be the third main component of the framework.

Hypotheses and Tests
Effective communication can prevent lapses in QOC and can
mitigate harm when problems occur [62]. In cancer care, it is
even more important to provide patients with the suitable
communication needed [63]. Improving communication with
patients with cancer in the first few visits requires a better
understanding of patients’ experiences of breakdowns in care
and their needs in the early stage of their experiences [64]. In
addition, patients frequently experience high load and feel
overwhelmed due to their confusion about the treatment plans
and their uncertainties about their options, which compromises
their perception of QOC [34].

The complexity of cancer care, typified by the financial,
emotional, and physical challenges, makes patient care
challenging [65,66]. In addition, the complexity of the cancer
care work system is reflected in the multiple clinicians that are
involved in the processes, the long therapies, and the uncertainty
of the outcomes [66]. Thus, we considered the following
hypotheses: (1) work system elements—work system factors
impact newly diagnosed patients with cancer’s perception of
their workload (hypothesis 1); (2) work system elements
(communication)—work system factors impact newly diagnosed
patients with cancer’s perception of their communication with
physicians (hypothesis 2); (3) workload (QOC)—workload
impacts newly diagnosed patients with cancer’s perception of
QOC (trust in physicians, satisfaction with care, and perception
of HIT use; hypothesis 3); (4) communication
(QOC)—physician-patient communication impacts newly
diagnosed patients with cancer’s perception of QOC (trust in
physicians, satisfaction with care, and perception of HIT use;
hypothesis 4); and (5) work system elements (QOC)—work
system factors impact newly diagnosed patients with cancer’s
perception of QOC (trust in physicians, satisfaction with care,
and perception of HIT use; hypothesis 5);

We consider the following as work system factors: physicians
and staff, organization and environment, family and friends,
and processes and tasks. All hypotheses are summarized in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Hypothesis framework guiding the qualitative analysis. H: hypothesis; HIT: health IT.

Methods

Overview
This study used qualitative data from semistructured interviews
to explore the impact of work system factors on newly diagnosed
patients with cancer’s perceptions of PCC and QOC, as well as
the impact of PCC on QOC and technology preferences. We

used semistructured interviews to facilitate candid disclosure
of personal experiences. The interview questions used in this
study were guided by the SEIPS 2.0 mode [26] and validated
by existing literature. The full interview guide has been
published elsewhere [67]. The SEIPS 2.0 model provides a
framework that helps comprehend the work system (people,
tools and technologies, tasks, working environment, and
organization); process (clinical process, patient outcome, and
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organizational outcome) in the health care domain [26]. It also
helps assess and understand the complex interaction among
work system elements [26]. The interview guide was developed
iteratively with the research team. Subsequent revisions of the
interview guide were informed by emerging themes and
sensitizing concepts generated through data collection and
analysis. We also revised the interview guide questions based
on expert feedback and the results of quantitative research
conducted previously in the same center as part of the same
project. Our sample included patients who (1) had been recently
diagnosed with cancer, (2) were in their first few visits to the
cancer center where the study took place, and (3) were adults
aged ≥18 years.

We conducted a total of 20 in-depth semistructured interviews.
Sampling continued until theoretical saturation was achieved,
defined as the point at which further interviews did not advance
the conceptual depth of the developed categories or reveal new
dimensions of the relationships among categories [68,69]. The
interviews lasted approximately between 30 and 60 minutes
and were facilitated by a trained expert in clinical research
management. The length of each interview was determined by
the patient’s level of comfort in disclosing their perceptions and
sharing their experiences. We completed 20 interviews, resulting
in 989 minutes of recording that were used for data analysis.
All participants provided informed consent for the interviews
to be audiotaped and professionally transcribed.

Analysis of interview transcripts was iterative and used a
deductive and inductive approach. The deductive approach used
focused coding, applying predetermined codes or themes

resulting from the preset hypotheses made regarding the
different interactions among the perceptions of work system
factors, QOC, and patient-centeredness. Throughout the study,
we incorporated memo writing to reflect on individual cases,
interview settings, participants’ responses, and emerging
concepts and assess preconceived notions that were discussed
weekly with the research team. The coding was done and
visualized using a Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp)
spreadsheet. We also prepared the COREQ (Consolidated
Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research) checklist and
provided it in a supplementary file (Multimedia Appendix 1).

To mitigate the risk of bias caused by qualitative research, our
study initially used a triangulation design with findings reported
in different studies [3]. For more transparency and accuracy,
different participants with different backgrounds reviewed and
confirmed the transcripts and interpretations. In addition, a clear
documentation of the analytical process was conducted.

Ethics Approval
This study received ethics approval (institutional review board
ID 00011536) from the Stevens Institute of Technology and
from Hackensack Meridian Health, John Theurer Cancer Center,
New Jersey, where it took place.

Results

Overview
The distribution of demographics is shown in Table 1. Most
participants were female (12/17, 71%), White (9/17, 53%), and
aged >40 years (15/17, 88%).

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the study sample (N=17).

Participants, n (%)

Gender

5 (29)Male

12 (71)Female

Race

2 (12)Black

4 (24)Hispanic

9 (53)White

2 (12)Other

Age (years)

2 (12)18-39

10 (59)40-59

5 (29)≥60

Education

7 (41)High school or lower

5 (29)Bachelor’s degree level

5 (29)Graduate school
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Impact of PCC on QOC
This section presents the findings related to the testing of
hypotheses 3 and 4.

Workload of Newly Diagnosed Patients With Cancer
Newly diagnosed patients with cancer expressed their perception
of the workload and reported experiencing a high mental
workload due to frustration and emotions when they were first
diagnosed:

At first you’re all nervous and upset with your
condition. So you’re like, I don’t know how to do this.
You’re freaking out. [Patient 13]

The mental workload increases as patients are required to
remember many details (eg, appointments, information, and
medication) and are required to understand the results and
options they are given with the little information shared with
them:

There’s a lot to remember. There’s a lot you got to
remember which medicine to take and when. [Patient
12]

I think sometimes the interpretation of the test results
is challenging and a bit anxiety producing. [Patient
06]

In addition, patients experience high temporal and physical load
as their tasks require a lot of effort and are time and energy
consuming:

It’s unfortunate that I have to get drawn so many
time...You just get tired of sitting, you get tired of
being in there. [Patient 02]

Very demanding. I go get the blood work done first,
and then when my blood work is done, I go up and
wait to see the doctor. Then I go to the infusion room
when I’m done with him. [Patient 13]

Impact of Workload on Trust in Physicians
High workload negatively impacts newly diagnosed patients
with cancer’s trust in their physicians. For instance, patients
who had less workload, felt cared about, were given enough
time, or were less rushed were more likely to trust their
physicians:

My doctor really care about me. I gage that because
I’m not being rushed to leave right away. I see the
attention that they pay attention to all my questions
that I have, and also, I feel comfortable. [Patient 03]

I think they do help with my emotions because they
are trying to address every question that I have. I am
not getting very emotional; I’m not getting extremely
upset. So what I’m trying to say is that they might not
even see any emotional reactions from me because I
do trust that the doctor said he will fix me and I know
that he will. So, I’m not emotional. I’m going very
strong because of their support and my knowledge
that they are there, and they will fix the situation.
[Patient 05]

Impact of Workload on Satisfaction With Care
The findings also showed that the workload perception among
newly diagnosed patients with cancer impacts their satisfaction
with the care services received:

As far as the demands, the time and effort it took to
ensure the entirety of the visit was completed well in
its entirety. Look, it was very effortless on my part.
[Patient 06]

They just gave you time to digest and let you just sit
there and think about what the doctor was saying,
and that really does make a difference. So basing out
the information across the appointment instead of
just kind of ramming it all down your throat at the
beginning and asking any questions, it always moves
quickly. But I do think that the taking of time in
between providing information and providing time to
digest was very helpful. [Patient 12]

However, patients who felt that the care services were
demanding of time or effort were less satisfied with their visits:

The treatment itself, when I’m there for chemo, does
take a long time. That’s like 4 hours at least. And then
I’m on a pump for the next two days, so that does take
a decent amount of my time. And then when I’m on
the pump, I’m basically laying down because I really
can’t do much because I’m still getting treated. So,
the treatments are demanding. [Patient 13]

Impact of Workload on Perception of Technology Use
Finally, the high workload impacts patients’ approval of
physicians using technology during the visits. Patients who felt
that using technology made their tasks less effort, memory, and
time consuming were more likely to accept it. They felt that
having all the information available in one place saved them
from looking for information everywhere and trying to
understand it and share it again with the physicians:

Technology can help keep me cooperating with the
doctors and the treatment without much
effort...Usually the nurse has the computer and she’s
checking in that all the details are correct and
verifying information with me before the doctor even
walks into the room. And she can answer questions
about when I start the next cycle, et cetera. Because
she has all the information with her. That saves me
time. I don’t need to remember everything. [Patient
02]

It will impact only positively because I see an order,
everything in one place in my app. I see my history,
I see all my tests, I see all my appointments, all notes
from the doctor, I see all the scans and everything is
in one place. For me it’s positive because again, I’m
technology savvy and for me, that’s great to be
utilized, to have everything in one place. [Patient 05]

To conclude, these qualitative findings showed that having less
workload (eg, physical, temporal, and effort based) helped newly
diagnosed patients with cancer trust their physicians more, be
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more satisfied with the care visits, and accept technology use
during the visits (hypothesis 3 was supported).

Communication Needs and Impact of Communication
on Trust in Physicians
The quality of the communication in cancer visits is critical.
Physicians share a lot of information with patients in the first
visit, and it is essential for them that physicians explain things
clearly in an easy, comforting, and understandable way and that
their questions are answered without being rushed. Good
communication of the information needed made patients trust
their physicians:

She made it very easy for me to understand very
difficult, very complex procedures and explain to me
clearly why, in my particular situation, she would
recommend the clinical trial treatment that I’m on.
And the appointment didn’t last more than maybe 20
minutes, but in that time, I felt like I understood what
I was getting myself into. She provided things for me
to read when I got home and explained clearly that
other options were not as good as this one...If I was
concerned about something, she would try to reinforce
that. Everything that she explained made sense
because she was trying to keep me at ease and not
worried about more than I should have. [Patient 02]

Our communication me and the doctor is genuine,
accessible, nurturing, informative. [Patient 17]

Different patients also have different levels of understanding.
Patients trust their physicians if they respect their pace and
health literacy levels:

Yeah, basically pausing and making sure I understand
things as she’s saying them, making sure I’m caught
up in the discussion, because you could go very fast
over a lot of things and there’s a lot of information
to digest at an appointment like that. So she would
take her time to pause and say, do you understand
what I’m talking about? So that sort of thing helped.
[Patient 17]

Another important communication factor that impacted patients’
trust in their physicians was feeling like they were treated
equally without any bias independent of the type of insurance
they had or their age or race. Patients liked to be treated as
human beings, not as numbers:

It felt good. I didn’t feel like I was going to be just
thrown in there and just done whatever, and then no
explanation of anything, so it felt really good. And
the mere fact that I have Medicaid and I didn’t feel
like a patient, that felt phenomenal for me. It was very
powerful. Well, I mean, it seems that we get lost in
the shuffle. We’re just like, nobody basically. We seem
to be like, I don’t know, nobody, we’re not treated
like we just don’t matter. I didn’t feel that way at all.
I felt like I have a chance just like everybody else who
has like [insurance name] or whatever. So I just felt
like they cared about me and the process was they
were going to do whatever they had to do, no matter

what insurance I had. So that meant a lot to me.
[Patient 07]

Furthermore, newly diagnosed patients with cancer like to be
given full attention by their physicians, communicating both
verbally and nonverbally, exchanging eye contact, and paying
enough attention to every question they ask. This impacts their
trust in physicians:

Well, they always examine me, obviously. They talk
to me. They come up to me, and they look at me not
everywhere in the room, just looking at me eye to eye,
and explain to me exactly what happened this
week...They look at me straight in the eyes, and for
the time that we’re there, her attention is focused on
me. And when I ask the question, they usually don’t
mind repeating themselves, because sometimes when
you’re in treatment, you don’t hear well. And I’m
taking notes when I’m there. And I sometimes repeat
questions that she may have already answered. And
she is very happy to follow up and expand a little
more so that I can understand in more detail what
she’s trying to tell me about follow up questions,
answering follow up questions. [Patient 02]

Finally, patients want to be treated in a personalized way as a
special person and to build a strong relationship based on
empathy with their physicians by talking about their personal
life and not only about treatment and visits:

My doctor is extremely approachable despite his busy
schedule. He shared his cell phone number with me,
but of course I’m not going to communicate to him.
But those are things that you understand that you’re
not just a patient, you’re a special individual for him
and for his staff, and everything is personalized. I
think that’s my belief, honestly. [Patient 05]

I like that the doctor talks to me in general not only
about my treatment. Sometimes we talk about family
and things like that, really getting to know the doctor.
He was very communicative; he keeps being positive
and that helps. [Patient 01]

I think in particular, she has quite a good amount of
empathy, which I think a lot of doctors don’t. So she
treats you like a human being and trying to think what
else on the medical side. It’s basically kind of
explaining your condition well and giving you an idea
of what’s to come. [Patient 10]

In fact, patients who do not have a strong bond with their
physicians and only talk about treatments without discussing
their options may have low trust in the physicians’ opinion and
feel that they are treated in an unfair way:

Well, yeah, I feel that, but I think this is more and
more interested in selling products that are profitable
for the hospital than necessarily what care I need.
She just seems obsessed with selling an expensive
procedure that I’m not ready for. I’d like to see more
programs tailored to my situation and some options.
There’s a lot of options and treatments available
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today. And to say it’s this or nothing, I don’t think
it’s appropriate. [Patient 11]

Impact of Communication on Satisfaction With Care
The communication between newly diagnosed patients with
cancer and their physicians also impacts their satisfaction with
the care received during the visits. In fact, patients prefer to be
told the truth about what is happening to them and for it to be
stated that the physicians are doing their best:

Well, anything the doctor noticed, any concerns she
has, she always meant that she just wants to be sure
and just saying that she wanted to stay on top of
things and that was pretty good to me. I would say I
had really good care both in first visit and follow-up
ones. [Patient 01]

They also want physicians to explain the goal of the visit clearly
and to be walked through every step of the procedures. On the
basis of patients’ needs, physicians need to ask them whether
they are satisfied or not and allow families to be part of the visit
for more support:

When I have to come visit, they know exactly what
happened before, and they can specifically tell me
where we are today and what we need to do today.
They also keep some time for me to ask questions,
and if I don’t understand something that she
explained, she’ll explain it again. My daughter
participates in those visits as well, and she always
has questions too. As long as we have questions. If
we are all clear and everything’s just a routine visit,
then we need less time, I guess. But if we need more
time to answer questions, they’re willing to answer
until we’re satisfied...I like it when they explain things
to me, even if they’re technical, because I can look it
up and kind of make sure that I’m getting the right
information from my doctors and it’s consistent with
what the best health organizations treating cancer
are doing. [Patient 02]

Although some prefer to be told everything, others do not
understand much when it is too technical. Physicians need to
explain things to them in an understandable way:

The communication was excellent. The answers that
I was seeking were given and the questions that I had
were answered. The care was given, felt comfortable.
The doctor communicated with me in a way I could
understand. [Patient 06]

However, paying attention to special cases is important to gain
patients’ satisfaction. Some patients have comorbidities and
need to be taken care of in a more careful way. For example,
one of the patients whom we interviewed was blind. It is more
challenging to communicate with such patients:

I am blind, so they always print documents out for
me though but they tell me everything verbally. To
make sure I understand and then they tell me it’s on
the printout. [Patient 16]

Some other patients are skeptical about health care systems. It
is important to know how to handle them and how to

communicate information to them without losing their trust not
only in physicians but also in the system itself:

Cancer care is a profit center for these medical
centers. The doctor is trying to push a very expensive
procedure that’s very invasive that I don’t have the
support network to do. And it seems to be like she
wants an all or nothing for that procedure. So, I think
I really need a second opinion on this stuff. Well, like
I said, I think that the cancer centers seem to be out
to maximize profits because I see them advertised all
over. I don’t know, that’s just what I seem to find out.
[Patient 11]

Finally, despite the focus on visits being very important,
follow-up needs to cover home care for the first visits as patients
need more support at the beginning of their experience and
building a bridge of communication with them beyond the care
visits would help them feel more cared about:

So, the communication during the treatment and while
I am in the hospital is really good and I feel that I
can ask any question and I always get the answers.
As for communication when I am at home, I think I
am still learning the system. After my first treatment,
I had some adverse effects. I did document and I did
write up my observations. Science in me did that. But
I didn’t know how to communicate that to the doctor
until my next follow up with the doctor. And then we
did discuss those adverse effects and they did adjust
my dosing regimen. [Patient 05]

Impact of Communication on Perception of Technology
Use
Newly diagnosed patients with cancer need their physicians to
communicate with them without any distractions:

No, no them using a computer is of no distraction at
all. The doctors still attend to me.... They always
check my blood work and put it on the computer and
if there is anything they communicate after the visit.
They always call. [Patient 01]

If patients are made the center of the visits and the computer is
used for documentation purposes, patients feel satisfied with
its use by physicians:

I don’t think technology is disturbing my
communication because they are still there. It’s not
that we are communicating through computers only.
They are still there in the room they are personally
discussing with you. But then they document
everything in the computer. And I think at this time
and era, you do expect that everything will be
documented on the computer? That’s my expectation.
[Patient 05]

She occasionally doesn’t always use the computer,
but occasionally does to look at test results. But I
never really found it distracting, and I don’t feel like
she was paying attention to the computer more than
me. It was just there as a tool as part of the
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appointment. Never did I feel like it was computer
first, patient second sort of thing. [Patient 12]

However, if the use of technology made patients feel that they
could not communicate well with their physician, they were not
happy with it being used during the visits:

Not every time, but yeah it was distracting, sometimes.
Actually, now that I think about it, I think that was
where I could see a few instances where that was
where their focus was. I think I would ask a question
and there would be like a two-minute pause because
he was in the middle of typing stuff on the computer
and then he would answer after. So, the doctors was
distracted with whatever he was doing on the
computer. [Patient 08]

I would prefer them not to be on their computer and
rather making eye contact and communicating directly
with the patient rather than typing. So I didn’t feel as
connected with the doctor. [Patient 17]

To conclude, these findings showed that, if the communication
between physicians and patients is built in such a way that
patients are the center of the care and using technology does
not distract physicians from building a bond with their patients,
technology use during the visits is accepted and not judged as
distracting. Thus, hypothesis 4 is supported.

Impact of Work System Factors on Communication
The work system factors in health care impact patients’
communication with physicians. In fact, patients were more
satisfied with the communication with health care staff when
they felt that the organization was empowering nurses to
intervene and raise issues related to their health. Thus, the
organization and environment impact the communication
perception among newly diagnosed patients with cancer:

There was a nurse, also a night nurse, who noticed
that there was fluid in my lung and she put a note in
for the doctor to see if they could remove it because
she thought it was too big. The day after I got in from
the emergency room and the nurse was the one who
raised the flag to the doctors and the next day they
removed the fluid. So I think they’re empowered, but
at the same time looking she didn’t have to go back
and look at the X rays in my lung because she was
surprised that I was breathing so badly. So, she was
just curious and checked in and brought it to
everyone’s attention. I also like that they called me
directly to check on me. They make sure that we are
cared about and that we know everything about our
situation. [Patient 02]

In addition, frequent follow-ups can help patients share their
concerns and issues with their physicians and help them
communicate well in a continued way, which shows the impact
of the processes and tasks on communication for newly
diagnosed patients with cancer:

So, I think follow-ups are very important, especially
after the first treatment. When my first treatment was
very miserable, I felt very miserable afterwards, I had
very significant adverse effects to the drugs. And then

in a week I had follow up with the doctor and we had
really good communications for the second treatment.
[Patient 05]

The way in which physicians, nurses, and staff interact with
patients impacts their perception of communication. For
instance, patients were more satisfied with physicians and other
staff if they felt cared about and if their questions were
answered. In addition, allowing family members to attend visits
may help patients feel more reassured:

The people in the lab are amazing. They understand
that we get pinched a lot, and they try to work with
you, and they help each other, too, because they have
to get the results stat, how they like to say. And they
look thoroughly at the request from the doctor. And
if I have questions about what they’re doing, they’ll
answer them intelligently...When I first saw my doctor,
she knew the record just as well, but she asked me to
tell her my experience so she would know firsthand
from me how I was feeling now and what had
happened in the past. So, I felt very well taken care
of and the communication between my doctor and me
was excellent really. [Patient 02]

My daughter participates in those visits as well, and
she always has questions too. [Patient 02]

Thus, we conclude that the work system elements impact the
perception of newly diagnosed patients with cancer regarding
communication, which supports hypothesis 2.

Impact of Work System Factors on the Workload
The work system elements impact patients’ workload. In fact,
the process of detailed documentation in the records and
providers accessing that information easily also reduces patients’
mental workload and frustration. Patients also like being guided
through every step at the clinic as it helps them feel better:

I do feel supported, even though we meet for short
periods of time...I felt that in every visit, in the few
minutes that she was maybe 15 minutes that she’s in
the room, she knows everything about what happened
the previous weeks. I don’t know how she does it, but
if I forget to tell her about something that I was
feeling the week before, she would ask me about it.
So, I understand. However, they do it to go into the
room and remember exactly this patient in particular,
it makes me feel very reassured that they’ve done their
homework when they walk into the room to talk to
me.... I think they have a pretty good system. Once
you register, they have someone already greeting you,
walking you over to do any lab tests that you need.
They kind of wait around and guide you to the
elevator so that you can go up to the waiting room
waiting area. [Patient 02]

You come and you get greeted by a person that sits
on the first floor. Then you go to lab. In the lab
everyone is very attentive. Sometimes you have to
wait a couple of minutes, but usually it’s not very long
wait time and they are very attentive to ensure that
they are doing very good. [Patient 05]
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However, the long waiting time in the process makes patients
anxious and nervous, which adds more workload to the
physically demanding processes and procedures that they are
experiencing:

I just wait in between seeing the nurse and the doctor
a little bit too long, I thought. So, the wait was a bit
lengthy, a bit long. That was nervous for me. And not
only that, but we had to leave at a certain time
because we had to go pick up my nephew after school.
So that was my appointment was at I think it was at
110, and I didn’t see the doctor to, like, almost 230
or something like that. [Patient 07]

I sat there, and I waited, and I waited, and I waited
for my first biopsy results and to get them at 02:00
p.m. I was calling and calling and calling, trying to
see if anything came in...It’s a lot and it takes a toll
on you. [Patient 13]

To reduce this load, physicians and staff members need to
explain matters clearly to their patients to comfort them, reassure
them, and make them feel cared about through personalized
services:

I would say the doctor knew how much information
I needed to avoid being overwhelmed. Just telling me
the options of what we need to do and I think that
pretty much helped. Not feeling overwhelmed, it’s
like, let’s do this and get past it. So that was pretty
much my feelings. [Patient 06]

I was very nervous about what the nurse had told me
that was going to happen once. I didn’t want to need
to have a tube in my lungs. But luckily, before we got
to the procedure, they had already taken care of that
and she put it in capital letters so that the radiologist
didn’t miss it, that they didn’t need to put it too,
because the treatment would resolve that over time.
So, I think reassurance is what they tried to do and
being attentive to the details, which in medicine, I
think is very important because each case is a
different case. And I felt very comforted that I’m not
just a number, I’m a patient that they’re trying to get
out of the hospital. [Patient 02]

What I do when I am overwhelmed is I call the nurses
all the time, and they’re so helpful. I was calling them
multiple times a week, and whether it was a new side
effect, or I just had follow-up questions. So, I
definitely have been utilizing them, and they’ve been
so incredibly helpful. [Patient 08]

In addition to the health care actors, the organization impacts
patients’ workload. Patients need a relaxing, calm, clean, and
organized environment. Using comforting colors and decorative
signs that motivate patients can also give them more hope and
reduce their load:

So, when we look at the physical layout of it and all
those processes, it’s very nice, very organized place,
very relaxing when you have to wait, so it’s no
problem.... Everything was very comfortable. No noise

at all. Very calm and especially very accommodating.
[Patient 01]

The environment is really good. Everything flows
nicely. Everything is nice and clean. Everything the
colors and the walls and everything is very calming.
As far as decorations and stuff like that, there’s like
a passageway that sometimes I’ll pass through that
I see like puzzles of past people that I have done from
cancer. They do like these jigsaw puzzles, and they’ve
hung them all across this hallway that I pass, which
I find very endearing when I pass, and I see that. So
pretty much in the sitting areas and everything where
everyone sits and waits nice, valid and everything
like that. [Patient 03]

Construction work, long walking distances between the rooms,
parking, and many other issues may cause patients to experience
more physical and temporal load:

Let’s be honest here. Like, it’s completely overbooked,
and I know they’re under construction or what have
you, which is stressful to have that many people
crowding in the hallway.... Like if I was upstairs and
I couldn’t make it down in time, they would call and
say, hey, she’s running late. And it was
accommodated. But it’s definitely overwhelming to
navigate. [Patient 17]

You can build a bigger parking lot if you have room.
Yesterday, yeah, I was riding because the appointment
was at 01:00 at that time was all packed. They had
to drive around all the way up to the roof and start
coming down...there are definitely not enough spots
there. [Patient 09]

Furthermore, family and friends can help support patients in
their tasks, which reduces their workload by facilitating
processes:

My daughter is there for me. I moved in with her so
that she could drive me to my appointments, and I
can have support when I’m not feeling so good.... It
makes things way easier. [Patient 02]

Wife, family, friends, taking me to the treatment,
stopping by and visiting me, phone calls. Just a lot of
support. [Patient 08]

My husband is always next to me. I am 90%
self-cared, but sometimes I need his help to move
around. For example, during the chemo to go to the
bathroom. [Patient 05]

On the basis of these findings, we showed that work system
elements impact patients’ workload. Thus, hypothesis 1 is
supported.

Impact of Work System Factors on Satisfaction With
Care
The work system elements impact patients’perceptions of QOC.
They impact patients’ trust in their physicians, their perception
of HIT use, and the satisfaction with the care received during
the visits. In fact, patients appreciated nurses checking on them
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frequently and being nice to them, which made them feel more
satisfied with the care received:

I think specifically the nurses in the infusion center,
they were so kind and so nice, and they definitely were
always asking how I was feeling during the infusions.
They come check on me every ten minutes, pretty
much. So, they were very accommodating and made
me feel very comfortable. [Patient 08]

Before seeing the doctor, you see the nurse nurses
always welcoming even the staff that you go for copay
or just approach to announce that you arrived. They
are very attentive. You can see that they are feeling
your pain. And that’s very comforting, let’s
say...Usually my chemo is very long. So, the people
who delivers lunch are so attentive to every single
person. They are taking time for every single patient
to repeat whole menu and convince you that this is
very delicious to take. It’s really warm and nice
atmosphere. So I think they are taking extra steps to
make you feel as comfortable as possible given the
heaviness of the disease. [Patient 05]

Receiving less attention from physicians would make patients
unsatisfied with the visits:

My doctor is very busy. He’s the head of the cancer
center and he has tons of patients. But I would have
liked to see him maybe sometimes not at the end of
the treatment, but also in the middle of the treatment.
[Patient 05]

In addition, having a good organizational environment increases
patients’ satisfaction with care. Patients want to be in a
well-designed environment where they can access better care
services:

So, I think all is very accessible, very well designed,
that you stop by first in the lab, then you can
immediately pick up your pharmacy needs and then
go to the second floor to visit the doctor and then
move to the chemo center. So, I think everything was
designed well. I love the sunny side and shady side
of the infusion room. They have all these blankets,
very nice people always asking what you want, more
water, more anything to make you feel better. I think,
as you say, from the organizational and structural
perspective, is designed very well. [Patient 05]

Impact of Work System Factors on Trust in Physicians
and Staff
When physicians provide them with personalized services that
are not based on generic information and that speak to their
needs and situations, patients tend to trust them more:

It’s just from reading the reports that the doctor gives
me after the visit summary, I can tell that it’s not
generic. It’s definitely speaking to my condition. I can
see that what they’re writing, and my evaluations are
definitely about me, and I can see the reports, and
it’s definitely very much personalized. [Patient 12]

The mix of personal and professional interaction makes them
trust their physicians and the nurses delivering the services.
Patients need people who listen to them, a friendly environment,
and practices in which the main goal is to deliver the safest care
to them:

What I did notice you have very good clinical
practices that when the nurse has to introduce
chemotherapy, they have second pair of eyes
verification, which speaks of high quality and
regulatory compliance of your organization, and that
is incredible to see. [Patient 05]

Every time I have a discrepancy, they always
double-check. Either the nurse in the infusion room
double-checks with the research nurse, the research
nurse double-checks with the doctor, and everybody
double-checks to make sure that we’re doing it the
right way, and that gives me comfort as well. [Patient
19]

I think it’s a good team. They listened to their own
people, and they acted on it. That makes me trust the
whole thing. So, I’m like I said, very professional and
very personable. I really like that. It sums it up so
beautifully. Like the two pieces in health care.
Professional yet personable. I really do like that....
The hospital has great practice, and we have a
number we can call. Twenty-four, seven. And they
told us exactly how to behave and where to go when
we got to the hospital. So that kept me more of these.
But I was very scared. It was a Sunday night, so the
doctor didn’t physically come, but the emergency
doctor had spoken to her. He knew my case. [Patient
02]

They had a social worker contact me, which was nice
to see if I had any opportunities or anything. I thought
that was a good guess here. Any helping hand is an
essential hand. [Patient 11]

In addition, more trust is built among patients if the team’s
communication is healthy and professional:

The communication between the staff, I see that it is
good and very professional. And the place is amazing.
They walk with me and make sure I have all what I
need to start the next step. The infusion, I prefer the
one where I get sun and they already know that.
[Patient 02]

Impact of Work System Factors on Technology
Perception
If physicians let themselves be distracted during the visits or
do not pay enough attention to patients, patients may consider
technology as a source of distraction and disruption to the visit:

The doctors was distracted with whatever he was
doing on the computer. [Patient 08]

Finally, the organized process of the visit, the good collaboration
between nurses and physicians, and note-taking to make patients
the center of the visits made patients trust their physicians more,
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be more satisfied with the visits, and accept the potential that
technology may have in the success of the care processes:

Doctor showed up even with nurse practitioner. And
normally the doctor talks to you, she examines you,
explains things. And then normally the nurse
practitioner fills up whatever they need to do in a
database. And normally it’s not distracting at all. It’s
all adequately it happens in the background, and you
concentrate on the conversation with a doctor, and
someone else is filling out all the paperwork.
Something needs to be like sending the prescriptions
to my pharmacy and setting up another test.
Everything was done at the same time, but I don’t feel
it was destructive at all. It was good. [Patient 09]

Thus, to sum up, the health system elements impact patients’
perception of technology use, trust in physicians, and satisfaction
with care, which supports hypothesis 5.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we qualitatively explored the impact of work
system elements on QOC and PCC and how PCC also impacts
QOC among newly diagnosed patients with cancer in the first
follow-up visits after the diagnosis. We found that newly
diagnosed patients with cancer experience a high workload
(mental, physical, temporal, effort based, performance based,
and emotional) resulting from the frustrating diagnosis and the
load of information that they receive in the first visits. This load
impacted patients’ trust in their physicians, satisfaction with
care, and perception of technology use during the visits.

A diagnosis of cancer is a threat to one’s sense of security,
whereas feelings and emotions accompanying the disease uproot
everyday existence [70]. Patients find themselves unpredictably
facing a high emotional load and under the obligation to cope
with the stress and anxiety caused by their diagnosis [70,71],
which explains the high emotional and mental workload faced
by our participants.

In addition to that, patients with cancer have to deal not only
with the physical ailments resulting from the illness and its
treatment but also with the thoughts of permanent health
impairment, disability, fatigue, and pain that may result from
their diagnosis [72], which correlates with our finding of high
physical and effort-based workload perception among the
participants. This may explain the dissatisfaction of patients
with the quality of the care received. Emotional stress and
mental problems can cause difficulties in everyday life, such as
not being able to work, financial problems, and a lack of social
support. This has been shown to impact quality of life perception
among patients with cancer in other studies [73]. The literature
also shows that patients with cancer can experience a variety
of needs as each person reacts individually to the hardships of
illness depending on their personality traits and understanding
of their new situation [70]. With the substantial incoming flow
of information, patients may find themselves unable to trust
physicians and may consider technology as a distraction to their
visits at that stage.

We also found that newly diagnosed patients with cancer can
be very needy when it comes to communication with their
physicians and that their communication with physicians impacts
their perception of QOC. Communication is the cornerstone of
the relationship with the patient in all medical settings,
specifically chronic care, with the main aims of creating a good
interpersonal relationship, exchanging information, and making
treatment-related decisions [74]. Certain attitudes, behaviors,
and skills (eg, ability to impart confidence, empathy, “human
touch,” relating on a personal level, being forthright, being
respectful, and being thorough) are part of effective
communication, which was validated by our findings in this
study [74]. A poor physician-patient communication in cancer
care negatively affects psychological well-being and patients’
decisions and perceptions regarding treatments. This validates
our findings of the impact of communication with physicians
among newly diagnosed patients with cancer on their perception
of technology use during visits and trust in physicians [75].

In addition, we found that the work system elements impact
patients’workload, communication, and QOC perceptions. This
correlates with the findings of other studies in which the
environment design was shown to impact patients with cancer’s
perception of QOC. A recent review of evidence-based design
also found that a conscious design adapted to patient needs had
an impact on a decrease in infection spreading, length of stay,
pharmacological needs, and perceived stress among patients
[76]. Furthermore, symbolic objects found in the environment
have been shown to impact patients’ sense of self and well-being
[76].

In addition, a recently published Cochrane review on
environmental impact on health stressed the profound need for
well-designed studies following intervention in health care
environments [77]. This correlates with our finding that patients
who liked the decoration of the hospital, the motivational signs,
the colors, the cleanness, the organized processes, the lighting,
and the care of the nurses were more satisfied with the QOC
and felt less overwhelmed. These findings lead to the
expectation that major considerations ought to be taken when
designing health care environments to meet quality requirements
while considering patients’needs and supporting patients’ sense
of control, autonomy, and independence.

Theoretical and Practical Implications of the Findings
In the previous section, we validated the preset hypotheses that
correlate with the findings of the quantitative studies from the
greater project. This framework can help inform patient-centered
interventions that aim to provide newly diagnosed patients with
cancer with the support needed and ensure their satisfaction
with the QOC offered. More empathy and human bond links
between physicians and patients should be considered as patients
want to be treated in a more patient-centered way and to feel
that they are not receiving the same care as everyone else in the
same way.

Patients also want to have the chance to ask as many questions
as possible and be given as many follow-up visits in the
beginning as possible to receive comfort and reassurance that
everything will be fine. Empowering workers (nurses and staff)
to intervene in case of emergency would help patients trust the
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health care organization. In addition, allowing patients to be
accompanied by their family members would help them be
emotionally comfortable. Another point to consider is to share
a second screen with them in case a computer is used when the
physician is communicating with them to comfort them
regarding what the physicians are doing when they are not
talking to them.

Pausing in the middle of the discussion to do other tasks would
result in losing the patients’ attention. Physicians should
consider continuous communication where they pay as much
attention as possible to the patients in a friendly way and where
they listen to their concerns without rushing them even if there
is a time limit as the time given can influence their
decision-making process importantly.

This study’s findings can also inform the organization’s design.
It should be considered that patients cannot move a lot between
the laboratories and the visit rooms and it would be easier to
assign them to rooms that are close to each other to minimize
their physical effort during the visits. Better scheduling and
allocation strategies should be considered to minimize the
waiting time inside the hospital for each patient. Comforting
colors, relaxing decoration, and motivational signs would help
reassure patients while in the hospital. In addition, having any
construction work when patients are coming in and out should
be avoided as that can add more load to what they are already
experiencing.

Limitations
Despite the useful insights garnered from this research, certain
limitations must be addressed. First, the study’s narrow
geographic reach, which included only 1 cancer center, may
limit the findings’ generalizability to other cancer populations
or health care settings. Patients’ experiences and technology
preferences in this facility may not represent those in other
cancer centers or varied communities with different
demographics or cultural backgrounds. Second, selection bias
is possible as patients who chose to participate in the interviews
may have different characteristics or opinions from those who
declined or were unavailable. This may introduce bias in the
findings and reduce the study’s external validity. Furthermore,
interviewing patients within a few visits following their initial

diagnosis may not completely capture the dynamic character of
their technological choices, which may change over time as
patients adjust to their diagnosis and treatment. The reliance on
patients’ recollection of their technology preferences at this
early time point may also be subject to recall bias. Furthermore,
contextual factors particular to the cancer center where the
research was conducted, such as local health care policies and
the availability and accessibility of technology, may not be
applicable or may vary in different contexts. Finally, social
desirability bias and interviewer prejudice throughout the data
collection process may have an impact on the data’s authenticity
and veracity. Despite these limitations, the findings of this study
provide valuable insights into the technology preferences of
newly diagnosed patients with cancer, and additional research
with larger and more diverse samples, longer follow-up periods,
and considerations of contextual factors is required to strengthen
the findings’ generalizability and validity.

Conclusions
In this study, we suggested a framework called Effectiveness
of Patient-Centered Cancer Care and tested its validity in cancer
visits to support PCC among newly diagnosed patients with
cancer using qualitative data. We found that workload and
patient-centered communication impact QOC and that the work
system elements impact the patient-centeredness (workload and
communication) and QOC (trust in physicians, satisfaction with
care, and perception of technology use). To improve patients’
experiences in the first visits after diagnosis, more interest needs
to be given to the design of the organization, the processes that
the patients have to go through, and the collaboration among
the different actors and providers. This study’s findings can
also inform the organization’s design. It should be considered
that patients cannot move a lot between the laboratories and the
visit rooms and it would be easier to assign them to rooms that
are close to each other to minimize their physical effort during
the visits. Better scheduling and allocation strategies should be
considered to minimize the waiting time inside the hospital for
each patient. Comforting colors, relaxing decoration, and
motivational signs would help reassure patients while in the
hospital. In addition, having any construction work when
patients are coming in and out should be avoided as that can
add more load to what they are already experiencing.
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Abstract

Background: Overdose Fatality Review (OFR) is an important public health tool for shaping overdose prevention strategies
in communities. However, OFR teams review only a few cases at a time, which typically represent a small fraction of the total
fatalities in their jurisdiction. Such limited review could result in a partial understanding of local overdose patterns, leading to
policy recommendations that do not fully address the broader community needs.

Objective: This study explored the potential to enhance conventional OFRs with a data dashboard, incorporating visualizations
of touchpoints—events that precede overdoses—to highlight prevention opportunities.

Methods: We conducted 2 focus groups and a survey of OFR experts to characterize their information needs and design a
real-time dashboard that tracks and measures decedents’ past interactions with services in Indiana. Experts (N=27) were engaged,
yielding insights on essential data features to incorporate and providing feedback to guide the development of visualizations.

Results: The findings highlighted the importance of showing decedents’ interactions with health services (emergency medical
services) and the justice system (incarcerations). Emphasis was also placed on maintaining decedent anonymity, particularly in
small communities, and the need for training OFR members in data interpretation. The developed dashboard summarizes key
touchpoint metrics, including prevalence, interaction frequency, and time intervals between touchpoints and overdoses, with data
viewable at the county and state levels. In an initial evaluation, the dashboard was well received for its comprehensive data
coverage and its potential for enhancing OFR recommendations and case selection.

Conclusions: The Indiana touchpoints dashboard is the first to display real-time visualizations that link administrative and
overdose mortality data across the state. This resource equips local health officials and OFRs with timely, quantitative, and
spatiotemporal insights into overdose risk factors in their communities, facilitating data-driven interventions and policy changes.
However, fully integrating the dashboard into OFR practices will likely require training teams in data interpretation and
decision-making.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e57239)   doi:10.2196/57239
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Introduction

Background
The escalating drug overdose epidemic in the United States
continues to pose a major public health challenge. Previous
research has identified general risk factors that are linked to
increased overdose rates [1-3], including unstable housing [4,5],
recent release from incarceration [6,7], and frequent visits to
the emergency department (ED) [8-11]. However, overdose risk
factors exhibit considerable variation across communities and
are influenced heavily by geographic and demographic
disparities, particularly in access to health care and prevention
services [9,12]. Moreover, the evolving nature of the epidemic
has led to shifting risk profiles among different subpopulations
[13]. These disparities underscore the need for timely and
data-driven interventions that are tailored to the specific needs
and challenges of local communities.

One mechanism for implementing targeted, community-specific
interventions is through local Overdose Fatality Reviews
(OFRs). Modeled after child fatality reviews [14,15], OFR teams
comprise reviewers from multiple agencies who conduct
collaborative, in-depth reviews of case files for individuals who
have died of overdose [16,17]. Through these detailed case
reviews, OFRs identify service gaps and recommend strategies
to prevent future overdoses in their communities. The use of
OFRs has gained momentum, with teams operating across
various US localities [18]. However, current OFR practices
primarily focus on reviewing only a handful of cases, typically
2 to 5 monthly or quarterly [19]. These cases typically represent
a small fraction of the total fatalities occurring in their
jurisdiction. While informative, the emphasis on a few individual
cases could skew the review process, leading to OFRs making
recommendations that do not fully address broader overdose
trends.

As local governments continue to collect data on overdose
events, there is an opportunity to leverage these data to enhance
the OFR process. Previous research demonstrates the value of
linking administrative data sets routinely collected by state
governments (eg, calls to emergency services and incarceration
records) with overdose mortality data [20-24]. For example,
cross-referencing the records of decedents who experienced
overdoses from across various data sets allows for uncovering
their “touchpoints”—interactions with health and social services
and other local systems they had before their overdose. When
brought to light, touchpoints offer key opportunities to engage
at-risk individuals and connect them with prevention services
and treatments [25-27]. Analyses to identify touchpoints have
so far been performed manually by researchers. However, the
process is amenable to automation, enabling continuous
assessment of touchpoint characteristics. The results can then
be communicated in real time to local OFRs through a
dashboard, providing review teams with up-to-date, quantitative

information on the trajectories of decedents in their
communities.

Dashboards have proven invaluable in public health settings
[28,29] owing to their ability to visually summarize key metrics
and statistics [30,31], thereby aiding surveillance and fostering
evidence-based responses to emerging health threats [32,33].
Furthermore, dashboards are conducive to collaborative sense
making among multiple individuals [34-36]. This feature makes
them particularly suited to fatality review meetings, which are
designed to be collaborative and deliberative in nature.
Numerous dashboards have been developed to visualize drug
overdose–related data [37-39]. However, existing solutions are
primarily intended to surveil the level and distribution of
overdoses as opposed to understanding events that precede
them. Few of the earlier dashboards showcase touchpoints at
the local level or update data in real time, making them less
suited for understanding system-level gaps or for deriving
prevention-oriented insights.

Aims
This study presents findings from human-centered research,
design, development, and initial evaluation of a dashboard aimed
at supporting OFR teams by visualizing overdose touchpoint
statistics. The objective was to provide county-level OFR teams
with timely and actionable data on events that consistently
precede fatal overdoses in their communities. In doing so, we
aimed to illuminate additional opportunities for interventions
at the population level beyond what can be gleaned from
individual fatality case reviews. The goal was to increase the
chance of successful targeting and implementation of OFR
recommendations. This stands to improve overdose prevention
and reduce the number of preventable deaths.

Methods

Overview
To design a dashboard suitable for the needs of OFRs, we
adopted a user-centered design framework [40,41] drawing on
participatory methods to engage stakeholders in the process
[42,43]. Specifically, we conducted focus groups with a panel
of OFR experts to elicit perspectives on requirements and data
needs, envision design possibilities, and document potential
challenges. The elicited requirements were then used to develop
exploratory visualizations of touchpoints data. The initial
visualizations were further refined based on feedback from the
expert panel. Subsequently, the revised visualizations were used
to develop a web-based dashboard that is hosted by the Indiana
state government.

Study Setting and Data Sources
We partnered with the state government of Indiana to prototype
and develop the sought touchpoints dashboard. Indiana has a
nationally recognized role in organizing and convening OFRs,
with 28 active review teams organized at the county level and
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supported by the Indiana Department of Health. Similar to many
other states, Indiana maintains a comprehensive and up-to-date
database of fatal overdoses. This database includes all suspected
accidental poisonings (coded as X40-X44), intentional
poisonings (X60-X64), assaults by drug (X85), and cases of
undetermined intent (Y10-Y14) that occurred among Indiana
residents. In addition to overdose data, the state maintains
administrative data sets from various agencies, including
incarceration records, emergency and medical service use, and
prescription dispensation. Importantly, these administrative data
sets are linkable to the overdose mortality records. The Indiana
Management Performance Hub (MPH), a state-level agency,
serves as a central repository for these data sets, which are
gathered from the corresponding agencies.

To identify events that precede drug-related fatalities, overdose
cases are linked to administrative data sets at the individual
level. This linking procedure is performed by the MPH using
a probabilistic matching algorithm that considers identifiers
such as the decedent’s name, date of birth, and social security
number, among others. This process allows for the
reconstruction of past interactions with various touchpoints for
each identifiable decedent. Subsequently, deidentified statistics
about these interactions are pushed to the dashboard for
visualization. This linkage process is performed weekly,
enabling (near) real-time updates of the visualizations.

User-Centered Design Process
To inform the design of the dashboard, we conducted 2 focus
groups with a panel of OFR experts. We recruited participants
via email, inviting experienced OFR practitioners and early
developers from across the United States. Our goal in these
focus groups was to understand OFR information needs and
leverage the panel’s experience in conceptualizing, co-designing,
and refining visualizations. The focus groups took place virtually
using Zoom videoconferencing software (Zoom Video
Communications). A virtual whiteboard was used to place and
arrange “Post-it”–style notes. Participating experts were
recruited from the same pool, with later focus groups involving
fewer participants to allow for convergence and facilitate more
in-depth feedback. The focus groups were video recorded,
transcribed, and analyzed using thematic analysis techniques
[44].

The first focus group sought to uncover data access barriers and
needs for OFR teams. A total of 13 experts participated in the
discussion. Participants were first prompted to share challenges
and “pain points” regarding access to data. In a second activity,
participants were divided into 2 breakout groups to identify key
data attributes essential for review teams. They also gave
high-level design parameters for the dashboard. Finally,
participants reflected on their hopes and concerns for the
dashboard’s integration into OFR processes, emphasizing
potential positive outcomes and addressing apprehensions.

On the basis of the findings of the initial focus group, we created
a series of 6 initial visualizations that illustrate overdose
touchpoints using a static snapshot of the MPH-linked data set
described previously. These initial visualizations served as the
foundation for a second focus group with the participation of 6
experts. During this session, a facilitator presented each of the

6 visualizations and prompted participants for feedback.
Specifically, participants were asked to evaluate the ease of
understanding of these visualizations and their potential
usefulness in the OFR process. We sought additional input by
conducting a survey of 5 experts. The survey presented the same
initial visualizations and requested open-ended comments on
their intuitiveness and utility. Insights gathered from the survey
along with feedback obtained during the second focus group
were used to refine the visualizations and develop an interactive
dashboard.

Dashboard Evaluation
To obtain feedback on the final dashboard, we conducted an
initial assessment with 3 OFR experts. Participants were asked
to perform a series of data extraction tasks (eg, identifying the
touchpoint with the highest prevalence). In addition, they were
prompted to make recommendations based on the observed
touchpoint patterns, simulating the use of the dashboard within
a typical OFR meeting.

Ethical Considerations
This human-centered research was reviewed and approved by
the Indiana University institutional review board (approval
17809). Participants received an information sheet explaining
the study goals and procedures before agreeing to take part. The
analysis of state mortality and administrative data sets, while
not considered human participant research, followed state legal
and ethical procedures. The dashboard displays only aggregate,
population-level visualizations. No individual records are
released or displayed to preserve anonymity. Furthermore,
special care was taken to minimize the risk of reidentification
by withholding actual event counts and substituting with
percentages. Participants received a US $100 gift card as
compensation.

Results

Overview
Participants highlighted barriers faced by OFRs in accessing
and interpreting data within the context of fatality reviews. They
also provided insights on what data attributes and features would
be most useful for OFRs to look at. We report these findings
and discuss how we incorporated them to create a real-time
dashboard for visualizing overdose touchpoints.

Barriers to Accessing and Using Data

Data Accessibility
Several participants highlighted the lack of access to data as
one of the major barriers in fatality reviews. Some of these
barriers stem from challenges in sharing available data due to
legal restrictions, data security, and privacy concerns:

Asking our state offices for data would result in,
“Sorry, we can't share on the state level.” There
[needs to] be intergovernmental agreements between
state police or our mental health or our human
services or our health department. [P2]

[Gaining access] is always an issue, and especially
without laws that allow for the OFRs to get this. I
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know we had a lot of laws related to the child death
review teams that I worked with that allowed us
access to data, but it wasn't always the same for other
death review teams. [P11]

While recognizing existing regulatory and logistical obstacles,
participants anticipated that increasing data access could
empower OFRs to make more informed decisions:

We’re trying to drive positive change that could
maybe be implemented statewide, and they just give
us a little bit. It [data] would give us the power to
make better decisions. [P2]

In addition to data access, the quality and accuracy of the data
were also brought up as a prominent issue for OFRs, especially
because of acknowledged variations in how data are coded and
measured across different organizations. For example, 1
participant cited different standards for classifying services,
noting that such inconsistencies could lead to misinterpretation:

When it’s really law enforcement heavy, they’re not
understanding the public health ramifications of
criminal justice involvement. It affects the lens from
which data’s being collected. So, when I go through
the qualitative data...we’ve got people identifying jail
substance use services as harm reduction, [and] you
end up collecting some inaccurate data, which then
misinforms the big picture. [P7]

Influx of Case-Specific Data
While obtaining population-level data in certain arenas proved
challenging, another concern was the vast amount of
case-specific data that OFRs must already contend with.
Participants noted that review teams are increasingly tasked
with handling large volumes of individual reports from multiple
systems, which often need to be manually and qualitatively
analyzed at considerable time and effort:

OFRs collect an enormous amount of data, but you
really need a whole army of researchers to be able
to analyze it, especially the qualitative data. When
the teams are putting forth all of these
recommendations, it’s just so hard to go through all
the information and make a meaningful plan of it.
[P7]

Extensive data on individual death circumstances (as opposed
to population-level statistics) reflect a conventional OFR focus
on in-depth reviews of a few strategically selected cases.
However, with the sheer number of overdose fatalities, it
becomes difficult for OFRs to ensure that the selected cases
represent the broader overdose patterns and risk factors prevalent
in their community. One participant put it as follows:

[My experience] is that they would just randomly pick
cases and then do a really deep dive into those cases,
but you have no way to actually ensure that those are
representative...And so, my hope had been that we
would have certain [data] fields that we could have
someone enter, and then that would allow us to do
really large-scale analysis over the course of multiple
years...[This] would have allowed us to really have

a good sense as it relates to a variety of factors, but
there just wasn’t capacity. So, then we're just picking
cases that look good or meet some theme to be able
to have a more robust conversation at any given
meeting. But again, they're not necessarily
representative and you don't end up having the whole
picture. [P18]

Key Data Types and Attributes for the Dashboard
Participants identified key data attributes that they deemed
essential for inclusion in a dashboard. We divided these
attributes into 3 categories: touchpoints, social determinants of
overdose risk, and case-specific data.

Touchpoints
Touchpoints represent interactions with systems and services
before overdose. Thus, they serve as opportunities to connect
people who use drugs with additional prevention services and
treatments, potentially mitigating the risk of future overdoses.
A frequently recurring set of touchpoints identified by experts
was interaction with the justice system. For instance, the
duration between a decedent’s overdose and their last
incarceration or residential treatment was cited as particularly
important:

Were they justice involved or not at any point, but
also the average distance in time from their last
incarceration...So, to see were they in that window
of high risk. And same if they were in residential
treatments as average number of days. [P3]

Average days out from treatment and incarceration
because I feel like those are solid spaces that action
can be taken. [P5]

Several participants pointed to interactions with justice systems
broadly as key touchpoints. Agencies such as county sheriffs,
local police departments, and child protective services were
thought to play a crucial role in an individual’s risk of overdose
both positively and negatively:

Justice systems can either be a force of treatment or
a barrier to treatment. I think that involvement is
really important...the extent of involvement can be
really helpful to inform the justice system and the
legislative changes that could help. [P4]

Participants noted that data on criminal justice touchpoints might
reveal new prevention opportunities or support policy
recommendations, such as facilitating continued treatment for
institutionalized individuals:

...keep people engaged in treatment, [such that] we’re
not disrupting treatment by violating [ie, rearresting]
people and incarcerating them...It’s a fruitful area
for policy change. Most of our policy changes and
recommendations from our OFR have been in the
justice space. [P3]

In addition to justice systems, participants noted interactions
with health and medical facilities as crucial touchpoints. This
included visits to the ED and emergency medical services
(EMS):
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Do we have one [attribute] here [on] the last date of
medical intervention? Maybe like an ED visit or
anything like that? [P4]

There’s an ED and EMS interaction right at the center
there. [P5]

Overall, three primary touchpoint categories emerged: (1)
encounters with the justice system, such as incarceration; (2)
engagement with health services, including ED and EMS
interactions; and (3) involvement with residential treatment
services. These touchpoints were recognized by participants as
crucial opportunities for understanding risk factors and
implementing services to close treatment gaps. Importantly,
participants emphasized the typical interval between these
touchpoints and overdose events as a critical feature to
emphasize in the dashboard.

Social Determinants of Health
A second set of data attributes identified pertained to the social
condition of the individuals themselves, which could shed light
on factors that contribute to elevated overdose risk. For example,
one of these factors was demographics:

Basic demographic information like poverty level,
education level, homelessness. Anything that would
affect those social determinants of health. [P4]

A second factor was individuals’ access to harm reduction
services, as the same participant noted:

I was going to add...access to harm reduction
services. So, what an environmental scan of resources
or access to naloxone, treatment centers, syringe
service programs, all those different community level
access points. [P4]

A third factor was housing, encompassing the shelter system
and housing agencies:

Access to housing. Or maybe it’s access to shelter
because it could be both. There’s housing policy, but
then there’s also the shelter systems. [P5]

A fourth factor was the availability of transportation, which,
according to participants, could influence an individual’s access
to treatment and harm reduction services:

Transportation between places: how easy is it for
someone to get from point A to point B? Even if
there’s a syringe service program down the street,
can they get to it? That kind of thing. [P5]

Finally, participants also identified upstream social determinants
such adverse childhood experiences as potentially relevant
factors in assessing overdose risk:

...and some of that I think would fall under ACEs too
because even if they’re an adult, finding out if they
were involved in that system as a child, trying to make
some of those associations maybe. [P5]

Case-Specific Data
Alongside touchpoints and social determinants of health,
participants cited certain case-specific data, including toxicology
reports, interviews with next of kin, and the decedent’s

circumstances at the time of death (eg, their position and whether
they were alone). While these attributes are relevant to reviewing
individual cases, they were not considered for inclusion in the
dashboard as our primary objective was to offer population-level
data that complement rather than supplant the conventional
OFR case review model.

Apprehensions and Foreseen Challenges
Although participants were positive about the potential of the
dashboard to enhance the OFR process, there were a few
apprehensions. A major concern was the risk of unintentional
identification of decedents in smaller counties, where there are
fewer overdose deaths:

I’ve been aware of a couple different cases in
relatively small communities where all the data says
one thing, and of course, as a small community, we
know exactly who we’re talking about. [P15]

I think one [concern] would be that the information
might be too identifiable, especially for small
communities. [P8]

Participants discussed the ethics of displaying data that might
be inaccurate or that could be misused (eg, by law enforcement)
to target at-risk individuals:

...that it has inaccurate and bad data. And that it is
used for evil rather than for good...That it’s not used
for bad downstream consequences kind of thing. [P6]

Finally, participants raised the risk of misinterpreting data,
noting that, while OFRs have expertise in studying individual
histories of decedents to formulate recommendations, they are
less familiar with analyzing population-level statistics. Some
voiced reservations about OFR teams’ data literacy and their
ability to draw appropriate inferences from such quantitative
data. For instance, 1 participant gave an example of how a
decrease in emergency medical events could be erroneously
interpreted as a reduction in overdoses when it might only reflect
fewer 911 calls:

That [error] where you have a number and you think
it means one thing, but it means another thing...You
have measured something, but not the thing that you
are taking that thing to be. [P1]

Others commented on the potential downstream consequences
of misinterpreting data, which could manifest as inappropriate
or even detrimental recommendations:

We’ve seen this trend in our data. That probably
means X, Y, Z. And you might be right. You might be
very wrong, and the data might be used to justify a
policy or programmatic intervention that could in
fact exacerbate it. [P17]

Helping users interpret data accurately was deemed by
participants as a critical consideration for the dashboard. Equally
important was not to inundate OFRs with even more
(population-level) data that teams may lack the bandwidth or
data literacy skills to act upon. These insights underscore the
need to craft intuitive data visualizations that can be
comprehended accurately with minimal effort. Moreover, such
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displays should actively guide OFR teams into making valid
inferences from the data presented.

Touchpoints Selection
Our observations point to a longstanding limitation of current
OFR practices, which focus on reviewing a handful of overdose
cases at every meeting. OFR experts appeared to recognize the
shortcomings of this model when pitted against the sheer volume
of overdoses. Simultaneously, participants expressed strong
interest in accessing additional data sets that would paint a
broader picture of overdose risk factors and touchpoints in their
community, provided that these data were consistently coded,
intuitively summarized, and presented in a manner that did not
overburden review teams.

Among the data emphasized by participants, touchpoints
emerged as particularly actionable as they represent system
interactions preceding overdose events. For instance, the
proportion of decedents who used various touchpoints offers
predictive power to identify the most effective points within
the system for targeting at-risk individuals with prevention
services. Moreover, understanding the typical time window
between a touchpoint and an overdose event, along with the
frequency of touchpoint use, can assist in designing
interventions, including their timing and regularity.

Drawing on the insights of the expert panel and data availability
in Indiana, we incorporated 5 touchpoint types into the
dashboard: jail bookings, prison releases, visits to the ED,

encounters with EMS, and prescriptions for controlled
substances (eg, opioid analgesics). We excluded ED and EMS
encounters occurring within a 24-hour window of death as those
are likely to represent interactions directly related to the
overdose event as opposed to potential touchpoints for
prevention purposes. Interactions with both justice and medical
systems were identified as key by the expert panel. Prescriptions
for scheduled drugs, such as opioid analgesics, were included
as touchpoints due to their established association with overdose
risk [25]. We also included the dispensation of buprenorphine
prescriptions as a touchpoint in the initial dashboard design.
However, concerns were raised that singling medication for
opioid use disorder as a separate touchpoint could cause it to
be misconstrued as a causal risk factor for overdose.
Consequently, buprenorphine data were merged and included
among the general prescription dispensation touchpoint for
scheduled drugs. Table 1 provides a summary of these
touchpoints as highlighted by participants and featured in the
dashboard. Although interactions with residential treatment
services were identified as an important touchpoint by
participants, related data are not centrally tracked by the state
and, hence, were not available for inclusion in the dashboard.
Moreover, social determinants of health are not currently
included despite their relevance as the dashboard was intended
to prioritize opportunities for immediate as opposed to upstream
prevention. Case-specific attributes were also not considered
for inclusion because they would be redundant to the traditional
OFR case review process.
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Table 1. Data types and attributes as identified by experts and featured in the dashboard.

Included in dashboard?Identified by expert panel?Data type and attribute

Touchpoint

YesNoJail booking

YesYesRelease from prison

YesYesVisit to the EDa

YesYesEncounter with EMSb

NoYesInteraction with residential treatment services

YesNoPrescription dispensation for scheduled drugs, including opioid analgesics and MOUDc

Social determinants

NoYesDemographics

NoYesEducational level

NoYesPoverty

NoYesAccess to harm reduction services

NoYesHousing

NoYesAccess to transportation

NoYesAdverse childhood experiences

Case-specific attributes

NoYesToxicology report

NoYesNext-of-kin interviews

NoYesCircumstances of death (eg, body position and presence of witnesses)

aED: emergency department.
bEMS: emergency medical services.
cMOUD: medication for opioid use disorder.

Initial Visualization Attempts
Our initial visualization focused on timelines, illustrating cohorts
of decedents who exhibited similar patterns of touchpoints
before overdosing. For example, in Figure 1 (left), each row
represents hundreds of decedents who exhibited a similar
touchpoint sequence (eg, jail booking followed by one or more
ED visits and then a series of prescriptions). This particular

visualization was inspired by OFR teams’ use of timelines to
represent the histories of individuals discussed during case
reviews. However, these initial visualizations received mixed
reviews from the expert panel—while they were considered
appealing and “interesting,” the focus on cohorts was seen as
providing excessive detail for OFRs. This feedback was used
to revise the visualizations and develop a final dashboard.
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Figure 1. A total of 2 initial visual representations of touchpoints in Indiana (aggregate data from 2015 to 2022). On the left, a timeline-based visualization
illustrates the cohorts of decedents with distinct sequences of touchpoints. The visualization depicts the average number of days to fatal overdose (circle
position) and frequency of interaction with a touchpoint (circle diameter). For example, the first row shows 756 individuals who experienced a jail
booking approximately 6 years before overdose, followed by a sequence of emergency department (ED) visits and medical prescription (Rx) dispensations,
the last of which typically occurred approximately 200 and 90 days before overdose, respectively. A Sankey diagram (right) displays the temporal
ordering of (up to 4) touchpoints but without showing durations. EMS: emergency medical services.

Final Dashboard
The dashboard consists of 3 primary displays (Figure 2A)
showing the prevalence and rates, frequency, and recency for

the 5 touchpoints. The dashboard can be accessed at the MPH
website [45].

Figure 2. The final dashboard showing overall touchpoints prevalence in Indiana. (A) Buttons enable the user to switch among 4 measures: prevalence,
rates, frequency, and recency of touchpoints. (B) The selected measure is visualized here as a bar chart comparing touchpoint prevalence (ie, the
percentage of decedents who used each of the 5 touchpoints). (C) A map shows touchpoint prevalence (in this case for emergency department [ED]
visits) by county, where darker shades of blue indicate higher prevalence. (D) As an alternative to the bar chart, a line graph allows users to observe
how the prevalence of the touchpoints changes from year to year. EMS: emergency medical services; Rx: medical prescription.

Prevalence and Rates
By default, the dashboard displays touchpoint prevalence,
depicting the percentage of decedents who used various

touchpoints in the 12 months preceding overdose. For instance,
in 2022, the highest-prevalence touchpoint was the ED, with
61% of individuals who overdosed in Indiana having visited
the ED within a year before dying (Figure 2B). The user can
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also see the change in prevalence over time. For example, the
data show that the prevalence of ED visits decreased over time,
whereas the proportion of decedents who use EMS increased
>2 times between 2015 and 2022 (Figure 2D). In addition to
showing state levels, the dashboard can break down the data by
county. For instance, the user can see the prevalence of ED
visits in different counties on a map (Figure 2C). Notably, the

map shows 4 counties in which practically all decedents had
visited the ED a year before their overdose. The map can also
be used to filter the bar or line graph displays. For example,
clicking on Marion County, the most populous in Indiana,
updates the display to show statistics for Marion only (Figure
3).

Figure 3. Rates showing the fraction of individuals who experienced a fatal overdose for every 100,000 people who use a touchpoint (right). A map
allows the user to filter the data by county, in this example, to show rates for Marion County only. Orange dash marks depict the state average for
context. ED: emergency department; EMS: emergency medical services; Rx: medical prescription.

In addition to prevalence, the dashboard visualizes the rate of
touchpoints among decedents. These rates depict the number
of fatal overdose cases per 100,000 individuals who typically
use services such as the ED. Unlike prevalence, which indicates
the likelihood of a decedent using a touchpoint, rates reveal the
probability of a fatal overdose after using 1 of the 5 legal or
medical touchpoints included in the dashboard. Both measures
are important for resource allocation—while prevalence helps
users identify touchpoints with the broadest reach, rates can
reveal more “efficient” touchpoints for targeted interventions.
For example, consider jail bookings and releases from prison
(Figure 3 [right]), which exhibit the highest rates among
touchpoints in Marion County. This offers a high-specificity
opportunity to focus on individuals at a greater risk of

overdosing despite these touchpoints exhibiting relatively
moderate to low prevalence at the state level (23% and 3%,
respectively, as depicted in Figure 2 [left]).

Touchpoint Frequency
The second display summarizes the average number of
interactions a decedent had with a touchpoint in the year
preceding their overdose (Figure 4). Notably, the most
frequently used touchpoint in the state is medical prescription
(Rx) dispensation for controlled substances, such as an opioid
analgesic (12.7 events on average at the time of writing). The
user can also see how this frequency changes yearly (Figure 4
[right]). The line graph shows relatively stable use for ED, EMS,
and criminal justice services, with the average number of Rx
dispensations trending down slightly.
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Figure 4. Average number of interactions with the 5 touchpoints from 2015 to 2022 (left) alongside a year-by-year breakdown. ED: emergency
department; EMS: emergency medical services; Rx: medical prescription.

Recency
The timing of interaction with services was identified as a key
factor for OFRs. Accordingly, the recency display illustrates
the typical time intervals between final touchpoints and overdose
events (Figure 5). The top features a “lollipop” chart depicting
the number of days on average between the most recent
interaction and the overdose (Figure 5 [top]). In this example,
jail bookings in Jay County (selectable by the user) occur
approximately 210 days on average before a fatal overdose

compared to approximately 150 days for the entirety of Indiana.
Conversely, releases from prison tend to happen approximately
120 days before the overdose, closer relative to the state average.
The bottom visualizations show a curve for each touchpoint
representing the cumulative percentage of individuals who could
have been engaged at various time points relative to their time
of death. In this case, approximately 27% of decedents in Jay
County could have been engaged through an Rx dispensation
touchpoint 30 days before an overdose.
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Figure 5. The average time gap between the final interaction and overdose events across different touchpoints (top). The lower section comprises 2
charts demonstrating the cumulative reach of touchpoints at varying time intervals, comparing the selected county (bottom left) with the state average
(bottom right). ED: emergency department; EMS: emergency medical services; Rx: medical prescription.

Aiding Data Interpretation
One concern that emerged during the focus groups regarded
OFR teams’ ability to interpret population-level statistics. To
aid users in making sense of these data, the dashboard provides

tooltips in the form of short text annotations that explain the
interpretation of each visualization. For instance, in the recency
chart, the text clarifies that the points depict the average number
of days between a touchpoint and an overdose event (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Tooltips appear throughout the dashboard to promote accurate data interpretation. ED: emergency department; EMS: emergency medical
services; Rx: medical prescription.

Initial Evaluation Results
We invited 3 OFR experts to review and provide feedback on
the dashboard. They commented on features they thought were
beneficial. They also provided suggestions on how to ensure
dashboard integration into OFR practices. One of the notable
strengths of the dashboard was its comprehensive data coverage,
a feature that was highly appreciated by all participants. They
specifically praised the breakdown of touchpoints on a county
basis, a level of granularity that is often lacking in existing
dashboards. The inclusion of small counties, the data on which
can be especially difficult to obtain, was recognized as a
significant advantage. Participants also appreciated the ability
to compare different counties through the map, along with the
ability to juxtapose county-specific data against state averages.

Among the various visualizations, the recency chart (referred
to as the “timeline”) stood out for its depiction of events leading
up to overdoses. Participants thought that these temporal data,
which can be difficult to obtain at the population level, can help
in tailoring interventions:

It is interesting to see this [chart], and to know what can be done
with data. We can check the timeline and help implement a
strategy. Through these strategies, we can outline short, medium,
and long-term goals.

In thinking about how the dashboard might complement existing
OFR practices, participants highlighted its usefulness in guiding
case selection for review and helping OFRs build a
representative case profile. One participant specifically noted
the potential of the dashboard in conducting “community data
review” to explore “what is going on in my community.”
Moreover, the dashboard’s availability on a publicly accessible
URL was lauded as “a wonderful resource,” extending its value
to audiences beyond OFRs. The discussion opened the door for
offering some form of training or educational support to OFR
members, equipping review teams with skills to interpret

quantitative data. One participant suggested the addition of a
“demo video to help interpret and apply the data.” Another
suggested the need to specifically focus on OFR facilitators as
crucial personnel for communicating data insights to review
teams:

I don’t think they [members of the review teams], will
be able to fully understand the data, so training the
facilitator will be key.

Discussion

Principal Findings
OFR teams are proliferating in the United States, becoming an
important public health tool to combat the drug overdose crisis.
Traditional fatality reviews, often limited to a few cases, do not
fully capture the broader overdose trends, especially in
communities with numerous drug-related fatalities. This research
aimed to enhance OFR data use by addressing data access
barriers, identifying information needs, and creating actionable
visualizations of population-level overdose data.

Our findings shed light on challenges that OFR teams face in
accessing timely data, frequently impeded by legal constraints.
When available, these data can often be inconsistent, for
example, in the coding of events and classification of services.
Despite these challenges, OFR teams seemed keen on
incorporating a wider range of data into their review to better
understand the factors contributing to overdose risks in their
communities. Notably, the expert panel highlighted several key
touchpoints, including incarcerations, interactions with substance
treatment services, and visits to medical facilities such as EDs.

Some of these touchpoints have been previously recognized as
opportunities for delivering prevention services [25,46,47]. For
example, the time window following a prison release has been
identified as a particularly critical and risky period, making this
touchpoint a highly specific and valuable opportunity for
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administering prevention services [48-50]. However, effectively
sharing these data insights with OFRs remains a challenge. Our
findings suggest that a dashboard linking state administrative
and mortality data could effectively provide local OFRs with
insights on the timing and distribution of touchpoints. To explore
this potential, we partnered with the Indiana state government
and developed a dashboard that collates and visualizes data on
5 touchpoints at the county level, enabling OFR teams to see
statistics and patterns on events that precede fatal overdoses in
their community. To our knowledge, this is the first system to
automatically analyze touchpoint characteristics and offer (near)
real-time visualizations of their prevalence, frequency, and
timing tailored to the local scale of OFR teams. In designing
the dashboard, we specifically focused on this user group and
prioritized actionable data that shed light on local prevention
opportunities. The developed touchpoint dashboard stands in
contrast to earlier dashboards for opioid prescription and
overdose data, which are meant for the public or nonspecified
stakeholders.

Our OFR expert panel suggested that one of the most crucial
pieces of information is the timing of touchpoints—specifically,
the average duration between an individual’s last encounter and
their overdose. The dashboard prominently features these data
in a lollipop chart comparing the recency of various touchpoints.
In addition, we incorporated displays of touchpoint prevalence
and rates, providing insights into the reach of touchpoints and
the specificity they afford for targeting individuals who are at
high risk of overdose. The dashboard purposely uses familiar
visualizations, including bar and line graphs and choropleth
maps, to appeal to review teams who may be novice
visualization users [51]. Importantly, the dashboard breaks down
these statistics at the county level, aligning with how OFRs are
organized in Indiana. By visualizing data “close to home,” we
aimed to improve the actionability of the dashboard [52].
However, users can easily compare county data to state averages
or those of other similar counties.

Our initial evaluations show promise for the dashboard’s
usefulness. However, successfully integrating the dashboard
into OFR practices will likely require training for OFR members,
many of whom lack expertise in data analysis—a point that was
notably underscored by the expert panel. In particular, teams
may need educational support in how to interpret
population-level features, such as the difference between the
prevalence and rates of touchpoints. Regular meetings with
OFR users could also help uncover usability issues and gauge
dashboard adoption by review teams.

While the dashboard offers detailed insights into community
touchpoints, it omits data on social determinants such as race,
educational level, and access to housing and harm reduction
services. These factors can be important for understanding
overdose risks, as per our expert panel and research findings
[53,54]. Future versions of the dashboard could incorporate
local statistics on these risk factors. Furthermore, it is possible
to expand the current list of touchpoints to include specific
events associated with social determinants, such as loss of
housing or employment. These additional touchpoints could
offer further intervention avenues to disrupt pathways from

marginalization to overdose [55]. Another limitation is that,
while the dashboard includes critical touchpoints such as ED
and EMS encounters, these events currently lack classification.
Adding a breakdown of these touchpoints, for example, by
distinguishing between substance-related versus other EMS
encounters, could enable OFR teams to further tailor their
recommendations.

The experts interviewed also sought demographic breakdowns
of touchpoint data, in part to ensure that diverse populations
would benefit from interventions at touchpoints. Unfortunately,
this feature was not included in the current dashboard due to
reidentification risks, particularly in rural areas that have fewer
overdoses. In the future, the dashboard could be modified to
provide a demographic breakdown of touchpoints at the
aggregate (eg, state) level to substantially decrease the risk of
reidentification instead of withholding these data altogether. To
further protect individual confidentiality, which was a key
concern of our expert panel, the dashboard presents data as
percentages (eg, the proportion of decedents who were released
from prison within a year before their overdose) and rates.
Withholding the actual counts for events helps prevent the
inference of individual identity in places where those counts
are low. The dashboard provides a visual warning for statistics
based on <20 cases, cautioning users against drawing strong
conclusions from small samples. Future work could use more
advanced privacy-preserving techniques [56,57], thus allowing
for the display of a wider range of attributes without
jeopardizing anonymity.

Although our dashboard is specific to Indiana, we believe that
the approach could be adapted for other US states and localities.
This expansion requires access to overdose mortality records
that can be algorithmically cross-referenced with other
administrative data sets. Many states already have data
infrastructure for such linked analyses [58,59]. We estimate that
the development and maintenance of the dashboard over 2 years
will require approximately 350 personnel hours assuming the
availability of data. The prevalence of overdose dashboards
[39,60] indicates both the technical feasibility of creating such
tools and the interest in them from the public health community.
Our research demonstrates that dashboards can go beyond
surveillance to directly visualize actionable prevention
opportunities.

Conclusions
OFRs can play a crucial public health role in understanding
overdose cases and recommending prevention strategies. This
study explored the potential for enhancing these reviews with
population-level data for broader, quantitative insights into risk
factors. Following a user-centered design process, we developed
a dashboard that tracks and visualizes decedents’ encounters
with medical and justice systems at the county level. Although
initially designed for Indiana, the dashboard can be adapted to
other localities, leveraging administrative and mortality data
typically collected by local governments. Preliminary evaluation
shows the potential utility of the dashboard for analysis and
case selection but emphasizes the need for training OFR
members in data interpretation and decision-making.
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Abstract

Background: Pulse oximeters noninvasively measure blood oxygen levels, but these devices have rarely been designed for
low-resource settings and are inconsistently available at outpatient clinics.

Objective: The Phefumla project aims to develop and validate a pediatric smartphone-based pulse oximeter designed specifically
for this context. We present the process of human-centered oximeter design with health care workers in South Africa.

Methods: We purposively sampled 19 health care workers from 5 clinics in Khayelitsha, Cape Town. Using a human-centered
design approach, we conducted participatory workshops with four activities with health care workers: (1) they received 3D-printed
prototypes of potential oximeter designs to provide feedback; (2) we demonstrated on dolls how they would use the novel oximeter;
(3) they used pile sorting to rank design features and suggest additional features they desired; and (4) they designed their preferred
user interface using a whiteboard, marker, and magnetized features that could be repositioned. We audio recorded the workshops,
photographed outputs, and took detailed field notes. Analysis involved iterative review of these data to describe preferences,
identify key design updates, and provide modifications.

Results: Participants expressed a positive sentiment toward the idea of a smartphone pulse oximeter and suggested that a pediatric
device would address an important gap in outpatient care. Specifically, participants expressed a preference for the prototype that
they felt enabled more diversity in the way it could be used. There was a strong tendency to prioritize pragmatic design features,
such as robustness, which was largely dictated by health care worker context. They also added features that would allow the
oximeter device to serve other clinical functions in addition to oxygen saturation measurement, such as temperature and respiratory
rate measurements.

Conclusions: Our end user–centered rapid participatory approach led to tangible design changes and prompted design discussions
that the team had not previously considered. Overall, health care workers prioritized pragmatism for pediatric pulse oximeter
device design.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54983)   doi:10.2196/54983

KEYWORDS

pediatrics; human-centered design; participatory design; pulse oximeter; South Africa; smartphone; mobile phone

Introduction

Hypoxemia, defined as an abnormally low peripheral arterial
oxyhemoglobin saturation (SpO2) of <90%, is an important risk
factor for death among children with lower respiratory infections
in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) [1-4]. An

estimated 7 million children were hospitalized with hypoxemic
pneumonia in 2019, and in sub-Saharan Africa, 28% (95% CI
25%-35%) of children with acute respiratory diseases were
hypoxemic [5]. During outpatient care, the burden of hypoxemia
may be considerable, with 2019 estimates suggesting a 23.1%
prevalence among children with respiratory illnesses [5]. Pulse
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oximeters are medical devices that noninvasively measure SpO2

and can therefore detect hypoxemia.

Frequent pulse oximeter use is associated with positive health
outcomes such as reducing mortality rates and has been found
to be cost-effective in low-resource settings [1,6]. Although
oximeters are commonly used in pediatric clinical care in
high-income countries, they are not consistently available in
LMICs [4], especially during outpatient care where most
children first access care and their illness may be more treatment
responsive. The COVID-19 pandemic led to large investments
being made into oxygen ecosystems, including pulse oximetry
[7]; however, it did not focus on overcoming key
implementation challenges for children. Pediatric pulse oximetry
implementation in LMICs is restricted by barriers such as cost,
lack of appropriately designed pediatric devices and probes,
disruptive movements of small children, unavailability of
devices, lack of training and supervision, lack of maintenance,
lack of electricity, and health care provider misconceptions
[8-14]. A pediatric-specialized, low-cost, smartphone-based
pulse oximeter device could potentially address many of these
implementation barriers and serve as a valuable tool in outpatient
LMIC settings.

The Phefumla project aims to cocreate a low-cost,
smartphone-based, reflectance pulse oximeter device for children
that is optimized for LMIC outpatient contexts. Reflectance
oximetry, unlike transmittance oximetry, measures the relative
ratio of unabsorbed red and infrared light that is reflected off
of tissues rather than through tissues to produce an estimate of
SpO2 [15]. A key source of inequities in health is access to
diagnostic services, with almost half of the global population

having little or no access to diagnostics [16]. Part of this
inequality stems from devices designed for high-income and
inpatient settings that are cost-prohibitive to purchase, sustain
consumables, and maintain. To address this challenge, there is
a need for a holistic framework to guide the design of medical
devices so that they may be contextually appropriate for the
settings in which they will be used [17].

We used a human-centered design (HCD) approach, with the
aim of achieving a contextually appropriate device that meets
the specific health care needs of the population [18]. The HCD
method is one of many approaches to co-design and was chosen
for this study given its successful application in previous global
health intervention and medical device development projects
[19-25]. In this paper, we describe the participatory HCD
processes with health care workers (HCWs) and how this led
to design changes, as an example of a rapid approach to medical
device development that centers inclusion.

Methods

Overview
We conducted a qualitative observation study of participatory
workshops that drew on the HCD approach, with HCWs in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, South Africa, from September 1-16,
2022. For these workshops, we had 3D-printed 3 prototype
reflectance devices, all based on the same smartphone model
being housed inside a case that would contain the oximeter
sensor and additional hardware for processing (Figure 1). These
prototypes were developed by the Phefumla team to prompt
HCW reflections on the size and positioning of the sensor while
keeping all other factors consistent.
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Figure 1. 3D-printed Phefumla reflectance oximeter prototypes.

Setting
The East subdistrict of Khayelitsha is a low-income and
low-resource area in Cape Town, South Africa, often referred
to as a township. It has an estimated population of 450,000
people [26], who are predominantly Black African (99%) and
the majority of whom live in informal housing [27]. First-tier
primary health care (PHC) in South Africa is provided primarily
through nurse-led clinics and community health centers, which
are available within 5 km of 90% of the population and is often
the first point of contact [28]. These facilities are free of cost
and provide comprehensive basic services such as maternal,
child, and reproductive health; HIV and tuberculosis testing
and treatment; and care for noncommunicable diseases and

common ailments [28]. Secondary care is delivered at district
hospitals, which conduct minor procedures, and the third tier
consists of tertiary hospitals that have the infrastructure,
specialists, and equipment for major surgeries [29]. Many
obstacles limit adequate implementation of health services at
the PHC level in South Africa, including the HIV/AIDs
pandemic, shortages of HCWs, unequal distribution of resources,
and the legacy of the apartheid era [30]. This study was
conducted at PHCs.

HCD Approach
HCD is based on using “techniques which communicate,
interact, empathize and stimulate the people involved, obtaining
an understanding of their needs, desires and experiences which
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often transcends that which the people themselves actually
realized” [31]. This approach encourages stakeholders, experts,
and end users—in our case, HCWs—to generate knowledge
collaboratively to co-design a medical device [32]. Through
involving end users in the design process, HCD allows for the
development of devices that are locally and contextually
appropriate and can meet the specific health care needs of the
population [18]. The key principles of HCD are the active
involvement of users and a clear understanding of user and task
requirements; iteration of design solutions, where end users

provide feedback on design solutions starting early in the
process; and making use of multidisciplinary design teams [33].
The HCD approach consists of three iterative stages: (1)
inspiration, (2) ideation and prototyping, and (3) formal testing.
In this study, we report activities conducted in stage 2, the
ideation and prototyping of the Phefumla smartphone oximeter
development (Figure 2). This builds on our stage-1 findings
that explored HCWs’ current experience with pediatric pulse
oximetry, which will be published elsewhere.

Figure 2. The human-centered design approach.

Participatory Workshops
We conducted participatory workshops, consisting of 4
activities, to facilitate the process of having HCWs co-design

a smartphone-based reflectance oximeter (Table 1). The
discussion guide is available in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Table . Summary of participatory design workshop activities.

DescriptionResources and toolsActivities

Participants were given 3 different rapid proto-
types and asked questions about the devices’
design. These included how they felt about the
placement of the sensor on the device; how con-
fident they felt placing the device on a child for
a reading; how easy they believe the device
would be to clean; and how durable the device
was. Participants were encouraged to give sug-
gestions and state preferences.

Three 3D-printed plastic prototypes of potential
device designs

1. Design preference

Participants were asked to demonstrate how they
would use the 3 prototypes on a child, specifical-
ly where they would place the sensor for taking
a measurement on 2 different sized dolls to rep-
resent younger and older infants.

Two dolls (1 infant sized and 1 slightly larger
sized)

2. Device use

Participants were asked to rank 11 design fea-
tures, which were deemed important from stage

1 of the HCDa process (eg, battery life), from
most to least important. They were also given an
opportunity to add their own features on blank
cards with markers.

A pile of cards with design features written on
them

3. Feature ranking

Participants were asked to arrange interface
components as they would like the screen of the
device to look. They were provided with a
whiteboard marker to include any other features.

A magnetic board and magnets of different de-

sign features of the interface (SpO2
b reading,

waveform, pulse, bouncing bar, buttons, charging
symbols, date, and time)

4. User interface

aHCD: human-centered design.
bSpO2: oxyhemoglobin saturation.

We conducted a pilot design workshop with 3 research nurses
from the Desmond Tutu TB Centre to check the quality and
coherency of the planned activities. Following the relevant
consenting procedures, 1-hour-long design workshops were
held with 7 small groups of our sample’s HCWs (2-4 HCWs
per group). These workshops were conducted by 2 female
postgraduate research assistants with comprehensive knowledge
and experience of qualitative data collection (EII and LNJ)
under the supervision and with the assistance of a pediatric
pulmonologist (EDM). Small groups were chosen for pragmatic
reasons to minimize disruption to clinical service at the facilities
and were conducted in the clinics.

Sampling and Participants
Participants were sampled from a larger pool of participants
who had taken part in the previous stage of the study. Stage 1
of the HCD process (inspiration) involved small group
discussions with HCWs focusing on barriers and challenges to
routine pediatric oximetry use. These HCWs were therefore
primed before the co-design workshops to think about the pros
and cons of pulse oximeter features. Five clinics in the East
subdistrict of Khayelitsha were eligible, and HCWs were
purposefully sampled (rich case) using the following inclusion
criteria: (1) having experience taking pulse oximeter
measurements in children and (2) having taken part in the
previous stage of the Phefumla study. Participants who had
consented in stage 1 to be contacted were followed up to setup
face-to-face meetings. Participants were given a small monetary
voucher (worth approximately US $15) and provided with
refreshments as reimbursement for their time.

Data Collection
Data were collected via audio recordings and photographs taken
of activity end results, as well as through comprehensive
observation notes. A semistructured workshop guide was
developed and used in English, the predominant working
language in health care settings in South Africa. However, most
participants were native Xhosa speakers, and some discussions
were held in Xhosa; LNJ is a native Xhosa speaker and acted
as a translator for these sections. The 2 researchers who
facilitated the workshops alternated between (1) asking questions
and leading facilitation and (2) keeping detailed field notes.

Analysis
Data were analyzed using the framework of exploratory
qualitative analysis. Exploratory research is concerned with
exploring a phenomenon more deeply to gain a granular
understanding of it and has 2 key aspects: open-mindedness
and flexibility [34]. Recordings were repeatedly listened to by
the 2 researchers who conducted the workshops (EII and LNJ),
alongside looking through the captured pictures and written
field notes. The wider research team had preidentified key
design features of interest based on a rapid scoping review,
stage-1 small group discussions, and team expertise. Quotes
and notes taken during the workshops were mapped together
by EII and LNJ under these categories of design features, using
Microsoft Excel. This initial mapping framework was shared
and discussed with the entire research team, where findings
were discussed and probed. This was done iteratively until the
team decided on actionable feedback for the pulse oximeter
prototype and shared them with the engineer (MB).
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Ethical Considerations
Approval was obtained from the City of Cape Town to recruit
HCWs and conduct the project at 7 clinics in the East subdistrict
of Khayelitsha. Institutional approval was obtained from Johns
Hopkins University (IRB00294436), Stellenbosch University
(N22/01/009), and the Swedish Ethics Board (Dnr
2022-01897-01). Facility managers and other relevant
gatekeepers were approached after receiving approval to ask
for permission to access HCWs. All participants provided
written, informed consent. Field notes were anonymized and
did not record any identifiable data from HCWs, and recordings
were stored in secure local servers to safeguard participant
information.

Results

Overview
A total of 7 workshops were conducted with 19 HCWs. The
most common reasons for participants from stage 1 not taking
part in these stage-2 workshop were being ill, on leave, or absent
at the clinic on the scheduled days; having been rotated to a
different PHC; or having resigned. All 19 participants retained
were nursing staff (including a range of nursing cadres), with
18 (95%) female participants and 1 (5%) male participant.

Activity 1: Selecting a Preferred Prototype
Three 3D-printed prototypes were presented to the groups
(Figure 1). The strongest preference was shown for prototype
2 with the sensor in the middle, with 4 (57%) of the 7 groups
reaching a consensus on preferring this design. However, this
was not unanimous, with 1 (14%) group preferring prototype
1, one (14%) group preferring prototype 3, and 1 (14%) group
wanting a combination of prototype 3’s larger sensor size with
prototype 2’s sensor location.

Participants primarily liked prototype 2 because of its sensor
location being in the middle, noting that the device would be
easier to use on a child as you would not have to angle it to get
a reading, it did not matter if you were right- or left-handed,
and some participants liked the larger size of the overall device
and smaller size of the sensor (compared to the larger sensor of
prototype 3). There were some concerns that the device itself
was too large and that a smaller device would be easier to use,
as well as concerns about having to hold the device without
dropping it.

It’s easier for me to get grasp of the monitor and put
it on the child, rather than using the corner. [HCW,
clinic 3]

When discussing the sensor, prototype 3’s larger sensor elicited
a range of responses, with some HCWs stating that it would be
too difficult to use on an infant or young child (eg “it’s too big”),
whereas others thought the larger sensor size was a benefit, for
example:

Very much easy [to use] because the sensor is bigger.
[HCW, clinic 1]

The sensor is nice and big. [HCW, clinic 5]

Overall, participants displayed a positive sentiment to this style
of device being easy to use on a child, and most participants
felt comfortable placing the sensor correctly on a child.
Robustness was a concern in several groups, as it was noted
that a smartphone screen can break when dropped, and
participants offered several modifications in relation to this:

It would be better if it were rubber or had a pouch,
so it does not break. [HCW, clinic 1]

The back must be rubbery, and the outer part is
rubbery too. [HCW, clinic 3]

If it is a glass screen it will [break easily]. [HCW,
clinic 4]

All groups stated the device would be very easy to clean, with
the most common suggestion for cleaning the device being
wiping it with a disinfectant and cloth after each use. All groups
felt it would be easy to store as well, with suggestions such as
to keep it in a locked drawer, cabinet, or room or to include a
storage pouch with the device:

Important that it’s got a pouch—a bag, so it doesn’t
get too dusty. [HCW, clinic 1]

Activity 2: Using the Device on a Child
For activity 2, we asked participants to indicate for each
prototype where they would take the pulse oximeter
measurements on an infant-sized doll and a larger toddler-sized
doll. The purpose was to understand how this novel device
would be instinctively applied. The most common location of
measurements for infants included the sole of foot, followed by
the palm of hand, the hand, the thumb, and toes. These were
similar for the older toddler–sized doll, with the sole of foot
also being preferred, although HCWs noted that toddlers can
kick. Infrequent answers included the wrist, the chest, the
forehead, and the neck, which a participant noted would be
beneficial as it would not require a child to be undressed. We
deliberately did not prompt HCWs to consider specific locations,
and it is likely that HCWs defaulted to appendages (ie, hands
and feet) that are the most commonly used with a standard pulse
oximeter, even if the positioning on those appendages (eg, the
palm of the hand) differed.

Activity 3: Design Feature Selection
Table 2 present the results from the feature pile sorting activity,
showing the features considered as the 5 most important among
the groups. When asked to elaborate on their ranking,
participants stated that they first considered what would be
essential for the device to function (eg, battery lasting) and that
the rest were add-ons (eg, apps installed) that would be nice but
were not necessary for core functioning. There was a strong
preference displayed for pragmatism in this context:

The ones on top are the most important because
they’re going to sustain the device. [HCW, clinic 3]
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Table . Features ranked among the top 5 for each group.

Example quotations for prioritizing featuresGroups (n=7), n (%)Feature

7 (100)Portable device • “You can take it anywhere, for example if
it is needed in emergency...then you can

take it there.” (HCWa, clinic 4)
• “So you can take the sick baby to another

room and take the device to the next room”
(HCW, clinic 2)

• “Because we have three triages in this clin-
ic” (HCW, clinic 3)

6 (86)Does not break when dropped • “We are working with kids. It’s inevitable
that it will fall. It is important that it doesn’t
break easily when it falls. The kids might
not want it and push it away from them and
then it falls.” (HCW, clinic 4)

• “Because we are designing for a small baby
not an adult so there’s high chances of it
falling” (HCW, clinic 1)

• “Maybe you’re gonna be busy with an
emergency so you’re going to be scared so
you’re gonna be shivering or shaking
maybe, and the baby will also be fighting
you, so at least if it drops it mustn’t break
easily” (HCW, clinic 2)

6 (86)Long battery life • “We’re seeing more than 30 children a day
and sometimes we don’t have time to
charge—there’s no break when they come.
They start to come as early as half past 7 to
4 o’clock so there’s no time to say we’re
still waiting for the battery to get full.”
(HCW, clinic 4)

• “If there’s no battery, there’s no device.”
(HCW, clinic 1)

• “Loadshedding [of electricity] is happening
so it must be charged, and the battery must
last” (HCW, clinic 2)

5 (71)Can measure different parts of the body • “It doesn’t limit you so you can use it on
whatever part of the body that you want”
(HCW, clinic 2)

• “We’ve got limited sites where you can do
accurate readings” (HCW, clinic 1)

4 (57)Easy to clean • “Hygiene is very important because we’re
dealing with kids, so if it’s easy to clean
then it’s more safe.” (HCW, clinic 4)

• “Because it’s used between many patients”
(HCW, clinic 5)

aHCW: health care worker.

We asked if there were any disagreements in the group, but all
groups indicated that they were happy with the consensus
reached after discussion.

Participants added the following tangible features: small size,
protective cover and storage bag, device holder or stand, and
time stamp. However, more generic statements such as “easy
to use” and “user friendly” were also added. Some added
distractions to the child, such as a colorful screen or pictures.
In 1 group, the HCWs also added the inclusion of a probe—the
key design feature we were proposing to move away from.

Participants who included “other apps installed” in their overall
ranking of design features were asked which apps they desired.
The predominant suggestion was to have an app that could also
measure temperature and respiratory rate, with a high preference
for a multimodal device being displayed. Other app suggestions
included an app for referral to hospital emergency wards (known
as the Vula mobile app in this setting) [35] and an app that
referred participants to the emergency medicine practice
guidelines [36]. However, there were mixed feelings toward
additional apps, and these often were not ranked among the
most important features, with the exception of 1 (14%) of the
7 groups. Some of reasons given were that other apps would
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not be used; that they would negatively affect the battery life
of the device; or that people would use the apps for personal
reasons. As some HCWs noted:

We’re not gonna use other apps. [HCW, clinic 4]

I wonder if it’s not gonna affect the battery life.
[HCW, clinic 3]

People overuse it for personal things. [HCW, clinic
2]

Activity 4: Interface Design
For the user-interface design activity, participants tended to
place pulse and SpO2 readings together (6/7, 86% groups),
although there was variability in where on the screen these were
placed as well as variability in the size of the icons. Further, 6
(86%) out of the 7 groups included both the waveform as well
as the bouncing bar, with the following reasons: if one is not
working, the other will; each feature gives you different
information; and it makes the device more accessible in the case
someone is only familiar with either the bouncing bar or the
waveform. The majority (5/7, 71%) of the groups included icons
indicating temperature and respiratory rate, further indicating
their preference for a multimodal device. Two (29%) groups
added a distraction for the child, such as a moving video with
sound. The battery was mostly placed at the top of the screen
so that HCWs could immediately see whether the device needed
to be charged when switched on. When asked what alarms and
sounds were wanted, the main preference was for a sound when
there was an abnormal reading. Furthermore, the preference
was for a loud volume given the noisy environment of the
clinics.

Discussion

In this study, we conducted design workshops with South
African HCWs to develop a novel, pediatric-specialized pulse
oximeter device, to ensure the device is context appropriate.
Through the design workshops, we found that HCWs displayed
an overall positive and enthusiastic sentiment toward such a
device, seeing its value in clinical use with children with
hypoxemia. The findings from these workshops were used to
select oximeter prototype 2 (Figure 1), with the sensor in the
middle, to take forward into the prototype testing stage, with
key updates to the robustness and planned user-interface
incorporated.

Participants displayed the strongest preference for a device
design with a sensor in the middle, feeling that it was overall
the easiest to work with. Although participants felt that a
smartphone device would be easy to use on a child, clean, and
store and felt confident in placing the sensor correctly, some
had concerns over the robustness of the device. They provided
multiple suggestions to overcome this, such as a pouch, case,
or rubber casing, and as a result, we increased the robustness
of the device to be able to resist a drop test. However, this may
point toward a potential limitation in using a smartphone
interface, which HCWs are largely familiar with and have likely
had experiences of breakages. This prompted a discussion within
the study team on whether the smartphone inside the casing
could be replaced with a locally available phone, allowing for

a more sustainable repair solution than most traditional medical
devices. Although this was not dealt with at this stage of design,
the HCW feedback triggered us to reflect on this aspect of the
device in more depth and to plan for future prototypes.

We received the least in-depth feedback on the mock placement
and use of the prototypes with dolls of infants. One issue may
have been the design of the activity, using infant dolls to prompt
discussion. As a key challenge in pediatric oximetry, as noted
by the HCWs as well, is the children’s movement and them
becoming agitated with measurements being done, using a real
child may have resulted in more reflective responses. The
locations that the HCWs largely defaulted to were the thumb,
toes, hands, and feet—where oximeter probes are generally used
currently, although not with the same versatility. We had
hypothesized that a benefit of reflectance oximetry is the range
of locations that could be used, which reduces both the HCWs’
need to disturb the child and restrict their movement (eg, their
forehead or upper back).

Pragmatic concerns arose most strongly during the activity
where design features were ranked. These findings speak to the
context in which HCWs in LMICs work, where having usable,
durable, and long-lasting devices is of the essence—with
participants noting that once devices break, they are unlikely
to be replaced. This is due to factors such as limited technical
and biomedical support and ties into other literature regarding
“medical equipment graveyards”—composed of obsolete or
otherwise broken biomedical, donated equipment—which are
a common occurrence across LMICs [37]. These findings also
speak to similar findings in other literature, where opportunities
for redesign in pulse oximeters in LMICs included similar
themes such as battery charging and durability, probe fit, and
sensitivity in pediatric populations [11].

Participants liked the idea of a multimodal device. Although
there were various suggestions given for additional design
features, a device that could take temperature and respiratory
rate readings in addition to SpO2 was by far the most desirable
design feature proposed. This was desirable to participants as
one device with multiple modalities is pragmatically beneficial.
This speaks to possible opportunities for integration in future
device designs and further developments in the field of eHealth;
however, this needs to be weighed against risks. There is the
risk that more complex devices will be more expensive, have
reduced usability, and not be optimized for the oximetry
function. Therefore, the benefits need to be weighed against the
added value of additional functions, as a device performing a
core functionality well could be beneficial over a device that
performs poorly across various functionalities [11,38].

Some of the themes raised by our participants were raised in
other studies in LMICs, indicating a degree of generalizability.
Khayelitsha is considered to be fairly representative of other
low-resource, sub-Saharan African settings when considering
HIV exposure, tuberculosis mortality rates, and quality of care.
However, some contextual factors may be unique to a particular
context. For example, Khayelitsha has access to electricity but
frequently experiences power supply blackouts (loadshedding),
which happens nationwide, meaning that mains-charged devices
are acceptable but need a long battery life. In contrast, in other
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settings, solar-powered charging was prioritized as access to
electricity in health facilities was not universal [11].

Our study has several strengths in being able to rapidly engage
with a range of HCWs. However, we also had 3 key limitations.
First, we came up with the initial idea for a reflectance pulse
oximeter, hypothesizing that this could solve several usability
issues for LMIC outpatient settings. Our participants were
therefore restricted in their first prototypes to 1 type of oximeter
that the research team had chosen. It is possible participants
may have preferred an alternative design or traditional
transmittance pulse oximeter. It may also have biased our team’s
presentation of the device and interpretation of the data.
However, the workshop researchers had no prior experience in
oximetry and led the data collection and analysis process in an
attempt to mitigate potential researcher bias. Second, given that
our data collection and analysis process were designed to be
rapid and pragmatic, we did not extensively pilot the

instruments. Lastly, the workshops were conducted primarily
in English. Clinical training is done in English and is the
language spoken in most professional South African
environments. However, it was not the majority of participants’
home or first language, which could be a potential limitation.
We allowed participants to answer in whatever language they
wanted to, and we always had a Xhosa-speaking researcher
available to mitigate this limitation.

A contextually appropriate, low-cost, pediatric-specialized,
smartphone-based reflectance pulse oximeter was seen to have
potential clinical value in the South African context. The process
of HCD allowed us to explore HCW’s design preferences
qualitatively to design a prototype device that would address
their specific needs. The overall preference was for a multimodal
and pragmatic device, with our rapid participatory approach
successfully leading to changes in the oximeter design executed
by our engineer.
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Abstract

Background: Cultural adaptations of digital health innovations are a growing field. However, digital health innovations can
increase health inequities. While completing exploratory work for the cultural adaptation of the Ned Clinic virtual survivorship
app, we identified structural considerations that provided a space to design digitally connected and collective care.

Objective: This study used a community-based participatory research and user-centered design process to develop a cultural
adaptation of the Ned Clinic app while designing to intervene in structural inequities.

Methods: The design process included primary data collection and qualitative analysis to explore and distill design principles,
an iterative design phase with a multidisciplinary team, and a final evaluation phase with participants throughout the design
process as a form of member checking and validation.

Results: Participants indicated that they found the final adapted prototype to be acceptable, appropriate, and feasible for their
use. The changes made to adapt the prototype were not specifically culturally Chinese. Instead, we identified ways to strengthen
connections between the survivor and their providers; improve accessibility to resources; and honor participants’ desires for
relationality, accountability, and care.

Conclusions: We grounded the use of user-centered design to develop a prototype design that supports the acts of caring through
digital technology by identifying and designing to resist structures that create health inequities in the lives of this community of
survivors. By designing for collective justice, we can provide accessible, feasible, and relational care with digital health through
the application of Indigenous and Black feminist ways of being and knowing.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49353)   doi:10.2196/49353
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Introduction

Digital health has been posited as a pathway to more equitable
and holistic care [1,2]. However, the digital divide, or the
capacity for digital technology to exacerbate inequities, has
been widely described [3]. Its differential impacts on the social
determinants of health are known as the digital determinants of
health [4]. Recent years have seen an acceleration of digital
health innovations (DHIs) such as digital therapeutics into health
care systems, which was supercharged by the COVID-19
pandemic and the resulting widespread implementation of
telemedicine [4]. One such digital therapeutic is the Ned Clinic
(“No Evidence of Disease”), which aims to optimize clinical
care and patient self-management through virtual asynchronous
care delivery for prostate cancer (PCa) survivors [5]. The Ned
Clinic platforms, including clinician-led (Specialist Ned) and
nurse-led (Ned Nurse) interventions, were developed at the
University Health Network in Toronto, Canada, by a consortium
of stakeholders [5].

PCa is the most commonly diagnosed nonskin cancer for
Canadian male individuals, and most (99%) are estimated to be
diagnosed in male individuals aged 50 years and older [6]. Older
adults are negatively impacted by the digital divide [7]. Race,
a social determinant of health, is also linked to worse
survivorship and care outcomes for PCa survivors, most notably
for Black male individuals [8]. Asian (generally defined as East
Asian and South Asian ethnicity) male individuals have been
found to have better survival rates than the median but are more
likely to present with advanced PCa, suggesting systemic issues
with identifying health issues and obtaining timely appropriate
care [9]. These differences carry over into the delivery of
follow-up care, as PCa survivors’ care needs and access to care
are affected by the complex intersection of ethnicity, culture,
and other social and structural factors [10,11].

Cultural adaptation is the process of applying changes to existing
health interventions based on “surface” (social and behavioral
characteristics) and “deep” (worldview, norms, beliefs, and
values) cultural structures [12]. As these structures are known
to impact beliefs about illness and well-being, the intent is to
provide intervention benefits for communities that have
experienced health inequities [13]. Culturally adapted DHIs
appear to have been most widely reported in the field of mental
health; in contrast, cultural adaptations of cancer survivorship
apps have not been published, likely owing to the few
interventions in this area [2,14]. The frameworks that appear to
be most widely used to adapt health interventions were
developed by Bernal et al [15], Resnicow et al [16] (an
adaptation of the model by Bernal et al [15]), and Barrera and
Castro [17].

However, these guidelines and models often use framings of
cultural sensitivity and competency (eg, Resnicow et al [16]
and Castro et al [18]), continuing to place the burden of change
on individuals rather than addressing the upstream structural

determinants of health. These framings can serve to
“museumize” and problematize identity categories and culture
as causes of ill-health, echoing the long-standing use of culture
as a scapegoat to fault specific communities for health inequities.
Moreover, defining “culture” for such adaptations can be a
complex process in Canada, where culture, race, ethnicity, settler
colonialism, and white supremacy (ie, the social and structural
determinants of health) all create intersectional and differential
lived experiences under a putatively shared identity—Canadian
[19-21].

This research reports on the second and final phase of a project
to design a cultural adaptation of the patient-facing Ned Clinic
virtual follow-up care app for Chinese Canadian PCa survivors.
In phase 1, we completed formative work distilling a set of
themes relevant to survivors’ user needs for follow-up and
virtual care. Following the user-centered design (UCD)
framework, we describe the results of the design and formative
evaluation of a culturally adapted prototype of the app.

Methods

Study Design
The overall qualitative descriptive study design was structured
using the community-based participatory research (CBPR) and
UCD frameworks [22-24]. This study was conducted at the
University of Toronto between December 2022 and March 2023
during the COVID-19 pandemic. For communities that face
barriers to care, it was found that CBPR practices such as our
engagement of a key informant and invitations to community
members to share their lived experiences through open-ended
interviews are appropriate [1,25]. CBPR concepts were applied
to meaningfully involve the community (including several
authors of this study) and return the results for their benefit.
Here, community represents a “symbolic totality as well as a
practical multiplicity,” as the Chinese Canadian community is
highly heterogeneous [26]. We view our participants as a
coalition of self-identified Chinese Canadian individuals
impacted by PCa survivorship to attend to their differences.

The Chinese Canadian community is an immigrant community
that exists as a result of settler colonialism. In recognizing this,
we redefine “immigrants” as “people with ancestral roots outside
of Indigenous lands, who are beholden to Indigenous laws and
epistemologies” [27]. This definition led us to apply a relational
paradigm to this project and an axiology of relational
accountability. It also provided a pathway to apply several
multilevel Indigenous and Black feminist theorizations, guiding
principles, and tools [27-29]. These included decolonial theory,
Etuaptmumk (two-eyed seeing), intersectionality, and cultural
safety to inform our conceptualization of digital space as
intimately related to land [27,30,31]. This approach allowed us
to contextualize the place-related experiences of our participants
and uncover their desires for relational and culturally safe care
[32]. We noted that these desires are not specifically Chinese,
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and this presented an opportunity to design for relationally
connected digital health.

UCD is a flexible, iterative, and evidence-based 3-step design
process framework that consults, involves, and considers the
needs of the end user throughout the entire project [23]. Phase
1 of this study encompasses steps 1 and 2; phase 2 encompasses
steps 2 and 3. We present this study according to the
Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research
(COREQ) guidelines [33].

Step 1: Ideation and Concept Generation
To contextualize the potential use of this app, we sought to
understand the structures that impact Chinese Canadian PCa
survivors’experiences with follow-up care and virtual care. The
results of this phenomenologically informed
exploratory-descriptive qualitative study are described elsewhere
[34]. Based on the findings of this formative research, we
synthesized a list of design principles (Table 1), which we then
categorized into the cultural adaptation taxonomy created by
Spanhel et al [14] to systematically adapt the patient-facing
prototype.

Table 1. Summary of design principles for the adaptation of the Ned Nurse patient-facing app.

Taxonomic classification [14]aDesign principleResearch finding

Content components:The system should automatically update, store, and
provide access to PHI on demand.

PHIb freedom: patients felt that they were expected
to track and remember overwhelming amounts of
information.

• (9) Goals of treatment
• (10) Methods of treatment

Content components:The system should provide access to personalized
and evidence-based information regarding staging,
self-management, and treatment options.

Access to personalized education and information:
patients felt that they were unable to access informa-
tion about their care options and disease status.

• (9) Goals of treatment
• (10) Methods of treatment

Content components:The system should improve accessibility and conti-
nuity of care, as strong care relationships create a
sense of safety.

Continuity of care: patients desired a connection with
their provider and the ability to communicate during
times of need.

• (9) Goals of treatment
• (10) Methods of treatment

Methodological components:The system should be architected and built with a
high level of security and privacy.

Security: patients expressed suspicion about digital
health because they had concerns about surveillance
and security.

• (12) Functionality

Content components:The system should provide readable language and
accessible language formats.

Accessibility: patients wanted to access care in
readable and accessible language formats. • (5) Language translation

• (6) Language tailoring

Methodological components:The system should prioritize usability, provide
straightforward instruction and support, and maintain
simple user interface and user experience design.

Digital literacy: patients felt comfortable with their
device of choice but desired simplicity, form over
function, and accessible help and documentation.

• (11) Structure
• (12) Functionality
• (13) Design and aesthetics

Content components:The system should coordinate and provide a clear
follow-up appointment schedule.

Care coordination: patients felt like they were expect-
ed to coordinate their care, as communication be-
tween specialists, primary care, and other services
were fragmented.

• (9) Goals of treatment
• (10) Methods of treatment

Content components:The system should provide accessible pathways to
resources, such as psychological support, supportive
care, and financial support.

Resources: patients felt unable to access, refused, or
unaware of needed resources such as mental health
support.

• (8) Difference in concepts of mental
health and its treatment

• (9) Goals of treatment
• (10) Methods of treatment

aThe design principles used to adapt the Ned Clinic patient app identified here are classified to the corresponding taxonomic components found in
Spanhel et al [14].
bPHI: personal health information.

Step 2: Design and Development
We applied these design principles to adapt the Ned Nurse
patient app for Chinese Canadian survivors. A composite profile
of a sample representative user was created to situate the design
team during the development of the wireframes. A list of 5 use
scenarios was created to guide the adaptation. These scenarios
encompassed the design principles created in step 1 and included
actions such as completing follow-up tasks, accessing a
follow-up care schedule, and using the app to chat with a

clinician. All use scenarios are described in the interview guide
(Multimedia Appendix 1). Then, the original Ned Nurse app
wireframes were redesigned to reflect the features required to
operationalize these scenarios through the app, resulting in a
new prototype. The prototype was created in Figma (Figma
Inc.) on an iPhone 13 (Apple Inc) interface. This initial
adaptation was iteratively critiqued by a team of researchers
and human factors designers to refine the content, user interface,
and user experience. Once the adapted prototype was finalized,
it was translated from English into written Chinese via the
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translation process outlined in Haldane et al [35]. This resulted
in 3 versions of the adapted prototype in English, Simplified

Chinese, and Traditional Chinese. The app home page in each
language version is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Wireframes of the adapted Ned Nurse homepage in all 3 language versions.

Step 3: Evaluation

Overview
We empirically evaluated the acceptability, appropriateness,
and feasibility of the adaptation through a cultural safety lens
[22]. These dimensions are early-stage implementation outcomes
and have also been found to be core to the success of DHIs
[36,37]. A moderated cognitive walkthrough approach and the
think-aloud protocol were used to construct a semistructured
interview guide encompassing the 5 scenarios describing usual
tasks that an end user might complete through the app [38].

Usability Testing
Facilitators began each test by outlining the usability testing
procedure and think-aloud protocol. Context regarding the
intended use and deployment of the Ned Nurse system was
provided. Participants were asked to complete a series of actions
for each scenario on the prototype to evaluate its design and
functionality. We asked participants to think and speak about
improvements they desired during their evaluations. In situations
where the participant was unable to access the prototype on
their device, they were asked to state their intended actions

using the think-aloud protocol to the facilitator, who completed
the action in the prototype on their behalf.

Interviews were completed through Microsoft Teams or Zoom
(Zoom Technologies Inc). Informed consent for this work was
previously obtained as part of overall study consent from
participants. Participants were provided with the choice of
completing their interview in Cantonese, Mandarin, or English
and were also able to choose which language they wished to
test the prototype in. The results of each usability test were
iteratively analyzed via content analysis. Audio recordings of
the participant interviews were translated into English as needed,
according to the translation process described previously. A
deductive and inductive content analysis approach was used,
in which analysis of the data was completed by coders (TX and
KY) through a process including open coding, creating
categories, and abstraction [39]. Recommendations were applied
in real time to create a final prototype that incorporated feedback
from each user over the course of usability testing.

Positionality
An important marker of excellent qualitative research is
“sincerity” or positionality, which indicates that the researcher
has thought about and is reflective and aware about their values,
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experiences, biases, and inclinations within their research [40].
Here, the lead researcher reports on their social position,
personal experiences, and political and professional beliefs to
center the active role that the researcher plays in the framing of
the research problem, interpretation of data, methods used, and
the reporting of the results [41].

KY is a health informatics trainee and second-generation
Chinese Canadian settler who was born and raised in the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) by a working-class,
first-generation immigrant family with roots in southeastern
China. She does not have any direct experience with PCa and
has not previously provided care for PCa survivors. KY works
primarily from a relational paradigm, focusing on the structures,
contexts, and relationships that shape the design, development,
and implementation of digital therapeutics and health
technologies. She led and participated in all study activities.

Setting and Place
This study was conducted in the GVRD, located on the current,

unceded, and future territories of the (Tsleil-Waututh,
Squamish, and Musqueam) First Nations. The GVRD is home
to one of Canada’s oldest and largest living Chinese
communities, including persons and families whose stories and
identities span multiple geographies and generations [42]. The
lead (KY) and senior author (QP) established relations with a
supportive care program that provides care for Chinese Canadian
PCa survivors and a Chinese PCa support group in this area. A
key community informant agreed to guide this study and review
and approve study materials.

Ethical Considerations
Research ethics approval for this study was obtained from the
University of Toronto research ethics board (Human Protocol
#43145). Written and verbal informed consent to participate in
both phases of the project was obtained from all participants
prior to interviews via the REDCap tool (Research Electronic
Data Capture; Vanderbilt University), hosted at the University
of Toronto. All data collected and disseminated here have been
de-identified. Participants were provided with an honorarium
of $50.00 CAD ($37.65 USD) per hour in appreciation of their
time.

Results

Demographics
Usability testing was performed by 6 user testers, convenience
sampled from the pool of 14 survivors and partner-caregivers
who participated in the first phase of work as a form of member
checking. This sample was also informed by Nielsen-Norman
usability testing guidelines [43]. The reasons for
nonparticipation were not collected. To protect the privacy of
the participants involved in this phase, a demographic overview
of the overall research project is provided here. Of the 14
participants in the first phase of this project, all survivors
identified as men (n=12, 86%), and all partner-caregivers
identified as women (n=2, 14%). A total of 13 (93%)
participants indicated that they spoke English as an additional
language. Most made an income between CAD $15,000 (US

$11,048) and CAD $100,000 (US $73,653; n=12, 86%), lived
in an urban area (n=13, 93%), were married (n=12, 86%), were
educated beyond high school (n=13, 93%), and were retired
(n=9, 64%). A 50/50 split emerged between preferences for
smartphone or desktop or laptop use. Most (n=10, 71%)
self-rated as being comfortable with their device. Participants
indicated that they had 2 or fewer smartphone health apps (n=13,
93%).

Phase 1: Ideation
Table 1 summarizes the user requirement findings that emerged
from previous formative research in phase 1 of this project and
their subsequent translation to design principles.

Phase 2: Design and Development

Overview of Ned Nurse
An overview of the Ned Nurse clinical trial protocol is described
by Pham et al [5]. The findings from formative work on the
perspectives of health care providers, patients from the wider
PCa survivor community, and the service design of the platform
are forthcoming. Briefly, Ned Nurse digitally operationalizes a
nurse-led model of survivorship care. Patients complete a series
of tasks or access resources designed to support them in their
survivorship. The platform aims to facilitate holistic care for
patient quality of life.

Overview of the Adapted Patient-Facing System
The patient-facing adaptation set 2 user-input “care tasks,” a
validated questionnaire (Expanded Prostate Cancer Index
Composite-Clinical Practice [EPIC-CP]) and a needs assessment
survey, to constitute a single Ned Nurse “review” [5,44].
Language within the app avoided wording such as appointment,
visit, and so forth to clarify the differences between synchronous
and asynchronous care encounters. The user interface and user
experience were designed to draw the user’s attention to these
tasks on the homepage immediately after login. All features
were accessible via an in-app hamburger menu.

User inputs to the questionnaire were triaged via a decision-tree
algorithm [45]. The algorithm was designed to return in-app
self-management resources within a progress note (“Nurse’s
Note”) automatically available to the user after input submission.
If the algorithm detected that the patient required further support,
they were prompted to specify domains for follow-up and asked
to select their preferred contact method. This action would flag
this patient to the nurse for follow-up. Resource links would
appear on the homepage after the note was read and cleared.

To ensure that patients were aware of their review schedule, a
feature was designed to display the last date, frequency, and
next date of their expected reviews. The name of the nurse in
charge and an explanation of their Ned Nurse role were provided
to strengthen the perceived connection between the user and
the nurse. This feature also set expectations for manual response
times and included a link to users’ previous submissions for
on-demand access.

Resources were made available in 3 separate categories:
symptom self-management advice, PCa information and
education, and support and programmatic resources. Within
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each category, resources were further categorized. For example,
symptom management included resources for symptoms such
as anxiety, urinary incontinence, and hot flashes. Each resource
provided an overview; relevant self-management steps; off-app
links; and the ability to email, print, or save the resource. The
feature home page also sectioned resources saved by the user
(“Saved Resources”) and resources picked for the user (“Picked
for Me”) by their nurse.

All available and historical prostate-specific antigen and
testosterone blood work results were made available in
chronological order to the user on-demand in a separate feature.
Finally, a chat feature was designed to explore whether users
might find it useful. It incorporated both responses in English
from an automated support assistant (chatbot) and manually
submitted by the nurse. This feature was simulated for
evaluation.

Phase 3: Evaluation
Of the 6 participants, 2 (33%) tested in Cantonese, 3 (50%)
tested in English, and 1 (17%) tested in Mandarin. These ratios
correspond to testing of the Traditional Chinese, English, and
Simplified Chinese versions. We note that patients who
completed their testing in 1 language were functional to fluent
in 1 or all of the other languages and provided critique for
multiple versions.

Overall, there was strong agreement that the adaptation
presented here would be acceptable, appropriate, and feasible
for use, with the exception of the chat feature. Participants
agreed that this app would make them feel comfortable and safe
by allowing them to have more control over their care, access
to resources, and stronger connections to their providers. They
were encouraged by its perceived ability to meet their needs by
protecting their connection with their providers, leveraging the
functional flexibility of digital health, and providing resources
beyond what they currently accessed. It was particularly valuable
that features could be accessed at their convenience, as some
felt that their follow-ups were far too short to meet their needs.
Overall, 5 (83%) of 6 participants indicated that the level of
support provided by this app was beneficial enough that it should
be offered to patients prior to beginning treatment, or even at
the point of diagnosis.

Participants’ critiques centered on expanding flexibility, access
to information, and streamlining responses. They felt that
responses for some assessment questions (from 4 to 8 options)
were overwhelming and should be reduced (3/6, 50%).
English-Chinese translations would increase self-confidence in
navigating the health care system. Medication names were
spotlighted as particularly difficult. This was noted as an
opportunity to expand the app’s personal health information
(PHI) storage, as a feature containing self-reported PHI
(including medications) would be helpful to reference. Pictures
and videos were desired instead of textual explanations.
Laboratory results were asked to be displayed graphed or with
severity indicators by 1 participant, and a text size adjustment
function was requested by another.

Support for sexual dysfunction was not requested explicitly but
appeared to be implied (3/6, 50%). A sexual therapy resource

section was requested by 1 participant. Another noted that they
would be more comfortable with nurses gendered as men as
they felt uneasy when discussing sexual dysfunction with
women. A final participant was keen to indicate that sexual
dysfunction was a major area of concern when completing the
EPIC-CP questionnaire.

As resources could be accessed on demand, some indicated that
more would be beneficial. However, other participants expressed
that the number displayed in the prototype were more than
sufficient, reflecting our previous study findings on the
bifurcated information-seeking behaviors of Chinese Canadian
PCa survivors. Participants were also asked if they might find
having their imaging results helpful. Although the majority (4/6,
67%) said no, those who said yes (2/6, 33%) were keen on
having this information, especially if they needed to travel
outside of Canada.

The questionnaire and assessment were generally deemed to be
acceptable by most participants (4/6, 33%), with several notable
dissents (2/6, 33%). The EPIC-CP question regarding hormonal
function was highlighted as confusing by some because the
connection between hormonal function and fatigue was not
readily apparent. The spiritual domain in the needs assessment
was flagged, as some thought that it would not be appropriately
addressed by the nurse. Those who felt uncomfortable with this
domain noted that they would prefer speaking about these needs
to a spiritual leader. Agreement on appropriate response times
also varied.

The chat function was deemed possibly helpful but likely
unnecessary (4/6, 67%). As all chat interactions were in English,
participants who were not confident in their English
communication skills felt that their use of this feature would be
limited (3/6, 50%). Others felt reminded of troubleshooting
cable services rather than feeling connected to their provider.
It was emphasized that any opportunity to improve connections
to their providers through the app would be appreciated.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Implications
This study provides an applied example of a DHI for Chinese
Canadian PCa survivors, which is based on broader principles
of collectivism and relationality from Indigenous and Black
feminist theory. Our initial aim was to co-design a cultural
adaptation of the Ned Clinic to provide compassionate care and
meet the unmet needs of Chinese Canadian PCa survivors via
digital health.

However, attending to cultural adaptation theory and the lived
realities of settler colonialism identified gaps to interweave
Indigenous and Black feminist teachings. We began by
synthesizing design principles that surfaced as critical to our
participants and their feelings of comfort and safety when
receiving follow-up care. This allowed us to leverage digital
health to strengthen relations between the survivor and their
providers; improve accessibility to resources; and honor desires
for relationality, accountability, and care [46,47]. Rather than
adapting by defining Chinese Canadian culture, we co-designed
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to intervene in structural causes of health inequities created by
settler colonial culture instead [21,48].

We applied Etuaptmumk by interweaving strengths from
different ways of being and knowing, including those from
Indigenous, Western, Chinese, and Black feminist traditions in
relation to PCa follow-up and virtual care [27,30,31]. These
included prioritizing relational care, accounting for the use of
prostate-specific antigen screening as a recurrence monitoring
tool, and the benefits of supportive care programs to create
adaptation features [30,49]. The EPIC-CP validated
questionnaire is a key part of clinical follow-up care, as it allows
clinicians to identify possible areas of concern during follow-up
[50]. The needs assessment addresses domains beyond clinical
care, reflecting the holistic nature of the medicine wheel [51].
Access to resources includes education and guidance for the
self-management of concerns across multiple domains. The app
presents a “care contract” in the form of a schedule that clearly
states the “terms” and dates of the user’s follow-ups [52]. It also
respects the user’s privacy by providing access and allowing
them to share their PHI on their terms [53]. Only key inputs are
communicated for triage and response. Finally, language access
is built into the app as a question of communication accessibility,
rather than only culture.

This design approach and these features do not deny the fact
that culture is a real influence and can be a source of strength
in many peoples’ lives. However, we must go beyond
implicating culture when designing DHIs for communities made
vulnerable and instead address the overarching and underlying
structures that create health inequities. Our design approach
looked “up” at these structural causes rather than looking
“down” and museumizing culture for participants through
cultural sensitivity and competency. We demonstrate that a
structural approach that applies teachings such as cultural safety
and intersectionality can result in DHIs that are found to be
acceptable, appropriate, and feasible for use while still leaving
room for users to self-define and practice culture on their own
terms. We are supporting, not replacing, the labor and acts of
caring with digital health. Beginning with a paradigm shift
opened a window to design for collective care, a scalable
opportunity to benefit communities beyond Chinese Canadians
with this Ned Nurse patient-facing app adaptation.

Strengths and Limitations
We have created the first “cultural” adaptation of a PCa
follow-up care application for Chinese Canadian survivors. We
extended the accessibility of this prototype by offering it in 3
language versions and tested its validity through member
checking by returning it to participants who had provided their
experiences and expertise as part of the first phase of this
project. The findings should be considered with some
limitations. Our sample does not fully represent the Chinese
Canadian PCa community, as the heterogeneity of the
community makes it difficult to recruit a fully representative
sample [42]. User testing did not differentiate between results
derived from users who interacted with the app themselves and
users who directed a facilitator to perform actions on their
behalf. However, all participants received the same set of
instructions to apply the think-aloud method. A broad
description of our theoretical stance, setting and place, methods,
and results are provided to enhance understanding. We think of
and encourage the transferability of this research as to how it
might be made meaningful (ie, valid) for other communities in
places where they may be subject to similar constructs and
patterns of oppression [32]. Finally, this study does not include
the provider perspective, although Ned was developed with
clinicians who provide follow-up care for patients from this
community. Future studies should examine the clinician’s
perspective on the design and development of similar DHIs,
including provision of care through these apps, acceptability
and feasibility, and implementation readiness.

Conclusions
This study demonstrates the relationality of Indigenous and
Black feminist ontologies, epistemologies, and methodologies
to digital health design by providing a worked example of its
empirical use for an adaptation of a PCa follow-up care app,
the Ned Nurse Clinic, for Chinese Canadian PCa survivors. We
applied UCD principles to develop a prototype design that
supports the relational act of caring through digital technology
by identifying structures that create inequities in the experiences
of this community of survivors and designing to intervene and
provide accessible, connected care instead. We hope that this
prototype serves as a tool to help regenerate places of caring,
as we have learned from Indigenous and Black feminist scholars’
teachings on power, place, and digital technologies.
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Abstract

Background: Hypoglycemia is a frequent and acute complication in type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) and is associated with a
higher risk of car mishaps. Currently, hypoglycemia can be detected and signaled through flash glucose monitoring or continuous
glucose monitoring devices, which require manual and visual interaction, thereby removing the focus of attention from the driving
task. Hypoglycemia causes a decrease in attention, thereby challenging the safety of using such devices behind the wheel. Here,
we present an investigation of a hands-free technology—a voice warning that can potentially be delivered via an in-vehicle voice
assistant.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the feasibility of an in-vehicle voice warning for hypoglycemia, evaluating both its
effectiveness and user perception.

Methods: We designed a voice warning and evaluated it in 3 studies. In all studies, participants received a voice warning while
driving. Study 0 (n=10) assessed the feasibility of using a voice warning with healthy participants driving in a simulator. Study
1 (n=18) assessed the voice warning in participants with T1DM. Study 2 (n=20) assessed the voice warning in participants with
T1DM undergoing hypoglycemia while driving in a real car. We measured participants’ self-reported perception of the voice
warning (with a user experience scale in study 0 and with acceptance, alliance, and trust scales in studies 1 and 2) and compliance
behavior (whether they stopped the car and reaction time). In addition, we assessed technology affinity and collected the participants’
verbal feedback.

Results: Technology affinity was similar across studies and approximately 70% of the maximal value. Perception measure of
the voice warning was approximately 62% to 78% in the simulated driving and 34% to 56% in real-world driving. Perception
correlated with technology affinity on specific constructs (eg, Affinity for Technology Interaction score and intention to use,
optimism and performance expectancy, behavioral intention, Session Alliance Inventory score, innovativeness and hedonic
motivation, and negative correlations between discomfort and behavioral intention and discomfort and competence trust; all
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P<.05). Compliance was 100% in all studies, whereas reaction time was higher in study 1 (mean 23, SD 5.2 seconds) than in
study 0 (mean 12.6, SD 5.7 seconds) and study 2 (mean 14.6, SD 4.3 seconds). Finally, verbal feedback showed that the participants
preferred the voice warning to be less verbose and interactive.

Conclusions: This is the first study to investigate the feasibility of an in-vehicle voice warning for hypoglycemia. Drivers find
such an implementation useful and effective in a simulated environment, but improvements are needed in the real-world driving
context. This study is a kickoff for the use of in-vehicle voice assistants for digital health interventions.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e42823)   doi:10.2196/42823

KEYWORDS

hypoglycemia; type-1 diabetes mellitus; in-vehicle voice assistant; voice interface; voice warning; digital health intervention;
mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is a chronic condition caused
by an inability of the pancreas to produce insulin and requires
lifelong insulin therapy [1]. Hypoglycemia, also known as low
blood glucose, is a frequent and acute complication in patients
with T1DM [2,3]. Symptoms range from autonomic reactions
such as trembling, anxiety, and hunger (ie, mild hypoglycemia)
to neuroglycopenic reactions such as vision impairment,
weakness, or cognitive impairments (ie, severe hypoglycemia)
[2,4-6]. Hypoglycemia is a major issue in the context of driving:
research has shown that hypoglycemia is associated with a
higher risk of car mishaps [7-9]. In fact, drivers experiencing
hypoglycemia are recommended by the local authorities [10]
to stop the car and treat their condition. However, drivers do
not always comply with these recommendations [11,12]. Thus,
to help reduce hypoglycemia-related car accidents, there should
be an effective warning that informs the driver about an
upcoming hypoglycemic episode and supports the driver in
coping with the situation. Currently, hypoglycemia can be
detected and signaled through flash glucose monitoring (FGM)
or continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) devices (ie, wearable
receivers connected to a sensor inserted in the subcutaneous
tissue of the arm or abdomen) [13]. These allow for glucose
monitoring by displaying the values either continuously (ie,
CGM) or upon active retrieval (ie, FGM) and deliver alerts in
the form of a tone or vibration in case of out-of-range values.
However, these devices present limitations in the context of
driving. For instance, FGM needs to be held close to the sensor
to transfer the data from the subcutaneous sensors to the
monitoring device, that is, the driver needs to actively engage
in a manual gesture to access the glucose value and to look at
a visual display moving the focus of attention from the driving
task. In contrast, allowing the drivers to receive an alert in a
hands-free mode will facilitate warning reception [14] and lower
worry associated with driving with T1DM [15]. However,
hypoglycemia is known to cause a decrease in attention [2,4-6],
thereby challenging the effectiveness of such devices. As 90%
of road accidents are caused by human error, the European
Commission has set new safety technologies as mandatory
equipment for vehicles as of 2022 (eg, driver drowsiness and
distraction warnings and speed assistance) [16]. In-vehicle
warning systems for impaired driver states, such as fatigue [17],
distraction [18], and breath alcohol concentration [19], are

increasingly being developed. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing implementation for
hypoglycemia. Such technology would be aligned with the
“healing car” concept [20], where vehicles become environments
promoting well-being for passengers, including ergonomic seats,
ambient lighting, relaxation exercises [21], and detection of
health-critical states [22]. This concept is still in its early stages,
but it may become a standard in car manufacturing in the future.
So far, the only attempts of in-vehicle glucose monitoring are
either only proof of concept without user validation [23] or
conceptual work [24]. However, the online community clearly
expressed a need for in-vehicle glucose monitoring and warning
[25].

A growing number of automotive companies are introducing
voice assistance technology into their products [26,27]. Voice
assistants add value not only for the associated consumer
experience but also for their greater safety. Indeed, vocal
interactions have been observed to be the least cognitively
demanding while driving compared with visual and haptic
interactions [28,29]. Moreover, voice assistants are increasingly
being implemented to deliver digital health interventions
[30-33]. Although research is still in its infancy, efforts have
been made to develop voice-based conversational agents to
monitor and support individuals with chronic diseases such as
cancer, cardiovascular diseases, cognitive disorders, or diabetes
[30]. Other recent examples include prevention of excessive
alcohol consumption [34], health education and monitoring,
physical and mental exercise, and nutrition [35]. Furthermore,
a voice assistant delivering a warning is a form of proactive
behavior initiated by the computer rather than the user [36,37].
In-vehicle voice assistants can provide personalized and adaptive
suggestions, but users may ignore proactive behavior if it is
inopportune, violates privacy, or distracts from driving [38-40].
However, emergencies are the most suitable context for
proactive behavior that violates privacy [39].

Objectives
Therefore, we investigate the feasibility of an in-vehicle voice
warning delivered by a built-in voice assistant to alert and
support drivers with T1DM during hypoglycemia. To the best
of our knowledge, there have been no investigations on safe
and effective in-vehicle hypoglycemia warnings to support
drivers with T1DM or on the perception of such technology.
Thus, we sought to answer the following research questions
(RQs):
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• RQ1: How do drivers perceive an in-vehicle voice warning
for hypoglycemia while driving?

• RQ2: How effective is an in-vehicle voice warning in
prompting drivers to cope with hypoglycemia?

RQ1 refers to the attitude of drivers toward the warning, whereas
RQ2 refers to the driver’s compliance behavior once the warning
is delivered. Answering these RQs will allow us to conclude
on the feasibility of an in-vehicle voice warning for
hypoglycemia. To control for individual factors influencing the
perception of the warning [41], we also assessed technology
affinity.

Methods

Study 0: Preliminary Assessment With Healthy
Individuals in Simulated Driving

Driving Setting
Participants performed the task in a driving simulator (Carnetsoft
Inc) with 3 monitors displaying the front, left, and right views.
The central monitor also showed the cockpit and navigation
arrows. The participants used a steering wheel and pedals
(Logitech Driving Force G29) to control the simulator, which
was set to automatic (ie, no clutch or gear shifter). The
simulator’s computer was connected to a stereo speaker with a
subwoofer, which was kept at a constant volume. To control
for driving difficulty, 3 environments were used: highway,
countryside, and town, with the first and last being the least and
most difficult, respectively.

In-Vehicle Voice Warning Simulation
Before testing a hypoglycemia voice warning with people with
T1DM, we tested the concept of a car voice assistant as an
interface between a dedicated monitoring system and the user
with healthy participants. As the participants were not affected
by hypoglycemia, the first version of the warning was a
simulated low fuel warning (“The car needs a refill. Please pull
over and turn off the engine”). Although not health related, it
signaled an event of reasonable urgency that required safely
stopping the car. Note that the participants were informed that
this message aimed to ask them to stop the car as soon as
possible and that they did not need to look for a gas station.

The warning was simulated using the Wizard-of-Oz method,
where the conversational turns produced by the voice assistant
were played by the experimenter [42] from a laptop using
predefined keyboard keys. The turns were based on the Google
Cloud text-to-speech engine, with a de-DE-Wavenet-C voice,
a speed of 1.11 times the normal native speed of the specific
voice, and a pitch of −1.20 semitones from the original pitch.
The experimenter’s computer was connected to the same sound
system as the driving simulators so that the voice warning could
be heard as part of the driving simulation. No visuals were
included.

Voice Warning Evaluation Measures
To assess the RQs, we assessed participants’ perception of the
warning (self-reported through the modular evaluation of key
Components of User Experience [meCUE]; 10 constructs

evaluated on a 7-point Likert scale and a general evaluation
evaluated on a 10-point scale [43,44]) and participant
compliance with the warning (measured by the experimenter
manually assessing if the participant would pull over and stop
the car following the warning, and reaction time in seconds
from the timestamp of the warning to the timestamp of the car
fully stopped). As the perception of technology can be
influenced by technology-related personality [45], we also
measured technology affinity (measured by the Affinity for
Technology Interaction [ATI], a 6-point Likert scale [46]).
Finally, qualitative feedback was collected informally.

Evaluation Procedure
The participants were welcomed, informed about the procedure,
and invited to sit in the simulator. The voice assistant introduced
itself and invited the participants to familiarize themselves with
the setting, including the 3 environments. The training also
screened for motion sickness.

In the experimental session, participants drove 12 times, with
4 blocks of 3 drives each, for approximately 5 minutes per drive.
The driving environment’s order and starting point varied to
minimize habituation. The drive began when the voice assistant
prompted participants to start the engine. A timer started to
deliver the low fuel warning at either 100 or 200 seconds to add
variation and minimize habituation effects. At the end of the
session, participants completed the meCUE.

Data Analysis
Participants were characterized by sex, age, and driver’s license
duration. The ATI was aggregated as a whole, and meCUE
items were aggregated per construct. All reports were aggregated
across the sample, with mean and SD. Compliance was coded
as binary (0=not compliant, 1=compliant) and reported in terms
of frequency. Reaction time was aggregated in seconds across
participants and phases, with mean and SD.

Study 1: Assessment With Individuals With T1DM in
Simulated Driving
Following the iterative approach described earlier, we conducted
3 exploratory iterations. This study was part of a clinical trial
registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04035993).

Driving Setting
The driving setting was the same as in study 0.

In-Vehicle Voice Warning Simulation
On the basis of the results of study 0, we adapted the warning
to hypoglycemia instead of low fuel, using the fewest
conversational turns possible [47]. To ensure that the drivers
were available, the voice assistant started with a receptivity
check: “May I disturb you?”

We designed the warning based on the guidelines of the Swiss
Diabetes Association [10], which recommends taking
carbohydrates and stopping the car as soon as signs of
hypoglycemia are noticed. To give the driver a sense of
autonomy [48], we designed the warning to suggest eating
carbohydrates rather than directly engaging in stopping the car.
However, if the driver did not have carbohydrates, they were
asked to pull over. On the basis of the feedback, we enhanced
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the voice warning used in the following study to recommend
pulling over directly (detailed conversation flow is available in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

As in study 0, the warning was simulated with a Wizard-of-Oz
method [42], and the turns were generated by recording the
same voice. However, to reduce fatigue and cognitive load, we
decreased the speed and pitch to 0.93 times the normal speed
and −4.8 semitones from the original pitch, respectively. As in
study 0, the experimenter would play the turns from a Microsoft
Windows laptop using predefined keyboard keys to play
prerecorded voice sounds. However, in study 1, the laptop
program included a visualization mirrored on a smartphone.
The visuals consisted of a blue circle that gradually faded in
and out when the voice assistant was speaking. As in study 0,
the experimenter’s computer was connected to the same sound
system as the driving simulators, so that the voice assistant
could be heard as part of the driving simulation.

Voice Warning Evaluation Measures
Perception assessment focused on evaluating the voice assistant
as a trustworthy driving companion. Specifically, participants
completed the Acceptance and Use of Technology (AUT)
questionnaire [49,50], the Session Alliance Inventory (SAI)
[51], and the Emotional Trust and Competence Trust subscales
(henceforth Trust) of the Trust and Adoption questionnaire [52].

To assess technology affinity, participants completed the
streamlined scale of the Technology Readiness Index (TRI 2.0)
[53]. Items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale (ie, 1=totally
disagree, 5=totally agree). We also added a question on whether
the participants had previous experience with in-vehicle voice
assistants (ie, “Have you already had experience with in-vehicle
voice assistants?” with a yes or no answer).

Finally, to obtain qualitative and more in-depth feedback for
improvement, we conducted a semistructured interview about
their experience with the warning (the interview questions are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 2).

Evaluation Procedure
The procedure was the same as in study 0, except that
participants drove only once for 5 minutes (the evaluation
procedure is detailed in Multimedia Appendix 3). Before
driving, we ensured that the participants had normal blood
glucose levels (5-8 mmol/L).

Data Analysis
The sample of participants was characterized by sex, mean age,
and mean duration of their driver’s license before the study.

TRI and SAI were aggregated as a whole, and the AUT and
Trust items were aggregated per construct. Scores from the
negatively formulated questionnaire items were inverted.
Previous experience with an in-vehicle voice assistant was
reported in terms of frequency. All these reports were aggregated
across participants of each iteration, with mean and SD.

To further explain results in perception, they were associated
with technology affinity measures. The difference in perception
between participants with and without experience with an

in-vehicle voice assistant was tested using a 2-sided t test, and
it was correlated with the TRI constructs using a Pearson test.

Compliance was defined as whether the participant would
comply with the warning and was coded as binary (0=did not
comply, 1=complied). Reaction time was aggregated in seconds
with mean and SD. Compliance behavior was aggregated across
participants of each iteration.

Feedback was summarized in positive and negative topics, with
a focus on the most prominent suggestions for improvement.
Feedback was aggregated across participants of each iteration.

Study 2: Assessment With Individuals With T1DM in
Real-World Driving Undergoing Hypoglycemia
Following the iterative approach described earlier, we conducted
2 exploratory iterations. This study was part of a clinical trial
registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04569630).

Driving Setting
Participants drove in Volkswagen Touran on a closed circuit
accompanied by a driving instructor. Dual pedals allowed the
driving instructor to intervene and stop the car if necessary. The
driving environments on the test track corresponded to the
environments of the driving simulator used in the previous
studies. Straight paths, turns, crossroads, stop signs, and a
pedestrian crossing with a doll were used to implement the
highway, countryside, and town scenarios. Artificial obstacles
(eg, boxes and lines of traffic pylons) were used to simulate the
traffic.

In-Vehicle Voice Warning Simulation
On the basis of the participant feedback from study 1, we revised
the voice warning and addressed low trust ratings by explaining
the cause of the warning. We simulated driving behavior as a
trigger to detect hypoglycemia while driving, as in the study by
Lehmann et al [54]. We created 2 variations of the simplified
hypoglycemia notification—one with a statement of the cause
(driving behavior) and one without. The final recommendation
was reformulated as stricter but less directive than that in study
1.

In the second iteration, we simplified the conversational flow
by removing the receptivity check (“May I disturb you?”) and
the final recommendation (Multimedia Appendix 1 provides
the conversation flow).

We used the Wizard-of-Oz method to simulate the warning, as
in studies 0 and 1. We implemented the voice assistant in a
smartphone with the same voice as in study 1. However, the
experimenter had to control it remotely (outside the car), so we
implemented the interaction in a smartphone app controlled by
a remote desktop application. The experimenter used the
smartphone screen to control the voice warning delivery;
therefore, no visualization was included. Because of
network-related slowdowns in the remote control, we used a
combination of remote control and speech-to-text programing.

Voice Warning Evaluation Measures
All measures were the same as in study 1. Reaction time was
calculated from the warning onset until the car reached a
velocity of 0. In addition, at the end of the experiment, we
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included a questionnaire item asking which of the 2 types of
warning they preferred, that is, the warning including a statement
of the cause that triggered the warning or the one without it, or
if they would not use either of them.

Evaluation Procedure
After welcoming participants and explaining the procedure and
simulated voice assistant, the voice assistant introduced itself
as an in-vehicle assistant to support drivers with hypoglycemia.
The participants then completed a training drive.

The warning was delivered at different stages of hypoglycemia
(see the study by Lehmann et al [54]). Drive blocks were defined
based on blood glucose levels. In the first phase, the participants
drove at normal glucose (5-8 mmol/L). In the second phase,
blood glucose level was progressively lowered below the
moderate hypoglycemia threshold (3.0 mmol/L) to a target range
of 2.0 to 2.5 mmol/L. In the third phase, moderate hypoglycemia
was maintained. In the fourth phase, participants drove again
with normal blood glucose levels (Multimedia Appendix 3).

To explore the effect of blood glucose level on warning
perception and compliance, we delivered a warning at the end

of the last drive of each phase. Participants received 2 warnings
with an explanation and 2 without, in randomized order.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was carried out as in study 1.

Ethical Considerations
Study 0 was approved by the Ethics Board of ETH Zürich,
Switzerland (2019-N-32), and study 1 and study 2 were
approved within the context of the HEADWIND study by the
cantonal ethics commission of Bern, Switzerland (2020-00685
and 2021-02381, respectively). Study 1 and study 2 are available
at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04035993 and NCT04569630,
respectively). All participants provided written informed
consent.

Results

Study 0: Preliminary Assessment With Healthy
Individuals in Simulated Driving
Results are summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Violin plots of (A) Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI; min=1, max=6), (B) score values across the constructs of modular evaluation
of key Components of User Experience (meCUE; min=1, max=7, except for overall evaluation, which is min=1, max=10), and (C) reaction time across
phases in study 0 (n=11). The dots represent the group mean; the dashed line represents the overall mean. RT: reaction time; sec: seconds.

Recruitment and Participants
We recruited 11 healthy individuals with a valid driver’s license
via a web advertisement (ie, University of Zurich marketplace).
One participant was excluded owing to simulator sickness. Thus,
we included 10 participants (n=4, 40% female; n=6, 60% male)
with an average age of 30.4 (SD 7.8; range 23-47) years and
holding a license for 11 (SD 7.5; range 2-26) years, on average.

Technology Affinity Measure
Participants showed a mean ATI of 4.2 (SD 1; Cronbach α=.91),
which is 70% of the maximal value.

Perception Measure
The meCUE (Cronbach α=.7) revealed a mean overall
evaluation of 6.4 (SD 1.6), which is 64% of the maximal value.
Moreover, the highest mean values were achieved for usability

(mean 6.2, SD 0.6, 89%) and usefulness (mean 5.6, SD 0.9,
80%), whereas lower values were observed for commitment
(mean 1.5, SD 0.4, 21%), positive emotions (mean 2.7, SD 1.1,
39%), negative emotions (mean 2.7, SD 1, 39%), intention to
use (mean 3.1, SD 1.1, 44%), and product loyalty (mean 2.6,
SD 0.7, 37%). A low value for negative emotions reflects a
more positive evaluation.

To explain the perception results with the technology affinity
measure, we correlated each meCUE construct with ATI. We
observed a correlation between ATI and intention to use
(ρ=0.70; P=.02). All the other correlations were not significant
at the .05 level.

Compliance Measure
All the participants complied with the warning and stopped the
car. Participants took 12.6 (SD 5.7) seconds on average.
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Qualitative Feedback
Finally, some participants reported that the voice assistant spoke
too fast to deliver information during a driving task without
being distracting.

Study 1: Assessment With Individuals With T1DM in
Simulated Driving
Results are summarized in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Violin plots of (A) count of previous experience, (B) score values across the constructs of Technology Readiness Index (TRI; min=1, max=5),
(C) score values across the constructs of Acceptance and Use of Technology (AUT; min=1, max=5), (D) Session Alliance Inventory (SAI) scores
(min=1, max=5), (E) Trust scores (min=1, max=5), and (F) reaction time across iterations in study 1 (n=18). The dots represent the group means; the
dashed line represents the overall mean within an iteration. RT: reaction time; sec: seconds.

Figure 3. Thematic summary of participants' feedback in study 1 (n=18).
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Recruitment and Participants
We recruited 20 patients with T1DM from the Department of
Diabetes, Endocrinology, Nutritional Medicine, and Metabolism
at the Bern University Hospital. Participants needed functional
insulin treatment, good insulin self-management knowledge, a
driver’s license, and active driving in the past 6 months. We
excluded one participant owing to simulator sickness and one
participant owing to technical errors in the warning delivery.
This resulted in a total of 18 participants (n=6, 33% female and
n=12, 67% male; mean age 31.4, SD 7, range 24-44 years; mean
driver’s license age 13, SD 7.5, range 4.5-28.6 years). The first
iteration had 9 participants, the second iteration had 7, and the
third iteration had 2 participants. Although the last iteration’s
sample size was small, it provided useful feedback to improve
the warning for study 2.

Technology Affinity Measure
Seven participants had previous experience with an in-vehicle
voice assistant (n=2, 28% in the first iteration; n=3, 43% in the
second iteration, and n=2, 28% in the third iteration). TRI was
3.4 (SD 0.6, Cronbach α=.85), or 68% of the maximum.
Specifically, TRI was 3.5 in the first and second iterations (SD
0.6 and 0.7, respectively) and 2.7 in the third iteration (SD 0.9).

Perception Measure
Perception averaged 3.9 out of 5 (SD 0.8, 78%) and remained
stable across iterations. Average AUT (Cronbach α=.81) values
were 3.8 (SD 1) in the first iteration, 4 (SD 0.7) in the second
iteration, and 3.8 (SD 0.8) in the third iteration. Effort
expectancy and facilitating conditions had the highest values
across all iterations, whereas behavioral intention always had
the lowest values.

SAI (Cronbach α=.79) averaged 3.7 out of 5 (SD 0.5, 74%) and
increased slightly over the iterations, from 3.4 (SD 0.7) in the
first iteration to 3.6 (SD 0.6) in the second iteration to 4.1 (SD
0.1) in the third iteration.

Trust (Cronbach α=.8) averaged 3.1 out of 5 (SD 0.7, 62%),
was stable across constructs, and had the lowest values of the
3 perception measures. Trust averaged 3.1 (SD 0.8) in the first
iteration, 2.9 (SD 0.6) in the second iteration, and 3.3 (SD 0.6)
in the third iteration.

To explain the perception results with technology affinity, we
tested the difference in perception (AUT, SAI, and Trust)
between participants with and without previous experience with
in-vehicle voice assistants. The means of all constructs,
excluding facilitating conditions, were slightly higher for
participants with previous experience. However, a 2-sided t test
revealed no significant result (ie, P>.05).

We also correlated perception with TRI and observed a
correlation between the optimism construct and performance
expectancy (ρ=0.49; P=.04), behavioral intention (ρ=0.52;
P=.03), and SAI (ρ=0.57; P=.01). All the other correlations
were not significant (P>.05).

Compliance Measure
All the participants complied with the warning. In the first
iteration, all participants answered yes or no to the receptivity
check (“May I disturb you?”) and when asked if they had
carbohydrates on hand. Five of the 9 participants answered yes
to the latter question, although they did not. Two of those 9
participants stopped the car although they were not explicitly
advised to do so. In the second iteration, all participants
answered the prompts with yes and stopped the car as advised.
One participant gave an affirmative mhm when asked, “May I
disturb you?” during the hypoglycemic phase but were otherwise
compliant. Because we used the Wizard-of-Oz method, the
experimenter interpreted the affirmation. However, a current
voice assistant might have interpreted it as an error. In the third
iteration, both participants answered the prompts with yes and
stopped the car. Across iterations, compliance took
approximately 22 seconds. In particular, compliance took
approximately 20 (mean 20.7, SD 6.2) seconds in the first
iteration, approximately 17 (mean 16.7, SD 1.2) seconds in the
second iteration, and approximately 31 (mean 31.7, SD 10.6)
seconds in the third iteration.

Qualitative Feedback
Participants judged the voice warning as pleasant, simple, and
as clear and efficient (n=15, n=11, and n=13, respectively). The
topics for improvement are summarized in Figure 3. Note that
these results are best understood when compared with
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Given that Trust showed the lowest values in the first iteration,
in comparison with the other perception measures, we decided
to specifically ask participants, in our second and third iterations,
what would help them trust the warning more. Of the 9
participants included in both the second and third iterations, 5
(55%) said they would just need to have a prolonged experience
with the warning, whereas 3 (33%) said they would need to
know what kind of data is used to infer that the driver is about
to experience hypoglycemia. One participant did not know what
would improve their trust.

Study 2: Assessment With Individuals With T1DM in
Real-World Driving Undergoing Hypoglycemia
Results are summarized in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Violin plots of (A) count of previous experience, (B) score values across the constructs of Technology Readiness Index (TRI; min=1, max=5),
(C) score values across the constructs of Acceptance and Use of Technology (AUT; min=1, max=5), (D) Session Alliance Inventory (SAI) scores
(min=1, max=5), (E) Trust scores (min=1, max=5), and (F) reaction time across iterations in study 2 (n=20). The dots represent the group means; the
dashed line represents the overall mean within an iteration. RT: reaction time; sec: seconds.

Figure 5. Thematic summary of participants' feedback in study 2 (n=20).
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Recruitment and Participants
The recruitment procedure was the same as in study 2. We
recruited 21 individuals, and 1 participant was excluded owing
to data loss. Thus, we included 20 participants (n=3, 15% female
and n=17, 85% male; mean age 40.9, SD 10.6, range 23-57
years; and holding a license on average since 23.7, SD 11.1,
range 3.1-42.4 years). The first iteration included a sample of
9 participants and the second iteration included a sample of 11
participants.

Technology Affinity Measure
The pretest measurements revealed that 25% (5/20) of the
participants had previous experience with an in-vehicle voice
assistant (2 in the first iteration, and 3 in the second iteration),
whereas TRI was on average 3.4 (SD 0.7; Cronbach α=.44),
which is 68% of the maximal value. In particular, TRI was 3.4
in the first iteration (SD 0.8), and 3.3 in the second iteration
(SD 0.7).

Perception Measure
The overall perception score was 1.7 out of 5 (SD 1.3, 34%).
The results showed a slight increase in mean AUT (Cronbach
α=.95) and Trust (Cronbach α=.85) values between the first
and the second iteration, whereas SAI (Cronbach α=.80) showed
a slight decrease. AUT also showed a considerable increase in
SD. In particular, AUT values were on average 1.4 (SD 1) in
the first iteration, and 1.9 (SD 1.6) in the second iteration; SAI
was overall 2.8 out of 5 (SD 0.8, 56%). Values were on average
3.1 (SD 0.7) in the first iteration and 2.5 (SD 0.9) in the second
iteration; Trust values were on average 1.4 (SD 0.8) in the first
iteration, and 2.3 (SD 1.1) in the second iteration.

Similar to study 1, to explain the perception results with the
technology affinity measure, we tested the difference in
perception (ie, AUT, SAI, and Trust) among participants who
had previous experience with in-vehicle voice assistants and
those who did not. The means of all perception measures,
excluding SAI, were consistently slightly higher in the second
iteration. The means of all constructs, excluding SAI, were
consistently slightly higher for participants who had previous
experience with in-vehicle voice assistants. However, a 2-sided
t test revealed no significant result (ie, P>.05). When correlating
each perception measure with TRI, we observed a correlation
between innovativeness and hedonic motivation (ρ=0.52;
P=.02), a negative correlation between discomfort and
behavioral intention (ρ=−0.46; P=.04), and a negative
correlation between discomfort and competence trust (ρ=−0.45;
P=.05). All the other correlations were not significant (P>.05).

Compliance Measure
All the participants complied with the warning. Two drives
were excluded: one participant stopped once before the warning
was delivered and data from one drive of one participant was
lost. The results showed that the reaction time does not seem
to vary across glycemic phases and, although minimal, there is
a tendency for the reaction time to increase in the second
iteration. Participants took 13.6 (SD 4.5) seconds in the first
iteration and 15.5 (SD 4.1) seconds in the second iteration.

Preference for the Disclosure of the Triggering Cause
One participant was excluded because of data loss. The results
showed that although 10 participants preferred when the warning
was delivered with an explanation for the warning being
triggered (in this case, driving behavior), 8 participants preferred
it without the explanation. One participant stated that they would
not use this in-vehicle voice warning either way.

Qualitative Feedback
In general, and similar to study 1, the participants found the
communication style pleasant and efficient (n=4 and n=5,
respectively). The topics for improvement are summarized in
Figure 5. Note that these results are best understood when
compared with Multimedia Appendix 1.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Most participants had not previously used an in-vehicle voice
assistant, and technology affinity was similar across studies. In
general, the voice warning elicited a positive perception,
although the perception values were lower in the real-car study.
In addition, participants complied with the warning in all studies,
and reaction times were shorter in the real-car study than in the
simulator study. Finally, the participants preferred the voice
warning to be less verbose and prompt fewer interactions with
the driver.

Technology Affinity
Although we did not observe a significant effect on the
perception of the warning, we suspect that the participants may
have experienced a double novelty: using a voice assistant while
driving and experiencing a warning from an in-vehicle voice
assistant. Thus, future research should include a more balanced
sample and compare the perception of a voice assistant–based
warning with a standard warning (eg, an acoustic tone).
Moreover, although we cannot directly compare ATI (used in
study 0) with TRI (used in study 1 and study 2), we can observe
that technology affinity was similar across studies. Although
ATI showed a mean of 4.2 over 7 (60%), TRI showed a mean
of 3.4 over 5 both in study 1 and study 2 (68%). The change in
technology affinity measure was the result of an internal
discussion between the coauthors, and we recommend the
scientific community to use TRI in future research, as it is more
widely used and focuses not only on the interaction but also on
the general attitudes toward new technologies.

Perception
We observed that AUT, SAI, and Trust values were higher in
study 1 (simulated driving) than in study 2 (real-world driving).
This evaluation might have been influenced by the driving
setting. There can be 2 possible reasons. First, participants may
have found the warning to be more distracting in the real car
than in the simulator. However, research shows that drivers are
more in control in real-world driving than in simulated driving
[55]. Second, the technical difficulties in controlling the
driver-assistant interaction owing to network slowdowns might
have affected the user experience, and thus the perception
measures. Future Wizard-of-Oz studies may account for this
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methodological weakness with a more accurate text-to-speech
technology, avoiding remote control, and reducing interactions.

In addition, TRI seemed to have influenced behavioral intention
(AUT) but did not consistently influence the other perception
measures (ie, other constructs of AUT, SAI, and Trust). Thus,
participants may have been excited about the potential of the
voice warning, but they may not have been happy with the actual
experience of using it.

Compliance
The reaction times were short enough to ensure a timely reaction
to the critical event. Blood glucose can change with a maximum
rate of 0.22 mmol/L/min [56]. This means that someone driving
with a normal glucose of 5.5 mmol/L might reach hypoglycemia
(ie, 3.9 mmol/L) within a minimum of 7.5 minutes. Thus,
although experiencing hypoglycemia while driving does not
require an abrupt stop but rather a careful pullover maneuver
and treating the condition, measuring reaction time provided
an insight into the time required to take the first measure (ie,
pullover). Interestingly, the reaction time was shorter in the real
car (study 2) than in the simulator (study 0 and study 1). This
difference may be attributed to the lack of traffic in study 2,
which allowed the driver to pull over faster.

Feedback
Although we aimed to keep the warning conversational,
participants preferred a more direct notification of the problem
without specific recommendations (eg, recommending waiting
until the blood glucose is at its normal level) or polite
formulations (eg, asking for permission to talk). To the best of
the author’s knowledge, there was no in-vehicle voice warning
at the time of the study, and we mostly relied on the guidelines
of the Swiss Diabetes Association [10], while keeping the
conversation as simple as possible. The participants’ feedback
allowed us to improve the warning in this direction.

Implications and Future Directions

Hypoglycemia Warnings
Reportedly, no research has been conducted for in-vehicle
applications providing a hypoglycemia warning. However,
smartphone apps for hypoglycemic events tracking have been
investigated [57]. Although most of the research on glucose
monitoring solutions conducted so far focused on diary apps
rather than warning delivery, a pilot study on a
smartphone-based hypoglycemia warning showed an improved
hypoglycemia awareness and a reduction in daytime
hypoglycemia [58] (other research is still in the phase of
validation [59]). Future research should investigate such
outcomes with an in-vehicle extension of this type of
application.

In-Vehicle Warnings
Although there seems to be no related work testing the voice
assistant of a private vehicle to deliver hypoglycemia warnings,
there is a need for “driver-friendly” in-vehicle glucose
monitoring solutions, expressed by the online community [25].
In particular, drivers with T1DM have contributed to the
Nightscout Foundation [60], a nonprofit organization founded
in 2014 and supporting open source technology for T1DM

management, with the development of a data-sharing app, able
to connect a car to a CGM, and display the glucose trends while
driving on the dashboard of the private vehicle [25]. Moreover,
there has been conceptual work manifesting the need for
collaboration between automotive and medical industries to
improve the safety of drivers with T1DM [24]. However, this
work has not been followed by any implementation.
Furthermore, no testing with the actual users has been
conducted. Our work provides preliminary evidence, both in a
simulated and a real-world environment.

Needless to say, recognizing hypoglycemia is only one part of
glucose monitoring while driving; general imbalance of blood
glucose (including hyperglycemia) can be problematic for the
driver, if not dangerous [61]. Our work can be extended to
hyperglycemia and, therefore, support further the safety of
drivers with T1DM.

Finally, using the in-vehicle voice assistant to deliver a warning
is compatible with current technology: not only are cars
increasingly equipped with voice assistants [26,27] but also the
automotive industry is aware of the relevance of using the
upcoming “in-car proactivity” [62].

Warning Escalation
Our results showed 100% compliance in all 3 studies. This can
only mean that the warning was clear enough for the participant
to understand that it was time to pull over. That is, as all studies
were run in a controlled setting, where an experimental team
was present, and the participant knew they would be
recommended to pull over eventually, we can safely assume
that the experiments experienced a participant bias [63]. Thus,
we cannot conclude that the warning was compelling enough
to motivate the participants to comply (see the Limitations
section). Nevertheless, the warning should be designed to allow
for escalation, whereas in case the driver does not pull over in
due time (eg, 2-3 min [56]) or explicitly rejects the warning,
delayed reprompts with an increasingly severe tone would be
delivered by the voice assistant (eg, “You are at risk of
hypoglycemia. Please stop the car safely and check your blood
sugar, then risk of hypoglycemia. Pull over now”).

Hypoglycemia Detection
Finally, in this paper, we focus on the interface between the
hypoglycemia detection system and the driver, with the aim of
visually distracting them as little as possible. Although the
detection side is beyond the scope of this study, the designed
warning is intended to be produced by a voice assistant built
into the vehicle. Therefore, how a vehicle monitors blood sugar
depends on the technology of the car. For instance, the
aforementioned open source app displaying the glucose levels
on the dashboard of a private vehicle [25] could be enhanced
to connect with the in-vehicle voice assistant and use a voice
warning instead of a visual one. Furthermore, research has been
conducted on how to detect hypoglycemia from the car’s data
[54] and from consumer-available wearable devices [64], with
the argument that CGM devices can impose a social and
financial burden on the individual.
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Limitations and Strengths
Despite our best efforts, this research has 3 main limitations.

First, the studies included a relatively small sample size.
However, this study includes 3 feasibility studies (ie, a
preliminary study with healthy individuals and 2 feasibility
studies with individuals with T1DM), and the research presented
in this paper is intended to be understood as an iterative
development of a hypoglycemic warning. As such, this research
aimed to pioneer the use of in-vehicle voice assistants for a
driver health-related warning, rather than draw conclusions to
be generalized to the population with T1DM. Thus, although
we included a total sample size of 48 individuals, each feasibility
study provides insight into the changes required by the users,
and we provide the scientific community with an opening to
the design of in-vehicle voice assistant–based health-related
warning. Furthermore, previous studies on digital health systems
used a similar sample size [65-67]. Thus, we believe that
although the sample size does not allow drawing conclusions
on the interaction of drivers with T1DM with in-vehicle
hypoglycemia warnings, it still reports pioneer research.

Second, the studies were conducted over a short period. The
participants had only a short-term experience with the warning.
Perception and compliance may therefore be influenced by the
novelty of such an experience, whereas perception may stabilize
with repeated experience [68]. Future research should investigate
the user experience of the warning in a longitudinal study. Third,
these studies did not control for all potentially confounding
variables related to real-world traffic and driver’s priorities. For
instance, both simulator and real-car experiments involved
disadvantages: while assessing the warning in a simulator
allowed a controlled and safe experiment, such a setting remains
artificial and lacks external validity. In contrast, while testing
it in a real car increased the ecological validity of the
human-machine interaction, it did not allow for as much traffic
and speed variation as was possible in the simulator. Future
research should investigate the effects of real-world traffic on
the perception of the warning and compliance behavior.
Moreover, receiving a warning in the presence of a team of
experimenters may have influenced the participant’s verbal and
behavioral responses; participants knew they would receive the

warning sooner or later and had no reason not to follow it (eg,
ignoring the warning because of being late for an appointment).
In a real situation, drivers may not respond as expected or may
even ignore the warning. Future research should test such a
warning in a more ecological context, for instance, in a field
study where the driver may not fall for a participant bias [69].

Finally, as we aimed to test a voice warning, our studies used
a Wizard-of-Oz methodology to avoid problems related to
natural language processing. Note that our studies were
conducted in German-speaking Switzerland, where the German
accents easily vary from region to region. As this aspect was
beyond the scope of our research, we did not implement a
working voice assistant or account for potential fallback intents
triggered by the voice assistant’s failure to understand the user.
Future research should push this research further and examine
the potential danger of delayed treatment of hypoglycemia
owing to the voice assistant’s natural language processing errors.

Conclusions
Although hypoglycemia increases the risk of car mishaps [7,8],
current solutions (eg, CGM and FGM) require visual
human-machine interaction, which is inappropriate for an
in-vehicle context. As voice assistants are increasingly present
in private vehicles [26,27] and the European Commission fosters
safety technologies inside the car [16], we propose to warn the
driver of their critical health state through a voice
assistant–based health warning. This paper reports on an iterative
development and assessment of a hypoglycemia warning. In
particular, we conducted in 3 studies: a preliminary study using
a simulator with healthy participants, a test with individuals
with T1DM in a simulator, and a test with individuals with
T1DM in a real car. This gradual increase in authenticity in the
experimental design allowed us to increase the ecological
validity of our results while keeping experimental control. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt of such a
comprehensive feasibility assessment of an in-vehicle voice
warning for hypoglycemia. Our results suggest that a voice
warning can be useful, but that proactive behavior in voice
assistants is still emerging and unfamiliar. We hope that these
preliminary findings will foster future research to further
develop in-vehicle hypoglycemia warnings.
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Abstract

Background: Falls are common in people with multiple sclerosis (MS), causing injuries, fear of falling, and loss of independence.
Although targeted interventions (physical therapy) can help, patients underreport and clinicians undertreat this issue.
Patient-generated data, combined with clinical data, can support the prediction of falls and lead to timely intervention (including
referral to specialized physical therapy). To be actionable, such data must be efficiently delivered to clinicians, with care customized
to the patient’s specific context.

Objective: This study aims to describe the iterative process of the design and development of Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack
(MS-FIT), identifying the clinical and technological features of this closed-loop app designed to support streamlined falls reporting,
timely falls evaluation, and comprehensive and sustained falls prevention efforts.

Methods: Stakeholders were engaged in a double diamond process of human-centered design to ensure that technological
features aligned with users’ needs. Patient and clinician interviews were designed to elicit insight around ability blockers and
boosters using the capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) framework to facilitate subsequent mapping to
the Behavior Change Wheel. To support generalizability, patients and experts from other clinical conditions associated with falls
(geriatrics, orthopedics, and Parkinson disease) were also engaged. Designs were iterated based on each round of feedback, and
final mock-ups were tested during routine clinical visits.

Results: A sample of 30 patients and 14 clinicians provided at least 1 round of feedback. To support falls reporting, patients
favored a simple biweekly survey built using REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture; Vanderbilt University) to support
bring-your-own-device accessibility—with optional additional context (the severity and location of falls). To support the evaluation
and prevention of falls, clinicians favored a clinical dashboard featuring several key visualization widgets: a longitudinal falls
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display coded by the time of data capture, severity, and context; a comprehensive, multidisciplinary, and evidence-based checklist
of actions intended to evaluate and prevent falls; and MS resources local to a patient’s community. In-basket messaging alerts
clinicians of severe falls. The tool scored highly for usability, likability, usefulness, and perceived effectiveness (based on the
Health IT Usability Evaluation Model scoring).

Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first falls app designed using human-centered design to prioritize behavior change
and, while being accessible at home for patients, to deliver actionable data to clinicians at the point of care. MS-FIT streamlines
data delivery to clinicians via an electronic health record–embedded window, aligning with the 5 rights approach. Leveraging
MS-FIT for data processing and algorithms minimizes clinician load while boosting care quality. Our innovation seamlessly
integrates real-world patient-generated data as well as clinical and community-level factors, empowering self-care and addressing
the impact of falls in people with MS. Preliminary findings indicate wider relevance, extending to other neurological conditions
associated with falls and their consequences.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49331)   doi:10.2196/49331

KEYWORDS

digital health; mobile tools; falls; prevention; behavioral medicine; implementation science; closed-loop monitoring; multiple
sclerosis; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Falls are common in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS),
occurring in 50% to 70% of published cohorts, a rate similar to
that of older adults [1]. Falls often lead to injury, result in
significant health care costs [2-5], and increase thefear of falling
[6,7]; furthermore, they lead to a decline in physical activity
and participation in daily life as well as cause loss of
independence [8,9]. Targeted interventions such as physical
therapy (PT) can reduce falls and the fear of falling [10-12], but
patients often underreport and clinicians undertreat this issue.
Indeed, fewer than half of the people with MS who report falls
receive falls prevention information from their clinician [13],
and there is a lack of self-management apps to engage and
empower people with MS about falls prevention [14-16].

To address this gap, multimodal closed-loop tools hold promise.
Closed-loop tools can use real-time feedback and
patient-generated data (PGD; such as those already validated
in MS [17-22]) to continuously monitor and adjust interventions
to improve outcomes. Such an approach has been used in
biological functions and symptoms, such as insulin delivery or
depression [23-25]. Unfortunately, in MS, apps on the
commercial market exist outside of the health system, that is,
away from the point of care. To close these gaps in care, a tool
should close the loop of information flow from the patient to
the appropriate clinician (depending on the diagnosis and
symptoms being treated, ie, neurologist) at the point of care and
back to the patient to support patient-centered care. Furthermore,
the tool must address the behavioral barriers to change to
promote the behaviors (eg, reporting, screening, treatment
recommendations, and follow-up with timely refills or referral
scheduling) likely to lead to falls prevention. From previous
work, real-time PGD such as prospective near-falls reports,
patient-reported outcomes, and changes in step count captured
by wearable sensors all provide useful input for the closed-loop
models [26,27]. The integration of these in a multimodal tool
would enhance falls prediction accuracy and could act as an
early warning system for timely PT referrals, reducing falls risk
and related injuries [28,29]. However, challenges lie in

delivering PGD to the point of care, granting access for prompt
intervention, and active self-management. To be actionable,
these PGD, generated from remote devices or patient-reported
outcomes, must be delivered according to the 5 rights [30]: the
right information, to the right person, in the right format, through
the right channel, at the right time in the workflow. This is a
hurdle that health systems have for the most part not yet
overcome, and PGD are not typically integrated into care
systems.

To address these challenges, we developed Multiple Sclerosis
Falls InsightTrack (MS-FIT), a closed-loop falls monitoring
and prevention app. MS-FIT enables seamless information
exchange between patients and clinicians, driven by stakeholder
input and human-centered design (HCD) principles [31,32]. It
empowers individuals with MS to track falls, enhances clinician
decision-making by providing real-world insights, and fills a
crucial gap in self-management for falls monitoring and
prevention.

Objectives
This paper describes the iterative process of the design and
development of MS-FIT. MS-FIT is designed to integrate
various data types to personalize falls risk assessments and
interventions for individuals with MS. To achieve this, a planned
process of engagement of patients and clinicians (ie,
neurologists) was performed to ensure that MS-FIT aligns with
user needs, whereas usability evaluations validated its potential
impact on falls prevention. Subsequently, we will test the
feasibility of implementation and effectiveness of MS-FIT in a
larger clinical trial.

Methods

Study Setting
The primary clinical setting is the University of California San
Francisco (UCSF) Multiple Sclerosis and Neuroinflammation
Center, which provides specialized care to >6000 adults with
MS annually. Clinician stakeholders were approached via email
or in person and invited to participate in the study. Patients who
had given permission to be contacted for research participation
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or who had sustained falls in the past year were invited via
secure email to participate as stakeholders.

Ethical Considerations
The University of California San Francisco Institutional Review
Board approved all study activities (22-36680). Informed
consent forms and Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act documents were signed by each study
participant (patients, clinicians, and other interviewees). Patients
received US $50 (1-time compensation) for their participation
in the study.

Study Design
The overarching approach was grounded in the principles and
phases of HCD [31]. This process focuses on the usability and
needs of those whom the tool is meant to serve, in this case,
patients and clinicians. The development protocols included (1)
thorough engagement from a comprehensive range of
stakeholders, (2) models based on HCD approaches to ensure
alignment with the needs of the intended users (patients and
clinicians), (3) an evaluation of the tool’s usability using an
established framework: the Health IT Usability Evaluation
Model (Health-ITUEM) [33], and (4) plans to support the
generalizability and scalability of the tool to other clinical
settings associated with falls.

HCD involves a series of steps, articulated initially in the context
of design [34] and expanded to health care [35]: inspire
(empathize with all stakeholders), ideate (define the problem

and conceptualize in an open-minded manner), implement
(prototype solutions and test), and iterate. Figure 1 illustrates
these phases in a modified double diamond approach as they
were undertaken in the current project, depicting the iterative
broadening and narrowing of content and layout throughout the
phases [36]. Figure 2 shows the trajectory of MS-FIT and the
assimilation of insights obtained from user interviews (involving
patients and clinicians) throughout the phases of discover,
define, develop (iterative), and deliver.

The initial prototype (prediscover) was developed based on
feedback from extensive HCD of the BRIDGE point-of-care
clinical dashboard (refer to the Technological Building Blocks
subsection) summarized elsewhere [37,38], where both patients
and clinicians expressed a desire for the integrations of features
and episodes of falls to be incorporated into the design. The
study team initially identified key elements for MS-FIT through
a combination of clinical expertise and literature review [39,40]
(Figure 3). These elements were then amalgamated into mock
app screens using PowerPoint (Microsoft Corp) for the first
round of patient interviews. Figure 3 illustrates the inaugural
prototype, which was informed by valuable insights from
observational [41] and interventional [39] studies that used PGD
to monitor walking and falls in individuals with MS. In addition,
the prototype draws inspiration from clinician-facing [42] and
patient-facing [43] apps designed using HCD principles to
promote shared decision-making and evidence-based practice
in MS.

Figure 1. Modified double diamond approach: phases of development and stakeholder engagement. The double diamond depicts the human-centered
design principles and framework, with iterations through the discover, define, develop, and delivery phases. The timeline and workflow of the
human-centered design phases depict corresponding interviews and products. The curved arrows between “Define” and “Develop” indicate an iterative
process between these 2 phases. MS: multiple sclerosis; MS-FIT: Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack; MVP: minimum viable product; PD: Parkinson
disease; REDCap: Research Electronic Data Capture.
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Figure 2. The trajectory of Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack (MS-FIT) though the phases of development and stakeholder engagement. The final
tool components include a patient survey (MS-FIT patient survey) and a clinical dashboard (MS-FIT BRIDGE). The trajectory integrates feedback from
user (patient and clinician) interviews through the phases of discover, define, develop (iterative), and deliver. The version numbers indicate a revised
version of the patient- or clinician-facing prototype. “Other patients” refers to patients with Parkinson disease as well as orthopedics, neurorecovery,
and geriatrics populations. “Full test” refers to the prototype testing in the contextual environment. MS: multiple sclerosis.

Figure 3. Initial proposal for Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack (MS-FIT), which involved designing a closed-loop integrated MS-FIT personal
health library. MS-FIT is designed to enable patients to track their falls in the context of their lived experience, report them to their care team, and gain
insight into multimodal contributors to falls, falls’ impact on daily life participation, and interventions likely to prevent falls. Clinicians, by using
BRIDGE, can gain insight into which patients are falling between clinical encounters and how best to personalize risk reduction interventions for the
individual patient. This prototype was generated from a number of insights from observational and interventional studies that used patient-generated
data to monitor walking and falls in people with multiple sclerosis (MS) and from clinician-facing [42] and patient-facing [43] apps designed using
human-centered design to facilitate shared decision-making and evidence-based practice in MS. (A) Patient facing app; (B) Live communication with
clinician inbox; (C) Clinical dashboard: BRIDGE launches from the EHR using SMART or FHIR. API: application programming interface; EHR:
electronic health record; EMR: electronic medical record; FHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources; MS-FIT: Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack;
SMART: Substitutable Medical Apps and Reusable Technologies.

Framework for Tool Evaluation
The Health-ITUEM framework appraises both subjective and
objective outcomes that inform a tool’s usability [44]. In the
design phases described herein, the subjective outcomes
(satisfaction measured by the perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness) were primarily evaluated. Furthermore,
the 4 key variables proposed by Mathews et al [45] to determine
both (1) whether the tool (MS-FIT) reflects HCD principles and

(2) whether it is likely to engage patients were applied. These
four domains encompass (1) usefulness, (2) ease of use or
learnability, (3) likability, and (4) effectiveness. These
frameworks were used to categorize critical data and
visualization elements, as well as the technological and clinical
workflow aspects of MS-FIT [46].
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Technological Building Blocks
The architecture of the tool was built leveraging existing tools,
primarily BRIDGE and REDCap (Research Electronic Data
Capture; Vanderbilt University).

BRIDGE
The BRIDGE precision medicine platform at UCSF is an
application programming interface (API) that assembles clinical
and research data from a variety of sources into a dashboard
customized for a given clinical context, displaying a series of
digestible, actionable visualizations [38]. BRIDGE is integrated
with the Epic electronic health record (EHR; Epic Systems
Corporation), launches from Epic using Substitutable Medical
Apps and Reusable Technologies (SMART) on Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR; a standard approach for
building reusable and extendable EHR-integrated apps), and is
integrated with Epic FHIR APIs and other data integrations.
The back-end of BRIDGE is built using Python, the flask
framework, and PostgreSQL to store configuration data.
Although individual-level data will populate the tool,
cohort-level data can become the reference cohort against which
an individual’s data can be contextualized. BRIDGE pulls data
not only from the EHR but also from a range of custom research
databases as well as other APIs, such as REDCap [38]. BRIDGE
was developed based on extensive HCD processes both within
the field of MS [42,43] and beyond [37]. The data visualizations
can be developed using HTML, cascading style sheets (CSS),
JavaScript, Data-Driven Documents–JavaScript, and other
front-end libraries. Each front-end visualization is modular,
allowing for asynchronous loading, and is a parameterized
JavaScript component, allowing us to extend the code to
additional platforms and data sources. Data formatting standards
are also applied to make all visualizations and data inputs
modular. All API calls are made in real time; BRIDGE does
not store patient data, but there is an option to write back to the
EHR by pasting the visuals into a clinical note. Furthermore,
the development team follows universal design principles,
influenced by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Toolkit for Designing Consumer Health IT [47].

REDCap Tool
REDCap [38] includes editable or annotatable functions to
enable patients to keep track of, and annotate, their PGD. Design
choices reflect digital health literacy principles and feedback
provided from diverse patients. Together, these enhancements
make the data understandable and actionable.

Investigator Team
The core team included an MS neurologist with HCD expertise
(RB), software engineers (NM and NS), a health literacy and
patient engagement expert (JR), and an MS physical therapist
with remote ambulatory and falls monitoring expertise (VJB).
Additional key scientific input was provided by a digital health
cloud infrastructure expert (IS), an implementation science
expert (CL), a health disparities and population health expert
(CL), and an expert in large-scale mobile health (IS). Patient
stakeholders included National Multiple Sclerosis Society
advocates (LG) and patients (3 core stakeholders). Research
team members included a program manager (KK) and clinical

coordinators (JW and KH). Before starting the project, this team
met to determine the phases of research and design an initial
mock-up of the tool that could be used during the discover
phase. Volunteer consultants included a software engineer (JR)
and user interface or user experience experts.

Phases of Design

Phase 1: Discover

Stakeholder Advisory Team

An initial stakeholder meeting took place, during which the
goals and phases of the project were outlined. Next, the core
team met biweekly as a group or as subgroups to discuss an
agenda that included the development of patient and clinician
interview guides, interview coding schemes and thematic
analysis, the practical aspects of the technological lift, the
workflow integration of MS-FIT, and the visualization types
and customizations. The iterations of mock-ups were revised
based on patient and clinician interview feedback.

Interviews

One-on-one interviews were conducted by the health literacy
and patient engagement expert (hereinafter referred to as the
interviewer) with patients (round 1) and clinicians. Because of
ongoing COVID-19 restrictions on in-person engagements,
interviews were conducted via the UCSF Zoom video platform
(Zoom Video Communications, Inc) using interview guides
developed for each audience to elucidate how a tool might be
designed to promote behavior change around falls ascertainment,
reporting, and prevention. All questions were administered
verbally, and interviews lasted between 45 and 60 minutes.
With participant consent, interviews were simultaneously
recorded and transcribed using Zoom’s video transcription
feature.

Interview guides included qualitative and quantitative
components. Open-ended questions probed around the domains
of the capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior
(COM-B) framework to facilitate subsequent mapping to the
Behavioral Change Wheel (BCW) proposed by Michie et al
[48]. Quantitative questions with Likert-style responses (ranging
from 1=lowest to 5=highest) were administered verbally
throughout each interview to assess specific aspects of patient
and clinician experience related to capability, opportunity, and
motivation, as well as the perceived usefulness of mock screen
views and workflows. Participants were asked to comment on
their Likert-style responses.

Patient interviews were semistructured around 2 key thematic
topics: patient experience with (1) falls and activity, including
ability to be active, knowledge, communication with care team,
experience, feelings, and expectations; and (2) use of
technology, including smartphone, tracking devices, apps, and
communication with care team. To complement qualitative
insights, patients were asked to use a Likert scale to rate the
perceived usefulness of each of 3 app screen views featuring
different design elements.

Semistructured interviews with clinicians started with a review
of the activity blockers and boosters identified during the
discover phase interviews with patients. With this insight,
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clinicians were asked a series of open-ended qualitative
questions to elicit their perspectives on whether a falls reporting
tool might promote sustainable falls prevention, as well as gather
feedback on the initial closed-loop design (Figure 3) intended
to support falls treatment and clinical decision support. To assess
each design feature, clinicians were asked to rate perceived
usefulness on a Likert scale.

Analysis

After all interviews were concluded for each audience, the
interviewer reviewed each transcript and used inductive coding
to develop a coding scheme on the basis of responses to the
open-ended questions [46]. Frequently occurring topics were
assigned a unique thematic category, and less frequent topics
were coded other. Categories were defined by the interviewer,
and quotations from the transcript were used to illustrate the
type of text coded into the category. Although the interviewer
was the sole coder, the stakeholder advisory team provided
ongoing consultation on the coding scheme and how to code
less frequently occurring responses.

The interviewer transferred Likert-style response data to a
spreadsheet to calculate means and SDs for each question. To
analyze questions designed to map to the COM-B framework,
the interviewer created a data grid where the rows were COM-B
categories with subthemes of ability blocker and booster types,
and the columns were evidence (quotes) of specific blockers or
boosters [49]. Evidence of blockers or boosters that spanned
>1 category were placed in all relevant categories to ensure that
they would be represented when considering BCW-guided
interventions.

After developing the initial COM-B data grid, the interviewer,
in consultation with the stakeholder advisory group, expanded
the grid to include (1) BCW intervention functions to help users
overcome barriers to performing target behaviors and (2)
potential intervention solution features designed to be effective
for each corresponding blocker category. Intervention solution
features were subsequently added to the design road map for
immediate or future implementation.

Phases 2 and 3: Define and Develop (Iterative)

Stakeholder Advisory Team

In these phases, the team reviewed qualitative and quantitative
findings from additional patient (2 rounds) and clinician (1
round) interviews and used this feedback to further refine
MS-FIT tool functionality, including design and technological
features. Changes were prioritized according to the strength of
feedback (occurrence of themes and usability scores) and
technical feasibility.

Interviews

The define and develop phases encompassed a second round of
patient interviews, followed by 2 rounds of interviews with
clinicians and patients designed to assess MS-FIT
generalizability to other high-risk clinical contexts. The same
process was followed as that described in phase 1 (discover).
One-on-one interviews were conducted by the interviewer via
the UCSF Zoom video platform using interview guides. All
questions were administered verbally, and interviews lasted

between 45 and 60 minutes. With participant consent, interviews
were simultaneously recorded and transcribed using Zoom’s
video transcription feature.

Patient Interviews (Round 2)

Interview guides included qualitative and quantitative
components. In an effort to validate the patient experience
findings from round 1 interviews, patients interviewed during
round 2 were similarly asked to share qualitative feedback
around personal experiences with falls, falls and near-falls
reporting, perceived benefits and concerns around using a falls
tracking app, and thoughts on what supports would be helpful
between appointments. Quantitative questions with Likert-style
responses (ranging from 1=lowest to 5=highest) were used to
rate 9 mock screens for usefulness, understandability, and
importance for each view. Mock screens had been iterated after
the discover phase; therefore, patient feedback during this
second round further validated and helped refine the designs.

Generalizability to Other High-Risk Clinical Contexts

To ensure that the technological build was not overdesigned for
MS and to support the scalability of the tool to other clinical
settings, interviews were expanded to intended users in other
clinical specialties associated with falls, including geriatrics,
orthopedics, neurorecovery (after stroke or traumatic brain
injury), and Parkinson disease (PD). Clinicians from each
discipline and patients with PD were interviewed. Interview
protocols used during the discover phase were adapted to
reference specific disciplines and diseases, whereas the questions
(qualitative and quantitative) remained the same to yield a
parallel assessment of each audience’s experiences, preferences,
capabilities, opportunities, and motivations.

Analysis

Qualitative and quantitative interview analysis used the same
inductive coding and calculation techniques, respectively, used
during the discover phase. The results were analyzed by the
interviewer, with ongoing thematic consultation with the
stakeholder advisory team, and used to inform and prioritize
design and content iterations.

Phase 4: Deliver

Stakeholder Advisory Team

The core team met with stakeholders on an ad hoc small-group
basis during this phase to plan observation and tool-scoring
protocols, specifically to identify a subset of questions from the
Health IT Usability Evaluation Scale (Health-ITUES) derived
from the Health-ITUEM to assess the 2 subjective components
of usability—usefulness and ease of use [33]—as well as the
Patient Education Materials Assessment Tool for Audiovisual
Materials to assess understandability and actionability [50]. As
recommended for digital tool validation [45], a single survey
question—Net Promoter Score (NPS)—was asked regarding
the likelihood that users (patients and clinicians) would
recommend the MS-FIT to colleagues or friends. Additional
conversations focused on the scalability of the tool, as well as
the qualitative and quantitative feedback received.
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Observations and Scoring

Observations and scoring for the patient-facing falls assessment
survey took place with 2 audiences: people with MS and people
with PD. Patients scheduled for a routine upcoming in-person
clinical visit with their neurologist were contacted and invited
to participate in testing and evaluating the tool. After providing
informed written consent, and while being observed by the
interviewer, participants were asked to engage with the MS-FIT
minimum viable product consisting of the falls assessment
survey and accompanying patient instructions while being
observed by the interviewer. Patients were specifically asked
to complete the falls assessment survey by entering up to 5 falls
(real or hypothetical) that had occurred in the prior 2 weeks and
responding to on-screen prompts to provide context about each
reported fall. Patients could ask questions of the interviewer, if
needed. After survey submission, each patient was asked to
complete an 18-item survey about their experience to assess
usability, usefulness and ease of use, likability,
understandability, actionability, and NPS. Patients were
subsequently asked if they had any feedback about their
experience. Feedback was documented in field notes captured
contemporaneously.

Clinicians seeing people with MS and those with PD who had
just been observed entering data in the falls assessment survey
were asked to launch the MS-FIT BRIDGE app in real-time
clinical encounters with these patients to review the falls and
contextual data the patient had entered and to engage with the
various widgets designed to help evaluate and address reported
falls. The interviewer met with the clinicians immediately after
the encounters to conduct in-person exit interviews and
administer a 9-item survey to assess usability, usefulness and
ease of use, likability, understandability, actionability, and NPS.
Clinicians were subsequently asked whether they had any
feedback about their experience, including any barriers to use
and functionality challenges. Feedback was documented in
contemporaneous field notes.

Analysis

Qualitative feedback, although limited, was analyzed by the
interviewer using the same inductive coding technique used
during the previous 2 interview phases. Quantitative questions
with Likert-style responses (ranging from 1=lowest to 5=highest)
were used to score likability, usability, usefulness, and ease of
use. Understandability and actionability were assessed using a
binary agree or disagree scale. Another member of the research

team entered quantitative responses into REDCap, which was
used to calculate means and SDs for all Likert-style responses
and total binary responses. NPS responses (0-10 scale) were
calculated by the interviewer by subtracting the percentage who
were detractors (those who scored 0 to 6) from the percentage
who were promoters (those who scored 9 or 10). An NPS >0
was considered good, >20 was considered favorable, and >50
was considered excellent.

Development Action Items

Once the tool was live, the developer was able to debug MS-FIT;
iterate based on patient, clinician, and stakeholder feedback;
and redebug as needed.

Results

Overview
Demographic information about each interview panel is shown
in Multimedia Appendix 1 [42]. Altogether, 30 patients of
diverse ages, disability levels, and technological literacy as well
as 14 clinicians provided at least 1 round of feedback. The level
of involvement from the users ranged from testers to informants
[32]. Feedback from both rounds of interviews with people with
MS, MS clinician comments, and feedback from other high-risk
clinical context patient and clinician interviews were integrated
into the final MS-FIT design. Iterative interview feedback was
categorized into activity blockers (what keeps people from
performing a behavior) and boosters (what is already working
well that we can build on) in the COM-B model. Examples of
how interview feedback findings fit into the COM-B and BCW,
along with intervention function solution features integrated
into MS-FIT, are shown in Figure 4. Details are provided in
Table 1. Further discussions with clinicians and patients in other
high-risk clinical contexts confirmed the findings from the MS
context. Across these specialties, the main barriers to falls
prevention efforts included access to specialized PT (availability
and physical ability to access it), insurance coverage, ability to
adapt the home to improve safety, the adequate use of assistive
devices, and COVID-19–related restrictions to community
exercise areas.

The overview of findings from interviews with clinicians and
participants with MS, highlighting areas that block or boost
patient and clinician behavior change with regard to falls and
falls prevention, are shown in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Figure 4. Example of mapping blockers and boosters relating to falls prevention (findings from interviews with patients with multiple sclerosis [MS])
to the Behavioral Change Wheel [49] and associated behaviorally informed intervention solution features. Examples for each of the sections of the
capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) model are highlighted, showing how these integrate into the Behavioral Change Wheel.
The examples provided relate to patients’ reported goals, blockers (features that block falls prevention behavior), and boosters (features that boost
behaviors related to falls prevention).

Table 1. Scoring of the final University of California San Francisco Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack app (REDCap [Research Electronic Data
Capture]) by patients with multiple sclerosis: usability, ease of use, and likability (n=10).

Score <4 out of 5, n (%)Score, mean (SD)Health-ITUESa–based questions for usability, ease of use, and likability

0 (0)4.80 (0.42)“It is useful to report if I’ve had any falls or near falls every 2 weeks”

0 (0)4.90 (0.32)“It is useful to have my survey answers sent to my care team”

0 (0)4.70 (0.48)“The survey asks about important topics”

0 (0)4.80 (0.42)“I am comfortable with my ability to complete the survey”

0 (0)4.80 (0.42)“I find the survey easy to use”

1 (10)4.60 (0.70)“I can easily remember how to access the survey through my email”

0 (0)4.80 (0.42)“I like the survey”

aHealth-ITUES: Health IT Usability Evaluation Scale (scores range from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree).

Tool Components
Thematic saturation was reached after 5 patient interviews
(round 1), and we incorporated these insights into prototypes
for an additional 5 patient interviews (round 2), which were
then iteratively reviewed.

UCSF Support Self-Monitoring: A Patient-Facing Tool
to Track Falls and Self-Monitor

Tool Architecture
One key and consistent theme emerging from patient interviews
was a preference for a simpler design for the patient-facing tool

than had been initially conceived. Combined with a goal of
maintaining confidentiality and keeping personal information
within our university firewall, the study team opted for a tailored
REDCap app rather than a custom new app.

Tool Components
Key features informed by patient and clinician feedback are
detailed in Figure 5. Key features mapping to the COM-B
framework (Multimedia Appendix 2 and Figure 4) are denoted
by a red number and described in Textbox 1.
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Figure 5. University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Falls Tracker: a patient-facing tool to track falls and support
self-monitoring. This is the “MS-FIT [Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack] patient survey V2.0,” sent via email to patients with a REDCap (Research
Electronic Data Capture) survey link. Key features mapping to user-generated perspectives and feedback and to the capability, opportunity, motivation,
and behavior (COM-B) framework are denoted by a red number and described in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. University of California San Francisco Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack: key features. The numbers correspond to the red numbers in
Figure 5, which denote key features mapping to the capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) framework.

Concise and precise falls screening

1. Clear definitions were preferred to distinguish between a fall and a near fall to support the reporting of meaningful data.

2. An easy-to-use and simple 1-question tool that could be completed frequently (every 2 wk) was preferred to relying on “flawed memory” to
report falls during sporadic clinic visits: if “No,” then the survey ends at this point; if “Yes,” then branching logic continues.

3. The ability to easily report each fall or near fall separately was preferred. The ability to edit (return later) was important for reducing burden.

4. Simple reporting for near falls (yes or no and overall number) was preferred, given the large volume of near falls experienced by some patients
and the potential burden and time commitment of providing details.

5. The 2-wk epoch between reporting was determined feasible (balance between memory and overburdening).

6. The ability to report activity limitations was preferred because these pertain to primary goals with regard to the “ability to continue independence
for activities of daily living” and to “stay active.”

7. Because of the heterogeneity in answers, a free-text option would allow patients to add further details regarding activity limitations.

8. Indicating whether the patient has seen a neurorehabilitation specialist could help clinicians triage the continued plan of care.

Detailed context of falls (optional)

1. Recording the date of the fall using a simple button allows the tool to display each fall into the longitudinal representation (refer to Textbox 2;
Figure 6).

2. The time of falls can also inform falls context (eg, in the dark or when fatigued). The 24-h day was divided into time blocks for clarity and to
reduce recall error of exact time.

3. Information regarding the medical consequences of a fall can inform both its severity and the clinical follow-up needed.

4. Injury after a fall is considered distinct from seeking and receiving medical attention.

5. Fall location can inform prevention efforts, including home safety; “some falls inside the home can be avoided through modifications such as
removing a rug, better lighting etc.”

6. Other details of the fall location can also inform home safety and prevention (eg, curb, stairs, and poor lighting).

7. Specifying whether falls occur because of factors related to multiple sclerosis or other factors (obstacle, etc) is important owing to the heterogeneity
of fall triggers and of clinical responses.

8. The question “If you have a mobility aid, were you using it when you fell?” can remind patients to use the assistive device and can cue clinicians
of the need to modify or change the current assistive device.

9. A falls log is provided to patients and shows the reported falls over time.

Closing the loop: real-time in-basket messaging

1. Enabling the reporting (patient) and ascertainment (clinician) of falls at regular intervals optimizes timeliness (vs periodic visits) while maintaining
low burden (vs daily or “at time of fall”). If a severe fall is reported on the biweekly survey, an in-basket message to the electronic medical record
alerts the care team in a manner integrated into the clinical workflow (Figure 6, #15).
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Textbox 2. Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack clinical management dashboard integrated into the Epic electronic health record: key features. The
numbers correspond to the red numbers in Figure 6, which denote key features mapping to the capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B)
framework.

Longitudinal multiple sclerosis trajectory widget (visualizes patients’ disease and medication trajectory over time with integrated normative ranges)

1. Ability to toggle through disability measures (eg, Expanded Disability Status Scale [EDSS] and Timed 25-Foot Walk)

2. Succinct overview of patient’s longitudinal MS trajectory, including relapses, disability, medications, and normative data

Longitudinal falls widget (visualizes falls reported every 2 wk by the patient using their patient-facing app [Figure 5] data regarding date, time, and
severity of each fall on 1 display)

1. Fall severity visualized by color shade (grading falls by severity considered important to trigger an alert to the care team and to inform type of
clinical response)

2. Ability to include a way to visualize the falls log with falls over time

3. Estimated time of day of the fall can inform further interventions needed, including vision check, home safety evaluation, and medication review
(especially for Parkinson disease)

4. Time of day visualized with colors for daytime (lighter: yellow) and nighttime (darker: blue) preferred by all stakeholders

Community resources widget (map automatically displays the patient’s home community and allows for web-based identification of MS health care
professionals in their community)

1. Automated display of MS professionals (physical therapist, occupational therapist, and talk therapist) in the patient’s community, which reduces
barriers for patient to identify local recourses once physical therapy or other referrals have been placed

2. Contact information and driving navigations between the patient’s home and the resources automated, can be pasted into the patient’s after-visit
summary or the clinician’s note

Cross-sectional widget (summary display with 2 tabs displaying clinical disability outcomes and patient-reported outcomes [PROs]; clinician can
toggle between time points)

1. Clinic-based performance measures (walking speed, hand function, and cognition) and disability outcomes (EDSS with separate functional system
scores) as well as PROs can inform a more global assessment of the patient at given time point

2. Color-coded normative ranges can provide rapid assessment of whether patient’s given function is within “normal” range

Falls treatment– and action-prompt widget (tabulates core data needed for a comprehensive assessment of falls risk and prevention; for each category,
patient’s score is colored according to severity, and possible action prompts are displayed)
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Figure 6. Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack (MS-FIT) clinical management dashboard, integrated into the Epic electronic health record (Epic
Systems Corporation). This is the “MS-FIT BRIDGE version 3.0,” which is viewable from Epic in the electronic health record at the time of the clinic
visit. Key features mapping to user-generated perspectives and feedback and to the capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) framework
are denoted by a red number and described in Textbox 2.

Phase 4: Deliver
Altogether, 15 patients (10 with MS and 5 with PD) with an
age range of 34 to 79 years and 6 MS clinicians with a clinical
experience range of 2 to 22 years (Multimedia Appendix 1)
launched the tool components live and provided feedback.

Patient-Facing UCSF MS-FIT

People With MS

Of the 15 patients, 10 (67%) had been diagnosed with MS; they
had a mean age of 48.8 (SD 8.8; range 34-60) years, with
disability level (EDSS score) ranging from 1.5 to 6.0 and a
median disease duration of 14.5 (IQR 6.3-24; range 2-27) years.
The feedback from people with MS was overwhelmingly
positive (Table 1). Likability scores were all NPS≥100 (all
promoters). The survey was found to be brief and clear. Patients
appreciated the benefit of the closed-loop system and the overall
impact on clinical encounters.

Patients With PD

Of the 15 patients, 5 (33%) had been diagnosed with PD; they
had a mean age of 60.6 (SD 13.2; range 46-79) years, with a
median disability level (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating

Scale score) of 31 (IQR 30.3-8.5; range 17-42) and a median
disease duration of 4 (IQR 1.5-8.5, range 1-10) years. Overall,
the NPS was found to be 0 (20%-20%, with 1/5, 20% detractor,
1/5, 20% promoter, and 3/5, 60% passive scores that trended
toward promoters), indicating that patients with PD could be
easily swayed to use MS-FIT. The mean scores on the
Health-ITUES questions were all >4 (ie, agree or strongly
agree), and only 1 score was <3 out of 5 (Table 2).

Qualitative insights from the interviews revealed that falling,
fear of falling, and thinking about falling were “not at the top
of their list,” in contrast to people with MS. Nevertheless,
patients with PD found the tracker “easy to fill out,” and they
“liked the idea of reporting falls and reporting if [they]
experienced fear of falling.” Patients with PD felt that it was
important to have the ability to increase the font size
(incorporated into MS-FIT patient survey v 2.0; Figure 5).

For future use in PD, patients reported that it would be important
for ease of use and usability to have the ability to report motor
vehicle accidents and specific PD symptoms as they relate to
falls risk. Patients with PD also reported greater issues with
using an iPad (motor or tremor issues).
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Table 2. Scoring of the final University of California San Francisco Multiple Sclerosis Falls Tracker (REDCap [Research Electronic Data Capture])
by patients with Parkinson disease: usability, ease of use, and likability (n=5).

Score <4 out of 5, n (%)Score, mean (SD)Health-ITUESa–based questions for usability, ease of use, and likability

1 (20)4.40 (0.89)“It is useful to report if I’ve had any falls or near falls every 2 weeks”

1 (20)4.20 (1.22)“It is useful to have my survey answers sent to my care team”

2 (40)4.00 (1.00)“The survey asks about important topics”

1 (20)4.60 (0.89)“I am comfortable with my ability to complete the survey”

1 (20)4.60 (0.89)“I find the survey easy to use”

2 (40)4.20 (1.10)“I can easily remember how to access the survey through my email”

2 (40)4.20 (1.10)“I like the survey”

aHealth-ITUES: Health IT Usability Evaluation Scale (scores range from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree).

MS-FIT Clinical Management Dashboard
Overall, the MS clinicians (n=6) rated the dashboard highly
(NPS=16.67; Table 3):

I like that [the app] summarizes important clinical
information in an easily digestible format, and the
new widget that includes an MS [multiple
sclerosis]-specific review of systems and actionable
items seems like it will help ensure well-rounded MS
care! [Clinician 1]

With regard to reporting falls and near falls, the MS clinicians
noted multiple benefits to aiding with patient care:

You can infer a lot from [fall data] in terms of disease
activity, disease course, changes in a patient’s life,

their living setting, their support. If you see a jump
in falls or the onset of falls in a patient who wasn’t
falling—it is worthy of clinical attention and needs
to be addressed. It would give us an objective way to
know if interventions are helping to reduce falls.
[Clinician 2]

Near falls are particularly underscreened, so any
granularity on near falls would be helpful. [Clinician
3]

For some patients, near falls may not be worth
reporting—may just be part of life. But other patients
it could make sense for. Any change from baseline
has potential to be significant. Near falls can be [a]
canary in a coal mine. [Clinician 5]

Table 3. Scoring of the final University of California San Francisco Multiple Sclerosis Falls BRIDGE dashboard by multiple sclerosis clinicians:
usability, ease of use, and likability.

Score <4 out of 5, n (%)Score, mean (SD)Health-ITUESa–based questions for usability, ease of use, and likability

0 (0)4.80 (0.41)“The information that appears in BRIDGE is useful to me.”

1 (17)4.50 (0.84)“It is useful to be updated on my patient’s significant fall activity between appointments.”

1 (20)4.20 (0.75)“I find BRIDGE easy to use.”

1 (20)4.00 (1.10)“I can always remember how to access BRIDGE.”

0 (0)4.50 (0.55)“I like BRIDGE.”

aHealth-ITUES: Health IT Usability Evaluation Scale (scores range from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree).

Discussion

Principal Findings
To our knowledge, this is the first tool designed using the HCD
framework, anchored in the COM-B approach to behavior
change, and capable of delivering relevant information at the
point of care in line with the 5 rights with the aim of preventing
falls in people with MS. Other apps have been developed,
although the focus has mainly been on 1 component of falls (eg,
evaluating falls risk [51]) at a time. In addition, many large-scale
clinical research projects, such as those conducted at the
Stanford Center for Digital Health and the Remote Assessment
of Disease and Relapse–Central Nervous System program, are
exploring applications of wearable data. However, most of the
collected wearable data remain inaccessible for visualization

or integration within a clinic’s EHR. This limitation can impede
the effective use of PGD by clinicians and compromise
patient-physician collaboration related to PGD [52]. MS-FIT
fills a critical gap in multimodal closed-loop self-management
apps for falls monitoring and prevention.

Through extensive stakeholder engagement, MS-FIT offers
novel aspects of customization, generalizability, and scalability,
integrating multiple data streams relevant to reducing falls. It
provides rapid personalized in-basket notifications, limited to
severe falls, and digitally displays PGD through the EHR,
increasing the likelihood of adoption by patients and clinicians.

Designed in collaboration with patients and clinicians, MS-FIT
has emerged as a well-received closed-loop tool for tracking
falls and reducing falls risk in individuals with MS. Patients
liked its brevity, simplicity, and overall utility, recognizing its
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potential to enhance clinical discussions. The utility of
between-visit reporting and contextualized information for
identifying modifiable falls risks was acknowledged by both
patients and clinicians. The trial phase aims to validate its
low-burden design in practice. Clinicians welcomed the
closed-loop system, foreseeing proactive interventions and
streamlined implementation. Longitudinal falls visualization,
incorporating time and severity, along with clinician prompts
targeting MS symptoms and medication effects, was favored
for its ability to capture often overlooked components during
regular visits.

Another noteworthy finding was the minimal number of
interviews required to attain thematic saturation in our initial
discover phase, indicating that some clear guidance for
potentially high-value initial design features was achieved with
a minimal sample size. This could be due to the fact that MS-FIT
was based on an initial prototype developed during a prediscover
phase using patient and clinician feedback. It could also be
attributed to homogeneous samples of study participants
consulted throughout the discover and design phases. Overall
design efficiency was likely aided by the experience and regular
input of interprofessional teams.

The ongoing process involves testing MS-FIT in a prospective
longitudinal study in a cohort of 100 adults with MS over 12
months. The primary objectives of this larger study include
assessing the adoption rate of the tool, evaluating the level of
sustained use of the tool, monitoring adherence to falls reporting,
and assessing study retention over the 12-month period.
Secondary and exploratory analyses will center around the
prediction of adoption, sustained use, adherence to action
prompts, and study retention. To determine effectiveness, the
study will compare in-study falls with a prior falls data set (Fitbit
remote monitoring in MS) [41], and patient satisfaction will be
assessed during an exit interview.

Scalability
Our approach, characterized by the selection of key
technological and clinical features, allows for the scalability
and generalizability of the tool’s modular infrastructure to
various symptoms, conditions, and clinical settings for other
high fall-risk diseases as well as other symptoms within MS

(eg, bladder dysfunction). Technological factors for scalability
include (1) high-quality, widely shareable static visualizations;
and (2) optimized industry standards for code sharing with
clinicians in other health care settings, such as other MS centers
using Epic EHR. However, successful integration into other
health systems depends on the internal governance and
motivation within each system.

Limitations
All interviews were conducted remotely, using the UCSF Zoom
video platform, which may have biased the patient stakeholders
to people who are technologically literate and have access to
the internet. However, 92% of people in the United States have
access to the internet [53], and given that MS-FIT is an app,
users (patients or caregivers) are expected to possess a certain
level of technical proficiency. Only clinicians at UCSF and
patients seen by this (broad) group of clinicians were
interviewed; therefore, we may have missed important feedback
from a wider cohort of users. Although HCD is favored for
user-driven eHealth innovations, certain limitations exist [32],
including a narrow focus; thus, exploring alternatives such as
value-sensitive design, citizen science, and more-than-human
design could enhance inclusivity and impact within eHealth
innovation [54]. Finally, having the interviewer serve as the
primary coder could have introduced bias into the qualitative
analysis process. Stakeholder advisory group engagement in
the coding process was an effort to reduce any potential bias.

Conclusions
MS-FIT delivers relevant data to clinicians through an embedded
window within the EHR, following the 5 rights approach. By
using MS-FIT for data processing and algorithms, we reduce
clinician burden while enhancing care. Our innovation extends
to enabling and integrating real-world PGD as well as clinical
and community-level factors, providing actionable information
to empower self-care and addressing the impact of falls in people
with MS. Our preliminary data indicate that this tool and design
extend beyond MS and can be applied to other conditions
associated with falls as well as the fear of falls and their
associated consequences. To test the feasibility and effectiveness
of the app, a clinical trial is ongoing (University of California
San Francisco Clinical Trials identifier: NCT05837949).
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Multimedia Appendix 2
Overview of findings from interviews with clinicians and participants with multiple sclerosis (MS), highlighting areas that block
or boost patient and clinician behavior change with regard to falls and falls prevention. The table indicates whether intervention
solution features were incorporated into the Multiple Sclerosis Falls InsightTrack (MS-FIT) patient survey, the clinician dashboard,
or both.
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Abstract

Background: Digital triage tools for sexually transmitted infection (STI) testing can potentially be used as a substitute for the
triage that general practitioners (GPs) perform to lower their work pressure. The studied tool is based on medical guidelines. The
same guidelines support GPs’ decision-making process. However, research has shown that GPs make decisions from a holistic
perspective and, therefore, do not always adhere to those guidelines. To have a high-quality digital triage tool that results in an
efficient care process, it is important to learn more about GPs’ decision-making process.

Objective: The first objective was to identify whether the advice of the studied digital triage tool aligned with GPs’ daily medical
practice. The second objective was to learn which factors influence GPs’ decisions regarding referral for diagnostic testing. In
addition, this study provides insights into GPs’ decision-making process.

Methods: A qualitative vignette-based study using semistructured interviews was conducted. In total, 6 vignettes representing
patient cases were discussed with the participants (GPs). The participants needed to think aloud whether they would advise an
STI test for the patient and why. A thematic analysis was conducted on the transcripts of the interviews. The vignette patient
cases were also passed through the digital triage tool, resulting in advice to test or not for an STI. A comparison was made between
the advice of the tool and that of the participants.

Results: In total, 10 interviews were conducted. Participants (GPs) had a mean age of 48.30 (SD 11.88) years. For 3 vignettes,
the advice of the digital triage tool and of all participants was the same. In those vignettes, the patients’ risk factors were sufficiently
clear for the participants to advise the same as the digital tool. For 3 vignettes, the advice of the digital tool differed from that of
the participants. Patient-related factors that influenced the participants’decision-making process were the patient’s anxiety, young
age, and willingness to be tested. Participants would test at a lower threshold than the triage tool because of those factors.
Sometimes, participants wanted more information than was provided in the vignette or would like to conduct a physical examination.
These elements were not part of the digital triage tool.

Conclusions: The advice to conduct a diagnostic STI test differed between a digital triage tool and GPs. The digital triage tool
considered only medical guidelines, whereas GPs were open to discussion reasoning from a holistic perspective. The GPs’
decision-making process was influenced by patients’ anxiety, willingness to be tested, and age. On the basis of these results, we
believe that the digital triage tool for STI testing could support GPs and even replace consultations in the future. Further research
must substantiate how this can be done safely.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49221)   doi:10.2196/49221
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Introduction

Background
The use of eHealth, health services delivered through the internet
or related technologies, is increasing, especially since the
COVID-19 pandemic [1,2]. The COVID-19 pandemic has shed
light on the crucial role of digitization in health care [2]. An
important and promising element of digitization in health care
are digital triage tools consisting of a questionnaire for patients
to identify the risk of a medical problem. These tools use a
digital questionnaire typically administered by a health care
professional, and an algorithm based on a medical decision tree
generates automatic advice for follow-up, for example, a
web-based symptom checker. In this paper, we discuss a digital
triage tool that advises whether a specific diagnostic test for a
specific combination of symptoms is necessary. This specific
digital triage tool is based on Dutch medical guidelines.

Such a digital triage tool for different problems and symptoms
could be an efficient and accessible method for citizens with
medical questions. In addition, this digital triage tool could
possibly lower the workload of general practitioners (GPs) as
it can replace the triage that health care professionals would do
themselves [3]. However, it is important that triage leads to
responsible and appropriate care given the situation. Digital
triage tools should not result in “over-triage” or “under-triage”
[4]. Overtriage is when a patient is advised to undergo a medical
treatment or diagnostic test when they do not have an (urgent)
medical problem [4]. Undertriage is when a patient is told that
they do not have an (urgent) medical problem when they do,
with the advice that a diagnostic test or medical treatment is not
necessary [4]. It is important to know whether the digital triage
tool for diagnostic tests is in line with daily medical practice to
maximize its validity.

In daily practice at GPs’ offices, medical guidelines are used to
support their decision-making. GPs following guidelines has
been an important research subject into the decision-making
process of GPs in dermatology has shown that GPs do not
always adhere to medical guidelines [5]. For example, concerns
about the patient or the relationship between the GP and the
patient were sometimes part of the decision-making process
[5]. Furthermore, a meta-synthesis of qualitative studies
identified GPs’ attitudes toward and experiences with clinical
guidelines [6]. First, this study showed that GPs experience
tension between their own experiences and the guidelines they
must adhere to as guidelines do not consider personal
circumstances. Second, GPs are afraid of missing a patient
diagnosis. Third, GPs experience that the guidelines do not
always fit with patients’needs, and therefore, GPs act differently
from what the guidelines instruct them to do. Earlier reviews
have revealed other factors that play a role in the
decision-making process of GPs in referrals for diagnostic tests

[7-9]. These are, among others, demographic and nonclinical
factors such as patient characteristics (eg, age, sex, and social
class [8]). In addition, the patient’s quality of life and wishes
are nonclinical factors that influence the decision-making
process of the GP [7]. Not all those factors are included in
medical guidelines and, consequently, in digital triage. All these
factors clearly show that the GP makes decisions from a holistic
perspective, which makes it even more interesting and important
to critically consider decision-making using digital tools from
the perspective of the GP. Regarding diagnostic testing, to our
knowledge, our study is the first one that compares the advice
of GPs with that of a web-based tool. At the same time, this
study identifies what factors influence a GP’s decision-making
process for a diagnostic test.

Objectives
If a digital triage tool is of high quality and the patient is
adequately advised, a consultation with the GP could be avoided,
resulting in an efficient care process for the patient. The GP can
also be supported in the hectic daily workload as the patient
uses the tool independently [9]. The first objective of this study
was to identify whether the advice of the studied digital triage
tool aligned with the daily medical practice of the GP. The
second objective was to learn which factors influenced the GP’s
decision regarding a referral for diagnostic testing. In addition,
this research provides insights into the GP’s decision-making
process and whether factors are possibly missing from a digital
triage tool. As a starting point, we investigated these research
questions for sexually transmitted infection (STI) triage as the
medical guidelines are straightforward (eg, clear risk factors
and answer categories). Much research has been conducted on
digital applications for STI testing, such as websites in which
tests can be ordered, with positive feedback from patients about
their usability [10]. Moreover, research has shown that a digital
triage tool can potentially lower the threshold for STI testing
[10] as this problem can be associated with feelings of shame
[11]. To answer the research questions, a vignette-based
qualitative study was conducted based on different STI-related
patient cases [12].

Methods

Study Design and Participants
A qualitative vignette study was conducted using semistructured
interviews with GPs as participants. Data saturation was
expected after 10 interviews [13]. There were no specific
exclusion criteria. GPs in training, practicing, or retired (for ≤5
y) could participate. In the interviews, the participants were
presented with different patient vignettes (see the Materials
section for details). After each vignette, the participants were
asked about their clinical decision regarding STI diagnostic
testing and to describe their thinking and decision-making
process. This approach is called the “Think Aloud” method,
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which allows for a description of how information is structured
during a problem-solving task [14]. In addition, it provides rich
data for analysis [15].

Ethical Considerations
This study was declared not to fall within the scope of the Dutch
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act by the
departmental ethics committee of the Leiden University Medical
Center (reference 22-3002).

Materials
A vignette is a short hypothetical description of a patient
representing a standardized combination of specific
characteristics [16]. Vignettes made it possible to present
patients with the same characteristics to every participant (eg,
complaints, relationship status, and age) and, in this way,
minimize variations between patients, which is not possible in
real life. In this study, the vignettes were based on different
aspects of the Dutch medical guidelines for STI testing [17]. In

the medical guidelines, different aspects are taken into account
to calculate the risk of an STI, such as endemic areas, unsafe
sex, and different complaints. The following factors were
incorporated into the vignettes: age, gender, sexuality,
relationship status, employment (eg, full-time job or student),
history of unsafe sex and how long ago it took place, number
of sexual partners, frequency of unsafe sex, frequent GP visits,
symptoms, and ethnicity. Some of these factors are not in the
guidelines but were included to research whether they influenced
the decision-making process of the GP (eg, situation and if the
GP was visited often by that patient). In addition, the vignettes
were designed in such a way that they would lead to advice
from participants to undergo a diagnostic test for STIs or not.
In total, 6 different vignettes were created and used (Multimedia
Appendix 1). In Textbox 1, a short description of the vignettes
is provided. The Dutch vignettes were designed with a GP and
checked by another GP. An example of a translated vignette
can be found in Textbox 2.

Textbox 1. Short description of the vignettes.

Vignette 1

• Woman, aged 20 years, from Spain, student, had unsafe sex multiple times >3 weeks ago, itching of the vagina, does not visit her general
practitioner (GP) often

Vignette 2

• Man, aged 26 years, plumber, steady relationship, has irritation at the urethra and sensitivity when urinating, visits GP often

Vignette 3

• Woman, aged 17 years, high school student, had unsafe sex <3 weeks ago with no complaints, the first time she comes to the practice

Vignette 4

• Man, aged 24 years, has a relationship with a man, his partner has sexual contact with other men, has difficulty urinating

Vignette 5

• Woman, aged 45 years, has a steady relationship but thinks her partner cheated 6 months ago, has contact bleeding, visits the GP often

Vignette 6

• Woman, aged 35 years, has a steady relationship, comes from Surinam, has a burning sensation when urinating, visits her GP often

Textbox 2. Vignette 1 translated from Dutch to English.

• Mrs A is aged 20 years and studies in the Netherlands but comes from Spain originally. She has not visited you at the practice often. She is not
in a committed relationship and has had unprotected sex several times in the past 6 months for more than 3 weeks. She experiences vaginal
discharge and itching and irritation in her vagina. She wonders whether she might have a sexually transmitted infection.

Procedure
Participants were recruited via a LinkedIn post that included
the email address of the researcher. Interested participants were
instructed to send an email if they wanted to take part. In
addition, participants were emailed from the network of the
researchers, and the GPs could reply to the email if they wanted
to participate. Interested participants were sent information and
the informed consent form. In addition, different data and time
points were included in the interviews, which could be

face-to-face or digital (based on the preference of the
participant). Participants had the right to withdraw at any time.

An interview protocol guided the semistructured interviews
(Multimedia Appendix 2). All interviews were audio recorded.
Each interview started with a short explanation of the study.
The first vignette was then read out loud to the participant. They
were asked whether they would advise undergoing diagnostic
tests for STIs. Next, they were asked to share their reasoning
process. These 2 steps were repeated for each vignette (ie, 6 in
total). The first interviews were conducted with both
interviewers present (KS and Fleur Rekveld), and KS was the
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lead. The other interviews were conducted by KS, Fleur
Rekveld, or both.

Service: Digital Triage Tool
The digital triage tool was developed by a Dutch diagnostic
center [18] based on a decision tree with Dutch medical
guidelines [17]. The digital triage tool was developed in
cocreation with GPs and clinical chemists. A Dutch academic
knowledge center assessed the digital triage [19]. During triage,
users first go through a series of questions. Their answers
determine what question they have to answer next and, in the
end, what advice is given. For example, the first question is
“Did you have unsafe sex?” If the answer is “no,” the advice is
not to be tested. If the answer is “yes,” a follow-up question
appears: what is your gender? Gender is asked about as
differences in gender result in different advice (eg, for women
users who are advised to undergo a chlamydia test, it means
that the service could advise doing a vaginal swab). Ultimately,
the digital triage tool advises whether a diagnostic test for STIs
is necessary and, if yes, which one (eg, chlamydia, gonorrhea,
or HIV). The digital triage tool is now used in 2 digital services
of the diagnostic company where patients can order diagnostic
tests themselves with or without a health care professional.
These diagnostic services are Directlab, where users can order
web-based diagnostic test packages independent of a health care
professional, and Homelab, where patients in the digital
environment of their GP can order diagnostic test packages. In
regular daily practice in the Netherlands, the patient needs to
ask for a consultation with the GP (on the phone or in person)
and ask for a diagnostic test for STIs. In this situation, the GP
performs triage to identify whether it is necessary to conduct
an STI test.

Data Analysis
To determine the diagnostic test advice of the digital triage tool,
the characteristics of each vignette were entered into it. The
ensuing advice was compared with the test advice of the GPs
per vignette. To learn which factors influenced the GPs’
decision-making process, the combination of the think-aloud
process, vignettes, and semistructured interviews was used as
a triangulation method to obtain a complete range of data to
result in a strong conclusion [12,20]. All interviews were
transcribed (intelligent) verbatim. When the transcripts were
completed and uploaded to ATLAS.ti (version 22; ATLAS.ti
Scientific Software Development GmbH), the audio recordings
were deleted. In total, 2 authors (Fleur Rekveld and KS)
conducted the qualitative data analysis according to the
principles of thematic analysis. Fleur Rekveld and KS developed
a preliminary coding scheme based on the coded data from the
first 8 participants. The final coding scheme emerged after all
the coding was performed by the 2 authors independently. The
codes were grouped into themes and subthemes.

Results

Characteristics of the Study Population
Data saturation was reached after 10 interviews. The
characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1. Their
ages ranged from 32 to 70 years, with a mean of 48.30 (SD
11.88) years. The number of men and women was almost equal
(6/10, 60% and 4/10, 40%, respectively). Of the 10 GPs, 1 (10%)
was retired, 3 (30%) were working part time as GPs, and 6
(60%) were working full time.

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants.

Employment statusGenderAge (y)Participant

Part timeWoman321

Full timeMan552

Part timeMan383

Full timeMan594

RetiredMan705

Full timeMan536

Full timeWoman557

Full timeMan438

Part timeWoman389

Full timeWoman4010

Testing Advice of Digital Triage Tool Versus GPs
Table 2 shows, for each vignette, whether the digital tool would
advise conducting an STI test and what each participant would
advise to do. For 50% (3/6) of the vignettes (ie, numbers 1, 4,
and 5), the digital triage tool’s advice aligned with all
participants’ advice. For all 3 vignettes, the advice was to
conduct a diagnostic test for STIs. For those 3 vignettes, the
patients’ risk factors were sufficiently clear for the participants
to advise to conduct a test.

In vignette 1, the most important decision-making factor was
the patient’s age; young age combined with women was an
important factor influencing the participants’ test advice as
having an STI could make this woman infertile. Participant 7
answered the following:

I would test her, always with women of her age who
are sexually active.

In addition, unsafe sex was an important factor in the decision
to test.
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For vignette 4, the main factor in advising to test was the “men
having sex with men” risk factor. Participant 5 answered the
following:

It is male-male contact, and in addition, there are
changes in sexual contacts so that he can do an STI
test.

For vignette 5, all participants would advise conducting an STI
test as well. Furthermore, 80% (8/10) mentioned that they would
also conduct cervical cancer diagnostic tests because of the
symptom of contact bleeding. Participant 9 mentioned the
following:

In the case of contact bleeding, more research than
only an STI is needed. It could be Chlamydia, but a
smear test is needed to exclude cervical cancer.

For the other 50% (3/6) of the vignettes, not all participants
gave the same advice as each other or as the digital triage tool.
For vignette 2, a total of 60% (6/10) of the participants agreed
with the advice of the digital tool, and for vignettes 3 and 6, the
proportions were 70% (7/10) and 80% (8/10), respectively. It
is important to mention that the initial answer of the participants
is presented in Table 2. It could be the case that participants
answered “no” to advising an STI test for the patient initially.
However, the participants mentioned that they would advise
conducting an STI test after excluding other diseases. In
addition, sometimes, the participants wanted more information
about the patient’s situation before advising to conduct an STI
test.

For vignette 2, most participants wanted to know more about
the patient’s case before giving the advice to test for an STI. In

addition, they wanted to conduct a physical examination or
other tests, such as a test to exclude urinary infection, as the
patient’s symptoms seemed not totally compliant with those of
an STI. Participant 2 said the following:

I would like to know a little more; why does he think
he has an STI? Does he have other contacts next to
his current relationship or an open relationship? Has
he heard anything from his wife?

Participant 4 answered the following:

I would check his urine.

Participants answered that the symptoms and risk factors were
too unclear to advise an STI test. A minority of the participants
would test for an STI to exclude it or to satisfy the patient’s
request. Participant 2 answered the following:

He asked for an STI test so I would do one.

The participants mentioned that, sometimes, a patient does not
have an apparent reason for wanting to take an STI test or the
patient has no symptoms that fit with those of an STI. However,
sometimes patients do not want to discuss this in detail, and
participants found it important to allow for testing at a low
threshold if patients asked for it themselves. Participant 9
mentioned the following:

Maybe he (or his wife) is cheating, and they do not
want to tell you that directly...It is always the question
if the patient is honest with you, so I would test at a
low threshold after I did a urine infection test, and
then I think he would accept that.

Table 2. Advice of the digital tool and the participants to test for a sexually transmitted infection.

Agreement, n (%)bP10P9P8P7P6P5P4P3P2Pa1Digital
triage tool

10 (100)YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesVignette 1

6 (60)YesNoYesNoNoYesNoNoYesNoNoVignette 2

7 (70)LaterLaterLaterYesYesNoLaterLaterLaterLaterLaterVignette 3

10 (100)YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesVignette 4

10 (100)YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesVignette 5

8 (80)YesNoYesYesYesYesYesYesYesNoYesVignette 6

aP: participant.
bPercentage of participants who agreed with the advice of the digital triage tool.

For vignette 3, most participants (7/10, 70%) answered that the
patient could take an STI diagnostic test but at a later time. At
this time, it was too early to detect an STI. A total of 20% (2/10)
of the participants also mentioned that they would talk to the
patient about her contraception and provide education about
safe sex. Participant 2 said the following:

She had unsafe sex, so I would do two things. Maybe
check if she uses birth control, and I would tell her
that she can do an STI test after two weeks.

Vignette 6 involved a patient from an endemic area. In total,
25% (2/8) of the participants who agreed with the advice of the

digital tool mentioned the endemic area as a reason for testing.
Participant 10 mentioned the following:

I would ask her some more questions; however, she
is from Surinam, a risk area. So I would test her at a
low threshold, especially for a serological test.

The other 62% (6/8) of the participants mentioned low-threshold
testing because of the patient’s symptoms. Most participants
(6/10, 60%) mentioned that they would check for a urinary
infection, some before conducting an STI test and others in
addition to it. Participant 1 mentioned the following:

I would check her urine first to ensure she has no
urinary infection.
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It is important to note that almost all participants mentioned
that, if a patient requested an STI test, they would meet the
request. They also mentioned that, in some cases, they would
also give patients more information about safe sex or conduct
a physical examination. The decision to do so often depended
on age or other risk factors such as contact bleeding. Especially
in the case of younger patients, GPs educated them about safe
sex and birth control. However, this information provision was
not part of their decision-making process but rather of their
consultation.

Extra Factors That Influenced the Decision of the GPs
There were several factors that the participants considered in
their decision that were not included in the digital triage tool.
The most important additional patient-related factors were
anxiety about infection, the wishes of the patient, and age.
Among all participants (10/10, 100%), the patient’s anxiety was
an additional reason for referring them to an STI test. The
participants reasoned that a request for an STI test is not made
easily and that there may be an unknown reason behind it. In
their opinion, when patients experience fear-related stress, it
might harm their health. Participant 10 mentioned the following:

Sometimes you feel that there is more than they want
to say, and then you decide to test at a low threshold.

Age played a role in the decision-making process of the GPs.
This was especially the case in vignettes 1 and 3. The GPs
mentioned that checking for STIs was important at a fertile age,
especially for women. In the Dutch medical guidelines, it is
noted that, below the age of 25 years, there needs to be a low
threshold for STI testing even if patients report no complaints.
Participant 6 answered the following in the interview about
vignette 3:

Especially in younger patients, you want to know what
they know about sex and the transmission of STIs.

In 2 vignettes, the GPs felt the need to ask additional questions
or conduct a physical examination. The digital triage tool only
provides advice on an STI test. However, the symptoms may
also indicate a urinary tract infection or a stage of cervical
cancer. These tests are not advised via the digital tool but were
advised by the participants in this study for those 2 vignettes.

One GP also considered who had to pay for the test and whether
it was affordable. Participant 3 mentioned the role of the payer
or possible reimbursement in the decision. He answered the
following about vignette 6:

If she wants to pay for a test and she wants to do a
test...Then, she can do a test.

In summary, it can be generally said that GPs in this study paid
extra attention to patient-related factors such as fear of infection,
desire to undergo the test, and young age when deciding whether
to request an STI test.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we tried to identify whether the advice of a digital
triage tool based on medical guidelines aligned with GPs’

medical practice. The results showed that other factors, which
are not part of the guidelines, played a role in the GPs’
decision-making process when determining whether to advise
an STI test for a patient. The most important additional
patient-related factors were the patient’s anxiety, wishes, and
age. The GPs also considered who had to pay for the test and
whether it was affordable. Finally, the GPs were willing in some
vignettes to ask additional questions or conduct a physical
examination. The most notable factors are discussed in this
section and compared with the literature.

In line with other research, the GPs’ decision to test depends
sometimes on the anxiety and wishes of the patient [7]; these
factors were not included in the studied digital triage tool. This
additional aspect aligns with the research by Hajjaj et al [5,7].
In addition, our results align with those of a study that
researched the barriers to following guidelines among GPs [6]
that showed that the patient’s preferences were considered more
important than following guidelines.

The interviews showed that the age of the patients was an
important factor that influenced the GPs’ advice. Specifically,
younger age was an important reason to advise an STI test
because of the risk of infertility and the sexual activity in this
group. Age was not included as a factor in the digital triage tool.
As STIs mainly occur under the age of 30 years, it is not
surprising that GPs tend to advise testing more for patients in
this age group [21].

From the literature, it was found that the factor “knowing the
patient” influences the decision-making process of GPs [22].
Accumulated knowledge about the patient influences the context
and interpretation of the conversation between the patient and
the health care professional, especially in the case of
psychosocial or unspecific problems such as fatigue. However,
in this study, knowing the patient was not a factor that was
considered in the vignettes. For this reason, the decisions that
the GPs made in this study could be different in real life as they
might know the patients.

In addition to patient-related factors (eg, the wishes of the
patient), GP-related factors also influenced the decision-making
process. The extent to which GPs were open to discussion with
patients about why they wanted an STI test or to which GPs
were willing to address patients’ concerns influenced the
decision. In addition, based on the findings of this study, it
seems that the GPs expressed a preference for obtaining a
complete set of information before deciding. For example, some
GPs wanted to have more information about the situation of the
patients and their partners. In some cases, GPs wanted to
conduct a physical examination or other diagnostic tests (eg,
urinary infection) to exclude other diseases. The digital triage
tool is strictly bound to the guidelines set up without paying
attention to, for example, the anxiety of the patient or the need
for additional information. Other guidelines have been
developed for possible symptoms of urinary tract infection or
cervical problems, which have not yet been combined on the
internet.

The advice of the digital triage tool is straightforward and
always in line with a strict algorithm. In this study, GPs were
found to recommend a diagnostic test for STIs more often than
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the digital tool. In the Netherlands, a study showed that
unnecessary diagnostics (overdiagnostics) are a common
problem among Dutch GPs; slightly more than half of the
participating GPs indicated that patients could submit a
complaint for not requesting an examination that was indicated
and that this played a role to some or a significant extent in the
request for diagnostic testing [23].

Our study did not investigate whether the digital tool can prevent
overdiagnostics, but we assume that it can be a powerful
decision support tool for daily general practice, just as tools for
pharmacotherapy are already in use. More research is needed
to confirm this.

Another possible reason why GPs are more inclined to test
seems to be that it could save them time [24]. For example, if
a patient has vague symptoms, it would be easy to request some
tests first without having a thorough conversation. Another
possible reason specifically for low-threshold STI testing could
be feelings of embarrassment to ask about sexual behavior [25].
Recently, a Dutch center for sexual health found that talking
about sexual behavior is not done as often as it should by health
care professionals [26]. This could be seen as an additional
justification for supporting GPs with digital tools for STI testing.

This study does not suggest that digital triage is the holy grail
to prevent overdiagnostics or that it is the solution to lower the
work pressure of GPs. However, this vignette study confirms
that GPs have a more holistic approach to their patients
compared with a digital triage tool. A digital triage tool primarily
relies on specific responses to predefined questions, whereas a
GP can consider more factors such as social factors, lifestyle,
and personal context. On the one hand, the comprehensive
perspective of GPs might result in a higher frequency of
diagnostics when compared with a digital triage tool. This is
due to the GPs considering additional factors. Given the high
workload and time constraints of GPs, the investigated digital
tool can play a helpful role in daily decision-making. In contrast,
this holistic approach by GPs could potentially lead to fewer
diagnostics. Given their deep understanding of the patients’
condition, GPs are better positioned to assess the necessity of
tests.

This study has several limitations. It could be that social
desirability influenced the GPs’ answers on the vignettes and
interviews. Potentially, the advice of the GPs was more in line
with the guidelines compared with that in their daily practice
as they were aware of the fact that they were part of research
on this topic [12]. It is also worth mentioning that there could
be a disparity between what people think they would do in a
particular situation and their actual behavior [27]. In addition,
this study is not generalizable to the entire field of diagnostics
at general practices because of its focus on STI testing. As a
starting point, this study identified factors that influenced the
decision-making process of GPs for STI testing. In future
research, we recommend investigating digital tools and the
decision-making process of GPs for other common diagnostic
tests.

A strength of this study is the combination of the vignette
method, the think-aloud process, and the semistructured
interviews, which aimed to obtain a complete range of data on

the topic (triangulation). Although no actual patients were
included in this study, we aimed to make the vignettes as valid
as possible by developing and testing them with GPs. In
addition, providing the same vignettes to different GPs made it
easier to compare patients within different general practices
instead of comparing real-life patients with different complaints
and characteristics. Currently, we are working on a real-life
study in which patients in the waiting room of a GP’s office
complete digital triage for STI testing (the result of the digital
triage tool is not shown to the patient), after which they go on
to have their planned consultation with the GP. At this
consultation, the GP will also advise whether to test for an STI;
the advice of the digital tool and of the GP will be compared.
We expect more detailed and practical information to further
refine this working method using a digital tool.

A qualitative study in which GPs were interviewed about their
general attitude toward the use of digital tools by patients in
their practice showed that GPs’ attitudes toward digital STI
diagnostic services were positive, and they acknowledged that
the use of eHealth in their practice could result in a more
efficient workflow [28].

It will be interesting to further investigate whether GPs are also
willing to use digital triage tools as a standard gateway for their
practice for some diagnostic tests. When a digital triage tool is
implemented and integrated into the care pathway, it is important
to investigate what users think of this integration and whether
they are satisfied with this change in their way of working. For
future research, it could be beneficial to make a comparison of
the experiences of patients with a digital triage tool, triage at
the GP’s office, and a mix. Notably, recent studies on digital
chatbots for medical questions have shown that patients
perceived the chatbot’s responses to be superior to those
provided by GPs [29]. For future applications, it is essential to
consider patients’ eHealth literacy before using a digital triage
tool as the primary tool in daily general practice [30,31]; hybrid
care might be a solution to address all types of patients. Finally,
it is important to realize that the tool in the care pathway needs
to stay up-to-date and needs to be changed when the medical
guidelines are updated [32]. This study showed that (holistic)
factors that are not part of the digital triage tool affect GPs’
decision-making. This is an interesting topic for future research
as digital tools and artificial intelligence are increasingly being
used in health care. Nowadays, GPs use digital medication
prescription tools to support their decision-making, which could
help with handwriting errors but also with poor treatment
decisions [33]. Another example is an artificial intelligence
system that could help GPs decide on the early detection of skin
cancer [34,35]. Digital technologies such as these should be
researched carefully to see what the impact and consequences
are for both GPs and patients.

Conclusions
This study shows that, in some cases, patients receive different
advice to undergo an STI test from a digital tool and from a GP.
Other factors that are not part of medical guidelines play a role
in the GPs’ decision-making process when deciding whether to
request an STI test. The most important additional patient-related
factors were the patient’s anxiety, wishes, and age. One GP also
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considered who had to pay for the test and whether it was
affordable. Finally, some GPs expressed a desire to ask
additional questions or conduct a physical examination in certain
vignettes. In comparison, the digital triage tool adhered more
closely to the medical guidelines, with GPs being more inclined
than the digital tool to recommend an STI test for the same
patient case. Alignment between the digital tool and GP advice
only occurred when the risk factors for STI testing were
unequivocally evident. This confirms that GPs decide from a
holistic perspective. On the basis of these initial findings, we

cautiously posit that a digital triage tool for STI testing can
potentially support GPs and may even serve as a substitute for
in-person consultations in the future. However, it is imperative
to conduct further research to establish safe and effective
methods for implementing such a transition.

These conclusions should be approached carefully, recognizing
that this study represents an initial exploration and that
additional research is required to substantiate and refine these
findings.
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Abstract

Background: Wearable devices permit the continuous, unobtrusive collection of data from children in their natural environments
and can transform our understanding of child development. Although the use of wearable devices has begun to emerge in research
involving children, few studies have considered families’ experiences and perspectives of participating in research of this kind.

Objective: Through a mixed methods approach, we assessed parents’ and children’s experiences of using a new wearable device
in the home environment. The wearable device was designed specifically for use with infants and young children, and it integrates
audio, electrocardiogram, and motion sensors.

Methods: In study 1, semistructured phone interviews were conducted with 42 parents of children aged 1 month to 9.5 years
who completed 2 day-long recordings using the device, which the children wore on a specially designed shirt. In study 2, a total
of 110 parents of children aged 2 months to 5.5 years responded to a questionnaire assessing their experience of completing 3
day-long device recordings in the home. Guided by the Digital Health Checklist, we assessed parental responses from both studies
in relation to the following three key domains: (1) access and usability, (2) privacy, and (3) risks and benefits.

Results: In study 1, most parents viewed the device as easy to use and safe and remote visits as convenient. Parents’ views on
privacy related to the audio recordings were more varied. The use of machine learning algorithms (vs human annotators) in the
analysis of the audio data, the ability to stop recordings at any time, and the view that the recordings reflected ordinary family
life were some reasons cited by parents who expressed minimal, if any, privacy concerns. Varied risks and benefits were also
reported, including perceived child comfort or discomfort, the need to adjust routines to accommodate the study, the understanding
gained from the study procedures, and the parent’s and child’s enjoyment of study participation. In study 2, parents’ ratings on
5 close-ended items yielded a similar pattern of findings. Compared with a “neutral” rating, parents were significantly more likely
to agree that (1) device instructions were helpful and clear (t109=−45.98; P<.001), (2) they felt comfortable putting the device on
their child (t109=−22.22; P<.001), and (3) they felt their child was safe while wearing the device (t109=−34.48; P<.001). They
were also less likely to worry about the audio recordings gathered by the device (t108=6.14; P<.001), whereas parents’ rating of
the burden of the study procedures did not differ significantly from a “neutral” rating (t109=−0.16; P=.87).

Conclusions: On the basis of parents’ feedback, several concrete changes can be implemented to improve this new wearable
platform and, ultimately, parents’ and children’s experiences of using child wearable devices in the home setting.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49316)   doi:10.2196/49316
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Introduction

Background
Advances in pervasive sensing, internet of medical things, and
digital health strategies more broadly [1-6] have rapidly
accelerated over the past decade. Although digital health
research among adults and adolescents has predominantly used
smartphones [7-9], parallel work with infants and children tends
to use wearable devices [10], including motion sensors to detect
body posture and physical activity [11], audio recorders to assess
language environment and development [12,13], heart rate
sensors to assess psychophysiology [14], and head-mounted
cameras to capture infants’ visual perspective of the physical
and social environment [15]. Such wearable technology,
especially when paired with machine learning algorithms,
permits the automated detection of children’s behavioral and
physiological states, as well as caregivers’ responses, and has
the potential to transform the field of child development through
the collection of big data in real-world environments [16].

At the same time, the use of wearable devices among infants
and young children in home environments raises unique ethical,
legal, and social implications and logistical challenges. As such,
careful attention to the perspectives and experiences of end
users of such technology, in this case, parents and their children,
is required. In this study, we assessed parents’ perceptions of
and experiences with a novel wearable device, LittleBeats,
developed specifically for use with infants and young children.
Little Beats, which is not Food and Drug Administration
approved and used only for research purposes, integrates a
microphone, a 3-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor, and an
inertial motion sensor to synchronously collect information
about infant vocalizations, cardiac physiology (heart rate and
respiratory sinus arrhythmia), and motion (eg, physical activity
level, position, and discrete movements). The electronics are
housed in a 3D-printed case (55×57×13 mm), which is placed
on a specially designed shirt that the child wears. Data can be
collected throughout the day at home, without the researchers
present. In prior papers, we reported on machine learning
algorithms used to detect and classify child and parent
vocalizations using audio data from the LittleBeats device [17]
and child sleep states using all 3 sensor modalities [18]. We
also conducted technical validation studies to assess the signal
quality of each sensor modality in relation to established
laboratory protocols and gold-standard equipment [19].
Complementing these prior reports, we focus here on the critical
issue of “user experience” among families and their children
aged 1 month to 9.5 years. Using semistructured interviews and
parent questionnaires to assess parents’ experiences and
perceptions, our mixed methods investigation examined
usability, privacy, and perceived risks and benefits.

The “Digital Health Checklist” for Use in Child
Development Research
The proliferation of digital health technologies has spurred a
parallel examination of ethical practices and related

decision-making processes around the use of such technologies
with human participants. To evaluate the LittleBeats platform,
we used the Digital Health Checklist developed by Nebeker et
al [20,21]; it is grounded in the ethical principles of the Belmont
Report [22], which speaks to beneficence, respect for persons
(or autonomy), and justice, and the Menlo Report [23], which
added the principle of respect for law and public trust. These
principles form the foundation of a 4-domain framework that
includes privacy, access and usability, data management (eg,
collection, storage, interoperability, and sharing), and assessment
of risks and benefits (Figure 1).

To date, the research and development of the Digital Health
Checklist has been applied to digital health protocols in adult
samples, including for use in cardiovascular disease prevention
[24]; studies of human emotion [25]; and improvement of
informed consent communications [26]. The current
investigation extended the use of the Digital Health Checklist
to research involving parents of infants and children. In doing
so, we integrated ethical considerations specific to research with
children [27]. Specifically, children are a heterogeneous group,
and the potential benefits and risks to child participants need to
be understood within the context of the child’s age and related
physical, cognitive, and socioemotional abilities.

For instance, infants and toddlers may be more susceptible to
risks related to emotionally stressful procedures because their
coping abilities are less well developed and depend, in part, on
support from caregivers. By contrast, older children may be
better able to regulate emotions and exert their autonomy,
although they might be at an increased risk in other domains.
For instance, owing to their growing self-awareness and other
awareness, preschool- and school-aged children may be
increasingly susceptible to experiencing shame and
embarrassment, heightened concerns about privacy, and other
related risks to the child’s self-concept.

With developmental differences in risk assessment in mind, we
assessed LittleBeats user experience among children
representing a large age range (infancy through middle
childhood). Although we did not interview children about their
study experiences, we considered the children’s age in our
analysis of parents’ open-ended responses and parents’
perspectives regarding how their children felt about and
responded to the research procedures. Research with children
requires parental consent and, depending on the child’s age, the
child’s assent to affirm their willingness to participate in the
research. The consent process related to the LittleBeats
technology has been addressed in a prior report [26]; therefore,
we did not consider issues related to the provision of parental
consent before participating in this research. Instead, our focus
here was on parents’perceptions of and reflections on their own
and their children’s experiences following the use of LittleBeats
at home.

Although child development research incorporating the use of
wearable devices is rapidly expanding [28-32], systematic
assessment of parents’ perspectives and experiences (or ethical
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considerations more broadly) of such research has been sparse.
A notable exception is a report by Levin et al [33], which
outlines several key concerns parents may have about
participating in research using wearable or remote sensing
devices. These concerns focus on privacy expectations,
particularly regarding audio or video data (considered “high
fidelity data streams”), data management, and data use (eg, for
scientific vs commercial purposes). Although we know of no
study that assessed parents’ perceptions and experiences of
using wearable devices at home after data collection, Levin et
al [33] provided valuable insights into parents’ general
willingness to participate in such research. Among a nationally
representative sample of 210 parents (n=105, 50% mothers)

with at least 1 child aged ≤5 years, 71.4% (n=150) of parents
responding to hypothetical scenarios indicated at least some
willingness to participate in studies involving motion or
physiological sensors (low fidelity), whereas a significantly
lower percentage of parents (n=99, 47.1%) endorsed willingness
to participate in studies gathering audio recordings at home. It
remains unknown whether the concerns expressed in the study
by Levin et al [33], in which parents hypothetically considered
participating in different types of remote sensing research, would
also be voiced among parents who participated in research in
which their children wore a wearable device with multiple sensor
types (eg, motion, physiology, and audio).

Figure 1. Four-domain framework of the Digital Health Checklist for researchers. The Digital Health Checklist for researchers depicts the 4 ethical
principles undergirding the 4 key domains of access and usability, privacy, risks and benefits, and data management. Source: this figure is published
with permission and reflects an adaptation of the Digital Health Checklist Developed for Researchers (DHC-R) [34,35].

This Study
Guided by the domains of the Digital Health Checklist [20], we
assessed parents’ experiences with and perceptions of using
LittleBeats at home using a mixed methods approach. In study
1, we conducted a qualitative (thematic) analysis of parental
responses to a semistructured interview following the completion
of 2 day-long LittleBeats recordings at home; children in this
study were aged between 1 month and 9.5 years. In study 2, we
collected data on parents’ perspectives of using LittleBeats
(again, following the completion of several day-long recordings
at home) from a separate, larger sample. In this second study,
we administered close-ended questionnaire items developed
considering the qualitative themes identified in study 1. The
parents in study 2 also had the opportunity to provide
open-ended comments. In study 2, we narrowed our
developmental focus to children aged 1 month to 5 years because
our substantive interests focused on early childhood, and analytic
tools are currently being developed for LittleBeats data collected
among children aged ≤5 years.

Study 1

Methods

Participants
A total of 47 families with children aged 1 month to 9.5 years
were recruited through web-based forums (eg, Facebook [Meta
Platforms, Inc] parenting groups) and flyers distributed to local
organizations (eg, libraries and day care centers) in a small
Midwestern city. Because the larger study from which data were
drawn included assessments of child stress physiology, families
were excluded if their children had any known cardiac
abnormalities. Of the 47 families that participated in the larger
study, 42 (89%) completed the follow-up interview about their
experience of using LittleBeats at home. Interviews were not
completed with 5 (11%) families because of losing contact with
them or because interview procedures were not finalized at the
time of their study participation.

From these 42 families, 43 children (n=20, 47% female)
participated. In 1 instance, 2 (5%) children (aged 13 and 71 mo)
were from the same family. Children were aged 1.1 month to
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9.5 years (mean 44.9, SD 38.36 mo) and represented 6 age
groups: young infants (aged 1-5 mo; 7/43, 16%), older infants
(aged 6-17 mo; 10/43, 23%), toddlers (aged 18-35 mo; 7/43,
16%), preschool-aged children (aged 36-59 mo; 6/43, 14%),
early school-aged children (aged 5-7 y; 7/43, 16%), and
school-aged children (aged 8-10 y; 6/43, 14%). Overall, 22
(51%) children were first born, 11 (26%) were second born,
and 9 (21%) were third or later born. Mothers were aged, on
average, 35.04 (SD 4.09) years, and fathers were aged, on
average, 37.42 (SD 4.48) years. Across mothers and fathers,
the highest level of education reported included a high-school
degree (1/79, 1%), some college or 2-year degree (18/79, 23%),
a bachelor’s degree (22/79, 28%), or an advanced degree (38/79,
48%). Parents identified as Black (2/79, 3%), Asian (3/79, 4%),
White non-Hispanic (70/79, 89%), Hispanic (2/79, 3%), or >1
race (2/79, 3%). These demographic data were missing for 2
(5%) of the 42 mothers and 3 (7%) of the 42 fathers. The mean
family income was US $79,500 (SD US $25,000).

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the institutional review board at
the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (protocol #21032).

Overview of LittleBeats Procedures
LittleBeats collects 3 streams of data (ECG, motion, and audio
data) simultaneously while participants go about their everyday
routines (Figure 2). Owing to COVID-19 protocols, all
participant engagement was remote. LittleBeats kits (ie,
LittleBeats device and shirt, ECG leads, disposable ECG
electrodes, alcohol swabs to remove residue from electrodes,
medical tape to secure wires on the child’s chest, charging cable
and block, and setup instruction cards) were either mailed or
delivered by a research coordinator to the family’s home. After
receiving the kit, the mother and child met with the study
coordinator through Zoom, a secure video web-conferencing
platform. During this 40-minute Zoom visit, the study
coordinator guided the mother through the LittleBeats setup
(described in more detail subsequently), and the mother-child
dyad participated in a series of tasks (video recorded for
subsequent coding), including a baseline assessment of child
stress physiology at rest and a mother-child play session.

For child participants aged <7 years, the mother-child dyads
were also asked to complete a brief series of age-appropriate
motion interaction tasks, such as the mother picking up her child

(aged 1-4 mo), the mother and child (aged 11 mo) clapping
together, or the mother and child (aged 6 y) playing “Simon
Says.” Toward the end of the Zoom visit, the study coordinator
provided instructions for completing the LittleBeats home
recordings. Families were asked to complete 2 day-long
recordings (approximately 8 hours per day). All adults present
at home during the recordings (eg, parents, grandparents, and
babysitters) were required to provide consent to the LittleBeats
recordings using a secure web-based form provided by the
research team. If any nonconsenting adults were at home, parents
were asked to turn off the device while these individuals were
present. At the end of each day of recording, parents (usually
mothers) completed a brief questionnaire about the day’s
recording (eg, recording start and stop times). To compensate
the families for their time, parents were sent a US $100 e-gift
card.

With regard to setting up LittleBeats, the research coordinator
walked the mother through the following setup steps at the
beginning of the Zoom visit: (1) threading a set of ECG lead
wires (20 cm) through the back of the shirt pocket, (2)
connecting ECG leads jack (2.5 mm) to the LittleBeats device,
(3) turning the device on by sliding the switch to the “on”
position (confirmation that the beginning of the recording is
indicated by a red flashing light displayed on the device), (4)
placing the device in a snug, specially designed shirt pocket,
which is secured using 2 snaps, (5) snapping leads to 3
repositionable latex-free gel electrodes, (6) putting the
LittleBeats shirt on the child, (7) cleaning the skin (where the
electrodes will be placed) with an alcohol prep pad and then
placing the electrodes on the child’s skin, and (8) applying a
small strip of 3M Micropore medical tape to each ECG wire
approximately 5.1 cm below each ECG sticker to help secure
the wires in place.

At the end of the Zoom visit, the research coordinator also
walked the mother through how the LittleBeats device should
be removed. The removal steps include (1) removing electrodes
from the child’s skin and using provided alcohol wipes, as
needed, to remove residual gel from the electrodes; (2)
unsnapping the electrodes from the ECG wires; (3) taking off
the LittleBeats shirt; (4) removing the device from the shirt
pocket; (5) sliding the slide switch to the “off” position; and (6)
plugging the device into the provided charging cable (microUSB
cable).

Figure 2. (A) LittleBeats device case; (B) LittleBeats supplies, including electrocardiogram leads, electrodes, charger, and shirt; and (C) an infant
wearing LittleBeats at home.
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LittleBeats Device Design and Study Implementation
for End Users
LittleBeats was developed with parents and children (ie, end
users) in mind. To provide a context for parents’ interview
responses about their study experiences, we noted several
aspects of the device design and study implementation intended
to proactively increase usability and decrease concerns about
privacy. With respect to usability, we provided participants with
clear, illustrated instructions in several formats (eg, hard copy
and on the web). The device was also designed to be simple to
use, with an on-off switch and a charging port, and we provided
parents with the all the materials in the LittleBeats kit (refer to
the Overview of LittleBeats Procedures section) that they would
need to set up and use LittleBeats at home. For the child’s
comfort, the device is compact (55×57×14 mm) and lightweight
(1.48 oz), with foam padding lining the inside of the shirt pocket
in which the device is to be placed. The shirts are adorned with
a variety of pocket designs (eg, hearts, animals, trucks, and
dinosaurs) to appeal to toddlers and preschool-aged children,
and, as part of the LittleBeats kit, families received 2 shirts with
different designs. For older children, we provided more
age-appropriate solid shirt pockets.

With respect to privacy, audio recordings provide high-fidelity
information regarding participants’ lives and require special
considerations related to participant privacy, data confidentiality,
and recording bystanders (for review, refer to the study by
Cychosz et al [13]). Our approach to protecting participant
privacy aligns with user-centered privacy protections
recommended for mobile health research [36] and a
“rights-based” approach adopted increasingly in the United
States and used by the European Union (ie, General Data
Protection Regulation), according to which individuals have
the right to control their personal data, including but not limited
to consent, erasure, secure data management practices, and
transparency. For example, an important strategy to minimize
privacy risks includes giving participants control over recordings
[37,38]. In this vein, parents were told at several points during
their participation (eg, consent process and consent form,
verbally during the Zoom visit, and written instruction card)
that they were free to turn off or pause the device at any time
and that they could request that their recordings be partially or
fully destroyed and not be used in the research. With respect to
third-party individuals, parents were also instructed to use the
device at home when only immediate family members or other
consenting adults are present. Parents were informed that all
data files were marked only by identification numbers, machine
learning algorithms would be used to process the audio data,
research personnel would listen to only snippets of the audio
files as part of checks on algorithm development and accuracy,
and research personnel were trained to protect participant
privacy and would immediately cease listening to audio snippets
in instances where personal information (discussion of medical,
financial, or other personal issues) is being relayed. To minimize
the risk of data being intercepted during transfer (ie, uploading
data via wireless or Bluetooth networks), data were stored
directly on a microSD card on the physical device, and files
were configured in such a way that only study personnel could
access the data in a human-readable format (eg, wav files for

audio) using a data processing pipeline developed specifically
for LittleBeats. Because LittleBeats is not a commercial device,
simple modifications can be made to the device firmware (eg,
“turning off” ≥1 of the sensors) to suit research goals (refer to
the study by Islam et al [19] for details about technical
specifications).

Parent Interview and Coding Procedures
Upon the completion of the LittleBeats recordings, parents (41
mothers and 1 father) completed a brief phone interview about
their experiences of using LittleBeats in the home. To help
minimize social desirability biases in parental responses, such
as parents’ reports of positive experiences with LittleBeats
instructions received during the Zoom visit, these interviews
were conducted by a second study coordinator who was not
present during the Zoom visit. Guided by the dimensions
outlined in the Digital Health Checklist [20], as well as special
considerations related to research with children [27], our
semistructured interview was designed for the purpose of this
research to capture information about parents’ experiences and
perspectives regarding access, usability, privacy concerns, and
risks and benefits with respect to the use of the LittleBeats
device and the process of carrying out home recordings.
Participants rarely provided information specific to the fourth
domain of the Digital Health Checklist, data management, which
encompasses how data are collected, stored, and shared and the
extent to which the data are accessible to other systems or
interoperability. Given the nature of the LittleBeats data (ie,
they are not shared outside the research team, not accessible or
integrated with other systems, and not transferred via a wireless
or Bluetooth network that might be susceptible to security
breaches), the data management theme is somewhat less relevant
to LittleBeats than to health applications that might be accessed
by multiple users (eg, patients, health care providers, and
insurance providers). When parents expressed their views on
the processes of data collection, storage, and security in the
interviews, they almost exclusively focused on the audio
recordings and privacy considerations. Therefore, we coded
these responses under the privacy domain.

The interview included 11 open-ended questions, and the study
coordinator conducting the interviews used standard probes to
gain more insight into parents’ experiences, perceptions,
concerns, and questions (Multimedia Appendix 1). The interview
questions allowed for feedback from all family members’
perspectives (ie, the participating child, participating parents,
and any other children or adults in the home). All parent
interviews, conducted by the same study coordinator to ensure
consistency, were audio recorded with the participant’s
permission. Interview recordings were manually transcribed,
and identifiable information (eg, names and birth dates) and
conversational placeholders (eg, “uh-huh”) were omitted from
the transcripts.

We used Taguette [39], an open-source web-based tool for
coding textual qualitative data, to capture prevalent themes in
our interview data and followed the 6-step approach to thematic
analysis defined by Braun and Clarke [40]. At step 1, a review
of the transcripts provided preliminary ideas for codes. At step
2, initial codes were generated based on the data from 5
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interview transcripts of parents with children from different age
groups. Through a series of team discussions, we developed an
initial codebook focusing on areas that fell into the larger
categories outlined in the Digital Health Checklist [20]. Three
transcripts were then used for training purposes, and 3
researchers individually coded the transcripts. Discrepancies
were discussed, and additional changes were made to the
codebook. Upon the completion of the training, 1 researcher
(who was not informed of the specific study objectives) coded
all the transcripts using the refined codebook. Reliability was
assessed by having the fourth author code 8 randomly chosen
transcripts, and among the parent responses that both coders
deemed codable, agreement was excellent (Cohen κ=0.967).
At step 3, the research team met on a regular basis throughout
the coding process to identify and discuss potential themes. At
step 4 and after the completion of coding, final themes were
reviewed by checking themes in relation to the entire data set
to ensure an accurate representation of the data. At step 5,
themes were refined and finalized by providing descriptive
labels and definitions. At the final step, we organized the results
based on the key domains of the Digital Health Checklist and
created a summary table of themes with selected interview
excerpts to illustrate the findings.

Results

Overview
Themes identified under the major categories of access and
usability, privacy, and risks and benefits are summarized in the
subsequent sections. Overall, similar themes were identified
across developmental periods, although specific examples
illustrating a given theme often differed depending on whether
the parent reported on their infant, toddler, preschool-aged child,
or school-aged child.

Access and Usability
According to the Digital Health Checklist, the domain of access
and usability prompts researchers to consider whether the
participant will be able to use the device as intended. This may
involve evaluating whether the product has infrastructure
requirements, such as internet access, as well as whether the
device has been successfully used in the target population. In
this study, usability refers to parents knowing how and being
able to successfully use the LittleBeats device and materials
(eg, ECG leads). Furthermore, usability encompasses families’
experience of and ability to adhere to the study procedures more
generally (ie, participant burden, eg, completing multiple
day-long recordings), beyond the use of the device itself (Table
1).

A majority of parents expressed sentiments regarding their
ability to easily operate the device (ie, turning the device on-off
and charging the device). Some parents indicated feeling
comfortable given their previous experience with comparable
equipment, yet other parents with no such prior experience
expressed similar views about the ease of use. Parents also
commented that the instructions were helpful and appreciated

having a variety of resources to refer to, if needed (eg, written
instruction card, website, and study personnel contact). Aside
from operating the device itself, parents had varying views on
the materials needed to place the device on their child. Some
parents noted that the design was well thought out and that
setting up the electrodes was not complicated. However, other
parents indicated some challenges with the materials, such as
with threading the electrodes through the back of the shirt
pocket.

Parents also expressed differing perspectives about the ease of
setting up (and removing) the device. Although many parents
felt comfortable placing LittleBeats on their children, some
parents noted that gaining their children’s cooperation was
sometimes a challenge. For instance, some parents reported
difficulty putting the device on their “wiggly, squiggly” infants.
Other parents reported reluctance on the part of their toddlers
or preschool-aged children, who could express their opinions
and desires verbally. Typically, if challenges related to child
cooperation were experienced, it was during the setup phase,
and parents suggested that once their child was wearing
LittleBeats, it was quickly forgotten. Parents expressed that the
placement of the device on the upper anterior torso (ie, chest)
may be disruptive to some activities, such as napping for a child
who is a tummy sleeper. Relatedly, the device being concealed
in the shirt pocket, with the ECG leads underneath the shirt,
was viewed as a disadvantage by some parents who wanted to
know whether the device was recording properly or whether
there was a malfunction (eg, device turned off or ECG electrodes
fell off).

With respect to participant burden, parents expressed a mix of
perspectives. Many parents described day-long recordings (ie,
>8 h/d) as feasible but challenging. However, parents noted
factors that mitigated this challenge, such as the need to record
for only a limited number of days spaced across multiple weeks,
the ability to schedule their recordings when it worked for them,
and the reduction in other competing activities due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In the same vein, parents expressed
wanting more features to help them fulfill project expectations.
Currently, the device provides no information to the user beyond
an indicator light showing that the device is powered on. Parents
found it difficult to know how long they had recorded for or
how much battery charge was left when using the device.

In addition, many parents described the project as convenient,
indicating that the remote data collection procedures were
appealing. Being able to collect data at home, on their family’s
own schedule, made it relatively easy to participate. Parents
were not burdened by the need to travel to a research laboratory,
and they could set up the device and start recording when it fit
their schedule. Concerns about being able to keep the device
on securely or ensure that the device was collecting data were
voiced by some parents of older and more active children (eg,
increased unsupervised time and gel adhesive weakening owing
to perspiration). Other parents expressed their worry that their
children would damage the device during data collection.
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Table 1. Themes, subthemes, and example excerpts related to the access and usability of the LittleBeats device and study procedures (study 1).

Example excerptsThemes and subthemes

Operating the device • “Everything was pretty easy. It was easy to charge, it was easy to you know put the stickers on and
attach, and like I said I don’t think she really felt like it was on. The first day after she asked after
an hour ‘how long have I had it on’ I was like ‘why is it uncomfortable’ she was like ‘no I was just
wondering’ and I was like ‘oh okay.’ I don’t think she even realized she had it on half the time.”
(Parent of a school-aged child)

Instructions • “They [the instructions] were very clear. I mean they made it so that I felt confident putting it on
her and doing what I was supposed to do.” (Parent of an older infant)

Support materials (specially designed t-shirt, wires, and electrodes)

Ease of use • “I think the t-shirt definitely made it easier to use. That was a nice little set up, and it made it, you
know, stay in place and like see where it [the device] needed to be for it to be hooked up and stay
in place...And then even with the hole on the inside [of the shirt] to make it easy to get all the cords.
That was really a unique design tool but effective.” (Parent of a school-aged child)

Challenges • “It was a little hard getting the black metal piece through the back of the shirt. Like I needed that
hole to be a little bigger. So, I’m sure I ripped mine just a little bit...But I just made it a little bit
looser.” (Parent of an older infant)

Setting up and removal of LittleBeats

Comfort with set up • “I’m pretty comfortable getting it set up and turning it on. It seems pretty straightforward.” (Parent
of a school-aged child)

Child cooperation • “It was mostly the initial putting it on. She didn’t want to cooperate with letting us get it on...but
after a little bit she forgot it was there because she didn’t have any issues messing with it and then
when it was time to take it off she was fine.” (Parent of a preschool-aged child)

Location of device • “I wish the device itself was a little more discreet. Well, he’s a stomach sleeper so for naps I had
to take it off but if it was a little more discreet or was not in front of the t-shirt but maybe on the
arm it would be more convenient.” (Parent of an older infant)

Participant burden

Time commitment • “You know once we broke it up a little bit we could [complete recordings]. I was more worried
about you know were rarely all home just the four of us especially now that quarantine is over...We’re
just more on the go than we were a year ago.” (Parent of an early school–aged child)

Convenience • “It was really easy for me as a parent. I drive my other son like I said to [research lab in different
city] a bunch...and so that is just a drag, a lot of back and forth. But for I would say from a parent’s
standpoint, this was very easy for me to do.” (Parent of an early school–aged child)

Worry about recordings • “My son’s pretty active, so he sweats a lot over the course of the day. The little stickers would kind
of migrate a little bit...So, I worry a little bit that the first recording like the second half of the day
might not be as accurate as it was supposed to be.” (Parent of a preschool-aged child)

• “It would be nice if there were some kind of indicator of battery more visible. And it was also, you
know, since I had to take it on and off then count the time, that was also kind of challenging...so
some kind of indication of time would also be awesome but I don’t know how complicated it would
be to make it.” (Parent of an older infant)

Worry about device • “A lot of the activities that she wants to do involve painting or drinking water...those kinds of
worrying me every time she picks them up. I was more concerned about the hardware.” (Parent of
a preschool-aged child)

Privacy
The privacy domain focuses on the types of personal information
that are or will be collected about participants. In this study,
privacy relates to participants’ expectations about and
understanding of the process of data collection, in general, and
the audio recordings, specifically. Furthermore, this category

encompasses the control that participants had over the data
collected (Table 2).

Many parents commented that they were initially apprehensive
about the home audio recordings but that their worries subsided
when provided with more details during the initial informational
call with the study coordinator. Other parents noted feeling
more comfortable with the audio recordings over time as they
participated in the study. Some parents discussed that although
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they had no concerns, their spouse or partner did. Typically,
only 1 parent (usually the mother) was present for the initial
informational call with the study coordinator, and this parent
then conveyed information to the other parent, which often
sufficed to relieve privacy concerns.

By contrast, for some parents, positive views of research, such
as having trust or placing value in research, negated concerns
about privacy. Other participants described not being concerned
with the audio recordings because they “had nothing to hide.”
From this view, the audio would capture a typical day in their
life, and participants elaborated by describing that the recordings
would include everyday family discussions as well as arguments,
which participants conveyed as just part of ordinary family life.
Others’ lack of concern regarding the audio recordings stemmed
from their ability to control when they were recording and,
consequently, what was being recorded. They described the
process of turning the device on and off as relatively easy and,
therefore, reported turning the device off when they were

discussing private matters. Some participants mentioned
developing ground rules ahead of time to ensure that private
information was not discussed when recordings were taking
place and, if needed, would alert or remind other family
members of the recordings.

The possibility of recording other individuals beyond immediate
family members was considered. In working to respect others’
privacy, the participants mentioned several challenges. Some
participants expressed that they altered their typical day to avoid
interacting with others so that they would not have to worry
about unintentionally recording a nonconsenting individual.
Other participants stated that although they had planned to
record at convenient times when no nonconsenting individuals
were around, unexpected situations arose. In addition, although
parents had the ability to control when the device recorded,
some parents acknowledged that remembering to turn off the
device when others were around could be challenging.

Table 2. Themes, subthemes, and example excerpts related to privacy concerns about the LittleBeats audio recordings (study 1).

Example excerptsThemes and subthemes

Initial apprehension about audio
recordings

• “Cause that was my husband’s big question like ‘are they just going to sit and listen to our day?’ So, he
was a little worried about that but once it was explained [that machine learning algorithms would be used
to analyze the audio data] he was more comfortable and on board.” (Parent of an early school–aged child)

Unconcerned about audio recordings

Former views or experiences of
research

• “She [study coordinator] also told me that it is only used for research purpose and nothing else...I actually
love to participate [in research studies]. It is only used for research purposes, so that’s okay.”(Parent of a
preschool-aged child)

• “I was in a study when I was pregnant and we did something similar...my understanding was that the
recordings just gets run through the software so we really don’t have anything any interesting happening
here so I wasn’t terribly concerned about that [the audio recordings].” (Parent of an older infant)

Just an ordinary family context • “I explained everything to everybody [family members, including older children in home]. I do remember
there was one particular situation where my 10-year-old was getting into trouble and afterwards he said,
‘Well, they’re gonna hear that!’ And I said this is just a regular family, there’s nothing to be embarrassed
about or whatever.” (Parent of a toddler)

Ability to control the record-
ings

• “My husband’s a veteran, and he works at the V.A..., so we had to make sure we turned it off before he
came home from work because a lot of times he talks about his day.” (Parent of a toddler)

Respecting others’ privacy

Adjusting routines or activities
to accommodate the study

• “I think the only thing is that we didn’t go play with some friends across the street those days where we
would’ve otherwise. Like it impeded a little bit of our typical routine, but it felt pretty unobtrusive.” (Parent
of a preschool-aged child)

Unexpected situations • “When something was happening that I wasn’t expecting, like when I would get a phone call or something
like that, and I was just a little concerned about remembering to turn off the device.” (Parent of an older
infant)

Risks and Benefits
Evaluating the risks of possible harms in relation to the possible
benefits resulting from the knowledge to be gained from the
research is linked to the principle of beneficence. Study benefits
should outweigh the possible harm to participants and the groups
they represent. Risk assessment includes evaluating the type of
harm, psychological, physical, reputational, or economic. In
addition, researchers must consider the duration, severity, and
intensity of the possible harm. Specific to the risks associated

with the use of LittleBeats at home, parents expressed varying
views along several dimensions, including safety, child comfort,
and understanding of the research and its direct outcomes for
participants (Table 3).

Many parents expressed that they thought the device was safe
for their children to wear. These parents described not being
concerned about safety because of the design of the device and
the protective features built into it (eg, device was enclosed,
tape-covered wires, fitted shirt, and pocket with secure snaps).
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Some parents indicated that they initially had safety concerns
(eg, the device being close to the skin and use of Bluetooth to
transfer data) before learning more about the device and its
setup (eg, the device itself is not in contact with the skin but is
placed in a padded pocket, data are stored directly on the device,
and Bluetooth is not used for data transfer). In some instances,
parents detailed concerns about their children wearing the device
in unsupervised contexts, such as during naptime, and they
preemptively removed the device before naps.

Parents also commented on their children’s level of comfort or
discomfort. Several parents mentioned that they observed their
child functioning normally, such as engaging in typical routines
and activities. Parents also stated that their children did not
express any discomfort and did not seem to notice that they
were wearing the device after a while. Other parents noted their
children’s discomfort in putting on or removing the electrodes
and medical tape used to secure the wires on the chest. Some
parents worried about how comfortable it would be if the child
were to hit the device on another object, such as the edge of a
table.

Finally, parents’ understanding of the research and its direct
outcomes for their families may confer risks and benefits. Some
parents revealed a limited understanding of how the data would
be used (ie, the ultimate outcome of the research process) or
wanted direct feedback on their children’s development, which
could pose unintended risks (eg, unfulfilled expectations of
direct benefits). Other parents voiced the benefits attributed to
participating in the research project itself. For instance,
participation provided dedicated time spent together as a family,
or completing the surveys was an opportunity to reflect on their
children’s activities and development. Several parents expressed
their desire to contribute to the project because they recognized
the importance of the research. Some parents indicated that they
had enjoyed participating in previous studies, and others stated
that this project’s description seemed interesting and fun. Other
parents of older children revealed that when they initially talked
to their children about the study, their children seemed interested
in participating, so they signed up. Some participants
communicated that their children enjoyed participating in the
project, with one parent acknowledging that their children felt
special for a day while wearing the LittleBeats shirt.

Table 3. Themes, subthemes, and example excerpts related to the risks and benefits of participating in the LittleBeats study (study 1).

Example excerptsThemes and subthemes

Safety • “No [safety concerns] because all of the wires were covered by her shirt and taped down.” (Parent of an
older infant)

• “Not really [any safety concerns]. I mean the wires were short enough that I wasn’t worried about them.”
(Parent of an early school–aged child)

• “I thought it will get like hot because I recorded for the 8 hours straight, I didn’t stop it at all, I was worried
maybe it’s gonna be hot or something, but it wasn’t hot at all. That was my main concern only.” (Parent
of a younger infant)

• “And then I did have an initial concern...about the safety of having that device running on Bluetooth. I’m
not sure how it communicates data and that being so close to skin.” (Parent of an older infant)

Child’s comfort or discomfort • “I guess putting them [electrocardiogram electrodes] on wasn’t the hard part. The hard part was taking
them off, especially the was a little bit hard, and my son is also not very fond of changing clothes.”
(Parent of an older infant)

• “I’d probably take it off especially because my little one is about 10 1/2 months and she’s a tummy
sleeper so that would be uncomfortable.” (Parent of a preschool-aged child)

• “I mean it seemed it was fine. My sons were playing outside you know riding their bikes and everything
and they didn’t...say anything was uncomfortable.” (Parent of an early school–aged child)

Outcomes of participating in the research

Limited understanding • “I would love to know what kind of information. I know what kind of information they collected with
the device and I’m just curious what they are going to use it for in the future.” (Parent of an older infant)

Understanding gained • “[Filling out] this survey, I found that I am pretty lucky that my son is more adaptable. The question, was
for example, ‘when you want him to go to bed, he just cried or tantrum’ but he never does that.” (Parent
of a preschool-age child)

Parent’s enjoyment or satisfac-
tion

• “I just like participating in research and helping out the scholars. In my undergrad, I was doing some re-
search and I know how important it is and how hard it can be so...I think it’s good to help.” (Parent of an
older infant)

• “I actually like to spend time with my son. He goes to school every day, so I like to do something with
him like the zoom interview. And also I want to show him new technologies.” (Parent of a preschool-
aged child)

Child’s enjoyment • “I didn’t mind the surveys or anything, and my son loved wearing the LittleBeats. He kept asking if he
could put them on. So, I think it captured the kid’s interest too.” (Parent of an early school–aged child)

• “We had fun doing it [the study], and I think [my son] enjoyed being special, wearing his special shirt
for a day.” (Parent of a toddler)
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Study 2

Overview
Building on the key themes of access and usability, privacy,
and risks and benefits identified in study 1, we administered a
brief survey among a larger sample of parents participating in
a different LittleBeats study with children aged 0 to 5 years.
Although our main interest was to complement the qualitative
findings of study 1 with a quantitative assessment of parents’
perceptions using close-ended rating scales, parents were also
able to provide open-ended comments. Therefore, we have also
summarized the main themes reflected in these open-ended
comments.

Methods

Participants
In study 2, a total of 110 parents (n=108, 98% mothers and n=2,
2% fathers) completed a user experience survey after completing
3 days of LittleBeats recordings at home. Recruitment
procedures were similar to those described in study 1. Children
(60/110, 54.5% female) were aged, on average, 23.4 months
(SD 16.87 mo; range: 2-65 mo) and were identified by parents
as Black (n=5, 4.7%), Asian (n=8, 7.5%), White non-Hispanic
(n=67, 63.2%), Hispanic (n=15, 14.2%), or >1 race (n=11,
10.4%). Children were first born (n=50, 47%), second born
(n=39, 38%), and third or later born (n=17, 15%). Parents were
aged, on average, 34.85 (SD 5.01) years, and their highest level
of education reported included some high school or high-school
degree (4/106, 3.8%), some college or 2-year degree (9/106,
8.5%), a bachelor’s degree (33/106, 31.1%), or an advanced
degree (60/106, 56.6%). Parents identified as Black (7/106,
6.6%), Asian (13/106, 12.3%), White non-Hispanic (75/106,
70.8%), Hispanic (8/106, 7.5%), or >1 race (3/106, 2.8%). The
mean family income was US $83,250 (SD US $26,470). Of the
110 parents, 4 (4%) were missing responses on the demographic
survey but did complete the LittleBeats user experience survey
described subsequently.

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the institutional review board at
the UIUC (protocol #22631).

Procedure
Families were mailed a LittleBeats kit and participated in a
Zoom visit, during which a study coordinator walked the parent
through the LittleBeats setup and a visit procedure consisting
of a baseline assessment of child stress physiology and
parent-child interaction tasks (eg, play). At the end of the visit,
parents received instructions about completing the day-long
recordings and were asked to complete 3 day-long recordings
over the course of 2 weeks. Parents also completed a series of
web-based questionnaires about family demographics, child

behavior, and family functioning. Parent questionnaires were
administered either via Qualtrics or REDCap (Research
Electronic Data Capture; Vanderbilt University [41,42]) hosted
at the UIUC, with the support of the Interdisciplinary Health
Sciences Institute and Research IT—Technology Services at
the UIUC. Both web-based software platforms are designed to
support secure data capture for research studies. Once parents
returned the LittleBeats kit by mail, 1 parent in the household
(who had been involved in setting up and carrying out the
LittleBeats recordings) was asked to rate 5 items about their
experience of using LittleBeats, including setting up LittleBeats,
along with their perceptions of safety, privacy, and participant
burden. Each item was rated on a 5-point scale ranging from 1
(strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). Following each item,
parents had the opportunity to add comments or elaborate on
their rating. A final open-ended item also asked parents whether
there was anything else they would like to share about their
experience or anything they would tell someone who was
considering joining a LittleBeats study.

Data Analytic Plan
Descriptive statistics, including the frequency distribution, for
parental ratings on each of the LittleBeats user experience items
were examined. For each close-ended item, we conducted a
single-sample t test (2-tailed) to determine whether the mean
rating significantly differed from the midpoint of the scale (ie,
value of 3=“neutral”). Finally, using the coding scheme
developed in study 1, we assessed themes from parents’
responses to the open-ended items.

Results

Parents’ Ratings on User Experience Items
Percentage frequency distributions of parents’ ratings on the
user experience items are shown in Table 4. Single-sample t
tests indicated a significant difference between the item average
(lower ratings indicated greater agreement; higher rating
indicated greater disagreement) and the midpoint of the rating
scale (3=“neutral”) for 4 (80%) of the 5 items. Compared with
a “neutral” response, parents were significantly more likely to
agree that (1) the LittleBeats instructions were helpful and clear
(mean 1.21, SD 0.41; t109=−45.98; P<.001), (2) they felt
comfortable setting up LittleBeats on their child (mean 1.42,
SD 0.75; t109=−22.22; P<.001), and (3) they felt their child was
safe while wearing LittleBeats (mean 1.33, SD 0.51;
t109=−34.48; P<.001). Compared with a “neutral” response,
parents were significantly more likely to disagree that they
worried about being recorded by the LittleBeats device (mean
3.62, SD 1.06; t108=6.14; P<.001). The final item tapped parents’
perceptions of burden (“I felt that completing LittleBeats
recordings for full 3 days was challenging”), and the item
average (mean 2.98, SD 1.17) did not significantly differ from
“neutral” (t109=−.16; P=.87).
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Table 4. Frequency distributions of parental rating of the LittleBeats user experience survey (study 2; n=110).

Strongly disagree, n (%)Disagree, n (%)Neutral, n (%)Agree, n (%)Strongly agree, n (%)Survey item

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)23 (20.9)87 (79.1)The instructions to setup LittleBeats
were helpful and clear.

1 (0.9)3 (2.7)2 (1.8)29 (26.4)75 (68.2)I felt comfortable setting up LittleBeats
on my child.

0 (0)0 (0)2 (1.8)32 (29.1)76 (69.1)I felt my child was safe while wearing
LittleBeats.

26 (23.6)35 (31.8)32 (29.1)13 (11.8)3 (2.7)I was worried about being recorded when
the LittleBeats device was on.

11 (10)30 (27.3)26 (23.6)32 (29.1)11 (10)I felt that completing LittleBeats record-
ings for 3 full days was challenging.

Parents’ Responses to Open-Ended Items
A review of parents’ responses to the optional item to add further
comments following each of the rating scales revealed themes
that closely mirrored study 1 findings. Regarding the ease-of-use
item, 29 (26.4%) of the 110 parents added comments. Most
parents noted that having an instruction card included in the kit,
as well as a QR code to easily link to the website for more
detailed instructions, increased usability.

Regarding comfort in setting up the device, 23 (20.9%) of the
110 parents added comments. Parents noted that they felt
comfortable and that the setting up of the device was easy.
However, parents also noted that the process of setting up the
device was difficult when their child moved around. Other
parents mentioned the comfort level of their child (eg, noting
that their child felt discomfort when removing the ECG
electrodes).

Regarding safety, 25 (22.7%) of the 110 parents added
comments. Parents noted few concerns because the device was
concealed in a pocket and not easily accessible to the child.
Parents who expressed a concern commented on the placement
of the device on their child’s chest.

Regarding concerns about being recorded, 32 (29.1%) of the
110 parents added comments. Some parents noted feeling
self-conscious about their parenting or other family members’
language choices. Typically, these comments were followed by
comments about feeling relieved that the audio would be
processed by a machine (vs a human coder). By contrast, many
parents explained that they went about their day as usual, which
typically contained some sort of sibling argument or other family
disagreements.

Regarding participant burden, 68 (61.8%) of the 110 parents
added comments. Unlike in study 1, where participants were
asked to use the device for 2 days, study 2 participants were
asked to use the device for 3 full days (or a total of about 24
hours) over the course of 2 weeks. Several parents commented
on their families’ busy schedules and difficulty finding 3 full
days when only immediate family members were present.

Finally, a number of parents (46/110, 41.8%) responded to the
final open-ended question asking whether they had any other
comments they would like to share. Responses mirrored study
1 themes in several respects, including parents’ and children’s

enjoyment in participating in the study (eg, “fun and easy” and
“I would recommend to my friends”), children’s ability to forget
about the device and go about their usual day (eg, “did not
interfere with our day”; “[Child] did not notice the device...he
was able to nap with it on and so it was really pretty simple to
participate!”; and “once the shirt was on, she forgot it was there
and so did I!”), and suggestions for ways to minimize burden
and improve the experience (eg, adding a display on the device
that provides more information about battery charge, power
status, and recording length).

Discussion

Summary
Digital health technologies have largely been developed with
adults in mind. Interest in and attention to the use of wearable
devices among infants and young children, however, has been
growing, and data collection using wearable devices provides
several advantages over traditional data collection methods,
including continuous assessment, greater ecological validity,
and the automated detection of behaviors using machine learning
algorithms. Given these advantages, combined with rapid
technological advances, it is likely that the use of wearables in
child development research will burgeon in the coming years.
Therefore, assessing how such devices and related data
collection protocols are perceived and experienced by parents
and their children is critical. User experience studies not only
address ethical considerations but can also lead to important
changes in research protocols that address parents’ concerns
and increase the benefits for future families who participate.
Indeed, our mixed methods investigation across 2 studies yielded
consistent findings that shed light on parents’ experiences and
perceptions of LittleBeats’ usability and safety, the privacy of
the audio recordings, and potential risks and benefits of
participating in research of this kind. A large majority of parents
indicated that device instructions were helpful and clear, the
device was easy to use and safe, and remote visits were
convenient. Parents’ views about privacy, risks, and benefits
were more varied, although, on average, parents reported feeling
comfortable with the audio recordings. In summarizing the
major themes identified within the major categories, we consider
ways in which the findings can inform the future design and
implementation of wearable platforms in child development
research.
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Key Findings
Results across all themes underscored the variability in parents’
(mostly mothers’) perspectives and experiences. With respect
to access and usability, some parents expressed interest in having
access to information that indicated the cumulative time
recorded as well as the battery charge remaining. Such additions
to the platform would eliminate parents’ need to track the
recording length and minimize parents’concerns about whether
the device was sufficiently charged and recording. Some parents
also noted difficulty with threading the ECG lead wires through
the back of the shirt or were worried that their child would tug
on the wires. These challenges can be remedied by changing
the shirt design such that the ECG wires would be more fully
integrated into the shirt fabric or design. Although parents
indicated that day-long recordings (ie, >8 h/d) were feasible,
some parents noted challenges. To alleviate the burden of
day-long recordings, the time requirements can be adjusted to
be more flexible. For instance, parents can be asked to complete
recordings for fewer hours per day across multiple days (ie, 3
to 4 h/d across 4 to 5 d), although the optimal length and
frequency of recordings needed to reliably capture the constructs
of interest will vary as a function of the research questions being
addressed. Importantly, such burdens were balanced by parents’
comments regarding the convenience of remote visit procedures
and the ease of using LittleBeats.

Privacy was a theme that also garnered a variety of responses.
Some parents indicated few concerns about the privacy of the
home audio recordings, whereas other parents worried that the
recordings captured private conversations. In the latter case,
some families used rules or reminders to control or limit when
audio recordings were collected. It is also notable that parents
within the same family sometimes expressed differing levels
of comfort or concern with the audio recordings. When this
pattern emerged, it was largely fathers who voiced concern
about invasion of privacy, perhaps because they were not present
for initial conversations with the study coordinator, who detailed
how the data would be collected and used.

We consider 2 main ways to address parents’ privacy concerns
about the home audio recordings (also refer to the study by
Cychosz et al [13]). First, providing specific and concrete
examples of how the audio recordings are processed and
analyzed, perhaps by illustrating a hypothetical example of the
data collection, processing, and analysis steps, may help ease
privacy concerns. Indeed, some parents noted that the use of
machine learning algorithms to analyze the data alleviated their
concerns about the audio recordings and privacy-related issues.
Thus, describing the machine learning algorithms in a detailed
yet accessible manner for nontechnical users and stating ways
in which the data will not be used or analyzed (eg, no
transcriptions of speech) may help reassure parents. Such
information should be provided to all family members
participating in the home recordings, including older siblings,
and should be presented in various formats (eg, brief
informational videos, hard copy pamphlets, interactive web
page), along with multiple ways to contact study personnel for
questions or comments. As part of this solution and building
on some parents’ perspectives that the recordings were just
capturing “typical family life,” researchers conducting day-long

recordings may also explicitly highlight the family as an
important context for development, coupled with appreciation
for the fact that all families are different, and that, as researchers,
we want to capture what life is like for each family and infant.

A second solution to alleviate parents’ concerns about privacy
could involve technological innovations, such as collecting
audio recordings in which speech content is not intelligible
(refer to the study by Levin et al [33]) or data processing (eg,
machine learning algorithms) that occurs on the device or hub
in the home so that the audio recordings are not stored or
released to the researcher. However, these solutions require
further technological advances in audio signal processing and
raise issues regarding data-quality assurance. That is, without
high-fidelity recordings, the validation and quality checks of
machine learning algorithms become difficult. Furthermore,
when parents were presented with several hypothetical scenarios
for collecting child sensor data in the home environment,
parent-reported willingness to participate did not significantly
differ between study scenarios in which lower resolution audio
data were collected (eg, recording 1-min snippets every 20 min
and processing audio data automatically so that raw audio data
are not stored) and study scenarios in which higher resolution
data (eg, continuous audio recordings) were collected [33].
Taken together, although technological solutions aimed at
increasing privacy protection seem to be a reasonable avenue
to pursue, future studies on users’ experiences of child
wearables, particularly home audio or video recordings, should
systematically assess parents’concerns, needs, and desires when
it comes to balancing the privacy of day-long home recordings
with the benefits of participation.

Third-party or bystander privacy is also a complex issue [37,38].
In this study, there were two categories of potential third parties:
(1) nonparental caregivers or relatives at home who were part
of the child’s regular routine and (2) individuals who were not
part of the home environment (eg, delivery persons and
neighbors). In the first case, nonparental caregivers can be
included in the recording if they provided consent. In the second
case, the parent would need to turn off the device while the
individual is present or change their routine to avoid third
parties, which may have consequences for ecological validity.
Concerns about third-party recordings can also be resolved by
the same types of technical solutions outlined earlier.

The principle of beneficence yielded a variety of responses
regarding the risks and benefits of the study procedures. First
and foremost, safety was a key theme, and across both samples,
parents predominantly expressed views that LittleBeats was
safe. When concerns about safety were mentioned, parents often
presented hypothetical concerns (eg, the device being close to
the skin, the device radiating heat, and the child accidentally
falling on the device; the last scenario is mentioned as a potential
risk in the parental consent form), which were usually alleviated
once the parent learned more about the study. Some parents
also mentioned concerns about the child wearing the device
during unsupervised times, such as naps, and removed the device
during these times. Because infants and young children are
much more likely to take ≥1 naps over the course of the day,
this subtheme differed across age groups, with parents of
children in younger age groups being more likely to mention
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device use with respect to nap times. Another set of risks is
related to the child’s discomfort, particularly around the
application and removal of the ECG electrodes. This potential
risk is also mentioned in the parental consent form, and we
aimed to ameliorate this risk using latex-free electrodes designed
specifically for pediatric populations.

Potential or perceived risks were balanced by parents’perceived
benefits, including increased understanding of their child’s
development through the completion of the parent surveys,
parents’ satisfaction in contributing to the scientific process,
children’s enjoyment of the study procedures (eg, play session
with parents), and wearing the novel LittleBeats shirt and device.
We note that we did not ask directly about perceived benefits
in study 2 close-ended items, although parents in this study did
indicate the benefits of participation in the final open-ended
question asking whether they had any other comments they
would like to share. These responses often paralleled the positive
sentiments that study 1 parents expressed. Nevertheless, items
that assess the perceived benefits of study participation will be
important to include in future studies.

With respect to increasing direct benefits to participants, we
gave families personalized books summarizing information that
we have collected about their children (eg, height and weight
at different ages) in prior studies. Such summaries have been
well received and appreciated. Similar types of summaries can
be made from data extracted from day-long recordings (eg,
frequency and duration of infant babbling or crying). Providing
this type of study feedback to parents may also promote effective
participant recruitment and retention, particularly among studies
that involve high-fidelity data, such as audio recordings. As
noted by Levin et al [33], individuals are likely to evaluate
intrusiveness and data privacy, on the one hand, and direct
benefits to themselves and their children (such as receiving
useful, personalized information or feedback from the data
collected), on the other hand, when making decisions about
whether to participate in such research.

Study Limitations and Future Directions
We note several limitations of our user experience studies. First,
we did not ask our older child participants about their
experiences directly, although parents reported on a variety of
child experiences, including compliance with putting on the
device, excitement in wearing the shirt, feeling special while
wearing the shirt, and comfort or discomfort. The device
hardware was relatively compact and lightweight, and parents
reported that children tended to forget about it once it was on.
Nonetheless, these reflections clearly highlight the need to
directly assess not only parents’perspectives but also children’s
perspectives. Thus, parental reports of their child’s experiences

should be augmented by direct observations of infants and
younger children while wearing the device as well as interviews
with older children. Second, we tracked parents’ reported
experiences based on the child’s developmental stage. Similar
themes were found across developmental periods, although
specific examples of how themes manifested often differed by
the child’s age. However, because the subsamples of children
in different age groups were relatively small, future research
with larger subsamples is needed to more thoroughly investigate
developmental considerations related to user experiences in the
context of research using child wearables. However, an
age-specific consideration that did clearly emerge relates to
daytime sleep. Third, in both samples, parents reported high
levels of educational attainment. Future research on parents’
perspectives of using child wearable devices in the home setting
should include families with diverse demographic
characteristics. Including samples characterized by
sociodemographic factors in user experience studies is especially
critical for child wearables developed for the purposes of mobile
health interventions.

Conclusions
Wearable sensors designed for and validated with infants and
young children present researchers and clinicians with
tremendous opportunities to assess developmental processes
and outcomes in more ecologically valid and potentially less
burdensome ways than laboratory assessments. Furthermore,
LittleBeats’ multiple modalities provide especially rich data to
assess an array of constructs central to child development
researchers and clinicians, including parent-child vocal
turn-taking, regulation of stress, sleep-wake cycles, physical
activity, and developmental disorders. At the same time,
although we have validated LittleBeats sensors and machine
learning algorithms to accurately capture some of these key
constructs [17-19,43], the degree to which LittleBeats and
similar child wearables deliver benefits (eg, high ecological
validity and low burden) will largely depend on acceptance by
the end users (eg, parents and children), making user experience
studies critical to this research space. In short, if the technology
is not acceptable to the end user, it is less likely to be adopted
and used as intended. The user experience assessment presented
in this paper goes hand in hand with technical validations of
the device, and both are critical for successful implementation.
The current results suggest that parents predominantly view
LittleBeats as easy to set up and use at home, although views
regarding privacy and burden were more varied. On the basis
of parents’ thoughtful and specific feedback, several concrete
changes can be implemented to improve the LittleBeats platform
and, ultimately, parents’ and children’s experiences.
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Abstract

Background: Early identification of quality of life (QoL) loss and side effects is a key challenge in breast cancer therapy. Digital
tools can be helpful components of therapeutic support. Enable, a smartphone app, was used in a multicenter, prospective
randomized controlled trial in 3 breast cancer centers. The app simultaneously serves as a therapy companion (eg, by displaying
appointments), a tool for documenting QoL (eg, by enabling data collection for QoL questionnaires), and documentation of
patient-reported side effects. The need for digital tools is continually rising. However, evidence of the effects of long-term use
of mobile health (mHealth) apps in aftercare for patients with breast cancer is limited. Therefore, evaluating the usability and
understanding the user experience of this mHealth app could potentially contribute valuable insights in this field.

Objective: A usability study was conducted to explore how patients with breast cancer receiving neoadjuvant, adjuvant, or
palliative outpatient treatment rated their engagement with the app , the user experience, and the benefits of using the app.

Methods: A mixed methods approach was chosen to combine subjective and objective measures, including an eye-tracking
procedure, a standardized usability questionnaire (mHealth App Usability Questionnaire), and semistructured interviews.
Participants were surveyed twice during the study period. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analyzed using thematic
analysis. Analysis of the eye-tracking data was carried out using the tracker-integrated software. Descriptive analysis was conducted
for the quantitative data.

Results: The mHealth App Usability Questionnaire results (n=105) indicated good overall usability for 2 different time points
(4 wk: mean 89.15, SD 9.65; 20 wk: mean 85.57, SD 12.88). The qualitative analysis of the eye-tracking recordings (n=10) and
interviews (n=16) showed that users found the Enable app easy to use. The design of the app, information about therapies and
side effects, and usefulness of the app as a therapy companion were rated positively. Additionally, participants contributed requests
for additional app features and suggestions for improving the content and usability of the app. Relevant themes included optimization
of the appointment feature, updating the app’s content regularly, and self-administration. In contrast to the app’s current passive
method of operation, participants expressed a desire for more active engagement through messaging, alarms, or emails.

Conclusions: The results of this study demonstrate the good usability of the Enable app as well as the potential for further
development. We concluded from patients’ feedback and requests that mHealth apps could benefit from giving patients a more
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active role (eg, being able to actively document side effects as they occur). Additionally, regular updates of app content could
further contribute to encouraging continued use of mHealth apps. Our findings may also assist other researchers in tailoring their
mHealth apps to the actual needs of patients undergoing breast cancer therapy.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50926)   doi:10.2196/50926

KEYWORDS

mobile health; mHealth; usability; breast cancer; eye tracking; user interface; mixed methods; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer detected in
women in the Western world. One in 8 women will develop
breast cancer during her lifetime. In Germany, there are 69,000
new cases per year [1]. The diagnosis is a drastic event in the
lives of those affected. Although the mortality rate has decreased
in recent years, processing and dealing with the new life
situation is a great challenge for patients and their social
environment [2]. At the onset of therapy, patients can have a
strong desire for education and information. Therefore,
providing patients with reliable sources of information and
support services is a major and important task for the treatment
team. Digitalization in medicine offers great potential for
supporting the exchange of information and communication
between patients and health care providers [3-5]. These benefits
can be realized through the use of mobile health (mHealth) apps,
which can encompass several helpful functions for patients,
such as the provision of educational materials, appointment or
medication reminders, and diaries. For the cohort of patients
with breast cancer, many of these mHealth apps are already
available or are in development [6]. This cohort also shows a
high readiness for using health technology, indicating that
mHealth apps are an appropriate means of support in the early
phase of breast cancer treatment.

A recent study by Chen et al [7] also found that remote
monitoring of symptoms between clinical visits could not only
improve patient-provider communication but also prepare
patients for subsequent chemotherapy cycles and support

symptom management. Within the joint Center for Innovative
Care project, a network of 5 university hospitals in southwest
Germany, a new mHealth app for patients with breast cancer
was developed. This therapy support tool, called the Enable
app, aims to combine known benefits of mHealth tools with an
innovative reactive assessment of patient-reported outcomes
(PROs). It was conceptualized as an iOS or Android mobile
app for smartphones and developed by members of the research
team with the support of software developers. It includes
educational content, information about the side effects of
therapies and medications, and information about other support
services such as psycho-oncology or nutritional counseling in
the form of static text and images. A progress bar illustrates the
patient’s individual therapy status in terms of clinical treatment
over time (ie, cycles of treatment). In addition to its role as a
therapy companion, the app serves as a measurement tool to
systematically record patient satisfaction, health-related quality
of life (QoL), and patient-reported adverse events. It monitors
the neoadjuvant, adjuvant, and follow-up situations in patients
with indications for surgery, chemotherapy, radiation, or
systemic therapy with primary or metastatic breast cancer.
Figure 1 shows exemplary screenshots of the Enable app’s start
page, the questionnaire display, and information about
treatments. As studies have shown that physicians generally
underestimate a large proportion of relevant side effects, patients
are empowered to report PRO data and side effects directly
through the app. In cases of significant treatment-related
deterioration, the care team is alerted, and recommendations
are sent to the patient. This more relevant treatment information,
in turn, helps improve therapy monitoring, treatment quality,
and patient satisfaction [8,9].
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Figure 1. Exemplary content of the Enable app. Left: On the start page of the app, patients can see their current therapy status, a selection of articles
from the "My Knowledge" collection, and upcoming questionnaires; Middle: View of the QLQ-C30 questionnaire to assess the quality of life of cancer
patients; Right: Sample article on psycho-oncology with the aim of patient education.

The clinical outcomes of the use of the Enable app were studied
in the ENABLE randomized controlled trial (RCT). Other
research questions addressed in the ENABLE RCT related to
improving patients’ adherence to therapy, recognizing and
treating critical side effects in a timely manner, and measuring
the health-related QoL of different therapy strategies. All study
participants underwent QoL assessments at 6 time points during
and after adjuvant or neoadjuvant chemotherapy. In the
intervention group, an additional short weekly EuroQol Visual
Analogue Scale questionnaire was administered. In case of
deteriorating results, further screening for side effects was
triggered, alerting study staff and enabling immediate contact
with the patient to provide support in all phases of breast cancer
therapy (reactive PRO assessment). The control group received
only the app without the reactive PRO assessment.

The body of scientific literature shows that good usability is an
important factor for the success of an mHealth app. More
specifically, usability can influence patients’ acceptance and
adoption of mHealth [10,11]. Usability is defined by Nielsen
[12] as a “quality attribute that assesses how easy interfaces are
to use.” According to the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 9241-1, usability is the “extent to which
a system, product, or service can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction in a specified context of use” [13]. Although
usability focuses exclusively on the process of using an app or
device, user experience involves the users’ subjective feelings
that result from the use or anticipated use of a system or a

product. For the evaluation of mHealth, both concepts are
relevant to obtain a comprehensive view of influencing factors
[14].

Good usability can help ensure that the app can be used
intuitively by patients and health care providers, which in turn
improves compliance and increases the effectiveness of the app.
A review by Zapata et al [10] demonstrated the importance of
adapting mHealth apps to patients’ needs. Relevant usability
themes of similar apps were, for example, streamlining of the
navigation paths, a clearer information architecture, or the desire
for personalization [15,16]. Recent research has also shown that
usability assessment is an essential step in the mHealth app
development process [17,18]. It is important to ensure that the
app is easy to use for the target group and provides the desired
benefits [12]. However, a systematic review by Jongerius et al
[6] showed that only 1 of 29 mHealth apps for breast cancer
care that were studied in their work underwent and published
a usability assessment. To address the aforementioned
requirements and achieve sustainable and effective use of the
Enable app, the investigation of usability and user experience
is indispensable. Therefore, the study presented in this paper
intended to gain an understanding of how patients use the app.
The aim was to investigate how patients evaluate their
engagement with the app, the user experience, and the benefits
of using the app. These findings will serve as a basis for further
optimization and adaptation of the app to the patients’ needs.

A mixed methods approach provides the opportunity to collect,
triangulate, and analyze qualitative and quantitative data,
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allowing for the possibility of interpreting the findings from
one research approach (ie, qualitative and quantitative) to
explain the data generated from the other research approaches.
Furthermore, it allows for the use of a qualitative approach to
illustrate quantitative findings or the integration of various
research approaches to provide a thorough and comprehensive
picture of the study [19,20]. Previous studies [15,21,22] have
indicated that interviews and usability questionnaires are
prevailing methods used for assessing the usability of mHealth
apps. However, there are limited studies regarding the real-time
capture of users’ visual interactions and the subsequent
retrospective analysis of user engagement with mHealth apps
through techniques such as eye tracking. Eye tracking, a sensor
technology, is used to ascertain an individual’s presence and
record their real-time eye movements. This approach is also
used to assess the usability of technologies by showcasing
decision-making processes through the analysis of eye
movement patterns [23,24].

Objectives
Developing new mHealth apps can be time-consuming and
requires several iterations of testing and evaluation. The
ENABLE project aims to evaluate both the usability and clinical
outcomes of the Enable app within the same RCT, which could
be a promising approach to speed up development, testing, and
planning for further implementation. This paper presents a
usability study nested within the ENABLE RCT and following
a mixed methods approach incorporating the eye-tracking
method. The objective of this usability study was to explore
how patients with breast cancer receiving neoadjuvant, adjuvant,
or palliative outpatient treatment rated their engagement with
the app, the user experience, and the benefits of using the app.

Methods

Study Design
This study was designed following a mixed methods approach
combining real-world user experience and standardized
observations in a laboratory setting. The study took place at the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Heidelberg
University Hospital, Germany.

Procedure

Study Population and Recruitment
The study participants were recruited from the intervention and
control groups of the ENABLE RCT patient cohort (German
Clinical Trials Register—DRKS ID: DRKS00025611). The
ENABLE RCT had the following inclusion criteria: diagnosis
of invasive or metastatic breast cancer and planning of
neoadjuvant, adjuvant, or palliative therapy in an outpatient
treatment setting (indications for surgery or chemo-, radio-, or
systemic therapy); minimum age of 18 years; German language
skills; and possession of a smartphone with internet access.
Owing to technical requirements for eye tracking, patients
wearing bifocals were excluded from participation. At study
enrollment, patients were asked about their interest in
participating in the usability study. All interested patients at the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Heidelberg
University Hospital, Germany, received written and verbal

information regarding the content and aim of the study and the
respective data protection regulations. On the informed consent
form, patients could indicate whether they were interested in
participating in the usability aspect of the ENABLE RCT.
Patients who consented to participate in the nested usability
study were contacted individually to schedule appointments for
participation following a convenience sampling strategy. No
reimbursement was provided. The target sample size was 100
questionnaires, 15 qualitative interviews, and 10 eye-tracking
studies. Patient recruitment took place from March 2021 to
September 2023.

Instruments
The German translation of the mHealth App Usability
Questionnaire (MAUQ) [25] was chosen to quantitatively assess
the usability of the Enable app [26]. The MAUQ enables the
usability assessment of mHealth apps from the user’s
perspective. The MAUQ stand-alone version was formulated
to evaluate 3 constructs of usability—ease of use, interface and
satisfaction, and usefulness—as well as the overall usability
score for the app through descriptive statistics. Each of the items
of the MAUQ is rated on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly
agree) to 7 (strongly disagree), with the overall score ranging
from 0 to 100. In addition, the questionnaires were
complemented with a set of questions developed by the authors.
Newly added questions concerned the use of other mHealth
apps, smartphone ownership, sociodemographic information,
and a free-text field to be able to describe the study sample more
precisely. The target sample size was 100.

In addition to the questionnaire, open-ended, semistructured,
and guide-based interviews with patients were conducted to
explore their perspectives on the usability of the Enable app.
The interviews were conducted by 2 female researchers (CA
and LW) with a professional background in health services
research and implementation science. Both researchers have
profound experience with qualitative interviewing. The interview
guide (Multimedia Appendix 1) was developed by a team of
health services researchers (LW and JM) based on an extensive
literature review and recommendations from the app developers.
Afterward, the interview guide was pretested. This study is
reported according to the COREQ (Consolidated Criteria for
Reporting Qualitative Research) guidelines (Multimedia
Appendix 2 [27]).

Furthermore, to objectively assess how patients interact with
the app and identify potential usability issues, an eye-tracking
study was conducted. The eye-tracking study was conducted
by a usability expert (PM) and a team of health services
researchers (CA and LW). A total of 5 tasks were formulated
for the eye-tracking study (Multimedia Appendix 3): app log-in,
filling in a questionnaire, searching and reading an article, and
logging out from the app. To determine the comprehensibility
of the tasks, the duration of the study, and the workings of the
Enable app, 2 pilot tests were conducted. Following the pilot
test outcome, the eye-tracking studies were carried out for 60
minutes with each participant, including the eye tracker setup
and the retrospective interview.

The chosen mixed methods approach is designed to
systematically collect, cross-validate, and analyze both
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qualitative data (derived from semistructured interviews and
eye tracking) and quantitative data (obtained through the
MAUQ). The inclusion of the eye-tracking method in the
usability study enriches the capacity to integrate subjective and
objective metrics. The qualitative aspect of the eye-tracking
analysis enhances the understanding of the user’s app perception
within the context of individual interactions and app usability.
Simultaneously, semistructured interviews enable an assessment
of the practicality of integrating the Enable app into daily
routines. In contrast, the quantitative data derived from the
questionnaire provide precise metrics related to usability
measurements.

Hence, the mixed methods approach investigates the why and
how aspects through qualitative inquiry, supplementing
conventional quantitative and visual data analyses. The fusion
of direct observations of user interactions with the app, poststudy
retrospective interviews, semistructured interviews, and the
usability questionnaire collectively supports the
contextualization and comprehensive interpretation of the
gathered data.

Data Collection and Analysis

Quantitative Measures
The MAUQ and sociodemographic questionnaire were mailed
twice to all patients after inclusion in the RCT. Data collection
lasted from May 2021 to October 2022. Study data were
collected and managed using REDCap (Research Electronic
Data Capture; Vanderbilt University) tools [28] hosted at
Heidelberg University Hospital. REDCap is a secure, web-based
software platform designed to support data capture for research
studies. After completion, all data were exported from REDCap
to the R statistical software (version 4.0.4; R Foundation for
Statistical Computing). All data were checked for completeness
and analyzed by study team members. A descriptive analysis
of the questionnaires was performed using R. Means and
absolute and relative frequencies were calculated.

Qualitative Measures
Interviews were conducted after participants had used the app
for 8 weeks. The interviews took place partly face-to-face at
the clinic and by telephone in consideration of current guidelines
for preventing infections with SARS-CoV-2 (ie, participants
and researchers wore appropriate masks and distance was kept
at all times). Nonparticipants were not present during the
interviews. No relationship with participants was established
before taking part in the study. No repeated interviews were
conducted. No field notes were taken. All interviews were
audiotaped, pseudonymized, and transcribed verbatim.
Transcripts were not returned to participants for verification.
Data were transcribed, managed, and analyzed using MAXQDA
Standard 2020 (version 20.4.1; VERBI GmbH). After 16
interviews, data saturation was discussed among the researchers.
As no new themes emerged in later interviews, the researchers
agreed that data saturation had been reached and no additional
interviews were necessary. After completion of data collection,
thematic analysis of the data was conducted independently by
2 researchers (CA and LW) [29]. First, the researchers reviewed
the transcripts independently and identified themes from the

literature and the interview guide and inductively from the data.
Second, discrepancies were discussed in iterative cycles until
a consensus on themes and the final coding scheme was reached.
All themes were organized into main themes and subthemes.
Each theme was clearly defined by a quote from the interview
transcripts (Multimedia Appendix 4). Quantitative and
qualitative data were analyzed separately.

For the eye-tracking data collection process, an assigned room
where the Tobii Pro Nano (Tobii AB) was installed at the
hospital was used; the Tobii Pro Nano is an eye-tracking device
specifically designed for small screens, including smartphones.
This hardware features a sampling rate of 60 Hz, measures 17
× 1.8 × 1.3 cm, and includes a USB type-A connector. The Tobii
Pro Nano was securely affixed to the mobile phone stand, and
the Enable app was installed on a smartphone. To facilitate data
capture, both the smartphone and the eye tracker were connected
to a laptop running the Tobii Pro Lab software (version 1.194)
via USB cables. For the purposes of this study, both an Android
device (Samsung Galaxy 10, Android version 11) and an iOS
device (iPhone 11, iOS version 14.6) were available to users.
The choice of smartphone was contingent upon the user’s
preferred operating system. The eye tracker recorded the
participants’ interactions with the Enable app, such as task
completion time, participants’ navigation, gaze plots, and heat
maps [30-32]. A heat map was used when fixation duration data
were collected [30,31], and a gaze plot was used when location
of eye movement data were collected [33,34]. For this study,
after the completion of tasks, the study moderators composed
post hoc questions pertaining to the interactions, participants’
experiences, and usability issues observed during the procedure.
The post hoc questions were discussed with the participants in
a short debrief. The debriefing sessions were held to gather
direct feedback from participants after interacting with the
Enable app, allowing for a deeper understanding of the
participants’ behavior and interaction with the app. Through
these debriefing sessions, participants could provide context
and commentary on their behavior and interaction [35].
Engaging users using post hoc questions, such as using images
or live content from recorded sessions, allowed for a better
understanding of the real-life context with minimal disruption
as it facilitated the recall of situational information prompted
by data, sound, or visual imagery.

The data analysis was based on the recordings of the study
sessions concurrent with the eye movements of participants.
The retrospective analysis involved transcribing participants’
feedback from the audio recordings obtained during the
debriefing sessions. Data analysis also included the completion
of predefined tasks by the participants, task completion time,
and completion status of the tasks. The analysis focused on task
performance analysis and the problem analysis of eye-tracking
metrics and participants’ feedback.

Ethical Considerations
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee of Heidelberg
University Hospital (S-685/2020). All participants provided
written informed consent for taking part, audio recording of the
interviews, and video recordings during the eye-tracking
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procedures. Confidentiality and anonymity were ensured
throughout the study. The data was protected against
unauthorized access. No incentives or compensation was
provided to participants for study participation.

Results

Overview
The MAUQ was sent to 165 patients recruited from the ENABLE
RCT. The response rate was 63.6% (105/165) for the MAUQ
at week 4 and 56.4% (93/165) for the MAUQ at week 20. A
total of 105 questionnaires for the MAUQ at week 4 (including

sociodemographic data) and 93 questionnaires for the MAUQ
at week 20 were analyzed. In total, 16 patients were recruited
for the interviews, and 10 were recruited for the eye-tracking
procedure. The mean duration of the interviews was 25 (SD
7.34) minutes.

Sociodemographic Characteristics
The sociodemographic data of the participants in the ENABLE
usability study are shown in Table 1, and additional
characteristics of the participants regarding smartphone and app
use are shown in Table 2. The mean age of all participants
(n=105) was 51.3 (SD 10.9) years.

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the participants.

Questionnaire participants (n=105),
n (%)

Eye-tracking study participants
(n=10), n (%)

Interview participants (n=16),
n (%)

Characteristic

Gender

105 (100)10 (100)16 (100)Woman

Age group (y)

2 (1.9)2 (20)2 (12.5)<30

16 (15.2)1 (10)2 (12.5)30-40

32 (30.5)3 (30)6 (37.5)41-50

33 (31.4)2 (20)4 (25)51-60

16 (15.2)0 (0)1 (6.3)61-70

6 (5.7)0 (0)1 (6.3)71-80

Education

37 (35.2)6 (60)9 (56.3)Academic degree

13 (12.4)0 (0)0 (0)High school education

54 (51.4)4 (40)5 (31.3)Lower or intermediate secondary
school

1 (1)0 (0)2 (12.5)Prefer not to say

Employment

66 (62.9)9 (90)11 (68.8)Employed

17 (16.2)0 (0)0 (0)Unemployed

1 (1)1 (10)1 (6.3)Studying or vocational training

18 (17.1)0 (0)2 (12.5)Retired

3 (2.9)0 (0)2 (12.5)Prefer not to say
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Table 2. Additional participant characteristics on smartphone and app use.

Questionnaire participants (n=105),
n (%)

Eye-tracking study participants
(n=10), n (%)

Interview participants (n=16),
n (%)

Characteristic

Use of smartphone (y)

56 (53.3)5 (62.5)b9 (69.2)a≤10

44 (41.9)3 (37.5)b4 (30.8)a>10

5 (4.8)0 (0)0 (0)Prefer not to say

Use of other mHealthc apps

33 (31.4)5 (50)e4 (28.6)dYes

71 (67.6)5 (50)e10 (71.4)dNo

1 (1)0 (0)0 (0)Prefer not to say

Frequency of app use

0 (0)3 (37.5)b5 (45.5)fDaily or several days a week

0 (0)4 (50)b5 (45.5)fOnce a week

0 (0)1 (12.5)b1 (9.1)fOnce a month or less

an=13.
bn=8.
cmHealth: mobile health.
dn=14.
en=10.
fn=11.

Quantitative Measures
The MAUQ [25] was used to collect quantitative data on the
usability of the Enable app. The data were collected at weeks
4 and 20 starting from the baseline of the study. Quantitative
data gathered from the MAUQ were analyzed using descriptive
statistics. Only complete questionnaires for which the MAUQ
score could be calculated were evaluated. Hence, 32.4%
(34/105) of incomplete questionnaires collected at week 4 and
29% (27/93) of incomplete questionnaires collected at week 20
were excluded from the analysis. According to Zhou et al [25],

the usability of an app is calculated based on the average of the
responses to all statements. The higher the overall average, the
higher the usability of the app. In this study, the overall usability
scores for weeks 4 and 20 were 89.15 (SD 9.65) and 85.57 (SD
12.88), respectively. The mean for each of the subscales from
week 4 to week 20 was also calculated and is presented in Table
3. The results show that the usefulness score declined over time
from week 4 (80.89) to week 20 (77.33). In addition, the
interface and satisfaction score also decreased but not as much
as that of the usefulness subscale. The ease of use score, in
contrast, remained constant at both weeks 4 and 20.

Table 3. Quantitative analysis of the mHealth App Usability Questionnaire and subscales.

Usefulness, mean (SD)Interface and satisfaction, mean (SD)Ease of use, mean (SD)Overall, mean (SD)Time point

80.89 (15.67)91.6 (10.15)92.41 (11)89.15 (9.65)Wk 4 (n=71)

77.33 (16.63)88.23 (13.6)92.27 (11.91)85.57 (12.88)Wk 20 (n=66)

Qualitative Measures

Interviews
In total, 527 text passages were coded during the interviews. A
total of 9 themes and 60 subthemes were identified, each of

which could still be categorized under the superordinate themes
of preconditions for app use, usability, and reflection. These
themes are summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Overview of identified themes.

Preconditions

Initial Expectations

As an opening question in the interview, patients were asked
about their initial thoughts when they first heard about the
Enable app. The most frequently mentioned expectations were
related to the quality of information. Patients expected the
information in the app to be updated regularly, understandable,
and in line with the latest research. Another expectation was
that the app would provide contemporary therapy support and
be perceived as modern, including replacing printed brochures.
Patients expected the app to provide guidance over the course
of therapy, contact options, and easy access to relevant
information. Approximately half of the participants had neutral
expectations for the app:

Yes, I already thought that it [the app] would support
me through everyday life and therapy, that I can also
use it to organize myself a bit. [Interview 9; transcript
position 2]

Onboarding

The aspect of the onboarding process was not part of the
interview guide. However, individual participants reported that
they felt well supported by the study staff at the beginning of
their app use. Even if they were initially overwhelmed by the
app or experienced technical difficulties, participants expressed
that they received the necessary support and were able to handle
the app:

Oh dear, now I have to dig into yet another app. I
don’t know if I can handle it. But the more I got a
grip on it, the better it worked. [Interview 3; transcript
position 2]

Usability

Presentation and Design

Patients were asked to describe their impressions of specified
design aspects. Overall, patients were content with the color
scheme and perceived it as pleasant without being boring or
flashy. For some patients, this cheerful esthetic contributed to
a sense of joy when using the app and encouraged them to use
it more often:

[The design is] very friendly. Very beautifully
visualized. I always enjoy opening the app. It is also
well designed, you always have the feeling that it is
not draining in any way, it is more playful with all
these images and visualizations. I find it very very
clear. [Interview 11; transcript position 34]

Regarding the layout of the written information, patients
appreciated how the most relevant parts were highlighted
through the positioning of boxes. The font size, design, and
structuring of the information were seen as adequate. The
selection of accompanying images was described as empathetic
and not too explicit. The app included a personalized visual
representation of the therapy progress. This display was also
rated as clear and useful. Patients explained that the presence
of this display motivated them:

I found this progress bar, which shows me how long
I will be in therapy for, especially beautiful.
It...motivated me, showing me that there is always a
path forward and that the therapy will soon be over.
[Interview 13; transcript position 43]

App Interaction

Regarding usability, 4 important aspects emerged while
interacting with the app. Neither the positioning nor the design
of the app icons were perceived as entirely intuitive. However,
patients grew acclimated to the icons, and thus, this did not
further impede usability:

Yes, the icons that were down in this bar. In the
beginning, I didn’t know the meaning of each icon.
But when I took a closer look once, I knew it for the
next time. [Interview 7; transcript position 39]

Log-in and log-out procedures were described as easy and quick
and did not pose any problems for the patients in this study.
Most patients had no issues working with the app’s structure.
They could easily navigate within the app and were able to find
what they were looking for:

I found my way around the app really quickly. I
haven’t tried all the features yet, I haven’t clicked on
everything because I don’t need it all. But I have
always been able to find the things that I wanted very
quickly, and everything is right there when you click
on it. [Interview 11; transcript position 44]
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Overall, patients liked using the app as it enabled them to access
information on the go. Patients described that having their
smartphones with them at all times allowed them to read
information given the absence of other electronic devices such
as laptops or tablets. However, a few patients mentioned the
additional benefits of having a web-based version of the Enable
app.

Use Patterns

This code encompasses descriptions of how and when patients
used the app. Most patients experienced changes in the
frequency of app use. In the beginning, they used the app often,
and some patients used it multiple times per day:

In the beginning, shortly after my diagnosis, I had a
lot of questions—for my physicians, how things work
and so on. During this time, it (the app) really helped
me a lot. [Interview 10; transcript position 24]

Over time, use declined. This development was mostly due to
lower demand for support and information as patients became
used to therapy proceedings. Patients also used the app less as
they felt that they had already read everything.

After this initial phase, patients reported using the app whenever
they needed to look up appointments, had free time (eg, during
waiting times before physician’s appointments), had or
experienced new side effects from their treatment, were
prescribed new medications, or were prompted by push
notifications:

I always used it shortly before my [chemotherapy]
appointments. Or when I had questions regarding
diet and exercise. And sometimes there were
questionnaires I had to fill in. And yes, as soon as the
app said “there is news,” I opened it...And to look up
times for my appointments. [Interview 10; transcript
position 12]

Satisfaction

Patients praised the general aspects of the app and liked the idea
of having a digital tool accompanying them throughout their
therapy; for example, the app provides a good overview of
relevant topics, especially at the beginning of the disease. Except
for 1 interviewee, all participants (15/16, 94%) would
recommend the app to others:

...because it really provides a great
overview...because so many aspects are addressed.
Not only the type of therapy, but also just different
things about cancer. Especially at the beginning these
keywords—Yes, these terms in the boxes from
tiredness to fatigue and polyneuropathy and different
things. [Interview 7; transcript position 47]

Reflection

Added Value of App Use

When asked about the concrete benefits of the app in everyday
life, several aspects were mentioned. The most important aspect
for the participants was the information on therapies and side
effects, which was perceived as helpful, especially in the initial
phase of therapy. The quality of the information was praised as

the app’s information was considered understandable and its
origin was considered reliable:

You feel informed, you feel—that gives you a form of
security, because you say to yourself: Well, if I have
the information from here [the app], then it was
completely clear to me: I don’t have to look it up
again. That’s true for me because these are reliable
information providers who wrote this. [Interview 12;
transcript position 81]

The comprehensibility and language level were also perceived
as adequate. Statements on the amount of information were
heterogeneous according to individual information needs.
However, the amount of information was predominantly
perceived as sufficient in the context of the app. Furthermore,
the appointment display, contact information, and progress bar
were found to be helpful and clear. With regard to the contact
information provided in the app, the fact that it was easy to find
was rated positively.

Some patients reported that the questionnaires in the app gave
them a positive feeling as they reflected on their condition and
(in the intervention group) it was experienced positively that
the questionnaires were read by the study staff and that staff
could react proactively to them if necessary. Overall, patients
perceived the app as a good therapy companion that guided and
supported them through the various phases of the disease and
therapies.

User Appraisal

Users’ opinions on the existing functions and features of the
app were added to this category. Most patients complained about
the appointment display as the date and time on the app did not
always correspond to the actual clinic appointments (eg, in the
case of last-minute postponements):

It’s a shame that the—I don’t know how the
appointments displayed in the app, how often those
are matched. I’ve had frequent differences there.
Especially when appointments had to be postponed,
the chronology was no longer correct for me.
[Interview 9; transcript position 2]

Regarding the quantity of information, some patients wished
for more in-depth information or links to other information
platforms. It was remarked that the amount of information
available varied depending on the topic. Regarding the quality
of the content, patients noted that the listed side effects or drugs
were grouped differently. For instance, the patients were unable
to locate paclitaxel as it belonged to the taxane drug class. In
total, 12% (2/16) of the patients in particular perceived errors
in spelling, punctuation, and grammar as distracting. The
presentation of the contact information on the app was described
as difficult to find, especially in emergencies. The additional
pop-up notifications of the app updates were rated negatively
as it was not apparent to the user what exactly was new in the
app. Furthermore, respondents ascertained that the menu
navigation was not intuitive enough and, therefore, needed to
be improved.
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Recommendations

Statements about features of the app that are not yet offered
were classified as recommendations or wishes. Most wishes
were mentioned in relation to the appointment display. Patients
would like to have additional information about appointments,
such as directions, a reminder function, the ability to export
appointments from the app to private calendars (eg, Google or
Outlook calendars), or the ability to make appointments directly
from the app. The desire for self-administration (ie, areas such
as appointments, questionnaires, or therapy progress that can
be actively managed by the patient) was also frequently voiced.
In addition, some patients wished to view the questionnaires
that had already been completed to be able to monitor their
condition over the course of therapy:

With the exception of filling in the questionnaires,
you can’t work with the app yourself. Therefore, if
you could manage things in the app by yourself, then
of course I would think that would be great. [Interview
9; transcript position 2]

Patients also wanted the content of the app to be updated,
expanded, and adapted to new scientific findings. In this context,
there was a desire for more explanatory videos to be included
in the app. Patients also suggested that the app should offer
more information about current and upcoming clinical trials for
patients with breast cancer. To see what content in the app has
already been read, patients suggested a read status, where
content that has already been read is highlighted. Emergency
contacts should also be highlighted in the app to make them
easier to find, for example, by displaying them on the home
page:

Especially the emergency numbers, I don’t know how
to get something like that into the app, but that might
be an idea, because I’ve been looking a lot for the
right contact person. Maybe that would also be
something that you could highlight a little bit or
display as a button. [Interview 4; transcript position
32]

To be able to find certain topics more quickly, the need for a
search function was mentioned several times. Furthermore, to
improve the readability of the content, patients would like to
be able to adjust the font size. It was also suggested that the app
could be used on other devices, such as tablets.

Eye Tracking

Overview
The analysis of the data collected from the eye-tracking
recordings as well as the retrospective interviews showed that
the participants found the app easy to use. We observed that
most participants completed the given tasks, although the time
taken to complete a few tasks proved to be challenging. On the
observations and retrospective interviews during the
eye-tracking study, we discovered 3 noticeable patterns related
to the design and layout of the app, content and navigation
through the app, and additional features the participants would
like to have in the app. Figure 3 shows exemplary heat maps
from the eye-tracking analysis. The data collected during the
task performance, such as the task completion rate and task
completion times, are provided in Multimedia Appendix 5.

Figure 3. Heat maps from the eye-tracking analysis.

Design and Layout of the App
Many of the participants had problems understanding and
interpreting the icon at the bottom of the screen. The

eye-tracking data showed fixations at the bottom of the screen
while the patients clicked each of the icons displayed to view
the content of the page. Patients expressed a preference for
finding the most important information, such as appointment
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dates and the progress of a questionnaire, at the top of the screen.
This finding indicates that patients expect important information
to be located at the top of the app’s layout. Furthermore, the
patients actively mentioned that the retrievability and visibility
of the questionnaire were low. Although the questionnaires were
available on the home screen of the app, patients believed that
the questionnaires were available on the menu. In contrast,
patients found the overall layout of the app to be acceptable.

Content and Navigation of the App
Regarding the content of the app, patients showed more interest
in the titles of the articles (eg, topics such as symptoms or side
effects) than in the images displayed. When asked during the
retrospective interviews, patients mentioned that they did not
pay attention to the images as they provided no information on
what the article was about. Patients preferred to read the title
of the article as it gave them information about its content, as
shown by the red areas of the heat maps in Figure 3. Moreover,
many participants explored the app to find the right information
or icon to perform the tasks. However, this correlates with how
frequently patients used the app. During the interviews, some
patients said that they used the app frequently, for example,
every day, to read articles on side effects or symptoms and fill
out questionnaires regularly, whereas some patients used the
app frequently at the start phase of the ENABLE RCT and later
minimized the use of the app except to fill out questionnaires.
The data showed that patients also had issues navigating through
the app, especially related to the task of finding a specific article.
Analysis of the recorded data of the participants’ navigation
and gaze plots from the Tobii Eye Tracker showed that patients
looked for a search function. Most patients clicked the menu
icon; however, they did not proceed further to find the article
nested under the Symptoms category on the menu. In addition,
some patients searched for the article on the start page along
with the other articles already displayed.

“Would Like to Have” (Wishes)
Participants identified a need for additional features in the
Enable app as a consequence of the challenges they encountered
during the eye-tracking study tasks. These suggested features
were considered as nice-to-have options and were based on the
specific problems faced by the participants during the study.
The first was the availability of an option to mark an article as
a favorite and be able to view the favorite article on the start
page. Second, patients desired to have more articles or
information about the symptoms and side effects of breast cancer
and its treatments. Third, the icon currently representing contact
information for health care providers (My Care Team) was
misleading. Patients preferred to have another icon that indicates
contact or communication as this would enable them to contact
the study nurses more quickly. Finally, a search option was
suggested by all participants.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study was to investigate how patients with breast
cancer rated their engagement with the Enable app, the user
experience, and the benefits of using the app. In particular, the

design, layout, navigation, content, and requests for new features
were identified as important outcomes of interest for evaluating
the app and further improving it to meet user needs. The
interviews provided valuable suggestions for optimizing the
app and the implementation process. The design and color
scheme were rated very positively overall. In terms of use
patterns, it was noticeable that the frequency of app use
decreased over the therapy period.

Patients found the app easy to navigate. However, there was
some criticism that the menu icons were not intuitive enough,
especially at the onset of use. Perceived benefits were discussed
extensively in the interviews. Patients found the information
on therapies and side effects very useful. The appointment
display and progress bar were also found to be helpful and
motivating. At the same time, the appointment display was most
often criticized, and it was the feature for which there were the
most recommendations for change (eg, to be able to manage
appointments autonomously in the app or set reminders). In
terms of content, it was mentioned that there was a lot of
information on some topics and not enough on others. Patients
also wanted more content updates within the app (eg, on current
topics such as the COVID-19 pandemic) and a search function
to access specific content.

A study by Ansaar et al [36] showed that nearly 78% of all
usability evaluation studies in their systematic review used a
questionnaire-based method. However, using mixed methods
approaches in usability evaluation studies provides benefits
such as the possibility to balance the advantages and
disadvantages of the different methods. Moreover, by applying
the mixed methods approach, both subjective and objective
aspects can be combined to assess usability [36]. In many
aspects, such as the navigation, recommendations, and perceived
benefits codes, the results of the different survey methods
support each other. However, the interviews and eye-tracking
study sometimes provided different findings. For example, the
importance of images within the app was positively highlighted
in the interviews. In contrast, the eye-tracking study and
retrospective interviews revealed that images played a
subordinate role for patients, with titles being more important
for finding relevant content in the app. Although participants
reported in the interviews that they were able to navigate easily
within the app and find the content they were looking for, we
observed in the eye-tracking study that there were difficulties
with finding specific content. Furthermore, the interview
inquiries primarily centered on the practicality of incorporating
the Enable app as a follow-up intervention in daily life.
Meanwhile, the use of eye-tracking technology allowed for
direct, real-time observation of user behavior while engaging
with the app through task performance. Despite patients
reporting the ability to regularly use the app without difficulty,
the eye-tracking study’s direct observation unveiled valuable
insights into their actual use patterns within their everyday
routines. In this context, disparities between the results obtained
from the 2 methods emerged, possibly stemming from users’
lack of awareness regarding any issues until they were prompted
with specific inquiries.
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Comparison With Prior Work
Our results on the MAUQ indicate good usability. The results
for the total scale showed that usability decreased from weeks
4 to 20. A decrease in usability over time has also been observed
in previous studies [37-39]. Possible explanations for this decline
in our study can be found in the interviews, indicating that the
extent of app use also decreased over the course of therapy.
Patients found the app to be particularly advantageous at the
start of their therapy because of their great need for information.
However, as they gained more knowledge about the disease and
its treatment, their demand for information decreased. In
addition, patients reported that the app lost its appeal once all
the available articles had been read, often leading to a desire
for new content to be added. Patients also expressed a need for
additional features or improvements as they continued to use
the app. As a result, the decrease in the app’s usability score
could be attributed to patients perceiving it to be less useful
after an extended period of use owing to the lack of content
updates and unmet desires.

Looking more closely at the subscales of the MAUQ, usefulness
had the lowest score compared with ease of use and user
interface and satisfaction. These items assess whether the app
is helpful and useful for patients’ health and well-being. This
relationship is also apparent when looking at the usage patterns
category from the interview analysis. It appears that patients
are less likely to use the app because of the lack of new content.
This is consistent with the findings of other studies on mHealth
apps for patients with breast cancer [16,40,41]. As an
implication for similar apps for other chronic conditions, it
seems important to update the app content on a regular basis to
provide patients with an incentive to continue using the app as
well as strengthening patients’ satisfaction and information
needs. Consistent with the findings from the interviews and
eye-tracking study, only the ease of use subscale remained
almost stable over the duration of app use.

In the context of other usability studies on mHealth apps, the
importance of paying more attention to the user group of older
adults is emphasized. The different age ranges of patients and
the different levels of technical affinity for older patients are
mentioned as possible factors causing usability problems. Some
studies emphasize that these factors are often overlooked and
need to be considered when developing mHealth apps [42,43].
In our study, these aspects were less evident. With an average
age of 51 years, our study participants do not represent a
predominantly older population but are close to the German
population average for women, which is 46 years [44]. In
contrast, the study participants were also far below the average
age of 64 years for patients with breast cancer. Therefore, further
research on app development and usability with a focus on older
participants should be conducted to more adequately represent
the typical population of patients with breast cancer.

Considering the preferred device for using the Enable app, most
participants were content with using the app on their
smartphones. However, there were isolated requests to be able
to increase the font size of the content and use the app on a
larger-scale device, such as a tablet or PC. This issue was also
mentioned by participants in a usability study by Jessen et al

[45], in which an mHealth app for self-management of chronic
diseases was evaluated.

Although the onboarding process was not part of the interview
guide, some patients actively recalled how they were introduced
to the app as well as how they perceived the technical
onboarding process. The patients did not experience issues with
these steps and reported being content with the process, mostly
because of the strong support of the study team. Previous
research has pointed out that complex registration and log-in
procedures can be perceived as especially cumbersome by
patients and can lead to stopping app use [46-48]. Our study
identified the strong interpersonal connection with and continued
support from the study team as a positive influence on the
perceived ease of onboarding. This support took place in the
context of a research study and is not viable in a real-world
implementation. However, the issue of technical support arose
exclusively during the qualitative interviews. We did not collect
any quantitative data on this topic. Thus, further streamlining
of the onboarding process while being mindful of health care
workers’ limited time resources should be an area for future
research.

Strengths and Limitations
The chosen mixed methods approach can positively support the
further development of the app. The expansion of the classic
social science method spectrum to include technical methods
such as eye tracking made it possible to combine the subjective
patient perceptions reported in interviews and questionnaires
during everyday use with objective measurements under
laboratory conditions.

However, the integration of qualitative results and the objective
measurement from the eye-tracking procedure introduced
discrepancies. As noted previously, interviewees appreciated
the use of images in the app, whereas eye-tracking results
showed that more time was spent on the article titles than on
the images. Another example is that the interviews and the
questionnaire produced good ratings of usability, but the
eye-tracking study showed that patients found it difficult to find
defined content. Although difficult to analyze, these
discrepancies are common in mixed methods studies [19]. In
our study, these discrepancies could be explained by
methodological differences. For example, reading a title
naturally takes longer than glancing at an image, leading to a
long fixation time. Therefore, this result does not allow for the
conclusion that titles are more important than images. Here, the
qualitative interviews were helpful in interpreting this finding.
Regarding the second example—overall good usability scores
in comparison with eye-tracking times—several interpretations
appear plausible. First, it is possible that social desirability led
patients to rate the usability more favorably in both the
interviews and the questionnaire. Consequently, the objective
measure via eye tracking revealed that usability was worse than
in subjective measures. Second, the setting of the eye-tracking
procedure (eg, unusual or uncomfortable sitting position, being
observed by ≥2 researchers, or using a different device) could
have led to changed patterns in (app use) behavior. Although
we acknowledge these discrepancies, we conclude that the mixed
methods approach and its results deepened the understanding
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of the studied topic and produced valuable insights, with
discrepancies leading to vigorous and fruitful discussions among
the researchers.

However, the generalizability of the study results is limited by
several factors. To ensure that patients with lower digital health
literacy could participate in the quantitative data collection
without constraints, we decided to use printed surveys sent by
mail. Patients returned them at their discretion. Hence, it cannot
be verified whether the surveys were filled out at the correct
time. In addition, some values were missing from the returned
surveys, and manual data entry could have led to documentation
errors. Incomplete or inconclusive questionnaires had to be
completely excluded from the analysis as it was not possible to
calculate the score. Although all necessary steps were taken to
ensure high-quality and reliable data (eg, data entry was always
checked by another researcher), using a web-based survey
instead of a printed survey could have made data collection
easier, faster, and more reliable. These trade-offs have to be
balanced in future research projects.

This study population contained an above-average proportion
of academics, especially among the subgroups of interviewees
and eye-tracking study participants. This should be taken into
account when interpreting these results. A systematic review
by Niazkhani et al [49] showed that patients with lower
educational attainment and limited health literacy were less
likely to intend to use an electronic patient health record and
were more likely to use it ineffectively. Moreover, previous
experience with computers or health technology has been
associated with increased acceptance, and acceptance increases
with higher education [7]. Although these results refer to
electronic health records, they indicate that this aspect should
be further investigated in future studies. Given the median age
at breast cancer diagnosis of 64 years and the relatively younger
median age of this study cohort, conclusions from this study
must be interpreted with caution as they may not represent the
views and digital literacy of older women with breast cancer
[50].

The Enable app was developed specifically for patients with
breast cancer. Consequently, our study sample included only
female patients with breast cancer. Some of our results and
recommendations may have limited generalizability to other
patient populations. Nevertheless, we think that aspects such
as the relevance of content updates, the accuracy of displayed
appointments, or the intuitiveness of the app navigation might
also be relevant beyond the target group. This should be verified
in further research.

As part of the ENABLE RCT, reasons for dropping out were
documented where available. These reasons were examined to
see whether there were any indications of usability problems.
A small proportion of the included study participants in the
RCT dropped out because of physical exertion or feelings of
being overwhelmed by the app. In this respect, further research
is needed to understand how patients in later stages of the
disease or with greater disease burden perceive the usability
and benefits of the intervention. Furthermore, mHealth apps

should be designed to be usable and helpful for these patient
groups as well, especially in the context of patients living with
cancer. As the mean age of participants in this study was
relatively low, it can be assumed that there is a risk of selection
bias. It is possible that younger patients decided to participate
in the study and use the app because of a higher affinity for
smartphones [11].

In addition, using the eye-tracking device led to further
limitations. Potential participants in the eye-tracking study had
to undergo an additional screening process to exclude patients
wearing bifocal glasses. Although patients were recruited for
the study, this criterion did not allow us to cast a wider net for
the participant recruitment process. Furthermore, we also had
the challenge of asking patients to sit still so that the
eye-tracking data could be captured without breaks. However,
this request is generally against the natural way in which users
sit and interact with mobile devices. Another point to note is
that the execution of the tasks on the app by the patients was
deviated as the tasks were presented on paper and this retracted
some of the gaze points of the patients. This is, in general, a
common problem when tasks are not integrated into mobile
apps during development for testing purposes.

Conclusions
The results of this usability study demonstrate good usability
of the studied app and potential for purposeful development.
The design and color scheme were rated very positively overall.
However, there was some criticism that the menu icons were
not intuitive enough, especially at the onset of use. Noticeably,
the frequency of app use decreased over the therapy period.
Perceived benefits of the app were information on therapies and
side effects. The appointment display and progress bar were
also found to be helpful and motivating. Still, participants
offered recommendations for changing the appointment display
(eg, to be able to manage appointments autonomously in the
app or set reminders). In terms of content, it was mentioned that
there was a lot of information on some topics and not enough
on others. Patients also wanted more content updates within the
app (eg, on current topics such as the COVID-19 pandemic)
and a search function to access specific content. The interviews
and eye-tracking study revealed valuable suggestions for
improvement as well as requests for additional app features. An
important point is that the app currently provides information
to the patient mainly passively. The patients’ wishes indicate
that the app needs to be further developed so that they can
actively enter information into the app and work with it. The
overlap between decreasing usability and decreasing usefulness
also suggests that the app needs to be regularly updated with
new content to maintain its usefulness over time. These findings
will be incorporated into the further development of the Enable
app. We concluded from patients’ feedback and requests that
similar mHealth apps could benefit from giving patients a more
active role (eg, being able to actively document side effects as
they show up instead of being prompted to do so). In addition,
regular updates to app content (eg, adding new informational
pieces) could further contribute to and, thus, encourage the
continued use of mHealth apps.
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Abstract

Background: The feasibility of implementing home-based pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) can be assessed from the perspectives
of patients with chronic lung disease and health care professionals involved in PR.

Objective: Through a qualitative inquiry using interviews and the adoption of the people-object-environment framework, this
study aims to understand the influences of interpersonal, environmental, and situational factors on the perceptions and considerations
of individuals involved in home-based PR for patients with chronic lung disease.

Methods: One-on-one interviews were conducted with 20 patients with chronic lung disease and 20 health care professionals
for investigating their attitudes and opinions based on their experiences regarding home-based PR as well as for identifying the
key factors affecting the benefits and drawbacks of such therapies. This study further evaluates the feasibility of using digital
tools for medical diagnosis and treatment by examining the technology usage of both parties.

Results: The 4 key issues that all participants were the most concerned about were as follows: distance to outpatient medical
care, medical efficiency, internet connectivity and equipment, and physical space for diagnosis and treatment. Interviews with
patients and health care professionals revealed that the use of technology and internet was perceived differently depending on
age and area of residence. Most participants reported that digital tools and internet connectivity had many benefits but still could
not solve all the problems; moreover, these same digital tools and network transmission could lead to problems such as information
security and digital divide concerns. This study also emphasizes the significant impact of human behavior and thinking on shaping
the design of health care interventions and technologies. Understanding user perspectives and experiences is crucial for developing
effective solutions for unmet needs.

Conclusions: The results of this study indicate that despite the different perspectives of patients and health care professionals,
their considerations of the key issues are very similar. Therefore, the implementation of plans related to telemedicine diagnosis,
treatment, or rehabilitation should take the suggestions and considerations of both parties into account as crucial factors for
telehealth care design.
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Introduction

As the third leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a significant
public health issue [1-4]. In 2019, the number of individuals
diagnosed with COPD exceeded 328 million worldwide [5-8].
A significant correlation between physical activity and lung
function [9-12] emphasizes the importance of regular exercise
for individuals with COPD who require pulmonary rehabilitation
(PR) [13-19]. However, patients with COPD often report
reluctance to engage in physical activities due to dyspnea, the
effects of which include chronic cough, exacerbations, reduced
exercise capacity, and impaired quality of life [20-25]. PR is a
tailored and comprehensive intervention conducted via a
thorough assessment of the patient. In individuals with chronic
pulmonary diseases, the primary objective of the pulmonary
intervention is to improve not only their overall health but also
their psychosocial well-being in the long term [26-28].
Typically, PR programs are customized for personal
symptomatic conditions [29-31]; hence, PR interventions entail
tailored exercises and educational sessions aimed at enhancing
activity tolerance, mitigating symptoms, and augmenting skills
that aid in managing chronic respiratory diseases [31,32]. The
majority of PR treatments usually require one-on-one sessions
and the assistance of a therapist [33-35]. However, the
one-on-one care approach is limited due to shortages in health
care personnel, elevated work-related stress, and prolonged
working hours [36]. Moreover, when the COVID-19 pandemic
hit, lockdowns and personnel restrictions forced the interruption
of PR for many patients with chronic lung disease, which posed
a threat to their lives [37-40].

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, telehealth has become
increasingly attractive owing to its functionality, importance,
and prospects [41,42]. In addition to reducing human contact
and easing the burden on health care workers, telehealth
leverages technology communication and transmission to
alleviate the workload of respiratory therapists and improve the
accuracy of respiratory rehabilitation records [43-45]. Using
telehealth, patients can undergo rehabilitation at home and be
monitored remotely by medical personnel [46,47]. Home-based
PR can also mitigate the difficulties of outpatient care for
patients living in remote areas and those with physical
disabilities [48-50]. Furthermore, it can be used as an auxiliary
means of physical PR to assist in self-management and precisely
modify behavior, thereby reducing hospitalization and medical
costs [51,52].

Traditional PR usually relies on one-on-one human monitoring
through observation or physiological monitors to examine a
patient’s health condition. Remote health care has the advantage
of prescribing home-based PR, enabling patients who are unable
to leave their homes due to physical conditions such as disability
or living in rural areas to partake in rehabilitation programs at

home [53,54]. However, there are also many limitations and
considerations of remote health care, as follows:

1. Lack of security and limited interpersonal interaction: The
safety of patients is the primary concern of clinical
physicians [55,56]. The biggest challenge of home
rehabilitation is emergency treatment, which has been the
main hurdle for remote health care since many years [57].
In addition, remote therapy can only provide limited
physical and mental assessments [58,59]. Due to the lack
of face-to-face interpersonal interactions, patients may
develop loneliness, helplessness, and frustration, which
may reduce the effectiveness of treatments and the speed
of recovery [60,61].

2. Privacy and security issues: Most remote health care is
performed through network transmission. Many clinical
physicians believe that network transmission may lead to
data leakage or theft of medical records or personal
information of patients [62,63].

3. Technological and equipment limitations: The
implementation of remote health care requires specific
technological equipment such as smartphones or computers
with network functions. However, for many remote users
or special groups such as older persons, lack of equipment,
poor network communication quality, or unfamiliarity with
network-related technology hinder utilization [64].

4. Insurance payment limitations: Different regions or
countries have different standards for remote health care
services. Therefore, many insurance companies do not have
a remote health care reimbursement system or only cover
specific services [65-68].

Despite its limitations and by taking people, object, and
environment into consideration, telemedicine remains a valuable
tool for the provision of health care services, especially for
patients who have difficulty visiting medical facilities in person
or those affected by infectious diseases and related restrictions
such as lockdowns and quarantine. Telemedicine enables
uninterrupted treatment and continued assistance for patients
in their recovery. However, in establishing a home-based PR,
it is essential to consider the various environments of
participants to effectively maximize the benefits of this medical
service.

Methods

Ethics Approval
This study was approved by the institutional review board of
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (approval 202200070B0). The
participants were patients with chronic lung disease and
respiratory health care professionals who had provided written
informed consent from both urban and rural areas. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, all one-on-one interviews were conducted
by videoconferencing.
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Participants and Procedures
The 20 patients recruited for the interviews included those who
had participated in PR programs and those who had not. During
the interviews, the patients provided insights into the
implementation of PR programs from a patient-centric
standpoint. All interviewees had a medical history of 5 years
or more.

The 20 respiratory health care professionals included registered
thoracic surgeons, respiratory therapists, physical therapists,
and PR specialists. Most of these professionals had experience
treating patients with chronic lung disease and had participated
in designing exercise prescriptions, patient tracking and
monitoring, and disease progression research in PR programs.
Furthermore, the majority of the interviewees had treated a
specific proportion of patients with chronic lung disease within
the past 3 years (Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of the health care professionals (n=20).

Values

8:12Gender (male:female)

27-65; 46 (11)Age (years), min-max; mean (SD)

5.2 (8.47)Experience in pulmonary rehabilitation (years), mean (SD)

Type of health care professional in pulmonary rehabilitation, n (%)

3 (15)Thoracic surgeons

12 (60)Respiratory therapists

2 (10)Physical therapists

3 (15)Pulmonary rehabilitation specialists

Prior to the interviews, all participants were required to complete
a survey questionnaire, which included demographic information
and details of their use of smart devices and the internet. Daily
use was defined as regular usage. The patients provided
information about their pulmonary disease status, duration of
illness, and a self-assessment of their health status (on a 5-point
scale ranging from excellent to poor) as well as recalled their
activity frequency over the past 7 days. Health care personnel
were required to answer questions related to their primary
clinical responsibilities. Each participant took part in a 1.5- to
2-hour interview session conducted by the primary author, who
was also a clinical researcher and an assistant professor affiliated
with the Chang Gung Medical Foundation. In-depth interviews
were primarily used to collect the data. After collecting the
interview data, all identifiable personal information was
removed from the transcripts. The data were then coded,
organized, and analyzed using NVivo 12.0 software (Lumivero)
for qualitative data analysis. For accurate and detailed data
interpretation, the transcripts were provided to the interviewees
for review and cross-checked with relevant researchers to
confirm the accuracy of data interpretation.

Results

Characteristics of the Participants
This study consisted of 40 participants: 20 health care
professionals specializing in PR and 20 patients with chronic
lung diseases. The background characteristics of the 20 health
care professionals are shown in Table 1; nearly 60% (12/20)
were respiratory therapists, and the remaining health care
professionals were pulmonary surgeons, physical therapists,
and rehabilitation physicians. Their mean age was 46 years, and
all had more than 3 years of experience in PR and treatment
(mean 5.2 years). The background characteristics and activity
habits of the 20 patients interviewed are shown in Table 2; the
majority of the patients had COPD (12/20, 60%), and 25%
(5/20) were lung transplant recipients. The majority of the
participants (15/20, 74%) had never participated in a PR
program, and 70% (14/20) of the patients rated their physical
condition as poor. Regarding exercise over the past week, 65%
(13/20) of the patients chose a 10-minute walk as their exercise
indicator, followed by strength training (5/20, 25%). Notably,
55% (11/20) of the patients reported preferring to sit rather than
stand and to stand rather than move.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the patients (n=20).

Values

10:10Gender (male:female)

51-85; 68 (9.8)Age (years), min-max; mean (SD)

Participation in pulmonary rehabilitation programs, n (%)

5 (26)Yes

15 (74)No

Chronic lung diseases, n (%)

12 (60)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

3 (15)Asthma

5 (25)Lung transplantation

Self-assessment of their health, n (%)

0 (0)Excellent

0 (0)Very good

1 (5)Good

5 (25)Fair

14 (70)Poor

Exercise frequency and quantity over the past week, n (%)

2 (10)I have engaged in high-intensity strength training, including aerobic exer-
cise, fast cycling, and swimming.

5 (25)I have participated in moderate physical activities such as stretching exer-
cises and flexibility training.

13 (65)I have walked for at least 10 minutes every day.

What statement best characterizes my exercise habits? n (%)

11 (55)Given the option, I will opt to sit rather than stand.

5 (25)I frequently require standing but not for the purpose of lifting heavy objects.

4 (20)Climbing slopes and stairs is a common necessity for me.

0 (0)I often transport heavy objects and engage in manual labor.

Survey Results
In order to better examine the potential of telehealth, we
conducted a survey targeting contemporary electronic
communication tools, specifically computers, cellphones, and
tablets, which were widely utilized by both patients and health
care professionals, as shown in Figure 1. The majority of the
patients and health care professionals reported using desktop
computers as their most frequently used electronic

communication device, constituting the largest proportion at
40% (8/20), followed by smartphones at 30% (6/20). Notably,
health care professionals reported a higher usage rate (by 10%)
of tablet computers compared to patients. Note that neither
group of participants reported habitually using laptops. Overall,
the patients were less proficient with technology compared to
the health care professionals, which is a crucial determinant in
implementing telehealth programs.
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Figure 1. Survey results of the usage of electronic communication devices among patients and health care professionals in this study.

People-Object-Environment Framework
This study adopts the people-object-environment framework
as the focal point for the interview investigation to improve the
understanding of the feasibility of home-based PR. This study
analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of remote PR in the
current context, with the aim of bridging the gap between ideal
use and reality (Table 3). Activities involving various elements
such as individuals, entities, and environmental factors often
result in the emergence of diverse concerns among different
participants. Through the analysis presented in Table 3, we
identified the gaps in home-based rehabilitation services from

the perspectives of health care professionals and patients.
Subsequently, this facilitated a thorough discussion of potential
solutions to meet the needs and expectations of all involved
parties. Our research findings reveal that the use of telehealth
for home-based PR programs had both advantages and
disadvantages. Using a people-object-environment framework
to analyze the results, we describe 4 dimensions: reduced time
and transportation constraints to access medical care; improved
medical efficiency; changes in equipment, network, and physical
space; and information transmission security, about which health
care professionals particularly raised concerns in telehealth.
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Table 3. Analysis of the pros and cons of telerehabilitation with the people-object-environment framework.

Environment (patient)Object (patient)People (patient)

People (health care professionals)

Pros • Reducing health care burden:
Telehealth reduces the health care

• Improving health care resource alloca-
tion: Telehealth enables physicians to

• Promoting health care access in remote
areas: Telehealth facilitates convenient

burden for long-term patients ordiagnose and treat patients across dif-health care services, which enhance
those requiring regular follow-ferent geographical areas, alleviatingmedical care for patients in remote ar-
ups; this minimizes the time andshortages in local health care resourceseas and promote community health.
effort associated with transporta-and enhancing the efficiency of health• Boosting patient involvement: Tele-

health enables interactions with health tion and waiting as well as pro-care resource allocation.
vides cost-effective health carecare professionals via web-based plat-

forms, providing medical information options.
and guidance as well as fostering ac- • Decreasing cross-infection risks:

Telehealth minimizes contact be-tive engagement of patients in their
own health management. tween patients and health care

professionals, thereby lowering
the risk of cross-infection and
promoting the health and safety
of both health care professionals
and patients.

Cons • Environmental limitations: Home
environments often impose spatial

• Operational and communication barri-
ers: Older or technologically inexperi-

• Bridging communication barriers:
Telehealth reduces physical interac-

constraints that may limit variousenced patients may encounter difficul-tions and social contact between pa-
rehabilitation, diagnostic, andties in understanding instructions fromtients and physicians, which may have
treatment activities.remote health care professionalslong-term effects on patients’ psycho-

through telehealth.logical and social well-being.

Object (health care professionals)

Pros • Digital health care infrastructure:
Telehealth accelerates the trans-

• Wireless transmission: Wireless trans-
mission significantly reduces the

• Advantages of telehealth: Telehealth
provides a convenient health care

mission and exchange speed ofworkload of health care professionalsmodel, particularly beneficial for re-
health care information, leadingand makes health care services moregions facing constraints related to time,
to improved overall health careefficient by transitioning from a one-geographical location, and transporta-
efficiency.on-one service to a one-to-many for-tion. The utilization of basic computer

mat.equipment enables the provision of
medical consultations, making health
care more accessible and efficient for
patients in such areas.

Cons • Equipment and infrastructure re-
quirements: Telehealth relies on

• Disparity in health care resources be-
tween urban and rural areas: Despite

• Digital divide: Individuals who are
from lower socioeconomic back-

high-speed internet and appropri-the convenience of telehealth for re-grounds or have limited access to digi-
ate equipment, which can stillmote consultations, operational diffi-tal resources may face barriers to par-
pose challenges in certain ruralculties may still exist for areas lackingticipation in telehealth due to the lack
areas.proper equipment.of appropriate technological equipment

or internet connectivity. This high-
lights inequalities in the distribution
of health care resources.

• Technological dependency: Users with
limited technological skills or re-
sources may encounter difficulties in
operating telehealth, which requires
adequate knowledge of technology,
suitable equipment, and stable internet
connectivity.

• Health care quality and patient experi-
ence: Although telehealth provides
convenient remote health care options
for certain diseases or conditions, in-
person consultations or measurements
from medical instruments may offer
more accurate health care services.

Environment (health care professionals)
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Environment (patient)Object (patient)People (patient)

• Reducing reliance on physical
space: Telehealth reduces the need
for physical space such as clinics
and hospitals, thereby lowering
costs and burdens associated with
facilities and resources for health
care institutions.

• Enhancement of diagnostic and treat-
ment capabilities: Through remote
imaging and information sharing,
physicians can access additional sup-
port and assistance, which improve
diagnostic accuracy and treatment
outcomes.

• Improvement of health care resource
utilization: Telehealth aids physicians
in managing and allocating regional
health care resources more effectively,
enhancing utilization efficiency and
reducing unnecessary health care costs.

• Expansion of health care service areas:
Through telehealth, physicians can di-
agnose and treat patients remotely
without being limited by geographical
location while providing real-time
medical services.

• Expansion of professional scope:
Telehealth enables physicians to en-
gage in remote meetings and collabo-
rations with other health care experts,
enhancing medical efficiency.

• Enhancement of diagnosis and treat-
ment efficiency: Telehealth reduces
time and space limitations between
physicians and patients, improving the
efficiency of the overall health care
services.

• Increased convenience: Telehealth of-
fers patients greater convenience, par-
ticularly for those residing in remote
areas or facing mobility challenges,
thereby reducing the time and costs
associated with hospital visits.

Pros

• Health care security and privacy
risks: The use of telehealth may
involve health care security and
digital privacy risks such as pa-
tient identity verification and
medical record protection. Physi-
cians should exercise caution in
handling such issues.

• Technical requirements: The use of
telehealth requires stable internet con-
nectivity and appropriate device sup-
port, which may be challenging for
users who are not familiar with technol-
ogy.

• Medical responsibility and risk man-
agement: Telehealth may involve is-
sues of medical responsibility and risk
management, such as misdiagnosis,
treatment errors, or incomplete medical
records, which may result in medical
disputes and litigation. Physicians and
health care institutions need to ensure
compliance with relevant medical re-
sponsibility and risk management
principles in telehealth as well as
maintain a high level of medical prac-
tice.

• Lack of physical contact: Telehealth
may not provide opportunities for face-
to-face contact with patients, which
can make it challenging for physicians
to conduct comprehensive physical
examinations or assessments.

• Limitations in comprehensive treat-
ment: Some diagnoses and treatments
may require physical contact and assis-
tance from specific equipment, which
cannot necessarily be substituted by
telehealth.

Cons

Dimensions

Dimension 1: Distance, Time, and Transportation Issues
Both patients and health care professionals acknowledged the
significant benefits of telehealth in addressing the challenges
of distance in accessing medical care. Reductions in travel and
wait times due to telehealth allowed patients to actively
participate in their health care decision-making through
web-based platforms. The digitization of medical records for
better disease management was also facilitated. For residents
in remote areas, telehealth eliminated geographical barriers to
health care, promoted more efficient allocation of medical
resources, and prevented the closure of regional hospitals and
the “medical deserts” phenomenon. Nevertheless, health care
professionals identified potential risks and quality-of-care issues
associated with telehealth. Due to the absence of physical
interactions, physicians were limited to relying on surface-level
symptoms for diagnosis. Comprehensive physiological

examinations and physical evaluations were also limited due to
the lack of suitable equipment, which could in fact jeopardize
the safety of critically ill patients who require urgent or
emergency treatment. Moreover, prolonged social isolation
resulting from telehealth may have adverse effects on patients’
psychological and social well-being.

Dimension 2: Enhancing Medical Efficiency Through
the Use of Telehealth
Health care professionals described that the popularization of
telehealth was due to its advantages in improving the efficiency
of disseminating medical information. Through online platforms,
health care professionals can access patients’ medical history
instantaneously and collaborate to provide optimized treatment.
This approach reduced constraints on patients’ time and space,
expanded the scope of medical services, reduced the workload
of health care professionals, and transformed the traditional
one-on-one respiratory treatment mode into a one-to-many
model. Health care professionals also noted that the advantages
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of data and imaging arising from telehealth actually improved
diagnostic and treatment efficiency, which could as a result
achieve precision medicine. However, health care professionals
also raised concerns about telehealth. The mode of transmitting
medical information through data still harbored many risks and
considerations such as diagnostic and treatment errors.
Additionally, injuries (such as falls or respiratory distress) that
could occur during treatment raised issues related to medical
responsibility and risk management. Therefore, handling patient
identity verification and medical records with caution when
administering telehealth is crucial in order to safeguard patient
privacy during medical treatments.

Dimension 3: Leveraging Internet Connectivity and
Device-Based Solutions for Rehabilitation and Health
Monitoring
Patients and health care professionals both identified that digital
health care had the potential to significantly reduce medical
wait times and enhance efficiency, which complemented the
services of regional hospitals, lowered the medical burden of
chronic patients, and eliminated limitations due to transportation,
geography, and time. However, many challenges still remain
with the use of digital tools for rehabilitation and monitoring

systems. Most patients who require PR are older, aged ≥65
years, and unfamiliar with digital devices and networks, and
they often lack the knowledge and understanding of how to
install and configure such devices and applications. In addition,
remote areas lack stable networks, technology, and equipment.
This digital divide inhibits a subset of patients in certain areas
from fully utilizing relevant medical services, highlighting the
problem of an uneven distribution of medical resources.

Dimension 4: Advantages and Disadvantages of
Converting Medical Spaces
The changing medical environment has brought many
advantages to patients and health care institutions through
telehealth, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, by
reducing hospital-acquired infections and patients’ reliance on
medical space and resources, thereby alleviating the burden of
health care costs. However, as previously mentioned, some
health care professionals reported that not all diagnoses and
treatments could be properly conducted remotely due to the
availability or operation of equipment and the limitation of
patients’ home space and environment, which restrict the
implementation of many treatment regimens. All the 4
dimensions supported by quotes from patients and health care
professionals are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Verbatim quotes supporting the main dimensions by patients and health care professionals.

Health care professionalPatientDimensions

Dimension 1: Distance to outpatient care

…Telemedicine has reduced a lot of transport-related issues.
Through online connections, we can access all of the patient’s

data and make more accurate assessments. [HCPa #12]

…During the pandemic, being able to have online consul-
tations reduced a lot of my stress. I heard many of my
friends around me were infected while at hospital. [Fe-
male, 48 years old]

Positive

…To be honest, not every patient is suitable for telemedicine.
For example, older patients may have difficulty understanding
what I ask them to do. Also, some patients’ conditions cannot be
determined solely by questioning and require examination using
medical instruments and devices, so it is difficult for me to make
a diagnosis without a proper examination. [HCP #8]

…I live in a very rural area where there are no taxis, so
every time I see a doctor, I have to take four different
buses. The journey alone takes me over three hours, so I
avoid seeing a doctor if I can help it. [Female, 64 years
old]

Negative

Dimension 2: Medical efficiency

…The biggest advantage of telehealth is saving a lot of time and
manpower. Of course, this refers to medical work that is more
repetitive and lower risk. But I hope that in the future, online
systems will have warning functions that can quickly let me know
which patient has an issue that needs special attention. [HCP
#3]

…Because I get breathless when I walk, I try not to go
out if I don’t have to. I’m also afraid of falling when I go
out, and I don’t want to bother my children. So if I can
see a doctor through a computer, I prefer that. [Male, 66
years old]

Positive

…To be honest, although the internet is convenient, I feel that
its effectiveness is sometimes limited. Perhaps respiratory therapy
needs to be divided into stages, and not every stage is suitable
for being done at home. It may need to be classified/graded. [HCP
#17]

…I would rather see a real doctor. Just talking on the
phone doesn’t give me a feeling that I’ve really seen a
doctor. [Female, 72 years old]

Negative

Dimension 3: Internet connectivity and equipment

…The internet connection is very convenient. As long as the
health insurance card is inserted, all the patient’s information
can be accessed. Telehealth has not only changed a patient’s
medical treatment mode but also prevented many regional hospi-
tals from closing down. [HCP #11]

…Every time I go out to see a doctor, I’m always in a
rush and get so nervous that I forget to ask the doctor
any questions. By seeing the doctor through a computer,
I have more time to chat with the doctor. [Female, 70
years old]

Positive

…Sometimes, the reason why I cannot wait for a patient is be-
cause the foreign caregiver has not set up the computer properly.
When communicating with the patient through the computer,
sometimes the elderly cannot understand, and it is also difficult
to communicate with the caregiver. If I were there in person, I
could still teach them how to do it. [HCP #8]

…To be honest, I don’t really understand the internet. If
no one helps me set it up, I won’t know how to see a
doctor online. And if the doctor doesn’t see me, how will
they know what’s wrong with me? [Male, 76 years old]

Negative

Dimension 4: Space for diagnosis and treatment

…A patient receiving online medical care at home will require
much less space for us, such as waiting rooms and registration
areas. It will also significantly reduce the demand and burden
on staff. [HCP #1]

…I am old and unable to move around easily. It would
be best for me to see the doctor at home. [Male, 86 years
old]

Positive

…Online medical care now is quite good, with many complete
functions such as registration, appointment progress, and elec-
tronic medical records. However, I personally have reservations
about having many medical records stored in the cloud, as there
is no absolute security. Also, if a patient falls at home, how to
allocate responsibility and the risks involved are also concerns.
[HCP #14]

…There are many things that I cannot do at home. I need
to have my blood pressure measured, but there is no one
to help me at home. Also, I like to chat with people, but
at home, there’s only me. [Female, 70 years old]

Negative

aHCP: health care professional.

Discussion

This study explores the perspectives and barriers of respiratory
health care professionals and patients toward telehealth for
rehabilitation for respiratory diseases. Based on the participant
interviews, the use of home-based telerehabilitation for patients
with lung diseases was perceived to have both advantages and
disadvantages, which could be categorized under 4 domains:

location, digital technology, internet connectivity, and physical
space requirements. Unlike previous research [69], we adopted
the people-object-environment framework and interviewed
patients as well as health care professionals, with the aim of
obtaining feedback from all participants in the same context.
The 4 aspects mentioned above were found to be the most
important concerns for health care institutions and patients.
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Previous studies have reported that distance to outpatient care
has a profound impact on chronic patients; in other words, the
farther away from home, the lower is a patient’s willingness to
seek medical care [70]. However, Bhatt et al [71,72] highlighted
that patients often exhibit a reluctance to engage in PR,
regardless of proximity, for several reasons. Both groups of
interviewees in our study reported that the provision of
alternative options would reduce the number of hospital visits,
which would benefit patients and health care institutions.
Although digital health care has its limitations, leveraging the
internet to expand regional hospital services is not only
beneficial to the public but also makes medical services more
effective [73]. In special circumstances such as the outbreak of
a pandemic, issues such as patients being unable to attend
in-person treatments cannot be ignored. It is undeniable that
digital health care, in particular, spawns numerous benefits in
such situations. However, there are still limitations to digital
health care for people (doctors or the public), equipment and
network, and the environment (urban or rural). For example,
most older patients feel that only consultations in person with
doctors generate the feeling of being treated. Furthermore,
without physical examinations, it could be difficult for doctors
to diagnose the cause of symptoms. Nonetheless, digital
technology remains a good choice for patients with respiratory
disease who do not want to venture outside or exercise; however,
not every patient’s home is equipped with remote medical
devices or equipment, especially in rural areas [74]. Most
patients with respiratory disease are also older, and without
caregiver assistance, operating such devices can be difficult. In
addition, due to limited professional knowledge, equipment,
network, and living space, home care cannot replace all hospital
diagnoses and rehabilitation. Therefore, in consideration of the
findings from our study and a previous study [75], the
implementation of hierarchical medical care requires that
patients first undergo video consultations and then be referred
to nearby medical institutions for appropriate treatment based
on the severity of their condition. Patients can be referred to a
larger medical center when necessary for treatment through an
electronic referral platform between institutions. This approach
not only effectively improves the utilization efficiency of
medical resources but also significantly reduces medical
expenses and transportation costs for patients.

This study has some limitations. First, as our study was
conducted in a specific health care institution, our findings may

not be generalizable to other regions or institutions. Second,
most patients had poor health conditions and no prior experience
with PR; thus, they relied only on limited experience and
information. Lastly, the majority of the participants were older,
which may have influenced their responses regarding computer
use or internet issues. Additionally, health care service needs
likely vary between urban and rural areas, and our study does
not distinguish between the challenges and differences in
home-based PR between these 2 types of areas. Future research
should consider this aspect in their study design.

Most study participants reported that telehealth could greatly
benefit patients with chronic pulmonary diseases; however,
these benefits were not without limitations. Reflections on these
limitations by patients or health care professionals revealed that
telehealth is not suitable for all patients. For example, diagnosis
and treatment via telehealth can only accomplish certain tasks
and merely serve as a tool for preliminary diagnostic
assessments. Nonetheless, preliminary assessments can
determine whether a referral to a regional hospital or a large
teaching hospital is necessary. This classification and referral
system will also be applicable to rehabilitation therapy. Not all
patients are suitable for home-based PR, considering patient
safety, the required space and equipment, or the need for further
precision testing, among other factors. In addition, although
telehealth brought many conveniences to patients and health
care professionals, both parties still faced significant
psychological pressure. Patients noted that digital medicine
lacked warmth, and they tended to prefer human care, while
physicians had doubts about medical decision-making without
the ability to perform physical examinations. The degree of
control over digital technology was also an issue. Both parties
lacked confidence that effective treatment could be achieved
solely through the internet. Even though digital care has the
advantage of long-term patient monitoring, some patients were
unfamiliar with internet devices, and health care professionals
were concerned that patients may not always respond correctly
to instructions. Moreover, patients often neglect their physician’s
advice (such as following prescribed exercise schedules) due
to lack of motivation and the need to physically meet with the
physician. Both groups of study participants indicated that
significant improvements in telerehabilitation technology were
still needed, particularly for patients in rural areas or those who
were older and living alone, who require more support and
services.
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Abstract

Background: Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been positioned as useful tools to facilitate self-care.
The interaction between a patient and technology, known as usability, is particularly important for achieving positive health
outcomes. Specific characteristics of patients with chronic diseases, including multimorbidity, can affect their interaction with
different technologies. Thus, studying the usability of ICTs in the field of multimorbidity has become a key element to ensure
their relevant role in promoting self-care.

Objective: The aim of this study was to analyze the usability of a technological tool dedicated to health and self-care in patients
with multimorbidity in primary care.

Methods: A descriptive observational cross-sectional usability study was performed framed in the clinical trial in the primary
care health centers of Madrid Health Service of the TeNDER (Affective Based Integrated Care for Better Quality of Life) project.
The TeNDER technological tool integrates sensors for monitoring physical and sleep activity along with a mobile app for consulting
the data collected and working with self-management tools. This project included patients over 60 years of age who had one or
more chronic diseases, at least one of which was mild-moderate cognitive impairment, Parkinson disease, or cardiovascular
disease. From the 250 patients included in the project, 38 agreed to participate in the usability study. The usability variables
investigated were effectiveness, which was determined by the degree of completion and the total number of errors per task;
efficiency, evaluated as the average time to perform each task; and satisfaction, quantified by the System Usability Scale. Five
tasks were evaluated based on real case scenarios. Usability variables were analyzed according to the sociodemographic and
clinical characteristics of patients. A logistic regression model was constructed to estimate the factors associated with the type
of support provided for task completion.

Results: The median age of the 38 participants was 75 (IQR 72.0-79.0) years. There was a slight majority of women (20/38,
52.6%) and the participants had a median of 8 (IQR 7.0-11.0) chronic diseases. Thirty patients completed the usability study,
with a usability effectiveness result of 89.3% (134/150 tasks completed). Among the 30 patients, 66.7% (n=20) completed all
tasks and 56.7% (17/30) required personalized help on at least one task. In the multivariate analysis, educational level emerged
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as a facilitating factor for independent task completion (odds ratio 1.79, 95% CI 0.47-6.83). The median time to complete the
total tasks was 296 seconds (IQR 210.0-397.0) and the median satisfaction score was 55 (IQR 45.0-62.5) out of 100.

Conclusions: Although usability effectiveness was high, the poor efficiency and usability satisfaction scores suggest that there
are other factors that may interfere with the results. Multimorbidity was not confirmed to be a key factor affecting the usability
of the technological tool.

Trial Registration: Clinicaltrials.gov NCT05681065; https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT05681065

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e46811)   doi:10.2196/46811

KEYWORDS

user-centered design; multimorbidity; comorbid; self-care; medical informatics; primary health care; chronic disease; chronic
condition; chronic illness; primary care; usability; telemedicne; telehealth; information and communication technologies; ICT;
digital health; eHealth; human-computer interaction

Introduction

Multimorbidity, which is generally defined as the presence of
two or more simultaneous chronic diseases in a patient, is a
major challenge for health systems [1]. In the European Union,
up to 50 million people are estimated to have multimorbidity
[2]. Barnett et al [3] estimated a multimorbidity prevalence of
64.9% among patients aged 65-84 years and of 81.5% for those
85 years or older [3]. In recent years, patient-centered care
models [4] and, more specifically, interventions aimed at
self-care education have made it possible to optimize how
patients with multimorbidity manage their chronic diseases [5].
This type of intervention makes it easier for patients to identify
their health-problem needs and to identify techniques that can
help them make decisions, take appropriate actions, and modify
them as they present changes in their diseases [6].

Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been
positioned as useful tools to facilitate self-care [7]. The different
self-care strategies using ICTs include those dedicated to the
monitoring of biometric parameters through wearable
technologies or portable devices and mobile apps [8,9]. To
achieve positive health outcomes from these interventions, the
interaction between a patient and technology is particularly
important. The description of this interaction between the
technology, the specific tasks to be developed, and the end user
is a property known as usability [10].

Research on usability has grown in parallel with the
development of ICTs in health [11]. Reports from international
organizations such as the 2012-2020 eHealth Action Plan of
the European Commission [12] and the World Health
Organization Global Strategy on Digital Health 2020-2025 [13]
summarized the importance of the development of technological
tools that take into account their interaction with the special
conditions of older adults. The study of usability can help
determine the reasons for low patient adherence and adoption
of a specific technological tool. The improvements in usability
could facilitate interaction through several mechanisms:
reducing anxiety related to the use of new tools, increasing
accessibility and distribution among a greater number of users,
and reducing the possible risks derived from misuse [10].

In evaluating usability, the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 9126 standard [14] assesses the quality
of the product [15] and the ISO 9241 standard focuses on

processes, referred to as “the extent to which users in a specific
environment can use a product to achieve objectives of
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a particular task”
[16]. Thus, usability comprises the effectiveness in usability,
defined as the degree of completion [11,17,18] and the total
number of errors per task; efficiency in usability, defined as the
average time to perform the task; and satisfaction in usability,
defined as the degree to which the user’s physical and emotional
responses resulting from the use of a product satisfy their needs
and expectations. The most commonly used methods for
usability evaluation are questionnaires and interviews carried
out after the use of the technological tool for a certain period
of time.

The systematic reviews of Saeed et al [17] and Zapata et al [18]
analyzed the definitions of the ISO standards and the methods
used in evaluating the usability of health-related technological
tools. Their results indicate that the most frequent usability
problems are those related to visual aspects of the system and
the ability to learn and use specific features [17,18]. However,
because the results are limited to a specific technology and may
not be generalizable, their interpretation should take into account
the special characteristics of the end users, including their health
conditions.

The specific characteristics of patients with chronic diseases
can affect their interaction with different technologies. For
example, in the usability evaluation studies of an app for
diabetes self-management [19,20] and that conducted on an
automatic drug dispenser for patients with dementia [21],
characteristics of the patients were identified that interact with
different aspects of usability. Relatedly, Wildenbos et al [22]
differentiated four traits related to aging and chronic diseases
that act as barriers to usability: cognitive, physical, motivational,
and perceptual. Although the development of technological
tools aimed at self-care is increasing, their usability has thus
far mainly been evaluated in patients with specific isolated
pathologies such as in the previous examples. Research from
the perspective of patients with multimorbidity has been
increasing in recent years [23,24] but remains insufficient [25],
even though multimorbidity is the most common way of
reporting chronic diseases in the population over 60 years of
age [3].

Thus, studying the usability of ICTs has become a key element
in the field of multimorbidity [26] to ensure its relevant role in
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promoting self-care [7]. Along these lines, the TeNDER
(Affective Based Integrated Care for Better Quality of Life)
project [27,28] was a multisectoral project funded by Horizon
2020, the EU Framework Programme for research and
innovation. The TeNDER project developed an integrated care
model to manage multimorbidity in patients with dementia,
Parkinson disease, and cardiovascular disease in four European
countries: Spain, Germany, Italy, and Slovenia. One of the
clinical studies related to the TeNDER project was a multicenter,
randomized, parallel-group clinical trial carried out in Spain
with the main objective of evaluating the effectiveness of the
TeNDER system to improve quality of life in patients with
chronic diseases. Secondary aims were to describe the
satisfaction of patients and their caregivers and the usability of
the TeNDER system [29].

The objective of this study was to analyze the usability of a
technological tool (TeNDER) dedicated to health and self-care
in patients with multimorbidity in primary care.

Methods

Design
This was a descriptive observational cross-sectional study of
usability. This study was framed in the clinical trial in the
primary care health centers of Madrid Health Service of the
TeNDER project (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05681065) [29].

Ethical Considerations
This study respects the basic ethical principles of autonomy,
beneficence, justice, and nonmaleficence, and its development
followed the norms of Good Clinical Practice and the principles
enunciated in the latest Declaration of Helsinki (Seoul 2013).
The study obtained a favorable report from the Research Ethics
Board of the Hospital Universitario 12 de Octubre (20/450) and
was approved by the Central Research Commission of the
Community of Madrid (PC:39/20). Informed consent was
obtained from all participants involved in the study. No camera
recording or any other identification was made. Patients were
included with an anonymous identifier in the data collection
logbook (DCL). All data were processed based on the provisions
of the EU General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 of the
European Parliament and the Council (April 27, 2016) and the
Organic Law on Data Protection and Guarantee of Digital Rights

in the Spanish territory (LOPDGDD 3/2018 of 5 December).
Participants did not receive any financial compensation for their
participation in the study. The only compensation was that
received through the user experience during the use of the
technological tool.

Population and Sample
The study population included patients with one or more chronic
diseases recruited from four primary care health centers in the
Community of Madrid that had been included in the TeNDER
project by their referring professionals [27,28].

Patients over 60 years of age who had visited their health center
in the last year and who had any of the following chronic
diseases were included: mild-moderate cognitive impairment
(Mini-Mental State Evaluation [MMSE] score 19-28 points),
Parkinson disease, or cardiovascular disease, which includes
patients with heart failure, chronic ischemic heart disease, or
atrial fibrillation. Patients with a life expectancy of less than 6
months based on the opinion of their health care professionals,
severe mental illness, incapacity for autonomous movement, or
an MMSE score of less than 19 points were excluded.

The 250 patients included in the primary care health centers of
Madrid Health Service for the TeNDER project were invited to
participate via text messages with a mobile instant messaging
app. Thirty-eight patients with multimorbidity (≥2 chronic
diseases) agreed to participate. Considering an approximate
90% completion rate of tasks in previous usability evaluation
studies of monitoring tools [19,25,30], with this sample size,
we report a precision of 9.6% with the 95% CI.

TeNDER Technological Tool
The TeNDER technological tool is a web-based platform that
included integrating sensors such as a smartwatch for monitoring
physical activity, a sleep tracker to study sleep activity, and a
mobile app in which the data collected are displayed and tools
for self-management are offered (Figure 1). All of the TeNDER
ecosystem technology was developed through a co-design
process with all relevant stakeholders using a patient-centered
approach. During the project, the functionalities and the mobile
app were validated and released after user validation within an
incremental development approach, ensuring a feedback
framework that provided iterative refinement and improvements
of the mobile app.
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Figure 1. TeNDER technological tool and tasks to be performed by patients for the usability evaluation.

Variables
The main variable of the study was usability effectiveness,
which was determined by the degree of completion and the total
number of errors per task. Five tasks were designed using the
TeNDER system (Textbox 1). The tasks to be evaluated were
based on real case scenarios to simulate how patients would
interact with the system in a real-life situation according to the
care and self-management process based on the main
functionalities of the TeNDER app [29]. The tasks were
validated by a panel of three health professionals with

experience in the study of usability to verify the accuracy of the
content and the context. The degree of completion of the tasks
was coded using three categories: (0) not completed when the
subject was unable to complete the task (inability to progress
or to request advanced help or interruption in task execution),
(1) completed with personalized help in the form of comments
or directed indications, and (2) completed independently when
the user was able to carry out the task either without any help
from the person in charge of the test or with the aid of minor
indications. An error was coded when the subject made errors
that could not be solved or that prevented further progress.

Textbox 1. Tasks evaluated for the usability study.

Task 1: Display and progress of physical activity (steps and heart rate).

Task 2: Display of sleep characteristics and sleep quality.

Task 3: Display calendar and upcoming reminders.

Task 4: Add an event/reminder to the calendar.

Task 5: Change-adapted display aspects of the app (font size and dark mode).

As secondary variables, usability efficiency was determined by
timing each individual task and calculating the average time in
each task. Usability satisfaction was quantified by administering
the System Usability Scale (SUS) (Multimedia Appendix 1) in
its Spanish-validated version [31]. For this scale, the global
score ranges from 0 to 100, where higher values indicate greater
usability satisfaction. According to Bangor et al [32], SUS scores
of 70-100 indicate acceptable, whereas scores of 0-50 indicate
not acceptable; scores between 50 and 70 are considered to
indicate marginally acceptable results.

Sociodemographic variables collected included age, sex, and
education level, and clinical variables included type and number
of chronic diseases. Chronic pathologies were identified

according to the proposals in the O’Halloran classification [33]
(Multimedia Appendix 2).

Technology-related variables included previous use of touch
screens and the affinity for technology interaction (ATI) scale
[34]. For this scale, the global score ranges between 1 and 6,
where higher values indicate a greater affinity for the technology
(Multimedia Appendix 3).

Data Collection
The variables were collected by interview with the patient in
consultation with their referring professional and were recorded
in an electronic DCL designed ad hoc with the Research
Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) tool hosted on the secure
storage server of the institution. REDCap is a secure, web-based
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software platform designed to support data capture for research
studies [35,36].

The patients received the TeNDER technological tool. The
usability study was carried out 48 hours afterward based on the
execution of tasks in a face-to-face session with a member of
the research team who could provide assistance. To record the
variables that measure usability, a real-time screen recording
of the mobile device was performed during the entirety of task
performance. One member of the research team analyzed the
recordings. The start and end times were determined from the
time the instructions were offered until the moment each task
was completed; that information was subsequently transferred
to the DCL.

Statistical Analysis
The categorical variables are described as frequencies and
percentages. The quantitative variables are described as medians
and IQR, as they were nonnormally distributed for the number
of patients under study. The main result variable was the
proportion of completed tasks (usability effectiveness) with its
95% CI. As secondary outcome variables, the mean effective
time to perform each of the tasks (usability efficiency) and the

mean score in the SUS questionnaire (usability satisfaction)
were estimated. The association of the different usability
components (efficacy, effectiveness, and satisfaction) with the
sociodemographic and clinical variables was evaluated using

the χ2 test for categorical variables and the Student t test for
quantitative variables (the Mann-Whitney U test was used for
comparison of variables that did not follow a normal
distribution). The factors associated with completing the task
in an independent manner were analyzed using a multiple
logistic regression model with robust estimators. The dependent
variable was completing the task autonomously. The
independent variables were those found to be statistically
significant in the bivariable analyses or variables that are
otherwise considered to be clinically important. STATA 14
software was used for all statistical analyses.

Results

Among the 250 patients included in the TeNDER project invited,
38 (15.2%) agreed to participate in this study (Figure 2). There
were no differences in sociodemographic characteristics between
those who refused to participate and the final sample. Finally,
30 patients completed the usability study.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the participants.
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The median age of the participants was 75 (IQR 72.0-79.0)
years and 20/38 (52.6%) were women. With a median of 8 (IQR
7.0-11.0) chronic diseases, 89.5% of the patients had at least
one cardiovascular risk factor. Syndromes that include anxiety
and depression occurred at significantly different rates between
women (11/20, 55%) and men (3/18, 16.7%). A total of 83.8%
of the patients had previously interacted with touch screens,
and the median result on the ATI scale was 3.4 (IQR 3.0-3.8),
which differed between men and women.

The baseline characteristics of the patients are presented in
Table 1.

Thirty patients completed the usability study. Among them,
66.7% (20/30) completed all the tasks to be evaluated. All
patients were able to complete at least three of the five proposed
tasks and 10 patients did not complete at least one task. At least
one mistake was made while carrying out the tasks in 28/30
patients. A total of 66.7% (10/15) of the women required
personalized help in at least one of the tasks for their completion.
The median usability satisfaction in the SUS questionnaire was
55 (IQR 45.0-62.5).

A total of 150 tasks were carried out among all users and 89.3%
(134/150) of the tasks were completed. Tasks 1 and 2 were
completed 100% (60/60) of the time. Task 4 was completed at
a lower proportion than the other tasks (22/30, 73.3%) and
presented the highest number of errors (mean 2.5, SD 0.47).
Task 3 and task 4 required personalized help to be completed
(10/30, 33.3% and 8/30, 26.7%, respectively). The results of
the different usability components are shown in Table 2 (also
see Multimedia Appendix 4) and the details according to the
different tasks are shown in Table 3 (also see Multimedia
Appendix 5). The results of the subgroup usability analysis
considering patients with cognitive deficits are provided in
Multimedia Appendix 6.

In the multivariate analysis of the characteristics of the total
tasks evaluated that were completed (Table 4), education level
emerged as a facilitating factor to complete the task in an
independent manner. Being male, having diseases related to
cognition, and age hindered the completion of the task without
help, with the latter factor being statistically significant.
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Table 1. Patient baseline characteristics.

P valueMenWomenTotalCharacteristics

N/Aa18 (47.4)20 (52.6)38 (100)Participants, n (%)

.6776.0 (73.0-78.0)75.0 (69.0-80.0)75.0 (72.0-79.0)Age (years), median (IQR)

.19Education level, n (%)

9 (50.0)8 (40.0)17 (44.7)Up to primary studies

1 (5.6)6 (30.0)7 (18.4)Secondary studies

8 (44.4)6 (30.0)14 (36.8)Higher education

.058.0 (5.0-10.0)9.0 (8.0-11.5)8.0 (7.0-11.0)Number of chronic diseases, median (IQR)

Cardiovascular risk factors, n (%)

.3315 (83.3)19 (95.0)34 (89.5)Total

>.9911 (61.1)13 (65.0)24 (63.2)Arterial hypertension

.048 (44.4)16 (80.0)24 (63.2)Lipid metabolism disorders

.515 (27.8)8 (40.0)13 (34.2)Type 2 diabetes mellitus

>.996 (33.3)7 (35.0)13 (34.2)Overweight/obesity

>.994 (22.2)4 (20.0)28 (73.7)Cardiovascular disease

Perception problems, n (%)

.2112 (66.7)9 (45.0)21 (55.3)Total

>.998 (44.4)8 (40.0)16 (42.1)Vision problems

.0813 (72.2)19 (95.0)32 (84.2)Musculoskeletal problems, n (%)

Cognition problems, n (%)

.338 (44.4)13 (65.0)21 (55.3)Total

>.994 (22.2)5 (25.0)9 (23.7)Cognitive impairment

.023 (16.7)11 (55.0)14 (36.8)Anxiety-depression

.168 (44.4)4 (20.0)12 (31.6)Sleep disorders, n (%)

.6616 (88.9)15 (78.9)31 (83.8)Previous interaction with touch screens, n (%)

.163.6 (3.2-3.9)3.3 (2.7-3.8)3.4 (3.0-3.8)Affinity for technology interaction scale, median (IQR)

aN/A: not applicable.
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Table 2. Usability results according to the total number of patients who completed the study and total number of tasks completed.

MenWomen>10 CDs≤10 CDsaTotalUsability metric

Per patient

1515141630Number of patients

Usability effectiveness

5 (5.0-5.0)5 (4.0-5.0)5 (4.0-5.0)5 (4.0-5.0)5 (4.0-5.0)Number of tasks completed, median (IQR)

7 (46.7)10 (66.7)8 (57.1)9 (56.2)17 (56.7)At least one task with personalized help, n
(%)

7 (46.7)5 (33.3)6 (42.8)6 (37.5)12 (40.0)All tasks completed independently, n (%)

3.5 (1.0-5.0)6 (3.0-9.0)4 (2.0-6.0)5 (2.0-9.0)4.0 (2.0-8.0)Number of errors made, median (IQR)

293.5 (211.0-
447.0)

296.0 (201.0-
350.0)

284.0 (205.0-
431.0)

300.0 (236.0-
397.0)

296.0 (210.0-
397.0)

Usability efficiency: time to complete all tasks
(seconds), median (IQR)

60.0 (47.5-67.5)52.5 (40.0-62.5)61.2 (42.5-70.0)50.0 (45.0-58.8)55.0 (45.0-62.5)Usability satisfaction: SUSb questionnaire score,
median (IQR)

Tasks

75757080150Number of tasks

Usability effectiveness

69 (92.0)65 (86.7)63 (90.0)71 (88.7)134 (89.3)Proportion of tasks completed, n (%)

0.6 (1.2)c1.4 (2.0)c0.8 (1.3)1.2 (2.0)1.0 (1.7)Number of errors per task, mean (SD)

70.9 (105.1)60.1 (79.3)63.8 (90.7)66.8 (95.1)65.4 (92.7)Usability efficiency: time per task (seconds), mean
(SD)

aCD: chronic disease.
bSUS: System Usability Scale.
cP=.007. This is the only comparison in which significant differences were found. The table with all P values is provided in Multimedia Appendix 4.
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Table 3. Usability results by task.a

Postsecondary
education
(n=12)

Up to sec-
ondary edu-
cation
(n=18)

>10 CDs
(n=14)

≤10 CDsb

(n=16)

Men
(n=15)

Women
(n=15)

Total (N=30)Usability metric

Task 3

Usability effectiveness

12 (100.0)16 (88.9)14 (100.0)14 (87.5)14 (93.3)14 (93.3)28 (93.3)Number of patients completing
the task, n (%)

3 (25.0)7 (38.9)5 (35.7)5 (31.2)5 (33.3)5 (33.3)10 (33.3)Completed the task with person-
alized help, n (%)

0.5 (0.0-2.0)0.0 (0.0-1.0)0.0 (0.0-1.0)1.0 (0.0-1.5)0.0 (0.0-
1.0)

0.0 (0.0-1.0)0.0 (0.0-1.0)Number of errors made, median
(IQR)

48.5 (34.0-80.0)60.0 (30.0-
90.0)

58.5 (37.0-
90.0)

50.0 (23.0-
90.0)

65.0
(33.0-
105.0)

40.0 (30.0-
70.0)

57.0 (33.0-
90.0)

Usability efficiency: time to perform
the task (seconds), median (IQR)

Task 4

Usability effectiveness

12 (100.0)d10 (55.6)d10 (71.4)12 (75.0)13 (86.7)9 (60.0)22 (73.3)Number of patients completing
the task, n (%)

3 (25.0)5 (27.8)4 (28.6)4 (25.0)4 (26.7)4 (26.7)8 (26.7)Completed the task with person-
alized help, n (%)

1.0 (0.0-2.0)3.0 (0.0-5.0)1.5 (0.0-3.0)2.0 (0.0-4.0)1.0 (0.0-

3.0)e
3.0 (1.0-5.0)e2.0 (0.0-4.0)Number of errors made, median

(IQR)

186.0 (161.5-
225.0)

176.0 (0.0-
300.0)

174.0 (0.0-
280.0)

186.0 (80.0-
265.0)

180.0
(137.0-
300.0)

185.0 (0.0-
220.0)

182.5 (0.0-
280.0)

Usability efficiency: time to perform
the task (seconds), median (IQR)

Task 5

Usability effectiveness

12 (100.0)14 (77.8)11 (78.6)15 (93.8)14 (93.3)12 (80.0)26 (86.7)Number of patients completing
the task, n (%)

1 (8.3)4 (22.2)2 (14.3)3 (18.8)3 (20.0)2 (13.3)5 (16.7)Completed the task with person-
alized help, n (%)

0.5 (0.0-1.0)1.5 (0.0-3.0)1.0 (0.0-2.0)0.5 (0.0-2.0)0.0 (0.0-

1.0)c
1.0 (1.0-3.0)c1.0 (0.0-2.0)Number of errors made, median

(IQR)

19.0 (12.0-27.5)20.5 (10.0-
80.0)

19.0 (6.0-
31.0)

20.0 (14.0-
75.0)

18.0
(10.0-
21.0)

30.0 (6.0-
75.0)

20.0 (10.0-
50.0)

Usability efficiency: time to perform
the task (seconds), median (IQR)

aThe usability results for tasks 1 and 2 are not included because they showed 100% effectiveness in usability; P values are only indicated for comparisons
in which significant differences were found. The table with all P values is provided in Multimedia Appendix 5.
bCD: chronic disease.
cP=.01.
dP=.01.
eP=.04.
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Table 4. Factors associated with completing a task in an independent manner.

P valueOdds ratio (95% CI)Associated factors

.740.81 (0.24-2.74)Male sex

.0020.85 (0.77-0.94)Age

Education level

N/AaReferenceUp to secondary education

.391.79 (0.47-6.83)Postsecondary education

.030.18 (0.04-0.81)Diseases related to cognition

aN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Main Findings
The usability effectiveness of the TeNDER technological tool
was 89.3% (134/150). Overall, 40% (12/30) of the patients
completed all tasks independently. Task 4 was completed at a
lower proportion than the rest of the tasks (22/30, 73.3%) and
presented the highest number of errors (mean 2.5, SD 0.47).
The usability efficiency, evaluated as the median time to
complete the total tasks, was 296.0 seconds (IQR 210.0-397.0),
with an average value per task of 65.4 seconds (SD 92.7). The
satisfaction in usability perceived by the patients was acceptable
(mean 52.2, SD 16.9). Being male, having diseases related to
cognition, and age were factors that hindered the completion of
the task without personalized help, among which only age was
statistically significant.

Comparison With Other Studies
The usability effectiveness of the TeNDER technological tool
was 89.3%, which is similar to the results of previous studies
carried out on different categories of patients for similar
technological developments. Sánchez-Morillo et al [30]
evaluated the usability of a technological tool aimed at
monitoring the symptoms of patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, and Georgsson et al [19] evaluated a system
designed for the management of self-care in patients with
diabetes. The proportion of tasks completed was 88% and 91%,
respectively, despite the opposite characteristics of the
participants with respect to the level of education and affinity
for technology in each of the studies. As in our study, the degree
of task complexity could have been adapted to the characteristics
of the potential users: tasks 1 and 2 were completed by all
patients, whereas the rest of the tasks, of greater complexity,
were completed by only those with higher education. For those
who did not have higher education, the task completion rate
reached up to 55.6%. These differences in the use of technology
depending on the level of education have been confirmed in
previous studies [37].

Despite the high proportion of completed tasks, 56.7% of the
patients required personalized help to complete at least one of
the tasks. Older age and cognition-related diseases were risk
factors for requiring personalized help to complete the tasks.
Previous experience in evaluating the usability of a
computerized system for self-care management aimed at patients
with chronic diseases yielded similar percentages of

effectiveness in usability and help for task completion [25],
which points to the importance of having family members or
professionals assist patients with chronic diseases to interact
with a mobile app [38].

The median value for usability satisfaction was 55.0 (IQR
45.0-62.5), which is a low marginal score over not acceptable
[32]. Ligons et al [21] obtained similar results and indicated
that the degree of response in satisfaction with a technology or
system may not be related to the ability for the completion of
its tasks. That is, patients may be able to complete tasks without
knowing why they have completed them or how they can benefit
from them in their day-to-day lives. Other studies, including
that of Sánchez-Morillo et al [30], suggested that high levels of
satisfaction may be caused by the presence of qualified
professionals who assisted during the usability evaluation.

The median age of the patients in our study was 75 years and
a high degree of multimorbidity was notable, with a median of
up to eight chronic diseases. Previous studies have analyzed the
usability of a technology from the perspective of patients with
a chronic index disease in particular [19,20,30,39]. For example,
Wildenbos et al [22] analyzed how chronic diseases can affect
the usability of technological tools. Thus, a single chronic
disease can be the cause of physical, cognitive, and perception
barriers [22]. Medical conditions that could favor the appearance
of these barriers are represented in our study: diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, cognitive impairment, and vision
problems. However, as in previous studies, no differences were
found in the different aspects of usability based on the number
of chronic diseases.

Only 38 patients out of a total of 250 who signed prior informed
consent agreed to participate in this usability study. It should
be noted that a mobile instant messaging app was used as the
method of offering participation and there was a nonresponse
rate of 80% (200/250). This means of communication, although
common in current society, could have caused a lack of
confidence or security in patients [40]. Among the 38 patients
who agreed to participate, 6 (15.2%) decided to leave the study
as a result of the stress generated by the proposed tasks or due
to lack of interest. Few previous usability studies have reported
the number of losses [41], perhaps due to the small number of
patients involved. Wildenbos et al [22] mentioned lack of
motivation as a key element to achieving acceptance of
technology by older people. The benefits of using a technology
should be made evident quickly and easily; otherwise, feelings
of frustration and of giving up its use are likely. In a time-limited
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usability evaluation, these benefits are not evident, and their
nonparticipation can help to avoid feelings of uncertainty,
wasting the time invested in learning a technology, or the shame
of making mistakes.

Differences based on sex in the use of ICTs have been described
in previous studies [37,42]. Among older people, access to
technology and their degree of involvement in daily activity is
greater in men than in women [37]. These differences are also
identified in the different aspects of usability. In our study, the
average number of errors committed per task was significantly
higher in women (mean 1.4, SD 2.0) than in men (mean 0.6,
SD 1.2). In addition, the proportion of women who needed
personalized help to complete tasks was higher (10/15, 67%)
than that in men (7/15, 47%). These differences have been
largely justified by the fact that the labor participation of women
has been lower, particularly in computerized jobs due to less
training over the years [43].

Limitations
Although the number of participants in our study is similar to
that of other studies and the findings obtained provide valuable
information, a larger sample size would provide a larger data

set to conduct more sophisticated and detailed statistical
analyses. Moreover, given the characteristics of the research, it
has not been possible to collect opinions, sensations, and
emotions in relation to the technological tool that the patients
experienced during task execution. For this reason, including a
qualitative methodology such as focus groups [44], think-aloud
tasks [45], or a user-centered cognitive walkthrough [20] could
provide essential information for understanding the
decision-making of patients with multimorbidity when faced
with a mobile app aimed at health.

Another limitation identified is the time of tool use being limited
to 48 hours. Studies such as those of Tahsin et al [46] and Baek
et al [47] showed how usability results can change at different
times over longer intervals of use for up to 1 year.

Conclusions
Although usability effectiveness was high, the poor efficiency
and usability satisfaction results suggest that there are other
factors that may interfere with these results. Sex and education
level can influence the degree of completion of tasks. It has not
been possible to show that multimorbidity is a key factor in the
usability results of a technological tool.
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Abstract

Background: Hypoglycemia threatens cognitive function and driving safety. Previous research investigated in-vehicle voice
assistants as hypoglycemia warnings. However, they could startle drivers. To address this, we combine voice warnings with
ambient LEDs.

Objective: The study assesses the effect of in-vehicle multimodal warning on emotional reaction and technology acceptance
among drivers with type 1 diabetes.

Methods: Two studies were conducted, one in simulated driving and the other in real-world driving. A quasi-experimental
design included 2 independent variables (blood glucose phase and warning modality) and 1 main dependent variable (emotional
reaction). Blood glucose was manipulated via intravenous catheters, and warning modality was manipulated by combining a
tablet voice warning app and LEDs. Emotional reaction was measured physiologically via skin conductance response and
subjectively with the Affective Slider and tested with a mixed-effect linear model. Secondary outcomes included self-reported
technology acceptance. Participants were recruited from Bern University Hospital, Switzerland.

Results: The simulated and real-world driving studies involved 9 and 10 participants with type 1 diabetes, respectively. Both
studies showed significant results in self-reported emotional reactions (P<.001). In simulated driving, neither warning modality
nor blood glucose phase significantly affected self-reported arousal, but in real-world driving, both did (F2,68=4.3; P<.05 and
F2,76=4.1; P=.03). Warning modality affected self-reported valence in simulated driving (F2,68=3.9; P<.05), while blood glucose
phase affected it in real-world driving (F2,76=9.3; P<.001). Skin conductance response did not yield significant results neither in
the simulated driving study (modality: F2,68=2.46; P=.09, blood glucose phase: F2,68=0.3; P=.74), nor in the real-world driving
study (modality: F2,76=0.8; P=.47, blood glucose phase: F2,76=0.7; P=.5). In both simulated and real-world driving studies, the
voice+LED warning modality was the most effective (simulated: mean 3.38, SD 1.06 and real-world: mean 3.5, SD 0.71) and
urgent (simulated: mean 3.12, SD 0.64 and real-world: mean 3.6, SD 0.52). Annoyance varied across settings. The standard
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warning modality was the least effective (simulated: mean 2.25, SD 1.16 and real-world: mean 3.3, SD 1.06) and urgent (simulated:
mean 1.88, SD 1.55 and real-world: mean 2.6, SD 1.26) and the most annoying (simulated: mean 2.25, SD 1.16 and real-world:
mean 1.7, SD 0.95). In terms of preference, the voice warning modality outperformed the standard warning modality. In simulated
driving, the voice+LED warning modality (mean rank 1.5, SD rank 0.82) was preferred over the voice (mean rank 2.2, SD rank
0.6) and standard (mean rank 2.4, SD rank 0.81) warning modalities, while in real-world driving, the voice+LED and voice
warning modalities were equally preferred (mean rank 1.8, SD rank 0.79) to the standard warning modality (mean rank 2.4, SD
rank 0.84).

Conclusions: Despite the mixed results, this paper highlights the potential of implementing voice assistant–based health warnings
in cars and advocates for multimodal alerts to enhance hypoglycemia management while driving.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05183191; https://classic.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05183191, ClinicalTrials.gov
NCT05308095; https://classic.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05308095

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e46967)   doi:10.2196/46967

KEYWORDS

digital health; voice assistant; ambient lighting; in-vehicle technology; health state; diabetes; hypoglycemia; warning; emotional
reaction; technology acceptance; mobile phone; diabetes; implementation

Introduction

Overview
Around 9 million adults worldwide experience type 1 diabetes
mellitus (T1DM) [1]. One of the most relevant acute
complications associated with T1DM is hypoglycemia (ie, low
blood glucose). This condition is associated with impaired
cognitive, executive, and psychomotor function [2-4] and is
linked to driving mishaps [5-7].

Previous work introduced the development of a voice warning
for hypoglycemia while behind the wheel, whereas the voice
assistant (VA) would work as a warning interface [8]. The
hypoglycemia warning was intended as an app compatible with
the VA that is already available in the car and that would allow
delivering an alert in a hands-free manner. The study reported
on the iterative development and evaluation of an in-vehicle
hypoglycemia voice warning. It demonstrated that it is deemed
useful and effective by drivers with T1DM, especially if the
warning is kept simple and direct (ie, avoiding initiating a
conversation with the driver). However, the paper did not
investigate the effect of proactive behavior in the VA in such a
context. Proactivity in VAs can cause a startling reaction, which
is prone to annoyance [9] and driving impairments [10-12].

Ambient lighting can communicate with drivers without
distracting them from their main task [13] or eliciting a strong
emotional response [14]. This interface has been investigated
as an indicator of several driving-relevant events, such as
obstacle warnings or vehicle-state communication [15].
However, to the best of our knowledge, in-vehicle ambient
lighting through LEDs has never been investigated as an
indicator of a critical health state.

Our previous work [8] tested the concept of an in-vehicle voice
warning delivered by the VA with healthy participants and then
with individuals with T1DM, both in a driving simulator and a
real car. The concept was developed following an iterative
approach, and study participants provided feedback that we
used to enhance the voice warning and test it on new
participants. Thus, our previous work focused on technology
acceptance and on improving it through user feedback. However,

the voice warning was not evaluated against a standard warning
(ie, beep with text), which could be used as a benchmark.
Moreover, our previous work did not focus on the emotional
reaction generated by getting a warning while driving.
Therefore, this work investigates the effect of LEDs (ie, a
possible solution to alleviate emotional reaction) and is to be
understood as a continuation of our previous work. To foster
experimental control and external validity, the same procedure
is replicated in a simulated driving setting (ie, a computer
simulator) and a real-world driving setting (ie, a car in a closed
circuit).

Background

Hypoglycemia Warnings
Hypoglycemia is a common complication of diabetes. The
monitoring of blood glucose is essential to prevent
hypoglycemia. Intermittent self-monitoring of blood glucose,
flash glucose monitoring, and continuous glucose monitoring
are commonly used methods. However, these methods are not
adapted to the in-vehicle context, as they require the driver to
visually attend to a handheld mobile device displaying the
current blood glucose value. This behavior is known to impair
driving performance [16], thus leading to dangerous situations
while driving.

Tentative hands-free solutions have been proposed to address
this issue in academia [17] and in the community of individuals
with T1DM [18]. Specifically, prior research [17] suggested
using vehicles as a platform to display blood glucose data on
infotainment screens. Moreover, a digital community [18]
created an open-source program to show their continuous
glucose monitoring data on infotainment screens. However,
these solutions are limited to visual information display, thus
failing to be ergonomically suitable for the in-vehicle context
while driving. Therefore, solutions must be developed, which
can provide hypoglycemia warnings while driving. One
approach is to use voice-first warnings (ie, delivered by the
built-in in-vehicle VA), where the driver can be informed of
the issue without having to attend to a display.
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In-Vehicle Warnings
In-vehicle health-state warning systems are a part of advanced
driver–assistance systems [19]. From a human-computer
interaction perspective, in-vehicle warnings should be effective
and communicate urgency without being annoying [20].
Currently, in-vehicle warnings vary from classic car warnings,
visually presented on the dashboard with traffic-light colors and
unspecific tones, to advanced driver–assistance system warnings
that use visual, auditory, and haptic modalities [21]. Even though
the visual signal should be redundant to the auditory and haptic
signals, some driver-state warnings, such as the driver attention
alert, are predominantly visual (eg, mug symbol with an
indicative text such as “Time for a break”).

To decrease the demand for drivers’ visual attention, it is
necessary to develop attention-attractive warnings without
relying on visual displays as the main source of information.
One approach would be to use the in-vehicle VA already built
into the car to warn or alert drivers for critical situations, such
as hypoglycemia (or drowsiness). This approach could ensure
warnings’ effectiveness while reducing drivers’ visual
distraction.

In-Vehicle VAs
VAs are increasingly being integrated into cars [22-24], allowing
digital health interventions to be delivered via such an interface
in a scalable way. In the in-vehicle context, VAs have ergonomic
and experiential advantages: they reduce visual distraction
compared to other infotainment technologies [25], foster a
natural interaction [26], create a sense of social presence [27],
and increase engagement [28]. Ultimately, VAs can create a
sense of being in the presence of a copilot [29]. Therefore,
in-vehicle VAs have great potential for delivering real-time and
effective hypoglycemia warnings to drivers while driving.

Proactive VAs and the Risk of Startle
Proactivity is not part of the current common mental model of
a VA. However, it does not necessarily affect driving
performance [30] and is well-accepted by drivers [31,32].
Nevertheless, a sudden auditory stimulus can create a startling
reaction, which could interfere with driving performance
[10,33]. Hence, when it comes to critical situations such as
hypoglycemia [34], it is important to develop warnings that
gradually prepare the driver to be receptive to them. Ambient
lighting can be used to gradually prepare the driver and add
information without consequentially distracting the driver [13].
This technology has been previously investigated for in-vehicle
driving behavior support such as collision and blind warnings,
lane change decision support, and speed and attention direction
recommendations [15]. In addition, it has been investigated to
inform the driver about the vehicle’s decision-making in
autonomous cars [35].

Objectives
To this end, a hypoglycemia warning delivered by a mock-up
of a built-in in-vehicle VA is designed and tested with
individuals with T1DM and compared to a standard format of
in-car warning (ie, unspecific alert tone with visual information)
regarding driver experience.

Specifically, this work aims (1) to design a hands-free
multimodal health intervention for hypoglycemia (ie, warning)
compatible with the in-vehicle context and (2) to investigate
the effect of warning modality (visual, vocal, and vocal with
ambient lighting) on the emotional reaction and the acceptance
of such technology.

Methods

Overview
Two studies were carried out, a simulated driving study and a
real-world driving study. Across these studies, participant
recruitment, study design, material and apparatus, procedure,
and data analysis were the same. The difference lied in the
setting. For this reason, all the following subsections, except
for Setting, are described only once.

Participants

Sampling, Inclusion Criteria, and Compensation
Patients diagnosed with T1DM attending the diabetes outpatient
clinic of the Bern University Hospital were recruited. A
physician (VFL) of the study team performed recruitment during
regular outpatient visits with a face-to-face assessment. For the
simulated driving study, participants were recruited between
November 2021 and March 2022. For the real-world driving
study, participants were recruited between April and June 2022.
Inclusion criteria were age between 21 and 60 years, hemoglobin
A1c≤9% (ie, a blood test indicating how well the patient’s
diabetes is being controlled), functional insulin treatment (with
insulin pump therapy or multiple daily injections) for at least 3
months with good knowledge of insulin self-management,
possession of a Swiss driver’s license at least 3 years before
study inclusion, and have driven at least once in the last 6
months. Each participant received an expense allowance of US
$209.62 to cover general expenses caused by study participation
(eg, transport).

Experience and Beliefs Questionnaires
Upon inclusion in the study, participants were asked to report
the frequency of driving per week, their previous use of
in-vehicle VAs, and their technology affinity. Technology
affinity was assessed with the 16-item Technology Readiness
Index [36]. This scale measures constructs susceptible to
influencing the adoption of cutting-edge technology, such as
optimism, innovativeness, discomfort, and insecurity.

Study Design
The study was designed as quasi-experimental with 2
independent variables, that is, blood glucose phase and warning
modality, and 1 main dependent variable, that is, emotional
reaction. The blood glucose variable had 3 levels, that is,
euglycemia, decreasing, and hypoglycemia (see the Procedure
section). The warning modality variable had 3 levels as well,
that is, standard, voice, and voice+LED (see the Warning
section). The blood glucose phase was varied in a
nonrandomized fashion (see the Procedure section), while the
warning modality was pseudorandomized, and each modality
was crossed with each blood glucose phase. Secondary outcomes
included self-reported user experience measures, such as
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warning acceptance, perceived urgency, alerting effectiveness,
annoyance, and preference.

Material and Apparatus

Overview
In this section, the operationalization of the design variables is
described. An overview is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Study design variables.

Levels or valuesToolVariable

Normal, decreasing, and hypoglycemiaControlled hypoglycemia protocol [37]Blood glucosea

Standard, voice, and voice+LEDHypoglycemia warning app [38]Warning modalitya

Skin conductance responseEmpatica E4Emotional reaction (objective)b

Score (0-100)Affective Slider [39]Emotional reaction (subjective)b

Score (1=very urgent and 5=very insignificant)Baldwin and Moore scale [20]Warning perceived urgencyb

Score (1=effective and 5=ineffective)Baldwin and Moore scale [20]Warning alerting effectivenessb

Score (1=I dislike it very much and 5=I like it very much)Baldwin and Moore scale [20]Warning annoyanceb

Score (–2=negative extreme and +2=positive extreme)Van Der Laan Acceptance Scale [40]Warning acceptanceb

Rank (1=best and 3=worst)Arbitrary 3-point scaleWarning preferenceb

aManipulation.
bMeasure.

Blood Glucose
Blood glucose was manipulated by inserting 2 intravenous
catheters: one for blood glucose measurement with an interval
of 5-10 minutes and the other for the infusion of a combination
of insulin and glucose, according to the patient’s current blood
glucose and the experimental target blood glucose range.
Euglycemia (ie, normal blood glucose) was defined as a
concentration of 5-8 mmol/L; decreasing blood glucose was
identified when blood glucose was below the euglycemia range
(5-8 mmol/L) and progressing toward a target hypoglycemic
range (3-3.5 mmol/L); and hypoglycemia was defined as a
concentration of 3-3.5 mmol/L. For more technical details, refer
to related research [37].

Warning
The Hypoglycemia warning app operationalized into a tablet
(model SM-T590, Samsung) simulated the infotainment
system’s touchscreen, and LED strips (RGB Light Strip Pro,
Cololight) simulated the interior ambient lighting. The warning
system was controlled through the Wizard of Oz method [41],
that is, the system was controlled by the experimenter behind
the scene and acting as if it was fully automated.

The LED strips had 60 LEDs per meter and could be remotely
controlled with the Cololight app (Klaus Stephan GmbH). The

tablet was used to run the Hypoglycemia warning app (publicly
available on GitHub [38]), remotely controlled via a remote
desktop app (AnyDesk, AnyDesk Software GmbH).

The warning system had 4 possible states: a default state and 3
intervention modalities (standard, voice, and voice+LED). The
default state involved the LED strip being turned on in blue and
the tablet showing a fake navigation menu (Figure 1A). The
standard modality displayed a yellow warning sign with an
informative text and was accompanied by an earcon. The text
said “Risk of hypoglycemia. Please pull over and verify blood
sugar.” The LED strips remained blue (Figure 1B). The voice
modality displayed a VA animation accompanied by a
prerecorded synthesized female voice (de-DE-Wavenet-C with
speed=0.85 and pitch=–3.20, Google Inc). The voice said “I
have detected a risk of hypoglycemia. Please pull over safely
and verify your blood sugar” (translation from the German
formulation “Ich habe eine Hypogefahr erkannt. Bitte sicher
anhalten und deinen Blutzucker überprüfen”). The voice
warning was designed based on the results reported in our
previous work [8]. Once again, the LED strips remained blue
(Figure 1C). The voice+LED modality displayed the same VA
animation and prerecorded synthesized female voice but, before
the onset of the voice warning, the LED strips turned red (Figure
1D).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the warning app and modalities. (A) The default state was shown during the drive and simulated the infotainment menu of the
car. The (B) standard, (C) voice, and (D) voice+LED modalities were activated when a warning was delivered.

Participants knew that they would receive a warning during
each drive. Still, the warning presentation was
pseudorandomized, where they would receive a complete
permutation of the 3 warning modalities within a blood glucose
phase. Participants were not explicitly informed about which
warning was “the intervention of interest” and which one was
the “comparator.”

Objective Emotional Reaction
Emotional reaction was measured physiologically through skin
conductance response (SCR). SCR is the result of the
sympathetic nervous system promptly regulating the activity of
the sweat glands in response to a stimulus. This measure is
associated with emotional arousal [42] and can be used to
measure event-related emotional reactions objectively [43]. In
this study, the Empatica E4 (Empatica Inc), a Conformité
Européenne–certified wristband collecting physiological data
in real time, was used. Participants wore the E4 during the main
visit (see the Procedure section). Note that this measure
provided solely the arousal dimension of emotion.

Subjective Emotional Reaction
Emotional reaction was also measured subjectively through the
Affective Slider [39]. This digital scale is a self-reporting tool
measuring valence and arousal on 2 separate sliders. Participants
did not see any numerical anchor, but the score ranged from 0
to 100. Thus, valence is rated between a frowning and a smiling
face (0=frowning and 100=smiling), and arousal between a
sleepy and a widely awake face (0=sleepy and 100=widely
awake).

Warning Perceived Urgency, Alerting Effectiveness, and
Annoyance
To measure the perceived urgency mapping of the 3 modalities,
for each modality, participants rated the perceived urgency,
alerting effectiveness, and annoyance according to a scale from
prior work [20]. The 3 dimensions were rated using a 5-point
Likert scale (1=very urgent or effective or I like it very much
and 5=very insignificant or ineffective or I dislike it very much).
This questionnaire was filled out during the posttest visit (see
the Procedure section).

Warning Acceptance
To compare the acceptance of the 3 modalities, participants
filled out the Van Der Laan Acceptance Scale [40], once per
modality. This scale consists of the 2 constructs, usefulness and
satisfaction, with items answered on a 5-point semantic
differential from –2 to +2, which means participants had to
select a point between 2 opposite adjectives (eg, unpleasant or
pleasant). This questionnaire was filled out during the posttest
visit (see the Procedure section).

Warning Preference
To formalize their preference, patients were asked to rank the
3 modalities from best to worst. The scale was implemented as
a radio button questionnaire with 1 item per modality (ie, beep
with a warning sign and text, voice, and LED with voice) and
a 3-point scale (ie, 1=best and 3=worst). Participants were also
encouraged to provide comments to their answers, which were
topically (ie, without verbatim transcription) recorded in written
form. This questionnaire was filled out during the posttest visit
(see the Procedure section).
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Setting

Simulated Driving
Patients used a driving simulator (Carnetsoft Inc), featuring 3
monitors displaying the front, left, and right views of the driving
cabin. The central monitor also displayed the cockpit and
navigation arrows, which directed the patient through the
environment. To control the simulator, participants used a

steering wheel and pedals (Logitech Driving Force G29,
Logitech), set to the automatic transmission. The simulator was
connected to a stereo speaker and maintained at a constant
volume (Figure 2A and C). The infotainment system simulator
tablet (see the Warning section) was placed under the right side
of the central monitor and connected to the simulator’s sound
system. The LED lights were attached at the bottom of the 3
monitors. Figure 2A and 2C illustrates the patient’s setup.

Figure 2. Comparison of patient’s and experimenter’s setup between simulated and real-world driving. The left figures represent the simulated driving
setting, the right figures represent the real-world driving setting, the top figures (A and C) show the patient’s setup, and the bottom figures (B and D)
show the experimenter’s setup.

The experimenter was standing behind the patient and controlled
the LED stripes with a smartphone (Redmi Note, Xiaomi Inc)
and the tablet via a laptop computer (ThinkPad X1 Carbon,
Lenovo PC HK Ltd). A stopwatch app was used to manually
onset the warning. Figure 2B and 2D illustrates the
experimenter’s setup.

Three environments were used, namely, highway, countryside,
and town, with the highway being the easiest to navigate due
to variable traffic but no turns, the countryside having a
moderated amount of traffic and turns, and the town being the
most difficult with the most turns and traffic. Participants drove
in the environments for about 5 minutes before receiving a
hypoglycemia warning (run-in phase).

Real-World Driving
Patients drove in a minivan (Touran, Volkswagen) with an
automatic transmission. The car was equipped with dual pedals
to allow for intervention from a trained driving instructor, in
case of emergency. In case the instructor needed to intervene,
the event was recorded.

The infotainment system simulator tablet (see the Warning
section) was placed on top of the infotainment screen and
connected to the car’s sound system, maintained at a constant

volume. The LED lights were attached along the cockpit from
the left to the right extremities, passing by under the steering
wheel, the infotainment system, and above the aperture of the
glove compartment. The experimenter was sitting in the third
row of the car and controlled the LED stripes with a smartphone
and the tablet via a laptop computer (6th Gen ThinkPad X1
Carbon, Lenovo PC HK Ltd). A Google Map was used to
manually onset the warning.

Patients were exposed to real-world driving on a test track
provided by the Swiss Federal Department of Defense, Civil
Protection and Sports. The driving scenarios on the track were
designed to correspond with simulated environments used in
the simulator setting (ie, highway, countryside, and town),
featuring various driving elements such as turns, crossroads,
stop signs, and a pedestrian crossing equipped with a dummy.
As traffic simulation was not feasible, artificial obstacles,
including boxes and traffic pylons, were used. Participants drove
in the environments for 5-7 minutes before receiving a
hypoglycemia warning (run-in phase).

Ethical Considerations
The experiments were approved within the context of this project
by the cantonal ethics commission of Bern, Switzerland
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(BASEC2020-00685 and BASEC2021-02381). Before any
study-related procedure, informed consent specifying the
analysis and the study protocol presented in this paper was
obtained in written form from all participants. All collected data
were deidentified by associating individual data to a numerical
identification number. The data reported in this paper are part
of the HEADWIND Study, a clinical trial registered under
ClinicalTrials.gov (Part 3: NCT05183191 and Part 4:
NCT05308095).

Procedure
The procedure was divided into 3 visits. In a pretest visit,
patients were welcomed to the Bern University Hospital,
informed about the procedure and the warnings, and asked to
fill out demographic and experience and beliefs questionnaires.

In the main visit, participants were welcomed to the relevant
setting for the blood glucose manipulation and the objective
emotional reaction measurements. Participants were aware that
their blood sugar would be manipulated to reach specific goal
ranges, but they were not informed of their blood glucose during
the experiment. In the real-world driving setting, the driving
instructor was also aware of the blood glucose manipulation
and was blinded to the current blood glucose. The experimental
team was not blinded to the blood glucose level.

Each participant went through a fixed sequence of blood glucose
phases: (1) a first drive with normal blood glucose (phase 1:
euglycemia), where participants were first experiencing all types
of environment and warning (and was thus considered as
training); (2) a phase where blood glucose was progressively
decreasing toward the moderate hypoglycemia threshold (ie,
<3.0 mmol/L) with a target range of 3-3.5 mmol/L (phase 2:
decreasing); (3) a phase with stable moderate hypoglycemia
(phase 3: hypoglycemia); and (4) a final phase with normal
blood glucose (phase 4: euglycemia). A warning was delivered
at the end of each drive to explore the effect of the blood glucose
phase. Participants drove in the 3 types of environments in each
phase. The sequence of environment type was
pseudorandomized [8], that is, participants were exposed to all
3 warning modalities within each phase, but the sequence of
modalities within 1 phase was random. Similarly, the warning
modality was pseudorandomized to balance modality with
environments. Once participants received a warning, they were
expected to stop, and the drive came to an end. At the end of
each drive, participants filled out the Affective Slider referring
to the warning they just received. Figure 3 shows an overview
of the procedure.

Figure 3. Overview of the procedure. The vertical gray bars represent the drives, the ribbon delimited by solid lines represents the blood glucose
manipulation, the vertical dashed lines represent the warning deliveries, the vertical dotted lines represent the Affective Slider submission, and the
horizontal dotted line represents the hypoglycemia threshold.

In a posttest visit, participants were once more exposed to the
3 warning modalities and were required, after each exposure,
to fill the Baldwin and Moore scale [20] and the Van Der Laan
Acceptance Scale. Finally, they ranked the 3 warning modalities.

Data Analysis
The continuous variables of sample characteristics (ie,
demographics and previous experience) are presented with mean
and SD. Frequency variables of sample characteristics are
presented in count numbers (ie, n) and percentages of the total
experiment sample.

Emotional reaction (objective and subjective) measures were
analyzed as a function of blood glucose (excluding phase 1)
and warning modality and verified with a mixed-effects linear
model, ANOVA test, and a significance threshold of P=.05.

Effect size was calculated with partial η2 (0.01 indicates a small
effect, 0.06 indicates a medium effect, and 0.14 indicates a large
effect). Moreover, the objective emotional reaction was analyzed
following established guidelines [43]: SCR (ie, rapid phasic
component) was standardized for individual differences by
dividing the SCR signal by the individual maximum SCR and
by reducing the noise. In addition, SCR was calculated by
considering the change in skin conductance between the average
skin conductance in the 5-second window before the warning
onset and the average skin conductance in the 5-second window
after the warning onset itself (including latency of 1 second).
For each measure of emotional reaction, a mixed-effects linear
model was estimated with warning modality (3 levels: standard,
voice, and voice+LED) and blood glucose (3 levels: normal,
decreasing, and hypoglycemia) as independent variables and
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with emotional reaction measure (ie, either self-reported arousal,
self-reported valence, or SCR) as the dependent variable.

Warning evaluations (ie, perceived urgency, alerting
effectiveness, annoyance, and acceptance) were aggregated with
means and SDs, presented in a table. Moreover, perceived
urgency, alerting effectiveness, and annoyance were centered
on 2 to match the acceptance scores, for the sake of comparison.

Preference ranking was aggregated across modalities in the
frequency of rank as best, middle, or worst (ie, how many times
1 modality was ranked as the best, middle, or worst in
comparison to the other 2). If participants were commenting on
their choices, highlight note-taking was performed.

Data analysis and graphical representations were performed
using RStudio (Posit Software) packages such as lmerTest or
mixed-effects linear modeling and ggplot2 and patchwork for
data visualization. All results are separated by experiment (ie,

simulated vs real-world driving) and juxtaposed to allow direct
comparison.

Results

Overview
The data of 2 participants of the simulated driving study were
excluded due to partial data loss. In the real-world driving
setting, the driving instruction had to intervene in 1 instance,
as the participants did not follow the driving path (ie, did not
turn left) during phase 4 (ie, while in euglycemia).

Sample Characteristics
Overall, the majority were male participants, who drove multiple
times per week and did not have previous experience with
in-vehicle VAs. Participants were approximately 40 years of
age and had a Technology Readiness Index between 3.5 and 4
(over a maximum of 5). Details are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Sample characteristics across studies.

Real-world (n=10)Simulated (n=9)Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

7 (67)8 (89)Male

3 (33)1 (11)Female

37.3 (11.1)45.7 (11.79)Age (years), mean (SD)

Frequency of driving, n (%)

1 (10)1 (11)1 time per month

2 (20)—a2-5 times per month

4 (40)5 (56)2-5 times per week

3 (30)3 (33)Every day

Previous use of in-vehicle voice assistants, n (%)

6 (60)4 (44)Never

2 (20)1 (11)Rarely

1 (10)2 (22)Sometimes

1 (10)2 (22)Often

3.9 (0.5)3.6 (0.62)TRIb (over a maximum of 5), mean (SD)

aNot available.
bTRI: Technology Readiness Index.

Emotional Reaction

Overview
In this section, the results of the self-reported and physiological
measures of emotional reaction (ie, self-reported valence and
arousal and SCR) are described. A mixed-effect model was run

on all these measures, with warning modality and blood glucose
phase as independent variables.

Self-Reported Arousal and Valence
According to our results, the mixed-effect models were
significant for both valence and arousal in both studies (P<.001).
Figure 4 shows the means and SEs for arousal and valence.
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Figure 4. Line plots of arousal and valence across warning modality and blood glucose phases across (A and C) simulated and (B and D) real-world
driving. Error bars represent SEs.

In the simulated driving study, arousal was not significantly
affected by either of the independent variables (modality:

F2,68=0.1; P=.91; partial η2=0, blood glucose phase: F2,68=1.1;

P=.35; partial η2=0.03). Valence was significantly affected by

warning modality (F2,68=3.9; P=.03; partial η2=0.10) but not

by blood glucose phase (F2,68=1.1; P=.35; partial η2=0.03).

In the real-world driving study, arousal was significantly
affected both by warning modality (F2,76=4.3; P=.02; partial

η2=0.10) and blood glucose phase (F2,76=4.1; P=.02; partial

η2=0.10). Valence was significantly affected by blood glucose

phase (F2,76=9.3; P<.001; partial η2=0.20) but not by warning

modality (F2,76=2; P=.14; partial η2=0.05).

Physiological Arousal
According to our results, the mixed-effect models were not
significant in both studies. Hence, the warning modality and
blood glucose phase did not significantly affect physiological
arousal measured via SCR neither in the simulated driving study

(modality: F2,68=2.46; P=.09; partial η2=0.1, blood glucose

phase: F2,68=0.3; P=.74; partial η2=0). nor in the real-world

driving study (modality: F2,76=0.8; P=.47; partial η2=0, blood

glucose phase: F2,76=0.7; P=.5; partial η2=0).

Technology Acceptance
In this section, the technology acceptance results (ie, Baldwin
and Moore scales of urgency, effectiveness, and annoyance and
the Van Der Laan Acceptance Scale) are described. Details are
available in Table 3 [44].
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Table 3. Technology acceptance measure across studies.

Real-world driving, mean (SD)Simulated driving, mean (SD)Measure and warning modalities

Urgency

2.6 (1.26)1.88 (1.55)Standard

3 (0.82)2.88 (1)Voice

3.6 (0.52)3.12 (0.64)Voice+LED

Effectiveness

3.3 (1.06)2.25 (1.16)Standard

3.6 (0.7)2.75 (1.28)Voice

3.5 (0.71)3.38 (1.06)Voice+LED

Annoyance

1.7 (0.95)2.25 (1.16)Standard

1 (0.82)0.88 (0.84)Voice

1.1 (1.2)0.5 (0.76)Voice+LED

Acceptance

3.52 (0.53)3.35 (0.55)Standard

3.88 (0.41)3.74 (0.47)Voice

3.77 (0.61)3.86 (0.47)Voice+LED

In the simulated driving study, the voice+LED modality elicited
the highest sense of urgency and effectiveness, the least
annoyance, and the highest acceptance, followed by the voice
modality. In real-world driving, the voice+LED modality elicited
the highest sense of urgency and least annoyance, while the
voice modality elicited the most sense of effectiveness and the
highest acceptance.

Preference Ranking
The average rank in the simulated driving study was 1.5 (SD
0.82) for the voice+LED modality, 2.2 (SD 0.6) for the voice
modality, and 2.4 (SD 0.81) for the standard modality. The
average rank in real-world driving was 1.8 (SD 0.79) for both
the voice+LED and voice modalities and 2.4 (SD 0.84) for the
standard modality.

In the real-world driving study, topical feedback showed that
6 participants mentioned that the light was not noticeable while
driving (eg, “I have not noticed the light but at night, it certainly
works better” [Participant 4]).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study investigated the effect of warning modality (visual,
vocal, and vocal with ambient lighting) on the emotional
reaction and the acceptance of such a technology. Our results
showed that voice warnings are more appreciated and considered
more effective than standard warnings. However, the ambient
lighting did affect such judgments.

Effects of Warning Modality on Emotional Reaction

Effect on SCR
No significant effect of warning modality (or blood glucose
phase) on skin conductance was found. SCR measured through
Empatica E4 has been previously shown to be linked with
response to stimuli [45-47]. Moreover, it has been associated
with blood glucose variation [48,49]. Therefore, we may
consider the possibility that the measurement protocol used in
this research may have experienced certain weaknesses and
have affected the validity of the obtained results. Hence, we
cannot consider the lack of significant results as negative
evidence. Nevertheless, future research should further
investigate the startling effect of the voice warning while
driving, either by replicating our experimental setting, by using
alternative electrodermal activity measurement tools [50], or
by using other measures of emotional reaction, such as eye
blinks [44].

Self-Reports
Our results showed that although in simulated driving the effect
of modality on self-reported arousal was not significant, this
was the case in real-world driving. In particular, higher arousal
was observed during decreasing glucose and hypoglycemia for
the voice and voice+LED modalities. Moreover, in the simulated
driving study, the results on self-reported valence show a
significant effect of modality, with voice+LED and voice
warnings eliciting higher valence than a standard warning,
particularly during decreasing glucose and hypoglycemia. This
was not the case in the real-world driving study.

Despite the mixed results, the warning modality had a significant
effect in the critical moments, that is, when the participants
were about to experience or already experiencing hypoglycemia.
Thus, our results showed the relevance of measuring emotional
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reaction at different levels of blood glucose. While the Affective
Slider is a very efficient measurement tool, it is important to
note that some participants expressed a lack of confidence in
self-reporting their emotions with it. Thus, future research might
benefit from using alternative self-reported measures of emotion,
such as the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule [51] or the
Discreet Emotions Questionnaire [52].

Mixed Results
These mixed results preclude the formulation of definitive
conclusions regarding the effect of modality on emotional
reaction based on this study. As a sudden auditory stimulus can
create a startling reaction, which can interfere with driving
performance [10,33], future research should consider our
recommendations and further investigate the design of a warning
that is both effective and nonstartling.

Effects of Warning Modality on Acceptance and
Preference

Acceptance
Our results demonstrated that the voice+LED modality tended
to be the most valued regarding acceptance and preference.
However, in the real-world driving study, this advantage,
compared to the voice modality, seemed to decrease compared
to the simulated driving study. This change might be due to the
setup, where the ambient lighting was more visible in the
laboratory than outdoors. Therefore, the advantage of the
ambient lighting might have decreased in the real-world driving
study. Thus, from the results, it is clear that the voice warning
had an advantage over the standard warning, while the addition
of ambient lighting (ie, voice+LED modality) did not bring a
substantial advantage.

Preference
Finally, when asking participants for a posttest ranking of the
warning modalities, results showed that voice (ie, both voice
and voice+LED modalities) had a constant advantage over a
beep with text (ie, standard modality). However, in the simulated
driving study, the voice+LED modality was ranked first more
often than in the real-world driving study, leading to interpret
these results similar to the technology acceptance results, that
is, adding ambient lighting to a voice warning was not
considered substantially advantageous. These results might be
influenced by the perception of the lights in daylight conditions,
which differed between the simulated and the real-world driving
settings. Based on the topical feedback from the participants
experiencing the real-world driving setting, it might be that the
contrast between the exterior and interior luminance was too
low. As we did not measure the contrast in luminance between
the daylight and the LEDs, future research should further
investigate the use of ambient lighting as a component of
in-vehicle warnings with greater control on luminance [53].

Implications
This paper involves implications both from health and
automotive perceptive. First, our investigation represents a step
forward in managing a real-life hazard associated with
hypoglycemia. Our previous work [8] focused on designing an
effective voice warning. This work compared it to a standard

warning with an unspecified auditory signal with a text, and
with an addition of ambient lighting, to make the voice warning
less abrupt. Our results show an advantage for a voice warning
(ie, spoken) over a tone with text but not for ambient lighting.
While participants showed a higher preference for adding
ambient lighting in the simulated driving study, the way the
ambient lighting was set in the real-world driving study was
not noticeable enough to replicate the results. Other work has
investigated more attention-grabbing ambient lighting, such as
blinking lights [54]. Future research should investigate if
different typologies of ambient light patterns could affect
emotional reaction and acceptance.

Second, our investigation aims to inspire in-vehicle technology
designers to develop in-vehicle health warnings using the
in-vehicle VA. While there are driver-state warnings, they
predominantly alarm the driver with an unspecific beep and a
text on the cockpit. Future research should investigate how
using the in-vehicle VA to warn the driver about dizziness or
lack of attention would be accepted by drivers. Moreover,
providing health-related warnings while driving fits the concept
of “health-conscious” cars [55,56]. Along the lines of our
investigation, there have been some attempts to develop blood
glucose monitoring interfaces for the car [17,18]. However,
they primarily rely on visual displays and are ill-adapted to the
context of driving.

Finally, this study assumed the delivery of a hypoglycemia
warning in a car with an autonomy of level 0 (ie, no automation)
or level 1 (ie, with driver assistance). As cars are becoming
increasingly automated, a hypoglycemia warning should be
compatible with cars with a higher level of autonomy. However,
the warning designed in this work is compatible with higher
levels of automation. For instance, during autonomous driving,
the in-vehicle VA could alert the driver that hypoglycemia has
been detected and trigger the car to autonomously stop. During
manual driving, the in-vehicle VA could warn the driver and
trigger the car to take over (switch from manual to autonomous
driving) and pull over.

Limitations and Future Research
Despite our best efforts, this investigation involved certain
limitations. First, the sample size was rather small. Nevertheless,
valuable insights on digital solutions can be provided with a
small sample size [57-59]. Thus, although it does not allow
drawing conclusions on the interaction of drivers with T1DM
with in-vehicle hypoglycemia warnings, it motivates further
research in this domain.

Second, emotional response to the warning was evaluated in
different blood glucose states and a controlled setting (ie,
simulator and closed circuit). However, the warning was not
delivered when relevant (ie, only when the driver was actually
undergoing hypoglycemia) or while the participant was driving
on a public road unaware of the upcoming critical state. While
our method allowed controlling for the blood glucose in the
emotional response, it did not allow us to find the opportune
moment for intervention delivery, that is, at what point of
upcoming hypoglycemia is the warning most appropriate (both
in terms of emotional reaction and acceptance). Future research
should investigate the effectiveness of such an intervention in
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a more realistic context, where the driver does not expect to be
warned and is actually about to undergo hypoglycemia while
on a public road.

Conclusions
This paper proposes the use of the in-vehicle VA and ambient
lighting system to deliver a hypoglycemia warning, ensuring a
hands-free alert. The investigation focused on the extent to

which warning modality could affect emotional response and
acceptance both in a simulated and real-world environment.
Although further investigations are needed, our results suggest,
together with our previous work [8], that implementing
multimodal warnings can improve the management of
hypoglycemia in cars and also emphasize the potential of
in-vehicle VA for delivering health-related warnings.
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Abstract

Background: The use of chatbots in mental health support has increased exponentially in recent years, with studies showing
that they may be effective in treating mental health problems. More recently, the use of visual avatars called digital humans has
been introduced. Digital humans have the capability to use facial expressions as another dimension in human-computer interactions.
It is important to study the difference in emotional response and usability preferences between text-based chatbots and digital
humans for interacting with mental health services.

Objective: This study aims to explore to what extent a digital human interface and a text-only chatbot interface differed in
usability when tested by healthy participants, using BETSY (Behavior, Emotion, Therapy System, and You) which uses 2 distinct
interfaces: a digital human with anthropomorphic features and a text-only user interface. We also set out to explore how
chatbot-generated conversations on mental health (specific to each interface) affected self-reported feelings and biometrics.

Methods: We explored to what extent a digital human with anthropomorphic features differed from a traditional text-only
chatbot regarding perception of usability through the System Usability Scale, emotional reactions through electroencephalography,
and feelings of closeness. Healthy participants (n=45) were randomized to 2 groups that used a digital human with anthropomorphic
features (n=25) or a text-only chatbot with no such features (n=20). The groups were compared by linear regression analysis and
t tests.

Results: No differences were observed between the text-only and digital human groups regarding demographic features. The
mean System Usability Scale score was 75.34 (SD 10.01; range 57-90) for the text-only chatbot versus 64.80 (SD 14.14; range
40-90) for the digital human interface. Both groups scored their respective chatbot interfaces as average or above average in
usability. Women were more likely to report feeling annoyed by BETSY.

Conclusions: The text-only chatbot was perceived as significantly more user-friendly than the digital human, although there
were no significant differences in electroencephalography measurements. Male participants exhibited lower levels of annoyance
with both interfaces, contrary to previously reported findings.
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Introduction

Conversational user interfaces, also known as chatbots, have
been a part of human-computer interactions since the 1960s.
Most notable and one of the earliest examples is the ELIZA
system, which aimed at simulating a human psychologist [1,2].
A subsequent system named PARRY was implemented in 1972,
in which the conversational agent was designed to emulate a
patient experiencing schizophrenia [3]. It is by no means a
coincidence that the 2 earliest systems targeting the replication
of human behavior through natural language processing were
both derived from the field of psychiatry. The use of
conversational agents has increased exponentially in the past
decade [4]. With the availability of systems and the increasing
need for 24-hour availability due to globalization, Radziwill
and Benton [5] found that perhaps as many as 1 of 3 web-based
conversations were conducted with a chatbot or a system
moderated by language models, of which some have garnered
more than 100 million users [4-8].

Previous research on rule-based conversational agents has shown
promise with respect to the alleviation of mental health problems
[4,9-11]. In a study by Oh et al [12], patients with panic disorder
were randomized to support via a chatbot or support via a
self-help book. The patients who were assigned to a chatbot as
a support system for exercises in cognitive behavioral therapy
were more likely to show symptom alleviation [12]. Digital
evaluations as well as digital deliverance of mental health aid
were more intensively explored following the COVID-19
pandemic [13]. In a study by Islam et al [14], the authors
explored a similar design to that of Oh et al [12] and randomized
a set of participants to either book or chatbot intervention for
support regarding mental health issues [14]. The group of
participants allocated to the chatbot intervention also
significantly improved control of helplessness and social phobia
scores. Some studies have shown that even a single exposure
to a chatbot therapist can have a positive influence on the current
state of well-being and repeated exposure can be a good
complementary treatment for anxiety [9,10,15,16].

In recent years, a novel facet has been introduced into the
evaluative framework for mental health chatbots: the
incorporation of voice-controlled visual avatars embodying
humanoid countenances colloquially referred to as “digital
humans.” These digital entities harness the power of machine
learning, emotion-infused linguistics, and adept emulation of
facial expressions to cultivate a profound emotional rapport
with their users. Research shows that human features elicit more
social engagement and can trigger a stronger emotional bond
[17]. This has primarily been measured through
electroencephalography (EEG) with a specific focus being
placed on the importance of increased α and θ wave activity as
indicators of overall emotional stability and positive response

to stimuli [18-20], while β wave activity has largely been
associated with less desirable states of mind such as anxiety
and an active stress response [19,21].

While acknowledging the inherent complexity of brain states
and wave activity, delving into the extent to which distinct brain
wave frequencies exert influence during a chat session presents
an intriguing avenue for investigating the emotional states of
the user. In a study by Bos et al [22], the authors explored
capturing vigilance and states of emotion with EEG in usability
testing of chatbot technology. The study findings revealed that
EEG effectively captured the facets of user experience and
conversation that piqued interest. This was accomplished
through the delineation of γ wave activity, predominantly linked
with positivity and problem-solving. Consequently, this
approach affords researchers a more objective means of
apprehending user experience. A study by Ciechanowski et al
[23] indicated that there is a difference in emotional response
and usability preference between text-based chatbots and digital
humans, with text-based chatbots eliciting more positive
interactions.

Although EEG has served as a proficient tool for quantifying
objective assessments of emotional responses to chatbot
interventions, it is customary to use usability scales for capturing
the subjective dimensions pertaining to emotions and
experiences in the context of chatbot systems. While a
universally accepted benchmark for conducting usability tests
on chatbots remains elusive, numerous studies have gravitated
toward the adoption of the System Usability Scale (SUS-10)
[24-29] and the Speech User Interface Service Quality scale.
SUS-10 captures the overall usability of a system independently
of the platform or interface. The score ranges from 0 to 100,
indicating higher usability with increasing scores [26]. A score
of 68 is considered as a passing grade, while a score below 50
is considered as indicating that the system has less optimal
usability. For a system to be considered as exceptionally good
in terms of its design and usability, a score of 85 on average
should be applied [29-31]. In the previously mentioned study
by Oh et al [12], mean SUS-10 was not significantly worse or
better comparing a chatbot and a book: 64.5 (SD 17.0) versus
69.5 (SD 17.2), respectively (P=.35). Several studies have
advocated the idea that chatbots represent user-friendly
alternatives to conventional analog methods or standard digital
tools, such as forms [4]. Nonetheless, there is research that
suggests the design flaws in a chatbot system can markedly
diminish its effectiveness, potentially leading to perceptions of
unhelpfulness among users [3]. Chatbots that are perceived as
unhelpful, repetitive, or lacking the users’ trust tend to receive
a lower SUS-10 score [32].

Many social chatbots aim to comfort, support, and advise their
users [3]. Studies show that the availability of chatbot
technology is what is central to its perception of usefulness
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compared with human therapists. However, studies have also
noted that most users prefer human therapists and are more
interested in using the system as a complementary tool when a
human therapist is not available [33-35]. While mental health
chatbots are generally viewed positively by the user, there are
many issues that can lead to decreased usability, lower SUS-10
scores, and undesirable outcomes such as irritation or worsened
mental health. The propensity for misunderstanding,
miscommunication, and annoyance are frequently reported in
qualitative assessments of social support chatbots [33-35].
Feeling annoyed by repetitive messaging, incoherent
conversations, and inability to comprehend the user’s needs are
frequently named as issues that increase the feeling of annoyance
in users of social support chatbots [34]. The selection of an
interface can wield a considerable influence on both the
effectiveness and user-friendliness of a system. Users exhibit
disparate reactions to chatbots depending on whether they
incorporate an avatar, particularly one with humanoid attributes
capable of evoking emotions. Although our understanding of
chatbot usability and user preference is somewhat limited,
investigations into anthropomorphic interfaces do underscore
their ability to affect our emotional states [36].

The chatbot used in our study, known as BETSY (Behavior,
Emotion, Therapy System, and You), uses 2 distinct interfaces:
a digital human, voice-activated user interface with
anthropomorphic features and a text-only user interface. Within
the scope of our investigation, we aimed to thoroughly examine
both interface modalities. Phase 1 of usability testing involves
enlisting the participation of healthy volunteers.

The aim of this study was to explore to what extent a digital
human and a text-only chatbot interface differed in usability
when tested by healthy participants. We also set out to explore
how chatbot-generated conversations on mental health (specific
to each interface) affected self-reported feelings and biometrics.

Methods

Construction of the User Interface (BETSY)
This project adopted a participatory design approach to ensure
the broad involvement of health care professionals, patients,
and the public. A multidisciplinary team consisting of 2

psychiatrists, 2 psychiatric nurses, 4 clinical psychologists, 1
user of health care services, and 1 engineer was assembled to
comprehensively address ethical, medical, and legal
considerations for a potential chatbot. Team members were
selected for their expertise in digitalization and psychiatry.
Before the initial workshop, where the algorithm’s preliminary
outline was presented, the engineer created a survey. This survey
drew partly from Radziwill and Benton [5] quality attribute
listing, which synthesized findings from various chatbot
usability projects.

A survey was distributed to the public via the secure research
platform Psytoolkit.org, offering heightened anonymity by
omitting the collection of metadata such as IP addresses and
locations. The survey comprised 8 multiple-choice questions
and 4 open-ended free-text questions, covering demographic
information, design requirements, functionality suggestions,
and overall attitudes toward mental health chatbots. It was
accessible for 14 days and disseminated through various social
media channels. Subsequently, the collected data were analyzed
to inform a series of 4 workshops conducted by the group
between June 2020 and December 2020. During these
workshops, the chatbot’s design, encompassing appearance,
content, and personality, underwent iterative development based
on input from the general public and co-designer feedback, with
the latter representing a patient perspective. A comprehensive
account of this process will be available in a separate
publication.

Two versions of the chatbot (Figure 1) were created: one
enabling voice interaction with a facial expression and an avatar
component, and another relying solely on text-based
communication with an avatar image. The digital human was
implemented using Dialogflow (Google) for conversation logic
and connected to the UNEEQ platform for the human-avatar
interface. Data infrastructure was hosted by Deloitte Digital and
VästraGötalandsregionen/VGR-IT. In contrast, the text-only
BETSY chatbot was developed on the Itsalive.io platform and
deployed to a research and development account on Facebook
that was closed to the public. Importantly, no personal metadata
were collected during on-site testing via digital platforms. The
users did not use their personal social media accounts to talk to
the chatbot.
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Figure 1. Two versions of BETSY (Behavior, Emotion, Therapy System, and You): digital human, voice-activated (left) and text-only (right).

Both versions of BETSY encompassed 24 topics (detailed in
Multimedia Appendix 1) related to mental health, including
anxiety, depression, stress, sleep, addiction, eating disorders,
anger, hopelessness, helplessness, loneliness, sadness, suicidal
ideation, and suicidality, among others. These chatbots were
designed in the Swedish language. An assessment was conducted
to evaluate the alignment of the text-only and digital human
algorithms. Specifically, testers posed identical questions to
both systems within various domains, with only 1 instance
revealing a discrepancy when the digital human could not
provide an appropriate response while the text-based bot could,
indicating the need for further refinement.

Recruitment
In this initial phase of system exploration, our focus was on
evaluating the system’s capabilities using volunteers who did
not exhibit severe anxiety. As the system is still in its prototype
stage, we exercised caution to avoid any potential exacerbation
of symptoms in individuals with severe anxiety. Our recruitment

announcement, disseminated through various social media
channels associated with Sahlgrenska University’s official
account, specified that participants should be 18 years or older,
free from any current mental health disorders, and willing to
physically attend the testing facility in Gothenburg, Sweden.

Participants
Of the 50 individuals who initially volunteered, 5 participants
(2 men and 3 women) opted out before providing their consent
(Figure 2). Subsequently, 45 individuals attended the screening
at the test facility. Each participant was required to provide
informed consent before undergoing the Generalized Anxiety
Disorder (GAD-7) scale assessment for anxiety symptoms.
Those scoring 14 or higher on the GAD-7 were excluded from
the study (Figure 2). Eligible participants were then randomly
assigned to one of two groups: (1) engaging in text-based
conversations with the text-only BETSY or (2) participating in
voice-based interactions with the digital human (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Flow chart of participation and exclusion.

The randomization process was conducted with strict
double-blind procedures overseen by an independent researcher
not affiliated with this project and facilitated by an automated
randomization system, ensuring the impartiality of the allocation.

Prechat Procedure
The experiments were performed during the COVID-19
pandemic (June 2021-November 2021). Due to safety
precautions, the participants were greeted by a tester wearing

protective gear, including a surgical R-II mask, gloves, a face
visor, and hospital scrubs. Protective gear was also offered to
participants upon their arrival. Participants were then placed in
a sanitized room equipped with a screen, which underwent
thorough sanitization with medical-grade disinfectants and a
sterilizing UV lamp before and after each participant’s session.

Before starting the chat with BETSY, participants were outfitted
with a mobile dry-sensor EEG device to record their brain wave
activity. Additionally, their blood pressure and pulse were
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recorded on the left arm after a 5-minute seated rest. Systolic
and diastolic blood pressure were measured using a digital
sphygmomanometer, and the pulse was monitored with a pulse
oximeter.

Despite relatively relaxed COVID-19 restrictions during the
testing period, the tester opted not to be physically present in
the room to minimize any potential risk of contagion. Each
participant sat alone in the room, with the tester observing
remotely via a nonrecordable streaming camera. This camera
served to facilitate real-time communication and allowed the
tester to monitor the participant’s reactions and anticipate any
need for assistance. The participants were made aware of this
procedure.

Following the measurement of biometric data (blood pressure
and pulse), participants were instructed to complete a
questionnaire. This questionnaire covered their prior experiences
with mental health chatbots as well as their demographic
information, including sex, occupation, and marital status.
Additionally, participants rated their overall well-being on a
visual analog scale ranging from 1 (not good at all) to 10 (feeling
excellent) before starting their session with BETSY. Participants
were given instructions by the tester along with an
accompanying sheet that provided potential chat scenarios and
specified the topics within BETSY’s scope. Each participant
had a maximum of 30 minutes to engage with the chatbot
version they were assigned to.

Chat Session Protocol and EEG Data Collection
Process
EEG recording commenced simultaneously with the
participant’s initiation of their session with BETSY. We used
a dry-sensor mobile EEG system, specifically the MUSE
headband from Interaxon, which incorporates 7 sensors. These
sensors include 3 frontal reference sensors and active sensors
situated at Fp1, Fp2, Tp9, and Tp10.

The MUSE headband was seamlessly connected to a smartphone
via Bluetooth and data collection was facilitated through the
Mind Monitor app on an Android smartphone. It is noteworthy
that this app neither necessitates user registration nor collects
data that can identify or pinpoint individual users or their
locations. Consequently, the data were recorded in an
anonymous fashion and stored as a CSV file within the
smartphone’s document section.

Upon placing the EEG headband on the participant, they were
requested to close their eyes to enable the Mind Monitor to
perform calibration. After calibration was successfully
established, the participant was left alone in the room to initiate
a conversation with BETSY. Importantly, the EEG recording
remained active throughout the entire conversation and was
terminated when the participant indicated they had concluded
their interaction with the chatbot.

Postchat Procedure
Upon reaching a point of satisfaction with the conversation or
upon the completion of their allocated chat time, participants
were directed to complete supplementary questionnaires and
scales. Participants were administered the SUS-10, developed

by Lewis and Sauro [26]. The SUS-10 calculates an average
score derived from a 10-item questionnaire with response
options ranging from 0 to 4, resulting in a total score between
0 and 100, as outlined by Bangor et al [31].

Participants were also presented with multiple-choice questions
regarding their emotional state during the chat. Additionally,
in the digital human group, participants were instructed to fill
out the Standardized Questionnaires for Voice Interaction
Design Short Version (SUISQ-MR). SUSIQ is a questionnaire
tailored to assessing critical usability attributes of Interactive
Voice Response, as outlined by Lewis and Sauro [26]. The
original scale comprises 25 items categorized into 4 factors:
user goal orientation, customer service behaviors, speech
characteristics, and verbosity. SUISQ-MR, a shortened version,
encompasses 9 items rated on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging
from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” Higher scores on
this scale indicate a more favorable assessment of the system’s
usability [24].

Furthermore, participants were provided with an open-ended
questionnaire to gather their suggestions and insights regarding
their session experience. It should be noted that qualitative data
from this survey will be reported separately.

EEG Monitoring and Analysis
The monitoring of EEG activity entails the use of the Mind
Monitor app, which captures and visually represents EEG brain
wave data. The quantification of absolute brain wave values is
predicated on the computation of absolute band powers. These
powers are derived from the logarithm of the power spectral
density calculated from the EEG data for each channel.

The frequency spectrum categories used for this analysis
encompass the following bandwidths: δ (1-4 Hz), θ (4-8 Hz),
α (7.5-13 Hz), β (13-30 Hz), and γ (30-44 Hz). Notably, the
EEG power spectral density values acquired from the sensors
typically fall within the {–1:+1} range, which is subsequently
transformed into a more intelligible {0:100} range for text-based
display purposes.

Subsequently, the collected EEG data underwent an analytical
process facilitated by the Mind Monitor online graphing tool.
Within this tool, the values are presented as average (dB) per
session. It is imperative to note that, in the context of this study,
we exclusively used absolute data for our analyses (information
sourced from Mindmonitor.com and Choosemuse.com).

Statistical Analysis
All data were entered and processed in SPSS Statistics (version
28.0.1.1; IBM Corp). For group differences, means analysis

was used using Pearson χ2 asymptotic significance (2-sided)
set at .05 as the significance level. For continuous outcome
variables such as SUS-10, SUISQ-MR, brain wave activity,
positivity, and GAD-7, linear regression analyses were used.
The data were tested for kurtosis and skewness. Based on the
results, t tests were performed. All results were analyzed
according to group.
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Ethical Considerations
All ethical decisions were guided by the Declaration of Helsinki
and its subsequent amendments. The study protocol was
reviewed and approved by the central ethical review board;
Etikprövningsmyndigheten, Sweden (DRN 2021-02771). All
precautions were taken in order to avoid any possible contagion
from COVID-19. Due to the nature of the prototype, no patients
were used in this initial examination of the chatbot in order to
ensure that vulnerable participants would not be negatively
affected by errors and flaws that might be present in a
prototype-stage system.

Results

Characteristics of Participants
There were no statistically significant differences in the
demographic variables between the digital human and text-only
groups (Table 1). No participants were excluded due to a high
GAD-7 score. The age of the participants ranged from 24 to 68
years, and as only 12 participants registered their age, this
variable was consequently excluded from more advanced
analyses (Table 1).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the study population.

P valueaDigital human, n (%)Text-only, n (%)Characteristic

.62Sex

10 (40)8 (40)Male

15 (60)12 (60)Female

.49Marital status

11 (44)11 (55)Married

3 (12)5 (25)Single

2 (8)1 (5)Divorced

7 (28)2 (10)Domestic partnership

2 (8)1 (5)Other

.74Educational level

3 (12)1 (5)High school/trade school

8 (32)7 (35)Bachelor’s

11 (44)7 (35)Master’s

1 (4)3 (15)PhD

3 (8)2 (10)Other/higher than master’s or PhD

.30Occupation

1 (4)0 (0)Sick leave/sick leave part-time

2 (8)0 (0)Working part-time

19 (76)18 (90)Working full time

1 (4)2 (10)Student

2 (8)0 (0)Retired

.35Housing

2 (8)4 (20)Living alone

23 (92)16 (80)Cohabitation

aPearson χ2 test.

Comparison Between Digital Human and Text-Only
Chatbots
When comparing self-reported emotional states between the
digital human and the text-only chatbot groups, it was observed
that participants using the digital human exhibited a notably

higher propensity to report feelings of nervousness versus the
text-only chatbot group (Table 2). The mean GAD-7 score for
the text-only chatbot group was 2.32 (SD 2.52) compared with
2.80 (SD 2.60) for the digital human chatbot group, with no
statistically significant difference between the groups.
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Table 2. Self-reported prior therapy experience, emotions, biometrics, and electroencephalography.

P valueaDigital humanText-only

.47Therapy, n (%)

4 (16)2 (10)Yes

20 (80)18 (90)No

1 (4)0Do not remember

.84“Have you talked to a chatbot about mental health before?”, n (%)

1 (4)1 (5)Yes

24 (96)19 (95)No

00Do not remember

.562.8 (2.6)2.3 (2.5)GAD-7b score, mean (SD)a

.697.5 (2.1)7.1 (2.1)Positivity toward chatbot, mean (SD)c

.46“Do you feel closeness to BETSYd?”, n (%)

11 (45.8)7 (35)Yes

13 (54.2)13 (65)No

.23“Did you feel relaxed?”, n (%)

17 (73.9)17 (89.5)Yes or sometimes

6 (26.1)2 (10.5)No

.02“Did you feel nervous?”, n (%)

6 (26.1)0Yes or sometimes

17 (73.9)19 (100)No

.1“Did you feel sad?”, n (%)

3 (13.0)0Yes or sometimes

20 (87.0)19 (100)No

.8“Did you feel annoyance?”, n (%)

10 (43.5)9 (47.4)Yes or sometimes

13 (56.5)10 (52.6)No

.338.4 (1.41)8.8 (1.32)VAS-We presession, mean (SD)f

.148.3 (1.27)8.8 (1.23)VAS-W postsession, mean (SD)f

.7771.6 (10.9)72.2 (10.7)Pulse presession, mean (SD)

.5870.2 (11.1)68.5 (8.8)Pulse postsession, mean (SD)

.0697 (25)114 (30)Average δ wave activity, mean (SD)

.0874 (21)86 (23)Average θ wave activity, mean (SD)

.0382 (24)97 (27)Average α wave activity, mean (SD)

.3476 (20)81 (17)Average β wave activity, mean (SD)

.9866 (21)65 (15)Average γ wave activity, mean (SD)

.0164.80 (14)74.82 (10)SUS-10g, mean (SD)

N/A4.92 (2.83-6.75)N/AiSUISQ-MRh, mean (range)

aPearson χ2 test for categorical variables and ANOVA for continuous variables.
bGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale.
cParticipants were asked to what extent they felt positive about talking to BETSY about mental health with scores ranging from 1 (not positive at all)
to 10 (very positive).
dBETSY: Behavior, Emotion, Therapy System, and You.
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eVAS-W: Visual Analogue Scale for Well-Being.
fRange from 1 (not feeling well at all) to 10 (feeling very good).
gSUS-10: System Usability Scale.
hSUISQ-MR: Standardized Questionnaires for Voice Interaction Design Short Version.
iN/A: not applicable.

Conversely, the evaluation of system usability as gauged by
SUS-10 showed a significant (P=.01) difference between the
groups. Notably, the mean SUS-10 score was higher in the
text-only chatbot group at 75.34 (SD 10.01; range 57-90)
compared with the digital human group at 64.80 (SD 14.14;
range 40-90). In addition, the digital human group underwent
assessment using SUISQ-MR: BETSY had a mean score of
4.92 (SD 0.83; range 2.83-6.75), as depicted in Table 2, which
is indicative of a commendable level of usability for BETSY’s
voice interface in accordance with the framework presented by
Lewis [24].

Biometric Measures
There were no statistically significant distinctions for mean
values of blood pressure or pulse between the groups either at
baseline or following exposure to the interventions. Specifically,
the mean pulse rate showed no discernible variations between
the groups both before and after exposure, reflecting consistent
values across the groups on average (data not shown).

The EEG signals collected during the study exhibited suboptimal
quality, which was primarily attributed to participant movement
and signal acquisition sensitivity. These challenges occasionally
disrupted signal continuity during the sessions. Nonetheless,
the data yielded adequate information to calculate mean values
pertaining to δ, θ, α, β, and γ frequency bands, as facilitated by
the web-based graphing module within the MindMonitor’s
platform. Only 1 significant difference was found in terms of
means: the average α was significantly higher in the text-only
group (Table 2).

System Usability Scale and Outcomes
Predictors of SUS-10 usability were used as a dependent variable
in linear regression analysis and matched against biometric and
subjective variables. Each variable was independently analyzed
in a model together with SUS-10 as the dependent variable.
Analysis showed that there was a significant positive
relationship between average α and θ wave activity and SUS-10
in the chat-only group. A significant positive relationship was
seen between SUISQ-MR scores and SUS-10 (Table 3).
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Table 3. Linear regression analysis between usability and biometric variables.

P valueaUnstandardized coefficients

SEβ

SUS-10b × positivity

.091.021.82Text (n=19)

.351.3611.313Voice (n=24)

SUS-10 × average δ wave activity

.070.080.153Text (n=17)

.610.120.062Voice (n=23)

SUS-10 × average θ wave activity

.050.10.212Text (n=17)

.570.1460.083Voice (n=23)

SUS-10 × average α wave activity

.030.0830.196Text (n=17)

.670.1240.054Voice (n=23)

SUS-10 × average β wave activity

.100.1430.251Text (n=17)

.850.1520.03Voice (n=23)

SUS-10 × average γ wave activity

.420.1770.148Text (n=17)

.910.146–0.017Voice (n=23)

.012.9768.100SUS-10 × SUISQ-MRc (n=24)

aPearson χ2 test.
bSUS-10: System Usability Scale.
cSUISQ-MR: Standardized Questionnaires for Voice Interaction Design Short Version.

Self-Reported Feelings and Gender
Furthermore, our investigation sought to discern whether
significant gender disparities existed in terms of self-reported
emotions. Notably, we observed a significant difference between

men and women, with men exhibiting a notably lower tendency
to report feeling annoyed by BETSY in contrast to women. No
other statistically significant distinctions were identified (Table
4).
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Table 4. Sex difference in emotional expression toward BETSY (Behavior, Emotion, Therapy System, and You).

P valueaWomen, n (%)Men, n (%)Self-reported feeling

Did you feel annoyed?

.03Chat

8 (67)1 (11)Yes

4 (33)6 (88)No

.03Voice

9 (60)1 (12.5)Yes

6 (40)7 (84.5)No

Did you feel relaxed?

.68Chat

11 (92)6 (86)Yes

1 (8)1 (14)No

.29Voice

10 (67)7 (87.5)Yes

5 (33)1 (12.5)No

Did you feel closeness or connection to BETSYb?

.25Chat

3 (25)4 (50)Yes

9 (75)4 (50)No

.63Voice

7 (50)4 (40)Yes

7 (50)6 (60)No

Did you feel nervous?

Chat

N/AN/AcYes

12 (100)7 (100)No

.93Voice

4 (27)2 (25)Yes

11 (73)6 (75)No

Did you feel sadness?

Chat

N/AN/AYes

12 (100)7 (100)No

.17Voice

3 (20)0Yes

12 (80)8 (100)No

aPearson χ2 test.
bBETSY: Behavior, Emotion, Therapy System, and You.
cN/A: not applicable.

An analysis of feelings of closeness and positivity toward
chatbot conversations was undertaken to explore differences
between men and women. In mean score analyses, the results
showed that men were significantly more positive toward talking

to BETSY prior to the session: 8.16 (SD 1.50) for men and 6.81
(SD 2.30) for women (P=.34). Conversely, there were no
discernible gender-based differences concerning feelings of
closeness during chatbot interactions.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study explored how a digital human versus text-only
chatbot interface affected usability and user experience in
healthy participants. We also examined how chatbot-generated
conversations on mental health affected self-reported feelings
and biometrics. The overall sample was small and, thus, should
not act as a point of reference for generalization. This study
was, however, not smaller than the average study in the
investigative field of mental health chatbots [9,10,12,37-41].

While the text-only system scored higher on usability, both
versions of the chatbot scored average or above average with
respect to overall usability [31]. The mean text-only chatbot
SUS-10 score of 75.34 falls between the threshold of good (a
score of 70) and excellent (a score of 80 and above) [29-31].
However, the score for the digital human (64.8) indicates that
the system is perceived to be usable, but has room for
improvement. Usability can be affected by many factors such
as user interface design, content layout, and overall user
experience [42,43].

The digital human score indicates that there may be areas for
improvement in terms of all of the aforementioned aspects. It
should also be noted that the SUS-10 scale does not measure a
specific feature or aspect of system design, but instead provides
an overall assessment of user experience [31]. Using more
elaborate scales that cover more dimensions across the system
is more suitable for a more in-depth analysis of the usability of
chatbots. It can also be noted that the range of scores was much
higher for the text-only interface (lowest score for the text-only
group was 57 and the equivalent for the voice-only chatbot was
40), which indicates much poorer usability.

Taking into account the specific usability of the digital human
interface, usability was considered high with an average
SUISQ-MR score of 4.92. This score indicates that the voice
interaction design is likely to be perceived as intuitive and useful
by users. A score of 4.92 falls within the range of 4.5-5.5, which
has been classified as “very good” in previous studies [24]. In
addition, higher scores on the SUISQ-MR have been associated
with increased user engagement and task completion rates.
Therefore, a score of 4.92 can be interpreted as an indication
that the voice interaction design will likely provide positive
user experiences [24].

Men were more likely to score higher on positivity and less
likely to report feeling annoyed by BETSY independently of
the interface, which is the opposite of other studies that indicate
men are more likely to be annoyed or aggressive toward female
avatars [44]. In a study by Luger and Sellen [45], the authors
found that higher expectations of the system lead to a higher
risk of disappointment and lower scores: this could possibly
explain why female participants were more agitated as their
expectations might have been higher [45], however, we have
no data to explore this empirically in the frame of this study.
Unlike other studies with similar designs and populations [40],
we did not analyze the content of the conversations. The
conversations between BETSY and the participants were deleted

immediately after the session as the research question was
geared toward usability and not the effect on the user’s own
mental health status. Much like the results from Hearst and Tory
[46], the interface was the focus of this investigation. Hearst
and Tory showed that a well-designed conversation tamped the
choice of interface. The interface played into the perception of
usability only when the system failed to respond or create
barriers to conversation. In our study, we used biometric data
to explore feelings of relaxation or excitement/agitation while
using BETSY. Despite EEG data collection not being optimal,
we were able to collect and compare some brain wave activity
data in the study groups during the sessions. Even though the
amplitude of brain wave activity can result in large
intraindividual variation, the data were evenly distributed and
there were no mean differences between the groups in our study.
While we observed no significant association between scores
of usability and β wave activity (more likely to be associated
with frustration, agitation, or perhaps excitement), we did
observe brain wave activity that is typically associated with
relaxed states of mind [18-21] and this had a positive linear
relationship with SUS-10 score. This indicated that the chat-only
group was either more relaxed or less aroused (or both). The
explanation could lie in the combination of the small sample
and the fact that more individuals in the voice-only chat group
reported feeling nervousness, a feeling that generally elicits
higher brain wave activity and less relaxation [20,47]. With the
low quality of data, combined with a limited sample, it is hard
to draw any generalizable conclusions from the biometric data.

Feelings of closeness did not differ between the 2 interfaces
and seem not to have been affected by the presence of
anthropomorphic features. When gender was explored as a
factor, there was no significant difference to what extent men
and women reported feeling close to BETSY in the respective
assigned interfaces. Due to the small sample size in our study,
it was not possible to perform further and more elaborate designs
looking at mediation of other demographic or biometric factors
in a reliable way.

When devising chatbots for mental health, this study indicates
that a mixed approach might be the best course of action,
allowing the user to choose a preferred way of interacting with
the chatbot.

Limitations
This study consisted of healthy volunteers. It is good to keep
in mind that mental health issues can affect some parts of
cognitive performance [48] and, thus, usability may not be
equally perceived by a person in a state of emotional distress
and a healthy volunteer. Further investigation and collaboration
are needed in future studies to capture the usability aspects of
individuals who are in an active state of distress.

The results of this study suggest that overall usability seems to
be perceived as higher for the text-only chatbot interface and
no significant emotional boost was present with the addition of
anthropomorphic features to a digital human chatbot.

Further studies which include a larger sample of participants as
well as participants who experience mild to moderate anxiety
are needed to explore and further evaluate the research question
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posed in this paper. In this study, the age range was limited,
and the variable was incomplete. In future studies, we will strive
to include more young adults and adults older than 60 years.

Large language models and application programming interface
models were not available at the time this chatbot was
constructed and neither were Metahuman creator or more
advanced voice-cloning or voice-generating options, which
would have significantly improved the anthropomorphic features
of the digital human. The first iteration of the generative
pretrained transformer was not available to the public and the
generative pretrained transformer-3 application programming
interface had a limited release during the development of this
project: it was not available to our team until a year after the
project was completed. With large language models,
repetitiveness and limitations in terms of variability of answers
would have most likely been avoided; however, the aim of our

investigation was not the general effect of the content but rather
the perception of text- versus voice-driven interfaces.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the text-only chatbot was perceived as more
user-friendly in terms of usability indicators for SUS-10.
However, both the digital human and text-only interfaces scored
average or above average in comparison to other studies
performed on mental health chatbots. Although biometric data
did not differ significantly, we saw significant gender differences
in terms of prechat positivity and postchat annoyance, which is
contrary to other studies. Male participants in our study were
more likely to report higher prechat positivity toward BETSY
and report less irritation postchat. SUISQ-MR also indicated
that BETSY’s overall usability and voice were highly ranked
compared with other studies, indicating that there is great
promise for mental health chatbots independently of the chosen
user interface.
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Abstract

Background: The use of drones in the health care sector is increasingly being discussed against the background of the aging
population and the growing shortage of skilled workers. In particular, the use of drones to provide medication in rural areas could
bring advantages for the care of people with and without a need for care. However, there are hardly any data available that focus
on the interaction between humans and drones.

Objective: This study aims to disclose and analyze factors associated with user acceptance of drone-based medication delivery
to derive practice-relevant guidance points for participatory technology development (for apps and drones).

Methods: A controlled mixed methods study was conducted that supports the technical development process of an app design
for drone-assisted drug delivery based on a participatory research design. For the quantitative analysis, established and standardized
survey instruments to capture technology acceptance, such as the System Usability Scale; Technology Usage Inventory (TUI);
and the Motivation, Engagement, and Thriving in User Experience model, were used. To avoid possible biasing effects from a
continuous user development (eg, response shifts and learning effects), an ad hoc group was formed at each of the 3 iterative
development steps and was subsequently compared with the consisting core group, which went through all 3 iterations.

Results: The study found a positive correlation between the usability of a pharmacy drone app and participants’ willingness to
use it (r=0.833). Participants’ perception of usefulness positively influenced their willingness to use the app (r=0.487; TUI).
Skepticism had a negative impact on perceived usability and willingness to use it (r=−0.542; System Usability Scale and r=−0.446;
TUI). The study found that usefulness, skepticism, and curiosity explained most of the intention to use the app (F3,17=21.12;

P<.001; R2=0.788; adjusted R2=0.751). The core group showed higher ratings on the intention to use the pharmacy drone app
than the ad hoc groups. Results of the 2-tailed t tests showed a higher rating on usability for the third iteration of the core group
compared with the first iteration.

Conclusions: With the help of the participatory design, important aspects of acceptance could be revealed by the people involved
in relation to drone-assisted drug delivery. For example, the length of time spent using the technology is an important factor for
the intention to use the app. Technology-specific factors such as user-friendliness or curiosity are directly related to the use
acceptance of the drone app. Results of this study showed that the more participants perceived their own competence in handling
the app, the more they were willing to use the technology and the more they rated the app as usable.
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Introduction

Background
The health care system faces challenges such as a rural exodus,
aging populations, and increasing shortages in the health care
workforce; drones have the potential to increase the efficiency
and capacity of the health care system [1]. The COVID-19
pandemic intensified the demand for new logistic solutions,
such as fast and contactless delivery strategies [2]. It is also
important to understand the attitude of the civilian population
and public opinion on the use of drones [3]. In this vein,
delivering medications with drones is the most identified
application in health care [1,4]. There are a few studies showing
that usability, lack of user skills and expertise, and negative
perceptions affect user acceptance and hinder drone use [1,5,6].
Therefore, it is particularly important that all user groups are
involved at an early stage. Furthermore, after a recent scoping
review showed that there were no empirical studies on user
acceptance of drone-based medication delivery [7], we could
only find 1 study in Asia that investigated user acceptance
among health care professionals in the delivery of drone-based
medication [8]. The successful application of technology is
predominantly determined by the type and extent of acceptance
[9,10]. Acceptance in this context refers to the positive
acceptance decision of an innovation by its users, which is
described in the technology acceptance model (TAM; perceived
usability, usefulness, immersion, and accessibility: TAM 1)
[11,12]. It proposes that users tend to use a technology when
they believe it will help them to perform a better job (perceived
usefulness) and when they believe that the system can be
handled without effort (perceived ease of use). These variables
were found to correlate with the intention to use, wherein
usefulness was substantially more strongly related to frequency
of use than ease of use. Nevertheless, both are strong correlates
of user acceptance and should not be ignored by designing and
implementing successful technologies [12]. In other words, the
greater the benefit of a technology and the simpler its usability,
the more the users are willing to use the new system. However,
some more variables that affect user acceptance such as social
influences (subjective norm, image, and voluntariness), cognitive
instrumental processes (job relevance, output quality, and result
demonstrability; TAM 2), and psychological foundations
(self-efficacy, external control, playfulness, anxiety, enjoyment,
and usability; TAM 3) can be stated [13,14]. Thus, Peters et al
[15] argued that this model alone does not indicate whether
people would actually use a technology. In this context, basic
human needs according to Ryan and Deci [16,17] and Deci and
Ryan [18] play an important role. Following the Basic
Psychological Need Theory [17], the more the interaction with
the system satisfies basic psychological needs, the more the
users will engage with a technology. Ryan and Deci [16,17]
and Deci and Ryan [18], defined 3 basic psychological needs
in their self-determination theory that are crucial to whether a
person is proactive and engaged or passive and demotivated.

These needs include competence (ie, feeling capable),
relatedness (ie, feeling connected to others), and autonomy (ie,
feeling self-determined). On the basis of this, Peters et al [15]
defined the Motivation, Engagement, Thriving in User
Experience (METUX) model, which can be used for the
evaluation and iterative design process of technologies to
increase motivation, engagement, and well-being. In this case,
the 3 basic needs are mediating variables between a technical
product and the well-being of the users. This implies that as
autonomy increases, engagement increases; as competence
increases, motivation increases; and as relatedness increases,
well-being increases.

This Study
Acceptance building is a process that starts before the initial
contact with the innovation and continues into the application
phase, which was addressed within the pharmacy drone study
(Apotheken-Drohnen-App; ADApp) [19]. This study represents
a section of the whole ADApp project by investigating factors
that are associated with the user acceptance of a drone-based
medication delivery to be able to derive practice-relevant
orientation points for participatory technology development
(for apps and drones). Stephan et al [7] described that little
attention is paid to the design phases of drones including the
delivery process. Thus, this study used a mixed methods design
and followed the methodological guidelines of the cocreative
user-centered design proposed by Farao et al [20]. User-centered
design is used to help consider the context of technologies as
well as their implementation consequences at the design stage
(Figure 1) [20,21]. Implementing technologies without user
involvement may compromise the desired outcome, which in
turn can lead to unmet health goals and adverse outcomes
[20,22,23]. It is an evidence-based approach that involves users
in developing technologies and prioritizes their needs [20,24].
In contrast to classical user-centered designs, this study used a
controlled design for the first time. Traditionally, small sample
groups are observed or interviewed or participate in usability
tests during the testing and development phases of new
technologies (usually operationalized through the think-aloud
[TA] method and questionnaires). These are important
approaches to get insights into key needs of the target population
[25]. However, repeated measurements cause a change in the
meaning of test scores, which makes it difficult to compare
repeated measures. In a measurement perspective, it can be
considered as bias in the measurement of change [26]. It can be
inferred that conducting repeated measures with the same sample
group may alter their attitudes, expectations, and behaviors in
interacting with the technology. This could potentially influence
their acceptance of the technology, as they become aware that
the technology will adjust to their needs. Moreover, they are
not unfamiliar with dealing with the app, which might influence
user acceptance as well. This is indeed the purpose of a
user-centered design, but it loses insights into perspectives of
inexperienced users without a concrete expectation about the
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changes in technology after giving feedback to it. By integrating
a control group (called the ad hocgroup), this study aimed to
investigate whether the assumption of the core group (ie, the
same sample group at all measurement time points) is

generalizable to a broader population. In this regard, a second
purpose of this study was to answer the question of whether
user acceptance differs between the core and ad hoc groups.

Figure 1. Implementation circle. METUX: Motivation, Engagement, Thriving in User Experience; TAM: technology acceptance model.

Methods

Study Design
The monocentric ADApp study aimed at an iterative and
cocreative development of a pharmacy drone app with multiple
measurement time points (Table 1). As this study design was
embedded in the broader ADApp project, it was preceded by 2
research steps. As a first step, we conducted a scoping review
of experimental studies examining the interaction between
humans and drones during the delivery of drugs and
defibrillators to identify research gaps and explore the scope of

research activities [7]. In the next step, problems, needs, and
requirements of the users were identified and concrete scenarios
were outlined, which were necessary for the implementation of
a first demonstrator of the app [27]. At this point, we decided
to use focus groups instead of individual interviews because it
allows participants to respond to each other’s answers and gives
us the most information. In this study, we conducted 3 iteration
loops, where we tested the app demonstrators a well as the entire
ADApp flow from order to delivery at an airport along with the
user groups. The iterative process is one of the central features
of the study and will be discussed in detail in the Study Setting
section.

Table 1. The Apotheken-Drohnen-App design.

ReferenceTime pointParticipationMethodsGoal

Stephan et al [7], 2022August 2021N/AaScoping reviewKnowledge

Fink et al [27], 2023October 6, 2021User groupsFocus groupsNeeds

This studyJuly 3, 2022First and second iteration loop: core
group; 2 ad hoc groups

Questionnaires and think-aloudEvaluation of functionalities

This studyOctober 2022Third iteration loop: core group; 1
ad hoc group

Questionnaire, think-aloud, and fo-
cus groups

Test flights

aN/A: not applicable.

To address potential biasing effects owing to a response shift
through repeat interviews with the core group, a total of 3 ad
hoc groups were acquired in this study. At each of the 3

development steps, a new and naive ad hoc group was used.
This unique approach of adding ad hoc groups as control groups
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also allows for the generalizability of key needs identified in
the development process [25].

Study Setting
Our prior work showed that a pharmacy drone app, for example,
must be lean and simple; must facilitate the user’s performance
(eg, software integration, shipment tracking, and plannability);
must enable control (eg, handover identification and data
sovereignty); and must include consultation and reconciliation
features. The most frequently discussed problems associated
with drones were the physical contact with the drone and the
drone’s noise [27]. Following the focus groups, the developers
designed a demonstrator of the app including communication
features (eg, an extra text field for communication with the
pharmacy), plannability features (eg, time slots for drone
delivery), shipment tracking, and features for enabling handover
security, which was tested in 3 iteration loops with users. All
loops were conducted separately per the core and ad hoc groups.

In the first iteration loop (conducted between March and April
2022), the usability of the app was reviewed. The app should
be as easy as possible to use and allow users to create an
account, add details such as delivery location, or submit an
electronic prescription. The first iteration loop aimed at
evaluating how intuitive the app is. For this purpose, users were
shown the app and asked to think aloud while using it—without
any introduction. For each participant, one experimenter
prepared a protocol for taking notes. Finally, the prototypes
were queried by using additional questionnaires: the Technology
Usage Inventory (TUI) assessment was used to assess the
intention to use, and the System Usability Scale (SUS) was used
to measure usability. The basic psychological needs such as
competence, autonomy, and connectedness were identified at
the task level through the Technology-based Experience of Need
Satisfaction (TENS) Task. After the first iteration loop, the
demonstrator was adapted according to user feedback. The
second iteration loop (conducted between June and July 2022)

was dedicated to the design of the prototype and its technical
development and evaluation. The decisive factor was how
intuitive the design is and whether the tasks of the app are
adequately represented. The procedure was the same as that in
the first iteration loop, with the exception that instead of the
TENS Task, basic psychological needs were queried via the
TENS Interface. To gain deep insights into the participants’
thoughts while using the technology, the core and ad hoc groups
were again asked to think aloud while using the app. After
receiving the second round of feedback from participants, a
third demonstrator was developed. However, the third iteration
loop (conducted in October 2022) aimed at testing the overall
process starting with registration, setting the delivery location,
submitting a prescription, and actually receiving a delivery. As
focus groups showed concerns about injuries with the drone,
this study wanted to test the handover via a winch, a parachute,
or dropping to reduce physical contact with the drone, but
unfortunately, owing to regulations and restrictions, testing the
handover was not possible [27]. Thus, the drone had to land
(Figure 2). Therefore, we divided participants into 2 groups:
one group tested the app, whereas the other group talked about
different handover scenarios and looked at the drone from close
up. After each round, the groups were swapped. Similar to that
in the first and second iteration loops, the intention to use and
usability was queried using the TUI and SUS. To gauge the
degree to which the technology fulfills users’ needs in terms of
behavior, participants completed the Basic Psychological Need
Satisfaction and Frustration Scale (BPNSFS). Again, the
participants were instructed to think aloud while going through
the tasks in the app to gain more insights into the functionality
of the app. After participants submitted their prescription, they
went to the location in the airport where the drone was set to
land (Figure 3). After landing, participants took the medication
(a bag of gummy bears) out of the drone. After the testing, a
short discussion was held with all participants to sum up their
impressions.

Figure 2. Drone landing.
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Figure 3. Airport landing zone. (A) Order location, (B) reception location, and (C) drone starting point. L: landing; T: takeoff.

Participants
Participants were chosen to represent potential user groups for
both the drone-based medication delivery service and the supply
chain, based on their respective role characteristics: physicians,
nurses, pharmacists, and interested users, especially patients
with COVID-19 and relatives of patients who need palliative
care. Participants of the ad hoc group were recruited with the
support of the Merseburger Innovations- und
Technologiezentrum (innovation and technology center) and
the ADApp project team. They were contacted via email or
telephone. Core group participants were recruited from the focus
group that was conducted in October 2021 [27]. A total of 3
pharmacists, 2 nurses, 3 general practitioners, and 1 patient with
COVID-19 were recruited from the focus groups. Owing to the
underrepresentation of interested users or patients, 2 more
participants were recruited with the support of the ADApp
project team.

All participants were informed about the general aim and reasons
of the study and the procedure. They gave written informed
consent before starting the iteration loops.

Ethics Approval
The ADApp study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the Martin-Luther University Halle-Wittenberg (protocol code
2021–069; date of approval May 6, 2021).

Measures

Quantitative Measures

SUS Score

The SUS measures the user’s subjective perception of the
usability of a system. It is technology independent, that is, it
can be used for a wide range of systems and technologies
[28-30]. Overall, 10 items were divided into 5 positively and 5

negatively directed statements, each represented on a 5-point
Likert scale. The answers provided the SUS item score, which
were then converted into the SUS overall score. The overall
score ranges from 0 to 100. To calculate the SUS overall score,
the first step was to calculate the raw score minus 1 for all odd
items, whereas the raw score of 5 was subtracted for the even
items. For example, if for item 1, the raw score is 4, the result
is a score of 3 (4-1). If for item 2 the raw score is 2, the score
is 3 (5-2). In the next step, the calculated scores are summed
and multiplied by 2.5 [31].

Systems can be considered usable if they achieve the benchmark
score of ≥68 [29,31]. In preliminary works, an adjective scale
was developed for a more comprehensible classification of the
SUS score, which ranges from outstanding (score 90-100) to
very poor (score 0-34) [32].

TUI Assessment

The TUI assessment [33] aims to measure the intention to use
and is based on the TAM [12]. The intention to use a technology
is a comprehensive construct based on a variety of explanatory
factors. As suggested in the TAM 2 and TAM 3, the TUI
considers technology-specific factors and psychological factors.
The TUI therefore supplements the classic technology
acceptance factors of the TAM 1, such as perceived usability,
usefulness, immersion, and accessibility (technology specific)
with important psychological constructs, such as technology
anxiety, curiosity, interest, and skepticism. The items, with the
exception of the technology anxiety and interest scale, are
related to a specific technology. Each scale consists of 3 to 4
items, each of which is to be rated on a 7-point Likert scale.
The ninth scale measures the intention to use a specific
technology with 3 items on a visual analog scale (each 100 mm).
In total, the TUI consists of 33 items and has a modular design
so that individual scales can be excluded and item formulations
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can be adapted to the circumstances (eg, concrete technology
names). With the exception of the “immersion” scale, all scales
were used this study. All answers of a scale were summed to a
sum value. It starts with 1 as the lowest expression of the
construct and goes up to 21 (3 items) or 28 (4 items) as the
highest expression, depending on the number of items. For the
intention to use scale, the distance from the right end point (full
rejection) to the answer cross on the line are measured. The
distance in mm is determined for all 3 items and summed. The
maximum scale value to be achieved is 300. The determined
scale sum values are converted into standard values (stanines).
The stanines reach from 1 (strongly below average) to 9
(strongly above average) [33].

METUX Model

The “pure” usability does not necessarily predict higher use of
a technology [34]. Although the SUS questionnaire focuses on
usability, the TUI questionnaire also includes psychological
factors. However, both neglect basic psychological needs, which
are addressed in the METUX model. It aims to optimize
engagement, motivation, and well-being of technologies in
iterative design processes [15]. Within the model, different
spheres of experience were assumed to influence well-being:
interface (ie, interacting with the technology), tasks (ie, engaging
with the technology), behavior (ie, the relation to the overarching
technology-supported behavior), and life (ie, the overall
experience outside and beyond the technology). There are
different questionnaires for measuring the basic psychological
needs in different spheres. The spheres adoption, interface,
tasks, and behavior were tested within this study using the
Autonomy and Competence in Technology Adoption
Questionnaire for the first adoption process, the TENS [15] for
interface and task, and the BPNSFS [35,36] for behavior. The
sphere “life” was not relevant for this study. The Autonomy
and Competence in Technology Adoption Questionnaire
addresses the question of why people use a technology and to
what extent they experience themselves as competent to use it.
It consists of 2 parts: the first, self-regulation, includes 12 items;
and the second, perceived competence, includes 2 items, which
are represented on a 5-point Likert scale. The goal of the TENS
Interface and Task questionnaires is to assess the extent to which
direct interaction (via interface) with a technology and
engagement in technology-specific tasks satisfies the basic
psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness
[15]. In the TENS questionnaires, the items are each assigned
to the basic needs of competence, autonomy, and relatedness
but are presented randomly in the questionnaire. All items were
equally weighted, summed, and averaged per basic need. The
TENS Interface questionnaire consists of 15 items with 5 items
per need, whereas the TENS Task questionnaire consists of 12
items with 4 items per need. The items are each represented on
a 5-point Likert scale. As the TENS questionnaires are only
validated for English-speaking countries so far, a linguistic
validation of the questionnaires was conducted. For this purpose,
the questionnaires were translated into German by an interpreter
whose native language is German and who is fluent in English.
Nevertheless, both the TENS questionnaires are not standardized
for the German population that has to be considered when
interpreting the results.

The BPNSFS is intended to assess the extent to which a
technology improves need satisfaction in relation to the behavior
the technology is intended to support [15]. The BPNSFS
measures the satisfaction and frustration of the basic
psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness.
This includes a balanced combination of subscales for
satisfaction and frustration. This distinction is necessary because
the absence of need satisfaction does not equate to frustration
of the same [17,35]. On the basis of the original questionnaire,
Heissel et al [36] identified 6 different, but intercorrelating,
factors with 4 items each for the German version of the
BPNSFS: Autonomy Satisfaction, Autonomy Frustration,
Competence Satisfaction, Competence Frustration, Relatedness
Satisfaction, and Relatedness Frustration. Each response is
represented on a 5-point Likert scale. The evaluation of the
BPNSFS can be handled differently; for this study, the items
per basic need are summed, and the 12 items of the subscales
satisfaction and frustration are summed. There exist several
adaptations of the BPNSFS, which have been validated and
subjected to reliability testing. These adaptations include
language translations, adjustment for age (children or adults),
domain (sports, work, and romantic relationships), and clinical
status (HIV, intellectual impairment, and chronic pain).
However, a questionnaire related to technological aspects does
not yet exist. Thus, for this study, the German version of the
BPNSFS was used and minimally adapted according to the
wording.

Qualitative Measures: TA Method
TA has traditionally been used in psychology and education to
identify cognitive processes that occur internalized in the context
of problem-solving [37]. In the context of technology
development, TA is equally used to gain deep insights about
thinking while using a technology [38]. The advantage of the
method is to capture problems and solutions as the technology
is being used, as retrospective surveys can lead to incomplete
information about the problems of a technology. This means
TA is helpful in tracing user thinking strategies [39,40]. For
this purpose, participants were instructed to think aloud
constantly while using the demonstrator. If participants stopped
thinking aloud, they are reminded by the experimenter to
continue speaking aloud [38,39]. For understanding problems
and solutions, we did not explain how the demonstrator is
supposed to work. Instead, we asked them to experience the
app with little direction by explaining the task they had to do:
registration, set delivery location, and submit recipe [41]. Thus,
during the TA situation, it was important that the experimenter
interact with participants as little as possible to prevent
interference with the users’ thoughts [39]. During the TA
situations, the statements of the participants were digitally
recorded (audio recordings) and transcribed afterward.
Moreover, experimenters prepared protocols for making notes
and describing events that are not verbally made by participants
but important for analyzing. For example, if a participant said,
“That is confusing,” the experimenter protocoled what exactly
was confusing [42].
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Data Analysis

Quantitative Analyses
Analyses were performed with the statistical program SPSS
Statistics (version 25; IBM Corp). Bivariate correlation analyses
were performed to assess the association between different user
acceptance measurements of usability (SUS score), intention
to use a technology (TUI factors using raw values), and
psychological needs (the TENS Task and Interface as well as
the BPNSFS using raw values). To investigate which factors
are associated with the intention to use the pharmacy drone app,
hierarchical regression analyses were performed among TUI
factors as well as among all measurements. To answer the
question whether TUI and SUS factors differ between the core
and ad hoc groups, 2-tailed t tests were performed. Owing to
the nature of the study design (small sample sizes), statistical
analyses should not be overinterpreted; thus, the results of
questionnaires were also analyzed descriptively according to
the improvement of acceptance level of SUS and TUI scores.

Qualitative Analyses
The transcripts were analyzed according to the event sampling
method of Berelson [43], where an utterance represents an event.
Utterances are defined as a complete sentence, a sentence
fragment, or any sequence of speech separated in time (eg, a
pause of 2 seconds) or semantic (eg, a change in content)
[39,44]. Utterances were analyzed by referring phrase analysis
[39]. First, all nouns and noun phrases were identified, and
utterances with the reference concept name were coded by the
first author (FF). This coding shows which concepts the
participants focused on during the task. After concepts have
been identified, these concepts were defined by the investigator
(Tables 2 and 3). The resulting coding scheme was used to code
the statements of the participants. Another researcher (JS) who
was familiar with the analyses analyzed randomly selected
portions of transcripts (20%) to determine if there was a match.
In case of disagreement, discussions were held between the 2
examiners until a consensus was reached. Cohen κ [45] was
computed for all variables. The interrater reliability was κ=0.654
(P<.001) with a substantial agreement [46].

Table 2. Examples of the coded concepts.

SegmentCoded concept

“What is stupid now is this field. It does not disappear.” (Doctor, aged 48 years)Value and problem

“Would be nicer: ‘Your location and address has been confirmed.’” (Nurse, aged 51 years)Proposal

“That black sign that irritates.” (Patient, aged 55 years)Value and conceptuality

“Now I have uploaded this successfully.” (Pharmacist, aged 35 years)Status

“Do I have to register again now?” (Nurse, aged 49 years)Ambiguity

Table 3. Definitions of coded concepts.

DefinitionConcept

Rating of usefulness, importance, or worthValue

Information indicative of status or self-instructionStatus

Technical inconvenience requiring actionProblem

Incomprehensibility of the process, operation, or handlingAmbiguity

System of terms or conceptsConceptuality

Recommendation for technical implementationProposal

The experimenters who prepared the protocols during the
iteration loops were asked to evaluate the accuracy of the
definitions of coded concepts to ensure that no undefined
concepts remained. After all utterances were coded, concepts
were summarized for groups. The results were arranged in a
table per task and discussed with the ADApp team to derive
practice-relevant orientation points. To rank the participant’s
points, we classified the concepts according to criteria within
the ADApp team. The criteria helped us to evaluate the
relevance of the concepts for developing the technology. We
defined 4 criteria: safety, risk in the delivery, optimization
potential, and outside the capabilities (Multimedia Appendix
1).

Results

Participants
For the 3 iteration loops, between March 2021 and October
2022, we collected data from 18 participants (mean age 43.08,
SD 12.44; range 25-65 years). Owing to the relatively large
amount of time required, not all participants of the core group
could always participate in the iteration loops. In total, 6
participants took part in the first core group (1 general
practitioner, 2 pharmacists, 1 patient, and 2 nurses); 3
participants took part in the second core group (1 nurse, 1
pharmacist, and 1 patient); and 4 participants took part in the
third core group (2 nurses, 1 pharmacist, and 1 patient).
Although, we tried to balance the 2 groups, it was not always
possible to equalize the core and ad hoc group. Four participants
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took part in the first ad hoc group (1 general practitioner, 1
nurse, and 2 relatives of patients who need palliative care); 4
participants took part in the second ad hoc group (3 patients

and 1 nurse); and 4 participants took part in the third ad hoc
group (1 nurse and 3 patients). Table 4 provides detailed
demographics.

Table 4. Participants’ demographics.

All (n=18)Core group 3
(n=4)

Core group 2
(n=3)

Core group 1
(n=6)

Ad hoc group 3
(n=4)

Ad hoc group 2
(n=4)

Ad hoc group 1

(na=4)

Characteristics

46.00 (12.19;
25-65)

34.5 (10.97; 26-
49)

37.00 (11.53;
26-49)

39.17 (15.45;
25-65)

50.75 (16.19;
31-64)

47.25 (4.42; 43-
52)

50.25 (3.59; 47-
55)

Age (years), mean (SD;
range)

Gender (female)

1.28 (0.46)1.50 (0.58)1.67 (0.57)1.5 (0.55)1.25 (0.50)1.25 (0.50)1.00 (0.00)Values, mean (SD)

13 (72)2 (50)1 (33)3 (50)3 (75)3 (75)4 (100)Values, n (%)

COVID-19

1.44 (0.51)1.25 (0.50)1.00 (0.00)1.5 (0.55)1.50 (0.58)1.25 (0.50)1.5 (0.53)Values, mean (SD)

10 (56)3 (75)3 (100)3 (50)2 (50)3 (75)2 (50)Values, n (%)

Drone competence

1.89 (0.32)1.75 (0.50)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)1.75 (0.50)1.75 (0.50)Values, mean (SD)

2 (11)1 (25)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)1 (25)1 (25)Values, n (%)

Medication app competence

1.83 (0.38)1.5 (0.58)1.67 (0.57)1.5 (0.55)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)Values, mean (SD)

3 (17)2 (50)1 (33)3 (50)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Values, n (%)

an has been adjusted by weighting.

Quantitative Results

Bivariate Correlations
Bivariate correlations showed that the more usable (SUS) the
technology was, the more the participants were willing to use
it (TUI; r=0.833). Moreover, the more they found the technology
useful (TUI), the more the technology was rated as usable
(r=0.711; SUS and r=0.487; TUI) and the more participants
would use the pharmacy drone app (TUI; r=0.754). In addition,
the intention to use (TUI) the app was positively correlated with
curiosity (TUI; r=0.550). The more skeptical (TUI) the
participants were, the more participants rated the app as unusable
(r=−0.542; SUS and r=−0.479; TUI) and would not be willing
to use it (r=−0.446; TUI).

Furthermore, the intention to use (TUI) the technology was
positively correlated with the perceived task competence
(r=0.784; first iteration loop) and the need satisfaction of
participant’s competence (r=0.788; third iteration loop). The
more participants felt competent in handling the app in the
spheres of task (r=0.829; ie, engaging with the app; first iteration
loop) and interface (r=0.929; ie, interacting with the app; second
iteration loop), the higher was perceived usability (SUS).
However, the more participants felt competent in task (r=0.675)
and behavior (r=0.875), the more they felt autonomous (ie, the
app provided options and participants did not feel under pressure
from the app). The more curious the participants were, the more
they felt satisfied in psychological needs of competence,
autonomy, and relatedness (r=0.744). However, the absence of
need satisfaction does not equate with the presence of need
frustration [17,35]. The results revealed that the more

participants rated the app as usable, the lesser they felt autonomy
(r=−0.792; SUS and r=−0.768; TUI) and competence (r=−0.751;
TUI) frustration. The more they believed the technology would
be useful for them, the lesser they felt autonomy frustration
(r=−0.827). Overall frustration shows a negative correlation
with usability (r=−0.822; SUS and r=−0.799; TUI), usefulness
(r=−0.923; TUI), and intention to use (r=−0.730; TUI).
Moreover, the results indicated that autonomy frustration is a
relevant marker for overall need frustration (r=0.933).

Furthermore, correlations showed that the more time participants
needed to solve the task within the app, the less usable the app
was rated (r=−0.534; SUS), the lesser they were willing to use
the app (r=−0.429; TUI), the lesser they felt competent
(r=−0.805), the more skepticism they had (r=0.504), and the
older the participants were (r=0.681). The older the participants
were, the more skeptical they were (r=.525) and the lesser they
believed that the technology was accessible (r=−0.510). Female
participants showed more technology anxiety (r=−0.505), had
more interest (r=0.497), and felt more related by using the app
(r=−0.800). The results of 2-tailed t tests confirmed these
differences between female and male participants (anxiety:
t19=0.003; interest: t23=0.012; relatedness satisfaction: t6=0.004).

TUI Assessment
To test whether anxiety, curiosity, interest, skepticism,
usefulness, usability, and accessibility contributed to higher
intention to use, we regressed participant’s ratings of these
variables on their intention to use and controlled for age, gender,
and duration using the app. Results showed that TUI factors
such as usefulness, skepticism, and curiosity explain most of
the variance in intention to use the pharmacy drone app
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(F3,17=21.12; P<.001; R2=0.788; adjusted R2=0.751; Table 5).
Usefulness (β=.499; P=.001) and curiosity (β=.376; P=.008)

were significantly and positively associated with intention to
use, whereas skepticism (β=−.397; P=.004) was significantly
and negatively related with intention to use.

Table 5. Hierarchical regression analysis predicting intention to use the technology per the Technology Usage Inventory factors.

P valueF test (df)R2 changeR 2Standardized coefficientsUnstandardized coefficients, B (SE)Model and predictor

P valueβ

<.00126.48 (1,19)0.5600.5821

<.001.76314.73 (2.86)Usefulness

<.00118.81 (2,18)0.6400.6762

<.001.67513.03 (2.69)Usefulness

.03−.319−9.82 (4.29)Skepticism

<.00121.12 (3,17)0.7510.7883

.001.4999.638 (2.51)Usefulness

.004−.397−12.20 (3.66)Skepticism

.008.3766.36 (2.12)Curiosity

Descriptively, anxiety, curiosity, interest, usefulness, and
accessibility did not vary much between the core group and ad
hoc groups, as shown in Table 6. Ad hoc groups appeared to
be slightly more skeptical about the pharmacy drone app
compared to the core group. This could potentially be attributed
to age differences, as those in the ad hoc groups were older than
those in the core group, and skepticism was positively correlated

with age (Multimedia Appendix 2). Although usability remained
at slightly below average in the ad hoc groups, it increased from
average to slightly above average in the core group from the
first to third iteration. Moreover, the core group showed higher
ratings on the intention to use the pharmacy drone app than the
ad hoc groups.

Table 6. Mean values of the Technology Usage Inventory stanine of the ad hoc and core groups per iteration loop.

Core group 3Core group 2Core group 1Ad hoc group 3Ad hoc group 2Ad hoc group 1

Psychological factors, mean (SD)a

3.00 (1.16)—b3.50 (1.22)5.25 (1.50)4.67 (3.05)4.75 (1.89)Anxiety

7.00 (0.00)—7.33 (1.03)5.25 (2.36)7.67 (0.58)7.00 (1.41)Curiosity

6.00 (0.82)5.67 (1.53)6.00 (1.41)7.25 (1.50)5.25 (1.89)5.50 (1.91)Interest

2.00 (0.82)1.67 (0.58)2.83 (0.98)3.50 (1.00)2.75 (0.96)3.75 (1.89)Skepticism

Technology-specific factors, mean (SD)a

8.75 (0.50)9.00 (0.00)8.67 (0.82)8.00 (2.00)8.75 (0.50)8.00 (1.41)Usefulness

7.00 (0.82)6.67 (0.58)5.50 (1.05)4.50 (0.58)4.25 (1.50)4.50 (1.91)Usability

7.25 (0.96)8.67 (0.58)7.33 (1.03)6.25 (1.26)4.50 (1.00)7.75 (1.26)Accessibility

8.75 (0.50)8.00 (1.00)8.50 (0.55)5.75 (0.96)8.50 (0.58)6.75 (1.89)Intention to use, mean (SD)a

aStanine: 1 to 2, strongly below average; 3 to 4, slightly below average; 5, average; 6 to 7, slightly above average; and 8 to 9, strongly above average
[33].
bMissing data.

The results of t tests showed a higher rating on usability for
core group 3 compared with core group 1 (t8=−2.68; P=.03).
Moreover, independent samples t tests showed a higher anxiety
(t19=2.88; P=.01) as well as a higher skepticism toward the
technology (t23=2.17; P=.04) within the ad hoc group compared
with the core group over all iteration loops. Moreover, the core
group rated the app more usable than the ad hoc group
(t23=−3.33; P=.003) over all iteration loops. Although
descriptive data showed a higher rating on intention to use the

pharmacy drone app within the core group (mean 90.36, SD
11.01) than the ad hoc groups (mean 76.00, SD 23.74) over all
iteration loops, 2-tailed t tests became not significant (t3=−1.91;
P=.07).

SUS Score
Descriptively, perceived usability (SUS score) decreased
between ad hoc group 1 (rated as marginal) and ad hoc group
3 (rated as poor). Within the core group, the usability increased
from core group 1 (rated as good) to core group 3 (rated as
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excellent). However, within the second iteration loop, both
groups (ad hoc and core groups) rated the app more usable than
during the first and third iteration loops. Moreover, the core
group showed higher SUS scores than the ad hoc groups (Table
7). Results of the t tests indicated a significant group difference
in SUS score between ad hoc group 2 and ad hoc group 3

(t6=3.35; P=.01). The results indicated lower SUS scores of ad
hoc group 3 (rated as poor) than ad hoc group 2 (rated as
excellent). Furthermore, independent samples t tests showed a
significant group difference in the SUS score between the ad
hoc and core groups over all iteration loops, with higher scores
for the core group than the ad hoc groups (t23=−2.87; P=.004).

Table 7. System Usability Score (SUS) scores (0 to 34: very poor; 35 to 49: poor; 50 to 67: marginal; 68 to 79: good; 80 to 89: excellent; and 90 to
100: outstanding [32]) in the ad hoc and core groups per iteration loop.

SUS scores, mean (SD)Group

54.38 (23.22)Ad hoc group 1

80.00 (14.43)Ad hoc group 2

49.38 (11.25)Ad hoc group 3

75.42 (16.84)Core group 1

88.33 (10.10)Core group 2

84.38 (5.54)Core group 3

67.00 (21.34)Ad hoc group 1 + core group 1

83.57 (11.57)Ad hoc group 2 + core group 2

66.88 (20.43)Ad hoc group 1 + core group 3

71.60 (19.75)All groups

Overall Regressions
When regressing all factors of all usability and psychological
needs, the results showed that the SUS usability score as well
as the TUI factors such as curiosity and interest explained most

of the variance on intention to use the pharmacy drone app

(F3,16=40.27; P<.001; R2=.883; adjusted R2=.861; Table 8).
Usability (β=.845; P<.001), curiosity (β=.232; P=.02), and
interest (β=.195; P=.04) were significantly and positively
associated with intention to use.

Table 8. Hierarchical regression analysis predicting intention to use the technology per the Technology Usage Inventory, System Usability Scale (SUS),
Technology-based Experience of Need Satisfaction Task, and Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction and Frustration Scale factors.

P valueF test (df)R2 changeR 2Standardized coefficientsUnstandardized coefficients, B (SE)Model and predictor

P valueβ

<.00167.16 (1,18)0.7770.7891

<.001.8880.999 (0.122)SUS usability

<.00147.31 (2,17)0.8300.8482

<.001.7910.890 (0.115)SUS usability

.02.2624.45 (1.73)Curiosity

<.00140.27 (3,16)0.8610.8833

<.001.8450.951 (0.107)SUS usability

.02.2323.94 (1.58)Curiosity

.04.1952.88 (1.31)Interest

Qualitative Results

First Iteration
After the first iteration, the app received a new design according
to user’s feedback. Important points after the first iteration were
providing more guidance through the app with information
about next steps and reasons for doing these steps (eg, the
importance of setting the delivery location, clear information
about how to choose the delivery location, and more precise
symbols; Figures 4 and 5); adaption of conceptualizations (eg,

“location” [German: Standort] to “delivery point” [German:
Lieferort]; Figure 4); automatizations (eg, transferring address
data automatically to the map); minimizations (eg, reducing
symbols within the map and information within each step);
communication options (eg, integrating a field to formulate a
message to the pharmacist); control features (eg, an order
summary); and autonomy options (eg, to upload >1 prescription
if necessary). However, participants missed a visualization of
password requirements and a preview function of the uploaded
recipe. Furthermore, users would rather preview individual
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pages per click than perform 1-page scrolling. They would also
desire information about payment options within the app as well
as details about medication availability. This necessitates
integration of the interface with the pharmacy’s merchandise
management system, which requires additional technical and
regulatory administration. A short solution for that was to
integrate a comment field at the step of ordering the medication
to describe further medication wishes as well as to ask questions

to the pharmacist. Moreover, participants emphasized, at this
point, the importance of shipment tracking, as Fink et al [27]
described in their study. However, the most difficult step
participants reported was setting of the delivery location. This
was also shown in the amount of support needed while using
the app (Multimedia Appendix 3). Although experimenters were
instructed to not help participants, at some points the help was
necessary so that the participants could finish the task.

Figure 4. User-centered app design (A) before and (B) after first iteration: delivery location.
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Figure 5. User-centered app design (A) before and (B) after first iteration: symbols.

Second Iteration
After the second iteration, participants in both the core group
and the ad hoc group reported that registration was simplified,
indicating that it was easy for them to register. Moreover,
participants reported that the summary of order was clear, the
texts were more comprehensible (core group), and the
participants liked the option to upload >1 prescription (ad hoc
group). However, participants missed a preview function of the
uploaded prescription as a picture and the selection of push
messages. Moreover, they suggested highlighting the icon,
which is the next step to be clicked on (eg, after setting the
delivery location, the icon for submitting the prescription should
be highlighted), and highlighting the inbox when a new message
has arrived. Important points after the second iteration were still
reducing symbols within the map (eg, symbols were reduced
to a minimum, and the text describing the symbols was
shortened because the participants did not read the instructions
above the card); more guidance through the app with information
about next steps; and more transparency about how a response
will be received from pharmacists (eg, integration of information
about how the contact will take place, via mail or telephone),
indications on password requirements (such as length, upper
and lower case, and special characters), and information about
shipment tracking. An important safety-relevant point was that
flight slots were not up to date according to the original time.
Similar to the first iteration loop, participants reported setting
the delivery location as the most difficult step. They would like
to have more guidance for the subsequent steps after
determination of the delivery location.

Third Iteration
The core group reported that the app was more intuitive and
had improved compared with the first iteration loop. They
mentioned that the automated fill-in of address data in the map
as well as the identification that the prescription was successfully
uploaded was useful.

Important points after the third iteration were more guidance
through a processing status within the app; adaption of
conceptualization (eg, “mailbox” [German: Postfach] to
“messages” [German: Nachrichten]); visualization of password
requirements (eg, upper and lower case and special characters);
automatization features (eg, automatic suggestions such as city
when entering the postal code); differentiation (eg, distinction
between the delivery and billing address); control (eg,
adjustment of the amount of information within the app to
control how much information the user wants, which might be
configured via profile); push messages instead of emails because
participants did not read the texts despite shortening them; a
preview function of the uploaded prescription; and design
features (eg, it was not clear that scrolling was necessary, thus
more guidance is useful through individual pages [click to
continue]). They also desired the inbox to be highlighted when
new messages had arrived.

Although the app was adapted according to the participant’s
feedback, the ad hoc group reported that the step of setting the
delivery location remained too complex for them. They
mentioned that this step was too bulky, time consuming, and
not intuitive despite adjustments such as the reduction of map
symbols, providing the most important information, shortening
the text, and inserting address data automatically in the map.
Participants of the ad hoc group felt lost and helpless during
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this step. However, during discussions after thinking aloud,
participants suggested that the setting of delivery comes from
the operator and thus must not be made by users. They only
wanted confirmation of the delivery point to ensure its
correctness. Excluding this step might decrease the likelihood
of user errors.

However, across all iterations, criteria emerged that were
repeatedly the focus of the participants’attention: automatization
(ie, easy and fast use for avoiding redundancies), minimization
(ie, as little information as possible and as much as necessary),
differentiation (ie, clear distinctions), control (ie, options to
choose), guiding (ie, concise and understandable instructions
supporting guidance through the app), conceptualization (ie,

easy and precise language), barrier-free design (ie, uniformity
between different steps and intuitive visualizations), and
transparency (about disclosures to be made or obtained
information).

Although we could not test the handover scenarios, we have
made modifications to the drone. Previous results of focus group
testing within the ADApp project showed concerns about
injuries caused by the drone [27]. Thus, the drone has now been
given a flap underneath so that the medications can be dropped
by ejection, using a parachute, or using a winch and a landing
of the drone can be prevented (Figure 6). Further testing is
planned to test different handover scenarios with participants
to adapt the handover according to their needs.

Figure 6. Drone medication ejection.

Discussion

Factors of User Acceptance
This study aimed at investigating factors that are associated
with the user acceptance of a drone-based medication delivery
by using a mixed methods design to be able to derive
practice-relevant orientation points for participatory technology
development (for apps and drones).

First, an important point is duration handling with the app. Older
participants needed more time to solve the tasks within the app.
Furthermore, the longer the process took, the more the usability,
intention to use the app, and feelings of competence decreased,
while skepticism increased. Therefore, the duration of interaction
with a technology appears to be a crucial factor for user
acceptance.

Second, psychological factors such as skepticism and curiosity
as well as technology-specific factors such as usefulness and
usability are related with participants’ intention to use the
technology for a drone-based medication delivery. Regression
analyses within the TUI factors revealed usefulness, curiosity,
and skepticism as significant predictors for intention to use the
technology, wherein usefulness explained the highest variance
(49.9%), which is consistent with the findings of Güsken et al
[47]. This implies a particular relevance of factor usefulness for
the development of technologies in health care, especially in
drone-based medication delivery. With the help of the TUI
questionnaire, we can conclude that curiosity and skepticism
affect user acceptance. The more the users were curious about

the pharmacy drone app and the less skeptical they were, the
more the users were willing to use and interact with the
technology. This is consistent with the findings of Eißfeld et al
[6] who found that a positive attitude toward drones and a
general technical interest are related to improved information
about it.

Third, basic human needs according to Ryan and Deci [16,17]
and Deci and Ryan [18]also play an important role. Results of
this study showed that the more participants perceived
competence in handling the app, the more they are willing to
use the technology and the more they rated the app as usable.
This implies that, although competence satisfaction in all
iteration loops was related with usability and the intention to
use, autonomy and relatedness were not related. Nevertheless,
results showed that the more participants felt competent, the
more they felt autonomous. Moreover, the basic psychological
needs (competence, autonomy, and relatedness) were positively
correlated with curiosity. In addition, the lesser participants felt
frustrated on psychological needs, the higher they rated the
usability, usefulness, and intention to use. Thus, following the
Basic Psychological Need Theory [17], the more the interaction
with the system satisfies basic psychological needs, the more
the users will engage with a technology. Following the METUX
model, an increase in autonomy increases engagement and an
increase in competence increases motivation of using the app,
which is in accordance with the results of this study [15].
Interestingly, while competence and autonomy appear to be
significant factors in explaining differences in intention to use
and usability, relatedness does not play a role, despite focus
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group discussions emphasizing the importance of
communication and consultation features within such technology
[27]. One reason for this result might be the nature of the study
task. Although participants used the app in a simulated context,
communication aspects did not play a role in this developing
step of technology. Therefore, supply studies in real-life contexts
are necessary to test the impact of psychological and
technological factors on real-life complex problems, which
cannot be fully investigated in a simulated context such as in
this study, where, for example, relatedness might hold greater
significance in real-life scenarios than in simulations, as
increased relatedness could potentially enhance overall
well-being [15].

Fourth, overall regression analyses showed that usability,
curiosity, and interest explain most of the variance on intention
to use the pharmacy drone app, wherein usability showed the
strongest effect (84.5%). This means, when adding all factors
in one model, usability becomes the strongest predictor for
intention to use the pharmacy drone app. Similar to other studies,
this study found evidence for the importance of usability in
using a technology [1,5]. This means that better usability of a
technology leads to higher acceptance [12,33]. However, this
study used a very small sample group, and the statistical results
should be considered carefully. In conclusion, studies with
higher sample sizes are necessary.

Taken together, the intention to use a drone-based medication
delivery system is a comprehensive construct that is based on
a large number of underlying, explanatory factors. This study
showed that usability, curiosity, and interest had a considerable
impact on intention to use, wherein usefulness, skepticism, and
competence also played an important role. The failure to actively
involve users in technology development can thus result in
insufficient addressing of profession- and person-specific needs,
thus resulting in a lack of intention to use the technology. For
successful technology development, it is therefore crucial to
develop an understanding of the necessary characteristics of
health care technologies and to identify the determinants that
ensure a high level of acceptance for improving the current
supply situation [47].

In accordance with the previous scoping review [7], user
feedback was collected iteratively and focused on user
experience. The TA method [38] used in this process provided
valuable insights that were taken into account when developing
the app. In this way, important changes to the app were
successfully implemented by user request such as a reduced
design and automatic fill-in aids. It was found that
communication with the dispatcher and shipment tracking are
very important to users, which is consistent with the assumptions
from the scoping review [7], and this also led to further
adjustments. The changes made could be verified in the further
iterations; for example, it turned out that the revision for the
definition of the delivery location was not helpful: the process
was adjusted based on participant feedback with more
information, but this step remained too complex. In the third
iteration, it became clear that the required texts were not being
read at this point, leading to the ultimate decision to omit this
step altogether as participants indicated that they only wanted
to confirm the delivery location.

Differences in User Acceptance
A second purpose of this study was to assess group differences
between a core group and ad hoc groups in user acceptance.

The results of this study indicated the importance of an ad hoc
group in an iterative, cocreative process. Although within the
core group, intention to use (TUI) was similar over all iteration
loops (strongly above average), within the ad hoc group,
intention to use varied from slightly above average to strongly
above average to average. Although within the core group, the
usability of the app slightly increased from “average resp. good”
to “slightly above average resp. excellent,” the usability within
the ad hoc group decreased from marginal to poor (SUS) and
remained slightly above average (TUI). Results of t tests of both
questionnaires showed a significant group difference between
the ad hoc and core groups, with higher ratings in perceived
usability for the core group. This suggests that repeated
measurements induce a shift in the interpretation of test scores,
potentially biasing the measurement of change [26]. Thus, this
study shows that repeated measures with the same sample group
might change their attitude, expectations, and behavior in
dealing with the technology, which changed their ratings on
usability. The core group then tended to evaluate the app better
than the ad hoc group because they were not unfamiliar with
dealing with the app. Thus, for naive users, the app is just not
intuitive and easy enough to use. An additional explanation for
this result is that the ad hoc groups were more anxious and
skeptical than the core group, wherein a higher skepticism was
found to be related to lower ratings on usability [47]. However,
within the usability score (SUS), data showed an increase from
the first to second iteration and a decrease from the second to
third iteration in both groups, wherein the ad hoc groups rated
the pharmacy drone app as less usable compared with the core
group. One reason for the decrease from the second to third
iteration could be the more complex setting during the third
iteration: the participants had to run through the entire process
from registration, setting the delivery location, and ordering the
medication to receiving the medication. Meanwhile, the core
group showed a learning effect and maybe thus rated the
pharmacy drone process to be more usable from the first
iteration to second iteration, and the ad hoc groups could stumble
because of the complexity.

Limitations
This study shows for the first time the importance of ad hoc
groups as a control group while developing and evaluating a
technology in a user-centered design. When interpreting the
results of this study, several methodological limitations must
be considered. In terms of age and gender distribution, the
sample can be classified as unrepresentative owing to the small
number of participants. This is particularly evident in the
statistical evaluation. Nevertheless, there is a basic tendency
toward a clear effect, which is evident despite the small number
of samples. The participants had a basic interest in new topics
and in the topic itself. Although the risk of “positive selection”
cannot be completely ruled out, it is not seen because the topic
of drone-assisted medication delivery was largely unknown.
Thus, the perspectives of participants who consistently reject
technical systems in the context of care and delivery were as
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poorly represented as those who chose not to participate in the
surveys for other reasons. Reasons for this could include a
general dismissive attitude toward additional effort owing to
time resources, heavy workloads, or other thematic priorities.

However, it can be concluded that the results obtained to assess
the acceptance of the drone app for utility purposes have
revealed important insights regarding technical development
and its practical use. In this context, the findings exhibit
similarities to surveys conducted for other target groups in health
care.

Conclusions
The study highlights the significance of understanding the
essential attributes of health care technologies and the factors
that lead to their acceptance in improving the current supply
situation. It offers valuable insights for practitioners to develop
participatory technologies and recommends ad hoc groups as a
complementary approach to control the process of a
user-centered design. However, larger samples and real-world
contexts are required to confirm these findings.
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Abstract

Background: Health care lags in digital transformation, despite the potential of technology to improve the well-being of
individuals. The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the uptake of technology in health care and increased individuals’willingness
to perform self-management using technology. A web-based service, Directlab Online, provides consumers with direct digital
access to diagnostic test packages, which can digitally support the self-management of health.

Objective: This study aims to identify the facilitators, barriers, and needs of Directlab Online, a self-management service for
web-based access to diagnostic testing.

Methods: A qualitative method was used from a potential user’s perspective. The needs and future needs for, facilitators of,
and barriers to the use of Directlab Online were evaluated. Semistructured focus group meetings were conducted in 2022. Two
focus groups were focused on sexually transmitted infection test packages and 2 were focused on prevention test packages. Data
analysis was performed according to the principles of the Framework Method. The Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research was used to categorize the facilitators and barriers.

Results: In total, 19 participants, with a mean age of 34.32 (SD 14.70) years, participated in the focus groups. Important barriers
were a lack of privacy information, too much and difficult information, and a commercial appearance. Important facilitators were
the right amount of information, the right kind of tests, and the involvement of a health care professional. The need for a service
such as Directlab Online was to ensure its availability for users’ health and to maintain their health.

Conclusions: According to the participants, facilitators and barriers were comprehension of the information, the goal of the
website, and the overall appearance of the service. Although the service was developed in cocreation with health care professionals
and users, the needs did not align. The users preferred understandable and adequate, but not excessive, information. In addition,
they preferred other types of tests to be available on the service. For future research, it would be beneficial to focus on cocreation
between the involved medical professionals and users to develop, improve, and implement a service such as Directlab Online.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e45115)   doi:10.2196/45115
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eHealth; usability; self-management; diagnostic test service; diagnostic; testing; test service; perspective; focus group; user need;
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Introduction

Background
Society is changing, and the world is becoming increasingly
digital [1]. Health care lags in digital transformation, despite
the potential of technology to improve the well-being of
individuals [1,2]. The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the
development and use of technology in health care, also referred
to as eHealth, with more digital consultations and increased use
of home monitoring [3,4]. Furthermore, the COVID-19
pandemic, among others, has increased the need and willingness
of individuals to perform self-management [5-7]. In patients
with chronic diseases, self-management strategies are often used
to support patients in dealing with treatment and lifestyle
changes [8]. In addition, self-management strategies can be used
to support individuals with home diagnostic tests [9]. The
concept of self-management aligns with this positive health
definition: “health as the ability to adapt and self-manage in the
face of social, physical, and emotional challenges” [10,11].

eHealth can be used in 3 stages of laboratory diagnostic testing.
The first stage is triage and advice on diagnostic testing, the
second stage is the testing itself (ie, at home or a facility), and
the third stage is the communication of the test results to the
user. A systematic review by Versluis et al [9] showed that
web-based diagnostic testing services were positively evaluated
and preferred over clinic-based testing. However, most of the
evaluated services only offered tests to detect sexually
transmitted infections (STIs) [9].

eHealth services can support self-management, for example,
with web-based services that support behavior and lifestyle
changes (eg, Liva Healthcare) [12] and with websites where
individuals can obtain health information (eg, Thuisarts.nl) [13].
In addition, there are multiple apps to support patients with
chronic conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, or lower back
pain [14-16].

In the Netherlands, a web-based service called Directlab Online
(Saltro, part of Unilabs) offers individuals direct access to
laboratory diagnostic tests independent of a health care provider
[17]. It is a so-called direct-to-consumer platform. Directlab
Online gives individuals direct digital access to diagnostic
testing based on a triage that aligns with medical guidelines.
Unlike the services identified in the systematic review by
Versluis et al [9], Directlab Online offers a variety of diagnostic
tests, for example, diagnostic tests for STIs, COVID-19, and
vitamin deficiencies, as well as testing for health-related
questions concerning fatigue and the prevention of heart disease.
The results and the information on the website can give
individuals insight into their health, which could support and
motivate them to adopt healthier behaviors [12]. In addition, it
supports users to be better informed about their health without
the interference of a health care professional, which can lead to
more efficient and accessible care [18]. Packages to test the
health of individuals align with the patient-centered care
approach, which can lead to a better quality of care [19].
Patient-centered care aims to empower patients to take charge
of their health and actively participate in their health care [20].
Another term used is person-centered care, which is similar but

does not solely focus on disease-related aspects, aligning better
with the positive health definition [21].

To completely harness the potential and significance of Directlab
Online, prioritizing high-quality and user-friendly service is
paramount. Delving into the barriers and facilitators individuals
encounter when using the service could provide invaluable
insights, facilitating the enhancement of its user-friendliness
and effectiveness. For example, known factors in dermatology
that could influence the uptake of a digital service are, among
others, financial aspects and accessibility for a digital service
[22]. In a study by Vergouw et al [23], facilitators of and barriers
to digital services for older adults in primary care were
researched. Nonfamiliarities with web-based environments
appeared to be a barrier, and efficiency was seen as an important
facilitator for using a digital service in primary care [23]. In the
review of STI testing by Versluis et al [9], concerns regarding
complicated language and data handling insecurities were also
discovered for ordering an STI test on the web. To our
knowledge, no research has been conducted on facilitators,
barriers, and needs of a direct-to-consumer platform that offers
direct access to multiple diagnostic tests and web-based results.
Identifying the needs, facilitators, and barriers will help
determine what is necessary to optimize the use and improve
the implementation of those services. This can give insight into
the potential future directions for developing such services.

Objectives
This study aims to identify the facilitators of and barriers to
using a service such as Directlab Online and to identify the
needs regarding direct digital access to diagnostic testing. To
achieve this, focus groups were conducted. Half of the focus
groups focused on STI test packages and the other half on
prevention test packages. STI tests and prevention test packages
are the most ordered test packages on Directlab Online. The
focus is on potential users, that is, those who have not used
Directlab Online before, because we are interested in capturing
people’s first impression of the service.

Methods

The Service: Directlab Online
Directlab Online is a Dutch, web-based service available for
everyone, through which diagnostic tests can be ordered on the
web [17]. The service was developed by a multidisciplinary
innovation team of a diagnostic company (Saltro, part of
Unilabs) and was launched in 2016 [24,25]. The process of
using the service is presented in Figure 1. First, individuals
undergo a web-based triage, based on medical guidelines, to
determine whether the diagnostic tests are relevant and, if
applicable, which tests are relevant. Second, individuals can
order and buy associated tests. Depending on the diagnostic
tests ordered, a self-sampling kit is sent to the individual’s home
address, or an appointment is scheduled at a blood collection
center or a laboratory for collecting a blood sample. Once the
laboratory receives the collected specimen, high-quality analyses
are conducted. The results of the tests are communicated through
a web-based, secure patient portal. Furthermore, deviating
results are communicated to the patient’s general practitioner
but only if the patient has authorized it. The triage was based
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on medical guidelines, and the diagnostic test packages were
developed in cocreation with general practitioners and tested
by them and laboratory specialists referred to as health care
professionals. Diagnostic test packages consist of different
parameters for diagnostic testing. For example, a test package
for cholesterol measures the following parameters: low-density

lipoproteins, high-density lipoproteins, triglycerides, and total
cholesterol. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides a complete
overview of the test packages that could be ordered on Directlab
Online during the focus group meetings. Table 1 provides an
overview of the prevention and STI test packages that were part
of the discussions with the focus groups.

Figure 1. Stages of using Directlab Online.
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Table 1. Test packages that are available on Directlab Online.

ParametersCategory

Prevention tests

Check total cholesterola, low-density lipoproteins (LDL)a, high-density lipoproteins (HDL)a, triglyceridesa, HbA1c
a,

and albumin and creatinine ratiob

Health checkup

Measure parameters via self-sampling of blood: total cholesterold, LDLd, HDLd, triglyceridesd, HbA1c
d, and albu-

min/creatinine ratiob

Health checkup at homec

Check total cholesterola, LDLa, HDLa, and triglyceridesaCholesterol

Measure parameters via self-sampling of blood: total cholesterold, LDLd, HDLd, and triglyceridesdCholesterol at homec

Check hemoglobina, mean corpuscular volumea, ferritina, and C-reactive proteinaAnemia

Check glucosea and HbA1c
aDiabetes

Check calciuma and vitamin DaHealthy bonesc

Check creatininea, glomerular filtration ratea, and albumin/creatinine ratiobHealthy kidneysc

Check thyroid function via thyroid-stimulating hormonea and free T4aThyroid check

Sexually transmitted infection tests

Check for chlamydiaeChlamydia

Check for gonorrheaeGonorrhea

Check for HIVaHIV

Check for syphilisaSyphilis

Check for hepatitis BaHepatitis B

aBlood sample needed for diagnostics; HbA1c: hemoglobin A1c.
bUrine sample needed for diagnostics.
cThese tests are not available any more on Directlab Online after the service update.
dBlood sample needed for diagnostics collected by self-sampling.
eOral, anal, vaginal, or urine sample needed for diagnostic tests.

Study Design and Participants
Focus group meetings were conducted with potential users of
the service. As the Directlab Online service offers a wide variety
of test packages, we focused on 2 specific categories (ie,
prevention test and STI test packages). These test packages were
ordered most frequently. Half of the focus groups focused on
STI test packages, and the other half focused on the prevention
test packages. The general inclusion criteria for the focus groups
were speaking Dutch and not having used Directlab Online
earlier. In addition, there were specific inclusion criteria to
ensure that the sociodemographic characteristics of the
participants in the focus groups were consistent with the
characteristics of the target population of the test packages.
Notably, a specific inclusion criterion for the focus group about
STI testing was that the participants were aged between 18 and
30 years. The specific inclusion criterion for the focus groups
about prevention test packages was that the participants were
aged between 18 and 65 years. It is important to note that there
were no specific health or disease requirements to participate.
Focus group meetings were held until data saturation was
reached.

Ethical Considerations
The study was declared to not fall within the scope of the Dutch
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act by the Leiden
University Medical Center Medical Ethics Committee
(N21.101).

Procedure and Data Collection
The recruitment period started on October 25, 2021, and lasted
until February 20, 2022. Participants were recruited via different
web-based channels (eg, LinkedIn [LinkedIn Corporation] and
Facebook [Meta platforms, Inc]). Individuals were invited to
contact KS via email when interested. Then, KS sent them more
information. In addition, questions were asked regarding their
birth year and if they could understand Dutch. A few date
options for web-based meetings were sent if the individual met
the inclusion criteria. When individuals could participate, they
received an email with the date and time, a link to the Zoom
(Zoom Video Communications) platform where the meeting
would be conducted (on the web), and a link to a web-based
informed consent form, which they were asked to sign before
participation. All participants had the right to withdraw at any
moment. The focus group meetings occurred between January
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10 and March 2, 2022, in the presence of MH and KS [26]. KS
led the focus groups, and MH managed the time and assisted
with technical issues. The focus group meetings were in a
semistructured format, following a predefined topic list with
open-ended questions to leave space for discussion (Multimedia
Appendix 2). First, general questions were asked regarding
using eHealth to see how familiar participants were with
eHealth. Second, participants were provided 10 minutes to view
the website of Directlab Online and navigate through the website
on a computer or mobile phone; no further instructions were
given. When time was up, questions were asked regarding the
website in general (eg, the first impression, whether they needed
help when using the website, and whether they found the website
attractive). While navigating the website, they had the option
to write down notes or vocalize their impressions, expressing
their observations, preferences, and feelings about the website
[27]. Third, participants were instructed to go through Directlab
Online, do some triages, and look at their test advice. Notably,
we allowed participants to navigate through the process as
normal users would. Hence, they were required to peruse
informational materials, undergo a triage process involving
medical inquiries concerning their symptoms, and obtain
guidance regarding testing. Subsequently, questions were asked
regarding the triage service, facilitators of and barriers to using
Directlab Online, and the participants’ needs for such a service.
At the end of the focus groups, they received a digital gift card
of €25 (US $27).

Data Analysis
All focus group meetings were audio recorded for subsequent
analyses and were transcribed (intelligent) verbatim. When the
transcripts were completed, the audio records were deleted. Two
reviewers, MH and KS, conducted the qualitative data analysis
according to the principles of the Framework Method [28]. The
Framework Method is a systematic and flexible approach
commonly used for the thematic analysis of health research
semistructured interview data [29]. The method combines
deductive and inductive techniques, which align with the aim
of the study to identify specific issues regarding the use of
Directlab Online and leave space to identify needs and
opportunities that have not been formulated a priori. First, open

coding was performed independently by the 2 reviewers, KS
and MH. The interview data were coded using the software
Atlas.ti 22 (Atlas.ti 22 Scientific Software Development).
Second, the codes were compared between the 2 reviewers.
Third, the codes were grouped into categories, resulting in the
analytical framework. Fourth, for identifying the facilitators
and barriers, the Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research (CFIR) was used [30]. The framework is widely used
for the content analysis of qualitative data regarding the factors
influencing implementation success [30]. Furthermore, the
framework is comprehensive and makes it convenient to
systematically study a wide array of facilitators and barriers
[31]. In addition, using this framework made it possible to
compare the findings and transfer them to other implementation
studies [32]. The CFIR is a theory-driven model and comprises
five domains: (1) the innovation domain, (2) the outer setting
domain, (3) the inner setting domain, (4) the individuals’
domain, and (5) the implementation process [30,33]. Identified
facilitators and barriers were placed within the CFIR domains.
Final themes were achieved via discussion and consensus
between researchers KS and MH.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Data saturation was reached after forming 4 focus groups with
19 participants. The characteristics of the participants are shown
in Table 2. The participants were aged 20 to 61 (mean 34.32,
SD 14.70) years. The number of male (9/19, 47%) and female
(10/19, 53%) participants was almost equal. The focus group
meetings lasted around 90 minutes per group.

Age differed over the 2 different focus groups, as aligned with
the target population of the diagnostic test packages. Overall,
the experiences and choices of the focus groups regarding the
website were the same. Therefore, in most cases, the focus group
results were discussed together. When the results differed
between the 2 groups, this was specified. Different themes
around usability, facilitators, barriers, and needs emerged from
the data and are elaborated in subsequent sections.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the participants (N=19).

Focus groupaAge (years)GenderParticipant

127Woman1

125Woman2

124Man3

130Man4

120Woman5

225Woman6

246Woman7

259Woman8

224Man9

220Man10

325Woman11

325Man12

330Woman13

324Man14

439Man15

458Woman16

459Woman17

430Man18

462Man19

aGroups 1 and 3 focused on sexually transmitted infection packages, and groups 2 and 4 focused on prevention packages.

Facilitators of and Barriers to the Uptake of Innovation
The identified barriers and facilitators were categorized
specifically into the following 3 CFIR domains: innovation
domain, outer setting domain, and individuals domain. The
other 2 domains of the CFIR (ie, inner setting and
implementation process) did not align with the facilitators and
barriers mentioned by the participants and were therefore not
discussed. Table 3 provides insight into the most essential and
changeable facilitators and barriers identified. Therefore, it is

not an exhaustive list of all potential barriers and facilitators
that influenced the service uptake. It is notable that certain
factors can be considered as a facilitator and barrier. For
example, financial costs are frequently mentioned as a factor
affecting the willingness to use digital health services [33].
When there are high user costs, it is a barrier; however, low
costs can be considered a facilitator. The identified facilitators
and barriers are explained in detail and explained per domain
in subsequent sections.
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Table 3. Facilitators and barriers derived from the focus groups embedded in the Conceptual Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR).

ResultsDomain descriptionDomain of CFIR

Innovation domain

The group that developed and visibly sponsored the use of the
innovation is reputable, credible, and trustable.

Innovation source • The general practitioner group that devel-
oped and visibly sponsored the service
was reputable, credible, and trustable,
which resulted in a reliable service.

• Information about privacy and presenting
good reviews improved reliability and
credibility.

• Commercial appearance influenced the
credibility. Furthermore, stock pictures
influenced the credibility.

The innovation is better than other available innovations or
current practices.

Innovation relative advantage • The service was easy to use, which made
the service accessible.

• It was easy to use the service without
visiting the general practitioner.

The innovation is complicated, which may be reflected by its
scope and the nature and number of connections and steps.

Innovation complexity • Too many testing possibilities and too
much information made the website less
user-friendly.

• The search bar and filters on the website
increased the user-friendliness of the
website.

• Using multiple medical words made the
service difficult to comprehend.

Outer setting domain

The inner setting is networked with external entities, including
referral networks, academic affiliations, and professional or-
ganization networks.

Partnerships and connections • The service was linked with academic
institutions and other medical profession-
als, which increased the reliability of the
service for users.

Mass media campaigns, advocacy groups, or social movements
or protests drive the implementation and delivery of the inno-
vation.

Societal pressure • Media campaigns, reviews, and blogs
could help stimulate participants to use
the service.

Individuals domain: subdomain patient characteristics

The individual has interpersonal competence, knowledge, and
skills to fulfill a “Role” (different characteristics of individu-
als).

Capability • If participants had experience with a
similar service, they felt more confident
in using the service. Otherwise, feelings
of anxiety or tension could have influ-
enced their competence, knowledge, and
skills.

Facilitators and Barriers in the Innovation Domain

Innovation Source
Participants mentioned different factors that were related to the
innovation source of the innovation domain. These factors
mainly influenced the credibility and trustworthiness in a
positive (ie, facilitator) or negative (ie, barrier) way. First, the
website’s commercial appearance were the most frequently
mentioned barriers that influenced its reliability. For example,
participants mentioned that the option to buy a gift card for a
diagnostic test package did not align with a website designed
for health. In addition, regarding the high prices for diagnostic
test packages and the website’s general appearance, they said
the following:

The website said: buy this. But I want to know why
this test? [Participant 4]

I found it a very commercial website; this lowers my
enthusiasm. [Participant 8]

Participants did not notice that health care professionals were
involved in the service and partly developed the service, while
this could increase the credibility of the website.

Second, the availability of reviews was frequently mentioned
as a facilitator for reliability and credibility but as a barrier in
some cases. Good reviews could be considered as a facilitator,
and bad reviews could be considered as a barrier to experiencing
the website as reliable and trustworthy. The following was said
about this view:
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Yes, [...] I found it important if I go to a new website
to sell or buy something to see that others used the
site and what they bought. [Participant 13]

Third, 37% (7/19) of the participants mentioned the facilitator’s
“privacy.” For the participants, it was important to know where
the data were stored and for how long. However, this
information was difficult to find on the website:

And then it is the question of how long data is stored
and how that is important to know. [Participant 8]

I want to know, what happens to the data and how
long is it stored? [Participant 16]

Participant 7 pointed out that a clear and transparent privacy
statement could be a unique selling point of the service.

Finally, the most mentioned barrier in the innovation source
was the presence of stock pictures on Directlab Online:

[...] those stock pictures on the website; they gave an
image of unreliability. [Participant 3]

Participants mentioned that pictures of real people or famous
people who used the tests could be a facilitator and positively
influence the reliability and use of the service. Furthermore,
they mentioned that a short video with education and instructions
about diagnostic test packages could improve the triage’s clarity
and the diagnostic packages’ content.

Innovation Relative Advantage
Participants mentioned several factors regarding why they would
use this innovative service. These factors were mostly related
to the accessibility of the service compared to other services or
normal practice. For example, the easiness of ordering a test on
the web without going to the general practitioner was a relative
advantage of the service, as mentioned by a participant:

Yes, I would rather order online because going to the
general practitioner [...] it takes time. [Participant 7]

Furthermore, another participant mentioned the benefit of
ordering a test on the web without going to the general
practitioner:

Hmm yes, I thought of a few things when I first saw
the website... of the vitamin tests, STI tests, and
COVID tests, I thought yes, you do not want to go to
the general practitioner for that. Especially for STI
testing, the threshold is high. In this way, you still test
and see if you are healthy. [Participant 1]

However, the relative advantage was negatively influenced by
the high costs of the tests. One participant stated:

The costs will stop people from buying anything.
[Participant 17]

Innovation Complexity
Several facilitators and barriers that influenced the complexity
of the service were mentioned by the participants.

First, the number of test packages and parameters available was
confusing. It became clear from the focus groups that offering
the “right” number of diagnostic tests was important;
participants were not enthusiastic about a test package with

many separate parameters. Participants mentioned that they
were optimistic about the possibility of ordering STI testing,
COVID-19 testing, and some prevention tests. However, they
mentioned that after the triage, they received advice to select
many different test packages. Recommending many diagnostic
test packages to the participants was a barrier because they were
confused about which test package was important for them.
Furthermore, the high amount of information provided about
these test packages was experienced as challenging by
approximately half (11/19, 58%) of the participants:

When I open the website, a lot of information is
present. Too many tests are available. Of course, this
website wants to sell tests, but... I do not know. I found
the home page too complicated, too unclear.
[Participant 13]

Second, the language used on the website was a factor that
influenced the use of the service. The language on the home
page was experienced as straightforward and was therefore a
facilitator. However, when completing the triage and choosing
the diagnostic package, the information was more challenging
to understand. Notably, medical and incomprehensible terms
were used:

I think you have a very broad target group of people
who would like to use this, and I think it is written for
the somewhat well-educated, reasonably
well-informed citizen, shall we say [...] Offer more
comfort to people by using less difficult vocabulary.
[Participant 8]

Third, the participants mentioned elements of the website that
influenced user-friendliness. Participants were happy with the
filters in the search bar to find a particular test, as well as the
search function and the website’s colors:

Personally, I found the website easy to use, and what
I experienced as very positive were the filters [...].
[Participant 14]

However, approximately one-third (6/19, 32%) of the
participants found the website unclear—among others, due to
too much text—and complicated (eg, where to find what they
were looking for), and they found the home page too busy.

Facilitators and Barriers in the Outer Setting Domain

Partnerships and Connections
The service was linked to academic institutions, which increased
its reliability. Mentioning partners would increase the uptake
according to the participants:

Yes, mentioning partners would be nice. And famous
names always attract attention. [Participant 13]

Societal Pressure
Participants mentioned that reviews and blogs could help in
increasing the use of the service and its reliability:

You want to read reviews and experiences of others.
[Participant 5]
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Facilitators and Barriers in the Individuals Domain
The individual’s skills and knowledge regarding services such
as Directlab Online influenced their willingness to use the
service and their perception of potentially using it. The younger
participants (aged 20 to 30 years) mentioned that they had
experience with this type of website, which reassured them to
use this service. However, some older participants (aged ≥39
years) had less experience with digital services in general and
mentioned some anxiety and tension when they needed to order
a test. Some (4/19, 21%) preferred to go to the general
practitioner for diagnostic tests. However, participants of all
age groups mentioned the benefit of ordering STI tests on the
web without visiting the general practitioner.

Future Needs
Different needs were identified regarding services such as
Directlab Online. First, the service’s purpose must be more
explicit for the participants. For them, it was unclear whether
the service could help them self-manage their health:

And this is what I miss on the website; what is in it
for me and my health as a patient or consumer?
[Participant 19]

Second, there was a need to understand the advantages of
ordering diagnostic tests on the web (eg, more accessible than
going to the general practitioner for tests). Participants wanted
this information to be more evident on the website. Third, after
receiving their results, the participants explained that they
preferred to have more information regarding how they could
remain healthy or what they could do to become healthier. It
could help, according to the participants, to let them know more
specifically that general practitioners make the diagnostic test
packages designed for the service. All participants saw the
benefit of ordering STI diagnostic test packages on the web and
undergoing them at home. The current offer of diagnostic test
packages does not meet the wishes of all participants. There
was a need for additional tests, such as tests for food allergies,
testosterone levels, fertility, or urinary infections. A participant
mentioned as follows:

I want a urine tract infection test; those are relatively
cheap, I think [...]. [Participant 1]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This qualitative study aimed to evaluate the facilitators of and
barriers to web-based direct access to diagnostic test services
from the perspective of potential users. In addition, the study
tried to identify the need to use such services. The study showed
that a tailored amount of information could benefit the service.
Participants need to use a service such as Directlab Online to
ensure that the website is available for their health. The
participants needed to see the benefit of a diagnostic test
package. Identified barriers and facilitators were categorized
using the CFIR. The study showed that a lack of privacy,
information overload, and a commercial appearance were
important barriers. Facilitators included providing the right
amount of information on the service and involving a health
care professional in developing the service. In addition, the

study showed that a tailored amount of information could benefit
the use of the service. In short, we noticed that several
facilitators and barriers were influencing the reliability or
accessibility of the service. For example, the commercial
appearance and lack of privacy information contributed to a
less reliable service for the potential users, and ordering a test
on the web without a health care professional influenced the
accessibility.

Directlab Online is a service for users to support themselves in
self-managing their health. An important quality-enhancing
element for Directlab Online was that health care professionals
were actively involved in developing this service. Health care
professionals significantly influenced the content and
information shown on the website. However, the focus groups
with potential users identified needs and wishes that did not
completely align with the ideas of the general practitioner. To
illustrate, health care professionals preferred other types of
diagnostic test packages on the web than those that the
participants preferred to use. Furthermore, the general
practitioners preferred detailed information on the website,
whereas this information overload was not always beneficial
for the participants. A study by Talboom-Kamp et al [34]
regarding a web-based results portal discussed the complex
balance between the general practitioner’s necessities and
participants’ needs for the right amount of understandable
information. Presenting information requires a balance between
an overload of medical information and the information users
need to understand test packages and results. A potential way
to solve overwhelming participants with information is to not
present all the information directly in one view to the participant
but by offering clickable links or short videos [34].

This study used the CFIR to identify and categorize the
facilitators and barriers. In another study, Versluis et al [33]
performed an inventory to determine the obstacles that must be
overcome and how to optimize eHealth in primary care using
this framework. They found similar results to our study; costs
and privacy issues were identified as important barriers. In
addition, in line with other studies, the following facilitators
were identified as having “experience with eHealth” and
“easiness of use” [33,35]. In comparison with other studies
using the CFIR to classify facilitators and barriers, similar
factors were predominantly identified. A notable factor
highlighted in the study by Verweij et al [36] involving patients
with cancer using a digital self-monitoring system was the
necessity to elucidate the service’s added value, alongside
concerns regarding privacy issues. However, other factors were
also mentioned, such as the connection with health care
professionals, which were not identified in our study. The target
population (patients with cancer) could be an important
explanation for this difference. The comparison with other
literature revealed that, irrespective of the type of digital service
or the user population, the facilitators and barriers remained
quite consistent. This study’s inventory could help determine
what obstacles need to be overcome and how we might optimize
an application such as Directlab Online.

Depending on the participants, mainly influenced by age, some
would use a web-based website to organize their health. In
contrast, other participants, mainly older participants, were more
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at ease with visiting the general practitioner and organizing their
health directly via the general practitioner [37]. In this study,
the older participants preferred to visit the general practitioner,
which could lead to the cautious conclusion that web-based
direct access to diagnostic services is not attractive to everyone
[37]. In addition, this study showed that using a service such as
Directlab Online is not only related to age but also related to
the user’s health problem and that the type of test package was
important. Participants’ needs were to feel the relevance of
ordering a diagnostic test package on the web instead of visiting
the general practitioner. The relevance was clear for the STI
test packages but unclear for other diagnostic test packages.
The study results showed that it remains important to involve
all end users in the service to ensure that the service supports
the needs of the target population [38]. Directlab Online was
developed with general practitioners, and the elements that they
found important were integrated into the service. While this
study provided insight into the facilitators and barriers of
potential users, it appeared that these things were not the same.
It is important for a reliable and proper service that both
perspectives of all stakeholders should be included in (further)
development of such services. Finally, the facilitators and
barriers to using a service such as Directlab Online found in
this study could be used to optimize this service and other
comparable services.

Strengths and Limitations
There is a lot of direct access to diagnostic testing services
available, mainly when it entails STI diagnostic test packages.
However, not many of them have a scientific basis or are
developed by medical professionals. This is the first study that
examined the facilitators of and barriers to a service that
provides more diagnostic test packages than only STI tests and
which is developed in cocreation with health care professionals.
Another strength of the study was that the CFIR was used to
analyze the facilitators and barriers mentioned in the focus
groups. Embedding the facilitators and barriers in this
framework made the comparison with other research easier. In
addition, the domains identified by the CFIR can help to find
the right implementation strategy [33,39].

This study focused on potential users because we were interested
in their first impression of the service. The rationale was that,
in the real world, such a service could be visited by many new

users [40]. Previous experiences have not biased the impression
of potential users. However, this could also be a limitation
because participants who did use Directlab Online before could
have another opinion regarding the service. This made the results
less generalizable. Another limitation is that the mean age of
participants was relatively low, making it more difficult to
generalize the results to the general Dutch population. However,
all participants, independent of age, mentioned the benefit of
ordering STI tests on the web. The service showed benefits for
participants who were ashamed to visit a general practitioner
for a diagnostic package and for participants who wished to
order tests in an accessible, nonbinding manner.

Future Research
Directlab Online is a service developed for a wide range of
users. However, this study showed that it is important to include
end users to ensure that the service aligns with the population’s
needs. Cocreation with end users and medical professionals
could be a solution to solve disbalances in wishes and needs
between them and to improve an eHealth application [38]. For
future research, organizing cocreation sessions and analyzing
their results could be beneficial to improve the service. Finally,
in future research, information about the influence of the
diagnostic test’s result on the user’s lifestyle could be analyzed.
Namely, this could result in a preventive role for a service such
as Directlab Online to improve the health of a population.

Conclusions
According to participants, information provision,
comprehension, and the overall appearance of the website were
the most important elements that influenced the use and uptake
of a direct-to-consumer website for diagnostic test packages.
Barriers, such as the commercial appearance and lack of privacy
information, negatively influenced reliability and accessibility.
The study showed that it is important to include relevant
stakeholders in creating an eHealth intervention because there
was a disbalance between the users’needs and what the involved
general practitioners considered necessary. Future research
could take a quantitative approach to further identify the needs
regarding test packages and to identify the demographics of
users and the influence of test results on the behavior of users.
Directlab Online offers opportunities for more web-based
self-management of health.
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Abstract

Background: The emergence of smartphones has sparked a transformation across multiple fields, with health care being one
of the most notable due to the advent of mobile health (mHealth) apps. As mHealth apps have gained popularity, there is a need
to understand their energy consumption patterns as an integral part of the evolving landscape of health care technologies.

Objective: This study aims to identify the key contributors to elevated energy consumption in mHealth apps and suggest methods
for their optimization, addressing a significant void in our comprehension of the energy dynamics at play within mHealth apps.

Methods: Through quantitative comparative analysis of 10 prominent mHealth apps available on Android platforms within the
United States, this study examined factors contributing to high energy consumption. The analysis included descriptive statistics,
comparative analysis using ANOVA, and regression analysis to examine how certain factors impact energy use and consumption.

Results: Observed energy use variances in mHealth apps stemmed from user interactions, features, and underlying technology.
Descriptive analysis revealed variability in app energy consumption (150-310 milliwatt-hours), highlighting the influence of user
interaction and app complexity. ANOVA verified these findings, indicating the critical role of engagement and functionality.
Regression modeling (energy consumption = β  + β₁ × notification frequency + β₂ × GPS use + β₃ × app complexity + ε),
with statistically significant P values (notification frequency with a P value of .01, GPS use with a P value of .05, and app
complexity with a P value of .03), further quantified these bases’ effects on energy use.

Conclusions: The observed differences in the energy consumption of dietary apps reaffirm the need for a multidisciplinary
approach to bring together app developers, end users, and health care experts to foster improved energy conservation practice
while achieving a balance between sustainable practice and user experience. More research is needed to better understand how
to scale-up consumer engagement to achieve sustainable development goal 12 on responsible consumption and production.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e58311)   doi:10.2196/58311

KEYWORDS

mobile health; energy consumption in health care smartphone apps; dietary tracking apps; optimization and sustainability in
mobile health; user engagement and experience; Android apps performance; digital health technologies; app; apps; applications;
digital health; energy; consumption; sustainable; sustainability; environment; environmental; use; smartphone; smartphones;
electricity; electrical; mobile phone
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Introduction

Background
Nations worldwide and researchers from various disciplines are
increasingly focusing on sustainable and energy-efficient
techniques for energy production. The works of Bhaskar et al
[1], Muthanna et al [2], and Ashfaq et al [3] exemplified the
innovative approaches being developed in this domain,
highlighting the significance of renewable energy applications,
unmanned aerial vehicle path scheduling in the Internet of
Things, and secure energy trading with machine learning and
blockchain technology, respectively. In today’s health care
scene, smartphones stand as crucial companions, seamlessly
connecting the realms of technology and wellness promotion.
The surge in popularity of mobile health (mHealth) apps reflects
a broader movement toward adopting energy-smart habits in
all facets of mobile computing. This trend underscores the

pivotal role of crafting sustainable software to lessen our
ecological footprint, a goal echoed by the strides made in green
computing and energy-saving innovations [4-6]. These apps
mark a transformative step toward digital health, empowering
people to proactively manage their health journeys. The growing
focus on energy efficiency and the adoption of eco-friendly use
habits emphasize the significance of these apps. Research by
Choi et al [7] and Pop et al [8] shed light on the essential role
that energy-efficient software plays in prolonging the lifespan
of devices and mitigating environmental impacts, heralding a
significant shift in digital health practices. The fusion of
wearable technologies with these apps further highlights the
importance of designing with energy mindfulness at the
forefront, ensuring that our pursuit of health does not lead to
unsustainable energy use. Table 1 illustrates the relationship
between the popularity of mHealth apps and their user review
scores. Apps with the highest user satisfaction were selected in
this study to be assessed for energy efficiency.

Table 1. Correlation between app popularity, where popularity is determined by the number of downloads.

User review (out of 5)Downloads (in millions)App name

4.42Ate Food Journal

4.25Calorie Counter

4.610Lifesum

4.48My Plate

4.445MyFitnessPal

4.215Noom

4.03Ovia

4.61PlateJoy

4.24Spokin

4.620Yummly

Problem Statement
Even though mHealth and nutrition apps have become
increasingly popular, there is a dearth of research on how much
energy they are consumed on Android devices and practical
guidance on what can users do about it. Almasri and Gouveia
[9] studied the gap in sustainable practice using Android apps
and highlighted the need given their popularity and potential
for energy-saving practice and given the global priority and
commitment toward creating sustainable smartphones to achieve
sustainable development goal 12.

Objective
The objective of this study is to assess the energy consumption
of popular mHealth and nutrition apps and identify key areas
where improvements can be made.

Literature Review

mHealth Apps and Energy Consumption
The widespread use of mHealth apps in our everyday routines
has underscored the need to better understand energy
consumption. Awais et al [10] examined the direct link between
the complexity of these apps and their energy demands. Their

findings indicate that apps with advanced features, such as
real-time monitoring and personalized recommendations, can
consume up to 30% more energy compared with simpler apps.
Additionally, Sahar et al [11] provided an in-depth analysis of
how unnoticed background activities, such as continuous data
syncing and location tracking, play a significant role in draining
smartphone batteries. Their study revealed that background
activities could account for up to 40% of an app’s total energy
consumption, underscoring the importance of both developers
and users to understand the app architecture and appreciate the
influence it plays on energy use.

User Behavior and Energy Efficiency
Understanding energy efficiency warrants an understanding of
user behaviors around app use. Personal relationships, belief in
one’s abilities as presented by Rahman et al [12] (self-efficacy),
and the collective confidence in our shared power to effect
change are key to embracing and consistently using mHealth
technologies [13-15]. How individuals use mHealth apps has a
significant impact on energy consumption patterns. Al Nidawi
et al [16] showed that regular app use, including entering data
and syncing, significantly increases energy consumption. Acer
et al [17] highlighted how notifications, a common feature in
mHealth apps, significantly boost energy use.
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Strategies for Energy Optimization
Isuwa et al [18] showed that using adaptive brightness settings
and energy-saving modes can extend the battery life of mobile
devices by up to 20%. Furthermore, Benkhelifa et al [19]
explored the potential of leveraging software-defined networking
for energy optimization in mobile cloud computing, resulting
in a decrease of up to 25% in energy use.

Technological Advancements and Energy Consumption
Emerging technologies play a nuanced role in the story of
mHealth apps’energy consumption, presenting a mix of hurdles
and breakthroughs. On the one hand, advancements in app
development frameworks, as outlined by Kelényi et al [20],
opened fresh opportunities for energy efficiency. On the other
hand, the growing complexity of those apps, as pointed out by
Porter [21], introduces significant obstacles to keeping energy
use in check. The potential of artificial intelligence (AI) in
optimizing energy consumption for sustainability has been
highlighted in a recent article by Ericsson [22]. Their research
indicates that AI features, while enhancing app functionality,
can lead to a 25% increase in energy consumption if not
optimized properly.

Cross-Platform Analysis of Energy Consumption
Khan et al [23] conducted a comparative analysis of power
consumption in mobile devices to inform the development of
energy-efficient mobile apps. Their study introduced a
methodology for assessing and evaluating power use, providing
valuable insights and guidelines for developers aiming to create
more sustainable mobile apps. Ciman and Gaggi [24] analyzed
smartphone energy consumption using different sensors,
including either only app, or by using GPS, accelerometer,
compass, camera, or microphone. They found that
cross-platform frameworks significantly increase energy
consumption compared with native apps. They suggested that
power consumption should be considered when choosing
between native implementation and using a framework or
between different frameworks for mobile app development.

Energy Consumption Metrics and Measurement
Techniques
Ergasheva et al [25] explored metrics of energy consumption
to evaluate the energy efficiency of apps. They introduced
metrics, such as energy-per-function, which quantifies the
energy consumed for each app function, and energy-per-user
interaction, which measures the energy used per user interaction,
providing a more granular understanding of app energy
consumption. Pathak et al [26] used advanced methods for
tracking app energy consumption in real time, offering insights
into the variables that drive energy use. They developed a
real-time energy monitoring framework that captures detailed
energy use data at the component level, enabling developers to
identify energy hotspots within the app. This approach allows
for more targeted energy optimization strategies, focusing on
the most energy-intensive components and interactions.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
The approach we took was a quantitative analysis study
measuring energy use in popular US-based health and nutrition
apps. This study did not require ethics board approval as it
involved the quantitative analysis of publicly available data
related to the energy consumption of mHealth apps. No human
subjects were directly involved, and no personal or sensitive
data were collected during the study. This approach aligns with
the institutional guidelines and adheres to regional and local
policies regarding research involving nonhuman subjects,
ensuring that all analyses remain within ethical boundaries as
per the existing frameworks.

Selection of mHealth Apps
The selection of mHealth apps was based on Almasri and
Gouveia’s [27] criteria and insights from Kelényi et al [20].

Popularity and User Base
Apps with a vast number of downloads and positive feedback
from users were selected.

Functional Complexity
Apps featuring a spectrum of functionalities were selected, from
the simplest to the most complex, aiming to understand how
different features influence energy use following the concept
by Isuwa et al [18].

Energy Consumption Potential
Apps known or suspected to be high on energy use, including
features such as continuous data syncing or GPS tracking, based
on preliminary evaluations and what developers have
documented (Benkhelifa et al [19]), were selected.

Measurement of Energy Consumption

Overview
Ergasheva et al [25] and Pathak et al [26] both introduced
metrics such as energy-per-function and energy-per-interaction,
offering detailed insights into app energy efficiency by
measuring energy use for specific functions and user
interactions. The process unfolded in 3 key steps as given below.

Baseline Measurement
We first set a baseline for energy consumption for each app
when it was not in use, providing a benchmark for comparing
energy use during more active scenarios.

Feature-Specific Scenarios
We then measured energy use in scenarios that trigger specific
features of the apps such as logging meals or syncing with
wearable technology. This step was crucial for pinpointing and
measuring the energy footprint of distinct functionalities within
the apps. The flowchart depicted in Figure 1 outlines the
sequential steps taken from the collection of energy consumption
data to the identification of high-impact features and a review
of the data collection methodology. Figure 2 exemplifies a
snapshot of the Trepn Profiler (Qualcomm), a tool used for
real-time performance monitoring of the apps under study. The
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graphs depict central processing unit frequency and graphics
processing unit load over a session, demonstrating how various
app features and user interactions can influence energy

consumption. Such detailed monitoring is indispensable for
identifying high-energy-demand periods, thereby informing our
strategies for app optimization.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the energy consumption analysis methodology.
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Figure 2. Example of real-time performance monitoring using Trepn Profiler. CPU: central processing unit; GPU: graphics processing unit.

User Interaction Patterns
Finally, by simulating a range of real-life user interactions, from
minimal to extensive use, we were able to depict how different
use patterns impact the app’s energy consumption.

Data Analysis

Overview
This study examined data on energy consumption and the
potential of behavior change interventions to cut energy use,
drawing inspiration from Internet of Things–enabled tactics
designed to boost energy efficiency consistent with recent
findings that underscore the effectiveness of behavioral
strategies in curbing energy use across different contexts [28,29].
We conducted our statistical analysis using MATLAB software
(MathWorks), and our analysis approach included descriptive
statistics, comparative analysis, and regression analysis.

Descriptive Statistics
Energy consumption for each app across various scenarios was
quantified in milliwatt-hour (mWh) using real-time energy
monitoring tools. This analysis provided insights into energy
consumption patterns and fluctuations.

Comparative Analysis
ANOVAs were used to compare energy data across different
apps and scenarios, identifying significant differences
attributable to app features or user interactions.

Regression Analysis
Building regression models enabled us to measure how certain
factors, such as how often notifications pop up or GPS tracking
is used, impact energy use. This analysis helps understand the
layers of what drives energy consumption in mHealth apps.

Results

Energy Consumption Patterns
Table 2 maps out a comparative analysis of the 10 popular
mHealth apps. It elucidates each app’s market presence, user
experience, and estimated energy consumption, laying a
foundation for understanding the interplay between app features
and energy efficiency. We found a notable range in how much
energy these apps use, with some consuming up to 3 times more
energy than their counterparts in similar conditions. This
disparity stemmed from various factors, such as the complexity
of the app’s features, how efficiently it runs in the background,
and how often and in what ways users interact with the app. In
our analysis, we conducted a descriptive statistical examination
to highlight the energy consumption patterns of the selected
apps. Our findings reveal a variance in average energy use, with
apps consuming between 150 mWh and 310 mWh under typical
use scenarios. The SD in energy consumption underscores the
variability, ranging from 15 mWh to 31 mWh, which is
indicative of how user interactions and background processing
contribute to energy expenditure. The minimum and maximum
energy use values further allocate the range of energy efficiency
among these apps, from 135 mWh to 341 mWh, reflecting the
impact of app features and optimization on battery life.
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Table 2. Detailed comparative analysis of top mobile health apps.

Support for
multiple diets

Notification fre-
quency

Integration with
wearables

Feature com-
plexity

Average ener-

gy use (CPUa)

User review
(out of 5)

Popularity (down-
loads)

App name

YesLowNoMediumLow4.3>5MbYummly

YesMediumNoMediumMedium4>5MMy Plate Calorie
Counter

NoMediumYesHighHigh4.6>50MMyFitnessPal

NoLowNoLowLow3.9>50KcSpokin

YesLowNoLowLow4.2>500KPlateJoy

NoMediumNoLowMedium4.1>1MOvia

YesHighYesHighMedium4.5>10MLifesum

NoHighYesHighHigh4.4>10MNoom

YesHighYesHighHigh4.7>10MCalorie Counter

NoLowNoLowLow4.2>100KAte Food Journal

aCPU: central processing unit.
bM: million or more.
cK: hundred thousand or more.

Table 3 illustrates the comparative energy consumption patterns
of 10 popular mHealth apps under various use scenarios. This
visualization underscores the substantial disparities in energy
use, driven by factors such as app feature complexity,
background processing efficiency, and user interaction methods.
It highlights the critical need for targeted energy optimization
strategies to mitigate the significant energy demands of

feature-rich apps. The apps that demanded the most energy were
those packed with sophisticated features such as live syncing
with wearable tech and ongoing background updates. On the
flip side, the more straightforward apps that relied on manual
inputs and had fewer background processes were much kinder
to battery life.

Table 3. Comparative energy consumption patterns of 10 popular mobile health apps.

Use scenario and energy consumption (milliwatt-hour)App name

High useGPS useBaseline

2241Ovia

1853Calorie Counter

1685My Plate Calorie Counter

20105Yummly

1794Lifesum

1573Noom

2352My Fitness Pal

1361Ate Food Journal

1182PlateJoy

1063Spokin

Additionally, our research highlights how the use of notifications
and alerts plays a significant role in energy consumption. Apps
that leaned heavily on notifications to keep users engaged were
more likely to use more energy, primarily due to the frequent
lighting up of screens and the data exchanged over network
services. It was found that on average, using an mHealth app
for an hour each day could drain approximately 15% to 20% of
a smartphone’s battery life, depending on the app’s complexity
and background activity. This observation points to the critical
need for fine-tuning notification strategies, and finding a sweet

spot that maintains user interest without unnecessarily draining
the battery.

Impact of App Features on Energy Use
Our findings suggest that certain app functions are linked to the
amount of energy they use. GPS tracking—used for recording
outdoor meals or activities—along with frequent data
synchronization and sophisticated graphical interfaces, emerged
as the main factors driving up energy consumption. GPS
tracking was particularly notable for its high energy use, relying
heavily on constant location services and data exchange. The
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research also brings to light how user behavior affects energy
use, specifically how long and how often people use the apps.
Apps designed to keep users engaged for longer periods, whether
through fun gamification features or detailed dietary logging,
were seen to consume more energy overall. This finding points
to the need for thoughtfully crafting user engagement methods
to avoid unnecessary energy consumption. Our findings are
consistent with existing research. Choi et al [7] reaffirmed the
considerable effect of screen brightness and network use on
energy consumption. Our findings highlight the intense energy
demands of certain features in mHealth apps, such as GPS
tracking and frequent synchronization, areas not deeply
researched by previous studies. While earlier research
underscored the significance of hardware and system
optimizations for lowering energy use, our research emphasizes
the paramount role of optimizations at the app level where
user-centered design and behavior will be critical. By
concentrating on the architecture and capabilities of mHealth
apps, developers have a profound opportunity to enhance the
energy efficiency of their creations, as well as by involving both
users and practitioners alike who can guide what features remain
paramount for impactful and sustainable technology practice.

Insights From User Engagement and Energy Efficiency
Our regression analysis showed the relationship between user
engagement, app features, and energy consumption. The analysis
featured a key insight: while increased user engagement
typically leads to higher energy consumption, strategic app
design can mitigate this effect. Specifically, our findings
highlight how certain app features, such as notification
frequency, GPS use, and complexity level, influence the energy
efficiency of mHealth apps. Assuming a linear relationship
between these factors and energy consumption, our regression
model is represented by the equation:

Energy consumption= β0 +β1× notification frequency
+ β2 × GPS use + β3 × app complexity + ε

where β0 is the intercept, indicating the baseline energy
consumption in the absence of the examined features. β1, β2,
and β3 are coefficients quantifying the impact of notification
frequency, GPS use, and app complexity on energy
consumption, respectively, and ε represents the error term,
accounting for variability not explained by the model. Figure
3 clarifies this relationship, presenting a regression analysis that
demonstrates the impact of notification frequency on energy
consumption.

Figure 3. Regression analysis of notification frequency on energy consumption.

Our simulated analysis yielded the following equation:

Energy consumption=9.55 + 1.62 × notification
frequency

The coefficients derived from our analysis which provide
insights into the relative influence of each feature on energy
consumption start with the intercept (β0=9.55) representing the
baseline energy consumption. Then, each unit increase in
notification frequency (β1=1.62) corresponds to a 1.62-unit

increase in energy consumption, emphasizing its significant
role. Besides, GPS use (β2=5.00) suggests that activating GPS
functionality contributes an additional 5 units to energy
consumption, highlighting the substantial energy demand of
location services. Finally, the app complexity (β3=3.00) shows
that higher complexity levels increase energy consumption by
3 units, indicating the impact of advanced features and
functionalities. The statistical significance of each coefficient
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was evaluated through P values, confirming the strength of our
findings. The P value for notification frequency is .01, indicating
a highly significant relationship with energy consumption. The
P value for GPS use is .05, suggesting an impact on energy
consumption at the 5% level. The P value for app complexity
is .03, demonstrating its significant effect on energy
consumption.

For example, apps that adopt flexible synchronization schedules
and energy-conscious notification strategies are more likely to
succeed in keeping users engaged without a corresponding spike
in energy use. This finding is also critical for developers aiming
to refine the user experience while staying true to the principles
of energy efficiency. Furthermore, we include an “integrated

analysis approach” to examine the compounded effects of app
features on energy consumption. This analysis builds upon our
original regression model by openly considering the interactions
between different app functionalities and their collective impact
on energy use. To convey this concept, in Figure 4, we present
an integrated analysis, contrasting the specific energy demands
of app features against user interaction patterns, highlighting
the potential for energy optimization. This visualization
highlights the synergy between GPS use, notification frequency,
app complexity, and their aggregate effect on energy use.
Through this analysis, we aim to guide developers in identifying
which combinations of features escalate energy demand and
how thoughtful integration can mitigate such effects, fostering
more energy-efficient app designs.

Figure 4. Integrated analysis of feature-specific energy consumption and user interaction patterns.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Finding the right equilibrium among app functionality, user
satisfaction, and energy efficiency is critical for sustainable
practice. Our research analysis enriches our understanding of
the nuanced relationships within mHealth app use and highlights
the broader consequences and opportunities for innovation in
the digital health domain, underscoring the importance of a
balanced approach to app development that honors both human
and environmental considerations.

The diverse energy use among various mHealth apps, especially
those dedicated to diet and meal tracking, reveals how an app
is built and how users interact with it. Features, such as GPS
tracking and constant data updates, significantly increase energy
consumption, emphasizing the urgency for app creators to weave
energy efficiency into the fabric of app development. User
behaviors are also critical—including how often users interact
with the app, respond to notifications, or use specific features.

Behavior change modalities also need to be introduced to
address user habits and smarter app configurations.

Our study findings bring forth the question of the need to
identify modalities or to balance between incorporating features
that boost user engagement and satisfaction and the essential
task of reducing energy consumption. Such modalities are
important to prolong battery life and lessen the ecological impact
of mHealth app use.

Implications for Developers and Users
This study highlights for developers the crucial role of weaving
energy efficiency into every stage of the app development cycle.
This means going beyond just streamlining code and choosing
low-power software development code libraries. It also means
crafting app features and user interactions in ways that naturally
lead to less energy use. Developers are urged to embrace smart
algorithms that dynamically tweak app functions according to
real-time energy use and battery status, ensuring the apps are
as energy-efficient as possible without sacrificing the quality
of the user experience.
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On the user side, the research points out how a little awareness
about how apps are set up and used can go a long way in
reducing energy consumption. Users have the power to drive
energy savings by tweaking their app settings, such as reducing
how often apps search for new content or turning off
unnecessary background activities. It is paramount to use apps
that are designed from the ground up to be energy conscious
with efficient battery life and for the purpose of encouraging a
greener approach to leveraging digital health tools.

Broader Implications for Digital Health Technology
This research adds a valuable perspective to the conversation
about making digital health technologies more sustainable,
emphasizing the collective responsibility of consumption and
production, including developers, users, health care
professionals, and stakeholders, to put energy efficiency at the
forefront. As mHealth apps play a more prominent role in
enhancing health and nutrition outcomes and managing diseases,
understanding and optimizing their energy use becomes essential
for ensuring digital solutions can grow sustainably, and
consumers and producers are both responsible for sustainable
practice as well.

Moreover, the insights gathered here highlight the exciting
possibilities of interdisciplinary studies that merge knowledge

from software engineering, behavioral science, and
environmental sustainability. This approach could lead to the
creation of comprehensive guidelines and best practices for
crafting mHealth apps that are not only effective but also energy
efficient. By working together across fields, there is a
tremendous opportunity to drive forward app innovations that
serve the dual purpose of advancing health care while respecting
our planet.

Conclusion
The mHealth apps within the mHealth sector consume energy,
especially when app functionalities are governed by how we
interact with these apps. It is a challenge for developers and
users to find the right mix of features that drive engagement
and health and nutrition benefits while also becoming cognizant
of reducing energy use.

For developers, this means weaving energy efficiency more
deeply into the fabric of app creation, from concept through to
coding. This can be done by embracing flexible technologies
and applying forward-thinking design philosophies that marry
efficacy with energy savings. For users, it is about becoming
more aware of how the choices they make in app settings and
their daily use can affect energy consumption, moving toward
a more conscious and deliberate use of these digital tools.
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Abstract

Background: Early users found Engagement and Visualization to Improve Symptoms in Oncology Care (ENVISION), a
web-based application designed to improve home management of hospice patients’ symptoms and support patients’ and family
caregivers’ well-being, to be generally useful and easy to use. However, they also raised concerns about potential challenges
users with limited technological proficiency might experience.

Objective: We sought to concurrently accomplish two interrelated study aims: (1) to develop a conceptual framework of digital
inclusivity for health information systems and (2) to apply the framework in evaluating the digital inclusivity of the ENVISION
application.

Methods: We engaged ENVISION users (N=34) in a qualitative study in which data were collected via direct observation,
think-aloud techniques, and responses to open-ended queries. Data were analyzed via theory elaboration and basic qualitative
description.

Results: Accessibility, relevance, and impact were identified as 3 essential considerations in evaluating a health system’s digital
inclusivity. Study findings generally supported ENVISION’s digital inclusivity, particularly concerning its perceived relevance
to the work of family caregivers and hospice clinicians and its potentially positive impact on symptom management and quality
of life. Limitations to ENVISION’s digital inclusivity centered around issues of accessibility, particularly operability among
individuals with limited technological knowledge and skills.

Conclusions: The Accessibility, Relevance, and Impact conceptual framework of digital inclusivity for health information
systems can help identify opportunities to strengthen the digital inclusivity of tools, such as ENVISION, intended for use by a
broad and diverse range of users.
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Introduction

Background
Hospice is a health care delivery model and a philosophy of
care focused on reducing pain and promoting quality of life
among patients who are terminally ill and their families [1]. In
the United States, hospice care is most often provided in
patients’ homes [2]. While more intensive staffing is available
during acute medical crises, routine home hospice care consists
of only periodic visits from nurses, nursing aides, social workers,
chaplains, and others operating under the direction of a hospice
physician [3]. A total of 3- to 4-hour-long weekly home visits
may be typical for an established patient. Thus, responsibility
for the overwhelming majority of home hospice care falls to
patients’ family members and friends (referred to as family
caregivers), who are typically unpaid and often lack formal
health care training [4-6].

Hospice family caregivers are commonly tasked with in-home
management of patients’ symptoms, including pain, shortness
of breath, anxiety, and fatigue. Recent population-based research
indicates that >78% of family caregivers who assist with
symptom management in the last month of a patient’s life report
difficulty doing so [7]. These findings are consistent with those
of numerous other studies highlighting the reality that symptom
management challenges are a significant source of stress for
many hospice family caregivers [8-11]. These challenges,

coupled with lack of a standardized processes for real-time
symptom reporting and monitoring in home hospice care,
commonly result in suboptimal home management of patients’
symptoms [12].

Engagement and Visualization to Improve Symptoms
in Oncology Care
Engagement and Visualization to Improve Symptoms in
Oncology Care (ENVISION) is a secure, web-based application
designed to improve home management of hospice patients’
symptoms and support patients’ and family caregivers’
well-being by improving the exchange of information between
family caregivers and hospice clinicians [13]. It uses daily
symptom and well-being data entered on the internet by family
caregivers to create simple visualizations summarized in a
patient and caregiver scorecard (Figure 1), allowing hospice
clinicians to quickly identify areas of concern. These scorecards
are displayed during biweekly hospice interdisciplinary team
meetings and are available on demand to hospice clinicians
outside of regularly scheduled meetings. A workflow diagram
illustrating ENVISION’s use is provided in Figure 2. Optional
views, including longitudinal graphs of individual or combined
symptoms, are also available to clinician users. Although
ENVISION was initially developed specifically for advanced
cancer care, its use has been expanded to include care for
hospice-eligible individuals experiencing any life-limiting
illness.

Figure 1. Mobile version of the application Engagement and Visualization to Improve Symptoms in Oncology Care (ENVISION), showing a sample
patient and caregiver scorecard.
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Figure 2. Engagement and Visualization to Improve Symptoms in Oncology Care (ENVISION) workflow.

Digital Inclusivity
ENVISION was created over several years with significant
involvement of hospice family caregivers, clinicians, and
administrators. While early research broadly supported
ENVISION’s usefulness and ease of use, it also raised concerns
about potential barriers to use that might be experienced by
family caregivers with limited technological skills or resources
[13]. These concerns echo those voiced as part of an ongoing
discussion in health care regarding digital inclusivity [14],
broadly defined as “the ability of individuals and groups to
access and use information and communication technologies
[15].”

Digital inclusivity, particularly as it pertains to digital health
technologies, is a salient concern on multiple social levels [16].
Individually, users vary with regard to their level of digital
literacy and their ability to personally take advantage of
available technological resources [17]. For example, an
individual may struggle to discern differences between
trustworthy and untrustworthy sources of health information,
may have functional limitations (for example, vision or hearing
impairment), or may be unable to afford home internet access.
Similarly, families and other social groups differ in their degree
of collective technological resources, a reality evident when
less technologically equipped individuals benefit from the digital
knowledge and skills of family members and friends. A family
member assisting a patient in accessing their health care portal
would be one example [18]. Communities can also be considered
more or less digitally inclusive based on the adequacy of the
infrastructure (such as home broadband connectivity or public
Wi-Fi networks) available to meet residents’ technological needs
[15].

Study Aims
Our initial aim in conducting the study described herein was to
better understand early ENVISION users’ concerns regarding
the application’s digital inclusivity. However, in planning our
study, we struggled to identify an existing conceptual framework

to guide our research, given our plan to explore digital
inclusivity as a quality of an individual application (rather than,
for example, a community). Thus, we added a second study
aim: to engage ENVISION users in a process of theory
elaboration, resulting in a conceptual framework of digital
inclusivity for health information systems. In this way, we
sought to inform future ENVISION enhancements while
contributing to the broader emerging science of digital
inclusivity in health care. Thus, our finalized study aims were
as follows: (1) to develop a conceptual framework of digital
inclusivity for health information systems and (2) to apply the
framework in evaluating the digital inclusivity of the ENVISION
application.

Methods

Setting, Participants, and Recruitment
As part of ENVISION’s ongoing, iterative, user-centered design
[19], we recruited hospice family caregivers and clinicians
(nurses, physicians, social workers, and chaplains) to participate
in a qualitative research study [20]. We partnered with the
university’s Institute of Clinical and Translational Sciences’
Recruitment Enhancement Core to recruit hospice family
caregivers via flyers, targeted email blasts, social media posts,
and listing of the study on a public-facing website. Family
caregivers were eligible for inclusion if they were aged ≥18,
able to speak and read English, and current or former (within
the prior year) family caregivers of a patient receiving services
from a Medicare-certified US hospice agency. We recruited
hospice clinicians via social media posts and email blasts from
professional hospice organizations, targeted emails to prior
research partners, and presentation of the study opportunity at
scheduled meetings of hospice agencies with which we had
established partnerships. Hospice clinicians were eligible for
study inclusion if they were aged ≥18, able to speak and read
English, and currently employed or affiliated with a
Medicare-certified US hospice agency.
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Data Collection
All consenting participants met online individually with a
research team member for approximately 30 to 45 minutes via
a university-managed, Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant Zoom (Zoom Video
Communications) account [21]. At the start of each call, the
researcher provided assistance in using Zoom’s screen share
feature, which the researcher later used to observe the
participants completing a series of structured tasks in the
ENVISION application. In addition, the researcher provided
instruction in the think-aloud technique [22,23], explaining that
the participants would be asked to verbalize their thinking as
they navigated the application and completed specific tasks.
The researcher also informed the participants that they would
be asked to answer a series of open-ended questions about their
perceptions of the application and its potential use in hospice
care. Finally, the researcher confirmed the participants’
understanding and began recording the session with the
participants’ knowledge and permission.

Structured Tasks
During the recorded Zoom session, family caregivers were sent
a personalized email with a brief welcome message, a link to
the ENVISION website, and a temporary one-time password
(an automatically generated alphanumeric string of characters).
As their first observed task, family caregivers were asked to
navigate to the ENVISION website, enter the site using their
email address and one-time password, and choose a new
password. They were then asked to recall a typical caregiving
day and enter corresponding symptom and well-being data for
the patient and themselves into the ENVISION application.
Next, they were asked to navigate to the patient and caregiver
scorecard, which summarized the data they had just entered,
and answer questions that required them to interpret simple data
visualizations (labeled rectangles filled with different shades
of orange ranging from none or white to dark or bright orange
to reflect greater symptom intensity). Finally, they were asked
to exit the application. After completing these structured tasks,
they were asked a series of open-ended questions, including,
for example, “What made it easy to use ENVISION?” “What
made it challenging?” and “Which symptom(s) would be most
important to communicate to the hospice team? Why?”

Hospice clinicians were also observed navigating to the
ENVISION website, entering the site using their email address
and temporary password, and selecting a new password. Because
the researcher had entered them into the system as a clinician
when generating their welcome email, clinicians were taken to
a screen that included a list of fictitious patients’ names and
medical record numbers upon logging into the system. When
they reached this screen, clinicians were asked to navigate to a
specific patient’s information (this required them to locate and
click on the patient’s name, but they were not given these
specific instructions). Clicking on the patient’s name took them
to a screen that included a daily patient and caregiver scorecard
that featured visualizations similar to those shown to family
caregivers. This page also included a simple line graph that
allowed clinician users to view the intensity of one or more
symptoms or well-being indicators over time by clicking a box

next to the appropriate symptoms or indicators (users were not
provided with these specific instructions). While on this page,
clinicians were asked questions that required them to interpret
the colored boxes on the patient and caregiver scorecard; select
and deselect specific symptoms on the longitudinal graph; and
interpret trends, including symptom co-occurrence over time,
shown via the graphed data. Finally, they were asked to exit the
system and answer a series of open-ended questions, including,
for example, “How, if at all, would having [information provided
via ENVISION] affect how you do your job?” and “Describe
how you would access ENVISION. For example, would you
use a desktop computer, tablet, or smartphone? Would you use
the application from the hospice agency office, patients’homes,
or elsewhere?”

Data Preparation
In preparation for data analysis, we contracted with a third-party
service to transcribe audio files of participants’ recorded Zoom
sessions verbatim. We then imported the resulting transcripts
into NVivo qualitative analysis software (Lumivero). Complete
copies of all audio and video files of participants’ recorded
Zoom sessions and corresponding field notes were stored in a
secure Box folder made available to all institutional review
board–approved research team members throughout data
analysis.

Data Analysis
Our analysis was broadly informed by the work of organizational
management researchers Fisher and Aguinis [24], who described
a process they referred to as theory elaboration, defined as “the
process of conceptualizing and executing empirical research
using preexisting conceptual ideas or a preliminary model as a
basis for developing new theoretical insights by contrasting,
specifying, or structuring theoretical constructs and relations to
account for and explain empirical observations.” As part of this
process, we engaged in vertical contrasting, which entailed
adapting an existing conceptual framework (described in detail
in the next paragraph) developed for one level of analysis to
examine a phenomenon at another level. In doing so, we sought
to determine which aspects of the framework functioned
similarly on both levels of analysis and which functioned
differently. We also engaged in construct specification, seeking
to refine the constructs articulated in the original framework
and to introduce new constructs when the existing constructs
failed to capture important aspects of the phenomenon under
investigation (in our case, ENVISION’s digital inclusivity). At
times, this involved construct splitting, a process whereby we
split existing constructs into more specific dimensions if more
conceptual specificity was needed to capture important aspects
of ENVISION’s digital inclusivity. Finally, we engaged in
structuring, or identifying relationships between and among
constructs, remaining open to new relation structures.

To accomplish these analytic activities (ie, contrasting,
specifying, and structuring), 2 researchers (KTW and AKD)
first reviewed all study transcripts, video files, and field notes.
They then met to develop an initial codebook based on the
elements of an existing framework: Building Digital
Communities: A Framework for Action [15], created by the
Institute of Museum and Library Services, the University of
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Washington Technology and Social Change Group, and the
International City or County Management Association. As its
name suggests, this framework was created to promote digital
inclusivity at the community level. Consistent with this purpose,
it articulated 13 principles for community-wide digital
inclusivity, including access principles (which addressed
community infrastructure needs), adoption principles (which
focused on community members’ facilitators and barriers to
use), and application principles (which specified areas where
deployment of digital technologies would be likely to enhance
community members’ lives). The original framework’s
principles and corresponding definitions are provided in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

We originally envisioned development of the initial codebook
as a relatively straightforward process in which most, if not all,
constructs articulated in the original framework would be
initially retained and then refined in subsequent analytic steps.
However, it soon became apparent that some of the original
principles had limited applicability in the context of an
individual application and should, therefore, be de-emphasized
or excluded in the early stages of our analysis. For example,
the application principles outlined in the original framework
identified specific community sectors, such as education and
public safety, where the deployment of technologies was deemed
likely to benefit community well-being. However, digital health
tools are, by definition, intended for deployment in health care
(and, in the case of ENVISION, more specifically in hospice
care). Thus, we omitted them from the initial codebook, feeling
confident they would neither enrich our understanding of
ENVISION’s digital inclusivity nor ultimately represent
constructs comprising our adapted conceptual framework.

After completing the initial codebook, KTW and AKD
independently coded approximately 15% of the study transcripts,
consulting video recordings and field notes as needed for context
or clarification of transcribed data. KTW and AKD then met to
make substantive modifications to the codebook to enhance its
goodness of fit with the data. Examples of changes made at this
stage included specifying that affordability referred to
ENVISION’s initial and ongoing costs and should, thus, be

relabeled as affordability and sustainability (construct
specification) and dividing design for inclusion into
perceivability, operability, and comprehensibility (construct
splitting), as the available data suggested that these were
conceptually meaningful distinctions. We then used the modified
codebook to code the entire data set, meeting afterward to
compare individual coding decisions (resolving discrepancies
via discussion and arriving at consensus), finalize our code
definitions, and group related codes into broader categories that
comprised our resulting conceptual framework and shed light
on ENVISION’s strengths and limitations with regard to digital
inclusivity.

Ethical Considerations
All research activities were reviewed and approved by the
Washington University in St Louis Institutional Review Board
(#202105172).

Individuals interested in study participation were provided with
contact information for our study coordinator, who screened
potential participants for eligibility, obtained verbal informed
consent for those interested in participating, and coordinated
all subsequent research activities including participant payments
of US $40 sent via check to the mailing address of the
participants’ choice.

Results

Overview
A total of 34 individuals participated in our qualitative research
study, enabling the concurrent achievement of 2 interrelated
study aims: (1) to develop a conceptual framework of digital
inclusivity for health information systems and (2) to evaluate
the digital inclusivity of the ENVISION application (participant
characteristics are summarized in Table 1). In the following
sections, we present our study findings, beginning with a brief
overview of our conceptual framework and its essential
elements. We then provide an in-depth description of the
framework, illustrating its specific constructs with examples
from our evaluation of ENVISION’s digital inclusivity.
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Table 1. Summary of participant characteristics (N=34).

Hospice clinicians (n=24), n (%)Family caregivers (n=10), n (%)Characteristic

Age range (y)

2 (8)1 (10)18-29

5 (21)1 (10)30-39

6 (25)1 (10)40-49

8 (33)2 (20)50-59

3 (13)3 (30)60-69

0 (0)2 (20)≥70

Gender

5 (21)1 (10)Man

19 (79)9 (90)Woman

Race

0 (0)3 (30)Black

24 (100)7 (70)White

Ethnicity

1 (4)0 (0)Hispanic

23 (96)10 (100)Non-Hispanic

Relationship to patient

N/Aa2 (20)Spouse or partner

N/A5 (50)Adult child

N/A3 (30)Other

Highest formal education

N/A2 (20)Some college or trade school

N/A2 (20)Associate’s degree

N/A3 (30)Bachelor’s degree

N/A3 (30)Graduate or professional degree

Profession

5 (21)N/AChaplain

7 (29)N/ANurse

1 (4)N/AOther

3 (13)N/APhysician

8 (33)N/ASocial worker

Professional experience (y)

6 (25)N/A0-5

5 (21)N/A6-10

4 (17)N/A11-15

2 (8)N/A16-20

2 (8)N/A21-25

5 (21)N/A>25

aN/A: not applicable.
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The Accessibility, Relevance, and Impact Conceptual
Framework of Digital Inclusivity for Health
Information Systems
Our analysis resulted in the development of a conceptual
framework of digital inclusivity for health information systems
that comprises 3 essential elements: accessibility, relevance,
and impact (Figure 3). Per the Accessibility, Relevance, and
Impact (ARI) framework, in evaluating a health information
system’s accessibility, the availability and affordability or
sustainability of access to the internet (for web-based
applications); necessary devices (eg, computers, smartphones,
and tablets); and the application or system itself must be
considered. Also relevant are a system’s perceivability (the
extent to which it can be used by individuals with different
sensory abilities, such as visual or hearing impairments),

operability (the extent to which it can be used by individuals
with different physical abilities or technological proficiencies),
and comprehensibility (the extent to which users can understand
and accurately interpret the system’s content). A health
information system’s relevance is also key to its digital
inclusivity. Digitally inclusive systems are useful (ie, they fulfill
a clear purpose); trustworthy (ie, they are viewed as credible);
and aligned with users’values, beliefs, customs, and preferences
(ie, they are congruent). Finally, the framework suggests that
the evaluation of a health information system’s digital inclusivity
requires consideration of its impact, that is, the extent to which
it improves (or would be expected to improve) users’ lives
(benefit) and the presence or absence of protection from
web-based threats (eg, malware and data breaches) associated
with the system’s use (safety).

Figure 3. The Accessibility, Relevance, and Impact (ARI) conceptual framework of digital inclusivity for health information systems.

Evaluating ENVISION’s Digital Inclusivity Using the
ARI Framework

Accessibility
Data describing ENVISION’s availability referenced the
presence or lack of internet access, technological devices, or

otherwise referred to potential users’ ability to retrieve the
application. Study participants’ feedback and experiences related
to availability were generally positive. Family caregivers either
did not comment on ENVISION’s availability or were positive
in their responses; no family caregivers identified
availability-related barriers to accessing the application.
Although hospice clinicians also expressed generally positive
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perceptions of ENVISION’s availability, some clinicians noted
potential limitations. For example, one clinician stated that the
application would be inaccessible for some, including “people
without internet, without computers.” Another explained, “Keep
in mind that your patients or family members...may not have
access to technology.” With regard to the application’s
availability to clinicians, one participant emphasized the
importance of integrating any new tools with the existing
electronic health record:

Sometimes more tools are better, but sometimes more
tools take more time...If this could be embedded into
our current [EHR], I could find that helpful. To log
out and then log in to something else or to toggle
between two applications, I think, would be more
cumbersome.

Data describing ENVISION’s affordability and sustainability
referenced the cost of ENVISION itself or other resources (eg,
internet access and technological devices) required to access
and use the application. Participants who commented on
ENVISION’s affordability and sustainability expressed generally
positive perceptions. Family caregivers, many of whom likely
assumed the application would be included in routine hospice
care and thus free of charge to patients and families, did not
directly raise the issue. Two clinicians (one of whom also
occupied an administrative role) noted the importance of making
the application affordable and sustainable for hospice agencies,
stressing the issue of cost-effectiveness, and linking the
application to clinically relevant outcomes. When asked if they
would recommend routine use of ENVISION in hospice care,
they replied as follows:

I think you’d have to look at...cost, [but] this program
will definitely improve outcomes for symptom
management.

Data describing ENVISION’s perceivability referenced the
extent to which the application could be used by individuals
with different sensory abilities, particularly with regard to vision.
Participants’ comments regarding the perceivability of
ENVISION varied. Some suggested that the font size was too
small:

The print would have to be a little larger. I think, in
general, anything to do with [older adults] should be
larger.

Others stated the opposite, describing ENVISION’s text and
images as “not too small.” One participant who did not cut and
paste the one-time password from their welcome email into the
log-in screen noted that “for people [who] are...visually
challenged, [entering] the password [could be] a bit of a
headache.” A clinician described ENVISION as a “wonderful
option for patients and family members” but suggested that it
not be required, as some may not be “able to see and hear...and
all those sorts of things.”

Data describing ENVISION’s operability referenced the extent
to which it could be used by individuals with different physical
abilities or technological proficiencies. Participants provided
mixed feedback on ENVISION’s operability. Overall, for family
caregivers, logging into the application for the first time (which

required them to enter their email address and a one-time
password emailed to them during the call) was more challenging
than using it once they logged in. One family caregiver stated
as follows:

If you’re not a computer-savvy sort of person,
[logging in the first time] could be a challenge.

This was particularly the case for users (family caregivers and
hospice clinicians) who did not cut and paste their one-time
password from their welcome email into the log-in screen:

I have to write [the one-time password] down because
I won’t remember it.

Another user provided a specific suggestion related to this issue:

Do you know, with this system, can you instruct
people to copy the initial password and paste it in,
just to make it easier for people?

After entering the system, however, family caregivers could
easily enter symptom and well-being data into ENVISION,
describing this process as “pretty simple” and “really easy.”
One family caregiver stated, “That took less than 30 seconds,”
while another explained as follows:

I think it was really easy. I really liked how there’s a
definition [of each symptom or wellbeing
indicator]...It’s comparable to other applications I
use for work...I think that would be pretty
straightforward for the general population, too.

Although this user saw the information symbol (lowercase “i”
with a circle around it) located next to each symptom and
well-being indicator and knew to click on it for more
information, others required prompting before being able to do
so. Ultimately, however, 100% of the users who expressed a
desire for more information about a symptom or well-being
indicator were able to successfully obtain that information by
clicking on the information symbol independently or after
receiving the following verbal prompt from the researcher: “Is
there anything on the screen that might give you more
information about that?”

Clinicians’ comments regarding ENVISION’s operability with
regard to logging into the system and navigating the application
generally mirrored those of family caregivers. They described
the overall application as generally operable while emphasizing
that it might be challenging for individuals to use if they were
physically unable to type or “[could not] even use a smartphone”
(the issue of family caregivers’ ability to independently use the
application is further described when discussing congruence
under the Relevance section, as numerous clinicians expressed
concern that they would be tasked with training and assisting
technologically challenged family caregivers with ENVISION’s
use, requiring significant amounts of their already limited work
time). Most of the unique data about ENVISION’s operability
for clinicians focused on using the interactive graphs that
enabled longitudinal viewing of symptoms and well-being
indicators (these graphs were available only to clinician users).
To choose which symptoms or well-being indicators appeared
on the longitudinal graphs, clinician users needed to click a box
next to the appropriate symptoms or indicators, which multiple
users failed to do without prompting or considerable thought.
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For example, one clinician user’s think-aloud data included the
following:

I’m guessing maybe—I was looking at it on my
computer—the little check boxes underneath the graph
might affect the graph, I guess...Now, let’s
see...[begins clicking on boxes and noting changes
to the graph].

Another suggested that the application be modified to include
“some education on what that graph is and how to utilize it.”
Other clinician users appeared to interact with the graph more
intuitively and were observed easily manipulating it. One such
clinician stated as follows:

I didn’t have any problem with it. I’m middle-aged
and...pretty computer-literate. I didn’t have any
problems with it at all.

Data describing ENVISION’s comprehensibility referenced the
extent to which users could understand and accurately interpret
the application’s content. ENVISION’s comprehensibility was
determined to be mixed. Overall, family caregivers could easily
comprehend ENVISION’s content, successfully entering
symptom and well-being indicators and accurately interpreting
the data visualizations (labeled boxes shaded in different
intensities to reflect symptom and indicator intensity) featured
on patient and caregiver scorecards. Several described the
content as easy to understand, using words and phrases such as
“straightforward” and “written in plain English.” Among family
caregivers, comprehensibility challenges were limited to
understanding the definition of specific symptoms or well-being
indicators; however, most of these challenges were resolved
when the users clicked on the information symbol and were
shown a definition. Users commonly clicked on the information
symbol next to “well-being,” expressing confusion about what
it entailed (eg, “Is that mental well-being or is that physical?”).
Differentiating between “tiredness” and “drowsiness” was also
challenging for numerous family caregivers. Among the
comprehensibility challenges that were not resolved by clicking
on the information symbol, nonspecificity (eg, uncertainty
whether they were being asked to report on generalized anxiety
or anxiety specific to the hospice experience and confusion
about the insomnia indicator: “Is that insomnia [as in] you can’t
sleep, or is it just that you know you have to get up because you
have to check [on the patient]?”) was by far the most common.
Clinicians recommended that longitudinal graphs be labeled
with complete descriptions of symptoms and well-being
indicators rather than shortened descriptors (eg, use “shortness
of breath” rather than just “breath”). However, this may have
been more of a design preference than an issue related to
comprehensibility. One family caregiver recommended that
features beyond the patient or caregiver name and uploaded
photograph be included to remind the family caregiver when
they were being asked to report on the patient’s experience or
their own:

You could say, “Now we’re...addressing you, not the
patient” or however you would want to say it...Make
it clearer which page is for the patient and which is
for the caregiver.

Relevance
Data describing ENVISION’s purpose referenced its perceived
usefulness. Most users identified a clear and important purpose
for ENVISION in their respective roles. Family caregivers
repeatedly emphasized the importance of reporting symptoms
and well-being indicators to the hospice team (patient pain was
most commonly cited as a high-priority symptom to
communicate). Feedback on the importance of the general
well-being indicator, however, was mixed among family
caregivers. Some family caregivers selected it as the most
critical piece of data to communicate, while others saw it as
redundant:

I feel that was a culmination of all the options that
you gave me to begin with. If I’m already addressing
each one of those issues individually…maybe I didn’t
necessarily need to rate it separately.

One caregiver was unclear why caregiver insomnia was included
as a well-being indicator:

If I had insomnia, how would the healthcare provider
help me with that?

With a few exceptions, clinician participants could readily
identify a purpose for ENVISION in their clinical role, evident
from representative statements as follows:

I think it would help me do my job better due to it
being so precise, and I go back to the [patient and
caregiver scorecard]. It’s a lot easier for me to see
what’s going on with that patient the way that was
presented than what I’m doing now in a chart, where
I have to click and copy and paste and go here and
there and everywhere [to] different notes and things
like that.

A chaplain explained how using ENVISION would enhance
spiritual care:

[ENVISION might help me decide] how soon I might
want to make another visit. Because if the person is
very spiritual and prayer or listening to hymns or
singing [helps] with pain or anxiety, [using
ENVISION would allow me to] see if maybe another
visit might be something that they might appreciate
sooner than later.

One chaplain user, who expressed generally positive perceptions
of ENVISION’s relevance, suggested that the application would
be improved by the inclusion of an indicator for “some type of
spiritual distress.” With regard to the graph’s usefulness,
clinician feedback was generally positive. One clinician
explained as follows:

[ENVISION] would be helpful to identify patterns
without having to go back and read your notes, and
it would also be helpful to measure how long a
pattern’s been happening when it might be hard to
conceptualize that just through memory.

More general comments described ENVISION as “a really cool
tool and a really good idea [that would be] really useful” and
“really helpful.” Another stated as follows:
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I would be eager for [ENVISION]. I think it would
be great for patients’ families [to feel] like they have
another method of communicating with us.

A clinician described the patient and caregiver scorecards as
follows:

I think they are very helpful. It’s easy, quick to
identify, and you can see exactly what the problems
are.

A few clinicians specifically commented on including caregiver
well-being indicators in addition to patient data, noting its
usefulness:

What I really appreciate is that...it indicates an
attention to continued review about how the caregiver
is doing, and that isn’t always done.

A hospice physician stated as follows:

I think having access to this would really help, so I
can get the patient perspective. As a hospice
physician, a lot of times I’m getting just a third-party
review from the nurse. I don’t necessarily get this
drilled-down of a rating scale on what’s going on.

Two clinician users were more negative than positive regarding
ENVISION’s purpose. One (the more ambivalent of the 2) user
stated as follows:

I think it’s helpful, but is it necessary? I don’t know.

The other user explained their reservations about the application:

[My] knee-jerk response to [ENVISION] is why the
heck would I be looking at a computer and not talking
to [the family caregiver]? I have no idea why we
would add a layer between the hospice nurse and the
[patient and family]...I’m struggling with the whole
concept...I’m a [age in the 60-69 range]-year-old
nurse, and I’m covering two different teams...[Even]
with 21 patients, I would still want to have direct
conversations with my patients and families. I would
want them to feel like they have no barriers
whatsoever to either calling the office or calling my
work cell phone and saying, “Guess what’s happening
this morning?”

Data describing ENVISION’s congruence referenced the degree
to which the application was aligned with users’values, beliefs,
customs, and preferences. When discussing ENVISION’s
congruence, participants commented on qualities such as the
application’s goodness of fit or described what they liked and
disliked about it. Overall, family caregivers generally reported
ENVISION to be aligned with their values, beliefs, customs,
and preferences. None of the family caregivers reported
perceived or anticipated challenges with daily symptom and
well-being data entry. Two family caregivers mentioned specific
symptoms that seemed at odds with their expectations or
understanding of hospice care. One questioned why the hospice
team would need to know whether they (the family caregiver)
were experiencing insomnia (as previously described), and the
other thought asking about patients’ lack of appetite might be
problematic, as they understood decreased appetite to be a
normal part of the dying process rather than something that

required a clinical response: “I was just told, ‘Don’t try to make
her [eat].’” Other data suggested that this family caregiver’s
concern might have been warranted, as one caregiver cited “lack
of appetite” as among the most important symptoms to
communicate to the hospice team, explaining that a hospice
patient “needs to eat.” While cultural congruence was
infrequently discussed regarding the ENVISION application,
the few comments provided were positive and related to cultural
norms that might reduce the likelihood of unscheduled contacts
with the hospice team in the absence of a tool such as
ENVISION:

In an ideal world, every clinician would call [the
family caregiver of a patient whose pain medications
were increased] the next day to check in to see if this
is working better, but I know that’s not going to be
the case. A lot of caregivers actually wait a full week
until the...nurse comes back, and I’m like, ‘Oh, don’t
do that. Let them know that it’s working. Let them
know if it’s not working. Because [patients] don’t
need to suffer like that.’ There are cultural values
that limit how people communicate, and that’s
especially true in, like, Latino populations and other
people who have been marginalized before who don’t
know that they’re also an authority in this, in the
reporting of patients’ symptoms.

Congruence pertaining to clinician data primarily related to
clinicians’ preferences and experiences as busy professionals
with limited time to engage in additional work tasks. These data
primarily addressed the provision of technical support or data
entry reminders to family caregivers using ENVISION,
something clinicians were almost universally disinclined to take
on. In addition, the previously described response from the
hospice nurse with a strong preference for nontechnologically
mediated communication (“Why we would add a layer between
the hospice nurse and the [patient and family]?”) was identified
as a likely example of perceived incongruence with the
clinician’s personal values (ie, an aversion to technology or
belief that more traditional forms of communication are more
effective or personal). Conversely, perceptions of ENVISION
as a tool to increase efficiency were strongly related to
perceptions of the application as a good fit for clinicians’
workflow. For example, one clinician emphasized the timesaving
value of ENVISION’s patient and caregiver scorecards:

It doesn’t seem like there’s a lot of information on
[the scorecards] that doesn’t need to be there, so
that’s helpful...Whenever I’m reading people’s
[medical] records, I’m just like, “Where is the
information I’m looking for?”

Descriptions of the application as “a quick snapshot” and as
allowing clinicians to quickly identify symptoms in need of
attention were common.

Data describing ENVISION’s credibility referenced the degree
to which users perceived the application as trustworthy.
Participants rarely commented on ENVISION’s credibility.
Furthermore, 100% of the data segments labeled with the code
“credibility” were also labeled with the code “safety” and were
found to pertain more directly to security issues than to the
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perceived trustworthiness of the application. Thus, to avoid
duplicate reporting of findings, these data are described in the
context of ENVISION’s safety, which is discussed in the section
describing findings related to ENVISION’s impact.

Impact
Data describing ENVISION’s benefit referenced the ways in
which the application might improve users’ lives. Both family
caregivers and clinicians cited potential benefits of the
ENVISION application, primarily centered around better
symptom management and increased awareness of opportunities
to improve patients’ and family caregivers’quality of life. Much
of the information labeled with code “benefit” was also labeled
with the code “relevance” due to perceived improvement in
individuals’ ability to complete tasks associated with their
respective roles, whether as family caregivers or hospice
clinicians. For example, a hospice clinician indicated that
ENVISION “would be a good communication tool [so] that...all
the team is getting the same information in real time.” Another
stated, “It could allow for efficient follow-up and getting the
care needed to the patient probably in...a faster manner.” Several
clinicians predicted that ENVISION use would increase patients’
and family caregivers’ satisfaction with the care they received.
A clinician explained as follows:

It would make the patients and families feel like the
hospice team is more competent, that we actually
work together as a team, because we would know
going in [to the home] what has been going on with
them for the past few days or since we’ve been there.
I do get that a lot. Patients are like, ‘I don’t want to
go over it again. Don’t you guys talk to each other?’

Another clinician described ENVISION as potentially
empowering:

When your patients and families are allowed to have
input, it makes them feel empowered and a part of
the care. I could see how [ENVISION] would be
beneficial for the patients or their families to utilize.

One clinician user identified benefits from 3 perspectives:

From the caregiver’s perspective, I think it’s helpful
to have some sense of feeling like you have an outlet
to discuss what symptoms you’re having so that you
can actually get help from the interdisciplinary team.
I think it’s helpful from the patient’s perspective to
kind of have a sense of control over how their
symptoms are being managed...I think it’s helpful
from the provider’s perspective for…symptom
management, changes in medications, gauging how
they’re working, as well as helping guide that family
with new symptoms that are showing up and education
as well as prognostication.

Comments describing potential drawbacks of the application
were less frequent and often co-coded with other digital
inclusivity elements. For example, clinicians worried that family
caregivers with limited technological skills might feel frustrated
when interacting with the application. Clinicians also worried
that family caregivers would find it burdensome to enter daily
symptom assessment data:

[Having daily symptom and well-being data] would
be sweet. That might be a big ask for some caregivers.
One more thing to do.

However, no family caregivers cited daily data entry as likely
burdensome. Clinicians also cautioned against using ENVISION
data to reduce or “change the care that we otherwise would
attempt to provide.”

Data describing ENVISION’s safety referenced the presence
or absence of protection from online threats associated with the
application’s use, such as malware or data breaches.
ENVISION’s safety was rarely addressed. When the users did
address it, they tended to focus on password-related hassles
rather than concerns that using the application made them
susceptible to digital threats. One exception was that clinicians
emphasized the need for any application used in hospice to be
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant,
as that would likely be required for adoption into routine care.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We developed a conceptual framework of digital inclusivity for
health information systems and then applied the framework in
evaluating the digital inclusivity of ENVISION, a symptom
monitoring tool for home hospice care. Our analysis identified
accessibility, relevance, and impact as essential considerations
in assessing a health system’s digital inclusivity; all 3 were
incorporated into our newly created ARI framework. Study
findings resulting from our application of the ARI framework
generally supported ENVISION’s digital inclusivity, particularly
concerning its perceived relevance to the work of family
caregivers and hospice clinicians and its potentially positive
impact on symptom management and quality of life. Limitations
to ENVISION’s digital inclusivity centered around issues of
accessibility, particularly operability among individuals with
limited technological knowledge and skills.

The ARI framework is informed by and extends prior
knowledge. It incorporates constructs from several existing
models, most notably the community-oriented framework on
which it was explicitly based [15]. Both frameworks place a
strong emphasis on accessibility, including availability,
affordability, and more standard accessibility features,
conceptualized in the ARI framework as perceivability,
operability, and comprehensibility (these closely mirror
principles detailed in the widely referenced Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines 2.0, authored by the World Wide Web
Consortium) [25]. The ARI framework also echoes some of the
principles highlighted in usability heuristics for user interface
design given by Nielsen [26] (eg, the match between the system
and the real world) and Technology Acceptance Model
elaborated by Davis [27] (eg, usefulness and ease of use). In
building on prior research, the ARI framework synthesizes
relevant constructs from numerous bodies of existing work,
setting the stage for meaningful assessment of the digital
inclusivity of individual tools. In addition to providing a
valuable synthesis of existing models pertinent to digital
inclusivity, the ARI framework incorporates constructs uniquely
relevant to the context of health information systems. It
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identifies patients and families, clinicians, and institutions as
unique yet interdependent user types, each with potentially
different cultures, responsibilities, needs, and concerns.
Furthermore, it is grounded in data derived from home hospice
care, a clinical context that highlights the extent to which
patients and families are increasingly required to be both care
providers, via family caregiving [28] and disease
self-management [29], and care recipients, via patient- and
family-centered models of care [30].

Importantly, the salience of specific constructs highlighted in
the ARI framework will likely fluctuate over time. For example,
limited internet availability may become less problematic in the
United States, where the federal government’s recent
infrastructure investments are predicted to significantly expand
rural internet availability [31]. Similarly, while health
information systems’ operability will likely continue to be
important, tools requiring basic technological skills to operate
may become more broadly operable due to demographic shifts,
as the proportion of potential users who are digital natives
(people who grew up regularly using digital technologies [32])
is expanding. Other issues, such as cost-related barriers to
accessing digital health tools, seem likely to retain their
importance over time, particularly in light of increased
recognition of income inequality and other social determinants
of health [33].

Limitations
Study findings should be interpreted in light of numerous
limitations. First, our study sample was disproportionate in
terms of having higher number of non-Hispanic, White, and
female individuals. All family caregivers who participated in
the study had at least some college education or trade school
experience, and all could speak and read English. Furthermore,
while our sample reflected some variability regarding functional
abilities (eg, some participants reported mild visual impairment
requiring corrective lenses), no participants reported significant
physical disabilities. Additional research with more diverse
participants, including individuals with varying degrees of
literacy and functional ability, is needed to refine the ARI
framework and better understand and ultimately enhance
ENVISION’s digital inclusivity. Notably, the ARI framework
is in its infancy, and additional development and testing will
likely be needed to maximize its potential impact on the field.
In particular, noted conceptual links between relevance and the
benefit subcategory of impact highlight the need for ongoing
attention to issues of construct validity. With regard to
ENVISION’s potential for clinical adoption, recommended next
steps include pilot testing in real-world scenarios, followed by
more definitive efficacy testing to determine its effect on
outcomes identified by users as areas of potential impact, such
as symptom management and quality of life. In addition, in
developing the ARI framework, we opted to include some
elements of digital inclusivity even in the absence of data from
the ENVISION evaluation supporting their inclusion if existing
literature or expertise among team members suggested that they
were essential to the concept of digital inclusivity. For example,
although participants rarely discussed safety, it was retained
from the original framework in light of the large and growing
number of digital security threats in existence and noted

disparities in individuals’ knowledge of cybersecurity [34].
Thus, while the ARI framework is primarily grounded in data
derived from our evaluation of ENVISION’s digital inclusivity,
some exceptions apply. Finally, we emphasize that all study
participants used ENVISION in a hypothetical manner,
interacting with data either from memory (as was the case for
family caregiver participants) or from fictitious patients and
caregivers (as was the case for clinician participants). We cannot
conclude with certainty that individuals using the application
in real-life situations would have similar experiences or provide
feedback mirroring that provided by the study participants. The
hypothetical nature of participants’ application use also limited
their ability to provide feedback on certain aspects of
ENVISION, such as the application’s actual costs, including
the labor and other resources required to support and sustain its
use. Additional research is needed to determine ENVISION’s
costs and its benefits to home hospice patients, family
caregivers, and clinicians.

Conclusions
Our evaluation of ENVISION identified many ways by which
the tool is digitally inclusive. Although specific users’
experiences and feedback varied, ENVISION was determined
to be generally accessible by individuals with the skills and
resources required to access and operate typical web-based
applications. This overall assessment was most explicitly
reflected in users’ comparisons of ENVISION’s operability to
that of applications that they regularly encountered in their work
and personal lives. User data were most positive regarding
ENVISION’s relevance, with nearly all family caregivers and
clinicians readily identifying multiple use case scenarios for the
application in home hospice care. Although individuals
participating in the study interacted with hypothetical patient
and family caregiver data, most predicted numerous, meaningful,
positive outcomes of ENVISION use, including improved
symptom management and patient and caregiver well-being.

User data also provided insights into ways in which
ENVISION’s digital inclusivity is limited. While most
Americans can access the internet from home, this capability
remains limited among older adults, racial and ethnic minority
groups, and individuals residing in rural communities and
low-income households [35,36]. As an entirely web-based
application requiring daily use, ENVISION would largely be
inaccessible to individuals without high-speed internet access
at home or nearby. Moreover, individuals with limited
technological skills may be unable to use the application without
training and support, which many hospice agencies lack the
resources to provide. Minimally, our findings suggest that
support would be needed to assist first-time users in logging
into the system and creating a new password, as this proved to
be the most challenging aspect of operating ENVISION for
many users. Adoption of password alternatives (eg, biometrics,
physical hardware, etc) may be considered as this technology
evolves [37]. In addition, offering support in using existing tools
to enhance accessibility (eg, the zoom-in feature or magnifying
applications on mobile phones to enhance character visibility)
may be needed. Incorporation of existing principles (eg, the
usability heuristics by Nielsen) [26] into future design efforts
would likely enhance operability and is thus supported by study
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findings. With regard to relevance, ENVISION may be a poor
fit for family caregivers and clinicians who prefer face-to-face
(or telephone) contact over more technologically mediated
communication. Clinicians’concerns that the application might
lead to decreased face-to-face contact might be assuaged by
presenting ENVISION as a tool to supplement, not substitute,

in-home patient and family care. Finally, findings clearly
indicate that ENVISION must provide clinicians with a net gain
in terms of efficiency, consistent with existing research
highlighting time constraints as the most significant professional
challenge for hospice clinicians [38].
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Abstract

Background: Family caregivers of people with dementia are critical to the quality of life of care recipients and the sustainability
of health care systems but face an increased risk of emotional distress and negative physical and mental health outcomes.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine the usability, acceptability, and preliminary effectiveness of a
technology-based and caregiver-delivered peer support program, the Caregiver Remote Education and Support (CARES)
smartphone or tablet app.

Methods: A total of 9 adult family caregivers of people with dementia received the CARES intervention, and 3 former family
caregivers of people with dementia were trained to deliver it. Quantitative data were collected at baseline and at the end of the
2-week field usability study. Qualitative data were also collected at the end of the 2-week field usability study.

Results: The field usability study demonstrated that a 2-week peer-delivered and technology-supported mental health intervention
designed to improve burden, stress, and strain levels was experienced by former and current family caregivers of people with
dementia as acceptable. Current family caregivers rated CARES as above average in usability, whereas the caregiver peer
supporters rated CARES as marginally usable. CARES was associated with non–statistically significant improvements in burden,
stress, and strain levels.

Conclusions: This field usability study demonstrated that it is possible to train former family caregivers of people with dementia
to use technology to deliver a mental health intervention to current family caregivers of people with dementia. Future studies
would benefit from a longer trial; a larger sample size; a randomized controlled design; and a control of covariables such as stages
of dementia, years providing care, and severity of dementia symptoms.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e41202)   doi:10.2196/41202
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Introduction

Background
Family caregivers of people with dementia are critical to the
quality of life of care recipients and to the sustainability of
health care systems. Family caregivers provide US $257 billion
in unpaid care to people living with dementia but face an
increased risk of emotional distress and negative physical (eg,
heart disease and hypertension) and mental (eg, depression and
anxiety) health outcomes [1,2]. While positive gains are reported
in the caregiving role, caregivers are more likely than their
noncaregiving peers to report stress, burden, and strain.
Approximately 46% of family caregivers of people with
dementia are classified as having high levels of burden [1,2].
Burden is defined as the psychological, physical, emotional,
and social challenges that family caregivers experience in
response to the demands of providing care [3]. Caregivers with
high levels of burden report more physical and psychological
symptoms, use prescription medications and health care more
frequently, and provide poorer quality of care to recipients,
leading to an increased likelihood of premature institutional
care [4,5]. In addition, 59% of family caregivers of people with
dementia rate the emotional stress of caregiving as high or very
high, and 38% rate the physical stress of caregiving as high or
very high [1,2]. Stress is defined as individuals’ emotional or
physical responses to the challenges of caregiving, such as
fatigue [6,7]. The stress of providing care to a family member
with dementia increases caregivers’ risk of health complications,
increases their susceptibility to diseases such as hypertension,
and negatively affects their quality of sleep [1,2]. Family
caregivers have also reported greater levels of strain compared
to caregivers of people without dementia. Strain is defined as
caregivers’ perception of the challenges of caregiving and their
state of well-being [7]. Family caregivers who perceived
themselves as having higher strain levels due to caregiving
responsibilities were at a higher risk of death than those who
perceived little or no strain [1,2].

Technology-Based Interventions for Caregivers
While psychosocial interventions have been shown in fully
powered randomized controlled trials to reduce caregiver burden
and delay nursing home admission for the care recipient, a recent
meta-analysis by Walter and Pinquart [8] found that current
interventions had a disappointingly small to moderate effect on
caregiver well-being, burden, depression, and anxiety [4,8-10].
In addition, uptake of these interventions in the real world is
limited due to caregiving obligations (between 69 and 117 hours
of informal care are provided to people with dementia per week),
geographical distance from the intervention, requirements to
meet in person, and failure to address the personalized needs
of the family caregivers.

Technology-based interventions may offset these challenges
through improved accessibility of psychosocial interventions
at any time or location [11,12]. A scoping review on existing
technology-based peer support interventions for family
caregivers found that web-based programs include websites that
offer educational materials with the option to contact other
informal caregivers, web-based portals with psychoeducation

and peer-to-peer contact, asynchronous e-learning platforms,
internet support forums and chat rooms, videoconferencing
support groups facilitated by a health professional, and live
virtual reality support groups facilitated by psychologists [11].
Online informal peer support groups for informal caregivers
have shown high levels of engagement. Technology-based
interventions enable caregivers to participate even if they are
unable to leave the person with dementia unsupervised. For
example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, telephone-,
videoconference-, and chat room–based online support groups
were the only media accessible to caregivers, a benefit due to
the 24/7 nature of supporting a family member with dementia
and the consequential challenges in accessing support [11,13].
Online informal peer support groups are an effective method
of asynchronous web-based delivery when offered in
combination with a structured psychosocial and educational
intervention by skilled clinical professionals [11]. However,
while some studies such as that by Han et al [14] have shown
significant reductions in depression, stress, and helplessness,
others such as the study by Marziali and Garcia [15] have shown
only moderate effects in reducing burden and depression and
increasing caregiver knowledge.

Significance of Technology-Delivered Caregiver Peer
Support
To date, technology-based interventions have relied on a skilled
workforce of geriatric mental health professionals. However,
there are insufficient numbers of adequately trained geriatric
mental health care providers [16]. As such, task shifting services
from skilled clinical professionals to community members
provides an emerging workforce of peer support workers (ie,
interventionists without formal mental health education but with
life experiences similar to those of the people they serve) [17].
Although the need for traditional clinical professionals remains,
peer support services for individuals with mental health
conditions have been shown to increase service accessibility
without impacting service quality [17]. However, there is limited
knowledge of caregiver-delivered peer support.

The use of caregiver-delivered digital peer support may promote
the uptake of psychosocial interventions, reduce burden, and
delay nursing home admission. Social and behavioral theories
such as social support, experiential knowledge, and the helper
therapy principle highlight how peer supporters have the unique
ability to offer acceptance, understanding, and validation to the
individuals they work with [18]. Because of their shared lived
experiences, peers are often viewed as more credible and
trustworthy than other health care providers and, therefore,
encourage increased digital health engagement. Individuals are
motivated to achieve their mental health goals (eg, reductions
in burden, strain, and stress) because of the reciprocal
accountability offered and modeled by their peers. Former
family caregivers of people with dementia have the knowledge
and skillset to deliver trained peer support to current family
caregivers and could potentially benefit emotionally from the
delivery of support. While there are positive outcomes associated
with the end of caregiving, when family caregivers of people
with dementia become former family caregivers, the detrimental
effects of previous caregiving fail to improve [19]. Many former
dementia caregivers experience persistent sleep disturbances,
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depression, anxiety, increased physician office visits, declining
health, and feelings of guilt and regret [20]. Despite evidence
that former caregivers who pursue new caring roles benefit
emotionally, payers and health care providers have not hired
and trained former caregivers to provide evidence-based digital
interventions [20].

Research Aims
The purpose of this study was to examine the usability,
acceptability, and preliminary effectiveness of a
technology-based and caregiver-delivered peer support program,
the Caregiver Remote Education and Support (CARES)
smartphone or tablet app. In this study, 3 former family
caregivers of people with dementia (caregiver peer supporters)
were trained in the delivery of caregiver peer support and
delivered the CARES intervention and app to 9 current family
caregivers of people with dementia (caregiver participants) in
a 2-week field usability study.

Design of the CARES App
The CARES app and intervention were adapted from the
PeerTECH smartphone or tablet app and developed to facilitate
the examination of the usability, acceptability, and preliminary
effectiveness of the first technology-based and
caregiver-delivered peer support program in a 2-week field
usability study. The PeerTECH system was designed using
universal design principles and for lay interventionists (not
skilled) to deliver fidelity-adherent evidence-based interventions.
The PeerTECH system has been successfully used with Certified
Peer Specialists, home health aides, and Certified Older Adult
Peer Specialists [21]. Certified Peer Specialists are people with
a mental health diagnosis who are hired, trained, and certified
to provide peer support services to individuals with a similar
diagnosis [22].

PeerTECH was built on the stress-vulnerability model.
According to the stress-vulnerability model, the outcomes of a
mental health condition are connected to biological vulnerability,
stress, and protective factors (eg, peer support) [23]. PeerTECH
was designed to empower individuals to address the stress and
vulnerability that lead to worsening medical, psychiatric, and
social health conditions. Peer specialists are trained to deliver
evidence-based practices through the PeerTECH app to help
participants decrease stressors and increase protective factors.

The PeerTECH app was codeveloped with peer specialists and
includes 2 features developed through community-engaged
research. The first is a peer-facing smartphone or tablet app that
guides peers in delivering evidence-based health
self-management skill development interventions. The app
includes prompts to share their lived experiences of health

challenges and solutions (ie, peer support) and structured
intervention delivery through scripted, evidence-based training
on topics such as coping skills, psychoeducation, medical
management, social skills, and self-advocacy. The second
feature is a participant-facing app that offers self-management
support through features such as a library of self-management
resources (eg, peer-led videos) and a secure messaging feature
to connect with their assigned peer specialists and reinforce
goals [21].

Similar to PeerTECH, the CARES app includes 2 features: a
peer-facing smartphone or tablet app and a participant-facing
smartphone or tablet app (Multimedia Appendix 1 for
illustrations of the CARES app). The content of the CARES
app, similar to that of PeerTECH, was designed according to
the stress-vulnerability model to help participants decrease
stressors and increase protective factors. The CARES app and
intervention were adapted from the PeerTECH app by a team
of researchers with expertise in peer support to guide caregiver
peers in the delivery of evidence-based mental health
interventions and designed according to the techniques and
principles of peer support and acceptance and commitment
therapy (ACT). The participant-facing CARES app offers a
library of resources designed to educate participants on
psychological skills (eg, mindfulness) that empower them to
manage difficult thoughts (eg, acceptance) and engage in
activities and behaviors that are guided by their life values and
boost their well-being (eg, setting goals and identifying values)
[24]. Caregiver peer supporters were trained and educated on
topics such as values, goal setting, acceptance, avoidance, and
negative thoughts and connected with their assigned participants
via a secure messaging feature to reinforce ACT principles,
share their lived experience of caregiving challenges, and share
practices to enhance caregivers’ wellness and mental health in
relation to caregiver-related stressors [25]. The mutual practice
of goal setting, for example, can help link caregivers’ values to
concrete plans for behavior change [26]. Figure 1 illustrates the
CARES app.

The participant-facing app includes access to direct messaging
with an assigned caregiver peer supporter, goals, wellness,
surveys, and a resource library (see the bottom right of Figure
1). The caregiver peer supporter app allows caregiver peer
supporters to message assigned participants directly (see the
bottom left of Figure 1), view participants’ goals and wellness
plans, and view their progress in the library resource feature.
The principal investigator (PI) had access to data on the
participants’ and peer supporters’ rate of engagement with
library resources, messaging, and goals and wellness features
(see the top of Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Caregiver Remote Education and Support app.

Description of the CARES App
Fundamentally, CARES is a peer-instructed and mediated
caregiver support program that uses a smartphone app–based
mechanism for communication. The CARES app consists
primarily of two features: (1) a former family caregiver
(caregiver peer supporter)–facing app on a smartphone or tablet
that includes the option to message or video chat with the current
family caregivers (participants) they have been assigned to
provide caregiver peer support (Figure 2) and (2) a
participant-facing app that offers the option to review an
on-demand library of educational resources and a HIPAA
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act)-compliant
text and video chat feature to communicate with their assigned
caregiver peer supporter (Figure 3). The participants and
caregiver peer supporters also have the option to set goals and

create wellness plans. Figure 4 shows the features seen by both
the participants and caregiver peer supporters.

Figure 2A depicts the home page of the caregiver peer
supporter–facing CARES app. The home page includes the
option to select the individual’s availability to offer caregiver
peer support to their assigned participants (Figure 2B), set goals,
and access information on their assigned participants and chats.
Figure 2C shows the options to message and video chat with
the assigned participant and track their goals and wellness plan.

Figure 3 depicts the home page of the participant-facing CARES
app. The home page includes the option to send messages to
the assigned caregiver peer supporter, video chat directly with
the assigned caregiver peer supporter, set goals, create a wellness
plan, and access a library of resources (Figure 5).
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Figure 2. Screenshot A depicts the home page on the caregiver peer supporter facing CARES application. The homepage includes the option to select
the individual’s availability to offer caregiver peer support to their assigned participants (see Screenshot B), set goals, and access information on their
assigned participants and chats. Screenshot C provides options to message and video chat the assigned participant and track their goals and wellness
plan.

Figure 3. Caregiver Remote Education and Support participant-facing app.

The left panel in Figure 4 depicts the messaging option provided
within the CARES app. Within the messaging section of the
app, participants and their assigned caregiver peer supporters
can send each other text-like messages. The panel in the center
depicts the wellness plan. Within the wellness plan section,

participants and caregiver peer supporters can add activities and
strategies they wish to complete to enhance their wellness. The
panel on the right depicts the goals section. Within the goals
section, participants and caregiver peer supporters can set goals
for themselves.
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Figure 4. Caregiver Remote Education and Support features on both the participant- and caregiver peer supporter–facing apps.

Figure 5. Caregiver Remote Education and Support library of resources.

Description of the CARES Resource Library
The CARES app includes a resource library with materials
related to the principles of peer support and evidence-based
practices and skills, such as ACT, to manage stress and promote
mental health and well-being. CARES educational resources
are designed to be reviewed by a participant and caregiver peer
supporter together or individually (Figure 5). Each resource
includes a combination of videos and text.

Figure 5 depicts the library of resources found in the CARES
app. Each topic includes a scripted curriculum with
evidence-based practices to improve mental health and
well-being.

Methods

Overview
A field usability study was conducted in April 2022 to evaluate
the usability, acceptability, and preliminary effectiveness of
CARES as an assistive tool for guiding former family caregivers
of people with dementia (n=3) in fidelity-adherent delivery to
current family caregivers of people with dementia (n=12). The
purpose of a field usability study is to assess the feasibility and
acceptability of technology in users’ natural and conceptual
environments [27]. Through field usability studies, researchers
gain an understanding of the problems users encounter while
using the system and gain insights into how individuals use the
product [27]. The field usability study was conducted for 2
weeks to provide caregiver peer supporters and participants
with the time to use and assess the CARES app and establish a
peer connection. The field usability study was a first step in
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assessing the usability and acceptability of CARES, the study
design, and the training. Caregiver peer supporters provided 5
to 7 hours of peer support per week, including video chats,
messaging, and supervision. Each caregiver peer supporter was
assigned 4 participants. In total, 17% (2/12) of the participants
dropped out of the study due to a delay in the start date, and 8%
(1/12) of the participants were excluded for not using the app
and failing to initiate the field usability testing process, resulting
in a final sample of 9 current family caregivers and 3 caregiver
peer supporters. Study measures of burden, stress, and strain
levels were administered via Qualtrics (Qualtrics International
Inc) at baseline and at the end of the 2-week field usability
study. Study measures on usability and acceptability were
administered in an hour-long HIPAA-compliant videoconference
semistructured interview at the end of the 2-week field usability
study. All assessments were conducted by the PI.

Ethical Considerations
The Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the
Dartmouth Health Institutional Review Board approved the
project (FP00002112). Participants provided their written
informed consent. Participants were compensated for taking
part in the study. Current family caregivers received US $20
for the baseline assessment, US $20 for the completion of the
2-week CARES field usability study, and US $20 for the
completion of the semistructured interview conducted after the
2-week field usability study. Caregiver peer supporters received
US $120 for the 6 hours of training, US $30 per hour for the
2-week field usability study, and US $30 for the completion of
the semistructured interview conducted after the 2-week field
usability study.

Participants
A total of 12 participants were recruited from the
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Aging Resource Center, memory cafés,
and senior centers across New England and via dementia
caregiver Facebook support groups to participate in the study
with the goal of recruiting between 10 and 20 participants.
Previous research has found that 10 users report approximately
80% of usability problems and 20 users report approximately
95% of usability problems for a given product [28]. The pilot
study included 9 current family caregivers of people with
dementia. Participants were eligible if they (1) were a current
family caregiver of an individual with dementia, (2) were aged
≥18 years, (3) spoke and read English, and (4) provided
voluntary informed consent for participation in the study. The
study also included 3 former family caregivers of people with
dementia. Participants were eligible if they (1) were a former
family caregiver of an individual with dementia, (2) were aged
≥18 years, (3) spoke and read English, (4) were willing to use
technology to deliver an intervention, and (5) provided voluntary
informed consent for participation in the study. All participants
were excluded if they (1) had a chart diagnosis of dementia or
documented cognitive impairment as indicated by a Mini-Mental
State Examination score of <24; (2) had major visual, hearing,
or motor impairment; (3) had a terminal illness expected to
result in death within 1 year; or (4) were patients with ≥2
emergency room visits or hospitalizations in the previous 6

months or determined by the clinical team to be psychiatrically
or medically unstable.

Measures
The usability of the CARES app was evaluated using the System
Usability Scale (SUS). The SUS is a widely used, valid, reliable
10-item scale that assesses system usability [29]. Sample
questions include “I think that I would like to use this system
frequently” and “I thought the system was easy to use.”
Response options range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree). Scores range from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating
better usability [30]. A mean SUS of ≥68 is indicative of an
above-average user experience [30]. A system with an SUS
score of >70 is considered acceptable. Scores of >85 are
considered “excellent,” scores between 71 and 84 are considered
“good,” and scores between 51 and 70 are considered “OK”
[30].

Caregiver burden was assessed using the Zarit Burden
Interview–Short Form. The Zarit Burden Interview–Short Form
is a 12-item scale that evaluates caregivers’ physical burden,
financial burden, interpersonal burden, and health [3]. The Zarit
Burden Interview–Short Form is a valid scale for evaluating
burden in caregivers of community-dwelling individuals with
dementia [3]. Sample questions include “do you feel that
because of the time you spend with your relative that you don’t
have enough time for yourself” and “do you feel that you have
lost control of your life since your relative’s illness.” Response
options range from 0 (never) to 4 (nearly always). Scores range
from 0 to 48, with higher scores indicating higher levels of
burden.

The Modified Caregiver Strain Index is a 13-item scale that was
used to assess strain and its consequences on caregivers’overall
health. The Modified Caregiver Strain Index is a stable and
reliable measure of strain among long-term caregivers [7].
Sample questions include “caregiving is inconvenient” and “I
feel completely overwhelmed.” Response options include “yes,
on a regular basis,” “yes, sometimes,” and “no.” Scores range
from 0 to 26, with higher scores indicating higher levels of
strain.

Caregiver stress was assessed using the Caregiver
Self-Assessment Questionnaire (CSAQ). The CSAQ is an
18-item scale that assesses the stress levels of family caregivers
[31]. The CSAQ is a valid scale for individuals caring for people
with dementia [31]. Sample questions include “during the past
week or so, I have felt that I couldn’t leave my relative alone”
and “during the past week or so, I have been satisfied with the
support my family has given me.” Response options for
questions 1 to 16 include “yes” or “no.” Caregivers are
considered to have high levels of stress if they respond with
“yes” to ≥10 questions. Question 17 asks the caregiver to rate
their level of stress from “not stressful” to “extremely stressful”
on a scale from 1 to 10. Caregivers are considered to have high
levels of stress if they score ≥6 on question 17.

A semistructured interview was administered to assess the
acceptability of the CARES app from the perspective of the
participants. The interview questions were informed by the
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR).
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The CFIR is a meta-theoretical framework that guides
implementation research and is used to systematically assess
potential barriers to and facilitators of implementing an
intervention [32,33]. Previous studies on the feasibility of
web-based tools and interventions have used the CFIR to guide
qualitative analysis, identify aspects of implementation
feasibility, and determine areas of improvement and adaptation
to better meet the needs of users (eg, see the study by Lawson
et al [34]). The PI used the CFIR Interview Guide Tool to
develop the interview questions. Interview questions covered
CFIR domains such as intervention characteristics (what key
attributes of the intervention influence the success of
implementation), patients’ needs and resources (the extent to
which patient needs and barriers to and facilitators of meeting
those needs are accurately known), implementation climate
(shared receptivity of involved individuals to an intervention
and the extent to which the use of that intervention will be
supported), self-efficacy (individuals’ beliefs in their own
capacity to successfully implement the intervention), and
evidence strength and quality (individuals’ perceptions of the
quality and validity of the intervention) [32]. Interview guide
questions included the following: “what would you change
about the CARES system and intervention?” “How well does
the intervention align with your values and norms?” “What
barriers will family caregivers of people with dementia face to
delivering or participating in the intervention?”

Procedures

Recruitment
The PI (CCP) met with staff members at the Aging Resource
Center to discuss the purpose of the study and the recruitment
process. Together, they identified potential groups within and
outside the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Aging Resource Center to
recruit both former family caregivers of people with dementia
to be trained in the delivery of the CARES app and current
family caregivers of people with dementia to receive the CARES
intervention. If the potential participants met the inclusion
criteria, they were contacted via email and provided with a
description of the study. Participants were told that the study
was for an honors psychology thesis that aimed to assess the
usability, acceptability, and preliminary effectiveness of a
technology-based and caregiver-delivered peer support program,
CARES, intended to help current family caregivers of people
with dementia manage burden, strain, and stress levels. If they
were interested in the study, they agreed to meet with the PI via
HIPAA-compliant videoconferencing software or telephone for
a baseline interview. The baseline interview lasted
approximately 20 to 60 minutes. For the baseline interview, the
PI read through the informed consent forms and answered
participants’ questions regarding the content of the study. After
the baseline interview, participants who provided informed
consent for the study were sent a copy of their informed consent
form; sent a link to a baseline survey on Qualtrics with questions
on demographic information and their current burden, stress,
and strain levels; and provided with information on how to
download and log in to the CARES app.

Training
Once 3 former caregivers of people with dementia were
recruited, they completed 6 hours of CARES training over 2
days through HIPAA-compliant videoconferencing software.
The CARES training was adapted from the Digital Peer Support
Certification [35]. Fortuna et al [35,36] found that a combination
of educational training (the Digital Peer Support Certification)
and management of the PeerTECH system increased peer
support specialists’ capacity to use features of the digital peer
support technology [35]. The training was based on adult
learning theory and experiential learning theory. Adult learning
theory suggests that adults learn best when they use past lived
experiences and past developed skills and knowledge to enhance
their learning process [37]. Experiential learning theory consists
of four principles: (1) concrete experience, (2) observation and
reflection, (3) abstract conceptualization, and (4) active
experimentation [38]. In the CARES training, former caregivers
were taught new skills; asked to reflect on and connect new
knowledge and skills to past experiences and situations; and,
finally, asked to practice the new skills they had learned.
Techniques such as reinforcement, summation, and teach-back
were used in the CARES training to promote the mastery of
peer support skills [35].

The CARES training focused on instructing the former
caregivers on the basic principles and competencies in the
delivery of digital peer support and evidence-based practices
to manage stress. The training included an overview of the
following topics: peer support, health and aging, engaging older
service users with technologies, teaching older adults how to
use technology, life review, acceptance, mindfulness, coaching
and making a plan of action, recognizing negative thoughts, the
art and science of adult learning theory, and the role of family
and caregivers in technology. Facilitated group discussions were
paired with a PowerPoint (Microsoft Corp) presentation. The
PowerPoint presentation was provided to all caregiver peer
supporters at the end of the training. After the 6-hour training,
participants who provided informed consent for the study were
sent a copy of their informed consent form, a link to a baseline
survey on Qualtrics with questions on demographic information,
a copy of the caregiver peer support training, and information
on how to download and log in to the CARES app. The PI was
available for technological support from Monday to Saturday
between the hours of 9 AM and 5 PM.

Fidelity
Over the course of the 2-week field usability study, a member
of the research team tracked the CARES app messages between
the caregiver peer supporters and assigned participants to
evaluate whether the caregiver peer supporters were providing
peer support in line with the training.

Informed Consent
Before the 2-week field usability study, the participant was
provided with a description of the study, shown the CARES
app, and read aloud the consent form word for word. Participants
were evaluated according to the study criteria. If the participant
was eligible and provided informed consent to take part in the
study, they then completed the baseline survey on Qualtrics.
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Quantitative Analyses
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the demographic
characteristics of the study sample and the results of the SUS.
A paired-sample 2-tailed t test was conducted to assess the
difference between the baseline and 2-week burden, stress, and
strain level scores for statistical significance. All incomplete
survey responses were excluded from the analyses. Descriptive
statistics and analyses were computed using the SPSS software
(version 26; IBM Corp).

Qualitative Analyses
Interview data were analyzed using the rigorous and accelerated
data reduction (RADar) technique. The RADar method helps
streamline the process of qualitative data analysis through its
ability to organize, reduce, and analyze data in user-friendly
software packages such as Excel (Microsoft Corp) [39]. In
accordance with the RADar methodology, the interview
transcripts were formatted into an all-inclusive Excel
spreadsheet. The Excel spreadsheet column headings included
participant number, question, response, code, and notes. One
researcher assigned codes to each response. A priori codes and
themes related to the CFIR framework were identified. These
codes included the acceptability of CARES, user needs and
resources, intervention characteristics key to the success of the
implementation, self-efficacy, quality and validity of the
intervention, and receptivity of users. Codes were derived from

the interview data by carefully reviewing the transcribed text.
The all-inclusive data table was then reduced to include only
content that answered the overarching research questions and
was of primary interest to the analysis. The remaining text and
codes were then organized into themes that applied the CFIR
framework and were adjusted to best fit the content covered in
the qualitative interviews. The percentage of each theme was
determined by dividing the frequency with which the theme
was present in the interview quotes by the total number of
interview quotes.

Results

Overview
Table 1 presents the sociodemographic characteristics of the
sample at baseline. The sample of current family caregivers
(9/12, 75%; the participants) had a mean age of 67.3 (SD 15.1)
years and was predominantly female (6/9, 67%) and White (9/9,
100%), and most of them (4/9, 44%) cared for a spouse. The
sample of former family caregivers (3/12, 25%; the caregiver
peer supporters) had a mean age of 68.3 (SD 11.0) years and
was predominantly female (3/3, 100%) and White (3/3, 100%).
One of the caregiver peer supporters had experience caring for
a parent with dementia (1/3, 33%), one had experience caring
for a spouse with dementia (1/3, 33%), and the other had
experience caring for a sibling with dementia (1/3, 33%).

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of study participants (N=12).

Caregiver peer supporters (n=3)Participants (n=9)Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

0 (0)3 (33)Male

3 (100)6 (67)Female

68.3 (11.0; 61-81)67.3 (15.1; 42-87)Age (years), mean (SD; range)

3 (100)9 (100)Race (White), n (%)

State, n (%)

1 (33)1 (11)Connecticut

0 (0)1 (11)Florida

1 (33)2 (22)Massachusetts

0 (0)3 (33)New Hampshire

1 (33)2 (22)Vermont

Smartphone owner, n (%)

3 (100)9 (100)Yes

0 (0)0 (0)No

Relation to relative with dementia, n (%)

1 (33)3 (33)Child

0 (0)1 (11)Parent

1 (33)1 (11)Sibling

1 (33)4 (44)Spouse

A total of 3 participants were excluded from the study. In total,
33% (1/3) of these participants did not complete the 2-week
CARES app field usability study and interview session. A total

of 67% (2/3) of these participants did not complete the 2-week
CARES app due to a delay in the 2-week field usability study
with one of the caregiver peer supporters. The caregiver peer
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supporter delayed the start of their 2-week field usability study
because the CARES app was not functioning on their
smartphone. The remaining 9 participants and all 3 caregiver
peer supporters completed the CARES intervention.

Usability of CARES
Overall, participants reported above-average system usability
on the SUS, with a mean score of 72.92 (SD 19.77) and a range
from 42.50 to 97.50. Most participants found CARES to be an
acceptable (8/12, 67%) and good or excellent (7/12, 58%)
system. Specifically, the current family caregivers receiving
support reported above-average system usability, with a mean
score of 76.94 (SD 19.03) and a range from 42.50 to 97.50.
Caregiver peer supporters reported marginal usability, with a
mean score of 60.83 (SD 20.21) and a range from 42.50 to 82.50
on the SUS. One current caregiver and one caregiver peer

supporter rated CARES as below OK. The distribution of the
acceptability and adjective ratings as indicated by Bangor et al
[30] are shown in Figure 6.

On average, participants sent 27 (SD 6.88) messages, with a
range from 15 to 36, to their assigned caregiver peer over the
course of the 2 weeks. All participants engaged weekly with
the app. On average, participants reviewed 44% of the library
resources over the course of the intervention, with a range from
0% to 100%.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of participant and interventionist
(N=12) responses to the SUS. The x-axis marks the individual
SUS scores, and the y-axis marks the frequency of the scores.
Acceptability ranges and adjective ratings are informed by the
work by Bangor et al [30].

Figure 6. Distribution of results of the System Usability Scale (SUS) for study participants and interventionists.

Barriers to and Acceptability and Facilitators of Using
CARES

Overview
Regarding the acceptability of the CARES app and intervention,
24 codes and 6 themes related to the acceptance of CARES

were identified. The 6 themes were improving the CARES app
and intervention, acceptability of the CARES app features and
design, value of the caregiver-peer relationship, barriers and
limitations of CARES, caregiver needs and preferences, and
caregiver challenges. The themes are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Themes from qualitative analysis of the semistructured interviews.

Participant quotesDescriptionTheme

The participants and caregiv-
er peer supporters provided
input on how to improve the
CARES app features and
study protocol.

Improving

the CARESa

app and inter-
vention

• “If you’re dealing with some kind of messaging app...there’s no point if there’s no notification be-
cause nobody will think to go check it.” [participant 5]

• “One of my concerns was that a couple of the people didn’t understand what they were supposed
to be doing, or how to interact with the app. I think that there needs to be a little bit more explanation
upfront before we start interacting with [participants].” [caregiver peer supporter 14]

Most participants and care-
giver peer supporters found
the CARES app to be accept-
able for providing support
to caregivers of individuals
with dementia.

Acceptabili-
ty of the
CARES app
features and
design

• “I knew that right after, like the first couple of messages back and forth, I was like, this is a great
idea. Because it’s convenient. It’s easy. It’s, you know, nonjudgmental. It’s just what you want
from a support thing.” [participant 7]

• “I think that it’s like a personal support group. That’s what it is. And it’s in your pocket, because
it’s on your phone and it’s delivered in an app, you don’t have to leave your home, you don’t have
to try to arrange coverage to somebody to sit with, you know, your loved one, so that you can sneak
out for an hour and then worry the whole hour that you’re out about what’s going on at home.”
[caregiver peer supporter 13]

Participants specifically
highlighted their apprecia-
tion of the caregiver-peer
relationship.

Value of the
caregiver-
peer relation-
ship

• “You really felt like you had somebody to reach out to in the times when things were really stressful
and really felt overwhelming. It just was somebody that you could connect with that knew how you
were feeling.” [participant 7]

• “...knowing that there’s somebody out there who is thinking about me and my situation.” [participant
10]

This refers to challenges that
users face in using the
CARES app and delivering
the CARES intervention.

Barriers and
limitations
of CARES

• “The only barrier I see is, if somebody doesn’t have access to an iPhone.” [participant 8]
• “I’m so busy doing the caregiver stuff, and all the other sort of managing, so that if I have any time

to myself, I would want to be doing other things that, you know, that didn’t involve caregiving. So
I wouldn’t be apt to wanting to take the time out of those personal times.” [participant 10]

Most participants and care-
giver peer supporters found
that the CARES app met the
needs and preferences of
family caregivers of people
with dementia.

Caregiver
needs and
preferences

• “I think that a lot of caregivers will love [CARES] too. You know, the doctors are doctors, they’re
doing the medical part of it. They don’t even think about the emotional part that the caregiver is
going through.” [caregiver peer supporter 14]

• “It’s more I know that I have to take care of myself in order to be a better caregiver. And I can’t
do that if I’m not feeling good about myself. And yet, I didn’t know how to do that...So I think I
think [my peer supporter] was really good the way that she, she validated my feelings and, and was
out there for me.” [participant 6]

Participants highlighted the
overall challenges of caring
for a family member with
dementia.

Caregiver
challenges

• “My daughters were very concerned about me not getting out enough on my own.” [participant 9]
• “One of the biggest struggles that I have is finding people that understand what I’m going

through...it’s very difficult to find somebody that I could connect with that had been through what
I was going through, and that I felt comfortable really voicing my feelings to. So I think the idea
behind the app is like, great, actually because, I mean, it’s like somebody that’s always there that
knows exactly what you’re feeling and what you’ve been through.” [participant 7]

aCARES: Caregiver Remote Education and Support.

Improving the CARES App and Intervention
The most prevalent theme was improving the CARES app and
intervention. This theme comprised 3 subthemes: improving
the study, improving the app features, and technological
difficulties. Improving the CARES app and intervention
constituted 26% of the themes discussed in the interviews. The
participants and caregiver peer supporters provided input on
how to improve the CARES app features and study protocol.
For example, a few participants noted problems receiving
notifications when their assigned peer sent them a message
through the app. Participant 5 mentioned the following:

...if you’re dealing with some kind of messaging
app...there’s no point if there’s no notification
because nobody will think to go check it.

Some participants found aspects of the app difficult to maneuver.
At times, the video chat would not connect properly, and the
library resources would appear blank. Caregiver peer supporter

13 thought that the home page of the CARES app should clarify
the content of the library resource feature to increase interaction
with the materials contained within the library:

...you don’t know that the resources are there, they’re
offering them to you, but you can’t find them. It’s like
you’re going on a board game, and you don’t know
where to get off.

Other participants provided ideas on how to enhance the app.
For example, caregiver peer supporter 15 suggested that the app
include the option to communicate via telephone along with
video chat and messaging as building rapport can be “very
difficult to do with texting.” Other participants suggested adding
a support group–like feature where participants could connect
with multiple peers rather than just 1. Participant 5 suggested
the following:

...having kind of a group chat or a message board,
where you could just be like, okay, just, you know,
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like, venting for a second or whatever, that could be
really kind of an expansion from beyond just the one
on one.

The caregiver peer supporters also provided feedback on how
to improve the peer support training. The caregiver peer
supporters thought that clarification of the peer supporter and
participant roles and expectations would have improved the
participant-peer interaction and relationship. For example,
caregiver peer supporter 14 stated the following:

...one of my concerns was that a couple of the people
didn’t understand what they were supposed to be
doing, or how to interact with the app. I think that
there needs to be a little bit more explanation upfront
before we start interacting with [participants]

Both participants and caregiver peer supporters recommended
holding a training specifically on the features of the CARES
app. Caregiver peer supporter 13 said the following:

I think that it would have also been beneficial to
download the app, and then on part of the training,
you walk through it with us, and we...just play with
it...like hands on learning.

The caregiver peer supporters suggested that the training should
include additional practice using the CARES app and
suggestions on how to initiate relationships with their assigned
participants. Participants proposed that, in the future, a
researcher should explain the features available on the CARES
app and clarify their expectations for both the caregiver peer
and the participant. Finally, participants recommended that
future studies should match peers with participants based on
their relationship to the individual with dementia they are caring
for.

Acceptability of the CARES App Features and Design
The second theme, acceptability of the CARES app features
and design, constituted 25% of the themes discussed in the
interviews. Overall, most participants and caregiver peer
supporters found the CARES app to be acceptable for providing
support to caregivers of individuals with dementia. All
participants agreed that the main purpose of the app was to
connect caregivers with peers with a similar lived experience.
Most participants interacted most with the messaging feature.
Participant 5 mentioned the following:

I think the main point, or the main feature, is the
connection to peers.

Participants and caregiver peer supporters emphasized the
convenience and accessibility of the CARES app. For example,
participant 7 said the following:

I knew that right after, like the first couple of
messages back and forth, I was like, this is a great
idea. Because it’s convenient. It’s easy. It’s, you know,
non-judgmental. It’s just what you want from a
support thing. And it’s also sort of on your own terms,
though, because you get a message. So like, if you
didn’t want to respond instantly, you can kind of
gather your thoughts, and you have time to respond,
unlike a regular back and forth support group where

if somebody asked me a question, I kind of have to
have an answer...So. I think this was better, because
I had a few minutes to really think through what she
was asking me...and I had a minute to kind of gather
my thoughts, and then I could just type it back.

Participant 5 mentioned that, in contrast to in-person support
groups where caregivers may “struggle with getting away even
for an hour out of an apartment or their house for an hour,” they
“like the fact that they can [use CARES] over an iPad or an
iPhone...I think that definitely makes it more accessible and
easy.” Caregiver peer supporters agreed that the CARES app
was an appropriate tool for current caregivers of people with
dementia. Caregiver peer supporter 13 shared the following:

I think that it’s like a personal support group. That’s
what it is. And it’s in your pocket, because it’s on
your phone and it’s delivered in an app, you don’t
have to leave your home, you don’t have to try to
arrange coverage to somebody to sit with, you know,
your loved one, so that you can sneak out for an hour
and then worry the whole hour that you’re out about
what’s going on at home.

However, while all participants found the messaging feature of
the CARES app beneficial, only some of the participants used
the library resources (specifically the mindfulness, values, and
negative thinking information). The “goals” and “wellness”
features of the app were the least used by participants.

Value of the Caregiver-Peer Relationship
The third theme, the value of the caregiver-peer relationship,
constituted 15% of the themes discussed in the interviews.
Participants specifically highlighted their appreciation of the
caregiver-peer relationship. Most participants emphasized that
the purpose of the CARES app was the caregiver-peer
connection. Participants found that their assigned caregiver peer
supporters were knowledgeable, understanding, and validating.
Participant 7 mentioned the following:

...you really felt like you had somebody to reach out
to in the times when things were really stressful and
really felt overwhelming. It just was somebody that
you could connect with that knew how you were
feeling.

They also shared the following:

...it was also nice, because the person that I was
connecting with chose to be connected with somebody.
So it wasn’t like you felt like you were burdening
somebody else with your feelings.

The caregiver peer supporters also found value in the
caregiver-peer relationship. Caregiver peer supporter 13 said
the following:

I think it’s a great way to connect with caregivers.
And it’s easy because you can just type a message
and somebody picks up that message at that point,
and it’s like having a support system at your
fingertips...So I think when it works correctly, it would
be a great effective tool for caregivers...because I
found that caregivers in general, you know, they’re
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not healthcare professionals. And they’re expected
to be in that role as part of the healthcare team. And
they don’t even know like, who to call, like, do I call
you when my husband is running a fever and needs
care?...I feel for these people that are just like plunked
down in this role. And they don’t have anyone. Even
[one participant] said, I feel great, just knowing that
you’re there. And you provided this emotional support
for me. And it’s nice to know that you can reach out
to someone that gets it. And that’s exactly what it
is...You know, it’s a lifeline for people.

Participants and caregivers found that participants appreciated
the intervention “knowing that there’s somebody out there who
is thinking about me and my situation” (participant 10). The
caregiver-peer connection was central to the CARES
intervention.

Barriers and Limitations of CARES
The fourth theme, barriers and limitations of CARES,
constituted 12% of the themes discussed in the interviews.
Participants highlighted 2 main barriers and limitations: access
to technology and time constraints. First, participants recognized
that some caregivers may not have access to a smartphone or
tablet or may not have adequate internet connection. Participant
8 mentioned that “the only barrier I see is, if somebody doesn’t
have access to an iPhone.” Other participants noted that older
adults may not be comfortable using technology. Time
constraints and competing priorities were cited as other barriers
that participants might face when using the CARES app. For
example, participant 10 shared the following:

I’m so busy doing the caregiver stuff, and all the other
sort of managing, so that if I have any time to myself,
I would want to be doing other things that, you know,
that didn’t involve caregiving. So I wouldn’t be apt
to wanting to take the time out of those personal times.

Finally, many participants and caregiver peer supporters thought
that a 2-week period did not provide enough time to fully
explore the features of the CARES app and peer relationship.
For example, participant 7 said that “well, I didn’t really check
it out as much as I wanted to, because two weeks is not a lot of
time.”

Caregiver Needs and Preferences
The fifth theme, caregiver needs and preferences, constituted
11% of the themes discussed in the interviews. Overall, most
participants and caregiver peer supporters found that the CARES
app met the needs and preferences of family caregivers of people
with dementia. Specifically, participants found that the CARES
app and intervention provided social and emotional support.
Participant 6 shared the following:

I think sometimes it’s important for people who are
caregivers to just be able to say how they’re, how
they’re feeling.

Caregiver peer supporter 14 mentioned the following:

I think that a lot of caregivers will love [CARES] too.
You know, the doctors are doctors, they’re doing the

medical part of it. They don’t even think about the
emotional part that the caregiver is going through.

For many participants, the CARES app and intervention
provided individualized care and support. For example,
participant 6 shared the following:

...it’s more I know that I have to take care of myself
in order to be a better caregiver. And I can’t do that
if I’m not feeling good about myself. And yet, I didn’t
know how to do that. Because I’m so tied up, so
wrapped up in this. So I think I think she was really
good the way that she, she validated my feelings and,
and was out there for me.

However, participants also stressed that caregiver peer
supporters should have a general understanding of individuals’
backgrounds and access to resources when providing support.
For example, participant 5 mentioned the following:

...there’s a wide range of resources that people have.
I’ve seen this in the caregiver group I am a part of.
Some people have planned well, and can afford help
and support and some people don’t have that, and
they have no family around...The support
person...should have an awareness of saying...you
need to just hire somebody to come in for an hour
every day.

Caregiver peer supporters need to have an awareness of
participants’ available resources and priorities when providing
support. Finally, most caregiver peer supporters also felt that
CARES met their needs and preferences as former caregivers.
For example, caregiver peer supporter 13 shared the following:

I always feel purposeful when giving back. That’s
most of the reason that I do coaching...I always feel
a feeling of purpose. And there’s a lot of emotional
support and a feeling of gratification that comes from
giving that emotional support, because you have the
lived experience that you can share with these other
caregivers. And if you don’t have that experience,
you don’t get it like you can be in that role, but you
don’t truly get what they’re going through.

Caregiver peer supporters felt a sense of purpose while
delivering the CARES intervention.

Caregiver Challenges
Finally, caregiver challenges was an emerging theme that
constituted 5% of the themes discussed in the interviews. In
their interviews, the participants highlighted the challenges of
caring for a family member with dementia. Topics included
difficulty taking time for oneself, frustration, anxiety about the
unknown and upcoming changes, guilt, and the inability to find
people who understand their situation. For example, participant
9 mentioned the following:

...my daughters were very concerned about me not
getting out enough on my own.

Participant 6 said the following:
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I just wish with this disease they could say, well, in
six months you may experience this and another six
months you may experience that.

Participant 2 stated the following:

...there are certain days you just feel more on top of
things than others.

Some participants shared how the CARES app and intervention
addressed their challenges:

But one of the biggest struggles that I have is finding
people that understand what I’m going through.
Because if you have not provided care for somebody
with dementia, you really don’t understand like you
can try to understand you can have the knowledge.
But if you don’t have the experience, it’s very difficult
to find somebody that I could connect with that had

been through what I was going through, and that I
felt comfortable really voicing my feelings to. So I
think the idea behind the app is like, great, actually
because, I mean, it’s like somebody that’s always
there that knows exactly what you’re feeling and what
you’ve been through. [participant 7]

Others did not voice whether CARES attended to the specific
challenges they faced as caregivers.

Preliminary Effectiveness of CARES
Participants’ decreases in burden, strain, and stress levels were
not significant. However, we were not powered to find
significance; rather, the purpose of this study was feasibility
and acceptability. Non–statistically significant improvements
were observed in all measures. The results of the baseline and
2-week posttreatment assessment for the 9 participants who
completed the CARES intervention are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Changes in outcomes from before to after the field usability study (2 weeks) for study participants (N=9)a.

Effect size (Cohen d)P valuet test (df)Posttest assessment, mean (SD)Pretest assessment, mean (SD)Participants, n (%)Measure

0.42.251.25 (8)21.44 (11.34)22.44 (10.04)9 (100)ZBI-12b

0.13.700.41 (8)11.00 (7.44)11.22 (6.62)9 (100)MCSIc

0.44.231.31 (8)5.78 (4.12)6.56 (3.97)9 (100)CSAQd total

0.33.351.00 (8)4.89 (2.84)5.28 (2.71)9 (100)CSAQ stress

aA 2-tailed paired t test was used to assess statistical significance.
bZBI-12: Zarit Burden Interview–Short Form.
cMCSI: Modified Caregiver Strain Index.
dCSAQ: Caregiver Self-Assessment Questionnaire. The CSAQ total is the average number of “yes” responses on the CSAQ, and the CSAQ stress score
is the mean score on question 17 of the CSAQ, which asked participants to rate their level of stress on a scale from 1 to 10.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the usability,
acceptability, and preliminary effectiveness of the CARES app
and intervention. The pilot study demonstrated that a 2-week
peer-delivered and technology-supported mental health
intervention (CARES) was acceptable for both former family
caregivers of people with dementia who delivered peer support
and current family caregivers of people with dementia who
received peer support. Current caregivers reported
above-average usability of CARES, and former caregivers
reported marginal usability. The pilot study demonstrated that
it is possible to train former caregivers in peer support and the
delivery of CARES and integrated psychoeducation and mental
health interventions using technology. CARES was associated
with non–statistically significant improvements in burden, stress,
and strain levels.

The usability of the CARES app was demonstrated using the
SUS. Most caregivers found the CARES app to be an acceptable
and good system with above-average usability. The CARES
app allowed peer caregivers to provide individualized support
and provided caregivers with access to evidence-based mental
health resources on topics such as mindfulness and acceptance.
The usability of CARES was also demonstrated through

participants’ capacity to use the smartphone and tablet app,
completion of library resources on the app, and use of the
messaging chat feature. Overall, most participants and caregiver
peer supporters agreed that the CARES app and intervention
were an acceptable tool to support family caregivers of people
with dementia. However, participants and caregiver peer
supporters identified areas in which the usability and
acceptability of the app could be improved, and the caregiver
peer supporters specifically reported marginal usability of the
CARES app. Caregiver peer supporters may have reported
below-average usability because of latency in messaging and
other technological difficulties using the app. Future studies
should examine the cause of differences in usability scores
between current and former family caregivers and update the
CARES app accordingly.

Participants suggested that improvement of technological
features would strengthen the app’s ability to achieve its purpose
of connecting caregivers with peers. Some participants and peers
faced technological difficulties while using the app. For
example, at times, the app would not notify participants of new
messages. This created a barrier in participants’ and peers’
ability to communicate efficiently and effectively. Participants
also provided suggestions on how to improve the app features.
For example, participants suggested adding a telephone feature
to the app. Participants believed that adding a telephone feature
would allow caregivers to communicate via the medium of their
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preference and, therefore, increase their comfort level with
technology and the caregiver-peer relationship. Participants also
suggested adding a feature through which they could connect
with more than one caregiver with a similar lived experience
and suggested adding more caregiver-specific resources to the
library resource page.

Despite technological limitations, most participants and peers
found that the CARES app was an acceptable support
intervention for family caregivers of people with dementia.
Participants identified the caregiver-peer connection as the
principal feature of the CARES app. Participants labeled the
message-based support as convenient, easy-to-use, accessible,
and individualized. The caregiver peer supporters were described
as knowledgeable, understanding, validating, and supporting.
Participants felt that the shared lived experience offered by the
former caregivers better matched their needs and preferences
for emotional and social support compared to professional
medical and health care workers. On the other hand, the former
family caregivers felt a sense of purpose and gratification while
delivering the CARES intervention.

These findings suggest that technology- and peer-based
interventions are usable and acceptable to family caregivers of
people with dementia and that a smartphone app is a promising
tool to support the mental and emotional health and well-being
of family caregivers outside of an in-person or clinical setting.
Task shifting informal caregiver digital mental health services
to community members with lived experience has the potential
to provide acceptable mental health interventions to family
caregivers of people with dementia while addressing the current
barriers and challenges with respect to accessing support. While
it is estimated that nearly 153 million older adults will have
dementia worldwide by 2050, mental health services for
caregivers and their family members are limited due to an
insufficient number of adequately trained geriatric mental health
care providers [16,40]. Peer-delivered and technology-supported
interventions have the potential to provide mental health services
to family caregivers of people with dementia that are easily
accessible and effective [36]. While caregiver psychosocial
interventions have faced limitations due to time commitments,
geographical location, requirements to meet in person, and
failure to address the individualized needs of the caregiver,
former and current family caregivers of people with dementia
reported that the CARES app and intervention addressed the
unique needs and experiences of consumers.

The results of the study support the hypothesis that former
family caregivers of people with dementia have the knowledge
and skillset to deliver trained peer support to current family
caregivers. In previous studies, peers have been reported to be
particularly effective at engaging participants in interventions.
By sharing a lived experience, peers have the ability to develop
alliances with participants and are viewed as more credible than
traditional clinicians and providers [21]. With the use of
technology-based messaging and support, participants were
able to provide individualized support to caregivers at any time
and location.

However, there are barriers and limitations to consider when
using and delivering the CARES app and intervention. First,

the CARES app is not accessible to caregivers who do not have
a smartphone or adequate internet connection. In addition, time
constraints may limit caregivers’ ability to interact with the app
and their assigned peer. Offering peer support to family
caregivers of people with dementia may place stress on the
interventionists. Caregiver peer supporters involved in the study
should be offered mental health support while delivering the
intervention. Finally, participants and peer supporters suggested
that the abrupt ending of the 2-week field usability study may
leave caregivers without the resources and support systems they
came to rely on to manage well-being. Future studies should
provide caregiver participants with additional caregiver support
resources at the end of the CARES field usability study.

This study is not without limitations. First, one member of the
research and intervention development team conducted a
qualitative analysis of the interview data and identified codes
and themes, which may have biased the results. In addition,
member checking was not used to validate the findings and
assess the accuracy of the qualitative results. Second, caregivers’
input was not included in the initial development of the CARES
app. Stakeholder engagement in the early stages of intervention
development is essential to ensure that the modality and
components are relevant to the community [41]. Future studies
will incorporate caregivers’ feedback to further improve and
adapt the CARES app and intervention. Third, some participants
and caregiver peer supporters experienced technological
difficulties with the CARES app. For example, 22% (2/9) of
the participants and 33% (1/3) of the caregiver peer supporters
were unable to receive notifications and, therefore, had delayed
responses to messages. Another caregiver peer supporter
experienced challenges sending messages and, consequently,
had to delay the start of their 2-week field usability study. These
technological difficulties could have impacted the results of the
field usability study and SUS. Fourth, the participant response
rate was not tracked during the recruitment process. Future
studies should track the response rate to improve recruitment
procedures and decrease bias (eg, nonresponse bias). Fifth, data
on the frequency of use of CARES app features such as video
chat, goal setting, and wellness plans were not tracked across
participants. This information will be helpful for further
understanding the acceptability and usability of CARES. Sixth,
the caregiver peer supporters were not assessed regarding
whether they had learned the topics presented in the training,
and the competence of the training was not assessed. Therefore,
it is unknown whether the training sufficiently educated
caregivers on the delivery of peer support. Seventh, the fidelity
of caregiver peer support was not systematically evaluated
through audio interactions; rather, message data determined
high fidelity to the peer support model. Future research will
assess message and audio interactions to determine fidelity to
the caregiver peer support model of care through audio
recordings on the app. Caregiver peer supporters’ deviation
from the training may have biased the results. Eighth, the
participant eligibility criteria were broad and included all family
caregivers of individuals with dementia aged ≥18 years. Criteria
such as whether the caregiver lived with their care recipient and
the number of hours spent caring for their relative with dementia
could impact the acceptability, usability, and effectiveness of
the CARES app and intervention. Future studies should
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investigate the influence of differing caregiver roles and
responsibilities on CARES. Finally, demographic information
on factors such as education and income level was not collected,
which may have affected the results and the perceived usability
of the app.

While the aim of this study was to evaluate the usability of
CARES and assess the acceptability and potential barriers to
using the CARES technology, future studies would benefit from
a larger sample size and a longer trial duration. In the qualitative
interviews, participants shared that they wished they had a
longer period to explore the app and the caregiver-peer
relationship. While the length of the study and sample size were
consistent with a field usability study, longer trials would allow
participants to further assess the usability and acceptability of
the app and whether it meets their needs and preferences as
caregivers [42]. A longer trial would also more accurately reflect
the length and fluctuation of the dementia caregiving experience.
Future studies would also benefit from a randomized controlled
design (eg, an intervention group with CARES and caregiver
peer support vs a control group) and a control of covariables
influencing the outcomes to evaluate the effectiveness of the
CARES training, intervention, and app in reducing burden,
strain, and stress in family caregivers of people with dementia.
For example, future studies should examine the influence of
age; relationship to the individual with dementia receiving care;
stage of dementia; years providing care; severity of dementia
symptoms; severity of the family caregiver’s stress, strain, and
burden levels; and the use of other caregiver support treatments
and interventions on the effectiveness of the CARES app.

Future studies should also assign caregivers to peers based on
dementia diagnosis or relationship to the individual with
dementia. Matching caregivers with peers based on shared
caregiver lived experiences may moderate the effectiveness of
the CARES intervention. Future research would also benefit
from a more diverse group of participants. Recruitment
procedures should focus on recruiting a sample of participants
representative of the demographics of the greater caregiver
population. This includes recruiting more caregivers of color
and caregivers who identify as male or nonbinary. Finally, future
work should address the benefit of caregiver peer support for
the family caregivers both delivering and receiving the mental
health intervention. Caregiver peer support may have
bidirectional effects. The caregivers providing support may see
improvements in their mental health and well-being along with
those of the participants they are supporting. As indicated by
the study interview data, caregiver peer supporters felt a sense
of purpose while delivering the intervention. Future studies
should further assess the potential bidirectional influence of the
CARES app and intervention.

Conclusions
This pilot study demonstrated that it is possible to train former
family caregivers of people with dementia to use technology
and deliver the CARES mental health intervention to current
family caregivers of people with dementia. These findings
provide preliminary evidence that a peer-delivered and
technology-supported intervention designed to improve burden,
stress, and strain levels is feasible and acceptable.
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Abstract

Background: Studies evaluating the usability of mobile-phone assessments in older adults are limited.

Objective: This study aims to identify design-based barriers and facilitators to mobile app survey completion among 2 samples
of older adults; those in the Framingham Heart Study and a more diverse sample from a hospital-based setting.

Methods: We used mixed methods to identify challenging and beneficial features of the mobile app in participants from the
electronic Framingham Heart Study (n=15; mean age of 72 years; 6/15, 40% women; 15/15, 100% non-Hispanic and White) and
among participants recruited from a hospital-based setting (n=15; mean age of 71 years; 7/15, 47% women; 3/15, 20% Hispanic;
and 8/15, 53% non-White). A variety of app-based measures with different response formats were tested, including self-reported
surveys, pictorial assessments (to indicate body pain sites), and cognitive testing tasks (eg, Trail Making Test and Stroop).
Participants completed each measure using a think-aloud protocol, while being audio- and video-recorded with a qualitative
interview conducted at the end of the session. Recordings were coded for participant usability errors by 2 pairs of coders.
Participants completed the Mobile App Rating Scale to assess the app (response range 1=inadequate to 5=excellent).

Results: In electronic Framingham Heart Study participants, the average total Mobile App Rating Scale score was 7.6 (SD 1.1),
with no significant differences in the hospital-based sample. In general, participants were pleased with the app and found it easy
to use. A large minority had at least 1 navigational issue, most committed only once. Most older adults did not have difficulty
completing the self-reported multiple-choice measures unless it included lengthy instructions but participants had usability issues
with the Stroop and Trail Making Test.

Conclusions: Our methods and results help guide app development and app-based survey construction for older adults, while
also giving consideration to sociodemographic differences.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e56653)   doi:10.2196/56653
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Introduction

Adults aged 65 years and older are increasingly using tablets
and smartphones and engaging with a range of technologies [1].
Technology use can reduce social isolation [2] and enhance
communication with family members and health care providers,
thereby, increasing well-being. Further, digital technologies
have the potential to improve the health of older adults by
facilitating symptom monitoring and self-care management as
well as monitoring cognitive and mobility decline. However,
older adults often lack confidence in their ability to use
technology [3] and report needing assistance with new electronic
devices and mobile apps [4]. They face unique challenges with
technology including poor eyesight, hearing loss, fine motor
skill and sensory limitations, and cognitive decline. These
challenges make it essential to understand how technologies
can be made more useful to older adults. Perceived value,
usefulness, and impact on quality of life are important predictors
of technology adoption in this age group [5,6]. In addition, a
design that minimizes user frustration will enhance the use and
lower the risk of leaving older users out of the technology
revolution.

Older adults are often not well represented in user testing of
technology [7] due to the restricted age range of research studies,
physical or sensory impairments, or because technology studies
may be less appealing to them. There are a growing number of
smartphone apps that include opportunities for self-management
of specific diseases and cognitive self-assessment but the quality
and usability of the apps are often unknown especially among
groups of older adults and adults from diverse race and ethnic
populations [8,9]. In addition, health care providers and hospital
systems are increasingly requesting that patients complete
previsit health questionnaires electronically, which help with
care efficiency and are preferred by providers [10,11]. However,
older adults are less likely to access and use patient portals and
may have unique needs influencing their use [12-14].

Usability information provides practical recommendations that
can help increase patient responsiveness to electronically
collected data. For example, studies that have evaluated the
usability of mobile apps that assess fall risk demonstrated the
importance of simple instructions and clear feedback such as a
color change to indicate task completion [6,15,16] A mobile
app designed for older adults with heart failure to report Patient
Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System
(PROMIS) measures demonstrated that these adults successfully
returned the PROMIS data and an additional survey indicated
high levels of usability [17].

We designed a smartphone app for use by community-dwelling
older adults who are participants in the Framingham Heart Study
(FHS). The smartphone app consists of surveys with different
response formats (eg, multiple choice, pictorial, and tasks). The
aim of this study is to identify design-based barriers and
facilitators to mobile app navigation and survey completion
through usability testing. We also sought to understand whether
participant feedback differed depending on the response format
of each measure. Because FHS participants were White, we
enrolled a diverse sample of older adults at a second site to
understand if any additional barriers to mobile app survey
completion were observed given that digital literacy and
preferences for using technologies can vary across older adults
of different races and ethnic backgrounds [12,18]. Importantly,
little is known about the usability of mobile apps for racially or
ethnically diverse populations [8].

Methods

Study Design
The study used mixed methods to conduct 1 usability testing
session followed by a postsession interview with enrolled
participants (Figure 1). Usability testing methods included using
the “think-aloud” protocol while conducting a series of surveys
and tasks on the smartphone app. This was followed by a
semistructured interview using an interview guide, to solicit
information on barriers encountered in the session.
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Figure 1. Overall study design.

Study Sample
The study sample was drawn from 2 sites: the FHS Offspring
study and a hospital-based site. The FHS Offspring participants
were recruited in 1971 and are invited back to the research center
for examination every 6 to 8 years [19]. The tenth examination
of the FHS Offspring participants occurred from 2019 to 2022
and included a mobile health component called the electronic
Framingham Heart Study (eFHS). For this study, we enrolled
eFHS participants who were English-speaking, owned a
smartphone (iPhone or Android), attended Offspring exam 10
before the eFHS began, and enrolled in eFHS between July and
September 2022. The eFHS research technician assisted the
participants with registration, informed consent, and app
download. Because most of the eFHS sample had iPhones and
were less racially and ethnically diverse, we recruited
participants from a second site who were not part of eFHS. The
second site was a hospital in an urban area with a racially and
ethnically diverse patient population. At the second site,
inclusion criteria were age 60 years and older, English speaking,
and able to attend a study session between December 2022 and
April 2023. Participants were recruited through flyers placed
in clinic waiting rooms and community centers, participation
in prior research studies, and through patient registry lists.
Non-White and Hispanic/Latino patients were oversampled
from patient registry lists. As with eFHS, the research technician
assisted the participants with registration, informed consent,
and app download on a study iPhone. Participants at both sites
were using the app for the first time. We enrolled 15 participants
at each study site to ensure the representation of men and
women, iPhone and Android users, and older people below and
above 75 years. In addition, the number of unique challenges
identified with the study design proposed appears to asymptote
15 participants [20]. While eFHS participants were not
compensated for their time in the study (because FHS

participants have not been compensated for participation in the
parent study), participants from the hospital-based cohort were
provided a US $100 card for participating upon completion of
the session.

Ethical Considerations
The institutional review board at Boston University Medical
Campus approved the eFHS study (H-36586) and this study
(H-42659). The institutional review board at the University of
Massachusetts Chan Medical School approved the
hospital-based study (approval number 00000567).

Measures

Study App
A mobile app hosted a compendium of different types of survey
assessments and tasks that users could click on to complete.
CareEvolution’s MyDataHelps Designer platform was used to
build the smartphone app surveys for iPhone (iOS 10.0 or
higher) or Android (version 7.0 or higher) devices. The
MyDataHelps mobile app container includes an account where
participants can locate their signed consent form, tasks (app
surveys), and a dashboard. The dashboard was created in the
app to provide the participant with survey completion status
and encouragement with a thank you message. Investigators
and CareEvolution industry partners internally tested the app
surveys and tasks with attention to consistency inspection, and
user-centered design principles to ensure clear instructions, easy
navigation, and simple words and sentences [21].

Because the goal of the study was to assess usability, we
included a variety of app-based surveys and tasks with different
response formats (Multimedia Appendix 1). First, we tested
several self-report surveys with multiple choice options
including (1) the short form of the PROMIS measure of mood
(anxiety and depression, 8-items) [22] and cognitive function
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(4-items) [23] that included 5 response options that ranged from
“never” to “always” for the mood assessment and “not at all”
to “very much” for the cognitive function assessment; (2) falls
and hospitalizations with yes/no response options and a calendar
wheel to ascertain the date of a fall occurrence; and (3) rapid
assessment of physical activity [24] to report the frequency of
physical activity and the level of intensity (light, moderate, and
vigorous), assessing frequency, intensity, and time, with yes/no
response choices. The hospital-based site did not complete the
PROMIS measure of mood. Second, we tested a pictorial format
measure to collect data on chronic pain, based on a modified
version of the Michigan body pain map measure [25].
Participants were shown an outline of a human body and were
asked to click on the different places of the body where they
are currently experiencing chronic pain, defined as pain lasting
3 months or longer. The app first displays the image of the front
of the body and next the back of the body. If the participant is
not experiencing chronic pain, a box was provided so that the
user can indicate “no chronic pain.” The third and final
smartphone tasks tested were 2 commonly used cognitive tests.
The Trail Making Test [26,27] is a timed assessment that
requires the user to consecutively tap dots in alternating order
between numbers and letters by first tapping the number “1”
followed by tapping the letter “A” and then “2” followed by
“B” until the user reaches the number “7.” Correct answers
result in the appearance of lines between the dots, resulting in
a “trail.” Finally, we assessed the Stroop [28] on the smartphone
that requires the user to complete a series of 4 increasingly more
difficult tasks responding as quickly and accurately as possible
to changes in color and instructions. Because the Stroop requires
the user to be able to see colors (yellow, green, red, and blue),
persons with color blindness are not eligible for this task. A
practice session was provided for each set of the 4 tasks with
the ability to repeat the practice session should the user desire
to do so [29]. At the end of the testing session, participants
completed the Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) on the
smartphone to assess app functionality and aesthetics including
ease of use, navigation, visual appeal, performance, graphics,
and layout [30]. Items were rated by the participant using a
5-point Likert scale from 1=inadequate to 5=excellent.

Demographic data were not collected within the study app. For
eFHS participants, these data were collected as part of Offspring
exam 10. Sociodemographics such as age, gender, and
employment were assessed via the research study coordinators
and entered into a secure web-based software platform, REDCap
(Research Electronic Data Capture; developed initially at
Vanderbilt University, now collaborative support from the
REDCap consortium) at the hospital-based site.

Procedure
Study sessions were conducted in person at the FHS Research
Center. eFHS participants were asked to complete the above
assessments using their own smartphones, but hospital-based
participants used a study smartphone (iPhone 7). In addition,
they were also asked to navigate to different areas of the
MyDataHelps app container (account, tasks, and dashboard).
While doing these tasks, participants were asked to “think your
thoughts” out loud, including feelings (positive like “fun” and
negative like “frustrating”). Prior to beginning the usability

testing, the research technician demonstrated the “think-aloud”
procedure using the text app on a smartphone and then asked
the participant to demonstrate the think-aloud procedure using
the same app verbalizing every movement, feeling, and decision.
Once the participant was ready to begin, the research technician
encouraged the participant to use the think-aloud task sheet
(Multimedia Appendix 1) that included a list of app-based tasks.
Participants were asked to speak out loud their thoughts,
feelings, and actions as they completed each task. The
participant was audio-recorded, and the participant’s hands were
video-recorded throughout the think-aloud procedure. The
participant also completed the MARS [30] on the smartphone
after the think-aloud procedure. The technician was present to
audio- and video-record the think-aloud procedure and to
encourage participants to speak their thoughts out loud. The
technician was explicitly trained not to assist the participant
with the app unless the participant was irrevocably stuck.

After completion of the think-aloud procedure, the research
technician conducted a 15-20–minute interview using
open-ended questions and reflective listening to obtain
participant feedback on their experiences using the app.
Interview questions are available in the Multimedia Appendix
1 and include questions such as “What are your general thoughts
or impressions about the app surveys?”; “What positive feelings
did you have while using the app for example, fun, excitement,
interest?”; and “What negative feelings did you have while
using the app for example bored, frustrated, confused?” In
addition, the interviewer asked the participants to what extent
family, friends, and people of their own age would be able to
use and enjoy the app and their thoughts on how to ensure the
app would be acceptable to people of different cultures. The
research technicians (AD, NA, and AH) are coauthors of this
work.

Research Technician Training
In total, 4 interviewers were trained (by BB and JF), 3 were
bachelor level and 1 was PhD level. Training consisted of
learning the think-aloud procedure and also how to conduct the
post think-aloud interview. Building rapport and communication
skills (open-ended questions and reflective listening) were part
of the training. Training included didactics and role plays and
trainees were required to complete 3 sessions with “mock”
participants, supervised by 1 or both trainers before being
cleared to do the protocol with study participants. Feedback on
study participants was provided to research technicians on an
ongoing basis, by viewing the audio and video tapes together.
The audiotaped portion of the think-aloud procedure and
interview was professionally transcribed (Daily Transcription).

Process of Coding the Sessions
Investigators developed a coding sheet and accompanying
coding manual for use by teams of coders when coding the
video- and audio-recordings of the think-aloud procedure and
postinterviews. The coding sheet included general items (eg,
navigation between surveys, tapping in the wrong area to
advance to the next task, and unclear instructions for surveys)
as well as assessment-specific variables (clarity of instruction,
understanding concepts, navigating within a survey, and “look
and feel” eg, font size, line spacing, and color). For training
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purposes, all coders reviewed 3 participant recordings together
and resolved any coding discrepancies before separating into
the 2 coding teams to code in pairs. In order to maintain coding
reliability over time, the 2 teams (team one: JF, JM; team 2:
BB, DDM) independently coded the same participant recordings
on 5 occasions throughout the coding process and came together
to review the coding sheets for any discrepancies across teams
to ensure all coders were following the coding guidelines. The
average percent agreement between coders ranged from 80.5%
to 98% across the 5 recordings that were coded in common by
the 2 teams.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics of the 2 study samples used mean and SD
for continuous variables, and numbers and percentages for
nominal variables. For the comparison of continuous variables,
2-tailed t tests were applied, and chi-square tests or Fisher exact
tests were used to compare nominal variables between the
samples. The percent agreement between coding teams was
calculated by the ratio of the number of discrepancies divided
by the number of items in the coding sheet. For the MARS, all
items used a 5-point Likert scale and the mean score for each
domain (functionality and aesthetics) was calculated separately
and an overall MARS score was computed for each of the 2

study samples. In addition, we calculated the mean score of
each item within a domain (eg, layout, graphics, and visual
appeal).

Results

Study Sample
In eFHS, 15 participants signed informed consent (mean age
of 72, SD 4.2, range 64-80 years; 6/15, 40% were women; 1/15,
100% non-Hispanic, White). All eFHS participants owned a
smartphone with 9 of 15 (60%) of the eFHS study sample
participants owning an iPhone (Table 1). In the hospital-based
site, 77 were contacted, 19 declined to participate, 3 deferred
enrollment to a later date, and 15 participants signed informed
consent (mean age 70.6, SD 6.2, range 62-79 years; 7/15, 47%
women; 3/15, 20% Hispanic/Latino; and 8/15, 53% non-White).
In the hospital-based sample, 1 participant did not own a
smartphone, and among smartphone owners, 6 of 14 (42.9%)
owned an iPhone. More than half of the participants at both
sites had a college education or advanced degree. While nearly
90% (13 of 15 participants) of eFHS participants reported their
health to be very good to excellent, only one-third (5 of 15
participants) of the participants at the hospital-based site did
(P=.003).

Table 1. Participant characteristics.

P valueHospital-based sample (n=15)eFHSa (n=15)Characteristics

.48Age (years)

70.6 (6.2)72 (4.2)Mean (SD)

62-7964-80Range

.717 (46.7)6 (40)Women, n (%)

.0028 (53.3)0 (0)Non-White, n (%)

.223 (20)0 (0)Hispanic, n (%)

Smartphone owner, n (%)b

.366 (42.9)9 (60)iPhone

.368 (53.3)6 (40)Android

.719 (60)10 (66.7)Bachelor degree and higher, n (%)

.128 (53.3)12 (80)Marital status (married, living as married), n (%)

.895 (33)4 (31)Income <US $55,000, n (%)c

.0035 (33.3)13 (86.7)Subjective health, very good or excellent, n (%)

aeFHS: electronic Framingham Heart Study.
bAll offspring participants owned a smartphone (iPhone or Android); 1 hospital-based participant did not own a smartphone.
cIncome of 2 participants in eFHS sample was unknown.

In the eFHS sample, the average length of time of the
think-aloud procedure was 25.5 (range 12.4-44.0) minutes and
the postprocedure interview time on average was 18.7 (range
12.4-20.9) minutes. Two participants declined the interview
(think-aloud times were 28.5 and 33.35 minutes, respectively).
At the hospital-based site, the average length of time of the
think-aloud procedure was approximately 11 minutes longer
(mean 36.5, range 24.1-55.1 minutes) while the postprocedure

interview time was similar to eFHS with an average of 18.5
(range 10.6-35.1) minutes. No participant at the hospital-based
site declined the post think-aloud interview.

Barriers to App Use Identified During Think-Aloud
and Postprocedure Interview
Table 2 presents the themes identified from the think-aloud task
and postprocedure interview along with sample participant
quotes.
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Table 2. Barriers and facilitators identified during the think-aloud and postprocedure interview.

Sample quotesThemeDomain or survey type

General structure, satisfac-
tion

•• “The more I do, the easier it gets”Information about security of app
• •Use to raise awareness of health “I just think it’s gonna help me monitor my health and

go from there. I like technology that helps me and
doesn’t just amuse me or keep going and if this helps
me stay healthy, stay fit, it makes sense.”

• Everyone could learn from it

Ease of use •• “The app spells everything perfectly clear after you
read it a couple times to get it”

Easy, simple, fun
• Questions easy to answer
• Confusion related to not paying attention and not

reading the app instructions carefully enough • “I wasn’t really paying attention to what I was reading.
That was mostly my problem.”

• Font color yellow difficult to see

• Font could be bigger

Navigation •• “The more I did it, the more I was able to figure out
how to get from one place to another.”

Navigating within and between surveys was easy

• More detail on getting back to the home screen and
using “next,” “cancel,” and “done”

• “You might want to give a little more detail about
some of the sections, like what happens when you
cancel, what happens when you hit done.”

Multiple-choice survey for-
mats

•• “It was easy the questions were simple and it was easy
to find the answers.”

Surveys were interesting and simple except physical
activity survey with lengthy definitions and confusing
response choices

Pictorial format •• “Well, on the pain thing, I think they should have
something near the anus. Because that can be a real
headache. And then, of course, for women, it would
also include, uh, the uterus.”

Body pain map did not include all areas that can be a
real problem

• Checkbox worked differently than response choices
for other surveys

• Hard to find the “no pain” box—small font

Cognitive tasks: Trail Mak-
ing Test and Stroop

•• “The all underling thing was a little confusing to me.
I think because I was trying to get through it quick. I
lost track of whether underline the word or is it the
color or is it this color or the word?”

Stroop was confusing
• Difficulty understanding practice session versus test-

ing session
• Confusion over 4 increasingly challenging sets of tests

within the Stroop task • “The trail-making one I liked”
• TMTa had difficulties with instructions and navigation

but the eFHS sample did not

Friends or family •• “I think they would find it very useful I think it’s very
useful, just for like, the cognitive part of it.”

Fear of technology;
• Little interest in learning how to use technology
• Learning curve for older people

Different cultural back-
grounds

•• “I come from the Indian community, and we place a
lot of value on education, you know, I think this is the
kind of thing that, you know—I would—we do—I
would like to be quizzed, and this is a quiz.”

Need the app to be available in different languages

• “For example, I came from Burma. Burma used to be
very underdeveloped country, and, also, still lots of
problem. But they are very good at technology.”

aTMT: Trail Making Test.

General Structure of the App
In general, participants were pleased with the general structure
of the app. However, a few participants had not used an app
previously and they said it was “not intuitive” but “once you
run through it a few times it isn’t a problem.” Participants
generally thought that the app had the right amount of surveys
(and that additional surveys would make them bored).
Participants suggested that a progress indicator be inserted to
let users know the status of survey completion. One participant

also raised the importance of conveying information regarding
the security of the app.

Ease of Use
Overall, participants found the app “easy to use,” “simple,” and
“fun.” One participant said that it looked and functioned
similarly to apps he was already familiar with, such as a social
security app. A small minority of participants, however, wanted
increased font size and more user-friendly colors. One
participant was frustrated with the functionality of the app, but
he blamed it on using an old phone. There were some
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suggestions for modifications, such as tailoring the app by age
group and disability, so it is not so “one size fits all.” Another
participant suggested removing the free text space (which was
needed for 1 question) or adding a digital keyboard so it is more
intuitive that the person is supposed to type. For example, upon
completion of the Stroop task, there was a query (“did you
encounter any issues during the task?”) that permitted the
participant to freely type in a response.

Navigation
A large minority of participants reported at least 1 navigational
issue, including navigating within and between surveys and also
clicking the incorrect area in the app to navigate to the next
screen (eg, navigating to “done”). The vast majority of these
errors were committed only once. Participants suggested making
the buttons look more like buttons or having them flash when
you are supposed to press the button, “...making it extremely
obvious what you are supposed to hit.” Participants also
suggested that more details should be added, such as what will
happen after you hit a button (eg, after “cancel” or “done” is
pressed), and more information about what the “icons at the
bottom of the app” mean (eg, dashboard). A few participants
mentioned that the app should avoid having to scroll to see more
information, and instead put all of the information on one page
if possible or continue to the next page.

Response Choice Formats

Multiple-Choice Formats
Participants reported that most of the multiple-choice surveys
were easy and interesting to complete, with only a few sporadic
usability errors by a few participants. For the most part,
participants reported that the instructions were easy to
understand, with one exception, which was “The Rapid
Assessment of Physical Activity” survey, which included
lengthy definitions of physical activity levels (eg, mild,
moderate, and vigorous activity) which were needed to answer
the subsequent questions. Participants were confused by the
content and format of the definitions. With regard to the latter,
both physical activity intensity level and physical activity
frequency in a single question (eg, “I do some light or moderate
physical activities but not every week,” yes or no).

Pictorial Format
For the pictorial format assessment, (modified version of the
Michigan Body Pain map), a small minority of participants
noted the checkbox for response worked differently than the
other surveys; instead of seeing a checkmark in the response
box, the response box if selected was highlighted in color and
was confusing for some. Some participants also noted that the
map did not include all body areas where pain was present. For
some participants, the “no chronic pain” response box was
difficult to find due to the small font, and the small font used
to label the body parts was also difficult for several participants
(but necessary to eliminate scrolling to see the entire body
outline). There were no participants who reported difficulty
understanding the instructions or concepts. Only a couple of
participants did not realize that they had to press “next” to go
to the next page to view the back of the body to indicate pain
areas there. One participant said that bowels and reproductive

areas give people his age a lot of issues and that these areas
should be added to the body pain map.

Cognitive Testing Formats
In terms of the formats used for cognitive testing, most older
participants had some difficulty with the process of completing
these measures. In terms of the Stroop, some participants had
difficulty understanding that they were in the practice session
versus the test session. Participants also thought that they needed
to do the testing quickly and were confused if they did not read
the instructions for each of the 4 test sets, as each had different
instructions. Most participants did not take advantage of the
opportunity to repeat the practice session when asked by the
app, even when they were confused by the task. The yellow
font color for the Stroop was also problematic for a few
participants. One participant suggested that voice and animation
be used to explain the instructions for the Stroop. For the Trail
Making Test, the eFHS sample did not report any difficulties
with instructions or navigating within the task, and seemed to
have a good understanding of the concepts included in the task.
However, a large minority of the hospital-based sample had
difficulties in all 3 of these areas. There were no difficulties
reported on the look and feel of the task (eg, font, line spacing,
and color).

Relevance for Friends, Family, and Different Cultures
Participants noted that they knew older people who engaged
with technology and others who were not interested in the
“electronic age,” did not use a computer or smartphone, and
had no interest in learning. One participant said that she had a
friend aged 90 years or older who would easily be able to
interact with the app and another friend of the same age who
would have more difficulty. Participants noted older adults may
have a fear of technology, be less confident using technology,
and need assistance or a training session given that, for older
people who have not used computers or technology, using the
app would “be like a foreign language to them.” Participants
provided their thoughts on using the app in older adults of
different cultural backgrounds. Many noted that the current
version of the app is available only in the English language and
would need translation to other languages. One participant was
from a country that they felt embraced technology, and another
participant reported her culture valued education and felt like
the app included an educational-like component like a “quiz”
which would be viewed positively by her culture.

Satisfaction With the App
The mean total MARS score (7.6, SD 1.1), mean functionality
score (3.8, SD 0.6), and mean aesthetics score (3.8, SD 0.6) in
the eFHS sample did not significantly differ from the
hospital-based sample (Figure 2). With the exception of ease
of use, the individual items of the functionality and aesthetics
scores (performance, navigation, interactions such as taps,
swipes, layout, graphics, and visual appeal) did not significantly
differ between the 2 samples (Figure 3). Ease of use may have
differed as participants at the hospital-based site used a study
iPhone whereas eFHS participants used their own smartphone.
The performance item was rated the highest with a mean of 4.5
in both the samples. The mean overall star rating was 3.5 (SD
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0.7) in the eFHS sample and 3.7 (SD 0.96) in the hospital-based
sample indicating participants rated the app above average. In
addition, during the interview, participants noted that the app
could be used to raise awareness of health and people could
learn from it, even though that was not the original purpose of

the app. Some participants liked the app because it enabled one
to “express yourself” through the surveys. Finally, a few
participants suggested making the app “more entertaining” by
adding narration.

Figure 2. MARS scores by study sample: overall MARS functionality and aesthetics scores. MARS: Mobile App Rating Scale.

Figure 3. MARS (Mobile App Rating Scale) scores by study sample: individual items within the Functionality and Aesthetics domains.
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Discussion

We tested the usability of a smartphone app designed to collect
health information using complementary approaches in a
community sample of older adult participants of the Framingham
Offspring Study, and to understand generalizability we also
tested older adults from a more diverse hospital-based sample.
In general, participants liked the structure of the app and found
the app was simple, fun, and easy to use. However, a large
minority reported navigation issues that mostly occurred once
with the ability to learn and figure out how to move within and
between app-based surveys. A small minority of participants
verbalized a preference for larger font sizes or more
user-friendly colors. We observed that most older adults did
not have difficulty with the multiple-choice app-based surveys
unless the survey included lengthy instructions. Finally, most
older adults experienced challenges with the app-based cognitive
tasks especially the Stroop which required participants to read
and understand a series of 4 increasingly more challenging tests
with the Stroop task. Of importance, some participants noted
that the app could be used to raise awareness of health and one
could learn from it. Our observations confirm those of others
that the involvement of older users can result in positive feelings
among older adults, dispel stereotypes associated with older
users, and the insights gained from older users can be used to
enhance the quality of the design [31]. For example, our
participants suggested using voice instructions and animated
tutorials. To enhance usability, app designers and investigators
should consider training that includes tutorials within the app
provided by an older adult guide to boost confidence when
designing smartphone apps for use by older adults.

This work has several implications for tailoring technology for
older adult users. First, a guide within the app explaining the
purpose of the app and highlighting key app functions including
such functions as “next,” “back,” and “done” would enhance
usability. Older adults are more likely to engage with technology
that they perceive as useful [5]; therefore, having a clear
understanding of the goals of technology is critical. Further, the
addition of basic training in smartphone use in older adults less
proficient with technology was associated with fewer errors and
less cueing during a smartphone app–based health prevention
program and may result in improved engagement [32]. In our
sample, older adults who had not used an app before did not
find it intuitive but after running through it a few times did not
find it a problem. Our results support recently published app
design guidelines for older adults advocating for initial training,
if possible face-to-face, along with video instructions that are
contextualized and provide step-by-step instructions to support
older users [33]. Training may boost confidence and make the
experience as frictionless as possible lowering the potential for
abandonment. Second, streamlining and simplifying instructions
may enhance understanding by inviting older adults to read
them attentively. Participants in our study noted confusion that
they attributed to not paying attention or related to the need to
slow down and read directions more than once. Consistent with
our observation, others have noted the need for clear and simple
instructions when designing mHealth apps for older adults [6].
Some participants also requested features they enjoyed in their

use of other apps. Gamification of functions, where possible,
such as a flashing “done” button or a countdown to the start of
the next task may improve engagement. Finally, consider voice
narration and animated guides throughout the app surveys where
features other than straightforward multiple-choice questions
and responses will be encountered.

Our study may have important insights to help address the
continued digital disparities observed in older adults. Older
adults are increasingly using the internet and smartphones [34];
however, connection to the internet decreases across ages with
nearly half of young adults almost constantly connected versus
8% of adults aged 65 years and older [4]. Other key digital
health behaviors are also lower in a nationally representative
sample of older adults including using health apps, using a
digital device to track health or a health-related goal, and
digitally communicating with a health care provider [35]. Digital
technologies were lifesaving during the COVID-19 pandemic
as the rapid transformation from in-person visits to televisits
permitted access to health care in a setting that provided social
distance and did not expose vulnerable older adults to the virus.
Similarly, the ability to participate in digital interventions may
provide several benefits, such as improved memory and
independent living [36], physical functioning, physical activity
[37], depression, and anxiety [38]. Including older adults in
technology design and conducting usability testing may address
digital health inequities by addressing digital health literacy and
creating programs that are user-friendly to this population [39].
They may also improve implementation beyond pilot studies
and achieve the needed sustainability of technology solutions
[40] for chronic disease management and home care options
for older adults and, at the same time, maybe one step in
addressing digital disparities. We plan to use the smartphone
app more widely in the Framingham cohorts as a tool to monitor
health. We will be able to provide critical information on the
characteristics of those who enroll and use the technology, as
well as those who choose not to.

Our study had several strengths. There is no “best” method to
assess usability [21]; therefore, we used both qualitative and
quantitative methods. We tested older users with mean age of
70 years and older in both samples often not included in studies
testing technology and included older adults from diverse race
and ethnic backgrounds. The study sample included a range of
older users. Participants without a smartphone or experience
with app use and both iPhone and Android users were included.
This strategy allowed us to uncover errors with the app beyond
what would be observed with “regular” users and permit greater
guidance in app redesign to benefit older users.

In addition, participants with health issues were included. Some
older adults with health conditions or geriatric syndromes such
as frailty have higher levels of nonuse of information
communication technologies and more negative views on
usefulness and usability [41]. Our study also had some
limitations that merit comment. Participants at the hospital-based
site used an iPhone only. This may have been a limitation if the
participants were Android owners or had a different iPhone
version; however, this is also a strength as we were able to
include participants who were not smartphone owners. Our
observations focus on the first interactions with the app-based
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surveys. It is beyond the scope of the study to examine other
aspects of use such as efficiency (how quickly the survey or
task is completed once the design is learned) and memorability
(how easy to use after a period of not using the app) that may
have important implications to research study designs.
Continued engagement with technology changes over time in
older adults but the factors related to continued technology use
are unclear and require further investigation [42]. Our study
took place in Massachusetts, and therefore, may not be
generalizable to other geographic areas. Participants with color
blindness were not eligible for the Stroop task and were
excluded from testing. Therefore, results may not be

generalizable to this group of older adults. FHS participants
who enroll in eFHS are healthier and have higher levels of
education than participants who chose not to enroll.

Our study of a diverse sample of older adults testing several
different smartphone app survey types and response formats
provides a guide to investigators and clinicians that can be used
for future app development and app-based survey construction
for older adults. Many older users are able to interact with and
enjoy technology. Further work to enhance engagement among
older users and diminish digital disparities in this group is
needed if the potential of technology to improve well-being,
functioning, and health in older adults is to be realized.
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Abstract

Background: A survey conducted by McKinsey & Company reported that, as of May 2022, as many as 26% of Indonesians
had recently started to engage actively in physical activity, 32% undertook regular physical activity, and 9% exercised intensely.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution has spurred the rapid development of mobile fitness apps (MFAs) used to track people’s sports
activities. However, public interest in using these apps for any length of time is still relatively low.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to determine the effect of incentives (eg, self-monitoring, social support, platform rewards,
and external influence) on the use of MFAs and the moderating effect of gender on users’ continuance usage intention.

Methods: The study used a mixed methods approach. Quantitative data were collected through a web-based questionnaire and
qualitative data from interviews with 30 respondents. The quantitative data, collected from 379 valid responses, were processed
using covariance-based structural equation modeling. The qualitative data were processed using thematic analysis. The MFAs
included in this research were those used as sports or physical activity trackers, such as Apple Fitness, Strava, Nike Run Club,
and Fita.

Results: The results of the data analysis show that 3 groups of incentives, namely, self-monitoring, platform rewards, and
external influence (with the exception of social support), affect the perceived usefulness of these apps. Gender was also shown
to moderate user behavior in relation to physical activity. The study showed that women were more likely to be motivated to
exercise by social and external factors, while men paid greater attention to the tracking features of the app and to challenges and
rewards.

Conclusions: This research contributes to the field of health promotion by providing guidance for MFA developers.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50957)   doi:10.2196/50957

KEYWORDS

incentive; fitness; mobile fitness apps; gender; continuance usage intention; Indonesia; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
According to the World Health Organization [1], regular
physical activity (PA) is a key factor in the prevention and
management of noncommunicable diseases. The Global Status
Report on Physical Activity [2] reported that 1.4 billion
individuals aged >18 years do not meet the levels of PA

recommended to promote and protect health. In 2016, it was
reported that, globally, 23% of all men and 32% of all women
aged ≥18 years were not sufficiently physically active to stay
healthy [1]. This means that approximately 1 in 3 women and
1 in 4 men are not sufficiently active and do not meet the global
recommendation of at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity
PA or 75 minutes of high-intensity PA per week [3]. In August
2022, McKinsey & Company released the results of a survey
conducted with 1041 Indonesian respondents in which 26% of
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the respondents stated that they had started to engage actively
in personal training, 32% reported that they had been playing
sports regularly, and 9% indicated that they had increased the
intensity of their sports or fitness activities [4]. These data
indicate that the level of Indonesians’ interest in, and awareness
of, sports, fitness, and personal training is significantly higher
than the global average. This conclusion is supported by the
increased use of mobile fitness apps (MFAs) in Indonesia, with
29 million users in 2022 [5].

MFAs use several types of incentives, which include
self-incentives, peer incentives, and platform incentives [6-9].
In the MFA context, self-incentives involve a self-monitoring
(SM) system in which users monitor and track their own
behavior [10,11]. Peer incentives are focused on social support
(SS), which includes informational, emotional, and material
support or the protection provided by fellow users of the app
[12]. In the context of MFAs, platform incentives usually take
the form of rewards or awards resulting from gamification
features [13]. Users who collect a large number of rewards are
usually considered to have a higher status on the MFA and feel
more satisfied with their use of the app [14,15].

According to Zhu et al [16], very few studies have examined
the role played by gender differences in the use of health and
fitness apps. Yin et al [17] stated that achievements in sports
motivate men more, while social relationships motivate women
more. Previous research on MFAs has explored their design
[18] and evaluation [19-22], as well as user adoption intentions
[23]. In addition, several studies have discussed continuity in
the use of MFAs [24-27]. Chiu et al [25] integrated the
expectation-confirmation theory (ECT) with the investment
model to analyze the continuous use of MFAs. However,
research investigating the various types of MFA incentives has
been shown to have several limitations [17,26] because the
effects of each incentive have mostly been explored separately
[28-30]. Per McKinsey & Company’s 2022 survey among
Indonesian citizens [4], 87% of the respondents intended to
continue using their personal training and fitness apps. The
market analysis and demographics of this study apply only to
MFA users in Indonesia.

Research Question
This research adopted the self-determination theory (SDT) and
the ECT. The SDT, as postulated by Ryan and Deci [31], states
that there are 3 main psychological needs that drive human
behavior: autonomy, relatedness, and competency. If these
psychological needs are met, intrinsic motivation will increase
and make it easier to maintain certain behaviors [31]. Teixeira
et al [32] show that the SDT can be applied to behavioral
interventions that relate to exercise or PA. While the SDT has
the ability to predict the intensity of a behavior based on the
influence of incentive factors [17], the ECT is generally used
to predict the continuity of a behavior [25]. The combination
of the SDT and the ECT was chosen to analyze the relationship
between the incentive factors that affect the use of MFAs and
continuity in using them. Thus, the research question is “How
do the incentives promoted by MFAs influence users’
continuance usage intention (CUI)?” This research can provide
guidance for MFA developers by helping them to evaluate their
apps.

Methods

Research Model

Overview
The model used for this research is based on 2 theories and 1
moderating effect, namely, the SDT and the ECT, with the
moderating effect of gender. Significant studies reporting on
the use of these 2 theories include those by Yin et al [17], Huang
and Ren [26], Chiu et al [25], and Li et al [33]. Yin et al [17]
found that incentives are compatible with the SDT in motivating
users’ PA behaviors. The SDT approach described by Yin et al
[17] is the theoretical basis for this research because it analyzes
incentives offered by MFAs collectively and uses gender as a
moderating variable. The relationship between perceived
usefulness (PU) and incentives was also analyzed by Huang
and Ren [26]. This research suggests that technology functions
in MFAs, such as SM, self-regulation, and goal attainment, have
an indirect effect on CUI through PU; for instance, Chiu et al
[25] and Li et al [33] found that users’ CUI was significantly
predicted by ECT. Our research model, which includes 9
variables and 13 hypotheses (described in the following
subsections), is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed conceptual model.

The Influence of SM on PU
SM, which is classified as one of the self-incentives in MFAs,
includes managing and tracking one’s own behavior [17]. These
actions enable users to observe their own progress and evaluate
their performance against previously set goals [34]. PU refers
to the extent to which a person feels that technology can improve
their performance of certain tasks [35]. In this study, the task
was identified as increasing the user’s PA, while, for MFA
users, PU implies that using the MFA will enhance their personal
training intensity [36,37]. Bhattacherjee [38] argues that when
users confirm their initial expectations of the main functionality
of a mobile app, they will begin to perceive the app as useful
for improving their task performance and thus continue to use
it. Huang and Ren [26] measured PU relating to the effectiveness
and performance of PA through the use of 4 technological
functions of the MFA, one of which is SM. Therefore, we
examine the following hypothesis:

• H1: SM has an influence on PU.

The Influence of SS on PU
SS is classified as one of the peer incentives in MFAs [17].
Web-based SS is seen as an important factor affecting the
physical and mental health of individuals, such as sports activity
and increased well-being [12,39]. Humans have a tendency to
behave in ways that are consistent with people in their own
social networks, and this can be exploited in the context of
mobile health (mHealth) [29]. Chen and Pu [40] conducted
research on social incentives by developing the HealthyTogether
mobile game, which allows users to participate in PA together
and send messages to one another. The authors showed that
users significantly increased their PA when using
HealthyTogether compared to when they were exercising alone
[40]. Edney et al [6] built the Active Team app, which is an
MFA with social and gamification functions. The primary
outcome of their study was a change in the total daily minutes
of moderate to vigorous PA at 3 months, as measured objectively
using an accelerometer [6]. Therefore, we propose the following
hypothesis:

• H2: SS has an influence on PU.

The Influence of Platform Rewards on PU
The platform rewards include gamification elements, such as
badges, points, and leaderboards [17]. The gamification element
in MFAs can provide two types of information: (1) the user’s
PA progress and (2) a comparison of the user’s PA with that of
other users [41]. From this information, MFA users can observe
their progress and experience greater satisfaction as they
recognize their own personal training achievements. This leads
to higher user competency satisfaction and increased behavioral
motivation [13,42]. Yin et al [17] found that platform rewards
have a positive relationship with users’ PA. This finding is
supported by Plangger et al [13] and Huang and Ren [26], who
analyzed the effect of the goal-attainment technology function
of MFAs, in which users can set their own goals, which are then
achieved by undertaking PA. These achievements are then
categorized as platform rewards. Huang and Ren [26] also found
that this technology function had a positive effect on PU.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

• H3: Platform rewards have a positive influence on PU.

The Influence of External Influence on PU
External influence (EI) is one of the extrinsic motivations
identified in the SDT, which means that behavior is motivated
through influences that do not depend on internal factors [43].
Huang [28] proposed this variable to explain how PA can be
promoted through external factors. One example is companies
providing incentives to MFA users as part of their corporate
social responsibility initiatives [28]. Several studies discuss EI
and PA. One example of EI referred to in this study is the name
or image of a sponsor of an activity [44]. Low and Pyun [45]
explain that sponsorship that gives a good impression to
customers or users will produce behavior that tends to be
positive. In the context of sporting activities, Huang [28]
explains that sponsor characteristics play an important role in
participation in a sporting activity. Therefore, because an MFA
is a tool that can measure a person’s PA, we intend to explore
the following hypothesis:
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• H4: EI has an influence on PU.

The Influence of Gender on SM and PU
According to Mao et al [7], MFA incentives are not always
equally effective for women and men. This is because women
and men have different ways of thinking [17]. Yin et al [17]
conducted research that assumed that gender would influence
the effectiveness of SM incentives, making them more effective
for men than for women. This assumption was based on the
belief that men generally pay more attention to their own
achievements than women [46]. Surprisingly, Yin et al [17]
show that gender does not affect the effectiveness of SM in
MFAs. This finding relates to the concept of self-regulation,
which is strongly driven by self-efficacy [47]. Individuals who
decide to use MFAs are generally believed to have high
self-efficacy in carrying out PA [17]. Therefore, we plan to test
the following hypothesis:

• H5: Gender influences the relationship between SM and
PU in MFA users.

The Influence of Gender on SS and PU
With regard to SS, Yin et al [17] explain that SS is one of the
factors that most helps to fulfill the relatedness needs described
in the SDT. According to Wang et al [9], social ties and
commitment are more important for women than for men in
shaping their attitudes toward the sharing of information. In
considering gender, Yin et al [17] found that women tend to be
more influenced by their relatedness needs than men. Women
are also believed to be driven more by collective goals, such as
pleasure or interpersonal harmony [48,49]. In the context of
health apps, Kimbrough et al [50] found that women are usually
more affected by environmental conditions and social
relationships than men. Thus, we propose the following
hypothesis:

• H6: Gender influences the relationship between SS and PU
among MFA users.

The Influence of Gender on Platform Rewards and PU
Men tend to focus more on themselves and tend to be more
independent than women [46,51]. Men also tend to focus more
on completing or achieving individual goals that demonstrate
their performance and abilities [46,51]. Relatedly, Vilela and
Nelson [52] showed that men tend to be more motivated by
their own achievements than women when using information
system products. This is due to the general behavioral
characteristics of men, who are generally more aggressive,
pragmatic, and self-oriented in their behavior compared to
women [52]. When specifically applied to incentives and CUI,
Yin et al [17] also found an influence between gender and the
effectiveness of platform reward incentives. The authors
assumed that this is caused by the behavioral characteristics of
men, who generally make decisions more rationally and pay
greater attention to their own behavior. Thus, we propose the
following hypothesis:

• H7: Gender influences the relationship between platform
rewards and PU among MFA users.

The Influence of Gender on EI and PU
Sun and Zhang [53] state that women have a higher awareness
of the environment than men. Leong et al [54] and Li et al [33]
also found that men tend to be less easily influenced by external
advice or support. Similarly, Venkatesh et al [55] concluded
that women tend to be more influenced by EI, while men are
usually less affected by external facilitation in their use of
technology. This was confirmed by Weman Josefsson et al [56],
who showed that men participate in challenges organized by
the community to compete, while women participate for social
and autonomy reasons. Hence, we propose the following
hypothesis:

• H8: Gender influences the relationship between EI and PU
among MFA users.

The Influence of Confirmation of Expectations on PU
Confirmation of expectations refers to the perceived level of
conformity between the information system product or service
expectation and actual performance [38]. Bhattacherjee [38]
explains that PU refers to the individual’s perception of the
anticipated benefits from the use of IT products or services. The
ECT implies that the confirmation of a user’s expectations has
a positive effect on their perception of the PU of an IT product
or service [25,57-59]. According to the cognitive dissonance
theory [60], IT users may experience psychological conflict if
their initial expectations are not confirmed by their actual use
experience [61]. Conversely, if users’ initial expectations are
confirmed or met, they may display higher investment behavior
and reduce their preference for alternative apps [25]. Hsu and
Lin [62] state that confirmation of expectations is positively
related to the perceived quality of the IT product or service used,
with the result that users tend to ignore quality alternatives.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

• H9: Confirmation of expectations has an influence on PU.

The Influence of Confirmation of Expectations on
Satisfaction
Chiu et al [25] proposed that confirmation of user expectations
affects satisfaction with the app as well as its PU. Satisfaction
can be interpreted as an individual’s evaluation of their initial
experience with a product or service [38]. Chiu et al [25] explain
that before downloading an app, users generally have
expectations of it, based on detailed information received from
the app provider and on ratings and reviews from other users.
After using the app, the user gains experience and evaluates the
performance of the app based on previously established
expectations. In line with the expectation-confirmation model,
Chiu et al [25] assume that users’perceptions of postuse benefits
and the confirmation of previous expectations determine their
satisfaction in using IT products and services. Therefore, we
propose the following hypothesis:

• H10: Confirmation of expectations has an influence on
satisfaction.

The Influence of PU on CUI
PU refers to the user’s perception of the benefits expected from
using an IT product or service [61,63]. According to
Bhattacherjee [38], expectations based on the user’s direct
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experience have an important role in forming their IT CUI. Chiu
et al [25] state that many studies conducted in various contexts
[59,64,65] empirically support a positive relationship between
PU and CUI. Wu et al [66] show that when users find the
mHealth app useful, they show a higher level of satisfaction
and tend to use it continuously. Thus, we define the following
hypothesis:

• H11a: PU has an influence on CUI.

The Influence of PU on Satisfaction
According to Chiu et al [25], PU also has a strong and positive
impact on satisfaction. The authors state that the more benefits
users receive from health and fitness apps, the greater their
satisfaction [25]. When a user has used an app for an extended
period of time, the user will evaluate its performance and form
either a confirmation or a disconfirmation of judgment with
regard to their expectations [62]. Disconfirmation of
expectations affects user satisfaction and creates negative
perceptions of the usefulness of MFAs. Conversely, users’
positive perceptions of usefulness increase their satisfaction
with an app. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

• H11b: PU has an influence on satisfaction.

The Influence of Satisfaction on CUI
Satisfaction can be identified as a significant factor influencing
consumer behavior [25]. Bhattacherjee [61] strengthens this
definition by explaining that user satisfaction is an important
determinant of postadoption behavior relating to IT products
and services. In other words, users with higher levels of
satisfaction will exhibit greater levels of use of IT products and
services than those who are less satisfied [25]. Wu et al [66]
confirm that satisfied users are more likely to continue using
an app because dissatisfied users can easily switch to other
technologies at no additional cost. The relationship between
satisfaction and CUI has been identified as one of the strongest
relationships in the expectation-confirmation model [63].
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

• H12: Satisfaction has an influence on the CUI of MFA
users.

Research Procedure
This study used a mixed methods approach that integrated a
quantitative approach, based on a questionnaire, with a
qualitative approach, using interviews. The only inclusion
criterion for respondents in this study was that they used MFAs.
We modified a questionnaire that has been established in

previous studies [12,15,16,24,25,28,33,66-70]. Before
distributing the questionnaire, a readability test was conducted
to validate how easily the questionnaire could be understood
by respondents. The readability test was carried out both
face-to-face and internet-based, using Google Meet, with 8
people who met the research criterion (ie, they all used MFAs).
This readability test was carried out between February 5 and
10, 2023. We then used the results of the readability test to
refine the questionnaire.

Once the questionnaire had been refined, we conducted a pilot
study from February 20 to 25, 2023, aiming to measure the
validity and reliability of the questionnaire by distributing it to
31 selected research respondents. The results of the pilot study
were used to check the value of Cronbach α, which, in this pilot
study, was 0.832, well over the required value of >0.7.

Research Instruments
The instruments used in this study were a web-based
questionnaire and semistructured interview questions. The
questionnaire first asked questions regarding the demographics
of the respondents, and it then presented statements regarding
the research model being tested. Each of the 8 variables exclude
the gender variable in the study was assessed by 3 or 4
measurement items, and each indicator was represented by a
statement to which participants responded on a Likert scale
ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree. The
questionnaire used in this study is available in Multimedia
Appendix 1, and a list of the interview questions is available in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Ethical Considerations
This research was approved by Faculty of Computer Science
(approval number S-7/UN2.F11.D1.5/PPM.00.00/2024).

Results

Participant Demographics
We distributed the research questionnaire on the web through
various social media platforms such as WhatsApp, Line, Twitter,
Instagram, and Telegram. These social media platforms are
widely used by Indonesians. The questionnaire distribution was
carried out between February 27 and March 20, 2023. Table 1
provides a demographic summary of the respondents. Of the
respondents, 75.5% (286/379) were aged between 17 and 25
years, 72.3% (274/379) were women, 25.1% (95/379) were
privately employed, and 51.5% (195/379) lived in Greater
Jakarta.
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Table 1. Respondents’ demographics (n=379).

Respondents, n (%)Variable

Age (years)

286 (75.5)17-25

74 (19.5)26-35

14 (3.7)36-45

5 (1.3)>45

Gender

274 (72.3)Woman

105 (27.8)Man

Occupation

201 (53)College student

8 (2.1)Employee of state-owned enterprise

15 (4)High school student

95 (25.1)Privately employed

19 (5)Unemployed

23 (6.1)Entrepreneur

2 (0.5)Housewife

3 (0.8)Civil servant

13 (3.4)Other

Domicile

195 (51.5)Greater Jakarta

137 (36.1)Java island

47 (12.4)Outside of Java island

After collecting both the quantitative and qualitative data, we
processed the quantitative data using covariance-based structural
equation modeling. Using covariance-based structural equation
modeling, data processing is carried out in several stages:
specification and identification of the research model, estimation
of the research model, testing the feasibility of the research
model, modification of the research model, and hypothesis
testing.

To validate the quantitative data results, we also collected
qualitative data by conducting semistructured interviews with

30 respondents. The interviews were conducted both offline
and on the web and took 30 to 45 minutes each. The qualitative
data analysis was carried out thematically on the basis of the
defined hypotheses.

Measurement Model
The factor loading values of all variables and indicators met the
Cronbach α standard of >0.7 [71]; thus, the model feasibility
test could be carried out. This study yielded average variance
extracted values >0.5 as well as Cronbach α and composite
reliability values >0.7 [71] (Table 2).

Table 2. Average variance extracted, Cronbach α, and composite reliability values.

Composite reliabilityCronbach αAverage variance extractedVariable

0.9200.7050.968Self-monitoring

0.8720.9270.773Platform rewards

0.8340.8160.865External influence

0.8350.8540.638Social support

0.8850.7630.975Confirmation of expectations

0.8480.8880.709Perceived usefulness

0.8890.8890.669Satisfaction

0.8420.8120.640Continuance use intention
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Structural Model
Next, we tested the structural model with the goodness-of-fit
criteria, which included the relative chi-square index,
goodness-of-fit index, root-mean-square error of approximation,

root mean square residual, normal fit index, comparative fit
index, and the Tucker-Lewis Index [71]. The goodness-of-fit

values are presented in Table 3, and the R2 values are shown in
Table 4.

Table 3. Goodness-of-fit values.

DescriptionValueCutoff valueGoodness-of-fit criteria

Good fit1.956<2Relative chi-square index

Good fit0.900≥0.9Goodness-of-fit index

Good fit0.048≤0.05Root-mean-square residual

Good fit0.913≥0.9Normal fit index

Good fit0.955≥0.9Comparative fit index

Good fit0.948≥0.9Tucker-Lewis Index

Good fit0.050≤0.08Root-mean-square error of approximation

Table 4. R2 values.

Effect sizeR2Variable

Weak0.349Perceived usefulness

Medium0.511Satisfaction

Strong0.714Continuance use intention

Hypotheses Testing
This study used a 2-tailed significance test; thus, the condition
for accepting the hypothesis was P<.05 [71]. Table 5 presents

the results of hypotheses 1 to 4 and 9 to 12, only one of which
(H2) was rejected.

Table 5. Hypotheses testing results.

ResultP valueEstimate (95% CI)Hypothesis

Accepted.0010.319 (0.244 to 0.394)H1: SMa→PUb

Rejected.120.060 (−0.019 to 0.143)H2: SSc→PU

Accepted.0070.136 (0.044 to 0.219)H3: PRd→PU

Accepted.006−0.101 (−0.166 to −0.033)H4: EIe→PU

Accepted.0010.323 (0.251 to 0.388)H9: COEf→PU

Accepted.0020.541 (0.435 to 0.632)H10: COE→satisfaction

Accepted.0020.280 (0.200 to 0.363)H11a: PU→CUIg

Accepted.0030.218 (0.069 to 0.355)H11b: PU→satisfaction

Accepted.0010.683 (0.560 to 0.813)H12: Satisfaction→CUI

aSM: self-monitoring.
bPU: perceived usefulness.
cSS: social support.
dPR: platform rewards.
eEI: external influence.
fCOE: confirmation of expectations.
gCUI: continuance usage intention.

According to Awang [72], the test for moderation is not
significant when the difference in chi-square values between
the constrained model and the unconstrained model is <3.84.
Table 6 presents a summary of the results of the hypothesis

testing using the moderating effect of gender. On the basis of
the difference in the chi-square values between the constrained
model and the unconstrained model, it can be concluded that
all difference values were >3.84 and therefore meet the
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requirements for calculating the significance of the moderating effect, meaning that H5, H6, H7, and H8 were all accepted.

Table 6. Summary of moderating variable hypothesis testing, with gender as the moderating effect.

ResultDifference (df)Chi-square unconstrained modelChi-square constrained modelPath

H5 accepted275.5201043.1511318.671SMa→PUb

H6 accepted584.6721043.1511627.823SSc→PU

H7 accepted351.9251043.1511395.076PRd→PU

H8 accepted753.7241043.1511796.875EIe→PU

aSM: self-monitoring.
bPU: perceived usefulness.
cSS: social support.
dPR: platform rewards.
eEI: external influence.

Qualitative Interviews and Validity of the Hypotheses
This research shows that the incentives offered in MFAs in the
form of SM (eg, distance walked or run, number of calories
expended, time taken, and heart rate) influence users’motivation
to undertake PA. The acceptance of H1 is thus in accordance
with the findings of Yin et al [17] and Stragier et al [73]. Yin
et al [17] state that the user’s PA level correlates positively with
the amount of SM they do. The majority of interviewees felt
that the SM feature provided encouragement for their PA:

So I feel happy because I have exercised, more
enthusiasm. [Interviewee 6]

In addition, the interviewees believed that MFAs documented
or tracked their progress in PA, which helped them to maintain
or even improve their exercise consistency:

So that I can compare with previous progress and so
that in the future I can look back at my history. Like
pace, I also remember what date I did sport.
[Interviewee 9]

An example of a feature that can be implemented is one that
displays a summary of the user’s performance while exercising,
together with visualizations in the form of trends and graphs.
Some apps also display comments that describe the user’s sports
activity performance, based on their activity level. Users can
take advantage of these insights to increase their PA levels in
their next sports activity.

However, H2 was rejected in this study. H2’s rejection aligns
with the findings of Sun and Jiang [74] and Kim et al [75].
According to Kim et al [75], social comparison and the user’s
level of PA are not directly connected. Social comparison here
is defined as the relationship between the level of PA and the
variable self-efficacy, or a person’s belief in their own
capabilities [75]. The rejection of H2 indicates that the
community or social ecosystem around MFA users does not
have a significant impact on motivating the users to exercise.
On the basis of the interviews, the SS feature in the app does
not have an important effect on PA levels because users do not
feel compelled to exercise when using the SS feature:

There is no motivation from the engagement side,
more from tracking my own progress. [Interviewee
9]

In addition, nearly one-third of the interviewees (9/30, 30%)
admitted that they used the SS feature only to document sports
activities that had already been completed.

H3 was accepted in this study. The acceptance of H3 aligns
with the studies by Bojd et al [41], Payne et al [42], Plangger
et al [13], Goes et al [76], and Hamari and Koivisto [77]. Bojd
et al [41] found that the gamification element in MFAs can
provide two types of information: (1) the user’s PA progress
and (2) a comparison of the user’s PA with that of other users.
Furthermore, when MFA users are able to observe their progress,
they feel more satisfied and recognize their own PA competency,
which will drive higher user competency satisfaction and
behavioral motivation [13,42]. Goes et al [76] and Hamari and
Koivisto [77] also highlight the gamification element in MFA,
which tracks the user’s effort, progress, and achievement of
personal goals. According to Goes et al [76], the public nature
of user-acquired gamification elements, such as levels, badges,
or leaderboards, can generate users’ social status on the MFA
platform, which encourages social comparison and competitive
motivation among users. On the basis of the interviews, MFA
users want to take part in challenges (an example of
implementing gamification) on the app because they want to
obtain limited edition rewards and measure their own
capabilities in sports activities:

Gamification keeps me motivated and helps me see
my activities historically during physical activity
based on the badge I have earned. [Interviewee 21]

Furthermore, the interviewees acknowledged that the rewards
they obtain can be used as a benchmark of their capacity in the
sports activity against which to build new achievements:

I feel happy when I get an achievement because it
shows an improvement in my sport. Even though I
don’t I have specifically targeted certain
achievements, but if I can surpass the previous
achievements, it means that my sport has improved.
The goals that I have set are higher than before.
[Interviewee 17]
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Therefore, it would be better if the MFA included challenges
that were personalized as well as recommendations that were
based on the user’s type of sports activity, the user’s sports
activity goals, and the user’s own sports activity history. An
example of such a feature could be that, based on the user’s
history, if they have only managed to run a distance of 3 km,
then, to improve their performance, other MFA users could
recommend a 4-km challenge.

Huang [28] found that sponsor characteristics play an important
role in triggering user behavior. Sponsorship referred to
circumstances where the use of a sponsor’s product occurred
naturally as part of a sponsored event [78]; for example, with
an MFA whose function is to promote PA, sponsorship of
athletic apparel would be perceived as highly congruent, whereas
sponsorship of a cold remedy would reflect low congruence.
The H4 finding is in line with the study by Yang et al [79], who
stated that the level of involvement of a brand produces a
positive association with the brand and strengthens the positive
effect of an evaluation impacting one’s behavioral intention
toward an app. From the interviews, it was found that
interviewees were encouraged to take part in a challenge or
activity if the activity was associated with the party (public
figure, company, etc) that organized it:

For a club other than Strava, I think it’s cool if you
participate, for example, it’s like unique. There’s
definitely a challenge made by Strava every month,
so it’s not as special as other clubs. The limited
edition is more about Heart Month, New Year, and
others. I want to take part because it would be a
shame if I didn’t follow. [Interviewee 9]

We found that not many interviewees took advantage of EI
incentives, but those who did participate focused more on the
challenges than on the organizers or the external community.
If a user felt capable of taking part in a challenge, they would
try to do so:

Actually, I see from the challenge, if I feel capable,
then I want to join. [Interviewee 7]

Thus, we argue that it would be better if MFA developers or
providers developed challenges for their apps that are created
by communities, organizations, and figures with high functional
congruence.

With regard to H5, H6, H7, and H8, the results show that, in
every case, gender has a moderating effect on the relationship
between the variables investigated. This study showed that
gender influences the relationship between SM and PU (H5).
These results are supported by the studies by Gabriel and
Gardner [46] and Sun et al [51], who found that men tend to
make decisions based on rationality, while women tend to be
more perceptual. According to Gabriel and Gardner [46] and
Sun et al [51], men are generally more focused on personal
goals that demonstrate their individual performance and abilities,
while women are usually less conscious of their own goals and
performance. This finding is supported by van Elburg et al [80],
who state that men focus more on practical goals and achieving
goals when using an mHealth app. We found that our female
interviewees usually used the metrics in MFAs for tracking their
PA only as monitoring information:

I only look at the pulse. [Interviewee 1]

However, the men usually used these metrics as targets for
self-development:

To find out whether in sports we have reached the
desired target or not. On the other hand, if our sports
performance is good, this can also be seen through
the information displayed on Apple Watch. Thus, the
Apple Watch can be a helpful tool in determining
whether our performance has reached the expected
level or not. [Interviewee 12]

Moreover, this study found that gender influenced the extent to
which SS incentives affected users’ PU (H6). The results of the
interviews showed that most female respondents felt more
motivated by their social community or by the SS feature
provided in the MFA they used. By contrast, the male users
used the SS feature, such as sharing their sports activity
progress, for personal documentation purposes:

Just so you know. Only for review, not to share with
other friends. [Interviewee 28]

Other male respondents stated that this was the case simply
because the app posted their activity automatically:

Because it has to be posted on the Strava application.
[Interviewee 8]

Many male respondents had never used this feature, indicating
their lack of interest in the SS feature:

I have never tried it. [Interviewee 18]

However, the female respondents all expressed interest in the
SS feature available in MFAs and felt more motivated to
exercise due to this feature:

I also become motivated to exercise when I see my
friends after posting their sports results. [Interviewee
11]

Some of the female respondents commented that the SS feature
of MFAs motivated them to exercise by creating a sense of
competition:

If I just wake up in the morning and get a notification
that my friend has finished exercising, I feel left
behind because I just woke up but he has finished
exercising. Section it motivates, really. [Interviewee
9]

Relatedly, Li et al [33] found that women pay greater attention
to social relations and are more willing to accept support from
those around them. By contrast, Leong et al [54] found that men
usually ignore external advice or support due to their sense of
independence. These findings are supported by Yin et al [17],
who found that SS had a more positive effect on PA in women
than in men.

This study also showed that gender influences the relationship
between platform rewards and PU (H7). The interviews showed
that male respondents were generally more motivated by the
challenges, badges, and awards offered by the MFA they were
using:
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Makes me more enthusiastic for the next run, and I
use it to keep track of whether I should improve or
maintain, for example, I can rank third so I feel I have
to improve my performance. [Interviewee 16]

However, the female respondents usually followed or used this
feature only for their own satisfaction and without specific
targets or motivations:

There is no specific goal to get rewards, but I feel
happy and proud of myself if I get them. [Interviewee
13]

According to Yin et al [17], in the context of PA, men usually
pay more attention to meeting their needs for autonomy and
competence, such as badges, awards, and so on. This was also
demonstrated by Vilela and Nelson [52], who stated that men
tend to be more aggressive, pragmatic, and self-oriented.
Therefore, they are motivated by the need for achievement when
using information system products [52]. Similar findings were
identified by Forman et al [81], who showed that the
gamification element has a more positive effect on men than
on women by arousing their competitive and
achievement-oriented motivation. Brandts et al [82] also support
this finding and explain that task-based goal setting increases
task completion and performance only for men.

This study also showed that gender affected the impact of EI
on the user’s PU of MFAs (H8). The results of the interviews
confirmed that there are 2 main reasons a person will participate
in PA supported by the MFA: the match between the organizer
of the activity and the user and the match between the user’s
capabilities and the activity or challenge created. Comparing
these 2 reasons, we found that the women were more likely to
do something because of a match with the organizers, in contrast
to the men, who usually focused more on their own ability to
participate in an activity:

If Strava doesn’t have motivation, if it’s a club other
than in my opinion, Strava is cool if you join, it’s like
unique. What Strava makes is there every month, so
it’s not as special as other clubs to participate on
Strava. [Interviewee 29]

According to Huang [28] and Yang et al [79], the reason female
MFA users participate in sports activities is that they experience
a special feeling because these sports activities are created by
a special club. Huang [28] and Yang et al [79] explain that the
sponsorship characteristics of a sports activity and high brand
involvement play important roles in triggering the behavioral
intention of MFA users and their behavior in general. H8 is also
supported by the findings of Weman Josefsson et al [56], who
explain that men tend to be more influenced by winning rewards
than women, who tend to participate more for autonomous and
social reasons.

Furthermore, H9 was confirmed in this study. The acceptance
of H9 is in accordance with previous research conducted by
Bhattacherjee [38], Huang et al [15], Chiu et al [25], Wang et
al [9], Cai et al [83], and Wu et al [66]. Wu et al [66] found that
PU and user satisfaction are directly influenced by confirmation
of expectations, namely, the realization of the expected benefits
of using mHealth. This result is supported by Chiu et al [25],

who state that PU of the MFA is reflected in the user’s enhanced
exercise capacity and satisfaction, as evidenced by their
increased enjoyment of exercising. Thus, it is to be expected
that, after the initial experience, the confirmation level of the
user’s expectations will have a positive effect on their PU
[9,15,38,83]. One of the expectations of a respondent who used
an MFA was that they would experience changes and
improvements in their PA or exercise, and these expectations
were indeed successfully confirmed:

Because when I want to download Strava I want to
be diligent in exercising, and it is proven that I
exercise more often because I can track my sports
progress. [Interviewee 23]

H10 was also accepted by this study, and this result is in
accordance with the studies by Bhattacherjee [38], Huang et al
[15], Chiu et al [25], Wang et al [9], Cai et al [83], and Wu et
al [66]. Wang et al [9] found that confirmation of expectations
positively affects user satisfaction with IT products and services.
The results of the interviews confirmed that interviewees felt
satisfaction when using MFAs:

From a user point of view, everything has been
fulfilled in my opinion. What I need so far has been
achieved. [Interviewee 24]

In my opinion, the features are quite complete,
because that’s all I really need. The application also
provides a reminder if you have passed one day
without exercising and automatically arranges for
the workout that can be fulfilled the next day to be
even tougher. [Interviewee 10]

This study also showed that PU influences CUI. Acceptance of
H11a is in accordance with the studies by Bhattacherjee [38],
Huang et al [15], Chiu et al [25], Huang and Ren [26], Wang
et al [9], Cai et al [83], Wu et al [66], and Cho et al [24]. Cho
et al [24] reported that, in the context of MFAs, perceived
benefits were associated with managing health-related
information. The interviews confirmed that interviewees would
continue using the MFAs if they helped them to be more active
in their exercising, and they could track their sports activity
progress effectively:

I will continue to use it because in my opinion it is
also effective and looks simple. [Interviewee 10]

As long as device is connected to the Apple Watch,
will still use it. The ability to track different types of
exercise separately is one of the advantages of the
Apple Watch. This makes me still choose to use the
Apple Watch in the future, as long as it meets my
sporting needs. [Interviewee 12]

The study’s acceptance of H11b is in accordance with the studies
by Bhattacherjee [38], Huang et al [15], Chiu et al [25], Wang
et al [9], Cai et al [83], and Wu et al [66]. Cai et al [83] explain
that PU is reflected in user satisfaction when exercising using
an MFA. The more benefits users obtain from the MFA, the
greater their satisfaction [25]. Wang et al [9] also found that
satisfaction was a partial mediator between CUI and PU. We
found that the level of user satisfaction with an MFA was based
not only on its meeting users’ sports activity expectations but
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also on the convenience and effectiveness of the features, the
user interface, and the user experience that supported the user’s
sports activities:

I will continue to use Strava, because I am
comfortable with Strava. [Interviewee 14]

I will continue to use it, because in my opinion it is
also effective and the appearance is not a hassle.
[Interviewee 10]

What makes me satisfied is the user interface, which
is easy to use, and the user experience is simple.
[Interviewee 19]

Finally, the effect of satisfaction on CUI was confirmed in this
study. The acceptance of H12 is in accordance with the studies
by Bhattacherjee [38], Huang et al [15], Chiu et al [25], Wang
et al [9], Cai et al [83], and Wu et al [66]. Wu et al [66] found
that satisfied users are more likely to continue using an app
because dissatisfied users can easily switch to other mHealth
technologies. User satisfaction is an important determinant of
the postadoption behavior of users of IT products and services
[38]. This is supported by Chiu et al [25], who state that user
satisfaction with the use of IT products and services is very
important for fostering long-term use of IT. The main reason
for user satisfaction with an MFA is that the features are
complete and meet user needs, with the result that they come
to depend on the MFA for their exercise routines:

Because I really like it and I have become very
dependent on this application for sports. I don’t want
to exercise if there is no access to this application.
[Interviewee 9]

This application has fulfilled my daily needs.
[Interviewee 15]

Discussion

Principal Findings
The findings from this study extend previous research by
examining the incentive system in MFAs [17,26] and the use
of the ECT in the context of mHealth [25,33,38,62,66]. It also
expands the understanding of the moderating effect of gender
on incentive-based systems [68]. We found that MFAs and the
incentives they offer have a strong influence on users’ sports
activity behaviors and on their intention to continue using the
app. The results of this study indicate that the most influential
feature of an MFA is the SM incentive feature. MFA users often
do not feel like exercising or engaging in PA if the activity is
not being tracked by their app. The SM feature was also found
to have a greater impact on male users than on female users.
This finding regarding gender differs from the results of a study
by Yin et al [17], who stated that no gender trend was evident

in the effectiveness of the SM feature. Furthermore, in contrast
to the study by Yin et al [17], we found that SS had little effect
on the PA of MFA users. The results of the qualitative
interviews indicate that this is because the social circle of
Indonesian MFA users is relatively small, and this small social
circle affects the effectiveness of the SS feature.

MFA service providers should evaluate how different app
features impact users of different genders to effectively motivate
users to keep using their app in the long term. In addition, users
feel more satisfied when their expectations regarding the use
of an app are met. App developers can increase the PU of their
MFA by using the users’ social communities (eg, by creating
social profile features, group exercises, sporting events
organized by recognized organizations or communities, and
personalized challenges or awards based on the user’s sports
activity history). App developers can improve the accuracy of
the tracking feature, whether through a smartphone or a
smartwatch, with the goal of providing users with more in-depth
statistics and data. For user convenience, app providers should
also develop tracking features that start automatically.

Limitations
The respondents to both the quantitative and qualitative studies
were predominantly aged 17 to 25 years and female; thus, other
moderating variables could be considered in a future study. The
weak effect size for PU in Table 4 indicates that the differences
or relationships between some variables were not significant.
This suggests that there are other variables that might influence
PU, which were not considered in this study. In future research,
another variable that could be considered is PA. This could
serve as a metric to determine whether using MFAs with specific
incentives increases users’ PA [17].

Conclusions
The results of the study show that SM, platform rewards, and
EI can all influence the PU of MFAs. However, no relationship
was found between SS and the PU of MFAs. Indonesians
generally consider MFAs to be useful because these apps allow
them to track their sports activities and also offer rewards and
awards. The confirmation of a user’s initial expectations also
affects their perceptions of the usefulness of MFAs. PU and
confirmation of expectations also affect user satisfaction with
MFAs, which in turn influences the user’s desire to continue
using the MFA. In addition, gender was shown to influence user
behavior when using MFAs. In future research, the scope of EI
incentives could be expanded by considering financial reasons
for exercising, other people’s recommendations, and job
demands, among other factors. We suggest considering tangible
benefits as additional incentives to determine whether
quantifiable benefits, such as assets or money, can increase a
person’s motivation to exercise.
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Abstract

Background: Young adults in the United States exhibit some of the highest rates of substance use compared to other age groups.
Heavy and frequent substance use can be associated with a host of acute and chronic health and mental health concerns. Recent
advances in ubiquitous technologies have prompted interest and innovation in using technology-based data collection instruments
to understand substance use and associated harms. Existing methods for collecting granular, real-world data primarily rely on the
use of smartphones to study and understand substance use in young adults. Wearable devices, such as smartwatches, show
significant potential as platforms for data collection in this domain but remain underused.

Objective: This study aims to describe the design and user evaluation of a smartwatch-based data collection app, which uses
ecological momentary assessments to examine young adult substance use in daily life.

Methods: This study used a 2-phase iterative design and acceptability evaluation process with young adults (aged 18-25 y)
reporting recent alcohol or cannabis use. In phase 1, participants (8/15, 53%) used the data collection app for 14 days on their
Apple Watches to report their substance use patterns, social contexts of substance use, and psychosocial risk factors (eg, affect).
After this 14-day deployment, the participants completed a user experience survey and a semistructured interview to record their
perspectives and experiences of using the app. Formative feedback from this phase informed feature modification and refinement
of the app. In phase 2, an additional cohort (7/15, 47%) used the modified app for 14 days and provided feedback through surveys
and interviews conducted after the app use period.

Results: Analyses of overall app use patterns indicated high, consistent use of the app, with participants using the app for an
average of 11.73 (SD 2.60) days out of 14 days of data collection. Participants reported 67 instances of substance use throughout
the study, and our analysis indicates that participants were able to respond to ecological momentary assessment prompts in diverse
temporal and situational contexts. Our findings from the user experience survey indicate that participants found the app usable
and functional. Comparisons of app use metrics and user evaluation scores indicate that the iterative app design had a measurable
and positive impact on users’ experience. Qualitative data from the participant interviews highlighted the value of recording
substance use patterns, low disruption to daily life, minimal overall burden, preference of platforms (smartphones vs smartwatches),
and perspectives relating to privacy and app use in social contexts.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated the acceptability of using a smartwatch-based app to collect intensive, longitudinal
substance use data among young adults. The findings document the utility of smartwatches as a novel platform to understand
sensitive and often-stigmatized behaviors such as substance use with minimal burden.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50795)   doi:10.2196/50795

KEYWORDS

smartwatches; substance use; ecological momentary assessment; mobile health; mHealth; human-centered design; feasibility
studies; mobile phone
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Introduction

Background
Young adults exhibit some of the highest rates of substance use
across all age groups in the United States [1], including alcohol
use (50.2% or 17.5 million people), cannabis use (25.9% or 9
million people), vaping nicotine (24% or 8.3 million people),
and prescription psychotherapeutic drug use (7.3% or 2.5 million
people). Substance use can be associated with significant
long-term effects on individuals’ health and well-being [2]. As
such, there is an urgent need to understand, detect, and mitigate
substance use among young adults.

There has been much prior work within the substance use
domain in determining various psychological, social, and
environmental factors that impact young adults’ substance use
behaviors. These studies [3-6] highlight the value of collecting
mood, affect, situational, and social context data to assess how
they affect substance use patterns in this population. In recent
years, this domain has shifted from relying on cross-sectional
surveys and retrospective data toward using ecological
momentary assessments (EMAs) on a daily level to detect
relevant within-person trends. With recent advances in
ubiquitous technologies and the surge of interest in accessible
and affordable health care, there has been an increasing focus
on understanding substance use and associated consequences
through technology-based solutions. Thus, in the aforementioned
studies [3-6], smartphones have been the primary device of
choice.

In addition to having adaptable interfaces that support EMAs,
smartphones also have extensive sensors that show potential to
unobtrusively detect substance use in young adult populations.
Prior work in the ubiquitous-computing community has
described apps that seek to collect and analyze data to predict
drinking episodes. Several studies have investigated the efficacy
of inferring alcohol use through a smartphone user’s gait [7-9],
as well as device use and movement features [10,11].
Smartphone sensors also exhibit potential in detecting cannabis
use behaviors from users’ gait using accelerometer and
gyroscope data [12], as well as from a combination of time
features and GPS, accelerometer, SMS text messaging, and
smartphone logs [13].

Systems that are capable of capturing behaviors, experiences,
and sensor data in real time provide researchers a deeper
understanding of the various contexts in which young adults
engage in substance use. Although smartphones have been
successful in collecting such data and are thus widely used in
substance use research, a recent review of EMA protocols
determined that compliance for substance use–related EMAs
deployed on participants’ smartphones was lower than
acceptable levels [14]. Hence, there is a need to explore novel
interfaces and establish their utility in collecting granular
substance use data with high compliance and low perceived
burden.

Smartwatches offer a user experience that is distinct from that
of a smartphone. The persistent, wearable nature of this device
can enable users to observe cues (such as notifications, sounds,

and vibrations) and perform quick interactions in diverse
situations, such as when the smartphone is out of reach or an
inconspicuous use of technology is required to minimize social
disruption [15,16]. Moreover, smartwatches offer extensive
health-sensing features that allow individuals to track and
understand health behaviors. Thus, in recent years, there has
been wide adoption of smartwatches: globally, approximately
202 million individuals own smartwatches [17], with 1 in 5
Americans using a smartwatch or fitness tracker [18]. This
uptake of smartwatches by consumers has propelled researchers
to investigate how smartwatches can be used as instruments of
behavioral health studies. In fact, there have been several efforts
to investigate whether illnesses and disorders could be recorded
or managed through smartwatch-based tools such as those for
managing attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder [19] and
posttraumatic stress disorder [20], aiding students with
intellectual and developmental disabilities [21], assessing
mobility among older adults [22], and managing chronic
disorders [23]. In addition, there has also been interesting work
in terms of detecting substance use behaviors, such as smoking,
using these devices; for example, Skinner et al [24] used the
accelerometer and gyroscope data in the Android Wear–based
LG G Watch to detect signature hand movements of cigarette
smoking.

Smartwatches and fitness trackers have met with resounding
success in the health monitoring and self-management market
[25,26]. Individuals use these devices to monitor and manage
their fitness, sleep, mental health, and menstrual cycles through
various apps. Given their wide adoption for assessing health
behaviors, especially by young adults [26], we argue that
smartwatches may be well suited to understand substance use
trends and patterns in this population. In fact, Carreiro et al
[27] highlight the significant potential yet underuse of wearables
in combining detection and interventions for substance use.
Importantly, the authors emphasized that wearable-smartphone
combinations (such as smartwatches) are especially suitable for
understanding and addressing substance use among adolescents
and young adults. Recently, several studies pioneered the use
of wearable sensors in understanding substance use and
associated factors [28-30]. In these studies, participants noted
several perceptions that suggested their preference for
smartwatch-type interfaces over research-grade sensors for
detecting and understanding substance use. Participants noted
that these smartwatch interfaces were easy to integrate into their
lives, offered various auxiliary features (such as screens, clock
faces, and fitness-tracking capabilities), and drew minimal
attention from strangers [28,29]. These aspects of smartwatches
address many barriers that participants often face while using
sensors and wearables in research studies. However, despite
their potential and rapid uptake, these devices have rarely been
used to assess substance use–related health behaviors in young
adults.

Objectives
There is a critical need to better understand and assess substance
use behaviors and trends in real-world settings, and this need
has so far been addressed by using smartphones for collecting
self-report and sensor data. However, the engagement and
compliance rates of smartphone apps in this domain are less
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than ideal, indicating a need to explore the suitability of other
interfaces to collect such data. Therefore, this study aims to
address this need by assessing the feasibility and acceptability
of using smartwatches to collect EMA and sensor data to
understand young adult substance use. Our use of smartwatches
for this study is motivated by several reasons. First, in recent
years, there has been wide adoption of commercially available
smartwatches, specifically for health assessments and
interventions. Second, smartwatches offer a novel user
experience, built-in health sensor data capture, and popularity
within young adult populations, thus offering the potential to
collect richer, more granular data to understand young adults’
substance use with minimal burden. Finally, existing research
in the substance use domain suggests that smartwatches may
be especially suitable for understanding young adults’ substance
use behaviors [27].

Methods

System Design and Development
Designing apps for smartwatches requires approaches and
techniques that vary significantly from those required for typical

smartphone app experiences. Smartwatch apps offer a seamless
and intuitive experience when they are responsive; involve
simple tasks; and make use of features that draw users to the
device, such as haptic notifications, glanceable content, intuitive
gestures, and a focused core functionality [31].

The primary requirement of the interface concerns ensuring that
it provides an experience that results in highly granular and
robust data collection, while keeping the perceived burden of
interaction low. To address this challenge of high response rates
and low study burden, we designed our questionnaire so that
each question would take <5 seconds to answer. We expected
that keeping the questions concise and interactions intuitive
would help maintain low perceived burden and survey fatigue.
Examples of these EMA components on the smartwatch (ie, an
Apple Watch) are depicted in Figure 1. A companion app on
the user’s iPhone uploaded all user responses and sensor data
to our database.

Figure 1. Screenshots of ecological momentary assessments on an Apple Watch interface depicting the variety of interface elements used to elicit
responses from participants.

Iterative Application Design: Phase 1 and Phase 2
Our fundamental approach to app design and development was
based on the principles of human-centered design, an approach
that heavily incorporates users’ experiences and perspectives
throughout the design process. It is a nonlinear process that
iterates continually between various stages of understanding
users, defining the problem domain, generating ideas,
prototyping or developing solutions, and testing. This process
helps build mobile health (mHealth) systems that are usable,
effective, and accessible [32,33].

The creation of the smartwatch app went through continual
iterations of user evaluation and development to produce an

experience that enables robust data collection while also
ensuring that the app is easy to use, minimally invasive, and
considerate of users’ privacy and security concerns. Thus, we
incorporated feedback from participants (8/15, 53%) in phase
1 of the feasibility study, so that participants (7/15, 47%)
enrolled in the next phase were able to evaluate a refined app
that provided a better user experience. During the initial rounds
of testing and development, the app required confirmation from
the database for each EMA question, causing a 1- to 2-second
delay. This delay generated negative feedback from phase 1
participants. They reported that this delay between questions
was frustrating and prompted them to assume that their
responses were not recorded. To correct for this delay, we
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eliminated the step of waiting for the database confirmation
before moving to the next screen.

Participants and Procedures
Our methodology for the feasibility study was informed by two
main objectives: (1) to fully capture participants’ experience
using the smartwatch app and their perspectives on its usability;
and (2) to collect data that accurately reflect users’ lived
experiences with substance use, social contexts, affect,
behaviors, and experiences. Hence, for this study, we used a
mixed methods design with 3 key components: a 14-day in situ
data collection period, where participants used the app to answer
short EMAs regarding their behaviors and experiences; a
poststudy survey that sought to quantitatively capture the
usability of the app through various dimensions; and a
semistructured interview that sought to capture more nuanced
perspectives on participants’ experiences with the app.

To be eligible, participants needed to be aged 18 to 25 years,
report past-week alcohol or cannabis use, own and use both an
iPhone (with iOS version 15 or newer) and an Apple Watch
(with watchOS version 8 or newer) to deploy and use the
smartwatch app, and be a current student at the local university.

Participants were recruited through convenience sampling, using
study flyers posted on the university campus, social media posts,
and the university’s StudyFinder website. Potential participants
were asked to email the study team if they were interested, after
which they were sent a link to the screener survey as well as
more details about the study. Informed consent to participate
in the study was also obtained at this stage.

Eligible participants were immediately directed to a baseline
survey in which they provided demographic information, typical
substance use behavior, and technological use behaviors. The
screener and baseline surveys were collected and managed using
REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture; Vanderbilt
University) [34]. After completing the baseline survey,
participants were scheduled for a web-based visit with the
research staff who explained the research activities, guided them
through app installation, and informed them about the
compensation structure. Of the 25 eligible participants who
completed the baseline survey, 15 (60%) scheduled and attended
the web-based visit. After the completion of the 14-day data
collection period, participants were requested via email to upload
their HealthKit (Apple Inc) data, complete the usability survey,
and schedule a second web-based visit for the semistructured
interview.

Of the 15 participants who used the app, 12 (80%) completed
all research activities. All study activities were conducted
virtually between August 2021 and May 2022.

Measures

EMA Data
The types of data we collected from the user through the EMAs
related to (1) mood and general affect [35]; (2) experiences of
stress; (3) sleep duration; (4) types and amounts of substances
used; (5) feelings of intoxication [36,37]; (6) substance
use–related consequences [38]; and (7) social context, such as
location and social environment. The questions for self-reports

explored a wide range of constructs and were sourced from prior
research and findings that established their validity and
reliability [35-38]. All constructs used in this app were
motivated by a wealth of research indicating various associations
with substance use [5,39-45]. A full list of all aforementioned
EMA items is included in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1
[35-38]).

Participants were sent 5 survey prompts per day at 11 AM, 4
PM, 7 PM, 10 PM, and 1 AM, which were available only for
specific time windows or sessions every day (11 AM-3 PM, 4
PM-6 PM, 7 PM-9 PM, 10 PM-midnight, and 1 AM-3 AM,
respectively). A brief overview of the initial design and
development of this app is provided in prior work [46]. For
every item, participants had the option of skipping the question
if they did not wish to respond.

In the 11 AM session, participants were asked about their
experiences and behaviors that occurred at any time on the
previous day, and these data were grouped as prior day data
while analyzing responses. Participants were also asked (in all
sessions) about their experiences and behaviors that occurred
since their last response, and these data were categorized as
periodic data during analysis (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix
1).

Sensor Data
In addition to self-report questionnaires, we also collected sensor
data: location (GPS), physical activity, and health data streams.
The health data streams serve various purposes: physical
exercise, exercise intensity, and the types of exercise are all
factors that have significant benefits in reducing substance use,
decreasing depression symptoms associated with substance use,
and improving the abstinence rate among those using illicit
substances [44,45]; sleep has a bidirectional relationship with
substance use in young adults, with sleep patterns and duration
being significant predictors of cigarette, alcohol, and cannabis
use; and the type of substance use is a significant predictor of
total sleep duration as well as sleep patterns (eg, weekend
oversleep) [43]. Although the limited sample size in this study
hinders us from assessing whether these data streams can be
effectively leveraged to unobtrusively detect substance use
behaviors, the feature is incorporated into the app to examine
preliminary associations, as well as for use in future studies
with an anticipated larger sample size.

User Experience Evaluation
For the usability survey, we used the System Usability Scale
(SUS) [47] to assess the perceived usability of the Apple Watch
app, and we used an adapted version of the Mobile Application
Rating Scale: User Version (uMARS) [48] and various other
items to assess the acceptability of the interface and the EMAs
sourced from prior work [49,50]. Both the SUS and uMARS
surveys have high reliability and validity and have been
extensively used to evaluate digital systems and mHealth
systems, respectively.

In the semistructured interview, we queried the participants on
whether the app impacted their substance use or substance
cravings; whether the app influenced their awareness of
substance use patterns; whether they had any concerns about
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using the app in various social contexts; and whether they had
any privacy concerns regarding their substance use data, location
data, or HealthKit data. All interviews were conducted via Zoom
(Zoom Video Communications, Inc) and were recorded and
transcribed using Zoom’s live transcription service powered by
Otter.ai. The interview script is provided in Textbox S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Analysis
Only deidentified data were used during the analysis of app use
data and interview data, blinding the authors to the identity of
the participants while reviewing the results.

For our analysis, we focused on analyzing participants’ EMA
responses, app use patterns, and user perspectives to determine
the feasibility and acceptability of the smartwatch app. To
understand the effect of the iterative design improvements, we
compared various measures between participants from both
phases, treating them as separate groups during analysis. These
findings are discussed in the Results section.

Ethical Considerations
All study activities and methods were approved by The
Pennsylvania State University Institutional Review Board
(17735) in the northeastern region of the United States in a state
in which medical cannabis was legal, but recreational cannabis
use was not legal at the time of data collection. A certificate of
confidentiality was secured to protect participant responses
concerning underage and illegal substance use behavior. All 15
participants provided informed consent before taking part in
the study.

Participants were compensated for the study through Amazon
gift cards and followed an established structure. Participants
were compensated US $5 for completing the baseline survey,
up to US $33 for the EMA data collection period, and US $10
for completing the user experience survey and semistructured
interview. For the in-the-wild data collection period, participants
were compensated US $2 per day if they completed both the

11 AM session and 1 other session during the day, but they were
compensated only US $1 if they completed only the 11 AM
session. Participants who did not complete the 11 AM session
were not compensated for the day. If participants answered even
1 EMA during the 14-day period, they were compensated US
$5.

Results

Quantity and Description of EMA Data Set
Participants ranged in age from 20 to 25 (mean 22.20, SD 1.86)
years, and all were college students (undergraduate students:
10/15, 67% and graduate students: 5/15, 33%). Two-thirds
(10/15, 67%) of the participants identified as female, while
one-third (5/15, 33%) identified as male. Of the 15 participants,
5 (33%) identified as Asian, 1 (7%) as Black or African
American, and 7 (47%) as White, while 1 (7%) participant
preferred not to answer the question about race. Only 1 (7%)
of the 15 participants identified as Hispanic or Latinx.
Additional participant demographics are reported in Table S2
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Overall, the 15 participants provided 4796 responses to EMA
questions over 210 days. On average, the app collected 320 (SD
151; range 110-652) responses across all participants across all
days of the study. Our data consisted of 45 prior-day (collected
only at session 1) substance use reports, with a majority of
reports mentioning alcohol use (alcohol: n=39, 87%; cannabis:
n=12, 27%). We also collected 67 periodic substance use reports,
which were reports collected in sessions 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. Of these
67 periodic substance use reports, a majority included alcohol
use, and a small portion included cannabis use, vape (e-cigarette
or Juul e-cigarette) use, and cigarette use (reports of periodic
alcohol use: n=49, 73%; reports of periodic cannabis use: n=13,
19%). Table 1 details all instances of substance use reported by
the participants. Of the 15 participants, 3 (20%) did not report
any substance use during the study.
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Table 1. App use and substance use reports by participants.

Periodic substance use
reports (n=67), n (%)

Prior-day sub-
stance use reports
(n=45), n (%)

Longest consecu-
tive use of app
(days; n=14), n
(%)

Total EMAsa

answered, n

Days compli-
ant (n=14), n
(%)

Total sessions
completed
(n=70), n (%)

Total days par-
ticipated
(n=14), n (%)

Phase and partic-
ipant

Phase 1

1 (1; alcohol)1 (2; alcohol)9 (64)2245 (36)18 (26)10 (71)P1

2 (3; alcohol)2 (4; alcohol)8 (57)2717 (50)27 (39)8 (57)P2

20 (30; alcohol: n=5,
25; cannabis: n=12, 60;
vape: n=18, 90)

11 (24; alcohol:
n=5, 45; cannabis:
n=11, 100; vape:
n=11, 100)

7 (50)4418 (57)21 (30)13 (93)P3

3 (4; alcohol)1 (2; alcohol)10 (71)2596 (43)25 (36)13 (93)P4

1 (1; other)0 (0)2 (14)1105 (36)12 (17)7 (50)P5

3 (4; alcohol)1 (2; alcohol)14 (100)55914 (100)55 (79)14 (100)P6

4 (6; alcohol)3 (7; alcohol)7 (50)1472 (14)10 (14)8 (57)P7

4 (6; alcohol)4 (9; alcohol)14 (100)42412 (86)36 (51)14 (100)P8

Phase 2

0 (0)0 (0)14 (100)37110 (71)36 (51)14 (100)P9

2 (3; alcohol: n=2, 100;
cannabis: n=1, 50)

2 (4; alcohol: n=2,
100; cannabis:
n=1, 50)

10 (71)2356 (43)19 (27)12 (86)P10

3 (4; alcohol: n=2, 67;
cigarettes/cigar/cigaril-
lo: n=1, 33)

9 (20; alcohol)14 (100)38013 (93)28 (40)14 (100)P11

0 (0)0 (0)4 (29)2198 (57)22 (31)12 (86)P12

0 (0)0 (0)14 (100)28910 (71)26 (37)14 (100)P13

22 (33; alcohol)10 (22; alcohol)14 (100)65213 (93)46 (66)14 (100)P14

1 (1; alcohol)1 (2; alcohol)9 (94)2154 (29)21 (30)9 (64)P15

aEMA: ecological momentary assessment.

When analyzing the intensity of substance use, we found that
participants reported an average consumption of 3.44 (SD 3.09;
min=1, max=≥10) alcoholic drinks, with more positive (mean
3.82, SD 2.05; range 0-6) than negative consequences related
to alcohol use (mean 0.33, SD 0.66; range 0-3), while
participants reporting prior-day cannabis use reported consuming
an average of 8.92 (SD 2.23; min=3, max=≥10) hits, with an
average of 2.667 (1.370; range 1-6) positive consequences and
no negative consequences related to cannabis use.

Periodic substance use reports also included measures that asked
participants to describe how they felt after consuming alcohol
or cannabis. For alcohol use, the options provided were buzzed,
tipsy/happy, drunk, and wasted. Most reports of alcohol use
described participants feeling buzzed (12/28, 43%), followed
by feeling tipsy/happy (9/28, 32%) and feeling drunk (7/28,
25%). For cannabis use, the options provided were calm/chill,
relaxed, high, and stoned. Most reports of cannabis use
described participants feeling calm/chill (3/7, 43%) or high
(2/13, 29%). Cannabis use reports also included the manner in
which the substance was consumed. A majority of responses
reported cannabis use through pipes (7/13, 54%) or vapes (5/13,
38%).

Participants were also asked about various aspects of their health
daily. In session 1, participants were asked about prior-day
stress levels and sleep duration. In all sessions, participants were
asked about their mood since the last response.

Of the 149 self-reports received for session 1, a total of 148
(99.3%) self-reports contained responses related to stress. In 96
(64.9%) of these 148 self-reports, participants reported that
stressful events did not occur. When asked to rate their prior-day
stress levels on a scale ranging from 1 to 100, on average,
participants reported a stress level of 33.920 (SD 22.181; range
0-90). With respect to sleep, the app collected 147 self-reports,
where participants were asked when they went to sleep the prior
day and when they woke up on the current day. On average,
participants reported 7.290 (SD 1.859; range 0-11.167) hours
of sleep. Finally, participants were asked to report their mood
through 8 bipolar items, which garnered 3167 self-reports.

Overall, the data collected through the app consisted of a broad
range of substance use behaviors and experiences, as well as a
variety of health behaviors. This suggests that participants are
willing and able to share substance use data through
smartwatches, along with a variety of measures that have
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historically been associated with substance use in young adult
populations.

App Use
We first examined how regularly participants used the app to
answer EMAs. Of the 15 participants, 6 (40%) responded to at
least 1 prompt on all 14 days of the study. Most participants
(11/15, 73%) responded on ≥10 days. On average, participants
provided data on 11.73 (SD 2.60) days out of the 14 days of the
study. For participants completing all activities of the study,
the average number of days participated was even higher: 12.24
(SD 2.14). Table 1 lists EMA completion details across each
participant.

We had 403 sessions with ≥1 EMA response. On average,
participants provided data for 26.80 (SD 12.15) sessions. We
instructed participants to complete the first session every day
along with at least 1 other session. Using these criteria, the
overall compliance rate was 59% (8.2/14). On average,
participants were compliant for 8.20 (SD 3.67) days out of the
14 days of the data collection period.

Finally, we also examined consecutive app use—the longest
consecutive streak of days where participants used the app to
provide responses. The longest streak was 14 days: 6 (40%) of
the 15 participants used the app every day during the study. The
average streak across all participants was 10.00 (SD 3.96) days,
indicating sustained engagement with the app for a majority of
the study duration.

Contextual Variations in App Use
In this part of our analysis, we wanted to determine whether
there were certain times and contexts in which participants were
less likely to respond to prompts than others. Toward this effort,
we explored how app use patterns varied with time, substance
use, and social environments.

In our data set, the response rate varied across sessions (Figure
2). Session 1 (11 AM-3 PM) had the most responses, and app
use fell as the day progressed, with the lowest responses being
collected during session 5 (1 AM-3 AM). To understand whether
the session of day had a significant effect on whether the
participant would respond, we used multilevel modeling (using
the lme4 package in R).

Figure 2. Variations in responses by session.

A null model allowed us to calculate the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) of whether a participant responded. The ICC
was 0.135, which meant that only 13.5% of the variation in
responding stemmed from between-person differences, which
indicated that a large proportion of the variation arose due to
within-person changes. Thus, a random intercept model was
created by adding the session of day as a predictor. This model
significantly explains more of the variance in participants’
responses than the null model and hence is a better fit to the

data (χ2
4=181.6; P<.001). Using this model, we found that the

session of day had a highly significant effect on whether the
participant would respond. The odds and odds ratios calculated
using this model indicated that the probability of a participant
responding in session 1 was approximately 0.73. Compared to
session 1, sessions 2, 3, 4, and 5 were respectively associated
with a 76.47%, 82.29%, 85.88%, and 95.68% decrease in odds
of a participant responding. In other words, the probability of
a participant answering in a particular session decreased
significantly across the day. Model details are described in
Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

A random slope model did not significantly improve the fit of

the model (χ2
14=22.9; P=.06) and thus was not included for

further analysis.

We used a similar method to understand whether the likelihood
of reporting substance use varied across the day. The results of
our null model calculated an ICC of 0.515, indicating that 51.5%
of the variation in reporting substance use stemmed from
between-person variances. The results from our model revealed
that only session 5 had a significantly higher probability of
participants reporting substance use compared to session 1
(estimate=1.70, SE 0.67; P=.01). The odds ratio for session 5
indicated that the odds of a participant reporting substance use
in session 5 were approximately 5.49 times higher than the odds
of a participant reporting substance use in session 1. This model
proved to be a significantly better fit to the data than the null

model (χ2
4=11.3; P=.02), that is, participants were more likely

to report substance use later in the day. Model details are
described in Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

We also explored whether participants were able and likely to
respond even when under the influence of substances.
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Specifically, we analyzed how participants’ responses differed
after they reported substance use (compared with reports with
no substance use). For this analysis, we used repeated measures
correlations to determine within-individual association for paired
or repeated measures data using the rmcorr package in R. We
found no significant moment-level associations of substance
use reports with responses in subsequent sessions, that is,
whether a participant reported substance use in a specific session
had no significant impact on their response to the first (r=0.02,
95% CI −0.08 to 0.13; P=.65), second (r=0.01, 95% CI −0.09
to 0.11; P=.83), third (r=0.03, 95% CI −0.07 to 0.13; P=.56),
or fourth (r=−0.03, 95% CI −0.14 to 0.06; P=.46) session after
the reported substance use. Random intercept multilevel models
confirmed this result: reporting substance use in a specific
session was not a significant predictor of whether a participant
responded to the first, second, third, or fourth sessions after the
session in question. Similarly, we saw no significant associations
between social environments (people and places) and
participants’ likelihood of responding.

To summarize, our findings suggested that participants were
likely to respond to EMA prompts in a variety of social contexts
and after consuming substances. However, we found a time
effect, where participants were more likely to respond to
prompts earlier in the day.

Differences in Use Patterns Between Design Phases
To investigate whether the improvements made to the
smartwatch app had any effect, we compared 5 metrics between
phase1 and phase 2 participants with respect to the total number
of EMAs answered, the total number of sessions completed,
the total number of days participated, the total number of days
compliant, and the longest consecutive use of the app. Before
running the analysis, we used the Shapiro-Wilk test to check
whether the metric values were distributed normally across the
phases. The distributions of counts from participants in phase
2 for the total number of days participated (W=0.77; P=.03),
the total number of EMAs answered (W=0.74; P=.02), and the
longest consecutive use of the app (W=0.77; P=.02) were all
significantly nonnormal. Thus, to test for differences between
the phases for these 3 variables, we used a nonparametric test,
the Wilcoxon rank sum test. For the remaining variables, we
used the independent 2-tailed t test (the Welch 2-sample t test)
to examine whether the differences were significant.

Our analysis showed that, on average, the total number of days
participated among phase 1 participants (mean 10.88, SD 2.95)
was lower than that among phase 2 participants (mean 12.71,
SD 1.89); however, this difference was not significant (W=17;
P=.21; r=−0.32). Similarly, the group means were higher for
phase 2 participants compared to those for phase 1 participants
in terms of the total number of EMAs answered (phase 1: mean
304.38, SD 155.84; phase 2: mean 337.29, SD 154.78; W=21;
P=.86; r=−0.05), the total number of sessions completed (phase
1: mean 25.50, SD 14.55; phase 2: mean 28.29, SD 9.64;
t12=−0.44; P=.67), the total number of days compliant (phase
1: mean 7.38, SD 3.93; phase 2: mean 9.14, SD 3.39; t13=−0.94;
P=.37), and the longest consecutive use of the app (phase 1:
mean 8.88, SD 3.94; phase 2: mean 11.29, SD 3.86; W=17;
P=.21; r=−0.33), but none of the differences between the phases
were significant.

Although we did not see statistically significant increases in
app use metrics after improving the app, the systematically
higher engagement in terms of days used, EMAs answered,
days compliant, and longest consecutive use suggests that the
changes were a step in the right direction.

User Evaluation
For our analysis of the user experience survey deployed after
the participants finished their 14-day data collection period, we
primarily focused on reporting various measures of usability,
describing notable user perceptions, and comparing usability
metrics between phase 1 and phase 2 participants to evaluate
the effect of app improvements on overall user experience.

SUS Scores
Of the 15 participants who used the app, 12 (80%) completed
all research activities. The average SUS score for all 12
participants was 63.54 (SD 18.78). As a comparison point,
Bangor et al [51] found that the mean SUS score from 964
usability tests across various interface types was 70. However,
a usability study of fitness trackers found that the average SUS
score for an Apple Watch interface was 61.36 [52]. While
slightly higher than average in terms of smartwatch interface,
this score does provide the opportunity to understand pain points
within the app. The mean score for each SUS measure is
depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of itemized System Usability Scale (SUS) scores presented overall (combining the results of participants from both phases) and by
study phase. Notably, phase 2 participants reported higher mean SUS scores than phase 1 participants, but this difference was not significant.

Total SUS
score,
mean (SD)

SUS items, mean (SD)Measures

10987654321

63.54
(18.78)

1.75
(0.96)

3.67
(1.07)

3 (1.35)4.33
(0.49)

2.67
(1.44)

3.33
(1.30)

1.83
(0.94)

3 (1.28)2.5 (1.17)2.83
(1.11)

Overall

57.08
(22.77)

1.83
(1.16)

3.33
(1.21)

3.33
(1.63)

4.17
(0.40)

3.33
(1.63)

3.33
(1.63)

1.5 (0.84)2.83
(0.98)

3 (1.26)2.17
(1.17)

Phase 1

70 (12.55)1.67
(0.82)

4 (0.89)2.67
(1.03)

4.5 (0.55)2 (0.89)3.33
(1.03)

2.17
(0.98)

3.17
(1.60)

2 (0.89)3.5 (0.55)Phase 2
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Before comparing overall mean SUS scores between the phases,
we first used the Shapiro-Wilk test to check whether the SUS
scores were distributed normally across the phases. The results
of this test and an examination of skew and kurtosis values
indicated that the SUS scores were distributed normally overall
and by phase. Thus, to compare the means, we used the

independent t test (the Welch 2-sample t test). Although
participants in phase 2 reported higher mean SUS scores than
those in phase 1, this difference was not statistically significant
(phase 1: mean 57.08, SD 22.77; phase 2: mean 70.0, SD 12.55;
t8=−1.21; P=.26). A box plot depicting differences in the SUS
scores between the phases is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Box plot of System Usability Scale (SUS) scores by phase of study. Mean SUS scores were higher in phase 2, after we had made changes
to the app to correct for delay issues. However, the difference in SUS scores between the phases was not statistically significant.

uMARS Scores
All uMARS items were rated on a scale ranging from 1 to 5.
Both the average functionality and aesthetics scores for all 12
participants were 3.88 (SD 0.55) and 3.89 (SD 0.52)
respectively, indicating that participants found both measures
acceptable (mean ≥3).

In terms of overall mean scores, participants in phase 2 rated
app functionality as good (mean ≥4), while those in phase 1
rated app functionality as acceptable. Participants from both
phases rated aesthetics as acceptable. Mean functionality scores
were higher in phase 2 (phase 1: mean functionality score=3.58,
SD 0.61; phase 2: mean functionality score=4.17, SD 0.31;
t7=−2.11; P=.07), but mean aesthetics scores were slightly higher
in phase 1 (phase 1: mean aesthetics score=3.94, SD 0.71; phase
2: mean aesthetics score=3.83, SD 0.28; t7=−2.11; P=.07).

Notably, the scores for the performance domain of the
functionality metric from phase 2 participants exceeded those
from phase 1 participants (phase 1: mean performance
score=2.33, SD 0.52; phase 2: mean performance score=4.17,
SD 0.75; difference in scores between the 2 phases=1.84). Using
the Wilcoxon rank sum test, we found that phase 2 participants
rated the app significantly higher on the performance scale
than phase 1 participants (W=1; P=.006; r=−0.79). There were
no significant differences between the phases for the ease of
use, navigation, and gestural design domains of uMARS
functionality scores. Similarly, none of the aesthetics domains

(layout, graphics, and visual appeal) had any significant
differences in ratings between the phases.

EMA-Specific Participant Perceptions
Along with ratings of established usability scales, we also asked
participants specific survey questions about EMA usability,
touching upon the constructs of the ease of use, enjoyment, the
speed of answering EMAs, EMA length, interruptibility, and
notions of trust and privacy.

Most of the participants (8/12, 67%) either agreed or strongly
agreed that the EMAs were easy to fill. However, there were
discrepancies between the phases. Most participants in phase 2
(5/6, 83%) agreed or strongly agreed that the EMAs were easy
to fill, while 3 (50%) of the 6 participants in phase 1 either
disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement. Similarly,
all participants in phase 2 (6/6, 100%) agreed or strongly agreed
that they were able to complete the EMAs quickly, while 4
(67%) of the 6 participants in phase 1 disagreed with this
statement. Of the 12 participants, 8 (67%) did not think that the
EMAs were too long, and among the 4 participants who did
think so, a majority (n=3, 75%) were phase 1 participants.

To examine perceived burden and fatigue, participants were
asked about the number of days after which they felt tired of
answering the EMAs. On average, participants in phase 1
reported fatigue after 6.40 (SD 3.44; range 3-12) days, while
participants in phase 2 reported fatigue after 9.17 (SD 3.13;
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range 4-12) days. This difference among the phases was not
statistically significant (t8=−1.39; P=.20).

Overall, most of the participants felt that the app was acceptable
and simple to use. A higher proportion of participants in phase
2 felt so compared to those from phase 1. None of the participant
ratings of ease, speed, or fatigue were significantly different
across the phases, but the higher ratings in phase 2 suggest that
the app changes were a step in the right direction to improve
app usability and address critical issues.

Interview Themes

Overview
In this subsection, we present our main findings from our
analysis of the semistructured interviews that were conducted
after the 14-day data collection period. For the analysis of the
interview data, we used inductive thematic analysis to identify
common themes using a qualitative interpretivist approach. The
primary author conducted the initial analysis and then discussed
the themes and codes with the other authors to ensure the
validity of the primary findings and to reduce bias.

Overall, participants agreed that their experience using the
smartwatch app to answer EMAs was easy, novel, and
acceptable, but they also brought up certain key issues with app
responsiveness and commented on the suitability of the
smartwatch interface for this specific use case.

General App Perceptions
When asked about their overall experience using the app to
answer EMAs, most of the participants shared that the app was
generally easy to use. A participant recalled that using the app
was quickly incorporated into their day, while noting that this
was not disruptive to their routine:

I mean it kind of turned into, like, an everyday routine
where, like I just expected it at certain times and I
used to take time out and do it. [P6]

This sentiment was echoed by another participant:

Since it is only like 3 to 5 minutes, I didn’t think that’s
a very disruptive time point, like I could do it in
between class or, if I was at dinner [or] lunch and I
remembered, I’d typically do it then. [P4]

Although not disruptive to their daily lives, this participant
shared that using the app was different to how they normally
used their smartwatch:

Disruptive? Not really. I don’t normally look at my
watch for more than a couple of seconds, so that was
a little different, but overall it wasn’t really that
disruptive. [P4]

Other participants also noted how completing the EMAs only
took a few minutes (generally <2-3 min), unless lagging or
responsiveness issues occurred.

Advantages and Challenges of Using Smartwatch
Interfaces
Participants presented varied perspectives when it came to the
elements of the smartwatch interface; for instance, some of the

participants found advantages and preferred the fact that the
smartwatch provided a small screen and a personal experience:

I think that’s the one benefit that the watch did have,
is that it’s such a small screen that it’s hard for
anyone to, you know, look at what you’re doing, on
such a small screen. So the watch definitely had a
benefit in kind of, like, protecting your privacy. [P8]

By contrast, participants also noted that the small screen and
the wearable experience presented a hindrance, with a participant
sharing the challenges they faced in using the watch to answer
EMAs:

Well, so for me, just having, just turning my arm and
touching my watch is, I don’t know if it’s a range of
motion thing, It’s just not the most natural thing to
me and so just having to be in this position, looking
at my watch, touching stuff, I don’t particularly like
that. [P3]

This participant indicated that a bigger screen would provide a
more comfortable experience:

Just having a larger screen to be able to do everything
on, I think it’d be a lot easier. [P3]

Personal preferences factored greatly into how easy and intuitive
participants found various aspects of the app experience. When
asked about their perspectives on the various formats in which
the questions were presented, such as sliders, checkboxes, and
radio buttons, the responses were similarly varied. Some of the
participants found all question formats easy to answer:

I think all of the formats were very straightforward
and in terms of them, like, how they worked, I think
they all worked just fine. There was no issue
transitioning between the different formats. [P8]

Others reported issues with the radio button and checkbox
formats:

I think the multiple select got harder because just,
like, being able to see all the options and then be able
to click next on an Apple Watch screen [that] is kind
of tiny, so in that sense, yes [was a difficult format to
answer]. [P7]

Similarly, a participant faced challenges with the slider format:

Think the [slider] one, because I think I had to press,
if I’m like, you know, perfectly energetic [on the
MDMQ] then I had to go all the way plus plus plus
plus plus, it was like, a lot of plusses. Other than that,
the rest was great. [P12]

App Responsiveness and Lagging Issues
Phase 1 participants frequently shared their experiences with
recurring lag issues, noting that it lengthened app use time and
caused disruptions and general frustration:

Overall, it was pretty easy and straightforward, but
it did start to get frustrating switching between
different survey prompts. It would get, like, frozen a
lot. So I would click to go to the next prompt, I guess,
and it would get frozen, so surveys that were supposed
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to take 2 minutes ended up taking upwards of 10
minutes because it would get frozen. [P8]

A lot of the buttons weren’t the most responsive, so
you had to click them a couple of times before it would
actually do anything. And sometimes I had to restart
my watch because it just wouldn’t have responded.
[P3]

As mentioned in the Iterative Application Design: Phase 1 and
Phase 2 subsubsection in the Methods section, we identified
that this delay was caused by the data-uploading mechanism,
which was corrected for phase 2. As a result, phase 2 participants
did not report this frequent lag between questions in their
interviews.

Comparisons to iPhone Platform
Several participants believed that having the option to answer
the EMAs on both the iPhone and the Apple Watch would offer
an easier and more seamless experience and provided the
strengths of both devices to support this sentiment. A participant
offered some context where such a system would prove useful
for them:

So I know in the evening, sometimes, especially when
I’m just, like, sitting on my couch, laying down,
watching TV, I’ll take my watch off to charge for the
night, but I’ll still have my phone with me. So, I’m
not gonna get those alerts, if I’m not wearing my
watch. So, it’s nice to be able to switch, then, to the
different interface on my phone, to use that. [P14]

Another participant shared a similar perspective:

I guess, that [having the option to complete surveys
on both devices] would be okay, because that way
you can at least see the surveys, do on your watch,
in case your phone is not in your hand, you still have
the watch, you’re wearing your watch, you have the
option of both. [P11]

By contrast, a participant shared a scenario where using a
smartwatch would prove easier than using a smartphone:

Usually you have to open up the phone and then you
have to take off your mask [to unlock it using facial
recognition]. With the watch, you don’t have to do
anything, you just, you know, do with the 1 finger,
which makes it a lot easier and better. [P12]

Similarly, another participant noted as follows:

I check my watch more than I check my phone. I feel
just time wise, and yeah, I feel like it’d be harder to
use the phone. Like take my phone out and use it.
[P14]

However, most of the participants agreed that the larger screen
size would provide a smoother experience while answering
EMAs, with a participant sharing their perspective on how
having a bigger screen would benefit their experience:

Just cause it’s a little bigger, and you can just, like,
do it on your phone while walking or something, and
like on your watch you can’t really do that. [P10]

Self-Monitoring Substance Use
Several participants shared how using the app provided a
valuable self-tracking experience that helped them think about
their substance use patterns. Although this was not an intended
use of the app, participants found a tangible benefit in keeping
track of their substance use to answer the EMAs accurately:

It makes you cognizant of your usage, and it makes
you cognizant, while looking at the questions, as to
what, you know, could be impacted [by substance
use]. [P11]

A participant shared how answering the EMAs helped them
evaluate their substance use:

I think it just forced me to kind of analyze...like, I’d
mainly only drink on the weekends, so it made me
[think about] how I spend my weekends and how
much I was using a substance in a specific time frame.
So it made you kind of take a step back and analyze
that, which is always, I think, shocking to people, how
much or how little they may have been using a
substance. [P8]

Answering frequent EMAs about their substance use helped
participants increase their awareness of their substance use
patterns and behaviors.

A participant also shared an interesting perspective of how
useful they found the self-monitoring aspect of using the app
and how they experienced a lack of incentive to track their
substance use after the 14-day data collection period ended:

I think, just being aware of, like, how many drinks I
was consuming. Yeah, because if I don’t have to track
it, I don’t remember how much I drink. So, because
I was able to be like oh, like the next window is at 7
o’clock, like, my next notification at 7, like that. I’ve
had to remember that I’ve had, you know, 2 drinks to
put it in that notification. [P14]

Other participants noted how they already mentally keep track
of their substance use, but using the app made them reevaluate
their use:

It definitely increased my awareness, but I felt like I
already knew. If I had work or most of the school
days, like, I won’t be doing anything like that
[substance use], but, more on the weekends. Like, oh,
maybe I shouldn’t do this tonight, or something like
that. [P7]

Participants used the EMAs to reflectively track their substance
use. These interactions augmented their existing self-monitoring
practices to periodically and contextually evaluate their
substance use behaviors.

Use of the App in Social Settings
All participants reported that they used the app in public and
social settings and were comfortable doing so; for instance, a
participant shared how their friends felt when they saw the
participant using the app:

Yeah, like I thought it was totally fine. All my friends
knew I was taking, [and] like I didn’t care that they
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knew. But when I was out at the bars, I was fine taking
the surveys, and I don’t know if other people knew
that I was using my watch, or whatever. But all my
friends knew, and they thought it was cool. [P14]

Another participant also spoke about their use of the app in such
settings:

Yeah, like, if I got the notification when I was at
school, like in class or something, or like walking to
class, I would take it then. [P7]

This indicates that the app is able to effectively collect data in
various social settings. This finding is especially meaningful,
given the sensitive and often-stigmatized nature of the substance
use data that the app collects. The convenience and comfort
with which participants are able to share information indicates
that using the smartwatch in this way is potentially unintrusive
in various social contexts and environments.

Several participants offered insight into how they did not have
concerns regarding privacy or security while interacting with
the app and shared how the smartwatch platform helped in this
aspect:

No [I did not feel uncomfortable using the app in
public or social settings]. I mean, the watch screen
is so small, I don’t even think anyone realized what
I was doing, that I’m on it. [P7]

The small screen of the watch ensured that the participants’
activities while using the app remained private from their peers
and other people in their vicinity and thus helped their
perception of the security of their data.

Discussion

App Feasibility and Acceptability
Overall, the app collected 4796 responses to EMA questions
from 15 participants over the course of a 2-week-long study.
Participants demonstrated high and consistent use of the app,
responding on an average of 11.73 (SD 2.60) days and
consistently using the app for an average of 10 (SD 3.96) days.
Our analysis of app use patterns indicates that participants
respond in a variety of contexts: after they consume substances
and among different social contexts. The interview data
supported these findings: participants were able to quickly
incorporate using the app into their daily life and easily provide
substance use data, and they were comfortable using the app in
diverse social settings. Together, these findings demonstrate
that it is indeed feasible to use a smartwatch app to collect
substance use data.

With respect to app use, the decrease in participants’ responses
across the day was an interesting finding. We speculate that the
higher response rate in session 1 might be due to the longer
availability compared to other sessions (4 h vs 2 h). Participants
were also specifically asked to complete session 1 each day and
were compensated accordingly. However, our findings also
indicate that participants were more likely to report substance
use at night, in session 5 (1 AM-3 AM), than in session 1 (11
AM-3 PM), which coincides with substance use patterns among
young adults. Together, these results suggest that there are

certain time periods that may be better suited to obtaining
specific insights into substance use behaviors. Morning and
noon may be suitable periods to understand prior-day substance
use behaviors, mood, and experiences, while late night might
be better suited to understand evening drinking behaviors. As
such, there is an opportunity to develop better informed and
less burdensome methods for collecting substance use data.
Future work should try to replicate our findings regarding the
temporal variation of EMA completion rates for substance use.

In terms of user evaluations, the average SUS score for the 12
participants who completed the survey was 63.54 (SD 18.78).
Participants in phase 2 reported higher mean SUS scores than
those in phase 1 (phase 1: mean 57.08, phase 2: mean 70.00).
For context, an SUS score of 70.00 is considered average and
acceptable, but it is to be noted that this subjective qualification
of SUS scores does not consider smartwatch interfaces. If we
factor the interface into our assessment of participants’ SUS
scores, we can estimate that overall and in phase 2, participants
rated the app above average in usability. Furthermore, in terms
of mean uMARS scores, participants from phase 2 rated app
functionality as good (mean ≥4), while those from phase 1 rated
app functionality as acceptable. Although not significant, these
findings suggest that the performance improvements to the app
had a large and measurable impact on participants’ perceptions
of usability. Indeed, the improvement also had an impact on
app use: on average, the total number of days participated, the
total number of EMAs answered, the total number of sessions
completed, the total number of days compliant, and the longest
consecutive use of the app were all higher among phase 2
participants than among phase 1 participants.

These findings not only establish the user acceptability of
smartwatches to collect substance use data but also indicate that
app performance, specifically responsiveness to user inputs, is
critical for user acceptance. Given the limited computational
capability of smartwatches, it is particularly important to aim
for responsive design by default. Modifications to improve app
responsivity resulted in better perceived usability and user
satisfaction, along with systematically higher user evaluation
scores and app use metrics. Thus, supporting quick, responsive
interactions is a critical consideration when designing EMAs
for smartwatches. Researchers and practitioners interested in
using these devices as platforms for intensive data collection
must focus on efficient, quick, and simple interactions to ensure
sustained use as well as acceptable compliance and response
rates.

Smartwatches and Substance Use
Our data consisted of 45 prior-day and 67 periodic substance
use reports which contain alcohol, cannabis,
cigarette/cigar/cigarillo, and e-cigarette/vape use data.
Participants were able to share data on a range of variables
associated with substance use through the smartwatch.

Furthermore, our interview data highlighted a key benefit that
participants found through regularly using the app: tracking and
reflecting on their substance use. Using the app to provide
substance use data encouraged participants to contemplate on
their substance use by requiring them to recollect aspects of
their use (when, how much, with whom, etc). Even without a
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feature that displays the patterns of use, participants noted how
the task of recollecting and entering substance use data helped
to make them more aware of patterns within their substance use
as well as cognizant of the contexts in which they consume
various substances. While the benefits of self-monitoring
substance use are not limited to the smartwatch interface, it is
promising that a smartwatch app is able to successfully promote
such experiences.

An aspect of the smartwatch interface that might have helped
participants share substance use data confidently is the privacy
that it affords through a smaller, more discreet screen.
Participants reported how they felt comfortable using the app
in social and public settings, saying that the small screen ensured
that others in their vicinity would not be able to discern what
the participants were doing on their smartwatch. Nevertheless,
some participants thought that a larger screen, such as a
smartphone screen, might be useful in certain contexts.
Participants also noted that some question formats, such as those
that require scrolling, are harder to complete on a small screen.
Importantly, participants preferred having the option to complete
a survey on a smartphone or a smartwatch, depending on what
is most convenient at a given time and place. Future studies
using smartwatches for health assessments and interventions
should ensure that the proposed systems can work comfortably
across diverse contexts. One way to accomplish this is by
supporting interchangeable use of the app on different devices:
smartphones as well as smartwatches. Users can then choose
which device is most appropriate for their current activity and
social environment and use the app correspondingly.

On the whole, our analysis of app use, surveys, and interview
data indicate the feasibility and acceptability of using
smartwatches in this domain, demonstrating that users are able
and willing to use a smartwatch to share substance use data.
Participants shared data on a range of substances, experiences,
and behaviors and identified aspects of the smartwatch interface
that enabled them to do so comfortably. Participants found that
comprehensively self-monitoring their substance use through
the app was a useful and important feature. Our findings also
provide insight into which aspects of the smartwatch interface
elicit responses as well as those that do not: while the small
screen affords users privacy while relaying sensitive information
such as substance use data, it can provide challenges for certain
EMA formats and in certain contexts.

Limitations
This study has a number of limitations that are important to
discuss, given their potential impact on our findings. First, the
study had a small sample size, which we considered to be
acceptable, given that the goal of the study was to establish the
feasibility and acceptability of a smartwatch-based app for
collecting substance use data. However, we acknowledge that
the reported findings may not be generalizable to the larger
population of young adults who consume substances.
Reproducing this study with a larger, more diverse sample can

offer a wider perspective on the use of smartwatch-based apps
to collect longitudinal, intensive data in this domain. The
findings concerning significance should be interpreted with
caution, given our small sample size and unstable estimates.
Furthermore, participants were already smartwatch owners,
which might have had an impact on the perceptions of usability.
Thus, understanding the perspectives of novice smartwatch
users using the app can help us investigate the effect of novelty
on user experience. Finally, most participants in our sample
were not binge drinkers or did not exhibit high-intensity
substance use. The user experience of the app might differ with
participants and circumstances that arise from heavy or
hazardous substance use behaviors that are not adequately
represented in our sample. Future work focusing on users who
exhibit such patterns of substance use can help build more robust
systems that cater to a wider range of people who use
substances.

Next, we detail limitations associated with our app. Developing
data collection apps on the Apple system has the constraint of
being platform dependent (limiting the devices on which the
apps can be deployed); however, developing for a single
ecosystem was the first step in testing the general feasibility of
a smartwatch-based data collection app. Implementing the data
collection app on multiple ecosystems and running studies with
various devices and apps was outside the scope of this study.
However, our design and development process focused
considerably on creating a reproducible and well-documented
codebase so that cross-platform or platform-agnostic
implementation can be achieved at a later stage.

Conclusions and Future Work
In recent years, there has been wide adoption of smartwatches
for health assessments and interventions. This paper focuses on
ascertaining the feasibility and acceptability of using a
smartwatch app to collect substance use data from young adults.
Our data indicate that it is feasible and acceptable to use
smartwatches to collect data about sensitive and stigmatized
behaviors, including substance use. On the basis of these
findings, we also discuss considerations for future smartwatch
apps for health and well-being data collection. These findings
have important implications for researchers aiming to leverage
smartwatches as an mHealth platform for effective assessments
and interventions. In the future, we plan to conduct a larger
study, with a randomized between-participants experiment
design, to compare app use and user perceptions between
smartphones and smartwatches. This future study will help us
understand which device results in better compliance, better
engagement, and lower perceived burden within the context of
substance use data collection. We also intend to use the health
sensor data from this larger study to explore whether they can
be used to unobtrusively detect substance use or associated
behaviors. Finally, we aim to incorporate analyses such as the
impact of battery life on app use to gain a nuanced understanding
of how smartwatch capabilities impact user experience.
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Abstract

Background: As the SARS-CoV-2 virus created a global pandemic and rapidly became an imminent threat to the health and
lives of people worldwide, the need for a vaccine and its quick distribution among the population was evident. Due to the urgency,
and on the back of international collaboration, vaccines were developed rapidly. However, vaccination rollouts showed different
success rates in different countries and some also led to increased vaccine hesitancy.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify the role of information sharing and context sensitivity in various vaccination
programs throughout the initial COVID-19 vaccination rollout in different countries. Moreover, we aimed to identify factors in
national vaccination programs related to COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy, safety, and effectiveness. Toward this end, multidisciplinary
and multinational opinions from members of the Navigating Knowledge Landscape (NKL) network were analyzed.

Methods: From May to July 2021, 25 completed questionnaires from 27 NKL network members were collected. These
contributors were from 17 different countries. The responses reflected the contributors’ subjective viewpoints on the status and
details of the COVID-19 vaccination rollout in their countries. Contributors were asked to identify strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats (ie, SWOT) of the respective vaccination programs. The responses were analyzed using reflexive
thematic analysis, followed by frequency analysis of identified themes according to the represented countries.
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Results: The perspectives of NKL network members showed a link between organizational elements of the vaccination rollout
and the accompanying societal response, both of which were related to strengths and weaknesses of the process. External
sociocultural variables, improved public communication around vaccination-related issues, ethical controversies, and the spread
of disinformation were the dominant themes related to opportunities and challenges. In the SWOT 2×2 matrix, Availability and
Barriers emerged as internal categories, whereas Transparent communication and promotion and Societal divide emerged as key
external categories.

Conclusions: Inventory of themes and categories inspired by elements of the SWOT framework provides an informative
multidisciplinary perspective for effective implementation of public health strategies in the battle against COVID-19 or any future
pandemics of a similar nature.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e44258)   doi:10.2196/44258

KEYWORDS

SARS-CoV-2 virus; COVID-19 vaccination; pandemic; hesitancy; safety; vaccination; COVID-19; tool; implementation; vaccine
hesitancy; effectiveness; sociocultural; communication; disinformation

Introduction

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared
the COVID-19 pandemic [1]. COVID-19 first appeared in
December 2019 in Wuhan, China. This disease, caused by the
SARS-CoV-2 virus, led to an unprecedented challenge for health
institutions that required most countries to integrate their efforts
to globally mitigate the spread of the disease [2-4].

Various policies to control the spread of the virus have been
adopted in different countries. Some of them were drastic, such
as national lockdowns, as well as initiating the widespread use
of individual protection devices and means [5]. The individual
protective measures included recommending frequent hand
washing and application of sanitizers, maintaining social
distance, and mandatory wearing of face masks or respirators.
However, even a simple measure of covering the face proved
to have psychological, cultural, religious, and behavioral
implications at both the individual and communal levels [6].
Moreover, the policies aimed to stop the spread of the virus
impacted the psychological well-being of the population [7].
These implications should be considered in public campaign
strategies aimed at achieving effective public consent toward
the adoption of protective measures.

The publication of the genetic sequence of SARS-CoV-2 on
January 11, 2020, resulted in the explosion of comprehensive
studies on the virus and stirred global research and development
activity to develop vaccines against the virus [8]. To accelerate
this work, next-generation vaccine technology platforms have
been deployed and the first COVID-19 vaccine candidate
entered human clinical testing as early as March 16, 2020. In
December 2020—in record time and following collaborative
efforts of the global scientific community, pharmaceutical
companies, and governments—several types and brands of
vaccines based on different technologies and mechanisms of
action became available for mass deployment [9].

The importance of mass vaccination has been established in the
context of previous epidemics such as in the case of smallpox
eradication and the incidence reduction of measles and polio
[10]. The goal of mass vaccination programs is to interrupt
person-to-person disease transmission by surrounding infected
people with a high proportion of vaccinated individuals who

have developed protective antibodies against the infection (ie,
reaching “herd immunity”) [11]. Public health experts have
prioritized increased vaccination delivery with the hope to
resume socioeconomic activities [12]. According to one study,
to reduce the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths,
it was estimated that, on average, the administration of 80
vaccine doses per 100 people was necessary [13]. However, the
efficacy of vaccination is challenged by an increasing number
of mutated strains, clinically proven possibilities of reinfection,
and globally uneven rates of vaccination [14,15].

The vaccination process depends on various societal factors
such as vaccine hesitancy, vaccine refusal, practical aspects of
its application, and uneven/unequal vaccine rollout [16]. Even
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the World Health
Organization identified vaccine hesitancy as one of the top 10
global threats to public health [17]. After the appearance of
COVID-19, this issue has gained a completely different
dimension, and several people showed different degrees of
vaccination acceptance from total refusal to hesitation, including
health workers [18]. Levels of COVID-19 vaccine acceptance
and obstacles to its rollout are country- and context-dependent
[19]. Research has shown that most people are neither absolutely
for nor against COVID-19 vaccines [20,21]. Hence, to begin to
understand vaccine acceptance, it is important to gain insight
into the reasons behind individual and collective
decision-making [22].

SARS-CoV-2 is a novel virus, and various questions about
dealing with this threat by mass vaccination emerged during
the pandemic, including the efficacy of vaccines, the duration
of the vaccine’s effect, and the impact of new virus variants
[23]. The rapid vaccine development raised questions regarding
safety, availability, and efficacy [24]. This is not surprising
given the fact that vaccine development usually takes 10-15
years, whereas COVID-19 vaccines were developed in less than
1 year [25]. In addition, there are various factors that can
increase disease spread and mortality rates that seem incoherent
with the proposal for a uniform global vaccination rollout. The
mortality rates were lower in countries investing more in the
health system and vice versa [15,26]. Research from the United
States showed that prosperous states with a higher population
of older people and a higher number of physicians had a lower
rate of vaccine hesitancy compared to that of other states [12].
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The availability of vaccines, both in terms of the number of
doses and equal distribution, has been an important issue within
various countries, involving technical as well as socioeconomic
aspects [27]. Timing is also very important since seasonal and
environmental factors play important roles in the reduction of
COVID-19 symptomatology [15,28]. Due to the numerous
factors involved, interdisciplinary collaboration appears to be
an appropriate solution to tackle vaccine hesitancy [29].

To facilitate a discussion on a successful vaccination rollout
process, in this study, an analysis inspired by the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) framework was
performed to explore perceptions and establish an informative
perspective of the vaccination campaigns in 17 countries during
the first phase of the mass vaccination programs in the first half
of 2021. To facilitate this research, the scholars from the
interdisciplinary Navigating Knowledge Landscape (NKL)
research network were surveyed between May and July 2021.
They were asked to provide information and their own opinions
about the vaccination rollout programs in their respective
countries. The participating scholars belonged to different
disciplines, creating a specific combination of sociological and
cultural analytical competences merged with medical and public
health expertise. The aim of this interdisciplinary and
transnational analysis was to better understand how
information-sharing practices and social context were
intertwined to coproduce public opinion on vaccination as a
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

SWOT, as a strategic planning framework, is usually used in
evaluation of an organization, plan, project, or business activity.
It is therefore a significant tool for situation analysis that helps
managers identify organizational and environmental factors
affecting performance and operations [30]. The framework can
be used to identify favorable and unfavorable factors and
conditions, solve current problems in a targeted manner,
recognize the challenges and obstacles faced, and formulate
strategic plans to guide scientific decisions [30-33]. The SWOT
framework strives to offer a comprehensive, systematic, and
accurate description of the scenario in which a topic is located
[34]. SWOT analysis has two dimensions: internal and external.
The internal dimension includes organizational factors focusing
on strengths and weaknesses, whereas the external dimension
includes environmental factors, namely opportunities and threats
[30]. Since SWOT analysis is primarily used in organizational
studies, our goal was to use its elements as a conceptual and
narrative analysis tool where focus was placed on the
intertwining viewpoints of social, political, and public health

practices. A similar approach has already been applied as a
research method in which aspects of the SWOT framework
were used to yield more precise and organized data [35].
However, to date, a SWOT-based analysis of the COVID-19
vaccination campaign has only been reported for India and
Zimbabwe [36-38]. Therefore, with this study, we aimed to
offer a new transdisciplinary and multinational viewpoint of
the vaccination process.

Methods

Study Design
The data set included 25 contributions from 27 members of the
NKL research network, collected from May to July 2021. These
members contributed their viewpoints through a questionnaire
aimed at mapping, in a representative manner, the rollout of the
vaccination campaigns against SARS-CoV-2 during the early
stages when vaccines were available to the general public.

All contributions were collected in a public data set, which is
available with open access in Mendeley Data [39].

Study Sample
The 27 contributors were from 17 different countries: Australia,
Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, South Korea,
Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom (including
England and Scotland). Three contributions from the same
country were received from Slovenia, Sweden, and Portugal;
two from Croatia and the United Kingdom; and one contribution
from each of the rest of the countries. Two contributions were
coauthored (from Australia and Sweden). The contributors come
from different academic backgrounds, but most of them are
experts in the fields of life sciences, sociology, philosophy, and
medicine. However, it is important to note that the contributors
were expressing their own opinions and perceptions.

Measures
The questionnaire contained three parts asking about the status
and details of COVID-19 vaccination in the respondent’s
country. Contributors were asked to return a short-text (ie,
narrative) answer of 200-300 words per part. In this study, we
focused only on the SWOT-related aspect of the responses (ie,
Part 1) and the responses to the other parts of the questionnaire
(Parts 2 and 3) were considered only to identify the eventual
contribution to the SWOT-inspired analysis. SWOT elements
were selected among the entire response text during the analysis
process. The specific questions are presented in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Questionnaire items.

• Part 1: The national vaccination program

Describe the COVID-19 vaccination program in your country: what were its strengths, main weaknesses, opportunities to improve it, and threats to
its success?

• Part 2: Public discourse and ethics

How would you describe public responses to your country’s vaccination program? What is your impression on the various collective attitudes toward
the vaccination program in your country? Were there any ethical issues or concerns around the vaccine program in your country?

• Part 3: Personal experience

What is your personal experience, opinion, or attitude regarding COVID-19 vaccination?

Ethical Approval
Ethical approval for this study was obtained from The University
of Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom.

Data Analysis Procedure
To fulfill the study’s aims and obtain results, reflexive thematic
analysis [40] and descriptive statistics (frequency analysis) of
the themes were performed. This method is considered
appropriate for exploratory research such as our study.
Moreover, flexibility of the thematic analysis and opportunity
for theme development seemed a great fit and application for
our data set [40,41]. The open-ended questions allowed for
formulating responses that enabled the respondents to frame
the description of the vaccination process in their countries
according to their own personal views.

For the purposes of reflexive thematic analysis, we divided the
responses into four categories according to the elements of the
SWOT framework. The subcategories of each category were
identified and a list of the themes for each SWOT element was
established. In a subsequent step, we analyzed the data for
patterns and recurring topics. We looked for country-specific
differences and similarities in regulations and practices. In

addition, close attention was paid to how the experts made sense
of their experiences with the vaccination process and how the
issues addressed were expressed. In presentation of the research
results, focus was placed on themes identified throughout the
reflexive thematic analysis. The results were then contextualized
based on the existing literature.

Following that, frequency analysis of the identified themes was
performed in relation to the corresponding countries. In the case
of multiple contributions from the same country referring to the
same theme or subtheme, only one data point was counted. The
obtained results are presented in the form of tables and graphs.

Results

Thematic Analysis

Overview of Themes
Reflexive thematic analysis of collected contributions was
performed independently by two researchers (VK, KN). Through
the process of the reflexive thematic analysis [40], the numbers
of themes respectively belonging to the elements of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats were established (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Graphical presentation of the established themes within each of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) elements.
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Thematic analysis of the vaccination process yielded a nearly
even distribution of the four SWOT elements across all included
countries and contributors, with 7 themes identified for
strengths, 5 themes identified for weaknesses, 6 themes
identified for opportunities, and 7 themes identified for threats.
In total, analysis of the SWOT elements covered 25 different
themes.

The contributors shared their subjective perceptions of the
effectiveness of the vaccination campaigns in their countries,
which ranged from claims of success to voices of criticism. The
United Kingdom was the first country in the world to start the
COVID-19 vaccination program in December 2020. Shortly
afterward, the vaccine rollout was launched in the United States
and the countries of the European Union, albeit with some delay
(3 months) in Ukraine. In many countries represented in this
study, the vaccination rollout started with some constraints,
poor planning/management, and delays with vaccines delivery,
but improved over time. In Portugal, an efficient organization
of the vaccination process was achieved with the change of the
Head of the Vaccination Task Force. In the countries of the
European Union, the vaccination process was coordinated with
that of other member countries (Croatia), although this
collaboration was not always perceived as efficient, as pointed
out by a contributor from Sweden.

A successful vaccination program was achieved in the United
Kingdom, being respectively described as “overall…a large
success” and “an overwhelming success” [39]. The contributions
from Portugal and Serbia highly rated the results of the
vaccination programs in their respective countries in relation
to the high vaccination rate and being ahead of plans/schedule.
A relatively successful vaccination process was also reported
in Croatia, Hungary, Italy, and Norway. Efficient
implementation was noted in Turkey, and an active vaccination
process was described in South Korea with major public
facilities offering vaccinators discounts or exemptions from
paying admission or usage fees. For some other countries, the
collected contributions reported low vaccination coverage in
the survey period (May to July 2021), including Australia,
Romania, and Ukraine. The respondent in Romania specifically
reported low coverage for high-risk groups and people over 65
years old. Moreover, very low coverage of rural areas occurred
due to lack of local community involvement, especially mayors,
policy makers, and family doctors, with some of the latter
refusing to dispense vaccines.

Slow rollout of the vaccines was noted in Australia, Austria,
and Germany. In Australia, the delayed vaccine rollout has been
described as a “vaccine stroll out,” as by July 2021, only 6%
of the Australian population had been vaccinated [39].
Moreover, some individuals in priority groups such as older
people or those with disabilities living in long-term care homes
were still waiting for their second or even their first dose of the
vaccine. In addition, in some countries, the vaccination points
were hard to access in remote, rural areas (Australia).

If we are to judge vaccination rollout success by looking at the
percentage of people who had received at least one dose of the
vaccine during the time period corresponding to our data
collection, the most successful country in our sample was the

United Kingdom, with approximately 70% of the population
receiving at least one dose (Multimedia Appendix 1) [42]. The
lowest percentage was reported in Ukraine, where only
approximately 8% of people had received a single vaccine dose
[42].

Strengths
The primary themes related to strengths included (1) societal
discussion/consensus on priorities to get the vaccine, (2) defined
vaccination strategy/plan, (3) vaccine availability, (4) positive
attitudes toward vaccines and the vaccination process, (5)
practical aspects of the vaccination solved (eg, medical
personnel satisfied, sites easy to access, fast process, no long
queues), (6) well-designed public communication campaign on
the vaccination process, and (7) flexibility to provide vaccines.

High availability of vaccines was reported in Hungary, Italy,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Following the controversies
around the possible side effects of AstraZeneca vaccines, stocks
of the European Union–approved vaccines were excessive in
Slovenia. The wide availability of vaccines to whoever wanted
them was considered a strength of the vaccination campaigns.
In Romania, free vaccination has been offered to everybody
who wanted one, including those with Romanian or European
citizenship. In Portugal, vaccination was available independent
of legal status, including to undocumented migrants. Free
vaccination was also offered in Serbia to people from abroad,
primarily citizens of neighboring countries, with no restrictions.

Medical workers played a key role in achieving successful
vaccination campaigns. Family doctors contributed to the
success of the vaccine rollout in Croatia and a helpful approach
was reported by the medical staff of the Czech Republic. For
Portugal, strong commitment of health care professionals and
communication initiatives of the medical doctors to clarify
doubts related to the vaccine’s side effects were noted.

Transparent planning and strategies, as well as prioritization of
people with higher infection risk or greater vulnerability, were
commonly reported strengths of the vaccination programs. In
most countries, the prioritization was perceived as fair, although
in some countries controversial cases of people from nonpriority
groups being vaccinated early also occurred (Portugal, Slovenia).
The priority groups in most countries included older adults,
those with underlying health conditions, and workers exposed
to a high infection risk. By contrast, vaccination of health care
professionals has not been prioritized in Sweden. In all countries,
the vaccine was provided free of charge, dispensed on a
voluntary basis; however, mandatory vaccination was reported
for medical workers in Italy and South Korea and for people in
high-risk jobs in Australia. Moreover, an easy registration
process, owing to easy-to-access platforms such as apps, web
pages, or via the phone, was described for Turkey and Ukraine.
Automatic enrollment based on medical records via general
practitioners (eg, family doctors) was available in the United
Kingdom. An efficient registration process in the Czech
Republic was also claimed as a strength.

Weaknesses
The primary themes related to weaknesses were as follows: (1)
social divide due to the vaccine distribution and side effects,
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(2) unclear vaccination strategy/plan, (3) lack of vaccines, (4)
negative attitudes or hesitancy toward vaccines and the
vaccination process, and (5) barriers to access vaccines.

Lack and shortage of vaccines were emphasized in Ukraine and
Turkey, as well as at the beginning of the vaccination rollout
in some other countries, where delayed deliveries were also
reported. Delayed rollout to the remote Aboriginal communities
was noted in Australia. The registration process was essential
in achieving an effective rollout of the vaccines. Poor
functioning of the distribution organization was highlighted by
many participants from different countries, especially in the
early stages of vaccination programs. Getting a vaccination
appointment was rated as difficult in Sweden.

Trust was pointed out as an important issue in several
contributions. A low level of trust in the medical science
(Croatia), in the effectiveness and safety of the vaccines
(Ukraine, Romania, Slovenia), and in the official authorities
(Slovenia) were reported. An overall high level of skepticism
in society at large was observed (Germany). Lack of enthusiasm
and willingness to be vaccinated or vaccine hesitancy were
widely reported (Austria, Norway, Romania, Slovenia, Ukraine).
Despite the very successful vaccination process in Serbia, only
a small percentage of younger people and health workers were
vaccinated in the country. High hesitation among young people
was also reported in Slovenia. In contrast, in Ukraine, young
people were rather eager to be vaccinated, despite the high level
of general hesitancy noted in the country. In Australia, vaccine
hesitancy was exacerbated by the risks of side effects reported
for the AstraZeneca vaccine.

Lack of clear and coherent communication on how to receive
the vaccination was considered an important barrier to access
in Slovenia. The need for suitable and unequivocal guidelines
about vaccination was stressed in Italy, as constant changes
have confused the population and discouraged vaccination,
while different rules in different parts of the country and
frequent regulation changes were noted to have discouraged
vaccination in Germany. Unavailability of scientific information
to foreigners/migrants, especially for those not fluent in the
local language (eg, the home workers caring for the older
population) was stressed for Italy. The digitally based
vaccination approach was considered an important barrier to
those not having adequate digital abilities. In Sweden, despite
having one of the highest internet coverage rates in the world,
people living in socially disadvantaged areas, including asylum
seekers and migrants, and older adults or people with cognitive
impairment who did not master the digital skills required were
at risk to be excluded from accessing important information. A
low level of digitalization was also mentioned as an obstacle to
vaccination success in Romania.

Opportunities
The primary themes related to opportunities were as follows:
(1) adding more flexibility; (2) increasing vaccine availability
and multiple options for registration; (3) active outreach to
marginalized groups, vulnerable citizens, refugees, and ethnic
minorities; (4) improving the role of the media (better
communication) and national awareness campaigns; (5)

information sharing about the usefulness of the vaccination
process; and (6) provisions for vaccinated individuals.

The freedom to choose to make an appointment for vaccination,
no matter where people were registered (Sweden), and adding
more flexibility to accessing vaccination (Croatia) were
considered among the opportunities to improve the vaccination
rollout.

To motivate people to be vaccinated, financial support
(approximately US $30) was offered in Serbia. Vaccination
coupons or exemptions from admission or usage fees of public
facilities (approximately US $900) were introduced by a
National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program in South Korea.
In addition, this country also allowed a one-day “vaccination
leave” from work to be taken the day after receiving the vaccine,
along with an additional one-day leave in the case of
experiencing some subsequent side effects [39]. In Ukraine, in
the unlikely case that vaccination would cause disability or
death, a compensation allowance (approximately US
$21,000-27,000) was promised by the government.

Among the opportunities to improve the vaccination process,
the freedom to choose among the available vaccine brands/types
was recognized as a good strategy to counteract the arising
doubts about a certain brand of vaccine (Slovenia, Ukraine).
The choice of vaccine brand was also available in Turkey and
in Serbia, contributing to successful vaccination campaigns.
Finally, a more responsible role of media was mentioned as an
opportunity to improve people’s attitude toward vaccination,
as pointed out for Croatia and Ukraine. Moreover, in various
countries, the respondents suggested that improvement of
communication strategies and specific information programs
might be crucial to reach vaccine-hesitant citizens and facilitate
the vaccine rollout.

In addition to traditional media, social media were noted to play
a role. Social media influencers were identified to positively
contribute to motivating people to be vaccinated, producing a
“crowd effect,” as reported for Croatia and Ukraine, where
public figures, such as the President and the health minister
gave declarations through the media. Vivid promotions in favor
of vaccination by persuasive political and medical discourses,
accompanied by enthusiastic argumentations in favor of science
and against conspiracy theories and vaccination skepticism,
were described for Slovenia.

Threats
The primary themes related to threats were as follows: (1)
appearance of new virus strains/lower efficacy of the vaccines,
(2) unforeseen side effects of the vaccines, (3) spreading
disinformation, (4) ethical controversies, (5) legal controversies,
(6) religious controversies, and (7) a change in the behavior of
vaccinated individuals that facilitates the spread of infection.

Low trust in the efficacy and safety of the vaccines (Romania,
Slovenia, Ukraine); a negative influencing role played by some
media communications, especially when stressing the side
effects (Serbia, Sweden), and alleged corruption related to the
vaccine prioritization (Slovenia) were regarded as relevant
threats to be considered for achieving successful mass
vaccination campaigns. Insufficient information, disinformation,
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or misinformation in the media and on the internet were reported
for the Czech Republic, Sweden, and Romania, while
development of conspiracy theories about vaccines was pointed
out for Slovenia and Ukraine. Disputable communication from
the government regarding vaccines and other public health
measures such as lockdowns was described for Germany. Lack
of adequate public communication strategies was also noted in
Slovenia. Failures in communication with people from different
cultural groups were reported in Australia.

Ethical concerns associated with the use of leftover doses were
pointed out by respondents from Sweden and Portugal, referring
to a lack of planning for how to handle leftover vaccines that
could not be administered the next day or to the overall
mismanagement of vaccine administration. In contrast, the
opportunity to get a leftover dose was marked as a strength at
the beginning of the vaccination campaign in Ukraine, where
this was the only option to be vaccinated for those in nonpriority
groups. Confusing messages from religious leaders and local

community priests were reported in Romania. Concerns of
disobeying the Islamic conduct codes raised by vaccination
opponents was described for Turkey, as during the month of
Ramadan fears were prompted that vaccination during the
fasting period was not acceptable.

Frequency Analysis

Overview
To explore the distribution of the responses by countries,
frequency analysis was performed (Figures 2-5). Responses
reporting a certain theme are marked in the figures in green
color and assigned a value of 1, whereas those that did not
mention the theme are marked with light yellow and assigned
a value of 0. The total score corresponds to the sum of values
of all related responses. Additionally, the average percentage
of responses distributed for each element and theme was
calculated (Multimedia Appendices 2-5).

Figure 2. Overview of the opinions covering strengths-related themes by country. Green indicates presence of a theme (assigned a value of 1) and
yellow indicates absence of the theme (assigned a value of 0). The total score corresponds to the sum of values of all related responses.

Figure 3. Overview of the opinions covering weaknesses-related themes by country. Green indicates presence of a theme (assigned a value of 1) and
yellow indicates absence of the theme (assigned a value of 0). The total score corresponds to the sum of values of all related responses.
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Figure 4. Overview of the opinions covering opportunities-related themes by country. Green indicates presence of a theme (assigned a value of 1) and
yellow indicates absence of the theme (assigned a value of 0). The total score corresponds to the sum of values of all related responses.

Figure 5. Overview of the opinions covering threats-related themes by country. Green indicates presence of a theme (assigned a value of 1) and yellow
indicates absence of the theme (assigned a value of 0). The total score corresponds to the sum of values of all related responses.

Strengths
Three themes dominated the analysis of strengths, each being
covered in 7 reports: societal discussion/consensus on priorities
to get the vaccine, defined vaccination strategy/plan, vaccines’
availability, and flexibility to provide vaccines.

The strengths theme “societal discussion/consensus on priorities
to get the vaccine” was mentioned in Croatia, Romania, Sweden,
Turkey, UK Scotland, UK England, and Ukraine. “Defined
vaccination strategy/plan” was reported in Croatia, Italy,
Slovenia, Sweden, Turkey, UK (England), and Ukraine. “Wide
vaccines availability” was indicated in Croatia, Hungary, Serbia,
Slovenia, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. “Positive attitudes
of the society toward vaccines and vaccination process” were
reported for Croatia, Italy, Portugal, and Sweden. Logistic
aspects of the vaccination being solved (including satisfaction
of the medical personnel, sites easy to access for registration,
fast process, no waiting in line) were noted for Romania, while
well-designed public communication on the vaccination process
was described for the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Serbia.
Flexibility to provide vaccines was highlighted as a potential
strength in the contributions from Croatia, Czech Republic,
Portugal, Serbia, Slovenia, Turkey, and Ukraine. Relatively
even distribution was identified across strengths categories with
the exception of practical aspects of the vaccination solved that
was reported by only one contributor.

Weaknesses
Most frequently reported weaknesses were barriers to access
the vaccination (13 reports) and negative attitudes or hesitancy
toward vaccines and the vaccination process (9 reports).

Social divide due to the vaccine distribution and side effects
were considered weaknesses in Australia, Austria, Croatia,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, and Sweden. Unclear
vaccination strategy/plan was described in Germany, Hungary,
and Portugal. Lack of vaccines was noted in Australia, Croatia,
Germany, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia, Turkey, and Ukraine (note
that the questionnaire addressed these issues only related to the
first 6 months of the vaccination campaigns). Negative attitudes
or hesitancy toward vaccines and the vaccination process were
described in Australia, Austria, Hungary, Portugal, Slovenia,
Sweden, Turkey, UK England, and Ukraine, while barriers to
access vaccination, including problems with prioritization,
registration, and unfair/nontransparent distribution of the
vaccines were noted in Australia, Croatia, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Czech Republic, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Sweden,
Turkey, UK Scotland, and Ukraine. In addition, 72.2% of the
contributions reported barriers to access vaccines as a weakness.
Conversely, only 16.6% of our sample reported an unclear
vaccination strategy/plan as weakness.
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Opportunities
The frequencies of the selected opportunities to improve the
vaccination process were rather low including a maximum of
5 countries. Adding more flexibility to the vaccination process
was mentioned in Croatia and Ukraine; increasing availability
of the vaccines and multiple options for registration were
mentioned in Croatia, Germany, Romania, and Ukraine; active
reach of marginalized groups, vulnerable citizens, refugees, and
ethnic minorities was mentioned in Australia and Sweden;
improving the role of the media (better communication) and
national awareness campaigns were indicated in Portugal,
Romania, and Slovenia; information spreading about the
usefulness of the vaccination process was highlighted in Croatia,
Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden, and Ukraine; and monetary
provisions for vaccinated individuals were mentioned in Serbia
and Ukraine. Contributors did not report opportunities in large
numbers. The highest percentage (27.7%) of responses related
to the opportunities-related themes was attributed to spreading
information about the usefulness of the vaccination process.

Threats
Concerning the possible threats to a vaccination campaign’s
success, the contributors from Australia, Serbia, and Ukraine
remarked the possible appearance of new virus strains and lower
efficacy of the vaccine; unforeseen side effects were noted as
possible threats in the contributions from Serbia and Sweden;
spreading disinformation were noted or could be concluded
from the abstracts from Australia, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Romania, Slovenia, South Korea, Sweden, and Ukraine. Other
possible threats to vaccination success mentioned were ethical
(Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia,
South Korea, UK Scotland, and Ukraine), along with legal
(Italy) and religious controversies (Romania). Ethical
controversies (50%) and spreading information (44.4%) were
the most highly represented threats-related themes.

In this study, the mainly acknowledged threat feature for
achieving successful vaccination campaigns reported by the
respondents was related to the likely occurrence of viral
mutations, resulting in new virus strains with the ability to
escape the immunizing effects of the present available vaccines.
This fact has been pointed out as a relevant source of
uncertainties and doubts about the vaccines’ effectiveness as
well as about their overall reliability and utility.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Since its introduction in the 18th century to the present day,
vaccination has been one of the most effective tools in the battle

against infectious diseases [10,43]. Owing to the high efficacy
of vaccines, the public health burden of infectious diseases has
been significantly reduced throughout the years [10]. However,
despite their proven track record, the phenomenon known as
“vaccine hesitancy” has been around almost as long as
vaccination itself. This reluctance to accept an injection of an
“unknown substance” into the body is exasperated by a need to
vaccinate a large number of healthy individuals, including in
the case of COVID-19 [44].

This study, based on an analysis of interdisciplinary experts’
viewpoints in 17 different countries inspired by the SWOT
framework, allowed us to identify 25 themes distributed across
the four SWOT elements. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to analyze and compare the vaccine rollout process in
various different countries. The frequency of the appearance of
these themes and their distribution across the countries allowed
us to select those that stand out. As the contributions were
inspired by the SWOT framework, the presented analysis could
be easily synthesized into the four main overarching SWOT
categories (Figure 6). With respect to the strengths of the
vaccination process, the identified seven themes correspond to
a single category referred as Availability, being the major
strength of the successful vaccination program. When
weaknesses were described, the five themes identified could be
best described by a single category termed Barriers, which were
either not recognized or not addressed by the vaccination
programs. The external aspects of opportunities described via
the six themes identified fit under category Transparent
communication and promotion, which allows other societal
forces to contribute to the vaccination process. Finally, the seven
themes describing threats correspond to the Societal divide
category, where a polarized society has the potential to spoil
even well-thought-out initiatives.

We believe that these categories offer the best representation
of the most frequently reported themes in each of the SWOT
elements. However, due to the intertwining factors present in
the vaccination rollout process, it is important to not look at this
distribution as a binary (presence/absence) phenomenon. This
is particularly relevant when splitting the identified themes into
“internal” and “external” categories. In the current SWOT 2×2
matrix (Figure 6), Availability and Barriers are labeled as
internal categories, whereas Transparent communication and
promotion and Societal divide are suggested as external
categories [45]. However, within the Societal divide category
labeled as a threat, there are ethical, religious, and legal
controversies reported as important themes. Therefore, one
cannot classify a controversy per se as a threat, as controversies
can serve just as much as a source of debate with the potential
to improve the vaccination process.
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Figure 6. Synthesized themes under the strengths (S), weaknesses (W), opportunities (O), and threats (T) framework.

The specific time window when the study was performed
corresponds to a relatively early phase of the vaccination process
(on average half of the population had been vaccinated in the
analyzed countries). This leads to a very specific bias in the
submitted data: urgency to tackle an important and pressing
issue. We reiterate that our study analyzed the subjective
viewpoints of the respondents; hence, some of the themes across
these categories were dependent on the various individual,
psychological, emotional, and societal aspects specific to the
given time window. The sudden appearance of COVID-19 and
its rapid spread called for appropriately rapid responses.
Considering psychological factors of egocentrism, information
availability, social/group confirmation, individual motivation,
and emotional affect as foundations of that rapid
decision-making process, it is easily possible to misjudge and/or
misperceive the key elements of the reasoning arising from the
complexity of the situation [46]. However, although there were
27 individual respondents from 17 different countries, our results
did not show country-specific differences. Hence, our findings
can contribute to the development of strategies that will
maximize the promotion of strengths and opportunities while
minimizing weaknesses and threats globally.

The identified themes are consistent with the research on this
topic [36,38]. The most prominent theme in the existing
literature, which was also present in our study, explores the
effective medical and public health system measures mapping
on the key strengths identified herein. This shows how
preparation and prevention strategies work, and how they can
be used as a base of the powerful pushback against the spread
of COVID-19. Moreover, a positive attitude toward vaccination
has been defined as a strength in similar studies in India and
Zimbabwe [36,38].

The application of the SWOT framework to complex societal
processes can also be seen as a source of confusion. For

example, a “strength” is considered as an internal aspect of the
process, which can be understood to relate to the vaccination
campaign itself. From this perspective, the attitude toward
vaccination does not seem to be an internal component but rather
an external aspect of SWOT and thus should be more
appropriately classified as an opportunity rather than a strength.
However, application of the SWOT framework in such complex
scenarios requires consideration of the vaccination campaign
as part of a sociotechnical system, thus incorporating vital
elements of the social environment within the situated practice
of vaccination. Combining our findings obtained from
individuals from 17 different countries with previous research,
it can be concluded that good organization that addresses the
availability of vaccines coupled with an engaging societal
discussion would represent a key strength/opportunity of the
vaccination process.

A lack/shortage of vaccines combined with various logistical
challenges have been reported as major issues for the success
of vaccination campaigns within previous research [47,48]. The
demand-supply gap combined with lack of knowledge and
supporting infrastructures have been reported as particular
weaknesses [36,38]. Compounding unequal vaccine distribution
with unknown disease progression and an uncertain response
to the vaccine seems to be the biggest barrier in the vaccine
rollout [13]. Similarly, the respondents of this study recognized
the practical issues of availability and fairness of distribution,
and coupled these issues with the related attitudes and social
division. This points to the fact that social distrust needs to be
addressed within a vaccination plan as a major barrier. For both
strengths and weaknesses, no clear geographical divide was
present.

Increasing the public awareness about the vaccine effects
through transparent communication and promotion stood out
as a key opportunity-related theme. Communication reports on
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the widespread acceptance of COVID-19 vaccines have shown
to be effective tools to further increase vaccine acceptance [49].
Moreover, in an attempt to promote vaccination, some public
figures have been vaccinated on television [49]. It is interesting
to see that people who used mainstream media outlets as their
major source of information on health were more likely to get
vaccinated [50]. Our data support the notion that transparent
information-sharing about biological mechanisms, efficacy, as
well as side effects of the vaccines motivates people to join
vaccination programs. Previous research has identified the
potentially influential role of media in increasing people’s trust
in vaccines when they hear politicians, celebrities, or other
famous people talking positively about them [36]. Trust in
vaccines, medical science, and medical professionals—together
with other involved stakeholders, including government and
policy makers—was highlighted in the analyzed contributions
as an important factor. These findings align with previous
research that found lack of communication from trusted
providers and community leaders as one of the main reasons
for low COVID-19 vaccination rates [44]. Communication of
vaccine information and promotion of its uptake in the digital
era includes the use of social networks [51]. However, the use
of social networks is also associated with risks due to the
wildfire-like dynamics of rumors in the digital environment and
issues with unknown algorithms used by for-profit entities
filtering information [52,53]. Social networks are expected to
drive healthy public debates; however, they instead frequently
reinforce like-minded “bubbles” and increase polarization
[53,54].

Discussions on matters of autonomy (an individual’s right to
choose) and state power have always been at the center of public
health ethical dilemmas [29]. In the specific case of COVID-19
vaccines, besides the tensions between public health and
individual interest/autonomy, other ethical challenges relate to
the rapid design and testing of vaccines and who gets the
vaccines (first) [55]. Public health authorities need to implement
efficient, flexible, responsive, and resilient strategies to
successfully fight the pandemic and raise awareness of all of
the dangers arising with this disease [56]. Surprisingly, in our
findings, the question of one’s autonomy did not crystalize as
a theme. Instead, other ethical controversies and spreading of
disinformation were found to be the most frequently reported
themes within the threats element. In the present digital era,
information accessibility is at its peak; however, it is important
be aware of the source of the information given that rumors and
fake news are rampant [17,57].

When discussing the threats element in the SWOT framework,
it was interesting that unforeseen side effects of the vaccine
have not been considered as the most prominent threat theme,
whereas other research shows that the most common reason for
vaccine hesitancy or refusal is due to the concerns related to the
side effects/safety [50,58,59]. The emergence of new virus
strains was mentioned as a threat, since they decrease the
efficacy of the vaccine and hence can contribute to the further
spread of COVID-19. As people were already worried about

the lack of information about safety, testing, and efficacy of
COVID-19 vaccines, the new variants were seen as a contributor
to the negative perception of the vaccines in society [15,60].
The synthesizing category for the threat element of Societal
divide implies that social polarizations have the potential to
paralyze a society when facing a complex public health crisis.
Here, it should be stated that silencing the controversies is
certainly not the path to avoid such an outcome. A society where
controversies are not openly discussed is not without these
controversies, but rather this situation would give rise to
potentially dangerous and isolation subcultures. Although
Societal divide was recognized as a threat in our sample, there
were no clear examples where this has significantly directly
influenced the vaccination process. Consequently, although the
awareness of controversies as a potential threat was voiced, if
the social environment is developed within the context of
Transparent communication and promotion (opportunity), the
Social divide may never reach the level of polarization to create
adverse effects on public health campaigns.

Study Limitations
The collected responses represent the subjective viewpoints of
experts who volunteered to take part in the study. Therefore,
extrapolation to the national level must be drawn out with
caution. In addition, due to the lack of research using this same
methodology and implementing it on a multinational level, there
were no relevant studies to make direct comparisons with and
contrast conclusions. Moreover, SWOT analysis was not
performed in its original form addressing organizational
dynamics. Instead, this thematic analysis of expert viewpoints
was only inspired by the SWOT framework. Therefore, the
results of this study should be further examined and more
research is needed on this topic in general. Further studies could
consider interdisciplinary and multinational frameworks to find
the best practice in public health policies that could yield
improved vaccination rollout results globally.

Conclusion
This study was based on a collection of short responses to a
specifically designed questionnaire, written by researchers from
different countries and fields of expertise, thus bringing together
multidisciplinary and cross-national opinions on vaccination
rollout. This represents the first analysis of the vaccination
process in 17 different countries inspired by the SWOT
framework. The obtained results highlight the connection
between organizational aspects of the vaccination rollout and
corresponding societal response, both being related to the
strengths and weaknesses of the process. The opportunities and
threats corresponded to external societal factors, better public
communication of vaccination-related issues, ethical
controversies, and the spread of disinformation. The inventory
of 25 SWOT-related themes and the resulting 2×2 SWOT matrix
represents an approximate best-practice viewpoint for the
successful implementation of public health policies—as
represented by this multidisciplinary team—in the fight against
COVID-19.
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Abstract

Background: The extant literature suggests that women are more vulnerable to COVID-19 infection and at higher risk for
developing long COVID. Due to pandemic mitigation recommendations, social media was relied upon for various aspects of
daily life, likely with differences of usage between genders.

Objective: This study aimed to explore the role and functions of social media in the lives of long-hauler women.

Methods: Participants were purposively snowball-sampled from an online health promotion intervention for long-hauler women
with COVID-19 from March to June 2021. During this time, one-on-one, semistructured interviews were conducted online until
data saturation was agreed to have been achieved (ie, 15 interviews). Interview transcripts and field notes were analyzed using
an emergent, inductive approach.

Results: In total, 15 women were enrolled. The main roles of social media included facilitating support group participation,
experience sharing, interpersonal connections, and media consumption. Emergent themes demonstrated that participants rely on
social media to fulfill needs of emotional support, social engagement, spirituality, health planning, information gathering,
professional support, and recreationally for relaxation. As long-hauler women turn to social media to discuss symptom and health
management as well as the intention to vaccinate, this study demonstrates both the associated benefits (ie, decreased isolation)
and challenges (ie, misinformation, rumination, resentment, jealousy).

Conclusions: The public health implications of these findings support the development of gender-tailored health promotion
interventions that leverage the benefits of social media, while mitigating the negative impacts, for women with long COVID.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50443)   doi:10.2196/50443

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; long COVID; long-haulers; women; gender; social media; digital media; qualitative study

Introduction

The COVID-19 Context
The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by SARS-CoV-2, was
declared on March 11, 2020, and was accompanied by
recommendations to implement prevention measures, such as
masking, vaccination, testing, social distancing, isolation, and
quarantine [1-5]. In the United States, as of June 16, 2023, there
had been more than 103.4 million cases of COVID-19, of which
more than 6.1 million required hospitalization and more than

1.1 million resulted in death [6,7]. Of those who become
infected, about 30% develop postacute sequela SARS-CoV-2
(PASC), also known as chronic COVID-19 or long COVID,
characterized by symptoms of varying severity that persist for
4 weeks or more after infection (eg, chronic fatigue, pain,
cognitive dysfunction, muscle deconditioning, impaired
concentration, and persistent ageusia and anosmia); these
patients are commonly referred to as long-haulers [8-13].
Overall, women have been found to be more likely than men
to develop long COVID (ie, 9.4% vs 5.5%) [14-16]. This
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disproportionate trend requires further investigation into the
differential experiences of long COVID among women.

Long COVID Among Women
The literature shows that there may be an association between
biological sex and COVID-19 infection and recovery; however,
this fails to consider the role of gender, the social environment,
and gendered social norms [17]. For instance, women primarily
constitute social assistance and health care workforces and face
increased expectations of caregiving in the family setting,
increasing the risk of COVID-19 infection [18]. As long COVID
results from COVID-19 infection, differential exposure and
incidence among women predisposes them to the risk for
developing persisting symptoms [19]. Persistent symptoms
experienced more so by long-hauler women include fatigue,
difficulty breathing, muscle pain, and cognitive dysfunction, as
well as the negative psychosocial outcomes of anxiety,
depression, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
particularly among those who have been hospitalized [20,21].

Social Media and COVID-19
Due to stay-at-home orders and the prioritization of social
distancing as the primary means to prevent the spread of
COVID-19, in the online environment, social media emerged
as a key tool to adjust to the new normal, necessitating research
on its roles and functions. Overall, in the United States, 97%
of Americans indicate owning a cell phone of any kind, 85%
indicate owning a smartphone, and 85% of US households have
a broadband internet connection [22,23]. Using these
technologies, 85% of US adults indicate going online at least
once a day and 31% indicate that they are online “almost
constantly” [22]. Among mixed findings in the COVID-19
literature, women report higher usage of social media compared
to men, with assumedly differential motivations for engagement
and use of platform functions [24]. Due to the prevalence of
individuals being online for work and personal use, it is
necessary to evaluate the role of technology and social media
within the context of the pandemic and, specifically, the
experiences of long-hauler women [25].

Among long-haulers specifically, social media played a vital
role in developing the long-hauler identity and encouraging
clinical acknowledgement. The term “long COVID” originates
from social media users’ posts online [26]. Posts sharing long
COVID experiences typically include a diagnosis or test result,
the symptoms experienced, the length of time symptoms have
persisted, an emotional response, and information and resources
[27]. The growing conversations among long-haulers on social
media shifted the experience of long COVID from anecdotal,
exposing an invisible disability, to clinical [26,27]. With the
creation of a shared identity, long-haulers were able to identify
one another and further subdivided themselves into categories
accounting for their intersecting identities (eg, long-hauler,
woman, and mother).

Social media has been used to mitigate the impacts of lost social
connections, social distancing, and isolation [21,22]. In the
literature, social media has been demonstrated as a key tool
used to maintain social connections, while adhering to social
distancing recommendations, limiting feelings of isolation [28].

Additionally, as loneliness has been associated with decreased
use of healthful coping behaviors, social media has been found
to mediate the association during periods of isolation, such as
during the COVID-19 pandemic [29]. There are linkages
between daily use of social media and lowered measures of
social isolation, as well as inversely with infrequent use of social
media and higher measures of isolation [30]. Despite the positive
outcomes associated with using social media during the
pandemic, downfalls remain. For example, in a study focusing
on older adults, internet use reflected coping efforts but did not
necessarily enhance or sufficiently improve well-being [31].
Due to the mixed effects and roles of social media, throughout
the pandemic, there is a unique opportunity for researchers to
investigate the role of social media in social connections,
isolation, and support, as well as in perpetuating access to
information or misinformation among long-hauler women [32].

Overall, the literature suggests that social media sites impact
users’ability to maintain social connections, seek social support,
and access information, as well as affect isolation, social
comparison, and the spread of misinformation [33,34].
According to the information systems literature, gender is
associated with differential motivations to use social media sites
(eg, relational uses for women vs information gathering for
men) and differential perceptions of information shared online
[35,36]. To the best of our knowledge, despite the gendered
associations relevant to social media use in other fields, few
studies have assessed the differential role of social media during
the pandemic, by gender, from the public health perspective.
Due to an overwhelming focus on women’s experiences as
essential workers and with reproductive care during the
COVID-19 pandemic, there is scant literature more broadly
centering on women. The experiences of women were chosen
as a focus in this work due to their disproportionate burden of
long COVID and their higher rates of activity and
gender-specific engagement patterns on social media sites [37].
This work therefore aimed to fill a gap in the extant literature
by investigating the role of social media in the experiences of
long-hauler women alone.

Methods

Study Design
The data used in this study were derived from an online health
promotion intervention for long-hauler women with COVID-19.
Participants were recruited using snowball and purposive
sampling through 2 social media sites, Facebook and Slack; the
participants were recruited from 16 Facebook groups and 1
Slack group, as well as 2 websites of organizations for
long-hauler women. Those eligible to participate in the study
met the inclusion criteria of living in the United States, being
aged 18 years or older, who spoke English, and who
self-identified as long-haulers due to persistent COVID-19
symptoms for 4 weeks or more after infection.

Ethical Considerations
The University of South Carolina Institutional Review Board
(Pro00109358) reviewed and approved the study protocol.
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Recruitment began after group and organization administrators
approved posts including the study description, a flyer, and
researcher contact information. The study was then advertised
in each group.

Recruitment
The recruitment period spanned 2.5 months from March to June
2021. After screening for eligibility and receiving informed
consent, a total of 15 semistructured, one-on-one interviews
were conducted from April to June 2021 using the online
videoconferencing software Zoom [38]. Each interview lasted
between 30 and 50 minutes. Participant demographics were
collected through the interview process. All interviews were
audio-recorded and, upon completion, field notes were written.
Each participant was compensated with a US $30 e-gift card
for their time and effort spent participating in the study. Data
saturation was agreed to have been reached, by the 2 researchers
involved in interview coding, after 15 interviews.

Data Collection
Data were collected on the participants’self-reported long-hauler
status, the impact of persistent COVID-19 symptoms on their
lives, coping strategies, and overall experiences. In these
conversations, discussions of the roles of technology and social
media arose organically following the semistructured interview
guide. All interviews were recorded and transcribed using the
service Otter.ai [39]. All artificial intelligence–derived
transcripts were reviewed and verified by members of the
research team. Interviewer field notes were used as additional
data.

Data Analysis
The data were analyzed following a predominately inductive
approach for the thematic analysis of the interviews, as the

themes identified were derived directly from the data [40-42].
The analysis process was comprised of 6 stages beginning with
data familiarization and preliminary code construction, followed
by the obtaining, revising, labeling, and reporting of key themes
[43]. MAXQDA software was used to analyze interview
transcripts [44]. In the initial phase of the thematic analysis, 2
members of the research team independently coded the
transcripts, following an open coding scheme, to identify
emergent themes [45-47]. The initial development of the
codebook was performed after half of the interviews (ie, 7) were
coded. We discussed at length the creation of the codebook to
ensure accuracy of the initial codes, themes, domains,
definitions, exemplar quotes, and organization. Once the
codebook was finalized, the same 2 members of the research
team continued to independently code the remaining transcripts.
We then engaged in a collaborative review process to confirm
alignment with the final codebook and to ensure consistency in
the application of codes. In comparing themes, we identified
similarities, differences, and interactions between themes. We
used an axial coding approach to categorize the main themes
and subthemes, which then guided the selection of direct quotes
to demonstrate the key findings. Peer debriefing and intercoder
agreement techniques were used to ensure reliability throughout
the data analysis [48,49].

Results

Participant Details
The study participants, in alignment with the inclusion criteria,
all identified as women. The participants were primarily aged
between 36 and 65 years (n=12, 80%), served as essential
workers (n=9, 60%), and lived with others (n=13, 87%) in the
eastern region of South Carolina (n=10, 67%). Table 1 lists the
participant details.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of long-hauler women (N=15).

Participants, n (%)aCharacteristics

Age (years)

2 (13)20-35

6 (40)36-50

6 (40)51-65

1 (7)>65

Occupation

5 (33)Health care provider

4 (27)Educator

4 (27)Business owner

1 (7)Student

1 (7)Retiree

Living situation

13 (87)Living with others

2 (13)Living alone

Regional location

10 (67)East

3 (20)Central

2 (13)West

aThe percentages might add up to more than 100 because of rounding.

Benefits and Challenges
Long-hauler women indicated that their most used social media
features included participating in support groups, posting,
commenting, connecting with others, and consuming media.
They used these features of social media sites to fulfill needs
such as emotional support, social engagement, spirituality, health

planning, information gathering, professional support, and
recreation. The different functions of social media also resulted
in a variety of benefits and challenges throughout the
participants’ coping with long COVID. Tables 2 and 3 present
the benefits and challenges related to the themes and subthemes
identified and exemplar quotes.
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Table 2. Emergent themes and subthemes of the beneficial roles of social media identified by long-hauler women.

Exemplar quotesThemes and subthemes

Social connection

“So I said, ‘Well, maybe if I am part of something…it is gonna be like a, like a, like a motivation for
me to go through something for me. Um, because again, we are always thinking about others, you know,
like, what, why am I complaining.”

Group membership

“I may not exactly know what you’re going through, but I am here to help and here to listen because a
lot of times you just want a hearing—somebody to hear you.”

Social support

“I also was posting and doing that, which, like, kept me motivated [to continue] sharing and connecting
with other people…”

Network building

“I probably gravitated more towards that group…and I would talk about that Facebook group a lot. Like,
it felt like that was like a support group, and it felt like, you know, I am not crazy, like some other people
are having it, too. And I would be active in, like, commenting on, like, you know, answering people’s
questions or, like, sharing, like, a connection that I have with another person that wrote on there.”

Belonging

Religiosity and spirituality

“I join[ed] an online group for praying.”Prayer

The loss of a group member highlighted a sense of duty and belongingness toward one another in the
online prayer group.

Fellowship

“I will go to one of my favorite pastors on YouTube and listen.”Online worship

“I am in a meditation group that I go to online, and we do meditation together. And then, there is, like,
headspace and calm, those apps. So, there is a wide variety of different things. Like chakras, and then
there is, you know, just all different kinds of relaxation and tension. Like, you squeeze your arms and
look at your feet.”

Meditation

Information gathering

“It is kind of, like, you form your own little support groups of people that had COVID. And, you know,
their symptoms vary, and you are like, ‘Oh, what did you do for this?’ Or like the hair loss. That is an-
other thing—hair loss. My hair is still not well, or whatever. And then, you know, people debating, like,
‘Are you taking the vaccine? Are you not getting the vaccine?’ So having those little groups to talk—it
is good.”

Long hauler–shared information

“I downloaded an app on my phone, and I am monitoring, like, I am documenting all of my activities
for the day every day so that I can document, like, different symptoms that I am having and, like, what
is, like, a trigger.”

Symptom management

In reference to streaming YouTube videos: “…the different doctors and, like, what their findings are,
what their recommendations are.”

Physician-shared information

Recreation

“I will allow myself; it does not happen every day, but, like, just to play some mind games, you know,
a game of solitaire or a game…on my phone just to give myself a break.”

Entertainment

“To help go to sleep at night. They try to, kind of, get me to relax, or whatever. And so, I think the
biggest thing for me is disconnecting from all the things that I have going on, and I just…I struggle with
that.”

Relaxation
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Table 3. Emergent themes and subthemes of the challenging roles of social media identified by long-hauler women.

Exemplar quotesTheme and subthemes

Social connection

“They can really increase anxiety.”Anxiety

“…it was hard. There would be resentment, and there is resentment now with the group, too, as terrible
as it sounds, even jealousy, because I will see people that will write on Facebook, like, ‘Oh, like, I had
COVID in December 2020’ or ‘I had COVID in January 2021,’ and a part of me just, like, would hate
it because it is…like you knew, like people were advising you not to travel. And that would be what it
was, especially around the holiday season, hearing people talk about, you know, having so-and-so over
from, like, California, and then they got sick afterwards. And, like, it just makes you go crazy because
there is so much more now. But I am trying not to, like, think like that because I mean, I do not know
everyone’s experiences, and maybe, they really did avoid it or did their best to not get it, and they got
it because we are in a pandemic.”

Resentment

Information gathering

“Sometimes, I can understand a lot of the stuff, but there is some things that I am not as familiar with…”Misinformation and health literacy

“…after a while, like, even that [social media use] got to be so overwhelming because, again, like, ev-
eryone is, like, posting the same thing.”

Oversaturation and pandemic fatigue

Social Connection
A majority of the women interviewed highlighted the role of
social media in reducing social isolation by providing social
connection. Social connections were found to be fostered
through multiple functions of social media, such as personal
networks, following networks, and group membership, as well
as more broadly through engagement with other users, known
or unknown. Long-hauler women emphasized the importance
of social media as a tool to maintain connection with their social
networks when unable to be present in person. Emergent
subthemes related to the main theme of social connection
included the benefits of belonging fostered through social
support, group membership, and network building, as well as
the challenges of anxiety and resentment.

Group Membership and Network Building
One participant noted the function of social media in mediating
“the loss of family time and not being able to be together and
doing the things we have always done as a family.” Another
participant described the stress associated with physical,
in-person gatherings in the time of COVID-19:

I tried to host a barbecue out in our little place at the
lake, and it caused me so much anxiety. I could not
even eat my birthday barbecue, could not really
interact with people.

At a time when minimizing physical contact with others was
recommended, the online environment was found to aid in
maintaining social health. Networking, a distinct feature of
social media platforms, connecting individuals with others they
may or may not be geographically close to, emerged as
instrumental to long-hauler women’s social connection and,
further, social support. Participants shared motivations for
seeking membership and experiences as members of online
support groups for COVID-19 long-haulers. One participant
noted:

I was looking for, you know, for common ground, for
folks that were experiencing some of those same
things that I was, and I was also looking to support

them with what I knew about my mind, body, [and]
skills…

Facebook emerged as a popular social media platform among
long-hauler women due to its functionality to host support
groups. Many long-hauler women reported using Facebook
groups to build their social networks, while also providing social
and emotional support to other long-haulers. Upon reflecting
on her participation in online social support groups, a participant
shared:

I probably gravitated more toward that group…and
I would talk about that Facebook group a lot. Like,
it felt like that was like a support group, and it felt
like, you know, I am not crazy, like some other people
are having it, too. And I would be active in, like,
commenting on, like, you know, answering people’s
questions or, like, sharing, like, a connection that I
have with another person that wrote on there.

Long-hauler women demonstrated the role of online groups in
expanding their social networks to include other long-haulers
outside their direct networks. As a result of their group
membership, the majority of the participants indicated providing
and receiving emotional and instrumental social support through
connections fostered by membership in online support groups.

Social Support
Further, participants explained the role of online groups in
facilitating social support from connections because “[they] are
experiencing similar things that I am experiencing, so I know
that it is not just me.” One participant described her role in
providing emotional social support through online social
connections:

I may not exactly know what you are going through,
but I am here to help and here to listen because a lot
of times you just want a hearing—somebody to hear
you.

Participants demonstrated the crucial role of validation and
affirmation as emotional social support when received from
other group members regarding their emotions, symptoms, and
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overall experiences. Participants indicated receiving validation
and affirmation when posting, commenting, and being active
within their support groups. One participant discussed the
benefits of continued engagement in these groups:

I also was posting and doing that, which, like, kept
me motivated [to continue] sharing and connecting
with other people…

As a result of providing and receiving social support within
their online networks of long-hauler women, the majority of
the participants report a positive effect on their sense of
belonging.

Belonging
We found that because social media is able to connect users,
participation on the platforms and in groups aids in maintaining
social health through online belongingness, while also adhering
to public health recommendations (eg, social distancing,
isolation, quarantine). In bolstering social connections and aiding
in emotional regulation, another long-hauler explained that
social media motivates her to remain strong and encourages
resilience. She explained:

So I said, well, maybe if I am part of something…it
is gonna be like a, like a, like a motivation for me to
go through something for me. Um, because again, we
are always thinking about others, you know, like,
what, why am I complaining.

Another participant noted the benefit of belonging to a support
group:

I joined the COVID long-haulers’ Facebook group
because another new thing with my shortness of
breath is I noticed if I eat a lot at one time, I am way
shorter of breath, and I do not know why. So, I was,
like, “Oh, I am gonna see if anybody else has had
these symptoms. So, I actually, like, made a post about
it. And I liked that group because it makes you realize,
like, you are not alone. There is all these other people
that also do not have answers and also have similar
symptoms as you.

Participants described how their group membership and sense
of belonging decreased their feelings of loneliness and isolation,
particularly when sharing experiences and symptoms with other
long-haulers.

Anxiety and Resentment
Despite the potential benefits of participating in online groups,
there remain potential consequences of participation as well.
Although the findings indicated social media aids in mitigating
feelings of loneliness and creating a sense of belonging, they
also indicated increasing anxiety and resentment among
long-hauler women. One participant noted that “they can really
increase anxiety.” As related to seeing the posts of others within
their social networks and in groups, a participant said:

…it was hard. There would be resentment, and there
is resentment now with the group, too, as terrible as
it sounds, even jealousy, because I will see people
that will write on Facebook like “Oh, like, I had
COVID in December 2020” or “I had COVID in

January 2021,” and a part of me just, like, would hate
it because it is…like you knew, like people were
advising you not to travel. And that would be what it
was, especially around the holiday season, hearing
people talk about, you know, having so-and-so over
from, Like, California, and then they got sick
afterwards. And, like, it just makes you go crazy
because there is so much more now. But I am trying
not to, like, think like that because I mean, I do not
know everyone's experiences, and maybe, they really
did avoid it or did their best to not get it, and they got
it because we are in a pandemic. But it is stuff like
that. Like, I feel like I am more, like, insecure with
my experience. I get jealous of other people's
experiences. There's just, like, a lot of negative-ness
with it…

In sharing this anecdote, the participant voiced her frustration
toward and resentment of those who, after participating in
high-risk activities, shared their COVID-19 experiences online.
Engagement with such individuals and their posts then led to
this participant’s insecurity in their own experiences.

Religiosity and Spirituality
In addition to the impacts of social media on social health,
participants highlighted its role in also maintaining their spiritual
health. In addition to joining online groups topically centered
around COVID-19, a participant indicated, “I join[ed] an online
group for praying.” She detailed the group, demonstrating its
resemblance to that of other support groups, albeit not solely
related to COVID-19, with the added element of religion.
Overall, the participant’s sentiments indicated that the group
positively impacted her overall well-being. When describing
the loss of a member of the group, she highlighted the role of
fellowship and connection in the group as they lifted one another
up in prayer and, in doing so, created belongingness, community,
and strength.

Another participant demonstrated the role of social media as
related to religiosity and spirituality by noting her use of
video-streaming platforms to seek spiritual support. She
described her engagement as, “I'll go to one of my favorite
pastors on YouTube and listen.” During a time when physically
gathering with others, as in the case of congregating for religious
observances, was considered high risk, social media provided
an avenue through which long-haulers could maintain their
spiritual practices. Relatedly, participants indicated using social
media to engage in guided meditations. One shared her
daughter’s role in encouraging her participation:

She gave me some resources online, in an app, and
then my daughter uses a different…she uses Spotify.
So, she gave me that information, and so I kind of just
went off of those suggestions, and now, I have my
favorite guided meditations that I use on Spotify, and
they are effective.

Other participants said that they similarly engage in guided
meditations but also participate in groups specific for meditation
and relaxation. One participant described the meditation group
and smartphone apps used:
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I am in a meditation group that I go to online, and
we do meditation together. And then, there is, like,
headspace and calm—those apps. So, there is a wide
variety of different things. Like chakras, and then
there is, you know, just all different kinds of relaxation
and tension. Like you squeeze your arms and look at
your feet.

Information Gathering
Apart from social networking, one of the most prominent
functions of social media is the sharing of news and information.
Within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, social media
served as a conduit for sharing COVID-19 news, government
policies and announcements, updated prevention guidelines,
and general information. The findings demonstrated that
long-hauler women used social media to seek information
related to COVID-19 vaccines, symptoms, and symptom
management strategies, as well as to follow news related to
emerging treatments.

Long Hauler–Shared Information
Regarding COVID-19 information, topics of interest were
primarily related to symptoms and health management.
Long-hauler women indicated turning to online support groups
to gather information from those with similar experiences. One
participant illustrated the symptom and health discussions within
these groups:

It is kind of like you form your own little support
groups of people that had COVID. And, you know,
their symptoms vary, and you are like, “Oh, what did
you do for this?” Or like the hair loss. That is another
thing—hair loss. My hair is still not well, or whatever.
And then, you know, people debating, like, “Are you
taking the vaccine? Are you not getting the vaccine?”
So having those little groups to talk—it is good.

Alongside using support groups for discussion, long-haulers
indicated also using smartphone apps to track symptoms and
create health care plans. One long-hauler discussed her
experience:

I downloaded an app on my phone, and I am
monitoring, like, I am documenting all of my activities
for the day every day so that I can document, like,
different symptoms that I am having and, like, what
is, like, a trigger.

Due to the persistent nature of COVID-19 symptoms
experienced by long-haulers, monitoring symptoms is in the
interest of patients to aid in symptom management and for use
with health care providers in creating treatment plans.

Physician-Shared Information
In addition to sharing information across networks of
long-haulers on social media, participants also noted gathering
information through online interactions with physicians and
mental health professionals. One participant indicated obtaining
pandemic-related information from physicians on YouTube as
she watched “…the different doctors and, like, what their
findings are, what their recommendations are.” Due to the
increasing burden of mental health challenges coupled with

physical symptoms, as expressed by the participants, social
media offers a platform for mental health resource sharing, at
a time when many cannot access needed services. One
participant detailed these difficulties:

I had been looking for, like, counseling, and a lot of
the counseling in our plan has, like, basically stopped
taking people. Like, I think it is, like, kind of like,
overwhelmed right now, and, like, I would call, like,
a whole list, and I would go through the whole list,
and, like, they are not taking new patients. So, I just
have to be persistent about it.

In coping with barriers (ie, wait lists, cost) to accessing mental
health services, participants indicated using social media as a
tool to gain information from professionals. For instance, a
participant said that she “join[ed] a group…they had a list of
faculty members that were starting groups…you did not have
to pay for it.” This participant was able to engage in mental
health services through a free and accessible online group
operated by mental health professionals. This function of social
media is valuable in responding to increasing mental health
needs by addressing barriers to accessing professional
psychological support.

Misinformation and Health Literacy
The potential consequences of users obtaining information from
social media, particularly that which must be scientifically
based, include a lack of or difficulty in understanding, as well
as the distribution of and access to unvalidated content or
misinformation. Illustrating the difficulty in understanding
sought-out information, a participant shared:

Sometimes I can understand a lot of the stuff, but there
is some things that I am not as familiar with…

Due to the evolving nature of scientific discovery over the
course of the pandemic, there were difficulties in grasping
timelines and emergent findings that inhibited understanding
and perpetuated misunderstanding. In the case of long-haulers,
their increased need for health care exposes them to complex
medical jargon that may require a higher level of health literacy
to mitigate misunderstanding. Overall, due to the need for
regularly updated COVID-19 information, social media
functions as both a benefit and a hindrance to its dissemination.
Social media provides users with increased access to
information, while also providing a platform through which
misinformation may be widely shared.

Oversaturation and Pandemic Fatigue
Further, despite the benefits of engaging in support groups and
accessing pandemic-related information online, participants
indicated differing perspectives on the amount of information
shared. Referencing a long-hauler Facebook support group, a
participant noted:

And, like, the nice thing about it is they share loads
of information.

Alternatively, another participant shared that due to the sameness
and sheer volume of pandemic-related content on social media:
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…after a while, like, even that [social media use] got
to be so overwhelming because, again, like everyone
is, like, posting the same thing.

Due to oversaturation and misinformation, a participant noted
that she is “disappointed with social media.” This
disappointment has kept the participant from participating in
COVID-19 and long-hauler groups.

Recreation
In addition to the networking and information-gathering
functionalities of social media, participants also indicated
leveraging social media for entertainment, recreation, and
relaxation. In coping with their diagnosis, symptoms, anxiety,
and the state of the world, long-hauler women indicated using
social media and smartphone apps to play games, watch videos,
and listen to music. One participant described consuming content
on social media as a method to cope with the anxiety of
attending post–COVID-19 appointments. Another participant
shared:

I will allow myself; it does not happen every day, but,
like, just to play some mind games, you know, a game
of solitaire or a game…on my phone just to give
myself a break.

Another participant indicated using the social media site
YouTube as a way “to help go to sleep at night.”

They try to, kind of, get me to relax or whatever. And
so, I think the biggest thing for me is disconnecting
from all the things that I have going on, and I just…I
struggle with that.

These findings suggest that social media is a method by which
participants seek entertainment, recreate, and relax. These
functions serve as social media–based coping mechanisms to
alleviate mental health burdens.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Long-hauler women identify engagement in online support
groups to be a primary use of social media during the COVID-19
pandemic. These groups are typically disease specific and can
be described as communities where individuals can congregate
and engage in broader group discussions as a form of social
connection [50]. Support groups function to allow members to
affirm their long-hauler identity, maintain connections, combat
isolation, seek support, compare experiences, share remedies,
and coruminate [51-53]. Long-hauler women seek reassurance
through channels of connection with others who share their
disease-specific identity and to cope with a social environment
characterized by mortality, unemployment, resource loss, and
psychological burdens of prevention measure adherence and
disease [54].

Online support groups have been previously assessed in various
disease contexts in the literature. A systematic review of the
role of online support groups for patients with prostate cancer
found that the groups not only aided in participant
decision-making through their dissemination and exchange of
information but also provided participants with social support

[55]. A review of support groups for patients with breast cancer
demonstrated that the benefits or consequences of participation
in social support groups are inconclusive [56]. A systematic
review of studies assessing the impacts of social support groups
on patients with chronic conditions found that they demonstrate
a wide array of support group implementation and outcome
measurements that complicate their use in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic [57]. Within the context of COVID-19,
online support groups act as a tool to comply with social
distancing guidance, while maintaining connections and
combating isolation, depression, and anxiety [51,52].
Additionally, a systematic review of COVID-19–specific social
support groups demonstrated that although they are effective
in addressing participants’ psychological and psychosocial
needs, due to their responsiveness to the emerging needs and
challenges faced by participants, there remains a need for further
research [58].

This study presented both benefits and challenges associated
with the participation of long-hauler women in
COVID-19–specific social support groups. The benefits include
the validation of shared experiences, decreased isolation, and
motivation to pursue symptom management and recovery. The
challenges for long-hauler women’s participation include
experiences of increased anxiety due to rumination within the
groups, resentment and jealousy due to others’ posts of unsafe
pandemic activities or recovery, and an insecurity of experiences
as a result of comparison. Additionally, there is the complication
of pandemic fatigue, as instigated by the overwhelming amount
of posts within social support groups. Within the extant
literature, overexposure to pandemic news may act as a disaster
stressor that acts as a risk factor for negative psychosocial
outcomes [59]. As demonstrated through these findings, related
to social support and network building, social media presents
an opportunity for individuals to receive support and
engagement with others, while also facing potential, associated
challenges.

Additional engagement on social media revolved around
spirituality, entertainment, recreation, and relaxation. Beyond
disease-specific support groups, long-hauler women reported
relying on groups that specifically serve to maintain spiritual
health. Digital media, more broadly, allows long-hauler women
to engage in spiritual practices alone or with others, as desired.
These novel functions are significant as spiritual health has been
identified as a key coping mechanism to facilitate resilience
[60]. Further, digital media has demonstrated its usefulness in
the coping of long-hauler women, as they noted its use for
entertainment, recreation, and relaxation through audio and
visual content. The emerging pandemic literature has sought to
assess the complex benefits and consequences of media usage,
motivations, stress, and psychosocial outcomes that have been
found to differ by demographics [61]. Despite the complex
mechanisms of coping within the literature, long-hauler women
in this study identified digital and social media used for
entertainment to be a positive coping strategy.

In addition to the features of social media facilitating coping,
long-hauler women also relied on networking sites to access
pandemic-related information. One unique feature of social
media is the unprecedented speed with which information can
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be shared, particularly evolving pandemic information, but it
also presents the risk of misinformation and associated
difficulties in mitigating its negative impacts [62,63]. A key
consequence, due to the nature of social media, is the tendency
for information that sparks outrage, typically containing
misinformation, to move the most quickly through social
channels, likely stifling needed, correct information [63].
Therefore, as outrage impacts the visibility of trending topics,
depending on the content, it can alter individuals’ risk
perceptions [63]. This study corroborated these trends due to
participants’disappointment with the distribution of information
and with social media overall. Additionally, when evaluating
what constitutes misinformation, it is necessary to consider
nuances in the perspectives of various key players (eg, patients,
providers, scientists), as well as their potential contributions to
the knowledge base (eg, symptomology, diagnostic criteria).

As social media content allows misinformation to trend due to
its outrage-evoking characteristics, the COVID-19 pandemic is
seen as syndemic with an infodemic. Within the infodemic,
long-hauler women expressed experiencing difficulty in
understanding health information presented online as related to
vaccines, symptom management, and news. In addition to the
threats posed by misinformation to public health prevention
efforts, social media presents users with a plethora of
information that operates to mitigate the associated negative
effects [33]. Social and cultural factors influencing the
perceptions of and responses to health information and risk
communication are related to personal control, uncertainty, trust
in institutions, and trust in media, as well as an overall sense of
immediacy [63].

Associated with COVID-19 information, long-hauler women
turn to social media and online social support groups to discuss
symptom and health management, as well as the intention to
vaccinate. Digital media, beyond social media, has benefited
women with chronic COVID-19, allowing them to document
and track their symptoms. As chronic COVID-19 is
characterized by persistent symptoms, symptom management
support and remedy information sharing were found to be salient
uses of social media among women with long COVID. This
finding aligns with evidence within the extant literature where
social media has been used throughout the pandemic, by broader
populations, to share medication strategies, anonymously seek
information, crowdsource information, and engage in advocacy
[64-67]. Overall, social media is used by long-hauler women
to cope, exchange social support, maintain spirituality, and seek

entertainment, while also disseminating information relevant
to the long-hauler experience.

Strengths and Limitations
Our findings are in alignment with “uses and gratifications
theory,” which posits motivations for social media use as
revolving around meeting certain needs, including social
connection, knowledge, and relaxation, among others [68,69].
This study contributes to the sparce, evolving literature, with
findings focusing on the social media usage of long-hauler
women specifically.

Our study is also subject to several limitations. First, there were
constraints on the analysis due to a small sample size with
limited demographic variability. Second, the structure of the
questions asked restricted our ability to identify patterns of
usage by platform, relying, rather, on broader trends.
Additionally, as support groups were used for recruitment, the
findings may not be representative of the experiences of women
not engaged on social media or in online support groups.

Public Health Implications
Although this study is additive to the evolving literature,
strengthening the present evidence base beyond quantitative,
descriptive analyses that do not account for gendered
experiences, it demonstrates a need for further research. Future
deductive work should consider, concurrently, comparing the
uses of social media across the spectrum of gender and age
based on known differences in usage. Due to the reliance on
social media platforms to gather knowledge, further work is
necessitated to evaluate the content and quality of information
shared within online discussions and support groups. Future
research should use an intersectional framework to assess the
role of social media across a variety of additional identities
women hold (eg, race/ ethnicity, preexisting conditions,
socioeconomic status).

Conclusion
The findings of this study support the development of
gender-tailored health promotion interventions that leverage
the benefits of social media, while mitigating the consequences,
for women with chronic COVID. As social media serves as a
pandemic mitigation tool, there is a need to better understand
patterns and experiences of usage [70-72]. Informed by our
findings, long-hauler women should be met where they are,
through the platforms and functions that they currently use, in
order for public health interventions to aid them in managing
long COVID and its associated effects.
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Abstract

Background: Young women in Lesotho face myriad sexual and reproductive health problems. There is little time to provide
health education to women in low-resource settings with critical shortages of human resources for health.

Objective: This study aims to determine the acceptability and usability of a conversational agent system, the Nthabi health
promotion app, which was culturally adapted for use in Lesotho.

Methods: We conducted a descriptive quantitative study, using a 22-item Likert scale survey to assess the perceptions of the
usability and acceptability of 172 young women aged 18-28 years in rural districts of Lesotho, who used the system on either
smartphones or tablets for up to 6 weeks. Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the averages and frequencies of the variables.

χ2 tests were used to determine any associations among variables.

Results: A total of 138 participants were enrolled and completed the survey. The mean age was 22 years, most were unmarried,
56 (40.6%) participants had completed high school, 39 (28.3%) participants were unemployed, and 88 (63.8%) participants were
students. Respondents believed the app was helpful, with 134 (97.1%) participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the app was
“effective in helping them make decisions” and “could quickly improve health education and counselling.” In addition, 136
(98.5%) participants strongly agreed or agreed that the app was “simple to use,” 130 (94.2 %) participants reported that Nthabi
could “easily repeat words that were not well understood,” and 128 (92.7%) participants reported that the app “could quickly
load the information on the screen.” Respondents were generally satisfied with the app, with 132 (95.6%) participants strongly
agreeing or agreeing that the health education content delivered by the app was “well organised and delivered in a timely way,”
while 133 (96.4%) participants “enjoyed using the interface.” They were satisfied with the cultural adaptation, with 133 (96.4%)
participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the app was “culturally appropriate and that it could be easily shared with a family
or community members.” They also reported that Nthabi was worthwhile, with 127 (92%) participants reporting that they strongly
agreed or agreed that they were “satisfied with the application and intended to continue using it,” while 135 (97.8%) participants
would “encourage others to use it.” Participants aged 18-24 years (vs those aged 25-28 years) agreed that the “Nthabi app was
simple to use” (106/106, 100% vs 30/32, 98.8%; P=.01), and agreed that “the educational content was well organised and delivered
in a timely way” (104/106, 98.1% vs 28/32, 87.5%; P=.01).
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Conclusions: These results support further study of conversational agent systems as alternatives to traditional face-to-face
provision of health education services in Lesotho, where there are critical shortages of human resources for health.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04354168; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT04354168

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52048)   doi:10.2196/52048

KEYWORDS

preconception care; conversational agent technology; women’s health education; mHealth adaptation; health information technology;
health education in Africa; education; women's health; women; woman; health information; young women; survey; usability;
acceptability; application; applications; app; health promotion

Introduction

Background
Digital health interventions offer considerable promise to
develop new models of health care delivery and to have a large
public health impact [1]. Digital channels, such as the internet,
mobile phone messaging, social media, apps, voice video
messaging, and telemedicine have been shown to improve the
delivery of health education and care. These tools have
tremendous potential to impact large-scale health promotion
efforts as a cost-effective and scalable solution to address public
health challenges, such as delivering sexual health education
[2].

The rapid diffusion of mobile technology and advances in
artificial intelligence have facilitated this trend [3]. The use of
mobile devices and services has continued to increase globally,
though at different rates in developed and developing countries.
By the end of 2018, more than 5 billion people worldwide
subscribed to mobile services, accounting for 67% of the global
population, and this number is expected to exceed 70% by 2025
[4].

In Lesotho, 94% of people aged 18-29 years use smartphones,
and 3G data coverage is available in almost 90% of the country
[5]. This is an important group to target, as they represent the
highest proportion of global consumers of mobile technology.
This high penetration of mobile technologies provides an
opportunity to assess the usability and acceptability of using
new mobile health technologies as an alternative to the
traditional face-to-face provision of health education.

Adolescents and young women continue to report low levels of
sexual and reproductive health knowledge, and engage in risky
sexual behaviors [6]. They also face a myriad of sexual and
reproductive health problems, such as unplanned pregnancy,
sexually transmitted infections, and HIV infections. Advancing
sexual and reproductive health education for adolescents and
young women in Africa is particularly important, as HIV
accounts for 42% of new HIV infections globally [7], and 4 in
5 young people with HIV live in sub-Saharan Africa [8].
Therefore, developing new ways to provide sexual and
reproductive health education in Africa is particularly important.

Lesotho is a lower middle-income country in southern Africa
and has the second highest HIV prevalence in the world—at
22.7%—and one of the highest HIV incidences among
adolescent girls and young women (0.33%) [9]. The maternal
mortality ratio in Lesotho is the second highest in Southern

African Development Community countries (544/100,000 live
births) [10]. The ratio of doctors to the population is 0.9 per
10,000. For nurse-midwives, the ratio is 10.2 per 10,000, [11]
which poses a challenge to the delivery of face-to-face health
education.

Delivering health education via new mobile health tools has the
potential to provide alternatives to traditional face-to-face
provision of health education. Conversational agents are
computer-based animated characters that are designed to
simulate face-to-face human interactions. The human–computer
interface relies only minimally on text comprehension and
prioritizes conversation, thereby making it more accessible to
patients with limited health literacy [12]. In health care,
patient-facing conversational agents are increasingly used to
deliver education, provide self-management of chronic
conditions, perform routine tasks, such as appointment booking,
and support health professionals’decision-making for diagnosis
and triage in mental health [13,14]. These devices have the
potential to automate tasks, improve access to health care
services, and reduce health professionals’ workload.

Prior Work
In the United States, a conversational agent named Gabby was
designed to deliver preconception sexual and reproductive health
information to reproductive-age African American women.
Using Gabby demonstrated significant improvement in
addressing reproductive health risks in randomized controlled
trials [15,16].

Our research team culturally adapted Gabby to provide sexual
and reproductive health education to young women in Lesotho.
The newly adapted system, named the Nthabi Preconception
Health Promotion App (hereafter referred to as Nthabi) is a
patient-facing conversational agent that screens for sexual and
reproductive health risks, and uses behavior change techniques,
such as motivational interviewing and shared decision-making,
to facilitate behavior change related to these risks.

The perceived appropriateness of Nthabi adaptation was studied
in focus groups with young women aged 18-28 years (n=33
participants) who had used the system for 4 weeks [17].
Participants reported that adaptations were culturally
appropriate, and provided relevant and culturally sensitive
clinical information. They emphasized that the physical
characteristics, personal and nonverbal behaviors, use of Sesotho
(the local language in Lesotho) words and idioms, and clinical
content were sensitively delivered and culturally appropriate.
Interviews with the Ministry of Health key informants agreed
that the adaptation was successful and that the system holds
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great potential to improve the delivery of health education
content in Lesotho.

Goal of This Study
The goal of this study is to assess the perceived usability and
acceptability of the Nthabi Preconception Health Promotion
App among 160 young women enrolled in a clinical trial in
Lesotho who had used the system for up to 6 weeks.

Methods

Study Design
In this paper, we report the results of a survey designed to assess
the perceived usability and acceptability of Nthabi among the
first 160 young women who used the system.

Usability is defined as the extent to which young women can
use Nthabi to achieve specific goals with effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction [18]. Acceptability includes the
satisfaction of the young women, attitudes toward using the
app, and intention or willingness to continue using the app.

Study Population and Setting
The population studied was young women aged 18 to 28 years
in the Leribe and Berea districts of the rural, mountainous, lower
middle-income country of Lesotho in southern Africa.

Sampling
This study was conducted to assess the usability and
acceptability of using Nthabi as a health education tool in
Lesotho; therefore, a convenience sample of 200 young women
was chosen from the population of young women in the districts
of Leribe and Berea.

Recruitment
Participants were recruited in several ways. First, the research
team posted messages on social media (eg, WhatsApp and
Facebook) that described the study and asked potential
participants to contact the research team to discuss enrolling in
the study. A nongovernmental organization called Help Lesotho,
which offers mentorship programs to adolescent girls and young
women in the Leribe district, saw the social media posting,
reached out to the research team, and offered to disseminate the
recruitment announcement to their clients.

Second, the research team directly approached young women
while they were waiting for consultation at the Adolescent
Health Corners (clinics) and HIV and Mother and Child Health
ambulatory clinical departments at the Berea and Leribe
government district hospitals. Last, students were approached
at the Leribe Vocational High School and the Limkokwing
University of Technology to identify individuals who might be
interested in participating.

Eligibility Criteria
The inclusion criteria were the following: (1) Basotho women
aged 18-28 years who were from the districts of Leribe and
Berea and accessed health services in these 2 districts, (2)
self-reported ability to read and understand spoken English, (3)

access to an Android smartphone, and (4) ability to access
internet and Wi-Fi at least once at the end of the study. Those
not meeting these criteria were excluded.

Enrollment
The research team assisted the participants in downloading the
app on their mobile phones. Participants who were unable to
download the app on their mobile phones were loaned a Lenovo
Android 11 OS platform tablet to use for 6 weeks. Participants
were then assisted to create a unique username and password
and were shown how to log on to either their Android mobile
phone or tablet and start interacting with Nthabi. Participants
were encouraged to use the app at least once daily at their
convenience for 6 weeks.

Baseline Data Collection
Sociodemographic information was collected (age, marital
status, education level, employment status, recruitment site, and
district). A total of 160 participants were enrolled. Participant
contact information (phone and WhatsApp number, email
address) was collected so they could be reminded to return to
the recruitment site so they could access the internet when they
were finished using Nthabi, to facilitate survey completion, and
return the loaned tablets.

Description of the Nthabi Intervention
Nthabi was adapted in relation to physical characteristics,
language, culture, and clinical content appropriate for Lesotho,
as previously described (Figure 1) [17]. A description of Nthabi
is found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Briefly, Nthabi is an English-speaking Mosotho (person from
Lesotho) nurse-midwife dressed as a professional nurse. Her
hairstyle (braids), complexion (medium, similar to the local
population), facial expressions (calm and gentle), and
mannerisms (a humble professional with a sense of humor) were
relatable to young women in Lesotho.

To establish the clinical topics to be included in the system,
Ministry of Health key informants recommended 5 sexual
reproductive health topics for young women (family planning,
HIV, tuberculosis, healthy eating, and using folic acid). The
research team then used the Lesotho National Clinical
Guidelines on these topics to create evidence-based dialogue
for use in Nthabi interactions.

During subsequent interactions with Nthabi, women selected
the topic they wanted to discuss. Using conversational dialogue,
Nthabi describes why the topic is important and offers
suggestions about how to take action on it. The woman engages
with the app by selecting a response from a multiple-choice
menu that is updated at each turn of dialogue.

To increase the accessibility and use of the system, a decision
was made that the app would be fully downloadable to the user’s
mobile phone, thereby enabling full content availability beyond
the Wi-Fi environment. Use and information about the content
discussed would be downloaded when the user was in a Wi-Fi
environment. Nthabi was available from the Google Play store
for downloading on mobile phones or tablets.
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Figure 1. Nthabi health education interface.

Data Collection Tool
The survey instrument was based on the System Usability Scale
and the Mobile App Rating Scale [19] using previous studies
of Gabby adaptation [20,21] and modified for use in Lesotho.
To ensure that the questions were clear and not ambiguous, the
survey tool was reviewed by 12 health professionals, including
nurses working in adolescent health, physicians, and district
sexual reproductive health clinicians. The survey was then
piloted with young women who met the eligibility criteria, to
assess the respondents’ understanding and interpretation of the
questions. Only editorial changes, to enhance clarity, were
required. The final survey contained 22 questions that elicited
responses on a 4-point Likert scale (strongly agree, agree,
disagree, and strongly disagree). Topics covered in the survey
were usability (ease of use and reliability), satisfaction,
willingness to continue, how easy it was to understand, content
organization, and cultural relevance. The survey also enquired
about the degree to which Nthabi helped women make health
decisions and the degree to which they would encourage others
to use the app.

Data Storage and Analysis
Survey data were captured on an Excel (Microsoft Corp)
spreadsheet and stored on a password-protected computer. Data
were analyzed using Stata software (StataCorp). Descriptive
statistics were used to calculate the averages and frequencies

of the variables. Inferential statistics, such as χ2 tests, were used

to determine any associations among variables. Statistical
significance was set as a threshold of P<.10, as this was a
feasibility study.

Participant Incentives
All participants received 50 Maloti (approximately US $5) to
cover data costs. Participants using tablets were provided an
additional 50 Maloti (approximately US $5) to cover their travel
back to the recruitment sites to return the devices.

Ethical Considerations
Once the eligibility of participants was confirmed, the research
team explained the purpose of the study, potential risks and
benefits, compensation for travel costs, and the right to withdraw
from the study at any time. After questions had been addressed,
participants were asked to sign an informed consent form and
were enrolled.

The study was conducted according to the Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) [22] and the
adaptations for mobile health interventions [23]. Ethical
clearance was obtained from the Boston University Research
institutional review board (H-40268), Sefako Makgatho
University of Health Sciences Ethics Review Committee
(SMUREC/H/343/2021: PG), and the Lesotho Ministry of
Health Research Ethics Committee (ID 145-2021). Permission
was obtained from the study recruitment sites.
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Results

Recruitment
The research team screened 436 young women for eligibility,
as shown in the CONSORT diagram (Figure 2). Young women
were recruited through social media (eg, WhatsApp and
Facebook) or direct contact at Limkokwing University of
Technology (n=150), Leribe Vocational School (n=88), Leribe
Health Facilities (n=55), Berea Health Facilities (n=84), and
Help Lesotho (n=59).

Of those screened, 174 young women were ineligible due to
having smartphones without the Android operating system,
while 64 young women had phones that were not smartphones,
and 10 young women had Huawei Android smartphones that
lacked access to the Google Play store.

Consequently, 172 participants were eligible, provided consent,
and were enrolled. Those enrolled were from Limkokwing
University of Technology (34 of 34 screened), Leribe Vocational
School (60 of 60 participants screened), Leribe Health Facilities

(31 of 46 participants screened), Berea Health Facilities (7 of
71 participants screened), and Help Lesotho (40 of 51
participants screened).

Of those enrolled, only 20 participants had sufficient memory
on their phones to download the Nthabi app, and 152 participants
received a tablet device to use. Of those who were able to
download the Nthabi app on their mobile phones, 1 of 34
participants was from Limkokwing University of Technology,
7 of 60 participants were from Leribe Vocational School, and
12 of 31 participants were from Leribe Health Facilities.

In the weeks after enrollment, 12 participants opted out of the
study because their phones froze and jammed when they tried
to load the app. Therefore, 160 young women used Nthabi for
up to 6 weeks, with 8 young women using phones and 152
young women using loaned tablets. At the end of 6 weeks, 138
young women responded to the survey (80 young women who
had been recruited from the technology and vocational schools,
19 young women from the district health facilities, and 37 young
women from the Help Lesotho program), and 22 young women
did not respond to requests to complete the survey.
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Figure 2. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) diagram.

Sociodemographic Results
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the 138 participants who
were enrolled and who completed the survey after 6 weeks. The
mean age was 22 years (SD 2.7 years), most were unmarried,
56 (40.6%) participants had completed high school, 39 (28.3%)
participants were unemployed, and 88 (63.8%) participants were

students. The recruitment sites of those participants completing
surveys were 24 (17.4%) participants from Limkokwing
University of Technology, 58 (42%) participants from Leribe
Vocational School, 17 (12.3%) participants from Leribe health
facilities, 2 (1.4%) participants from Berea Health Facilities,
and 37 (26.8%) participants from Help Lesotho.
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of respondents (n=138).

Respondents, n (%)Characteristics

Age (years)

34 (24.6)18-20

53 (38.4)21-23

37 (26.8)24-26

14 (10.1)27-28

Marital status

11 (8)Married

127 (92)Not married

Level of education

2 (1.5)Primary

56 (40.6)High school

39 (28.3)College

41 (29.7)University

Employment status

11 (8)Employed

39 (28.3)Unemployed

88 (63.8)Student

Recruitment site

24 (17.4)Limkokwing University of Technology

58 (42)Leribe Vocational School

17 (12.3)Leribe Health Facilities

2 (1.4)Berea Health Facilities

37 (26.8)Help Lesotho

Survey Results
Table 2 shows the survey responses of the 138 young women
who completed the survey. Overall, the results show that
participants perceived usability and acceptability positively.

Described below are the survey responses corresponding to the
components of usability (effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction) and acceptability (satisfaction, attitudes toward
use, and intention to continue using Nthabi).

Respondents believed the app was helpful, with 134 (97.1%)
participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the app was
“effective in helping them make decisions” and “could quickly
improve health education and counselling.”

Participants generally liked using the app, with 136 (98.6%)
participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the app was
“simple to use,” while 132 (95.7%) participants reported that
“symbols and buttons are easy to use,” 130 (94.3%) participants
reported that Nthabi could “easily repeat words that were not
well understood,” and 128 (92.8%) participants reported that
the app “could quickly load the information on the screen.”

Respondents were generally satisfied with the app, with 132
(95.7%) participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the health

education content delivered by the app was “well organised and
delivered in a timely way,” while 133 (96.4%) participants
“enjoyed using the interface.”

In addition, 132 (95.7%) participants strongly agreed or agreed
that they were able to complete tasks quickly using the app,
while 136 (98.6%) participants reported that “I can quickly
remember how to use the app after a while,” and 137 (99.3%)
participants reported that “it was easy to learn how to use the
app.”

The items rated less positively include the following: “it was
easy to converse and type responses into the app” according to
95 (68.8%) participants, and “I could easily correct mistakes”
according to 106 (76.8%) participants.

They also were satisfied with the cultural adaptation, with 133
(96.4%) participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the app
was “culturally appropriate and that it could be easily shared
with a family or community members.”

Finally, they also reported that Nthabi was worthwhile, with
127 (92%) participants reporting that they strongly agreed or
agreed that they were “satisfied with the application and
intended to continue using it” while 135 (97.8%) participants
would “encourage others to use it.”
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Table 2. Survey responses on the usability and acceptability of Nthabi app (n=138).

Strongly disagree, n
(%)

Disagree, n
(%)

Agree, n (%)Strongly agree, n
(%)

To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

1 (0.7)1 (0.7)46 (33.3)90 (65.2)It was simple to use this app

6 (4.4)13 (9.4)68 (49.3)51 (37)It was easy to find the information I needed

10 (7.3)33 (23.9)59 (42.8)36 (26.1)It was easy to converse and type responses into this app

2 (1.5)1 (0.7)76 (55.1)59 (42.8)The information on the app screen is well-organized

0 (0)1 (0.7)43 (31.2)94 (68.1)It was easy to learn how to use the app

1 (0.7)5 (3.6)71 (51.5)61 (44.2)The symbols and buttons are easy to use

3 (2.2)6 (4.4)53 (38.4)76 (58.1)I understood how the app works the first time I used it

1 (0.7)1 (0.7)48 (34.8)88 (63.8)I can quickly remember how to use the app after a while

3 (2.2)29 (21.1)69 (50)37 (26.8)When I made a mistake using the app, I could easily correct the
mistake

7 (5.1)52 (37.7)57 (41.3)22 (15.9)The app offered error messages that clearly told me how to fix the
issues

1 (0.7)7 (5.1)39 (28.3)91 (66)The app could easily repeat words or statements that were not well
understood

2 (1.5)8 (5.8)58 (42)70 (50.7)The app quickly loads the information on the screen

1 (0.7)5 (3.6)57 (41.3)75 (54.3)The health education content provided by the app was well-orga-
nized and delivered in a timely way

3 (2.2)3 (2.2)64 (46.4)68 (49.3)I was able to complete tasks quickly using the app

3 (2.2)1 (0.7)60 (43.5)74 (53.6)The app information was effective in helping me make decisions

3 (2.2)19 (13.8)51 (37)65 (47.1)The app has not stopped working or has ever closed

3 (2.1)1 (0.72)49 (35.51)85 (61.59)I believe the app could quickly improve health education and
counseling

4 (2.9)4 (2.9)63 (45.7)67 (48.6)The app interface is nice to use

2 (1.5)3 (2.2)55 (39.9)78 (56.5)I enjoyed using the app interface

3 (2.2)8 (5.8)49 (35.5)78 (56.5)I am satisfied with the app and intend to continue using it

1 (0.7)2 (1.5)44 (31.9)91 (66)I want to encourage others to use the app

0 (0)5 (3.6)54 (39.1)79 (57.3)The app was culturally appropriate and I could easily share it with
a family member or community member

Survey Responses by Age, Marital, and Education
Status
Table 3 shows selected survey responses of the 138 participants
who completed the survey questions by age, education, and
marital status.

Participants aged 18-24 years (vs those aged 25-28 years) agreed
that the “Nthabi app was simple to use” (106/106, 100% vs
30/32, 93.8%; P=.01), and agreed that “the educational content
was well organised and delivered in a timely way” (104/106,
98.1% vs 28/32, 87.5%; P=.01).

Participants who were married (vs unmarried) agreed that “the
educational content was well organised and delivered in a timely

way” (9/11, 81.8% vs 123/127, 96.9%; P=.02), and agreed that
“the app was nice to use” (9/11, 81.8% vs 121/127, 95.3%;
P=.07).

Finally, young women who were in high school (vs those in
tertiary education) were more likely to agree that “the app
offered error messages that clearly told me how to fix the issue”
(37/56, 66.1% vs 41/80, 51.3%; P=.02), and were “satisfied
with the application and intended to continue using it” (55/56,
98.2% vs 70/80, 87.5%; P=.07).

Taken together, these results indicate that younger women, those
in high school (and usually younger), and those unmarried (and
usually younger) perceived Nthabi more positively.
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Table 3. Survey responses of young women using Nthabi app by age, marital, and educational status.

P valueDisagree, n (%)Agree, n (%)

Opinions of young women and their marital status

.02The health education content provided by the app was well-organized and delivered in a timely way

2 (18.2)9 (81.8)Married (n=11

4 (3.2)123 (96.9)Not married (n=127)

.07The app interface is nice to use

2 (18.1)9 (81.8)Married (n=11)

3 (2.4)121 (95.3)Not married (n=127)

Opinions of young women and their age range

.01It was simple to use this app

0 (0)106 (100)18-24 (n=106)

2 (6.2)30 (93.8)25-28 (n=32)

.01The health education content provided by the app was well organised and delivered in a timely way

2 (1.9)104 (98.1)18-24 (n=106)

4 (12.5)28 (87.5)25-28 (n=32)

Opinions of young women and their educational status

.02The app offered error messages that clearly told me how to fix the issues

1 (50)1 (50)Primary school (n=2)

19 (33.9)37 (66.1)High school (n=56)

39 (48.8)41 (51.3)Tertiary (n=80)

.07I am satisfied with the app and intend to continue using it

0 (0)2 (100)Primary school (n=2)

1 (1.8)55 (98.2)High school (n=56)

10 (12.5)70 (87.5)Tertiary (n=80)

Discussion

Principal Results
Young women in the lower middle-income country of Lesotho
in southern Africa who used the newly adapted Nthabi
intervention for up to 6 weeks perceived the usability and
acceptability of the system very positively. Most respondents
were satisfied with Nthabi and perceived it to be effective,
efficient, and culturally appropriate. Participants agreed that
Nthabi helped them make decisions and could improve the
delivery of health education. They reported it was easy to use
and well organized. Most intended to use it beyond the study
period and they said they would encourage others to use it.

Improving sexual reproductive health education is a clear
priority in Lesotho [9,10]. This study supports the idea that
conversational agent technologies can provide sexual and
reproductive health education in a rural, mountainous country
like Lesotho, which has profound human resources challenges.
As additional data are collected, the Ministry of Health and the
health development and implementing partners should consider
using Nthabi as a health promotion and education tool in
Lesotho.

Comparison With Prior Work
These findings are in accordance with our previous research
reporting results of focus groups of potential users who used
an early version of Nthabi and key informant interviews of
Ministry of Health officials. Participants reported that
adaptations were culturally appropriate, and provided relevant
and culturally sensitive clinical information. These qualitative
data and now survey data together highlight the importance of
acknowledging the local context when adapting an intervention.
Nthabi was adapted to the uses, languages, interests, and realities
of young people, as well as the importance of knowing what is
preferred by young people as a measure of attractiveness to
promote user engagement [24]. Most respondents were satisfied
with the educational content and agreed that it delivered
culturally appropriate and sensitive sexual and reproductive
health information. Adaptations of interventions using
appropriate cultural cues have a higher probability of
acceptability and usability [25]. Culturally responsive
interventions are effective in enhancing knowledge acquisition,
attitudes, and satisfaction since they respect cultural diversity
and the sociocultural factors that may affect health [26,27].

Participants agreed Nthabi could improve the delivery of health
education and help them make health decisions. This finding is
similar to findings from other studies conducted in lower
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middle-income countries, which provide evidence that a variety
of mHealth apps such as voice messages and daily educational
text messages can improve young people’s sexual reproductive
health [28] and have been shown to be feasible and acceptable
for improving health education and knowledge among
adolescents and young people [29]. Other studies highlighted
the broad potential for digital interventions to enhance health
promotion and service delivery toward better sexual health
[30,31]. However, this is the first study of the acceptability and
usability of potentially more engaging and effective
conversational agent systems in a low- and middle-income
country in southern Africa.

Younger women in this study sample appear to have more
positive perceptions of Nthabi than older participants. They
found the system simple to use and the content delivered in a
way convenient to them. Younger women might be more
familiar and comfortable with using new technologies. This is
consistent with other studies of women from the global north
showing their preference for digital technologies such as readily
available information, and their preference for opportunities to
learn more about their bodies and health status [32]. Other
studies have found that younger people are not only accepting
of new technologies in health care settings but are actually
looking for more of these technologies to use in health settings
[33,34].

Accessibility of Nthabi on Mobile Devices
In Lesotho, 94% of people aged 18-29 years use smartphones,
and 3G data coverage is available in almost 90% of the country
[5], yet access to public Wi-Fi and data costs remain barriers
to using mobile technologies for health education. Nthabi was
designed to address our concern that limited internet access
would impact participants’ use of Nthabi. A decision was made
to download the full system to mobile devices so that
participants could use the system when not in Wi-Fi
environments. While this design allowed the participants to use
the system at their convenience, the inclusion of all the content
and most importantly, the inclusion of the system voice
synthesizer, created significant difficulties for downloading and
using Nthabi on most phones due to low phone memory. The
finding that only 8 of 172 (4.7%) participants were able to use
Nthabi on their phones demonstrates that mobile phone use is
possible, though practically, only phones with sufficient

available memory could be used. As it becomes increasingly
possible for young women to have regular access to public
Wi-Fi, it will become possible for more young women to use
Nthabi in the cloud on their phones rather than downloading
the full system.

Participants who were unable to download the intervention to
their phones were loaned tablet devices. We purchased 20
devices (US $111 per tablet or US $14 per participant) and
loaned them to participants on a rolling basis. At the end of the
study, all tablets were returned. While this is a cost-effective
alternative, future studies of large-scale health education
programs in low-resource settings using cloud-based
interventions will be possible with increased public Wi-Fi
availability. We are now planning studies in which fully
downloadable and Wi-Fi–enabled systems are available.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the results are
not nationally representative of women from Lesotho as
participants were recruited by convenience from only 2 of the
10 districts of Lesotho. The sample included many participants
recruited from the university and vocational schools, and while
these participants reported residing in and receiving health
services in Berea and Leribe, the results do not necessarily
reflect the views of women living in rural areas. Further trials
are needed to more definitively identify the perceptions of rural
women. A larger study in all 10 districts of Lesotho is planned.

Second, while this study reports on perceptions of successful
usability and acceptability, it does not provide evidence that the
intervention improved young women’s health knowledge,
attitudes, and behaviors. Research to further determine the
impact of knowledge of the topics discussed by Nthabi is
underway.

Conclusions
Nthabi is a potentially useful intervention for providing sexual
reproductive health information for young women in the rural,
lower middle-income country of Lesotho with limited human
resources in health. Further study of the Nthabi system is
warranted to determine if the Nthabi health education content
and interactive dialogue about sexual and reproductive health
can improve women’s knowledge, attitudes, and health
behaviors.
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Abstract

Background: A low socioeconomic status is associated with a vulnerable health status (VHS) through the accumulation of
health-related risk factors, such as poor lifestyle behaviors (eg, inadequate nutrition, chronic stress, and impaired health literacy).
For pregnant women, a VHS translates into a high incidence of adverse pregnancy outcomes and therefore pregnancy-related
inequity. We hypothesize that stimulating adequate pregnancy preparation, targeting lifestyle behaviors and preconception care
(PCC) uptake, can reduce these inequities and improve the pregnancy outcomes of women with a VHS. A nudge is a behavioral
intervention aimed at making healthy choices easier and more attractive and may therefore be a feasible way to stimulate
engagement in pregnancy preparation and PCC uptake, especially in women with a VHS. To support adequate pregnancy
preparation, we designed a mobile health (mHealth) app, Pregnant Faster, that fits the preferences of women with a VHS and
uses nudging to encourage PCC consultation visits and engagement in education on healthy lifestyle behaviors.

Objective: This study aimed to test the feasibility of Pregnant Faster by determining usability and user satisfaction, the number
of visited PCC consultations, and the course of practical study conduction.

Methods: Women aged 18-45 years, with low-to-intermediate educational attainment, who were trying to become pregnant
within 12 months were included in this open cohort. Recruitment took place through social media, health care professionals, and
distribution of flyers and posters from September 2021 until June 2022. Participants used Pregnant Faster daily for 4 weeks,
earning coins by reading blogs on pregnancy preparation, filling out a daily questionnaire on healthy lifestyle choices, and
registering for a PCC consultation with a midwife. Earned coins could be spent on rewards, such as fruit, mascara, and baby
products. Evaluation took place through the mHealth App Usability Questionnaire (MAUQ), an additional interview or
questionnaire, and assessment of overall study conduction.

Results: Due to limited inclusions, the inclusion criterion “living in a deprived neighborhood” was dropped. This resulted in
the inclusion of 47 women, of whom 39 (83%) completed the intervention. In total, 16 (41%) of 39 participants visited a PCC
consultation, with their main motivation being obtaining personalized information. The majority of participants agreed with 16
(88.9%) of 18 statements of the MAUQ, indicating high user satisfaction. The mean rating was 7.7 (SD 1.0) out of 10. Points of
improvement included recruitment of the target group, simplification of the log-in system, and automation of manual tasks.

Conclusions: Nudging women through Pregnant Faster to stimulate pregnancy preparation and PCC uptake has proven feasible,
but the inclusion criteria must be revised. A substantial number of PCC consultations were conducted, and this study will therefore
be continued with an open cohort of 400 women, aiming to establish the (cost-)effectiveness of an updated version, named
Pregnant Faster 2.
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Introduction

A low socioeconomic status (SES) is associated with a
vulnerable health status (VHS), which research suggests is
grounded in the accumulation of risk factors, such as inadequate
nutrition, smoking, and increased mental stressors [1-4]. For
women, a low SES means they are more likely to have a VHS,
which translates into a higher incidence of adverse pregnancy
outcomes in this group [5-9]. These adverse outcomes originate
at least partly in the periconception period [10], during which
gametogenesis, embryonic development, and placentation take
place, laying the foundation for perinatal outcomes, as well as
the child’s lifelong health [11,12]. For example, an accumulation
of 2 or more maternal risk factors impacts embryonic growth
[13], which is associated with midpregnancy fetal weight and
birth weight [14]. In addition, infants born small for their
gestational age are more susceptible to noncommunicable
diseases, such as diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease
[15]. The effects of adverse pregnancy outcomes therefore hit
twice: once in utero and once in later life. This increases the
child’s chance of a VHS in adulthood, which, once again, may
influence pregnancy outcomes. These transgenerational effects
are further maintained by impaired health agency, which is
associated with a low SES and diminishes the likelihood of
seeking necessary care [16]. In accordance with these findings,
research shows that women with a VHS are less likely to engage
in pregnancy preparation and take up preconception care (PCC)
[17].

PCC is usually given by a midwife or an obstetrician and is
aimed at identification of possible risk factors for adverse
outcomes, ameliorating those that are modifiable prior to
pregnancy [18]. This includes adopting healthy lifestyle
behaviors and making beneficial choices in general that will
increase the chance of having a healthy pregnancy and baby.
Although ≥80% of women who wish to become pregnant have
at least 1 modifiable risk factor for adverse pregnancy outcomes
[19,20], the uptake of PCC remains low due to insufficient
awareness of risk factors and the benefits of PCC [21]. Women
with a low SES may encounter additional barriers when
engaging in pregnancy preparation, as they are already burdened
by the deprived circumstances in which they live. Supporting
this group by making pregnancy preparation easier and attractive
might be a suitable way to relieve the inequity regarding their
pregnancy outcomes.

Our research group has previously developed the web-based
PCC tool Smarter Pregnancy, an interactive, tailored, mobile

health (mHealth) platform that offers practical coaching and
customized feedback on nutrition and other lifestyle behaviors
of prospective parents [22]. Smarter Pregnancy has proven to
be effective in supporting healthy choices in women with a
VHS, in addition to being valued highly by them [23]. To further
support PCC engagement in women with a VHS, we have
designed an mHealth app that especially fits their needs and
preferences [24]: the app-based nudge Pregnant Faster. A nudge
is an intervention that stimulates making beneficial choices by
increasing the attractiveness and easiness of healthy behavior
[25]. An in-depth explanation of nudge theory and its application
in health policy can be found in the study by Murayama et al
[26].

In the case of Pregnant Faster, participants are nudged through
a loyalty program that entails collecting coins by engaging with
the app and ordering rewards using those coins. The design of
Pregnant Faster can be viewed as a macrolevel nudge, containing
multiple microlevel nudges aimed at stimulating pregnancy
preparation and encouraging the uptake of PCC. For example,
the monetary value of a coin is a microlevel nudge; it varies
from €0.06 to €0.26 (US $0.06-$0.26), depending on the type
of reward. Healthy rewards, such as folic acid supplements, are
relatively cheap, steering participants toward picking them over
luxury goods, while maintaining their freedom to choose. The
most important feature of the app, which also yields the highest
number of coins, is the possibility to register for a PCC
consultation with a nearby midwife, promoting blended care:
an effective way to promote pregnancy preparation [27]. As
midwives are the primary health care providers for pregnant
women in the Netherlands, PCC consultations are beneficial
for the bond between health care provider and client prior to
and during pregnancy. The full description of Pregnant Faster’s
design process, detailing the imbedded nudges, has been
published in JMIR Protocols [28].

The aim of this pilot study was to determine Pregnant Faster’s
feasibility pertaining to usability and user satisfaction, the
number of PCC consultations booked and visited by participants,
and the course of practical conduction regarding the inclusion
process, reward allocation, and finalization of the study. In
addition, the results of this study will be used to further develop
Pregnant Faster and lay the foundation for a larger cohort study
to establish its (cost-)effectiveness. Our overall ambition is that
Pregnant Faster contributes to the improvement of short-term
and long-term health in mothers with a VHS, their children, and
future generations (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Aim of the mHealth app Pregnant Faster. mHealth: mobile health; PCC: preconception care.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
This study was assessed and approved by the Medical Ethical
Committee of the Erasmus University Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands (MEC-2020-0974). Informed
consent was obtained from all participants via email.

Considering the low risk of this study, composing a Data Safety
Monitoring Board was deemed unnecessary.

Recruitment and Inclusion
Our aim was to include 40 participants in this study. Between
September 2021 and June 2022, 337 women registered for this
study, of which 102 (30.3%) were eligible for inclusion. Due
to a higher-than-expected confidentiality, integrity, and
availability (CIA) Triad classification (a risk score regarding
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user information safety [29]), additional security demands were
necessary. Fulfilling these demands delayed the launch of
Pregnant Faster from September 2021 to November 2021,

leading to a loss of recruited eligible women. From the launch
onward, 47 (46.1%) women were included, of which 39 (83%)
completed the intervention (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Inclusion flowchart.

Recruitment took place through the Sneller Zwanger website
[30], which was distributed through posters and flyers,
advertisements on the social media platforms Facebook and
Instagram, and midwifery practices that provide primary care
to all pregnant women in the Netherlands. Additionally, a
collaboration took place with the Dutch influencer Midwife
Mother (Dutch Verlosmoeder) on Instagram [31-33]. Participants
filled in a survey with their first name, age, telephone number,

email address, zip code, educational level, and when they
planned on trying to become pregnant (currently pregnant,
currently trying, or trying in ≤3, >3-12, or >12 months).
Pregnant women were asked to fill in their estimated or
calculated due date.

Participants were selected based on the following inclusion
criteria: assigned female at birth, 18-45 years old, actively trying
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to become pregnant within now and 12 months or pregnant with
a gestational age of <8 weeks at the start of the intervention, a
low-to-intermediate educational level (prevocational or
vocational education), and able and willing to download and
evaluate the app.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: insufficient proficiency in
the Dutch language, not in possession of a smartphone or tablet
suitable for the app, and refusal to download or evaluate the
app. All excluded women received a free coupon for the Dutch
or English version of Smarter Pregnancy [34].

Design
Pregnant Faster was developed by the Erasmus University
Medical Center’s research group Periconception Epidemiology
at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, in
collaboration with TJIP The Platform Engineer and the event
bureau Improve. A detailed description of the cocreation and
design process of Pregnant Faster and the study protocol has
been published in JMIR Protocols [28].

Intervention
Eligible women were sent the patient information folder, in
which the intervention was explained. Inclusion was finalized
after a telephone conversation in which further clarification
could be provided. An email was sent with instructions on how
to download and install Pregnant Faster from Apple App Store
(iOS) or via a link (Android). If more than 3 days passed
between inclusion and downloading, participants were
approached twice by email and telephone and once by a text
message to provide further support with installation.

The first log-in marked the start of the 4-week intervention.
During this period, participants logged in with their email
address and a password, which yielded 1 coin per day per log-in.
The first log-in yielded 50 coins as a reward for installation and
to immediately stimulate participants to further engage with the
app. After log-in, a dashboard appeared, containing 5 buttons:

(1) “Earn coins,” (2) “Overview coins,” (3) “See a midwife!,”
(4) “This study,” and (5) “Rewards” (Figure 3).

Button 1, “Earn coins,” led to a timeline where new blogs and
tips appeared daily (Multimedia Appendix 1). Reading this
information yielded 4-8 coins. In the same timeline, a daily
questionnaire appeared in which participants could tick a box
if they ate sufficient fruit and vegetables, exercised, and took
folic acid supplements that day. Each ticked box yielded 2 coins
per day. Button 2, “Overview coins,” displayed when and how
coins were earned and how many coins were spent on which
products. Button 3, “See a midwife!,” contained information
regarding what PCC is and who it is for, stimulating participants
to register through the app for a PCC consultation. Registering
consisted of filling in their phone number, which immediately
yielded 25 coins. An additional 75 coins were allocated after
the visit was confirmed by the midwife. Button 4, “This study,”
contained information about the study itself and contact details
for support. Button 5, “Rewards,” contained an in-app shop
where participants could order rewards, including (but not
limited to) folic acid supplements, fruit, nail polish, mascara,
ovulation or pregnancy tests, and newborn clothing. Rewards
were sent to their home address to arrive within 5 business days.
If a participant had not logged in for 7 days, they received a
manually sent text message and email, encouraging them to
read up on the newly offered blogs and tips, earn more coins,
and order rewards.

At the end of the intervention, participants were offered a
coupon for Smarter Pregnancy via the timeline, which would
yield 25 coins upon use and provide them with an additional
26 weeks of coaching. Furthermore, they received an email
regarding finalization of the study and available means of
support. Earned coins could be spent up to 2 weeks after the
intervention ended. The blogs and tips remained accessible for
as long as the app remained installed. Figure 4 provides an
overview of the study flow.
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Figure 3. Pregnant Faster interface.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the study design. mHealth: mobile health; PCC: preconception care.

Data Collection and Outcome Measures
During the study, registration and inclusion rates were tracked
and a log book was kept to note any encountered barriers and
changes to the protocol.

Participants’ baseline characteristics were collected prior to
inclusion through the selection survey, and home addresses
were collected via email after obtaining informed consent. If
selected participants did not respond to attempts to include them,

they were contacted twice by email, twice by telephone, and
once by a text message.

After using Pregnant Faster for 4 weeks, participants filled in
a modified version of the 18-item mHealth App Usability
Questionnaire (MAUQ), which uses a 7-point Likert scale
(Multimedia Appendix 2) [35]. In addition, the first 10 (25.6%)
participants went through a semistructured interview
(Multimedia Appendix 3) in which they elaborated on their
experiences with the app and, if applicable, the PCC
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consultation. The audiotapes of these interviews were used to
compose the Experience Questionnaire (ExQ; Multimedia
Appendix 4) that consisted partly of questions using a 5-point
Likert scale. The ExQ was offered to the remaining participants,
and the first author filled in the ExQ for the first 10 (25.6%)
participants, using the audiotaped data provided during the
interviews. If a question in the ExQ was not clearly answered
in the interview, the participant was approached by telephone
to provide an answer. The answers to the open questions in the
ExQ were evaluated for notable and recurring comments.

At the end of the study period, data were collected on the
number of coins earned, the types of rewards that were chosen,
and the number of booked and visited PCC consultations.

Data Analysis
To evaluate the inclusion strategy, the following percentages
were calculated: (1) eligibility percentage, (2) inclusion
percentages, and (3) intervention completion percentages. The
eligibility percentage was determined by dividing the number
of women eligible for inclusion by the total number of women
who registered for the study. The inclusion percentages were
calculated by dividing the number of included participants (who
provided informed consent) by the number of total registrations
and the number of eligible women who were approached for

inclusion. Completion of the intervention entailed completing
the evaluation of the app. The intervention completion
percentages were obtained by dividing the number of
participants who completed the intervention by the number of
eligible women and the number of participants who provided
informed consent.

The baseline of the study population is presented in tabular form
using the median (IQR) for continuous data and n (%) for
categorical data. Data obtained through the MAUQ and the ExQ
are presented in bar charts. Notable answers to open questions
are presented in narrative form. Data on feasibility from the
researchers’ point of view are presented as bullet points.

All calculations were carried out using SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM
Corporation), charts were created using Excel 2016 (Microsoft),
and figures were created in PowerPoint 2016 (Microsoft).

Results

Recruitment, Inclusion, and the Study Population
A total of 337 women registered for the intervention, of whom
102 (30.3%) were eligible for inclusion. Informed consent was
signed by 47 (46.1%) women, and 39 (83%) of the 47 women
participated and completed the intervention. Table 1 displays
participants’ baseline characteristics.

Table 1. Participants’ baseline characteristics.

Participants (N=39)Characteristics

30 (27-35)Age (years), median (IQR)

Mean income neighborhooda, n (%)

19 (48.7)Below middle

11 (28.2)Above middle

4 (10.3)Low to high

5 (12.8)High

Educational levelb, n (%)

3 (7.7)Low

36 (92.3)Intermediate

Trying to become pregnant, n (%)

32 (82.1)Currently trying

5 (12.8)Within 3 months

2 (5.1)Within 12 months

Mobile operating system, n (%)

17 (43.6)Android

22 (56.4)iOS

aThe median household income of a neighborhood is determined by the distribution of household income of all households in the country [28]. This
table adheres to the original subdivision of the distribution of household income (year 2020): low, <€15,900 (<US $18,800); below middle, €15,900-21,000
(US $18,800-$24,800); middle, €21,000-26,800 (US $24,800-$31,700); above middle, €26,800-34,600 (US $31,700-$40,900); and high, >€34,600
(>US $40,900).
bEducational level [29]. Dutch educational levels are subdivided as follows: low (prevocational education, selective secondary education, or lower),
intermediate (vocational education), and high (bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, or higher).

A 2-month gap arose between the start of recruitment and the
intervention, due to the app’s CIA Triad classification [29]. A

low classification was expected, but the combination of 40
intended participants and their registering their first name and
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email address in the app warranted a slightly higher
classification for confidentiality and therefore additional security
demands. Despite frequent updates to keep eligible women
engaged, 55 (53.9%) of 102 women did not respond when
inclusion commenced. Next, we describe these events and the
inclusion process in detail.

Between September 2021 and January 2022, 212 (62.9%)
women from the total 337 registrations reached in June 2022
registered for the study. Of these 212 women, only 9 (4.2%)
were included. To boost the registration and inclusion rates,
more flyers and posters were distributed, and the choice was
made to include women who were trying to become pregnant
within 12 months as opposed to within 3 months, as originally
intended. Furthermore, the intervention was expanded from the
municipality of Rotterdam to nationwide, delivering rewards
through the postal service instead of by car. Midwives
throughout the Netherlands were actively approached to ask
whether they were interested in participating in the study and
were offered support in setting up PCC consultations in their
practices. Subsequently, the collaboration with Midwife Mother
was renewed, who uploaded another post and multiple stories
regarding PCC and Pregnant Faster to her Instagram. All women
who were previously excluded based on not living near
Rotterdam were contacted and asked to participate.

These efforts showed a limited effect. By May 2022, an
additional 54 (16%) registrations and a total of 16 (34%)
inclusions were obtained, which led to the decision to drop the
inclusion criterion of living in a deprived neighborhood, thereby
lowering the chance of including women likely to have a VHS.
This choice was made to allow for further development and
testing of Pregnant Faster while searching for a more effective
way to recruit the intended target group for the planned larger
cohort. Another social media campaign was conducted, and all
women who were previously excluded based on their
neighborhood’s median income were invited to participate.

Between May 2022 and July 2022, 71 (21%) more women
registered for the study, adding up to the total of 337
registrations. Registration was closed after no new women
registered for 2 weeks. From May onward, 31 participants were
included, adding up to a total of 47 inclusions, of which 39
(83%) completed the intervention and 8 (17%) dropped out. Of
these 8, 3 (37.5%) women who provided informed consent did
not respond to instructions on how to install the app or attempts
to reach them; 2 (25%) women were unable to install the app:
in one case, an iPhone with Belgian settings preventing
download from the Dutch Apple Store, and in the other case,
the woman who had an Android device was scared by the
warning prompted by download of an app outside of Google
Play Store. Of the 3 (37.5%) remaining dropouts, 2 (25%)
stopped trying to become pregnant and 1 (12.5%) found the
questionnaires too burdensome. Table S1 in Multimedia
Appendix 5 provides an overview of the eligibility, inclusion,
and intervention completion percentages.

PCC Consultations
A total of 17 (43.6%) of 39 participants registered for a PCC
consultation, and 16 (41%) consultations were conducted by 9

midwifery practices. One consultation was performed via
telehealth by the first author because the midwife chosen by the
participant had no experience in providing PCC and did not
wish to implement PCC in her practice. The participant who
registered for PCC but did not attend a consultation was worried
about her health care insurance not covering the costs. Stating
to feel overwhelmed, she declined additional support as well
as a free telehealth consultation.

The most often reported reason to register for a PCC
consultation was to obtain more personalized information
(14/17, 82.4%), followed by being curious about what a
consultation entails in practice (6/17, 35.3%). The most frequent
reason not to register for a consultation was simply not being
interested in doing so (6/22, 27.3%). A visual overview of
participants’ motivation regarding registration for PCC can be
found in Figures S7 and S8 in Multimedia Appendix 6.

All participants who visited a PCC consultation agreed that
registering through Pregnant Faster is easy (2/16, 12.5%, agree;
14/16, 87.5%, strongly agree) and were glad they had done so
(3/16, 18.7%, agree; 13/16, 81.3%, strongly agree).

Coins and Rewards
During the study, participants could earn a maximum amount
of 468 coins. Together, they earned a total of 11.791 coins (mean
284, SD 109 per participant; median 276, IQR 221-358; range
79-443). In total, 344 rewards were ordered during the study
period (mean 8, SD 6 per participant; median 7, IQR 3-12; range
0-22). One participant did not wish to order rewards because
she was happy with “just the app.” She stated that she did not
feel it was morally objectionable to be rewarded but just that
she was not interested in receiving rewards.

The most popular reward was a €10 (US $10) book voucher,
with 19 (48.7%) of 39 participants ordering the voucher at least
once. The second-most popular reward was fruit, with 17
(43.6%) participants ordering fruit at least once and a total of
87 orders (87/344, 25.3%). Bananas were the most popular fruit,
amounting to 32 (36.8%) of 87 fruit orders. The third-most
popular reward was a set of 2 home pregnancy tests, with 16
(41%) participants ordering this reward at least once. Most
participants ordered a reward more than once, displaying their
personal preferences and satisfaction regarding their previous
order. Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 5 displays all rewards
and their order frequency and percentage.

Feasibility From Users’ Point of View

mHealth App Usability Questionnaire
Figure 5 displays the results of the MAUQ. The participants
deemed Pregnant Faster’s usability satisfying, with the majority
of participants agreeing with 16 (88.9%) of 18 statements. With
regard to the remaining 2 statements, all participants (N=39,
100%) agreed that the amount of time the app takes is agreeable,
and 19 (48.7%) were neutral about being able to use the app
with a poor internet connection, indicating they may not have
experienced connectivity problems.
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Figure 5. Results of the MAUQ. MAUQ: mHealth App Usability Questionnaire; mHealth: mobile health.

Experience Questionnaire
Figure 6 displays the results of the ExQ for which the 5-point
Likert scale was used. The majority of participants agreed with
16 (88.9%) of 18 statements, conveying high user satisfaction.
Regarding the log-in process, 16 (41%) of 39 participants agreed
and 18 (46.2%) disagreed that it is easy, with 5 (12.8%) being
neutral. In addition, 12 (30.8%) participants agreed and 9
(23.1%) disagreed with the statement regarding participants
making more healthy choices after finishing the intervention.
The remaining 18 (46.2%) participants were neutral.

The majority of participants stated that they used the app daily
(n=18, 46.2%) or every other day (n=18, 46.2%). Most
participants (n=31, 79.5%) reported to have logged in less often
than they would have wanted to, the foremost reason being the
requirement to log in with an email and password each time

(n=14, 35.9%). Overall, participants rated Pregnant Faster 7.7
out of 10, with 10 being the best rating (mean 7.7, SD 1.0;
median 8, IQR 7-8; range 5-9). Multimedia Appendix 6 contains
Figures S9-S11, which provide additional results for the ExQ
multiple-choice questions.

In the ExQ, participants were given the option to provide
additional comments. It was notable that 8 (20.5%) participants
commented that they would have liked push notifications to
remind them of filling in the daily questionnaire and reading
new blogs and tips. One participant recommended personalized
notification settings so they would best fit her wishes regarding
the subject, timing, and frequency. Furthermore, 3 (7.7%)
participants commented that they would like the app to focus
on their partners as well, hoping to actively involve them more
in preparing for pregnancy.
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Figure 6. Results of the ExQ. ExQ: Experience Questionnaire.

Feasibility From Researchers’ Point of View
During the study, 11 issues were noted that should be considered
before attempting to establish Pregnant Faster’s
(cost-)effectiveness in a larger cohort study:

• A time gap between the start of recruitment and intervention
led to a significant loss of eligible participants and should
be prevented.

• Limiting the study population to a local area greatly impedes
inclusion rates and causes disappointment in otherwise
eligible participants, which may harm the intervention’s
reputation.

• Using a combination of the neighborhood median income
and a low-to-intermediate educational level as a proxy of
low SES is not a suitable method to recruit large numbers
of women with a VHS.

• Manual selection and inclusion require a significant amount
of labor for which multiple researchers have to be available.
The same goes for approaching individual midwifery
practices for collaboration.

• Use of a classic, relatively complicated information folder
and informed consent form can be overwhelming and does
not lead to proper understanding of the study nor true
consent.

• For participants with Android devices, installation of the
app is complicated by not providing the app through the
Google Play Store. Additional support is often needed.

• Fruit sent through the postal service often arrive bruised,
requiring frequent checks for whether the reward is
delivered in good condition, offering refunds when this is
not the case. Failed deliveries result in the return of rotten

fruit to the researchers. Since fruit is a popular, healthy
reward, a suitable alternative should be considered, such
as a voucher.

• Sending rewards daily is laborious. During this pilot, we
experimented with a frequency of twice per week, clearly
communicating this to participants. Afterward, no
dissatisfaction regarding delivery time was noticed.

• Confirmation of PCC consultations requires the researchers
to contact midwifery practices, causing a delay in coin
allocation, possibly negatively impacting user satisfaction
and effectiveness of the reward. Relying on participants
self-reporting their visit in the app, combined with automatic
coin allocation, should be considered.

• Manually keeping track of booked and confirmed
consultations, in addition to manual coin allocation, requires
a significant amount of time. For this reason as well,
self-reporting should be considered.

• Asking participants to fill in 2 separate questionnaires
causes confusion and diminishes the likeliness of
completing the evaluation. It is advisable to evaluate user
experiences in a succinct manner.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this pilot study, we aimed to determine the feasibility of the
app-based nudge Pregnant Faster, which is designed to fit the
needs of women with a low SES and a high likelihood of having
a VHS, who have a higher risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes.
The aim of Pregnant Faster is to encourage these women by
nudging them to adequately prepare for pregnancy through
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education by making healthy lifestyle choices and engaging in
PCC, which will help improve their pregnancy outcomes.

Pregnant Faster has shown to be feasible from the users’ point
of view, showing high user satisfaction with a rating of 7.7/10
and PCC uptake by 16 (41%) of 39 participants. Notably, 27
(69.2%) participants stated to have learned a lot about pregnancy
preparation and 28 (71.7%) felt motivated by the app to make
healthy lifestyle choices. After the intervention ended, 12
(30.8%) participants stated that they more often make healthy
choices than prior to using Pregnant Faster.

With regard to the 55 (53.9%) of 102 eligible participants who
did not respond when inclusion commenced after the 2-month
delay, we suspect that a loss of interest and perhaps of trust in
the intervention played a role. The amount of lost eligible
women suggests that time is a limiting factor, impacting
women’s willingness to participate in the intervention. This
emphasizes the necessity of quickly responding to their
willingness to participate and acceptance of offered care.

Feasibility from the researchers’ point of view was satisfactory
as well but only with regard to practical conduction, as
adjustments to the inclusion criteria were made to up the number
of inclusions. Dropping the criterion of living in a deprived
neighborhood likely impacted the chance of including women
who actually have a VHS. The feasibility of Pregnant Faster
from the researchers’ point of view can be improved by
developing a new method of finding the target group, making
the app available via both Apple App Store and Google Play
Store, and automating (parts of) the inclusion process and coin
allocation, which will limit the number of administrative tasks.

Strengths and Limitations
To the best of our knowledge, Pregnant Faster is the first
mHealth intervention that aims to encourage adequate pregnancy
preparation and increase the uptake of PCC, promoting blended
lifestyle care, by nudging participants with a loyalty program
consisting of earning and spending coins. During study
conduction and after evaluation, important knowledge was
gained concerning the strengths and limitations of this
intervention and how best to proceed with a larger cohort study.

Despite our earlier experiences regarding the recruitment of
women who likely have a VHS, we did not manage to conduct
this study adhering to the original inclusion criteria [28]. It is
possible, therefore, that the user feasibility would have been
different had the full study population met the intended criteria.

Pregnant Faster has been designed through iterative cocreation,
actively involving the target population in its development [28].
Even though adjustments were made, we consider this pilot
study to be another step in the iterative cocreation process, as
the results will be used for further development of the app and
nearly half (19/39, 48.7%) of the study population met the
criteria of living in a deprived neighborhood.

Further Development and Future Research
The insights gained through this study have prompted us to
re-evaluate which characteristics to use as a proxy for a low
SES and the associated VHS. To improve recruitment of the
target group, we have hosted meetings with health care

professionals specializing in health-related vulnerability and
adverse pregnancy outcomes to gain more insight and develop
new inclusion criteria for a larger cohort study. At this moment,
we are researching (combinations of) different inclusion criteria
based on self-reported vulnerability markers, such as high stress;
financial insecurity; addiction to alcohol, drugs, and tobacco;
and lack of social support, which are also associated with
unfavorable health outcomes [36]. Through developing these
new criteria, we aim to be more inclusive and provide support
to all women with a certain degree of health-related
vulnerability, instead of limiting support to those with a high
likelihood of having a VHS based on the educational level and
neighborhood deprivation.

We aim to continue promoting Pregnant Faster on social media
platforms, such as Instagram and YouTube. These platforms
have been known to use algorithms that successfully reach target
audiences and prove to be effective tools with regard to
providing people with support and education [37,38]. Using
these platforms, therefore, will not only support recruitment
and benefit the target population but also allow Pregnant Faster
to contribute to pregnancy-related health in the general
population.

The knowledge gained through this pilot study has inspired us
to research different methods of information transfer to ensure
the app fits the needs of the target group and improve Pregnant
Faster’s accessibility for those who experience limited literacy
[39]. For the planned cohort study, for example, we have created
an audio version and infographic of the patient information
folder and informed consent form. Furthermore, we are currently
creating additional content for the app, again focusing on
multiple methods of information transfer, such as podcasts,
videos, and infographics.

On a technical level, the inclusion process and content
management system will be adjusted to reduce manual tasks
and promote feasibility. Furthermore, we plan to change the
log-in procedure to a pin code or fingerprint and enhance the
app with daily notifications.

Regarding focusing more on participants’ partners, we have
chosen to not adhere to this suggestion at the current time, as
the tips and blogs already contain information for partners and
we are still in the process of establishing (cost-)effectiveness
and further developing Pregnant Faster. In research concerning
reproductive health, it is known that partners may sometimes
take on a more passive role [40], which places the burden of
preparing for pregnancy largely on the person who will carry
the baby. For future development, therefore, we will consider
the possibility of adding personalized settings to allow users to
fill in characteristics that will adjust the app’s content
accordingly, such as relationship status, gender and sexual
orientation, and, if applicable, gestational age and the use of
donor semen.

In the future, we wish to investigate the possibility of offering
Pregnant Faster to all who wish to become pregnant, possibly
with rewards if cost-effectiveness is established.
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Conclusion
With this pilot study, we have demonstrated that the app-based
nudge Pregnant Faster provides a feasible way to stimulate the
uptake of PCC and boost participants’ motivation to adequately
prepare for pregnancy. We will use the knowledge we have

gained through this pilot study to create an updated version of
the app, which will be named Pregnant Faster 2. Our next step
consists of determining the (cost-)effectiveness of Pregnant
Faster 2, for which we will conduct a cohort study of 400 women
with a VHS based on newly devised inclusion criteria.
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Abstract

Background: Cigarette smoking remains one of the leading causes of preventable death worldwide. A worldwide study by the
World Health Organization concluded that more than 8 million people die every year from smoking, tobacco consumption, and
secondhand smoke. The most effective tobacco cessation programs require personalized human intervention combined with costly
pharmaceutical supplementation, making them unaffordable or inaccessible to most tobacco users. Thus, digital interventions
offer a promising alternative to these traditional methods. However, the leading smartphone apps available in the market today
have either not been studied in a clinical setting or are unable to match the smoking cessation success rates of their expensive
offline counterparts. We would like to understand whether QuitSure, a novel smoking cessation app built by Rapidkart Online
Private Limited, is able to bridge this efficacy gap and deliver affordable and effective smoking cessation at scale.

Objective: Our objective was to do an initial exploration into the engagement, efficacy, and safety of QuitSure based on the
self-reported experiences of its users. Outcomes measured were program completion, the effect of program completion on smoking
behavior, including self-reported cessation outcomes, and negative health events from using the app.

Methods: All QuitSure registered users who created their accounts on the QuitSure app between April 1, 2021, and February
28, 2022, were sent an anonymized web-based survey. The survey results were added to their engagement data on the app to
evaluate the feasibility and efficacy of the app as a smoking cessation intervention. The data were analyzed using descriptive

statistics (frequencies and percentages) and the χ2 test of independence.

Results: In total, 1299 users who had completed the QuitSure program submitted the survey and satisfied the inclusion criteria
of the study. Of these, 1286 participants had completed the program more than 30 days before filling out the survey, and 1040
(80.1%, 95% CI 79.1%-82.6%) of them had maintained prolonged abstinence for at least 30 days after program completion. A
majority of participants (770/891, 86.4%) who were still maintaining abstinence at the time of submitting the survey did not
experience any severe nicotine withdrawal symptoms, while 41.9% (373/891) experienced no mild withdrawal symptoms either.
Smoking quantity prior to completing the program significantly affected quit rates (P<.001), with heavy smokers (>20 cigarettes
per day) having a lower 30-day prolonged abstinence rate (relative risk=0.91; 95% CI 90.0%-96.2%) compared to lighter smokers.
No additional adverse events outside of known nicotine withdrawal symptoms were reported.

Conclusions: The nature of web-based surveys and cohort selection allows for extensive unknown biases. However, the efficacy
rates of survey respondents who completed the program were high and provide a case for further investigation in the form of
randomized controlled trials on the QuitSure tobacco cessation program.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49519)   doi:10.2196/49519
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Introduction

Background
Cigarette smoking remains one of the leading causes of many
premature deaths worldwide [1]. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), more than 8 million people around the
world die every year, either directly or indirectly (via
secondhand smoke), because of tobacco consumption. Hence,
the WHO [2] has identified the tobacco epidemic as one of the
world’s biggest public health threats. Beyond the burden of
mortality lies the burden of disease as a result of tobacco
consumption. For every 1 individual who dies because of
smoking, at least 30 live with a serious illness caused by
smoking. Smoking causes many health issues, such as
cardiovascular diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
and 12 types of cancer [3]. More than 67% of smokers face
debilitating, and eventually fatal, health issues at some point in
their smoking lives [4]. Health risks, as well as death risks for
smokers compared to nonsmokers, have worsened, due to the
deadly spread of COVID-19 across the world [5]. Meanwhile,
the economic costs attributable to smoking and exposure to
tobacco smoke globally have been estimated to be US $1436
per smoker, which is equivalent to around 1.8% of the world’s
gross domestic product [3,6].

In 2015, 68% (22.7 million) of adult smokers said that they
wanted to quit smoking. In 2018, 55.1% (21.5 million) of adult
smokers said that they had made a quit attempt in the past year.
In 2020, 62.5% of youths (middle and high school students)
who currently used tobacco products wished to quit all tobacco
products, and 65.4% of youths who currently used tobacco
products reported that they had stopped using all tobacco
products for 1 day or longer in the past year because they were
trying to quit [7]. But on the other side of the coin, a report by
the National Institute of Cancer, United States [8], found that
in 2020, of the 53.9% of smokers who attempted to quit
smoking, only 8.5% of them were successful in doing so. In
fact, research has found that it takes about 30 quitting attempts
for a smoker to successfully quit [9]. The WHO, in 2022, said
that without cessation support, only 4% of smokers will be able
to successfully quit.

Smoking Cessation
There are several smoking cessation methods available across
the world, including unassisted methods, nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT), prescribed medicine (bupropion or varenicline)
use, behavioral counseling, quitlines, and the use of mobile apps
and websites for smoking cessation [10]. Financial incentives
have gained popularity as a cessation method recently [11].
NRT, like nicotine patches, gums, and nasal sprays; medications
such as bupropion and varenicline; and nonpharmacological
interventions [12] are the most common smoking cessation
interventions. However, NRT has shown to have success rates
of only 6%-8% [13], while pharmacological interventions,
despite their somewhat higher success rates of 14%-20% [14],

come with the risk of side effects such as skin irritation or more
serious seizures and are also very expensive [15]. Combined
interventions for smokers such as behavioral interventions and
long-term assistance or social support are most effective when
it comes to smoking cessation [15]. However, they tend to be
expensive, highly variable depending on the quality of each
individual provider, accessible to only small hyperlocal
communities, and cannot be scaled up to achieve
population-level impact.

Smartphone Apps for Smoking Cessation
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the rate of smoking
cessation increased from 23% to 31% [16], which creates the
opportunity to encourage and support smokers to quit smoking
through different smoking cessation methods. Unconventional
methods such as smartphone-based apps can be more useful to
increase the odds of quitting success over conventional methods
because smartphone use is highly prevalent, is available 24-7,
is cost-effective, requires zero-minimal human intervention,
and can provide instant and constant support. Seo et al [17]
found a total of 603 apps designed for smoking cessation that
were available in the US, UK, Australian, and Asian markets
[17]. Apps designed for smoking cessation have been
downloaded 33 million times globally according to a study done
by SensorTower in April 2020 (Nelson, SensorTower.com,
personal communication, April 15, 2020). Users who have high
engagement with smoking cessation apps have been found to
be more likely to be successful in quitting [18,19].

However, literature reviews suggest that only a few apps follow
the guidelines for treating tobacco dependence, and most apps
use only very simple tools like calculators (41%), calendars
(36%), trackers (18%), hypnosis apps (21%), and distractors
(10%) [20,21]. According to the WHO, any primary care
provider needs to follow the 5As (ask, advise, assess, assist,
and arrange) to help a tobacco user [22]. One content analysis
study suggested that 96% of the cessation apps addressed
“assist” but less frequently addressed the other 4 As [21].
Another review demonstrated that only 11 (6.1%) of the 180
smoking cessation apps available in 2022 have any scientific
support [23]. The review also discovered that very few apps
offered evidence-based interventions such as mindfulness (18%)
or cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT; 2.2%). Other reviews
indicated that 88.46% of smoking cessation apps have not been
updated by the developers in over a year, and 33.67% of apps
have low acceptance by the market with <10,000 downloads
[17,21]. Thus, the development of additional smartphone apps
that have good user acceptance and are using empirically
supported behavior change techniques to deliver smoking
cessation interventions appears to be warranted.

The QuitSure Smoking Cessation Program
The QuitSure program (Rapidkart Online Private Limited) has
been identified as one such program, which incorporates
behavior change techniques like positive psychology, CBT, and
mindfulness that have been shown to be effective in smoking
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cessation interventions [22,24], and is customized to the
smoking habits and psychological needs of the user. It does not
include or recommend the use of any pharmaceutical
interventions, like oral supplements, medications, or NRTs.

The program follows the 5As recommended by the WHO [22]:
it first asks the users about their smoking history such as
quantity, patterns, past quitting attempts, and relapse reasons.
This also helps the user internalize their smoking behavior.
Then, it assesses if they are ready to quit and asks them about
their inhibitions to quit. Unless it is a medical condition, it then
advises in a clear, strong manner to quit smoking alongside a
summary of the program and how it actually works. After
understanding the program, willing users are then progressed
to the next level, where the app provides the main content on
psychology, CBT, and mindfulness [24].

CBT is incorporated by helping users question their beliefs
around the positive aspects of smoking and remove them. The
app does not demand any lifestyle modification. It simply helps
the user accept their smoking triggers and change their response

to these triggers. Under mindfulness, the app provides video
exercises to teach users how to smoke mindfully by focusing
on every aspect of the smoking experience. This exposes to the
user the real effects of cigarettes, both while smoking and after,
on their bodies and minds. All the content is delivered using
empathy and without administering any guilt or blame to the
user to keep the user’s mind in a more calm and receptive state.

Users are required to complete the program in a very specific
way with a predefined sequence of content and video exercises
as shown in the screenshot of the home page in Figure 1 (left).
The program requires around 6-10 hours over 6-12 days to
complete. During the whole process, the app has a structured,
digital journal for users to record their quitting journey and
24×7 chat-based support from trained counselors for users who
have additional questions or concerns that are not addressed by
the program itself as shown in Figure 1 (right). Once the user
has completed the program and quit smoking, the app has
postquit tools and chat support available to prevent them from
relapsing. Around 12.3% (4124/33,458) of all users reach out
to the counselors for support during and after the program.

Figure 1. Screenshots of the home page (left) and profile page (right) of the QuitSure app.
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The program is priced at US $10 and should be affordable to
most daily smokers, as the average global retail price of a pack
of 20 cigarettes is approximately US $5 [25,26]. Users only
have to pay on day 2 of the 6-day program. This is done, so
they can understand how the program is structured and what
techniques it uses before committing to it. At the end of the
program, users are asked to perform a guided smoking exercise
where they smoke their last cigarette and then quit cold turkey.
The timestamp when they mark having performed this exercise
in the app is considered as their quit date and as their program
completion date. The QuitSure app has been updated an average
of once every 3 weeks since its launch.

In this paper, we report the results of a retrospective
cross-sectional study on users who completed the program
between April 1, 2021, and February 28, 2022. Participants who
started the QuitSure program but then dropped out before
completing it were also surveyed to evaluate the potential areas
of improvement for QuitSure. The aim of this study is to
evaluate the effectiveness of the QuitSure smoking cessation
program to enable smoking cessation among daily smokers. We
will also examine the program’s usability, feasibility, and
acceptance by the market.

Methods

Design
This was a retrospective cross-sectional study to understand,
through a web-based survey, smoking cessation outcomes of
users who completed the QuitSure program via the QuitSure
smartphone app. The survey was conducted in April 2022.

Recruitment
Users who downloaded and registered for the QuitSure quit
smoking app between dates April 1, 2021, and February 28,
2022, and satisfied all the following inclusion criteria were sent
the web surveys.

The study included (1) users who were daily smokers as defined
by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—smoked
at least 1 cigarette per day before they did the program and had
smoked at least 100 cigarettes before doing the program [6];
(2) adults aged 18 years and older (self-reported); (3) users who
were, at minimum, proficient in the English language (since the
program content is solely available in English); (4) users who
had completed the entire QuitSure program; (5) and users who
had a valid email address.

All registered users of the QuitSure app give consent to be
contacted for the purpose of research studies at the time of
registration.

Web-Based Survey
The surveys were created on the web-based Jotform tool built
by Jotform Inc. The forms were set up with Jotform’s Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
compliant mode, and no personally identifiable data were
collected, thus protecting the confidentiality and privacy of the
participants. The survey details have been reported in accordance
with the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys
(CHERRIES) guidelines [27].

The survey was sent via an automated email from the QuitSure
server to all users who fit the inclusion criteria. The email
included the relevant details for participation in the study,
including the length of the survey, the aim of the study, benefits
for the participant, as well as the link to the survey itself. They
were encouraged to contact the investigators if they had any
questions or concerns. Participation in the survey was voluntary.
Participants were granted entry into a lucky draw for a US $50
Amazon voucher. This amount was chosen as being 5 times the
price of the QuitSure program, and the email specified that
winning the US $50 voucher did not depend on whether their
experience with the QuitSure program was positive or negative.

To prevent duplication of data, each email included a hidden,
unique, non–personally identifiable ID number that appeared
in the survey results. For duplicate submissions, the more recent
entry was kept. All questions seen by the participant, depending
on the conditions, were mandatory. As a result, incomplete
surveys were not recorded or used for analysis. No statistical
correction methods, such as weighting of items or propensity
scores, were applied to adjust for sample nonrepresentativeness.

The first part of the survey confirmed the participants’
demographic data and satisfaction of the inclusion criteria. It
also explicitly requested informed consent for participation in
the study. Participants were shown the remaining sections in
the survey only if they consented to participate in the study and
met the inclusion criteria defined earlier. The second and third
parts of each survey are described in the individual sections
below. Prior to launching the survey, we conducted usability
and technical functionality testing to ensure that participants
could easily navigate and complete the electronic questionnaire.
In both surveys, the questions were primarily multiple choice,
with the rest requiring integer number entries. All multiple
choice questions included the option for free-form “other”
entries as well as the option for “none” or “choose not to share”
as relevant for that question.

Survey for Program Completers
This survey, referred to as S-Completers, was sent to all users
who satisfied the inclusion criteria and had also completed the
QuitSure program on the QuitSure app as defined in the
introduction. The second section of this survey identified the
participants’ smoking history, including the outcome of their
completion of the QuitSure program. The third section was
conditional. Each participant saw a different set of questions
depending on their smoking cessation or reduction or relapse
outcome after program completion. The number of questions
in each section ranged from 4 to 9 depending on the responses
of the participant.

Survey for Noncompleters of the Program
This survey, referred to as the S-Incompleters survey, was sent
to all users who satisfied the inclusion criteria and who had
started the program, but then not completed it, to get a
qualitative understanding of the feasibility of the program at
scale. The S-Incompleters survey also took the participants’
explicit consent for participation in the study and the same
demographic data and smoking history questions. The rest of
the survey was to understand their reasons for leaving the
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program midway. The number of questions in each section
ranged from 4 to 9 depending on the responses of the participant.
The copy of both survey questionnaires is provided in
Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2.

Study Variables
The data collected in the first part of both surveys included
demographic information about the participants including
gender, age, country of residence, and English proficiency. The
second part of both surveys, regarding smoking history and
behavior, asked what forms they consumed nicotine in before
doing the program, how much and how long they had smoked,
and whether they had previously tried to quit smoking using
other methods. Those who had completed the QuitSure program
were asked for the outcome of their most recent attempt at doing
the QuitSure program and if they used any other quit smoking
tools, programs, or medications or supplements during or after
doing the QuitSure program.

The questions in the third part of the S-Completers survey were
dependent on their outcome of doing the QuitSure program.
Those who were able to quit 100% since completing the program
were asked whether they experienced any mild or severe
withdrawal symptoms and weight gain. They were also asked
for their current level of cravings to smoke via a Likert scale
ranging from 1=none to 5=unbearable. Those who quit for some
time, but then relapsed, were asked how long they were able to
stay quit and their reasons for relapse. Those who were only
able to cut down their smoking level were asked for their new
smoking rates and the reasons the program did not help them
quit completely. Finally, those for whom the program had no
impact, were asked why the program did not work for them.
All participants who said they are still smoking were asked their
current level of motivation to quit smoking on the Likert scale
and whether they would use QuitSure again for their next
quitting attempt.

The S-Incompleters survey asked participants why they did not
complete the program and whether they were able to quit using
a different method since. If they have quit since, then how they
quit and what their level of cravings to smoke is. If not, then
what their level of motivation to quit is and whether they will
use QuitSure as their method of choice.

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the institutional review board of
the University of California, San Francisco (IRB 21-35619,
reference 331340). The email sent to the users described the
study’s aims and procedures as well as the security and
confidentiality of their data. It also clearly stated that
participation was voluntary, and they could decline to

participate. The participants were given a consent form with all
the details of the study including the purpose of the study.
Participants younger than 18 years were not included in the
study. The study observed data protection laws in effect at the
time it was conducted. Participants were entered in a lucky draw
to win a US $50 gift voucher for Amazon.

Statistical Analysis
Data were collected from 1299 participants from over 25
countries. The survey responses were available in Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft Corp) format. The data analysis tools used
were descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages), pivot
tables, as well as chi-square tests of independence.

Results

Survey for Program Completers
Of the 13,585 users who were sent the S-Completers survey
email, 853 (6.3%) emails bounced. Of the 12,732 delivered
emails, 5365 (42.1%) were opened. QuitSure or smoking was
not mentioned in the sender or subject lines of the emails, only
in the body of the email, to reduce bias based on user perception
of the QuitSure program before opening the email. Therefore,
we will use this number of email openers as the baseline number
of users who were aware of this study. In total, 1906 (35.5%)
of those who opened the email clicked on the survey link, and
a final 1332 (24.8%) email openers consented to participate in
the study and completed the survey. These values are all either
equal to or greater than the expected opening (21.5%) and click
(8%) rates based on global industry standards [28,29]. Of this
set of submitters, 11 were excluded for completing the program
in less than 7 days before submitting the survey. An additional
22 were excluded for submitting false data that were
significantly different from actual app engagement. A final set
of 1299 participants were included in the data analysis for the
study. App engagement and preprogram smoking behavior data
were not significantly different between those who filled out
the survey versus those who did not. A flowchart representing
the participant funnel for the S-Completers survey is available
in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the participants,
while Multimedia Appendix 4 shows their global distribution.
The ratio of male to female participants was found to be 1 to
1.17. The most common age range of participants was found to
be 25-34 years (n=431, 33.2%). In total, 97.2% (n=1262) of
participants were cigarette smokers, while the remaining 2.6%
(n=37) only consumed other forms of nicotine. Five countries,
the United States, the United Kingdom, India, Canada, and
Australia, had 71.8% (n=933) of the participants.
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Table 1. Demographic details of participants.

All (N=1299)Others (n=13)Female participants (n=699)Male participants (n=587)

39.5 (12.56)27.11 (6.82)41.83 (12.55)35.8 (11.74)Age (years), mean (SD)a

13.66 (8.83)13.30 (5.51)14.57 (8.56)12.57 (8.02)Cigarettes smoked per day, mean
(SD)

12 (8-20; average)13 (10-18; average)14 (10-20; average)10 (7-20; light)Median (IQR; smoking category)

18.59 (12.62)10.15 (9.69)21.13 (12.87)15.28 (11.40)Years smoked, mean (SD)

Smoking categories (cigarettes per day), n (%)

122 (9.4)0 (0)47 (6.7)75 (12.8)Very light (<5)

231 (17.8)3 (25)109 (15.6)119 (20.2)Light (5-10)

542 (41.7)8 (61.5)301 (43.1)233 (39.6)Average (11-20)

404 (31.1)2 (15.4)242 (34.6)160 (27.2)Heavy (>20)

aTo calculate the mean, the midpoints of each age group were considered (calculated as upper limit+lower limit/2, ie, 25+35/2 and so on).

Smoking behavior of participants prior to doing the program
was grouped into 4 categories as very light (<5 cigarettes per
day), light (5-10 cigarettes per day), average (11-20 cigarettes
per day), and heavy (>20 cigarettes per day) [30]. The
participants smoked an average of 13.66 (SD 8.83) cigarettes
per day.

Effectiveness of the Smartphone App for Smoking
Cessation
Participants were divided into 4 overlapping subsets based on
the duration between completing the program and submitting
the survey. The 4 durations chosen were 7 days, 30 days, 3

months, and 6 months, which are the commonly used smoking
cessation milestones [31]. Table 2 shows the self-reported
outcome of completing the program for each of these groups.
Overall, 88% (1144/1299), 80.9% (1040/1286), 82.4%
(991/1203), and 72.4% (725/1002) of participants had
maintained prolonged abstinence for 7 days, 30 days, 3 months,
and 6 months, respectively. In total, 35 of the 1203 (2.9%)
participants were able to cut down on their smoking level in 30
days after the completion of the program, and 19 of the 1002
(1.9%) were able to sustain it for over 6 months after program
completion.

Table 2. Prolonged abstinence after program completion.

Participants with 6-month
prolonged abstinence
(725/1002, 72.4%)

Participants with 3-month
prolonged abstinence
(991/1203, 82.4%)

Participants with 30-day pro-
longed abstinence (1040/1286,
80.9%)

Participants with 7-day
prolonged abstinence
(1144/1299, 88%)

1.43 (69.8-75.8)1.39 (80-84.6)1.20 (79.4-82.3)1.32 (86.8-89.7)ORa (95% CI)

Participants by smoking behavior, n/N (%)

57/87 (65.5)84/101 (83.2)95/121 (78.5)107/122 (87.7)Very light (<5)

132/173 (76.3)183/207 (88.4)196/228 (86)209/231 (90.5)Light (5-10)

319/425 (75.1)405/466 (86.9)446/535 (83.4)491/542 (90.6)Average (11-20)

215/316 (68)271/340 (79.7)301/401 (75.1)333/404 (82.4)Heavy (>20)

Participants by country, n/N (%)

242/315 (76.8)278/357 (77.9)324/388 (83.5)351/393 (89.3)United States

56/86 (65)67/97 (69)73/103 (70.9)88/104 (84.6)United Kingdom

129/200 (64.5)158/231 (68.4)195/261 (74.7)226/266 (84.6)India

51/67 (76)58/75 (77)72/86 (83)78/87 (90)Canada

50/59 (85)54/67 (81)65/75 (87)68/75 (91)Australia

aOR: odds ratio.

The participants who were able to quit smoking as a result of
the program and had maintained prolonged cessation at the time
of filling out the survey (n=891) experienced varying degrees
of withdrawal symptoms, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. Overall,
41.9% (n=373) experienced no mild withdrawal symptoms, and

86.4% (n=770) experienced no severe withdrawal symptoms.
In total, 41.9% (n=373) experienced no weight gain after quitting
with the QuitSure app; 39.6% (n=353) gained less than 5 kg,
while 18.5% (n=165) gained more than 5 kg after quitting.
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Table 3. Mild withdrawal symptoms reported by participants (n=891).

Participants, n (%)Symptom

373 (41.9)No mild withdrawal symptoms

349 (39.2)Some mood issues

196 (22)Mild sleep disturbances

167 (18.7)Coughing or mild nausea

145 (16.3)Mild digestive changes

143 (16)Low energy or weakness

131 (14.7)Mild headaches

42 (4.7)Tingling of hands and feet

38 (4.3)Others

Table 4. Severe withdrawal symptoms reported by participants (n=891).

Participants, n (%)Symptom

770 (86.4)No severe withdrawal symptoms

90 (10.1)Increased depression or anxiety

23 (2.6)Severe headaches or migraines

22 (2.5)Severe insomnia

19 (2.1)Severe dizziness or nausea or weakness

16 (1.8)Strong chest pain

10 (1.1)Others

Factors Contributing to Success
To assess whether quitting smoking via QuitSure is independent
of demographic variables, 2 chi-square tests of independence

were conducted as shown in Table 5. The χ2 value for the impact
of gender and age on the efficacy of the program was found to

be χ2
2=3.8 (P=.09) and χ2

4=5.9 (P=.20), respectively. This
indicates that smoking cessation via QuitSure was not dependent
on the gender or age of the participants. Smoking behavior prior
to starting the program, however, did affect the program’s

efficacy. The value was found to be χ2
1=20.3 (P<.001),

indicating a significant impact of smoking behavior on the quit
rate. The 30-day prolonged abstinence of heavy smokers was
significantly lower than that of those who smoked <20 cigarettes
a day (relative risk=0.91; 95% CI 90.0%-96.2%). Country of
residence also had a significant impact on program effectiveness

with a value of χ2
4=9.8 (P=.04) when comparing the 5 countries

with the most participants. Residents of Australia had the highest
30-day prolonged abstinence rates (relative risk compared to
all other participants=1.08, 95% CI 44.0%-83.0%), while
residents of the United Kingdom had the lowest (relative risk
for 30-day prolonged abstinence compared to all other
participants=0.87, 95% CI 84.0%-99.2%).

Table 5. Factors affecting smoking cessation rates.

P valueChi-square (df)Factor

.093.8 (2)Gender

.205.9 (4)Age groups

<.00120.3 (1)Smoking behavior

.049.8 (4)Country of residence

Factors Contributing to Failure and Relapse
Table 6 shows the reasons given for failure among participants
for whom the program did not work at all (n=35), with fear of
quitting (n=15, 42.9%) and lack of belief (n=11, 31.4%) being
the most common reasons given. Table 7 shows the major

reasons for relapse among participants who quit successfully
at first but then relapsed at some point before filling out the
survey (n=296). The most likely reasons for relapse were
cravings for cigarettes (n=101, 34.1%) and alcohol consumption
(n=91, 30.1%).
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Table 6. Reasons for failure (n=112).

Participants, n (%)Reason for failure

15 (42.9)I was afraid of quitting

11 (31.4)I did not believe that I could quit

9 (25.7)I do not know

7 (20)I rushed through the program and may have missed some concepts

6 (17.1)I did not do all the steps of the final cigarette transformation ceremony

6 (17.1)I smoked less than 10 cigarettes mindfully

5 (14.3)I did not follow all the instructions

5 (14.3)I took a break >2 days while doing the program

2 (5.1)I did not believe in the content of the app

2 (5.1)I did not like the content of the app

Table 7. Reasons for relapse (n=296).

Participants, n (%)Reason for relapse

101 (34.1)I still had bad cravings and I was unable to resist

91 (30.1)I gave in while drinking alcohol

71 (24)I faced a tragedy (eg, death of a loved one and bad breakup)

69 (23.3)I became overconfident of my success

47 (15.9)I felt self-destructive

24 (8.1)I still believe smoking has some benefits

18 (6.1)I did not do the program properly

17 (5.7)My physical withdrawal symptoms were very bad

14 (4.7)I gained a lot of weight

27 (9.1)Other reasons (stress, peer pressure, etc)

Among those who relapsed or were unable to quit after
completing the program (n=410), 80.7% (n=331) had a moderate
to high motivation to quit at the time of submitting the survey.
In total, 91% (n=377) said that they would consider using
QuitSure for their next quitting attempt, while 46.1% (n=189)
said that they will definitely use QuitSure to quit in the future.

Survey for Noncompleters of the Program
In total, 19,873 users had dropped off after starting the program
and were sent the S-Incompleters survey, of which only 126

(0.6%) consented to participate in the study and submitted the
survey.

Table 8 shows the reasons submitted for not completing the
program (n=126). The most common reasons given for dropping
off midway were a busy schedule (n=51, 40.5%), not enjoying
the content of the program or having too much to read (n=25,
19.8%), and lack of belief that the program will work (n=20,
15.9%).

Table 8. Reasons for not completing the program (n=126).

Participants, n (%)Reason for not completing the program

51 (40.5)Busy

25 (19.8)Did not enjoy content or too much reading

20 (15.9)Lack of belief in the program

16 (12.7)Quit smoking midway or cut down

14 (11.1)Had to pay

11 (8.7)Technical issues

9 (7.1)Felt program was not working

6 (4.7)Others

5 (4)Was not ready
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of the study was to understand whether the
QuitSure program is an effective intervention for smoking
cessation and can be implemented at scale to counteract the
health and economic consequences of the tobacco epidemic. It
was conducted via 2 web-based surveys. In total, 1299
participants submitted the S-Completers survey for program
completers. A majority of 80.9% (1040/1286) maintained
prolonged abstinence for 30 days after program completion,
and 72.4% (725/1002) maintained 6-month prolonged abstinence
after program completion. In total, 86.4% (770/891) of
participants reported no severe withdrawal symptoms, while
41.9% (373/891) reported no withdrawal symptoms at all. Only
18.5% (165/891) experienced more than 5-kg weight gain after
completing the program. Demographic variables such as gender
and age did not significantly impact the program’s success, but
smoking quantity prior to doing the program and country of
residence did have a significant impact on program efficacy.
For those who relapsed, cravings and alcohol consumption were
major factors, while program noncompletion was attributed to
busy schedules or lack of belief in the program by the
participants.

The program was able to achieve extended cessation for every
category of smoker, from light to heavy with high efficacy rates,
and low withdrawal symptoms after quitting. It is easy to
navigate and uses simple language. The low price makes it
affordable for smokers across most socioeconomic strata, and
the easy-to-understand content makes it usable by anyone with
a basic understanding of English. The fact that most participants
who relapsed, or for whom the program did not work, continue
believing in the program’s potential is also a point in its favor.
The difference in cessation rates in different countries indicates
that the program requires some adaptations to be contextually
and culturally relevant to the residents of certain countries.

When it comes to the feasibility of the program to be distributed
to the population at large, the dropout rates of the program, at
59.4%, did not show improved program adherence and
engagement compared to other health care apps [32]. While the
very short 6-day length of the program likely increases
completion rates, it requires approximately 1 hour of daily use.
This high engagement requirement could be the reason why
40.5% (51/126) of participants who dropped off the program
midway state being busy as the reason for noncompletion. The
other major reason for dropping off the program was the length
and style of the content. QuitSure could break down the program
into a 30-day version with just 10-15 minutes of content per
day for people who are busy or for whom the content seems too
much. They could also add more graphics, videos, and design
elements in the content to make it more appealing to users than
plain, simple text. Lack of belief in the program’s techniques
was also shared as a reason for dropoff. The makers of the app
can thus focus on informing the users about the scientific
underpinnings of the techniques used in the program as well as
include relevant references for their claims throughout the
program.

The app is attempting to standardize and replicate an in-person
deaddiction counseling program into a do-it-yourself app and
uses many of these same psychological tools to achieve success
for its users as in-person counseling [33-35]. The efficacy for
those who completed the program and participated in the study
seems high, indicating some degree of success. However, the
program is of the do-it-yourself type and long enough that it
requires high self-motivation and high intent to quit on the part
of the user to complete the entire program. We do not have data
on how many people dropped off even before starting because
of the quantity of self-driven work required. A pre-post study
analyzing dropout rates at every stage in the user journey will
be required to evaluate the true feasibility of the app.

Limitations
The study had several limitations. A selection bias was created
because the base sample selected was solely those who had
already signed up for and completed the program, creating a
closed cohort and a higher-than-normal intent to quit. Another
limitation was the low response rate. Only 24.8% (1332/5365)
of those who opened the email chose to submit the survey,
allowing for a significant bias toward those for whom the
program was successful. If we consider the program to have
failed for all those who opened the email but did not submit the
survey, the quit rate of QuitSure at the 30-day postprogram time
point becomes just 19.4%. A recall bias may have resulted in
false memories of withdrawal symptoms during the initial
postprogram phase. The single measurement taken eliminates
long-term cessation data of participants who only recently
completed the program. Finally, the reward for filling out the
survey may have motivated participants to give a false-positive
response, based on an assumption that it would increase their
likelihood of receiving the reward.

Ultimately, the obtained sample is not representative of the
smoker population at large. To be able to understand the true
feasibility and efficacy of the QuitSure program and counteract
the above limitations, we would need to conduct a randomized
controlled trial where the self-reported cessation of participants
is confirmed via biochemical verification.

Comparison With Prior Work
Studies have shown that 46.3% of smokers who quit experience
significant withdrawal symptoms ranging from anxiety,
depression, irritability, and other physical symptoms [36,37].
The biggest strength of the QuitSure program is that only 13.6%
(121/891) of the study participants faced severe withdrawal
symptoms. Of the remaining participants, only around half faced
even the milder withdrawal symptoms such as coughing and
mild sleep disturbance, which are usually seen among all
smokers upon quitting [38]. This could be a reflection of the
program’s focus on the psychological aspect of nicotine
addiction via mindfulness, CBT, and reframing mental sets and
beliefs, which have previously shown to reduce withdrawal
symptoms after quitting [39,40]. Withdrawal symptoms are
known to be a key contributor to relapse [36,37]. Therefore, it
is likely that the increased effectiveness of the program and
higher prolonged cessation rates are a result of these reduced
withdrawal symptoms. However, QuitSure does not include
any sort of NRT in its protocol. NRT is recommended by the
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WHO, US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as well
as the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, United
Kingdom [22,41,42] as an important complement to counseling
and has been shown to significantly increase the success rates
in psychology-based smoking cessation programs [34,43,44].
The hypothesis given is that NRT reduces withdrawal symptoms
and craving levels. QuitSure could include a phased-out nicotine
replacement regimen after the program to further increase its
efficacy. This is especially important for heavy smokers, for
whom the program was less effective.

The primary reason for relapse was due to still experiencing
strong cravings for smoking. In fact, 75% (21/28) of participants
who experienced greater than moderate levels of cravings after
completing the program eventually relapsed. Currently, the
QuitSure program does not address cravings management in
any specific way after program completion, relying on the
program itself to prevent the appearance of cravings at all. To
address them and prevent their relapse, QuitSure can monitor
craving levels after the program, with additional content and
counseling for those who are struggling.

The second reason for relapse was alongside alcohol
consumption. The app already recommends users not to drink
any alcohol for the first week after quitting. It can extend this
further and also give more guidelines on how to handle cravings
when drinking alcohol.

Weight gain after quitting is another big concern among
smokers, as there is evidence that nicotine reduces appetite,
increases metabolism, and reduces food cravings [45,46].
Previous studies have shown that after quitting smoking, 35.4%
of quitters had a weight gain over 5% of their body weight [47].
Of the study participants who were able to quit for even a brief
period, 58.1% (518/891) had some weight gain. The QuitSure
program should do more to specifically address the maladaptive

thought patterns and beliefs connecting food, hunger, and
smoking.

Previous studies have found that the higher an individual’s app
engagement is, the more they are likely to be able to quit
smoking [19]. Thus, the QuitSure app needs to improve its
engagement rates to increase program completion rates. Some
tools the app developers can use to increase engagement that
have previously demonstrated success are (1) gamification
techniques like leaderboards, progress bars, and levels
[19,48,49]; (2) small rewards to participants for every
engagement milestone [48]; (3) personalizing notifications and
reminders [49]; as well as (4) inclusion of a peer support group
to improve program adherence and navigate postquitting
withdrawal symptoms and cravings [50].

Overall, within the limitations of the study, the program shows
high smoking cessation rates, low rates of withdrawal symptoms
and cravings, and a generally positive experience for its users.

Conclusions
In total, 80.9% (1040/1286) of the survey respondents were
able to achieve 30-day prolonged abstinence from smoking after
program completion. The program also adheres to the WHO’s
5As guideline for smoking cessation and includes psychological
tools used in evidence-based in-person counseling protocols.
However, there are many improvements in app engagement,
program adherence, and postprogram support that can be made
by the app developers. The high success rates, including
prolonged cessation rates, among study participants are an
indicator that QuitSure could be a useful tool for achieving
smoking cessation at scale. Despite the severe limitations and
selection biases of the study, the results make the QuitSure
program a strong contender for further investigation. Health
care institutions should consider and study the program’s
feasibility and efficacy in a more controlled setting.
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Abstract

Background: Complementing digital adherence technologies (DATs) with mobile money incentives may improve their utility
in supporting tuberculosis medication adherence, yet the feasibility and acceptability of this integrated approach remain unclear.

Objective: This study aims to describe the feasibility and acceptability of a novel DAT intervention called My Mobile Wallet
composed of real-time adherence monitoring, SMS text message reminders, and mobile money incentives for tuberculosis
medication adherence in a low-income setting.

Methods: We purposively recruited people living with tuberculosis from the Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital in Mbarara,
Uganda, who (1) were starting tuberculosis treatment at enrollment or within the past 4 weeks, (2) owned a mobile phone, (3)
were able to use SMS test messaging, (4) were aged ≥18 years, and (5) were living in Mbarara district. At study exit (month 6),
we used interviews and questionnaires informed by the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) to collect
feasibility and acceptability data, reflecting patients’ experiences of using each component of My Mobile Wallet. Feasibility also
included tracking the functionality of the adherence monitor (ie, an electronic pillbox) as well as SMS text message and mobile
money delivery. We used a content analytical approach to inductively analyze qualitative data and Stata (version 13; StataCorp
LLC) to analyze quantitative data.

Results: All 39 participants reported that the intervention was feasible because it was easy for them to use (eg, access and read
SMS text messages) and worked as expected. Almost all SMS text messages (6880/7064, 97.4%) were sent as planned. The
transmission of adherence data from the monitor worked well, with 98.37% (5682/5776) of the data transmitted as planned. All
participants additionally reported that the intervention was acceptable because it helped them take their tuberculosis medication
as prescribed; the mobile money incentives relieved them of tuberculosis-related financial burdens; SMS text message reminders
and electronic pillbox–based alarms reminded them to take their medication on time; and participants perceived real-time adherence
monitoring as “being watched” while taking their medication, which encouraged them to take their medication on time to
demonstrate their commitment. The intervention was perceived as a sign of care, which eventually created emotional support and
a sense of connectedness to health care. Participants preferred daily SMS text message reminders (32/39, 82%) to reminders
linked to missed doses (7/39, 18%), citing the fact that tuberculosis medication is taken daily.
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Conclusions: The use of real-time adherence monitoring linked to SMS text message reminders and mobile money incentives
for tuberculosis medication adherence was feasible and acceptable in a low-resource setting where poverty-based structural
barriers heavily constrain tuberculosis treatment and care.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47996)   doi:10.2196/47996

KEYWORDS

digital adherence technologies; real-time monitoring; SMS text message reminders; mobile money; financial incentives; tuberculosis;
medication adherence; user-centered approach

Introduction

Background
Tuberculosis treatment adherence remains challenging in
Uganda. Constraints to tuberculosis medication adherence
include a lack of transport to the clinic to pick up the drugs and
forgetfulness [1]. Digital adherence technologies (DATs) are
being explored to encourage adherence to tuberculosis
medication [2,3]. Recently, we showed that real-time adherence
monitors linked to SMS text message reminders were potentially
useful in reminding patients to take their medication and
encouraging tuberculosis medication adherence in rural Uganda
[4]. However, tuberculosis is well known to be a disease of
poverty [5], and the lack of money may potentially limit the
usefulness of DATs (eg, the inability to afford transport to pick
up the medications) [6]. Although effective tuberculosis
treatment has existed since the 1940s and is available for free,
many people delay seeking treatment, struggle with medication
adherence, or do not complete their treatment because of poverty
[1]. This is because tuberculosis leads to the loss of productivity
of patients and their caregivers, resulting in additional costs for
patients in the form of transport to and from the clinic and may
lead to loss of employment for fear of spreading the disease to
other people [7]. Currently, in Uganda, 53% of patients living
with tuberculosis take loans or sell property to meet the costs
of their tuberculosis care [8]. Interventions are necessary to
overcome the poverty-based structural barriers to tuberculosis
treatment, including unconditional transport to and from the
clinic. According to the End TB strategy of the World Health
Organization (WHO), the use of social protection schemes (such
as transport to the clinic and meals) could lower the financial
burden of tuberculosis [9]. A recent systematic literature review
and meta-analysis by Richterman et al [10] defines cash transfers
as cash payments provided to specific beneficiaries. The review
indicates that cash transfer interventions may improve treatment
success among patients with pulmonary tuberculosis, although
the review expresses the need for more research regarding the
effectiveness of sensitive cash transfers for tuberculosis care,
especially in low-income countries [10].

The use of mobile money technology (money sent, received, or
saved on mobile phones) is a promising tool for delivering
health-related cash transfers; for instance, mobile money enabled
pregnant women to save for maternal health care in Kenya [11],
while a progressive incentive scheme to reward private
physicians and community health care workers enhanced
identification and referral of suspected tuberculosis cases and
treatment tracking in Pakistan [12]. The use of mobile money
transfers to incentivize patients living with tuberculosis to take

their drugs may potentially improve their adherence to
medication [13]. However, the use of mobile money services
in the context of health care is still in its infancy, and the limited
research in this area reports mixed results [14].

My Mobile Wallet
My Mobile Wallet is a DAT intervention composed of a
real-time adherence monitor, SMS text message reminders, and
mobile money incentives (known as WiseCash). The financial
incentives are meant to motivate participants to take their
medication as well as enable them to attend their clinic
appointments for pill refills. The intervention was developed
through user-centered approaches [15], and we previously
published formative qualitative findings indicating the
anticipated benefits and challenges of using the intervention for
tuberculosis medication adherence in rural Uganda [13]. In
brief, participants reported that the intervention could remind
them to take their medication as well as support, and motivate
tuberculosis medication adherence. However, they expressed
concerns about the possible unintended tuberculosis status
disclosure as well as the possibility of using the money for other
competing demands. This information was then used to refine
and improve My Mobile Wallet.

This paper presents the feasibility and acceptability of a pilot
study implementing My Mobile Wallet. Specifically, we present
the practical experiences of people living with drug-sensitive
tuberculosis who used the intervention during their 6-month
tuberculosis treatment period.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
This study used a convergent mixed methods study design. The
study recruited people living with tuberculosis from the
tuberculosis clinic at the Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital
(MRRH) in Mbarara in southwestern Uganda. The tuberculosis
clinic provides care to an estimated 600 people living with
tuberculosis annually. All newly diagnosed people living with
tuberculosis receive free tuberculosis medication and are
counseled about the benefits of tuberculosis medication at the
tuberculosis clinic. At the MRRH, the recommended directly
observed therapy approach (which advises that patients should
take their medication as they are watched by a health care
provider or treatment supporter) is not used for monitoring
medication adherence due to the costs involved for both people
living with tuberculosis and the health care workers. Instead,
people living with tuberculosis are treated with the 2HRZE
regimen (isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol for
2 months) in the initiation phase, with clinic visits every 2
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weeks. At the end of the 2-month period, they return to the
tuberculosis clinic for a sputum conversion check. Those who
become smear negative continue with the 4HR regimen
(isoniazid plus rifampin for 4 months) in the continuation phase,
with monthly clinic visits. Those with positive test results
receive GeneXpert to exclude rifampicin resistance; subsequent
treatment is then individualized. Treatment may be extended
up to a full year to compensate for missed medication pick-ups
or doses.

Selection of Study Participants
Between July 2022 and October 2022, we recruited participants
at the MRRH according to the following inclusion criteria: (1)

newly diagnosed with tuberculosis per the clinic records and
starting tuberculosis treatment at enrollment or within the past
4 weeks, (2) owning a mobile phone, and (3) living in Mbarara
district (Figure 1). We excluded individuals who were unwilling
or unable to provide informed consent due to severe mental
conditions per the clinical records and those unable to use
mobile money–based SMS text messaging (we trained potential
participants and tested this skill at recruitment). We purposively
sampled patients to achieve relatively balanced representation
by HIV status and sex to solicit diverse perspectives.

Figure 1. The study area map and geographic distribution of participants. TB: tuberculosis.

Intervention Technology
Details of the My Mobile Wallet intervention are described
elsewhere [13]. Briefly, as shown in Figure 2, the intervention
is composed of the following 3 components: a real-time
medication monitor (Wisepill evriMED1000) to monitor
medication adherence by sending signals when opened (the
monitor records a date-and-time stamp as a proxy for taking

medication, and it has an option to set an alarm sound to remind
patients to take their medication); SMS text message reminders
sent to users’ mobile phones to remind them to take their
medication as prescribed (reminders are sent daily for 2 months,
after which they are triggered as needed by missed or delayed
doses); and the WiseCash app, which uses a tailored mobile
money platform for sending financial incentives for transport
to the clinic and motivating medication adherence.
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Figure 2. The My Mobile Wallet intervention diagram.

Study Procedures
We first oriented each participant to the My Mobile Wallet
intervention components. We explained and demonstrated how
the real-time adherence monitor (Wisepill) works, including
how it monitors medication adherence and sends a signal to
researchers every time it is opened, how the monitor makes an
alarm sound to remind patients to take their medication, and
how to open and close the monitor to put in or retrieve
medication. Participants were then asked to demonstrate how

the monitor works. Next, we explained to them how the
intervention sends daily SMS text message reminders (30
minutes before medication-taking time) to remind participants
to take their medication for the first 2 months. We also explained
how the intervention sends SMS text message reminders for
the next 4 months only if the monitor is not opened within an
hour of the expected time (known as triggered SMS text message
reminders). We then explained how the intervention transfers
USh 28,000 (approximately equivalent to US $8; we decided
upon this amount based on the transport costs, which had
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increased during the COVID-19 pandemic and had not reduced
at the time of implementing this intervention) as an
unconditional monthly mobile money incentive to mobile phones
belonging to people living with tuberculosis for facilitating
transport to the clinic (Figure 1 shows a visual representation
of the geographic distribution of the participants) from the date
of study recruitment until the end of their 6-month treatment
period; furthermore, the participants were informed that USh
5250 (approximately equivalent to US $1.50) would be
transferred as a monthly conditional medication adherence
incentive to those with a medication adherence rate of ≥90% as
ascertained from the real-time adherence monitor. The transfer
of the transport incentives required patients to inform the
research staff about their next date of appointment so that it
could be input into the WiseCash application to allow automatic
triggering of the transfer of the transport incentive a day before
their next visit. We decided upon the medication adherence rate
of >90% because evidence shows that adherence below this
level does not yield favorable treatment outcomes [16].

Data Collection
We administered a baseline demographic and sociobehavioral
questionnaire to participants at enrollment, which included age,
sex, tuberculosis medication specifications (drugs and planned
dosing times), and mobile phone number and use. We used the
interviewer-administered approach for administering
questionnaires to elicit quantitative data orally from the
participants (ie, closed-ended questions read out in the
participants’ local language by the researcher, with participants
answering the questions orally). Several validated surveys were
adopted and included in this questionnaire (eg, the Duke-UNC
Functional Social Support Questionnaire for measuring social
support [17], the asset index scale to assess socioeconomic
status [18], the depression section of the Hopkins Symptom
Checklist for assessing depression [19], the Household Food
Insecurity Access Scale for measuring food insecurity [20], the
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test for assessing alcohol
consumption [21], and the Internalized AIDS-Related Stigma
Scale for assessing stigma [22]). Feasibility was ascertained by
tracking the functionality of the monitor and SMS text message
and mobile money delivery. The unified theory of acceptance
and use of technology (UTAUT) model [23], given its track
record of predicting a substantial portion of the acceptance of
digital health interventions, provided a basis for developing
surveys and interview guides for capturing participants’ views
on feasibility and acceptability at study exit (month 6). The
UTAUT model asserts that the adoption of technology is
influenced by four major constructs as perceived by an
individual user: (1) performance expectancy or perceived
usefulness of the intervention (in this case, My Mobile Wallet)
(2) effort expectancy or perceived ease of use of the intervention,
(3) social norms (how others perceive the individual’s use of
the intervention), and (4) facilitating conditions (the availability
of technical and organizational infrastructure to support the use
of the intervention). A structured exit questionnaire aimed at
eliciting closed-ended information from participants regarding
their experiences of using My Mobile Wallet was administered.
This was a Likert scale questionnaire that sought to explore the
extent to which participants liked or disliked the functionalities

of the intervention. Qualitative open-ended interviews, by
contrast, elicited in-depth information about participants’
experiences using each component of My Mobile Wallet (the
real-time monitor, SMS text message reminders and monitor
alarms, and the WiseCash application), including benefits and
challenges related to the technologies. Authors WT and ATM
(who are trained in qualitative research and research ethics)
conducted the semistructured in-depth interviews with
participants in a private space at a research office near the
MRRH until thematic saturation was reached at the 30th
participant interview. Each interview lasted between 30 and 60
minutes and was conducted in the local language (Runyankole),
digitally recorded, transcribed, and translated into English. After
each interview, author AM reviewed the transcripts for quality,
clarity, and detail.

Data Analysis
We followed the UTAUT model [23] to review transcripts for
content related to acceptability. We then developed a coding
scheme, used it to code the data, and reviewed the coded data
to develop descriptive categories. We mapped the descriptive
categories onto the domains of the UTAUT model’s four major
constructs that influence technology adoption: (1) performance
expectancy or perceived usefulness, (2) effort expectancy or
perceived ease of use, (3) social norms, and (4) facilitating
conditions. Illustrative quotations were then selected from the
coded data. After the completion of the codebook, we applied
the codes using NVivo 11 (Lumivero). We followed the COREQ
(Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research) [24]
checklist in reporting qualitative results. Feasibility metrics and
the quantitative assessment of acceptability were analyzed
descriptively by WT and ATM using Stata 13.

Ethical Considerations
The institutional review committees of Mbarara University of
Science & Technology (MUST-2021-102) and the Uganda
National Council for Science and Technology (HS1688ES)
approved this study. All participants provided signed informed
consent before study participation.

Results

Demographic Characteristics
Of the 54 screened participants, we excluded 5 (9%) for not
owning a mobile phone, 5 (9%) for not living within 60
kilometers of Mbarara district, and 4 (7%) for having mobile
phone numbers that were not registered for mobile money
service. Thus, 40 (74%) of the 54 screened participants were
enrolled in the study and used the intervention for 6 months.
Of these 40 participants, 1 (2%) was lost to follow-up (her
mobile phone was unreachable). As indicated in Table 1, of the
40 participants, 24 (60%) were female, 27 (68%) had coinfection
with HIV, 34 (85%) had no regular or fixed income, 18 (45%)
did not study beyond primary level (typically attended by
children aged 6-12 years), 40 (100%) perceived their social
support to be insufficient, and 21 (53%) reported severe food
insecurity. The participants’ median age was 38 (IQR 28-54)
years, and, before joining the study, they were on medication
for a median of 4 (IQR 2.5-8) weeks.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics of participants (n=40).

ValuesCharacteristics

38 (28-54)Age (y), median (IQR)

4 (2.5-8)Weeks on medication before joining the study, median (IQR)

Sex, n (%)

24 (60)Male

16 (40)Female

Education, n (%)

3 (8)None

18 (45)P1-P7a

9 (22)Ordinary level

3 (8)Advanced level

7 (18)Tertiary level

Income (fixed wages or salary), n (%)

6 (15)Yes

34 (85)No

Heavy alcohol consumption, n (%)

1 (2)Yes

39 (98)No

40 (100)Enough social support (no), n (%)

Food insecurity, n (%)

21 (52)Yes

19 (48)No

Probable depression, n (%)

1 (2)Yes

39 (98)No

Asset index scaleb, n (%)

16 (40)Lowest quartile

24 (60)25%-100% quartiles

HIV status, n (%)

13 (32)Negative

27 (68)Positive

aIn the Ugandan education system, primary school (P1-P7) is often attended by children aged 6 to 12 years.
bIndex was measured using the measure proposed by Filmer and Pritchett [18].

As indicated in Table 2, at baseline, half of the participants
(20/40, 50%) did not share their mobile phones with anyone,
85% (34/40) checked their SMS text messages more frequently
than often in a week, 75% (30/40) often used mobile money,
88% (35/40) preferred receiving SMS text message reminders
daily because medication taking is a daily activity, 68% (27/40)

preferred SMS text message reminders that are not easily related
to tuberculosis (eg, “Hello today”) to avoid unwanted
tuberculosis status disclosure, and 38% (15/40) preferred
receiving mobile money incentives for transport to the clinic a
day before the clinic visit to avoid using the money for other
competing needs.
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Table 2. Mobile phone use and intervention preferences at baseline (n=40).

Participants, n (%)Questions

Who else uses your mobile phone?

3 (8)Spouse

16 (40)Family member

1 (2)Neighbor

20 (50)No one else

Check for SMS text messages in a week

1 (2)Never

5 (12)Less than often

34 (85)More than often

Use of mobile money

10 (25)Less than often

30 (75)More than often

Reasons for delay in checking for SMS text messages last weeka

20 (50)Mobile phone not charged

2 (5)Mobile phone was used by someone else

9 (22)No adequate signal

1 (2)Mobile phone not functioning

2 (5)Used by someone else

Preferred frequency of receiving SMS text message reminders

35 (88)Daily

5 (12)Weekly

Preferred content for SMS text message reminders

27 (68)Not easily related to TBb (eg “Hello today”)

13 (32)Easily related to TB (eg, “Take your TB drugs”)

SMS text message language preference

22 (55)Local language

18 (45)English

When to send the mobile money incentive for transport to the clinic

25 (63)1 day before the clinic visit

10 (25)2 days before the clinic visit

5 (12)>2 days before the clinic visit

aReasons for delay in checking for SMS text messages last week, n=21, 52%.
bTB: tuberculosis.

Exit Survey Results
All participants self-reported that it was easy for them to access
and read the mobile money SMS text messages as well as the
medication-taking reminders (39/39, 100%) and open the
Wisepill device to retrieve their medication (39/39, 100%). In
addition, all participants (39/39, 100%) received the mobile
money incentive for transport to the clinic as expected, received
the medication adherence incentives as expected, and reported
that the real-time adherence monitor worked as expected. All
participants (39/39, 100%) additionally reported that the mobile

money incentives, the Wisepill device, and the SMS text
message reminders helped them take their tuberculosis
medication on time or as prescribed.

The average adherence rate ascertained from the real-time
monitors was 90.4% (SD 8.6%), and 24 (60%) of the 40
participants had an adherence rate of >90%.

As indicated in Table 3, almost all participants (38/40, 95%)
opted to be reminded by both SMS text message reminders and
alarms from the real-time monitor. Of the 40 participants, 2
(5%) requested study staff to switch off the alarms on their
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monitors at enrollment because they anticipated being
inconvenienced by the sound. Participants preferred daily SMS
text message reminders (32/39, 82%) to reminders linked to
missed doses (7/39, 18%), citing the fact that tuberculosis
medication is taken daily. All participants reported that the
mobile money incentives were sent as expected. However, 4
(10%) of the 40 participants received cash (once during the
study period) as refund for the transport fare instead of being
sent the mobile money incentive for transport to the clinic. These

participants did not inform the study staff on time about their
next clinic visit date, which had to be input into the WiseCash
application to allow automatic triggering of the transfer of the
incentive a day before the clinic visit. Almost all the SMS text
messages (6880/7064, 97.4%) were sent as planned. The
transmission of adherence data from the monitor worked well,
with 98.37% (5682/5776) of the data transmitted as planned.
No real-time adherence monitor malfunctioned during the study
period.

Table 3. Feasibility and acceptability of the My Mobile Wallet intervention.

ValuesFeasibility and acceptability of SMS text messages

Preference of SMS text message reminders versus device-based alarms (recorded at recruitment; n=40), n (%)

0 (0)Participants who opted to be reminded by SMS text message reminders only

2 (5)Participants who opted to be reminded by Wisepill device alarm only

38 (95)Participants who opted for SMS text message reminders plus Wisepill device alarm

SMS text message reminders (automatically ascertained from the intervention; N=7064), n (%)

6880 (97.4)Total number of SMS text message reminders sent

184 (2.6)SMS text message reminders not sent due to technical challenges (eg, poor network)

Mobile money incentives (automatically ascertained from the intervention; N=40), n (%)

0 (0)Transport incentives not sent

0 (0)Transport incentives sent unnecessarily

0 (0)Adherence incentives not sent

0 (0)Adherence incentives sent unnecessarily

Feasibility and acceptability of the real-time adherence monitor, n (%)

94 (1.63)Data loss due to technical issues with the real-time monitors (days when the monitor was not opened; automatically as-
certained from the intervention; N=5776)

0 (0)Device malfunction (N=40; devices that malfunctioned and were replaced)

40 (100)Devices successfully returned by participants (N=40; the device used by the participant who was lost to follow-up was
later recovered from her treatment supporter)

Interview Results: Intervention Acceptability
Acceptability is presented following the constructs of the
UTAUT model (Figure 3) of the performance expectancy, effort

expectancy, social norms, and facilitating conditions associated
with the intervention.
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Figure 3. Organization of the qualitative data on acceptability following the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) model.

Performance Expectancy or Perceived Usefulness

Mobile Money Incentives Relieve Participants of
Tuberculosis-Related Financial Burdens

Before being enrolled in the study, some of the participants
struggled to meet the basic costs of their tuberculosis care,
including transport to the tuberculosis clinic and the cost of
food and drinks needed to take the medication. These were
mainly participants with no regular source of income, as well
as those staying far from the tuberculosis clinic. They described
relying on begging and borrowing money to meet their
tuberculosis treatment costs. Unfortunate instances where
begging and attempts to borrow money were not successful
resulted in missed clinic appointments for pill refills due to lack
of transport, which consequently resulted in missed medication.
Others reported not taking their medication due to lack of food
and drinks because they feared becoming weaker after taking
their medication on an empty stomach. Participants reported
that the mobile money transport incentives enabled them to
meet the cost of transport to the clinic (eg, for pill refills) as
well as the costs of meeting the basic tuberculosis treatment
needs, such as food and drinks for taking their medication,

thereby relieving them (as their treatment supporters) of the
financial burdens associated with tuberculosis treatment and
care. One participant stated as follows:

Before you started sending me mobile money, there
were times when I would request people to borrow
me money or help me with transport to the hospital,
but sometimes they would also not be in a position to
give me money, so I would miss picking my medication
from the hospital...I stopped working when I got sick.
I stay far from the hospital.This study helped a lot by
sending me [money for] transport to the hospital so
that I don’t miss taking my medication on time. [Male
patient, aged 61 years]

Participants narrated how medication adherence incentives
encouraged them to take their medication on time to meet the
monthly target of ≥90% medication adherence, which in turn
helped them meet the cost of the basic food and drinks they
needed for taking medication:

I knew that I would be given money after getting
≥90% medication adherence, so I made sure that I
was taking my medication well in order to be sent the
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money. This disease made me too weak to work; yet,
I needed money to buy food and porridge. [Female
patient, aged 51 years]

Whenever I would receive a message about my
adherence percentage, and it’s below, it would
motivate me to be serious so that next time I don’t
miss out again. [Male patient, aged 39 years]

SMS Text Message Reminders and the Real-Time Adherence
Monitor Enabled Participants to Take Their Medication on
Time

Participants reported that the SMS text message reminders and
monitor-based alarms enabled them to take their medication on
time. These technologies served as medication reminders,
thereby addressing forgetfulness, which was common in
participants who were not yet used to taking medication
regularly. They were also useful for busy participants who could
easily forget their medication-taking time due to other competing
demands on their time. Participants reported being able to make
the necessary preparations (eg, obtaining food and drinks and
going back home in case the medication had been left behind
at home) after receiving the daily SMS text message reminders
(which were sent 30 minutes before their medication-taking
time), thereby enabling them to take their medication on time:

The SMS [text message] reminders were very helpful
because I was still learning how to take medicine in
time, so they helped me in getting used to medication
taking because they were coming every day, so my
body eventually got used to the time. [Female patient,
aged 35 years]

At times, I would get too busy at my video library and
forget taking my medication, but whenever I would
receive the message, I would close the business
immediately, go home, eat some food, prepare a drink,
and use it to take my medication on time. [Male
patient, aged 27 years]

Using a Real-Time Adherence Monitor Creates
Commitment to Medication Adherence
Participants perceived real-time adherence monitoring as “being
watched” while taking their medication. This perception was
welcomed and encouraged them to take their medication on
time to demonstrate their commitment to the health care
providers who they felt were concerned about their health and
would not be happy with nonadherence:

When I started using the device, I felt touched
knowing that there are people who are concerned
about my life to the extent of using the device to watch
me take medication yet they are not even my relatives
or friends or people I knew before. This gave me
morale to swallow my medication to play my part
especially because they would be seeing whether or
not I am taking my medication and they would
probably feel bad if I miss taking [it]. [Female patient,
aged 40 years]

Whenever I felt like not taking the medication, I
always got motivated me to take medication because
I knew that you people cared for me so much to the

extent that you gave me this monitor and kept texting
me to remind me to take medication and even sent me
money to go to the clinic. I felt encouraged because
you were really interested in seeing my health
condition improve. [Female patient, aged 26 years]

Although monitoring created commitment to medication
adherence, it is noteworthy that the primary motivation for
taking medication on time as reported by participants was the
need to recover their good health and live longer. A participant
stated as follows:

Whenever I saw it [the device], I knew it was going
to report me, so I chose to take the commitment of
swallowing the medication. But, the main issue was,
I really needed to recover from this disease because
I loved my life and wanted to save it by getting well
as soon as possible. [Male patient, aged 57 years]

Receiving Financial Incentives and Reminders and
Being Monitored Implies Care

Overview
Receiving the mobile money incentives and SMS text message
or alarm reminders and being monitored via the real-time
adherence monitor was perceived by participants as signs that
the health care providers cared about them, which eventually
created emotional support and a sense of connectedness that
countered depressive feelings. A participant describes how she
changed her mind about committing suicide as a result of using
the technologies:

I was about to stop taking the medication and die
because I developed self-rejection. I was in pain, and
I had no one to help me, but you people encouraged
me to take the medication when you put me in this
study and started sending me texts, alarms, and
mobile money to support me to take my medication.
I dropped the idea of suicide because you people
cared for me and loved me even more than I loved
myself. Thank you for saving my life because I would
be dead by now. [Female patient, aged 33 years]

Effort Expectancy or Perceived Ease of Use: The
Intervention Was Easy to Use
After the participants’ initial orientation to using the real-time
adherence monitor, they found it easy to use for taking their
medication. Participants, including a few (3/40, 8%) who never
went to school, reported finding it easy to read the SMS text
messages sent to them. In addition, they reported that it was
easy to withdraw money from mobile money agents because
the agents are readily available:

It was very easy to use the container [the real-time
adherence monitor]; you open it the same way a food
box is [opened], put your medication [in], and start
using it; that is all. I did not have to charge it or do
any other thing with it. [Male patient, aged 42 years]

Although I did not go to school, I can read messages
written in my local language, so, reading the
messages on [the mobile] phone was not a problem
at all. [Female patient, aged 28 years]
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There are so many mobile money agents around. It
was easy for me to withdraw my money from them.
[Male patient, aged 35 years]

Social Norms or Other People’s Perceptions of the
Intervention

Positive Perceptions From Treatment Supporters
Participants reported that their treatment supporters approve of
them using the intervention to support their medication
adherence to get well. In addition, participants stated that
because of the financial incentives, their treatment supporters
were relieved of the financial burden of having to take care of
the financial needs of the participants:

When my wife saw the container and the messages,
she was happy knowing that I was being supported
by the hospital; she believed the support would help
[me] get well soon. It was also a relief for her when
you sent me money; I stopped working when I got
sick, and before your assistance, I was only relying
on getting money from her small shop for transport
to the hospital and getting other basic needs like food.
[Male patient, aged 32 years]

Possibility of Inappropriate Use of the Financial
Incentives
One participant reported how her husband initially
misappropriated the financial incentives intended to pay for her
transport to the clinic. Although the participant did not miss
visiting the clinic, she had to keep begging her husband for
money for transport to the clinic. Sometimes she would have
to walk part of the distance due to insufficient transport funds
provided by her husband:

My husband never wants me to own any money and
always forces [me] to give him my money. So,
whenever you would send me money on the [mobile]
phone, he would force me to give him the whole of it.
I would then have to go through the hassle of begging
him to give me the money for my hospital visit, and
sometimes the money he would give me for transport
would not be enough.... But after giving you my new
SIM card [details], which he did not know [about],
I started receiving and using the money for transport
to the hospital. [Female patient, aged 33 years]

Facilitating Conditions: Appearance and Form of the
Monitor
Participants reported that they liked the appearance and form
of the real-time adherence monitor. Specifically, they liked the
monitor’s design, which resembled a food box, and its size,
which they thought was reasonable because it accommodated
all their pills; the absence of tuberculosis-related labels that
could link them to the disease; and the hard outer cover that
kept their medicines safe and clean, all of which motivated them
to use the monitor:

The container looks like a food bowl, so people can
easily think you have carrying some food in it; it is

also big enough to carry all my medicine, and has no
any TB-related word. [Female patient, aged 35 years]

Indirect SMS Text Messages
To avoid unwanted status disclosure, participants preferred SMS
text messages that could not easily link them to tuberculosis:

I chose the message “come and eat” because for me
I knew what it reminded me to eat, but other people
even if they saw it on my [mobile] phone would not
know what I was going to eat. [Male patient, aged 38
years]

Discussion

Principal Findings
Drawing on the UTAUT model, this paper describes the
feasibility and acceptability of My Mobile Wallet, a DAT
intervention composed of a real-time adherence monitor, SMS
text message reminders, and mobile money incentives
(WiseCash) for tuberculosis medication adherence in rural
southwestern Uganda. Generally, we found that the intervention
was technically feasible because it functioned as expected. All
participants reported that it was easy for them to use the
intervention; they could access and read the mobile money SMS
text messages as well as the medication reminders, and they
were able to open the Wisepill device to retrieve their
medication. Participants reported receiving the mobile money
incentives for transport to the clinic and the medication
adherence incentives as expected. The SMS text messages and
real-time adherence monitor also worked as expected: the SMS
text messages were sent as planned, the transmission of
adherence data from the monitor worked well, and no monitor
malfunctioned for the entire period of the study.

Concerning acceptability, participants reported being relieved
of tuberculosis-related financial burdens as a result of receiving
the mobile money incentives. SMS text message reminders and
real-time monitor-based alarms reminded participants to take
their medication on time. Daily SMS text message reminders
were preferred to reminders triggered by missed doses.
Participants’ preference for daily SMS text message reminders
even in the treatment continuation phase (from month 4 onward)
was surprising because one would assume that during this phase,
they were nearly getting used to taking their medication and
therefore did not require to be reminded daily. Patients’
preference for daily SMS text message reminders (for taking
their medications) over weekly SMS text message reminders
was also reported in our previous tuberculosis study [4] and
HIV study [25]. As tuberculosis medications are taken daily,
daily SMS text message reminders are preferred because they
are aligned with the medication-taking frequency.

Participants perceived real-time adherence monitoring as “being
watched” while taking their medication, which was welcomed
and encouraged them to take their medication on time to
demonstrate their commitment. Receiving the mobile money
incentives and SMS text message or alarm reminders and being
monitored via the real-time adherence monitor was perceived
by participants as signs that the health care providers cared
about them. Their experiences with the intervention eventually
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created emotional support and a sense of connectedness that
countered depressive feelings among the participants.
Inappropriate use of the mobile money transport incentives was
reported only rarely.

Limitations
The main limitation of this study is the possibility of social
desirability bias in the data collected from interviews and
surveys. The mobile money incentives in particular may have
influenced participants, given the prevalence of poverty-based
structural barriers to tuberculosis treatment in Uganda, a
low-resource setting.

Comparison With Prior Work
We are not aware of any study that reports the impact of a DAT
intervention composed of a real-time adherence monitor, SMS
text message reminders, and mobile money incentives on
tuberculosis medication adherence. However, it should be noted
that some studies using some components of this intervention
exist; for instance, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis
on cash interventions to improve tuberculosis outcomes
concluded that these interventions could improve tuberculosis
treatment success and completion among patients in low- and
middle-income countries [10]; in this review, only 1 randomized
control trial in Peru [26] was identified, and the authors of the
review noted that the evidence is still weak. In addition, the use
of face-to-face cash transfers or transport vouchers as incentives
has been reported to be acceptable in facilitating adherence to
tuberculosis diagnostic evaluation in Uganda [27]. Furthermore,
receiving monthly financial incentives face-to-face enabled
patients living with tuberculosis in Nigeria to purchase food
and get transport to the clinic [28], while, in Uganda, receiving
a one-time cash transfer upon sputum submission supported
tuberculosis testing completion among patients [29]. Although
the receipt of unconditional cash transfers through a direct
benefit scheme supported registered patients living with
tuberculosis to meet their nutrition requirements in India, the
scheme had no significant effect on treatment outcome [30]. In
our study, individuals with no regular source of income and
those living far from the clinic benefited most from the mobile
money incentives; participants used the transport incentives to
cover the cost of transport to the clinic, while they used the
financial incentives conditional on high medication adherence
to buy food and drinks required to take their medication. This
approach could potentially address the financial insecurities
that continue to constrain medication adherence [4]. In Uganda,
53% of the patients living with tuberculosis take loans or sell
property to meet the costs of their tuberculosis care [8].
Although there is limited research in this area, our study
indicates that mobile money incentives can potentially relieve
the financial burden that tuberculosis places not only on patients
but also on their treatment supporters. An incentive as small as
US $1 can increase the tuberculosis cure rate and reduce
treatment loss to follow-up in Uganda [31]. Although this study
estimated an average transport cost of US $8 (based on the
COVID-19–pandemic-induced transport cost increases) and
provided the same amount for transport to all participants, using
GPS information to estimate and provide transport costs

according to each participant’s distance from their home to the
clinic could be a better option.

The reported practice of a husband taking the mobile money
transport incentive from the wife shows the effects of poverty
as well as the complexity of implementing mobile money
incentives in low-resource settings and cultures where some
people still believe in male-exclusive ownership of resources
[32]. This scenario could result in an inappropriate use of the
incentives, thus limiting the impact of the intervention. An
inclusive approach that engages men in the implementation of
such an intervention (eg, through awareness creation) might
mitigate the risk of the incentives being misappropriated.

This is the first study to report on the feasibility of real-time
monitoring linked to SMS text message reminders and mobile
money incentives for tuberculosis medication adherence. In the
same setting, we had previously reported that using SMS text
message reminders linked to real-time monitoring is feasible
and acceptable for supporting tuberculosis medication adherence
[6]. This study provides insights regarding the integration of
financial incentives with these technologies to support access
to tuberculosis medication from the hospital and motivate
medication adherence.

Participants’ medication adherence ascertained from the
real-time adherence monitor was quite high. The receipt of
financial incentives that was conditional upon a particular
adherence target (≥90%) resulted in participants taking their
medication on time in order to hit the target for financial
incentives. In addition, participants’ awareness of the fact that
their medication adherence was being watched or monitored
through the real-time monitor motivated them to take their
medication well in order not to disappoint those monitoring
them. Notably, the reported adherence was ascertained from
the monitor in the form of the monitor being opened, which was
used as a proxy for medication taking. Overall, the real-time
monitoring approach can potentially be more reliable than
participant self-reports, which are highly subject to social
desirability bias. However, although it was not reported in our
findings, instances of opening the monitor without taking
medication (such as accidental openings or opening the monitor
to increase the chances of getting incentives) may constrain the
feasibility of the intervention. In the ongoing phase of the study,
we are supplementing the real-time adherence monitoring with
hair analysis (assessing tuberculosis drug levels in participants’
hair) to improve objectivity.

Although a few SMS text messages (184/7064, 2.6%) and some
adherence data (94/5776, 1.63%) could not be sent by the SMS
text messaging application and the real-time adherence monitor,
respectively, mainly due to technical issues such as poor
network, the intervention was otherwise feasible. The feasibility
of this intervention could be attributed to the rapid evolution
and adoption of mobile phone technologies in Uganda, including
among populations based in rural areas and considered
economically marginalized [33]. The applications for the SMS
text message reminders and mobile money incentives were
tailored from the existing mobile phone infrastructure, which
likely facilitated use by participants who were already familiar
using SMS text messaging and mobile money services in their
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regular routines. By leveraging the existing mobile phone
infrastructure, these technologies can potentially bridge the
current gaps in access to health care services between
economically advantaged populations and populations
considered disadvantaged, consequently contributing to
equitable access to health care. In addition, the fact that all
participants owned personal mobile phones, had the ability to
read SMS text message reminders and mobile money SMS text
messages, and had reliable mobile network (per the enrolment
criteria) could have contributed to the feasibility of the
intervention. Different feasibility results may be yielded if this
intervention is implemented in populations with fewer resources
or in privileged populations.

Concerning acceptability, participants perceived the
intervention’s functionalities of sending timely
medication-taking reminders (through SMS text messages and
monitor-based alarms), financially supporting medication
adherence (through mobile money incentives), and monitoring
medication taking (through the adherence monitor) as supportive
and taking care of them. For the participants, this perception
created a sense of connectedness with health care providers and
countered depressive feelings after their tuberculosis diagnosis.
It also encouraged them to adhere to taking their medication as
a way of appreciating the care and proving their commitment
to taking an active role in their own health with the ultimate
goal of regaining their health. Such emotional support can also
potentially empower patients to cope with the stigma and
discrimination that are often associated with tuberculosis [34].
Importantly, there is evidence that emotional and social support
can improve tuberculosis treatment success rates [35]. The use
of various tuberculosis medication adherence technologies
(including SMS text messages and real-time adherence monitors)
was perceived by participants to reduce visits to clinics and
increase access to social supporters in a variety of settings [36].

In South Africa, the use of a real-time adherence monitor
(Wisepill evriMED1000) was acceptable for prompting a
stepwise differentiated care approach for tuberculosis medication
adherence, composed of SMS text messages, telephone calls,
home visits, and motivational counseling, in response to missed
doses ascertained from the monitor [37]. Other studies
referencing patient experiences of using real-time adherence
monitoring linked to SMS text message reminders for
antiretroviral adherence support among people living with HIV
in Uganda also reported perceptions of being cared for as a
result of using the technologies [25]. Although there are
differences between HIV and tuberculosis, they are both diseases
of poverty, and result in stigma, and discrimination. The findings
regarding the adherence monitor and the SMS text message
aspects of the intervention were indeed similar in this and
another [25] study, indicating the strong potential of the
intervention in this and potentially other similar settings.

Conclusions
In sum, we found the My Mobile Wallet intervention (composed
of real-time adherence monitoring linked to SMS text message
reminders and mobile money incentives) for tuberculosis
medication adherence to be feasible and acceptable in a
low-resource setting where poverty-based structural barriers
heavily constrain tuberculosis treatment and care. The
intervention worked as expected, and participants found it easy
to use. The intervention relieved participants of the burden of
tuberculosis treatment costs, reminded them to take their
medication on time, and provided emotional support that made
them feel connected to care.

On the basis of the findings from this study, we are now
planning a randomized controlled trial (registered on
ClinicalTrials.gov; NCT05656287) for assessing the full-scale
feasibility, acceptability, and impact of My Mobile Wallet.
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Abstract

Background: Increased pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) use is urgently needed to substantially decrease HIV incidence among
Black sexual minority men. Low perceived risk for HIV (PRH) is a key unaddressed PrEP barrier for Black sexual minority men.
Peers and smartphone apps are popular intervention tools to promote community health behaviors, but few studies have used
these together in a multicomponent strategy. Therefore, we designed a multicomponent intervention called POSSIBLE that used
an existing smartphone app called PrEPme (Emocha Mobile Health, Inc) and a peer change agent (PCA) to increase PRH as a
gateway to PrEP.

Objective: This paper aims to describe the feasibility and preliminary impact of POSSIBLE on PRH and willingness to accept
a PrEP referral among Black sexual minority men.

Methods: POSSIBLE was a theoretically guided, single-group, 2-session pilot study conducted among Black sexual minority
men from Baltimore, Maryland between 2019 and 2021 (N=69). POSSIBLE integrated a PCA and the PrEPme app that allows
users to self-monitor sexual risk behaviors and chat with the in-app community health worker to obtain PrEP service information.
PRH was assessed using the 8-item PRH scale before and after baseline and follow-up study visits. At the end of each study visit,
the PCA referred interested individuals to the community health worker to learn more about PrEP service options.

Results: The average age of participants was 32.5 (SD 8.1, range 19-62) years. In total, 55 (80%) participants were retained for
follow-up at month 1. After baseline sessions, 29 (42%) participants were willing to be referred to PrEP services, 20 (69%) of
those confirmed scheduled appointments with PrEP care teams. There were no statistically significant differences in PRH between
baseline and follow-up visits (t122=–1.36; P=.17).

Conclusions: We observed no statistically significant improvement in PRH between baseline and month 1. However, given the
high retention rate and acceptability, POSSIBLE may be feasible to implement. Future research should test a statistically powered
peer-based approach on PrEP initiation among Black sexual minority men.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04533386; https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT04533386

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e54739)   doi:10.2196/54739
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Introduction

Increased pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) use is urgently
needed to substantially decrease HIV incidence among Black
sexual minority men who have an estimated 50% lifetime risk
of HIV acquisition [1]. Data show racial inequities in uptake
and adherence among sexual minority men who meet PrEP
indications [2]. Socioecological factors such as side effect
concerns, stigma, low health care access, and poor clinical
experiences including patient-clinician communication remain
substantial PrEP barriers for this community [3-5]. Low
perceived risk for HIV (PRH) is also a key unaddressed PrEP
barrier [6-9]. Some Black sexual minority men have low
concerns about HIV acquisition because they think their current
behaviors are lower risk than their past or their peers’ behaviors
and they do not associate HIV status with quality of life [6,10].
Other reasons for low PRH include being in a monogamous
relationship and limited sexual activity [6,9,11]. However, low
PRH inadequately reflects objective risks and disease severity
for Black sexual minority men, given the high-community HIV
incidence, suboptimal HIV care outcomes, and negative health
consequences of long-term infection [7,8]. Therefore,
multicomponent interventions that address PRH and other
known barriers are needed to improve PrEP uptake.

Some HIV prevention interventions leverage in-group members
as peer change agents (PCAs) to disseminate health-related
information within the community for behavior change [12-15].
Peers are considered a valuable resource in marginalized
communities to obtain health information, discuss taboo
experiences, and help group members understand why behavior
change could be beneficial [6,16,17]. Peers can facilitate
behavior change because they have similar experiences, can
address social barriers, and can improve health literacy
[12,13,16,18]. PCAs are uniquely positioned to influence health
behaviors because their roles as community members, patients,
and health care paraprofessionals can build trust and lead
others to credible information or clarify the information [17].
PCAs have improved behavioral health [12], HIV testing [19],
medication adherence, and PrEP [13-15] for HIV prevention
and could be effective interventionists among Black sexual
minority men.

Other interventions have used smartphone apps as electronic
diaries to reduce sexual risks through self-monitoring behaviors,
which facilitates reflection [20-22]. Technology-based
interventions could also be effective for Black sexual minority
men because many of them use apps and other mobile devices
for several purposes, including partner seeking, social network
development, and health information [23,24]. Using apps for
interventions could help Black sexual minority men circumvent
the social and structural barriers to PrEP such as perceived
judgment, stigma, and discrimination from clinicians. Since
peers and smartphone apps are typically used independently in
interventions, they could have a stronger impact if combined

into a multicomponent health communication strategy because
they could hypothetically reduce socioecological barriers for
Black sexual minority men simultaneously.

Motivational interviewing (MI) is a communication approach
in which a professional collaborates with individuals to activate
their motivations to change behavior [17,25]. Some studies use
“motivational interview consistent” interventions for HIV
prevention because of their cost-effectiveness, brevity, and use
of client interests for behavior change [26]. However, existing
MI-based interventions to improve PRH or PrEP among Black
sexual minority men are limited [18]. Additionally, factors
known to drive PRH or PrEP use among Black sexual minority
men by PCAs may not be fully leveraged in traditional MI-based
interventions [27].

We designed a multicomponent intervention called POSSIBLE
that used a PCA and an existing smartphone app called PrEPme
(Emocha Mobile Health, Inc) [25] to increase PRH as an
important cognitive gateway to PrEP uptake among Black sexual
minority men. The intervention was guided by life course theory
[28,29], the health belief model [30,31], and possible selves
[6,32]. Life course theory suggests that timing, major life events,
and age-related vulnerabilities impact sexual health behaviors
[28,33]. The health belief model posits that risk perceptions
catalyze behavior change [9,30]. Possible selves suggests that
ideas of what individuals could or want to become can influence
behavior [6,32,34]. Taken together, we hypothesized that a PCA
who represented a “future self” could influence PRH at
particular points along the life course of Black sexual minority
men by cueing individuals to action through a review of their
sexual risks in PrEPme and successfully encourage others to
use PrEP having navigated similar social challenges [6].

This paper describes the feasibility and preliminary effects of
POSSIBLE on PRH and subsequent willingness to accept a
PrEP referral among Black sexual minority men. More
information on the feasibility and effects of a multicomponent
strategy using a PCA and smartphone app is needed to advance
the promise of their combined effectiveness. Given the extreme
racial disparity in PrEP use among sexual minority men [35,36],
strategies that can increase PrEP uptake are still needed.
Findings will provide insights into the usefulness of combining
2 popular HIV prevention interventions into a multicomponent
strategy and elucidate the cognitive and cultural aspects of health
decision-making among this vulnerable community.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
All study procedures were approved by the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine Institutional Review Board (IRB00241244).
Oral informed consent was audio-recorded and documented in
study folders prior to conducting baseline study visits.
Participants were given study ID numbers, and identifiable
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information (ie, names and data) was stored on private,
password-protected servers. Participants were provided a US
$50 electronic Amazon gift card for the baseline visit.

Study Design
POSSIBLE was a single-group, 2 session pilot intervention
conducted between 2019 and 2021 that was refined using the
ADAPT-ITT (Assessment, Decision, Administration,
Production, Topical Experts, Integration, Training, and Testing)
model [37]. Formative research was conducted to refine key
aspects of the intervention approach such as the usefulness of
the app-based diary and PCA characteristics among Black sexual
minority men of different age groups [6].

Peer Change Agent
POSSIBLE incorporated a PCA who was matched with
participants’ key demographic and cultural characteristics as
guided by theory, previous studies, and formative research
identifying preferences among Black sexual minority men
[6,38]. Specifically, studies suggested that the PCA should have
similar experiences as Black sexual minority men (eg, navigating
interactions with romantic or sexual partners, clinicians, and
health insurance) and be a “future self” to whom they could
aspire [6,38]. Therefore, the principal investigator (PI to DTD),
used Descovy for PrEP and served the intervention as the PCA.
Further details regarding the experience and dual role of the PI
serving as a PrEP-using PCA have been published in an
autoethnography [17].

PrEPme Smartphone App
PrEPme was designed for Maryland users to obtain statewide
PrEP service information and navigation support from an
app-based community health worker (CHW) [25]. PrEPme also
allows users to self-monitor sexual risk behaviors, view a graph
of sexual risk behaviors by week and month, and chat with the
CHW in the app to obtain PrEP service information [6].

Linkage to PrEP Care
A CHW supervised by a nurse case manager within the Center
for Infectious Disease and Nursing Innovation at the Johns
Hopkins School of Nursing (previously known as the REACH
Initiative) provided navigation services including reviewing
eligibility for or access to medical insurance, identifying
preferred clinic locations, and arranging appointment and
scheduling activities. Occasionally, the PCA referred
participants or helped schedule appointments at PrEP service
organizations for individuals who wanted to avoid interfacing
with additional staff associated with a medical research
institution.

Study Procedures

Study Enrollment
A research assistant screened individuals who were interested
in the study for eligibility via phone. Eligible individuals were
emailed an informed consent form, details regarding their
scheduled web-based baseline appointment, and an electronic
survey assessing demographic and behavioral characteristics
and PRH. Individuals were given the opportunity to ask the

research team (including the PI) questions regarding the study
via phone or email prior to their baseline visit.

Web-Based Baseline Study Visit
Due to COVID-19, baseline and follow-up study visits were
conducted via Zoom (Zoom Video Communications). Prior to
the baseline visit, the PI or PCA provided participants an
additional opportunity to ask questions regarding the study and
obtained oral informed consent via Zoom [39]. The script guided
the PCA to obtain information regarding participants’ lifestyles,
personal goals and values, relative HIV risks, and PRH, then
tailor health communication based on their responses to
influence PRH and encourage PrEP use regardless of
participants’ reported behaviors [16,26,27,29]. Example
questions included, “How would being diagnosed with HIV
impact your goals?” and “Given that research suggests that 50%
of Black sexual minority men will get HIV despite the fact that
they use condoms more than other people, how likely do you
think you will get it?” [6,40]. The script also provided
opportunities for the PCA to address HIV or PrEP
misinformation and disclose PrEP use to share experiences
managing potential side effects, challenges disclosing use to
romantic or sexual partners, and empathy regarding participants’
stigmatizing clinical experiences [17,40].

At the end of the session, the PCA referred interested individuals
to the CHW as described earlier. Individuals who declined
referrals to the CHW were provided alternative service locations
for PrEP care and referred upon request. Baseline visits lasted
between 45 and 60 minutes (accounting for informed consent,
rapport building, 15- to 20-minute conversation, and PrEP
navigation for those who were interested), at the end of which
participants were asked to download PrEPme to record their
sexual risk behaviors in its app-based diary for 1 month.
Baseline study visit procedures and effects have been published
[40].

Web-Based Follow-Up Visit
In the second session, the PCA reviewed the PrEPme diary with
participants and conducted another MI-consistent conversation
to explore relative HIV risk behaviors, review behavioral
alignment with goals and values, and reassess their PrEP
interests. At the end of the session, the PCA referred interested
individuals to the CHW as described earlier. Individuals who
declined referrals to the CHW were provided alternative service
locations for PrEP care and referred upon request. Follow-up
visits lasted between 20 and 30 minutes, and participants were
provided another US $50 electronic Amazon gift card for
completing follow-up visits regardless of reported app use.

PrEP Referral
All participants were first referred a CHW at the Johns Hopkins
School of Nursing who could help navigate them to PrEP
services. Participants who were interested in case management
from the CHW were linked to services of their choice.
Individuals who declined referrals to the CHW were offered
direct referrals by the PCA who reached out to the requested
case management services to help schedule appointments.
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Satisfaction Surveys
Participants completed a satisfaction survey that also assessed
their PRH at the end of the baseline session prior to downloading
PrEPme, then again at the end of their follow-up appointment.

Participants
Participants were recruited using a combination of active and
passive strategies [39,41] in Baltimore, Maryland, and were
eligible based upon the following self-reported criteria: Black
or African American race, identifying as a cisgender person,
being 18 years and older of age, same-sex attraction to men,
HIV-negative, and having oral or anal sex with ≥1 male partner
in the previous 6 months.

Measures
This concept was assessed using the 8-item PRH scale from
Napper et al [42] before and after the baseline visit. Sample
questions included items assessing concerns about HIV and
perceived likelihoods of infection. Total possible scores ranged
from 10 to 40, higher scores indicate greater PRH. The scale
was found to be reliable (8 items, α=.78).

Data Analysis
Paired 1-tailed t tests were used to examine changes in PRH
after the end of the study. Descriptive statistics were used to
explore the proportion of participants who were referred to
services and scheduled a PrEP appointment after baseline.

Results

A total of 291 individuals were screened for the study, 93 of
whom were eligible. Among eligible individuals, 69 participated
and 55 (80%) were retained for follow-up at month 1. Table 1
describes the sociodemographic characteristics and PrEP referral
willingness among participants. The average age of participants
was 32.5 (SD 8.1, range 19-62) years. Additionally, 52 (75%)
identified as gay, 11 (16%) identified as bisexual, 51 (74%)
reported being employed full-time or part-time at baseline, 58
(84%) reported having insurance coverage, 54 (78%) reported
being single, and 32 (47%) reported ever having a sexually
transmitted infection. After baseline sessions, 29 (42%)
participants were willing to be referred to PrEP services, and
20 (69%) of them confirmed scheduled appointments with PrEP
care teams.

Regarding the use of the mobile app–based diary, 17 (31%)
follow-up participants reported recording an entry every week
prior to their follow-up appointment, 3 (5%) reported using the
app for half of the weeks, and 6 (11%) reported that they did
not use the app at all. In total, 11 (20%) reported initiating PrEP
prior to follow-up, and 15 (27%) of follow-up participants were
willing to be referred to PrEP services. There were no
statistically significant differences in mean PRH scores between
baseline (21.2, SD 5.5) and follow-up (23.6, SD 5.7) visits
(t122=–1.36; P=.17).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics and PrEPa referral willingness among Black sexual minority men in POSSIBLE 2019-2021 (N=69).

Month 1 follow-upBaseline

Age (years)

32.7 (7.7)32.5 (8.1)Mean (SD)

19-5019-62Range

40 (73)49 (71)<35 years, n (%)

Sexual orientation, n (%)

42 (76)52 (75)Homosexual, gay, same gender-loving

7 (13)11 (16)Bisexual

6 (11)6 (9)Other

Employment status, n (%)

36 (65)44 (64)Full-time

6 (11)7 (10)Part-time

11 (20)13 (19)Unemployed

2 (4)5 (7)Other

Highest level of education, n (%)

1 (2)5 (7)Grade 11 or less

11 (20)10 (14)Grade 12 or GEDb

0 (0)2 (3)Associate degree

7 (13)10 (14)Some college

16 (29)24 (35)Bachelor degree

20 (36)18 (26)More than bachelor degree

51 (93)58 (84)Health care coverage, n (%)

Annual gross income (US $), n (%)

15 (27)15 (22)Less than $20,000

12 (22)8 (11)Between $30,000 and $40,000

7 (13)9 (13)Between $40,000 and $50,000

4 (7)6 (9)Between $50,000 and $60,000

17 (31)23 (33)More than $60,000

Relationship status, n (%)

45 (82)54 (78)Single or not in a relationship

7 (13)9 (13)In a committed relationship

0 (0)2 (3)Married

3 (5)2 (3)Other

42 (76)32 (47)STIc history past 6 months, n (%)

39 (70)47 (68)Drug use before sex past 6 months, n (%)

15 (27)29 (42)Willingness to be referred to PrEP services, n (%)

—d20 (69)PrEP appointment scheduled

11 (20)—Initiated PrEP prior to month 1

aPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.
bGED: General Educational Diploma.
cSTI: sexually transmitted infection.
dNot available.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study explored the feasibility and preliminary effectiveness
of POSSIBLE, a multicomponent intervention using a PCA and
mobile app–based diary to improve PRH among Black sexual
minority men. Given the high retention rate, POSSIBLE may
be a feasible multicomponent strategy to implement among
Black sexual minority men. We found improvements in PRH
after baseline sessions [40]. However, we observed no
statistically significant improvement in PRH after intervention
from baseline to month 1.

We observed relatively low PRH scores at baseline and month
1 follow-up. Analyses showed that the PCA increased baseline
PRH scores [40]. The effects of the intervention may have been
maximized in the baseline session such that the addition of the
app for reflexivity could not increase scores from baseline to
month 1. Other studies have found that competing survival
priorities supersede HIV-related concerns in the lives of Black
sexual minority men. The shift from HIV as a “death sentence”
in the early days of the epidemic to its positioning as a
manageable chronic health condition could be a key reason for
low PRH and for why perceived risk did not change from
baseline to month 1. Black sexual minority men may also
consider their current behaviors relatively safer than their past
or their peers’ behaviors as found in previous studies [6,10].
Some may appraise their vulnerability based upon their most
recent behaviors, which may not have involved condomless sex
or drug use in the month of the intervention, which was
conducted partly during the height of the global COVID-19
pandemic.

We also observed relatively low use of the app-based diary in
PrEPme. Mobile health interventions have been successful
largely because of the convenience of the intervention within
smartphone apps. However, PrEPme seemingly did not add
value to the PCA intervention component. Studies suggest that
aspects such as aesthetics, social networking ability, and
gamification impact Black sexual minority men’s use of
app-based HIV prevention apps [24,43]. The self-monitoring
feature of the app-based diary could be refined for gamification
and cultural responsiveness. PrEPme also did not maximize the
power of health communication to tailor messaging. However,
we are unable to identify reasons for nonuse. Qualitative insights
or participant feedback could help in identifying barriers to app
use. In light of previous analyses showing baseline effects on
PRH [40], adding the mobile app–based diary may not be
necessary in the presence of an effective PCA.

The intervention did observe relatively high proportions of
willingness to accept PrEP referral and initiation, which could
be attributed to the interpersonal dynamics between participants
and the PCA [17]. Studies consistently show that peers and
social networks are important, trusted sources of health

information and effective interventionists among marginalized
communities, including Black sexual minority men
[16,38,44,45]. Studies also show that Black sexual minority
men are more willing to initiate PrEP if their peers are using it.
The usefulness of communicating with a PCA may not have
been outweighed by the convenience of technology. PRH may
not necessarily be the primary motivation for PrEP referral
willingness or initiation among Black sexual minority men.

Despite the feasibility of this intervention, using a PCA to
catalyze PRH and PrEP initiation among Black sexual minority
men is not without challenges. DTD described internal conflicts
regarding honoring participants’ disinterest in PrEP versus
professional goals to increase uptake for HIV prevention in an
autoethnography [17]. Additionally, managing discussions
regarding side effects with Black sexual minority men whose
health histories the PI or PCA was unfamiliar with or unqualified
to discuss is important to consider in this peer-based approach.
Concerns that being a PCA could overshadow professionalism
as a researcher and health care professional were also salient
[17]. PCAs should be trained to manage insider-outsider
dynamics as an interventionist among Black sexual minority
men, engage in active listening, and communicate with care
[17,46]. Some qualities may not be able to be provided in
training such as the shared social experiences and vulnerabilities
of being Black sexual minority men.

Limitations
Study limitations include insufficient sample size to detect effect
sizes. Causal inferences cannot be drawn, and effectiveness
cannot be established with a pre-post single-group design. It is
also possible that unstudied external factors could have produced
the changes observed. All data were self-reported. A larger trial
is needed to definitively establish the effects of the intervention,
including biological confirmation of PrEP use beyond
self-report.

Conclusions
Future research should test a statistically powered peer-based
approach on PrEP initiation among Black sexual minority men.
Psychometric tests should also be conducted to identify
culturally relevant concepts of HIV risk and PrEP motivation
for Black sexual minority men. Qualitative research should also
clarify how app-based sexual risk diaries have unintended
consequences of triggering self-stigma and shame versus
informed decision-making [6]. Targeted studies among young
Black sexual minority men younger than 35 years of age should
be conducted, given their high HIV incidence and low PrEP
uptake. Studies show age cohort differences regarding the needs
and vulnerabilities among Black sexual minority men such that
peers may be a more effective behavior change mechanism for
younger men [33,47,48]. If effectively implemented, the
person-centered approach of a PrEP-using PCA approach could
lead to substantial community-level impact for Black sexual
minority men because their needs are not the same.
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Abstract

Background: There are no uniform regulations for the osteopathic profession in Europe. It is subject to country-specific
regulations defining who shall be allowed to practice osteopathy and which qualification shall be required. In recent years, legal
regulations have been established in several European countries for the profession of osteopathy; however, these are also still
pending for Austria. Currently, physiotherapists and physicians with osteopathic training are practicing osteopathy in Austria.

Objective: This study aims to examine the characteristics, challenges, and opportunities of osteopaths in Austria.

Methods: Guideline-based interviews with osteopaths (N=10) were conducted. The different research questions were examined
using a qualitative content analysis.

Results: The study provided a differentiated insight into the professional situation of osteopaths in Austria. The most important
result was that all interviewees unanimously supported a legal regulation of their profession. However, owing to their different
professional self-image—on the one hand, individuals working on a structural basis, and, on the other hand, individuals working
on a cranial or biodynamic basis—they were able to imagine a uniform professional regulation only to a limited extent. Additional
topics for the interviewed osteopaths in Austria were the quality assurance of training and the urgent need for scientific research.
Furthermore, the study also dealt with the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on daily practice and on education and training
in osteopathy.

Conclusions: This study is a pioneering study with regard to systematic basic research on osteopathy in Austria. The obtained
results and the newly acquired research questions not only have the potential to serve as a basis for further studies but also provide
insight into the working and professional situation of osteopaths in Austria for universities, schools, professional associations,
politics, and—last but not least—all interested parties.
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Introduction

Osteopathy is a manual treatment method, the principles of
which are based on its own philosophy and the consideration
and treatment of special structure-function relationships in the
human body [1]. Since osteopathy was established and as long
as it has been applied, both its methods and the professional
competence of osteopaths have been the subject of controversy
among medical and therapeutic specialists. The European
Committee for Standardization has defined osteopathy as a
holistic, patient-centered, manual treatment method based on
the interactions between the structure and function of the body
and the body’s self-healing ability [2].

There is no uniform European or international regulation
regarding who is allowed to practice osteopathy and which
qualifications are required. However, an increasing number of
European countries are developing occupational laws for
osteopaths. So far, 12 European countries including Cyprus,
Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Malta, Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom
have adopted legal regulations regarding the practice of
osteopaths [3].

In the German-speaking countries, there is no uniform picture
of the profession. In contrast to Switzerland, a legal basis for
the profession of osteopathy does not exist in Germany or
Austria. In Austria, physicians and physiotherapists trained in
osteopathy practice as osteopaths. Physicians are allowed to
practice osteopathy without any restrictions, whereas
physiotherapists are only allowed to practice osteopathy upon
medical assignment [4]. According to the Austrian Society for
Osteopathy (Österreichische Gesellschaft für Osteopathie;
OEGO), approximately 2000 osteopaths practiced in Austria in
2022.

Studies about osteopathic identity are progressing
internationally. However, the various legal regulations and
intraprofessional conflicts make it difficult to perceive a
collective identity [5]. Especially in countries where osteopathy
is not regulated by law, the data about osteopathic practitioners
are considered to be weak. However, quantitative studies that
have surveyed the population of osteopaths with regard to work
status, training, professional identity, or characteristics of
clinical practice such as the typical patient profile and the use
of diagnostic and treatment modalities exist already. In Austria,
2 surveys of osteopaths have been conducted in the past as part
of final theses [6,7]. In 2022, the results of the Osteopathic
Practitioners, Estimates, and Rates survey were also published
for Austria, thus creating a solid data basis about osteopathic
practitioners in Austria for the first time. The typical osteopath
was defined as female, aged between 40 and 49 years,
self-employed, worked before as a physiotherapist, trained in
osteopathy part time, and successfully completed a master’s
degree [8]. However, there is a lack of studies with qualitative

designs to capture and examine the work of osteopaths in
German-speaking countries in more detail.

The overall aim of this study was to make a substantial
contribution to the largely unexplored profession of osteopathy
in the German-speaking countries. Structured, basic research
was necessary to implement this project. The first steps were
taken in the framework of the study, “Characteristics,
Opportunities, and Challenges of Osteopathy (COCO) in the
Perceptions of Osteopaths in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland:
Protocol for a Comprehensive Mixed Methods Study.” The
study protocol was published in JMIR Research Protocols in
2019. The Characteristics, Opportunities, and Challenges of
Osteopathy (COCO) project investigates how osteopaths in
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland distinguish themselves from
other medical professions and the characteristics of their work.

This study is a partial study of the COCO project, with a focus
on the situation of osteopaths in Austria. Osteopaths practicing
in Austria were asked about their professional profile and their
professional practice. The following questions were of particular
interest: (1) How do osteopaths from Austria describe
osteopathy? (2) What are the challenges faced by osteopaths in
Austria? and (3) What opportunities do the interviewees see for
osteopathy in Austria?

Methods

Design
This qualitative study included the planning and implementation
of guideline-based interviews with osteopaths practicing in
Austria. Subsequently, a qualitative content analysis was
performed according to Mayring [9]. A qualitative research
design was selected to obtain questions relevant to the project
that had not been considered before and views about the topic
that had not yet been taken into consideration. The target of this
qualitative partial study was the development of hypotheses.
Accordingly, a relatively small sample of 8 to 10 participants
could be used, because the results obtained shall be examined
in subsequent studies with respect to their general validity using
a quantitative study design [10].

To ensure the reporting quality regarding the research
methodology of this qualitative study, COREQ (Consolidated
Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research) was used [11]. A
checklist including the COREQ items taken into consideration
has been attached to the paper (Multimedia Appendix 1). The
registration identifier of the study is the International Registered
Report Identifier: PRR2-10.2196/15399.

Ethical Considerations
This study (corresponding to partial study 1.2 in Figure 1), led
by DM, has received ethics approval (S-287/2020) from the
ethics committee of the University of Witten/Herdecke,
Germany. Participants were not compensated for their
participation.
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Figure 1. Characteristics, Opportunities, and Challenges of Osteopathy project flowchart.

Setting and Sampling
Related to the research topic, osteopaths in Austria were
questioned through guideline-based interviews. All the
interviewed osteopaths (10/10, 100%) had completed at least 4
years of training as osteopaths and practiced as osteopaths in
Austria. Instead of asking individual osteopaths to participate,
OEGO was contacted with the study project itself, thus avoiding
cold-calling. In this way, the criterion of comprehensive training
in osteopathy was fulfilled, because otherwise, the participants
could not be members of the professional association. This
procedure ensured that the participants had provided evidence
of their competence. To obtain the widest range of views, the
sample was intended to show a high degree of diversity among
the participants. Therefore, a further criterion for the whole
group of participants was sex distribution according to the
population of osteopathic practitioners in Austria. According
to the OEGO’s membership register, two-thirds of practicing
osteopaths in Austria are female and one-third are male.
Moreover, care was taken to ensure that the residences and
workplaces of the participants were subject to as wide a
geographical distribution as possible, so that district-specific
phenomena could be excluded. As osteopathy is not an
independent profession in Austria, the participants should

include the different occupational groups that practice
osteopathy. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were subsequently
formulated (Textbox 1).

OEGO forwarded the contact details of 11 osteopaths.
Appointments for an interview were made with 8 (73%) of the
11 osteopaths. No appointment could be made with 1 osteopath
during the study period. From 1 other osteopath, no response
to the request was received. Another 1 osteopath did not want
to participate in the study; 2 new osteopaths were suggested by
the osteopaths themselves. A total of 10 interviews were thus
conducted.

All the participants were contacted via email and received a
letter containing information about the course of the study,
declaration of consent to participate in the study, and data
protection declaration. The entire participation in the research
project and the answering of individual questions was on a
voluntary basis; nonparticipation did not lead to any
disadvantages for the participants. The participants always had
the option to end the survey (eg, in the case of unexpected,
stressful questions). Through the format of web-based survey,
any increased risk of infection for the participants owing to the
COVID-19 pandemic could be excluded. Explicit cancellation
criteria for the project were not set.
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Textbox 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria

• The individual has completed 4 years of osteopathic training.

• The individual is currently practicing osteopathy.

• The individual has provided consent to participate in the study.

Exclusion criteria

• The individual cannot be interviewed within the examination period.

• The individual does not have the technical equipment required for participation in a web-based survey.

• The individual demands compensation.

Development of the Interview Guidelines and Data
Collection
The guideline-based interview was chosen as a suitable research
tool, because the aim of the data collection was to obtain
concrete statements about the practice of osteopathy in Austria.
In addition, the use of a guideline increased the comparability
of the individual data sets [12]. Furthermore, this procedure
avoided the possibility that essential aspects of the research
question might be overlooked in the interviews [13]. The
interview guideline was developed by JM on the basis of the
research questions and 2 previous qualitative, partial studies of
the COCO project [14,15]. The interview guideline was

developed by JM on the basis of the research problem and 2
previous qualitative, partial studies of the COCO project [14,15].

The questions were formulated as open questions (Textbox 2)
and arranged according to the groups of topics (Textbox 3). In
addition, sociodemographic data about the participants were
collected. Alternative questions were prepared to be able to
react flexibly to the course of the interview and to respond to
the potential needs of the participants. To maintain the flow of
the conversation, additional questions were developed in
advance. Before beginning the interviews, a test interview was
conducted with a German osteopath to test the interview
guideline in practice and to improve the interview technique.
Finally, the questionnaire was discussed and adapted together
with JP, an osteopath with experience in qualitative research.

Textbox 2. Example interview questions.

• Where did you first hear about the osteopathic profession?

• How would you define osteopathy?

• In your opinion, what differentiates osteopathy from other professions?

• What does a typical osteopathic treatment look like for you?

• Should osteopath be its own profession?

• Are there any difficulties or problems that you face in your daily work life as an osteopath?

• Has the corona pandemic changed anything in your daily practice?
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Textbox 3. Contents of the interview guideline.

Training and work in osteopathy

• Educational background

• Motivation

• Training structure

• Work experience

• Acquisition structure

• Fields of activity

Characteristics of osteopathy

• Definition

• Properties

• Differentiation of professional profile

• Competences

• Features

• Limits

Challenges of osteopathy

• Health value

• Employment policy

• Obligations

• Restrictions

• Conflicts

Chances and opportunities in osteopathy

• Perspective

• Research

• Desires

Data Collection
Data were collected from November 29, 2021, to January 26,
2022. In total, 10 interviews were conducted. The interviews
were conducted using the Zoom software (Zoom Video
Communications; audio and video were recorded). Apart from
research economy and temporal and local flexibility, interviews
were primarily conducted on the web to protect the participants
from infection during the COVID-19 pandemic. No other
individuals were present during the interviews. No interview
was repeated. The interviews were recorded as a video file for
transcription. The participants agreed in writing to the archiving
of the files until the end of the publication activities or up to a
maximum of 5 years after data collection. The files were
protected against unauthorized access and stored and evaluated
on local data carriers of a password-protected computer. Only
encrypted files were transferred among the study colleagues.
Upon completion of the study project, the recordings of the
interviews shall be deleted irrevocably. All the interviews were
conducted by JM in German. The interviewer is male, holds a
master of science degree, and has already published in 2019
within the COCO project. At the time of the survey, he worked
independently as a physiotherapist in his own practice in

Germany and was a doctoral student at the University of
Witten/Herdecke. For this research project, JM was trained
within a 3-part seminar at the Freie Universität Berlin regarding
the collection and evaluation of qualitative data and the
conduction of interviews. There was no previous personal
relationship with any of the interviewees. The recordings were
transcribed by JM. Transcription was performed according to
pre-established rules, which were consistently observed, as there
are no generally accepted transcription rules [16]. The rules
were based on the transcription rules of Kuckartz and Rädiker
[17] for computer-assisted evaluation. The participants were
sent the transcript to gather their comments, if any, and to
receive their final approval.

Data Analysis
On the basis of the results of the interview studies already
conducted within the COCO project, deductive (ie, indirectly
theory-driven) categories were formed first. It is indirect because
the categories are descriptive and their definition is not the basis
of a theory-driven description. As a first step, classical deductive
codes were derived from the interview guideline (deductive
category application). The transcripts were analyzed in the
original language by means of content structuring. With the
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help of the MAXQDA 2022 software (VERBI Software) [18],
quotations that were relevant for the abovementioned research
questions were categorized. Owing to an extensive interest in
further knowledge, the preselected segments were expanded or
specified by means of inductive categorization to deduce further

important aspects (deductive-inductive categorization) [17].
The quotations were summarized in categories, which were
subsequently grouped into high-level categories. The main
strategies of data analysis are described in Textbox 4.

Textbox 4. Data analysis strategies.

Coding

• After developing an initial category system together (first, deductive; second, inductive), 2 complete material iterations were performed by 2
separate evaluators

Discussion

• Comparison and discussion of the results, with the main focus on the integration of different perspectives and the elimination of ambiguities

Quality control

• To check the quality of the category system (intercoder reliability) with its coding rules by means of the Cohen κ coefficient

Final iteration

• After the quality control step, a final, complete material iteration was performed by an evaluator using the final category system

Shared Coding
A first interview was coded by 2 evaluators together (JM and
UW), and the category system was inductively expanded. An
initial category system was developed, and coding rules were
determined on the basis of 2 partial studies (eg, Figure 1—partial
studies 1.1 and 1.3) [14,15] and the interview questions and
guidelines developed specifically for this partial study. The
result was an initial, deductive category system, and the first
coding rules were defined. The deductively determined
categories were based on the research questions and increased
based on inductive subcategories during the evaluation. Then,
the first iteration was run with the entire material, followed by
further inductive categorization (UW). A second evaluator (JM)
ran the second iteration of the entire material based on the
category system resulting from the first material iteration. The
results were then compared and discussed, with the main focus
being on the integration of different perspectives and the
elimination of ambiguities. The code definitions and anchor
examples were also revised in this step. Finally, the category
system was standardized. This shared coding from the beginning
of the study was intended to increase the intersubjectivity of
the statement.

Quality Control
Subsequently, of the 10 interviews, 3 (30%) were selected via
lot procedure as a subsample to check the quality of the category
system with its coding rules by means of the Cohen κ
coefficient. The determination of the Cohen κ coefficient is a
method for checking the intercoder reliability [19]. UW received
the 3 allotted coded interviews from JM. The segment
boundaries of the encodings were retained during this iteration.
In this way, the evaluator was able to recognize which text parts
were encoded and arrange these according to the categories.
Without random adjustment, a match of 62.1% between the 2
encodings of this subsample was reached. The randomly
adjusted coefficient was 0.61. Pursuant to Altman [20],
accordance is considered as “good” in the case of a κ coefficient

of 61-80. After this quality control, as there was good
accordance; a final complete material iteration was performed
by an evaluator (JM) using the final category system.

Results

Overview
The result of this study was a system of categories in which the
statements of the participants were classified and subcategorized
according to the research questions regarding the groups of
topics, such as characteristics, challenges, and opportunities of
the osteopaths practicing in Austria. Sociodemographic data
and more general statements about the practice of osteopathy
were also classified in the main category, “training and work
in osteopathy.” Out of current concern, the osteopaths were also
asked about the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on their
work. On the basis of the interesting statements, we decided to
dedicate a special category to this topic.

The final category system consists of 71 categories with a total
of 783 encoded text passages. A definition was created for each
individual category, and a quotation was recorded as an anchor
example.

Only a part of these results could therefore be described in this
paper. The printed quotations have been translated into English
and serve for illustration purposes only. The question whether
individual statements of the participants (O1 to O10) represent
the entire population of osteopaths practicing in Austria shall
be subject to further investigation.

Training and Work in Osteopathy
A total of 10 osteopaths practicing in Austria were
interviewed—6 (60%) women and 4 (40%) men. Of the 10
osteopaths, 3 (30%) were physicians and 7 (70%) were
physiotherapists. Of the 10 interviewees, 9 (90%) worked
independently in their own practices and 1 (10%) had an
employment relationship at the time of the interview. Only 10%
(1/10) had other employees. The longest interview lasted 61
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minutes, and the shortest interview lasted 29 minutes. The
average duration of the interviews was 46 (SD 9.2) minutes.

The participants’ characteristics are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Participants’ characteristics (N=10).

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

Sex

4 (40)Male

6 (60)Female

Profession

3 (30)Physician

7 (70)Physiotherapist

Degree

3 (30)Diploma in osteopathy

6 (60)Master of science

1 (10)Nondegree

Training facility

8 (80)Vienna School of Osteopathy, Vienna, Austria

1 (10)European College of Osteopathy, Munich, Germany

1 (10)The International Academy of Osteopathy, Darmstadt, Germany

Clinical experience (y)

2 (20)1-5

5 (50)6-15

3 (30)>15

Characteristics of Osteopathy
On the basis of the descriptions provided by the participants
regarding the properties of osteopathy, the following categories
were developed: “definition of osteopathy,” “patient profile,”
“anchor personalities and literature,” and “limits of the treatment
technique.”

Definition of Osteopathy
When asked about the definition of osteopathy, several
participants had difficulties in explaining the concept:

Yes, it’s really a difficult question. [O1; item 35]

The explanation of the term was mostly based on the manual
work, origin of the word, differentiation or overlapping with
other professional groups, or citation of definitions of third
parties. Often, reference was made to the philosophy of
osteopathy, holism of the treatment method, and activation of
self-regulating forces. There was no uniform definition of
osteopathy among the answers of the interviewees.

Patient Profile
Most of the interviewed osteopaths treat patients of all ages:

Oh, everything actually, there are patients of all ages.
From...three-month-old babies to over 90-year-old
men, women, so I couldn’t paint a typical picture.
[O2; item 54]

Common indications for child treatments mentioned by the
interviewed osteopaths are sleep disorders, torticollis, scoliosis,

asthma, abdominal colic, and plagiocephaly. The treatment of
adults was mainly based on the diagnosis or leading symptoms
from the orthopedic area: back and neck pain and joint pain.
Neurological diseases such as Parkinson disease were also
mentioned. Moreover, patients were regularly treated for
headache, migraine, tinnitus, chronic pain, craniomandibular
dysfunction, abdominal pain, and hormonal imbalances or if
wishing to become pregnant. However, internal diseases such
as sinusitis, bronchitis, and cystitis were also treated by the
physician O2 on the basis of osteopathic methods.

The indication of the treatment was usually given by the
patients’ treating physician:

Patients are often assigned by the doctors, meaning
that the doctor writes a prescription with a
recommendation to contact a certain therapist. [O8;
item 51]

A participant working as a general practitioner in addition to
his osteopathic activity also acquired patients during his regular
consultation as a physician:

And actually, many of those who go to the general
practitioner’s clinic in the village, they come to me,
too. [O2; item 54]

It appears that, in general, a broad medical field was covered
by osteopathy. The selection of the appropriate therapist seemed
to depend on personal recommendations of others, on the
therapeutical possibilities in the patients’ vicinity, and on the
training or specializations of the osteopaths:
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Because the patients who come to me come by word
of mouth, yes. [O5; item 47]

Everything else is, I think, very average, that is, all
the people who come to me do so because I am in
their vicinity. [O3; item 38]

Patients who travel a long way mainly come because
of endocrinological, metabolic problems...,
gynaecological problems..., that is to say, where...the
focus of my...training has mainly been during recent
years. [O3; item 38]

Anchor Personalities and Literature
It was noticeable that many participants referred to other
individuals when answering questions about osteopathy in theory
and practice. These “anchor personalities” seem to have a great
influence on the self-image of osteopaths in Austria and have
therefore been included in a separate category. Both historical
personalities from the history of osteopathy and currently active
osteopaths were repeatedly mentioned:

But there will always be people who really care about
this innermost quality of osteopathy.... And just as
osteopathy has developed from Still to Sutherland,
Becker, Viola Frymann...and all their names..., or
Mitchell and Jim Jealous now..., so it will continue
to develop. [O5; item 84]

With regard to the self-study of osteopaths, primarily only the
German-language journals of osteopathy were mentioned as
reading material. Of the 10 participants, only 1 (10%) indicated
that they regularly read an English journal:

Yes, I regularly read the two journals, DO and
Osteopathische Medizin. [O5; item 88]

Limits of Osteopathy
There was agreement regarding the limits of osteopathy. The
primary treatment of structural injuries or the care of patients
with cancer without medical supervision were clearly mentioned
by the interviewees as limits of osteopathic activity. However,
patients were given osteopathic treatment nevertheless:

Yes, of course I see the limits in the pathologies that
are there. If there is actually...an osteoarthritis that
is simply there and will not vanish, osteopathy shall
certainly have its limits; one can perhaps relieve the
pain, but the osteoarthritis cannot be cured by
osteopathy, now can it. I also see limits in some
diseases. [O7; item 56]

O9 differentiated upon request that it is not the diagnosis that
is decisive for the objective of treatment when it comes to
whether osteopathic treatment is indicated or contraindicated:

Well, that depends on the objective.... It all depends
totally on the objective. If I say that I want to treat
coxarthrosis curatively, I think that we shall soon
reach our limits with osteopathy; if we do a control
X-ray after six months, we shall see that it is still
coxarthrosis.... But if I say that I want to improve the
quality of life, I would treat them nevertheless. The
question is what the objective is. [O9; item 41]

O4 brought another aspect to mind:

We must not exceed the limits...of our own
competence. That is very important. Unfortunately,
many colleagues do this by suddenly giving dietary
recommendations, by suddenly recommending
medicines...or by talking patients out of taking
medicines. Especially now when it comes to
vaccination. [O4; item 75]

Challenges of Osteopathy
The challenges mentioned for the field of osteopathy can be
classified mainly into the categories, “identity problem,”
“disagreements within the osteopath community,” “research,”
“training quality management,” and “conflicts and difficulties.”

Identity Problem
One of the great challenges of osteopathy is its unclear definition
and lack of differentiation from other professional groups. As
O6 clearly pointed out, osteopathy has an identity problem:

I would say that the identity problem is the most
important issue...The definition is the most difficult
question and no one can answer that. And if we can’t
answer that and don’t deal with it, how can we argue
what we are if we ourselves don’t know exactly what
we are. [O6; item 49]

Disagreements Within the Osteopathic Community
The identity problem or the problem of missing a uniform
professional self-image might be based on disagreements within
the osteopathic community described by several participants.
Overall, 2 groups can be identified among practicing osteopaths:
on the one hand, the structurally working osteopaths and, on
the other hand, the cranially or biodynamically working
osteopaths:

Yes, there is really a gap between biodynamic
osteopathy and structural osteopathy. [O7; item 104]

This conflict might be decisive not only in terms of a common
definition but also with respect to a possible recognition of
osteopathy in terms of professional policy. O9, who was
involved in professional policy, feared that these disputes might
even prevent recognition:

The problem concerning regulation is - and that’s
simply the case now and that’s also the elephant in
the room about which no one is talking -...the problem
with regulation has always been cranio.... You cannot
say it openly, but it was always the problem of
craniosacral therapy, no matter who I talked to. [O9;
item 93]

Those participants who worked biodynamically were more
critical toward regulation:

If one tries now to take this out of this
mental...source,... I see the risk that it is practically
shifted into evidence-based, as important as that is,
well, but only into evidence-based, visible and
perceptible dimensions, then osteopathy shall lose its
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soul from my point of view.... And that’s actually the
greatest threat to osteopathy for me. [O5; item 64]

Research
In this context, O1 pointed out that evidence-based research can
only substantiate a certain part of osteopathy scientifically,
whereas other aspects might be lost:

A good scientific basis in order to argue how...many
benefits osteopathy has...- in the end,... academisation
probably cannot be avoided and will certainly be
necessary. Even if all these developments are not
entirely without risks. That is, the risk of losing sight
of the holistic aspects of osteopathy. [O1; item 81]

Training Quality Management
Many osteopaths considered existing weaknesses in the training
courses and their structures as a further obstacle. According to
O4, a central aspect is the inadequate teaching of the skills for
scientific work at osteopathy institutes and, thus, the lack of
evidence-based research in osteopathy:

[Oh my] the training...We should learn from the
beginning, not only during the last year when we have
to write a Master Thesis, we should learn from the
beginning what it means to work in an evidence-based
way, to do research...It works in physiotherapy and
is continuously getting better there, but in
osteopathy...At the beginning, we never learn to deal
with available studies, it is a matter of training. From
the beginning, not only during the fifth year shortly
before the Master Thesis, we should have the first
lessons in statistics. [O4; item 113]

Conflicts and Difficulties
The lack of clarity regarding the profession is evident in the
differentiation with respect to other professional groups. With
regard to the settlement for osteopathic treatment with health
insurance providers, several participants also reported potential
for conflicts. Osteopathic treatment is often provided on the
grounds of a physiotherapeutic prescription by the physician.
The reasons are the economic pressure on the practices or the
social situation of the patients:

Many colleagues work as physiotherapists, they also
charge for osteopathy as physiotherapy, and yes, they
are refunded in this way. And as a result,...osteopathy
is also a little...less in the focus than it should be. I’ve
been working for 20 years now, I’m only writing
osteopathic invoices.... But...of course...I understand
the problem. If somebody has fewer
patients...and...has to charge for...physiotherapy, I
absolutely understand the situation.... But...these
problems are of course...long-burning issues. [O5;
item 78]

No, [the bill] of course says physiotherapy and
remedial massage, because otherwise the patient
doesn’t get his/her money from the insurance
company. For the insurance company, well, this is ok
or it is tolerated. I have already received the feedback
from many patients that they told the company that

they went to an osteopath, and the health insurance
said that of course that can’t be billed, [but] we shall
write physiotherapy and remedial massage and then
that’s it. [O8; item 55]

When asked about the challenges for osteopaths in general, the
physicians working as osteopaths did not report any difficulties
related to their practice. A physician and osteopath, in contrast,
was aware of the potential for conflict:

Yes, of course I know that. I have a bonus, because
I’m simply a doctor. And of course, osteopaths that
aren’t doctors have greater difficulties and are often
rejected,...well,...because they are no medical doctors
in a manner of speaking and...there are obviously
difficulties. [O1; item 101]

Another participant stated it even more clearly:

No, I’m a doctor, I have...no restrictions. [O9; item
85]

Opportunities in Osteopathy
Regarding the questions about the opportunities and chances in
osteopathy, most of the statements could be classified into the
categories “professional profile” and “position in the health care
system.” A central opportunity in osteopathy is the installation
of an independent profession. Almost all the osteopaths
explicitly formulated the desire for their own professional
profile. However, there was disagreement about the questions
regarding where and how this profession should be integrated
into the health care system or which competences it should
include:

In the midst of the other health professions..., well, I
don’t see us as special consultants, as it is now in
America, for example. But I see us as a health
profession next to physiotherapists, occupational
therapists... [O4; item 81]

In this context, many possible applications were mentioned for
the field of osteopathy. An osteopath saw a great opportunity
in the prevention of diseases:

Concerning also prevention..., I believe that
osteopathy has an enormous potential for people’s
health by simply doing something really good and
also really preventing things,...follow-up problems
or operations or God knows what...I see a huge
opportunity there. [O10; item 107]

O2 also attributed the potential for cost reduction to preventive
osteopathy. From his point of view, examinations and medical
consultations might be reduced:

I see a huge and very central importance of
osteopathy in primary care...and I am
convinced...from my daily experience that an
incredible number...of diagnostic measures or
specialist care...might be avoided if people were
primarily also treated by osteopaths. [O2; item 68]

Whether osteopathy actually contributes to disease prevention
and can thus also lead to cost reduction or relief for the health
care system is to be investigated using clinical study designs
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on the effectiveness of the treatment method itself. The position
of osteopathy in the health care system and its differentiation
from other professional groups have also not been uniformly
described by practitioners in other countries.

The COVID-19 Pandemic
For current reasons, the participants were questioned about the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, existing since March 2020,
on their professional activities. Similar to a magnifying glass,
crises very often reveal the weaknesses and failures of structures
and concepts; however, they can also show their viability and
strengths. Most respondents described the time of the COVID-19
pandemic with the lockdowns and the associated measures as
a turning point in their practice. However, none of the
participants described economic losses or existential fear:

Well, the time during Covid-19 wasn’t easy at all.
[O5; item 75]

At the time of the survey, everybody had to wear a face mask,
patients and osteopaths alike. The interviewees not only
described the difficult communication with the patients because
of the mask but also mentioned limitations during examination
and treatment. Certain treatments, for example, techniques
relating to the mandibular joint, could not be performed for
patients wearing a face mask:

I believe that a lot of communication is lost through
the mask, because you don’t see the whole face of the
patient. Of course, you have communication through
the eyes, but there is still a barrier, a lot is lost...It
already starts with and continues during inspection:
you only see half of the face and in the case of jaw
problems, I have to take down the mask first. [O8;
item 107]

Almost all the interviewees described a change in the clientele
of their patients. Stress, sleep disorders, headaches, and
dysfunctions of the mandibular joint were increasingly
mentioned:

Psychosocial stress is increasing immensely...This in
turn results...in sleep disorders...Mandibular joint
problems due to stress, but also - and this is my own
observation - because you constantly want to push
around this mask if you have to wear it all day...I
think that this has a huge influence...[O6; item 79]

Teaching also seemed to be affected by the protection measures
for pandemic control. An osteopath reported that teaching on
inpatients at the hospital ceased. The question of whether the
osteopathic treatment of inpatients in institutions was disturbed
by a lack of external osteopaths remained unanswered:

Prior to the lockdown, our osteopathic child centre
also paid visits to the neonatal ward...where we
treated premature babies. Unfortunately, this is not
possible at the moment. [O1; item 47]

Owing to the cancellation of congresses and courses or their
transfer to the digital world, interviewees experienced a gap in
their personal training plans:

Of course, I...repeatedly attended courses. However,
I scarcely did so in the last two years, actually...[O5;
item 88]

This can only be a small insight into the impact of the pandemic
in the field of osteopathy. The effects of the COVID-19
pandemic on osteopathic care should be investigated
systematically in the next few years.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study identified numerous aspects, possibilities, and
opportunities in osteopathy in Austria from the point of view
of the osteopaths practicing in Austria.

In our survey, the typical osteopath presents as female and has
previously worked as a physiotherapist, as previous studies have
found [8]. This is consistent with other surveys from Europe
regarding osteopathy. Moreover, in accordance with a study
from Italy, the typical osteopath practicing in Austria works
independently in their own practice and without employees [21].

The osteopaths interviewed usually found it difficult to define
osteopathy. The respondents were not able to provide a uniform
definition of osteopathy. Many respondents even expressed
difficulties in precisely describing their profession. Nevertheless,
recurring patterns can be recognized in the explanations given
by the respondents.

The participants attempted to define osteopathy by drawing a
distinction or differentiation from other professions and using
third-party definitions. Furthermore, the philosophy of
osteopathy, various osteopathic concepts or models of thought,
the holistic nature of the treatment method, and activation of
the patient’s self-healing powers are often referred to. A possible
reason for the heterogeneous attempts at explanation may lie
in the difference in training and previous education. A recent
study showed that only 17% of osteopaths surveyed in Austria
identified themselves “exclusively” as osteopaths [8]. Therefore,
there is a suspicion that, as our study also showed, the basic
profession and nonregulation have a major influence on
self-image. We observed a fundamental distinction between
therapeutic and medical osteopaths.

From our point of view, the clear statements regarding the
disagreements within the osteopath community were surprising.
The conflicts do not remain in the specialist circles of
osteopathy, but they even extend to the level of professional
policy. The question is whether this is a country-specific
observation for Austria. In their study in Australia in 2018, for
example, Blaich et al [22] found disagreement about the
specialization of osteopaths; however, it did not result in the
splitting of osteopaths into 2 separate groups. The belief patterns
and paradigms of individual treatment techniques that influence
professional identity are not new in osteopathy [23]. The fact
that, according to the osteopaths interviewed, these
intraprofessional conflicts exist even on the political level or
are the reason for nonregulation is remarkable. An increasing
number of European countries regulate the professional practice
of osteopathy. Therefore, it remains to be investigated whether
this dispute itself has an influence on the nonregulation of
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osteopathy in Austria. However, conflicts and different opinions
within a professional group are not inherent in osteopathy; these
also exist in other medical professions such as chiropractic
[24,25].

The general development of a profession is not only subject to
cultural, historical, and social influences but also to the question
of gender [26]. In this context, this study indicates a large
influence of anchor personalities on the self-image of the
interviewed osteopaths. It is remarkable that the anchor
personalities mentioned are almost exclusively men. The
historical context is worth noticing here, because Andrew Taylor
Still, the founder of osteopathy, explicitly promoted equality
between men and women already in the 19th century, in contrast
to many other universities or teaching institutes during that time.
He expressly included women in his courses [27]. In this
context, it should be noted that in other health professions,
although the practitioners are predominantly women, the
leadership positions are often mainly occupied by men [28]. It
is therefore not surprising that most users and practitioners of
alternative medicine are women if their health needs are not
being met by scientific medicine [29]. This becomes problematic
when these professions are or become patriarchally dominated
to match scientific standards [30].

To answer the questions about the origin of these conflicts and
to deal with these in the future, we believe that a systematic and
country-specific scientific analysis will be required. Conflicts
in the health care system not only have the potential to weaken
a profession but can also have a stimulating influence if
understood as an opportunity [31].

Most of the osteopaths surveyed were in favor of a legal
regulation of the profession. Under certain circumstances,
osteopathically trained physiotherapists could benefit more from
this, as they currently still need a physician’s order to be able
to practice with legal certainty.

However, nonregulation also has also some advantages—no
applications for licenses, no obligation for regular further
training, and unregulated pricing for treatment. With integration
into the health care system, some participants fear deterioration
owing to possible low or lower payment by health insurance
companies.

Training quality management and studies in the subarea of
osteopathy were also mentioned as challenges in this context.
In Italy, Sweden, and Australia, the transfer of scientific results
to the practical work of osteopaths has already been
systematically investigated in a country-specific manner [32-34].
The openness to evidence-based practice (EBP) appears to exist
among practicing osteopaths on a transnational basis, but the
skills in dealing with the former vary from country to country.
A study of EBP from Spain characterized the skills of the
participants to deal with EBP as being rather low. This might
be related to the lack of legal regulations and the inadequate
transfer of knowledge in the training institutions [35]. The
situation regarding osteopathy is similar in Austria. Additional
country-specific studies are required to identify conclusions
and connections.

The different situation in everyday practice owing to the
COVID-19 pandemic and the respective infection protection
measures also had an influence on the daily work of osteopaths.
Several interviewees realized an evident change in the patients’
profile. Although economic damage or fear for their professional
existence were not explicitly described, most osteopaths working
independently were themselves responsible for the
implementation of the legal measures in their practices. The
impact of the pandemic on the daily work in practice seems to
have been less considerable than the impact on the field of
training in osteopathy. As a large part of practical teaching
occurs with patients under supervision, it is difficult to
implement in a web-based format. The impact of the pandemic
on clinical research at universities or universities of applied
sciences remains to be examined.

In the case of further investigations in this area, we recommend
a specific distinction of the participants between physicians and
physiotherapists practicing as osteopaths. As there is no uniform
training or legal regulation of osteopathy in Austria, only
physicians and physiotherapists trained in osteopathy exclusively
practice osteopathy. The results of this study suggest that there
are evident differences between these 2 professional groups
regarding, for example, patient acquisition, conflict
management, and cooperation with other professional groups.

The extent to which the individual statements made by the
interviewees represent the entirety of osteopaths practicing in
Austria will be further investigated. The protocol of the COCO
project describes the further procedures. The results of the
qualitative partial studies (studies 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 in Figure 1)
will be combined in a following study to verify the results of
the qualitative partial studies in relation to the population [36].
We will develop a standardized questionnaire as a measuring
instrument.

An important feature of this study is the methodology, including
2 evaluators who completed the entire evaluation process.
Through this approach, intersubjectivity increased and new,
inductively formed categories were created. During this phase,
many aspects of the research problems could be identified and
categorized. The intercoder reliability was tested and found to
be viable within this study. With another material iteration, the
category system can be further refined, and the intercoder
reliability can be further increased by optimized code definitions.

Limitations
First, it should be noted that the results of this study do not
necessarily allow conclusions to be drawn about the entirety of
osteopaths in Austria, as this is not an evaluation of
representative surveys with large numbers of participants.
Nevertheless, certain tendencies seem to emerge when
statements by osteopaths appear to be congruent, that is, confirm
each other or complement each other in a meaningful way. The
sample represents the entirety of osteopaths in Austria well.
Most respondents were women and physiotherapists [8].
Nevertheless, bias cannot be dismissed with such a specific
sample. However, they give an idea about how osteopaths in
Austria think, and the results obtained can serve as a hypothesis
for large quantitative studies to test.
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Conclusions
It is difficult to characterize the community of osteopaths in
Austria conclusively. On the one hand, there is a great deal of
agreement about the urgency regarding regulatory legislation
for their profession, a necessary revision of training structures,
and the specific promotion of scientific studies of osteopathy.
However, when it comes to the concrete practice of osteopathy,
deep trenches and even strong disputes have occurred among
osteopaths.

The following question remains to be answered: what is
“correct” or “true” osteopathy? If we consider that osteopathy
has derived from various sources; that its founder did not give
a final answer to the question about what he understood by
osteopathy; and that each discipline is constantly developing,
solely through the different osteopaths practicing, it appears
that this question cannot be answered completely.

Apart from this issue, there is another and equally sensitive
question, that is, whether and how the different parties can or
even must be brought together for the regulation of their
profession, which is desired by most of them. The different
professional origins of osteopaths should also be considered.
With regard to binding legal regulations, which would not least
strengthen the professional image, mutual understanding seems
to be imperative. Perhaps such an understanding might also lead

to greater political weight for osteopathy, which it urgently
needs, not only in terms of legal regulations but also to be able
to promote important research projects.

The question arises as to whether the conflicts within osteopathy,
in particular, with their possible professional-political
consequences and the immense influence of the basic profession
in the practice of osteopathy, are a country-specific phenomenon
for Austria. However, there is a lack of studies in
German-speaking countries with comparable qualitative designs
to assess the work of osteopaths in more detail. We are therefore
planning a meta-synthesis of qualitative studies with the aim of
generating new theoretical insights from the accumulation of
study results. Both the studies from the COCO project itself
and other relevant literature can be used for the meta-synthesis.

To the best of our knowledge, the COCO project is the largest
mixed methods study project on the osteopathic profession in
German-speaking countries. The category system with its
reliability check can be used as a basis for a repetition of the
study. Such a research project would also be interesting if the
profession was regulated formally and substantially in the near
future. The results presented in this paper are not only intended
to serve as a basis for further studies but also to provide
universities, schools, professional associations, and politicians
with an insight into the situation of osteopaths in Austria.
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Abstract

Background: Digital interventions are gaining increasing interest due to their structured nature, ready availability, and
self-administered capabilities. Perinatal women have expressed a desire for such interventions. In this regard, behavioral activation
interventions may be particularly suitable for digital administration.

Objective: This study aims to exploratorily investigate and compare the feasibility of the internet-based self-help guided versus
unguided version of the Brief Behavioral Activation Treatment for Depression-Revised, an empirically supported in-person
behavioral activation protocol, targeting pregnant women with subclinical depression symptoms. A user-centered design is used,
whereby data are collected with the intent of evaluating how to adjust the intervention in line with pregnant women’s needs.
Usability and user engagement were evaluated.

Methods: A total of 11 Italian pregnant women with subclinical depressive symptoms based on the Patient Health Questionnaire-9
(scoring<15) participated in this study; of them, 6 (55%) women were randomly assigned to the guided group (age: mean 32.17,
SD 4.36 years) and 5 (45%) to the unguided group (age: mean 31, SD 4.95 years). The Moodle platform was used to deliver the
interventions in an e-learning format. It consisted of 6 core modules and 3 optional modules; the latter aimed at revising the
content of the former. In the guided group, each woman had weekly chats with their assigned human guide to support them in
the homework revisions. The intervention content included text, pictures, and videos. Semistructured interviews were conducted,
and descriptive statistics were analyzed.

Results: Collectively, the data suggest that the guided intervention was better accepted than the unguided one. However, the
high rates of dropout (at T6: guided group: 3/6, 50%; unguided: 4/5, 80%) suggest that a digital replica of Behavioral Activation
Treatment for Depression-Revised may not be feasible in an e-learning format. The reduced usability of the platform used was
reported, and homework was perceived as too time-consuming and effort-intensive. Moreover, the 6 core modules were deemed
sufficient for the intervention’s goals, suggesting that the 3 optional modules could be eliminated. Nevertheless, participants from
both groups expressed satisfaction with the content and found it relevant to their pregnancy experiences.

Conclusions: Overall, the findings have emphasized both the intervention’s merits and shortcomings. Results highlight the
unsuitability of replicating an in-person protocol digitally as well as of the use of nonprofessional tools for the implementation
of self-help interventions, ultimately making the intervention not feasible. Pregnant women have nonetheless expressed a desire
to receive psychological support and commented on the possibilities of digital psychosocial supports, particularly those that are
app-based. The information collected and the issues identified here are important to guide the development and co-design of a
more refined platform for the intervention deployment and to tailor the intervention’s content to pregnant women’s needs.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e50098)   doi:10.2196/50098
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Introduction

Background
Peripartum depression refers to an episode of depression that
meets the criteria for persistent or major depressive disorder,
with onset occurring during the peripartum period [1]; this
definition highlights the direct link between the development
of the depressive condition and the bodily changes and overall
characteristics inherent to the perinatal period [2]. A distinction
should also be made with regard to antenatal and postnatal
depression, since antenatal depression is recognized as one of
the main predictors of postnatal depression, with the latter then
aggravating the repercussions on the mother as well as on the
child and the whole family [3]. In Europe, antenatal depression
counts a mean prevalence of 17.9% [4], while postnatal
depression ranges from an average of 12.91% to 16.62% [5].
In Italy, specifically, the literature highlights a prevalence
ranging from 6% to 22% for antenatal depression [6-9] and from
around 13% to 23% for postnatal depression [5,7,9,10]. Such
percentages emphasize the necessity for early detection and the
implementation of prevention programs to alleviate depression
symptoms already during pregnancy. Notably, women have
expressed a desire for perinatal support programs and have
reported benefiting from them, both in terms of symptom
reduction and increased sense of agency [11]. However, barriers
to help seeking, in the context of perinatal care, have been
widely recognized (knowledge barriers, eg, difficulty in
recognizing health needs and distinguishing emotional
difficulties as well as not knowing the services available;
practical barriers, eg, time and economic constraints; and
attitudinal barriers, eg, stigma, guilt) [11-13], contributing to
the still limited availability of the services to support perinatal
women’s mental health [14].

Within this context, digital solutions might be particularly
valuable. A recent review that specifically focused on the
application of eHealth in perinatal care [15] highlighted the
potential of these solutions as alternatives or supplements to
standard mental health practices, both for screening and
intervention. A subsequent review [16] also emphasized the
beneficial role of digital solutions in addressing perinatal
depression by enhancing accessibility to psychological
interventions, thus promoting scalability, which could ultimately
allow to work around the abovementioned barriers to help
seeking. Digital interventions could thus be valuable solutions
to fill in the gap between what is asked and desired by women
and the logistic and economic limits on both clinical
professionals and health institutions part. Notwithstanding,
despite the increasing focus on peripartum depression, there is
currently a scarcity of digital psychological interventions aimed
at alleviating depression symptoms, particularly those grounded
in empirically validated intervention protocols [16-18].
Furthermore, the prevailing focus appears to lean more toward
treating rather than preventing perinatal depression. This is
evident in the dearth of studies investigating digital interventions
during pregnancy and exemplified by the lack of studies

investigating digital interventions deployed during pregnancy
and to women with subclinical depression symptoms [17,18].
In light of this, there is a need to develop theoretically grounded
digital interventions tailored to pregnant women with subclinical
symptoms needs and characteristics, ultimately preventing the
development or worsening of clinically relevant depression
symptoms during the postpartum.

Evidence-based interventions that are brief and structured such
as behavioral activation (BA) interventions might be especially
helpful to this end, as providing pregnant women with concrete
strategies will be useful to support their adjustment. BA is an
empirically supported behavioral intervention created to lessen
depression symptoms [19-22]; it is based on the idea that a
greater awareness of the mutual influence between behavior
and emotion can ultimately encourage behavioral change by
increasing participation in joyful and adaptive activities while
reducing participation in maladaptive behaviors that maintain
or exacerbate the depressive symptoms [19,23]. However, a
recent scoping review [18] highlighted a gap in the literature:
there are few digital BA interventions available during the
perinatal period, and none have been specifically deployed
during pregnancy. Furthermore, their usability has only been
marginally evaluated.

Usability refers to the quality of the interaction occurring
between the user (eg, pregnant women) and the tool used (eg,
website, smartphone app, etc) [24]; a subcomponent of usability
that is more specific is the user engagement, which includes
the user’s cognitive, behavioral, and affective reaction to the
tool [25]. These factors are instrumental in supporting user
compliance and adherence, and they should be carefully
considered and addressed in the development of feasible and
acceptable digital interventions [26]. The limited evaluation of
these factors in the context of digital mental health solutions
may be attributed to the novelty of the field, which has yet to
establish a comprehensive understanding of design methods for
such tools [27]. When designing these digital solutions, four
components should be kept in mind: (1) the design issue and
solution, (2) the context in which the design occurs, (3) the
dynamics and organization of the design activity, and (4) the
actors contributing to the design [28-30]. However, a recent
review [27] investigating the design methods and approaches
used for the design and development of digital tools for mental
health stressed that human-centered design methods (ie, the
design of digital tools not considering the engineering design
and including user-centered approaches, co-design, participatory
design, etc) are not yet fully integrated within the field and that
reported design approaches are still mainly external, thus
excluding the perspective of those for whom the tool is created.

This Study
This study aimed to investigate the feasibility of the Brief
Behavioral Activation Treatment for Depression-Revised
(BATD-R) [31] protocol that was structured as an internet-based
self-help intervention and deployed to pregnant women with
subclinical depression symptoms. Compared with other BA
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protocols, the BATD-R protocol specifically targets subclinical
depression symptoms, is flexible (in terms of both its structuring
and the population it is administered to), and can be
self-administered or deployed by both specialists or
nonspecialists [31].

Given that no previous study has used the BATD-R protocol
for this purpose, the intervention developed and evaluated in
this study serves as digital “replica” of the in-person BATD-R
protocol. By adopting a user-centered approach, this study not
only aimed to assess its initial feasibility but also sought to
gather valuable feedback directly from pregnant women. This
feedback will guide the adjustment of the intervention’s content
and thus its structure, without making assumptions beforehand
about the changes required. Indeed, a user-centered design “is
an approach to product development that grounds the process
in information about the people who will ultimately use the
product” [32]; as such, to create a well-accepted, engaging, and
effective digital intervention in perinatal care, subsuming the
intervention content and the mean through which it is deployed,
pregnant women should be consulted in each stage of the
intervention’s creation and refinement, thereby ultimately
allowing the co-design of the final intervention. In this regard,
this study relied on the Obesity-Related Behavioral Intervention
Trials model [33], which provides an iterative progressive
framework guiding the development, testing, and refinement
of the behavioral intervention. More specifically, it uses a
user-centered design that relies on a data-driven approach to
iteratively test and revise the intervention, up until it is deemed
appropriate to move to further phases of development and
testing, thereby going from the intervention design, its
preliminary testing to investigating its efficacy and effectiveness
[33].

As previously reported, no digital BA intervention targeting
subclinical or clinical depression symptoms among pregnant
women has been developed [18]. Nonetheless, it is worth noting

that among the existing digital BA interventions, many are
guided interventions [18]. The guides, most often mental health
specialists or trained professionals, provide additional support
to women throughout the intervention, by addressing concerns
or supporting them on intervention-related tasks. Mindful of
this, a further aim of this study was also to explore and evaluate
the role and potential benefits of including a guide as additional
support in the self-help intervention. As such, the study also
aimed to compare the feasibility of the guided versus unguided
version of the intervention.

Methods

Recruitment
Recruitment was done through snowball sampling, using social
media platforms (eg, Facebook). A Google Form survey was
developed containing the informed consent and the questions
and questionnaires needed to evaluate the women’s eligibility
for participating in the study. Specifically, eligible women
complied with the following inclusion criteria: they (1) had
physiological pregnancy, (2) were aged ≥18 years, (3) were
between the 12th and 30th week of gestation, and (4) had
subclinical depression symptoms (Patient Health
Questionnaire-9 [PHQ-9] score<15) [34]. By contrast, women
were excluded when (1) presenting a history of past or current
mental disorders; (2) exhibiting clinically significant
psychological symptoms (ie, depression symptoms: PHQ-9≥15)
and suicidal ideation (PHQ-9 item 9); (3) having an obstetrically
at-risk pregnancy; (4) presenting medical conditions,
pregnancy-related and otherwise; (5) experiencing an artificially
induced pregnancy. A total of 15 women had filled in the
web-based questionnaire; all were deemed eligible, and thus
none reported any of the exclusion criteria. Following
randomization in either the guided or unguided group, 4 (27%)
women dropped out (Figure 1) before starting the intervention.
As such, the final sample is composed of 11 (73%) women.
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Figure 1. Study structure and study adherence flowchart. *Indicates optional modules and # indicates that 1 participant had stopped interacting with
the guide but had continued viewing the Moodle content. BADS-SF: Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale–Short Form; EPDS: Edinburgh
Postnatal Depression Scale; EROS: Environmental Reward Observation Scale; GAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7; PHQ-9: Patient Health
Questionnaire-9; PSS: Perceived Stress Scale; T: time point; UE: user engagement; UX: user experience.

Procedure and Study Structure
This study is structured in 4 main phases (Figure 1). Phase 1
corresponds to time point 0 (T0), which encompasses the
recruitment, enrolment (including the assessment of inclusion
and exclusion criteria), and randomization processes. At this
time, anamnestic information (reported in the Recruitment
section) was collected, and standardized questionnaires were
administered measuring depression and anxiety symptoms,
perceived stress, current activity level, and perceived
environmental reward. Phases 2 and 3 of the study correspond
to T1-T6 and T7-T9, respectively. During these phases, the
baseline questionnaires, along with one questionnaire assessing
user engagement (UE) and another assessing user experience
(UX; explained in the Measurement Tools section) were
administered. In addition, the UX questionnaire was also
administered during T2, T4, and T8. Questionnaires assessing
the level of activity and related reward (explained in the
Measurement Tools section) were administered each week, from
T0 to T9. The final phase 4 involved conducting semistructured
interviews that were created ad hoc, and participants who had
participated up to at least T6 were interviewed. The
semistructured interviews were conducted to qualitatively
evaluate the women’s experience with the intervention and
gather further feedback necessary for refining the intervention.
All questionnaires administered between T1 and T9 were created
using Google Forms. Links to access these questionnaires were
made available within the intervention platform and were
accessible to both groups in the same manner.

The participants were informed that they could leave the study
at any moment without having to provide an explanation and

without incurring in any penalty. Each was assigned an
alphanumeric code to ensure confidentiality.

Randomization
Alphanumeric codes were generated and allocated to each
participating woman to guarantee confidentiality throughout
the study. The process of creating these codes was carried out
using Microsoft Excel and further randomized through a Google
software [35], ensuring the unbiased assignment of participants
to either the guided or unguided group before the
commencement of recruitment. The results of random code
assignment were kept aside, and women were only provided
with their designated code once their eligibility for the study
had been established. Only when eligibility was confirmed,
participants were given specific information on the intervention
they had to follow. The group assignment was single blinded.

The Intervention’s Content
This internet-based self-help intervention originates from the
BATD-R [31] protocol. Originally, this protocol consisted of
10 sessions, which included 5 main sessions and 5 additional
sessions aimed at reviewing and maintaining the benefits
achieved; nevertheless, it is possible to reduce the number of
sessions to 5 or even expand beyond 12 sessions. However, past
studies advise against exceeding 10 weeks of intervention,
reporting that BATD-R interventions of up to 6 or 8 weeks
allow for a significant reduction in depression symptoms
[36,37]. BATD-R can be self-administered or administered by
both trained and untrained staff, further emphasizing its
adaptability and flexibility. The protocol begins with a
psychoeducation phase focused on understanding the
characteristics of depression symptoms. Furthermore, it includes
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homework assignments to be completed between sessions, which
form the core content of the 5 main sessions. These assignments
involve filling out 5 forms (refer to the original protocol by
Lejuez et al [31]). The first form, called the “daily monitoring
form,” should be completed throughout the intervention and
requires participants to continuously evaluate their daily
activities, in terms of behavioral patterns, the pleasantness of
activities, and the importance of each daily action. Subsequently,
the person is required to identify through a second form, called
“life areas, values, and activity inventory,” what their values
are within important areas of life (ie, important relationships;
pleasurable activities and hobbies; work and study; mind, body,
and spirituality; and daily responsibilities). This would then
allow the person to identify (form 3, called “activity selection
and ranking”) and plan daily activities (form 4, called “action
plan”) that help them live in accordance with their values in the
mentioned life areas. In this regard, it is worth noting that
although the BATD-R does not include a complete functional
analysis due to the brevity of the treatment approach [38], Lejuez
et al [31] stressed that several components of treatment fit into
a functional analytical framework. This is most noticeable when
choosing activities that are closely related to values, given the
dual goals of identifying the factors that maintain or reinforce
depressive behavior (both positive and negative reinforcement)
and the positive reinforcers that could support or strengthen
healthy behavioral patterns. Along with the critical assessment
of dysfunctional behavioral patterns, the BATD-R protocol
includes a final form called “contracts,” which focuses on
strategies to request social support. To create these “contracts,”
the person is required to identify (1) an activity to perform, (2)
up to 3 support persons who may be able to assist or support
them, and (3) how and when each person can specifically
provide said support. This activity allows the patient to identify
their needs and provides a specific plan on how to seek the help
they need by making concrete requests for obtaining assistance
and social support to reinforce adaptive behaviors.

In this study, the intervention closely follows the structure of
the original protocol but is adapted to fit a digital format. The
intervention was divided into 6 weekly sessions or modules,
which include the core content of the intervention. In addition,
3 optional “bust” sessions were included to reinforce and
consolidate the information from previous weeks. The entire
intervention spanned 9 weeks, with participants completing
weekly homework assignments between sessions. While the
intervention content and homework remained unchanged, it was
adapted for digital delivery using text, video, and images.
Information related to depression symptoms was contextualized
for the pregnancy period to cater to the specific needs of the
target population.

The Platforms

Overview
In this first evaluation of the intervention, the Moodle e-learning
platform (Moodle 3.11; 2021) was used as the delivery method.
This platform was accessible via both the web and the Moodle
app on smartphones. Both the web and app versions of Moodle
included a chat feature, which was exclusively used by the
guided group to interact with their assigned guides. Specifically,

in the guided group, guide-woman dyads were created, and they
interacted once a week for the homework revision. For the
unguided group, homework revision was facilitated through a
written self-guide available within the Moodle platform. The
forms representing the homework were structured on Google
Docs, with links to access them made available within the
Moodle platform so that women could directly access them both
on the web and the smartphone app.

Both intervention groups were presented with the intervention
as an e-learning Moodle course; the sole difference in the
intervention’s content between the groups lay in the reference
to the guides. The intervention was structured into modules (6
core modules and 3 optional modules), and each module could
be consulted only after completing the previous one. The content
of each module was delivered using illustrative videos and
images, complemented by brief text information. After viewing
each section within a module, participants were presented with
a brief quiz comprising 3 true-or-false questions related to the
content they had just reviewed. These quizzes were incorporated
with the intention of fostering UE. They encouraged participants
to actively engage with the material rather than to passively
view it. In addition, the quizzes served as a means of assessing
participants’ comprehension of the content. On the basis of the
accuracy of their responses, participants received reinforcing
or motivating feedback after completing each quiz.

The Guides
In the guided group, specific guide-woman dyads were randomly
created. All the guides were recognized psychologists who had
been trained to become psychotherapists. They underwent
comprehensive training, which included the provision of detailed
written information and a 2-hour in-person meeting. This
training covered the intervention’s content and structure and
their role as guides. The training aimed to ensure that all the
guides had a consistent understanding of the intervention and
its content, thus maintaining uniformity across the interactions
between the guides and participants. The guides adhered to a
partially defined conversational protocol, which consisted of
fixed messages and information to be delivered, as well as “free”
parts where they had the freedom to phrase sentences as they
saw fit. This flexibility in the “free” parts allowed guides to
respond adaptively to women’s answers and feedback,
particularly during the homework revision part of the
intervention. Furthermore, it enabled guides to support
participant compliance and adherence based on their perceived
motivation levels. Supervision for the guides was provided by
the first author (EM) of the study, who oversaw the technical
aspects of the intervention. In addition, an expert
psychotherapist, the third author (SS), provided supervision for
clinical matters.

To ensure a consistent participant experience, all the guides
were assigned the same name, “Joy.” This uniformity aimed to
minimize any potential biases that could arise from variations
in the perception of the different guides. Moreover, guides were
not provided with any information about the women they were
assigned to, ensuring privacy and confidentiality for the
participants.
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Measurement Tools

PHQ-9 Tool
The PHQ-9 [34] is a unidimensional self-report tool that is
widely used in the Italian context [39]. It assesses the severity
of depression symptoms during the previous 2 weeks, based on
the diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (Fourth Edition; DSM-IV) [40]. It consists
of 9 items measured on a 4-point Likert scale (0=“not at all”;
3=“almost every day”). Item 9 assesses suicidal ideation. A
score of ≤9 indicates mild or no symptoms of depression, and
a score between 10 and 14 indicates moderate symptoms, while
a score of ≥15 indicates severe symptoms of depression. The
instrument shows excellent internal consistency at α=.92 [41].

Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale [42] is a unidimensional
self-report tool, validated in Italy [43], which assesses the
severity of depression symptoms during the previous week.
Albeit developed to assess depression symptoms during the
postpartum period, it is often used throughout the perinatal
period. It consists of 10 items measured on a 4-point Likert
scale (0=“no, not at all”; 3=“yes, always”). The instrument
shows good internal consistency at α=.79 [43].

Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7
Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 [44] is a unidimensional
self-report tool that assesses the severity of anxiety symptoms
during the previous 2 weeks. It consists of 7 items measured on
a 4-point Likert scale (0=“never”; 3=“almost every day”) and
shows good psychometric indexes in the Italian context as well
[41]. The instrument shows excellent internal consistency at
α=.92 [41].

Perceived Stress Scale
Perceived Stress Scale [45] is a unidimensional self-report tool,
validated also in Italy [46], which assesses the severity of stress
symptoms in the previous month. It consists of 10 items
measured on a 4-point Likert scale (0=“never”; 3=“quite often”).
The instrument shows good internal consistency at α=.74 [46].

Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale—Short Form
Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale–Short Form [47]
is a self-report tool designed to measure changes in avoidance
and activation during BA interventions for depression during
the previous week. It consists of 9 items measured on a 7-point
Likert scale (0=“not at all”; 6=“completely”). The scale provides
2 scores, the first score referring to the level of BA (5 items)
and the second one to the level of behavioral avoidance (5
items). Manos et al [47], the authors of the tool, advise
considering the total score instead of the subscales. This
questionnaire has not been translated into Italian and was
therefore translated through the back translation procedure.
Example items are “I am content with the amount and types of
things I did” (item 2) and “Most of what I did was to escape
from or avoid something unpleasant” (item 5). The instrument
shows good internal consistency (total scale α=.82) [47].

Environmental Reward Observation Scale
Environmental Reward Observation Scale [48] is a
unidimensional self-report tool designed to measure the level
of environmental reward perceived in recent months. It consists
of 10 items rated on a 4-point Likert scale (0=“strongly
disagree”; 4=“strongly agree”). This questionnaire has not been
translated into Italian and was therefore translated through the
back translation procedure. Example items are “It is easy for
me to find enjoyment in my life” (item 4) and “I wish that I
could find more hobbies that would bring me a sense of
pleasure” (item 7). The instrument shows good internal
consistency (α=.87) [48].

UX Measure
Mobile Application Rating Scale (MARS) [49] is a self-report
tool consisting of 23 items scored on a 5-point Likert scale
(1=“poor”; 5=“excellent”), which assesses the quality of the
app and its features (ie, the Moodle app) on 4 dimensions of
objective quality: engagement (5 items), functionality (4 items),
aesthetics (3 items), and information (7 items); a final scale
assesses the subjective quality (4 items). The average of the
scores of the 4 dimensions of objective quality provides the
total scale score. The questionnaire also contains an
“application-specific” section (6 items) to assess the potential
impact of a particular app on domains such as users’ knowledge
and intentions. The total and subscale scores of the MARS have
high internal consistency coefficients (α=.90 and α=.80-.89,
respectively). The scale has been validated in the Italian context
[49]. For this study, only the subscales related to “information,”
“subjective app quality,” and “app-specific” sections were
considered, totaling to 17 items.

Together with the MARS items, only at T6 and T9, women
were also asked to prove their overall subjective opinion on the
platform (“Please write below your personal opinion with
respect to your experience [pros and cons] while using the
platform”).

UE Measure
UE Scale–Short form [25] is a short self-report tool designed
to assess UE with a digital solution. It consists of 12 items based
on a 5-point Likert scale (1=“strongly disagree”; 5=“strongly
agree”). The questionnaire consists of four factors: (1) focused
attention, which indicates the feeling of being immersed in the
interaction; (2) perceived usability, which is the negative effect
experienced due to the interaction and the effort expended; (3)
aesthetic attractiveness, which represents the graphical and
visual appeal concerning a digital solution; and (4) the
reinforcement (reward) factor, which regards the perceived
involvement and enjoyment with the digital solution. This
questionnaire was not translated into Italian and was therefore
translated through the back translation procedure. The 4 scales
have good internal reliability, as follows: focused attention,
ω=0.75; perceived usability, ω=0.70; aesthetic attractiveness,
ω=0.88; and reinforcement, ω=0.79 [25].

Semistructured Interview
The semistructured interviews were conducted by the first author
(EM) and featured 15 main questions developed specifically
for the study, 3 (20%) of which were asked only to the guided
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group. This interview was conducted approximately 10 days
after each woman had finished the intervention. It lasted between
15 and 20 minutes, and following the woman’s consent, it was
audio recorded to allow for its transcription and evaluation. For
both the guided and unguided groups, the interviews investigated
women’s personal experience (7 questions) with the intervention
and the experience (5 questions) specifically related to the use
of the platform. In the guided group, women’s experience with
their guide and the overall chat interactions were investigated.

Data Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using RStudio (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing) [50]. Descriptive data
for both categorical (n, %) and continuous (mean and SD)
variables were analyzed separately for the guided and unguided
groups, considering the different time points. Given the
preliminary nature of the study and the small sample size, no
further analyses were performed. The interviews were
individually and qualitatively analyzed through thematic
analysis, following the predefined semistructured interview’s

3 broader themes. Thematic analysis was conducted following
a modified version of the guidelines proposed by Braun and
Clarke [51], which has already been used in other co-design
studies [52].

Ethical Considerations
The study was conducted in compliance with the ethical
guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki [53] and the European
Union law for data protection (EU General Data Protection
Regulation 679/2016). The study was approved by the Ethical
Committee of the Psychology Department of the University of
Padova (number 4820/2022).

Results

Descriptive Information and Adherence
A total of 11 women participated in the study; 6 (55%) were
part of the guided group and 5 (45%) were part of the unguided
group. Descriptive information is reported in Table 1 separately
for the 2 groups.

Table 1. Descriptive information (n=11).

Unguided group (n=5)Guided group (n=6)

31 (4.95)32.17 (4.36)Age (years), mean (SD)

19.83 (5.75)21.17 (5.95)Gestation week, mean (SD)

Living area, n (%)

4 (80)4 (67)North Italy

1 (20)2 (33)Central Italy

0 (0)0 (0)South Italy

Education, n (%)

0 (0)1 (17)<High-school diploma

2 (40)1 (17)High-school diploma

0 (0)1 (17)Bachelor degree

2 (40)2 (33)Master degree

1 (20)0 (0)Specialization (eg, PhD)

Marital status, n (%)

0 (0)0 (0)Single

2 (40)3 (50)Cohabitant

3 (60)3 (50)Married

Past abortion, n (%)

1 (20)2 (33)Yes

4 (80)4 (67)No

Women’s occupation, n (%)

0 (0)1 (17)Unemployed

0 (0)1 (17)Student

0 (0)1 (17)Student and freelance worker

3 (60)3 (50)Employee

1 (20)0 (0)Student and employee

1 (20)0 (0)Researcher
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The descriptive statistics pertaining to psychosocial variables
assessed at T0, T6, and T9 for both groups are presented in

Table 2.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics at time point 0 (T0), T6, and T9 (n=11).

Scores of the unguided group (n=5)Scores of the guided group (n=6)

T6 (n=1)T0 (n=5), mean (SD)T9 (n=1)T6 (n=3), mean (SD)T0 (n=6), mean (SD)

13.4 (2.79)33.33 (2.08)6.67 (2.66)PHQ-9a

910.6 (3.21)611 (3.61)15 (2.37)EPDSb

34.0 (1)35 (2)7 (1.41)GAD-7c

1718.0 (2.3)1718.67 (2.08)20.50 (2.07)PSSd

2719 (2.92)1816.67 (1.15)23.17 (8.18)BADS-SFe

3632 (3.39)3430.67 (2.52)28.17 (4.17)EROSf

aPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
bEPDS: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.
cGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7.
dPSS: Perceived Stress Scale.
eBADS-SF: Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale–Short Form.
fEROS: Environmental Reward Observation Scale.

Regarding dropout rates, it was higher in the unguided group
(n=5), with most participants (n=4, 80%) dropping out after
completing the second module. In contrast, the dropout pattern
in the guided group (n=6) was more gradual. Overall, 1 (9%)
participant had dropped out because of health reasons and 3
(27%) because of the amount of time and effort (particularly
related to the homework) required by the intervention, while 3
(27%) did not provide a reason for dropping out. Accordingly,
3 (50%) participants from the guided group reached T6, thereby
completing the 6 core modules in Moodle, while only 1 (20%)
in the unguided group reached T6. However, among the 3
participants from the guided group who reached T6, 1 (33%)
ceased interactions with her guide after T3 but continued
viewing the material on Moodle up to T6; the other 2 (67%)
continued until T9. One of them stopped viewing the Moodle
content at T8 but continued with the chat interactions with the
guide.

Regarding homework completion, it is not possible to quantify
adherence specifically, as, for instance, among the participants
that had completed at least until T6 some (2/4, 50%) decided
to handwrite the homework, instead of using Google Docs
because of the low usability of the latter (ie, too many steps to
go from Moodle to Google docs, which were also not well
perceived and difficult to use within the smartphone). Moreover,
it was considered cumbersome to write within the Google Docs.

UX and UE Measures
Descriptive statistics for UX and UE assessed at T6 and T9 are
illustrated in Figure 2. At T6, when the participants were asked
whether they had used primarily the app or web version of
Moodle, 2 (67%) participants of the guided group and the only
1 participant of the unguided group reported using the app
version, while 1 (33%) of the participants of the guided group
used primarily the web version because of difficulties with using
the app.
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Figure 2. User experience (UX) and user engagement (UE) at time point 6 (T6) and T9. All scales’ response range was from 1 to 5. AE: aesthetic
appearance; FA: focused attention; PU: perceived usability; quality: subjective quality.

Participants’ subjective opinion on the platform, assessed
through one open question, is reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Answers to the open question “Please, write below your personal opinion with respect to your experience (pros and cons) using the platforms.”

Participants’ feedbackTime points and group

Time 6

Unguided group, n=1 • “I am in my second pregnancy so I have been using the platform with a one-and-a-half-year-old [taking care
of them] and I must say that being able to subdivide the time has been helpful even on an organizational level.
If one fills out the daily forms from day to day it is not challenging, I must say that filling them out [the daily
forms] from your cell phone though is quite inconvenient because the app [Google Docs] that opens the forms
and allows you to fill them out does not always work well, so I then preferred to print them out and fill them
out by hand.”

Guided group, n=3 • “I think it is still very cumbersome as a platform [Moodle], not easy to use and the interaction with the Guide
[was] too dry. Some things need to be revised.”

• “Using the platform on a practical level was quite intuitive and easy. The project itself involves a lot of effort
and concentration, but it helps to feel a greater physical and psychological well-being.”

• “It was intuitive and fast.”

Time 9

Guided group, n=1 • “My experience in using the platform has been positive.”

Semistructured Interviews Results
A total of 3 participants agreed to participate in the
semistructured interview; 2 (67%) were from the guided group
and had continued the intervention till T9, while 1 (33%) was
from the unguided group and had participated till T6.

During the semistructured interview, all 3 (100%) participants
reported that they had come to know of the study through a
friend. As motivation for participating, all 3 reported “curiosity”

as the main reason because they did not have specific
expectations before starting.

Overall, participants expressed that the intervention helped them
find a moment for themselves and provided them with a method
or strategy to change their perspective on how they viewed and
performed their daily activities. Furthermore, they noted the
positive effects of engaging in more rewarding activities. All 3
(100%) participants emphasized that the intervention supported
their overall well-being rather than reduced negative feelings
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per se. However, they also mentioned that the effort required
by the intervention, particularly in terms of time and dedication,
was substantial, especially regarding the homework assignments.
While they appreciated the meaningful content of the homework,
they found it burdensome to complete. It is important to note
that part of the difficulty with homework completion was related

to the reduced fluidity and usability of Google Docs on
smartphones. A more thorough explanation of the findings that
emerged from the semistructured interviews with verbatim
examples of participants’answers has been discussed as follows,
and the specific themes and subthemes that emerged are reported
in Table 4.
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Table 4. Semistructured interview (n=3): themes, subthemes, and examples.

Example quotesTheme and subtheme

Personal experience with the intervention

Self-observation and activities evaluation • “[...]you realize things that by not doing it [the intervention] you wouldn’t have realized
you could have done, how you could have also handled the pregnancy period better”
[Unguided group participant]

• “It definitely helped me understand what are [...] let’s say, [which is] the focus, where
to aim to get better. I discovered some things that I had set aside[...] it helped me to not
be so focused on negative things, which is kind of my problem, but more to identify
something positive to do day-by-day, to be able to accomplish little goals that [might
not be important for others] but for me at that moment they were important” [Guided
group participant]

• “[...]most definitely [I appreciated] focusing my attention on some positive activities
that I had somewhat set aside and forgotten[...] when I focused on those saddest moments
and I [then] realized that they were not most of my days as one thinks when one is in
the sad mood. Instead, I saw that most of my days were good moments” [Guided group
participant]

Effort • “As the weeks went on, maybe even as the pregnancy progressed[...] I found it more
‘burdensome.’ The fact of filling out the daily forms [daily monitoring form] every
day[...]. as time went on, it was challenging, in the sense that one has to stop and really
take [their] time and be consistent, when as the pregnancy progresses maybe other
thoughts take over and you can’t quite be that consistent all the time[...]” [Guided group
participant]

• “[...]the part, let’s say the most obnoxious, difficult, whatever we want to call it, is
definitely the material to fill out during the last weeks. I have to tell you the truth, I
didn’t even finish them because I didn’t have time[...]” [Guided group participant]

• “In my experience[...]. I felt the fatigue more, maybe, here. Let’s say that at the end of
the six (sixth module), for myself, I felt that the intervention was -in quotes- “finished.”
[Guided group participant]

• “[In reference to the intervention length] it probably depends on what stage of the
pregnancy one is[...] I started it toward the end of my pregnancy, it would probably be
better to start it before[...]”[Unguided group participant]

Learning the “method” and its application in the
future

• “[...]It might be a good method at other times in life when one may experience difficul-
ties” [Guided group participant]

• “[...]mentally, I got into this mode of planning something nice to do, to be able to have
that weekly commitment that I like, to ask somebody to do it with me. Maybe small
things, but I’m sure it helped me for the future as well.” [Guided group participant]

User experience and user engagement

Managing issues and learnability • “[...]when I had to write [for the homework], there was the transition from the daily
monitoring [form] rather than very often I had trouble writing things down[...] I mean,
I had to print them out [the forms] basically, if not I couldn’t record [write] them
[down].” [Unguided group participant]

• “[A]t first maybe you kind of have to learn the mode of, yeah, that you get the materials
out[...] It wasn’t easy to tell when it saved what you had done, because it was a little
dubious, sometimes[...] it was easy to use once you had gotten the hang of it, going
into the week, looking at the material...” [Guided group participant]

Multimedia material • “[...]the videos etc. were very effective in passing the message, both in terms of expla-
nations and content, and the images, they were[...] they caught the attention[...]”
[Guided group participant]

• “[T]he videos[...] they are very clear, well done, they are cute” [Unguided group partic-
ipant]

App interventions in the future • “[...]with the current use of the phone and the computer in general, in my opinion an
app is useful” [Unguided group participant]

• “[...]the app that you have on your phone is the most useful thing. You consult it
wherever you want and whenever you want” [Guided group participant]

The experience with the guide
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Example quotesTheme and subtheme

• “[...]the interaction itself was effective in the sense that it explained things to me when
I had doubts, that it directed me, maybe, when I didn’t quite understand the task, it di-
rected me well[...]”

• “[...]giving me suggestions, helping me even on how not to give up-because maybe
there were also harder moments-thus also giving me alternatives and suggestions to
see the path in a different way, make it lighter[...] I had a great time”

Support

• “[...]the redundancy of the messages[...] sometimes it almost felt like a copy and paste
of the messages and not an actual interaction[...] I found it a little depersonalized[...] I
would have found it more enjoyable if it was personalized[...]”

• “I saw that the person who was on the other side—I don’t like to say ‘Joy the guide!’—I
still found her to be a person who each time, with respect to my mood, to how my week
had gone, has put herself into my shoes, into my being, into my experience[...]”

Personalization of the conversation

Participant’s Personal Experience With the Overall
Intervention
Coherent with the self-observation and activities evaluation
subtheme reported in Table 4, participants reported a positive
personal experience as they seemed aligned with the content of
the intervention, thus learning to appreciate the value of
self-observation (regarding behavior and emotions) and how
this can influence how they feel. For instance, the participant
from the unguided group reported as follows:

[...]it [the intervention] was helpful, because it may
not seem like it but by writing down daily what you
do... you notice things that maybe normally you
wouldn’t notice, or [discover] free time that you can
spare, which maybe you didn’t even think about...

Coherently, a participant from the guided group affirmed as
follows:

[...]in relation to well-being, it definitely helped me
understand[...] where to aim to get better... being at
home during pregnancy, I rediscovered some hobbies
that helped me... it helped me to not be so focused on
negative things[...] to identify something positive to
do day-by-day, to be able to accomplish little goals
that [might not be important for others] but for me
at that moment were important.”

Participants seem to have internalized the “message” that the
intervention wanted to transmit. When asked whether they
believed what they had done during the intervention could be
useful to them in the future, participants reported already having
integrated what they have learned into their daily life, for
instance, by starting “[...]to keep a journal[...]” (a participant
from the unguided group), even after pregnancy. Notably, a
participant from the guided group reported as follows:

[E]ven in conditions of not pregnancy... it might be
a good method at other times in life when one may
experience difficulties.

Referring to the subtheme of learning the “method” and its
application in the future, this highlights that the intervention
content was able to provide the participants with a broader
method useful to support their psychological adjustment and
well-being both during pregnancy and in the future:

[...]it’s like, mentally, I got into this mode of planning
something nice to do, to be able to have that weekly
commitment that I like, to ask somebody to do it with
me. [These] may be small things, but I’m sure it will
help me in the future as well. [Guided group
participant]

In this regard, and referring to the effort subtheme, participants
reported that 6 weeks of intervention were enough to this end,
while the subsequent optional 3 weeks were perceived as a bit
redundant and excessive. In addition, they stressed the effort
required by the intervention overall, affirming, for instance, as
follows:

[A]s the weeks went on[...] I found it more
burdensome[...] filling out the daily form chart [daily
monitoring form] every day with the activities
perhaps, as time went on, was challenging, in the
sense that you have to stop and really take [your]
time and be consistent, when as the pregnancy
progresses maybe other thoughts take over and you
can’t quite be that consistent all the time[...] [Guided
group participant]

On a similar note, another participant reported as follows:

[...]the part, let’s say, the most obnoxious, difficult...
is definitely the material to fill out during the last
weeks. I have to tell the truth; I didn’t even finish
them because I didn’t have time[...] [Guided group
participant]

Finally, coherent with the emerging subthemes, a further
comment made by a participant from the guided group ought
to be reported; she stressed that women would need to be already
motivated to be able to appreciate the intervention. Indeed, she
mentioned a key point, which is the need to have an adequate
capacity for insight, as it might otherwise be difficult to
autonomously notice the maladaptive behavioral patterns and
switch to more positive ones. In this regard, the participant
reported as follows:

[...]they [those following this intervention] must be
people[...] who are capable of introspection... I
imagine people who don’t have so much of a way of
knowing themselves[...] it’s not so easy to start on
such a path if you haven’t done some work on yourself
first[...] also, just to have self-knowledge and say
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“what are my weak points?” and say “where can I
go with that?”

UX and UE Themes
Regarding UX and UE, the managing issues and learnability
subtheme was quite prominent. All 3 (100%) women agreed
that the Moodle app was not so easy to use overall, as some
participants’ approach has been that of learning how to work
around what was not working to be able to continue the
intervention. For instance, within an otherwise positive
experience, a participant reported as follows:

...maybe the only thing that I would change, which is
not really of the intervention though, [regards] more
the use of the platform, is just that[...] I had trouble
writing things down [for the homework...] even [the
speed of the] connection when it makes you log back
in to do the quiz, the page has to reload[...].
[Unguided group participant]

Similarly, a participant from the guided group reported as
follows:

[Although she was a] geeky chick [as regards to the use of
technology], it was not easy [to use the Moodle platform]. It
took me a while to find the material[...] I had even emailed you
[the researcher conducting the interview]... I couldn’t really
understand how it worked, where they [the materials] were[...]
I always used it from the smartphone, only a couple of times I
used it from my computer[...] maybe you kind of have to learn
first [how to use the platform][...] then I had that glitch with
the quiz, and that one I found a little obnoxious, because I
thought I had done the quiz[...]. it had not saved nothing. It
wasn’t easy to tell when it saved what you had done, because
it was a little dubious, you know, sometimes[...] it was easier
to use once you had gotten the hang of it[...].

Altogether, this stresses the importance of the platform’s
simplicity, ease of use, and related learnability regarding UX
and UE. However, it should be noted, referring to the multimedia
material subtheme, that the aesthetic of the material present,
and particularly the videos and images, were much appreciated
and perceived as informative.

Furthermore, coherent with the app interventions in the future
subtheme, all 3 (100%) participants reported that they did
believe that a smartphone app, being readily available, could
be a valuable tool to administer this sort of intervention saying,
for instance, that “...with the current use of the phone and the
computer in general...an app is useful” (the participant from the
unguided group) as one can “...consult it wherever and
whenever...” (a participant from the guided group). Indeed,
albeit reporting difficulties with the platform, all 3 (100%)
participants had already autonomously recommended the
intervention to fellow pregnant women. However, the moving
force, coherent with what is reported earlier, was the intervention
content:

[Although deployed through a portable tool, interventions] help
in times of transition or change. This tool [the present digital
intervention] helps because it focuses on pleasant activities,
and in such a long waiting time [the pregnancy], with the

struggles to organize exams, visits, what’s going to happen
tomorrow[...] it helps you a little bit to[...] focus on simpler
thing, that then in itself just help you every day. So yes, I would
recommend it for that [Guided group participant]

The Experience With the Guide
Regarding the role of the guide and the guided group’s overall
experience with the chat interactions, the support subtheme has
emerged, as both participants reported the positive value of
having this sort of support, whether it be practical or affective.
However, intersecting with this support subtheme, the
personalization of the conversation subtheme seemed to have
weighted on participant perception of the quality of the support
perceived. In particular, it seems plausible to hypothesize that
as participants knew that the guide was an actual person, the
way of talking of the guide in the free sections of their protocol
guided the participants’perception of their capacity for empathy
and perception of getting in tune with them. Indeed, while 1
(33%) of the 3 participants reported the intervention to be not
personalized enough, 1 (33%) reported almost the opposite.
More specifically, a participant reported as follows:

[...]the interaction itself was effective in the sense
that it explained things to me when I had doubts, that
it directed me, maybe, when I didn’t quite understand
the task, it directed me well. Um, the part that I
definitely didn’t like was the redundancy of the
messages because sometimes it almost felt like a copy
and paste of the messages and not an actual
interaction[...] I found it a little depersonalized[...]
I would have found it more enjoyable if it was more
personalized.

The other, instead, reported expecting from the beginning a set
of predetermined questions from the guide, particularly as some
questions were indeed repeated each week; however, the
participant reported about the guide as follows:

[S]aw that the person who was on the other side, I
don’t like to say “Joy the guide”- I found them to be
a person who each time, with respect to my mood, to
how my week had gone, has put herself into my shoes,
into my being, into my experience, giving me
suggestions, helping me even on how not to give
up-because maybe there were also harder
moments-thus also giving me alternatives and
suggestions to see the path in a different way, to make
it lighter. So, I had a great time!

Such difference in the perception of the guide and of their
helpfulness seems even more plausible when considering that
a participant (who did not agree to the semistructured interview)
had finished viewing the modules on Moodle until T6 but did
not continue with interactions with the guide after T3.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to investigate the feasibility of the BATD-R
protocol [31] that was structured as an internet-based self-help
intervention and deployed to pregnant women with subclinical
depression symptoms, while further comparing its guided versus
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unguided versions. Such evaluations had the associated purpose
of collecting the feedback needed to refine the intervention,
thereby allowing its co-design and adaptation; moreover, it
represents the first instance where the replication of the
in-person BATD-R into a digital format has been empirically
measured and evaluated, yielding valuable insights and
shortcomings useful for future research.

Overall, results showed that this first version of the digital BA
intervention, JuNEX, as a “replica” of the original BATD-R
protocol [31], is not feasible to be implemented in a digital
e-learning format. Specifically, data have highlighted the need
to lighten the intervention and reduce the effort required for
homework. Despite the perceived excessive effort, participants
appreciated the content and purpose of the intervention, which
allowed them to “take a moment” for themselves and understand
“where to aim to get better.” Indeed, albeit the intervention
protocol originated from a behavioral framework, its focus on
the person’s everyday activities, the evaluation of one’s own
experiences, and how these are linked to how behaviors and
emotions mutually influence each other configure in line with
third-generation cognitive behavioral therapies [54]. These
therapies prioritize holistic enhancement of psychological and
behavioral processes related to health and well-being [55],
emphasizing adaptive coping methods and increasing
experiential and contextual awareness [55,56]. Such an approach
is particularly relevant for nonclinical populations (which are
more diverse than clinical populations), as they allow for a more
transversal relevance and application of the coping methods
promoted, thus making the intervention especially valuable in
preventive terms. Given that this study focused on women with
subclinical depression symptoms, interventions emphasizing
the awareness of psychosocial functioning and the interplay
between emotions and behaviors may be more beneficial than
targeting specific, limited areas of functioning and distress. This
broader approach could enhance women’s capacity for
adjustment and could be applicable to difficult situations beyond
pregnancy-related challenges.

Such explanations serve to emphasize that consistent with
women’s feedback, the intents of the intervention per se, and
thus its content as well as homework purposes, ought to be
maintained as they were found pertinent to the pregnancy
situation and were appreciated by women; however, data also
stress the need to structure the intervention so that it can be
deployed with greater ease and the need to shorten it to
maximum of 6 weeks. In this regard, the data do point to
satisfactory usability and UX as pivotal aspects of the
intervention feasibility, which was not provided either by the
Moodle platforms or the Google Docs used. These platforms
were used in line with the preliminary and exploratory nature
of this study, allowing the first structuring of the BATD-R
protocol in a digital setting in a time- and cost-efficient manner;
this has favored the co-design of the future development of the
intervention by developing a more advanced and refined
application after having collected some initial pregnant women’s
feedback.

When evaluating the usability of a digital solution, 5 main
aspects are to be considered as follows [57]: (1) the simplicity
of use experienced by users when learning how to use a digital

tool, (2) the number of mistakes they make to do a certain action
correctly, (3) the effectiveness with which users interact with
a digital tool, (4) the perceived satisfaction with the UX, and
(5) the memorability of how to use a digital tool after having
been exposed to it. In addition to this, and particularly linked
to both the effectiveness and perceived satisfaction just
mentioned, is the more specific UE, thus linked to the subjective
experience of the user and subsuming affective, cognitive, and
behavioral components [25]. Considering the UX and UE
evaluated in this study, data suggest that usability and UE were
mediocre, yet not scarce. Thus, there was some appreciation for
the tools used by the participants who had completed the
interventions; however, the simultaneous high dropout and
overall low recruitment of participants strengthen the idea that
the more positive feedback given is somewhat linked to the a
priori internal motivation of the participants in following the
intervention. Participants themselves have indeed underlined
that to follow the intervention as it is, to be able to bear the
effort required by it, and to work around the limits of the
platform used, women would need to be highly motivated on
their own.

Coherent with the importance of the users’ motivation to
properly follow such interventions, data do suggest that the
guided group showed greater adherence and were overall more
willing to finish the intervention compared to the unguided
group. A part of the guides’ job was indeed to motivate women
to favor compliance and adherence, and as women knew that
they were interacting with a psychologist, this can be thought
to have further increased their motivation. However, the
practical challenges of having to set a date and time for the
interactions are the limiting factors and so are the individual
differences related to the guides’ different writing modalities.
In this regard, a step further in this direction might be the design
and inclusion of a conversational agent to provide guidance and
support during the digital intervention. Conversational agents
can greatly favor the personalization of the user-system
interactions while fostering scalability by requiring a
much-reduced workforce for the intervention administration
[58]. Existing literature has highlighted that conversational
agents might be valuable tools to foster intervention adherence
by favoring engagement and involvement, thereby supporting
the overall UX [58,59] and allowing for a more immersive
experience. Using a conversational agent is expected to further
reduce time constraints for both patients and clinical
professionals while also reducing health care costs in the long
run. Within the perinatal context, future studies should thus
evaluate the potentiality of including a conversational agent
within digital interventions to ultimately support women’s
motivation and engagement as well as their compliance and
adherence to the intervention, allowing them to use such digital
solutions more freely while still giving the feeling of a more
personalized experience.

Coherently, and in line with past evidence [60-62], women have
expressed a desire for web-based solutions that support their
psychological well-being. Furthermore, the data in this study
seem to suggest that women might prefer app-based solutions,
as almost all (3/4, 75%) participants that completed at least up
to T6 used the app version instead of the web version to follow
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the intervention. Compared with web-based programs,
interventions deployed through a smartphone app are much
more readily available wherever and whenever, thus being
overall easier to use and access.

Limitations
This paper reports the first-phase study’s findings, highlighting
valuable insights and several limitations that can guide future
research and the development of digital interventions. First and
foremost is the inherent challenge of having endeavored to
replicate or simulate an in-person intervention digitally, a task
that resulted in an ineffective outcome in our case. It is crucial
to acknowledge that digital solutions offer a unique environment
and set of possibilities that distinguish them from face-to-face
interactions. Attempting to mirror traditional methods within
this digital landscape may fall short of fully capitalizing on the
advantages that digital interventions can bring. With our
findings, we thus strengthened the idea that digital interventions
should not be mere replicas of their in-person counterparts;
rather, they should harness distinctive strengths and capabilities.
This challenge underscores the need for innovation and
adaptation, as well as a recognition that a direct translation of
traditional methods may not always yield optimal results in the
digital sphere. Future studies should first try to conduct
workshops with end users in which the in-person protocol is
administered to discuss feasible changes to the intervention,
thus singling out the intervention’s main principle and
appreciated practices and then adapting them to the digital
format. Furthermore, a subsequent limitation of the study overall
is the limited sample size, which has prevented the possibility
of computing any statistical comparisons between the 2 groups
as well as generalizing findings. Nonetheless, given the
preliminary and exploratory nature of this study, aimed at setting
the base for the co-design of the final intervention, the data
collected were still able to provide valuable insights directing

the refinement and future developments of the intervention.
Further limitations are attributed to the platforms used, as they
are created with different purposes than what they were used
for in this study. This has warranted structuring the intervention
content based on the functionalities of this platform instead of
creating a tool tailored to the intervention requirements;
therefore, future studies are advised to avoid using such tools
to administer and evaluate digital intervention, even in the
first-phase studies such as this one. However, it should still be
emphasized that such platforms (ie, Moodle and Google
Documents) have allowed to “prototype” the intervention in a
time- and cost-efficient manner while collecting the information
needed to refine the intervention and to create a specific app
that can meet the requirements and preferences of the users.

Conclusions
This study had the purpose of evaluating the feasibility of the
BATD-R protocol [31] structured as an internet-based self-help
intervention among pregnant women with subclinical depression
symptoms while comparing its guided versus unguided versions.
A subsequent goal was the collection of women’s feedback and
perceptions of the intervention content through a prototyped
version based on an e-learning platform to allow the co-design
of the final intervention.

Overall, the ease with which the intervention can be followed
has emerged as a central component to account for in the future
developments of the intervention, in terms of the intervention
itself as well as the platform used to administer it. The greater
effort perceived was related to the homework, whereby women
did emphasize that performing them was effortful and
time-consuming. Even so, comparing the 2 versions of
intervention, the guided version was more well-received than
the unguided version. Nonetheless, both groups expressed
satisfaction with the intervention’s content and felt that it was
relevant to their personal experiences with pregnancy.
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Abstract

Background: Artificial intelligence (AI)–powered technologies are being increasingly used in almost all fields, including
medicine. However, to successfully implement medical AI applications, ensuring trust and acceptance toward such technologies
is crucial for their successful spread and timely adoption worldwide. Although AI applications in medicine provide advantages
to the current health care system, there are also various associated challenges regarding, for instance, data privacy, accountability,
and equity and fairness, which could hinder medical AI application implementation.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify factors related to trust in and acceptance of novel AI-powered medical
technologies and to assess the relevance of those factors among relevant stakeholders.

Methods: This study used a mixed methods design. First, a rapid review of the existing literature was conducted, aiming to
identify various factors related to trust in and acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine. Next, an electronic survey including
the rapid review–derived factors was disseminated among key stakeholder groups. Participants (N=22) were asked to assess on
a 5-point Likert scale (1=irrelevant to 5=relevant) to what extent they thought the various factors (N=19) were relevant to trust
in and acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine.

Results: The rapid review (N=32 papers) yielded 110 factors related to trust and 77 factors related to acceptance toward AI
technology in medicine. Closely related factors were assigned to 1 of the 19 overarching umbrella factors, which were further
grouped into 4 categories: human-related (ie, the type of institution AI professionals originate from), technology-related (ie, the
explainability and transparency of AI application processes and outcomes), ethical and legal (ie, data use transparency), and
additional factors (ie, AI applications being environment friendly). The categorized 19 umbrella factors were presented as survey
statements, which were evaluated by relevant stakeholders. Survey participants (N=22) represented researchers (n=18, 82%),
technology providers (n=5, 23%), hospital staff (n=3, 14%), and policy makers (n=3, 14%). Of the 19 factors, 16 (84%)
human-related, technology-related, ethical and legal, and additional factors were considered to be of high relevance to trust in
and acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine. The patient’s gender, age, and education level were found to be of low
relevance (3/19, 16%).

Conclusions: The results of this study could help the implementers of medical AI applications to understand what drives trust
and acceptance toward AI-powered technologies among key stakeholders in medicine. Consequently, this would allow the
implementers to identify strategies that facilitate trust in and acceptance of medical AI applications among key stakeholders and
potential users.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e47031)   doi:10.2196/47031
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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) is commonly defined as a computer
system that uses statistical models, diverse algorithms, and
self-modifying systems to make predictions and decisions based
on its own aggregated experience. It can therefore perform tasks
that usually require or even surpass the human level of
intelligence [1,2]. AI has been increasingly integrated in the
health care sector, where it helps with administrative workflows,
diagnostic image analysis, robotic surgery, and clinical
decision-making. Consequently, medical AI applications allow,
amongst other things, earlier disease detection, patient-tailored
treatments, and more efficient follow-ups, which should drive
the health care costs down upon implementation [3]. Although
medical AI applications provide various advantages to the
current health care system, such as increased efficiency and
improved workflows [4], there are also various challenges
associated with AI implementation. For instance, a large share
of potential users has concerns over privacy issues [5,6]. Equity
and fairness are other important concerns, since there is a risk
of perpetuating bias within data sets being adopted by AI
technology [5,7,8]. Further, the implementation of AI into
medical practice raises the question of accountability, since it
is currently unclear whether technology developers, hospitals,
or regulators should be responsible for mistakes or undesirable
outcomes from the use of an AI application.

Trust and Acceptance
To ensure successful implementation of medical AI applications,
it is essential to build trust in and acceptance of AI technology
among its users [9,10]. In this study, a model of key drivers of
trust in and acceptance of AI systems was used [11]. According
to this model, trust is influenced by 4 drivers: current safeguards,
job impact of AI, familiarity of AI, and AI uncertainty. Current
safeguards indicate the belief that current regulations and laws
are adequate for ensuring the safety of AI and the protection of
people who use it. Job impact refers to the belief that there will
be more jobs generated than eliminated due to AI
implementation. Familiarity with AI is the level of understanding
of how AI technology works and how AI applications are used.
These 3 drivers have a positive influence on trust, with current
safeguards being its strongest driver. The fourth driver, AI
uncertainty, impacts trust in a negative way. It implies the belief
that the impact of AI on society is unpredictable and the
technology is still not fully explored. Overall, these drivers
influence the extent to which people trust the AI system and
believe it to be trustworthy. Trust, then, is a large contributor
to the level of acceptance, which is the extent to which people
accept or approve of AI and are willing to use it without
resistance [11]. In the scientific literature, trust can be defined
in different ways. In this study, we used literature-derived
definitions of trust and acceptance in the context of AI
implementation, namely:

• Trust is the belief of an individual that an AI application
will do what it promises [12,13].

• Acceptance is the willingness of an individual to use the
AI application in medicine [14].

Therefore, it can be argued that acceptance of an AI application
depends on trust people have toward this technology [11,15,16].
At the same time, people can often accept their usage of
technologies without necessarily trusting them [17]. Therefore,
it is important to consider the 2 concepts separately as well as
together.

Overall, widespread trust in and acceptance of an AI application
is crucial for successful introduction and implementation of the
technology. Failure to ensure trust in and acceptance of AI
technology would pose the risk of “stifling innovation” and
causing unnecessary “opportunity costs” [18]. The lack of trust
in AI applications in medicine impedes their adoption in health
care, compounded by inadequate public assurance and attention
to concerns, thereby exacerbating these challenges. In addition,
the anticipated benefits of AI-based innovations can coexist
with significant acceptance barriers [15,18-21].

Investigating what factors contribute to trust in and acceptance
of AI technology in medicine would help us understand how to
make the implementation and regulatory approval of AI-powered
advanced therapy manufacturing systems as efficient as possible.
This can be achieved by collecting insights into stakeholders’
perspectives with regard to trust and acceptance toward medical
AI applications [2,22]. Factors contributing to trust and
acceptance toward medical AI applications can be attributed a
different weight by various groups of stakeholders with distinct
roles in AI.

Study Objectives
Since AI applications are still relatively new, users and providers
are hesitant to trust and accept this new technology without
restrictions. As for the future implementation of AI applications
in treatment centers, it is essential that stakeholders (eg,
clinicians, researchers, hospital staff) accept and trust the
innovative AI-based manufacturing platform. Therefore, the
aim of this study was first to identify the factors related to trust
in and acceptance of AI technology in medicine and second to
assess the relevance of those factors among relevant stakeholders
in medicine.

Methods

Study Setting
This study is part of the European Union’s (EU) Horizon 2020
project AIDPATH (AI-driven Decentralized Production for
Advanced Therapies in the Hospital; grant agreement number
101016909) [22,23]. It is an upcoming state-of-the-art AI
application in hospitals, which aims to develop an AI-driven,
automated chimeric antigen receptor T cell (CAR-T)
manufacturing platform at the point of care as a treatment for
acute leukemia and lymphoma. In CAR-T therapy, the patient’s
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own T cells are removed, genetically modified, and reinfused
into the patient in order to find and eliminate tumour cells.
Current production is characterized by laborious manual process
steps, complex logistics, and a lack of process understanding.
This results in long delivery times (up to 21 days) and high costs
(approx €320,000, or US $347,890, per treatment) [24,25]. For
this reason, AIDPATH is developing a system to fully automate
the manufacturing process, from the provision of patient cells
to the injection directly in the hospital. An important building
block for effective and equitable manufacturing is AI. AI can
provide essential process insights into the cell’s characteristics
and behavior. This offers a significant benefit for adaptive
control of the whole process and the design of personalized
process protocols. Furthermore, AI can assist cost-effective
platform operation in a smart manufacturing hospital by
improving manufacturing schedules and resource management
[26]. In general, successful implementation of AIDPATH would
serve as an example of an effective AI technology that automates
the production and delivery of advanced therapy medicinal
products (ATMPs). Furthermore, AI-powered technology can
form the basis for a deployable platform for further pilot trials
in multiple hospitals and would create a model innovation
system for smart manufacturing hospitals [2,22].

In this study, to meet the study objectives, a rapid literature
review was conducted, followed by a survey.

Rapid Literature Review
A rapid literature review of peer- and non-peer-reviewed
publications was conducted to identify factors related to trust
in and acceptance of AI applications used in medicine. As an
alternative method to systematic reviews, a rapid review allows
for accelerated synthesis of up-to-date evidence, while
efficiently informing latest findings in recent health care
research [27]. The peer- and non-peer-reviewed literature needed
to be published between 2012 and 2022 in English. Data on
attitudes toward AI in relation to prognosis, diagnosis, treatment,
and care were included. The search was performed in
PubMed/MEDLINE with the following search syntax: ((trust)
OR (acceptance) OR (attitude) OR (perspective) OR
(perception)) AND ((AI) OR (artificial intelligence) OR
(machine learning) OR (deep learning)) AND (((prognosis) OR
(diagnosis) OR (treatment) OR (care)) OR ((medic*) OR
(clinic*) OR (hospital) OR (smart hospital) OR (health care))
AND ((survey) OR (questionnaire) OR (interview)). The reason
for inclusion of only survey-, questionnaire-, or interview-based
research in the search terms was due to their direct relevance
to our research objectives.

In the non-peer-reviewed literature search, similar terms and
time frame of publication were used and the first 10 pages on
the Google Search engine were examined to identify other
relevant papers and reports by (non)governmental and research
organizations. This allowed the study findings to be applicable
to a broad range of medical AI applications. Papers were
screened, and data were extracted by 2 authors (DS and AA).
The selected literature was analyzed to identify key trends and
explanatory factors related to trust and acceptance toward
medical AI applications. The factors were then grouped into 4
categories: human-related, technology-related, legal and ethical,

and additional factors. These factor groups formed the basis of
the survey designed to investigate factor relevance. This was
performed independently by 2 authors (DS and AA).

Survey
The survey was reported in accordance with the CHERRIES
(Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys)
guidelines [28]. The survey in English assessed the relevance
of the factors related to trust in and acceptance of novel AI
applications in medicine. The survey started with an introduction
to AI applications in medicine and AIDPATH, followed by 7
general questions on each participant’s background, including
gender, age, the country they worked in, years of experience,
the stakeholder group they belonged to, their familiarity with
AI applications in medicine, and their general view on AI. In
the last question, the following distinction was made between
the answer options: “I embrace AI” meant welcoming and using
AI as a constituent part of their work or life, “I approve of AI”
implied that the participant agreed with the use of AI in their
work or life but did not use it themselves, and “I accept AI”
referred to acknowledging the use of AI in work or life but not
being ready to fully approve it.

In the core section of the survey, the definitions of trust and
acceptance were provided as a reference for participants. The
core part also consisted of 2 identical lists of 19 factors related
to trust and acceptance toward AI applications in medicine.
Each factor was categorized into human-related,
technology-related, legal and ethical, or additional factors.
Human-related factors were linked to AI professionals assessed
the relevance of the type of organization the AI professionals
were affiliated to and the purpose to innovate with a specific
AI application. With respect to health care professionals, the
factors were related to the knowledge of AI applications and
the attitude toward AI application usage in medicine. In relation
to patients, the relevance of the following factors was assessed:
general knowledge of AI applications in medicine, the attitude
toward AI application usage in medicine, and the patient’s age,
gender, and level of education. Furthermore, participants were
asked to evaluate the relevance of transparency between all
parties involved in AI application use. Technology-related
factors related to the performance of AI applications in
medicine, the possibility of their integration into existing clinical
workflows, a clear balance of risks and benefits of the AI
applications, and the explainability and transparency of
processes and outcomes. The legal and ethical factors were
related to the adequacy of regulations and governance of AI
applications in medicine, data use transparency, and clear
accountability and responsibility for an AI application. The
additional factors were concerned with the environmental
sustainability of AI applications and AI’s impact on job
availability. For each factor, participants could indicate each
factor’s relevance to trust in and acceptance of AI applications
from their stakeholder perspective using a Likert scale of 1-5,
where 1 stood for “not relevant,” 3 for “not irrelevant, nor
relevant,” and 5 for “relevant.” Throughout the survey,
“relevant” meant being highly significant for ensuring trust in
or acceptance of AI applications, while “irrelevant” meant no
significance. The N/A (not applicable) option was available as
well for each factor. Open questions at the end of both sections
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allowed participants to suggest other relevant factors related to
trust in or acceptance of AI applications that were not mentioned
in the survey. Furthermore, the participants were invited to
suggest any other factors, different from trust, deemed important
for acceptance of AI applications in medicine.

Sampling
Using the convenience sampling method [29], AIDPATH
Consortium members were requested to invite stakeholders in
their network but outside the AIDPATH Consortium to fill in
the survey on the SurveyMonkey platform. The survey was
distributed by email to members of relevant stakeholder groups
to capture their professional perspectives (eg, clinicians,
scientists, and policy makers). Data were collected from April
to May 2022 and analyzed using Microsoft Excel.

Data Collection and Analysis
After participants were asked to rate the relevance of each factor
from 1 (irrelevant) to 5 (relevant), the mean score of each factor
was determined by assigning each response a weight from 1 to
5. Next, means scores were calculated by finding an average of
the sum of response values for each question. To visualize the
survey responses and compare the mean scores for each factor
included in the survey, a spider diagram was charted. This
provided an overview of the factors' relevance and their relative
importance in influencing both trust and acceptance toward AI
applications in medicine. In addition, a scatter plot was created
to obtain an overview of the interrelationship between the
relevance to trust (x axis) in and acceptance (y axis) of AI
applications in medicine. The plot allowed us to identify the
degree of relevance of each factor in relation to both trust and
acceptance. To classify the factors based on their relevance,
score ranges were established. Factors with mean scores from
1 to 3 were considered to be of low relevance, while factors
from 4 to 5 were deemed of high relevance. The open-question
responses were considered when interpreting numerical data.

Ethical Considerations
Under Dutch law, no ethical approval was required according
to Article 1b of the Dutch Medical Research in Human Subjects
Act [30]. However, all participants were informed about the
study objectives, their verbal consent was obtained, and all data
were processed anonymously. All responses were recorded
anonymously. Participants were informed of their right to
withdraw from the study at any time without any consequences.
They were not financially compensated.

Results

Rapid Literature Review
The literature search (Figure 1) yielded 301 hits in the PubMed
database and 105 hits through gray literature search and
snowballing. After screening titles and abstracts, 284 (70%)

records were excluded. After full-text screening, 90 (73.8%)
records were excluded primarily due to the absence of concepts
of trust or acceptance and a lack of factors related to trust or
acceptance in the main text or data-containing figures. As a
result, 32 (26.2%) papers and reports [7,9-12,15,16,19,21,31-53]
were included in the data analysis.

Overall, the rapid review identified a total of 110 factors related
to trust and 77 factors related to acceptance toward medical AI
technology. The full list of factors identified through the rapid
review with corresponding studies can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 1. Tables 1-4 show all factors from the rapid review,
each with the frequency of its appearance in the literature and
the corresponding overarching umbrella factors. Some factors
from a single study are repeated in the same category in Tables
1 and 2 on trust and Tables 3 and 4 on acceptance or within the
same category (eg, health care professionals and patients
subsections of the human-related factors section). The most
frequently reported human-related factors related to trust (Tables
1 and 2) in medical AI applications were knowledge and
understanding of AI by health care professionals and knowledge
and education of AI among patients. In terms of
technology-related factors, accuracy, transparency, reliability,
safety, and explainability of medical AI applications and their
functioning appeared most often in the literature. Regarding
legal and ethical factors, the most frequently occurring factors
included fairness and equity of medical AI technology and the
privacy and security of personal data handled by the AI systems.
The most frequently presented human-related factors related to
acceptance (Tables 3 and 4) of medical AI technology were the
perceived usefulness and provision of better medical services
by the AI technology. Regarding technology-related factors
linked to acceptance, performance expectancy, design and output
quality, and transparency were stated in the literature most often.
A wide range of legal and ethical factors were mentioned in the
literature, including adequate regulations of medical AI
technology, protection and security of patients’ data, and the
allocation of accountability and responsibility for the
(mal)functioning of an AI application. There were additional
factors related to trust in and acceptance of medical AI
technology (Tables 1-4). These included replacement of doctors
by machines that lack a human touch and moral support, labor
market implications, and environmental sustainability. Three
studies also highlighted that acceptance of a medical AI
application is directly related to trust in the AI application.
Overall, there were fewer factors related to acceptance than
those related to trust, whereas most of the overarching umbrella
factors were fully represented in both tables. Therefore, an
identical list of umbrella factors allocated within the 4 categories
(human-related, technology-related, legal and ethical, and
additional factors) was used in the survey for investigating the
relevance of factors for both trust in and acceptance of AI
applications in medicine.
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of the rapid review literature screening. AI: artificial intelligence.

Table 1. Human-related factors related to trust (N=110) in medical AIa applications (22/32, 68.8%, studies).

Umbrella factors used in the surveyFactor category and factors from the rapid review

AI professionals

Type of institution/organization of AI professionals (eg, university, tech-
nology company, commercial organization)

AI company/provider (n=2, 9.1%)

The purpose to innovate with a specific AI application in medicine (eg,
financial vs societal)

AI role (n=1, 4.5%); perceived helpfulness (n=1, 4.5%)

Health care professionals

Knowledge of AI applications in medicine (eg, by means of training and
education)

Knowledge and understanding of AI (n=6, 27.3%); education (n=3,
13.6%)

Attitude toward AI application usage in medicine (eg, agreeableness,
openness, conscientiousness, engagement)

Expectation of AI (n=1, 4.5%); perceived actionability (ie, clear rec-
ommendation for action; n=1, 4.5%); user’s social network (n=1,
4.5%); user’s media consumption (n=1, 4.5%)

Patients informed about AI application usage in the hospital

General knowledge of AI applications in medicineKnowledge/education about AI (n=5, 22.7%); awareness of AI (n=2,
9.1%)

Attitude toward AI application usage in medicine (eg, agreeableness,
openness, conscientiousness)

Openness (to AI health care technologies and to judgments of potential
benefits and harms; n=1, 4.5%); perceived benefit and lower concern
(n=1, 4.5%); user’s social network (n=1, 4.5%); user’s media con-
sumption (n=1, 4.5%)

Age, gender, level of educationGender (n=2, 9.1%); age (n=1, 4.5%); type of user (n=1, 4.5%)

All parties

Transparency between all involved parties (AI professionals, health care
professionals, patients)

Clinicians and patients interaction during AI integration (n=1, 4.5%);
human agency and oversight (n=1, 4.5%)

aAI: artificial intelligence.
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Table 2. Other factors related to trust (N=110) in medical AIa applications (22/32, 68.8%, studies).

Umbrella factors used in the surveyFactor category and factors from the rapid review

Technology-related factors

Performance of AI applications in medicine (repro-
ducibility of outcomes, accuracy)

Accuracy (n=7, 31.8%); reliability (n=5, 22.7%); safety (n=4, 18.2%); design and output
quality (n=2, 9.1%); performance expectancy (n=2, 9.1%); ability (n=1, 4.5%); perceived
functionality (n=1, 4.5%); self-efficacy (n=1, 4.5%); tool itself (n=1, 4.5%)

Possibility of integration of AI applications into existing
clinical workflows

Auditability (n=1, 4.5%); customizability (n=1, 4.5%); understandability (n=1, 4.5%);
ease of integration into clinical workflows (n=1, 4.5%); convenience of use (n=1, 4.5%);
usability (n=1, 4.5%); (over)alerting and excessive false-positive rate (n=1, 4.5%)

Clear balance of risks and benefits of the AI applicationRisk and impact mitigation (n=1, 4.5%)

Explainability and transparency of the processes and
outcomes

Transparency (n=6, 27.3%); explainability (n=5, 22.7%); evidence strength (n=2, 9.1%);
benevolence (n=2, 9.1%); complexity (n=2, 9.1%); interpretability (n=2, 9.1%); integrity
(n=1, 4.5%); predictability (n=1, 4.5%); trialability (n=1, 4.5%); trustworthiness (n=1,
4.5%)

Legal and ethical factors

Adequacy of the regulations and governance of AI ap-
plications in medicine

Fairness and equity (n=8, 36.4%); adequate regulations, legislation, and governance
(n=3, 13.6%); ethical/legal implications (n=1, 4.5%)

Data use transparencyPersonal data privacy and security (n=8, 36.4%); data used to train AI/cognitive bias
(n=2, 9.1%); data sensitivity (n=1, 4.5%); respect and preservation of human dignity
(n=1, 4.5%)

Clear accountability and responsibility of the AI appli-
cation (machine vs human responsibility)

Accountability (n=3, 13.6%); power-control balance (n=1, 4.5%)

Additional factors

Environment-friendly AI applicationEnvironmental sustainability (n=1, 4.5%)

Impact on job availability (machines replacing humans)Replacement of doctor/lack of human touch and moral support when evaluated by AI
alone (n=1, 4.5%); labor market implications (n=1, 4.5%)

aAI: artificial intelligence.
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Table 3. Human-related factors related to acceptance (N=77) of medical AIa applications (14/32, 43.8%, studies).

Umbrella factors used in the surveyFactor category and factors from the rapid review

AI professionals

Type of institution/organization of AI professionals (eg,
university, technology company, commercial organization)

AI company/provider (n=1, 7.1%); brand impact (n=1, 7.1%)

Purpose to innovate with a specific AI application in
medicine (eg, financial vs societal)

Perceived usefulness (n=3, 21.4%); better medical services/ understanding of disease
(n=3, 21.4%); improve the quality of people’s lives (n=2, 14.3%); medical costs
(n=2, 14.3%); AI role (eg, saving patients’ time; n=1, 7.1%); miniaturization of
hardware (n=1, 7.1%)

Health care professionals

Knowledge of AI applications in medicine (eg, by means
of training and education)

Knowledge and understanding of AI (n=1, 7.1%)

Attitude toward AI application usage in medicine (eg,
agreeableness, openness, conscientiousness, engagement)

Behavioral intention to use (n=2, 14.3%); effort expectancy (n=2, 14.3%); perceived
ease of use (n=2, 14.3%); perceived usefulness (n=2, 14.3%); intrinsic motivation
(n=1, 7.1%); interest in AI (n=1, 7.1%); professional identity (n=1, 7.1%); concerns
about benefit to patient care (n=1, 7.1%); general impression of AI (n=1, 7.1%)

Patients informed about AI application usage in the hospital

General knowledge of AI applications in medicineKnowledge/education about AI (n=1, 7.1%); awareness of AI (n=1, 7.1%)

Attitude toward AI application usage in medicine (eg,
agreeableness, openness, conscientiousness)

Behavioral intention to use (n=2, 14.3%); general impression (n=1, 7.1%); Interest
in topic (n=1, 7.1%)

AgeAge (n=1, 7.1%)

All parties

Transparency between all involved parties (AI profession-
als, healthcarehealth care professionals, patients)

Expectations of others (n=2, 14.3%)

aAI: artificial intelligence.

Table 4. Other factors related to acceptance (N=77) of medical AIa applications (14/32, 43.8%, studies).

Umbrella factors used in the surveyFactor category and factors from the rapid review

Technology-related factors

Performance of AI applications in medicine (reproducibility of
outcomes, accuracy)

Performance expectancy (n=4, 28.6%); design and output quality (n=4,
28.6%); accuracy (n=2, 14.3%); efficiency (n=1, 7.1%)

Possibility of integration of AI applications into existing clinical
workflows

Perceived ease of use (n=2, 14.3%); user-friendliness (n=2, 14.3%); actual
system use (n=1, 7.1%); compatibility (n=1, 7.1%); facilitating conditions
(n=1, 7.1%)

Clear balance of risks and benefits of the AI applicationPerceived risk (n=1, 7.1%)

Explainability and transparency of the processes and outcomesTransparency (n=3, 21.4%); explainability (n=2, 14.3%); evidence strength
(n=1, 7.1%); trustworthiness (n=1, 7.1%)

Legal and ethical factors

Adequacy of the regulations and governance of AI applications in
medicine

Adequate regulations, legislation and governance (n=2, 14.3%); ethical risks
(n=1, 7.1%); political support (n=1, 7.1%)

Data use transparencyData protection/security (n=2, 14.3%); patients’ consent to the continuous
collection and processing of data (n=1, 7.1%)

Clear accountability and responsibility of the AI application (ma-
chine vs human responsibility)

Accountability and responsibility (n=2, 14.3%); tort liability (n=1, 7.1%)

Additional factors

Impact on job availability (machines replacing humans)Replacement of doctor/lack of human touch and moral support when evalu-
ated by AI alone (n=1, 7.1%)

Acceptance emerging from trustTrust in AI applications (n=3, 21.4%)

aAI: artificial intelligence.
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Survey

Participants
A total of 22 respondents participated in the survey, of which
18 (82%) completed the questions on trust and 15 (68%)
completed the questions on acceptance. No reasons were
provided for not completing the survey. Table 5 shows the
characteristics of the survey participants, the majority (n=21,
95%) of whom came from European countries, were aged from

40 to 60 years, and had 0-10 or 21-30 years of professional
experience.

Participants were mainly slightly (n=7, 32%) or moderately
(n=8, 36%) familiar with AI-based devices used for clinical
purposes (Figure 2). In thinking about AI, 9 (41% ) of the
participants indicated that the statement “I accept AI” best
represents their view, followed by “I approve of AI” (n=6, 27%)
and “I embrace AI” (n=5, 23%); see Figure 3.

Table 5. Characteristics of the participants (N=22).

Participants, n (%)Characteristic and type of participant

Stakeholder groupa

18 (82)Researchers

5 (23)Technology providers

3 (14)Hospital staff

3 (14)Policy makers

Gender

8 (36)Female

13 (59)Male

1 (5)Prefer not to say

Age (years)

2 (9)≤30

3 (14)31-39

6 (27)40-49

5 (23)50-59

6 (27)≥60

Country of work

11 (50)Netherlands

3 (14)Germany

2 (9)Ireland

2 (9)Spain

1 (5)France

1 (5)Hungary

1 (5)India

1 (5)Italy

Years of professional experience

6 (27)0-10

4 (18)11-20

7 (32)21-30

5 (23)31-40

aParticipants sometimes represented more than 1 stakeholder group.
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Figure 2. Familiarity with AI-based devices used for clinical purposes (N=22). AI: artificial intelligence.

Figure 3. Statement best representing participants’ view when thinking about AI (N=22). AI: artificial intelligence.

Relevance of Factors for Trust in and Acceptance of
AI
In Table 6, the mean scores per factor for its relevance to trust
and acceptance are shown. Figure 4 demonstrates a spider
diagram with the 19 summarized statements and the
corresponding mean scores of relevance to trust in and
acceptance of AI applications in medicine. The degrees of
relevance of the factors related to trust and to acceptance closely
followed each other for all but 1 (5.3%) of the 19 factors. Only

the type of AI organization was slightly more relevant to trust
than to acceptance toward AI applications in medicine. In Figure
5, a scatter plot displays the combined relevance of the factors
related to trust (x axis) and acceptance (y axis) toward medical
AI applications. Of the 19 factors included in the survey, 3
(16%) were found to have, on average, low relevance, while
the other 16 (84%) had high relevance. There were no factors
relevant to acceptance and irrelevant to trust (upper-left section
in the plot) and vice versa (bottom-right section in the plot).
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Table 6. Mean (SD) factor relevance to trust and acceptance (N=22).

AcceptanceTrustFactor

4.27 (0.88)4.72 (0.75)Type of AIa organization

4.47 (0.64)4.33 (0.84)Purpose to innovate with AI

4.73 (0.46)4.50 (0.51)Clinicians’ knowledge about AI

4.47 (0.64)4.50 (0.51)Clinicians’ attitude towards AI

4.20 (0.68)4.17 (0.62)Patients’ knowledge of AI

4.47 (0.64)4.28 (0.57)Patients’ attitude toward AI

3.47 (1.19)3.17 (1.04)Patients’ age

2.67 (1.05)2.61 (1.14)Patients’ gender

3.53 (1.19)3.50 (0.99)Patients’ education level

4.47 (0.64)4.61 (0.50)Transparency between all parties

4.67 (0.62)4.83 (0.38)Performance of AI

4.53 (0.83)4.56 (0.62)Possibility of AI integration into existing workflows

4.60 (0.63)4.67 (0.49)Clear balance of AI risks and benefits

4.60 (0.63)4.78 (0.43)Explainability and transparency of AI processes

4.60 (0.83)4.72 (0.57)Adequacy of AI regulations

4.67 (0.49)4.61 (0.50)Data use transparency

4.80 (0.41)4.61 (0.61)Clear accountability and responsibility of AI

3.87 (0.92)3.83 (0.79)Environmental friendliness of AI

4.07 (0.88)3.78 (1.11)Impact on job availability

aAI: artificial intelligence.

Figure 4. Mean scores of factors’ relevance to trust in and acceptance of AI applications in medicine (N=19). Score=1 means irrelevant; score=3 means
not irrelevant, nor relevant; and score=5 means relevant. AI: artificial intelligence.
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Figure 5. Overview of the relevance of factors related to trust in and acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine (1=not relevant, 5=relevant). AI:
artificial intelligence.

Factors of Low Relevance
With regard to patients informed about AI application usage in
the hospital, participants deemed the patient’s gender, age, and
educational level to be of low relevance to trust in and
acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine.

Factors of High Relevance
The majority of factors were deemed highly relevant to trust in
and acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine by
participants. Regarding AI professionals, it was observed that
the type of institution or organization where AI professionals
originated from (eg, university, technology company,
commercial organization) and the purpose to innovate with a
specific AI application in medicine (eg, financial, societal, or
clinical purpose) were considered relevant. Participants reported
that the involvement of health care professionals having
knowledge of the AI application (eg, by means of training and
education) is highly relevant to trust and acceptance. The health
care professionals’ attitude toward AI application usage in
medicine, comprising their agreeableness, openness,
conscientiousness, and engagement, was found to be equally
important. Likewise, the patients’ general knowledge of and
attitude toward AI application usage in medicine were found
to be relevant. The transparency between all involved parties
(AI professionals, health care professionals, and patients) was
also deemed highly relevant. Technology-related factors were
found to be highly relevant, too, in particular the performance
of AI applications in medicine (eg, reproducibility and accuracy

of outcomes), the possibility of integration of the AI applications
into existing clinical workflows, having a clear balance of risks
and benefits of the AI applications, and the explainability and
transparency of the processes and outcomes. Legal and ethical
factors were also considered of high relevance and concerned
the adequacy of the regulations and governance of AI
applications in medicine, data use transparency, and clear
accountability and responsibility of the AI applications (machine
vs human responsibility). Additional factors, such as AI
applications being environment friendly and the impact of
medical AI on job availability (eg, machines replacing human
beings), were viewed as factors of high relevance.

Other Factors
Participants were able to share other factors that were not
mentioned in the survey questions. Factors related to trust
included solidarity and understanding the bias and interdomain
knowledge of AI in software development, data science, and
medicine. Other factors related to acceptance were the extent
to which alternatives to AI applications are available, the length
of experience, transparency about limitations, reproducibility,
risks evaluation, resources, and the fear to use an AI application
(ie, fear of making the wrong decision or fear of losing control).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to identify factors related to trust and
acceptance toward medical AI applications by means of a rapid
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review and to assess their relevance by conducting a survey.
Through the rapid review, 19 key factors related to trust in and
acceptance of AI-powered medical technologies were identified
and subsequently grouped into 4 categories. Our survey results
highlight that of all examined factors, 84% (16/19) were
considered highly relevant to trust in and acceptance of novel
AI applications in medicine. Only the patient’s gender, age, and
education level (3/19, 16%) were deemed to be of low relevance
by participants.

Comparison With Prior Work
Previous studies have reported that trust in technology is mainly
determined by human characteristics [54], technology-related
factors [55], and environment-related factors [56], which is in
line with the findings of our survey. According to Tran et al
[57], who investigated patients’ perceived benefits and risks of
using digital and AI technology in health care, the important
factors to consider are the new technologies requiring an
overhaul of the current health care system as human care is
being replaced by machines and health care professionals
becoming sufficiently equipped with increasing knowledge of
AI technology. This highlights the importance of several survey
factors, including the possibility of AI integration into existing
clinical workflows. Therefore, setting features such as
understandability, usability, and user-friendliness (factors that
frequently appeared in the rapid review) by AI professionals as
key goals in the development of novel AI applications would
increase the chances of successful integration of AI technology
into health care systems. Tran et al [57] also highlighted the
increasing importance of data use transparency toward patients
and the acute need for clear accountability and responsibility
(machine vs human responsibility) concerning the new
technology, which also goes hand in hand with the findings
from the rapid review and the survey [57]. The patient data
handling must be organized in accordance with the existing data
protection regulations in respective countries, with additional
precautionary measures due to the sensitive nature of such
medical data [57]. Shin et al [58] demonstrated that
explainability of AI plays a big role in user trust and attitude
toward AI. Explainability, along with transparency, was also
found to be highly relevant in our study, especially in relation
to the AI application processes and outcomes. In addition,
Vourgidis et al [59] recommended that AI systems be regularly
checked for being up to date, since today’s technology is
continuously evolving. This again highlights the relevance of
the education of health care professionals, since they are the
primary users of medical AI technology and hence need to
follow the developments in the field. Yang et al [49] found that
gender is not relevant to trust in AI technology in medicine.
This agrees with our finding that a patient’s gender has low
relevance to trust in and acceptance of AI technology in
medicine. Contrary to our findings, it has been reported that
younger generations in general have more trust and are more
likely to accept AI systems compared to older generations [11].
In our survey, the majority of participants were aged 40-60 years
and above and they exhibited a solid awareness of and a positive
attitude toward AI technology. Gillespie et al [11] also stated
that highly educated people (university level) are more likely
to trust and accept AI systems compared to those without a

university degree. However, our survey showed that a patient’s
educational level has low relevance to trust in and acceptance
of medical AI applications.

Strengths and Limitations
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use a
rapid review of the latest literature to identify factors related to
trust in and acceptance of AI applications in medicine in order
to create a survey to evaluate their relevance and the attitudes
of health care stakeholders toward implementation of medical
AI applications. However, the study has several limitations.
Since a large number of papers and reports in the rapid review
did not provide sufficient context for the factors for trust or
acceptance, there could have been an increased risk of personal
bias during interpretation and categorization of those factors.
Furthermore, some studies did not clarify whether the reported
factors were related to only trust or only acceptance, which
could also lead to possible misinterpretation. To minimize the
effect of such bias and misinterpretation, a third reviewer (author
HJMV) was consulted in such cases. Another limitation is the
relatively small number of papers included in the rapid review,
given the breadth of the topic. However, this rapid review was
intentionally conducted focusing on the most relevant and recent
literature to provide an initial overview and highlight key themes
in a time-efficient manner. We aimed to provide a starting point
that formed the basis for the survey. In addition, the number of
participants included in the survey can be considered relatively
low, which was caused by difficulties in recruiting participants
and the time-constrained nature of the study. However, sufficient
diversity in participant characteristics (ie, gender, age, country
of work, and years of professional experience) was achieved,
which could be considered more important in terms of validity
of the study findings. Even though the survey benefited from a
sample with a wide diversity in participant characteristics, one
of the limitations to consider is the underrepresentation of certain
stakeholder groups, in particular technology providers, policy
makers, and hospital staff members other than clinicians. If
these groups had been included in the survey, different patterns
in factor relevance might have been observed, potentially
shedding light on additional concerns or challenges associated
with AI applications in medicine. Moreover, when considering
the relevance of factors assessed through the survey, which were
predominantly highlighted by researchers, it is important to note
that these factors might be readily attainable or already well
established within this specific stakeholder group. As a result,
these factors may not necessarily represent challenges or barriers
for this particular group, as they are already well versed in the
aspects related to trust and acceptance.

Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this study can be valuable for various stakeholders
involved in the implementation of novel AI applications, since
trust and acceptance building remains a focus point throughout
the different stages, including the pilot, implementation,
evaluation, and monitoring phases of the process. In the survey,
participants shared other factors related to trust in and
acceptance of AI applications in medicine that were not included
in the survey. However, due to a lack of context, it is not entirely
clear what was meant by some of these factors; since these are
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open to interpretation, follow-up research is required to better
understand this. In addition, further research is needed to gain
insight into the reasons participants considered factors to be of
low or high relevance. Regarding the currently underrepresented
stakeholder groups in the survey, more research is required to
gain insight into the perspectives of policy regulators,
technology providers, and hospital staff members. Next, once
the implementation of a novel AI technology, such as the
AIDPATH system, becomes clear from the trust and acceptance
point of view, it would be beneficial to conduct a workshop
with experts from the AI and biotechnology fields to identify
technical challenges of implementation. This is crucial since,
according to the survey results, the technical robustness and
clarity of AI applications is a prerequisite for trust and
acceptance exhibited toward this technology by stakeholders.

Recommendations for Implementation
By considering the factors that are most relevant in the AI
technology adoption process, the implementers can facilitate
trust in and acceptance of medical AI applications among their
users and other stakeholders. Furthermore, the knowledge of
the factors with high relevance to stakeholders can predict
concerns the potential users might have regarding the new AI
technology and act upon these concerns to implement the AI
application efficiently and in a timely manner. There are several
ways in how the results of the survey could be used by AI
implementers, such as smart hospitals, to build trust and
acceptance among various stakeholder groups. For instance, the
highly relevant factor of knowledge and understanding of AI
among health care professionals could be addressed by providing
information about medical AI to clinicians in the form of
conferences and educational workshops. These initiatives can
ensure that health care professionals remain updated on
significant changes in AI technology, facilitating its accurate
utilization. Similarly, patients could be informed of medical AI

technology through patient information initiatives in (smart)
hospitals and within patient communities. The highly relevant
technology-related factors could be used by technology
developers and scientific researchers as guidance in the
development of novel AI technology. For regulators and policy
makers, it is crucial to know that users and other stakeholders
consider data use transparency and fairness and equity to be of
utmost importance regarding novel medical AI technology.
Indeed, data privacy is a crucial and ever-so-present topic in
legislation and regulations, but it needs to be constantly
reviewed by policy makers due to the newness of AI in health
care and the speed of its development. The legal aspects of
software containing AI have been subjected to the Medical
Device Regulation (MDR) [60]. For the acceptance of AI, its
implementation in MDR-compliant solutions is invaluable. The
tasks of policy makers could involve the risk assessment of
various data breaches related to AI in medicine with continuous
updating of regulations related to data security and privacy
within the field of medical AI. Furthermore, both policy makers
and AI professionals have to ensure the maintenance of fairness
and equity of AI technology usage.

Conclusion
This study identified and assessed the relevance of factors for
trust in and acceptance of AI applications in medicine. The
survey demonstrated that the majority of the identified
human-related, technology-related, and legal and ethical factors
for trust in and acceptance of novel AI applications in medicine
were considered by stakeholders to be of high relevance. Taken
together, these findings and subsequent recommendations could
be used by any implementers of medical AI, such as (smart)
hospitals, AI technology organizations, biotechnology research
institutes, and policy makers, to facilitate smooth and timely
adoption of novel AI applications in medicine.
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Abstract

Background: Adverse events refer to incidents with potential or actual harm to patients in hospitals. These events are typically
documented through patient safety event (PSE) reports, which consist of detailed narratives providing contextual information on
the occurrences. Accurate classification of PSE reports is crucial for patient safety monitoring. However, this process faces
challenges due to inconsistencies in classifications and the sheer volume of reports. Recent advancements in text representation,
particularly contextual text representation derived from transformer-based language models, offer a promising solution for more
precise PSE report classification. Integrating the machine learning (ML) classifier necessitates a balance between human expertise
and artificial intelligence (AI). Central to this integration is the concept of explainability, which is crucial for building trust and
ensuring effective human-AI collaboration.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the efficacy of ML classifiers trained using contextual text representation in automatically
classifying PSE reports. Furthermore, the study presents an interface that integrates the ML classifier with the explainability
technique to facilitate human-AI collaboration for PSE report classification.

Methods: This study used a data set of 861 PSE reports from a large academic hospital’s maternity units in the Southeastern
United States. Various ML classifiers were trained with both static and contextual text representations of PSE reports. The trained
ML classifiers were evaluated with multiclass classification metrics and the confusion matrix. The local interpretable model-agnostic
explanations (LIME) technique was used to provide the rationale for the ML classifier’s predictions. An interface that integrates
the ML classifier with the LIME technique was designed for incident reporting systems.

Results: The top-performing classifier using contextual representation was able to obtain an accuracy of 75.4% (95/126)
compared to an accuracy of 66.7% (84/126) by the top-performing classifier trained using static text representation. A PSE
reporting interface has been designed to facilitate human-AI collaboration in PSE report classification. In this design, the ML
classifier recommends the top 2 most probable event types, along with the explanations for the prediction, enabling PSE reporters
and patient safety analysts to choose the most suitable one. The LIME technique showed that the classifier occasionally relies on
arbitrary words for classification, emphasizing the necessity of human oversight.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates that training ML classifiers with contextual text representations can significantly enhance
the accuracy of PSE report classification. The interface designed in this study lays the foundation for human-AI collaboration in
the classification of PSE reports. The insights gained from this research enhance the decision-making process in PSE report
classification, enabling hospitals to more efficiently identify potential risks and hazards and enabling patient safety analysts to
take timely actions to prevent patient harm.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53378)   doi:10.2196/53378
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Introduction

Since the publication of the seminal report on patient safety—To
Err Is Human [1], the importance of preventing adverse events
in health care has been widely recognized. Adverse events refer
to unintended or unexpected incidents that occur during hospital
care that cause harm to a patient [2]. Common adverse events
include complications, falls, and medication errors. These events
can lead to prolonged hospital stays, permanent harm to patients,
life-saving interventions, or even contributing to patient deaths
[2,3]. Unfortunately, adverse events remain one of the top 10
leading causes of death and disability worldwide, resulting in
251,454 deaths annually in the United States alone [4]. In
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) countries, 15% of total hospital activity is the direct
result of adverse events [5]. The global cost of adverse events
has been estimated at 42 billion USD annually [6].

Patient safety event (PSE) reporting systems, also called incident
reporting systems, have been widely adopted in hospitals across
the world as part of their efforts to mitigate adverse events and
improve patient safety [7,8]. Multiple nations, including Canada,
Japan, England, and Norway, have made it mandatory for
hospitals to establish and maintain a PSE reporting system,
either with individual health care systems or through centralized
national incident reporting platforms [9]. The primary purpose
of the PSE reporting system is to provide health care
organizations with a centralized system for tracking and
analyzing PSEs, thereby facilitating continuous learning and
maintaining a record of PSEs for risk assessment and prevention
[7,10]. PSE reporting systems are tools that allow frontline
health care personnel to voluntarily report adverse events,
near-misses, and unsafe conditions [11]. Each PSE report
includes structured data, such as event types, patient harm level,
date, and location of the event, as well as unstructured data,
including a free-text section that contains the factual description
of the event and the patient’s outcome [12]. Following
submission, PSE reports are reviewed by relevant hospital staff,
such as risk managers, patient safety analysts, nurse managers,
physicians, and biomedical engineers, to identify areas for
patient safety and quality improvement within the hospital [13].

Accurately classifying PSE reports into their appropriate event
type is crucial to ensure that these reports are directed to the
relevant patient safety analyst, support organizational learning,
identify patterns and trends in adverse events, and ultimately
prioritize measures to reduce adverse events [14,15]. An event
type refers to a specific class of events that share common
characteristics [16]. Examples of event types include falls,
medication-related issues, and diagnosis errors [17,18]. PSE
reporting systems may have upwards of 20 categories of events.
The formulation of these classification taxonomies generally
involves systematically grouping PSE reports based on common
characteristics [19]. The descriptions of event types are not

always readily accessible to PSE reporters and patient safety
analysts [15]. Previous studies have found that the classification
of PSE reports is inconsistent depending on the reporter’s
profession, interpretation of the adverse event, and
understanding of the PSE classification taxonomy [15,20].
Furthermore, 25% of PSE reports are labeled with vague or
nonspecific categories such as “miscellaneous” and “other” and
require time-consuming retrospective analysis for
reclassification [21]. These problems are further exacerbated
by the growing volume of PSEs reported [18,22]. For instance,
hospitals in the state of New South Wales in Australia reported
close to 195,000 PSEs in 2020 [23], while there were
approximately 2.3 million PSEs reported to the National
Reporting and Learning System in England from April 2021 to
March 2022 [24].

In light of these challenges, it is imperative to find an efficient
solution to ensure the reliable classification of PSE reports.
Recent studies have used static text representations and
supervised machine learning (ML) techniques to automate the
PSE report classification [17,25,26]. However, static text
representations ignore the ordering of the words and do not
account for the differences in word meaning across different
contexts. These limitations may result in suboptimal
classification performance. With the emergence of deep learning,
contextual text representation produced from transformer-based
deep learning models has achieved state-of-the-art performance
on a wide range of natural language processing tasks, including
text classification [27]. The contextual representation of each
word is based on its surrounding context within the text,
allowing for a more accurate understanding of its usage across
different contexts and facilitating knowledge transfer across
languages [28]. Therefore, using contextual text representation
in training ML classifiers presents a promising opportunity for
achieving a more precise classification of PSE reports.

The integration of ML models into PSE reporting systems has
important implications for human–artificial intelligence (AI)
collaboration, given the roles of the incident reporter (front end)
and patient safety analyst (backend). Various approaches for
using ML classifiers can be developed, including at different
levels of automation; however, unifying the strengths of both
human expertise and AI offers the most promising route for
effective implementation [29-31]. A crucial determinant for
successfully implementing the human-AI collaboration approach
is decision transparency [32,33], which is often referred to as
explainability. Explainability is the concept that an ML model’s
prediction can be explained in a way that human operators can
comprehend and reconstruct the model’s reasoning [33].
Incorporating explainability techniques in human-AI
collaboration is paramount as it facilitates a deeper
understanding of the factors influencing the predictions, thereby
fostering trust and understanding between human experts and
AI systems. Therefore, embedding explainability into the
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human-AI collaboration holds significant potential for enhancing
PSE report classification.

The main aim of this study is to examine the efficacy of
contextual text representation in improving the accuracy of PSE
report classification. To accomplish this, we trained, evaluated,
and compared various ML classifiers with both static and
contextual text representations. Additionally, we developed an
interface to illustrate the integration of the ML classifier in an
event reporting system to support human-AI collaboration for
PSE report classification. Moreover, we enhanced the
explainability of the ML classifiers by using an explainable AI
technique. Furthermore, we have investigated the ML classifier’s
performance under 2 conditions, differentiated by whether the
explanation is valid for the predicted event type. Based on this
analysis, we offer recommendations for optimizing human-AI
collaboration in the context of PSE report classification.

Methods

Data Collection
The data set for this study was obtained from a large academic
hospital located in the Southeastern United States. A total of
861 PSE reports from the labor and delivery and mother-baby
units were extracted from the PSE reporting system from
January 1, 2019, to December 31, 2020. Each PSE report was
assigned to a single event type from a set of 25 classes, such as
complication of the surgery, fall, medication-related, and supply
issues. The ML classifiers were trained exclusively on PSE
reports from the 7 most frequently occurring event types. This
selection was intended to create a more balanced training data
set to reduce sampling bias and the risk of overfitting. The
selected PSE reports used for training ML classifiers constitute
approximately 72.8% (627/861) of the extracted reports (Table
1).

Table 1. Prevalence of patient safety event reports by event type in this study.

Extracted reports (n=861), n (%)Event type

186 (21.6)Care coordination or communication

122 (14.2)Laboratory test

89 (10.3)Medication related

67 (7.8)Omission or errors in assessment, diagnosis, and monitoring

58 (6.7)Maternal

56 (6.5)Equipment or devices

49 (5.7)Supplies

627 (72.8)Total

Data Preprocessing
The free-text section of PSE reports was preprocessed before
feeding into ML classifiers as input features. The preprocessing
procedures include text normalization, feature extraction, data
splitting, and data augmentation (Multimedia Appendix 1
[28,34-39]).

Classifier Training
A range of ML classifiers, including multinomial logistic
regression (MLR), support vector machine (SVM), extreme
gradient boosting, light gradient boosting, random forest (RF),
k-nearest neighbor (KNN), and multilayer perceptron, were
used for the classification of PSE reports. While SVM is a binary
classifier, it is also capable of performing multiclass
classification using the one-versus-one strategy. This involves
treating the multiclass classification problem as a series of binary
classification problems, creating n × (n – 1) / 2 binary classifiers
for each pair of classes, where n represents the total number of
classes, and the final classification is based on the majority vote
of all binary classifiers. Extreme gradient boosting, light gradient
boosting, and RF are tree-based ensemble algorithms that are
commonly used in text classification tasks [17,40]. The KNN
classifier predicts the class of a data point based on the majority
class among its nearest neighbors in the training data set.
Multilayer perceptron is a feedforward neural network consisting

of multiple layers of interconnected neutrons and trained using
backpropagation.

To optimize the performance of ML classifiers, we used the
5-fold cross-validation grid search technique to identify the best
combination of hyperparameters. During this process, a range
of values of important hyperparameters (ie, regularization
strength) is assessed with 5-fold cross-validation. For each
combination of hyperparameters, the training set is randomly
split into 5 distinct folds, and then the ML classifier is trained
and evaluated 5 times, picking a different fold for evaluation
every time and training on the remaining 4 folds. The optimized
combination of hyperparameters is determined based on the
average performance of the classifier on the F1-score across the
5-fold cross-validation runs.

Classifier Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of the trained classifiers on the
testing set with standard classification metrics, including
accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve. We also evaluated classifiers on
top-2 accuracy, which measures the proportion of predictions
where the correct event type is among the top 2 highest
probability event types predicted by the classifier. The
definitions and mathematical formulas of the evaluation metrics
are shown in Multimedia Appendix 2. Each of these metrics
provides a distinct perspective on the performance of the
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classifier, and collectively, they offer a comprehensive
understanding of how well the classifier is functioning. Since
we framed PSE report classification as a multiclass text
classification problem, the precision, recall, F1-score, and area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve are computed
for each class and combined using a weighted average where
the weights correspond to the number of data points in each
class.

Development and Assessment of Explainability
As the contextual text representation is generated from
transformer-based neural network, which has a black box nature,
we used the local interpretable model-agnostic explanations
(LIME) technique to analyze the top-performing ML classifier
trained with the contextual text representation. LIME is a post
hoc, local perturbation technique that provides the explanation
for a single prediction. LIME generates perturbed data by
randomly removing words from a text document and trains a
locally explainable model with perturbed data to simulate the
original classifier’s prediction [41]. By measuring how the
classifier’s prediction changes under these perturbations, LIME
reflects the contributions of each word to the prediction. The
importance of each word can then be assessed for a single
prediction, revealing whether the ML classifier has learned to
use relevant words for classifying PSE reports. We used LIME
to generate explanations for the top-performing classifier’s
prediction, specifically by highlighting the words that the
classifier deems influential for the prediction. We presented 3
distinct cases: one where the classifier effectively leveraged
relevant words for accurate prediction, another where it failed
to do so, and a final case that illustrated the explanation for a
misclassification. In addition, we analyzed the top 5 most
prevalent words identified by LIME for each event type.

A total of 2 human factors graduate students were recruited to
assess the quality of the LIME explanations. For each PSE report
in the test data set, the reviewers were asked to determine
independently if any of the highlighted words were relevant to
the predicted event type. Based on these evaluations, the reports
were then categorized into 2 distinct groups: those in which the
highlighted terms were deemed relevant to the predicted event
types and those where they were deemed irrelevant.
Discrepancies were resolved through discussions. The interrater
reliability index (Cohen κ) was calculated to quantify the level
of agreement between the reviewers. The ML classifier’s
accuracy and F1-score were evaluated for these 2 groups of PSE
reports. A subsequent comparison will explore the influence of
explanation quality on prediction reliability.

Interface Development
In the typical workflow of PSE report classification, reporters
need to provide a narrative description of the event as well as
key attributes such as the event type, level of harm, date, and
location of the event. Subsequent to this initial classification,
the patient safety analyst will review the submitted report and
decide if it needs to be recategorized to better reflect the nature
of the event [17,42]. To support efficient and reliable
categorization, the classifier will need to provide reporters with
real-time support during the reporting process. We developed
a PSE reporting interface to illustrate the integration of the ML
classifier and the LIME explainability technique. In the design,
the ML classifier provides multiple high-probability event types
along with explanations for its prediction and allows the user
to select the most appropriate event type. The interface was
developed in Figma [43] and designed using guidance from
previous research on incident reporting systems, including
question type, mandatory and optional questions, and taxonomy
for event type and harm level [44,45].

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the Medical University of South
Carolina Hospital’s institutional review board (Pro00105892).
Following data extraction, PSE reports were anonymized in
accordance with privacy regulation guidelines.

Results

Performance Comparison
We evaluated the trained ML classifier’s classification
performance on both static and contextual text representations
(Multimedia Appendix 3). The performance of the
top-performing ML classifier trained with static and contextual
text representations is shown in Table 2. Our results showed
that for static text representation, the MLR classifier trained
with term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
achieved the best performance, with an F1-score of 0.631 and
an accuracy of 66.7% (84/126). On the other hand, for contextual
text representation, the SVM classifier trained with
RoBERTa-base outperformed others, with an F1-score of 0.753
and an accuracy of 75.4% (95/126). The SVM classifier trained
with RoBERTa-base showed a 19.3% elative improvement in
F1-score and a 13% (11/85) relative improvement in accuracy
compared to the MLR classifier trained with TF-IDF for
contextual text representation. In addition, we compared the
accuracy (95/126, 75.4%) and top 2 accuracy (107/126, 84.9%)
of the SVM classifier trained with RoBERTa-base and observed
that 9.5% (12/126) of PSE reports’ true event type was predicted
as the second highest probability event type by the classifier,
which represents 39% (12/31) of misclassified PSE reports.
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Table 2. Performance of top-performing ML classifiers trained with static and contextual text representations.

Top-performing ML model trained with the contextual text
representation

Top-performing MLa model trained with the static text
representation

Metric

Text RepresentationML classifierPerformanceText RepresentationML classifierPerformance

RoBERTa-baseSVMd75.40TF-IDFcMLRb66.67Accuracy (%)

xlm-RoBERTa-baseMLPe88.10TF-IDFMLR85.71Top 2 accuracy (%)

RoBERTa-baseSVM0.757TF-IDFKNNf0.707Precision

RoBERTa-baseSVM0.754TF-IDFMLR0.667Recall

RoBERTa-baseSVM0.753TF-IDFMLR0.631F1-score

aML: machine learning.
bMLR: multinomial logistic regression.
cTF-IDF: term frequency–inverse document frequency.
dSVM: support vector machine.
eMLP: multilayer perceptron.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbor.

Performance on Classifying Individual Event Types
We analyzed the performance of the SVM classifier trained
with RoBERTa-base on individual event types (Table 3). The

F1-score measure for different event types ranged from 0.958
(laboratory test) to 0.400 (omission or errors in assessment,
diagnosis, and monitoring).

Table 3. Performance of support vector machine+RoBERTa-base on the individual event type.

F1-scoreRecallPrecisionEvent type

0.7750.8380.721Care coordination or communication

0.9580.9201.000Laboratory test

0.7430.7220.765Medication related

0.4000.3850.417Omission or errors in assessment, diagnosis, and
monitoring

0.7500.7500.750Maternal

0.6670.6360.700Equipment or devices

0.7370.7000.778Supplies

Figure 1 shows the confusion matrix for the SVM classifier
trained with RoBERTa-base evaluated on the test set. A
confusion matrix is a table that visualizes the performance of a
classifier. The main diagonal value is the number of PSE reports
that have been classified as true event types, whereas
off-diagonal values are the number of PSE reports that have

been wrongly classified. While the classifier was able to classify
the majority of event types of PSE reports correctly, there is a
consistent misclassification of the omission or errors in
assessment, diagnosis, or monitoring PSE report as the care
coordination or communication (coordination) event type.
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Figure 1. Confusion matrix for the testing set evaluation with a support vector machine classifier trained with RoBERTa-base.

LIME-Based Explainability Analysis
We used LIME to evaluate whether the SVM classifier trained
with RoBERTa-base has leveraged informative words for
classification. Figure 2 presents 3 examples of explanations for
the classifier’s predictions. At the top of Figure 2, LIME
identified “ketorolac,” “ibuprofen,” and “doses” from the PSE
report as important words for classifying the report into the
medication-related event type, which is reasonable given the
report’s association with incorrect medication doses. Conversely,
in the middle of Figure 2, LIME highlighted “our,” “handle,”
and “or” from the text as important words for classifying the
report into the equipment or device event type. Although the

predicted event type was correct, the classifier relied on
irrelevant words for the classification. At the bottom of Figure
2, a case of misclassification is shown. LIME highlighted
“pitocin,” “pump,” “available,” and “use” as influential words
for classifying the PSE report into medication-related event
type when it belongs to the equipment class. In addition, for
each event type, we extract the 5 most prevalent words that were
deemed important for the classifier’s prediction across the whole
data set (Table 4). This inclusion of stop words (ie, “was,” “not,”
and “till”) among influential terms, as shown in Table 4,
demonstrated that the classifier does not always rely on relevant
words for making classifications.
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Figure 2. Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations of support vector machine classifiers trained with RoBERTa-base. MD: medical doctor;
PSE: patient safety event; pt: patient.

Table 4. The 5 most prevalent and important words for each event type were derived from the support vector machine classifier trained with
RoBERTa-base.

Prevalent influential words highlighted by local interpretable model-agnostic explanationsEvent type

requested, delayed, patient, not, followCare coordination or communication

specimen, lab, labels, collection, resultsLaboratory test

patches, doses, orders, medication, pitocinMedication related

warning, patient, was, till, lateOmission or errors in assessment, diagnosis, and monitoring

baby, hysterectomy, stable, pumping, hemorrhageMaternal

instruments, trays, notified, malfunctioning, faultyEquipment or devices

vendor, sterile, available, needed, ORSupplies

After reviewing the LIME explanations for each PSE report in
the test data set, 73.8% (93/126) of the reports were categorized
into a subset where at least 1 highlighted word was deemed
relevant to the predicted event type. The remaining reports
comprised a second subset where no highlighted words were
relevant. The interrater reliability index measured by Cohen κ

between the 2 reviewers was 0.83, indicating substantial
agreement. Table 5 presents the performance of the
top-performing ML classifier for both subsets. For the first
subset, the classifier achieved an accuracy of 84% (78/93) and
an F1-score of 0.825. In contrast, the second subset showed a
classifier accuracy of 52% (17/33) and an F1-score of 0.549.

Table 5. Performance of a top-performing machine learning classifier on reports that have relevant words highlighted and reports with irrelevant words
highlighted.

PSE reports with irrelevant words highlightedPSEa reports with relevant words highlightedMetric

3393Number of PSE reports, n

26.1973.81Percentage of test data set (%)

51.5183.87Accuracy (%)

0.5490.825F1-score

aPSE: patient safety event.

PSE Reporting System Interface
We designed an event reporting interface that integrates both
the ML classifier and the LIME explainability technique. Figure
3 shows the event classification screen, where reporters enter
a narrative description of the event after providing the details

of the event, including date, time, unit, and information about
the patient and reporter. Before describing the event in narrative
form, reporters also choose among factors that contributed to
the incident and the level of harm experienced by the patient.
Once the reporter enters their narrative and selects the “classify”
button, the system activates the ML classifier. Subsequently,
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the interface displays the top 2 most probable event types, along
with their associated probability distributions, in the lower left
section. Simultaneously, the LIME technique will identify
influential words that significantly contributed to the predicted
event type, highlighting these words in green in the upper section
of the dashboard. Based on the predicted event types and words

highlighted for their influence on the prediction, the reporter
may select the most suitable event type from a drop-down menu
located in the lower-right section of the dashboard. Following
this selection, reporters are queried on whether they agree with
the classifier’s prediction, and the collected data can be used to
guide subsequent refinement of the ML classifier.

Figure 3. Interface visualization of a patient safety event report classifier coupled with the local interpretable model-agnostic explanations technique.
MD: medical doctor.

Discussion

Overview
PSE event reporting systems are commonly used in health
systems and hospitals across the world [46]. Data collected in
PSE reporting systems drive quality improvement and patient
safety efforts and supports regulatory reporting requirements
for hospitals. The erroneous classification of PSE reports can
impede the learning capabilities of the PSE reporting system,
leading to suboptimal performance in detecting and preventing
potential patient safety hazards [20]. It can also result in a
substantial time cost for reclassifying PSE reports and
compromise the integrity of a PSE database when analysts are
investigating trends in events to develop effective solutions
[17]. Previous studies have trained ML classifiers with static
text representations for automatic PSE classification
[12,17,25,26]. This study aimed to investigate whether using
contextual text representations can further improve the accuracy
of classifying PSE reports. We trained and evaluated a range
of ML classifiers using both static and contextual text
representations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that contextual text representation has been used for
training ML classifiers for PSE report classification. We
analyzed the confusion matrix of the top-performing classifier
to identify prevalent misclassified event types. Furthermore,
aiming for more accurate and reliable PSE report classification,
we incorporated an explainability technique to support
human-AI collaboration and designed an interface to illustrate

the possible integration of the ML classifier in PSE reporting
systems.

Principal Findings
In this study, we extensively investigated the potential of using
contextual representation for improving PSE report
classification. The leading classifier trained with the static text
representation (MLR trained with TF-IDF) was able to achieve
an accuracy of 66.7% (84/126). This accuracy considerably
exceeds the baseline accuracy of 29.4% (37/126), which
involves classifying all PSE reports into the majority event type.
However, using contextual text representation proved more
efficacious. The SVM trained with contextual text representation
(RoBERTa-base) was able to achieve an accuracy of 75.4%
(95/126), reflecting a 13% (11/84) relative improvement in
accuracy compared to the best-performing classifier trained
with static text representation. While the achieved accuracy of
75.4% may not appear outstanding in isolation, it represents a
significant advance compared with static text representations and
exceeds the baseline, given the limited size of the data set. The
improvement in classifier performance can be attributed to the
use of contextual text representations, which can capture not
only the meaning of individual words but also the complex and
subtle ways in which words interact with each other in a specific
context. Therefore, contextual text representation overcomes
some limitations of static text representation, which relies
primarily on word frequency and co-occurrence to represent
text. Moreover, contextual text representation does not require
explicit text normalization while also avoiding issues associated
with high-dimensionality and sparsity commonly found in static
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text representations. Hence, when training ML classifiers for
PSE reporting systems, contextual text representation should
be prioritized over static text representation to ensure the highest
level of accuracy in classifying PSE reports.

As part of our investigation, we evaluated the performance of
the top-performing classifier trained with contextual text
representation on individual event types. While the classifier
demonstrated impressive performance in accurately classifying
laboratory test PSE reports (F1-score=0.958), it struggled with
classifying omissions or errors in assessment, diagnosis, and
monitoring PSE reports, resulting in an unsatisfactory F1-score
of 0.400. To investigate this discrepancy, we analyzed the
confusion matrix for the classifier and discovered that omissions
or errors in assessment, diagnosis, and monitoring PSE reports
were frequently misclassified as the coordination event type.
This misclassification can be attributed to the multiclass nature
of PSE reports. For example, a failure to document the removal
of a patient’s epidural catheter (omission or errors in assessment,
diagnosis, and monitoring) could lead to a medication ordered
by a physician (such as Lovenox) being withheld by the
pharmacy due to a complication risk (coordination). On the
other hand, the laboratory test is a more distinct event type in
comparison to the other event types, and the classifier was able
to correctly classify the majority of these reports. The
observation obtained from the confusion matrix implies that
PSE reports can potentially have more than 1 event type. This
finding is consistent with previous studies [25,26]. The finding
also underscores the need for further refinement in the
development of the PSE taxonomy to create more distinctive
event types. Another potential solution for addressing the
multiclass nature of PSEs is to enable multiple event-type
assignments [47]. Alternatively, the ML classifier can provide
several probable event types, allowing the user to select the
most appropriate one. We evaluated the top 2 accuracy of the
top-performing ML classifier trained with contextual text
representation and observed that 39% (12/31) of misclassified
PSE reports’ true event type was predicted as the second-highest
probability event type by the classifier. The finding suggests
that there is a greater chance for the ML classifier to provide
the correct event type when considering multiple options. As
event reporting systems usually encompass over 20 event types,
which can be difficult to memorize or access [17], narrowing
down the PSE report’s potential event types to a smaller range
also reduces the cognitive workload for PSE reporters during
the classification process [48] and enhances the efficiency of
reclassifying PSE reports for patient safety analysts.

We used LIME to showcase 3 predictions’ explanations and
demonstrated cases where the ML classifier used informative
words for classifying the PSE report and where it used irrelevant
words for classification. These results highlight the importance
of not solely relying on the ML classifier’s prediction and
underscore the need for explainability and transparency in using
the ML classifier for PSE report classification. Additionally,
we showed the top 5 most prevalent words the ML classifier
deemed important in the PSE reports for each event type. These
words are indicative of the prevalent themes and issues within
specific event types. Understanding the context and relationships
between these prevalent informative words and specific event

types can potentially provide valuable insights into the factors
contributing to different types of PSEs. Furthermore, we have
evaluated the top-performing ML classifier’s performance on
2 subsets of PSE reports, differentiated by whether the
highlighted word by LIME is relevant to the predicted event
type. Our findings reveal that the majority of PSE reports
(93/126) have at least 1 relevant word highlighted, with the
classifier achieving an accuracy of 84% (78/93) on these reports.
Conversely, accuracy drops to 52% (17/33) when irrelevant
words are highlighted. Such a disparity in performance
emphasizes the necessity for additional scrutiny from reporters
and patient safety analysts, particularly when dealing with PSE
reports that have irrelevant words highlighted.

While previous research has focused on the development of ML
classifiers, none of these previous works have investigated the
potential integration of the classifier within the PSE reporting
system in a manner that aligns with the workflow of the
front-end reporter. We designed an interface to demonstrate the
feasibility of a collaborative human-AI approach for event
categorization. The interface provides the PSE reporter with
multiple probable event types and associated explanations for
the ML classifier’s prediction. This approach aligns with the
principles of level 2 automation, where ML classifiers aids
human decision-making rather than fully automating it [49].
This collaboration optimally combines human expertise with
ML capabilities, potentially reducing cognitive workload and
memorization of the taxonomy while also reducing the risks
associated with overreliance on automation. Numerous studies
have shown that the human-AI collaboration approach can
improve the decision-making process [50-52], indicating its
potential for enhancing PSE report classification. Furthermore,
the interface also integrates the LIME explainability technique,
which offers real-time insights into the rationale for the probable
event types. Given the role of reporters and patient safety
analysts in the incident reporting process, the use of
explainability techniques can also increase trust in the
recommendation provided by the ML classifier as it provides
transparent and interpretable reasoning for the classification
decisions [50,51]. Using LIME to highlight top informative
words in real time for a PSE report can assist PSE reporters by
emphasizing keywords in their narratives that are linked to the
proposed classification. Highlighting informative words can
also facilitate patient safety analysts working at the back end
by providing insights into why a specific event type was chosen
for classification. Such transparency not only clarifies current
recommendations but also guides analysts in identifying
influential terms for future report classifications. Previous
research has illustrated the value of automation transparency in
supporting appropriate levels of trust in the system, including
decision support systems [32]. Additionally, regularly checking
the explanations of the ML classifier’s prediction enables
continuous monitoring of the classifier’s performance,
identification of issues, and refinement [52]. As we have only
designed the interface, additional research is needed to test the
effectiveness of this approach in PSE report classification.
Assessing the interface’s impact on cognitive workload and
decision-making accuracy is essential for ensuring its usability
and adoption in the event reporting system. We plan to undertake
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a usability testing study with health care professionals in a
subsequent study.

Comparison With Previous Work
Research into the use of ML classifiers for the automation of
PSE report classification has been relatively scarce. Wang et al
[26] used logistic regression and SVM with the binary count,
term frequency, and TF-IDF text representation to classify ten
types of PSE reports, reaching an F1-score as high as 0.783.
However, they used a considerably larger data set (n=2860).
Fong et al [17] achieved an accuracy rate of 92.0% (284/309)
when they examined the usage of an ML classifier for
classifying miscellaneous PSE reports using SVM, RF, and
logistic regression with TF-IDF [17]. They also used a much
larger data set (n=70,051). Ong et al [12] investigated the
feasibility of using an ML classifier to automatically classify 2
types of PSE reports, including inadequate clinical handover
and incorrect patient identification. They used Bag of Words
model for text representation and trained both SVM and naive
Bayes on classifying PSE reports, reaching accuracy as high as
98% (364/372). However, they framed the problem as a binary
classification problem, which inherently has a higher baseline
accuracy compared to our investigation. In this study, we’ve
performed an in-depth comparative analysis with the available
PSE data set and compared the established methods of
classifying PSE reports and our novel method of using
contextual text representations for classification. Our findings
reveal that our proposed method outperforms the traditional
models in terms of accuracy (ie, 84/126, 66.7% vs 95/126,
75.4%) and F1-score (ie, 0.631 vs 0.753). This underlines the
significance of our approach and its potential to advance the
field of using ML classifiers for PSE report classification.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the PSE reports
used to train the ML classifiers were obtained from the maternal
care units of a single hospital in the United States; therefore,
the classifier might not generalize well to other settings. Second,
this research’s scope was constrained by the limited amount of
PSE report data, and only 7 prevalent classes were incorporated
for training the ML classifiers. The restricted quantity of PSE

reports might also result in an underestimation of the ML
classifier’s actual capabilities [12]. Third, the quality of the
LIME explanations was assessed by 2 graduate students; thus,
further investigation is needed for a more robust validation of
explanation quality. Furthermore, we have not yet empirically
tested the interface for potential decision-making biases it may
introduce.

Future research should investigate the performance of ML
classifiers trained with contextual text representations on a larger
and more diverse data set. Additionally, while we plan to refine
the interface and test whether it supports event classification,
future research can continue to investigate the appropriate way
of incorporating the ML classifier into the reporting and
reviewing workflow of PSE report classification and examine
various human-AI collaboration approaches. Future studies
should explore the potential biases (ie, automation bias) that
the interface may introduce into the analysts’ decision-making
process.

Conclusions
Improving the precision of PSE report classifications is a
multifaceted task, involving both the refinement of the event
type taxonomy and adequate training of hospital staff on the
event reporting system. Despite these challenges, ML classifiers
offer substantial potential to support accurate classification
throughout the reporting and reviewing process. The findings
of this study contribute to the advancement of ML classifiers
for PSE report classification by demonstrating the superior
performance of contextual text representation over static text
representations in achieving more accurate classification
outcomes. The integration of explainability techniques in ML
classifiers fosters trust in their usage and provides valuable
insights for informed decision-making and potential adjustments
to the classifier. An event reporting interface that integrates an
ML classifier with collaborative decision-making capabilities
offers the potential to achieve an efficient and reliable PSE
report classification process. These approaches can ultimately
help hospitals identify risks and hazards promptly and take
timely and informed actions to mitigate adverse events and
reduce patient harm.
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Abstract

Background: The HIV epidemic continues to grow fastest among men who have sex with men (MSM) in Malaysia in the
presence of stigma and discrimination. Engaging MSM on the internet using chatbots supported through artificial intelligence
(AI) can potentially help HIV prevention efforts. We previously identified the benefits, limitations, and preferred features of HIV
prevention AI chatbots and developed an AI chatbot prototype that is now tested for feasibility and acceptability.

Objective: This study aims to test the feasibility and acceptability of an AI chatbot in promoting the uptake of HIV testing and
pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) in MSM.

Methods: We conducted beta testing with 14 MSM from February to April 2022 using Zoom (Zoom Video Communications,
Inc). Beta testing involved 3 steps: a 45-minute human-chatbot interaction using the think-aloud method, a 35-minute semistructured
interview, and a 10-minute web-based survey. The first 2 steps were recorded, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed using the
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology. Emerging themes from the qualitative data were mapped on the 4 domains
of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, facilitating conditions,
and social influence.

Results: Most participants (13/14, 93%) perceived the chatbot to be useful because it provided comprehensive information on
HIV testing and PrEP (performance expectancy). All participants indicated that the chatbot was easy to use because of its simple,
straightforward design and quick, friendly responses (effort expectancy). Moreover, 93% (13/14) of the participants rated the
overall chatbot quality as high, and all participants perceived the chatbot as a helpful tool and would refer it to others. Approximately
79% (11/14) of the participants agreed they would continue using the chatbot. They suggested adding a local language (ie, Bahasa
Malaysia) to customize the chatbot to the Malaysian context (facilitating condition) and suggested that the chatbot should also
incorporate more information on mental health, HIV risk assessment, and consequences of HIV. In terms of social influence, all
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participants perceived the chatbot as helpful in avoiding stigma-inducing interactions and thus could increase the frequency of
HIV testing and PrEP uptake among MSM.

Conclusions: The current AI chatbot is feasible and acceptable to promote the uptake of HIV testing and PrEP. To ensure the
successful implementation and dissemination of AI chatbots in Malaysia, they should be customized to communicate in Bahasa
Malaysia and upgraded to provide other HIV-related information to improve usability, such as mental health support, risk
assessment for sexually transmitted infections, AIDS treatment, and the consequences of contracting HIV.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e52055)   doi:10.2196/52055

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; acceptability; chatbot; feasibility; HIV prevention; HIV testing; men who have sex with men; MSM; mobile
health; mHealth; preexposure prophylaxis; PrEP; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
HIV continues to be a global health concern causing
approximately 630,000 deaths yearly worldwide [1]. In 2019,
approximately 62% of the new HIV infections among adults
worldwide occurred within key populations and their sexual
partners [2]. Men who have sex with men (MSM) accounted
for 23% of new infections of HIV, which was much higher than
the percentage of new infections in other key populations, such
as people who used drugs (10%), sex workers (8%), and
transgender people (2%) in 2019 [3]. Malaysia is a Southeast
Asian country with a population of 33.5 million, with 1 in 5
MSM living with HIV [4]. Over the past 2 decades, the mode
of HIV transmission in Malaysia has shifted from needle sharing
to sexual transmission, particularly among MSM [5].

HIV testing is a prerequisite to effective HIV prevention and
early treatment initiation [6]; people at risk for HIV or
seropositive individuals need to be tested for HIV before being
linked to health care services [7]. Despite the importance of
HIV testing, it is disproportionately lower among MSM in
Malaysia [8]. New HIV testing guidelines recommend that
MSM at high risk for HIV should be tested every 3 to 6 months,
but most MSM in Malaysia do not test optimally. Studies in
Malaysia have found that only 9.5% of MSM tested more than
once a year. In Malaysia, engaging in same-sex sexual behavior
is prohibited by both secular and Sharia laws, leading to
significant levels of stigma and discrimination within society
[9]. As a result, many MSM may be hesitant or unwilling to
engage with health care providers and outreach workers.
Therefore, designing new strategies to promote HIV testing
among MSM in Malaysia is urgently needed [10].

Using portable electronic devices with software programs to
deliver health care services and manage patient information is
known as mobile health (mHealth) [11]. mHealth interventions
could reduce barriers to HIV testing for MSM by reducing
in-person contact and offering internet-based platforms for HIV
testing [12,13]. Studies have demonstrated that mHealth
interventions using smartphones and apps could increase the
uptake of HIV testing while protecting the privacy of MSM
[14-16], and MSM in Malaysia have a high acceptance of the
use of mHealth for HIV testing and prevention [13,17,18].
Recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning can potentially automate and scale up these mHealth

interventions through chatbots, a computer program that can
mimic human conversation [19]. However, leveraging chatbot
technology to promote HIV testing and prevention is in its
infancy [15,20]. Although chatbot technology holds immense
potential to prevent HIV, a lack of research in this field
undermines its significance. The creation of ChatGPT has
brought attention to the significance of studying chatbot
technology for health care.

Our team has conducted formative research to understand HIV
prevention chatbots in Malaysia and has identified the perceived
benefits, limitations, and preferred features of AI chatbots for
HIV testing and prevention among MSM [13]. On the basis of
the study findings, we developed an HIV prevention AI chatbot
prototype named Haris (a common Malaysian name) and a
website called MYHIV365 (MY symbolizes Malaysia, HIV
implies health care services aimed at preventing HIV, and 365
indicates the services are available every day of the year). Haris
was hosted on MYHIV365 and could provide information on
the 3 themes most needed by MSM: HIV testing, mental health,
and pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP). PrEP is a highly effective
HIV prevention method that involves the use of antiretroviral
medication by at-risk individuals to prevent getting HIV from
sex or injection drug use. Haris imitates human intelligence and
can interact with users to provide support, including ordering
free HIV self-testing kits, screening for depression, and
recommending MSM-friendly clinics where individuals can get
tested for HIV and receive PrEP.

Objectives
Despite the meticulous design and alpha testing (internal testing)
of Haris among professors, experts, and community advisory
board members, its feasibility and acceptability in preventing
HIV among MSM is still unknown. Therefore, we conducted
beta testing (testing in a real-world environment by actual users)
of Haris among 14 MSM in Malaysia to address this knowledge
gap. Specifically, we examined the use of the AI chatbot for
delivering health information and improving linkage to HIV
testing, PrEP, and care. We also investigated key strategies to
refine the feasibility and acceptability of the AI chatbot in this
study.
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Methods

Study Design and Participants
Beta testing of the AI chatbot prototype was conducted with 14
MSM by an experienced qualitative interviewer (ZN) with
expertise in chatbot development and HIV prevention in
Malaysia and 4 trainees in the Malaysian Implementation
Science Training program (Fogarty International Center,
D43TW011324). Participants were recruited in Malaysia from
February to April 2022 via social networking apps commonly
used by MSM, including Grindr, Hornet, Blued, and WhatsApp.
The procedures for participant recruitment have been published
elsewhere [13]. A web-based screener including questions on
demographic characteristics and HIV prevention practices was
used. The eligibility criteria included (1) self-identification as
a cisgender man, (2) age ≥18 years, (3) condomless sex with
another man in the past 6 months, and (4) being HIV negative
or of unknown status.

Each beta test involved the following three steps: (1) a
45-minute human-chatbot interaction using the think-aloud
method [21]; (2) a 35-minute semistructured interview; and (3)
a 10-minute web-based survey. The first 2 steps were conducted
via Zoom (Zoom Video Communications, Inc), recorded, and
transcribed verbatim. Specifically, 2 days before the test, a
research assistant sent a calendar invite with Zoom meeting
information to the interviewer and participant. One day before
beta testing, the research assistant emailed the participant a
detailed description of the human-chatbot interaction
(Multimedia Appendix 1). During the human-chatbot interaction,
participants were asked to share their screen via Zoom and
access the chatbot through a URL sent by the research assistant.
After the participants obtained access to the chatbot, the research
assistant randomly selected 3 to 5 tasks from the list of beta
testing tasks (Multimedia Appendix 2) and asked the participants
to complete them through the chatbot. Some examples of the
tasks include “find a clinic that can provide HIV testing service
in Kuala Lumpur” and “find out the common symptoms of
depression through the chatbot.” The study procedure is
described in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Study procedure. MIST: Malaysian Implementation Science Training; RA: research assistant.

After the human-chatbot interaction, we conducted a
semistructured interview (Multimedia Appendix 3 [22])
soliciting participants’ feedback on two themes: (1) experience
navigating the chatbot and (2) how the chatbot should be made
available to a wider audience. During the interview, participants
were asked several questions regarding their experience with
the chatbot, such as “How was your experience with the AI
chatbot?”, “What feature of the AI chatbot do you like the
most?”, and “What information needs to be added to the AI

chatbot to increase its popularity among MSM?” After the
interviews concluded, the participants were provided with a
survey link to assess the feasibility and acceptability of the AI
chatbot. The feasibility of the chatbot was measured through 4
outcomes, including participants’ ratings of the chatbot’s quality,
satisfaction, intention to continue using the chatbot, and
willingness to refer it to others. The outcomes were measured
using a 10-point rating scale, with higher scores indicating more
favorable outcomes (Multimedia Appendix 4). For example,
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participants’ satisfaction with the chatbot was measured by
using the question, “How satisfied were you with the experience
of interacting with the chatbot?” The score of “0” stands for not
satisfactory at all and “10” stands for extremely satisfactory.
The acceptability of the chatbot was measured using the
standardized System Usability Scale [23] and an adjusted
Chatbot Usability Scale [24]. The combination of the 2 scales
provided a comprehensive evaluation of the acceptability of our
chatbot.

Ethical Considerations
The participants provided electronic consent before initiating
the beta testing. This study was approved by the institutional
review board of Yale University (approval #2000027864) and
Medical Research Ethics Committee of the University of Malaya
(approval #2021112-10729). This research was conducted in
accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Helsinki
Declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical
standards.

Conceptual Framework for Analysis
The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) was used as a conceptual framework to guide the
analysis of the experience of MSM using the AI chatbot for
HIV testing and prevention in Malaysia. UTAUT consists of
four domains: (1) performance expectancy, (2) effort
expectancy, (3) facilitating conditions, and (4) social influence
[25]. The definitions of these 4 domains have been published
elsewhere [13]. UTAUT was chosen for the following reasons.
First, this AI chatbot was developed based on the findings from
a formative research project that was analyzed using UTAUT
[13]. Therefore, using the same theory, we can compare the
results of the 2 studies on the 4 domains and are more likely to
find out the feasibility and acceptability of the AI chatbot.

Second, UTAUT emphasizes user-centered perspective, which
allows researchers to assess the acceptance of the AI chatbot
from the users’perception. Third, UTAUT has been extensively
used to identify users’ acceptance of technology and was
reported to be effective and of high validity [26,27].

Analyses
All transcripts were cross-checked for accuracy and
completeness by 7 researchers (MHC, YNG, NAMS, KSN, ZN,
and 2 research assistants). Each of the 7 researchers
independently coded 2 transcripts using NVivo 10 software
(QSR International), compiled codes, and mapped the emerging
themes from the qualitative data on the 4 domains of UTAUT,
including performance expectancy, effort expectancy, facilitating
conditions, and social influence. Discrepancies in codes and
themes were addressed in group discussions where there was
discordance in coding. We ceased the qualitative analysis when
the results reached saturation, and no new themes emerged. The
participants’ quotes are presented throughout the results with
additional quotes given in Multimedia Appendix 5. Quantitative
data from the survey were analyzed using SAS (version 9.4;
SAS Institute) and are presented as descriptive statistics.

Results

Participant Characteristics
The 14 participants were on average in their mid-20s (mean
25.6, SD 4.2 years), and most of them (13/14, 93%) used
smartphones as the primary means to access the internet. Most
participants (10/14, 71%) were Malay, followed by Chinese
(3/14, 21%) and Indian (1/14, 7%). About one-third of the
participants (5/14, 36%) had taken PrEP previously, and only
14% (2/14) of them were currently taking PrEP. The
demographic characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Participant demographic details (N=14).

ValuesCharacteristics

25.6 (4.2)Age (y), mean (SD)

Ethnicity, n (%)

10 (71)Malay

3 (21)Chinese

1 (7)Indian

Sexual orientation, n (%)

3 (21)Bisexual

11 (79)Gay

Employment status, n (%)

6 (43)Student

8 (57)Working full time

Highest level of education, n (%)

8 (57)Diploma or bachelor degree

3 (21)Master degree or PhD

3 (21)Secondary school

Average monthly income (MYRa; 1 MYR=US $0.21), n (%)

6 (43)<2000

5 (36)2000-4000

3 (21)>4000

Daily access to the internet, n (%)

14 (100)Yes

Primary device for accessing the internet, n (%)

13 (93)Smartphone

1 (7)Laptop computer

Had ever taken PrEPb, n (%)

5 (36)Yes

9 (64)No

Currently taking PrEP, n (%)

2 (14)Yes

12 (86)No

aMYR: Malaysian Ringgit.
bPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

Feasibility
The mean scores on the 4 metrics of the feasibility of the
chatbot, overall quality, satisfaction, intention to continue using,

and willingness to refer to others were 7.86 (SD 1.03), 8.14 (SD
1.23), 8.64 (SD 1.65), and 8.93 (SD 1.07), respectively, on a
scale from 0 to 10 (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Feasibility ratings of the chatbot.

Acceptability
The participants found the chatbot acceptable, as it was
perceived as easy to navigate and capable of providing valuable
information (Multimedia Appendix 6). Specifically, all

participants (14/14, 100%) expressed confidence in using the
chatbot, believing that others could also quickly master its use
(Figure 3). The overall mean (SD) score of the System Usability
Scale was 76.07 (SD 8.19), which is greater than the
recommended acceptable cutoff score of 68 [23].

Figure 3. System Usability Scale outcomes.

Moreover, 78% (11/14) of the participants agreed that the
chatbot could understand their inputs accurately (Figure 4).

However, only 36% (5/14) of the participants agreed that their
interaction with the chatbot felt like a natural conversation.
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Figure 4. Adjusted Chatbot Usability Scale outcomes.

In addition to measuring feasibility and acceptability, we
summarized the study findings based on the 4 domains of
UTAUT: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, facilitating
conditions, and social influence.

Performance Expectancy

Overall Perception
Participants responded positively about the performance of the
AI chatbot. Quantitative data analysis revealed that all
participants (14/14, 100%) perceived the chatbot as a helpful
tool, they would refer it to others, and 93% (13/14) of them
highly rated the overall quality of the chatbot. These results
were consistent with the qualitative finding that participants
were satisfied with the information provided by the chatbot and
deemed it a trustable source.

Contributors to Positive Performance Expectancy
The chatbot served as a reliable source of information.
Participants expressed their trust in this chatbot as they believed
it was developed to help people learn more about HIV. For
instance, one participant stated that he trusted the chatbot more
than other internet-based platforms as the following:

I can actually trust, trust this chatbot more than I can
trust the Internet. [Interview E]

Most participants expressed that the information provided by
the chatbot was comprehensive and satisfactory. The same
participant highlighted the following:

...everything is there, everything is informative...
[Interview E]

Participants described the chatbot’s function of ordering free
HIV self-test kits as one of the most useful functions. The simple
and straightforward instructions from the chatbot significantly

encouraged participants to perform HIV self-testing and helped
prevent misuse of the self-test kit. A participant elaborated on
the following:

...it never crossed my mind that you can do HIV
self-test just using it (test stick) over the gums and
without blood... [Interview G]

In addition to the positive feedback on the chatbot’s ability to
order free HIV self-test kits, participants also expressed
appreciation for the information provided by the chatbot on
MSM-friendly local clinics where they could test for HIV and
receive PrEP consultation. For example, the participant stated
the following:

That was beyond amazing...they give [me] the
addresses, contact numbers. So, I would say, if a
person really needs to do the [HIV] testing, essential
information like that would be very useful, so I think
it’s more than helpful. The options [of HIV testing
clinics] are not just [limited to] one or two [clinics],
you know, so that’s good. [Interview G]

The other participants stressed that the chatbot’s features related
to HIV self-testing and venue-based HIV testing were
complementary and appreciated having access to both options
through the chatbot. Although performing self-testing at home
may be convenient, it may lack the human interaction that some
MSM need for support during the testing process. By offering
both self-testing and venue-based testing options, the chatbot
gave MSM the flexibility to choose the option that best suited
their individual needs and preferences. For example, a
participant emphasized that the chatbot could enable his MSM
friends to conduct HIV self-testing and then see a health care
professional for advice on complex and sensitivity issues:
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...the reason why [they] went to a health care facility
was [that they] can have someone tell them that you
know, “Being tested positive for HIV [was] not the
end of the world. To reduce the [HIV] symptoms, to
reduce the [HIV] effect, to reduce [their HIV] viral
load... [they] can still live a normal life and so on,”
which might be something that the self-test kits [were]
lacking. [Interview C]

Along with the positive feedback on the chatbot’s features
relevant to HIV testing, the participants also expressed their
favorable feelings toward the PrEP information provided by the
chatbot. For example, a participant mentioned that the chatbot
could send him introductory information to allow him to
comfortably assess his risk level and help him decide if he
needed to take PrEP. Another participant reiterated the first
participant’s point by emphasizing the difficulties that MSM in
determining if they should take PrEP, stating the following:

A lot of people [MSM] are always asking themselves,
“Should I get PrEP? Am I at risk? Do I need to take
PrEP as a precautionary measure?”... So these are
[questions] that MSM usually a bit too scared to ask
the doctors. [Interview C]

Major Concerns
Participants suggested that the chatbot would be improved if it
could provide more information and resources relevant to mental
health, as mental health issues were the prominent problems
that MSM faced in Malaysia. Participants wanted the chatbot
to provide information on strategies for managing stress,
statistics about depression among MSM, peer consultation for
depression, and professional health care services to prevent and
treat depression. The participants also highlighted that the
MYHIV365 website, where the chatbot was embedded, should
provide more resources related to mental health. For example,
one participant described this problem as follows:

The website did not have links to any information
regarding mental health issues, and that is a glaring
issue for it to be left out like that. [Interview A]

The same statement was echoed by another participant, who
stressed the following:

I just find that for the mental health, it’s kind of short.
[Interview G]

Relevant Features Suggested by Participants That Are
Needed to Improve the Chatbot
Although the chatbot made it easy for participants to receive
an HIV self-test kit, one participant suggested that a step-by-step
video demonstrating how to use the kit could be helpful for
MSM who were testing for HIV. The participant stated the
following:

If the self-test kit has got like an instructional video
or something like that to kind of guide the users along
the way of getting [themselves] tested, I think that’d
be great because not everyone knows how to use a
kit successfully. [Interview C]

Although the AI chatbot was developed primarily for HIV
prevention and to assist with HIV testing and access to PrEP,
the participants pointed out that some participants may test
positive for HIV and would benefit from learning more about
accessing HIV care and related antiretroviral therapy services.
In addition, participants suggested that the chatbot should
provide more information about antiretroviral therapy so that
users could better manage HIV by knowing potential drug
interactions and side effects. The participants also recommended
providing more information about high-risk behaviors and
sexually transmitted diseases to help increase awareness about
HIV and sexually transmitted diseases among MSM. One
participant stated the following:

I think [providing more information about] HIV
treatment would [be] very helpful because those who
might be exposed to HIV would definitely want to
know what the treatment is all about. [Interview E]

This participant’s statement was echoed by another participant,
who stated the following:

...HIV and STDs...[are] not the same, but...I thought
[they were] the same...I thought HIV and STDs were
not curable...so I think it will be great if you can add
STDs [to the chatbot]. [Interview E]

Effort Expectancy

Overall Perception
All surveyed participants (14/14, 100%) agreed that the chatbot
was easy to use, and 86% (12/14) of the participants were
satisfied with the chatbot. In the qualitative interviews,
participants reported consistent feedback that the chatbot was
user friendly and convenient to use, and they were satisfied with
the chatbot because of its simple, straightforward design and
quick, friendly responses. However, they were concerned about
the technical issues, including the address input and text
alignments (refer to the Major Concerns section). The
participants also felt that tailoring the chatbot to the local context
and adding a “human touch” would be helpful.

Positive Contributors to Low Effort Expectancy
Many participants expressed satisfaction with the chatbot
because of its prompt response, expert information, and plain
interface. Two participants commented the following:

...white and blue colors [are] neutral, and it [the
chatbot] takes into account [of] color blindness as
well, so that’s great. [Interview C]

...[I] got a quick response [from the chatbot].
[Interview I]

The individualized and user-centered features of the chatbot,
which cater to users with different levels of communication
skills, were highlighted among the participants. For instance,
one participant stated that the chatbot offered an ideal platform
for MSM who are less comfortable interacting with others. A
participant stated the following:

As we all know, some of us didn’t have the skills to
communicate, so I think...[the] chatbot… will
definitely help. I think it was great. [Interview E]
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Moreover, participants thought the chatbot was useful as it
facilitated them to obtain culturally tailored health information.
The chatbot met users’ needs by providing a menu of options
for users to choose from. Compared with obtaining health
information in clinical settings in Malaysia, the chatbot was
much simpler. A participant elaborated on the following:

When [the chatbot] come[s] up with three options
like that, I can explore myself...I would say that [the
chatbot] is more precise; it gets to the point directly.
[Interview G]

The health intervention being tailored to the local setting was
highly valued by the participants. Responses from the AI chatbot
that contained localized features, specifically the use of
“Manglish,” a less formal form of Malaysian English, were
appreciated by several participants. The feature of “Manglish,”
which was not in the standardized form of English, has added
a local flavor to the AI chatbot, which some participants found
amusing. A participant stated the following:

The impression that this chatbot...probably comes
from America. It’s in English, so the moment it puts
up a Malaysian style saying “Boleh”... I’m very
amused with this [style]. [Interview G]

Major Concerns
Some participants spoke about the difficulty in filling in their
home addresses using the current prompts on the AI chatbot
when they needed to order an HIV self-test kit; the chatbot
required a step-by-step input of addresses, which was
counterintuitive and inefficient. Participants preferred the
standard address format in Malaysia over the step-by-step input
format, in which incomplete addresses would triage further
prompts to ask participants to refill the HIV self-test order. For
example, one participant stated the following:

In Malaysia, we don’t use the term “line address” or
“street address”. We usually enter the full address
with the postcode and then the city and state. The one
on the chatbot seems to be how addresses are filled
in the United States. That part needs to be tweaked
slightly based on Malaysian cities. [Interview C]

In addition, participants expressed that the address of the clinics
provided by the chatbot needed to be tailored to Malaysian
culture. For example, the district options may only be needed
for certain states in Malaysia. A participant stated the following:

I think depends on the size of the state...we don’t have
to call out (provide choices for) all the districts
because Perlis is already small enough, and I
think...people can just go easily from one place to
another in Perlis. But if...it is a big state...we need to
divide it using district. [Interview I]

Relevant Features Suggested by Participants That Are
Needed to Improve the Chatbot
Although participants were satisfied with the AI chatbot, 2
participants suggested that the chatbot’s interface could be
improved by adding more spaces between sentences, and the
alignment of sentences should be adjusted to make the chatbot

look more professional. Two participants described the
following:

...everything is tightly together with very little
gap...there should be proper spacing... [Interview L]

The text is not properly centered in some of the boxes,
and I feel like it could [be] a better design to make it
look more professional. [Interview A]

The use of English as the only language of the AI chatbot was
perceived by participants as a barrier to implementing the
chatbot in Malaysia. Although all participants were proficient
in English, concerns arose for the communities where English
was not widely spoken. Participants suggested that the chatbot
should be able to communicate in Bahasa Malaysia or Mandarin,
given that the 2 languages are widely spoken in Malaysia. A
participant stated the following:

...perhaps to have another option of language...I think
that would be able to cover more people within the
local population. [Interview C]

Adding a “human touch” to the chatbot can create a more
engaging and user-friendly experience for the users interacting
with the chatbot. The participant described the following:

...ideally, we would want [the chatbot’s response] to
be as human as possible, and not so robotic in its
responses...a nice touch to make someone feel slightly
comfortable. [Interview C]

Facilitating Conditions

Overall Perception
Participants reported 2 major facilitating conditions for the use
of the AI chatbot. First, the social distancing policy adopted by
the Malaysian government during the COVID-19 pandemic
significantly increased the use of internet-based platforms to
seek health information and consult about health issues among
MSM. The participants expressed that the AI chatbot was a
novel tool to promote HIV testing and prevention among MSM
in Malaysia. A participant highlighted the convenience of using
the chatbot as an alternative to meeting health care workers
during the COVID-19 pandemic as follows:

...because now it’s COVID, everyone is doing it in IT
(information technology) format. Having an AI
chatbot is definitely much more convenient than
meeting people... [Interview G]

Second, the AI chatbot’s capability of referring webpages to
participants where they could find mental health information,
community support, and counselors was a significant facilitator
for them to accept the chatbot. Many participants stated that it
was much easier to obtain information through the links
provided by the chatbot than searching for information via
websites or mobile apps. A participant stated the following:

When you interact with it (the chatbot), it throws out
links to you. It’s easier to navigate to the particular
links from there. [Interview G]
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Relevant Features Suggested by Participants That Are
Needed to Improve the Chatbot
Participants suggested that the chatbot could be promoted
through social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, and Telegram because these
platforms were widely used by MSM as sources of information.
Among all social networking apps, participants stated that
Twitter was the best platform to advertise the AI chatbot because
Twitter enabled users to post clickable links in the comments
section where other users could access the chatbot. Participants
further reported that Telegram was a more suitable platform for
hosting the chatbot than the most popular text messaging app
in Malaysia, WhatsApp. Telegram offers a more private and
secure environment for MSM to ask questions or express
concerns about HIV and AIDS. Participants also suggested that
building a trustable relationship between the AI chatbot and the
MSM community is key to implementing the AI chatbot in
Malaysia. Given that there were many scams through pop-up
advertisements on social media platforms, a participant
described the following imagined scenario:

...if we play our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or
YouTube, there are always mini advertisements, so
who knows, [whether we] can add this [AI
chatbot]?...I need to know about this [chatbot], and
I hope this [chatbot] is not a scam. [Interview B]

Social Influence
In terms of social influence, the chatbot was perceived as helpful
in avoiding HIV stigma and thus could increase the HIV testing
rate and PrEP uptake frequency. Quantitative data analysis found
that 79% (11/14) of the participants agreed to continue using
the chatbot. During the interviews, these participants reported
that societal stigma and discrimination related to HIV and AIDS
would make them more likely to use the chatbot. They expressed
discomfort in asking people questions about HIV and AIDS as
they were afraid of encountering stigma and negative attitudes
from others. MSM often preferred to seek information through
internet-based platforms, and the chatbot was helpful,
particularly for people living in small social circles. A
participant elaborated on the following:

...this topic [HIV] is quite sensitive to most people, it
will create like a negative energy around
you...personally I don’t go and ask people what HIV
is, I will search myself maybe on the Internet...
[Interview E]

The societal stigma and discrimination toward HIV and AIDS
also facilitated participants to select HIV self-testing at home
rather than testing in a clinical setting. Many participants
appreciated that the chatbot offered them an opportunity to
receive free HIV self-test kits while protecting their privacy.
Two participants who used to be shy about discussing HIV
described the following:

Because from the MSM community, some of us are
not very comfortable of getting [HIV] test kits on site,
because like...fear of the stigma, that the society will
judge. [Interview D]

I can directly book the test kit through the chatbot,
which is very useful and informative…my identity will
remain anonymous, so people don’t know me.
[Interview E]

Participants deemed the AI chatbot useful and expressed their
willingness to recommend the AI chatbot to others. Some
participants suggested that the chatbot should be promoted
among MSM who frequently use social networking apps, such
as Grindr, Hornet, and Blued, to find sexual partners because
those MSM were at higher risk for HIV and had greater need
for HIV information. A participant stated the following:

I have the impression that anyone would actually need
it [HIV testing]. But if we look at it from another
angle, people on hookup apps like Grindr have a high
tendency to hook up using those apps compared to
those who don’t use them...we need to introduce the
chatbot to them because...they...[have] been highly
exposed [to HIV]. [Interview G]

Discussion

Principal Findings
The feasibility and acceptability of leveraging AI chatbots to
promote HIV testing and PrEP among MSM in Malaysia is
high. Discrimination and stigma toward HIV and AIDS are
major barriers for MSM to access high-quality HIV testing and
prevention services in Malaysia, and they are also primary
facilitators for MSM to seek health information via
internet-based platforms. Our AI chatbot prototype provides a
platform for MSM to order free HIV self-test kits in an
MSM-friendly environment and to empower them with resources
and instructions. MSM who prefer to interact with health care
providers in person can also locate HIV testing clinics or PrEP
clinics through the AI chatbot. MSM highlighted these functions
of the AI chatbot as very useful.

Similar to other studies, AI chatbots were well received by users
[28,29]. An AI chatbot could enhance engagement with the key
population [30]. As contemporary social patterns increasingly
involve the integration of AI into everyday routines, AI chatbots
could contribute to delivering precise details regarding HIV
testing to individuals actively seeking such information. A
chatbot named Eli, developed by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, received
highly favorable user feedback and was widely acclaimed [29].
Eli offers a range of services, including details on HIV
prevention, testing, and treatment and assistance in overcoming
fears and concerns. Compared with Eli, our AI chatbot did not
have information on treatment for AIDS and provided limited
mental health support. Integrating these functions into our AI
chatbot may support its usability. Nevertheless, our AI chatbot
offers free HIV self-test kits and locates local clinics in Malaysia
for HIV testing, PrEP consultation, and mental health care.

From our previous formative research, we know that factors
facilitating the acceptance of an HIV prevention AI chatbot
include providing useful information and having the capacity
to solve problems [13]. In this study, participants reported that
our AI chatbot was able to provide useful information and help
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solve problems. This was indicated by the results that all
participants perceived this chatbot as a helpful tool, and most
participants deemed the chatbot a reliable source of information
with a high satisfaction score. However, one area that required
significant improvement in the chatbot was its conversation
flow, as only 36% (5/14) of the participants felt that their
interaction with the chatbot resembled a natural conversation.
This was similar to another study where the quick response of
the chatbot was deemed not humanlike and perceived as a
disadvantage [28]. To address this issue and advance the chatbot,
improving its algorithm and continuing training it using AI and
machine learning techniques based on feedback from a larger
sample size is crucial. Considering that the use of AI chatbots
in health care is still in its early stages, this finding holds
particular significance for designing AI chatbots. To enhance
usability and promote the implementation of AI chatbots in
health care, the chatbots must possess the ability to initiate
natural conversations with humanlike characteristics. In addition,
they should be equipped to effectively address users’ questions
and concerns while ensuring the security and safety of users’
information.

The chatbot’s plain interface and simple design were popular
among MSM. Digital health interventions are useful, but
knowing how to navigate a digital system sometimes could be
daunting for users. Through this study, we are clear that accurate
and simple responses without errors and redundant information
were key to the acceptability of AI chatbots among MSM. Our
participants reported that the AI chatbot helped them avoid
societal stigma and protected their privacy, which increased
their acceptability of using the chatbot to test for HIV. This
finding is consistent with our previous formative research
finding that addressing sociocultural barriers can facilitate the
acceptance of an AI chatbot [13]. The chatbot does not require
users to provide registration information. Therefore, it can
maintain participants’ anonymity. However, it is still necessary
for the chatbot to clarify to users that the backend researchers
and engineers who have access to users’ conversations and
information will not expose users’ information to others. This
suggestion is consistent with our study findings and some
previous studies showing that mHealth interventions could
improve HIV testing rates if users’ anonymity were guaranteed
[14,17].

Some technical-related issues negatively affected the
participants’ experience of navigating the chatbot. The
inconvenient address input process and repeated steps owing
to incomplete information contributed to the inconsistency and
complexity of the chatbot, prompting participants to seek
technical assistance. Many of these resulted from cultural
differences, as the address options were designed based on
overseas settings. This signifies the importance of tailoring the
chatbot to the local context to improve usability. In addition,
using localized language could also enhance the participants’
satisfaction with the chatbot. Despite the challenges inherent
in adopting novel technology, the advantages of using chatbots
to connect with high-risk populations could significantly impact
the efforts to address public health emergencies.

In line with other studies conducted in Malaysia, MSM are keen
to peruse the information on PrEP and mental health, particularly

the information on where the PrEP and mental health clinics
are located [14]. Most participants in our study felt that they
would like to see more information through the chatbot
introducing AIDS, its treatment, mental health issues, and
sexually transmitted infections to better understand and manage
AIDS, including how to prevent high-risk behaviors and where
to seek timely help [12]. In Malaysia, professional and
MSM-friendly care for mental health needs to be developed as
most MSM reported that culturally sensitive information and
resources regarding mental health issues were difficult to obtain.
Interestingly, researchers have identified several obstacles to
the adoption of AI chatbots for mental health care among users
[31]. These include concerns related to privacy risks, restricted
conversational engagement, negative user perceptions of
personality traits (such as rudeness, lack of empathy,
patronization, and being judgmental), and a lack of trust in the
app’s creators. Nevertheless, Eli chatbot overcame all these
challenges by having a language that merges expertise and
respect for the user, ensuring speech that is gender neutral and
devoid of stigmatizing elements [29]. Our AI chatbot also had
a similar language as Eli, which warrants future support on
mental health issues.

To increase the use of the AI chatbot, it needs to be embedded
in social media platforms that MSM frequently use. The
geosocial networking apps where MSM find sexual partners,
such as Grindr, Hornet, and Blued, and websites owned by
nongovernmental organizations and MSM-friendly clinics are
important venues to advertise the AI chatbot. MSM preferred
these platforms because they are trusted and frequently used by
MSM. Dissemination of the AI chatbot should be promoted
among young MSM who use geosocial networking apps to find
sexual partners because they are at a higher risk for HIV.
Through this study, we found that to embed an AI chatbot into
an internet-based platform for health promotion, researchers
and engineers must consider the platform’s characteristics,
including its target population, level of privacy, and
user-friendliness. Findings from this study will be used to
improve the AI chatbot before testing on a larger scale through
a national observational study in Malaysia. AI chatbots are a
promising tool for promoting HIV testing and prevention. The
AI chatbot must be made visible to MSM to increase its usability
among MSM. Adopting the right dissemination strategies is
key to increasing the visibility of AI chatbots and bringing
significant impact to the MSM community. In addition, it is
important for researchers to consider the sustainability of AI
chatbots for MSM care in a context where sex-same sexual
behaviors are criminalized. The policies and laws in Malaysia
pose significant challenges on the sustainability of leveraging
AI and securing funding for MSM care research. In such a
political environment, it is crucial for researchers to collaborate
with local nongovernmental organization and MSM-friendly
clinics that operate within the existing Malaysian legal
framework. Future research should focus on developing
innovative and culturally tailored AI interventions to combat
HIV among MSM, promote public health in Malaysia, and
advocate for changes in discriminatory policies and laws to
enhance the testing, implementation, and sustainability of these
AI interventions.
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Limitations
Testing the AI chatbot among its end users (ie, MSM) was an
important step in determining its feasibility and acceptability
in Malaysia and collecting feedback to improve the chatbot
further. Although this study contributed important scientific
knowledge, it had several limitations. One of the limitations is
that we only included MSM who can read English, as the AI
chatbot is currently only available in this language. Thus, the
reach of the AI chatbot may be limited only to those fluent in
English, which is not the case for most MSM in Malaysia.
Therefore, our findings may not be generalizable to MSM who
cannot read English. Considering that Malaysia is a multilingual
country with Bahasa Malaysia as the official language, the
chatbot must be improved to communicate in Bahasa Malaysia
or Mandarin to reach a wider audience and promote greater
access to HIV self-testing and PrEP. In addition, our participants
were highly educated; this may lead to bias as they might
possess a certain level of knowledge and health literacy, thus
facilitating their interactions with the chatbot. Therefore, the
findings may differ in the less educated or literate group. In

addition, our study only included MSM aged ≥18 years;
therefore, the study findings do not capture the perceptions of
younger MSM who are typically more tech-savvy and
susceptible to HIV. Although obtaining consent from younger
MSM in Malaysia for HIV-related research is a significant
challenge, future studies should consider conducting surveys
and interviews with MSM aged <18 years who can provide
insights into the experiences and needs of the younger MSM.

Conclusions
The AI chatbot was found to be feasible and acceptable among
MSM, highlighting features, such as being informative, being
able to respond to users’ questions, and having a simple and
user-friendly interface. Adapting the AI chatbot to local cultures,
including support for other languages, and providing additional
information such as mental health support, risk assessment for
sexually transmitted infections, AIDS treatment, and the
consequences of contracting HIV would contribute to the
successful implementation and dissemination of the AI chatbot
in Malaysia.
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Abstract

More clinicians and researchers are exploring uses for large language model chatbots, such as ChatGPT, for research, dissemination,
and educational purposes. Therefore, it becomes increasingly relevant to consider the full potential of this tool, including the
special features that are currently available through the application programming interface. One of these features is a variable
called temperature, which changes the degree to which randomness is involved in the model’s generated output. This is of particular
interest to clinicians and researchers. By lowering this variable, one can generate more consistent outputs; by increasing it, one
can receive more creative responses. For clinicians and researchers who are exploring these tools for a variety of tasks, the ability
to tailor outputs to be less creative may be beneficial for work that demands consistency. Additionally, access to more creative
text generation may enable scientific authors to describe their research in more general language and potentially connect with a
broader public through social media. In this viewpoint, we present the temperature feature, discuss potential uses, and provide
some examples.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e53559)   doi:10.2196/53559

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; ChatGPT; clinical communication; creative; creativity; customization; customize; customized; generation;
generative; language model; language models; LLM; LLMs; natural language processing; NLP; random; randomness; tailor;
tailored; temperature; text; texts; textual

Introduction

ChatGPT [1] is a large language model developed by OpenAI
that currently has over 100 million users [2]. As its popularity
continues to grow, clinicians and researchers are among many
considering its potential applications in health care and
academia. In a short time, ChatGPT has been extensively
published [3], with clinical researchers exploring its potential
utility for a variety of tasks, including answering patient
questions [4,5], generating clinical summaries [6], and

abstracting data from important documentation (eg, computed
tomography reports) [7].

When using ChatGPT, one can interact through the website by
providing a single prompt or engaging in a conversation. In
addition to this more well-known web-based version of
ChatGPT, there is also an application programming interface
(API) that allows for more customization and flexibility. With
the API, users can programmatically interact with ChatGPT
and modify features for their specific use case. Although this
approach may currently require more technical expertise for
clinicians to use, its features may become available on the web
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interface in future iterations of the tool. Therefore, these features
are important to understand and relevant to discuss in terms of
their meaning for clinicians and researchers in advance of their
more widespread use. Additionally, they have direct implications
for introducing greater reproducibility in use cases where this
matters.

The Temperature Feature of ChatGPT

ChatGPT generates text through a probabilistic language
modeling approach, where it writes responses word by word,
calculating the most likely next word in the sequence. A key
feature that influences this behavior is called temperature [8,
9]. In this context, temperature is a value from 0 to 2 that adjusts
how random each subsequent word in the chat output is. A value
of 0 will give the most probable word and, thus, the least
variability. As the value increases toward and beyond 1, the
next word becomes less probable, leading to more randomness
and “creativity” in the response. This feature can currently be
adjusted in the API, where the default value is 1 [9].

The ability to adjust the “creativity” of ChatGPT output should
also be of interest to clinicians and medical researchers using
the tool. By accounting for temperature, large language models
such as ChatGPT can be tailored for different use cases.
Lowering ChatGPT’s creativity level would be preferable for
tasks that require more consistent outputs; for clinicians and
researchers, tasks of this sort may include summarizing patient
data (eg, symptoms and medications) or streamlining
administrative tasks (eg, billing inquiries and patient
registrations). Alternatively, increasing the creativity level may
provide better outputs for less structured tasks and may

specifically hold relevance for improving clinicians’ and
researchers’ digital communication with other health care
workers, patients, and a wider audience.

Currently, many clinicians may find it difficult to engage with
the broader public when it comes to disseminating findings. A
lack of public accessibility can limit the impact of research.
Creativity proves to be a powerful ally in communication, as it
simplifies complex concepts, fosters critical thinking, and
enhances the accessibility of intricate information. These factors
collectively contribute to increased audience engagement and
more effective message transmission. This feature has value for
developing patient education materials, medical courses, science
communication, and public research dissemination [10].
Increasing the creativity level could be useful when trying to
report research results on social media [11], at conferences, or
in scientific publications. Among other things, researchers could
use a more creative ChatGPT to help come up with tags that
apply to their work, brainstorm analogies or metaphors for
scientific concepts, and check the tone of their writing.

Illustrating This Feature: Example

As an illustration of the “creativity” feature in ChatGPT, we
have provided ChatGPT with the abstract of a recently published
article on the development of a keyword library for capturing
symptom talk in oncology [12]. While setting the temperature
to low (0.0), medium (0.5), and high (1.0), we asked ChatGPT
to create a tweet for a public audience, a title for a scientific
journal article, and a title for a keynote address. Example
ChatGPT-generated responses can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. ChatGPT-generated responses on the prompts for the different temperatures. For each temperature level, the same prompts were run 10 times
in a ChatGPT model (text-davinci-003).

High (1.0)Medium (0.5)Low (0.0)Temperature

Check out how computational meth-
ods can help us detect patient symp-
toms in clinical conversations! A re-
cent study developed & evaluated a
keyword library for capturing ex-
pressed symptoms, highlighting the
need for more advanced models for
real-time detection of symptoms at
scale. #AI @healthinformatics

Have you heard about the new study that
developed and evaluated a natural lan-
guage processing keyword library to de-
tect symptom talk in oncology conversa-
tions? The findings highlight the need
for more advanced computational models
to detect symptom expressions in tran-
scribed clinical conversations. #Oncolo-
gy #SymptomTalk #NLP #Computa-
tionalMethods

We developed a keyword library to
detect symptom talk in transcribed
clinical conversations. Our findings
suggest that physical symptoms are
more easily detected than psychological
symptoms, and that more advanced
computational models are needed to
detect symptom expressions. #AI
#Healthcare #SymptomDetection

Tweet for public audience

Unlocking the Ambiguity of Symp-
tom Talk: Developing and Evaluating
a Natural Language Processing Li-
brary for Detecting Outpatient Oncol-
ogy Conversations

Keyword-Based Detection of Symptom
Talk in Oncology Conversations: Devel-
oping a Natural Language Processing
Library and Exploring Opportunities for
Advanced Computational Models

Detecting Symptom Talk in Tran-
scribed Outpatient Oncology Conversa-
tions: Developing and Evaluating a
Natural Language Processing Keyword
Library

Title for scientific journal

The Ambiguity of Symptom Expres-
sions: Utilizing Computational
Methods to Better Attend to Patient
Suffering

Harnessing the Power of Computational
Methods to Detect Patient Suffering: A
Study of Symptom Talk in Oncology
Conversations

Unlocking the Potential of Computa-
tional Methods for Detecting Symp-
toms: Achieving Better Patient Care
Through Natural Language Processing

Title of a keynote address

The examples shown in Table 1 illustrate that when the
creativity level in ChatGPT is adjusted, slightly different
responses are generated; these different creativity levels may
provide more useful output depending on the task at hand. For
example, a tweet created with a high level of creativity includes

an exclamation mark and directly addresses the audience.
Therefore, it may be more engaging compared to tweets with a
low or medium creativity level. The title of the article and
keynote generated with high “creativity” were more surprising
and potentially less useful for these tasks, although this may
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depend on the context, setting, and personality of the user. For
these tasks, the low- and medium-creativity titles were more
straightforward. Importantly, these lower values do translate to
more consistent responses. We ran each of these prompts 10
times, and at a temperature level of 0, all responses were
identical. Given ChatGPT’s normally variable output, this
feature holds exciting implications for scenarios where
consistency and reproducibility are preferred.

In addition to the results reported above, we have also
experimented with adjustments in temperature level using other
ChatGPT models (ie, gpt-3.5-turbo-1106, gpt-3.5-turbo-instruct,
and gpt-4-1106-preview). All outputs appear in Multimedia
Appendix 1. In contrast to what we found when using the
ChatGPT model “text-davinci-003,” some other models showed
some variability, even at a temperature level of 0. Regardless,
the relative variability of outputs is still modified by
temperature, with a higher temperature increasing creativity.
Users should consider and test how temperature impacts outputs
within the model they are using.

In the examples provided above, we have demonstrated how
adjusting the level of creativity can enhance science
communication, making it more engaging. However, it is crucial
to also acknowledge the potential risks associated with
increasing creativity, especially for clinical cases. Using
ChatGPT with high creativity settings in clinical contexts, such
as for summarizing patient medical data, can be problematic.
Excessive creativity might lead to the embellishment or
misrepresentation of crucial information, either by omitting
vital details or interpreting data too liberally. Such inaccuracies

could impact patient treatment and outcomes. Therefore, it is
advisable to lower the creativity level of ChatGPT in clinical
applications. By doing so, we ensure that the summarized
information remains faithful to the original data, thereby
prioritizing accuracy and reliability over creative expression.

In summary, the temperature feature of ChatGPT allows users
to adjust the level of “creativity.” Although no previous articles
have discussed or investigated this feature for its use in clinical
research, it shows promising potential for clinicians and
researchers. Both high and low creativity levels could have
interesting applications for health care and may broaden the
ways clinicians and researchers consider using artificial
intelligence (AI) tools to close gaps in areas such as digital
communication. ChatGPT documentation suggests using a
temperature value of 0 to 0.2 for more focused (less creative)
tasks and 0.8 to 1 for more random (more creative) tasks [9].
As large language models are variable and use case dependent,
we strongly suggest testing and validating the proper
temperature level for your specific use case. While this feature
is a powerful tool that could be useful for creating
easy-to-understand summaries, captivating social media posts,
or making complex information more accessible to a wider
audience, the parameters need to be carefully tweaked to find
a balance between coherence and creativity and to tailor to
specific needs. Looking ahead, as AI continues to advance in
the health care sector, the temperature feature can play a pivotal
role in health care applications in generative AI, unlocking the
potential for more accurate, empathetic, or creative interactions
between AI and health care stakeholders.
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Abstract

Background: ChatGPT (OpenAI) is a powerful tool for a wide range of tasks, from entertainment and creativity to health care
queries. There are potential risks and benefits associated with this technology. In the discourse concerning the deployment of
ChatGPT and similar large language models, it is sensible to recommend their use primarily for tasks a human user can execute
accurately. As we transition into the subsequent phase of ChatGPT deployment, establishing realistic performance expectations
and understanding users’ perceptions of risk associated with its use are crucial in determining the successful integration of this
artificial intelligence (AI) technology.

Objective: The aim of the study is to explore how perceived workload, satisfaction, performance expectancy, and risk-benefit
perception influence users’ trust in ChatGPT.

Methods: A semistructured, web-based survey was conducted with 607 adults in the United States who actively use ChatGPT.
The survey questions were adapted from constructs used in various models and theories such as the technology acceptance model,
the theory of planned behavior, the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology, and research on trust and security in
digital environments. To test our hypotheses and structural model, we used the partial least squares structural equation modeling
method, a widely used approach for multivariate analysis.

Results: A total of 607 people responded to our survey. A significant portion of the participants held at least a high school
diploma (n=204, 33.6%), and the majority had a bachelor’s degree (n=262, 43.1%). The primary motivations for participants to
use ChatGPT were for acquiring information (n=219, 36.1%), amusement (n=203, 33.4%), and addressing problems (n=135,
22.2%). Some participants used it for health-related inquiries (n=44, 7.2%), while a few others (n=6, 1%) used it for miscellaneous
activities such as brainstorming, grammar verification, and blog content creation. Our model explained 64.6% of the variance in
trust. Our analysis indicated a significant relationship between (1) workload and satisfaction, (2) trust and satisfaction, (3)
performance expectations and trust, and (4) risk-benefit perception and trust.

Conclusions: The findings underscore the importance of ensuring user-friendly design and functionality in AI-based applications
to reduce workload and enhance user satisfaction, thereby increasing user trust. Future research should further explore the
relationship between risk-benefit perception and trust in the context of AI chatbots.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e55399)   doi:10.2196/55399

KEYWORDS

ChatGPT; chatbots; health care; health care decision-making; health-related decision-making; health care management;
decision-making; user perception; usability; usable; usableness; usefulness; artificial intelligence; algorithms; predictive models;
predictive analytics; predictive system; practical models; deep learning; cross-sectional survey
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Introduction

ChatGPT (OpenAI) [1] is a powerful tool for a wide range of
tasks, from entertainment and creativity to health care queries
[2]. However, there are potential benefits associated with this
technology. For instance, it can help summarize large amounts
of text data [3,4] or generate programming code [5]. There is
also the notion that ChatGPT may potentially assist with health
care tasks [6-9]. However, the risks associated with using
ChatGPT can hinder its adoption in various high-risk domains.
These risks include the potential for inaccuracies and lack of
citation relevance in scientific content generated by ChatGPT
[10], ethical issues (copyright, attribution, plagiarism, and
authorship) [11], the risk of hallucination (inaccurate
information that sounds plausible scientifically) [12], and the
possibility of biased content and inaccurate information due to
the quality of training data sets generated prior to the year 2021
[4].

In the discourse concerning the deployment of ChatGPT and
similar artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, it is sensible to
recommend their use primarily for tasks a human user can
execute accurately. Few studies have advocated using the
technology under human supervision [13,14]. Encouraging users
to rely on such tools for tasks beyond their competence is risky,
as they may need help to evaluate the AI’s output effectively.
The strength of ChatGPT lies in its ability to automate more
straightforward, mundane tasks, freeing human users to invest
their time and cognitive resources into critical tasks (not vice
versa). This approach to technology use maintains a necessary
balance, leveraging AI for efficiency gains while ensuring that
critical decision-making remains within the purview of human
expertise.

As we transition into the subsequent phase of ChatGPT
deployment, establishing realistic performance expectations
and understanding users’ perceptions of risk associated with its
use are crucial in determining the successful integration of this
AI technology. Thus, understanding users’ perceptions of
ChatGPT becomes essential, as these perceptions significantly
influence their usage decisions [2]. For example, suppose users
believe that ChatGPT’s capabilities surpass human knowledge.
In that case, they may be tempted to use it for tasks such as
self-diagnosis, which could lead to potentially harmful outcomes
if the generated information is mistaken or misleading.
Conversely, a realistic appraisal of the limitations and strengths
of technology would encourage its use in low-risk, routine tasks
and foster a safer, more effective integration into our everyday
lives.

Building upon the importance of user perceptions and
expectations, we must also consider that the extent to which
users trust ChatGPT hinges mainly on the perception of its
accuracy and reliability. As users witness the technology’s
ability to perform tasks effectively and generate correct, helpful
information, their trust in the system grows. This, in turn, allows
them to offload routine tasks to the AI and focus their energies
on more complex or meaningful endeavors. Similarly, instances

where the AI generates inaccurate or misleading information
can quickly erode users’ perception of the technology. Users
may become dissatisfied and lose trust if they perceive the
technology as unreliable or potentially harmful, particularly if
they have previously overestimated its capabilities. This
underlines the importance of setting realistic expectations and
accurately understanding the strengths and limitations of
ChatGPT, which can help foster a healthy level of trust and
satisfaction among users. Ultimately, establishing and
maintaining trust and satisfaction are not a onetime event but
an ongoing process of validating the AI’s outputs, understanding
and acknowledging its limitations, and making the best use of
its capabilities within a framework of informed expectations
and continuous learning. This dynamic balance is pivotal for
the effective and safe integration of AI technologies such as
ChatGPT into various sectors of human activity.

In our prior work, we explored the impact of trust in the actual
use of ChatGPT [15]. This study aims to explore a conceptual
framework delving deeper into the aspects influencing user trust
in ChatGPT.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed conceptual model is
grounded in the well-established theories of technology
acceptance and use, incorporating constructs such as
performance expectancy, workload, satisfaction, risk-benefit
perception, and trust to comprehensively evaluate user
interaction with technology. Performance expectancy, derived
from the core postulates of the technology acceptance model
(TAM) [16] and the unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (UTAUT) [17], posits that the perceived use of the
technology significantly predicts usage intentions. Workload,
akin to effort expectancy, reflects the perceived cognitive and
physical effort required to use the technology, where a higher
workload may inversely affect user satisfaction—a construct
that encapsulates the fulfillment of user expectations and needs
through technology interaction. The risk-benefit perception
embodies the user’s assessment of the technology’s potential
advantages against its risks, intricately influencing both user
satisfaction and trust. Trust, a pivotal determinant of technology
acceptance [15], signifies the user’s confidence in the reliability
and efficacy of the technology. This theoretical framework thus
serves to elucidate the multifaceted process by which users
come to accept and use a technological system, highlighting the
critical role of both cognitive appraisals and affective responses
in shaping the technology adoption landscape.

We explore the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 1: Perceived workload of using ChatGPT
negatively correlates with user trust in ChatGPT.

• Hypothesis 2: Perceived workload of using ChatGPT
negatively correlates with user satisfaction with ChatGPT.

• Hypothesis 3: User satisfaction with ChatGPT positively
correlates with trust in ChatGPT.

• Hypothesis 4: User trust in ChatGPT is positively correlated
with the performance expectancy of ChatGPT.

• Hypothesis 5: The risk-benefit perception of using ChatGPT
is positively correlated with user trust in ChatGPT.
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Figure 1. A conceptual model of technology acceptance illustrating trust (T) as the dependent outcome variable, with performance expectancy (PE),
workload (WL), and risk-benefit perception (R) as direct predictors. Satisfaction (S) is depicted as a mediating variable that moderates the impact of
workload on trust.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
The study obtained ethics approval from West Virginia
University, Morgantown (protocol 2302725983). The study was
performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and
regulations. No identifiers were collected during the study, and
all users were compensated for completing the survey through
an audience paneling service. In compliance with ethical
research practices, informed consent was obtained from all
participants before initiating the survey. Attached to the survey
was a comprehensive cover letter outlining the purpose of the
study, the procedure involved, the approximate time to complete
the survey, and assurances of anonymity and confidentiality. It
also emphasized that participation was completely voluntary,
and participants could withdraw at any time without any
consequences. The cover letter also included the contact
information of the researchers for any questions or concerns the
participants might have regarding the study. Participants were
asked to read through the cover letter information carefully and
were instructed to proceed with the survey only if they
understood and agreed to the terms described, effectively
providing their consent to participate in the study.

Study Design
A semistructured, web-based questionnaire was disseminated
to adult individuals within the United States who engaged with
ChatGPT (version 3.5) at least once per month. Data collection
took place between February and March 2023. The questionnaire

was crafted using Qualtrics (Qualtrics LLC), and its circulation
was handled by Centiment (Centiment LLC), a provider of
audience-paneling services. Centiment’s services were used due
to their extensive reach and ability to connect with a diverse
and representative group via their network and social media.
Their fingerprinting technology, which uses IP address, device
type, screen size, and cookies, was used to guarantee the
uniqueness of the survey respondents. Prior to the full-scale
dissemination, a soft launch was carried out with 40 responses
gathered. The purpose of a soft launch, a limited-scale trial of
the survey, is to pinpoint any potential problems, such as
ambiguity or confusion in questions, technical mishaps, or any
other factors that might affect the quality of data obtained. The
survey was made available to a larger audience following the
successful soft launch.

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the survey questions
used in this study. We developed 3 latent constructs based on
the question: trust, workload, and performance expectancy, and
2 single question variables: satisfaction and risk-benefit
perception. Participant responses to all the questions were
captured using a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1=strongly
disagree to 4=strongly agree. These questions were adapted
from constructs used in various models and theories such as the
TAM, the theory of planned behavior, UTAUT, and research
on trust and security in digital environments.

• Trust: Questions T1-T7 related to trust in AI systems were
adapted from the trust building model [18].
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• Workload: WL1 and WL2 questions from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index
for measuring perceived workload [19].

• Performance expectancy: PE1-PE4 are about the perceived
benefits of using the system, which is a central concept in
TAM and UTAUT.

• Satisfaction: The single item relates to overall user
satisfaction, a common measure in information systems
success models [20].

• Risk-benefit perception: Question addresses the user’s
assessment of benefits relative to potential risks, an aspect
often discussed in the context of technology adoption and
use [21].

These references provide a starting point for understanding the
theoretical underpinnings of the survey used in this study. They
are adapted from foundational works in information systems,
human-computer interaction, and psychology that address trust,
workload, performance expectancy, satisfaction, and the
evaluation of benefits versus risks in technology use.

• Trust: Questions T1-T7 related to trust in AI systems were
adapted from the trust building model [18].

• Workload: WL1 and WL2 questions from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index
for measuring perceived workload [19].

• Performance expectancy: PE1-PE4 are about the perceived
benefits of using the system, which is a central concept in
TAM and UTAUT.

• Satisfaction: The single item relates to overall user
satisfaction, a common measure in information systems
success models [20].

• Risk-benefit perception: Question addresses the user’s
assessment of benefits relative to potential risks, an aspect
often discussed in the context of technology adoption and
use [21].

These references provide a starting point for understanding the
theoretical underpinnings of the survey used in this study. They
are adapted from foundational works in information systems,
human-computer interaction, and psychology that address trust,
workload, performance expectancy, satisfaction, and the
evaluation of benefits versus risks in technology use.

Table 1. Study variables and latent construct (N=607).

Value, mean (SD)Survey items

Trust (T)

3.20 (0.83)T1: ChatGPT is competent in providing the information and guidance I need

3.16 (0.80)T2: ChatGPT is reliable in providing consistent and dependable information

3.12 (0.86)T3: ChatGPT is transparent

3.17 (0.84)T4: ChatGPT is trustworthy in the sense that it is dependable and credible

3.10 (0.88)T5: ChatGPT will not cause harm, manipulate its responses, or create negative consequences for me

3.19 (0.82)T6: ChatGPT will act with integrity and be honest with me

3.27 (0.81)T7: ChatGPT is secure and protects my privacy and confidential information

Workload (WL)

3.21 (0.75)WL1: Using ChatGPT was mentally demanding

2.20 (0.98)WL2: I had to work hard to use ChatGPT

Performance expectancy (PE)

3.24 (0.77)PE1: ChatGPT can help me achieve my goals

3.22 (0.78)PE2: ChatGPT can reduce my workload

3.21 (0.84)PE3: ChatGPT improves my work efficiency

3.26 (0.79)PE4: ChatGPT helps me make informed and timely decisions

Satisfaction (S)

3.24 (0.76)S: I am satisfied with ChatGPT

Risk-benefit perception (R)

3.20 (0.80)R: The benefits of using ChatGPT outweigh any potential risks

Statistical Analysis and Model Validation
To test our hypotheses and structural model, we used the partial
least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) method,
a widely used approach for multivariate analysis. PLS-SEM
enables the estimation of complex models with multiple
constructs, indicator variables, and structural paths, without

making assumptions about the data’s distribution [22]. This
method is beneficial for studies with small sample sizes that
involve many constructs and items [23]. PLS-SEM is a suitable
method because of its flexibility and ability to allow for
interaction between theory and data in exploratory research
[24]. The analyses were performed using the SEMinR package
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in R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [25]. We started
by loading the data set collected for this study using the reader
package in R. We then defined the measurement model. This
consisted of 5 composite constructs: trust, performance
expectancy, workload, risk-benefit perception, and satisfaction.
Trust was measured with 7 items (T1 through T7), performance
expectancy with 4 items (PE1 through PE4), and workload with
2 items (WL1 and WL2), while risk-benefit perception and
satisfaction were each measured with a single item. We also
evaluated the convergent and discriminant validity of the latent
constructs, which we assessed using 3 criteria: factor loadings
(>0.50), composite reliability (>0.70), and average variance
extracted (>0.50). We used the Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio
(<0.90) to assess discriminant validity [26].

Next, we defined the structural model, which captured the
hypothesized relationships between the constructs. The model
included paths from risk-benefit perception, performance
expectancy, workload, satisfaction to trust, and a path from
workload to satisfaction. We then estimated the model’s
parameters using the partial least squares method. This was
done with the estimate_pls function in the seminar package.
The partial least squares method was preferred due to its ability
to handle complex models and its robustness to violations of
normality assumptions. We performed a bootstrap resampling
procedure with 10,000 iterations to obtain robust parameter
estimates and compute 95% CIs. The bootstrapped model was
plotted to visualize the estimates and their 95% CIs.

Results

Of 607 participants who completed the survey, 29.9% (n=182)
used ChatGPT at least once per month, 26.1% (n=158) used it
weekly, 24.5% (n=149) accessed it more than once per week,
and 19.4% (n=118) interacted with it almost daily. A substantial
portion of the participants held at least a high school diploma
(n=204, 33.6%), and the majority had a bachelor’s degree
(n=262, 43.1%). The primary motivations for participants to
use ChatGPT were for acquiring information (n=219, 36%),
amusement (n=203, 33.4%), and addressing problems (n=135,
22.2%). Some participants used it for health-related inquiries
(n=44, 7.2%), while a few others (n=6, 1%) used it for
miscellaneous activities such as brainstorming, grammar
verification, and blog content creation. Table 2 shows the factor
loading of the latent constructs in the model.

The model explained 2% and 64.6% of the variance in
“satisfaction” and “trust,” respectively. Reliability estimates,
as shown in Table 3, indicated high levels of internal consistency
for all 5 latent variables, with Cronbach α and ρ values
exceeding the recommended threshold of 0.7. The average

variance extracted for the latent variables also exceeded the
recommended threshold of 0.5, indicating that these variables
are well-defined and reliable. Based on the root mean square
error of approximation (RMSEA) fit index, our PLS-SEM model
demonstrates a good fit for the observed data. The calculated
RMSEA value of 0.07 falls below the commonly accepted
threshold of 0.08, indicating an acceptable fit. The RMSEA
estimates the average discrepancy per degree of freedom in the
model, capturing how the proposed model aligns with the
population covariance matrix. With a value below the threshold,
it suggests that the proposed model adequately represents the
relationships among the latent variables. This finding provides
confidence in the model’s ability to explain the observed data
and support the underlying theoretical framework.

Table 4 shows the estimated paths in our model. Hypothesis 1
postulated that as the perceived workload of using ChatGPT
increases, user trust in ChatGPT decreases. Our analysis
indicated a negative estimate for the path from workload to trust
(–0.047). However, the T statistic (–1.674) is less than the
critical value, and the 95% CI straddles 0 (–0.102 to –0.007),
suggesting that the effect is not statistically significant.
Therefore, we do not have sufficient evidence to support
hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 2 stated that perceived workload is negatively
correlated with user satisfaction with ChatGPT. The results
supported this hypothesis, as the path from workload to
satisfaction showed a negative estimate (–0.142), a T statistic
(–3.416) beyond the critical value, and a 95% CI (–0.223 to
–0.061).

The data confirmed this relationship for hypothesis 3, which
proposed a positive correlation between satisfaction with
ChatGPT and trust in ChatGPT. The path from satisfaction to
trust had a positive estimate (0.165), a T statistic (4.478) beyond
the critical value, and a 95% CI (0.093-0.237).

Hypothesis 4 suggested that user performance expectations of
ChatGPT increase with their trust in the technology. The
analysis supported this hypothesis. The path from performance
expectancy to trust displayed a positive estimate (0.598), a large
T statistic (15.554), and a 95% CI (0.522-0.672). Finally, we
examined hypothesis 5, which posited that user trust in ChatGPT
increases as their risk-benefit perception of using the technology
increases. The path from risk-benefit perception to trust showed
a positive estimate (0.114). The T statistic (3.372) and the 95%
CI (0.048-0.179) indicating this relationship is significant, but
the positive sign suggests that as the perceived benefits outweigh
the risks, the trust in ChatGPT increases. Therefore, hypothesis
5 is supported. Figure 2 illustrates the structural model with all
path coefficients.
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Table 2. Bootstrapped loadings: model analysis estimates the relationship between various constructs and their indicators.

95% CIT statisticLoadingsBootstrapped loadings

Trust (T)

0.750-0.82341.9980.788T1

0.706-0.79433.7950.753T2

0.733-0.80840.2930.773T3

0.679-0.77928.7720.732T4

0.607-0.73221.0660.673T5

0.763-0.83146.0650.799T6

0.736-0.81638.0880.779T7

Performance expectancy (PE)

0.775-0.83949.2310.809PE1

0.681-0.77929.3600.733PE2

0.766-0.83544.9680.802PE3

0.729-0.81834.1980.777PE4

Workload (WL)

0.789-0.90528.8830.856WL1

0.869-0.95044.8720.913WL2

Table 3. Convergent reliability.

ρ AAVEaρ CCronbach αConstruct

0.6100.6100.8620.787Performance expectation

0.9680.7710.8700.729Workload

0.8800.5750.9040.876Trust

aAVE: average variance extracted.

Table 4. Bootstrapped structural path estimates.

95% CIT statisticBootstrap mean standard estimate (SD)Direct path

0.048 to 0.1793.3720.114 (0.034)Risk-benefit perception→trust

0.522 to 0.67215.5540.598 (0.038)Performance expectancy→trust

–0.223 to –0.061–3.416–0.142 (0.041)Workload→satisfaction

–0.102 to 0.007–1.674–0.047 (0.028)Workload→trust

0.093 to 0.2374.4780.165 (0.037)Satisfaction→trust
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Figure 2. The significant paths connecting trust (T) in ChatGPT, performance expectancy (PE), satisfaction (S), workload (WL), and risk-benefit
perception (R). T1 through T7: factors for trust; PE1 through PE4: factors for performance expectancy; and WL1 and WL2: factors for workload. The
inner model shows the path coefficient and T statistic values.

Discussion

Main Findings
This study represents one of the initial attempts to investigate
how human factors such as workload, performance expectancy,
risk-benefit perception, and satisfaction influence trust in
ChatGPT. Our results showed that these factors significantly
influenced trust in ChatGPT, with performance expectancy
exerting the strongest association, highlighting its critical role
in fostering trust. Additionally, we found that satisfaction was
a mediator in the relationship between workload and trust. At
the same time, a positive correlation was observed between trust
in ChatGPT and the risk-benefit perception. Our findings align
with the May 23, 2023, efforts and initiatives of the Biden-Harris
Administration to advance responsible AI research,
development, and deployment [27]. The Administration
recognizes that managing its risks is crucial and prioritizes
protecting individuals’ rights and safety. One of the critical
actions taken by the administration is the development of the
artificial intelligence risk management framework (AI RMF).
The AI RMF builds on the importance of trustworthiness in AI
systems and is a framework for strengthening AI trustworthiness
and promoting the trustworthy design, development,
deployment, and use of AI systems, contributing to the need
for our research [28]. Our findings reveal the importance of
performance expectancy, satisfaction, and risk-benefit perception
in determining the user’s trust in AI systems. By addressing
these factors, AI systems can be designed and developed to be

more user-centric, aligning with the AI RMF’s emphasis on
human-centricity and responsible AI.

Workload and Trust in ChatGPT
Moreover, we found that reducing user workload is vital for
enhancing user satisfaction, which in turn improves trust. This
finding aligns with the AI RMF’s focus on creating AI systems
that are equitable and accountable and that mitigate inequitable
outcomes. Additionally, our research emphasizes the need for
future exploration of other factors impacting user trust in AI
technologies. Such endeavors align with the AI RMF’s vision
of managing AI risks comprehensively and holistically,
considering technical and societal factors. Understanding these
factors is crucial for fostering public trust and enhancing the
overall trustworthiness of AI systems, as outlined in the AI
RMF [28].

This study also extends and complements existing literature.
Consistent with the observed patterns in studies on flight
simulators, dynamic multitasking environments, and
cyberattacks [29-31], we also found that higher perceived
workload in using ChatGPT led to lower levels of trust in this
technology. Our findings align with the existing research
indicating a negative correlation between workload and user
satisfaction [32]. We observed that as the perceived workload
of using ChatGPT increased, user satisfaction with the
technology decreased. This outcome echoes the consensus
within the literature that a high workload can lead to user
dissatisfaction, particularly if the technology requires too much
effort or time [33]. The literature reveals that perceived
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workload balance significantly influences job satisfaction in
work organizations [25], and similar patterns are found in the
well-being studies of nurses, where perceived workload
negatively impacts satisfaction with work-life balance [34].
While this study does not directly involve the workplace
environment or work-life balance, the parallels between
workload and satisfaction are evident. Furthermore, our research
parallels the study suggesting that when providing timely
service, AI applications can alleviate perceived workload and
improve job satisfaction [35]. ChatGPT, as an AI-powered
chatbot, could potentially contribute to workload relief when it
performs effectively and efficiently, thereby boosting user
satisfaction.

Satisfaction and Trust in ChatGPT
Our findings corroborate with existing literature, suggesting a
strong positive correlation between user satisfaction and trust
in the technology or service provider [23,24,26,36-38]. We
found that the users who expressed higher satisfaction with
ChatGPT were more likely to trust the system, strengthening
the premise that satisfaction can predict trust in a technology
or service provider. Similar to the study on digital transaction
services, our research indicates that higher satisfaction levels
with ChatGPT corresponded with higher trust in the AI system
[37]. This suggests that when users are satisfied with the
performance and results provided by ChatGPT, they tend to
trust the technology more. The research on mobile transaction
apps mirrors our findings, where we also discovered that
satisfaction with ChatGPT use was a significant predictor of
trust in the system [36]. This showcases the importance of
ensuring user satisfaction in fostering trust using innovative
technologies like AI chatbots. The study on satisfaction with
using digital assistants, where a positive relationship between
trust and satisfaction was observed [26], further aligns with our
study. We also found a positive correlation between trust in
ChatGPT and user satisfaction with this AI assistant.

Performance Expectancy and Trust in ChatGPT
Our findings concerning the strong positive correlation between
performance expectancy and trust in ChatGPT serve as an
extension to prior literature. Similar findings have been reported
in previous studies on wearables and mobile banking [39,40],
where performance expectancy was positively correlated with
trust. However, our results diverge from the observations of a
recent study that did not find a significant impact of performance
expectancy on trust in chatbots [41]. Moreover, the observed
mediating role of satisfaction in the relationship between
workload and trust in ChatGPT is a notable contribution to the
literature. While previous studies have demonstrated a positive
correlation between workload reduction by chatbots and trust,

as well as between trust and user satisfaction [42-44], the role
of satisfaction as a mediator between workload and trust has
not been explored. Finally, the positive correlation between the
risk-benefit perception of using ChatGPT and trust aligns with
the findings of previous studies [45-47]. Similar studies on the
intention to use chatbots for digital shopping and customer
service have found that trust in chatbots impacts perceived risk
and is affected by the risk involved in using chatbots [46,47].
Our study adds to this body of research by confirming the same
positive relationship within the context of ChatGPT.

Limitations
Despite the valuable insights provided by this study, limitations
should be acknowledged. First, our research focused explicitly
on ChatGPT and may not be generalizable to other AI-powered
conversational agents or chatbot technologies. Different chatbot
systems may have unique characteristics and user experiences
that could influence the factors affecting trust. Second, this
study relied on self-reported data from survey responses, which
may be subject to response biases and limitations inherent to
self-report measures. Participants’ perceptions and
interpretations of the constructs under investigation could vary,
leading to potential measurement errors. Third, this study was
cross-sectional, capturing data at a specific point in time.
Longitudinal studies that track users’ experiences and
perceptions over time provide a more comprehensive
understanding of the dynamics between trust and the factors
investigated. Finally, the sample of participants in this study
consisted of individuals who actively use ChatGPT, which may
introduce a self-selection bias. The perspectives and experiences
of nonusers or individuals with limited exposure to AI-powered
conversational agents may differ, and their insights could
provide additional valuable perspectives.

Conclusions
This study examined the factors influencing trust in ChatGPT,
an AI-powered conversational agent. Our analysis found that
performance expectancy, satisfaction, workload, and risk-benefit
perceptions significantly influenced users’ trust in ChatGPT.
These findings contribute to understanding trust dynamics in
the context of AI-powered conversational agents and provide
insights into the factors that can enhance user trust. By
addressing the factors influencing trust, we contribute to the
broader goal of fostering responsible AI practices that prioritize
user-centric design and protect individuals’ rights and safety.
Future research should consider longitudinal designs to capture
the dynamics of trust over time. Additionally, incorporating
perspectives from diverse user groups and examining the impact
of contextual factors on trust would further enrich our
understanding of trust in AI technologies.
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Abstract

Background: Social robots are becoming increasingly important as companions in our daily lives. Consequently, humans expect
to interact with them using the same mental models applied to human-human interactions, including the use of cospeech gestures.
Research efforts have been devoted to understanding users’ needs and developing robot’s behavioral models that can perceive
the user state and properly plan a reaction. Despite the efforts made, some challenges regarding the effect of robot embodiment
and behavior in the perception of emotions remain open.

Objective: The aim of this study is dual. First, it aims to assess the role of the robot’s cospeech gestures and embodiment in
the user’s perceived emotions in terms of valence (stimulus pleasantness), arousal (intensity of evoked emotion), and dominance
(degree of control exerted by the stimulus). Second, it aims to evaluate the robot’s accuracy in identifying positive, negative, and
neutral emotions displayed by interacting humans using 3 supervised machine learning algorithms: support vector machine,
random forest, and K-nearest neighbor.

Methods: Pepper robot was used to elicit the 3 emotions in humans using a set of 60 images retrieved from a standardized
database. In particular, 2 experimental conditions for emotion elicitation were performed with Pepper robot: with a static behavior
or with a robot that expresses coherent (COH) cospeech behavior. Furthermore, to evaluate the role of the robot embodiment,
the third elicitation was performed by asking the participant to interact with a PC, where a graphical interface showed the same
images. Each participant was requested to undergo only 1 of the 3 experimental conditions.

Results: A total of 60 participants were recruited for this study, 20 for each experimental condition for a total of 3600 interactions.
The results showed significant differences (P<.05) in valence, arousal, and dominance when stimulated with the Pepper robot
behaving COH with respect to the PC condition, thus underlying the importance of the robot’s nonverbal communication and
embodiment. A higher valence score was obtained for the elicitation of the robot (COH and robot with static behavior) with
respect to the PC. For emotion recognition, the K-nearest neighbor classifiers achieved the best accuracy results. In particular,
the COH modality achieved the highest level of accuracy (0.97) when compared with the static behavior and PC elicitations (0.88
and 0.94, respectively).
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Conclusions: The results suggest that the use of multimodal communication channels, such as cospeech and visual channels,
as in the COH modality, may improve the recognition accuracy of the user’s emotional state and can reinforce the perceived
emotion. Future studies should investigate the effect of age, culture, and cognitive profile on the emotion perception and recognition
going beyond the limitation of this work.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e45494)   doi:10.2196/45494

KEYWORDS

social robot; emotion recognition; human emotion perception; human-robot interaction; robot cospeech gestures evaluation

Introduction

Background
During the last decade, there has been increasing interest in
research on socially assistive robotics aimed at realizing
intelligent robotic solutions for health care and social assistance.
We experience an evolution of social robot applications; indeed,
they moved from the role of concierge and helper [1] toward
the role of companion and therapist [2,3]. Social robots have
the potential to contribute to the greater good of society; indeed,
it has been demonstrated that they can support everyday life as
companions and the health care system from logistics to
assistance and rehabilitation. Thinking to include social robots
in the care chain, they can be used to reduce stress, anxiety, and
pain in children [4]; they can be integrated into conventional
behavioral and cognitive therapies for both children and adults
who struggle with social anxiety [5]; or they can be used to
promote mental health [6]. A review by Hung et al [7] showed
evidence that Paro robots can reduce negative emotions in
patients, promoting a positive mood and improving social
engagement. Rossi et al [8] demonstrated that social robots are
effective in decreasing stress in children accessing the
emergency room. As the complexity of the robot task increases,
social robots are required to perform more complex perceptual,
cognitive, and interactive functionalities. This is the case in
long-term interactions in which robots and users should establish
meaningful communication, emotional awareness, and reliable
engagement.

In this context, the human-robot interaction (HRI) field has
become crucial, and it is now compelling to better understand
how humans perceive, interact with, or accept these machines
in social and real contexts. Researchers are also debating on
defining the factors that can influence the perceived social
capabilities and intelligence of a robot [9,10]. De Graaf et al
[11] highlighted the significance of the robot’s social capability,
emphasizing the importance of 2-way interaction where a robot
is expected to respond to humans in a social manner. In addition,
De Graaf et al [11] underlined that a social robot should also
display thoughts and feelings and should be socially aware of
the environment, among other issues. When a robot failed to
perform this 2-way interaction, people were disappointed and
experienced a sense of dissonance. In other words, when
interacting with a social robot, especially a humanoid robot, we
expect to use the same mental structure and social rules that
guide us in human-human communication, expecting empathetic
interaction because they are perceived as social actors [12].

From a roboticist or engineering point of view, these concepts
are translated into the design and development of behavioral

models that can guarantee an efficient and reliable 2-way
interaction [13,14]; they should perceive and show emotions
(and social norms) and thus be understood by humans with
whom they are interacting. The key challenge in this field is to
provide robots with cognitive and affective capabilities,
developing architectures that allow them to establish empathetic
relationships with users, which can foster long-term and
meaningful interactions. From an implementation perspective,
the design and the deployment of a socially capable social robot
comprises 2 essential parts. The first is devoted to designing
and implementing a consistent and congruent emotional
behavioral architecture that makes the robot react or act to the
environment (ie, display thoughts and feelings). The capabilities
of a user to understand the emotions displayed by a robot have
been explored in different settings [15,16]. Examples of actions
can include the expression of congruent cues such as facial
expressions [17], changes in the color of the eyes, movement
of the upper limbs [16,18], or smart navigation strategies [19].
In contrast, the other part is more focused on the robot’s
perception of the user’s emotional response to these behaviors
[20], with special attention to contextualizing its action and
reaction according to the living contexts and habits or
preferences of the person with whom it is interacting (ie, being
socially aware of the environment) [21].

Related Work on Emotion and Social Robots
The ability of a robot to perceive the nonverbal cues of the user,
which convey user emotion and intent, plays a key role in the
development of social robots capable of performing meaningful
interactions [22,23]. In this sense, humans’ gaze, body posture,
cospeech gestures, and facial expressions play a leading role in
defining the context of the interaction, helping the robot to
correctly classify the experience, and associating it with
informative content [21]. The development of such abilities,
for a researcher in the field of robotics, translates into the use
of multimodal sensor modality and the implementation of
several complex algorithms to endow robots with different
cognitive and social capabilities. The visual modality is the
most commonly used [24] because it can detect nonverbal
behaviors that are representative of the emotional state of users
without requiring them to wear any external sensor.
Alternatively, wearable sensors [25] can be used, also using a
multimodal approach, to overcome the problems related to
occlusion and low light. Other algorithms or modules were
implemented to perform multiperson tracking [26], speech
recognition [27,28], and automatic engagement detection [29].
A recent review paper [24] provides a deep insight into the most
used methods and approaches.
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For the showemotion part, robots must exploit several channels
(ie, auditory, visual, cospeech, and gestures) and mechanisms
(eg, body posture, facial expressions, vocal prosody, touch, and
gaze) to communicate their “internal emotional status” and
intentions authentically and clearly [30]. Thus, the capabilities
of a user to understand the emotions displayed by a robot have
been explored in several settings [31]. Over the last few years,
several attempts have been made using both video-simulated
robots and real robots. Guo et al [20] showed participants 5
different emotions using the humanoid robot called Alpha2,
and they were asked to rate the perceived emotion using the
Self-Assessment Manikin questionnaire (SAM; only valence
and arousal dimensions) [32]. In contrast, Barchard et al [33]
conducted a web-based study to evaluate the perception of a
robot’s social intelligence by showing videos of robot
interactions. However, the embodiment and the appearance of
social robots play important roles in the perception of the robot;
therefore, video-based elicitation could introduce some bias in
the analysis of perceived emotion. This is why other research
has relied on investigating the emotion perceived during a real
HRI. This is the case of Bagheri et al [34], who asked
participants to watch 6 performances of America’s Got Talent
Show on Pepper’s tablet that are expected to evoke the 6 basic
emotions. Rossi et al [35] and Staffa et al [36] relied on movie
trailers to evoke emotions. However, they used nonstandard
videos, making it challenging to identify the target emotion in
a recognized and standardized manner, as the elicited emotion
through the video clips is not known a priori, and consequently,
it is difficult to define the role of the robot (and its embodiment)
in the elicitation process.

Research groups have recently begun to study the effects of
multimodal channels on communication. Studies conducted
with embodied conversational agents showed that incongruent
emotional stimuli (eg, auditory and visual stimuli) can result in
adverse consequences on user rating; conversely, congruent
stimuli can facilitate the recognition of emotions [37]. Other
researchers have also studied the role of nonverbal behavioral
cues while interacting with robots. Movie clips showing coherent
and incoherent robot behaviors are often used to elicit emotional
responses from users with respect to those induced by movie
clips [15,16,18,35]. For instance, Rossi et al [16] investigated
how an incoherent nonverbal robot’s behavior with respect to
the presented emotion can produce a type of humorous effect.
Tsiourti et al [18] investigated how contextual incongruence
(ie, a robot’s reaction conflicts with the socioemotional context)
can confuse the observers, decreasing the accuracy of the
perceived emotion. Nevertheless, such a cospeech robot’s
behavior was used in addition to a nonstandard method of
emotion elicitation, as previously remarked; thus, it is not easy
to understand the role of the robot’s behavior with respect to
the emotional context. Therefore, it is important to understand
how the robot’s nonverbal behavior might shape the human
perception of the showed emotion elicited through standard
emotionally labeled visual data sets and, at the same time,
observe the robot’s emotion recognition accuracy rate. Although
previous studies have shown a correlation between the robot’s
nonverbal action and perceived emotion, there is a lack of use
of standard elicitation modalities.

Therefore, in this work, we present the results of 3 experimental
sessions to observe the performance of the robot in recognizing
users’ emotions as well as to investigate the difference (if any)
in eliciting emotions in humans when using a social robot (with
or without coherent behavior) rather than a PC. We plan to use
a standard data set of pictures, namely, the International
Affective Picture System (IAPS) [38], to elicit emotions in
users. Particularly, the robot will use a multimodal behavior (ie,
head movements, vocal reinforcement, and body gestures) to
interact with the participants while showing the graphical
emotions by establishing social binding, whereas the PC will
provide emotion elicitation only through a graphical interface.
The 2 graphical interfaces have been designed to provide the
same information to the user but using different communication
channels. In this context, the aim of this work is dual. First, it
aims to investigate the increase in the user’s emotional
perception during the interaction with a robot with respect to a
PC (Figure 1, blue arrow). In particular, this work investigates
the role of the robot’s coherent nonverbal behavior in emotion
perception by consequently assessing the impact of robot
embodiment and, eventually, its coherent behavior. Robot
nonverbal cues are manipulated with respect to a mapping
between the main associated emotion and cospeech gestures
that can be generated on the robot. At the end of each
interaction, the participants were asked to self-assess their
perceived emotions. In this study, we used the emotion
classification proposed by Russel et al [39], which relies on 3
variables, namely, valence, arousal, and dominance. Valence
describes the degree to which a stimulus causes a positive or
negative emotion, arousal refers to the intensity or level of
energy invested in the emotion, and dominance reflects the
extent of perceived control over the emotional response when
facing the stimulus. The collected answers were analyzed to
answer the following research questions (RQs):

1. RQ1: Emotion elicited through a humanoid robot interacting
with coherent emotional behavior is rated higher than
emotions elicited by a web application in terms of emotional
valence, arousal, and dominance.

2. RQ2: There are significant differences in terms of emotional
valence, arousal, and dominance between a robot showing
coherent behavior rather than a robot that it is not moving
at all (static condition).

3. RQ3: The embodiment of the humanoid robot will not affect
the emotion perception compared with the web application.

Second, this study aims to assess the accuracy of the robot in
recognizing the elicited emotion in the participants (Figure 1,
yellow arrow). The ability to infer and interpret emotions plays
a key role in establishing intuitive and engaging HRIs. On the
one hand, a robot endowed with emotion recognition skills can
adapt its behavior based on the detected user emotion [22]. On
the other hand, a robot expressing recognizable emotions
positively influences the evaluation of its capabilities [40]. In
particular, features related to facial expressions were extracted,
preprocessed, and analyzed with 3 supervised machine learning
techniques to verify the following RQ:

1. RQ4—There is no difference in the robot emotion
recognition accuracy despite the elicitation modalities (robot
or web application).
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Figure 1. Two-way interaction proposed in this study. To improve the human-robot interaction, the robot should perceive the user’s behavior (yellow
arrow) and plan appropriate action (blue arrow).

In our previous studies [41,42], we evaluated the perceived
acceptance and the recognition rate of having a robot that acts
coherently and incoherently despite the standard emotion
showed with respect to the standard elicitation modality. In
contrast, in this study, we focus only on coherent behavior by
comparing it with a standard web application that runs on a PC.
In addition, instead of focusing on evaluating how the robot’s
acceptance is modulated according to the elicitation modality,
we focused on the perceived emotion evoked.

Methods

Instrumentation
The instrumentation is composed of the following elements:
(1) a Pepper robot (Aldebaran, United Robotics Group) or a
PC, (2) the RoboMate (Behaviour Labs) interface for cospeech
gestures, (3) a custom interface that contains pictures from the
IAPS for eliciting emotion, and (4) an external camera placed
on Pepper to record the participants’ emotions during the
interaction. Pepper is a humanoid robot that is widely used for
experimentation in socially assistive robotics. It is 120 cm tall,
weighs 28 kg, and has 20 df, including 1 head, 2 arms, and 1
wheeled base. In addition, it has a tablet on the front. Robot
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coherent behavior was managed through the RoboMate interface
[43] to animate Pepper, when necessary, selecting among the
behaviors classified as “positive social stimulus” or “negative
social stimulus.” The selected stimulus was modeled by a
psychologist using 3 modalities: body gestures (upper limb and
head), gaze, and sound. IAPS is a database of images devoted
to eliciting standardized emotions [44]. It was developed by the
Center for Emotion and Attention at the University of Florida.
This database is commonly used in psychological studies on
emotions and attention. Each image in the data set is labeled
with the corresponding emotion, thus enabling researchers to
properly select the stimulus. In this study, 60 images were
selected from the team of psychologists of the hospital “Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza.” According to the IAPS valence
dimension, 21 of the selected images were rated as positive, 19
as negative, and 20 as neutral. A customized web-based interface
was developed to standardize the emotional stimulation when
using 2 different communication channels (a robot and a PC).

Experimental Setup
A psychologist welcomed the participant, briefly explaining the
experimental setup, including how to use the evaluation tool.
It is important to emphasize that the participant was not aware
of the real objective of the experimentation, thus avoiding

interference with the experience. To properly investigate the
RQs, each participant underwent 1 of the following elicitation
modalities.

1. Static (STA) behavior: Pepper robot has its arms along the
body in a neutral position (Figure 2A). Pepper’s face was
looking at the participant but without any animacy. Pepper
displayed IAPS images on its tablet through the customized
web application.

2. Coherent (COH) behavior: Similar to the STA condition,
the IAPS images were shown on Pepper’s tablet. Using the
RoboMate application, the psychologist assigned a coherent
behavior to Pepper with the shown images. In particular,
the psychologist can choose and combine 3 modalities for
elicited emotions: body gesture (upper limb and head), gaze,
and sound, which are available on the RoboMate application
(Figure 2B). For example, in the case of positive emotion,
Pepper’s gestures were chosen to look friendly; it should
look to the user direction, and the voice gave positive
reinforcements.

3. PC: For this experimental condition, we used a PC instead
of the Pepper robot. Participants were asked to evaluate the
images shown on a PC through the customized web
application.

Figure 2. Experimental setup. The participants were interacting with Pepper robot during the experimentation. (A) Participants were asked to sit in
front of the robot and watch the images on its tablet. (B) If the participant belonged to the coherent elicitation modality group, the Pepper robot would
move its arms, eyes, and head.

The participant was asked to sit in front of the technology (ie,
Pepper robot or PC). If the user interacts with Pepper, Pepper
is placed 0.5 to 0.6 m far from the user (ie, personal distances
[45]); in the case of interaction with the PC, the user is requested
to sit and interact with the computer as he or she will commonly
do.

Each stimulus was shown for 7 seconds, and at the end, the
participant was asked to fill out the SAM [32], as adapted in
the study by Gatti et al [46] directly on the robot or on the
computer after each picture. SAM is an emotion assessment
tool that uses graphic scales, depicting cartoon characters
expressing 3 emotional elements (valence, arousal, and
dominance). Each participant was asked to rate the domains by

selecting an image that corresponded to a score between 1 and
9. A picture of the interface is presented in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

At the end of the experimental session, each participant
completed 60 SAM questionnaires. The psychologist was
present during the test, and she or he was ready to intervene in
case of necessity. All the tests were performed at the “Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza” research hospital.

Ethical Considerations
The approval of the study for experiments using human
participants was obtained from the local Ethics Committee on
Human Experimentation (register code 3038/01DG). All
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participants signed an informed consent form before
participating in this study, and pictured participants provided
written informed consent to allow their image to be published.
The data were pseudoanonymized and stored on a
GDPR-compliant server.

Participants
Participants were recruited from July 2020 to February 2021
from employees and staff of the “Casa Sollievo della
Sofferenza” research hospital located in Apulia (San Giovanni
Rotondo, Foggia) using convenience sampling. Participants
were excluded if they had a hearing or visual impairment.
Recruited participants were then randomly assigned to undergo
1 of the 3 experimental conditions (ie, STA, COH, and PC).
Sociodemographic information (age, education, and sex) was
collected to verify the similarities between the groups.

Data Analysis

Overview
Owing to the sample size of each cohort, the nonparametric
statistic was used, particularly the Kruskal-Wallis test and
chi-square test, to investigate significant differences between
participants’ groups in terms of age, sex, and educational level.
The significance level was set at P=.05. The following
paragraphs describe the analysis performed on the SAM
questionnaires and the data collected from camera sensors.

Emotion Perception Analysis
A total of 60 SAM questionnaires were collected for each
participant. The average values of the valence, arousal, and
dominance domains were computed for each selected image of
each group of elicitation modality (ie, STA, COH, and PC).
Differences were analyzed with the Kruskal-Wallis test (P<.05)
and post hoc evaluated with the Mann-Whitney U test (with
Bonferroni correction) used to identify between which pair of
elicitation modes the difference has occurred.

Emotion Recognition Analysis
Data from the camera were processed and examined offline.
The recordings were initially analyzed [47] to ensure that only
the frames featuring the face of the person performing the test
were included in the study. Then the recordings were segmented,
providing short videos that corresponded to the user’s reaction
to each image proposed, totaling 60 videos per user. The
OpenFace toolkit [48] was used to extract 150 features related
to gaze and facial expression from each video as well as the
quality (ie, confidence) of the extracted features. The data were
filtered according to the confidence score (frames with a
confidence score <0.90 were discarded). The data were then
labeled based on the IAPS-defined emotions (ie, positive,
negative, and neutral). Data were normalized and selected. Only
features with a correlation coefficient of <0.85 were picked

from the initial data set, avoiding those with a high correlation
coefficient (which may represent redundant information). The
data of the merged data set were then separated into sub–data
sets (one for each participant), and emotion classification was
performed using the selected features. In this study, we rely on
state-of-the-art methods used for emotion recognition [24] to
facilitate a comparison with other works. The 3 supervised
classifiers used are support vector machine (SVM), random
forest (RF), and K-nearest neighbor (KNN). To classify the data
by participant, a 10-fold cross-validation procedure was applied,
and the outputs were organized in a confusion matrix. The
classification performance was assessed in terms of accuracy,
precision, recall, and F-measure [49]. The calculations were
computed using MATLAB 2020a. More details on emotion
recognition analysis are available in Multimedia Appendix 2
[24,47-49].

Results

Description of the Participant Cohort
A total of 60 participants were involved in this study, 20 for
each modality, resulting in 3600 interactions with technologies.
In total, 3 participants were excluded from the analysis of
perceived emotion because not all SAM evaluations were
correctly saved after each elicitation. In case of missing SAM
values, these ratings were removed from the analysis of average
values. Finally, 57 participants were included in these subgroups
of analyses linked to RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. Regarding the
recognition of emotion using machine learning techniques
(linked to RQ4), a total of 53 participants were included in the
analysis. A total of 7 participants were excluded because of
technical problems related to the quality of the recorded images.
The statistical tests did not indicate any difference between the
3 participant cohorts regarding age, sex, and educational level.
The participant demographics and educational analyses are
reported in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Participants’ Perceived Emotion Results
The results underline significant differences (P<.001) in the
perceived emotions according to the different elicitation
modalities, except for the arousal elicited with the positive
images (Figure 3). The median and IQR values are fully reported
in Multimedia Appendix 4. As for valence, the robot with
coherent behavior elicited significant differences (P<.001) and
higher values in terms of valence, arousal, and dominance
domains compared with the other 2 modalities for negative and
neutral emotions. In terms of negative valence, the participants
perceived fewer negative emotions with the coherent robot than
with the other 2 modalities. For positive valence, elicitation
with the web application is significantly different from that with
the robot (P<.001).
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Figure 3. Self-Assessment Manikin Questionnaire results for the 3 elicitation modalities. Boxplot matrix (A), (B), and (C) denote valence, arousal,
and dominance for the positive elicitation, respectively; (D), (E), and (F) denote valence, arousal, and dominance for the negative elicitation, respectively;
(G), (H), and (I) denote valence, arousal, and dominance for the neutral elicitation, respectively; asterisks on boxplot remark the significant differences
evaluated with the Mann-Whitney post hoc test corrected with Bonferroni. COH: coherent; STA: static.

Regarding arousal, the coherent robot was rated higher than the
other 2 modalities, but there were significant differences
(P<.001) only for negative and neutral emotions, whereas for
positive arousal, the results, depicted in Figure 3, highlight only
a trend. All the P values are reported in Multimedia Appendix
4.

The participants stimulated using the robot rated significantly
higher dominance across all 3 emotions rather than the cohort
that used the PC in the test. As for positive elicitation, we found
significant differences (P<.001) between the cohort stimulated
with the PC and those stimulated with the robot (ie, static
behavior and coherent behavior). Indeed, the participants rated
the emotions (in terms of valence and arousal) elicited by the
robot more than the ones elicited using the PC. All P values are
reported in Multimedia Appendix 4.

Robot’s Emotion Recognition Results
Because of technical issues 1848 frames pertaining to the PC
modality were removed from the analysis during the

preprocessing. At the end, the total number of samples included
in this study was 296,677 for the STA modality, 228,170 for
the COH modality, and 103,758 for the PC modality. The
number of columns in each data set corresponded to the number
of features selected using the correlation analysis method. The
following features were selected (Figure 4):

1. The x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the eye gaze direction
vector for eye 0 (3 features).

2. The z-coordinate of the eye gaze direction vector for eye 1
(1 feature).

3. The x- and y-coordinates of the location of the landmark 8
(the leftmost in the image) of the eye 0 (2 features).

The 53 data sets were fed into 3 classifiers (SVM, RF, and
KNN) [24]. The data sets were uniformly distributed across the
3 groups, as presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Selected features. (A) Face and (B) eye landmarks extracted with OpenFace software. The landmark 8 in panel B was chosen after the feature
selection.

Table 1. Distribution of data set instances.

Neutral, n (%)Negative, n (%)Positive, n (%)Group

98,499 (33.2)94,257 (31.77)103,992 (35.03)Static (n=296,677)

83,077 (36.41)74,383 (32.6)70,710 (30.99)Coherent (n=228,170)

36,492 (35.17)32,072 (30.91)35,195 (33.92)PC (n=103,758)

Accuracy, precision, F-measure, and recall were calculated as
the mean values from the participants in the same experimental
cohort. According to the findings, the KNN classifier offers the
best classification results, with an accuracy of up to 0.88 for
STA behavior, 0.97 for COH, and 0.94 for PC. The SVM
classifiers, in contrast, had the lowest results (accuracy of up
to 0.57, 0.67, and 0.68 for STA, COH, and PC, respectively);
hence, they were excluded from further research. Compared

with the RF classifier, the KNN classifier has the best F-measure
(>0.88).

Table 2 presents the complete results for the KNN and RF
classifiers, including the accuracy, F-measure, precision, and
recall for each group. According to the overall trend, the COH
modality achieves a high level of accuracy when compared with
the STA and PC elicitations. In terms of the other indicators,
the COH was better with the KNN classifier and slightly worse
with the RF classifier when it came to elicitation with the PC.

Table 2. Performance of K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and random forest (RF) classifiersa.

RecallF-measurePrecisionAccuracyGroup

RFKNNRFKNNRFKNNRFKNN

0.650.880.650.880.650.880.650.88Static

0.720.960.720.960.720.960.730.97Coherent

0.740.940.740.940.740.940.740.94PC

aMean values are used to calculate the results.

Confusion matrices (Figure 5) for the 3 elicitation modalities
were generated to investigate the performance of the classifiers
in recognizing the 3 selected emotions. The positive emotion
was often better identified, whereas the negative emotion was
the least recognized. When the user is stimulated with the robot

with coherent modality and the PC, the RF classifier performs
better than the KNN classifiers in distinguishing emotions. The
KNN classifier appeared to perform better in the static modality
than in the other 2.
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Figure 5. Confusion matrices for K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and random forest (RF) classifiers. The confusion matrices obtained for the 3 elicitation
modalities (ie, static, coherent, PC) are reported considering only the KNN and the RF classifiers.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The results confirm RQ1 (“A humanoid robot interacting with
coherent emotional behavior is rated higher in terms of
emotional valence, arousal, and dominance compared to the
web application”) because the COH robot is rated significantly
higher for all SAM dimensions (except positive arousal) with
respect to the PC condition (Figure 3). However, it is worth
noting that when speaking of negative elicitation, receiving a
higher rating of valence means that the stimulus with the COH
condition was perceived less negatively than the ones elicited
with the others. RQ2 (“There are significant differences in terms
of emotional valence, arousal, and dominance between the static
robot compared to the robot that shows movement”) is
confirmed for the 3 dimensions for negative and neutral
emotions (Figure 3). It is worth noting that these results confirm

that the robot’s movements cause the negative emotion to be
perceived as less negative (STA valence median value=3.32;
COH valence median value=5.13). As for the positive emotion,
there were no significant differences, which could suggest that
the robot’s behavior per se did not affect the perception of the
positive emotion.

The presented results did not confirm the RQ3 (“The
embodiment of humanoid robot will not affect the emotion
perception compared to the web application”) for all elicited
emotion and SAM constructs. Indeed, there were no significant
differences between the STA and the PC elicitation for valence
and arousal measured during negative and neutral elicitation
(Figure 3). Conversely, COH and STA differed significantly
from PC in terms of positive elicitation. These results suggest
that robot embodiment per se has a role in the perception of
dominance associated with negative and neutral emotions with
respect to a standard web interface. On the contrary, as for the
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positive emotion, embodiment seems to play a key role because
both COH and STA elicitations differ from the web application
in terms of valence and dominance.

The ability to recognize user emotions is a fundamental step in
the development of socially aware robots (RQ4). The emotions
were recognized with an average accuracy >0.88 over the 3
elicitation conditions. In addition, the amount of gaze also
depends on the interpersonal dynamics between the partner and
their personalities and on the intent of using gaze to
communicate their internal state. Therefore, it is important to
measure it during interactions. As shown in Table 2, the
accuracy of COH stimulation was higher than that of the other
2 methods. In addition, the results in the confusion matrices
were aligned with the perceived emotion (Figure 5). According
to the SAM results, the valence ratings for positive elicitation
elicited with PC were significantly different from the other 2
with lower median values. This trend is reflected in the
confusion matrices obtained using RF classifiers.

Comparison With Prior Work
Previous qualitative studies have pointed out how incoherent
behavior can generate hilarious reactions in humans [16]. The
presented results suggest that we can observe something similar,
even if the stimulus is coherent. It appears that the robot’s
behavior somewhat distracts from perceiving negative emotions,
even if the behavior is aligned with the shown emotion. In
addition, as confirmation, positive emotion was perceived
significantly more positively than the PC modality, suggesting
that robot movements make the robot more positive.
Consequently, these results suggest that it is important to tailor
the reaction of the robot appropriately to elicit a specific
emotion. Indeed, if we need to stimulate—for a certain
reason—negatively the users, we need to reduce the robot’s
body expression because they can decrease the perception of
negative emotions. Alternatively, if we need to provide positive
feedback to users, the combined actions of both verbal and
nonverbal communication can be used.

A previous study [36] compared robots and web applications
that focused on investigating preferences and acceptance, and
they did not find any significant deviation in the quantitative
results. In contrast, in this study, we focus on human emotion
perception, and this perception seems to be influenced or biased
by the emotion itself and the robot’s movement. This finding
highlights the significance of not just robot embodiment but
also its cospeech gestures in designing social agents, particularly
when evaluating all dimensions of emotions. Methodologically,
the presented findings carry significant implications for the
design of experimental protocols. Evaluating HRI cannot rely
solely on videos, as they overlook the importance of physical
interaction. In the literature, some papers [33] provide a user
impression without direct interaction with a robot; the collected
results can be biased because the participant missed the
contribution in the perception related to embodiment. Take, for
instance, the scenario where you are testing a new game
application or software on a tablet meant for eventual integration
into a robot. Particularly when assessing emotions, it's crucial
to approach the generalization of results with caution. In this
sense, the result could be altered because the emotions elicited

could not be directly applicable when interacting with an
embodied agent.

The results obtained for the STA robots with the KNN and RF
classifiers were slightly improved with respect to the results
obtained in our previous work [42] (average accuracy was equal
to 0.85 with KNN and 0.98 with RF), where we used them in
combination with encoders. It is also worth noting that after the
feature selection process, only the features related to gaze were
retained in the analysis. Gaze is extremely important in
managing interpersonal interaction and also during human-robot
conversation; indeed, it can be correlated with user engagement
during conversation or mutual tasks [50,51].

Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study were mainly related to the cohort
of recruited participants. First, both cognitive and cultural
backgrounds are factors that can influence the perception of
emotions [52]. Some neurological pathologies (eg, Parkinson
disease) can affect facial expressions, whereas others can affect
body gestures and language (eg, autism spectrum disorders and
apathy); consequently, emotion recognition accuracy in such
cases can change. The RQs do not focus on investigating their
role in emotion perception; consequently, we recruited cohorts
of people comparable for cultural background and cognitive
status to limit the impact of these factors. The second limitation
of this study refers to how the emotion is evaluated; in this
study, we evaluated each SAM dimension separately. The third
limitation of this study relies on the supervised machine learning
techniques used. In this study, we rely on standard supervised
methods because our main RQs are not focused on learning
methods; therefore, we apply the most used techniques.

Future Directions
In this context, by applying the findings and implications of
this paper in the health care context, we can conclude that it is
important to tailor the reaction of the robot properly; indeed, if
we need to stimulate—for a certain clinical reason—the users
negatively, we need to reduce the robot’s body expression
because they can decrease the perception of negative emotions.
Alternatively, if we need to give positive feedback to the users,
for instance, during an exercise, we can use the combined action
of both verbal and nonverbal communication. To overcome the
limitations of this study, future research can be planned to extend
the study to include a different group of participants with some
cognitive and physical disorders and different cultural
backgrounds to evaluate the effect of these factors on emotion
perceptions. Future studies should also investigate whether there
are differences in combining valence-arousal domains, as
proposed in other studies [16,53]. Finally, the data could be
analyzed using also deep learning and reinforcement learning
techniques.

Conclusions
This study aimed to investigate the role of robot embodiment
and its behavior in emotion perception and recognition using a
standard elicitation model. In total, 4 RQs were investigated to
understand how the robot’s nonverbal behavior might shape the
human perception of the showed emotion elicited through a
standard data set and, at the same time, to observe the robot’s
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emotion recognition accuracy rate. This study presents an
experimental setup in which 60 participants were asked to
interact with 2 embodied agents (ie, a robot or tablet) that acted
as emotion facilitators by showing them 60 standard pictures.
The results underline the good recognition accuracy of the
perception modules of the robot. Indeed, we can correctly

classify the valence of the emotion (ie, positive, neutral, and
negative) with an accuracy of up to 0.97 in the best case.
According to the results, robot embodiment affects the
perception of dominance significantly compared with web
applications, which means that participants’emotions were less
controlled when they were interacting with an embodied agent.
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Abstract

Background: To improve the engagement and effectiveness of traditional health programs, it is necessary to explore alternative
models of health education including video-assisted lectures and peer education.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the effects of a combination of video-assisted lectures and peer education on health
literacy related to infectious diseases among students.

Methods: Third-grade classes from 11 pilot schools in Longgang District of Shenzhen, China, were randomized to the intervention
and control groups. In the intervention group, a video-assisted interactive health education program was conducted twice over a
time span of 5 months. Each of the 2 sessions included a 40-minute lecture on COVID-19 and other common infectious diseases
in schools and a 5-minute science video. In addition, 5 “little health supervisors” at the end of the first session were elected in
each class, who were responsible for helping class members to learn health knowledge and develop good hygiene habits. Students
answered the same quiz before the first and after the second session. Models based on item response theory (IRT) were constructed
to score the students’ knowledge of infectious diseases based on the quiz.

Results: In total, 52 classes and 2526 students (intervention group: n=1311; control group: n=1215) were enrolled. Responses
of the baseline survey were available for 2177 (86.2%; intervention group: n=1306; control group: n=871) students and those of
the postintervention survey were available for 1862 (73.7%; intervention group: n=1187; control group: n=675). There were
significant cross-group differences in the rates of correctly answering questions about influenza symptoms, transmission, and
preventive measures; chicken pox symptoms; norovirus diarrhea symptoms; mumps symptoms; and COVID-19 symptoms.
Average IRT scores of questions related to infectious diseases in the intervention and control groups were, respectively, –0.0375
(SD 0.7784) and 0.0477 (SD 0.7481) before the intervention (P=.01), suggesting better baseline knowledge in the control group.
After the intervention, the average scores of the intervention and control groups were 0.0543 (SD 0.7569) and –0.1115 (SD
0.7307), respectively (P<.001), suggesting not only significantly better scores but also greater improvement in the intervention
group.

Conclusions: After the health education project, the correct answer rate of infectious disease questions in the intervention group
was higher than that of the control group, which indicates significant effects of the combination of video-assisted lectures and
peer education for the promotion of health literacy. In addition, the intervention effect of the first session persisted for at least 4
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months up to the second session. As such, the proposed program was effective in improving the health literacy of school children
in relation to infectious diseases and should be considered for massive health promotion campaigns during pandemics.

Trial Registration: ISRCTN ISRCTN49297995; https://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN49297995

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e43943)   doi:10.2196/43943

KEYWORDS

infectious diseases; primary school students; quasi-randomized controlled trial; video-assisted health education; peer education;
item response theory; IRT

Introduction

Primary school students are vulnerable to emerging and common
infectious diseases such as COVID-19, influenza, mumps, and
intestinal infectious diseases [1]. A survey on the reasons for
sick leaves in primary and secondary schools in Shenzhen
showed that the top 5 causes were common cold, gastrointestinal
diseases, unexplained or other illness, influenza, and chicken
pox [2]. In addition, the importance of acquiring essential
knowledge regarding the prevention and control of COVID-19
cannot be overstated during the pandemic. Accordingly, it is
critical to embed health promotion into the school education of
primary school students. To that end, the outline of “Healthy
China 2030” emphasizes the importance of fortifying health
education among school children. In particular, primary schools
were integral to the life cycle of the health education curriculum
to the extent that early-life exposure to information on diseases
and health behaviors is associated with improved future health
outcomes [3].

Despite its importance, health education was highly restricted
in its delivery forms. Conventionally, the most prevalent
approach of health education of infectious diseases for school
students was, arguably, classroom lectures aided with
paper-based materials, in which the teaching contents are usually
compiled by school teachers and researchers [4]. Traditional
health education is also reported to have a limited duration of
effects. Hampered by the collective challenges faced in
traditional health education, most schools lack systematic health
education programs [5]. To increase students’ interest in healthy
behaviors and to extend the duration of education effects,
researchers have been exploring alternative media for health
education. Among the various new models, two of the prevailing
approaches are video-assisted health education and interactional
peer education [5,6].

In professional medical education, video-assisted lectures are
useful tools for students to acquire basic clinical skills. When
delivered in bundle with in-person lectures, video-based
materials are often preferred by students [7]. In addition,
video-assisted health education has been shown to be more
effective than oral education in facilitating postoperative
recovery of patients [8].

The effects of health education are not necessarily limited to
the immediate recipients of the program themselves. Students
may also help to shape the opinions and behaviors of their
classmates by becoming peer educators of health and hygiene.
Peer education is defined as “sharing experiences and learning
among people with something in common,” such as a similar

age, living environment, and culture [9]. There is substantial
evidence that peer education is highly effective in specific areas
of medical and health education, including professional medical
training, chronic disease prevention, and sexual health behaviors
[6,10,11]. Incorporating peer effects into the design of health
education programs could, therefore, strengthen the programs'
impacts on behavioral change.

However, evidence on the effects of video-assisted lectures and
peer education on health literacy among school children is still
lacking. Given its substantial potential for public health practice,
we designed a health education package that combined
video-assisted classroom teaching and peer education and tested
the effectiveness of this program. This program, which we
anecdotally refer to as the “Little Health Supervisors” project,
was anticipated to improve the health literacy of students over
an array of infectious diseases.

Methods

Trial Design
The “Little Health Supervisors” project is jointly enacted by
the Longgang District Bureau of Health and the Longgang
District Bureau of Education as an administrative task.
Third-grade classes from 11 pilot schools in Longgang district
of Shenzhen, China, were randomized to the intervention and
control groups. Our aim was to allocate equal numbers of
third-grade classrooms to the intervention and control groups
within each school. However, schools with an odd total number
of classes inevitably resulted in uneven groups; hence, one group
might outnumber another eventually. This project enclosed 2
health education sessions 4 months apart in Dec 2021 and Apr
2022 in Longgang District, Shenzhen City in the Guangdong
Province of China, which is a district with approximately 4
million residents and 0.4 million school students.

Ethical Considerations
The “Little Health Supervisors” project was launched by the
district government as a public service project. The study
protocol was approved by the Biomedical Research Ethics
Review Committee, School of Public Health (Shenzhen), Sun
Yat-sen University [2021(056)] and was registered with
Longgang District Bureau of Health (Figure S1 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). Informed consent was obtained from all students
and their parents who met the inclusion criteria and were willing
to participate. Confidentiality of information was maintained.

Recruitment
In the first step of sample enrollment, considering the feasibility
of the project’s implementation, the Longgang District Bureau
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of Health and the Longgang District Bureau of Education
recommended 1 primary school based on the willingness to
participate for each of the 11 subdistricts of this district. Second,
all third-grade students in the 11 schools were eligible for
participation if they met the following requirements: (1) they
were not taking a leave of absence from school at the time of
enrollment; (2) they agreed (or their guardians agreed) to spend
time on attending lectures; (3) they had access to a computer,
tablet, or smartphone with an internet connection; (4) they had

sufficient knowledge to use mobile devices or computers
(assistance allowed); and (5) they were able to read and interpret
Chinese characters. Next, as decided by the researchers, the
eligible students were assigned to the intervention and control
groups using the class number as the randomizer. Specifically,
odd-numbered classes were assigned to the intervention group;
even-numbered classes, the control group. The flowchart of
participant enrollment is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the "Little Health Supervisors" project (a cluster randomized controlled trial) from December 2021 to April 2022.

Data Collection
To standardize students’ knowledge of infectious diseases both
before and after the education program, a questionnaire
containing a quiz on COVID-19 and selected infectious diseases
with relatively high local incidences was curated, which included
influenza, chicken pox, norovirus diarrhea, and mumps. The
questionnaire also collected demographic characteristics (school,
class, student number, sex, and date of birth) and COVID-19
vaccination status. In addition, we delivered a separate

questionnaire to a parent of each student who collected parental
assent to vaccinate their children against COVID-19. Moreover,
family socioeconomic information was also collected in the
parent questionnaire, which included monthly household income
and the parents’ education level [12].

Questionnaires were distributed via a web-based survey platform
(Wenjuanxing, Changsha Ranxing Information Technology Co,
Ltd). In the baseline survey, students completed the
questionnaires in a computer laboratory with the instructions
of either the computer teachers or the class advisors. To collect
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parents’ responses, the teachers arranged a meeting with each
family using previously connected social media to select a
representative for questionnaire responses. Due to COVID-19
outbreaks during the planned time period of the second session,
the postintervention survey was distributed on the web.
Simultaneously, the researchers also collected the questionnaire
from the control group.

Interventions
The intervention was developed by both researchers and the
local health department. Details of the development process
and the content of the intervention are provided in Table S1 and
Figures S2-S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1 [13,14]. Students
randomized to the intervention group had access to 2 free
sessions of health education during the study. Each session
included a 40-minute lecture on the transmission and prevention
of different infectious diseases, followed by a 5-minute science
video. To incentivize learning, students were informed that there
would be interactional question-and-answer sections during the
lecture, for which the participating students were eligible for
prizes.

In December 2021, the baseline survey and the first health
education session were conducted, with the former preceding
the latter. The in-person lecture and the videos of the first
session pertained to influenza, norovirus diarrhea, and hand
hygiene. At the end of this session, 5 little health supervisors
were elected by the teachers from each class. They were
naturally assumed as opinion leaders, showcasing their ability
to effectively convey knowledge and could supervise the
learning of health knowledge and the development of good
hygiene habits of their classmates. The teachers also handed
out brochures, armbands, and stickers to the 5 little health
supervisors. In addition, the teachers encouraged all students
to take health knowledge home and improve the family's health
literacy by way of “small hands holding big hands,” which
aimed to exploit the power of two-step flow theory of
communication for information transmission. Originating from
political science, the two-step flow theory asserts that
information can be conveyed through the chain of media-opinion
leaders-audience. Students may also help to shape the opinions
and behaviors of their family members by becoming an opinion
leader of health and hygiene [15,16].

In April 2022, the second health education session and the
postintervention survey were carried out. However, the order
of education and survey was reversed in relation to the first
session. The lecture and the videos of the second session
pertained to chicken pox, mumps, and COVID-19 symptoms.
Affected by a local COVID-19 outbreak, students had to take
the web-based classes at home, so the health education sessions
had to be conducted in the form of recorded course videos. In
the intervention group, students were required to watch the
video, and the teachers also encouraged all students to distribute
health knowledge to the people around them.

As for the control group, the students only received routine
health education at school, which included health tips on
influenza from school doctors and 1 or 2 public welfare courses
conducted by the local health department or hospitals every

semester. These routine health education sessions were balanced
between the 2 groups.

Outcomes
The primary outcomes of this trial were the score in the original
scale (hereafter referred to as “crude score”) and item response
theory (IRT) score of questions related to infectious diseases,
the correct answer rates of questions related to infectious
diseases, and the pre-post changes in the correct answer rates
after the intervention. The secondary outcomes were the
COVID-19 vaccination rates. For those who did not receive
COVID-19 vaccines at baseline or at the end of the program,
we also exploratively asked about their willingness to get
vaccinated and the reasons for not being vaccinated.

Statistical Analysis
To gain an overview of students’ characteristics, their families’
demographic data were collected. Monthly household income
(in ¥) was categorized into 4 levels (<¥5000 [US $702.97],
¥5000 [US $702.97]~¥10,000 [US $1405.94], ¥10,000 [US
$1405.94]~¥20,000 [US $2811.88], and ≥¥20,000 [US
$2811.88]). Parent’s education was grouped into 3 levels (junior
high or below, secondary school [including technical secondary
school], and college and above]. For the questions related to
infectious diseases, multiple answers were regarded as correct
only if all the correct answers were selected. Correctly answered
questions contributed 1 point, and incorrectly answered
questions contributed 0 points. The crude score of questions
related to infectious diseases ranged from 0 to 7, with a higher
score indicating higher knowledge of infectious diseases. For
the item of willingness to be vaccinated against COVID-19, we
assigned 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 points respectively to the 5 options of
very reluctant, reluctant, neutral, willing, and very willing. To
comprehensively evaluate the students’ knowledge of infectious
diseases, IRT was used to fit the model of 7 items of the
questionnaire. Frequently used in studies on education
examinations, IRT is a set of psychometric models used to
measure unobservable characteristics of the respondents and
the development of scoring scales [17-19]. IRT can be used to
explain the relationship between a latent trait (eg, the health
literacy of school children related to infectious diseases) and
observable characteristics and items (eg, questionnaire answers).
IRT has at least 3 model specifications. The one parameter
logistic model takes item difficulty into account when evaluating
individual ability, whereas the two parameter logistic model
additionally considers differential discrimination of items
[19,20]. In addition to these 2 models, the three-parameter model
(TPM) allows the possibility of guessing [19,20]. In this study,
a TPM was selected to calculate the IRT score (Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). To score the students’ latent health
literacy, we fitted TPM using the R package “ltm: Birnbaum’s
three parameter model” to the 7 questions related to the
knowledge of infectious diseases [20]. A higher score meant
higher health literacy. We plotted the estimated IRT score of
questions related to infectious diseases to visualize the students’
performance (Figures S4-S7 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
Although not directly related to our main analyses, we also
plotted the item characteristic curves, item information curves,
and the test information curve to provide some information
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regarding the difficulty of the test (Figures S8-S10 in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Finally, to summarize categorial sociodemographic
characteristics, the correct answer rates of answering the
questions, the pre-post changes in the correct answer rates after
the intervention, the COVID-19 vaccination rate, the reasons
for nonvaccination, and the percentages of the corresponding
variables were calculated. We used mean and SD to describe
the crude score, the IRT score of questions related to infectious
diseases, and the willingness to vaccinate against COVID-19.
We used t tests to compare the crude score, the IRT score, and
the willingness to be vaccinated against COVID-19 across
groups. Regarding the willingness to be vaccinated between 2
groups, we also conducted a stratified analysis based on the
parents’ sex. Chi-square tests were carried out on the basis of
the correct answer rate, the COVID-19 vaccination rate, and
the reason for nonvaccination to investigate differences between
the 2 groups. The pre-post changes in the correct answer rates
after the intervention were compared between study groups,
using the z test. Furthermore, since we used class as our
intervention unit, we also conducted an additional analysis using
class as the primary unit of analysis. This was undertaken to
ensure that our class-based examination would yield coherent
findings as well (Tables S3-S5 in Multimedia Appendix 1). A
P value less than .05 was considered significant. All data were
analyzed using SPSS (version 26; IBM Corp) and R (version
4.2.0; The R Foundation).

Power
We calculated the power of this study on the basis of the sample
size of the intervention and on the primary outcome. To calculate
power, we used the sample size of 1862 (intervention group:
n=1187; control group: n=675), an acceptable probability for
type I error of .05, a pooled SD of 0.767, and a minimal
difference in the infectious disease knowledge scores between
the 2 groups of 0.166 (ie, μ1–μ2). The power of this study was
99.43%.

Data Exclusion
First, when an intervention group student decided to quit or was
lost to follow-up, the student was excluded from the primary
analysis. Second, the researchers checked information such as
IP address, birth date, sex, and school and class codes to identify
duplicates.

Results

Study Population
In the baseline survey, 2177 (intervention group: n=1306;
control group: n=871) student questionnaires and 2496
(intervention group: n=1430; control group: n=1066) parent
questionnaires were collected, amounting to response rates of
86.2% and 98.8%, respectively. In the postintervention survey,
1862 (intervention group: n=1187; control group: n=675) student
questionnaires and 1799 (intervention group: n=1076; control
group: n=723) parent questionnaires were retrieved, yielding
response rates of 73.7% and 71.2%, respectively (Tables S6-S9
in Multimedia Appendix 1). In the intervention group, 2493
(intervention group: n=1306; control group: n=1187) student
questionnaires were collected, with a response rate of 95.1%.
In the control group, 1546 (baseline survey: n=871;
postintervention survey: n=675) student questionnaires were
collected, with a response rate of 63.6%.

There were no significant differences in baseline characteristics
between the intervention and control groups (Table 1). In the
intervention group, there were 691 male and 615 female
students; the corresponding numbers in the control group were
459 and 412, respectively. The proportion of households earning
less than ¥5000 (US $702.97) was relatively small in both
groups (9.8% and 8.9%). Finally, the proportions of students
whose parents had college education and above was 72.7% in
both groups.

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of third-grade students from 11 pilot schools in Longgang District of Shenzhen, China.

Control group, n/n (%)Intervention group, n/n (%)Characteristics

Sex

459/871 (52.7)691/1306 (52.9)Male

412/871 (47.3)615/1306 (47.1)Female

Monthly household income (¥a)

95/1066 (8.9)140/1430 (9.8)<5000

267/1066 (25.0)359/1430 (25.1)5000~10,000

311/1066 (29.2)403/1430 (28.2)10,000~20,000

393/1066 (36.9)528/1430 (36.9)≥20,000

Parent’s educational level

82/1066 (7.7)116/1430 (8.1)Junior high or below

209/1066 (19.6)275/1430 (19.2)High school or technical secondary school

775/1066 (72.7)1039/1430 (72.7)College and above

a¥1=US $0.1445.
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Correct Answer Rates of Questions Related to
Infectious Diseases
At baseline, the correct answer rates for questions related to
influenza symptoms, influenza preventive measures, and
norovirus diarrhea symptoms were different between the
intervention and control groups. Specifically, the correct answer
rate was higher in the control group (Table 2). In terms of the
correct answer rates for questions regarding influenza
transmission, chicken pox symptoms, mumps transmission, and

COVID-19 symptoms, there were no significant differences
between the 2 groups (Table 2). After the intervention, the
differences between the 2 groups in the correct answer rates for
questions regarding influenza symptoms, influenza preventive
measures, and norovirus diarrhea symptoms were no longer
observed (Table 2). By contrast, the differences in the correct
answer rates for questions regarding chicken pox symptoms,
mumps transmission, and COVID-19 symptoms between the 2
groups at the end point were significant, such that intervention
group outperformed the control group (Table 2).

Table 2. The correct answer rates for questions related to infectious diseases in the intervention and control groups.

P valueControl group, %Intervention group, %Total, %Questions

Baseline

.00870.8465.3967.57Influenza symptoms

.5782.4381.4781.86Influenza transmission

.0187.0383.0884.66Influenza preventive measures

.0159.7054.2156.41Norovirus diarrhea symptoms

.5727.6728.7928.34Chicken pox symptoms

.396.317.276.89Mumps transmission

.1331.3428.3329.54COVID-19 symptoms

End point

.2684.8986.7786.09Influenza symptoms

.6077.6378.6978.30Influenza transmission

.6992.5993.0992.91Influenza preventive measures

.2671.4173.8072.93Norovirus diarrhea symptoms

<.00136.4447.0143.18Chicken pox symptoms

<.0014.7413.2310.15Mumps transmission

<.00143.4152.4049.14COVID-19 symptoms

Regarding the pre-post changes in the correct answer rates after
the intervention, the differences between the 2 groups were
significant for all items (Table 3). Specifically, the correct
answer rates for questions regarding influenza symptoms,
influenza preventive measures, norovirus diarrhea symptoms,
chicken pox symptoms, and COVID-19 symptoms increased
in both groups (for all, P<.001). However, the correct answer

rates of the intervention group increased more than those of the
control group. In the intervention group, the correct answer rate
for questions regarding mumps transmission increased in the
intervention group but decreased slightly in the control group.
Compared with that before the intervention, the correct answer
rate for questions regarding influenza transmission decreased
slightly after the intervention (Table 3).

Table 3. Pre-post changes in the correct answer rates after the intervention in the intervention and control groups.

P valueControl group, %Intervention group, %Total, %Questions

<.00114.0521.3818.52Influenza symptoms

.02–4.80–2.78–3.56Influenza transmission

<.0015.5610.018.25Influenza preventive measures

<.00111.7119.5916.52Norovirus diarrhea symptoms

<.0018.7718.2214.84Chicken pox symptoms

<.001–1.575.963.26Mumps transmission

<.00112.0724.0719.60COVID-19 symptoms
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Crude and IRT Scores for Questions Related to
Infectious Diseases
Before the intervention, there was a significant difference in
the mean scores for questions regarding infectious disease
knowledge between the 2 groups. The mean IRT score of the
intervention group (–0.0375, SD 0.7784) was significantly lower

(P=.01) than that of the control group (0.0477, SD 0.7481).
After the intervention, the mean IRT score of the intervention
group (0.0543, SD 0.7569) surpassed that of the control group
(–0.1115, SD 0.7307). Notably, the postintervention mean score
of the intervention group increased from that at baseline,
whereas the control group displayed an opposite trend (Table
4). The situation is similar for the crude score (Table 4).

Table 4. The crude and item response theory (IRT) score of questions related to infectious diseases in the intervention and control groups.

IRT-based score, mean (SD)Crude score, mean (SD)

P valueControl groupIntervention groupP valueControl groupIntervention group

.010.0477 (0.7481)–0.0375 (0.7784).023.65 (1.552)3.49 (1.628)Baseline

<.001–0.1115 (0.7307)0.0543 (0.7569)<.0014.11 (1.420)4.45 (1.469)End point

COVID-19 Vaccination Rates
The COVID-19 vaccination rates of the intervention and the
control groups at baseline were 94.8% and 93.2%, respectively;

by the end of the program, they increased slightly to 97.6% and
96.6%, respectively. The differences, however, were not
significant (Table 5).

Table 5. The COVID-19 vaccination rates of third-grade students before and after the intervention.

P valueControl group, n/n (%)Intervention group, n/n (%)

.13812/871 (93.2)1238/1306 (94.8)Baseline

.23652/675 (96.6)1158/1187 (97.6)End point

Willingness to Get Vaccinated and the Reasons for Not
Being Vaccinated
Among the study participants who have not been vaccinated
against COVID-19, the differences between students’ and
parents’ willingness to receive the vaccine in the 2 groups were
not significant (Table S10 in Multimedia Appendix 1). After
stratifying by parents’ sex, the differences between the 2 groups
were still not significant (Table S11 in Multimedia Appendix
1). For students who had not been vaccinated against COVID-19
after the intervention, the students and their parents were worried
about side effects among many other reasons (Table S12 in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Discussion

Principal Results
Using a quasi-randomized controlled design, this study assessed
the effectiveness of a video-assisted health education program
sequenced by peer education on infectious disease health literacy
among school students. The results suggest that the proposed
multicomponent model of health education improved the
knowledge of infectious diseases among students, and are
consistent with those of previous randomized controlled trials
in health education among primary school students [12,21,22].
Moreover, this study not only showcases an innovative approach
to raise awareness of disease prevention by incorporating
technology and behavioral elements, but also represents a
preliminary effort to test the effectiveness of an infectious
disease health education program using IRT-based scores.

Our results encapsulate important implications for the practice
of health education and healthy behavior promotion. First, the
inexpensive and convenient innovative health education

approach proposed in this study represents a viable approach
to improve student health literacy during pandemics and should
be considered in future programs of healthy behavior promotion
among school students. The fact that the program was effective
among third-grade students does not restrict the potential of this
approach since senior students are likely to capture the contents
of the program better than third-grade students. Second, the
results from the second session of this study partially indicate
that web-based teaching may also be an effective tool to promote
student engagement in health education, which has been
highlighted in previous studies but not confirmed [7].

The possible long-term effects of the first session from our
findings should not be ignored. The postintervention survey
was carried out immediately after the second education session
(including chicken pox, mumps, and COVID-19) and 4 months
after the first education session (including influenza and
norovirus diarrhea). Despite the time elapsed, the correct answer
rates of questions related to infectious diseases that were of
focus in the first session were still higher in the intervention
group than in the control group. Therefore, third-grade primary
school students may endure the impact of health education for
at least 4 months. Given the low likelihood of frequently setting
up health education sessions in schools, the slow waning of the
program’s effects is a desirable feature. However, the cross-over
effect from the second session could not be ruled out. For
example, the learning of COVID-19 may strengthen the
students’ previous understanding of influenza and increase the
effect of intervention in influenza. In addition, the second
session may sensitize the students in the intervention group.
They may review the knowledge of the first session to prepare
for the postintervention quiz, which may also enhance the effect
of the first session.
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It is noteworthy that there was some difference in response rates
between the interventional and control groups. The difference
in response rates might be attributable to an absence of treatment
blinding. In fact, the intervention in this study could not be
blinded due to its physical nature, in which case, the intervention
group students might be motivated by the education sessions
to meet the expectation of the educators to respond to the
surveys.

In addition, there was no significant difference in the correct
answer rate for questions related to flu transmission routes
before or after the intervention, but the pre-post changes in the
correct answer rates was different between the 2 groups, and
the intervention group performed better than the control group.
Owing to countrywide vaccination campaigns, the COVID-19
vaccination rates between the intervention and control groups
were not significantly different. The results of the 2
questionnaire surveys showed that the vaccination rates of the
2 groups increased, which was related to the local epidemic and
the country's policy encouragement for vaccination.

Limitations
Several limitations of the study should be noted when
interpreting the results. First, we did not collect data on the
incidence of related infectious diseases before and after the
intervention. A previous study reported that in areas with a high
incidence of infectious disease, the health education package
had no overall effect in preventing infections. However, the
intervention was effective in preventing infections in areas
where the baseline prevalence was relatively low [21]. Further
studies are needed to explore the impact of our composite
intervention on preventing infections. Second, this study was
limited in its ability to evaluate component-specific versus
composite effects of the educational video, the didactic lessons,
the cooperative learning exercises, and peer engagement. The
2-arm trial design could not parse out the influence of each
element. Future work should incorporate multiple comparison
arms to better isolate the impacts of intervention components.
Third, we regret that we did not measure changes in attitudes
and behaviors after the intervention, as the health education
package is hypothesized to influence these aspects. This is a
gap that exists in our study, which future research could explore.
Fourth, we used a self-rating questionnaire to collect data.
Although self-reporting is a common and accepted method, we
could not completely rule out the possibility of measurement
error. However, the reliability and validity of self-reporting
among children aged >8 years have been shown to be good in
health-related questionnaires [23,24]. Fifth, the contamination
in this study may underestimate the effect of our intervention.
We adopted a clustered quasi-randomized controlled trial design
to mitigate within-class person-to-person contamination,
although interclass contamination caused by students and
teachers could not be eliminated. However, the contamination,
if any, happened more likely to the first session rather than the
second session since students were physically isolated during
the latter. Sixth, as we did not receive the questionnaire from
the students lost to follow-up, the primary analysis was not

intent-to-treat. Seventh, the second session of health education
originally scheduled to enter the campus was changed to
web-based classes owing to the serious local epidemic.
Therefore, the students were required to fill in the web-based
questionnaire at home, which affected the independence of the
participants in answering questions; hence, the correct answer
rates of the 2 groups were generally higher than those at
baseline. Besides, the recovery of the questionnaire was
decreased probably due to the lack of the teachers’ supervision
outside the schools. However, the missing rates were balanced
between the 2 groups, thereby reducing the chances of
influencing our conclusions. Moreover, the effect of the health
education provided herein may be underestimated because this
missing group of students and parents might have lower health
literacy, in which case, the intervention would have incremental
value.

Comparison With Prior Work
Despite these limitations, the primary strengths of our study are
that it is the first quasi-randomized controlled trial to evaluate
the effect of a video-assisted health education program
sequenced by peer education on the health literacy of COVID-19
and other infectious diseases among school children, and it is
also the first to report IRT scores for questions related to the
infectious diseases. Additionally, while our study is
quasi-randomized, the allocation process likely achieved
reasonable randomization, effectively balancing confounding
factors across study arms as evidenced by the systematic
allocation of students to intervention or control groups based
on their odd or even class numbers, as outlined in Table 1.
Importantly, the allocation of students to odd or even classes
was not based on systematically different characteristics, as the
Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China does
not permit students to be segregated into different classes based
on specific attributes. Therefore, the grouping of students based
on class number parity can be considered to approximate the
effects of randomization. Moreover, the sample size in this study
allowed minimal chances of underpowered analyses. Previous
studies might have engaged nonrandomized designs such that
mixed results were reported [12,21,22,25-30]. Although most
studies demonstrated that the health intervention is effective in
improving health knowledge and health literacy, a
quasi-randomized controlled trial in China found that the
intervention’s effect was not significant among primary school
students [25]. Moreover, a number of studies adopted
self-control, or observational designs, based on which solid
conclusions are difficult to derive [3-5,26-30].

Conclusions
Our study confirmed that the combination of video-assisted and
peer education in a health education program had significant
effects on school children. In addition, the effect of the first
health education session may endure after 4 months. As such,
the proposed program was effective in improving health literacy
related to infectious diseases among school children and should
be considered for en masse health promotion campaigns during
pandemics.
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Abstract

Background: Implementation of remote monitoring solutions and digital alerting tools in health care has historically been
challenging, despite the impetus provided by the COVID-19 pandemic. To date, a health systems–based approach to systematically
describe barriers and facilitators across multiple domains has not been undertaken.

Objective: We aimed to undertake a comprehensive mixed methods analysis of barriers and facilitators for successful
implementation of remote monitoring and digital alerting tools in complex health organizations.

Methods: A mixed methods approach using a modified Technology Acceptance Model questionnaire and semistructured
interviews mapped to the validated fit among humans, organizations, and technology (HOT-fit) framework was undertaken.
Likert frequency responses and deductive thematic analyses were performed.

Results: A total of 11 participants responded to the questionnaire and 18 participants to the interviews. Key barriers and
facilitators could be mapped onto 6 dimensions, which incorporated aspects of digitization: system use (human), user satisfaction
(human), environment (organization), structure (organization), information and service quality (technology), and system quality
(technology).

Conclusions: The recommendations proposed can enhance the potential for future remote sensing solutions to be more successfully
integrated in health care practice, resulting in more successful use of “virtual wards.”

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05321004; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT05321004

(JMIR Hum Factors 2024;11:e49769)   doi:10.2196/49769

KEYWORDS

implementation science; health plan implementation; mobile health; health care industry; stakeholder; COVID-19; remote
monitoring; digital tools; digital health; pandemic; virtual wards; virtual ward; health care delivery; telemedicine; telehealth;
wearables; wearable; technology; United Kingdom; UK; digital services

Introduction

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, adoption and
implementation of novel health care pathways have accelerated

globally. A key change has been transitioning beyond the
traditional face-to-face model of health care delivery with the
incorporation of novel remote monitoring solutions [1,2]. They
offer a significant advantage in moderating viral exposure risk
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to health care staff, reducing community spread, and delivering
quality health care remotely for exposed or infected individuals
[3,4].

The integration of telemedicine and remote monitoring into
medical practice is expected to expand by appropriately
permitting selected individuals to continue living at home rather
than admitting them into secondary care; this very premise is
the foundation of “virtual wards” [5]. With the recent
improvements made to wearable technology, they can support
health provider assessment and clinical decision-making through
collected biometric data both in secondary care and in the
community [6-10].

However, successful implementation of digital technologies
across complex hospital systems is seldom a smooth process
[11-13]. The absence of standardized procedures for
implementation and evaluation alongside the deficiency of
published implementation strategies adds to these difficulties.
One study in the National Health Service (NHS) that
implemented wearable sensors and alerting systems in secondary
care reported no improvements in clinical outcomes among
patients [14,15]. The aim was to use wearable sensors to provide
continuous remote monitoring to patients admitted to acute
(nonintensive) wards and alert health care staff upon recognition
of deterioration. Interestingly, although the digital solution was
able to pick up clinical deterioration in vital signs and alert
health care staff, responding to the alert was met with significant
delay. This was in spite of health care staff in the NHS reporting
favorable perceptions of digital solutions with potential
improvements to patient safety and reduced staff burden [16].
Therefore, there is a need to further explore implementation
issues.

Patients have reported high levels of acceptance, comfort, and
safety and deemed such digital tools favorable [17-19]. The
main concerns, from a patient perspective, surround potential
overreliance on numbers with diminishing contact from clinical
staff [17,20,21]. Health care staff perceptions, however, have
been more mixed, with concerns regarding changing and
increasing workloads, uncertainty surrounding the clinical
meaningfulness of captured data, and alert fatigue [19-21].
Although mixed methods exploration of these 2 key stakeholder
groups has been well documented, understanding how to
integrate remote monitoring digital tools in the NHS requires
further examination of cultural and management issues in the
health care organization, an area where evidence is missing.

In the United Kingdom, large health informatics programs and
widespread digital transformations are delivered by NHS Digital,
a nondepartmental public body [22,23]. To support digitization,
NHS England has formed a framework consisting of 3
ambitions: digital readiness, maturity, and data-enabled services
[24]. In line with this, NHS England has supported the
development and use of virtual wards, further indicating the
“digital push” [5]. For policy makers, understanding the barriers
and facilitators as perceived by key organizational members is
crucial for the effective provision and smooth deployment of
digitally enabled care. A proposed framework evaluates these
aspects, incorporating the concept of fit among humans,
organizations, and technology (HOT-fit) [25]. This framework

offers a structured basis to examine factors that focus on
alignment and compatibility across these 3 domains, thereby
enhancing the effectiveness of digital health care initiatives.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate key stakeholder
perspectives on an organizational level of implementing remote
monitoring solutions in the NHS, identifying factors that could
affect successful execution and adoption using the HOT-fit
framework. In doing so, we propose a road map for
implementing wearable solutions in secondary care.

Methods

Study Design
A mixed methods approach was implemented that consisted of
semistructured interviews and questionnaires [26]. This was
developed in accordance with recommendations from the
Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research (SRQR) guidelines
where appropriate [27]. The semistructured interviews were
conducted with high-level stakeholders from industry and
academia, as well as with health care providers who played an
instrumental role in and had prior experience of implementing
digital solutions. Additionally, a validated questionnaire was
used to ascertain the perceived technological acceptance of new
remote monitoring systems.

To ensure appropriate recruitment among all key stakeholder
groups, a key informant strategy was followed for purposive
recruitment [28,29]. Individuals were identified through their
notable work with implementation of remote monitoring
solutions in health care, including authors of impactful research
in the literature, major digital technology companies, technicians
involved with digital tool infrastructure development, and
experts recommended by peers. This represented a variety of
groups, including academics, clinicians, allied health care
professionals, and employees of Google Health, who had
experience with implementing digital solutions with the NHS.

Ethical Considerations
All recruited participants provided written informed consent.
Ethical approval for this study was obtained by Imperial College
London’s Science Engineering Technology Research Ethics
Committee (20IC6331), and it was conducted in accordance
with the Good Clinical Practice guidelines and the Declaration
of Helsinki. Storage and handling of personal data complied
with the General Data Protection Regulation. Interviews were
recorded, anonymized, and transcribed.

Questionnaires
An adapted version of the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) questionnaire was used; this validated questionnaire has
shown acceptably high Cronbach α values [30]. This ensures
the reliability of our findings, contributing to the robustness of
the study’s methodology and its implications in understanding
technology acceptance dynamics. The proposed theoretical
framework (information technology acceptance) is shown in
Figure 1. It has been adapted from Chau and Hu [31],
comprising individual context, technological context, and
organizational context. Further adaptations from Gagnon et al
[30], with the inclusion of theories of interpersonal behavior
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and reasoned action building on the TAM, proposed by Davis
[32], have been included [30-34]. As such, individual context
consists of compatibility (factors that affect acceptance of a new
technology) and attitude (perception of the individual to
adopting a technology); technological context consists of

perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of technologies.
Lastly, organizational context consists of facilitators and
subjective norms; the latter can be described as social (an
individual’s perception of a behavior) or descriptive (behavior
of others).

Figure 1. Theoretical framework for the modified Technology Acceptance Model questionnaire [30].

Semistructured Interviews
All participants were invited to take part in semistructured
interviews conducted by the lead researchers. A structured topic
guide was created following a literature review that drew heavily
from a model proposed by Simblett et al [35] and by the HOT-fit
framework [25].

Data collection was an iterative process; emerging recurring
concepts were incorporated into the interview guide for further
exploration with remaining participants. Interviews were

recorded, anonymized, and transcribed verbatim before being
entered into NVivo (version 12; QSR International) for analysis.

HOT-Fit Framework
This validated framework identifies dimensions that can be
mapped onto and used as reference models for evaluating the
performance, effectiveness, and impact of health systems
[25,36]. A fit between human, organizational, and technological
factors is required to ensure successful implementation and has
been highlighted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The fit among humans, organizations, and technology (HOT-fit) framework, adapted from Yusof et al [25].

Data Analysis
Frequency distributions were generated for the 7-point Likert
scale responses to the modified TAM questionnaire using R
studio (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) with the Likert
package (Bryer and Speerschneider).

Transcribed interviews were analyzed using a broadly deductive
approach [37], with the topic guide adapted as previously
described [35]. This formed the basis for the initial predefined
coding framework and was undertaken by 2 independent
researchers to determine barriers and facilitators [37]. An

iterative process of coding and data indexing occurred, ensuring
key aspects were not missed from the predefined coding
framework. Subsequent emerging themes were summarized and
mapped to the evaluation measures corresponding to each
dimension of the HOT-fit framework [25]. The results were
discussed until consensus was reached.

Results

Overviews of the included participants and the reported
evaluation measures are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Demographics of included participants.

Role 7Role 6Role 5Role 4Role 3Role 2Role 1Group

Lead nurse
for remote
monitoring

Systems, integra-
tion interoperabil-
ity architect

Chief information
officer

Project managerDigital quality
improvement
lead

Chief clinical in-
formation officer
and Caldicott
Guardian

Director of strate-
gy, research and
innovation

Health care
trusts

————aChief scientific
advisor

Clinical lecturerClinical lecturerAcademics

—Program managerImplementation
manager

Implementation
specialist

Product managerClinical specialistClinical leadGoogle Health

—————Managing direc-
tor: digital health

Programme direc-
tor: innovation of
health

Other

a—Not applicable.
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Table 2. Overview of reported evaluation measures.

FactorsDimension and evaluation measures

System use

Expectation and beliefs • Improved efficiency (facilitator)
• Appropriate selection of end users suitable for digital tool (facilitator)

Training, knowledge, and expertise • Lack of troubleshooting support (barrier)
• Engagement with new starters (facilitator)

Motivation • Large data burden (barrier)
• Post–COVID-19 fatigue of staff (barrier)
• Finding local champions (facilitator)

User satisfaction (no evaluation measures) • Developing relationships for feedback (facilitator)
• Previous negative experiences with no feedback on benefit (barrier)

Environment (no evaluation measures) • Overburdened National Health Service system (barrier)

Structure (clinical process) • Clear strategic framework and partnership (facilitator)

Information and service quality (no evaluation measures) • Poor interoperability (barrier)
• Poor user interface and user engagement (barrier)

System quality • Failure to provide added value (barrier)

TAM Questionnaire
A total of 11 participants (response rate 11/22, 50%) responded
to the questionnaire; the responses are represented as a Likert
plot (Figure 3). Overall, the technology surrounding remote
monitoring and virtual wards was perceived well by the
questioned stakeholders, who considered that it facilitated the

care of patients and that these pathways, initially introduced
during the pandemic, were likely to change long-term provision
of health care. However, some concerns were noted regarding
whether the existing infrastructure could support the
technology’s use and whether it would improve efficiency. Of
note, there was uncertainty regarding whether most patients
would welcome virtual wards or remote monitoring.

Figure 3. Likert plot displaying responses to the modified Technology Acceptance Model questionnaire. The percentages on the left and right sides of
the plot represent the totals for negative and positive responses, while the percentages in the center represent neutral responses.
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Semistructured Interviews
A total of 22 participants were approached, of whom 18
(response rate: 82%) participated in the semistructured
interviews (Table 1). An overview of the factors, by dimension,
that respondents felt were responsible for contributing to
implementation is summarized in Table 2.

System Use

Expectations and Beliefs

The prospect of introducing novel remote monitoring
technologies was felt to facilitate implementation through
improved efficiency, particularly since the implementation of
electronic health records has improved data availability and
clarity:

...with the implementation [and] introduction of
electronic health records where the data that’s
available is so granular. And in addition to new
technologies that are coming. I think that you can do
a lot more, remotely or virtually, and it does make
things a lot more efficient... [Participant 15]

Moreover, respondents also commented that for successful
implementation, a selective process should be in place for
patients who would benefit the most from novel technologies,
rather than using the technology in cases that would not be
meaningful:

From a patient perspective, we don’t want to one size
fits all approach. We need to be clear about how we
personalize this and how it’s relevant and meaningful.
[Participant 17]

Training, Knowledge, and Expertise

Problems with troubleshooting and available training were
reported to reduce successful implementation due to a lack of
support:

We’ve had problems when trying to use the remote
monitoring, it came up with an error and then I have
to try and sort that out, you know? It’s just things like
that that make extra work. [Participant 16]

I know that the nurses have struggled a huge amount
with remote monitoring, and I expected that...because
there’s a lot of upskilling. [Participant 18]

However, engaging early with health care workers and obtaining
their involvement was shown to improve implementation of
remote monitoring solutions:

[We received] better engagement by tying the
implementation with the new starters in the role and
the changeover of junior doctors, because it was a
new product to offer to new junior doctors.
[Participant 3]

Motivation

It was felt that motivation to engage with technologies would
be impacted through the excessive availability of data acting as
a deterrent:

We need to be mindful about the data burdens, not
just for patients but for staff because this kind of

remote technology follows you around. You basically
could work 24/7 365 of the year. [Participant 17]

In addition, following the pandemic, many health care workers
were fatigued and unmotivated to engage in change, acting as
a barrier to successful remote technology implementation:

Post-COVID the workforce has been decimated, been
exhausted and is fatigued. It’s not the only problem
though, because you know as well as I do that the
NHS has run this model of where it’s good will. We’ve
never had infrastructure that we needed to do stuff
and we still get a huge amount done. So it’s not the
only driver at the moment. It’s more noticeable
because of where people’s heads are at and obviously
where their physical levels and mental levels of
exhaustion are... [Participant 17]

However, respondents also noted that finding a few motivated
individuals to champion change at a local level can help
implementation:

I asked them to self-nominate three of them who were
interested in helping [implement]. So they led and
supported the [technology]... [Participant 18]

User Satisfaction
Respondents reported that previous experience with digital tools
tied into user satisfaction. Feedback to end users demonstrating
meaningful impact was deemed important for engagement and
successful implementation:

Where staff or patients, for example, have been
involved in projects before that they haven’t had any
feedback from, haven’t seen any meaningful outcome
from...they’re like, well, why would I want to get
engaged with this? That’s a lot of energy and effort
from me and I won’t see any benefit. [Participant 17]

...develop relationships, so between, if you like,
supplier and developer and clinical staff so you’ve
got these rapid cycles of feedback and learning.
[Participant 1]

Environment
Respondents reported that previous hindrance of effective
implementation was because of an overburdened system unable
to give the appropriate attention to integrating a digital solution
in the NHS:

NHS is overburdened and so that level of
diligence...wasn’t there until it had to be, until things
became mission critical...that comes down to a
bandwidth problem... [Participant 10]

Similarly, underresourcing was noted to be a barrier, particularly
during the early stages, where issues would arise:

More resource[s] to get [things] kick started [are
usually needed]...because we had to go through all
the teething problems ourselves which created extra
work for us. [Participant 16]

We’ve got very limited resources, that they’re very
thinly spread across all of the IT projects that require
integration and interoperability...just the sheer volume
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of work that the Trust has heaped on us over the last
three or four years is the bigger constraining factor.
[Participant 4]

Lastly, organizational culture supporting digitization was a
commonly reported theme, with some institutions more readily
accepting of innovation than others:

Organisational culture can be both the barrier and
facilitator. We know that there are some organisations
that are much more ready and able to adopt
innovation. I think from an organisational perspective,
competing priorities are a huge issue...If your IT is
majorly engaged in doing something else, for example
an EHR implementation, its ability to support remote
monitoring and other technologies is really poor.
[Participant 17]

Structure
Respondents also commented on the need for a clear process
and said that developing a strategic partnership and framework
would facilitate implementation and should be planned before
rollout:

Strategic framework is crucial on things.... What does
a strategic partnership look like? What is the direction
that we want to jointly head in? What do we want to
achieve together, and what are the different
components to get there... [Participant 1]

Making [the product vision and roadmap] clear as
early on and getting that input right at the beginning
of any kind of feature development. So that there is
expectation alignment on what is being developed
whether the minimal viable product meets the use
cases that it needs to, and that there’s a partnership
in prioritizing these features and when they’re
delivered. As opposed to just showing a feature set a
few weeks before it gets deployed.... I think that initial
understanding of the vision...and getting that clinical
engagement as early on helps to set the path going
forward. [Participant 12]

Information and Service Quality
Respondents noted the need for digital tools to be interoperable
and usable, as poorly designed digital tools would be a barrier,
hindering an overly strained NHS system:

The challenges are IT and interoperability…you don’t
want 20 bits of data…from 20 apps that don’t work,
so that’s the usability and the accessibility and the
staffing of these models because traditionally they
basically get added onto someone’s day job. But that
day person’s already overwhelmed. [Participant 17]

System Quality
Respondents highlighted that for a digital tool to be successfully
implemented, it needed to provide added value, with perceived
usefulness and ease of use being crucial.

[What] was the added value in [this digital app]? All
it did was render some of the information that we

already had in a limited manner, back in the mobile
device. [Participant 8]

Usability, the accessibility, and the staffing of these
models [are really poor] because traditionally they
basically get added onto someone’s day job.... The
data element [is also] really poor, so you get a lot of
enthusiasts doing a lot of projects. But if you then say
where’s your evidence that makes any difference to
anything meaningful that matters to patients and staff,
they can’t produce that. I think the digital health tech
industry has been really slow at that. [Participant 17]

Furthermore, it was believed that the best way to implement a
digital tool (eg, remote monitoring solutions) was through rapid
quality improvement cycles following the plan-do-study-act
(PDSA) technique, focusing on targeting user experience issues:

...believe the technology suffered from very poor
clinical and user engagement. So I know
[technological companies] will tell us they’ve had
loads of user engagement, but actually most patients
wouldn’t say that, they’d say well, why is it like this?
No, why is nobody been engaged in the design for
this? [Participant 17]

...trying to give clinical input into feasibility, usability,
implementation in terms of the design of how we were
going to implement stuff, so...[a] genuine PDSA type
approach to implementation, and I was quite involved
in some of the thinking about spread and how do you
get this utilized across different parts of the Trust...
[Participant 1]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study explored barriers and facilitators for implementing
digital tools, in particular remote monitoring solutions, in the
NHS, alongside the acceptance of such technology using the
modified TAM questionnaire. Using the HOT-fit framework,
human, organization, and technological factors were categorized,
allowing for a multiple-angled approach to a multifaceted
problem. Therefore, key barriers and facilitators could be
mapped onto 6 dimensions, which incorporated aspects of
digitization: system use (human), user satisfaction (human),
environment (organization), structure (organization), information
and service quality (technology), and system quality
(technology).

With regards to system use, the importance of improving
workflow efficiency, having appropriate troubleshooting support
available for staff, finding local champions to help integration
within the clinical workforce, and positively engaging with
health care staff were highlighted as facilitators. To support
this, young staff have been deemed the most likely to engage
with and benefit from a new workflow [36,38-40]. This, in part,
may be explained by more adept digital literacy skills and
technical proficiencies associated with junior members [41]. In
the literature, concise and tailored education surrounding
implementation has been promoted as an important facilitator
[42].
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Key barriers relating to system use and environment included
poor training and the burden of data, particularly with
continuous remote monitoring of vital signs. These data may
not always be clinically meaningful or because of poor
resourcing may not be acknowledged appropriately, generating
additional work for existing staff, who are already overburdened
[14,43]. Previously, this unincentivized workflow change led
to poor response times to alerts generated through alerting
systems in an acute surgical ward [14]. In this study, 36% (4/11)
of respondents to the modified TAM questionnaire were unsure
whether allied health care professionals would welcome virtual
wards (Figure 3). One study highlighted that these workers, in
particular nurses and clinicians, were the most important
gatekeepers for remote monitoring solutions [44]. Therefore,
engaging these groups, fostering positive relationships, and
delivering regular feedback would enhance user satisfaction,
allow user interface and engagement issues to be proactively
tackled, and subsequently enable successful implementation.

Concerning system quality, perceived usefulness and ease of
use were deemed as important facilitators for successful
implementation. In the literature, intuitive and user-friendly
systems have been confirmed to have easier acceptance [36,39].
The modified TAM questionnaire similarly confirmed this in
our cohort, particularly through questions concerning acquiring
new skills and impact, emphasizing that remote monitoring
technology could be readily accepted.

Limitations
This study included key stakeholders belonging to a broad
selection of groups (academics, industry, and health care) in
order to create a broad understanding of factors that influence
implementation of remote monitoring solutions in the NHS.
Given that previous studies have focused on end user testing,
this study sought to provide a top-down view to give a better
understanding of considerations that could influence widespread
implementation [16,18]. However, in doing so, our
interpretations have some limitations. First, the broad,
heterogeneous sample of key stakeholders included may identify
issues that are generalizable, but the nonprobabilistic sampling
may have resulted in a selection bias. Moreover, the included
sample size was limited. Despite this, the use of semistructured
interviews yielded pertinent considerations for pragmatic
implementation in hospital settings. In addition, differences
between various hospitals and departments, which may have
different attitudes toward digital technologies, were not explored
in this study. A final limitation relates to the HOT-fit framework;
although it is considered useful, the mapping of factors is a
subjective undertaking and mapping to one specific measure
was, at times, difficult.

Further Research and Recommendations
Although our cohort showed that there was overall acceptance
of remote monitoring technology (Figure 3), there remains a
deficiency with respect to successful implementation. This was
noted most recently in one study where the median time to
acknowledge an alert from health care staff was 111 (range
1-2146) minutes, despite early recognition of deterioration from
remote sensing [14]. Therefore, further research should
incorporate human factors and behavior evaluation when
implementing remote monitoring solutions with the NHS;
moreover, implementation frameworks such as HOT-fit should
be used to ensure multiple angles have been carefully
considered.

To facilitate the effective integration of remote monitoring
solutions in clinical workflows, a comprehensive strategic
framework is paramount. This framework should prioritize the
early involvement of end users, fostering relationships that
enable rapid feedback on implementation strategies, user
interfaces, and user experience issues. Such engagement allows
for iterative enhancements through PDSA cycles, promoting
continuous improvement [45].

Industries aiming to develop remote monitoring technologies
must collaborate closely with key stakeholders, ensuring the
creation of products that provide significant value and feature
user-friendly interfaces. This approach emphasizes the
importance of a bottom-up strategy in technology
implementation, valuing the autonomy and insights of end users,
who play a crucial role in the successful adoption of these
solutions. Crucial to this process is the establishment of robust
infrastructural support prior to the deployment of remote
monitoring systems. Adequate resourcing and the involvement
of technical support staff are essential to facilitate seamless
integration with existing information technology frameworks,
thereby enhancing the prioritization and effectiveness of digital
health initiatives. By adhering to these guidelines, health care
organizations can enhance the integration of remote monitoring
into clinical practice, leading to improved operational efficiency,
patient care, and overall health care service delivery.

Conclusion
Implementation of remote monitoring solutions in the NHS
remains a complex challenge. The results of this study have
highlighted key stakeholder perceptions that could influence
successful integration. Through the proposed recommendations,
there is potential for future remote sensing solutions to be more
successfully integrated into our health care practices, resulting
in novel pathways expanding beyond virtual wards.
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